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JUSTIFICATION

Excerpt from Donovan-Hall et al. (2011):

With regard to translation into clinical practice, the health care professionals discussed the
need for “a driving force to promote FES” and improvements in the commercialization of
FES and media involvement. For example, one of the health care providers said “I think it
needs an enthusiast or a champion to drive it. It relies on enthusiastic individuals to bring
it into the center or think about it”

Donovan-Hall, MK, Burridge, J, Dibb, B, et al. (2011). The views of people with spinal cord
injury about the use of functional electrical stimulation. Artificial Organs, 35(3):
204-211.
FES is not new, and Liberson’s footdrop system was developed in 1961 (Liberson et al.,
1961).
Yet, FES is not being used as much as it could be.
There needs to be a champion who will drive this.
This thesis introduces reasons as to why it needs a champion.
And the ultimate hope is that FES will be used more in Australia and the world as a form of
exercise.
The public health component of this thesis elucidates several issues important in technology
development and translation.
The biomedical engineering component of this thesis provides a toolkit for researchers to
measure muscle responses via signal processing.
It is hoped this body of work will contribute to our understanding of FES from multiple
angles.
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ABSTRACT
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) is the triggering of muscle contraction by use of an electrical current.
It can be used to give paralyzed individuals several health benefits, and has been implemented in the home
for more personalized exercise. As such there are a variety of patient populations who may be able to seek
improved health outcomes through FES exercise. Two well-described populations are; Spinal Cord Injury,
where nerves suffer traumatic damage, and Multiple Sclerosis, where nerves undergo an autoimmune attack
that disables their normal conduction ability. Both conditions may result in muscle weakness or paralysis
which in part may be ameliorated through the use of FES exercise devices.

While there are several types of FES devices and stimulation patterns available for use in a clinical context,
there are many aspects of these systems that require innovation. The usability and home translation of devices
are essential issues to understand from a clinical and development perspective, as they relate to patients’
choice to use FES. In addition, stimulation patterns are far from optimized, and the effect of changing various
electrical parameters on resultant biomechanical outcomes is still being elucidated.

This thesis has two distinct methodological components that address the aforementioned issues. In the first,
public health component, interview studies were conducted to understand several issues related to FES
technology enhancement, implementation and home translation. Both patients and stakeholders were
interviewed, providing a comprehensive range of perspectives that may be used to guide future FES
innovation from multiple contexts. In the second, computational biomechanics component, novel signal
processing algorithms were designed that can be used to measure mechanical responses of muscles subjected
to electrical stimulation. These methods are presented in the context of understanding how changing duty
cycles may affect knee joint torques when the quadriceps are stimulated under isometric conditions. Both
parts of the thesis are unified on the concept of isometric FES being a perhaps favourable form of FES that
may be used in the home – with the first part examining device preferences (one of which is isometric), and
second developing algorithms that could be used to measure limb biomechanics during isometric stimulation.

The studies of this thesis have presented several ideas, toolkits and results which have the potential to guide
future FES biomechanics studies and the translatability of systems into regular usage for patients. The public
health studies have provided conceptual frameworks upon which FES may be used in the home by patients.
In addition, they have elucidated a range of issues that need to be addressed should FES technology reach its
true potential as a therapy. The computational biomechanics studies have put forward novel data analysis
techniques which may be used for understanding how muscle responds to electrical stimulation, as measured
via torque. Furthermore, the effect of changing the electrical stimulation duty cycle on torque was
successfully described, adding to an understanding of how electrical stimulation parameter modulation can
influence joint biomechanics.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1961, Vladimir Liberson developed the footdrop stimulator (Liberson et al., 1961) that was used
to allow a patient with hemiplegia to perform a gait cycle in a similar-to-normal fashion, despite
having an altered gait due to paralysis. This was shortly after the development of a small stimulator
system by Charles Giaimo in the 1950s (Giaimo, 1956). These were some of the first reported cases
of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES), a therapy that could be used for exercising muscles
unable to move due to the consequences of disease. While Luigi Galvani had first observed frog leg
movements arising from external static electricity, now electricity was being harnessed to produce
human movements such as ambulation.

Following on from the early reports of FES, there were various studies designed to test the effects
of FES on patient physiology and/or biomechanics (e.g., Vodovnik et al., 1984), and the
development of more sophisticated systems such as FES-cycles and, more recent, FES-rowers
(Ektas et al., 2014). In all systems developed, the impetus of researchers lay most presumably in the
desire to see beneficial patient outcomes when their muscles are subjected to FES-evoked exercise.
While paralysis is associated with a plethora of undesirable health consequences, researchers sought
to reduce these in part through artificially producing muscular exercise.

It is remarkable that despite the existence of such technology for sixty years, FES devices and
exercise programs are far from perfect. Furthermore, the uptake of devices in populations such as
Spinal Cord Injury, are poor at best in Australia. Therefore issues surrounding why this is the case
need to be understood lest FES remain a fairly dormant, laboratory-confined technology subject to
“blue-sky” transient research projects at best.

The experiential, patient opinion-based aspects of FES can help engineers and clinicians to
understand more completely, issues such as home FES translation and decision-making regarding
FES exercise participation in general. Early researchers such as Sipski, Alexander and Moynahan
(Sipski et al., 1989, Alexander & Sipski, 1990; Moynahan et al., 1996) began to put forward more
survey-based, psychosocial arguments, in an attempt to understand perspectives of FES technology.
However, there is still a tremendous need to perform studies that aim to see how FES may be
improved from a technological and translational point of view. Ultimately these studies will help to
understand where FES devices need to be improved, how they can be used by patients and what
support is required.
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Qualitative research has been less used as a research tool in the FES community and as such can
provide new insights into these pertinent issues. Furthermore, in light of more recent attempts at this
research (Donovan-Hall et al., 2011), it has been noted there is a desire to understand stakeholder
perspectives on FES. Interviewing both patients and relevant third parties (engineers, doctors, allied
health professionals) would help to give an entire view of issues surrounding FES technology
implementation.

Another equally important domain which requires careful understanding is the effect of various
electrical stimulation parameters on biomechanics. An appreciation for how different electrical
parameters influence the joint torque generated while muscles are stimulated is essential from both
a safety and exercise efficacy point of view. The effects of stimulation parameters such as frequency
on responses such as tetanus development (e.g., Bajd & Munih, 2010) in muscle are well-known.
However, less understood across the literature is the effect of duty cycle (ON and OFF time) of
stimulation on torque production caused by muscles contracting. This is important to understand
from an application perspective of FES in terms of optimizing treatment and providing precise
stimulation to produce certain amounts of fatigue in a muscle training context.
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THESIS OBJECTIVES AND WALKTHROUGH

THESIS WALKTHROUGH

The thesis is divided into twelve chapters. Chapter 1 is a comprehensive literature review. Chapters
2 & 3 are the public health studies with both patients (Lidcombe study, chapter 2) and stakeholders
(Vienna study, chapter 3). Chapter 4 is a mathematical model of electrical pulse trains, and
theoretical framework for FES experiments. Chapters 5 & 6 focus on a duty cycle experiment that
was performed over a 25-minute timeframe. In addition, they present novel data analysis procedures
and algorithmic techniques for processing torque data from isokinetic dynamometers. Chapter 7 is
an acute duty cycle experiment, which presents another algorithm for handling torque waveforms
generated in a randomized pattern. Chapters 9 (9A, 9B) summarizes the findings in the General
Discussion and Conclusions & Recommendations chapter. Chapter 10 is a collection of appendices
related to chapters 1 – 7 inclusive. Chapters 11 & 12 are appendices from chapter 1, providing more
thorough analysis of literature review topics underpinning the thesis. In addition, peripheral
information regarding FES is presented. Depicted on the next page is a schematic of the thesis.
Thereafter, a list of objectives for chapters 1 – 7 are described.
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Figure 1. Thesis Schematic: Control Flow. The thesis is comprised of twelve (12) chapters. Five
(2, 3, 5, 6, 7) are studies or experimental work. One (1) is a literature review, another (4) is a
mathematical model, and two more (9A & 9B) synthesize the findings of chapters 1 – 7. The final
chapters (10 – 12) are appendices, full of data and peripheral information to chapters 1 – 7.
Appendices (chapter 10) have additional information for all chapters. Appendices 2 & 3 (chapters
11 & 12, respectively) contain additional literature review. The literature review of chapter 1
underpins all studies and experimental work. The mathematical model of chapter 4 is used to
normalize data from chapter 7. Chapters 5, 6 & 7 are all inter-related, building upon principles
developed sequentially. This diagram summarises all chapter inter-linkages, giving cohesiveness to
the entire thesis (body + appendices).
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THESIS OBJECTIVES

This thesis aims to investigate and quantify two distinct areas of FES technology and application,
against the backdrop of a comprehensive narrative literature review. In particular, the aims of this
thesis are:

Literature Review:
•

Provide a historical overview of FES technology and its suggested benefits as postulated in
the literature.

•

Discuss in detail what studies have been performed looking at the use of FES in the home,
and their purpose.

•

Justify the relevance of qualitative research methods in rehabilitation engineering and FES
research.

•

Scrutinize the literature pertaining to stimulation duty cycle, against the backdrop of other
stimulation parameters.

Public Health Component:
•

Survey patients with Spinal Cord Injury and Multiple Sclerosis using a mixed-methods
public health study involving semi-structured interviews.

•

Survey stakeholders (engineers, researchers, clinicians) using a mixed-methods public
health study involving semi-structured interviews.

Computational Biomechanics Component:
•

Present a mathematical model of theoretical electrical charge Q delivered to muscle during
stimulation, in the context of a novel framework to describe pulses and pulse trains.

•

Present frameworks upon which research may be unified and discussed using common
notation in the international FES community.

•

Propose a novel library of computational metrics, plots and data processing techniques for
torque data obtained from an isokinetic dynamometer.

•

Elucidate the influence of duty cycle multiple on muscle fatigue in a healthy subject, as
measured by isokinetic dynamometry over 25-minutes.

•

Put forward a novel randomized method for measuring torque when multiple duty cycles are
delivered in the same day.
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•

Elucidate the influence of duty cycle multiple on muscle fatigue in a healthy subject, as
measured by isokinetic dynamometry over an acute timeframe with randomized pulse
trains.
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“There are lots of ways of being fearless. I highly recommend it. To a large extent, the key to
fearlessness is the “no matter what”. Keep that in mind. It’s truly amazing what we can do by
allowing the spirit and mind to flourish. Our capabilities go way beyond our understanding. Trust
in that and go forward. Get past the clutter, the noise inside you that says, “I can’t, I can’t, I’m not
good enough, I don’t feel like it, I’m sick, I don’t want to”. That is just like static on a radio. Just
clear the channel, find good reception, and you’ll be amazed by what you can do.”

Excerpt from an adapted form of a speech given by Christopher Reeve, Omega Institute, Spring
2004. Taken from “Paralysis Resource Guide” (3rd ed.), Christopher & Dana Reeve
Foundation written by Sam Maddox, 2013.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW

1.0 PREAMBLE

The therapy of Functional Electrical Stimulation is complex, inasmuch that there are many
different forms of stimulation, and modalities by which it may be used for exercise. Providing
FES therapy is also made more complex by the fact that there are several populations who
may use it, each with their own unique characteristics important for applying stimulation.
Two such populations are; Spinal Cord Injury, which is caused by injury to the central
nervous system; and Multiple Sclerosis, which is caused by an autoimmune attack on the
nervous system. Although distinct, both conditions can involve muscle paralysis. FES may be
used to activate paralyzed muscles, allowing exercise to limbs that otherwise could not move.
In consequence, there are a range of metabolic outcomes which may be beneficial for patients
who use FES to exercise on a regular basis.

Electrical stimulation involves applying electricity to the human body, and there are several
parameters of stimulation waveforms which may be controlled to alter the effect of stimulation
on tissue (e.g., amplitude, frequency). The duty cycle is the time ON and time OFF of electrical
stimulation pulse trains. This parameter is less understood across the literature.

Another less examined element of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) therapy is the
“human element” – that of patients’ perceptions of FES. Qualitative research designs focused
on FES therapy have been carried out, but they are outweighed substantially by the purely
quantitative, objective designs that examine physiological and biomechanical reponses to
FES.

This literature review presents a comprehensive insight into FES technology. It begins with a
history of electrical stimulation against the backdrop of early systems and patents. Then, an
overview of FES exercise is made with an emphasis on the popular modality of cycling. In
following, metabolic outcomes related to disease are discussed. Finally, the review concludes
with in-depth foci on two lesser known areas of electrical stimulation. Firstly, a
comprehensive literature analysis of duty cycle is performed. Then, an overview of qualitative
research is presented followed by a complementary survey of the state of the art in this context.
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1.1 NEUROMUSCULAR PHYSIOLOGY
1.1.1 Nerve and Muscle Action – Energy Transformation

Muscle, Nerve and Examples of Early Work

The intrinsic ability for the human body to elicit movements is a complex synergism between
muscles, bones and the surrounding environment. Muscles contract, ultimately causing the
movement of bones in various planes in three dimensions. They are assisted by tendons, which
attach muscles to surrounding bones acting as a lever upon which force transmission may
occur. Tendons thus couple elastic and more rigid components together in the muscular
system. While this system seems one of simplicity, it is only able to function due to a range
of fundamental physiological actions. Within the context of exercise for example, there are
several actions at the molecular level responsible for assisting such movement albeit while
maintaining molecular homeostasis (e.g., Hawley et al., 2014; Egan & Zierath, 2013). While
these have been studied in great detail, fundamentally muscle contraction may be seen as
arising due to nerve-elicited stimulation, causing cellular actions. This is only able to occur
due to a translation of chemical to mechanical energy (Frontera & Ochala, 2015) with an
electrical intermediary. Ultimately it is this “concert” involving shifts in energy forms that
causes the marvellous action of muscle contraction to arise.

The subject of muscle physiology is one that has been examined for many years. The last fifty
to one-hundred years has seen an exponential increase in the knowledgebase surrounding
basic neuromuscular physiology. Early experiments which were pivotal to an understanding
of how this system works include the work of Henneman and colleagues (1965) on the “size
principle”. The authors investigated the functional significance of size of spinal motoneurons
in relation to their function. Similar to other investigators in this field, decerebrate cats were
used to obtain muscle fibres for in-vitro experiments examining fundamental physiological
properties. Another such example is that of Bremer (1932), who described excitation latente
and addition latente in the context of nerve refractory periods. The author put forward that
electrical stimulation may “…be effective…” in causing “contracture” if summated, an early
allusion to temporal summation of action potentials. These fundamental studies paved way
for a wider appreciation of muscle physiology, or what may be described as the
neuromuscular system.
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Neuromuscular System

The neuromuscular system may be considered a combination of two systems. The nervous
system, comprised of nerve cells (neurons) and other “non-neuronal” cells such as Schwann
cells (Koppes et al., 2014); and the muscular system, with its supporting tissue. The nervous
system may further be considered as comprising of central (CNS) and peripheral (PNS) subsystems (Nolte, 2009; Martini & Nath, 2009; Ross & Pawlina, 2011; Moore et al., 2010). The
central nervous system is comprised primarily of the brain and spinal cord (Nolte, 2009;
Martini & Nath, 2009; Ross & Pawlina, 2011), whereas the peripheral nervous system
contains all the tissue connected to the CNS from the outside (Martini & Nath, 2009; Ross &
Pawlina, 2011). Typically, motor signals arise from higher brain centres, in what has been
termed central motor drive (e.g., Hawley et al., 2014). These signals are carried from the CNS
to the PNS in the form of action potentials which are the fundamental communication signals
of nerves.

The neuromuscular system is responsible for relaying signals from higher brain centres to
muscles, via peripheral nerves. The brain is responsible for “contractions” leading to actions
such as “movements” (Gandevia, 2008). Motor signals originate in the primary motor cortex,
with input also from associated brain regions (e.g., the supplementary motor areas). They are
transmitted to muscles connected to the nervous system via cranium-associated structures
(cranial nerves), or more peripherally located nerves (peripheral nerves). The speed at which
these signals are relayed depends on the myelination of the nerve (figure 1.1). Unmyelinated
nerves carry signals much slower, relying on successive depolarization of nerve segments for
signal propagation. Myelinated fibres are ensheathed by a fatty lipid substance (myelin),
which acts as insulation for underlying nerve fibres. In between segments of myelinated fibres
are gaps where nerves have no surrounding myelin (Nodes of Ranvier). It is between these
gaps where current is able to jump accordingly, increasing the speed of propagation relative
to an unmyelinated fibre analogue. For patient cohorts whom can not elicit electrical signals
endogenously (e.g., due to lesion), Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) may also be
used to artificially induce action potentials.
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Figure 1.1. Nerves and Myelination. Some nerves are surrounded by an insulation sheath
(myelin). Current jumps along the nerve between patches of myelin, from node to node
(Jahn et al., 2009)

Irrespective of degree of myelination, nerve fibres (axons) join to muscles at connection points
known as neuromuscular junctions. Here, there is a conversion of electrical impulses to
chemical energy. Action potentials cause the release of acetylcholine from pre-synaptic
vesicles stored at the terminal point of the axon. Subsequently, these travel across the synaptic
cleft, a gap between the terminus and the muscle. Thereafter ACh binds to post-synaptic
receptors causing a cascade to occur which ultimately results in the process of cross-bridge
cycling, where actin and myosin filaments run against one another causing shortening and
lengthening of the cytoarchitecture of the muscle. Energy from this process is obtained by
action of myosin ATPase, which hydrolyses ATP (Egan & Zierath, 2013). The moving of
actin and myosin back and forth relative to one another causes changes to sarcomeres, which
definite as a fundamental unit of the muscle (Seeley et al., 2007). This movement is known
formally as the sliding filament model (Martini & Nath, 2009; Seeley et al., 2007).
Microscopic changes in sarcomere length arise due to actin and myosin sliding about one
another. These are then transmitted to gross macroscopic length changes due to the
arrangement of sarcomeres in series or parallel with one another.

Spinal Cord in Context

In particular relevance to Functional Electrical Stimulation is the spinal cord. Along with the
brain, the spinal cord is the other major constituent of the central nervous system (figure 1.2).
It is organized into gray matter and white matter histologically (Swanson & Bota, 2010; figure
1.3). The spinal cord attaches at its’ most superior extremity to the medulla oblongata
(Sheerin, 2004). It runs inferiorly then terminating at the conus medullaris, from which the
filum terminale runs downwards as a single strand of tissue. Emanating from the spinal cord
are several nerve fibres (peripheral nerve fibres). It has been suggested that lower motor
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neurons must be of adequate quality should FES be able to be applied (Peckham & Knutson,
2005). While this is true with regards to “usual” electrical stimulation, there have been indeed
a plethora of patients treated with FES and denervated muscles. Ugo Carraro, Helmut Kern
and colleagues across Europe have implemented special stimulators capable of activating such
muscle, for home therapeutic use (chapter 1.4).

Figure 1.2. Spinal Cord and Blood Supply. The spinal cord is comprised of neural tissue
that runs through a canal formed by the junction of successive vertebrae (central canal). Also
shown by Etz et al. are smaller blood supplies, stemming from the aorta. Further, a venous
plexus is also observed (Etz et al., 2011)

Figure 1.3. The Spinal Cord (Cross-Section). The spinal cord is comprised of gray matter
and white matter. White matter form tracts which carry information in guided directions
from one part of the nervous system to another [depicted] (Cho, 2015)
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Muscle Fibre Types
An important anatomical consideration in the discussion of muscle force is muscle fibre type.
There are generally two main types of muscle fibres, slow-twitch (type I) and fast-twitch (type
II) (Martini & Nath, 2009; Silverthorn, 2010; Seeley et al., 2007; Hess, 1970). In the context
of muscle contraction, a consideration of fibre types contained within a muscle is important
as it relates to performance of the muscle. In general, type I fibres involve aerobic metabolism,
whereas type II fibres involve anaerobic metabolism (Martini & Nath, 2009; Seeley et al.
2007). However, it has been noted that both contractile properties and how fibres stain for
myosin dictate this classification (Egan & Zierath, 2013). Associated with staining is the
presence of myosin heavy chains (MHC)’s. Slow fibres have a MHC I isoform, whereas fast
fibres may have either a MHC IIA or MHC IIX isoform (Daugaard & Richter, 2001).
However, some muscle fibres may have multiple isoforms present (Westerblad et al., 2010),
presumably due to a combination of slow and fast-twitch functioning.
1.1.2 Muscle Contraction and Fatigue
Isometric Contractions and FES
Muscles may be seen as moving structures, on several different levels. The process of muscles
“acting” is known as contraction. These contractions may be defined into three main
categories – static (isometric) and dynamic (eccentric, concentric) (Frontera & Ochala, 2015).
Dynamic contractions are those involving changes in length to a muscle, for example in the
process of cycling a bicycle. Isometric are those contractions where a muscle can produce
force with no change in limb or joint position (Frontera & Ochala, 2015; Baskan et al., 2011).
Such muscle exercises may be used for strength training, but have also been suggested to be
able to be manipulated for the purposes of cardiovascular exercise (e.g., Caulfield et al., 2013;
Fornusek et al., 2014a). Within the context of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) there
have been a series of studies comparing isometric electrical contractions to other forms. A
select few of these are presented in table 1.1. Typically, FES research focuses on cycling
protocols involving length changes during exercise. However, such findings may provide
requisite evidence that more investigation into isometric FES is warranted for therapeutic
purposes. Taken together they suggest that isometric FES may be comparable, if not superior
to dynamic FES in certain contexts.
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Table 1.1. Select studies on Isometric FES.
• Fornusek et al. (2014) presented a study comparing isometric ES with dynamic ES
cycling [n = 8 paraplegics]. Study involved two acute cross-over sessions (5 min
rest, 35 min ES/isometric, 15 min of isometric/ES). The authors suggest both forms
are similar in terms of cardiorespiratory exercise.
• Elder et al. (2006) examined oxygen cost of dynamic and isometric contractions
relative to muscle mass [n = 7 healthy]. Study involved leg extensions of an
isometric and dynamic nature, with ES. The authors suggest that differences in
“oxygen cost” are due to mechanical differences, presenting data un-normalized and
normalized for torque.
• Beltman et al. (2004) examined voluntary activation for dynamic and isometric,
using high frequency pulses on top of volitional contraction [n differed between
two sub-experiments]. Authors put forward that activation differs for lengthening,
as opposed to isometric and concentric contractions.
• Crameri et al. (2004) compared dynamic and static loading of limbs with FES over
a 10-week program [n = 6 paraplegics]. One limb was static, the other dynamic. The
authors put forward a variety of results, such as Citrate Synthase and capillaries
associated with fibres. Notably, they put forward that there were more capillaries in
the statically-trained legs, and greater mean force increases than dynamicallytrained legs.
• Fenn (1924) put forward that shortening contractions release more heat than
isometric, a fundamental observation in this field, [e.g., referenced by Fornusek &
co-workers (2014)].
Fatigue and Measurements

In any form of muscle exercise (FES or volitional), fatigue is an important consideration
related to the “success” of the exercise. Muscle fatigue is the phenomenon whereby “…muscle
force or power for a given muscle activation…” is lowered (Grassi et al., 2015). Fatigue is
related to the concept of recruitment, which is the process whereby the nervous system
employs various motor units to achieve a desired task. During electrical stimulation (e.g.,
EMS) it has been noted that standard recruitment procedures are performed in “reversal…[to
that of]…voluntary muscle activation” (Gregory & Bickel, 2005). As such muscles
undergoing FES are subjected to an anomalous amount of fatigue as the usual role of the
nervous system in using slowly fatiguing motor units is reversed. Therefore, measuring fatigue
is important as it dictates how a certain stimulation parameter configuration may influence
patient muscle fatigue during FES-exercise. One example of fatigue measurements of muscle
is presented in figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4. Fatigue. Fatigue is complex (see Gandevia, 2001). However, in a simple
definition, it may be described as a decrease in amount of force or torque that a muscle can
produce (e.g., during electrical stimulation). Shown is data from Krajl & colleagues that
shows decrease in force of quadriceps when different duty cycles are applied. Different
stimulation patterns cause different rates of fatigue (Kralj et al., 1986).

Electromyography and Mechanomyography

Muscle fatigue may be measured by a variety of methods. Electromyography (EMG) has been
used by several researchers to assess fatigue during contraction studies, and has been remarked
on its’ “noninvasive” nature (Georgakis et al., 2003). It is no surprise that various groups have
made an effort to investigate innovative metrics associated with EMG signal analysis; such as
fractal dimension [FD] (Beretta-Piccoli et al., 2015), and averaged instantaneous frequency
[AIF] (Georgakis et al., 2003). However, these studies were performed on healthy individuals.
In the context of FES-evoked contractions, it has been demonstrated in a group of eight spinal
cord injured-individuals that EMG is unreliable if trying to concur results with torque
responses from FES-cycling (Estigoni et al., 2011). One potential future direction may lie in
the use of mechanomyography (MMG), which detects mechanical changes due to muscle
contraction (see Cè et al., 2015 for review). This has been the focus of recent work at the
University of Malaya, Malaysia (see Mohamed et al., 2017).
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Isokinetic Dynamometry

Such complex methods used to measure fatigue are indelibly useful in characterizing the
effects of an intervention on muscle responses. However, such equipment may be costly and
time-consuming to set-up. The technique of isokinetic dynamometry has been used
extensively by many authors in the field of muscle biomechanics (e.g., Gregory et al., 2007;
Kesar et al., 2008; Laufer et al., 2001). Unlike EMG, dynamometry measures torque (or force)
generated by mechanical motion of the limb. A comprehensive analysis of fatigue could thus
include both EMG measures (activation) and dynamometry (mechanical fatigue) to
holistically understand the effects of a protocol on fatigue, such as Pethick & colleagues
(2015). An overview of isokinetic dynamometry, and examples of its’ application are
presented in figures 1.5a, 1.5b, 1.5c & 1.5d inclusive.

Figure 1.5a. Isokinetic Dynamometry. This technique involves measuring torque
generated around joints when muscles undergo various movements. In this example, torque
of the hip joint is being measured (Keep et al., 2016).
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Figure 1.5b. Isokinetic Dynamometry. Dynamometers have a moment arm which connects
to a central pivot. The arm attaches to a limb, and measures the torque generated during
muscle contractions. It may be set to modalities where limbs are moving (isokinetic,
eccentric, concentric), or when the limb is still (isometric). Depicted here are two different
settings (Drouin et al., 2004).

Figure 1.5c. Isokinetic Dynamometer. Dynamometers may be used to measure torques of
various joints. Shown here is the ankle of an elderly participant (Hartmann et al., 2009).
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Figure 1.5d. Isokinetic Dynamometer and Associated Setup. Depicted is a dynamometer
setup for research purposes. In the middle is a chair in which the participant sits during
testing. To the right is the module with moment arm. Behind this is a computer with
specialized software to measure torques. Photo taken at the University of Malaya, August
2017.

The isokinetic dynamometer has been around since the 1800s (Gandevia, 2001) and has been
used extensively in the area of muscle strengthening research and testing. Machines which are
able to measure force/torque to quantify issues such as spastic catch/spasticity (McCauley,
personal communication; Katrak et al. 1992) are invaluable in the diagnosis and assessment
of muscle under pathological circumstances. The field of Functional Electrical Stimulation
(FES) has benefited greatly from the usage of this apparatus in a research context. Isokinetic
dynamometers such as the KinCom (e.g, Kesar et al., 2008; Laufer et al., 2001) and the Biodex
(e.g., Gregory et al., 2007; Gorgey et al., 2014b) have been used to assess the effects of various
electrical stimulation protocols on fatigue as measured via force or torque. For example, the
Biodex has been used to quantify fatigue that arises as a result of various differential protocols,
such as testing following FES cycling at three different pulse widths (Gorgey et al., 2014b).
Further, Kesar and colleagues (2008) used a KinCom in their study of healthy subjects,
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looking at comparing the relative differences of controlling frequency, compared with pulse
duration, in the context of quadriceps force production. Such studies are invaluable as the help
contribute to an understanding of how changing different stimulation parameters can have an
effect on muscle fatigue in an acute sense (e.g., Kesar et al., 2008) during electrical
stimulation.

In Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) research, force, or power generation throughout a
bout of exercise is a measure of fatigue. In the context of FES cycling for example, power
output is a commonly reported metric used to quantify the “efficacy” of a stimulation protocol.
For example, Theisen et al. (2002) reported power outputs generated by a group of paraplegics
(n = 5) subjected to 40 minutes of electrical stimulation cycling exercise, as measured by the
ergometry system used. However, in the case of isometric FES, different measurements are
required to make sense of the effectiveness of an exercise protocol as such. For example, as
proposed in his fundamental paper on muscle contraction and the “heat of shortening” (Fenn,
1924) there is no shortening in an isometric contraction, and hence physiological
measurements of isometric FES exercise warrant other methods. Nevertheless, one method
which is applicable to both forms of FES is dynamometry, the measurement of muscle force
or torque.

There are several methods by which muscle force may be measured to track fatigue, or motor
unit responses during exercise. Muscle biopsies may be used to measure fibre changes to
muscle after a period of electrical stimulation (e.g., Martin et al., 1992). However indicative
such measurements may be of fatigue, biopsies are invasive. Moreover, in populations with
paralysis for whom FES is often indicated, it is undesirable to damage muscle already in a
pathological state (Fornusek, personal communication). Isokinetic dynamometry, is a less
invasive alternative, that involves simply strapping a limb to a machine with an inbuilt torque
measuring device. Decrease in torque over time may be used as a surrogate to measure muscle
fatigue.

Machines such as the Biodex isokinetic dynamometer are relatively user-friendly, taking a
short period of time to setup. The participant sits down on a chair, which is aligned to a
moment arm connected to the dynamometer. This device is connected to a computer, with a
graphic user interface [GUI] that measures torque as the leg moves. In isometric testing of
quadriceps for example, the leg moves against a resistance and knee joint torque may be
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measured as such. To perform isometric testing, the velocity of the device is set at a rate of
zero degrees per second (Binder-Macleod et al., 1995). Although an indirect measurement of
fatigue, dynamometry offers itself as a minimally-invasive method to measure fatigue during
isometric FES.

As dynamometry may be used to measure muscle torque, it is advantageous in the context of
FES to use such a technique to model muscle fatigue as a result of changing different electrical
stimulation parameters. One such parameter is the duty cycle, which is the parameter
describing ON time in relation to OFF time, or total stimulation time (Baker et al., 2000;
Carmick, 1997). Changing the duty cycle for example, has been shown to produce differential
decreases in force over time in biceps brachii (Naeem et al., 2013). Moreover, different
responses have been reported in the lower limb (e.g., Gentz & Moore, 1988; Cox et al., 1986).
Therefore, measuring torque changes when muscle is subject to electrical stimulation at
different duty cycles can reflect the mechanical response of muscle to different electrical
inputs. In addition, ON and OFF times may also have an effect on physiological muscle
actions. Giat & colleagues (1996) for example, suggest this in their study remarking how
recovery is important for replenishment of phosphocreatine and ATP. Hence, changing ON
and OFF times can have several effects on muscle responses.
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1.2 FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION

1.2.1 History of FES and FES Exercise Systems

Early Efforts: Stimulation of Muscle and Nerve

One of the fundamental tenets of medicine is to replace a damaged organ when it becomes
diseased or is naturally unable to complete the task it is usually associated with being able to
complete. Within the context of neurological rehabilitation, this is made difficult by the
general observation that neurons of the CNS are incapable of regeneration, while those of the
PNS are able to undergo partial regeneration through the process of Wallerian degeneration.
Nevertheless, the use of an external form of electricity that can mimic the natural actions of
the neuromuscular system is an invaluable tool which has been used in an attempt to partly
solve this issue.

The use of electricity for medicinal purposes has been suggested by some to date back to the
times of Scribonius Largus (Bajd & Munih, 2010). In the late 1700’s, Luigi Galvani conducted
a pioneering experiment where he observed that a frog’s leg could contract when an external
electric current is applied (Klose et al., 1997; Gondin et al., 2011). Indeed, it has also been
suggested that this work was the beginning of bioelectronics (Gumus, 2015).

Figure 1.6. Luigi Galvani. Luigi Galvani is widely credited for his discovery of animal
electricity. Image from Piccolino, 1997.
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While Galvani’s frog leg experiment may have been an early example of stimulating animal
tissue by use of electricity, various authors have commented on the work of Wladimir
Liberson and colleagues to being the first reported Functional Electrical Stimulation system
(e.g., Vodovnik & Grobelnik, 1977). The paper of Liberson et al. described a system of
electrical stimulation that was designed to allow hemiplegics to dorsiflex their foot, in time
with the gait cycle (Liberson et al. 1961). This would have been rather groundbreaking at the
time, Burridge et al. noting that using electrotherapy in the “functional” sense was quite new:
“At this time electrotherapy was commonplace, but functional electrotherapy was a new
concept”
(Burridge et al., 1998)

Figure 1.7. Liberson’s Footdrop System. Original caption explains how electrical
stimulation may be used to enable paralyzed limbs to perform normal gait (top sequence, cf.
bottom sequence) (Liberson et al., 1961).
Whether or not Liberson et al. were the first to perform “FES” in the purist of senses is subject
to interpretation. Other than Burridge et al., Thrasher & Popovic (2008) claim that Liberson
was the first to patent an FES system. However, Andrews (2011) challenges the idea that
Liberson was the forefather of FES. He refers to Charles Giaimo (among others), whom held
a U.S. Patent in 1951 (figure 1.8) on an electrical stimulation system (Andrews, 2011).
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Nevertheless, Liberson’s system has gained widespread recognition as the device that enabled
a hemiplegic patient to walk. This effort was shortly followed by the application of ES to the
quadriceps of paraplegics to trigger standing, in 1963 (Bijak et al., 1999), and studies aiming
to refine Liberson’s initial work (e.g., Trnkoczy et al., 1975).

The early experiment of electrical stimulation for hemiplegia was referred to as an example
of “functional electrotherapy” (Liberson et al., 1961), however in a modern context, the
technique is referred to as either functional electrical stimulation (FES), functional
neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) (Rushton, 1997; Gater et al., 2000), or neuromuscular
electrical stimulation (NMES). FES, as it will be referred to in this thesis, is the use of
electricity to activate nerves or muscles, with the goal of replicating “function” (e.g.,
Peckham & Knutson, 2005). It has typically been used in spinal cord injury populations
(Peckham & Knutson, 2005) from the 1960’s onwards (Davis et al., 2008). However, it has
also been used in the treatment of individuals with multiple sclerosis and stroke (hemiplegia)
(Liberson et al., 1961; Kralj & Bajd, 1989; Kralj et al. 1993; Handa, 1997; Thrasher &
Popovic, 2008). Indeed, FES was fairly new in the 1960’s according to some authors (Burridge
et al., 1998). However, Vodovnik et al. (1965) note that use of stimulation to stop muscle
wasting had been around for some time at the time of writing. It is the implementation of it
for function that was new at the time (Vodovnik et al., 1965).
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Figure 1.8. Charles Giaimo’s Original Patent. (Giaimo, 1956).
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FES Standing, Walking and Multichannel Devices

Normal physiological movements may vary considerably in degrees of complexity. Hence,
different stimulation is required to account for the generated motor pattern produced as a result
of stimulation. This may be seen for example, in a comparison of two activities which have
been conducted since the 1960’s: FES standing and walking (Thrasher & Popovic, 2008). FES
standing is a rather simple task to achieve, and requires stimulation of the quadriceps muscles
permitting one to change from a sitting to a standing position (Miyamoto et al., 1999). FES
walking on the other hand, requires precise stimulation of muscles in a timing pattern that is
similar to the pattern of activation during a normal gait cycle (Kobetic & Marsolais, 1994).
FES-walking is capable of assisting patients to execute primary (ADL) and supporting
(ADPL) tasks (Handa, 1997). FES-walking has been enhanced through such systems which
are able to provide more precise stimulation to muscles (Kobetic et al., 1997). Such
stimulation is essential if FES-walking is able to assist in providing a close-to-normal
ambulatory situation, comparable with normal movements and effectual.

In 1977, it was proclaimed by two Slovenian authors in the field of FES that:
“…[they] have always felt that the potential of FES lay in complex multichannel-systems
which could provide much more than simple dorsiflexion of the foot”

(Vodovnik & Grobelnik, 1977)

Indeed, stimulation equipment possible of multichannel patterns is requisite for certain types
of FES exercise. Modern FES systems illustrate the importance of having several channels of
stimulation for a desired purpose, true to the suggestion of Vodovnik & Grobelnik.
Berkelmans (2008) for example, presented work on angles of stimulation for FES-cycling.
The author presents a diagram with stimulation angles for various muscles at various angles
of a 360 degree rotation of pedals. It is essential that such systems are capable of multichannel
stimulation to allow multiple muscle groups to be stimulated at different time points of a
pedaling cadence. One other approach to “multichannel” systems has been the development
of cyclical isometric neuromuscular stimulation, such as the work of the Irish groups led by
Conor Minogue and Brian Caulfield. Singer (1987) proposed that making smaller devices was
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to be a step towards multichannel devices, and the garment electrodes of the Irish groups
rendered this early proposition a “reality”.

Despite the use of complex systems in FES exercise programs, it must not be forgotten that
handheld stimulators still have utility in the context of research and application. Isometric FES
has been studied extensively in the literature and can be performed by simple use of a handheld
device and some sort of resistance to hold the limb still during contraction. Recent work by
Fornusek and colleagues at the University of Sydney (Fornusek et al., 2014a), Australia
highlighted that isometric FES (section 1.1), can under certain conditions yield similar
cardiorespiratory effects to FES cycling. Given that FES devices such as cycling may have
excessive costs (e.g., Cassidy et al., 2012) and that often they require manual rigour to set up,
isometric FES may offer itself as a potential alternative form of cardiorespiratory training, but
this warrants further research. This may also be an appropriate form of exercise given that
standing and walking exercises also are limited insofar as high levels of muscular fatigue may
occur (Thrasher et al., 2005).
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1.3: HOME FES

1.3.1 Preamble to Home Context

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) has been used in several patient populations as a
modality of exercise that allows those who are unable to move their limbs to exercise. While
conventionally used to enable those with paralysis to exercise, FES research has been
extended to populations such as chronic heart failure and the elderly, producing positive
metabolic outcomes. As such, there have been several studies examining use of FES in the
home environment. While many authors have focused on FES for osteoarthritis (OA), the
potential for application to other populations is tremendous given the reported outcomes.
Herein concepts are drawn from the literature, which are believed to be useful for considering
when prescribing FES for home use. The usage of FES in the home is emphasized, by
discussion of various studies which have shown promising outcomes in certain populations.
In addition, a list of recommendations for the administration of home FES are presented in
light of the available literature. It is hoped that this sub-chapter creates a greater awareness of
home FES and its’ potential in various populations for home exercise.

1.3.2 Introduction to the Home Context

In 1961, Vladimir Liberson and colleagues designed a system to stimulate the common
peroneal nerve of a man with hemiparesis, enabling the foot to be lifted off the ground during
gait when otherwise it would have dragged across the floor (Liberson et al., 1961). Indeed,
the use of electricity to artificially activate paralysed nerve or muscle is known as Functional
Electrical Stimulation (FES). Following Liberson’s system there have been a variety of
systems designed to assist patients with paralysis or other conditions to harness the wonders
of this simple phenomenon for exercise purposes. Similar to therapies such as haemodialysis
for patients with renal failure, there has been an interest in some in examining how these
technologies may be translated for usage in the home environment, away from the clinic.

There are many populations who could benefit from exercise aimed specifically in a home
scenario. In the context of spinal cord injury (SCI), it has been noted that finding different
forms of exercise is important in reducing diseases that may arise subsequent to injury, related
to the sedentary lifestyle which may be brought on by such an injury (Dolbow et al. 2012c).
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Home exercise using FES or similar analogues is an option which can help reduce the sequelae
of disease. Consequently, it is no surprise that various groups internationally have presented
various outcomes of home FES exercise (appendix 1C). Indeed, home FES, or “home-based
(h-b) FES”, as referred to by the Europeans looking at denervated muscles (e.g., Kern et al.,
2010c; Kern & Carraro, 2014b) lends itself as an exciting way in which people suffering from
various conditions can obtain exercise more readily.

The home is an environment that differs markedly from a laboratory or clinic setting. Indeed,
perceptions of this difference forms the basis for work being performed by our group
(unpublished observations). However, in a theoretical format, insights into issues surrounding
home FES may be drawn from an analysis of the literature. The aim of this current chapter is
to highlight some examples of successful home implementation of FES, albeit while
proposing some fundamental characteristics that should be considered in the execution of any
FES routine in the home. Further, we hope that the notion of FES as not just an esoteric method
of exercise for select populations may be emphasized.

1.3.3 State of the Art of Home FES

Neuromuscular Diseases

FES has characteristically been implemented in individuals with CNS diseases such as spinal
cord injury and cerebral palsy (Kralj & Bajd, 1989). The use of FES in SCI has been occurring
for around fifty years (Davis et al., 2008). The literature on FES in the home is a good
reflection of the ability of FES to impart wanted benefits on individuals with neuromuscular
disease. In case studies of individuals with SCI for example, it has been demonstrated that a
home FES cycling regime can increase the frequency of exercise performed by an individual,
to a level much greater than that of the general population (Dolbow et al. 2012a; Dolbow et
al. 2012b). In their case study, Dolbow et al. (2012a) argue that FES exercise is “feasible” on
grounds of their participant having 93% compliance. The individual participated in FES
cycling for nine weeks in the home. The authors also suggest that home FES cycling can help
quell “barriers” which may exist regarding exercise, in the context of their case study (Dolbow
et al., 2012a). It may act as an effective tool by which exercise can be performed in one’s
home. This is especially important in the context of SCI, who have been considered to perform
lower amounts of exercise (Dolbow et al., 2012c).
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As FES is capable of stimulating muscles that are otherwise not able to perform actions, it is
no surprise that home FES studies have elucidated positive effects of FES exercise for spinal
cord injured subjects. In a case study for example, Dolbow and colleagues reported that after
a program of 3 sessions per week for 9 weeks (93% compliance), an individual had increases
in lean mass, decreases in percentage body fat and decreases in seat pressures (Dolbow et al.,
2012a). Increases in bone mineral density (BMD) and muscle volume have also been reported
in a study of four children with SCI (two FES cycling) (Johnston et al., 2008). Subjects
performed 3 1-h sessions per week. Moreover, encouraging results for an FES-cycling group
have been reported for VO2peak relative to a passive cycling group in a study of 30 children
with SCI (Johnston et al., 2009). FES cycling in the home is thus capable of bestowing a range
of encouraging metabolic outcomes on individuals with paralysis.

In spite of these results, it must be noted that the literature also reports examples of no changes
in some circumstances. In Johnston et al. (2009)’s study for example there was no changes in
VO2peak at 6 months in comparison with the baseline. The authors argue that “average
percent change” was significantly different though when comparing the FES cycling with
passive cycling. In addition, some of the literature also seems to indicate no changes to lipids
(Bremner et al., 1992) and minimal changes to BMD (Dolbow et al., 2012a; Dolbow et al.,
2012b). In light of such observations, it is apparent that metabolic results for individuals with
SCI are heterogeneous yet promising.

Individuals with stroke comprise another population which has been examined in the context
of home FES exercise. Alon et al. (2003a) described a variety of improved outcomes to
parameters such as spasticity, pain and lifting tests in their study looking at combined
wrist/hand electrical stimulation and grasp training over a period of 5 wk. A similar study also
showed several marked improvements (Alon & Ring, 2003c). In addition, some improvements
in outcomes such as spasticity and movement have also been documented in a study of ten
individuals with stroke using a Rehabilicare EMS +2 Muscle Stimulator device (Sullivan &
Hedman, 2007). FES is thus able to facilitate rehabilitation after stroke.
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Musculoskeletal Diseases

Electrical stimulation is a useful technique in the sense that it may be used by individuals who
cannot exercise, enabling them to exercise (Giggins et al., 2012). As such, it has far more uses
not limited to populations with neuromuscular conditions, and has been examined by various
researchers as a way of alleviating the sequelae of disease. Several groups for example, have
investigated electrical stimulation in osteoarthritis (OA) patients by various methodologies
both experimental and literature (e.g., Burch et al., 2008; Gaines et al. 2004; Kachanathu et
al., 2014; Stevens-Lapsley et al., 2012a; Stevens-Lapsley et al., 2012b; Walls et al., 2010;
Zeng et al. 2015).

Osteoarthritis has associated with it, a myriad of pathophysiological signs including pain and
joints which are unstable (Giggins et al., 2012). As such, there are various goals that should
be kept in mind when aiming to reduce the burden of disease with FES or by other means.
Building muscle strength is one such fundamental aim of OA treatments, to increase strength
and prevent muscle wasting (Vaz et al., 2013). In the context of the knee, increasing
quadriceps strength is a characteristic aim of treatment (Sharma et al., 2003). Typically pain
in the knee prevents use of the muscle, leading to its’ weakness (Slemenda et al., 1997;
Slemenda et al., 1998). Functionally this can lead to a range of biomechanical impairments,
such as preventing stair-walking (Gür and Çakin, 2003).

Weak quadriceps muscles following OA and/or TKA has been well-reported in the literature
(e.g., Bruce-Brand et al., 2012; Thomas & Stevens-Lapsley, 2012). Through application of
electricity to the quadriceps, various groups have reported attenuation in these marked deficits.
This is supported by observations such as; increased quadriceps cross-sectional area (BruceBrand et al., 2012), comparable pain relief to an “education-only” regime (Gaines et al., 2004)
and increased quadriceps strength when used with typical physiotherapy (Kachanathu et al.,
2014), when electrical stimulation is used in OA groups.

Indelibly the physiological benefits of FES may be harnessed in various times of the OA
treatment spectrum. Avramidis et al. (2003) suggested that use of stimulation following a total
knee arthroplasty may speed up the rehabilitation process. However, another potential
application of FES is pre-surgery, as propositioned by Walls and colleagues (2010). The
authors investigated use of ES in a “prehabilitation” context, prior to total knee arthroplasty
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surgery. They noted that stimulation can increase isometric muscle strength, but this only
commenced after a period of six weeks (Walls et al., 2010). Whether or not one performs
electrical stimulation before or after surgery of course may required further investigation.
However, collectively these results suggest that FES is a useful therapy for muscle
rehabilitation in the OA cohort. In addition, FES may be an ideal choice of therapy in this
context, as it has been suggested that OA therapies are usually are administered in the home
(Pendergast et al., 1991).

Denervated Muscle and EU Rise Project

Functional electrical stimulation exercise involves stimulation of nerves of muscles. This may
be carried out in a variety of modalities such as; cycling (e.g., Fornusek, 2005), rowing (Ektas
et al., 2014) or walking (e.g., Solomonow et al., 1989). In the late 1980’s, it was put forward
that FES may be used for patients whom have lower motor neurons that are able to be excited
(Kralj & Bajd, 1989). However, the work of the European Project RISE has been an example
of how patients with denervated muscle are able to reap benefits from an FES training
protocol.

The RISE project came to fruition in order to provide a way in which individuals with muscle
denervation could stand by use of FES in the home (Kern et al. 2010c). There are several
challenges to the implementation of denervated muscle stimulation, and indeed some of these
have been examined in close detail by Mayr and colleagues at the Medical University of
Vienna (e.g., Mayr et al., 2002). The authors for example discuss how FES devices at the time
were unable to provide the stimulation required for denervated muscle activation (Mayr et al.,
2002). Denervated muscle poses researchers with many challenges that are not seen in normal
“innervated” stimulation. For example, it has been reported that there is an increased amount
of adipocytes and collagen that replaces normal tissue in such muscle (Kern et al. 2010c).
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Researchers who have investigated denervated muscle stimulation have also highlighted two
important points regarding stimulation, in general:

a) Stimulation parameters required for FES of denervated muscles differs from that of
standard protocols. For example, work by Kern and colleagues implemented pulse
widths in the range of 120-150ms in their study of 25 patients with “complete
conus/cauda equina lesions” (Kern et al., 2010a).

b) The relative excitability of muscle as opposed to nerve is remarkably different.
Muscles have a low excitability (10-150 ms pulse width required to initiate
contraction), compared with nerves that have a higher excitability (0.1-1 ms pulse
width) (Mayr et al. 2001).

The literature on the EU Rise Project offers insights into the use of FES for denervated muscle
training in the home. Through biopsy for example, it has been shown that muscle mass can
increase after one year of training, in a group of individuals with complete conus cauda
syndrome (n = 25) (Kern et al., 2010b; see also figure 1.9). In a similar fashion, the Italian leg
of the RISE project (Rise2-Italy) also offers similar prospects. For example, in their case study
of denervated muscle, Zanato and colleagues (2010) discuss how hyperaemia of muscle may
be upheld upon cessation of electrical stimulation. Moreover, increases in tibialis anterior
thickness have also been reported (Zanato et al., 2010; Zanato et al., 2011).

Other Diseases

The literature (table 1.2) also indicates that electrical stimulation has been used for
cardiopulmonary conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD (Neder et
al., 2002) and chronic heart failure, CHF (Harris et al., 2003; Soska et al., 2014). Neder et al.
(2002) for example, showed that NMES can lead to user-specified alleviation of dyspnoea, as
assessed by a questionnaire. In their study of NMES for heart failure, Harris et al. (2003)
showed that exercise parameters can increase with NMES comparable to standard cycling. A
similar result was obtained in another study that demonstrated addition of EMS, or EMS by
itself had no added benefit to changing oxygen uptake or power generation in comparison
with standard “aerobic training” (Soska et al., 2014). These studies offer initial insight into
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potential use of FES exercise in these populations, but to postulate it is a perfect option is
superfluous unless these minimal added benefits are further investigated.

In this regard, these studies illustrate a few important concepts regarding the practical use and
purpose of FES. Firstly, concomitant electrical stimulation and standard best practice may not
yield added therapeutic benefit (i.e., Soska et al., 2014). However, the fact that ES may be
comparable with such best practice (i.e., Harris et al., 2003) may suggest it is a way in which
chronic heart failure patients can complete “useful” exercise. Harris et al. (2003) for example,
highlighted that FES is particularly useful for use in populations where normal exercise may
be difficult to perform, as it may be done so while individuals are “sedentary”. Further
investigation into the added utility of FES over other forms of exercise in these populations
seems justified.

Table 1.2. State of the Art: Home Electrical Stimulation Studies
Condition
Stroke

References
Alon et al., 2003a; Alon & Ring, 2003c; Chan et al. 2015 (TENS);
Sullivan & Hedman, 2007 (arm hemiparesis).
Prenton et al., 2014.
tendon Bek et al., 2012.

Foot drop
Posterior tibial
dysfunction
Spinal
cord
injury, Dolbow et al., 2012a; Dolbow et al., 2012b; Dolbow et al., 2012c
paraplegia, tetraplegia.
(veterans); Johnston et al., 2008; Johnston et al., 2009 (children);
Moynahan et al., 1996 (adolescents); Bremner et al., 1992; Modlin
et al., 2005 (with quadriceps denervation); Sipski et al., 1993;
Donaldson et al., 2000; Berry et al., 2008, Berry et al. 2012.
Muscle denervation or Kern et al., 2009; Kern et al., 2010b; Kern et al. 2010c; Kern &
complete conus cauda Carraro, 2014b; Zanato et al., 2010; Zanato et al., 2011; Zanato et
syndrome
al., 2013.
Multiple sclerosis
Coote et al., 2015.
Knee osteoarthritis
Bruce-Brand et al., 2012; Burch et al., 2008; Gaines et al., 2004;
Talbot et al., 2003 (elderly); Walls et al., 2010 (pre-TKA); StevensLapsley et al., 2012a (post-TKA); Stevens-Lapsley et al., 2012b
(post-TKA).
Elderly
Caulfield et al., 2013 (healthy); Hendling et al., 2013; Mangione et
al., 2010 (post-hip fracture); Kern et al., 2014a.
Chronic heart failure
Harris et al., 2003; Soska et al., 2014.
Chronic
obstructive Neder et al., 2002.
pulmonary disease
Cancer
Windholz et al. 2014.
Bilateral patellofemoral Bily et al., 2008.
pain syndrome
Sciatic nerve injury
Zanato et al., 2013.
Peripheral nerve lesion
Rossato et al., 2009.
Spastic diplegic cerebral Johnston & Wainwright, 2011.
palsy
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Figure 1.9. Muscle biopsy specimens before and after 3 years of EU-Project RISE. The
photo on the left shows less muscle than that of the right. (Carraro et al., 2015). This
demonstrates success of the EU RISE home FES program.

1.3.4 Compliance

Measurements of Compliance
Given its’ suggested benefits, FES is undoubtedly a good candidate for use in an exercise
program aimed at restoring health and livelihood to those with SCI, or other conditions.
Dolbow et al. (2012c) indeed stress the importance of researching other methods of increasing
exercise, and reducing secondary diseases associated with the sedentary nature of a spinal
cord injury. While FES is one other such method, whether or not the technology is adopted
by those who are meant to use it is important to consider lest it remain superfluous. A metric
by which this may be measured is known as compliance, or “exercise adherence” (e.g.,
Dolbow et al., 2012c). Formally, compliance may be defined as:
“Compliance has been defined as the extent to which a person’s behavior in terms of taking
medications, following diets or executing lifestyle changes coincides with medical or health
advice”
(Blackwell, 1992)
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Compliance is an important consideration as it relates how well a home study has proceeded
(Hendling et al., 2013).

There have been multiple ways in which compliance has been measured throughout the
literature on home FES. For the purposes of discussion, we propose these methods may be
considered to be of three classes: anecdotal, referring to user-reported compliance; external,
referring to an individual (eg. physiotherapist) who conducts research into participant
compliance, and procedural, referring to an intrinsic component of an FES system which
reports how often the system is used. There have been several studies on home FES which
implement such methods (table 1.3).

Measurement of compliance is essential to see how often a system is used in the home
environment, in concordance with a stipulated protocol from a study or a suggested clinical
regimen. In essence, 100% compliance is desirable as it means the effect of a certain FES
exercise protocol can be entirely deduced over the period of exercise. In addition, authors such
as Dolbow et al. (2012c) use compliance rates to stipulate success of an exercise program.
However, measuring compliance or usage of an FES device in the home has associated with
it a variety of reasons that may attribute to its’ inaccuracy.

The literature clearly indicates that different compliance assessment methods applied to the
same FES home exercise regime may yield different accounts of patient FES usage. In a study
by Walls et al. (2010) for example, the authors found a difference in compliance as reported
by participants and stimulators. The authors noted that compliance was 99.4% as noted by
participants (anecdotal), but 99.0% as noted by stimulators (procedural) (Walls et al., 2010).
Although this difference is indeed small, it must be noted that measurements of compliance
can differ giving different results regarding the usage of an electrical stimulation device in the
home. In addition, in Talbot et al. (2003)’s study, compliance as reported by ES users was
indeed less than the time recorded on the stimulation apparatus. The authors argue that this
could be due either to the fact that users did not document every time they used stimulation,
or the stimulator could have been on but not actively utilized (Talbot et al., 2003).
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Table 1.3. Examples of Studies and Compliance Reporting Methodologies
Anecdotal: Compliance as reported by the patient.
• Bily et al. (2008) requested that their subjects with PFPS take note of when they
partook in a stimulation exercise, but compliance data were not reported.
• Coote et al. (2015) requested that individuals kept a training diary, so they could
write down how many training sessions they did.
• Donaldson et al. (2000) reported a case study of an individual who carried out three
different types of exercise over 6 months, recording a “log” [exact method
unspecified] of what was done.
• Stevens-Lapsley et al. (2012b) ensured that participants were given logs in paper
format.
• Talbot et al. (2003) also had participants keep logs, once a week. Had to write down
date/time stimulation occurred.
External: Compliance as reported by an external person in healthcare.
• Chan et al. (2015) checked if subjects were compliant, by two methods of approach
during a six week training: six home visits, and six phone calls.
• Moynahan et al. (1996) gave adolescents who used FES a phone interview every
one to four weeks to ask about how often they used the system. They also discussed
differences between what they reported, and “usage logging information”.
Procedural: Compliance as reported by a technological mechanism.
• Burch et al. (2008) compared the number of days stimulation was used, against what
was specified by study [exact method unspecified].
• Dolbow et al. (2012a, 2012b): Measured compliance: how many exercise sessions
were performed relative to what was the suggested number which should be
performed.
• Hendling et al. (2013): Conducted a study to examine compliance in a home FES
exercise program for the elderly. Looked at voltage and current using a program
made in Visual Studio C#.
• Prenton et al. (2014): Used a ShefStim system which registered how many times
heel lifted.
• Sipski et al. (1993) used an Ergys system which requires reprogramming of
cartridges, how often they were re-programmed indicated usage.
• Stevens-Lapsley et al. (2012b) utilized an EMPI 300PV stimulator which had an
“adherence meter”.
• Talbot et al. (2003) used a Respond Select stimulator that logged how many hours
had been spent doing exercise with the stimulator.
Table 1.4. Tripartite Compliance Theorem
In order to maximize the accuracy of compliance measures, in an FES exercise regime there
should be measures made involving one or more of each of anecdotal, external and
procedural means.
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Perhaps for a truly accurate measurement of compliance, it is ideal to use multiple of the three
measures proposed (tables 1.3, 1.4). The literature examined (table 1.3) have been stratified
on a basis of how compliance is reported to illustrate the practicality of this framework. The
“theorem” (table 1.4) suggests that studies would be well inclined to measure compliance in
each of these three areas where possible. Some studies such as Walls et al. (2010) [anecdotal,
procedural] and Talbot et al. (2010) [anecdotal, procedural] are examples of studies that have
used multiple means to measure compliance. By measuring compliance in multiple ways, the
truth regarding actual stimulator usage is more likely to be ascertained.

There are several reasons as to why compliance measures may be less than 100%, and these
are important to understand from a researcher’s perspective. Compliance is influenced by the
environment, with it changing from lab or clinic to home, which is the focus of upcoming
work of this thesis (unpublished observations). It is influenced also by the motivation of one
to report exercise accurately, but also the accuracy of stimulation equipment. An appreciation
of these issues is important for home FES exercise should it be researched with precision and
marketed as a practical way of exercising for the wider patient population.
While these issues could be regarded as “internal” to the intervention, study, or
implementation, there are external factors involved that also impact device use in the home.
In their study of veterans with spinal cord injury for example, Dolbow et al. (2012c) note a
decreased compliance between the first (71.7%) and second (62.9%) periods of their study.
They argue that this decrease may be due to the fact that participants were confirmed to have
access to bicycles in the second phase, so may have been less concerned about maintaining
exercise. Other than being explanatory of reduced compliance, this observation also illustrates
the importance of measuring device usage to determine the provision of resources. Indeed
compliance may be used to determine whether a second party will continue to lend a device
to a patient for home usage. For example, in the Burch et al. (2008) study, individuals who
didn’t have a compliance of 50% were prompted to leave the study after the first two weeks.

In light of the available literature, a list of recommendations for the use of FES in the home
are presented in appendices 2 (8F).
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1.3.5 Home FES in the Bigger Picture

Recommendations for Home FES

From this sub-chapter, a list of potential recommendations for those wishing to perform FES
exercise in the home environment (appendices 2; 8F), in light of the available literature has
been proposed. It is hoped that the reported examples and frameworks will stimulate a
discussion of issues that are important from a theoretical point of view, if FES is to be used
for regular exercise in the home. Further we hope more patients who have even a preliminary
interest in FES will explore its’ potential for them through discussion of the ideas of this work
with health professionals and/or FES providers. While there may be manuals and protocols
that are held by allied health professionals in this area, it is believed this “blue sky”, general
framework will also be invaluable in stimulating discussion about the potential utility of home
FES exercise for a variety of patient populations.

Pertinent summary of recommendations that stem from the home FES literature discussed and
summary (table 8A.10, appendix 8F) are as follows:
1. Functional electrical stimulation is a technology that enables individuals with paralysis to
exercise. However, it also has potential for use as a therapy in populations with
cardiopulmonary disease, heart failure and renal disease.
2. Multiple means by which compliance has been measured can be classified as: anecdotal,
procedural and external. Measuring compliance is essential to assess whether or not patients
are performing FES in the home as intended.
3. Adequate communication between patient and institution, as well as initial education, is
essential to embed confidence in patients in using FES.
4. It is important to begin FES early following injury or diagnosis, and keep performing FES in
order to gain the suggested benefits of the exercise.
5. An understanding of all of the issues of using home FES will help allied health professionals
and clinicians in devising pragmatic electrical stimulation exercise programs in the home.

Several of the studies discussed in this sub-chapter have analyzed metabolic or muscle
outcomes (e.g., Dolbow et al., 2012a; Donaldson et al., 2000; Johnston et al., 2008; Johnston
et al., 2009; Kern et al., 2010b; Stevens-Lapsley et al., 2012a; Walls et al., 2010; Zanato et
al., 2013) to put forward the findings of their studies on home FES for various populations.
However, one important consideration is patient perspectives. For example, Moynahan et al.
(1996) conducted phone surveys and interviews of a group of adolescents (n = 5) in their study
of implantable FES systems. Qualitative designs have been used to investigate the perspective
of a group of individuals regarding a diseases state and the issues surrounding treatment (e.g.,
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Taylor et al., 2016). In this regard, future work would be well-guided to analyze home FES
from a qualitative design, such that issues with home FES can be further explored from a
patient perspective.
There are some limitations to the theoretical work presented. In its’ core, it is a theoretical
approach analysed by the author with experience in FES. In addition it was a systematically
organized review, yet general in nature. Future reviews of a systematic nature could add to
the work performed through analyses of data from other manuscripts, etc. The field of home
FES for example, could benefit from a thorough systematic review that aims to deduce what
the benefits of home FES are, and by what parameters it may be assessed using defined
research questions. This review has provided a comprehensive overview of some of these
issues that could direct such an analysis, and has probed the literature extensive to highlight
concepts relevant to home FES (and FES in general). A statistical analysis could for example,
include, of all studies; exercise and stimulation protocols, as well as the number of sessions
of exercise, over what time period, and how various outcomes are improved as a result. This
would quantitatively help to validate the issues highlighted in this review.

Even if FES is to be used, there are several modalities (cycling, rowing, walking, isometric,
implantables) which each have their respective issues and as such should be accounted for in
any future analysis of home FES outcomes. Moreover, a literature search would have to
account for studies which talk about home FES but report it more implicitly (e.g., Donaldson
et al., 2000) [However, indeed, this is a difficult task and this review has provided perhaps the
most comprehensive review to date of FES in the home, in particular]. In addition, it would
be advisable to include some quantifiable metric that can be used to assess how the home
environment can influence outcomes. Perhaps a comparison of two test groups (clinic/lab
compared with home) would be one way to achieve this.

Alternatives to FES

It must also be stressed that Functional Electrical Stimulation is just one rehabilitation, or
exercise technique. There are several futuristic technologies being developed which have
tremendous potential for therapeutic or diagnostic uses in neuromuscular diseases. These
include implantable stentrodes which interface directly with brain tissue (Oxley et al., 2016)
and robotic exoskeletons which may be used to mechanically power inactive limbs (Esquenazi
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et al., 2012). Often, FES may also be coupled with other technology to achieve a certain type
of exercise. Two such examples are FES exoskeletons driven by brain-computer interfaces
(Irimia et al., 2016) and work performed in Osaka examining FES combined with body
support on a treadmill (Kataoka et al., 2017). Such technology offers exciting prospects for
therapies for those with paralysis, and may also be translated to the home at some point.

In addition, not every individual with the discussed conditions may be well-suited to FES for
reasons such as partial sensation, bone mineralization and psychological motivation. In some
circumstances, activities such as vibrational platforms, cycling without stimulation or other
exercises may be adequate for a given individual to move their limbs. Moreover, even if FES
is the chosen modality, there are possible design elements to be optimized as well if systems
are to be uptaken. For example, in their paper on FES leg ergometry, Fornusek and colleagues
stipulated, of their system:
“The system also has the potential to be an effective, portable, and relatively low-cost FES
cycle ergometer appropriate for home use.”
(Fornusek et al., 2004)

Consequently it may be extracted from this claim that elements such as portability and cost
are essential elements of a home system, and indelibly these would have ramifications on the
success of a home exercise intervention.

1.3.6 Concluding Remarks on Home FES

It is undeniable that Functional Electrical Stimulation is able to lend itself as a viable method
of exercise for a variety of patient populations. While FES may be a viable option as an
exercise therapy, it must be uptaken by any prospective clients in a practical manner. In the
home, there are several considerations which need to be considered to optimize compliance
and the potential positive outcomes that may occur after performing FES for a duration of
time. It is postulated that this work will incite further discussion into how FES may be used
by several more populations in a practicable way for regular exercise. Moreover, it is hoped
that the theoretical concepts put forward will assist those wishing to be involved in the
provision of FES in the hope of improving the lives of several through exercise at home.
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1.4 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH IN A NEUROMUSCULAR CONTEXT

Qualitative research is a powerful tool that may be used to understand perceptions of
technology. As it differs substantially from “traditional” quantitative engineering methods, it
has been thoroughly analysed from the literature in appendices 2 (8C). Herein is a description
of the qualitative research space against the backdrop of rehabilitation engineering and FES,
specifically.

1.4.1 Qualitative Context of Rehabilitation Engineering Research
Rehabilitation Technology and Qualitative Research – a Snapshot

Exercise is an important component contributing to QOL post-injury, and thus the
rehabilitation process. However, SCI often are unable to perform voluntary exercise due to
significant paralysis resulting in motor impairment. One way in which exercise can be
achieved, is through the use of assistive technologies (AT). SCI may cause significant changes
to one’s QOL and everyday activities, and thus the need for AT is required to help individuals
achieve these tasks. However, such technologies are “…more likely…[to be used]” if they
fulful an “individual’s needs” (Collinger et al., 2013). Thus an understanding of individual
perspectives is essential for realistic uptake of an assistive technology.

The idea of patient-focussed treatment is a relevant consideration when examining assistive
technologies to enable those with paralysis to perform exercise. Although possibly lesser
known by engineers, qualitative research methodologies can provide the assistive technology
design process with several insightful perspectives. In her study of 55 letters analyzed by
qualitative methods, Jensen (2014) concluded that “poor design” of assistive technologies, are
associated with poor “perspectives”. Patients who utilize assistive technology (AT) indelibly
have a range of perspectives regarding device operation and design, as inferred by Jensen’s
comment. Design should be influence by such perspectives, and indeed this methodology in
which the user is consulted for their opinions has been described as user-centred design
(UCD) (Dorrington et al., 2016).
Insights from the medical profession argue for the input of patients’ in their own treatment,
such as that of the “active patient” aforementioned, and posited by Steele & co-workers (Steele
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et al., 1987). However also important is the input of the patient in the medical device
development phase. Qualitative research may be used as a powerful research methodology
that can elucidate patients’ perspectives on preferential device characteristics. Dorrington &
colleagues (2016) for example, conducted a study highlighting the utility of qualitative
research in a design engineering context. The authors sought to understand the perspectives’
of patients from a variety of neuromuscular disease backgrounds, regarding electromyography
(EMG) switches. They employed participants from various demographic groups, such as
spinal cord injury and muscular dystrophy. The authors highlighted a range of themes by use
of “affinity mapping”. They discussed concepts such as “empowering technology” and
“motivation of switch use”. Such studies are invaluable as they encapsulate users’ preferences
and desires with regards to device development (e.g., their opinions of EMG switches).
Indeed, Fager et al. (2017) argue that users should be consulted all the way during the design
process, exemplifying the importance of such user-centred designs.

Similar studies have explored other domains of assistive technology in a qualitative sense.
Kairy & colleagues (2014) interviewed 12 power wheelchair users and four caregivers using
a semi-structured interview. Following interviews, the authors used data to generate a list of
“design recommendations” for powerchair innovation. Qualitative research has also been used
to investigate power wheelchairs in the context of vehicles (Van Roosmalen et al., 2013). In
addition, other medical conditions have also been investigated in similar contexts. Dementia
patients for example have been interviewed in the backdrop of the Rosetta project (Meiland
et al., 2014), and together with GP’s and carers in an attempt to elucidate themes related to
assistive technology usage in this group (Newton et al., 2016). It is thus evident that qualitative
research may be used in a variety of different technological and patient contexts against the
backdrop of assistive technology engineering.

Succinct Argument for Qualitative Research on FES Technology

There are several studies on Functional Electrical Stimulation cycling, and resulting
physiological and biomechanical outcomes (e.g., Alvarado, 2013; Ambrosini et al., 2012;
Donaldson et al., 2000; Duffell et al., 2009; Fornusek et al., 2004; Fornusek et al., 2013a;
Fornusek et al., 2013b; Frotzler et al., 2008; Hamzaid et al., 2012; Heesterbeek et al., 2005;
Johnston et al., 2009; Mohr et al., 1997a; Mohr et al., 1997b and others). These studies allow
researchers to see how manipulating electrical stimulation exercise may lead to desirable
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patient outcomes in individuals with paralysis. However, Tedesco-Triccas & colleagues
(2016) argue that it is imperative to have an “…understanding [of] the end users’ views and
perspectives”, should the technology be uptaken more in the clinical domain. In addition,
Bulley & colleagues (2011) experienced some difficulty comparing perspectives of their study
on FES and AFOs due to a sparsity of prior qualitative art. Taken together these authors’
comments suggest that there is a definite need for more qualitative projects in the field of
Functional Electrical Stimulation.
An advantage of using a qualitative methodology lies in the ability to capture the perspectives’
of clients or patients. These perspectives are the data that may be analysed and obtained using
qualitative methods. Indeed, there have been a variety of studies performed in order to
investigate FES technology in this manner (appendix 1C). Bulley et al. (2011) for example,
employed a qualitative methodology to examine users’ perceptions of either FES, or AFO,
following stroke. They argued that such a methodology is useful, as it enables one to relate
“words” to “experience” (Bulley et al., 2011). As such the data provided by participants in a
qualitative study can generate preferences regarding various FES devices, which is a topic of
interest from the perspective of individuals with SCI as stressed by a British group who are
working in this area (Donovan-Hall et al., 2011).

In light of the earlier work by Alexander & Sipski (1990) who stressed the imperativeness of
understanding psychological components of FES treatments, there have been various studies
examining this since the early 1990s. One way in which this may be analyzed is through QOL
studies. In their study of FES cycling for progressive MS, Ratchford et al. (2010) used a ShortForm 36 (SF-36) scale to measure QOL. However, perhaps a more comprehensive way by
which psychological issues and perspectives may be understood is through adoption of both
qualitative and quantitative (mixed-methods) (Creswell, 2014; Johnston & Wainwright, 2011)
study designs.

The qualitative literature on FES is taken into more considerations in chapter 2, The
Lidcombe FES Interview Study, and chapter 3, The Vienna FES Interview Study, of this
dissertation.
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1.4.2 Research Methods in Qualitative FES
Qualitative Research in the FES Landscape – a Requirement for Advancement

The method of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) has been well-known by participants
of the triennial Vienna International Workshop on FES to have proven benefits on paralysed
muscle as can be measured by studies looking at physiological outcomes. There have been
numerous studies examining such outcomes as muscle mass (Mahoney et al.., 2005), joint
torque as result of stimulation and bone mineral density (Mohr et al., 1997a). In addition, there
have been international efforts into medical device innovation, such as that of the Medical
University of Vienna group, researchers at the University of Sydney, Australia (Fornusek,
2005), and others. Furthermore, there are several international FES companies such as
Schuhfried (Austria), BerkelBike (The Netherlands), Hasomed (Germany) and Restorative
Therapies (United States) that develop FES systems for application in clinical populations.
The BerkelBike is a good example of an FES system developed for community usage. With
the versatility to be used both indoors and outdoors, as well as its’ lightweight frame and
simply adjusted seat height, it has been used by persons with spinal cord injury (SCI), multiple
sclerosis (MS), cerebral palsy (CP) and brain injury for exercise. In addition, there are several
other devices such as the hand-held Stiwell med 4 (Ottobock) and Parastep system that can be
used for isometric muscle training and FES-walking, respectively. Despite these innovations,
there is currently limited translation of these devices to community and home usage.

Several areas of research on the physiological dimensions of FES exist, such as studies that
compare different forms of FES exercise and their cardiorespiratory outcomes (e.g., Fornusek
et al., 2014a). Such physiological studies offer insights into how stimulation may be harnessed
for use in various populations. However valuable, such studies could be enhanced by
understanding opinions of technology from those who utilize it. Researchers in the field of
FES have used qualitative studies to investigate clients’ views on using the technique to treat
drop foot in stroke (Sheils et al., 2011; Wilkie et al., 2012), as well as for the purposes of
locomotion assistance in incomplete spinal injury (Hitzig et al., 2013).

The need for qualitative work in this area is exemplified by the current state of the art. In their
early review of psychological aspects of FES therapy, Harvey & colleagues emphasized the
need for research angles that enable the elucidation of wider themes in this area. Qualitative
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research was one such methodology proposed (Harvey et al., 1992b). The advantage of
qualitative research is that methodologies within this sphere are not confined by hypotheses
and as such have more potential to elicit novel ideas (Smith, 2008). Early authors within this
area commented for example how only a few studies reflected positives and negatives of FES
technology (Bradley, 1994). As such, qualitative studies in this domain could add to the
information provided by these studies.

The psychological dimensions associated with FES technology may be understood using
qualitative research methods. There have been a number of qualitative studies performed in
the last decades (e.g., Donovan-Hall et al., 2011; Wilkie et al., 2012; Moynhan et al., 1996).
However, there is a need to build upon these studies and potentially elucidate further
perspectives, from multiple populations that use FES. For example, in their study of a Scottish
FES service, Shiels & colleagues argued the need for understanding FES’ place in
“progressive illnesses” (Shiels et al., 2011). In light of the recent use of stimulation for
multiple sclerosis at the University of Sydney, it would seem wise to expand upon previous
qualitative designs to interview this population. In addition, an Australian perspective is
essential to understanding issues such as provision of FES devices in the framework of
schemes such as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

However, in light of all this research and development, there has been lesser attention on the
client-focussed “qualitative” research. Qualitative research, may provide a more “complete”
view of the “experiences” of participants, as suggested by Greenwood et al. (2009a) in their
study of stroke patients’ carers.

Examples of Different Types of FES Research

Research can be characterised in three domains; quantitative, qualitative and mixed-methods
(Creswell, 2014). Within the context of FES research, there are examples of all forms of these
studies. For example, use of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) has been used to examine
oxygen consumption levels of muscle before and after a training period of FES cycling in
individuals with multiple sclerosis (Reynolds et al., 2015). Qualitative methods have also been
employed to explore people’s opinions about FES, from the perspective of both individuals
with SCI and medical professionals in the work of Donovan-Hall et al. (2011). Mixed-
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methods studies offer an advantage of combining both methodologies together, providing a
greater scope for “understanding” of a given issue (Creswell, 2014).

Given the relatively new focus on the more qualitative, perspective-focussed designs of FES
studies, it makes sense that an appreciation for the research methodologies in this area are
understood. A general survey of the literature was conducted (table 1.11), and three main
characteristics were listed for a range of literature surveyed – aim, sample size and instrument
of each investigation. The countries in which the studies were conducted were also noted.
While primarily the studies examined were qualitative in a “pure” sense, some also
implemented more focused surveys rather than open-ended methodologies. In total, 24 studies
were included in this general analysis.

1.5 THE DUTY CYCLE AS A STIMULATION PARAMETER

There are many electrical stimulation parameters which can be modulated to control the
properties of a waveform delivered to muscle. These are given extensive coverage in
appendices 2 (8E). Herein is a discussion of the duty cycle, which was the focus of
computational biomechanics experiments of this thesis.

1.5.1 Duty Cycle and Definitions

In 1981, Moreno-Aranda & Seireg released a series of papers investigating force responses
arising due to various electrical stimulation regimes in both humans and canines (MorenoAranda & Seireg, 1981a; Moreno-Aranda & Seireg, 1981b; Moreno-Aranda & Seireg, 1981c).
While providing rudimentary work in quantifying the responses of muscle to sinusoidal
currents, one particular comment by the authors, relating to their stimulator design is of worthy
interest:
“The stimulator should be able to produce a muscle contraction, maintain it for a certain
time and then let the muscle relax after another period of time”
(Moreno-Aranda & Seireg, 1981a)

Although a seemingly obvious proposition, this quote highlights an essential paradigm in
functional electrical stimulation. In between electrically-evoked contractions, relaxation is
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paramount to preserve muscle longevity. Ultimately, one important electrical parameter
known as the duty cycle is important for controlling muscle “ON” and “OFF” times. This has
been defined in various ways across the literature, with table 1.5 listing some of those
definitions.

Table 1.5. Definitions of the Duty Cycle from Literature.
Definition
• Duty cycle is measure of how long a pulse runs, and the break in-between pulses
(Bajd & Munih, 2010).
• Duty cycle ON time: total time (ratio), given as a percentage (Carmick, 1997).
• “Stimulation-rest ratio/interval” (Smit et al., 2013).
• The duty cycle of electrical stimulation is a measure that quantifies stimulation time
in terms of time ON and time OFF. It is usually expressed as either a percentage or
ratio (Baker et al., 2000).
• Starkey (1993): Duty cycle is the time that the current is at “peak intensity”
compared with the OFF time.
• Duty cycle – work: rest ratio (Dunlop, 1991).
• Duty cycle – “The total time to complete one on/off cycle” (Deley et al., 2015).
• “…active stimulation time of a cycle…” (Naeem et al., 2013).
Selection of Duty Cycle in a Treatment Context

It has been suggested that duty cycles which utilize a shorter period are more advantageous to
use in a physical therapy scenario, to shorten treatment time for the individual (Nelson &
Cowling, 1999). In addition, the authors go as far to say that if the period of ES is indeed too
long, then this results in other components of treatment having to be removed due to time
constraints (Nelson & Cowling, 1999).
In 1989, Selkowitz asserted in his paper on high frequency ES, that “duration of contractions”
and “rest interval” were different across protocols, thereby implicating an early example of
duty cycle variation between researchers (Selkowitz, 1989). Indeed, as is the case for overall
protocol variation, duty cycle is associated with much variance when compared across the
current literature. This may be due to different methods of expressing times ON and OFF
between authors (discussed later) or the fact that various duty cycles might be employed for
different clinical uses (e.g., Baker et al. 2000).

As with other stimulation parameters, insight may be drawn regarding the effect of different
duty cycles on muscle responses by analyzing the literature on FES exercise. Hakansson &
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Hull (2009) indeed argue that there are two ways in which ON and OFF times have been
examined, via “empirical” and computational means. Both are essential to aiding our
understanding of the physiology of different FES duty cycles. Moreover, in light of the
suggestion that the best duty cycle to use for the best treatment is yet to be elucidated (Sillen
et al., 2013), it is essential that the existing literature is surveyed and gaps in knowledge are
identified, effectively justifying further exploration into the physiological effects of different
duty cycles of stimulation.

In addition, ON and OFF periods can be controlled in order to execute some exercise in a
timed fashion. In Stein et al. (1992)’s study, they used a 40% duty cycle to conduct a fatigue
test, on grounds of other authors which discusses how tibialis is usually activated for that
percentage of time in the gait cycle. This is demonstrative of how duty cycles of stimulation
may be manipulated in order to produce stimulation patterns that are in concert with the
normal muscle activation pattern of exercises such as walking and cycling.

The duty cycle of an electrical stimulation exercise regime is also imperative to select in the
context of patient comfort. Indeed, Carmick (1997) discusses how essential it is to use
appropriate ON and OFF times to allow children with cerebral palsy to become accommodated
to the electrical stimulation. The literature on ES for cerebral palsy (i.e., Carmick, 1993a;
Carmick, 1993b, Carmick, 1997) is useful for understanding therapeutic uses of various duty
cycles in a select patient cohort, for example cerebral palsy. Duty cycles may change in
accordance with patient comfort (e.g., Carmick, 1993a) over time as they habituate to the
electrical stimulus. However, duty cycles can also be changed on a basis of muscle strength
and fatigue. In Carmick (1993a)’s study, the increase from a 1:2.5 duty cycle to a 1:1 duty
cycle is also reflective of how a more fatiguing duty cycle can be used after treatment with a
less fatiguing one. More generally, Doucet et al. (2012) assert that ON/OFF times are
important for both comfort and “force development”, highlighting the importance of this
parameter in the practical sense.

The duty cycle may also be harnessed to increase therapy efficacy over time. A higher duty
cycle will generally result in more force generation and fatigue, so can be increased as the
endurance of muscles increases over time (however contradicting literature, namely
Matsunaga et al., is discussed later). Two examples of situations where this may occur are; a
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training study, which sees the effect of a protocol over a time period such as a few weeks, and;
a clinical treatment regime. Examples of both are found in table 1.6.
Table 1.6. Examples of Duty Cycle Studies.
• Training study. Faghri et al. (1994) conducted a study into FES of select shoulder
muscles (deltoid, supraspinatus), in conjunction with physical therapy. The authors
noted that duty cycle was adjusted throughout the study from 10s ON 12s OFF, to
30s ON 2s OFF, over a 5wk period. The authors argue that the duty cycle was
changed as “performance” of the muscle was enhanced over time.
• Clinical regimen. In her NMES textbook, Baker et al. (2000) presents a sample
protocol for the treatment of wrist joint range of motion deficits. The protocol
commences at 4s ON, 12s OFF before increasing to 6s ON, 6s OFF. (i.e. begins at
a duty cycle of 25% and increases to a duty cycle of 50%).
1.5.2 Issues with Duty Cycle Definitions and Suggested Frameworks

Stimulation: Continuity and Intermittency
Continuous or Intermittent Stimulation – Conflicting Differences and Relevance
Related to the concept of duty cycle are the terms “continuous” and “intermittent” stimulation.
In simplest of terms, continuous stimulation is continuous, and intermittent stimulation has
gaps where continuous would not. However, this is very open for interpretation, in the opinion
of the author of this thesis. There is no standard definition of what constitutes continuity versus
intermittency in the literature. This is an issue as it renders comparison of studies that aim to
compare continuous versus intermittent stimulation minimally comparable.

Another more practical issue with comparing continuous versus intermittent stimulation is the
conflicting literature, showing different opinions on the fatigue of muscles subjected to
intermittent as opposed to, continuous stimulation. While it has been suggested that
intermittent (or “cyclical”) stimulation, with rest in between pulses is better in reducing fatigue
than continuous stimulation (e.g., Krajl et al., 1986), this is not always the case.
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Differences in continuous and intermittent stimulation patterns have been investigated by
various authors (e.g., Spriet et al., 1988). In their study of healthy quadriceps of 12 male
subjects, Spriet et al. (1988) compared muscle responses between a continuous protocol of
102.4s stimulation, with an intermittent protocol of the same time, but delivered at a duty
cycle of 1:1 (1.6s ON, 1.6s OFF). Stimulation was performed at 20Hz. The authors found in
the first 51.2s, that isometric force decreased more for the intermittent group (to 55% of initial
isometric force), compared with the continuous group (to 80% of initial isometric force). This
would suggest that fatigue was greater after stimulation with breaks. Yet other studies such as
that of Duchateau & Hainaut (1985) suggest relaxation will quell fatigue (table 1.19).
Although their study was on adductor pollicis, stimulation was provided over a similar time
frame of 60s under continuous stimulation. Therefore, the relative fatigue that intermittent and
continuous stimulation may give is contested across the literature.

This concept may be further concurred by examination of other studies. By the findings of
Pournezam et al (1988) and others, it could be suggested that continuous electrical stimulation
is much more fatiguing than intermittent, sequential stimulation. The authors do for example,
argue that recovery is better for sequential as opposed to continuous stimulation. Yet, other
authors such as Duchateau & Hainaut (1985) argue that force decline is greater for
intermittent, compared with continuous stimulation. There is no doubt that the methodologies
employed by the authors were invariably different. In terms of muscles examined, one cannot
directly compare quadriceps findings (Pournezam et al., 1988) with that of adductor pollicis
(Duchateau & Hainaut, 1985). Comparing these two papers provides evidence for the
contention in the literature surrounding the relative effects of INT vs CTS across different
time domains. In light of these findings, an important postulate is put forward against the
backdrop of the literature (table 1.7a).

Table 1.7a. Postulate. Intermittent versus Continuous Stimulation.
The fact that the relative ability of a continuous protocol to be more fatiguing for one
muscle compared to an intermittent analogue, and vice versa for another, warrants
serious further investigation.
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The idea that a greater frequency of stimulation causes more fatigue may be contested by the
findings of Matsunaga et al. (1999). The authors investigated duty cycles of 1/15, 1/30 and
1/60, by providing stimulation for 4s at the beginning of 60, 120 and 240s.(i.e., 4s ON, 56s
OFF; 4s ON, 116s OFF; 4s ON, 236s OFF as inferred from their data). Experiments were
conducted in healthy individuals (n = 20), individuals with paraplegia (n= 4). The paraplegic
results are discussed here for illustrative purposes. Electrical stimulation was delivered as
square monophasic waves, pulse width 200us. In the paraplegic group, six different protocols
were used, and fatigue was recorded. Protocols involved stimulation at 20 or 100 Hz with duty
cycles of 1/15, 1/30, or 1/60. The authors used a strength decrement index (SDI) to assess
muscle fatigue, measuring quadriceps femoris torque with a KinCom isokinetic dynamometer.
Interestingly, SDI was significantly greater after 20Hz stimulation than 100Hz (n = 16 tests).
Moreover, SDI after 1/15 was significantly greater than after 1/60 (no significant difference
between 1/15 and 1/30, 1/30 and 1/60) but by manual inspection of their data there is a
downward trend. Krajl et al. (1986) put forward that fatigue can be reduced “…by using the
lowest stimulation frequencies possible…” in their paper on ES standing for paraplegia.
However, in Matsunaga et al.’s study this would dictate otherwise.

The notion of continuous and intermittent stimulation differences is inextricably tied with the
concept of choosing relevant ON and OFF times for exercise. This concept is important in all
forms of FES exercise, by the opinion of the author of this thesis. However, the literature
indicates that duty cycle may not always be explicitly discussed, nor is analysed exhaustively.
Deley et al. (2015) for example, present a table of various studies and the duty cycles used by
the authors. Papers listed include a collection of FES cycling, and muscle strengthening,
papers. In all the FES cycling papers listed, they state that duty cycle is “not applicable”.
However, in most of the strengthening papers, duty cycles are presented. Indeed duty cycles
are relevant, and are a cardinal feature of a pulse (Deley et al., 2015). In order to facilitate
universalization of all FES protocols under a common system, duty cycles should be explicitly
stated by study authors. Of course, Deley et al. most likely failed to mention these as duty
cycles in FES cycling are another representation of the cycling cadence. However this needs
to be made explicitly clear, especially in circumstances where concentric cycling (cadence) is
compared with isometric stimulation (duty cycle) – an appreciation of stimulation similarities
and differences being important when two forms of exercise are compared for metabolic
changes (e.g., Fornusek et al., 2014).
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Duty Cycles and FES Cycling

In the context of ES cycling, stimulation is usually reported for muscle groups in terms of the
angles of the cadence through which certain groups are turned on (e.g., Berkelmans, 2008).
By this observation, it seems that duty cycle need not be reported – angles of the cadence
clearly can be used to calculate how long a muscle is switched on per revolution. However, in
light of recent work by Fornusek et al. (2014), it would be helpful to the field of FES if these
on and off values could be converted to percentages or fractions (such as, e.g, Matsunaga et
al., 1999), to allow for comparison of the outcomes of cycling studies with isometric studies.
For example, Fornusek et al. (2014) compared isometric and concentric exercise.
Furthermore, if there were a common way of reporting duty cycles then perhaps these results
could be compared more easily with other studies, and comparisons between cycling (rpm
indicative of duty cycle) and isometric (s ON s OFF indicative of duty cycle) could be made.

An Attempt at a Standardized Definition
The relative ability of intermittent and continuous protocols to bestow fatigue upon muscles
is thus conflicting, as illustrated from literature. Therefore it follows that some theoretical
guidance could facilitate the development of a more unified approach to discussing the relative
degree of intermittency as compared with continuity of electrical stimuli. A fundamental
approach is outlined in table 1.7b, with relevant literature discussed below. It is believed this
theory here will help to provide a more homogeneous basis upon which such disparities could
be studied. In addition, examples of duty cycles in terms of “domains” (i.e., over what time
unit the duty cycle or stimulation is expressed), is presented in table 1.8.
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Table 1.7b. The Theory of Domain Reporting: A Fundamental Axiom for FES
Protocols
Statement:
No electrical pulse train is purely continuous, as between pulses in the train there exists a series of
interpulse intervals [e.g., Springer et al., 2014]. These intervals have to exist by the definition of
frequency.
Definition:
An electrical pulse train is truly continuous if and only if the pulse width of the pulses in the pulse
train multiplied by the frequency equates to a value of 1s.
Implication:
For the sake of more commonality between FES protocols, there needs to be a standardized
definition about what a “continuous” and what an “intermittent” pulse is. Moreover, the time
domain of both interpulse intervals and pulses, as well as pulse train ON and OFF times should be
reported in all FES protocols for the purposes of reporting total time on and total time off of
stimulation. In addition, such reporting is essential if comparisons between continuous and
intermittent protocols are going to be drawn in the context of fatigue and other relevant metabolic
parameters. This follows on also, from the postulate of table 1.16a.
Relevant Literature – Examples of Continuous and Intermittent Comparisons:
• Chasiotis et al., 1987
• Duchateau& Hainaut (1985) – compared “sustained” and intermittent.
• Bergström & Hultman (1988).
• See table 1.19 for more.

Table 1.8. Domains of Different Duty Cycles
Milliseconds domain:
• Laughman et al. (1983): “10msec of sinusoidal output, 10-msec silent period”
Quadriceps, healthy humans.
Seconds domain:
• Dreibati et al. (2010): 60 X 5s ON, 15s OFF for 20mins. Performed at 100, 50 &
20 Hz. Quadriceps, healthy humans.
• Gondin et al. (2010): 5s ON, 15s OFF Performed at 100 & 20 Hz. Gastrocnemius,
rat.
• Gorgey et al. (2009): 3s ON, 3s OFF, for 1min.
• Chou & Binder-Macleod (2007): 1s ON, 9s OFF [inferred from their SCI
protocol], their “testing trains”].
• Matsunaga et al. (1999): 1/15 (4s at start of 60s), 1/30 (4s at start of 120s), 1/60
(4s at start of 240s).
• Giannasi et al. (2015): 12-19mA 5s ON 10s OFF 20mins. Stimulation of masseter
and temporalis.
Minutes domain*:
• Minogue et al. (2013): 4 min stimulation, 4 min rest. However, the authors suggest
that the 4 min were comprised of 5s ON 5s OFF periods.
*Not actually minutes domain, but seconds domain.
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Comment. Pulse Width Reporting as Related to the Above

One element tied to theory of domain reporting is pulse width, which helps determine how
long stimulation is turned on for in the microseconds or milliseconds domains. Hence,
accurate reporting of pulse widths between studies is requisite, and a fundamental part of the
theory presented here. Pulse width is usually specified by FES protocols that investigate duty
cycle (e.g., Deley et al., 2015) facilitating a researcher who would try and compute the total
charge from this, with the relevant ON/OFF time and current amplitude. However, a closer
look at a publication by Bijak et al. (2005) could possibly make one draw skepticism to how
pulse widths are reported. For example, in their work on FES standing and walking, the
authors note that “…pulse duration 0.6 us + 0.6 us…” was used, in the context of biphasic
pulses. In light of Bijak et al. (2005)’s reporting, one must question whether these values refer
to the total or partial pulse width calculation. In other words, are the authors reporting the
duration for half the pulse, or the total pulse?

Issues with Duty Cycle Definition and Relevance

In designing training protocols, it is imperative to understand how changing parameters of
stimulation influences various aspects of a muscle contraction. This was highlighted in a paper
by Packman-Braun in the late 1980s in her study of wrist muscles in hemiparesis. For
example:
“Some compromise between quality and quantity may be required to create the optimum
training protocol”
(Packman-Braun, 1988)

The authors also ask: is it better to do more contractions, or less but at a high percentage of
initial force value? (Packman-Braun, 1988). Such a question highlights the importance of
considering the training protocol in the design of a study, in addition to the parameter protocol
implemented. Furthermore, Packman-Braun (1988) argue that if OFF time increases, there
will be less muscle contractions, and that there is an inherent act of balancing when
considering treatment.
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Critical Analysis – Definition

A commonality that exists amongst the literature of ES is of course contention in both the best
stimulation sequences to use, and definitional aspects of FES. This is why it is important to
have a rigorous understanding of the definition of an electrical parameter. Duty cycle is often
reported in different ways between authors, as highlighted in table 1.9. Whether explicitly
reported, or inferred, duty cycle differs between studies not just in terms of stimulation time
ON compared with stimulation time OFF, but in what time domain this occurs. For example,
the study by Minogue et al. (2013) reported stimulation as lasting 4 minutes both on and off.
However, studies by authors such as Dreibati et al. (2010) all utilize duty cycles which involve
stimulation on and off time in the domain of seconds. Therefore, the theorem presented in the
discussed tables could facilitate better understanding of what duty cycle is used by researchers
if they adopt this paradigm.

A more comprehensive account of literature inconsistencies is listed in table 1.9. An issue
which stems from the literature is that of notation, with different authors reporting duty cycles
by use of different methods (issue 1), table 1.9. For example, in the review by Deley &
colleagues (2015), the authors present duty cycles from various researchers in terms of
“dashes”, such as 5-5 when reporting the work of Bélanger et al. (2000). Yet duty cycle is
presented as fractions by Matsunaga et al. (1999), and percentages by Lieber & Kelly (1993).

Inter-conversions between such notations may be rendered confusing, preventing transparent
comparison across studies. For example, Gondin et al. (2011) also reported duty cycles [of
Herrero et al. 2010a and b] as 2/1. Confusion may arise when comparing this with for example,
Matsunaga et al.’s duty cycles. These authors stipulate a duty cycle of for example, 4s every
60s (so 1/15, or 6.667%). If one was to convert Herrero et al. (2010a, 2010b)’s 2/1 to a
percentage this would imply that stimulation is on for 200% of the time. In parallel, in their
study of denervated muscle, Ashley et al. (2008) used duty cycles of 1/2 or 2/1 depending on
what stimulation pattern they were investigating. By their notation, these would be 1s ON 2s
OFF or 2s ON 1s OFF. Hence, this “fractional notation” may not be all that convoluted. Yet,
if comparing with a protocol which utilizes percentage notation, care must be taken not to
misinterpret a 2/1 duty cycle as a “200% duty cycle” which has not realistic meaning.
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Table 1.9. Examples of duty cycle in the literature and opinions.
Issue
Example from Literature
#1: Different notation used to denote duty cycle
Fractional notation. Matsunaga et al. (1999) report “periods” of
stimulation as a fraction of a certain period. Eg. 4s at beginning of
60s period = 1/15.
Descriptive notation. Minogue et al. (2013) report “…bouts of
intermittent NMES, each bout lasting 4 minutes, with a rest interval
of 4 minutes between each bout”. [Yet stimulation is delivered in the
seconds domain within these minutes, also].
Descriptive notation. Currier & Mann (1983) report a long-winded
description of a 15s ON (5s ramp, 10s peak intensity), 50s OFF
protocol
ON/OFF notation. Carmick (1993a) report “…10 seconds on and 25
seconds off…”, for example.
Percentage notation. Lieber & Kelly (1993) report “…50% duty
cycle (5 s stimulation, 5 s rest) …”
Dash notation. Deley et al. (2015) presents duty cycles from a
variety of literature. One such example is “5-5” from Bélanger and
colleagues (2000), who report in their study “…5-sec on/5-sec off
duty cycle…” (Bélanger et al., 2000). Another example is their
reporting of Crameri et al. (2004)’s duty cycle as “4”.
#2: Duty cycles are often reported but the domains are
See table 1.8.
different across studies.
#3: Duty cycles sometimes include ramp up and ramp down
e.g., Baker et al., 2000 stipulates ramps not usually included in duty
times, sometimes do not.
cycle time. But shouldn’t they be as they indicate when stimulation is
on? [Links with Mathematical Model in chapter 4 of this thesis].
#4: Sometimes information may be missing from the
e.g., Soo et al. (1988) showed that quadriceps torque increased after a
reported duty cycle (explicitly or implicitly reported DC’s),
protocol of 15s ON (5s ramp, 10s ON), but they did not report OFF
hence it is hard to know what the exact duty cycle is.
times between contractions.

*“Tetanic isometric muscular contractions lasted for 15 seconds, during which time the current was surged so that peak intensity was reached after 5 seconds and sustained for 10
seconds. At the end of the 15-second current stimulating period, the intensity abruptly declined and was followed by a 50-second rest before the next stimulating period (isometric
producing repetition).”(Currier & Mann, 1983). Some papers appearing in the review by Deley et al. (2015). Another comprehensive duty cycle review is Gondin et al. (2011).
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Finally, caution must be taken when comparing studies on a basis of their duty cycle findings,
if one uses alternating current, the other pulsed current. An example of some confusion that
may arise from the literature may be seen in examining the work of Moreno-Aranda & Seireg
(1981c). Although the authors work was performed using AC stimulation of canine
quadriceps, it does elucidate some important considerations when duty cycles are reported in
alternating current studies. For example, the authors concluded that “maximum pull” for the
dogs occurred at an “on-off frequency” of 50 Hz, and a duty cycle of 50%. This would suggest
that “ON-OFF” and “duty cycle” are not synonymous. However, the authors do stipulate that
the term “duty cycle” refers to:
“Ratio of time on and off of the stimulation signal”
(Moreno-Aranda & Seireg, 1981c)

While all the literature has aimed at advancing our understanding of different stimulation
regimes for FES, it is clear that a more common method for reporting duty cycle is warranted.

Stimulation Ramp Times

Ramp times are times taken to turn stimulation up to a desired value, or to turn down from
that value to baseline. Respectively, these are known as the “ramp-up” and “ramp-down”
times. Hence, as they are related to ON and OFF times, they warrant mention in any “duty
cycle” discussion. Moreover, they have an important influence on the contractile
manifestation of muscle movement that occurs due to an applied stimulus. It has been
discussed in literature on FES-walking for example, that ramp times are essential for providing
“…natural movement…” as opposed to sudden ON/OFF stimulation (Bijak et al., 2005) which
would lead to considerable sporadicity in movements.

Another matter of contention to stem from the literature relates to the inclusion, or exclusion,
of ramp-up times in the duty cycle numbers. Baker et al. (2000) stipulate that usually ramp up
and ramp down are not included in the duty cycle definition. Yet, in the same publication, the
authors discuss how there is an inherent variability with different stimulators, in the context
of how ramp up and ramp down are included in ON and OFF definitions. The authors stipulate
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that OFF time should be determined by the “plateau ON time” (Baker et al., 2000). Not only
does the inclusion of ramps in ON/OFF times vary across FES equipment, but also between
various research groups. Packman-Braun (1988) for example, defined 7s ON time as being
comprised of; 2-s ramp-up, 5-s contraction in their study of wrist extensors. This variation in
definitions of ON and OFF that exist between stimulators and authors render cross-study
comparison difficult.

The precise reporting of ramp-up times is also an important consideration when discussing
duty cycles, as such timing may change over time according to the treatment purpose. For
example, Carmick (1997) comments on how ON times can be reduced over time, for children
with cerebral palsy after they have become comfortable with the electrical stimulation used.
Carmick (1993a) also changed ramp-up times from 8s to 2s in her study of ES for cerebral
palsy. The author also noted that when ES was required to control gait, 0.5s ramp-up was
utilized. In addition, stimulation was given initially at 10s ON 25s OFF (i.e. 1:2.5), then
changed to 15s ON 15s OFF (i.e. 1:1) when the patient gained comfort with the protocol. Long
ramp-up times of 12s have also been reported, in stimulation contexts where current as high
as 300mA has been used (e.g., Janssen & Pringle, 2008).

Ramp-down times have also been included as a variable in the ON timing for stimulation. On
the basis of prior art, Aldayel et al. (2011) defined the ramp-up and ramp-down characteristics
of their stimulation protocol for studying the differential effects of alternating EMS and pulsed
EMS. The authors note that they used a 25% duty cycle (5s ON, 15s OFF). The 5s ON was
inclusive of a 1s ramp-up, and a 1-s ramp-down. Hence, the total time at maximum stimulation
in each 5s session was 3s. It is thus apparent that the true meaning of “ON” time is somewhat
obfuscated in light of the various differences in study designs which choose to either include
or exclude ramp-up/down times from the ON time definition. It is important that precision is
taken into serious consideration, in light of studies such as Bijak et al. (2005) which argue that
ramp-up times in FES walking for example, are dependent on the mass of the patient.
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1.5.3. Reflection – Duty Cycle Literature

In light of the discussed literature, further research into duty cycle in the context of stimulation
protocol optimization is evidently essential for improving the outcomes and understanding of
this field. It has been noted that indeed there needs to be “clarification” of using duty cycles
with a desirable fatigue responses, in order to allow, among other things, that “…the various
therapeutic effects of treatment with FES will not be undermined by a poor choice of
stimulation characteristics.” (Packman-Braun, 1988). Evidently, taking into account the
discussed variances across the literature will also facilitate future studies that collate literature
on duty cycle, such as meta-analyses. Moreover, a review examining duty cycle and the
resultant effects on muscle fatigue and metabolism (e.g., Gondin et al., 2011 but focused
moreso on high frequency stimulation), would be of immense benefit to understanding how
changing this parameter can be used to obtain desired muscle responses. Perhaps one step in
the right direction is the fact that a recent patent (USPTO 9643010) has been described which
details a system focusing on duty cycle (Anonymous, 2017), exemplifying the importance of
this parameter in electrical stimulation systems.

1.6 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In addition to the described review, many of the topics discussed are scrutinized in thorough
detail in appendices 2 (8A – 8E). In addition, critical commentaries (endnotes) for the material
described within this review itself are presented in appendices 2 (8G). As the duty cycle is of
special interest to this thesis, a comprehensive summary of literature has also been provided
in appendix 3 (9A), which supplements material provided in this review.
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1.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In particular, this review chapter (along with detailed appendices 2 & 3) presented:
•

The historical basis of our understanding of the neuromuscular system.

•

Methods by which muscle fatigue may be measured, namely isokinetic dynamometry.

•

A brief historical overview of FES and electrical stimulation.

•

A novel way in which FES-cycling systems may be classified.

•

Having a Spinal Cord Injury is associated with several pathologies, according to the
literature. FES is able to assist in treating, or reducing some of these and may be
broadly characterized as; cardiovascular, respiratory, muscle, neurological, bone,
biomechanical and psychological.

•

Exercise is an important component of living with SCI as it helps reduce pathologies
related to sedentarism, such as pathological changes to metabolism.

•

Multiple Sclerosis is another condition which may be the focus of FES, and is a
neurological disease of different cause to Spinal Cord Injury yet may result in
paralysis, similarly.

•

Limitations of FES include; muscle fatigue, provision of safe stimulation,
physiological limitations and abnormal motor unit recruitment.

•

FES has been used in the home for several populations not only confined to those with
neuromuscular disease.

•

The European RISE project was a prominent European initiative examining use of
FES in the home.

•

A novel way in which compliance may be considered, such that it can be ascertained
whether FES is being used by patients with devices.

•

In the context of chapters 2 and 3, some recommendations for the provision of FES in
the home for exercise.

•

A comprehensive overview of qualitative research in the context of neuromuscular
rehabilitation.

•

A detailed introduction to qualitative research methods.

•

A thorough aggregation of key papers that have researched FES from a qualitative
method, and summary of methods used.

•

Electrical stimulation is a multifaceted therapy which requires an understanding of
several variables of waveforms.
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•

Amplitude, pulse width and frequency of stimulation have been widely investigated in
the literature. Duty cycle less so.

•

In addition to electrical stimulation variables, there are a range of other variables from
experimental setups that may influence outcomes from stimulation.

•

The duty cycle is an important electrical stimulation parameter to understand as it is
related to muscle contraction and relaxation times.

•

A thorough summary of some key papers that have examined electrical stimulation
duty cycle and their measured outcomes.

•

That continuous and intermittent stimulation are relative terms depending on the
context of the literature, and a uniform definition is warranted to more precisely define
electrical stimulation.

•

Theoretical paradigms in which duty cycle may be discussed in light of the previous
conclusion from literature.

•

A unique notation of describing the various terms used to describe duty cycle across
the literature.
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CHAPTER 2: THE LIDCOMBE FES INTERVIEW STUDY

2.1 PREAMBLE
There are several populations who may benefit from FES exercise, due to its’ ability to enable
limb movement. Spinal Cord Injury and Multiple Sclerosis are two well-known patient groups
who have used FES therapy and seen exemplary improvements in outcomes such as muscle
growth and improved psychological metrics (see Literature Review). As such, individuals with
these conditions may have important opinions regarding how FES technology can be
enhanced on several levels. However, knowledge of these issues specific to the Australian
context is sparse. An appreciation of these perspectives could assist engineers and clinicians
in improving the use of FES in clinical settings and the home (e.g., chapter 3).

The aim of this study was to build upon other qualitative studies (e.g., Wilkie et al., 2012;
Moynahan et al., 1996; Tedesco-Triccas et al., 2016) by conducting an interview with two
distinct populations who may use FES – Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) and Multiple Sclerosis (MS),
in Australia. An interview protocol was designed, and the study recruitment was conducted
primarily around an existing FES program at the University of Sydney, Cumberland Campus
at Lidcombe, Australia. It is believed this is one of the first studies conducted in the Australian
rehabilitation community regarding patient perceptions of FES. The qualitative analysis of
patient perceptions about FES comprise the research of this chapter.
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2.2 METHODS

2.2.1 Development of Study Instruments

A three-part protocol was developed to investigate the opinions of patients who may use FES
for exercise. Another tripartite format has also been used in a similar protocol looking at the
perspectives of FES providers and researchers (Taylor et al., 2017). A three-part format was
chosen to allow for; a) asking of demographic questions, b) a series of main semi-structured
interview questions, and finally to c) ask a series of Likert scale questions which could elicit
numerical responses for further analysis. The study design was limited to two populations who
have used FES therapy, Spinal Cord Injury and Multiple Sclerosis. The purpose of this study
was to add to the small body of literature regarding perspectives of FES from a patient-focused
point of view. As two distinct populations were examined, there were two forms of the study
protocol made. Sections 1 and 3 differed for SCI and MS, while section 2 the semi-structured
interview was identical.
Section 1 – Demographic Questionnaire

The first part of the study protocol was a demographic questionnaire (appendix 2A) which
sought to capture basic characteristics of study participants such as age and gender, ethnicity,
disease classification and FES usage. These questions were similar to other ones recorded in
FES studies examining drop foot (e.g., Taylor et al., 1999b; Taylor et al., 2013). As spinal
cord injury and multiple sclerosis are entirely different pathologies, a different disease
classification system was used for each questionnaire. For the SCI version, there was a
question asking their AIS/ASIA classification. With the MS version, participants were asked
to list their stage of MS (relapsing-remitting, secondary-progressive, primary-progressive,
progressive-relapsing) (National Multiple Sclerosis Society, 2015).i
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Section 2 – Semi-Structured Interviews

The study (interview schedule) was designed to focus around four central themes:
rehabilitation and transition, exercise, functional electrical stimulation, and home exercise.

Related to these concepts were research questions which this study sought to highlight,
namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do assistive technologies play a role in the rehabilitation process, and what kind
of assistive technologies (AT) do individuals with SCI/MS use?
What exercise routines do individuals with SCI/MS partake in?
How do individuals think that FES impacts their health and overall quality of life?
What are the opinions of users of FES (past/present) regarding home FES exercise?
What is the impact of home FES on their daily life, and life in general?
What modality of FES exercise would users prefer to complete in the home
environment?

A four-part questionnaire was developed based upon discussion with members of the research
team, and prior art. This methodology is similar to other authors who utilize multiple sources
for instrument design. In their study of 19 SCI, Sand & colleagues (2006) performed a similar
consultation, along with individuals with SCI to develop their interview questions. Similar
approaches, using multiple sources for design have been implemented by others (Engkasan et
al., 2014; Bulley et al., 2010) for various purposes. It was designed to be of a semi-structured
nature, which allows for a set of guided questions with room to expand responses (Haas et al.,
2013; Jannings & Pryor, 2012; Noyes, 2006). In a semi-structured interview study by Bulley
et al. (2010), the authors commented how their topic guide allowed for some “…focus on the
study questions, while remaining flexible…” (Grbich, 1999 as cited by Bulley et al., 2010).

The research questions asked for patient perspectives on FES and rehabilitation, and exercise,
for the two populations of interest. Some of these have been reported in the literature. For
example, the impact of FES on life has been discussed in a study examining individuals with
stroke and their carers (Wilkie et al., 2012). In addition, the positives and negatives of FES
walking have been explored by researchers from Miami (Guest et al., 1997). Therefore the
purpose of this design was to also elucidate new perspectives surrounding these themes.
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Section 3 – Home FES Exercise Questionnaire

In order to supplement qualitative data from interviews, quantitative Likert scale questions
were also included in the study. The purpose of this scale was to investigate opinions of home
FES from a more objective, quantifiable form. The scale was adopted from Alreck & Settle
(2004). In addition, this also is complementary to other studies which have implemented scale
measurements, namely Coote et al. (2015) & Windholz et al. (2014). The key to the scale and
full scale (both versions) appear in appendix 2A. In addition to Likert scales, there was also
room for some free-response and “Yes or No” questionsii. Furthermore, participants were
instructed to complete either section 3.3 or 3.4 depending on whether they were using FES
currently or not. Similarly, Taylor & colleagues designed a questionnaire which had different
sections for current or previous users, in their study of perceptions of the Odstock Drop Foot
Stimulator (Taylor et al., 1999a).

2.2.2 Data Collection Procedure

Recruitment flyers were placed on the wall of an FES program conducted at the Cumberland
Campus, Lidcombe at the University of Sydney. In addition the study was advertised through
other relevant channels such as Spinal Network, ARC and NeuroMoves. The study sought to
recruit ten individuals with SCI and ten individuals with MS. All participants who were
interested were given a Participant Information Statement (PIS), a Participant Consent Form
(PCF) and a copy of the study protocol to complete either at the time of the interview or
outside the interview, depending on the individual preferences of the participant. All
documents were approved by the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee
(HREC), Project No.: 2015/769. All participants provided Informed Consent. Relevant copies
of ethics forms (PIS, PCF and approval letter) are presented in appendix 2B. Some interviews
were performed in-person while others were performed over Skype or phone. For interviews
conducted in-person, some were at the university campus while others were performed in the
home of participants. Interviews were conducted as preferred by participants, similar to Shiels
et al. (2011) who allowed participants to choose where interviews occurred.
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2.2.3 Content Analysis
The term “content analysis” is used in this instance to refer to the methods used to analyzed
both qualitative and quantitative (collectively the “content”) that arose from the study.
Section 1 – Demographic Questionnaire

This section was comprised of quantitative data. Data were tabulated in Microsoft Excel upon
recording on the protocol sheet. For interviews performed in person, the interviewer recorded
down the demographic details as they were requested from participants. If interviews were
performed by others means sometimes participants wrote down these details themselves.
Section 2 – Interview Transcriptions

Transcription data were the spoken words of participants and interviewer, recorded by an
Olympus DS-7000 Recorder (Olympus Imaging Corp., Tokyo, Japan). Recorded files (.DS2)
were imported into specialist software (ODMS Transcription Module, Olympus Imaging
Corp, Tokyo). Each recording was transcribed simultaneously into Microsoft Word with the
assistance of a Transcription Pedal.

Following transcriptions, records were then analyzed in order to extract meaning.
Transcriptions were read on a question-by-question basis, with summary data pertaining to
facts or affective opinions in response to questions listed for each participant. Following this
process, these data were screened and condensed by stratifying main concepts into themes.
These two steps were performed hand-written on paper. Then, all data was typed up on a
question-by-question basis with some slightly more condensation and potential linkage of
facts/themes within questions noted. Uncertainties in meanings were also noted.
Section 3 – Likert Scales

All data from Likert scales and associated questions were tabulated in Excel. Averages, and
95% confidence intervals were calculated for each Likert scale response. This analysis was
deemed appropriate as the data was continuous in nature. Moreover, Likert scales with five
categories may be treated as continuous (Harpe, 2015). In addition, questions with a
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descriptive response were summarized, and “Yes/No” questions tallied, so meaningful
conclusions could be drawn.

Other

Field notes and reflexive comments were also kept (appendix 2C). Furthermore, during the
data analysis procedure, any meanings that were uncertain had a question mark (?) denoted
alongside the final data set.
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2.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Interview Logistics

In total, there were 25 participants recruited in the study. Just over half of the recruited
participants had Multiple Sclerosis (n = 15), while just under half had a Spinal Cord Injury (n
= 10). Interviews began in February 2016 and concluded in June 2017. Several of the
interviews were performed over the phone or Skype (n = 12), or at the university (n = 7), while
a smaller number were performed in participants’ residences (n = 5) and in a shop (n = 1). In
some interviews a carer (n = 5) or friend (n = 1) assisted by helping to answer some of the
questions required. The level of assistance was variable. All interviews were performed by
one interviewer, MT.

2.3.2 Demographic Survey

Table 2.1. Demographic Characteristics
Gender
Male
12
Female
13
Age Group (years)
30-39
3
40-49
8
50-59
6
60-69
7
70+
1
Ethnicity
Caucasian/Australian/Caucasian
Heritage
German
Italian
Chinese
Mixed
Croatian
Pacific Islander

16
1
1
1
3
2
1

Disease Classification
Spinal Cord Injury
5
ASIA A
2
ASIA C
3
N/A
Multiple Sclerosis
13
Secondary Progressive
1
Primary Progressive
1
Non-specific answer
(progressive)
Time Since Injury or Diagnosis
<5 years
2
5-9 years
10-19 years
20+ years

5
10
8

Participants had a range of demographic characteristics which were denoted by the survey,
and responses are presented in table 2.1. There was approximately an equal balance of male
and female participants who took place in the study (n = 12, and n = 13) respectively. Most
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participants (n = 21) were in the age range 40-69 (table 2.1). While the majority of participants
were from a Caucasian or Australian background (n = 16), other participants identified as
having mixed heritage (n = 3), or were from other backgrounds. Participants had a variety of
disease stages. Across those with SCI, there were ASIA A (n = 5), ASIA C (n = 2) and three
had their ASIA classification unspecified. The majority of participants with Multiple Sclerosis
had secondary progressive MS (n = 13). Most participants had been diagnosed or injured over
five years ago (table 2.1).

*One participant mentioned no, but discussed using a NeuroTrac device. This may or may not be FES
depending on one’s opinion.
**One participant discussed usage at Lidcombe so may have not been referring to home. Potentially
other participants may have done this unwillingly as well.

Table 2.2. Modalities and Usage of FES at Home
FES System(s) Used at Home [Inferred from Responses]
Yes
15
No
10*
Time Using FES at Home
< 1 year
7
1-5 years
4
5+ years
5**
N/A
9
***Also one participant mentioned Aldi system for pain relief, then said no in her emailed back
questionnaire.

Participants described their FES usage at home (table 2.2), with over half of participants
having used a form of FES at home (n = 15). Regarding the number of participants that did
use FES at home, a major number (n = 7) had used FES for less than one year at home. Some
participants (n = 4) described their usage as being between one to five years, while more (n =
5) had used FES for over five years.
2.3.3 Content Analysis of Interviews

All raw interview data (transcriptions) are presented in appendix 2A. While some of the
perspectives derived were from carers, these were included in the overall analysis and deemed
relevant due to their proximity with FES through their spouse.
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BLOCK 1 – REHABILITATION AND TRANSITION
Question 1 – Initial Goals of Rehabilitation
Table 2.3. Question 1. What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
Psychological.
• Confidence in transfers.
• Independence.
• Adding goals over time (?)
• Maintaining a normal life.
Physical.
• Increasing muscle.
• Reducing spasm.
• Normal functioning.
• Walk again.
• Keeping what’s there.
• Transfers.*
• Maintain strength.
• Stop manifestations – e.g. osteoporosis.
• Being mobile as long as can.
• Exercise/general fitness (?)
Activities.
• Return to work.
• Drive a car.
*Links with muscle (i.e., muscles facilitate transfer).

Within the domain of initial rehabilitation goals (table 2.3), three main themes were identified
– psychological, physical, and activities. Participants sought to gain independence and attain
confidence in transferring from wheelchairs, and a normal life was something that was desired
as part of their intended goals.

Participants identified a spectrum of physical procedures that they wished to carry out. A
reduction in spasticity, enhancement of muscle were sought. Maintaining normal function,
maintaining what is there currently and being mobile were suggestive of participants’ desires
to uphold physiological function for as long as practical. Related to physical actions was the
desire to perform activities such as driving a car.
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Question 2 – Challenges of Rehabilitation

Table 2.4. Question 2. What were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
Activities of Daily Living.
• Transfers.
• Bowel control.
• Pressure sores, soreness.
• Pain*
• Transportation.
Fatigue.
Psychological.
• Depression, suicidal thoughts.
• Adapting/adjustment to newfound impairment (?)
• Isolation.
• Contemplating future.
• Accepting disease/medical reality.
• Burdening carers.
• Desire for self-autonomy.
Wheelchair.**
• Accepting it.
• Pervading every aspect.
• Public appearance.
Adaptation
• Getting used to FES contractions.
• Losing leg function.
Other.
• Staff not knowing FES potential.
*Pain of exercise → links to question 1. **Some of wheelchair sub-categories from same
participant.
There were several types of challenges (table 2.4) discussed by participants, grouped into the
six categories – activities of daily living, fatigue, psychological, wheelchair, adaptation and
other.

Rehabilitation was seen to involve adaptation in losing the function of the legs. In conjunction
with adaptation was the need to perform activities of daily living such as transferring to and
from a wheelchair, and bowel control.

Participants discussed several psychological elements of rehabilitation. This period evoked
feelings of depression, isolation and a sense of burdening carers. Looking to the future and
desiring self-autonomy were pragmatic thoughts stemming from the rehabilitation period. In
addition, fatigue was suggested as a challenge by some participants. Acceptance of medical
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reality, the disease state, was also a challenge. Related to accepting of disease was accepting
the wheelchair. It was seen as impacting public appearance. It was also seen as an omnipresent
reality of life.
Question 3 – Use of ES During Rehabilitation

Table 2.5. Question 3. Did you use any electrical stimulation during your
rehabilitation? If so, what were the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies?
Explicit or Implicit Answer.*
• No. 15.**
• Yes. 8.***
• Unclear, N/A. 1.
Advantages or Purpose
• Feels good after.
• Transfers.
• Scoliosis correction.
• Acupuncture with ES.
• Stimulating muscles, and otherwise couldn’t (?).
• Muscle building, strength.
• Reduce spasms.
• Better leg/muscle workings.
Disadvantages
• Lack of synchronization.
• Set up, time.
• Transport to university.
• Pain
Other.
• 5-mo. post-injury.
• Online convinced here to buy.
• Minimal in hospital.
• Clinician different opinion (?)
• Stopped because too strong (?)
*One used acupuncture/ES, another saw it once. **Three unsure of their responses, another
three sort of unsure. ***Two unsure of their responses.
The responses to use of electrical stimulation during rehabilitation (table 2.5) were divided
into four categories – explicit or implicit answer, advantages and purpose, disadvantages and
other.
Participants gave mixed responses to whether or not they used electrical stimulation during
rehabilitation. ES was seen to offer several advantages or having a useful purpose. It was
perceived to help muscles, facilitate scoliosis correction and transferring. Disadvantages
included time taken to reach the university and do FES, pain and setup time.
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BLOCK 2 – EXERCISE
Question 4 – Regularity and Modality of Exercise

Table 2.6. Question 4. Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you
perform?
Types of Exercise and Facilitators of Affective Responses and Aspirational
Exercise
Remarks
• PT [physical therapist]
• Feels guilty doesn’t. (? – if doesn’t, or
doesn’t now?).
• Assistants – joint movement.
• Previously more.
• FitAbility.
• 2 yr gap after uni.****
• Adrian Byak.
• Previously MS gym 2 p/w, not
• NeuroMoves.
anymore.
• Pilates.
• Can’t do much at the moment.
• Qi Gong.
• Previously FES few times p/w.
• Tilt table.
• NDIS bureaucracy → 2 p/w (?)
• Stomach/upper.
• Lack of ability.
• Arm crank.
• Wants to do cardio.
• Wheelchair use/pushing.
• Wanting equipment.
• Transfer.
• Hard to stay motivated with other life
• Cardio.
demands.
• House chores – e.g. pool cleaning.
Frequency
• Weights exercises.
• FES 3 or 4 p/w.
• Stretches.
• Foley’s Gym.
• Floor-to-chair, standing, sit-to• Everyday or every second day.
stand.
• 2 p/w (?) Now or past (?).
• FES (bike, portable, RT-300).
• 1 or 2 p/w @ gym.
• Vibration.
• Trainer 4 p/w, pool 2 p/w.
• MotoMed.*
• Visits EP 2 (or 1?) p/w.
• TheraBand.**
• EasyStand.***
• Targeted muscle groups.
o Ankle.
o Biceps.
o Calf.
o Triceps.
o Lats.
o Hams.
• Fine motor.
• Sitting.
• Ball throw, squeeze ball.
Potential thematic linkages:*Link to FES. **Link to stretching. ***Link to standing.**** May
be referring to FES trial at the University of Sydney, or FES exercise program. NDIS:
National Disability Insurance Scheme, EP: exercise physiologist.
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Participants’ responses for their modality and frequency of exercise (table 2.6) were
characterized into three sub-groups of frequency, types and facilitators of exercise, and
affectual responses and external issues. Data in the first two categories were mostly factual,
and that of the third, opinion-based and affective.

Some participants discussed the frequency at which they perform exercise each week. Some
discussed their frequency in a gymnasium such as Foley’s Gym and FES frequency of exercise
was also mentioned. Some also mentioned how often they saw a facilitator of exercise such
as an exercise physiologist.

Participants acknowledged a wide variety of types of exercise that they engaged with.
Programs such as NeuroMoves, FitAbility were places of exercise. Some acknowledged
discrete forms of exercise performed such as Pilates, Qi Gong and weights, and the specific
muscle groups such as biceps brachii, triceps brachii, latissimus dorsi and gastrocnemius
(mentioned colloquially by participants). Incidental exercise such as wheelchair usage, and
house chores, were also performed. Other forms of exercise mentioned included throwing a
ball, stretching, FES and transfers.

Other than discrete forms of exercise, participants also discussed opinion-driven affectual
claims regarding exercise. Exercise was desired by some, with a want to obtain equipment
and engage in cardiovascular exercise. In some instances exercise was done more in the past,
or currently could not be done much. Exercise also was seen as being difficult to do with other
life tasks conflicting.
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Question 5 – Improvements to Weekly Exercise Routine

Table 2.7. Question 5. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
Discrete Exercises
• Weights
• FES at home (?)
• Posture – maintain better
• Core
• General fitness (?)
• Cardio
• Sit-to-stands (?)
• Weight stack.
• Swimming.
• Variety.
• Ambulation.
• Upper body strength exercises.
Methodology/Other
• Not in haste, setting aside time.
• With a physio.*
• Make it a priority.
• Motivation/maintaining it.
• Nothing – happy as is.
• Fatigue limits.
• More often.
There were two main themes identified in regards to improving weekly exercise (table 2.7) –
discrete exercises, which listed specific forms of exercise, and methodology/other, which
detailed more the execution of how exercise could be done.

Similar to question 4, participants identified a range of exercises however focusing on ones
they perceived to want to include in improving their exercise habits. Having better posture,
performing strength exercise and core were some examples of frame-building activities.
Cardio, swimming and a variety of exercises were also discussed.

Participants discussed means by which the exercise routine could be improved. Making
exercise a priority and doing it more often were seen as methods by which the routine could
be improved, and maintaining exercise over time was desired. By contrast, one participant
mentioned they were satisfied with their exercise currently.
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Question 6 – Impact of Exercise on Life

Table 2.8. Question 6. What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive?
Negative?
Explicit or Implicit Answer.
• Positive. ~21.*
• Unchanged, or helps but doesn’t cure/not major.
Ramifications
Psychological.
• Essential for achievement, positive wellbeing, and to stop deterioration.
• Sense of achievement.
• Life good, feels better oneself.
• Significant part life (?).
• Accomplish even though not enjoy.
• Autonomy.
• Not an issue because enjoy.
• Gives purpose.
• Part of society/social.
Psych/Physical. (? – sit in-between).
• Out of house.
• Helps fatigue.
Physical.
• Endurance daily tasks.
• Alleviating spasticity (?).
• Vital for pain avoidance.
• Transfer.
• Attenuation/ no weight gain.
• Good skin.
• No secondary complications.
• Muscle.
• Strength, flexibility.
• Permits toilet use.
• Movement.
*Five responses unclear.
There were two main themes regarding the impact of exercise on life (table 2.8) – explicit or
implicit answer, and ramifications.

The majority of participants remarked that exercise had a positive effect on their life, with
only some remarking that it was not significant.
Participants identified a range of ramifications associated with exercise – characterized
primarily into the sub-categories of psychological, or physical. In the psychological sense,
exercise was seen to give a sense of achievement, purpose and enable one to feel better about
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oneself. It was also seen as placing one in society. Interestingly, while exercise was seen by
one to be enjoyable, and another not, overall it was seen in a positive light.

The ramifications of exercise were also described in several physical ways. Participants noted
its’ ability to assist in avoiding pain, give endurance for daily activities with going to the toilet
mentioned as one such example. Exercise was also seen as assisting weight control, and
having benefit to the skin.
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BLOCK 3 – FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION
Question 7 – Types of FES Used for Exercise

Table 2.9. Question 7. What types of FES have you used for exercise?
Modalities.
• Cycling [Ergys, MotoMed, HasoMed, Custom, Reck with MotionStim 8, RT-300].
• Trikes, BerkelBike.
• Walking.
• Rowing.
• Posture.
• Stim box / Compex handheld.
• RT-600 (?) stepping.
Other/General
• Has other programs – sit-to-stand, abs, back.
• TENS.
• Battery pack (i.e., handheld?)
• Revitive.
• Eccentric.
• FESC – active sometimes.
TENS: Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, FESC: FES-cycling.

Participants used various types of FES for exercise (table 2.9) – grouped into the two
categories of – modalities, and other/general. There was a wide variety of experiences with
FES-cycling. Participants mentioned MotoMed, and RT-300 systems. Some mentioned
walking and rowing. FES was also used to assist with postural configuration.

Other forms of stimulation that were not necessarily FES (other/general) were also mentioned.
TENS and Revitive were discussed as having being used.
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Question 8 – Benefits from FES

Table 2.10. Question 8. What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits?
Psychological benefits?
Physiological.
Psychological.
• Regular bowel motions.
• See/feel muscles working.
• Not overweight.
• Mental stimulation.
• Muscle/bone density maintain.
• Discussion with others in study.
• Has to visit bathroom after FES (?)
• Helping research, helping others
by doing something for others’
• CV fitness.
benefit (potential benefit?)
• Reduce pressure sore risk/formation?
•
Doing something, helping oneself.
• Blood flow, circulation, not as cold.
• Muscle tone – satisfied, aesthetic.
• Reduce spasms.
• Feeling better about self, feels
• Ambulation, mobility, walk better (?
good.
Not sure FES).
• Connectedness – feet connected to
• Strength.
something, brain sees legs moving.
• Less tired.
• Achievement,
triumphant
• Muscle mass maintain/growth/size.
autonomy.
• Pain – helps with.
• Seeing muscles at work.
• Back pain (?).
• Feels good, tired after exercise.
• Swelling ankles reduced.
• Leg shape maintained.
• Assists transfers.
• Friends noticing changes.
• Skin integrity.
• Keeping body OK for future cure.
• Better diet – eating more.
• Feels happier when no/not in? pain.
• More active, general.
• Bowel/bladder.
Other
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hard to say.
Bowel (?) may be other exercises.
Huge.
Not just FES – voluntary movement
must also helps muscles.
Unsure.
Benefits you get from exercise.
Feels good – unsure if placebo.
Broken capillaries when started, not as
bad now.
OK if hurts a bit.

There were several benefits of FES listed by participants (table 2.10), summarized into the
three categories of physiological, psychological and other. Data was partly factual, partly
opinion in nature.
There were several perceived physiological benefits of FES as discussed by participants. FES
was seen to stimulate muscle size and growth, and helping to maintain density of bone. It was
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also suggested to have beneficial results for cardiovascular fitness, and general activity. In
addition FES was seen to allow for the consumption of more food contributing to a better diet.
With complementarity, another participant discussed how it had favourable outcomes for
weight.

Participants also identified a variety of psychological benefits of FES, which were partly
factual and partly perceptual. FES was seen to facilitate feelings of being connected with the
body and it was noted that FES enabled them to see muscles working. Satisfaction in muscle
tone was related to aesthetics. FES was perceived to help maintain the shape of the legs, and
keeping the body in a condition appropriate should a future cure come along.

Participants also discussed how they felt as if FES gave them a sense of achievement.
Performing FES gave participants a sense of feeling good and better about oneself and that
doing something to help oneself also. In addition, it was suggested that engaging with FES
was helping others through contribution to research studies. In addition, it was suggested that
friends could notice changes emanating from doing FES.
There were also a range of responses within the category “other” pertaining to perceived
benefits of FES. While it was suggested that FES is capable of “huge” benefits, in
contradiction it was also mentioned that there was an uncertainty of the benefits of FES. One
also asserted that they did not know if effects of FES were due to placebo. It was also
acknowledged that not just FES may assist, but also voluntary movement.
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Question 9 – Positives and Negatives of FES Use

Table 2.11. Question 9. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
Positives.
Negatives.
Psychological.
• Still
requiring
assistance/carer
• Talking to others with same
assistance, {with electrodes on}.
condition.
• Equipment failure. Breakdowns,
• Worthwhile – nourishing health,
electrode decay/wearing.
helping in long run/avoids future
• Electrode cost, unsure exact
deterioration.
placements, sticking to bum.
• Getting out of house.
• Electrical burns/marks/shock(?) –
• Wanting to cycle along with it {in
pressure sores.
head}.
• Not putting cream on back after.
• Not as reliant on carers’ in home.
• Set up time/off time, time for
• Feeling normal – straighten up, legs
exercise.
looking more normal.
• Requiring commitment.
• FES can help with otherwise
• Uncomfortable, pain.
couldn’t (e.g., due to fatigue).
• Having to wax legs.
Physiological.
• Nothing happening @ initial usage.
• Increase circulation.
• Cord tangles.
• Decrease swelling.
• Exuberant cost (?).
• Blood flow.
• Long time to get to uni.
• Feels like muscles getting worked.
• Hard chair.
• Muscle tone, strength.
• Mental preparation for stimulation.
• Legs better good alignment and
• Lack of info about FES [Not knowing
shape.
what’s being used] (?)
• Posture, tension down.
• Finding time for FES.
• Relax/soreness assist.
• Aversion to experimental change.*
• Can stim muscles can’t by
• Tired after (?)
yourself.*
• Complex to set up, strap with feet.
• Exercising legs (?)
• FES is nearby (?)**
Other.
• Not too worn out after FES.
• + Others could stand/walk with it.
• Can only be positive as have MS
• + Health/strength (general).
either way.
• + Psych, physical (general).
• – Not many.
• No problem with bikes.
• Tech issues – but usually solved.
* Latent content (?).
There were many positives and negatives of FES as discussed by participants (table 2.11).
Similar to previous questions, positives of FES were divided into two categories –
psychological, and physiological. Within psychological positives, FES was seen to facilitate
social interactions, enabling one to leave the house and also engage in conversation with others
who had similar disease. It was suggested to allow for less reliance on carers, and being
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worthwhile as it provided a source of nourishment for health. In addition, one participant noted
that it can only have a positive effect because either way, Multiple Sclerosis is still there
regardless.

FES was also seen to have several positives from a physiological standpoint. It was seen to
help with soreness, posture and alignment of the legs. FES was also noted for its’ effects on
blood flow and muscles, as suggested in other question responses.

Participants also identified several negatives of FES equipment and application. FES was seen
as requiring temporal commitment, with a long time required to reach the university (where
FES is performed), and to set up equipment. Participants also acknowledged various issues
with electrodes – such as cost, withering, and sticking to the body post-exercise. In addition,
it was acknowledged that the legs had to be waxed. One participant also mentioned how she
doesn’t put cream on her back post-stimulation.

Other downsides to FES were also discussed by participants. It was seen to be uncomfortable,
and also noted that a hard chair was required during FES application. One participant also
noted that initially when engaged with FES changes were not strikingly obvious. It was also
suggested there was a lack of information regarding FES. In addition, it was mentioned there
are no issues with FES bikes but also mentioned that any technological issues are generally
solved.
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Question 10 – Impact of FES on Life

Table 2.12. Question 10. How has FES made an impact on your life?
Having Impact
Psychological and Impactual Dimensions.
• Maintained mobility as best as can.
• More efficient toilet trips.
• Participation in research/part of a team.
• Participation in sports.
• Connectedness with body increase.*
• Confidence in standing and moving.
• Wouldn’t be as healthy now without it.
• Muscles stronger than would be otherwise.
• Diet’s improving.
• Knows muscles still capable of working.
• Is positive.
• Good to get out a few days per week.
• Feels like can move.
• Big part of life.
Discrete/Physiological Examples.
• Fitness, stamina/strength. (Was fitness a ? can’t remember).
• Weight control.
• Keeping in good nick.
• Spasms, bladder, bowel.
• Circulation X swelling (one or two?)
• Stronger.
• Healthier.
• Happier.
• + Psych.
• Aesthetic – legs normal size/stronger.
• Muscles, strength.
Not Really Having Impact.
• No benefit now, needed to keep it up.
• Lots initially – not used now. (Did she actually do FES though?)
• Not much impact – apart from decrease soreness.
Other.
• Desiring to do it again.
• Cold/tired from fan (goes to another section?)
• Self-efficacy/advocacy.
• Increase independence (with FitAbility)
*Reflexive remark: I asked her question twice.

There were three main themes that were identified under the topic of life-impact of FES (table
2.12). These were – having impact, not really having impact, and other.
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Participants identified a range of ways in which FES was perceived to impact their life. In the
first sub-theme, participants identified a range of ways in which FES was seen to have tangible
psychological impacts. FES was seen to have a positive impact being a large part of life and
enabling one to feel more connected to the body. FES was perceived to have an impact on
movement through providing confidence in standing and moving, enabling involvement in
sports and allowing a sense that ones’ muscles were working. FES was also seen to assist
toilet journeys, and having beneficial effects on diet.

Participants also identified discrete and physiological examples of how FES impacted their
life. Discrete examples were distinct, concise ways in which FES had made an impact and
were sometimes psychological in nature. FES was seen to keep ones’ body in good condition,
help with weight control, spasms and muscles. Participants also mentioned discrete examples
of psychological impacts such as making them healthier, happier, and also having an aesthetic
dimension by making legs look normal/stronger.

Some participants also posited that FES did not really have a significant impact, contrary to
the first theme. It was suggested that FES had no benefit currently as it was not maintained by
one participant. In the sub-theme of “other”, it was suggested that it was desirable to do FES
once again.
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BLOCK 4 – HOME EXERCISE
Question 11 – Incorporation of FES into Daily Routine

Table 2.13. Question 11. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily
routine?*
Conditional Incorporation.
• Other life commitments conflicting.
• Easy as flexible work/study.
• Requiring assistance on/off and electrodes.
• Requiring discipline/commitment/diligence.
• Have to be conservative when doing it oneself.
• Would need to do first thing – tired after other activities.
• Once get used to it/once setup (but prefers uni?)
• Needs space to put electrodes.
• Weather a factor (?)
• Doesn’t want to rely on partner/kids.
Other.
• Good – get past TV ads.
• Would use if could feel muscles activated (?)
• Revitive now easy – routine.
• Too hard put electrodes on legs.
• Unsure? Reluctant to do so by self?
• Depends on [FES Researcher’s] recommendations.
• Would be OK but prefers coming out (i.e., to Lidcombe ?)
*Responses not tallied, not always linked to “easy” or “not easy”.
The perspectives that participants’ identified in regards to daily incorporation of FES (table
2.13) were broken down into two categories – conditional incorporation (how it could be
incorporated), and other.

In order to incorporate FES into the daily routine, participants put forward a list of conditions
as to how this could occur. Participants acknowledged that a conservative approach was
required if self-administering FES and it was also mentioned how assistance would be
required with electrode placement. While one participant mentioned they have a flexible
schedule, another discussed how there are other co-existing life activities which may conflict
with the ability to do FES. Other activities were also seen as potentially inhibiting the ability
to do FES as they may get tired of engaging in them. It was also suggested that family burden
was not something that was wished to be done.
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Participants also highlighted a range of other factors related to daily incorporation of FES,
collated as other. One mentioned it would be helpful to perform while watching television.
Participants’ perspectives were also divided regarding the feasibility of it. While one
mentioned difficulty in electrode placement on the legs, another mentioned that using a
Revitive was easy. Another also mentioned their decision would be impacted by that of an
FES provider.
Question 12 – User-Friendliness of FES Systems

Table 2.14. Question 12. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
Current Opinion-Based Status
• Looked tricky to place it, didn’t place it.
• Requiring assistance for pads on.
• Electrodes easy to stick to self, can attach autonomously.
• Easier if manual – used, consults manual.
• Good support from company.
• Frustrating if doesn’t work properly.
• User-friendly if computer working.
• Complicated with wires.
• At uni – yes, if people (i.e. students) are competent.
• Requiring specialist advice.
• Requires assistance to set up parameters (hard at start).
• Stim parameters – hard to understand layman.
• Easy once set up.
• Doesn’t know how to use computer.
• Could be user-friendly if learned.
• General FES easy to understand.
Technological and Home Recommendations.
• Colour-coded pads.
• Home hand-held would be easy after getting used to it, FESC hard.
• At home – if blend into day, OK.
• Complicated at gym → developers need to make more user-friendly.
• Requires more simpler for home → to accommodate different MS patients.
• Has to be usable for spouse.
• Able to self-regulate stim (?).
Other.
• Can self-fix faults.*
• Simple – others may find hard.
• Rely on others (? – what do I mean?).
• Understands muscles, others may not.
• Revitive. (i.e. it is UF?)
Potential thematic linkage: *Self-efficacy in usage concept → link to manual above. UF:
User-friendly.
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There were a multitude of perspectives identified regarding the user-friendliness of FES (table
2.14), grouped collectively under the main themes of current opinion-based status, and
technological and home recommendations.

Participants identified a range of perspectives pertaining to their hypothesized, or experiential,
opinions regarding user-friendliness of FES systems. Perspectives were divided surrounding
electrode application. While electrode attachment was seen as being capable autonomously,
it was suggested also that help was needed to place electrodes on. Participants also
acknowledged forms of external assistance, with good support available from a company,
manuals facilitating application, and assistance necessary to configure stimulation initially. In
addition, participants alluded to conditions whereby it could be user-friendly, for example if
they learnt about it, and if there is technological and professional competence surrounding its’
application.

Within this question, participants also put forward various suggestions, collected under the
sub-theme of technological and home recommendations. Some participants discussed homerelated dimensions to the user-friendliness of technology. Use of FES in the home was seen
as acceptable if it could become a part of the day. However, different types of FES had
different levels of difficulty in the home with hand-held suggested to be easier than cycling.
In addition, one participant mentioned that technology should be simple in this environment
such that different types of MS sufferers may be accommodated. It was also suggested that
the spouse should be able to use FES.

Participants also mentioned other concepts. One discussed how they were able to self-fix
faults. It was also suggested that while it was simple for a participant, other participants may
find it difficult.
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Question 13 – Choice of Modality for Daily FES

Table 2.15. Question 13. If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would
you prefer to do with it? FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
Choices.
• FES-cycling.
• Still + cycle.
• Stim while sitting still.iii
• FES-rowing or FES-cycling.
• Bike/stepping.
• What would give the most benefit – sitting easier but cycling/rowing better if give
better results.
• (Sitting better maybe – could do other task ?).
Other 1.
• Different ones at different times of week.
• Variety/all types.
• Walking around.
• Can’t say.
Other 2.
• Rowing requires a good core.
• Never had discipline for handheld.
• Can’t do FESR because C6.
• Rowing if better balance.
• Rowing – arms/cardio exercise.
• Rowing – good to build certain muscles.
• Different one each day.
• Never rowed/not experienced.
• Doesn’t think would like.
• Lots of shoulder exercise currently. [Stems from previous point?]
• Transfers hard with rowing.
• Cycle > rowing because keeps hurting shoulder.
FESR: FES-rowing, C6: cervical vertebra 6 (injury level).

Participants discussed their choices if they were required to do FES everyday (table 2.15).
While their opinions were listed under the question options, they also elucidated other useful
perspectives listed as other 1 (other answers, explicit), and other 2 (opinion-driven responses).
The responses of participants varied with regards to what type of FES they would do everyday
if required to choose. Several mentioned FES-cycling. Other options listed are presented in
table 2.15. Under the category of other 1, participants discussed varieties of their choices. A
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variety of exercises were sometimes preferred and sometimes it was suggested to do different
types at different times of the week.

Participants also put forward a range of concepts and opinions regarding the modalities of
FES, collectively termed other 2. Several participants discussed opinions of FES-rowing, with
it being a form of exercise requiring a good core, targeting certain muscles, and good for arms
and cardiovascular exercise. Others mentioned lack of experience of rowing and one
participant mentioned not being able to perform rowing due to the nature of their injury (C6).
In addition, one suggested cycling was preferred as they kept injuring their shoulder, and
another mentioned transferring being difficult with rowing. Alternatively, hand-held
stimulation was also mentioned, with one participant noting they had never had the required
discipline to do it.

Question 14 – Choice of Modality for Daily FES

Table 2.16. Question 14. What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be
improved for you?
Electrical.
• Bluetooth, remote, wireless, stick electrodes to muscles without cords to tangle.
• 8-track → can do calves with quads, hams, gluts; add more muscles at once.
• Ramp stim cf. abruptly on.*
• More engaging screen, TV screen so no blank wall.
Mechanical.
• Small, portable.
• Easy electrode putting on/off.
• Simple control.
• Get rid of complex (rigmarole) of setup.
• Electrode pads that don’t damage skin.
• Not as fiddly, less leads.**
• Add a hand cranker.
• Personalized stockings with electrodes/electrodes with tights.
• One can use while watching TV.
• Better chair; more comfy to sit in.
Other Opinions.
• Revitive – no lifestyle intrusion.
• Electrode assistance (Revitive or other?).
• Affordability for others. (but OK as he is funded by DVA).
• Automated, user-friendly.
• Current one OK, no improvement works well, design liked wouldn’t change.
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• Rigmarole of set up → decrease likelihood of doing it.
• Current one OK but need assistance.***
• I-phone app (a joke).
• Improvements in introduction of devices [education?]
• Trial with hand cycling.
• Small things, e.g. electrode stickiness.
• Have FES can do on own, don’t have to share at end – more machines at Lidcombe.
• Is too strong on current bike.
*RTI [Restorative Therapies] has it but HasoMed doesn’t, he says. **Link with electrical.
***Link with one a bit up. DVA: Department of Veterans’ Affairs.
Participants highlighted a multitude of ways in which FES technology could be improved
(table 2.16), collectively grouped into three categories – electrical, mechanical and other
opinions. The first two groupings listed ways in which participants considered devices could
be improved while the last category discussed other opinions such as operational matters and
practicality.

There were a few ways in which participants perceived that FES could be improved from an
electrical standpoint. FES was seen as requiring Bluetooth methods of communication,
wireless systems not requiring cords that could undergo entanglement. Related to cords and
electrodes was a desire to use more muscle groups at once via 8-track (i.e., channel)
stimulation. Ideal stimulation was seen as involving ramping stimulation rather than abruptly
switching it on. In addition, it was suggested that FES technology has a more engaging screen
during exercise rather than staring at a blank wall (i.e., graphic interface in front of an exercise
bike).

It was also discussed how fewer leads are desired making systems less arduous, illustrative of
one of several mechanical ways in which FES could be improved. FES was seen as requiring
less rigmarole in setting up, with simple methods of control, small portable devices and
simplicity in electrode application. Related to electrode application was the suggestion of
individualized stockings with electrodes in-built. Further, electrodes which didn’t affect the
skin were also desired. It was also suggested that a hand cranker could be added to systems,
and that systems require a more comfortable chair to sit in during use.

Participants also identified a range of other opinions that described applicational and
operational suggestions for FES usage. One participant noted that while a governmental
agency funded his FES, others may have issues with the price of technology. Interestingly,
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perspectives were divided when discussing user-friendliness, which was also raised in this
section. While an automated system was proposed, it was also suggested in contradiction that
current device designs are sufficient. The rigmarole of set up was seen as a detractor from
FES usage, and it was desired that more machines were available for use at the FES clinic
currently known. It was suggested that introduction of devices was improved.
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2.3.4 Likert Scale and Survey Responses
Data analysed was from participants’ Likert scales. In these scales, participants filled out a scale from 1 to 5. 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 =
neutral, 4 = disagree, 5 = strongly disagree.
Section 3.1 – Exercise: General Questions

Table 2.17. Descriptive Statistics for Section 3.1.
I find exercise easy to incorporate into my daily routine.
I would like to participate in more aerobic exercise each week.
I would like to participate in more resistance training each week.
I would like to participate in more FES exercise each week.
Having an assistive device would encourage me to do more aerobic
exercise each week.
Having an assistive device would encourage me to do more
resistance exercise each week.
Having an assistive device would encourage me to do more FES
exercise each week.
The cost of a home exercise system is an important determinant of
whether I use it frequently.
I get enough aerobic exercise on most days.

n
22
22
22
22

Mean
2.18
2.05
2.23
2.32

95% CI
[1.76, 2.60]
[1.65, 2.44]
[1.80, 2.65]
[1.85, 2.79]

%SA/A %N/D/SD
82
18
77
23
68
32
64
36

22

2.27

[1.88, 2.66]

59

41

22

2.32

[1.94, 2.69]

59

41

22

2.41

[1.99, 2.83]

59

41

22
22

2.36
3.50

[1.86, 2.87]
[2.90, 4.10]

50
23

50
77

Participants tended to agree or strongly agree with most of the questions asked in section 3.1 (table 2.17). Participants found that exercise was easy to
incorporate into their daily routine, with a mean score of 2.18 for Likert scale responses, and over 80% of participants either agreeing or strongly
agreeing. Similarly, participants noted their desire to participate in more aerobic and resistance exercises each week, with mean scores of 2.05 (95%
CI [1.65, 2.44]) and 2.23 (95% CI [1.80, 2.65]) respectively. Participants also tended to agree that having a form of assistive device would encourage
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them to perform more various types of exercise, as listed in table 2.17. Whether cost was a determining factor in the use of a home exercise system had
an equally divided opinion amongst participants, with mean score of 2.36 (95% CI [1.86, 2.87]), and equal proportions in the strongly agree/agree
category as the neutral/disagree/strongly disagree category. The majority of participants (77%) did not think that they got enough aerobic exercise on
most days, and there was a mean score of 3.50 in their responses. Most mean scores’ 95% confidence intervals overlapped (table 2.1) across variables,
indicating that they were not different.
Section 3.2 – FES Questions

Table 2.18. Descriptive Statistics for Section 3.2.
The majority of people with spinal cord injury/multiple sclerosis in
Australia use FES each week for exercise in a rehabilitation centre.
The majority of people with spinal cord injury/multiple sclerosis in
Australia use FES each week for exercise in a hospital setting.
The majority of people with spinal cord injury/multiple sclerosis in
Australia use FES each week for exercise in a home setting.

n

Mean

95% CI

%SA/A %N/D/SD

22

3.73

[3.32, 4.14]

5

95

22

3.68

[3.27, 4.10]

5

95

22

3.82

[3.42, 4.22]

5

95

Participants had a strong disagreement overall with the responses asked of them in question 3.2 (table 2.18). In all categories, 95% of participants had
a disagreement with the claim that most people with either SCI or MS use FES on a weekly basis for exercise, in rehabilitation, hospital and home
settings, with means of 3.73 (95% CI [3.32, 4.14]), 3.68 (95% CI [3.27, 4.10]) and 3.82 (95% CI [3.42, 4.22]), respectively. The 95% confidence
intervals for means also overlapped (table 2.18).
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Section 3.3 – Home FES (Current Users Only)
Table 2.19. Descriptive Statistics and Responses for Section 3.3.
What current type of FES system are you using for exercise at
home?
I use FES ______ times/week for exercise, for at least ____minutes
each occasion.

I use FES for exercise at home at least five times per week, for at
least half an hour each session (Y/N) ____
I would like to use my FES system less often for exercise each
week.
I enjoy using FES for exercise.
I would recommend FES to other individuals for home exercise.

[Various responses listed by participants, including: Compex,
NeuroTrac, Hasomed II, Reck Bike with MotionStim 8, RT300, circulation booster and TENS].
Times per week
n
Mean
95% CI
11
3.77
[2.60, 4.95]
Minutes per session
n
Mean
95% CI
11
45.45
[34.76, 56.15]
Yes
No
5
6
n

Mean

95% CI

11
11
11

4.55
1.91
1.64

[4.14, 4.95]
[1.19, 2.63]
[0.88, 2.40]

%SA/A %N/D/SD
0
82
82

100
18
18

Unlike sections 3.1 and 3.2, section 3.3 (table 2.19) was of a mixed nature, having descriptive, Yes/No and Likert scale responses. Participants listed
various FES devices that were used in the home, including RT-300, Hasomed II and Compex. On average, participants used FES 3.77 times per week
for exercise (95% CI [2.60, 4.95]) for an average time of 45.45 minutes (95% CI [34.76, 56.15]). Participants usage of FES for five times a week for
at least half an hour each session was divided, with five participants responding YES, and six responding NO, of the eleven who answered this question.
All participants who answered section 3.3 disagreed when asked if they would like to use their FES system less often for exercise each week [cf. table
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2.17, responses to whether participants would like to participate in more FES each week]. The majority of participants agreed that they enjoy using
FES for exercise and would recommend it to others for home usage, with mean scores of 1.91 (95% CI [1.19, 2.63]) and 1.64 (95% CI [0.88, 2.40]),
respectively. The 95% CI for using FES less often per week did not overlap with the other two Likert scale questions regarding enjoying FES and
recommending it for home exercise.

In the first series of questions from section 3.4 (table 2.20a), participants noted their hypothesized usage of various FES systems (table 2.20a). Across
all the systems, FES cycling was perceived to be used the most, with a mean intended usage of 3.96 times per week. Stationary exercise was noted to
be used 3.40 times a week, while walking and rowing would be used 3.13 times and 2.89 times per week, respectively. Six participants mentioned they
would use FES at home for at least five times per week, for at least half an hour per session, while seven said they would not. One participant also
specified that he would in summer, but not in winter.

In the second set of questions in section 3.4 (table 2.20b), participants answered questions regarding incorporation of FES exercise into the daily
routine, and a variety of methods by which it could be incorporated. FES cycling and stationary exercise were seen to be most preferred, with several
participants disagreeing that they would be difficult to incorporate into the daily routine. Mean responses were 3.77 (95% CI [3.18, 4.36]) and 3.69
(95% CI [3.13, 4.25]), for cycling and stationary exercises respectively (table 2.20b). Participants mentioned how they would like to use FES while
watching TV (69%) but not sleeping (15%). While participants responses were fairly equally divided regarding using FES for just the lower half of the
body, few would use it for the upper half (17%). While more agreed they would like to use FES for more aerobic exercise (67% cf. 33%), participants
were equally divided with regards to use of FES for resistance exercise (50% cf. 50%).
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Section 3.4 – Home FES (Non-current Users Only)

Table 2.20a. Descriptive Statistics and Responses for Section 3.4.
If I had an FES cycle, I would use it ______ times/week for
exercise, for at least ____minutes.

n
13
n
13

If I had an FES walking system, I would use it ______ times/week
for exercise, for at least ____minutes.

n
8
n
8

If I had an FES rowing system, I would use it ______ times/week
for exercise, for at least ____minutes.

n
9
n
9

If I had an FES system for stationary exercise, I would use it
______ times/week for exercise, for at least ____minutes.

n
10
n
10
Yes
6

I would use FES for exercise at home at least five times per week,
for at least half an hour each session (Y/N) ____
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Times per week
Mean
3.96
Minutes per session
Mean
40.38
Times per week
Mean
3.13
Minutes per session
Mean
26.88
Times per week
Mean
2.89
Minutes per session
Mean
30.67
Times per week
Mean
3.40
Minutes per session
Mean
52.50
No
7

95% CI
[3.19, 4.73]
95% CI
[32.58, 48.19]
95% CI
[1.26, 4.99]
95% CI
[10.63, 43.12]
95% CI
[1.52, 4.25]
95% CI
[14.98, 46.35]
95% CI
[2.19, 4.61]
95% CI
[16.56, 88.44]
Other
1
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Table 2.20b. Descriptive Statistics and Responses for Section 3.4.
I think FES cycling would be difficult to incorporate into my daily
routine.
I think FES walking would be difficult to incorporate into my daily
routine.
I think FES rowing would be difficult to incorporate into my daily
routine.
I think using an FES system for stationary exercise would be
difficult to incorporate into my daily routine.
I would like to use FES exercise while sitting down and watching
the television.
I would like to use FES for exercise while I sleep.
I would like to use FES for exercising just the lower half of my
body (eg. thighs, legs).
I would like to use FES for exercising just the upper half of my
body (eg. arms, trunk).
I would use FES for exercising both my arms and legs.
I would like to use FES to help me do more aerobic exercise.
I would like to use FES to help me do more resistance exercise.

n

Mean

95% CI

13

3.77

[3.18, 4.36]

23

77

13

2.62

[1.80, 3.43]

54

46

13

2.69

[2.05, 3.33]

38

62

13

3.69

[3.13, 4.25]

15

85

13
13

2.31
4.00

[1.56, 3.06]
[3.30, 4.70]

69
15

31
85

12

2.33

[1.64, 3.03]

58

42

12
12
12
12

3.67
2.83
2.42
2.67

[2.93, 4.40]
[1.97, 3.70]
[1.67, 3.16]
[1.89, 3.44]

17
33
67
50

83
67
33
50
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2.4 DISCUSSION

This novel mixed-methods study has highlighted several themes related to patient perspectives
of not only FES, but the nature of their condition. Participants sought to maintain
physiological wellbeing and looked to the future also accepting the wheelchair during the
rehabilitation period of their lives. They sought to keep active by engaging in a range of sports
and activities, making exercise an important task and upholding it, and achieving
psychological and pragmatic physiological wellbeing through being involved in such
activities. As such, the first component of the interview elucidated important aspects of
rehabilitation not only focused around FES technology, which helps place FES findings in a
disease context.

This study also elucidated several themes related to patient opinions of FES. FES-cycling was
widely used amongst participants. FES was perceived to have effects on bone density, weight
control, while giving a sense of connectedness and satisfaction with the body. FES was seen
to give autonomy, but requiring time, and has various downsides with electrodes. Within the
home, FES exercise could be incorporated hypothetically given several caveats, and
depending on individual opinion with perspectives divided regarding feasibility in a home
environment. Regarding different types of FES, there was lack of experience amongst
participants of FES-rowing. Further, across FES technology there are several areas in which
improvements could be made, such as mechanically, electrically, setup and in modality of
application.

In this study, qualitative findings were also complemented by findings from section three of
the questionnaire, with numerical Likert scales and short-answer responses. Participants
expressed a desire to participate in more exercise on a weekly basis. Those who used FES at
home currently all enjoyed using their FES system and had no desire to cessate its’ usage.
They also saw it as enjoyable, and would recommend it to others. Regarding preferential
choices of FES for exercise, stationary and cycling were the most preferred, as suggested by
the responses in tables 2.20a & 2.20b. Amongst participants who were non-current users of
FES, several disagreed that cycling and stationary exercise would be difficult to perform daily,
while this was less apparent for walking and rowing. These findings are in partial agreement
with semi-structured interview findings of this study, where there was a widespread lack of
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experience with FES rowing. In addition, Likert scale responses demonstrated that FES was
seen as being preferred for usage in upper body exercise in comparison with alternatives, and
participants did not want to use FES while sleeping. Therefore, this study successfully enabled
differential comparisons to be drawn across various types of FES technology. This has
extended previously mentioned needs of SCI in interview studies to understand “…the
different types of FES”, as noted in a study by Donovan-Hall et al. (2011).

This study also added to the qualitative work that exists regarding FES technology. It had
several strengths in its design and form not just limited to this aim. This study sought to
unravel perspectives’ of patients regarding FES but also their opinions on rehabilitation and
general exercise. Salisbury & colleagues performed a recent study that aimed to understand
not just FES but also perspectives on their participants (stroke) regarding life after injury
(Salisbury et al., 2010). Therefore, this study was able to yield more themes not just
surrounding FES, similar to these authors, as shown in responses to block 1 and block 2
interview questions (tables 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8). For example, it was reported that during
rehabilitation participants sought to gain confidence in transferring and independence. In
addition, participants described how they used a variety of other types of exercise, showing
that FES is one part of the “therapeutic story”.

The approach used by this qualitative study was also much more diverse than other studies.
In a study of the Parastep FES system for example, Guest et al. (1997) limited their analysis
to responses that occurred three or more times in their data. This study did not discriminate
based on frequency of data, recording all perspectives and facts in a holistic manner.
Furthermore, Tedesco-Triccas & colleagues (2016) noted that a limitation of their work was
a lack of inclusion of carers in interviews. This study, although not directed at carers, did have
some perspectives of carers intertwined with those of participants in some of the interviews.
Further work would precisely delineate their perspectives from those of patients.

Never before has an in-depth qualitative research project been conducted examining the
perspectives of those who may use FES exercise in Australia. The group from the UK have
alluded to questionnaire studies in Australia following a qualitative study (Donovan-Hall et
al., 2011). However, to best knowledge this has not occurred to date. In a publication by
researchers (Tedesco-Triccas et al., 2016) from the UK (including all the authors of the 2011
study, and one more), was a follow-up from Donovan-Hall et al. (2011). The authors discuss
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how a questionnaire was designed in light of the study mentioned by the 2011 findings. Yet,
the authors talk about dissemination of it “…to large samples of participants throughout the
United Kingdom” (Tedesco-Triccas et al., 2016). Hence, it is not mentioned whether or not
the proposed Australian arm (among other countries listed in the 2011 study) was performed.
Moreover, the Tedesco-Triccas et al. paper was focused on the development of a protocol,
prior to utilizing it for a research project. In addition, this study recruited participants from a
very wide range of experiences with FES, with some having used it extensively, others
minimal (table 2.2). Taken together, these observations demonstrate that this study was a
novel, groundbreaking survey of FES in Australia with two populations.

Other than methodological strongpoints, this study also highlighted several issues regarding
FES technology, building upon those described in the literature. In this study, one sub-theme
raised was maintaining a normal life (question 1). Indeed, similar findings have been reported
by Dibb & colleagues (2014) in their study of individuals with SCI. The idea of independence
through using FES was highlighted by Guest & colleagues, in their study of FES walking for
SCI (Guest et al., 1997). This study has confirmed the idea of independence with FES, for
example in responses that detailed that there was less of a reliance on carers’ at home (question
9). Together these findings, against the backdrop of the literature suggest that after injury or
diagnosis, FES is a therapy that may be used to assist persons with paralysis in re-gaining
autonomy and independence.

This study has also highlighted the importance of compliance in performing FES. In a recent
study, there was a report of a mother providing FES to a child with perinatal stroke
(Musselman et al., 2017). The authors administered an interview to the mother, highlighting
various aspects about the provision of FES to her daughter. There are various comparisons
which may be drawn with this study and this work that are of note. In the work by Musselman
et al., the mother discusses how she found it difficult to adhere to a frequent schedule of
providing FES. This is similar to the concept of “requiring commitment” (question 9), elicited
in this study. Indeed, exercise adherence is a fundamental concept in home FES exercise (see
Literature Review, section 1.4). FES is one component of life, as suggested by discussion of
other forms of exercise by the participants of this study (question 11). Therefore treatment
time and diligence is an important consideration in the application of regular FES, and needs
to be considered in the context of patients’ self-treatment using FES.
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Another important aspect of FES is the positionality of FES in the family institution. In the
study by Musselman & co-workers, a story is portrayed of a mother who provides FES to her
child as part of an intervention. In comparison, this study conversely posited that there was a
desire to not rely on family for FES (question 11). Yet, other responses to question 11 such as
requiring assistance with electrodes, offered the opposite argument, that assistance is needed
for therapy. Although the Musselman et al. study involved provision of an interventional
therapy, it is evident that the relationship between FES provision, and members of the family
unit is of importance when considering therapeutic application of FES. This study showed
that reliance may vary for the individual.

Perhaps the most significant findings of this study were those that have implications for
practice (questions 9, 12-14). FES was seen as requiring several areas of optimization, such
as colour-coding of electrodes, less tedious handling with wires and being more usable for a
spouse. Cost was also mentioned as a limitation. It is remarkable that given the suggested
positives of using FES, systems are still considered costly, especially since this has been
known for some time (see Sipski et al., 1989). Despite this and other technological issues, this
study also elucidated a range of positive supporting factors that currently exist surrounding
FES application. For example, it was suggested that companies, and manuals for devices
provide a form of support for FES technology. In addition while cost has been noted as a big
issue for FES devices (e.g., chapter 3), one participant did discuss how a governmental
department was able to fund his FES system [but others may not have had access to this].
Therefore taken together, these findings suggest that while there are areas of improvement
needed for FES devices, there are some support mechanisms in place that are paving the way
for a well-supported and operational FES therapy.
This qualitative study was also part reflexiveiv in nature, offering an attempt to proactively
communicate researcher biases during the data collection procedure. Some authors have
suggested that not using independent researchers may have an impact on responses, such as
making them more positive (Taylor et al., 1999a). This issue, in similarity, was also
highlighted in an English study, whereby the authors noted that their PIADS scale was given
by “clinical staff” who gave FES to patients (Barrett & Taylor, 2010). The student researcher
who performed the interviews was invested in FES so may have inadvertently encouraged
such responses. However, in an attempt to elucidate the directionality of such biases, reflexive
comments were kept (table 2A.1), and such reflection is in concordance with other qualitative
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literature, such as Gentles & colleagues (2014). Field notes were also kept (table 2A.2).
Therefore this study, although carried out by a researcher with considerable knowledge of
FES, was able to make any underlying opinions apparent through meticulous notetaking.

In addition, future extension of this work would use more in-depth probing questions to more
distinctively identify the nuances of participants’ responses. In this study, fatigue was
mentioned as being one challenge faced by participants during the rehabilitation period.
However, whether participants were referring to physical fatigue, psychological fatigue, or
combination of both was unclear. This could be understood by the use of probing questions
during a semi-structured interview. In this study, when describing user-friendliness of FES, it
was also mentioned that the spouse should be able to use FES. Whether or not this is referring
to the spouse operating equipment for the patient, or using it on themselves, is up for debate.
This could also be confirmed in future work with confirmatory probing questions.

2.5 CONCLUSION

This study was an Australian-first comprehensive survey of two relevant populations that
benefit from FES exercise. Not only did this study show the perceived benefits of FES exercise
participation, it demonstrated the various factors that patients consider surrounding exercise
at home. In addition, the study demonstrated that each type of FES exercise technology are
perceived differently and therefore some are preferred over others. Ultimately the findings of
this study will assist individuals with neuromuscular disease to consider how FES could be
incorporated into their life for regular exercise, and under what factors need to be considered
when integrating this therapy into their overall exercise patterns and life.
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2.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In particular, this study presented:
•

A novel study design in terms of breadth and depth of participants’ experiences of FES
technology, with perspectives informed by; two distinct populations, individuals with
a range of experience with FES, and; unlimited analysis of themes irrespective of times
occurred in the data.

•

Different types of FES are preferred in different ways. In this study, cycling and
stationary were more favourable than walking and rowing.

•

Participation in FES requires commitment from an individual, and this occurs against
other life demands.

•

The relationship of a client with their family is an important factor that needs to be
considered when doing FES at home, and varies on a case-by-case basis.

•

While there are several aspects of FES that need to be improved from a usability
standpoint, current support systems are in place to assist with therapy.
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2.7 ENDNOTES
Appropriate commentary for this chapter is listed below.
This reference has new information regarding MS classification, namely “Clinically Isolated
Syndrome”, as of 13-11-17.
ii
Taylor et al. 1999a also used Yes/No question in their methodology.
iii
One person says “sitting down”.
iv
See Literature Review for a more detailed analysis of reflexivity and notetaking.
i
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CHAPTER 3: THE VIENNA FES INTERVIEW STUDY

3.1 PREAMBLE

Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) is the production of electrically elicited muscle
contractions to perform a function or task. It has been used as a method to regain lost body
functions or support weak body functions, and as such, has been clinically available since the
early seventies. Some methods are applied routinely while others have not been translated to
the bedside, or are still largely restricted to laboratory use. Progress in this field might be
achieved by a strong cooperation between patients, clinicians, therapists and engineers. A
better insight into multiple perspectives may help in understanding issues related to FES
delivery and/or FES adoption and utilization. This will help direct future research efforts into
design of systems and potential application in relevant populations. In addition, these findings
can assist with the translation of FES technology into a community context.

In the context of FES research, mixed-methods designs may be used to gain a thorough
understanding of the opinions of FES technology and translation from a stakeholder
perspective. These groups are comprised of clinicians, researchers, retailers of FES and
manufacturers of stimulation equipment. For example, the Edinburgh group conducted both
analysis of gait (quantitative) and semi-structured interviews (qualitative), in their study of
an FES clinic for foot drop in stroke (Shiels et al., 2008). For the protocol discussed here, an
interview study was designed, focussed solely on the experiences of various groups involved
with FES, whom were not patients themselves. It was designed for use at the 12th Vienna
International Workshop on Functional Electrical Stimulation (7th – 9th September, 2016)
where the mentioned experts from the field of FES met, and discussed their perceptions of
FES. It was a mixed-methods design in the sense that while it was focussed on a qualitative
methodology of interview questions, there was also a small quantitative component. Multiple
instruments were also used, including; a demographic questionnaire, semi-structured
interview schedule and short response questions. Qualitative analysis of their perceptions
about FES comprise the research in this chapter.
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3.2 METHODS

3.2.1 Development of Study Instruments

The Vienna FES Interview Protocol

A protocol was developed to investigate the opinions of individuals responsible for the
provision or research of FES for exercise in paralysed populations, in attendance at the 12th
Vienna International Workshop on FES, Vienna, Austria, Sep 7-9, 2016. It was the first time
such an activity was carried out at the workshop. While usually the workshop is focussed on
the presentation of original data, this time the conference itself was used for the collection of
research data of a qualitative naturei. The purpose of the study was to add to the relatively
small body of qualitative information in the current literature. The protocol is of a three-part
structure. The research questions which this study aimed to address were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do FES providers and engineers conceive to be the preferred type(s) of FES
technology that clients use, or would use, on a regular basis for exercise?
How do the perceptions of biomedical engineers differ from that of FES providers who
are involved with FES therapy (selling, prescribing, or recommending) for typical
populations who would use it.
What is the opinion of FES providers and engineers regarding self-use of FES for
exercise?ii
How do people define functional electrical stimulation, and are there any common
misconceptions?
What do people think FES is used for, and how many people do they think use it for
exercise?
What is the perception of FES providers regarding who they think is responsible for
instructing in the correct usage of FES?
What are the perceived health benefits of FES, and how do the perspectives of FES
providers match against literature?
What are the opinions of FES providers regarding factors that contribute to exercise
adherence in lab, clinic and home settings?
What do FES providers see as being important unanswered questions in the field of
FES?
How do the perspectives of international FES experts regarding expectations from FES
treatment compare against the currently available qualitative literature on FES? (e.g.,
Barrett & Taylor, 2010).
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Section 1 – Demographic Questionnaire

The first component was a demographic questionnaire, to capture characteristics such as age,
gender and country of origin of participants (figure 3A.1). It was the only part-quantitative
component. The questionnaire also asked participants to stipulate their occupation, which may
be

colloquially

defined

as

“sellers”

(FES

seller/retailer),

“providers”

(FES

prescriber/researcher) or “builders” (neuromodulation engineer). A category was also left for
those participants who did not fit one or more of those categories. This grouping of
participants is such that post-hoc comparisons of perspectives derived from section 2 may be
drawn, across different occupational groups. These perspectives may be able to guide further
innovation in this field, taking into account considerations from different angles.
Section 2 – Semi-Structured Interviews

The second component was a semi-structured interview, designed to identify the opinions of
participants regarding FES for exercise in paralyzed populations. Such interviews are typically
carried out by using a list of questions which give some direction to the interview, but at the
same time individuals are given due time to expand further on any issues in which they may
wish to digress from the questions (Haas et al., 2013; Jannings & Pryor, 2012; Noyes, 2006).
The questions were designed following a review of the literature. A similar semi-structured
approach was adopted by the work of Shiels & colleagues (2008) in their foot-drop study.

The interview protocol was a truncated version of a larger instrument used for interviewing
participants of the second part of this study in Australia (appendix 3B). This shorter interview
could be conducted in a time period of 10-15 minute timeslots at the conference. It was made
to be concise, whilst focussing on the most relevant issues.

There were seven interview questions (figure 3A.2). Question 1 was a general enquiry
regarding what issues conference participants could envisage may be faced in the daily use of
FES by clients. This question is important in the context of device development. For example,
Bates et al.(1993) assert that individuals will “accept” technologies if they can be used in a
way they themselves desire. Elucidating, and addressing issues with current FES systems may
help improve their uptake in the future. Questions 2 and 3 were focussing on the users’
themselves and experience of FES within their country. Question 4 was aimed at investigating
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the differences between exercise frequency in the home as opposed to an environment where
there is an external form of assistance readily available (laboratory or clinic setting). Question
5 was focussed on the perceived benefits of FES. Question 6 was perhaps the most involved
question, delving into expectations of FES from a client/patient perspective. Expectations are
essential to understand in this field, and it was suggested by Bradley (1994) that work in this
field is requisite as ones’ expectations may relate to how suitable one is to partake in FES
exercise. Moreover, the findings of our study will build on literature examining expectations
of FES technologies to date, such as Guest et al. (1997). The final question 7 was aimed at
investigating what questions are unanswered in the field, effectually probing the idea of where
research could be aimed in the upcoming years.
Section 3 – FES Table

The final component of the study protocol was an open-ended table, listing several different
modalities of FES exercise (figure 3A.3), with columns for participants to list perceived
advantages and disadvantages of each type. This is relevant in light of a study that described
how persons with SCI endeavoured to understand more about the differential types of FES
(Donovan-Hall et al., 2011). The table included common forms of FES exercise, such as FES
cycling, isometric electrical stimulation, and FES supported standing up, standing and
stepping. Also included were newer forms of FES exercise: rowing, implantables and
exoskeletons combined with FES technologies. The table listed these forms with general
wording and as such, was open to various interpretations (figure 3) as was seen at the
conference.
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3.2.2 Data Collection Procedure

A sign-up sheet was set-up at the conference registration desk at the Medical University of
Vienna, on the two main days of the conference. Participants who wished to partake in an
interview signed up there and arranged a time to meet the interviewer, author MT. All
participants were given a copy of the Participant Information Statement (PIS), and signed a
Participant Consent Form (PCF). The study was approved by the University of Sydney Human
Research Ethics Committee (HREC), Project No.: 2016/534. Relevant copies of ethics forms
(PIS, PCF and approval letter) are presented in appendix 3F. This study aimed for a sample
size of n = 21 participants, three of each demographic group. A similar sample size number
was employed by Dibb et al. (2014) for the purposes of saturation (no new themes raised
within the data).

3.2.3 Content Analysis

Content analysis is a qualitative research method that aims to extract themes or patterns from
textual (interview) data. It can performed in an “inductive or deductive” method iii ,or
alternatively “both” methods may be used (Cho & Lee, 2014). In this study, both inductive
and deductive methods were used to extract meaning from textual data. Transcripts of
interviews were read to extract relevant information, then re-read in light of this information
for clarification and condensation of themes (discussed below).

Demographic Survey

This section was comprised of quantitative data. Data relating to the gender, age, country and
occupation of participants were asked during interviews. These data were written down on the
questionnaire sheet (appendix 3A) and also recorded. Data were then tabulated in Excel.
Participants’ names and emails were also recorded for reference purposes.
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Interview Transcriptions
Transcription data was primarily qualitativeiv in nature, comprised of the textual transcripts of
spoken words. Each dataset was an oral record of participants’ responses to the interview
questionnaire. Interviews were recorded using an Olympus DS-7000 Recorder (Olympus
Imaging Corp, Tokyo, Japan). Recorded files (.DS2) were imported into specialist software
(ODMS Transcription Module, Olympus Imaging Corp, Tokyo) and then each recording was
transcribed by listening to the recording while simultaneously transcribing into Microsoft
Word. Recordings were slowed down or sped up using a Transcription Pedal linked to the
software. After a draft transcription was made for each dataset, transcriptions were re-listened
to for editing purposes. Emails were sent to participants in the case that clarification of any
interview data was required.

Transcribed oral records of interviews were then subjected to content analysis. Following
transcription, data from each transcript was scanned, and notes were made listening potential
themes (thematic analysis) to arise from the data. For some questions, themes were generated,
and for others with more explicit responses, lists were generated. There were multiple
iterations (repetitions and refinements) of content analysis performed, depending on the
question. Data from questions warranting thematic responses (e.g., opinion of home compared
with clinic FES) required multiple analyses to group into common themes. Factual data
analysis (e.g., different companies which sell FES) was more straightforward, not changing
much despite successive screening of interview transcripts. Tallies were kept during
iterationsv, and on later iterations pre-defined themes from previous iterations were searched
for, with relevant sub-themes. Themes and lists were then condensed, with connections made
between some sub-themes/list items.

As the data obtained was comprised of both factual and affective data, quotes were not used
as is typical for thematic analysis of purely affective data. Sub-themes and lists were generated
using paraphrasing and summarizing of the text. Throughout the iterations, notes were made
marking auxiliary data to arise from questions.
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Survey Tables

Tables were filled out after interviews, either in-person or sent back via email following
interviews. These tables asked participants to list advantages and disadvantages of various
types of FES (appendix 3A). Data were then tabulated in Excel. Tables were read multiple
times and themes, along with divergent themes across participants were noted for discussion.
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3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Interview Logistics

Half of the interviews were conducted in-person at the Medical University of Vienna (n = 11).
An additional six interviews were held in Vienna in the week following the conference, at two
locations – OttoBock Healthcare Products GmbH (n = 4), and Michelbeuern AKH [Vienna
General Hospital] (n = 2). A further set of interviews (n = 5) were conducted once the
interviewer, MT, had returned to Australia. These were performed via Skype video or Skype
call.

3.3.2 Demographic Survey
Table 3.1. Demographic Characteristics
Gender
Female
6
Male
16
Age Group
<20
0
20-29
4
30-39
7
40-49
8
50-59
1
60-69
1
70+
1
Country of Residence
Austria
11
France
1
Germany
2
Iceland
1
Italy
2
Malaysia
1
Sweden
1
Switzerland
2
The Netherlands
1
Occupation*
FES seller/retailer
4
FES prescriber or researcher
13
Neuromodulation engineer
7
Other
8
*Some participants identified with more than one vocation.
A total of twenty-two participants completed the interviews, with characteristics listed in table
3.1. Of these, 16 were male, and six were female. The majority of participants were in the 40-
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49 age group (n = 8), or the 30-39 age group (n = 7). Most participants came from European
countries, with the majority from Austria (n = 11). Participants had a variety of occupations.
Over half (n = 13) were FES prescribers or researchers, and smaller numbers identified as
being neuromodulation engineers (n = 7), or other (n = 8). Only a small portion of participants
were FES sellers/retailers (n = 4).
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3.3.3 Content Analysis of Interviews
All raw interview data is shown in appendix 3H. Themes and lists arising from the content
analysis of the data are shown in tables 3.2 – 3.7 inclusive. Even though some participants
were not directly involved, or talked anecdotally, about FES, their perspectives were deemed
valuable and included in the analysis. Some of this data was auxiliary data from main
questions, or auxiliary data from follow-up questions. Some data from follow-up questions
was included with the data from main questions. Also some data from some questions may
have been placed with other questions. As such there may have been some overlap between
data from main questions and auxiliary data (appendix 3C). Data presented in tables are
contracted themes assigned to the data obtained from each question. Questions are shown in
appendix 3A, and in each table for the purpose of discussion. Some discussion items were
paraphrased in-text. Draft themes are also presented in appendix 3E.

Question 1 – Issues with FES

There were several issues identified (table 3.2) that were mentioned by participants pertaining
to FES technology characteristics and implementation. There were four themes identified –
technology issues, education and knowledge base, motivation and support networks, and
environmental factors.

Several participants emphasized the importance of devices which are simple to use for
patients. Device complexity, the time-consuming nature of using FES equipment (e.g.,
donning and doffing), and the wires required for stimulation equipment were all mentioned as
limitations. Some felt that devices were unreliable, and others mentioned the unpleasing
aesthetics associated with wearing FES technology as issues. Several participants also cited
the issues of pain and discomfort from electrical stimulation as being a limitation. Related to
this was the idea that it is difficult to implement optimal electrode positioning in FES
applications.

Participants also outlined the importance of education and self-autonomous research into FES
as related to device usage. Self-autonomous research was taking responsibility and
researching FES themselves. One participant emphasized the importance of self-usage of FES
in the home, and noted this is where future usage lies.
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Some participants felt that patients’ use of FES is driven by a desire to see tangible outcomes
relating to their health. Further, some mentioned that patients may accept inconveniences with
devices providing they yield benefits. Related to patients’ usage of FES was the requisite for
adequate initial instruction on how to use devices correctly, and to increase our understanding
about the intricate workings of FES.

Associated with the concept of requisite initial education was the theme of motivation and
support networks. Participants acknowledged that assistance is required to use FES, for
example in the placement of electrodes. Furthermore, the occurrence of co-morbidities may
influence the decision to do FES exercise. Associated with this was the requirement for
monitoring of spasticity. Participation in FES was also guided by clinicians, with one
participant noting that FES may not be used if there is clinician mistrust in device workings.
The concept of environmental factors – external issues which may impinge on patients’ ability
to partake in FES was also emphasized by participants. Time in the day was considered to be
an issue of relevance, with travel time to the clinic and competing life demands impinging on
one’s ability to reach institutions that can provide FES therapy. It was also mentioned that
some patients may prefer other forms of treatment other than electrical stimulation, which
may act as a detractor from their decision to partake in FES therapy.
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Table 3.2. Question 1. What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise
in paralyzed populations?
Technology Issues.
• Can’t give task specific training.
• Electrodes – optimal positioning and discomfort.
• Risk of pain and damage from stimulation.
• Device reliability.
• Not natural.
• Stimulation parameters.
• Time-consuming.
• Unpleasing aesthetics.
• Cost.
• Wires.
• Low usability.
• Devices more complex than orthoses.
Education and Knowledge Base.
• Future in home self-use.
• Desire for results, and accepting issues as long as it works.
• Requiring education and understanding of FES.
• Self-autonomy in finding out about FES.
• High expectations preceding disappointment.
Motivation and Support Networks.
• Skepticism over FES usage.
• Motivation issue and similarity with general population.
• Requiring expert assistance.
• Exercise choice dependent on pathology severity/cognition.
• Difficulty in measuring compliance.
• Initial spasticity monitoring required.
Environmental Factors.
• Commuting required to get to clinic.
• More feasible to do everyday in the clinic.
• Competing life demands.
• Lack of availability.
• Preferring other types of treatment.
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Question 2 – Experience with FES

There was a variety of experiences of FES outlined by participants (table 3.3). These were
categorized into three themes – contextual situation or timeframe, populations and device or
application (table 3.3). Contextual situation or timeframe pertained to the situation in which
some participants’ discussed their involvement with FES, or how long they have been working
with FES for. Populations are patient populations that participants had experience with.
Device or application are the FES systems participants had experienced or used.

Several participants worked directly with clients providing therapy, while others worked
indirectly with clients in situations such as a research environment. Some acknowledged that
they had long-term experience in the field of FES. There were a variety of populations
mentioned, with spinal cord injury and stroke the most common populations surrounding the
contextual experience of participants.
Related to participants’ experiences were several applications of FES, widespread and varied
amongst participants. Some were involved in the development or management of drop foot
stimulator devices. Others were involved with phrenic pacing. Participants were also involved
with innovation of devices such as body suits for use in stroke, and the use of FES in a low
gravity environment. Some participants discussed their profession in a more general sense,
such as clinical engineering or physician.
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Table 3.3. Question 2. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
Contextual Situation or Timeframe.
• Direct.
• Indirect, new to field or not directly involved.
• Involved in a research context.
• Long time.
Populations.*
• Gullain-Barre Syndrome.
• Cerebral Palsy.
• Multiple Sclerosis.
• Spinal Cord Injury.
• Stroke.
• Paralysis.
• Elderly.
Device or Application.
• Spinal cord stimulation.
• Phrenic pacing.
• Magnetic stimulation (pelvic floor).
• Clinical engineer.
• Denervated muscle.
• Technical co-ordination role.
• Product management, drop foot stimulation.
• Drop foot stimulation/system development.
• Design of FES controllers in stroke.
• Stimulation of laryngeal/facial muscles.
• Body suit development for stroke.
• Integrated device design.
• FES-walking.
• FES-cycling.
• Low gravity environment.
• Is a physician.
• Startup company experience.
*Note may not work directly with the population.
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Question 3a – Sellers of FES

Sellers of FES equipment were identified by participants (table 3.4a), in different countries.
These were further categorized as – specific companies, secondary sellers, and other device
sourcing methods. Specific companies were quantitative data, being discrete names of
companies or entities that sell FES (e.g., Medtronic or Amazon). The predominant sellers of
FES were identified as Schuhfried, OttoBock and Med-El. Some participants noted that
Odstock, Hasomed, Krauth and Timmermann, and Schwa-Medico were also FES sellers.
Fewer participants also mentioned Bständig, BerkelBike and Bioness.

Participants also identified a group of secondary sellers of FES (quantitative data), who act as
an intermediary between major companies and patients. These were varied amongst
participants. The main secondary seller listed by participants were distributors, with other
minor secondary parties listed as rehabilitation companies, orthopaedic workshops and sports
shops. In addition, there were other device sourcing methods listed which described more
qualitative responses. Participants also mentioned how the internet may be a provider of FES
equipment, through channels such as Amazon. One physiotherapist commented on how she
gives the address of companies to patients, due to prohibitive costs of devices in her own
country.
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Table 3.4a. Question 3a. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
Specific Companies.
• Schuhfried.
• OttoBock.
• Med-El.
• Odstock.
• Medtronic.
• St. Jude.*
• Stimwell.
• Hasomed.
• Motomed.**
• Reck.**
• Krauth & Timmermann.
• Innervation.
• Schwa-Medico.
• Compex.
• Bioness.
• Digitimer.*
• Biotronic.
• Bstandig.
• BerkelBike.
• Amazon.
• Lutens.
Secondary Sellers.
• Distributors, resellers and vendors.
• Clinics and medical care centres.
• Orthopaedic workshops.
• Rehabilitation companies and sports shops.
Other Device Sourcing Methods.
• Prescription is dependent on reimbursement.
• Internet used to find.
• Provides address [physio does] for person in country of their own domicile, as it is
too expensive to buy in Switzerland.
*Might not necessarily be FES. **Reck and MotoMed are the same. Reck is the company that
sells the product, the MotoMed bicycle.
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Question 3b – Instructors of FES

There were several stakeholders perceived as being responsible for the instruction of correct
ES device usage (table 3.4b). While some participants mentioned explicitly who they
considered responsible – persons responsible (semi-quantitative), there were also other
themes elucidated from participants’ responses, namely – interplay of professionals, and
patient autonomy and supervision (qualitative). These themes both describe issues that were
deemed important in the provision of FES instruction to patients.

Several participants identified physiotherapists as being responsible in showing patients how
to operate FES equipment. One participant also described occupational therapists as being
responsible. Several also identified that rehabilitation specialists or physicians are important
in instructing on how to use FES therapy. Perspectives were divided on the role of industry in
the instruction of FES. Some participants commented on how companies show patients how
to use FES, while one participant noted that salespersons do not show people how to use FES.
Some also mentioned that patients may choose to self-instruct by use of the internet, or by use
of device operating manuals. Interestingly, one participant noted that indeed patients may
know more about FES than clinicians.

Participants also described other important factors relating to cross-talk of professionals
associated with FES. Some participants mentioned how both engineers and doctors are
integral to correct implementation, and how clinicians may require engineering knowledge.
However, the role of the engineer was described as being confined to a research context, with
limited patient interaction, as paraphrased from one participants’ account. One participant
noted that the line of communication between these three parties (patients, doctors and
engineers) was poor.

Associated with this theme was the concept of perceived clinician understanding and support.
Participants commented on skepticism surrounding clinicians and their knowledge base of
FES. It was perceived that clinicians do support patients through follow-ups. However,
participants felt that there is an inherent uncertainty in clinicians’ usage of FES, with regards
to their experience and knowing precisely how FES works. The need for clinicians to be
trained in FES was mentioned. Some participants also felt that patients or engineers have
knowledge which may surpass that of the clinician.
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Table 3.4b. Question 3b. Who tells people how to use it?
Persons Responsible.
• Friends/colleagues.
• Physiotherapists or occupational therapists.
• Academics.
• Rehab centres.
• Hospitals.*
• Companies.
• Physicians and rehabilitation clinicians.
• Technicians.
• Medical care centres.
• Not sales people.
• Fitness trainers.
• Self-information, internet or manual.
Interplay of Professionals.
• Requiring expert supervision.
• Engineers interaction with patients limited and confined to research.
• Communication not good between patients and engineers with doctors in middle.
• Engineering can help and doctors require engineering expertise/both are important.
Perceived Clinician Understanding and Support.
• Patients know more about electrical stimulation than HCP.
• HCP supporting patients and following up.
• Lack of HCP training and awareness of FES potential.
• Engineers surpassing HCP knowledge.
• Importance of collaboration.
• HCP having time pressures.
• Uncertainty in HCP experience of FES.
• Using FES despite uncertainty in what it does.
*Some doubt in interpretation of participants response.
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Question 4 – Milieu-Specific Exercise Adherence

Several themes were identified pertaining to differences in exercise adherence in the lab or
clinic, as opposed to the home. Other than explicit responses, the four major themes of –
environmental differences, factors affecting compliance, education and training, and health
economics were identified (table 3.5), comprising five themes in total.

Several factors were mentioned by participants describing differences in the decision to
perform regular FES based on the characteristics of the environment itself. Many participants
saw the lab or clinic as a place where experienced staff could supervise patients performing
FES. The home environment was seen as requiring supervision to perform FES, and more
motivation than other alternatives. The use of FES in a clinical milieu was seen as being
associated with greater treatment options, in a safe place, with others to provide motivation
and support. In contradiction, one participant commented that motivation is higher in the
home. The clinic was seen as being more intense in terms of outpatient pressures, and with
regards to the level of treatment attainable. One participant felt that the home was for frequent
use of FES, whereas clinics are suited for studies. Some commented on how home FES
requires simplicity in device design and subsequent implementation.

There were several reasons described regarding compliance with FES in the home on a regular
basis. Some considered patients’ choices to continue with FES to be driven by a desire to see
health benefits. Compliance was suggested to decrease over time, but awareness of its’
measurement could increase usage. Some participants likened compliance to that of ablebodied persons choosing to do exercise. It was noted that the decision to do exercise may be
independent of pathology by one participant. Other participants felt that pathology could
render FES difficult in the home.

Some participants also mentioned financial considerations of doing FES exercise in different
environments. One participant described that it is “uneconomical” in the outpatient context.
In contradiction, another participant described clinics as being more cost-effective. The same
participant also felt that insurance could help in obtaining home FES be covering the expenses
of a caregiver.
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Table 3.5. Question 4. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or clinic as
opposed to a home environment? Why?
Environmental Differences.
• Clinics/labs provide supervision by experienced staff.
• Conflicting life demands to get to the clinic.
• Milieu-specific uses of FES.
• Clinic/lab provides safety, safety requirements higher in the home.
• Outpatient pressures reducing treatment time.
• Home requires supervision and more motivation.
• More motivated at home.
• Hospital treatment is short and more intense.
• Clinic provides a social outlet, group context is encouraging.
• Clinic offers more flexibility and complex treatments than the home.
• Home FES is a big impetus/argument for FES.
Factors Affecting Compliance.
• Awareness of compliance measures increases usage.
• Individual preferences.
• Benefit-driven motivation/compliance.
• Pathology-dependent difficulty of device use [at home].
• Pathology-independent choice to do exercise.
• Likening to able-bodied exercise uptake.
• Compliance decreases over time.
• Preferring other treatment (e.g., pharmacological).
• Insurance company may or may not pay.
• Technology/application? dependent.
Education and Training.
• Initial hospital/clinic instruction prior to home use.
• Difficult, but necessary to educate the patient.
• Not the technology, its motivation.*
Health Economics.
• To do it in outpatient scenario is uneconomical.
• Insurance covering a caregiver cost could influence attaining results at home.
Clinics more cost-effective.**
Explicit.
• In principle, no.
• Yes/inferred yes?
• It depends.
*Exact meaning uncertain. **In contradiction to previous remarks?

Question 5 – Reported Benefits of FES

There were several suggested benefits of FES elicited (table 3.6), with responses grouped into
five major categories – musculoskeletal, neurological and psychological, metabolic,
cardiorespiratory, skin and tissue, with two more general categories of generalised benefits
and dependencies (i.e., factors upon which benefits rely upon). These were primarily
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quantitative responses, perceived accounts of what participants thought FES could achieve, or
potentially achieve.

Participants emphasized an array of benefits that FES has been reported for the
musculoskeletal system. Several participants noted the ability of FES exercise to promote
muscle hypertrophy. Some described how FES can also stimulate bone growth and act to
prevent osteoporosis. Associated with these benefits was an increase in mobility and
ambulation, with FES being able to help increase the range of motion and movement. Some
participants discussed how FES can also help with biomechanical support, reducing burden
on, and helping to stabilise other muscles.

FES was also seen as being able to impart neurological and psychological benefits. The use
of FES was seen to improve cosmesis through enhancing muscle tone. Some participants also
stipulated how it could give patients a sense of independence, and one discussed how it could
enhance the concept of body ownership, allowing one to re-establish familiarities with their
own body (paraphrases). Related to this concept was participants’ acknowledgement that
participation in FES exercise could also enhance self-viewed cosmesis through appreciation
of increased muscle tone.

It was also identified that FES may be capable of enhancing a range of cardiorespiratory and
metabolic benefits, as well as generalized benefits. Some discussed how FES exercise is a
good promoter of cardiovascular exercise, and is also capable of increasing blood perfusion
to muscle. One participant also mentioned how FES may be able to assist with sleep, and
breathing. Participants also mentioned a range of generalised benefits that FES exercise may
provide. Some mentioned how use of FES may assist with reducing complications following
a spinal cord injury. One mentioned that FES may also act in a way to promote immunity and
reduce cancer risk. FES was also seen as being capable of assisting a more generalised
understanding of how the body works itself.

The benefits of FES were also seen by participants as depending on a range of other factors.
Some felt that the benefits were dependent on the type of FES application performed. Some
also noted that benefits achievable were related to the individual themselves. The type of
disease and existence of co-morbidities also influenced to what avail FES could be capable of
improving the health of an individual.
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Table 3.6. Question 5. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
Musculoskeletal Benefits.
• Muscle hypertrophy and activation.
• Motor learning function and process
• Mobility:
o Mobility/joints, increasing ROM and movement.
o Ambulation/gait/locomotion.
• Bone growth and prevention of osteoporosis.
• Spasticity alleviation.
• Synergistic biomechanical assistance.
o Stability (support of other muscles during movement).
o Reducing contralateral mechanical burden.
• Back movement?
Neurological and Psychological Benefits.
• Can trick the nervous system.
• Facilitation of neuroplasticity.
• Voluntary muscle usage increase.
• “Motor responsive position”?
• Psychology/mind benefits.
o Aesthetic, cosmetic.
o Independence.
o Discussion of one’s illness.
Metabolic Benefits.
• Pressure sore alleviation and prevention.
• Increase in GIT functioning.
• Urinary.
• Increase in general health and fitness.
• Metabolism and “stimulation” of metabolism.
Cardiorespiratory Benefits.
• Cardiovascular and heart benefits.
• Promotion of circulation and vascularization.
• Better sleep.
• Respiratory/breathing.
Skin and Tissue.
• Skin benefits.
• Attenuation of oedema.
• Tissue changes.
Generalized Benefits.
• Life-maintaining?
• Regaining lost body mechanisms.
• Reduction in secondary complications after SCI.
• Reduction in pain.
• Understanding the physiology of the body better.
• Increased immunity.
• Decreased cancers? Risk?
• Improve daily life activities.
Dependencies.
• Application-dependent.
• Pathology-dependent.
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•

Individual-dependent.

Question 6 – Expectations of FES Exercise
There were a range of areas that participants’ believed about client expectations of FES. These
were broken down into the four main themes of – initial expectations, meeting of expectations,
external expectation drivers, and time dependency of expectations (table 3.7).

Participants identified a wide range of expectations that clients had regarding what FES
therapy could achieve for them. Several participants felt that people who undertook FES
exercise often have unrealistic, high expectations about what FES could achieve for them prior
to commencing. It was felt that clients saw FES as a way to return to “normal”. Perspectives
were divided regarding how participants’ saw the initial knowledge of clients, with some
mentioning clients are uneducated, but another describing they are well-informedvi. Some
noted that there was a caution by some patients in using FES, and this aversion was
complemented by another who mentioned clinician skepticism in the use of ES treatment. One
participant mentioned how clients sought immediate benefits from FES treatment. In contrast,
another said that outcomes patients may receive are not ones that they were interested in.

Opinions were divided regarding whether or not initial expectations of clients were met once
FES therapy had been performed. Some mentioned how patients were satisfied with the
outcomes of FES, but others felt that attrition from usage of FES was due to a lack of desired
results being achieved. Whether or not patients’ expectations were met was also seen to be
determinant on what type of FES program they were involved with, and the prevalence of comorbidities. It was also suggested by one participant that positive results may be obtained
when clinicians choose to use motivated patients in their studies.

Participants also identified a range of external drivers that could determine the direction of
patient expectations. Some stressed the importance and responsibility of health care
professionals in providing realistic expectations to patients. These personnel were seen as
being responsible for educating patients at the beginning of treatment leading to realistic and
tangible views of what FES could achieve for them. Health professionals were seen as tasked
with providing realistic, conservative expectations to patients. Some participants also stressed
the negative role that social marketing of FES therapy played in portrayal of how FES can be
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of benefit. The media was seen as being a provider of embellishments and exaggerations
relating to what FES can achieve.

The expectations surrounding FES therapy were also seen by participants as having a strong,
dynamic, temporal element. Several participants acknowledged that what patients conceive
FES can do for them differs depending on when therapy is commenced post-injury. By
contrast, few disagreed. Initially, patients have high hopes that FES will help everything return
to normal. One interviewee suggestedvii that the initial injury was seen by one participant as
all-consuming, with devastating consequences. As time passes, it was thought these hopes
would be diminished, with a form of acceptance and lowered expectations as time passes. In
contrast, one participant felt that coming to FES therapy later on may be associated with
wanting to achieve the unachievable. Some participants emphasized the importance of
beginning FES soon after injury. In contrast, one participant noted that in the implantable FES
context, FES should not be commenced immediately. Some also noted that patients who begin
FES later after their injury may come with a series of secondary complications. In
contradiction again one participant mentioned how clients are enthusiastic to perform FES
irrespective of whether they have acute or chronic disease.
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Table 3.7. Question 6. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial
expectations of clients before starting FES exercise? Are their initial expectations met?
Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury?
Initial Expectations.
• Dependent on where they come from?
• Aversion to stimulation/caution.
• Application-dependent.
• Yep. [Meaning Yes]?
• High hopes and large expectations that things will return to normal.
• Uneducated/less experience about FES.
• Wanting immediate outcomes.
• Explicit expectations (e.g., muscle activation/strength, mass, pressure sore
reduction, fitness better).
• Clinician mistrust of FES affecting treatment.
• Other competing demands of rehabilitation program.
• Well-informed.
• Giving patients outcomes they are not interested in.
• Importance of immediate FES post-injury and good to start early.
Meeting of Expectations.
• Yes.
• No/not so much.
• (No)
• (Yes)
• Reduced usage due to lack of desired results/effort balance.
• Dependent on co-morbidities or FES program.
• Individual differences.
• Patient satisfaction with FES.
• Clinician-bias fuelled positive results.
• Most of the time have realistic expectations.
External Expectation Drivers.
• Importance to not give high expectations, must be realistic.
• HCP-driven realistic expectations and FES education.
• Unsurity about FES’ workings.
• Bad science leading to fear.
• Frustration through comparison with others.
• Self-research driving expectations.
• Media-fuelled embellishments, misleading social marketing of FES!??[Correct
term?].
• Self-research realistic expectations.
• Providing informed consent? A researcher said this?
Time Dependency of Expectations.
• Explicit/Inferred Explicit
o Variable.
o No.
o Yes/yes equivalent/(yes) [one says definitely].
• Early Expectations
o Initial injury devastating, all consuming.
• Late Expectations.
o Acceptance and diminished expectations later.
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•

o Wanting to achieve the unachievable later.
o Secondary complications later.
o Shouldn’t start immediately after.
o Expectations re-awakened?
Other Pseudo-temporal Considerations.
o Enthusiastic regardless acute or chronic.
o Difficult to distinguish responders and non-responders.
o Pathology-dependent.
o Application-dependent.

Question 7 – Unanswered Questions in FES

Participants identified unanswered questions, which were categorised into the four themes of
– intrinsic stimulator and stimulation properties, electrodes, implementation of FES, and FES
influence on the neuromuscular system. These data were primarily factual views rather than
affective opinions or attitudes.

There were several areas of to-be-explored research that were identified by participants, with
regards to properties of electrical stimulation and stimulator design. Perspectives were divided
regarding knowing intrinsically how stimulation works, with participants saying that this is
both known or unknownviii. Participants identified that there is a need to understand how to
administer optimal stimulation, with regards to both training dosage and electrical stimulation
parameters ix the literature surrounding training dosage was seen to be controversial. One
participant argued however that electrical stimulation parameters are more straightforward,
rather training dosage requires more focus. Participants also identified the issues of inverse
recruitment and stimulation specificity requiring attention. One participant felt that the best
use of FES in a medical treatment context required more investigation.

Participants also identified issues with electrode technology requiring more optimisation.
Surface electrodes were seen to be tedious to handle, and gave patients the risks of burns
through disconnection. Another participant mentioned the utility of having array electrodes
that could provide stimulation at specific timing patternsx.

Participants also identified several areas of FES implementation which could be examined in
further detail. The relationship between motor learning and FES was seen to be unclear, and
combining cognitive and motor aspects of FES rehabilitation is of interest. Participants also
identified areas of biomechanics requiring further attention, such use of FES for gait training,
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alteration of motor patterns and real-time adaptation of stimulation in gait. Issues in system
design included further comparison of surface and implantable devices, solving electrode
destruction from systemic reactions, and device usability. FES research was also seen to be
well-guided in examining the issues of tailor-made therapy for the individual, and optimising
usage for patients with Spinal Cord Injury and Multiple Sclerosis.

The effect of stimulation on the neuromuscular system itself was also seen as an area of avid
interest from participants. Various participants suggested that there is more to unravel with
regards to how FES can have an effect on the neuromuscular system. Participants discussed
how it is unknown precisely the effect of stimulation on the brain itself, for example the effect
of retrograde pulsesxi. The potential effect of FES on neuroplasticity was also identified as an
area of interest. Participants also sought to understand how FES might influence nerve growth
and attenuation of spasticity. Some also discussed how it is unknown how to harness
stimulation to return feeling by afferent input, and to provide biofeedback to the brain for
example. One participant also discussed how a bridging nerve lesion gap to enable conscious
muscular control is an area of research interest.
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Table 3.8. Question 7. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of
FES?
Intrinsic Stimulator and Stimulation Properties.
• It is known how FES works.
• How FES works is not understood. [maybe they mean two different things by
“work”?
• We know what it does but need to understand the physiology.
• How FES works not understood.
• Solving conflicted opinions regarding voltage and current control.
• Optimal stimulation prescription – training and electrical parameters.
• Literature controversies of protocols [i.e. training dosage].
• Solving pain and sensation problem of stimulation.
• Best long-term motor recovery methods.
• Best medical treatment.
• What is happening in the muscle, and optimal skeletal muscle training.
• Functional improvements in incompletes – how arms affect leg reflexes.
• Understanding precise histological mechanisms in skin during pressure wound
treatment.
• Normal activation and solving the problem of inverse recruitment.
• Selectivity of stimulation and nerves.
Electrodes.
• Surface: short life-time, are sticky, handling problematic.
• Surface: disconnect, skin burns [pretty sure burns are a consequence of
disconnection].
• Connectors (general?).
• Array electrodes that provide stimulation at various timing patterns.
Implementation of FES.
• Neuro-Cognitive.
o Motor learning and FES associations unclear.
o Control of FES for functional tasks.
o Best way to combine cognitive and motor elements of rehabilitation.
• Functional Uses.
o Use of FES to walk.
o Precise biomechanical control of FES.
o Use of FES to alter motor patterns.
o FES and gait training.
o Use of FES and volitional contractions in daily life.
o Stimulation timing during gait and changing of parameters in real-time.
o Decreasing of knee joint stiffness during gait.
• System Designs and Issues.
o Solving implantable issues, connectors, plugs, leads, electrodes, wires.
o Usability.
o Signal contamination EMG-FES.
o Surface, versus implantables.
o Systemic reactions destroying electrodes.
• Specificity to Individual Groups.
o Individuals best tools/therapy.
o Assisting the rehabilitation of incomplete SCI patients.
o Optimal FES usage for MS.
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FES Influence on the Neuromuscular System.
• Understanding Stimulation.
o The effect of FES on neuroplasticity.
o Acupuncture and the autonomic nervous system.
o Stimulation to elicit precise neuromuscular sensations.
o Understanding of the effects of retrograde stimulation and the effect on the
CNS and body?
o Understanding spinal stimulation leading to brain?
o Excitation/inhibition – what this does on different sides of the brain
[meaning unclear] ?
o What is happening at the brain. [Understanding brain from FES or what FES
does to brain? – meaning unclear]
o What happens to brain from stimulation?
o The effect of FES on nerve growth?
o Why does spasticity decrease with FES?
o Bridging lesion gap allowing for conscious muscular control. [with FES or
in general?]
o How the brain works?
o “Neurophysiological mechanisms”
• Harnessing Stimulation.
o Returning feeling by use of afferent FES.
o Biofeedback to the brain.
3.3.3 Survey Tables
Data from tables is presented in table 3A.11 of appendix 3G. The majority of data was
obtained in person in Vienna. Some participants who completed the interviews after the
conference also offered responses via email. Some of these responses are also documented in
appendix 3D.
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3.4 DISCUSSION
This study elucidated a range of perspectives regarding FES exercise therapy for different
client populations. Participating in a regular FES exercise program is seen to have marked
benefits on a variety of body systems. The unique sample of participants were able to bring
their varied backgrounds to interviews, allowing for diverse issues to be discussed relating to
the successful implementation of FES technology for therapeutic exercise. The range of
potential research avenues in FES described by participants was seen to potentially solve some
of the current technological shortcomings. Other than these, successful use of FES requires
an understanding of environmentally-specific motivating factors, and elements which may
shape patient expectations and their attainable outcomes.
From a methodological standpoint, this study has built upon previous studies due to its’ rigour,
in terms of the diversity of participant groups recruited. A focus group study by DonovanHall and colleagues (2011) investigated the perceptions of three groups [SCI, HCP and
researchers] regarding FES for spinal cord injury. The authors identified several important
themes, such as “decision to use FES”, and “future use of FES addressing individual patient
needs”. However, the participant groups seem to only be obtained from a clinical context. This
study has gone one step further by encapsulating the perspective of industrial representatives
of FES from companies such as OttoBock and HasoMed. The present study was one of the
first qualitative projects, interviewing a nexus of FES researchers from around the world. As
such this study provided a forum where a multitude of perspectives could be elicited from
FES researchers, prescribers and sellers alike. The data obtained was diverse, unique and
relevant to the international FES community. Furthermore, whereas others did not
differentiate “…between implantable or noninvasive systems…” (Collinger et al., 2013), the
table asked of participants in this study enabled differences to be made between implantables
and other FES devices through provision of the advantages and disadvantages table.

This study provided a unique insight into perspectives of Functional Electrical Stimulation
technology and usage. Using a sample of twenty-two professional participants, qualitative
data was obtained that may be used to drive FES exercise in the home in the future. In the
recruited sample of the study, participants were from a variety of backgrounds, such as
Austria, Malaysia and Italy. This enabled encapsulation of a wide spectrum of contextual FES
experiences. For example, Donovan-Hall & colleagues noted that their study participants were
from Britain, and as such “…[their] findings reflect[ed] cultural biases and the UK health
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system…” (Donovan-Hall et al., 2011). Therefore, from this comment it is clear that the study
of this chapter enabled participation from a more diverse set of individuals with FES
experiences from their respective health systems.

In the early 1990s, it was argued that there was sparse literature pertaining to psychological
elements of Functional Electrical Stimulation exercise (e.g., Bradley, 1994; Christner & Nolte,
1995). In spite of this early observation, recent authors have stressed the importance of
qualitative research in this area (e.g., Donovan-Hall et al., 2011). It may be concluded that
there is still room for innovation in qualitative FES studies in terms of research design. The
study performed has built upon previous qualitative designs in this area, from a
methodological standpoint. Studies within this area for example, have examined only one
patient population group, such as spinal cord injury (Guest et al., 1997), or stroke (with carers)
(Shiels et al., 2011). Through the recruitment of experts from the various facets of the FES
community, we were able to capture perspectives not exclusive to one population only. It has
also been suggested in the study by Donovan-Hall et al. (2011) that individuals with SCI wish
to understand more about various FES systems. This study was able to compare different types
of FES through implementation of the novel survey table in question three.

Some of the themes derived from the semi-structured interview schedule of this study enabled
the development of a thematic schema (figure 3.1). This schema is a conceptual framework
which details how FES compliance might be influenced over time by various factors. It was
developed through interpretation of the findings of this study, against the backdrop of the
qualitative literature on FES. FES is capable of presenting clients with many health benefits.
These may be broadly defined xii as mechanical (e.g., muscle mass), metabolic and
psychological (e.g., Sharif et al., 2014). Benefits can only be achieved if patients are educated
in the correct use of FES equipmentxiii. Regular usage is also promoted by adequate education
for patients, but also engineers and health care professionals (HCP). The knowledge of
engineers and patients may be greater than HCP, and there is a triangular relationship between
patients, engineers and HCP as alluded to by data from this study (figure 3.1). The triangle
also shows that communication must run between all three parties as suggested by participant
data from this studyxiv. If this communication is successful, then so too are research projects
into FES device development, which may enhance patients’ decisions to use FES at home.
Therefore, while the importance of clinician-guided education in FES has been stressed (e.g.,
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Musselman et al., 2017), this model also proposes that engineers and patients are vital
components of the educational framework that surrounds treatment using FES.

Figure 3.1. The Vienna Schema. Initial patient education, compliance and outcomes are
inter-related, as inferred from the findings of this study.

While the decision to do FES exercise is based on education, communication and research,
this decision is highly susceptible to temporal variation. Having a spinal cord injury was
considered a disastrous condition in the study. Acceptance of injury changes over time and is
important to consider when providing FES, as highlighted by HCP in Donovan-Hall et al.
(2011). Individuals with SCI have several significant “challenges” after injury (Bates et al.,
1993). Bates et al. (1993) for example, discussed how it takes “years” for individuals to get
used to the idea of “wheelchair use”. In addition, perhaps participation in FES may have
psychological benefits for the patient (figure 3.1). In the early 1990s, it was suggested that
future studies in this area should focus on the relationship between compliance and subsequent
psychological benefits (Harvey & Bradley, 1992). The model posed by this qualitative study
could be used to understand other factors which may impinge on compliance and subsequent
psychological benefits following FES exercise.

Perceptions of patient expectations was a large focus of this study. Patients also need to see
benefits from their exercise to continue regular stimulation. Expectations of what FES can do
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exert a stronghold on compliance, causing it to change depending on whether or not
expectations are met. The expectations of patients are the drivers of compliance. HCP are the
ones who must give patients realistic expectations should compliance be upheld. External
factors which act to deleteriously impact patient expectations may impinge this driver,
reducing compliance (e.g., if a patient is told FES will solve more problems than it does in
reality). The result of changed expectations over time is a shift in the initial decision-making
mindset that was once applied to FES, changing the patients’ position regarding compliance.
A balanced set of expectations will lead to a better compliance.

Other than the above recommendations for FES in application, this study also elucidated other
important findings about FES. It was suggested that patients may have unduly high
expectations before commencing FES exercise. This finding is in concordance with findings
by Dibb & colleagues (2014), in their focus group study of individuals with Spinal Cord
Injury. Expectations are extremely important to understand, as they dictate the suitability of
one to FES exercise (Bradley, 1994). As suggested in figure 3.1, HCP are responsible for
providing perceptions of tangible outcomes from FES exercise. It is thus important HCP have
adequate training in educating patients about both the capabilities and limitations of FES
technology for patients. One such method by which this could be explored is by re-visiting
the work of Heinemann et al. (1985) for example, who put forward a “screening protocol” for
participants of FNS research.

This study also found that while HCP are responsible for FES instruction, their knowledge
about FES may indeed be lower than patients themselves. Patients sometimes were perceived
to self-educate about FES using media such as internet. In addition, it highlighted the role
engineers play in technological development, sometimes working in concert with clinicians
to develop equipment. Therefore, future educational programs would be well-guided to
provide all three parties with information on aspects such as device usage and best settings for
different types of FES exercise. Perhaps lessons can be learned from the Medical University
of Vienna group, whereby engineers run training programs for clinicians.xv
From a practical sense, this study has also highlighted several areas of FES technologyxvi that
must be addressed. Some of these issues are in concordance with other studies. For example,
wires of equipment were mentioned as being a downside of FES, as has been reported in a
study examining FES in comparison with ankle-foot orthoses (Bulley et al., 2011). Device
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unreliability has also been reported by the Donovan-Hall et al. study, similar to our study.
This is an issue as it reduces the amount of trust that clinicians have in using devices, as
highlighted in this study. Another practical issue mentioned by this study in concordance with
literature is donning and doffing times for using FES devices. The time taken to place an FES
device on and off was seen as a shortcoming. This has been showed to vary across different
devices, in a study by Burridge et al. (2008). The authors reported in their study that while it
took 10-min to set up the Odstock Drop Foot Stimulator, it took less than 3-minutes for the
ActiGait. Therefore, technological innovation could potentially increase clinical reliance on
FES devices.

One important question this study sought to answer was also the perceived benefits of FES. It
was suggested by some participants that motivation for doing exercise was similar to that
which would occur in healthy individuals. Similarly, it has been suggested by Bradley (1994)
that psychological benefits of FES should mirror that of exercise in healthy individuals. In
addition, several participants discussed well-reported benefits of FES. Muscle size (e.g., Davis
et al., 2008), positive effects on bone mineralization (e.g., Frotzler et al., 2008) and the ability
to assist gait (e.g., Street et al., 2015) have all been abundant in the literaturexvii, and thus
confer these findings.
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3.5 CONCLUSION

This international FES study has highlighted a range of issues associated with stakeholder
perspectives of FES technology application and implementation. Here the issues of education,
compliance and expectations have been identified as important considerations for the future
of home FES technological implementation. An appreciation of the inter-relationships
between these themes may assist in the successful introduction of FES exercise as a regular
therapy for patients with paralysis. In addition, the range of unanswered questions may guide
future research efforts in this field which will increase the ability of FES to be used by patients
for regular therapeutic exercise.
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3.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In particular, this study presented:
•

The study was one of the most diverse international studies of FES ever performed, in
terms of recruited participants’ experiences with FES.

•

Expectations, and whether or not they are met, are a key influential factor in
determining whether or not FES is used by patients.

•

The expectations at the commencement of therapy must be realistic, lest patients
become disheartened with continuing FES therapy.

•

All of engineers, patients and healthcare professionals should communicate and have
an adequate understanding of FES.

•

There is a large temporal component to compliance – use is dictated by time since
injury and the meeting of expectations.

•

FES device usability has several aspects, requiring improvement. These include
donning and doffing times, reliability and developing wireless systems.
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3.7 ENDNOTES
Appropriate commentary for this chapter is listed below.
i

Interestingly, Donovan-Hall et al. (2011) in their qualitative work on SCI presented at the 10th
Vienna International Workshop on FES. However, their study was a focus group methodology
conducted in the United Kingdom, as opposed to the workshop itself.
ii
Not explicitly asked in the Vienna FES interview protocol but could potentially appear in the
findings upon analysis.
iii
For more information on the differences in these methods see Literature Review.
iv
However quantitative data was also derived from this qualitative data.
v
Sometimes tallies changed across iterations, so are not discussed in as much detail in this chapter.
vi
Yet this participant also says patients don’t know what to expect [deduction unclear].
vii
May be a partial paraphrase.
viii
Participants may mean two different things by work though.
ix
But participant 18 was a little unclear – did he/she mean training or stimulation? Noted for sake of
completeness.
x
Surface or implantable? Meaning unclear.
xi
i.e. Mentions pulses to brain – correct term?
xii
See Literature Review for extensive references in these domains.
xiii
The idea of proper HCP instruction was also discussed by Donovan-Hall & colleagues, who
mentioned how HCP did not want to give undue hope to patients.
xiv
Namely, Viennese participants from Medical University Vienna.
xv
Insight from Viennese participant, ibid.
xvi
This study also mentioned the high cost of FES devices. FES cycles can cost around $20,000 USD
(Cassidy et al., 2012) which is a demonstration of this fact. However, in this study chapter it was also
revealed that the environment in which FES exercise is carried out also plays an important role.
Performing FES in the outpatient scenario may be associated with different costs than other
environments; further analysis of this concept is required.
xvii
See Literature Review for a more detailed analysis of the benefits of FES in accordance with the
literature.
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CHAPTER 4: PROPOSED MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRICAL
WAVEFORMS AND THEOREMS

4.1 PREAMBLE

There are several parameters that may be controlled when applying an electrical current to
muscle in what is known as Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES). The duty cycle is that
parameter which describes how long electrical stimulation is ON and OFF (Bajd & Munih,
2010; Baker et al., 2000), and unlike other stimulation parameters, has received less of a
focus in the electrical stimulation literaturei.

However, also important to consider are ON and OFF times within pulse trains as well. For
examples, force production by muscle is also susceptible to change via modulation of
interphase interval (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 2000). Therefore, an understanding of ON and
OFF times at several “levels” of stimulation is essential for understanding how the
mechanical response of muscle is influenced by electrical stimulation.

Related to the duty cycle is the electrical charge Q, of the applied waveform. In this chapter,
a theoretical derivation is performed which details the charge Q delivered to a muscle in
terms of the duty cycle. In addition, theorems for consideration in experimental designs and
FES protocols are proposed. It is hoped that the proposed framework may be adopted by
future researchers in this field, assisting in the development of common ways to discuss FES
waveforms. It is envisaged that this work ii could facilitate literature comparisons of ES
protocols. Furthermore, it could act as a common framework to be adopted by FES
researchers.
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4.2 PROPOSED DUTY CYCLE AND ELECTRICAL WAVEFORM THEOREMS

Duty Cycle Definition and the Duty Cycle Multiple

Duty Cycle Definition

Let the duty cycle be defined in the following unambiguous manner:

Duty cycle = X s ON, Ys OFF
With a RU of Z s and RD of W s

Where:
•

X s ON denotes stimulation which is on (ON) for X s,

•

Ys OFF denotes stimulation which is off (OFF) for Y s,

•

RU of Z s denotes a ramp-up (RU) time of Z s,

•

RD of W s denotes a ramp-down (RD) time of W s.

This notation of ON and OFF is used extensively to describe, and is derived from, the literature
presented in section 1.7 of the Literature Review (namely, table 1.18 which shows how
variable duty cycles are discussed within literature). The form above is one with minimal
ambiguity, allowing for full information of the duty cycle to be described. In a practical sense,
this is illustrated with some examples:
•

The duty cycle is 2s ON 3s OFF (RU = RD = 1s).

•

The duty cycle is 1s ON 5s OFF (RU = 2s, RD = 0.5s).

In the second example, there is a greater ramp-up. In the first, ramp-up and ramp-down are
the same.
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Duty Cycle Multiple

What is more important is the concept of ambiguity, as discussed previously. For example, a
2:10 and 1:5 both are a 1:5 duty cycle, but with different multiples of 2, and 1, respectively
(i.e., 1:5 = 1:5 X 1, 2:10 = 1.5 X 2). Let this be the duty cycle multiple (Tf). It follows from
the above example, that the duty cycles may alternatively be expressed in a format with a
fundamentaliii duty cycle (FDC) and corresponding Tf as such:

1:5 (Tf = 2), 1:5 (Tf = 1) respectively.
While of course this may be seem to be “playing with semantics”, indeed specification of the
duty cycle multiple is useful in the design of experiments when comparisons of several duty
cycles are being made, to see which ones have the same percentage ON and OFF time (an
FDC with any multiple having the same percentage of time spent ON and OFF). For example,
Baksay (1993) in his thesis examining ON and OFF times for thigh stimulation, used duty
cycles of 5:15, 10:30 and 15:45. By the notation presented, these would correspond to a BDC
of 5:15, and Tf values of 1, 2 and 3, respectively. This reference is just one example of
literature where the same duty cycle is used, with different multiples (e.g., Gentz & Moore,
1988 from table 1.19 in chapter 1.7).

Theorems and Definitions

Pulse and Pulse Train Continuity
Consider an electrical waveform delivered “continuously” to a muscle, over a time period ttotal.
We put forward that no pulse is truly continuous, as described in theorem 4.1.
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Theorem 4.1. The Theory of Domain Reporting: A Fundamental Axiom for FES
Protocols
Statement:
No electrical pulse train is purely continuous, as between pulses in the train there exists
a series of interpulse intervals (IPI’s) and inter-stage intervals (ISI’s). The IPI’s have to
exist by the definition of frequency.
Definition:
An electrical pulse train is truly continuous if and only if the pulse width of the pulses
in the pulse train multiplied by the frequency equates to a value of 1 [or any
dimensionless multiple].
Implication:
For the sake of more commonality between FES protocols, there needs to be a
consensus definition about what a “continuous” and what an “intermittent” pulse is.
Moreover, the time domain of both interpulse intervals and pulses, as well as pulse train
ON and OFF times should be reported in all FES protocols for the purposes of
reporting total time on and total time off of stimulation. In addition, such reporting is
essential if comparisons between continuous and intermittent protocols are going to be
drawn in the context of fatigue and other relevant metabolic parameters.
Before proceeding further, it is important to draw upon some semantic discussion from the
literature. Springer et al. (2014) discuss the “interphase interval” (IPI), in their study of FES
of the dorsiflexors. They stipulate:
“An additional parameter that can be adjusted is the interphase interval (IPI), which is the
elapsed time between two successive phases of a single pulse”
(Springer et al., 2014)

In this chapter, the acronym IPI is rather used to describe the interpulse interval, that gap
between two pulses, rather than the gap between two phases, which we term the inter-stage
interval (ISI) discussed below.
For initial purposes of discussion of this model, the term “continuous” implies a stimulator is
constantly delivering a repeated pulse train for the time period ttotal. This may or may not be
truly continuous, as by the axioms of theorem 4.1. This pulse train is being delivered by either
a hand-held stimulation sequence set manually which thereafter repeats itself, or is specified
by a computer algorithm.
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For the purposes of this model, there are some constraintsiv:
Assumption 1. Stimulation parameters are constant.
Assumption 2. Current is pulsed, as opposed to alternating.
Assumption 3. Current is biphasic and rectangular with equal phases [charge-balanced].
Assumption 4. Periods are equal.
Against this example, a three-part hierarchy of the pulse continuum (i.e., current-time total
waveform) can be defined. Consider an electrical waveform delivered for a period of exercise.
On a global scale, the waveform appears as such:

Figure 4.1. The Global Waveform (rectified). This diagram represents the total current
delivered over the duration of electrical stimulation.
Let I’ and t’ represent current and time on a global, general scale. Let Q’ represent the total
area underneath this waveform, the charge delivered to the tissue in total.

If the current is of a pulsed nature, on a regional level, the waveform appears as such, where
the rectangle is in fact not a true rectangle but made up of repeating pulse trains (that make up
the ON time), and breaks in between (OFF time):
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Figure 4.2. The Regional Waveforms (rectified). These waveforms comprise the global
waveform of figure 4.1.

For convenience, these pulses have been shown in rectified form, where all current-time
values are positive (i.e., the absolute value). Similar to the global waveform (figure 4.1), there
are indeed gaps within the ON times as well. The ON time is made of one pulse train, and this
train is made up of several pulses with gaps in between it. Further examination of the regional
level, reveals pulse shapes on a local level (figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3. The Regional and Local Waveforms (non-rectified). Constituents of the
regional waveform (pulse trains) are local waveforms (pulses).
It is evident that the total charge Q’ is not merely the integral of the curve in figure 4.1, nor
figure 4.2. To find total charge, integration over local and regional levels is required, as seen
in figure 4.3. Before this is discussed, some general theorems will be introduced that may be
used to define FES exercise in a general sense, and put this computation into context. Further
parameters of the local pulses are defined thereafter.
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4.3 THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF FES PROTOCOLS FOR RESEARCHERS

Important in the discussion of any waveform is the experimental context within which it sits,
i.e. the characteristics of its input, and it’s resultant effect on the body. A “field model” is
proposed, that can describe such inputs and outputs, as per theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.2. The Field Modelv of FES Exercise Quantification
FES exercise may be described by a “field model”, which is comprised of a cause field
that describes the electrical stimulation and how it is delivered, and an effect field that
describes the resultant changes on the body arising from the input.
Cause and Effect Fields

X
C

E

Let C represent a cause field, and E the corresponding effect field. X is the exercise transfer
function. In a practical sense, this diagram stipulates a “cause-effect” model. C defines the
input to the “system” (in this case, stimulus onto the muscle). E defines the output, which can
be a variety of different physiological changes resulting from execution of the cause field.
This model may be considered being of three forms, depending on the degree of “chronicity”
of stimulation, specified by the exercise transfer function X. Presented below are three
examples of this model.
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THE FIELD MODEL OF FES EXERCISE: THREE DIFFERENT
SITUATIONS

C

X=0

E1

1. Immediate (X = 0). A simple couple of pulses (or pulse trains) delivered. E1 is minimal
as the input is minimal so unlikely to lead to drastic physiological responses.vi

C

X=1

E2

2. Acute (X = 1). An acute session of FES involving an exercise session which may lead to
some transient outcomes, and E2 would encompass a few physiological outcomes.

C

X=2

E3

3. Chronic (X = 2). A chronic experiment or study (such as a training study) where FES is
performed over a period of weeks to months and may have a profound effect, with E3
potentially representing the effect on several physiological outcomes.
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Exercise Parameters and Sub-fields

The above field model of course could be applied to any form of exercise therapy. Further, it
is evident that the effect fields are variable and encompass different outcomes depending on
the nature of X. For the purposes of discussion, let C = F, the cause field, which is FES
exercise. This field may be divided up into a series of sub-fields as such:

S
R1

M

F

X
R

E
S

R2

R3

O

Figure 4.4. Application of the Field Model – More Precise. The F field and its’
constituent sub-fields. F mapsvii to R.
Where:
•

S sub-field: Stimulation parameters (e.g., frequency, duty cycle, pulse width).

•

M sub-field: Mechanical set-up of exercise (e.g., knee joint angle, trunk angle).

•

E sub-field: Exercise protocol (e.g., percentage HRmax or VO2max aimed at achieving
with the exercise).

•

O sub-field: Other important parameters of exercise (e.g., changes to S, M, E subfields to accommodate a disease state or individual concession required – e.g., lower
current for someone with lower tolerance to electrical stimulation).
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Some or all of these sub-fields may be relevant, depending on the exercise transfer function
defining the degree of chronicityviii of the exercise.

Let the effect field be R = E, the response arising from the exercise defined by F and relevant
sub-fields of the exercise. Similar to the cause field, the effect field has several sub-fields, the
outcomes of the electrical stimulation. The effect field is complex, with the cause field (ES)
having the potential to influence several biological variables in tissue. For practical reasons,
studies may only examine a few of such variables. In this example, we assume there are three
main effects of the applied cause field. For the purposes of discussion, let:
•

R1 sub-field represent cardiovascular parameters.

•

R2 sub-field represent bone parameters.

•

R3 sub-field represent muscle parameters.

There are many more sub-fields which may be influenced by the stimulus of an experiment.
Some examples of R1 , R2 and R3 are discussed in the Literature Review (i.e., literature which
examines the above parameters in terms of the benefits from FES exercise). In addition, other
effect sub-fields may also exist which aren’t quantified by the experiment (i.e., they have not
been measured by physiological or biomechanical equipment).

From figure 4.4, F is a function of sub-fields, which could be represented as such:

F= f(S, M, E, O)

(1)

And the response R arises due to the exercise function X, which we may wish to represent as
such:

R= X(S, M, E, O)
= g(R1, R2, R3,…etc.)

(2)

The nature of R is dependent on all the input variables, and the degree of chronicity of the
experiment, X, as highlighted by the equations above and field maps. The sub-field values of

R that arise may or may not be quantified, depending on the nature of the experimental design.
For instance, in the three sub-field example, there may be a marked change in muscle from a
certain protocol, but also in changes to HbA1c or glucose levels during exercise, not quantified
as a blood sample has not been taken, just a measurement of muscle force via dynamometry.
Examples of metabolic HbA1c etc. references are presented in Literature Review.
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It must also be noted that while this model is a simplified version of FES exercise inputs and
outputs, context must be taken into account before applying this model to a practical situation.
For example, parameters of the E field may be defined as either cause or effect, depending on
the purpose of the electrical stimulation exercise. For example, studies which examine the
effect of an ES protocol on oxygen (VO2) responses (e.g., Fornusek et al., 2014) would have
oxygen consumption as a response variable. The purpose in this scenario is to see how the
electrical stimulation (cause) influences metabolic outcomes (effect). However, in an exercise
context, it is often pertinent to train at a certain percentage of HR. For example, Michael &
colleagues (2017) requested participants to train at 70% heart rate reserve in their non-FES
study examining cardiovascular indices. Designing an FES protocol to achieve a certain heart
rate value, investigating the effects on other parameters such as blood lactate (BLa) or
creatinine (Cr) would make HRmax a cause variable, and BLa and Cr effect variablesix. Context
is thus important in defining the fields and sub-fields in practical applications.

Potential Implications of the Field Model

Although this model could seem to be theoretical in nature, it could have some marked
application in the design of FES experiments. It may be used to assist in planning what
equipment could be needed, by brainstorming sub-fields of interest in the research project.
Appendix 1B lists a variety of apparatuses that have been used in FES experiments, and could
be used in conjunction with the field mapping exercise to design experiments. In addition, a
database could be established in which a statistical map of weightings is derived showing how
cause sub-fields have an influence on specific effect sub-fields. This work (along with all
other work in the field of FES) could be entered into a database using field and sub-field
mapping. This procedure, although complex and time consuming, could be used as a first step
to producing an international database on the effects of FES exercise. This is particularly
important in light of authors such as Gad Alon, who stress the need for evidence in FES
research (see Literature Review). Further, the model may have to be refined to include aspects
such as anthropometry (muscle size) and the condition of the patient, etc., to get a more holistic
view of how a study is showing how a certain cause field leads to a certain effect field, with
all associated sub-fields.
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Time Domains of Waveforms

Consider figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3. These schematics help define three domains across which an
electrical waveform may be viewedx.
Theorem 4.3. Domains of Electrical Stimulation
An electrical stimulation waveform can be considered across three domains:
global, regional and local.
Define:
•

Ɗglobal: The global domain, which is all the electricity delivered to the muscle.

•

Ɗregional: The regional domain, which are the pulse trains in different ON and OFF
segments.

•

Ɗlocal: The local domain, which are the individual pulses that make up the pulse
train of one period.

An appreciation of all three domains is essential in the development of the model posed in this
chapter. Some examples of parameters and what domains they fall into is presented in table
4.1.
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Table 4.1. Stimulation parameters and their domains.
Global, Ɗglobal
Total stimulation time ttotal (s or min).
Regional, Ɗregional
Period T (s or µs).
ON Time ON (s).
OFF Time OFF (s).
Ramp-up and ramp-down times (s).
Duty cycle (compound parameter of ON, OFF and ramps).
Local, Ɗlocal
Pulse width PW (µs or ms).
Current amplitude A (mA).
Frequency (Hz, s-1).
*Examples of these are presented in Literature Review. For large pulse width authors, see denervated
muscle researchers such as Ugo Carraro and Helmut Kern. For examples of s or µs pulse widths see
Rik Berkelmans work on FES-cycling and isometric authors for s examples.

Time Domain Considerations
The duty cycle is a parameter which may also vary with regards to its’ time domain, depending
on what type of exercise is being performed. For example, in FES cycling, a duty cycle relates
to the time a muscle is stimulated ON and OFF relative to a 360 degree rotation of an
ergometer. If one is to compute a duty cycle from such a paper (e.g., Berkelmans, 2008), then
typically this will be in the “microseconds domain”. However with the model presented,
primarily inspired by isometric work of this thesis, duty cycles are in the “seconds” domain.
Taken these findings into consideration with the above comment leads to the concept we put
forward in theorem 4.3. This idea is philosophically explored further in appendix 4A.
It could be argued that ramp-ups and ramp-downs may be “supra-regional” depending on the
type of exercise. For example, in isometric training we may wish to use a regional ramp-up
where a 1-s ramp is performed before a few seconds of stimulation, in a repeated pattern, as
is the case with the model of this chapter. However, for FES-cycling for example, it may be
desirable to ramp the current up to maximum amplitude over a time interval of a few minutes
for warm-up purposes (personal observations, Lidcombe laboratory). In this sense, there could
also be a “supra-regional” ramp seen in the current-time graph over a period of a few minutes,
with the maximum amplitude growing over the course of a few minutes (as opposed to a few
seconds).
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4.4 PROPOSED DERIVATION OF CHARGE IN TERMS OF DUTY CYCLE

Defining Pulses
Consider figures 4.1 – 4.3. Examination of these waveforms from a bottom-up approach (local
to regional) may be conducted to derive an expression for total charge Q. Consider an
electrical pulse, in general form:

Figure 4.5. Pulse Parameters. Shown is a biphasic pulse. Imagexi adapted from Gorgey et
al. (2009). IPI notation modified from Springer et al. (2014). ISI adapted from (Fornusek,
personal communication).
Define local parameters:
•

A is the current amplitude (mA), PW is the pulse width (s) as in table 1.

•

IPI is the inter-pulse interval (s), ISI is the inter-phase intervalxii (s)

•

The local period, T’, is the unit consisting of one pulse (two pulse-widths for this
biphasic case), with ISI and IPI.

•

qphase is the charge of one phase (C).xiii
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Figure 4.5. Electrical Charge of One Pulse. Charge is the area under the curve of a
current-time waveform.

Define regional parameters:
•

ON is the ON-time (s), OFF is the OFF-time (s), RU is the ramp-up time (s), RD is the
ramp-down time (s).

•

The period, T, is the unit consisting of one ON time, one OFF time and the precedent
and subsequent RU and RD, respectively.

•

q (C) is the effective total charge delivered to the tissue over one period of exercise.
Called effective in light of varying definitions of charge (see Literature Review).

Figure 4.2 shows the regional waveform, and all the charge throughout the entire duration of
stimulation, ttotal is the area under all the current-time segments. Regional waveforms are
comprised of a series of m repetitions of one pulse in figure 4.5. Closer examination shows
the local parameters defining one local waveform (figure 4.5).

Now the aim is to find an expression for the overall charge Q of the entire waveform (figure
4.1), which is comprised of repeated units of ON/OFF segments on a regional level (figure
4.2), these being comprised of the pulse trains in figure 4.3 and pulses in figure 4.5. This is
shown in figure 4.6, with black shaded regions representative of the total charge (similar to
figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.6. Charge Calculation (page previous). Overall charge is found by summation
across three domains – local, regional and global. The top image shows the total charge. The
middle two images break this down into regional and local levels. The bottom image shows
the charge of one pulse. Dotted notation of exploded diagram, similar to that of Szecsi &
Fornusek (2014).

Charge Derivation

Overall charge may be found by summation of all the local charges qT of each period, i.e.:

Q = qT m

(3)

If ttotal is the entire stimulation time, then m may be found by dividing the total stimulation
time by the period T:

m = ttotal / T

(4)

To calculate qT, a consideration of pulse trains (regional variables) and pulses (local variables)
is requisite.

Now, consider one pulse train, made up of pulses. Similar to above, the charge q of each ON
segment may also be found by examining subdivisions of time. Let n represent the number of
pulses in a pulse train that makes up an ON time ON. The period T is defined by the ON and
OFF and ramp times:

T = RU + ON + RD + OFF (5)

Also:

qT = qRU + qON + qRD + qOFF

(6)

As ramp-up and ramp-down times involve a growth in current amplitude, these require more
complex analysis (discussed following this section). Discussed first is the charge for the ON
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time of stimulation. As the total charge is additive, charge expressions for ON, OFF and ramps
can be simply added together by (3), i.e.:

Q= qT m= m(qRU+ qON+ qRD+ qOFF) = mqRU + mqON+ mqRD+ mqOFF

Assumption 5. There is no current delivered in the OFF time.
Hence:
Q = mqRU+ mqON+ mqRD= m[qON+ qRU+ qRD]

(8)

And if ramp-ups and ramp-downs are identical in shape and magnitude:

Q= m[qON+ 2|qR|] = m[qON+ qr,total]

(9)

For |qR|= |qRU| = |qRD|, qr,total = 2|qR|.

It is first pertinent to compute the charge from all the ON times before ramps are considered,
as per the above derivations.

ON Time Charge

Now, it follows that:
qON = nq’

(10)

If q’ is the charge of one pulse, with local period T’. Furthermore:
n = ON / T’

(11)

Now, from figure 4, which is a depiction of two pulses, an expression for the total period T’
of the pulse is:
T’ = PW1 + ISI + PW2 + IPI (12)
from the above definitions.

Now, by assumption 3, phases are equal. Hence, letting PW = PW1= PW2:
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T’ = 2PW + ISI + IPI (13)

It also follows that, by (10):
qON = nq’ = n(qphase,1+ qphase,2)

Now by the definition of electrical charge:
q = ∫ I(t)dt

Where I(t) is the equation of the current/time waveform. It follows that:
qON = nq’ = n(qphase,1+ qphase,2)
= n(∫ I1(t)dt + ∫ I2(t)dt)
Where integrals ∫ I1(t) dt and ∫ I2(t) dt are the integrals of the two phases of the current/time
waveform). Now:
qON = n(∫ I1(t)dt + ∫ I2(t)dt)= n(A*PW – A*PW) = 0 (14)xiv
As we wish to find the magnitude of theoretical charge delivered to the tissue, let q’ = |q’|.
Also, |qphase,1| = |qphase,2| = qphase. Thus:
qON = n|q’| = n(qphase,1+ qphase,2) = n(qphase,1) = n(2AW)

(15)

From (11) and (13), it follows that, for the magnitude of charge in (15):

𝑞𝑂𝑁 = 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊

𝑂𝑁
𝑇′

𝑂𝑁

= 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 (

2𝑃𝑊+𝐼𝑆𝐼+𝐼𝑃𝐼

)

(16)

Now, usually in FES protocols, IPI’s are not specified, nor ISI’s. Here we derive an expression
for these variables in terms of frequency. A reasonable assumption is:
Assumption 6. The ISI is zero.xv
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By this assumption, it follows:
T’ = 2PW + IPI

Hence:
IPI = T’ – 2PW
Now the frequency of pulses f is the inverse of the local period T’.Thus:

IPI = (1/f)–2PW

(17)

Back into the equation for charge (16) of one period’s ON component qON:

𝑞𝑂𝑁 = 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊

𝑇
𝑇′

= 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 (

𝑂𝑁
2𝑃𝑊+𝐼𝑆𝐼+𝐼𝑃𝐼

) = 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 (

𝑂𝑁
1
𝑓

2𝑃𝑊+0+ −2𝑃𝑊

) = 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 ∗ 𝑓 ∗ 𝑂𝑁 (18)

This equation may also be derived more simply by the definition of frequency:

qON = (2A*PW)n = 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊

𝑂𝑁
𝑇′

= 2𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 ∗ 𝑂𝑁 ∗ 𝑓

(18)

Ramp-Time Charge

By (8, 9) the charge of the ramp times needs to be found to fully compute the charge of the
entire waveform. A few further assumptions are relevant for the case in discussion:
Assumption 7. Ramp-up and ramp-down are of the same time, tR.
Assumption 8. Ramps are made of equally spaced pulses that increase (or decrease) in
current amplitude, in a linear fashion.
Assumption 9. By assumptions A and B, ramps form equal areas of charge under the I-t
curve, albeit with opposite changes in current amplitude (increases positive for ramp-up,
negative for ramp-down).
To assist computation, we may assume the pulse in figure 5 is rectified. Let the biphasic pulses
be replaced with monophasic pulses of width 2*PW.
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Let tR represent the time over which the ramp-occurs (i.e. the time it takes current to increase
from 0 to maximum amplitude (ramp-up) or vice versa (ramp-down) in figure 6).

If tR is the ramp time, then by a similar argument to (11) (and noting frequency is inverse of
local period):

nR = f*tR

(19)

which denotes the number of pulses occurring over the ramp-time.

Now, considering the ramp-up case where pulses grow in magnitude as in figure 6.

Let qR represent the total charge delivered to the tissue over the ramp time, and A represent
the constant amplitude of the ON time, which is that maximum that the stimulator ramps up
to.

The total charge in the ramp period may be represented by the following step function
(adapted from Kreyszig, 2006):
𝑛

𝑅
𝑞𝑅 = 𝑃𝑊 ∗ ∑𝑗=1

𝑗
𝑛𝑅

𝐴. 𝜑 𝑇𝑗′ (𝑡)

(20)

Expansion of this series yields:
𝑞𝑅 = 𝑃𝑊(

1
2
𝑛𝑅 − 1
𝑛𝑅
∗𝐴+
∗ 𝐴 + ⋯+
∗𝐴+
∗ 𝐴)
𝑛𝑅
𝑛𝑅
𝑛𝑅
𝑛𝑅

By the series formulaexvi:
𝑗

𝑘+1

𝑘

2

𝑋 = ∑𝑘𝑗=1 =

(for some arbitrary variables X, k, j), as applied to the model yields:

𝑞𝑅 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 ∗

𝑛𝑅 +1
2

(21)

Now assuming the ramp-ups, ramp-downs equal,

𝑞𝑟,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 2 ∗ 𝑞𝑅 = 2 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 ∗

𝑛𝑅 +1
2

= 𝐴 ∗ 𝑃𝑊 (𝑛𝑅 + 1)
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Now, substituting (4), (18) and (22) into (9) yields:

Q = [ttotal / T]*[2A*PW*ON*f + A*PW*(nR + 1)]

Further, by (19):

Q= A*PW*[ttotal / T]*[2*ON*f + (f*tR + 1)]

Total Theoretical Charge (biphasic, rectangular, balanced, equal ON and OFF
times)
Q= A*PW*[ttotal / T]*[f(2*ON + tR) + 1]

(23)

An example of this theoretical charge computation applied to stimulator experiments is put
forward in chapter 6 of this doctoral thesis.
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4.5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The work presented in this chapter is at its’ core, a theoretical description of how one may
conceptualize an FES stimulation protocol from multiple angles. The theorems presented
could be used to assist in the design of protocols in future FES research projects, providing
the researcher with a toolkit from which they are able to select parameters of interest on global,
regional and local levels that are of interest to their studies. Future work would be well-guided
to map studies comprehensively to this field model presented. Further, studies that exist on
FES exercise already could be mapped onto this framework and a database established to
provide researchers in this field with a systematic method of analyzing the effects of various
FES exercise protocols on the human body. It is important to enable the international FES
community to speak in a similar dialogue, and this work is a fundamental attempt at assisting
this cause.

One major development of this chapter is the presentation of a new way to describe a
waveform in terms of the total theoretical charge delivered. The charge derivation presented
in this chapter was inspired by parameters used in a practical FES experiment (chapters 5, 6).
This may be of utility to FES researchers though as it highlights a few points, summarized
below in table 4.2. In addition, the model of electrical waveforms proposed presents a unifying
way of describing pulses in terms of ON and OFF parameters on three levels of stimulation.
This helps build on literature, which for example discusses how such parameters affect muscle
tension (e.g., Zajac & Young, 1980 – interpulse intervals and tension in cats). The model
proposed in this chapter will assist future researchers in entirely describing pulse
characteristics, then they may use this to describe the effect of changing the various parameters
on mechanical variables such as tension, or torque.

In reality, there are several factors which may cause dissipation of charge from the electrodes,
effectively causing less stimulation to be delivered to the muscle as per the equation presented.
Current

spreading

for

example

(Popovic

&

Popovic,

2009)

and

stimulator

underperformance xvii may contribute to this. Despite this, the mathematical equations
proposed in this chapter provide a derivation for how to describe total charge from first
principles. This will help pave the way for future work which examines for example, similar
equations for different stimulation conditions (table 4.2).
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Table 4.2. Recommendations for and Implications of the Model.
• Charge Definition. There is a contention in literature about definitions of charge
(by Literature Review). This model has put forward a logical description of charge
based on first principles.
• Future Generalization. The equation presented is of the biphasic, balanced case
and simple rearranging of equations and assumptions could lead to derivation of
other equations for other stimulation parameters.
• Duty Cycles and Charge Quantity. The derivation performed shows a key
misguidance in the field of duty cycle and FES. Often duty cycles are reported for
example as a 1:3. However, in terms of charge calculations, this can be misleading!
For example, consider a 1:3 duty cycle with a 1-s ramp-up and 1-s ramp down.
Indeed, there are two triangular regions either side of the 1-s ON time, which
contribute to the overall charge of that local period. Indeed, there are 2-s of effective
charge delivered in this case (1-s plus two triangular regions). Hence, it is essential
that this is noted when talking about the effects of different duty cycles of
stimulation on outcomes such as joint torque generation! The duration of the ramp
can have a great impact on the amount of charge delivered.
• Charge – Combinations from Other Variables. The equation also shows which
variables contribute to overall charge. Some authors have permuted different
constituent variables of charge (e.g., Gregory et al., 2007 and others) xviii . The
equation could be used to perform a similar set of experiments as these authors,
where the same charge is delivered by permuting different parameters, and seeing
the resultant effect on torque for example.
• Validation 1. Multimeter Experiment. An experiment could be performed
whereby a “multimeter” or similar device is placed over a muscle group during FES
to measure the actual charge being delivered to the tissue. This could be compared
with the value computed by the relation to assess the accuracy of this model. For
example, the actual charge delivered may be influenced by several variables, for
example those which may affect stimulation (table 1.14, Literature Review).
Ultimately these variables may also affect the charge delivered to a muscle during
stimulation. Further, it could be used to see how much current is actually being
delivered to the muscle to assess if a stimulator is providing what it should be [see
qualitative comments chapter 2].
• Validation 2. Saline Experiment. An experiment could also be performed to
compare theoretical and actual charge delivered by stimulation of tissue in a solution
such as saline/Ringer’s solution, similar to studies of Cochlear Implant modelling
(Jolly et al., 1996; Kral et al., 1998).
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4.6 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, a range of novel conceptual theorems have been proposed. It is envisaged that
adoption of these theorems in the international FES community will stimulate discussion
amongst researchers about more common ways in which protocols may be discussed. In
addition, the charge derivation provides a basis upon which other stimulation equations may
be derived. Future FES experiments will be well-informed should they adopt the frameworks
posed in this chapter.
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4.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In particular, this chapter presented:
•

A way in which duty cycle can be commonly reported so researchers may have more
consistency when discussing it.

•

The concept of duty cycle multiple.

•

A series of theorems to assist with a common way in which protocols may be
discussed.

•

The concept of global, local and regional waveforms to facilitate understanding in the
international FES community about different “levels” upon which stimulation may be
considered.

•

The field model of FES exercise that may be used to help researchers plan their FES
studies.

•

A mathematical derivation of total theoretical electrical charge delivered by a balanced
rectangular pulse under a series of assumed stimulation conditions.

•

Ways in which the mathematical models may be applied in practice for future work.
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4.8 ENDNOTES
Appropriate commentary for this chapter is listed below.
i

See Literature Review for a detailed discussion regarding this.
Regarding potential collaborations for the model: At the Vienna FES Workshop in 2016, Martin
Schmoll also discussed charge etc. It would be wise to discuss this model with his group. Also,
Assistant Professor Manfred Bijak may also be able to help as he has done work in characterising
gaps between pulses etc. (Fornusek, personal communication). In addition, Nahid Banihashemi
assisted with the series calculations of this chapter so may be able to assist in future model
refinement from a mathematical standpoint. Moreover, A/Prof Socrates Dokos researches models of
neurons undergoing stimulation so a collaboration could be potentially sought with him in concert
with the described model.
iii
Could thought to be inspired by “fundamental frequency” in electrical engineering contexts etc.
iv
Developed following on from the experimental parameters used in chapter 5.
v
Perhaps this term stems from Einstein or Feynman?
vi
If stimulation was to be used incorrectly though then a large E could arise, leading to an
undesirable situation (e.g., skin burns, muscle soreness from turning current up too high in a short
period of time).
vii
From the mathematical idea of function mapping.
viii
Inspired by chronic stimulation papers?
ix
See Literature Review for examples of studies which analyse these variables.
x
Regarding the term “Domains”, this was most likely derived from over hearing radiology talks or
FFT research during the course of the thesis writing.
xi
For another schematic of a pulse also see Enoka, 1988.
xii
As IPI cannot be used to abbreviate this variable as well, “ISI” has been used instead. ISI = inter“Stadium”-interval, which is the German word for “stage”.
xiii
May be mC or uC depending on magnitude of charge.
xiv
Could this mean that biphasic pulses flicker back and forth in different directions between
electrodes? This seems to be an implication from the mathematics, to a practical perspective.
xv
If the PW is slided “along” and the second phase is made to occur later in the same period, the
computation is still the same, as the area under the I-t curve remains the same. It would seem that the
ISI doesn’t matter in the charge computations thus. The implication here is that “sliding” ON time of
1s to say 1s at 0.5s into the pulse train regional also has no effect. Potentially, regional and local
shifts of the “ON” time/“PW” time have different effects, and this could be validated in future
studies. One hypothesis would be: “Changing the ISI does not affect muscle force that can be
produced during isometric muscle stimulation”. See Springer et al. (2014) for further discussion of
the IPI.
xvi
With help from Dr. Nahid Banihashemi who advised on the series simplification.
xvii
In the qualitative research of this thesis, one participant mentioned how stimulators sometimes do
not deliver what they are specified to do so. Using a multimeter and comparing with theoretical
charge could be a good way of assessing this.
xviii
Indeed the authors state: “Fatigue tests were performed using different parametric settings of
equal total charge (i.e., 50-Hz/200-µs vs. 20-Hz/500-µs)...” (Gregory et al., 2007).
ii
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CHAPTER 5: PERMUTATIONS OF A 1:3 DUTY CYCLE FOR ISOMETRIC FES
OF THE QUADRICEPS
5.1 PREAMBLE
Taking into account all of the electrical stimulation parameters of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES),
duty cycle has been looked at in much less detail than other parameters such as current amplitude,
frequency and pulse width. Unlike the duty cycle, other stimulation parameters have a more well
understood effect on muscle responses, as documented in the literature. For example, Binder-Macleod &
Guerin (1990) reported a sigmoid relationship between force and electrical stimulation frequency, in
“…human quadriceps femoris musculature…”i. In general, increasing current will increase force also
through motor unit recruitment.ii Although there was some studies performed in the 1980’s on the duty
cycle (e.g., Gentz & Moore, 1988), further work is justifiediii in assessing the effect of different duty cycles
on quadriceps fatigue in human muscle. The aim of this chapter was to replicate a study in a similar fashion
to that of this original work, to demystify the relative effects of modulating ON, OFF and ON+OFF time of
electrical stimulation on knee joint of the quadriceps femoris, under isometric conditions, at a duty cycle
of 1:3 (1s ON, 3s OFF). While there are several methods to measure torque, one popular method is
isokinetic dynamometry, or as appropriated to measure isometric contractions in this work, isometric
dynamometry. This technique can be used by researchers and allied health professionals to measure
muscle responses during exercise for the purposes of investigation, but also to see limb biomechanics from
a safety point of view.

In this chapter, a series of methods to analyse torque data by use of isometric dynamometry are outlined,
stemming from the electrical stimulation experiments. A holistic account of methods based on literature
and invention are put forward. Furthermore, data analysis techniques are assessed accordingly.

Another important issue outlined in this chapter is gravity correction. The experiment presented in this
chapter was a preliminary experiment examining torque responses of the knee joint to different duty cycles
of electrical stimulation. Some data were offset by the torque of the weight of the leg. However inferences
in relative torque may be made from these data. These data are referred to as uncorrected. In addition,
some adjusted values have also been presented, taking into account this torque. These data are referred to
as corrected. The relative importance of this correction in the context of metric comparison is explored
further. This chapter was the first attempt at analyzing torque waveforms generated when quadriceps was
subjected to electrical stimulation under isometric conditions.
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5.2 METHODS: TORQUE METRIC LIBRARY

Metric Conceptualization

The Biodex is able to produce datasets of time, torque and angle throughout the duration of
an exercise. There are several ways in which one may analyse such data. Herein discussed is
a “library” of suggested metrics that researchers may use in their analyses of such data. A
general search of the literature was performed, and a list of metrics were conceptualised (table
5.1). During preliminary analysis, there were several metrics added to this library in
collaboration with members of the research team. However, only a subset of this
comprehensive list were used in the final analysis (results). In addition, some were
conceptualized post-hoc. An overview of these metrics is presented in table 5.1. All data in
this chapter were analysed by use of MS Excel. For the purposes of this experiment, a subset
of fatigue metrics (table 5.2) were utilized to assess changes in torque over time for the various
duty cycles.
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Table 5.1. Suggested Torque Peak Metrics and Graphs Used In Analysis of Biodex
Waveformsiv
A. Fatigue Metrics: (metrics taken or derived from literature and their computational
procedures)
1. Strength decrement index (modified) (SDIM): Matsunaga et al. (1999) reported a metric
originally described by Clarke et al., 1954v of an index to show how torque has decreased
compared with initial torque (strength decrement index). They presented the following:

SDI (%) = (Ti – Tt)× 100/Ti
Adapted from Matsunaga et al. (1999). They describe Ti as peak torque in first 4-seconds of
stimulation, and Tt as peak torque in 4-seconds at time t. However, a fatigue index (Hartkopp et
al., 1998) has also been reported which measures fatigue in a similar fashion, but with a reverse
sign. Explicitly Hartkopp et al.’s index may be expressed as:

FI = (lastpeak 1 + lastpeak2 + lastpeak 3)/(firstpeak 1 + firstpeak 2 +
firstpeak 3)
The proposed strength decrement index modified (SDIM) uses the SDI of Matsunaga et al., but
taking average from first and last 3 peaks as per Hartkopp et al. The SDIM is the decrease in
torque (as a percentage) over a given period of time, and expressed in terms of peak metrics
(section B) may be expressed as:

SDIM (%) = [avg (F,S,T) – avg (A,P,L)/avg (F,S,T)]*100
In a final analysis whereby a waveform is divided into warm-up (Wp) and exercise (Ex) periods,
the following three SDIM’s may be computed:
a. SDIM (Wp-Wp): The decrease in torque as a percentage from the beginning of the
warm-up to the end of the warm-up.
b. SDIM (Ex-Ex): The decrease in torque as a percentage from the beginning of the
exercise to the end of the exercise.
c. SDIM (Wp-Ex): The decrease in torque as a percentage from the beginning of the
warm-up to the end of the exercise.
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Table 5.1. Suggested Torque Peak Metrics and Graphs Used In Analysis of Biodex
Waveforms [Continued]
B. Fatigue Metrics (continued)
Integrals and derivatives:vi,vii Work by Minogue et al. (2013) has shown that torque/time waveforms can be
related to energy. The following metrics (adapted in the notation of section D peaks) could be computed in an
attempt to relate torque/time waveforms with energetics:
a. TTI (Wp)
b. TTI (Ex)
c. TTD (Wp)
d. TTD (Ex)
e. TTI and/or TTD of first and/or last peaks.
*TTI = torque-time integral, TTD = torque-time derivative.
3. Percentage decrease in initial [torque]: (e.g., Kralj et al., 1986 – who examined percentage decreases in force
for different duty cycles).
4. Time where stat sig. decrease in initial torque arises: (Gentz & Moore, 1988; Cole et al., 1987).
5. Finding average of first 3 peaks and seeing where 3 peaks one after the other occur, that are less than or
equal to 50% of that average: (Baksay, 1993).viii
C. Peak Metrics (metrics to zoom in and look at specific torque peaks)
2.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

Zeroth peak (ramp peak):The peak generated by manual setting of the stimulation by the handheld
device.
First (F) peak: First peak after the ramp peak.
Second (S) peak: Second peak after the ramp peak.
Third (T) peak: Third peak after the ramp peak.
FST average: Average of the first three torque peaks (F, S, T)
Antepenultimate (A) peak: The third last peak in a torque set of interest.
Penultimate (P) peak: The third last peak in a torque set of interest.
Last (L) peak: The third last peak in a torque set of interest.
APL average: Average of the last three torque peaks (A, P, L).
EPN (expected plateau number) = the total number of plateaus expected. EPN is calculated by dividing
the total exercise time by the period.
Overall torque metrics:
a. Maximum torque: The maximum torque attained during the entire exercise bout.
b. Minimum torque: The minimum torque attained during the entire exercise bout.
c. Range – Difference between the maximum and minimum torques.
d. Average torque.
e. Median torque.
f. Minimum torque (of a plateau): The minimum torque that occurs in the “plateau” where the muscle is
contracting maximally upon stimulation. This could be used to compare with anomalous contractile
peaks arising due to co-contraction of nearby muscles.
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Table 5.1. Suggested Torque Peak Metrics and Graphs Used In Analysis of Biodex
Waveforms [Continued]
D. Angle Metrics
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
E.

Maximum angleix: Maximum angle that occurs through the duration of exercise.
Minimum angle: Minimum angle that occurs through the duration of exercise.
Angle variation (AV): Difference between maximum and minimum angles.
Average angle: Average angle that occurs through the duration of exercise.
Median angle: Median angle that occurs through the duration of exercise.
Angle-time integral (ATI): Integral of the angle plot.
Derived Torque Plots

a) Raw plots: Torque waveforms plotted exactly as they have been acquired from the
dynamometer.
b) Full waveforms: Inverted [depending on sign convention of dynamometer] and truncated
waveforms representing the full exercise duration performed with FES, adjusted to produce
zero baselines for time and torque.
c) Warm-up period (Wp): Torque of the exercise period before the “test stimulation” [i.e.,
electrical stimulation condition of interest] is delivered to the muscle.
d) Exercise period (Ex): Torque produced by the muscle during the period of exercise when
the “test stimulation” is delivered.
e) First 4 peaks (Wp): The first four peaks in the warmup period.
f) Last 3 peaks (Wp): The last four peaks in the warmup period.
g) First 4 peaks (Ex): The first four peaks in the exercise period.
h) Last 3 peaks (Ex): The last four peaks in the exercise period.
i) Maxima plots: Maxima of data taken above a manually selected exclusion value (EV)x.
j) Minima plots: Minima of data taken below a manually selected exclusion value (EV).
k) Averaged plots: Plots generated by averaging a section of the torque waveform before a
point in time. Plots were generated for averaging over 1-s, and half, full and two periods
(0.5T, T and 2T respectively).
l) Peak torque every 5 min and 1 min: Plots generated using an algorithm that searches for
the maximum torque value one half-periodxi (0.5 T) either side of a given data point (adapted
from Fornusek, 2005).
m) Maximum (MTPA 1) and minimum torque period (MTPA 2) algorithms: Plot of the
waveform from the sample peak plots that searches for a maximum the half-periodxii either
side of a given torque value.
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Table 5.1. Suggested Torque Peak Metrics and Graphs Used In Analysis of Biodex
Waveforms [Continued]
F. Complex Analysis: Sophisticated and Additional Manipulations of Dataxiii
a) Manual methods to assess potential sources of errorxiv: Two methods could be used to
assess how tight the leg fits into the dynamometer:
a. Manual jiggle, where the Biodex arm is rocked back and forth to see it’s tolerance
once an individual’s limb is secure (to assess tightness of limb fit).
b. Manual contractions (such as an MVC being performed), to test feasibility of values
the Biodex is producing.

Table 5.2. Torque Peak Metrics and Graphs Used In This Study
A. Fatigue Metrics
• Strength decrement indices: SDIM (Wp-Wp), SDIM (Ex-Ex) & SDIM (Wp-Ex). SDIM (WpWp), SDIM (Ex-Ex) & SDIM (Wp-Ex) were calculated by using the FST and APL peaks
(section B).
B. Peak Metrics
• Z, F, S, T, A, P & L peaks: were all manually entered into Excel by reading the greatest value
for a given peak off the TIFF images, for each run of each duty cycle (from section D of table
5.1). These were averaged.
• FST and APL averages were calculated from using the average values of F, S, T or A, P, L
from each run then averaging them.
• EPNs were computed for Wp and Ex by dividing the time of each segment of the total
stimulation time by the period.
• Overall torque metrics (Maximum torque, minimum torque, range, average, median): Were
all imported from other spreadsheets holding the truncated, inverted and shifted data.
C. Angle Metrics
•

Overall angle metrics (Maximum angle, minimum angle, angle variation (AV), average angle
and median angle) were all imported as were overall torque metrics.
D. Derived Torque Plots
•
•
•
•
•

Maxima and minima plots were generated by taking adjusted torque/time data and using
algorithms to calculate maxima and minima.
Averaged plots were calculated similarly, using algorithms for averages.
Similarly for MTPA 1 and 2.
Peak torque every 5 min and 1 min: Slope (m), as well as intercept (b) and R-squared values
of lines of best fit for each run of each duty cycle were entered manually into the spreadsheet
as read from TIFF images. MTPA 1 and 2 algorithms were used to generate this data.
Surface plots of change in torque during exercise (FST average and APL average) and
SDIM’s.
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Following computation of metrics, a global correction was applied to some data in light of
the discovery of an offset (chapter 5). This factor (called the global correction factor, GCF)
was found by examining one run of the 2:3 duty cycle for convenience, to calculate the preloaded torque the leg applied to the moment arm of the Biodex. The plot of the end of the 2:3
duty cycle waveform (truncated and shifted) was used to compute this value. This value was
then used to correct all other runs of various duty cycles for a select set of metrics (in the
“corrected” data analysis section).
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5.3 METHODS: COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF METRICS
Initial Steps of Torque Waveform Processing – Inversionxv, Truncation, Shifting and Offset

In this section, data from the 2:3 duty cycle (run 1/3) are presented for illustration purposes.
The 1:3 base condition was not used for these examples as there were some approximations
made with that data set not done for other data sets, for example in defining Wp and Ex (see
below). Most duty cycles permutations were tested on three separate occasions (section 5.4),
or “runs”.

Data were obtained from the Biodex in the .LVM format, with samples taken every 1/100 s
(sampling rate 100 Hz). The .LVM data was obtained from a custom-made LabView
programmed developed at the Faculty of Health Sciences, The University of Sydney,
Australiaxvi. Each data set had three components: time, torque, and angle. Data were imported
into Excel and saved as .XLSX format. The raw signal of each dataset (figure 5.1) had various
components which had to be adjusted in order to produce a true representation of the torquetime waveforms. Some of these steps may be performed in a switched order, or multiple times
to produce the appropriate signal (figure 5.1). However, in a simple step-wise format these
steps may be summarized thus:

1. Inversion. In the data obtained, the sign convention of the Biodex was to represent
torques produced as negative. Data were multiplied by –1 to be represented as positive.
This is optional – depending on sign convention of muscle-evoked knee joint
movement for a given experimentxvii.
2. Truncation. In the data, there was some time recorded before and after the electrical
stimulation commenced. This data was removed to yield a waveform just showing the
period of exercise for each experimental run.
3. Shifting. There are two terms we introduced for shifting of the waveform about the xaxis, and y-axis, respectively – t-shifting, which involves shifting the waveform such
that the zero point is before the ramp of the first peak of the entire waveform, and Tshifting, which is shifting the torque waveform such that is has a zero baseline.
4. Offset adjustment. For Biodex set-ups where the leg is set up at an angle other than
90 degrees flexion, there is an offset of the data caused by the leg exerting a torque on
the moment arm. This was apparent in our experiments. This offset can be computed
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by comparing the torque after the leg is released from the machine with baseline at the
end of exercise (valid for recordings which capture release of the leg from the
dynamometer).

Figure 5.1. Waveform processing procedures. Data must be truncated, shifted and possibly
inverted or adjusted (offset – circles) to show a true representation of torque over period of
ES. In the final waveform (square) the offset at the end is superfluous and could be also
truncated, as it was use as the basis for shifting in the previous step.
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Division of Data into Warm-Up and Exercise Periods

Following full waveform plots, the data was divided up and plotted, into the two periods of
stimulation – warm-up and exercise (table 5.1). This was achieved by manual inspection of
the full waveform to find a point between Wp and Ex where the data may be divided. In
theory, one could compute 5 mins from the zero point and plot the graphs on a basis of what
is before (Wp) and after (Ex). However, due to slight inaccuracies in the t-shift, the manual
method was desired. This allows for closer inspection of Wp and Ex (figures 5.4 & 5.5). This
was performed for all datasets, except for the 1:3 condition as this was 25-mins of non-stop
stimulation (Wp and Ex both delivered at 1:3). So, for the 1:3 runs, Wp was defined as the
first 5-min, Ex the last 20-min (figures 5A.8, 5A.64). An example of this approximate split is
seen in figure 5A.65.
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(b)

Wp

Ex

(a)

Figure 5.2. Raw waveform, unprocessed. There are two distinct time periods of the exercise, termed warm-up (Wp), and exercise (Ex) (braces).
Before the waveform of interest, there are a few remarkable regions. (a) before the angle of the dynamometer is changed to 60 degrees flexion, and (b)
some pre-experimental adjustment (i.e., strapping of the leg to the calf piece of the moment arm). As can be seen, torque peaks are occurring in the
negative direction and the baseline is raised above the zero line. Further, after strapping the leg at a position of 60 degrees flexion (b), there is a baseline
shift corresponding to the torque of gravity.

Figure 5.3. Full waveform, shifted. Comparison of this waveform with the waveform of figure 5.3 shows that this is a more clear representation of
the generated torque waveform during the period of electrical stimulation. Regions (a) and (b) have been eliminated, and it is clearer to see the torque
waveform during the exercise period. Also note “offset” (circle).
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Figure 5.4. The warm-up period. Shown is the first 5 mins before the test duty cycle was delivered
to the muscle. The title is a misnomer as in fact, the warm-up period was comprised of pulses with a
duty cycle of 1:3, for all duty cycles (figures 5A.16 – 5A.21).

Figure 5.5. The exercise period. Shown is the torque waveform for 20 mins of stimulation at a 2:3 duty cycle. Offset is also shown (circles).
Plotting of Peaks for Peak Analysis

There are several metrics (tables 5.1, 5.2) that require an appreciation of the values of individual peaks, which depend on values at the start and end of
the exercise for their computation. In order to derive these metrics, plots of peaks at the start and end of both the exercise and warm-up period were
generated by zooming in on the data manually and seeing where all of the; first 4 peaks (Wp), last 3 peaks (Wp), first 4 peaks (Ex), last 3 peaks (Ex)
lay. Sometimes plots had to be re-generated if a manual plot cut off a peak of interest. Peak plots were made, and data callouts were used on MS Excel
so torque values could be read off the plots (figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6. The first and last peaks of Wp and Ex. Shown is 2:3 run 1 for purposes of discussion. Comparison of these plots shows changes in torque
across a period of exercise. Shown in the callouts are two values – time (x), and torque (y).These plots are useful as they show a graphical “snapshot”
of fatigue by comparing last peaks with first peaks.
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In order to generate various representations of the data, a series of MS Excel analyses were
performed with the data. They are presented here in an algorithmic equation format, whereby:
•

t is time, a scalar.

•

T is period, a scalar.

•

T is torque, a vector. The direction of this torque is clockwise, as viewed from the
midline when the right quadriceps is undergoing contraction (figure 5.13).

Maxima and Minima Analysis

One way of attempting to identify peaks in the data is by computing the maxima and minima
of the torque-time waveforms. The original rationale behind this was to approximate torque
peaks as maxima, and the baseline as minima (figures 5.6 and 5.7). The following algorithm
was used to detect maxima in the data, and the Excel formulae may be seen appendix 5I.

Let:
•

t represent a scalar comprised of all time values of the full-adjusted waveform.

•

T represent a vector comprised of all the torque values of the full-adjusted waveform,
where Tt (Nm) represents torque at an arbitrary time t (s).

•

n represent the total number of time and torque values.

•

L represent the vector of maxima found by simple analysis:
o For Tt where 0 <t < n:
▪

If Tt > Tt–0.01 & Tt >Tt+0.01, then Lt= Tt.

▪

Otherwise, Lt = FALSE (0).

o For Tt where t = 0:
▪

If Tt >Tt+0.01, then Lt = Tt.

▪

Otherwise, Lt = FALSE (0).

o For Tt where t = n:

•

▪

If Tt >Tt–0.01, then Lt= Tt.

▪

Otherwise, Lt = FALSE (0).

E represent the vector of the values in L which are greater than a given value, the
exclusion value, EV (table 5.1).

•

N represent the vector E displayed in the format whereby:
o If En = FALSE, Nn = #N/A.
o If En= Ln, En = FALSE (0).
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•

M represent the vector containing all values of T that are greater than the exclusion
value, found by addition of E and N such that they are displayed in numerical format:
o M = E + N………………………………………………………………(A1).

The rationale behind this procedure lies in the fact that simple maxima computation yields a
value of FALSE (0) for every value which is NOT a maxima. If plotted against time, all the
zero values appear as data points. A graphical example of this is presented in appendix 5J. In
addition, it should also be noted that these equations (and subsequent equations) have been
derived on the assumption that the Biodex is sampling at a rate of 100 Hz (hence each
successive MS Excel cell/timebase is of duration 0.01 s apart.

A similar algorithm may also be derived to describe the computed minima, by changing the
sign of vector L as such:
•

Letting L represent the vector of minima found by simple analysis:
o For Tt where 0 <t < n:
▪

If Tt < Tt–0.01 & Tt < Tt+0.01, then Lt = Tt.

▪

Otherwise, Lt = FALSE (0).

o For Tt where t = 0:
▪

If Tt < Tt+0.01, then Lt= Tt.

▪

Otherwise, Lt = FALSE (0).

o For Tt where t = n:
▪

If Tt <Tt –0.01, then Lt= Tt.

▪

Otherwise, Lt = FALSE
(0)………………………………………….(A2).

Diagrammatically the vectors may be represented as depicted in figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.7. Schematic of algorithms A1 and A2. Algorithms were used to generate maxima
and minima data (symbolised by vector M) from torque data T.
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Wp

Ex

Figure 5.8. Maxima plot. Wp and Ex may be seen as two distinct data sets separated by a gap in stimulation. A trendline was drawn through the entire
data set (R2 = 0.414).

Wp

Ex

Figure 5.9. Minima plot. Wp and Ex may be seen as two distinct data sets similar to the maxima plot, and in a similar fashion a trendline was drawn
in the data (R2 = 0.115).
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Averaged Plots
Similar to the maxima and minima plots, averaged plots were
generated in an attempt to plot the waveforms in a simple
format that could be meaningfully compared with other
experimental conditions. Averaged plots were made such
that for a given data point, the average torque was displayed
for the preceding cells behind that point over four time
periods: 1-second, one half-period (0.5T), period (T) and two
periods (2T). In the case of the 2:3 duty cycle for example,
the total period is 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 = 7-s. Each figure was labelled
in terms of how many cells (i.e. hundredths of a second) over
which averages were taken. For 2:3 duty cycle, this was 100,
350, 700 and 1400 respectively (figure 8).
Figure 5.10. Averaged plots. Averages for 1-s (100),
0.5T(350), T(700) and 2T(1400) respectively. As averages
were taken over greater periods of time, the data transformed
into a waveform with less “fluctuation” and more “linearlike” which could perhaps be used to compare the 2:3 condition with other conditions later
on.
In a similar way to the maxima and minima equations, the averaged plot algorithms may also
be expressed in a format that talks of the MS Excel computational procedure in terms of
“vectors”, and depicted diagrammatically (figure 5.9).
Let:
•

t represent the time vector, T represent the torque vector, n represent the total number
of time and torque values, as in A1 & A2.

•

Let A1s, A0.5T, AT, A2T represent the averaged torque vectors for time periods of 1-s,
0.5T, T and 2T, respectively.
o For A1s (defined for t ≥1s):
▪

A1s, t = ∑(Tt – 100 +Tt – 100 + 0.01 +Tt – 100+0.02 … + Tt – 0.01)/100

▪

A1s= (A1s, 1, A1s, 1.01, A1s, 1.02,…,A1s, n).
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▪

Where A1s is a vector of length n – 100 +
1.………….……………...(A3).

o For A0.5T: (defined for t ≥0.5T):
▪

A0.5T, t = ∑(Tt – 0.5T +Tt – 0.5T+ 0.01+Tt – 0.5T+0.02 … + Tt – 0.01)/0.5T

▪

A0.5T = (A0.5T, 0.5T, A0.5T, 0.5T+0.01, A0.5T, 0.5T+0.02,…,A1s, n).

▪

Where A0.5T is a vector of length n – (0.5*T*100) + 1.
…….…….........................(A4).

o For AT: (defined for t ≥ T):
▪

AT, t = ∑(Tt – T +Tt – T+0.01+Tt – T+0.02 … + Tt – 0.01)/T

▪

AT= (AT, T, AT, T+0.01, AT, T+0.02,…,A1s, n).

▪

Where AT is a vector of length n – (T*100) +
1.………….………….....(A5).

o For A2T: (defined for t ≥2T):
▪

A2T, t = ∑(Tt – 2T +Tt – 2T+0.01+Tt – 2T+0.02 … + Tt – 0.01)/2T

▪

A2T = (A2T, 2T, A2T, 2T+0.01, A2T, 2T+0.02,…,A1s, n).

▪

Where A2T is a vector of length n – (2*T*100) +
1.………….…………....(A6).
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Figure 5.11. Schematic of algorithms A3, A4, A5 and A6. Algorithms were used to generate
moving average torque data (symbolised by A1s, A0.5T, AT, A2T respectively), from torque data
T.
Peak Torque every 5 Min and 1 Min and Maximum and Minimum Period Torque Algorithms
MTPA 1, MTPA 2
To model the torque changes over time as a result of fatigue, additional algorithms were
generated in Excel to calculate maximum torque every 5 min and 1 min (table 5.1). The MTPA
1 and MTPA 2 are defined herein and illustrated is how these may be related to the maximum
torque every 5 min and 1 min.
Let:
•

t represent the time vector, T represent the torque vector, n represent the total number
of time and torque values, as in A1-A6.

•

M1 represent the maximum torque period data, which is a vector containing the
maximum torque value one-half-period either side of a given torque value (using the
MTPA 1), and M2 the minimum (using the MTPA 2).

•

T represent the period, which is one time frame of stimulation repeated over the
duration of the exercise.

•

Let the MTPA 1 be the maximum torque period algorithm, generating vector M1). Call
the function that does this M1* for convenience.

•

Similarly, let the MTPA 2 be the minimum torque period algorithm, generating vector
M2). Call the function that does this M2* for convenience.

DEFINE: Maximum Torque Period Algorithm [MTPA 1]:
For t ≥ 0.5T :
•

M1 = [M1,0.5T, M1,0.5T + 0.01 , …,Mn], which is the vector of all the maximum torque
values.

•

M1,t = M1,t*(Tt), which is the maximum torque value one-half-period before and
after a given Tt, and:
o M1,t* = max[Tt – 0.5T + Tt – 0.5T + 0.01 +Tt – 0.5T + 0.02 + … + Tt + Tt + 0.01 + Tt

+ 0.02

+ …+Tt + 0.5T – 0.02+ Tt + 0.5T – 0.01 + Tt + 0.5T](i.e. max Tt for t +/- 0.5T). This
function is the MTPA 1.……………………………………………..(A7).
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DEFINE: Minimum Torque Period Algorithm [MTPA 2]:
Similarly, for t ≥ 0.5T :
•

M2= [M2,0.5T, M2,0.5T + 0.01 , …,Mn], which is the vector of all the maximum torque
values.

•

M2,t = M2,t*(Tt), which is the maximum torque value one-half-period before and
after a given Tt, and:
o M2,t* = min[Tt – 0.5T + Tt – 0.5T + 0.01 +Tt – 0.5T + 0.02 + … + Tt + Tt + 0.01 + Tt

+ 0.02

+

…+Tt + 0.5T – 0.02+ Tt + 0.5T – 0.01 + Tt + 0.5T](i.e. max Tt for t +/- 0.5T). This
function is the MTPA 2.……………………………………………….(A8).

Now, the MTPA 1 may be used to derive the peak torque values every 5 and 1 min during the
exercise period, in a similar fashion to algorithms A1 and A2 (figure 5.11). For peak torque
every 5 min (algorithm A9):
•

Vector A: If t = 5*j, for some integer j, such that t is a multiple of 5 minutes (i.e., 5,
10, 15, 20, 25 or 30xviii, then the value of M1,t*(Tt) is displayed. Otherwise, value is
FALSE (0).

•

Vector B: The vector where all FALSE (0) values are converted to #N/A, and all
numerical values into FALSE (0).

•

Vector C: The vector formed by adding A and B together, such that the only numerical
data displayed are the maximum torques every 5 min.

For peak torque every 1 min, the same algorithm A7 may be used, but changing vector A such
that torque values are displayed every minute rather than 5 min. Corresponding Excel
formulae are also shown in appendix 5I.
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Figure 5.12. Algorithm A9. Algorithm was used to generate peak torques at every 5-min and
1-min. A9 uses the MTPA 1 to generate data which are “snapshots” of the maximum torque
in each period. The 5-min and 1-min plots are generated from this.
Angle Metrics

Angle metrics were also calculated to act as a measure of experimental consistency across
different days. For each run of each duty cycle, the angle of the machine was plotted over
time.

Image Processing
Upon generation of graphs in MS Excel, data was found to be too “bulky” when imported into
MS Word for analysis of images. All images were placed into MS Powerpoint where they
were subsequently transformed into .TIFF imagesxix for easy handling. For each three runs of
all duty cycles, all of the plots in section D (table 5.1) were generated accordingly.
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Comparison of Data across Duty Cycles

MS Excel was also used in a preliminary attempt to compare the different duty cycles tested.
The respective metrics from table 5.1 compared across duty cycles were:
•

Peak values.

•

How peaks differ (percentage) in comparison with 1:3 and 1:3 test condition.

•

Averages of first and last peaks in Wp and Ex and SDIM’s.

•

EPN’s.

•

Overall torque metrics.

•

Peak torques every 5 and 1 min data from trendlines.

•

Overall angle metrics.

A comprehensive list of these data, corrected and uncorrected is documented (appendix 5F).

In addition to standard analyses, for the uncorrected and corrected data, changes in torque
were plotted as 3-dimensional (3D) surface plots (MATLAB, The MathWorks Inc.) before
and after the exercise period, by using FST averages on one plot to signify torque at the
beginning of 20-min of Ex, and APL averages on another plot to signify torque after 20-min
of Ex. These plots may be considered a graphical representation of the [SDIM(Ex-Ex)] when
examined side-by-side for comparison, depicting torque decreases for all duty cycles
(averaged over 3 runs) in one plot. In addition, 2D plots of the x-z plane and y-z plane were
made to allow for comparison of FST and APL average torques as a function of ON and OFF
time, respectively, for both corrected and uncorrected data. Code for these plots is listed in
appendix 5C.
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5.4 METHODS: ES PROTOCOL AND DYNAMOMETRY SET-UP

Biomechanical Set-Up

A healthy twenty-five year old male (25-years old; author MT) was used as the test subject
for these experiments. He had no history of neuromuscular disease, nor any other pathology
which would exclude him from participating in these experiments. He volunteered of his own
volition.
During each experimental condition (1s ON 3s OFF, 2s ON 3s OFF, 3s ON 3s OFF, 1s ON
6s OFF, 1s ON, 9s OFF), the subject sat on a Biodex isokinetic dynamometer. The machine
was left in set-up mode as isometric, as opposed to isokinetic, torques were being measured.
Upon calibration, the moment arm of the Biodex was set at an angle of 60 degrees flexion,
from the horizontal taken as a datum of 0 degrees. Biodex settings are listed in appendix 5A.
Further comments are also listed in extended endnote Ixx and extended endnote IIxxi. The study
was approved by the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC),
Project No.: 2016/798.

Figure 5.13. Photo of Biodex with annotations. Adapted from System 3 Pro Application/Operation
Manual (Biodex Medical Systems, Inc., New York). The Biodex has three main components: chair,
dynamometer unit and computer. To measure torques, an individual sits in the chair, and straps their leg to the
moment arm attached to the dynamometer unit. The moment arm may be adjusted, or switched with more custom
pieces to measure various joint torques, depending on the muscles/joints of interest. In the position shown, it has
been set-up to measure knee joint torque, similar to what was done in the experiments of this chapter. Main
components of note, used in this chapter: a) chair, b) dynamometer unit, c) computer, d) pivot point, e) moment
arm, f) straps for stabilisation, g) adjustment board for dynamometer unit, h) adjustment board for chair, i)
location of dial to move chair forward (inferred). Measurements in appendix 5A are relative to some of these
components.
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Electrode Placement

In order to achieve experimental consistency, a ruler was used to approximate electrode
placement on the quadriceps muscle. The right quadriceps was used for each of the
experiments performed. Electrodes used were rectangular Carbon FM electrodes (EMPI,
Randwick, Australia) of dimensions 5 cm X 13 cm. Electrodes were refrigerated prior to
experimentation to improve their efficacy. Electrodes were placed on the proximal and distal
ends of the quadriceps. The proximal/posterior electrode was placed approximatelyxxii 125
mm anterior to a rough line demarcated by the hand running across the inguinal fold. This
distance was measured relative to the anterior border of the proximal electrode. The distal
electrode was placed 150 mm anterior to the proximal electrode, as measured edge to edge.
Electrodes were aligned roughly parallel to the longitudinal axis of the quadriceps muscle
(figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14. The right leg as set-up on the Biodex. Two
electrodes were placed on the thigh (proximal and distal).
Electrical stimulation of the quadriceps causes knee joint
extension, which is resisted by the moment arm of the
Biodex generating a knee joint torque. It is this torque that
was used as a measurement of fatigue for all experiments.
a) Connection of quadriceps to patella, b) muscle belly, c)
approximate location of inguinal fold. The distance
between the electrodes was more precise, whereas more
approximate relative to the inguinal fold.
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Electrical Stimulation Protocol

Electrical stimulation was delivered using a hand-held Med4 (OttoBock Healthcare Products
Austria GmbH, Vienna, Austria) stimulator. The device is approved for usage by the
Therapeutic Goods Administration [TGA] and is a Class IIa medical device (Therapeutic
Goods Administration, 2008). Custom programming was performed manually to allow the
stimulator to deliver the required permutations. Five programs were made (DC13New/DC13,
DC23, DC33, DC16, DC19) to deliver the different duty cycles required. All programs were
identical except for the duty cycle used to deliver stimulation. Each program was set to a
protocol of frequency 30 Hz, pulse width 300 µs, with a 1-s ramp-up and 1-s ramp-down, at
the voltage defined by factory settings. Current amplitude was manually set at the beginning
of each exercise, and was set at 45 mA on a basis of preliminary findings. This protocol was
an adapted version of Gentz & Moore (1988).

The duty cycles tested are listed in table 5.3, and represented diagrammatically as a matrix,
in figure 5.15. Each variant of the 1:3 duty cycle was referred to as a permutation. A similar
term was used in a study examining duty cycles of alternating current by Szecsi & Fornusek
(2014). In order to establish a reference baseline, three sessions of the 1:3 duty cycle were
performed (DC13New). Stimulation was delivered for a total time of 25-minutes (5-min
warmup, then 20-min exercise immediately following). For all other experiments, 5-min of
the DC13 protocol was delivered, followed by 20-min of the protocol being tested (e.g., for
ON time permutation 1 – 5-min of DC13, then 20-min of DC23). This was to ensure the
muscles were all “primed” in the same fashion before each test condition. All permutations
were performed three times, with at least two days of rest in between, similar to others
(Baksay, 1993; Kesar et al., 2008). In addition, a test session whereby the DC13 protocol was
delivered for 25-mins on two separate occasions (after ON and OFF time permutations,
respectively), to account for any possible training effects that may have occurred due to
electrical stimulation. Originally there were going to be more 1:3 test sessions but one was
cancelled due to logistic reasons in the laboratory.
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Table 5.3. Experimental Permutation Sessions for the 1:3 Duty Cycle
No Permutation
1s ON
1s ON
1s ON
3s OFF
3s OFF
3s OFF
ON Time Permutation 1 2s ON
2s ON
2s ON
3s OFF
3s OFF
3s OFF
ON Time Permutation 2 3s ON
3s ON
3s ON
3s OFF
3s OFF
3s OFF
OFF Time Permutation 1s ON
1s ON
1s ON
1
6s OFF
6s OFF
6s OFF
OFF Time Permutation 1s ON
1s ON
1s ON
2
9s OFF
9s OFF
9s OFF
Test
1s ON
3s OFF
ON + OFF Time 2s ON
2s ON
2s ON
Permutation 1
6s OFF
6s OFF
6s OFF
ON + OFF Time 3s ON
3s ON
3s ON
Permutation 2
9s OFF
9s OFF
9s OFF

In addition to the above, field notes were taken during the course of the experiments, either
by handwritten notes or electronic memos. These were compiled (table 5A.2, appendix 5B)
for future refinement of experimental conditions. Some notes in these tables were also edited,
with post-hoc comments also made accordingly.

Figure 5.15. Duty cycle matrix (DCM) showing permutations of a 1:3 duty cycle]. The
experiments were designed such that all of ON, OFF and ON+OFF time were doubled and
tripled. tON – ON time, tOFF – OFF time, tRU – ramp-up time, tRD – ramp-down time. These
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four times added together constitute one period, T.xxiii In this experiment, ramp-up and rampdown was kept at a constant value of 1-s.xxiv

Data Analysis – Critique of Methods

In addition to the quantitative metrics derived from plots, a qualitative description of data
analysis procedures was made by the author MT following data collation.
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5.5 RESULTS

There were several plots generated from the above metrics (appendix 5H). For the purposes
of drawing conclusions regarding the effects of different duty cycles on fatigue, the most
relevant plots were generated that allowed for meaningful comparisons to be made across the
different duty cycles. An entire collection of the full waveforms, waveforms in Wp, and Ex,
first and last peak plots, as well as maxima and minima plots, torque every 5-min and 1-min,
MTPA 1 and 2 plots, averaged plots and angle plots are all shown in appendix 5H. Individual
peak plots are shown below for the purposes of discussion.
Torque Metrics – Uncorrected

From peak plots, averages and standard deviations of each peak in Wp and Ex were calculated
then plotted for comparison across duty cycles. Raw data for these experiments are presented
in appendix 5F, with relevant peak metric averages presented in appendix 5K. For tables with
torque data (tables 5.16, 5.17 & 5.18), all data is in values of Nm unless specified otherwise.
(x axis – duty cycle ratio, y axis – torque in Nm). Angle data is presented in degrees.
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Figure 5.16. First four (Z, F, S, T) and last three (A, P, L) peaks of Wp. There is considerable heterogeneity across the data set suggesting xxvthat
musclesxxvi were in quite different conditions at the start and end of the warm-up period subsequent to the 20-min exercise period, Ex. Note that although
there are eight different duty cycles shown, all data in this graph is from 5-min bouts of a 1:3 exercise as this was the warm-up used before Ex for all
experimental conditions trialled. Standard deviation error bars omitted, but tabulated in appendix 5K.
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Figure 5.17. First four (Z, F, S, T) and last three (A, P, L) peaks of Ex. Shown is the torque at the beginning and end of the 20-minute exercise
period for each duty cycle tested, averaged across the 3 runs (except for 1:3 test). Gaps in clusters indicate a larger amount of fatigue (arrows) relative
to those data where first and last peaks are similar in magnitude. The 2:3 and 3:3 duty cycles have larger gaps than other duty cycles with a smaller ON
time (dashed arrows). The sigmoidness of the data resembles that of the warm-up data.
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1

3
2

Figure 5.18. FST and APL peaks for Wp and Ex. Depicted here are the averages of the first three and last three peaks for Wp and Ex, for the purposes
of comparison (compounding information from figures 6.2 and 6.3). The Z peaks have been excluded to only shown automated peaks provided by the
stimulator. The final peaks for 1:3, 2:3, and 3:3 (APL average) are all less than other peaks (arrows). However in some instances the APL averages
after Ex are indeed greater than earlier snapshots of torque (dashed arrows). In the example (1:9), the first three peaks (FST, blue dot) at the beginning
of the warmup period are smaller than the last three peaks after exercise (APL, yellow dot) indicating a torque increase at the start relative to the end.
Of course these are just snapshots in time and the whole waveform should be investigated for an appreciation of torque behaviour during a full 25-min
period. Also shown is a graphical representation of how SDIM (Wp-Wp), SDIM (Ex-Ex) and SDIM (Wp-Ex) are computed, as discussed below
(represented by 1,2,3 and brackets, respectively). FST and APL avg for Ex are also discussed below in surface plot analyses.
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Peak Metrics across Warmup

There was marked difference across the magnitudes of Z peaks in the different experimental
conditions, ranging from 9.20 Nm [1:3 test] to 30.68 +/- 6.24 Nm (one S.D.) [1:3 baseline]
(table 5A.5). Standard deviations were calculated in Excel using STDEV.P. In all the duty
cycles tested, when compared to the 1:3 baseline average Z peak value, the magnitude of the
Z peak was much lower, as indicated by the “cf. 1:3” parameter. The largest difference was
between the 1:3 test and 1:3 baseline, with a cf. 1:3 of -70.01%. Also notable are the large
standard deviations of peak values, for example F peaks averaged over the 1:3 baseline trials
were of magnitude 33.18 +/- 10.13 Nm.

There is considerable heterogeneity across the data set in the sense that the magnitude of the
torque produced by the muscle at the end (and start) of the warmup was markedly different
across experiments. T peak values for example, ranged from 14.26 +/- 3.92 Nm (1:6) to 32.09
+/- 9.42 Nm (1:3). L peak values ranged from 17.84 +/- 2.62 Nm (1:6) to 30.06 +/- 8.19 Nm
(1:3).

Peak Metrics across Exercise

In comparison with Wp, the gaps between clusters at the start and end of Ex in some cases
were more pronounced (figure 5.18, cf. figure 5.17). For the 2:3 and 3:3 duty cycles, there
were two distinct gaps between peaks at the start and end of the 20-min Ex period. The starting
peaks for the 2:3 duty cycle were 32.28 +/- 7.83 Nm, 33.25 +/- 7.44 Nm & 30.07 +/- 10.31
Nm for F,S,T peaks respectively, whereas the end peaks were of magnitude 18.43 +/- 4.45
Nm, 17.40 +/- 3.93 Nm & 21.15 +/- 7.11 Nm for A,P,L peaks (table 5A.6). For the 3:3 duty
cycle, starting peaks were 28.68 +/- 3.55 Nm, 26.30 +/- 3.72 Nm & 23.44 +/- 1.52 Nm for
F,S,T peaks, and 14.09 +/- 4.84 Nm, 13.98 +/- 3.05 Nm & 12.99 +/- 3.70 Nm for A,P,L peaks
(table 5A.6).

For 1:6 and 1:9 duty cycles, peak values appeared much closer together signifying they were
more similar in value at the start and end. For the 1:6 duty cycle, starting peaks were of
magnitude 17.70 +/- 3.95 Nm, 18.36 +/- 3.11 Nm & 19.31 +/- 3.58 Nm for F,S,T peaks, and
19.53 +/- 4.57 Nm, 19.72 +/- 4.46 Nm & 19.54 +/- 4.21 Nm for A,P,L peaks. For the 1:9 duty
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cycle, starting peaks were of magnitude 17.80 +/- 4.19 Nm, 19.64 +/- 5.32 Nm & 19.71 +/4.45Nm for F,S,T and 20.39 +/- 3.88 Nm, 20.10 +/- 3.87 Nm &20.53 +/- 3.57 Nm for A, P, L
peaks respectively.

The 2:6 starting and end peaks all appeared clustered closely, while there was some gap in the
3:9 start and end peaks. However, for the 3:9 duty cycle, the Z peak was in the same cluster
as the peaks at the end of the exercise A, P, L (figure 5.15). The 1:3 test condition qualitatively
appeared similar to the 1:3 baseline condition, albeit with all torque values shifted to a lower
magnitude. In the 1:3 test condition however, the T peak is grouped with the Z, F, S peaks,
whereas with the 1:3 baseline duty cycle, it was grouped with the A, P, L peaks. The 1:3
baseline torque cluster is at a greater magnitude than the 1:3 test trial, but both clusters seem
to be grouped in a similar fashion.
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Table 5.4. Peak Metrics (Wp & Ex) – Averages of FST and APL peaks (Averages
across 3 runs for each duty cycle)
1:3
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
testxxvii
2:6
3:9
Warm-up (Wp) peak averages
FST Average
Average 32.52
24.91
19.91
14.22
14.73
16.74
19.51
16.54
S.D.
9.87
6.54
5.29
4.31
2.20
N/A
1.25
5.67
cf. 1:3
0.00
-23.40 -38.77 -56.26 -54.71 -48.51
-39.99 -49.14
APL Average
Average 29.91
26.36
22.29
17.74
19.12
19.12
21.68
20.26
S.D.
7.92
8.01
2.36
2.60
5.32
N/A
1.16
2.10
cf. 1:3
0.00
-11.88 -25.48 -40.68 -36.09 -36.08
-27.51 -32.26
Exercise (Ex) peak averages
FST Average
Average 29.25
31.87
26.14
18.46
19.05
19.02
22.64
21.88
S.D.
7.80
8.49
2.87
3.55
4.65
N/A
0.92
1.31
cf. 1:3
0.00
8.95
-10.64 -36.90 -34.87 -34.99
-22.59 -25.20
APL Average
Average 28.05
18.99
13.69
19.59
20.34
17.21
22.70
18.75
S.D.
4.07
5.08
3.82
4.41
3.77
N/A
3.72
0.79
cf. 1:3
0.00
-32.29 -51.20 -30.14 -27.48 -38.63
-19.08 -33.14

Table 5.5. Strength Decrement Indices Modified (SDIM) over Wp, Ex and entire exercise.
All values are percentages [%]
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test
2:6
3:9
SDIM(Wp-Wp)
Average
6.38
-4.72
-16.49
-32.87
-27.43
-14.20
-11.23
-38.14
S.D.
6.10
8.64
17.34
31.71
16.46
N/A
3.27
45.53
SDIM(Ex-Ex)
Average
-0.61
40.13
46.48
-5.74
-8.28
9.49
-1.04
13.84
S.D.
19.00
6.83
17.23
6.57
6.35
N/A
20.66
8.08
SDIM(Wp-Ex)
Average
7.35
23.76
22.37
-42.86
-37.39
-2.81
-16.88
-34.91
S.D.
21.54
2.97
38.38
23.54
5.79
N/A
20.29
63.12
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Figure 5.19. Graphical representation of SDIM’s over Wp-Wp, Ex-Ex and Wp-Ex. Data
are from table 5.5. SDIM’s are shown for all three runs for each duty cycle (except 1:3 test).
Error bars are +/- standard deviations.
SDIM Results – Uncorrected

From individual peaks averaged over 3 runs (with the exception of the 1:3 test), strength
decrement indices modified (SDIM) were derived (table 5.5), which are a condensed
representation of individual torque peaks (figures 5.16, 5.17), allowing more easy comparison
visually (cf. figure 5.18). Three of these indices were computed to represent the percentage
decrease in torque for each duty cycle (averaged over three runs), over the periods of warmup [SDIM(Wp-Wp)], exercise [SDIM(Ex-Ex)] and across the whole exercise from the
beginning of Wp to end of Ex [SDIM(Wp-Ex)] (table 5.7). A corresponding graphical
representation of the changes in torque these indices measure may be seen in figure 5.19.

Across the SDIM data from the warmup period Wp, for every condition (except the 1:3
baseline trials), there was a negative SDIM (figure 5.19, first bars of each set). When
comparing the duty cycles where only ONE parameter was permuted (i.e., ON or OFF time),
both SDIM(Ex-Ex) and SDIM(Wp-Ex) for the 2:3 and 3:3 condition were positive, and for
the 1:6 and 1:9 condition, negative. This indicates that for the duty cycles where ON time was
doubled and tripled, muscle torque at the end of Ex was less than torque at the start of both
Wp and Ex. For the duty cycles were OFF time was permuted, the converse applied.

In addition to peak metric analysis and fatigue index calculations, overall torque metrics were
also computed for each run of each duty cycle then averaged (table 5.6). There was a large
difference in average torques between the 1:3 baseline and 1:3 test conditions (6.09 Nm, and
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2.75 Nm, respectively). Moreover, torque range was much greater for the 1:3 baseline (43.26
Nm) than the 1:3 test performed (28.18 Nm).

1:3
Maximum torque
Average
37.13
S.D.
6.07
Minimum torque
Average
-6.13
S.D.
1.68
Torque range
Average
43.26
S.D.
4.89
Average torque
Average
6.09
S.D.
1.15
Median torque
Average
0.07
S.D.
0.13

Table 5.6. Overall Torque Metrics for Duty Cycles
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test

2:6

3:9

34.19
7.72

28.97
3.68

22.85
4.81

23.12
4.46

23.07
N/A

27.63
1.40

24.41
1.79

-3.20
2.09

-2.61
0.85

-1.82
1.16

-3.18
1.78

-5.11
N/A

-3.63
0.04

-3.92
1.28

37.39
8.48

31.58
4.48

24.67
5.88

26.30
6.13

28.18
N/A

31.26
1.40

28.33
2.94

6.49
1.38

5.97
0.21

3.23
0.64

2.27
0.28

2.75
N/A

5.05
0.51

4.34
0.15

0.61
0.14

0.37
0.43

0.16
0.52

-0.26
0.60

-1.20
N/A

0.02
0.52

-0.27
0.39

Peak Phenotypes

There were several peak shapes identified from plotting the first and last peaks of the warmup and exercise periods. While plateaus were used to quantitatively estimate torque values
produced upon electrical stimulation, the shapes of peaks may also be related to experimental
phenomena. In order to achieve this, various runs of the different duty cycles may be
correlated with the field notes taken during experiments (appendix 5B).

Angle Metrics

Angle metrics (maximum, minimum, variation, average and median) were found for each of
the three runs of each duty cycle, then averaged with standard deviation also calculated (table
6.7). In addition, all metrics were averaged across duty cycles with standard deviation across
these values. The average angle over all the experiments was 59.09 +/- 0.45 degrees. In
addition, average angle variation across experiments was found to be 3.21 +/- 0.02 degrees.
Other averages are shown in table 5.7. An example of angle metric data is also shown in figure
5.20, from the first run of the 3:9 duty cycle. All angle metric data for each run of each duty
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cycle is presented in figures 5A.56 – 5A.63 of appendix 5. In addition, figure 5.21 depicts a
sample angle recording from the first run of the 1:3 condition.

Table 5.7. Angle Metrics for All Duty Cycles (Averages across 3 runs for each
duty cycle)
2:3

3:3

1:6

1:9

1:3 test

2:6

3:9

Average
& S.D.

60.87
0.38

61.22
0.23

61.33
0.36

60.38
0.24

60.17
N/A

60.59
0.27

60.58
0.59

60.64
0.45

Minimum angle
Average 56.78
S.D.
0.15

57.63
0.42

58.02
0.27

58.16
0.30

57.17
0.25

56.93
N/A

57.37
0.26

57.40
0.57

57.43
0.46

Angle variation
Average 3.19
S.D.
0.04

3.24
0.04

3.20
0.04

3.18
0.06

3.21
0.03

3.24
N/A

3.22
0.07

3.19
0.02

3.21
0.02

Average angle
Average 58.44
S.D.
0.15

59.31
0.41

59.66
0.26

59.80
0.35

58.82
0.24

58.61
N/A

59.06
0.25

59.05
0.57

59.09
0.45

Median angle
Average 58.45
S.D.
0.15

59.31
0.41

59.66
0.26

59.81
0.35

58.83
0.24

58.62
N/A

59.06
0.25

59.05
0.57

59.10
0.45

1:3
Maximum angle
Average 59.97
S.D.
0.15
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Figure 5.20. Angle Variation. Depicted here is the angle-time plot from the first run of the
3:9 duty cycle. This data, along with runs 2 & 3 is also presented in figure 5A.63 of appendix
5. As can be seen, although the dynamometer was set-up to maintain a constant angular
position, there was slight fluctuation over time. Taken together with the two other runs for the
3:9 duty cycle, the average angle was 59.05 +/- 0.57 degrees (table 5.7).

Figure 5.21. Angle Variation. Depicted here is the angle-time plot from the first run of the
1:3 duty cycle. This data, along with runs 2 & 3 is also presented in figure 5A.56 of appendix
5. In this recording, the majority of the time the dynamometer was set at the angle of 60
degrees. However, also recorded was the position of the moment arm prior to electrical
stimulation (rectangle, left). This demonstrates how the default position of the machine was
at 90 degrees of flexion before adjusted to the desired angle.
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Torque Metrics – Globally Corrected

The global correction factor was found to be of value 9.662 Nm for the data of the 2:3 duty
cycle (run 1), following the last few seconds of electrical stimulation (figure 5.22).

Figure 5.22. Computation of the global offset. The 2:3 run 1 data was used to calculate the
torque that is applied to the Biodex when the leg is strapped in. This value is represented by
the plateau (arrows) which occurs (right) following the cessation of electrical stimulation. The
value was taken relative to the baseline as opposed to the minimum (circle) which was most
likely caused by jiggling of the apparatus.

Data obtained from the original uncorrected data (tables 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7) were adjusted by
various procedures (table 5.8). Globally corrected compound peak metrics and SDIMs are
presented in tables 5.9 & 5.10, respectively. Peak values, maximum and minimum torques
were all adjusted by adding the GCF to original values. For the averages of peaks, maximum
and minimum torque values across the three runs for each duty cycle, the old average from
the uncorrected data was taken and GCF added to it, as this was essentially the same as taking
an average of the new values. For the corrected averages in comparison with the 1:3 baseline
and 1:3 test condition, formulae had to be re-computed using new data, as simple addition of
the GCF to these values is invalid. Further justification of these formulae are presented in
extended endnotes IIIxxviii and IV.xxix
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Table 5.8. Correction procedures using the global correction factor (GCF) of 9.662
Nm
• Z, F, S, T, A, P, L peaks: GCF added to values for each run for each duty cycle.
• Averages of peaks across 3 runs: GCF added to original average, for each duty
cycle.
• Averages compared with 1:3 (cf. 1:3): New peak values with GCF added used.
• Averaged compared with 1:3 test: Same as for cf. 1:3.
• S.D. of peaks over 3 runs: Taken across new data.
• EPN’s: N/A.
• Maximum and minimum torques: GCF added to values for each run for each duty
cycle.
• Averages of maximum and minimum torques across 3 runs: GCF added to original
average, for each duty cycle.
• Averages compared with 1:3 (cf. 1:3): As above, for peaks.
• Averaged compared with 1:3 test: As above, for peaks.
• S.D. of averages and minimum torques over 3 runs: As above, for peaks.
• Torque range values (run values, averages, averages compared with 1:3 and 1:3 test,
S.D.): As for original data.
• Average torque and median torque: Not computed as would need to transpose entire
data set by 9.662 Nm and re-analyse.
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Figure 5.23. FST and APL peaks for Wp and Ex, with global correction. Shown are FST
and APL peaks for Wp and Ex after the global correction procedure was applied. These data
are indeed similar to the uncorrected data and follow a similar sigmoid-trend.
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Figure 5.24. Comparison of corrected and uncorrected data of the FST and APL peaks
across Wp and Ex. The corrected form of the peak averages are essentially the same, as
reflected by polynomial fits across experiments. Data were both fit using degree 3
polynomials fits.xxx
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Polynomial Fits across FST and APL Averages

Polynomial fits were made to the data over the total duration of the experiment, in an aim to
quantify variability in muscle condition across different days. Cubic fits were deemed
appropriate to fit across the FST and APL average peaks for Wp and Ex in both corrected and
uncorrected datasets (figure 5.24). The trends were essentially identical between uncorrected
and corrected datasets, albeit shifted about the y-axis, when comparing equations for lines
drawn through the FST and APL averages. For example, the cubic equation of best-fit across
FST average peaks in Wp was y = -0.1621x3 + 2.9811x2 – 17.24x + 47.712 (uncorrected), and
y = -0.1621x3 + 2.9811x2 – 17.24x + 57.374 (corrected).

The quality of fit of the cubic polynomial also differed between Wp and Ex. In general, the
cubic fit across the FST and APL averages of Wp were better than Ex, as reflected by higher
R2 values. Using the corrected data equations for example, warmup metrics: FST(Wp) [R2 =
0.9489], and APL(Wp) [R2 = 0.9205] had closer fits to the cubic polynomial line-of-best-fit
than the metrics from the exercise period across experiments: FST(Wp) [R2 = 0.7724], and
APL(Wp) [R2= 0.7256].xxxi

Raw data for corrected peaks are presented in appendix 5F, with relevant peak metric averages
presented in appendix 5K.
Table 5.9. Peak Metrics (Wp & Ex) – Averages of FST and APL peaks (Averages across 3
runs for each duty cycle) (Globally corrected)
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test
2:6
3:9
Warm-up (Wp) peak averages
FST Average
Average
42.18
34.57
29.57
23.88
24.39
26.40
29.17
26.20
S.D.
9.87
6.54
5.29
4.31
2.20
N/A
1.25
5.67
cf. 1:3
0.00
-18.04
-29.89
-43.37
-42.18
-37.40
-30.83
-37.88
APL Average
Average
39.57
36.02
31.95
27.41
28.78
28.78
31.34
29.92
S.D.
7.92
8.01
2.36
2.60
5.32
N/A
1.16
2.10
cf. 1:3
0.00
-8.98
-19.26
-30.75
-27.28
-27.27
-20.80
-24.38
Exercise (Ex) peak averages
FST Average
Average
38.91
41.53
35.80
28.12
28.71
28.68
32.31
31.54
S.D.
7.80
8.49
2.87
3.55
4.65
N/A
0.92
1.31
cf. 1:3
0.00
6.73
-8.00
-27.74
-26.21
-26.31
-16.98
-18.94
APL Average
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Average
S.D.
cf. 1:3

37.71
4.07
0.00

28.65
5.08
-24.01

23.35
3.82
-38.08

29.26
4.41
-22.41

30.00
3.77
-20.44

26.87
N/A
-28.73

32.36
3.72
-14.19

28.41
0.79
-24.65

Table 5.10. Strength Decrement Indices Modified (SDIM) over Wp, Ex and entire exercise (Globally
corrected) All values are percentages [%]
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test
2:6
3:9
SDIM(Wp-Wp)
Average
5.19
-3.62
-9.97
-17.01
-17.03
-9.01
-7.48
-18.73
S.D.
4.72
6.46
10.86
14.93
10.97
N/A
2.14
20.83
SDIM(Ex-Ex)
Average
0.50
30.36
34.07
-3.81
-5.08
6.29
-0.56
9.69
S.D.
14.21
5.99
13.27
4.33
3.74
N/A
14.41
5.79
SDIM(Wp-Ex)
Average
6.89
16.83
16.80
-23.56
-22.63
-1.78
-11.16
-15.03
S.D.
16.39
2.69
26.23
10.11
4.60
N/A
13.66
30.59

Figure 5.25. Graphical representation of SDIM’s over Wp-Wp, Ex-Ex and Wp-Ex
(corrected data). Data are from table 5.14. SDIM’s are shown for all three runs for each duty
cycle (except 1:3 test). Error bars are +/- standard deviations.
SDIM Results – Corrected

Similar to the uncorrected results for the SDIM, all SDIM(Wp-Wp) values were negative
except the 1:3 baseline condition (table 5.10, figure 5.25). Furthermore, the SDIM(Ex-Ex) and
SDIM(Wp-Ex) values had the same sign, with the exception of the 1:3 baseline data for
SDIM(Ex-Ex) [= 0.50 +/ 14.21 Nm, cf. -0.61 +/1 19.00 Nm for the uncorrected data]. Also
in concordance with the uncorrected results, duty cycles with a greater ON than OFF time
(when considering the duty cycles were only ON or OFF were permuted), show similar sign
conventions. The 2:3 and 3:3 trails had a positive SDIM(Wp-Ex) and SDIM(Ex-Ex) (table
5.10), whereas the 1:6 and 1:9 conditions had negative SDIM(Wp-Ex) and SDIM(Ex-Ex).
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Sign conventions for 1:3 test, 2:6 and 3:9 were also similar between corrected and uncorrected
data.

Derived Torque Plots

Individual Peak Plots

The comprehensive collection of all derived torque plots is presented in appendix 5H.
Depicted here are examples of the various plots produced, using the 2:6 duty cycle as an
example.

Figure 5.26. Individual Peak Plots – Warmup. Data depicted from the 2:6 duty cycle run
1.

Depicted in figure 5.26 are the Z, F, S, T peaks for the start of the warmup (left), and A, P, L
peaks for the end of the warmup (right), for the 2:6 duty cycle, run 1. As may be seen, peak
magnitudes at the end of warmup are larger than those at the beginning in this example (right,
cf. left). Similarly, data are presented for the exercise period of 20 minutes (figure 5.27). Peak
magnitudes seem close in value for this run of the 2:6 duty cycle (left, cf. right).
Figure 5.27. Individual Peak Plots – Exercise. Data depicted from the 2:6 duty cycle run 1.
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Maxima and Minima

Figure 5.28. Maxima and Minima. Data depicted from the 2:6 duty cycle run 1.

Shown in figure 5.28 are the maxima and minima plots for 2:6 run 1, with runs 2 & 3 depicted
in figure 5A.40. As may be seen in the maxima plot (top), there was a weak linear correlation
between maxima points (R2 = 0.047), approximating torque peaks. Shown in the minima plot
(bottom) is the baseline approximation.

Peak Torque

Figure 5.29. Peak Torque. Data depicted from the 2:6 duty cycle runs 1, 2 & 3.

Peak torque every 5-min for the 2:6 duty cycle (all 3 runs) is shown in figure 5.29. The values
of peak torque, and correlations with a linear fit varied substantially between runs, as reflected
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in R2 values. Peak torque every 1-min, along with MTPA 1 and 2 for the 2:6 duty cycle are all
shown in figure 5A.54.

Surface Plots to Show Fatigue across Duty Cycle and Compare Corrected and Uncorrected
Data
Data were transferred from MS Excel to MATLAB (appendix 5D), and the curve fitting tool
was used to generate surface plots for FST averages and APL averages of both the corrected
and uncorrected data. The 1:3 test was excluded for reasons explained in appendix 6D. As
may be seen in the graphs (figure 5.30), the uncorrected and corrected plots are essentially the
same, with the exception that surfaces have been shifted by 9.662 Nm (the GCF). Uncorrected
data are presented in 2-D plots (figures 5.31, 5.32) for the purposes of discussing torque
comparisons across the duty cycles more readily.

Figure 5.30. Surface plots for FST and APL peaks (uncorrected – left a) and b), corrected
– right c) and d)). The top figures depicts the average of the F, S, T peaks over 3 runs
signifying the torque at the beginning of the exercise. The bottom figures depicts the average
of the A, P, L peaks over 3 runs signifying the torque at the end of exercise. Comparison of
values between the top and bottom figures shows changes in torque for the various duty cycles
before and after 20-minutes of electrical stimulation. z5, z6, z7, z8 – torque (Nm). It is difficult
to make duty cycle comparisons with these 3-D plots.
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Plots were then generated to show torques for various ON and OFF times using 2D plots
(figures 5.25, 5.26). Similar to the 3D plots, 2D plots were the same shape for corrected and
uncorrected plots, with corrected plots simply having values greater than the uncorrected
values by the GCF. Corrected plots are found in appendix 5E.

Figure 5.31. Changes in torque over the period of exercise, with duty cycles represented
as their ON time.

Figure 5.32. Changes in torque over the period of exercise, with duty cycles represented
as their OFF time.
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Data Analysis – Assessment of Methods

A qualitative description of the relative ease of computation of the various plots (table 5.11)
shows how the use of Excel is associated with different degrees of ease, or tedium in
calculating various representations of torque (or angle)/time data. The raw waveform had the
quickest relative time required to generate a graph, as simple importation and plotting of the
data was required to achieve the desired result. The full angle plot was similar, but required
an exact awareness of the time zero of Wp in which to commence the recording (and hence
plot the waveform). Extrema and MTPA plots took longer to derive as the full waveform had
to be plotted first (i.e., start of Wp and end of Ex had to be identified). Then, the data were
operated on by relevant formulae to yield these representations of the torque waveform. The
individual (first four, last three) plots were by far the most time consuming as iterations of
manually selecting the torque/time data where these had to be performed, sometimes multiple
times, to obtain the data in the zone of interest. Similar results are also suggested for the
“manipulation” parameter (column 2, table 5.11).

In terms of usefulness, the individual peak plots were the most useful as values could be read
from them and fatigue metrics could be derived as a result (e.g., SDIMs). Perhaps the least
useful were the minima and MTPA2 plots, as due to the high sampling rate several local
minima not representative of the baseline were encompassed in the plot with the exclusion
value of 10 Nm. The low R2 values of 0.115 (minima), and 0.049 (MTPA2) are suggestive
that these plots are not accurate representations of the baseline. Comparability trends across
plots follow a similar trend (column 4, table 5.11).
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Table 5.11. Qualitative Description of The Computational Complexity and
Relative Utility of Various Plots (+ poor, +++ average, +++++ outstanding)
Waveform
Comp. timea Manipulationb Usefulnessc
Comparabilityd
plot
Raw
++++
+++
++
+
waveform
Full
+++
+++
+++
++
waveform
Individual
++
+
+++++
+++++
peak plots
Maxima
+++
++
++
+++
plots
Minima
+++
++
+
+++
plots
MTPA 1 plot +++
++
++
++
MTPA 2 plot
Peak torque
5-min 1-min
plots
Averaged
plots

+++
+++

++
+.5*

+
+++**

++
++++

+++

++

N/A***

++

Angle
+++.5
+++
+++
++
variation
plot
a
Computational time to generate plot. Some of these build off the full waveform, so the times
shown are relative to once this data set has been obtained (e.g., maxima, MTPA’s).
b
How easy or difficult it is to manipulate torque/time (or angle/time) data to produce the
desired plot. A similar argument also applies to a).
c
Is it a meaningful metric in the context of examining torque responses for fatigue?
d
Is is easy to compare plot with plots of other runs?
*Have to choose every 5 or 1 min and exclude other data which requires more complex
analyses.
**Averaging over a few periods is perhaps a more meaningful analysis.
***Depends on period (consistent with runs from this duty cycle – other runs, and other duty
cycle). The averaged dataset changes greatly depending on time periods over which data is
averaged.
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Data Analysis Procedures – Extended Assessment

Peak Metric Acquisition

As the data analysis procedures of this chapter were based off a novel holistic method in which
torque data can be analysed, the utility of the data analysis procedures in analyzing torque is
worthy of discussion (using the 2:3 condition runs 1 – 3 as a motivating example where
relevant). Appendices 5F and 5G show all relevant peak metrics derived from analysis of
individual peaks. This method involved reading all the callouts from the MS Excel individual
peak graphs (e.g., figure 5A.29) and manually entering them into an Excel spreadsheet to
calculate compound peaks values (e.g., FST averages). Uncorrected data (where relevant) was
then translated into corrected data by use of the GCF. While deriving the corrected data was
essential simple, the importation of metrics into MS Excel by manual reading of the appendix
graphs was prone to error and highly tedious.

Waveform Plots

Full waveform plots required locating the region of interest from hundreds of thousands of
cells, which is hard to get exactly correct, leaving noise on either side of the start and end of
the waveform. To remove this noise required manually looking up cell references at the start
and end of the waveform to produce a relatively “clean” full waveform (e.g., figure 5A.9).
Moreover, locating the exact end of Wp and start of Ex was also tedious in this data set as
samples were taken at a rate of 100 Hz. Individual peak plots (e.g., figure 5A.29) were even
more tedious to plot as sometimes peaks were chopped off when a region (i.e. Torque/Time
data) was chosen as the dataset of interest, and some cells were left out in the selection. This
required going back to the data and re-choosing the relevant region. Conversely, sometimes
lots of noise may be seen on one side of the data (e.g., 2:3 run 1 Ex – first 4 peaks). Due to
the highly tedious nature of plotting on Excel, it was difficult to locate the exact region of
interest and as such appendix data has noise either side in various cases. However, the
individual peak plots are a fairly good approximation of peak torque values in the uncorrected
dataset.
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Second-Order Analyses
The use of “second-order” analyses (plots where data was manipulated to try and extract
meaningful ways to examine trends – maxima/minima, MTPA1 and 2, and averaged plots also
took a lot of manual labour in copy/pasting large Torque/Time datasets and applying relevant
Excel formulae for their transformation. However this analysis produced some data indicating
possible utility of these metrics for future work. Maxima and minima plots, produced by use
of a linear trendline are insufficient representations of torque/time data. For example, maxima
shown for the three runs of the 2:3 duty cycle (figure 5A.36) had moderate R2 values (R2 =
0.414, R2 = 0.671, R2 = 0.465), indicating that a linear trendline is at best a moderately average
representation of torque trends over time. Furthermore, these trendlines did not divide the total
waveform up into Ex and Wp regions. However, the fact that the R2 values are quite variable
across the three runs indicates that maxima analysis may be a fair measure of experimental
homogeneity or heterogeneity across datasets of different runs for the same duty cycle. In
comparison, the trendlines through the minima data had extremely low R2 values (R2 = 0.115,
R2 = 0.045, R2 = 0.027). This may have been due to an inappropriate EV chosen as the
threshold, which meant that data from local peaks much greater than the baseline but less than
10 Nm were included in the linear fit.

Averaged plots (e.g., figure 5A.43) may be a valuable way of seeing fatigue trends in future
datasets. Data from averaging over 1-s and half a period seems to be similar to plots of the
entire waveform and the Ex period of the waveform (figure 5A.43 rows 1 & 2, cf. figures 5A.9
&5A.23 respectively), suggestive that these averaging methods don’t have added benefit.
However, averages over one period (i.e., 700) and two periods (i.e, 1400) [rows 3 & 4 of
figure 5A.43) produce “linear-like” graphs (with the exception of “sinusoidal-like”
component at the start), indicative of the periods of Ex and Wp, respectively. The linear-like
representation of Ex could be extracted in future analyses, with a trendline for ready
comparisons to be made between different runs of the same duty cycle, as well as across
different duty cycles for a meaningful second-order analysis to measure fatigue over time.
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5.6 DISCUSSIONxxxii
Interpretation of Results - Duty Cycles and Torques
This experiment was a novel investigation into the effect of different permutations of a 1:3
duty cycle on muscle fatigue. In addition, it was a comprehensive analysis, using a rigorous
libraryxxxiii of fatigue metrics to analyse torque during an electrical stimulation experiment
making use of isometric dynamometryxxxiv to model fatigue responses of different duty cycles
on the quadriceps. The data analysis techniques used in this study were a novel combination
of that derived from the literature, and inventive modification. Calculation of SDIMs as
modified from Matsunaga et al. was a simple method at approximating fatigue measurements
over time. In addition, the novel metrics used provided a comprehensive framework upon
which experimental data could be analysed. This will provide future researchers with a
framework upon which they may quantify neuromuscular stimulation experiments under
different conditions.

Warm-Up Period

The findings of this study have elucidated some interesting points regarding the torques
produced at the start and end of bouts of isometric FES with different duty cycles, when all
other parameters are held constant. The difference in warm-up peak magnitudes across
experiments is peculiar as the warmup period was administered under exactly identical
stimulation parameters. This was most likely due to variation in the time taken to manually
set the stimulation ramp, as well as the muscle condition on the testing day. The marked
difference in the 1:3 test (n = 1) torque values compared with the 1:3 baseline (n = 3) for
example, is intriguing, and reflective of this fact.

Torque Clusters and Peak Results

There are some intriguing trends highlighted across the different duty cycles of this work. In
the work performed, two distinct (Z)FST and APL clusters were absent. Often the Z peaks for
example, appeared lower by themselves (1:6, 1:9, 1:3 test, 2:6 and 3:9 in figure 5.16). One
possible explanation for this is that Z peaks were manually set, and as such some may have
been longer or shorter than others. This may have warmed the muscle in different ways for
the different 1:3 warmup scenarios, and explain the sigmoid relationship seen in the FST, APL
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and individual peak values across different days. However, the fact that these values were
obtained by averaging three values only make at most any conclusions general by nature.

What is more intriguing is the differential position of torque clusters at the start and end of
Wp and Ex. Intuition for example, dictates that over the cause of the exercise period, fatigue
would be considerable for duty cycles. This would suggest that FST peaks for Ex are of higher
magnitude than APL peaks. This was evident for the 1:3 duty cycle, for example (figure 5.18),
as well as the 3:9 duty cycle also. However, for the 1:6 duty cycle, the APL average was
indeed higher than the FST average, suggesting average torque over the final 3 peaks was
greater than the initial three.

These findings may be discussed in light of theorems presented in appendix 5M. As an
extension of theorem 5.1, one could argue that the low duty cycle of 1:6 meant the muscle
was still warming up, whereas with the 1:3 and 3:9 conditions warm-up had well subsided. A
similar phenomenon may also be seen in the 1:9 condition. This may be explained by the fact
that with the “lower” duty cycles, there is much more time for muscles to recover in between
contractions, and hence there is less fatigue. Similar trends can be seen in figures 5.16 and
5.17, in noticing the substantial gaps that appear between some of the peaks, for example 2:3
and 3:3 have APL peaks scattered together much lower than the ZFST peaks of Ex, whereas
1:6 and 1:9 have all seven peak metrics clustered close together. One other potential
explanation is that the experiments performed were only for a duration of 20 mins (Ex), so
muscles with a lower duty cycle of stimulation may not have reached their maximum
“warmed-up” value. More rigorous quantification of times taken to reach maximum warm-up
while taking theorem 5.3 into regard (appendix 5M) would further facilitate an understanding
of these phenomena in the future.

The fact that FST and APL clusters were not the same across the experiments, despite a
common 1:3 warmup for each duty cycle, may be explained by some fundamental science.
This experiment did attempt to measure torques due to duty cycles on different days in a
“homogeneous” fashion, by use of the same conditions for experiments (e.g., mass of the
shoes worn, isometric dynamometry set-up). Further, at least two days rest was had before
each duty cycle run was tested, in concordance with the work of some authors (e.g., Kesar et
al., 2008; Baksay, 1993). The fact however that there is a rough sigmoid shape across
experiments does imply a “standard” against which the condition of the muscle on the day
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may be used to normalise results. Future work could quantify these trends and use them to
perform a more rigorous normalization. An initial attempt to characterise the
“sigmoidness”xxxv over different days was observed in figure 5.22. In addition, experimental
optimization could occur through more tightly controlling subjects’ exercise habits as per
Wegrzyk et al. (2015).

When interpreting these results, attention must be directed to the use of peak values and SDIM
calculations. The comparison of peak values in terms of clusters has utility in the sense that
our study showed that the duty cycles with a greater ON time (2:3, 3:3) had much lower torque
decrease than those with a great OFF time (1:6, 1:9). It has been suggested that increasing the
ON time of ES in quadriceps studies does encourage greater levels of fatigue in muscle
(Baksay, 1993; Gentz & Moore, 1988)xxxvi. Furthermore, Kralj et al. (1986) argue that if ON
time is a multiple of one, two or three times the OFF time, then fatigue in muscles may be
“…similar to continuous activation…”xxxvii. While we did not apply a continuous analogue in
our experiment, the cluster values do confer some of the suggestions of these authors. It should
be noted that the duty cycles of Gentz & Moore were slightly different to our study.xxxviiiThis
is an important consideration, as Baksay (1993) highlights short ON times may be causative
of the findings of Gentz & Moore (1988) being non-significant, the argument being ON times
were too short to see the elicitation of considerable amounts of fatigue for the other duty cycles
examined by the authorsxxxix.

While there may be comparisons possible with our data and that of other authors (Baksay,
1993; Gentz & Moore, 1988; Krajl et al. 1986), comparison of peaks qualitatively and by
analyzing values of the ZFSTAPL peak series across the duty cycle series has some
limitations. As there was considerable variation across the experimental period, as reflected
by the sigmoid-fit curve, comparing peak magnitudes across experiments is subject to
inaccuracy. The SDIM is a novel metric that was used in this study (table 5.1), adapted by the
work of Matunsaga et al. to quantify percentage decline in torque at the start of a given period
of the exercises to the end. As there is a division by the initial torque, this allows for a
normalized index to be computed which is relative to a given experimental condition (as
averaged over 3 runs for one duty cycle). This index seems more appropriate than simple peak
analysis for drawing conclusions about the differential effects of various duty cycles on
fatigue. However, an appropriate understanding of whether or not a correction based on the
GCF should be performed must be drawn prior to conclusively making deductions based on
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SDIM results, as the SDIM of different duty cycles differs depending on whether a correction
factor is added or not (cf. figures 5.17 & 5.21).

Data Analysis Procedures and Future Optimisation

This is the first study that has presented a thorough methodology by which torque responses
can be computed, and compared across different experimental conditions in the isometric ES
of the quadriceps muscle. It has presented a list of several metrics derived from the literature,
and implicated some ways in which atypical methods (e.g., surface plots) can be used to
correlate torque responses of the quadriceps when stimulated at different duty cycles. It is
envisaged that these metrics and analyses could be adopted by researchers in the field of
isometric FES to assist in measuring muscle torques over both acute and chronic experiments.
In addition, future work will build upon these metrics through integration into a computer
algorithm. Other recommendations are proposed in table 5A.10 of appendix 5O.
One of the main issues this study sought to solve was the problem of peak analysis.
Identification of torque peaks at different time periods during warmup and exercise was
essential to calculate fatigue metrics and model the change in muscle behaviour over time for
each duty cycle condition. This work has successfully identified torque peaks using MS Excel
algorithms. However, this method was cumbersome, with a lot of manual manipulation
required to zoom in on graphs and find regions of data to plot first and last peaks. With a
sample rate of 100 Hz, there were several tens of thousands of data points to manipulate.
Moreover, several copy-paste operations to transform data into relevant graphs and to use the
described algorithms on was also time-consuming. Furthermore, manipulating such large
datasets in this fashion requires access to computers with a fast processing speed, and is prone
to freezing often.

This work has provided the necessary foundations for computational analyses that could build
upon the methods employed in this chapter. The development of automated algorithms to
measure torque changes by use of software such as MATLAB, Mathematica, or LabView
would greatly assist researchers who are trying to solve the problem of peak analysis in timetorque data. In this chapter, the methods used were all done so in a post-hoc fashion, where
data was analysed weeks, even up to months after the experiment had been performed.
Development of algorithmic approaches could allow for analyses immediately after
experiments, or even in real-time. Biodex machines have been used for example, to measure
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changes to muscle torque before and after a training study for patients with Multiple Sclerosis
(unpublished observations). Devising algorithmic methods to analyse torque data may assist
in similar studies. Of course, programs would have to be made flexible such that they could
be used to analyse torque in acute (e.g., one isolated measurement), or chronic (e.g., over the
course of a period of isometric FES exercise), to be rendered useful to a wider range of
researchers.
There are several technical considerations in peak analysisxl, and insight into how they could
be applied to experiments similar to that of this chapter may be seen in signal processing work
in other areas such as computationalxli cardiologyxlii.

Surface Plot Analysis

Surface plot analysis is discussed in appendix 5N.

Neuromuscular Stimulation Optimisation

There are several external variables that may have been causative of the quadriceps muscle
being in a different state across different days. While this rendered comparison of torque
values across duty cycles difficult, the quantification of SDIM metrics and the sigmoid fits to
the data are a novel and useful way to calculate changes normalized on a basis of initial muscle
condition. However, there is room for improvement with regards to future set-up of the
electrical stimulation experiment.

Surface stimulation of the quadriceps was used in these experiments. Surface stimulating
electrodes have an inherent advantage in their lower degree of invasiveness as compared with
implantable systems (Bijak et al. 2001) such as cuff electrodes or the BION devices (Loeb et
al., 2006) and are not associated with the need for surgery (Bijak et al., 2002). However, a
major limitation of this modality of stimulation is a low degree of “muscle selectivity” (Bijak
et al., 2002) and hence activation of surrounding motor units to those desired. In the data
presented, it was observed that sometimes there was an augmentation of torque which
occurred as the muscle was contracting at the plateau. This is likely to have been caused by
the stimulation of other muscles that constitute the thigh or differential stimulation of the
quadriceps. For example, in some trials there was augmentation of torque peaks which may
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have arisen due to stimulation of both rectus femoris and vastus lateralis in a stronger fashion
than other runs, effectively causing anomalous torque peaks to arise which may have distorted
the true value of torque that would occur under stimulation.

While every effort was made to ensure electrode placement was consistent across experiments
to avoid unwanted torques from other muscles, future work could be improved by more
accurate placement of electrodes between sessions. One way in which this may be achieved
is by use of a motor pen (Gobbo et al., 2014). Also femoral nerve and quadriceps
neuromuscular stimulation has differences in terms of comfort and reproducibility of similar
contractions (Bergquist et al., 2011). In addition, electrodes could be more precisely located
for example by use of elastic (e.g., Binder-Macleod et al., 1995), to attach them closer to the
skin. In addition, the legs were not shaved in this experiment, and should be to reduce the
impedence between at the electrode-skin interface. Moreover, generalization of results is
limited as in this study one individual was used as a test subject; future work would extend
the findings of this work to a larger sample size.

Isokinetic Dynamometry Set-up

The isokinetic dynamometry technique could also have been optimised further to ensure more
accurate readings of knee joint torque. In these experiments, the thigh was unrestrainedxliii.
However, in future experiments, both the thigh and the trunk could be restrained to hold the
lower limb and torso still during muscle contraction as outlined by Laufer et al. (2001)xliv.
This reduces residual movements and hence unwanted contributions of different parts of the
body to the torque generated at the knee joint. The literature also indicates a variety of points
to consider when conducting similar experiments for various purposes (table 5A.9).
Furthermore, there may have been a slight error due to adjustment of the apparatus between
some runs of the experiment, with precise measurements before not being holistically made
(field notes). This may have rendered later data obtained from the Biodex containing a small
degree of error. Most settings were returned to normal but the chair distance dial on the back
of the seat was assigned an approximate position its’ position beforehand was not written
down.
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5.7 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this was two-fold; firstly to establish a set of metrics that could be used to
quantify torque-time waveforms generated about the knee joint when the quadriceps was
subjected to electrical stimulation. This study has shown how a unique metrics library can be
used to analyse such data, both numerically and graphically. Metrics provided a quantitative
summary of torque changes over different time points of the waveforms. Plots transformed
complex datasets into more simple approximations of peaks showing changes in torque over
time. Both sets of analyses enabled comparisons to be made across duplicates of the same
experimental condition, and across different conditions. These methods were also
qualitatively validated using an assessment tool that will help researchers understand the
relative advantages and disadvantages of each metric and plot.

In following, this comprehensive analysis of the torque-time waveforms helped to achieve the
second aim of this work; which was to understand how permuting the duty cycle of stimulation
can influence muscle fatigue, as measured by mechanical torque. Through the metrics
computed, the toolkit was able to distinguish the effects of changing ON, OFF and ON+OFF
times during stimulation for 25-minutes at a duty cycle of 1:3. The greatest decrease in torque
was found when ON time alone was permuted, as measured by decrement indices. In addition,
the peak values for each experimental condition could be visually plotted using maxima and
minima plots and peak torque plots. These demonstrated the variability in muscle responses
with the same electrical stimulation parameters over different days. Taken together, this study
has successfully demonstrated how a novel library of analysis techniques may be used to
further our understanding of the effect of changing the duty cycle of stimulation. This has
provided a toolkit for future researchers who wish to understand more precisely torque-time
waveforms that are obtained from not only FES-based, but muscle studies in general.
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5.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In particular, this study presented:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

An innovative list of metrics and plots that may be used to quantify torque-time, and
angle-time, waveforms from an isokinetic dynamometer.
A detailed method by which torque-time data may be adjusted enabling conversion
from a raw waveform to a meaningful plot with torque peaks visually represented.
An appreciation for the need to calculate a correction factor that accounts for the
weight of the leg during dynamometry.
A detailed mathematical procedure by which various torque plots can be produced in
MS Excel from raw data, namely; maxima and minima of torque peaks, averaged plots
(with averages taken over four time windows), peak torque every 5 and 1 minute, and
two plots to similarly represent waveforms over time (the MTPA 1 and MTPA 2).
The analysis of angle-time data with a set of metrics and plots to represent such data
accordingly.
Useful methods by which torque-time plots, and more complicated plots, may be saved
from MS Excel through conversion to .TIF images that are more easily handled.
A way in which a sub-set of a comprehensive metric library may be used to analyse
experimental data from electrical stimulation of the quadriceps.
How to test different permutations of a duty cycle on different days, and what
permutations of ON, OFF and ON+OFF may be trialled for the purposes of
comparison.
Analysis of duty cycle permutations and their effect on torque generation from a
dataset of n = 22 stimulation experiments.
How to adjust experimental data using a global correction factor and how it may be
approximated.
Variation in torque that a muscle may produce under identical stimulation conditions
may vary considerably across different days, and this relation can be approximated
using a polynomial (sigmoid) fit. This may occur in spite of allowing adequate time
for muscles to rest in concordance with literature.
The derived library of metrics and plots are comprised of several methods of data
analysis, each with varying degrees of computational time, manipulation, usefulness
and comparability which can be compared using subjective qualitative analysis.
By use of the SDIM metrics, stimulation using a duty cycle with an ON time
permutation leads to greater decrease in torque in comparison with OFF time, as
suggested in this study of the 1:3 duty cycle over 25-minutes.
The metric library offers itself as a basis upon which computer algorithm development
would be well-guided in this area.
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5.9 ENDNOTES
Appropriate commentary for this chapter is listed below.
i

The authors refer to unpublished observations.
Indeed, the field of FES is by no means straightforward with several variables of consideration in a
discussion of muscle torque, and other outcomes. The Mathematical Model details other electrical
variables of interest, in relation to the duty cycle.
iii
The literature reported is succinct in nature, as is only available in the form of short abstracts or
reports in Physical Therapy. No further full paper could be found, in particular of Gentz & Moore
(1988). However the abstract provided all the relevance information related to how the authors
changed the duty cycle.
iv
Some abbreviations used are those of original authors, some are self-prescribed by the author of this
thesis.
v
Matsunaga and colleagues cite the original work of Clarke and colleagues: Clarke, HH, Shay, CT,
Mathews, DK (1954). Strength decrement of elbow flexor muscles following exhaustive exercise.
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 35:560-567.
vi
TTI’s/TTD’s may also be linked with the “peak phenotyping” concept devised by this author. This
concept involves looking at torque peaks and plateaus throughout the period of FES exercise, and
correlating them with a video of the muscle mechanically contracting. This could be used to explain
any anomalous torque peaks in the data (e.g., arising from activation of other muscles than the
quadriceps femoris). Perhaps metrics such as integrals or derivatives could be measured at these
anomalous points in the data and related to the anomalous contraction occurring (e.g., due to
imperfect electrode placement). This concept warrants further investigation and thought.
vii
In Filipovic et al. (2012)’s review of electromyostimulation for athletes, the authors mention
“force impulse” in units of Nsec [p. 2603]. This metric has the same units as the “torque-time
integral”, which would also be in Nsec. It should be stressed that Filipovic et al. though use the term
“impulse” also when referring to pulses [e.g., p.2604], which is a misuse of terminology.
viii
The interpretation of the author of this thesis.
ix
t-test on angle data between same runs, and across different conditions to ensure angle is the same
on different sessions (a measure of experimental consistency and apparatus accuracy) could also be
performed.
x
This concept of “thresholding” is explored more extensive in the chapters with MATLAB
algorithms.
xi
We may have found 0.5 T + 0.01 for the period calculations. For example, consider a period of 6-s.
Looking half a side of each one yields 601 cells in total = 6.1s total, 3s either side of a given value).
Conversely, there may have been 2.99s one side, 3s the other…
xii
This algorithm means that in the last half-period of data, some zero value cells are included in the
final MTPA calculations for the last portion of the dataset.
xiii
Two other ideas emanating from the author’s mind, following a Researcher’s Retreat in Japan,
were:
a) Spliceosomal-like analysis. Spliceosomes (the research focus of a colleague from University of
Cambridge, who I met in Osaka, 2016), are enzymes that chop up the genetic code into exons
(useful) and introns (not-useful). I thought that a similar “analysis” could be performed of torquetime integrals/derivatives over the period of FES exercise. For example, TTI’s could be calculated
for plateaus (“exons”), but not intermittent regions (“introns”). A mathematical “splicesome-like”
function could be developed that acts upon the torque-time function T(t) and maps it to a function
that shows TTI’s/TTD’s in the plateau regions where contractions are occurring.
b) Firefly dynamics. The work of A/Prof Jun-nosuke Teramae, part of Prof Naoki Wakamiya’s group
at Osaka University, looks at “bio-inspired ICT”. One area of research is using Firefly dynamics and
Dirac Delta Functions to model on/off pulses in telecommunications networks (personal observation,
Osaka, 2016). A similar analysis could be performed to derive an equation for electrical charge Q in
terms of the duty cycle, by implementation of Dirac Delta. A first-pass as such a simple derivation
using charge and duty cycles is presented in chapter 8 of this thesis.
ii
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xiv

Torque waveforms for some of these were obtained [data not shown]. See field notes appendix 5B,
namely “DC23_rightquads_run3” notes. Other methods of testing also listed in that entry.
xv
Rectification is inversion of negative parts only. This was not done in this work as the goal was to
invert the entire waveform. However, this could be done in experiments that aim to find the absolute
TTI in patterned muscle experiments involving stimulation of quadriceps and hamstrings (e.g.,
multipath stimulation as performed by the Irish researchers looking at FES “shorts” and multipath
stimulation) (The Irish authors).
xvi
Namely, Mr. Ray Patton developed the LabView software for the Biodex (among other things).
xvii
In our experimental set-up, for example, positive torque corresponded to hamstrings contraction
(which generates a torque from knee joint flexion, cf. extension in the quadriceps experiments of this
thesis). The muscles act as an agonist-antagonist pair. In our experiment, quadriceps was the agonist,
causing elicitation of negative knee joint torque. However, as the experiment was isometric,
minimal shortening was seen of the muscle. Nevertheless, hamstrings would have acted in
opposition to the movement and being (slightly) stretched.
xviii
In essence though most waveforms were around 25-min after full t-shifting.
xix
.TIF format was found to be more preferable to .JPG format due to its’ ability to retain data points.
(Shami, personal communication).
xx
Extended Endnote I: It is acknowledged by the author of this work that “n=1” isn’t an ideal
situation when testing a new biological hypothesis. However, due to the nature of this project it is
justified. This thesis is an initial attempt to analyse duty cycles using a novel set of metrics.
Moreover, it is focused on the development of computational methods to achieve this (see chapter 6
for a more advanced form of analysis than posed here). As such, and due to the “engineering” nature
of this work, n=1 seems adequately justified. Future work would implement the suggested algorithms
for larger studies!
xxi
Extended Endnote II: Biodex distances were kept fairly consistent across experiments (appendix
5A), except there may have been some slight alteration in chair distance between the final 2s ON 3s
OFF and first 3s ON 3s OFF permutation. This was due to the discovery of a small misalignment
with the axis of rotation of the knee with the pivot point of the moment arm. At this point, the
subject’s position was changed so the knee was raised higher and the rotational axes were aligned
more precisely. In performing this procedure, the position of the chair in the anterior/posterior
direction was changed – but this dimension had not been noted before so was approximated upon
returning the device back to the initial Biodex conditions. These initial conditions were subsequently
used for the next permutations to keep the experiments fairly consistent.
xxii
Over time, electrode was placed a little more “intuitively” relative to a known skin landmark, as
the tester became accustomed with the correct placement site. Another consideration for future
extension of this protocol is also the electrode placement procedure. Using the inguinal fold is
perhaps invasive for some participants, so perhaps anterior electrode could be used as a landmark
instead.
xxiii
Indeed, the definition of a period is part of further work that aims to examine the mathematical
description of duty cycle and theoretical charge delivered to a tissue during FES.
xxiv
The original aim of this work was to halve and double ON/OFF times etc. However, due to
limitations of the Med4 handheld device, it was decided to double and triple ON/OFF times instead.
xxv
The fact that Z peaks are near the other peaks may also be important as it could show manual
setting of the experimental condition.
xxvi
Sigmoid shape may be due to initial conditions of muscles. This graph shows that. Hence, it can’t
be said that there is a sigmoid shaped relation across the duty cycles! If all the same duty cycle
produces a sigmoid shape (when it should yield a flat line), then any sigmoid-ness seen in the data is
due to initial condition of muscle. A better metric of “assessing” each duty cycle would this be the
change in torque over TIME rather than comparing across conditions.
xxvii
All 1:3 test data were from n = 1 trials.
xxviii
Extended Endnote III: The appendices (5F, 5G) have a comprehensive list of all metrics
corrected and uncorrected. For example, in the uncorrected data, the Z peaks in Wp for 2:3 had
values of 31.77, 28.04 & 13.21 Nm, respectively (for each run 1, 2, 3) with an average of 24.34 +/8.01 Nm. In the corrected data set, these Z peaks were of magnitude 41.43, 37.70 & 22.88 Nm, with
average of 34.00 +/- 8.01 Nm. The average of 34.00 was obtained by adding the GCF of 9.662 to the
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uncorrected average of 24.34. The same value is obtained if the new corrected peaks area added then
averaged. This may be highlighted by the simple definition of averages:
1. Average (uncorrected) = [ZpeakWp(run1) + Z peakWp(run2) + ZpeakWp(run3)]/3.
2. Average (corrected) = [{GCF + ZpeakWp(run1)} + {GCF + ZpeakWp(run2)} + {GCF +
ZpeakWp(run3)} ]/3,
= [3*GCF + ZpeakWp(run1) + ZpeakWp(run2) + ZpeakWp(run3)]/3,
= GCF + [ZpeakWp(run1) + Z peakWp(run2) + ZpeakWp(run3)]/3,
= GCF + average (uncorrected).
Hence either method is valid to compute the new adjusted averages.
xxix
Extended Endnote IV: As per previous endnote annotation, this (extended) note refers to data in
appendices 5F and 5G.Using the 2:3 condition as in the previous endnote, an illustration of why the
GCF cannot be simply added to the old “average cf. 1:3” and “average cf. 1:3 test” for each duty
cycle may be drawn. In the uncorrected data, the [SDIM(Wp-Wp)] was found by finding the
decrease in torque across the warmup period as a percentage decrease from the FST average to APL
average across the Wp period. The average was the average of these three values. In the 2:3
uncorrected data, this was a value of -4.72 Nm. This value was then compared with the 1:3 and 1:3
test condition by finding the percentage difference that the 2:3 average had with these two values.
The average [SDIM(Wp-Wp)] for the 1:3 condition was 6.38 Nm, and for the 1:3 test (only over 1
run for reasons explained previously), The differences were computed thus:
1. Avg13diff (uncorrected) = [(Avg(2:3) – Avg (1:3))/Avg (1:3)]*100, and:
2. Avg13testdiff (uncorrected) = [(Avg(2:3) – Avg (1:3test))/Avg (1:3test)]*100.
Now, using formulae with the new data:
1*. Avg13diff (corrected) = [(Avg(2:3)* – Avg (1:3)*)/Avg (1:3)*]*100, and:
2*. Avg13testdiff (corrected) = [(Avg(2:3)* – Avg (1:3test)*)/Avg (1:3test)*]*100.
Where * denotes a new variable or equation using corrected data. Now, as 1 is similar to 2, and
likewise for 3 & 4, 1 and 1* will be used for the purposes of illustration. For avg(2:3):
Avg(2:3) = [SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run1, 2:3)] + [SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run2, 2:3)] + [SDIM(WpWp)(run3, 2:3)]/3.
Now each SDIM is found by a similar subtraction operation. Using the SDIM over the Wp period as
an example:
[SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run1, 2:3)] = [FST(Wp,run1) – APL(Wp,run1)]/FST(Wp,run1) ]*100.
For the corrected data,
[SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run1, 2:3)*] = [FST(Wp,run1)* – APL(Wp,run1)*]/FST(Wp,run1)*]*100.
Now each of FST(Wp,run1)* and APL(Wp,run1)* were derived from simple adding of the GCF to
the old FST(Wp,run1) and APL(Wp,run1) metrics, respectively. This was valid in a similar fashion
as the previous endnote:
FST(Wp,run1) = [(Fpeakrun1) + (Speakrun1) + (Tpeakrun1)]/3.
FST(Wp,run1)* = [(Fpeakrun1)* + (Speakrun1)* + (Tpeakrun1)*]/3.
Now FST(Wp,run1)* = FST(Wp,run1) + GCF, by a similar argument as previous endnote.
And APL(Wp,run1)* = APL(Wp,run1) + GCF.
Hence, for [SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run1, 2:3)*]:
[SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run1, 2:3)*] = {[FST(Wp,run1) + GCF - APL(Wp,run1) + GCF]/FST(Wp,run1) +
GCF}*100
= {[FST(Wp,run1) – APL(Wp,run1)]/FST(Wp,run1) }*100 +
[2*GCF]/FST(Wp,run1)]*100
= {[SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run1, 2:3)] + {[2*GCF]/FST(Wp,run1)}*100
=/ [SDIM(Wp-Wp)(run1, 2:3)] + GCF.
As the equations for Avg13diff and Avg13testdiff are of the same format, addition of the GCF to the
original uncorrected values is inappropriate for this computation.
xxx
Sigmoidness “decreases” as reflected in R-squared?
xxxi
Cubic equations thus seem to be superior for showing variability in warmup of exercise.
xxxii
Please note that theoretical inferences and theorems extending from this work are presented in
appendix 5M.
xxxiii
Regarding metric development and future work in this area, although not systematic in nature, we
do envisage this work could provide the foundations
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analysis for analysis of FES experiments by isometric/isokinetic dynamometry. A potential research
question could be: “What metrics have been employed in the literature to measure torque during
FES experiments?”
xxxiv
It is acknowledged that use of dynamometry for FES is only one method by which to measure
torque. A broader review could also encapsulate the literature on hand dynamometry (e.g., used to
assess patients’ with Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease hand strength, and hand-held devices for
the lower limb (e.g., Martin et al., 2006). Such a literature search may yield other metrics used to
analyse dynamometry data, which could also be applied to the data we have analysed in the context
of isometric FES.
xxxv
Another measure of experimental consistency (i.e., another SDIM of relevance) could be
correlation of the APL(Wp) with FST(Ex) and APL(Ex). Comparing the APL(Wp) with the FST(Ex)
for example could demonstrate if there has been any (presumably slight!) changes to the muscle
between the end of the warmup period and commencement of the exercise period. For example, in
the data presented, for the 2:3 condition, they were far apart (APL Wp, FST Ex!). This is also a
measure of expt’l consistency. Furthermore, some APL(Wp), FST(Ex) are on top of each other also I
think.
xxxvi
It should be noted that Baksay (1993), argued that there was “...a significant increase in the onset
of fatigue occuring only between the 1:3 and 12:36 stimulus times”, when discussing Gentz &
Moore’s study of five duty cycle permutations of the 1:3 [1:3, 2:6, 4:12, 8:24, 12:36] (these values,
in the notation suggested by this thesis, may be expressed as a 1:3 duty cycle, with Tf of 1, 2, 4, 8, 12
for both ON and OFF, different to the duty cycles of this chapter).
xxxvii
Whether or not the authors used truly “continuous” stimulation could be discussed in the context
of the definition proposed in chapter 4 of this thesis.
xxxviii
See comments pertaining to Baksay’s work in endnotes.
xxxix
See comments pertaining to Baksay’s work in endnotes.
xl
Another idea to come from the work of this thesis is PEAK PHENOTYPING. In some of the
experiments there were peculiar shapes observed in torque waveforms. Preliminary experiments
indicated some of these anomalies may have arisen due to the activation of lateral parts of the thigh
(possible vastus lateralis instead of rectus femoris?). One idea would be to record electrical
stimulation experiments to visualize the mechanical contractions of muscles. These could be
correlated with waveforms that appear in real-time (or by careful analysis of torque-time data
thereafter), to develop some sort of “peak phenotyping” – where changes in torque waveforms are
correlated with the mechanical contraction phenotypes visible in muscle on different occasions.
These should also be related to electrode placement configurations.
An extension of this idea would be to develop a table with a grading system of different torque peak
phenotypes (e.g., area, thickness, integral, shapes of peaks, plateaus, etc., etc.).
xli
Other computational methods which could (potentially) be applied to data include Fourier analysis
(to see frequency of different torques occurring?) and curve-fitting (perhaps Fourier series could be
generated, translating torque-time data into a series of sinusoidal waveforms), with Fourier
coefficients or other mathematical analogue to compensate for the fact that amplitude (i.e. torque
peaks) may decrease over time as fatigue occurs…..or even increase as was seen in the case of the
1:6 and 1:9 duty cycles of this chapter. Also related to the idea of Fourier analysis is PERIODICITY
of data. It was near impossible to average waveform runs in this chapter as matching the periods of
the torque-time curves up then averaging for different runs is rendered challenging due to a phase
offset (caused by manually generating curves for example). Perhaps a more advanced computational
method could help in averaging waveforms once they are lined up correctly. However, it should be
noted that although the electrical stimulation may be delivered at a constant period, this may not be
the case for the resultant torque waveform arising, and this may vary across runs for the same duty
cycle.
xlii
Arzeno & colleagues (2008) for example looked at differentiating QRS complexes in a cardiac
context. Perhaps similar ideas could be applied to this work.
xliii
There was a run 0 performed for the 1:3 condition, in which restraining may have occurred [data
not shown].
xliv
Laufer et al. refer to other references.
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CHAPTER 6: COMPUTATIONAL SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNIQUES FOR
TORQUE WAVEFORMS

6.1 PREAMBLE
The analysis of time-series data where the goal is to calculate peaksi, is a problem faced in
many fields of signal processing. Use of signal processing methods have been used for
example, to determine where QRS complexes commence in ECG data, such as in work that
examined single-lead ECG for obstructive sleep apnoea purposes (de Chazal et al., 2003). As
such, identification of peaks can play an integral role in both determining the magnitude of a
phenomenon, or the frequency of how often certain events occur. Within the context of
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) muscle experiments, peak analysis can be used to
identify the magnitude of torque generated about a joint when a muscle contracts. Therefore,
peak analysis of dynamometry data is useful to achieve this goal.
Following the computational methodsii used in chapter 5, this chapter focussed on refined
techniques to compute peaks in chapter 5 by use of MATLAB software. One main task was
peak computations. In addition, this chapter also extended the original analysis with a large
focus on baseline approximation. In this chapter, all data was uncorrected for the torque of
gravity. The torque exerted by the leg due to gravity was found for all experimental conditions,
before and after exercise. These were termed the Local Correction Factors (LCFs 1 and 2,
respectively). Hence, torque values expressed are relative to the 60 degrees of flexion position,
and are thus relative torque values.

It is envisaged the algorithm in this chapter could be used to develop a unique software
package. It has widespread potential, in the assessment of both healthy and diseased muscle
within the field of muscle biomechanics. In addition, this algorithm could form the basis of
intellectual property generation in the future.
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6.2 METHODS

6.2.1 Neuromuscular Stimulation Experiment

An experiment was carried out on the right quadriceps of an able-bodied subject. Electrical
stimulation was provided to the muscle for 25-minutes using a handheld stimulator. The limb
was kept still such that isometric muscle contraction was elicited. A Biodex isokinetic
dynamometer in set-up mode was used to measure isometric torque generated about the knee
joint. The knee was positioned at an angle of 60 degrees relative to full extension (i.e.,
horizontal reference point). All biomechanical and electrical stimulation parametersiii were
kept constant across experiments, with the exception of the duty cycle. In total, 22 experiments
were performed, with seven duty cycles tested (1:3, 2:3, 3:3, 1:6, 1:9, 2:6, 3:9), replicated
three times each, and one 1:3 “test” session. The protocol was an adaptation of Gentz & Moore
(1988). Three main data sets were produced from each experiment – time, torque, and angle.
The experimental set-up is outlined more comprehensively in chapter 5.

6.2.2 Algorithm Development and Troubleshooting

Data from the dynamometer was obtained in .LVM format and saved as .XLSX files. These
were later imported into MATLAB and analysed using a novel set of algorithms. The series
of algorithms were developed with the aim of being able to conduct a large number of the
analyses in chapter 5 in an automated fashion. Further, more comprehensive analyses were
rendered capable, with a significantly reduced computation time. MATLAB version R2014b
(The Mathworks, Inc.) iv was used as the platform to develop algorithms. The algorithm
developed was aimed at performing the following:

1. Peak Detection. Detect peaks across torque-time series data.
2. Metric Generation. Produce relevant metrics to describe mechanical fatigue v
(decrease in torque over time).
3. File Storage. Generate relevant files to hold and store this data on the C:\ drive [.MAT
for data, .XLSX for metrics, .TIF for images].
4. Biological Comparison. Be capable of comparing experimental conditions between
repeated runs of the same condition (i.e., duty cycle) and different conditions.
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5. Statistical Analysis. Be capable of generating some statistical analysis procedure
(curve fitting) for torque-time data series.

Several iterations were required to fine-tune the features and workings of the algorithms. Trial
code was run and refined several times (parts and entire codes). The final algorithm consisted
of two parts:
•

Algorithm I. A set of files to detect peaks in time-torque data, with the assistance of
user input. Generation of metrics and plots to show changes in torque over time.

•

Algorithm II. Further baseline correction of data from algorithm I, and generation of
further metrics and plots of significance.

There were several refinements, addition of code files and fault diagnostics performed as the
final algorithms were developed. Some of these procedures have been summarized (appendix
6A).

Algorithm Development: Files [Modules, Functions] and Variables

The algorithm generated consisted of two types of code. Modules were defined as the main
scripts run to manipulate different data sets (i.e., runs of a duty cycle, or all the data for one
duty cycle). Functions were described as supplementary code files that assisted the modules
in completing their main task. These are summarized in tables 6.1a and 6.1b, and shown
schematically in figure 6.1. The algorithms produced several data files, and metrics for
analysis (table 6.2). Some of these metrics were used from the previous set described in
chapter 5. Initially there was one main program developed. Algorithm I produced a series of
metrics and plots. The discovery of an anomalous baseline error (appendix 6A), lead to
derivation of another algorithm, (Algorithm II), in an attempt to rectify this issue. Code for
the set of modules and functions comprising the two algorithms is presented in appendix 6B.
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Figure 6.1. Modules and Functions. For the purposes of this script, modules were defined
as major chunks of code that performed several analyses on data sets (e.g., the raw data sets).
Smaller analyses were defined by a series of functions (e.g., function A, function B, function
C). Each function can be called a different number of times (indicated by x 1, x 2 etc.).
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Table 6.1a. Algorithm I – Constituent Files
MODULES
PeaksAlgorithm1.m
Reads raw data and produce peaks. Requests user input to edit peaks. Generates a thresholded set of
peaks.
PeaksEditor.m
Adds or removes any further peaks not picked up by initial ginputadd or ginputremoval
implementations.
PeaksProcessing3.m
Generates plots of peaks data with linear trendlines, and relevant metrics. Saves data files in three
formats, depending on the dataset:
• Vectors and metrics generated by the algorithm [.MAT files for future reference].
• Fatigue metrics [.XLSX files for simple analysis between and across experimental conditions].
• Data plots [.TIF files to maintain optimal resolution of datasets].
TorqueAbsolute2.m
Requests user input to specify data points, leading to calculation of correction factor of a baseline
correction factor.
FUNCTIONS
ginputadd.m
Manually allows user to add peaks to dataset.
ginputadd2.m
Similar to ginputadd but has a transposition of data.
ginputremoval.m
Manually allows user to delete peaks of dataset.
PeaksStore.m
Saves two sets of peaks data (one before thresholding, and one after). This is for future reference and reanalysis.
thresholdfunction.m
Thresholds peaks above a certain value to remove any unwanted ones (i.e., from baseline).
delcounter.m
Functions to check if iterations of algorithm has been run and to delete any unwanted data, and remove
deletionscheck.m
it to another foldervi.
deletionscreation.m
directorycheck.m
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Table 6.1b. Algorithm II – Constituent Files
MODULES
PeaksAlgorithm2.m
Requests user to enter a duty cycle of interest.
Defines a new baseline based on the “exercise” period of the dataset.
Superimposes peaks calculated from Algorithm I on new dataset plotted relative to new baseline.
Writes relevant files to a new folder in C:\ drive.
PeaksAlgorithm3.m
Divides dataset up into warm-up and exercise regions.
Re-orders vectors due to order deviation caused by manual addition of peaks in ginput functions.
Calculates metrics for normalization and expected peak values.
Generates peak plots divided into warm-up and exercise.
PeaksAlgorithm4.m
Calculates further normalization metrics based on theoretical properties of the electrical stimulation
experiment.
PeaksAlgorithm5.m
Prompts the user to run a custom fit function, ExpFit.sfit to the data.
PeaksAlgorithm6.m
A program which generates two sets of graphs. a) Peaks pre-, and post-thresholding procedures, and, b)
Peaks with the two different baseline corrections from Algorithm I, and Algorithm II, respectively.
FUNCTIONS
PeaksStore2.m
Saves peaks and locations vectors.
PeaksStore3.m
Saves un-normalized data.
PeaksStore4.m
Saves all normalized data.
PeaksStore7.m
Saves Curve fit data.
PeaksStore8.m
Saves baseline peaks and threshold peaks data.
timeloadloop.m
Loads original time torque data depending on the experimental run analysed. Loads time torque values
used to calculate baseline error.
timeloadloop5.m
Loads raw torque-time data, thresholded data (Algorithm I) and torque correction metrics (Algorithm I).
timeloadloop6.m
Loads raw torque-time data only.
ExpFit.sfit
Custom MATLAB curve fit.vii
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Table 6.2a. Pertinent Metrics, Plots and Files* Generated by Algorithm I
Peak Number Metrics
CPN1a, CPN1b, CPN2,
CPN3, CPN4, CPN5, CPN6

Computes peak numbers at various steps of the algorithm. 1a – the raw waveform (using findpeaks), 1b – the raw waveform inverted (using findpeaks), 2
– Raw number of peaks from findpeaks on raw data, inverted, 3 – number of peaks found in region of interest (ROI) after initial peak removal, 4 –
number of peaks found in ROI after initial peak addition. Number of peaks found after thresholding: 5 – length of new thresholded vector – with NaN
counts (i.e. values below the threshold display at NaN on MATLAB), 6 – length of vector with NaN’s removed. The two should be equal.
EPN
Expected peak number. Number of peaks found by dividing total exercise time by the period. This may be off by 1 or 2 as some periods may be cut off at
the end of Wp and Ex, depending on how many multiples of them fit into the 5 or 20 min time slots
APN
Actual peak number. APN = EPN +2 (ramp peaks included)
XPN (error peak number) =
Error peak number. XPN = APN – CPN6. Difference between APN and that number of peaks calculated by algorithm, above the threshold. If XPN = 0,
APN – CPN6
number of peaks calculated by algorithm matches those expected. If XPN< 0, there have been more peaks calculated by the algorithm than expected. If
XPN> 0, there are less peaks. Irrespective of the sign of this metric, the dataset should be manually inspected.
Fatigue Metrics and Basic Metrics
SDIM2(Wp-Wp),
Strength decrement index 2. A percentage decrease – a comparison of first and last five post-thresholded peaks percentage difference, relative to the first
SDIM2(Ex-Ex), SDIM2(Wp- five peaks. Measured across three regions; Wp, Ex and overall. Adapted from Clarke et al. in Matsunaga et al. (1999).
Ex)
Max, min, range, average,
median torques (Wp, Ex, Wp
and Ex)
Slope, intercept, R-sq of
trendlines
Max, min, range, average,
median angles
Torque1, Torque2, Torque3,
Torque4, (with relevant time
points)
LCF1, LCF2, LCFError
Plots
Compound plots

Raw torque plots
Angle plots

Self-explanatory. Torque vectors used to calculate these values were those produced after thresholding.

Self-explanatory.
Self-explanatory.
Torque reference points. Torquesviii at four different points: (1) at 60 degrees flexion, unloaded (2) at 60 degrees flexion, loaded, (3) at 60 degrees
flexion, loaded after electrical stimulation exercise, (4) at 60 degrees flexion, unloaded after electrical stimulation exercise.
Local correction factor [LCF] and LCF Error. Differences between torque readings before and after the limb is placed in the dynamometer. LCF1 – the
difference when the leg is loaded [beginning], LCF2 – the difference when the leg is unloaded from the machine [end]. Error – percentage difference.
Plots which show the torque-time waveform at various points of the signal processing procedure. Five plots (with histograms for each plot) – a) Raw
torque, b) Torque inverted with a baseline correction [baseline correction 1], c) Torque peaks following MATLAB findpeaks, d) Peaks following manual
addition and/or deletion, e) Peaks following thresholding.
Raw torque with the four torque reference points superimposed.
Angle-time data.
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Table 6.2b. Pertinent Metrics, Plots and Files* Generated by Algorithm II
Peak Number Metrics
(All peak number metrics from algorithm I saved).
Torque5 and Time5
Torque reference point. Point selected at commencement of exercise portion of waveform for new baseline correction.
CPNWp, CPNEx, EPNWp,
Computed, expected and error peak numbers. Similar to the peak number metrics of algorithm I, but defined in the two portions of the total
EPNEx, XPNWp, XPNEx
waveform (warm-up and exercise).
Fatigue Metrics
SDIM3Wp, First five Wp,
Strength decrement index 3. SDIM3 is a modified form of the SDIM2, which shows the percentage decrease across a certain period of interest in
and last five Wp. SDIM3Ex,
terms of the first and last five peaks. Similar to SDIM2, SDIM3 is relative to the first peaks (i.e., first five).
First five Ex, and last five Ex.
Max, min, average, and
Similar to algorithm I.
standard deviation torques
(Wp, Ex, Wp and Ex)
Baseline Correction Metrics
Time2
The time point where the exercise is noted to begin.
Time5
The time taken where the new point Torque5 is selected, for reference in the new analysis of the exercise period.
Time5run
The time difference between Time5 and Time2. This value is used to delineate torque values in Wp and Ex. New torque vectors were formed in
these regions for further computations involving peaks in those specific regions.
OldTrimRef
Old Trim Reference. The reference value used for the first baseline correction. This was the minimum value of the inverted waveform with noise
removed from both sides (algorithm I).
NewTrimRef
New Trim Reference. The reference value used for the second baseline correction. This was the average of torques at points 5 and 3.
TrimError
Trim Error. The difference between the absolute values of the OldTrimRef and NewTrimRef.
Normalization Metrics
NormFactor
Normalization Factor. Average of the majority of peaks in warm-up. Taken as the range of torque vectors from the 5th value to the 6th last value.
SDIM3NormPks [SDIM4]
Strength decrement index 4. A decrement index of normalized peaks.
QTotal
Total Theoretical Charge. Electrical charge delivered by stimulator, theoretically, from first principles.
NTI
Normalized torque integral. Defined as an integral of torque(peaks) from the normalized peak plots over exercise portion of waveform [for each
run].
NTI Norm2
Normalized torque integral Norm 2. NTI normalized further on a basis of theoretical electrical charge.
INI
Inverse NTI.
NTI Average
Average of NTI Norm 2’s [over 3 runs].
INI Average
Average of INI’s.
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Table 6.3. Main post-hoc Analyses of Data – Major Analyses after Algorithm
Execution
• Standard error derivation
• XPNP: XPN percentage
• PDC: Peak difference criterionix (for peak metrics algorithm I and II)
• Overall local correction factor
• Stratification of some data in terms of ON, OFF and ON+OFF multiples (e.g.,
maximum and minimum normalized torque).
• Calculation of the Q Base Ratio [QBR] (ratio of total theoretical electrical charge
delivered relative to the 1:3 condition).
• Plotting of N1A and N2A [normalized integrals] on a basis of the QBR.
• Comparison of local correction factor percentages
• Comparison of all decrement indices SDIM and comparison with chapter 5 SDIM1

Post-Hoc Analyses

Following data analysis, there were further terms introduced to describe the metric data
acquired by algorithm implementation. These are described in table 6.3.

Algorithm I: Control Flow Diagrams and Description
PeaksAlgorithm1 – Initial Peak Detection

The purpose of the first algorithm was to take the torque-time (and angle-time) data and
generate a series of metrics that describe how torque decreases over time. This is an indirect
measure of muscle fatigue due the applied stimulus. The first component of the procedure
(PeaksAlgorithm1) involved importing the data from .XLSX files where the .LVM data had
been saved from the dynamometer. The user specifies which duty cycle of data is required,
and what run. Torque plots are produced, and the user is requested to select a region of interest
(ROI) in which the torque data lies. This defines two points, 2 and 3 (with relevant time/torque
values), which are also referred to later in the TorqueAbsolute2 module. Data obtained
initially was inverted (due to sign convention of the dynamometer), and with noisex either
side. Upon selection of the ROI, the dataset is then truncated at both ends to remove this noise,
then inverted, with baseline correction 1.

Baseline Correction 1. Subtract the minimum point of the torque dataset from the torque
data.
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The module then uses the inbuilt findpeaks MATLAB syntax to compute peaks. This
function requires a distance over which peaks should be sought by the program. The period
(ON + OFF + RU + RD)xi is the time taken between two successive electrical stimulation
pulse trains, and was used as the basis for defining this time distance, K. The K value was set
at a value just over half the period for each duty cycle, programmatically:
𝐾 =(

(𝑂𝑁 + 𝑂𝐹𝐹 + 𝑅𝑈 + 𝑅𝐷) ∗ 100
) + 50
2

Where the factor of 100 was used to take into account the dataset being obtained at 100 Hz
from the dynamometer (so there were 100 torque/angle points for each second of time data).
Relevant peak numbers (table 6.2) were also computed along the way. This was so after the
analysis of the data using the algorithm, the number of peaks generated could be compared
with that theoretically expected.

The MATLAB method of finding peaks is flawed inasmuch that not all peaks are able to be
picked up by the in-built algorithm. Hence, a set of instructions were built into the
PeaksAlgorithm1 and associated files that allow the user to manually input peaks
following automatic selection. The algorithm requests firstly if there are any peaks to be
deleted from the set found using the MATLAB function. This is to account for any anomalous
peaks that are picked up (e.g., those of the ramps which are not equally spaced as the other
ones are). Then, the algorithm asks if there are peaks to be added. Following this, the peaks
are thresholded by use of thresholdfunction,

which cuts all peaks out of the

contraction set less than a given value. Initial iterations used a value of 15 Nm for
thresholding, but the final algorithm used 5 Nm to avoid cutting off any peaks of interest as
15 was deemed too high. Following these procedures, the user is asked if there are any more
peaks to be added or removed, with PeaksEditor being capable of calling upon peak add
or removal functions (table 6.1a). Once the final peak set has been chosen, the user is prompted
to run PeaksProcessing3 which performs a variety of analyses on the peaks.
PeaksProcessing3 – Generation of Metrics and Plots for Algorithm I
The next main module of the first algorithm designed was PeaksProcessing3. This
module first saves all data generated in the first module, by calling a function defined as
PeaksStore. It then performs a linear regression on the peaks and locations data, over three
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main time periods (the entire 25-min, first 5-min of warm-up, and last 20-min of exercise).
Plots are generated and saved into a custom folder on the C:\ drive. Angle plots are also
generated and saved accordingly, along with a plot showing various steps in the peaks
processing procedure, and histograms of torque for each. Metrics (table 6.1a) are written to a
spreadsheet in Excel. All files are named according to the duty cycle and/or run of that duty
cycle. The user is then prompted to run the next module, TorqueAbsolute2.
TorqueAbsolute2 – Baseline Error and Reference Points 1

This module asks the user to input the positions on the data before and after the experiment is
conducted (i.e., before and after the leg was loaded onto the dynamometer). This is so
correction factors for the data may be calculated, and shift in baseline over the duration of the
experiment may be computed. This program draws the two points shown as defining the start
and end of the ROI, termed T2 and T3 as defined in PeaksAlgorithm1. T1 is the point
selected before the leg is loaded onto the dynamometer, and T4 the point after the leg is
released from the dynamometer. Figure 6.2 depicts these reference points from a sample data
set.

Figure 6.2. Sample reference points [1:6, run 2]. The points 2 and 3 are selected at the start
of the program when the user is requested to specify the ROI containing the torque-time data.
Points 1 and 4 are selected by the user in TorqueAbsolute2. The four points are used to
approximate the correction factor for the data due to the torque produced by gravity.

The purpose of correction factors is to calculate the torque due to gravity that the leg exerts
when sitting in the dynamometer. Correction factors were calculated for each data set, before
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and after the leg was loaded. This was a significant improvement on the methodology of
chapter 5, which used the correction factor from one dataset (i.e., duty cycle) applied to all
datasets. The two local correction factors, LCF1 and LCF2 respectively (table 6.1) were
defined as the difference in the absolute values of torque at points 1,2 and 3,4, respectively.
An error factor, LCFError was defined as the percentage difference in the two factors relative
to LCF1. Raw torque profiles with these four points superimposed were saved as .TIF files,
and metrics exported to the previously named spreadsheet, for each run of each duty cycle.

Following the run of PeaksAlgorithm1, the other runs of the duty cycle were run through the
program. Then, all other duty cycles were analysed this way. For the 1:3 test data, relevant
files (i.e., raw Excel data) was renamed to 1:3 run 1 for the purposes of running the algorithm,
then reverted back to original name after. The generated folders were also renamed to avoid
over-writing 1:3 run 1 data with the 1:3 test data.
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Previous Figure Captions:
Figure 6.3a. PeaksAlgorithm1. Control Flow. (two pages previous). This initial module
performs rudimentary analysis on torque-time data series, namely; initial baseline correction,
peak detection, and thresholding.
Figure 6.3b. PeaksProcessing3. Control Flow. (one page previous). This module produces
numerical metrics of waveforms, divides them up into three distinct regions (whole, warmup, exercise). Metrics are also saved.
Figure 6.3c. TorqueAbsolute2. Control Flow. (above). This module places important timetorque landmarks on torque waveform (i.e., reference points).
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Algorithm II: Control Flow Diagrams and Description

The purpose of the second algorithm was to take datasets, along with algorithm I data and
produce a refined set of metrics and plots for data analysis. After initial iterations of algorithm
I it was discovered that the baseline correction of algorithm I may be imprecise for some
datasets, so a refined baseline correction was implemented in algorithm II and compared with
algorithm I. In addition, the main user input argument required for algorithm II was the duty
cycle, rather than each run. So, Algorithm I analysed data on a run-by-run basis, whereas
Algorithm II did so for each duty cycle (so examined three data sets – one for each run), rather
than individual runs. In addition, the second algorithm consisted of more files, however
required less user rigour. Several of the modules simply produced all the relevant analytical
metrics upon execution.
PeaksAlgorithm2 – Further Baseline Correction and Reference Points 2

This module was designed to take existing torque reference points from the first algorithm,
and to provide a new form of correction to the data. The user is asked to input the duty cycle
as a two digit number, along with the iteration of data from algorithm I that is most current.
Following this, raw torque profiles with superimposed reference points (table 6.2b) are
reloaded for each run. The user is requested to zoom in on the baseline after the first (Z peak)xii
peak of the beginning of the exercise portion of the waveform. This is point 5. Later in the
module, this value is called upon for each of the three experimental runs. A new baseline
correction is subsequently established for the data.

Baseline Correction 2. Subtract the average of the start and end baseline torque values
[from the raw waveform] from all the torque values.

Similar to the baseline correction 1 procedure, the waveform was also inverted, due to the sign
convention of the dynamometer. At this point in the program also, both the old and new
baseline correction factors are saved. These may be defined simply as such:
𝐎𝐥𝐝𝐓𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐑𝐞𝐟 = 𝐦𝐢𝐧{−𝑻 (𝑻𝟐 → 𝑻𝟑 )} (Minimum torque over the whole ROI)
𝐍𝐞𝐰𝐓𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐑𝐞𝐟 = −𝟎. 𝟓 ∗ (𝑻𝟓 + 𝑻𝟑 ) (Average of torques at start and end of exercise
part of ROI)
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The two baseline factors were also compared by using a TrimError derived metric:
𝐓𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐄𝐫𝐫𝐨𝐫 = 𝐚𝐛𝐬(𝐎𝐥𝐝𝐓𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐑𝐞𝐟 − 𝐍𝐞𝐰 𝐓𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐑𝐞𝐟)

In order to generate the newly corrected peak vectors, the difference between the two
corrections was obtained (TrimError), then subtracted from the previously found peaks. Plots
were made with the new peak vectors, superimposed over torque time data (inverted and in
the ROI). Graphs and metrics were saved accordingly. In order to perform these tasks, a set
of loops were used, so computational tasks were completed for each run automatically. These
functions act as such:
•

timeloadloop – Loads raw time torque data for a given run of a duty cycle. Also
loads the corresponding baseline correction 1 metric data from algorithm I. This was
used to automatically superimpose reference points on raw torque plots.

•

timeloadloop6 – Loads raw time torque data only. This is only for the 1:3 baseline
condition (which was 25-min of Wp and Ex in one). The torque/time data is required
to approximate the position of Time5 and Torque5, as there is no clear delineation
between Wp and Ex as in the other experimental conditions. Time5 was set at a point
5-min after Time2, and Torque5 was set as the average of Torque2 and Torque3.

•

timeloadloop5 – Loads post-threshold data from algorithm I, raw time torque data
and torque correction points. Peaks were subjected to a new baseline correction
procedure thereafter.

Following the baseline correction procedure, peaks and torque waveforms were corrected by
using the new baseline reference value. Peaks were superimposed over torque-time data then
all plots and metrics were saved and exported accordingly.
PeaksAlgorithm3 – Generation of Normalized and Un-normalized Plots and Metrics
Following the running of PeaksAlgorithm2, peak data were investigated more thoroughly
in isolation from the original torque waveform. The purpose of the third peaks algorithm was
to generate a representation of the torque peaks using some form of normalization. (i.e., so
standard comparisons can be made across datasets obtained on different days). Firstly, peak
data was re-ordered. In the initial algorithm, the findpeaks MATLAB function produces
an ordered list of peaks and locations in successive order. However, when manual ginput
was used to add peaks, these peaks were concatenated onto the end of existing findpeaks
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torque data vectors. This means that dividing the vector up into Wp and Ex is not as
straightforward as indexing. Peaks at a time point less than Time5 and greater than Time5 were
obtained by use of indexing and sorting peaks obtained from the previous algorithm. The
intrinsic MATLAB sort function was used to assist computationxiii.

Once sorted vectors for warm-up and exercise were obtained, normalized torque data were
produced:
•

A RegionNorm was found for the warm-up period of each run. This was defined as
all the warm-up peaks from the 5th peak to the 6th last peak [i.e. P5 to Pn-5, n
representing the final peak in Wp].

•

A NormFactor was then defined as the mean of the peaks in the RegionNorm. The
standard deviation of the RegionNorm was also found.

•

A set of normalized peaks were found by dividing the peaks in exercise by the
NormFactor.

The rationale behind this procedure was to normalize torque data based on the warm-up of 5min 1:3 stimulation. Although stimulation during warm-up was identical across experiments,
torque values were considerably different (chapter 5). Therefore, normalization was
performed so the decrease in torque relative to the “primed”, warmed upxiv state of the muscle
could be compared across different duty cycles. Vectors were saved, along with the unnormalized, reordered peak vectors. The latter were plotted on graphs containing peaks from
all three runs.

Peak number metrics were also calculated accordingly. Unlike algorithm I, algorithm II
calculated peak metrics of Wp and Ex in isolation (table 6.2b, cf. table 6.2a). Data were saved
using various PeaksStore functions (table 6.1b). This algorithm also produced plots of
ordered peaks, divided up into Wp and Ex. Peak plots contained peaks from all 3 runs.
PeaksAlgorithm4 – Normalization Analysis

This module generated plots of normalized torque for each duty cycle. Plots contained all
three runs plotted on one graph. In addition, further normalized metrics were generated. The
most pertinent of these are presented in table 6.1. In terms of normalization, there was two
main procedures performed, which may be discussed as Normalization 1, and Normalization
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2. Both procedures refer to manipulation of torque-time data in the exercise region [i.e., where
stimulation with the various duty cycles was performed].

Normalization 1. Normalize on a basis of the mean of the warm-up peaks (in the previous
module).

Normalization 2. Normalize on a basis of theoretical electrical charge.xv

Following the production of plots by normalization 1, normalization 2 was executed.
However, plots were not generated. Rather, metrics to represent the total period of torque
production were derived then normalized. Torque-time integrals have been used in the field
of electrical stimulation (e.g., Minogue et al., 2013). An adapted procedure was developed in
order to produce metrics that could be used to compare torque data across duty cycles. A
normalized torque integral (NTI) was defined. These were computed by taking the integral of
the peaks data over the period of exercise. The trapz function was used to calculate integrals
by use of trapezoidal approximation. These integrals were then divided by the total theoretical
chargexvi, Qtotal, for the given stimulation conditions. The equation for Qtotal for the stimulation
provided may be specified by the relation derived in the mathematical model of this thesis:

Total Theoretical Charge (biphasic, rectangular, balanced, equal ON and OFF times)
Q= A*PW*[ttotal / T]*[f(2*ON + tR) + 1]

Where:
•

Q is the theoretical electric charge provided by the stimulator over the total exercise
[C]. This derivation was made based upon several assumptions presented in chapter 4.

•

A is current amplitude [mA].

•

PW is pulse width [s].

•

ttotal is the total duration of exercise [s].

•

T is the period [s].

•

f is the frequency [Hz].

•

tR is the ramp-time [s].
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Following calculation of these normalized integrals, the inverse (inverse normalized torque
integral, INI) was also found. Averages for both NTI and INI were found over the three runs.
Variables were saved as .MAT files and written to the Excel metrics sheet accordingly.
PeaksAlgorithm5 – Best-fit Curves

Following execution of the previous modules, the next module was written in an attempt to
fit curves to the data. Normalized torque vectors for all three runs were concatenated, and
plotted together. The script then prompts the user to run the Curve Fitting App in MATLAB,
so this was performed. After various trial curve fits (appendix 6A), it was decided to run an
exponential fit. In terms of torque-time axes, the equation for this fit may be expressed as
such:
𝑇 = 𝑎 exp −𝑏𝑡
Where a and b are constants obtained from the best-fit, T is torque and t is time.

Following preliminary investigation (appendix 6A), it was decided to use a LevenbergMarquardtxvii option for fitting the data. Previous fitting results seemed less “stable” with the
Trust-Region option. However, in spite of this, there was still variability in curve fits obtained
due to the extreme variation in experimental runs. This issue is explored further in appendix
6C).
Use of the curve fitting app produces several variables pertaining to the fit. In MATLAB these
may be accessed as structures. Code was written to read the structures, and assign values as
variables. These were also written to the .XLS file holding all the metrics data accordingly,
using the PeaksStore7 function. Namely, these variables were:
•

Model Variables [fittedmodel structure output].

•

Goodness of Fit Variables [goodness structure output].

•

Output of Structure Variables [output structure output].

The algorithm also had an in-built loop to request the user to re-run curve fits for each run in
isolation. However, it was decided just to run the script for all three runs together.
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PeaksAlgorithm6 – Analysis of Algorithm Results

The final module written for this code was a script to compare two distinct procedures for
each dataset: thresholding and baseline corrections. Loops were constructed that took data
from the following parts of the algorithms:
•

The pre-thresholded torque peaks [algorithm I].

•

The post-thresholded torque peaks [algorithm I].

•

The superimposed torque peaks [algorithm II].

The length of these peak vectors (and corresponding time vectors) were all obtained using the
MATLAB length function, to count how many values were present. This enables “checks”
and comparisons to be made across various processing steps of the algorithm. Values were
exported as .XLS and .MAT accordingly.

Two sets of plots were then generated for each run. To examine peaks before and after
thresholding, they were plotted together. To examine the peak data with both baseline
corrections, peaks with each baseline correction procedure 1 and 2 were also plotted on the
same graph.
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Figure 6.4a. PeaksAlgorithm2. Control Flow. This initial module in Algorithm II loads
reference metrics and places a point to delineate warm-up and exercise.
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Figure 6.4b. PeaksAlgorithm2 (continued). Control Flow. The initial module of Algorithm II also performs a new correction on torque and peaks
data.
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Previous Figure Captions:
Figure 6.4c. PeaksAlgorithm3. Control Flow. (four pages previous). This module
computes several metrics of newly corrected data.
Figure 6.4d. PeaksAlgorithm4. Control Flow. (three pages previous). This module
computes normalized metrics based on warm-up torques, and then theoretical charge.
Figure 6.4e. PeaksAlgorithm5. Control Flow. (two pages previous). This module, with
user input, computes curve fits and relevant parameters of the fit.
Figure 6.4f. PeaksAlgorithm6. Control Flow. (one page previous). This module analyzes
peaks before and after thresholding.
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6.3 RESULTS

Several iterations were required to fine-tune the algorithm. Finally, a fourth major iteration
was performed and subsequently that dataset was decided as the final working dataset. All 22
datasets were run through algorithm I. One less dataset (the 1:3 test) was run through
algorithm II, as most of the analyses of that algorithm were based upon analyzing a duty cycle
with all its’ runs simultaneously. The data resulting from algorithm application was two-fold.
Data relating to the workings of the algorithm, such as peak numbers in comparison with
theoretical values. This was termed algorithmic. Data relating to torque changes over time, in
order to model fatigue, was termed experimental.
6.3.1 Metrics from Algorithm I – Algorithmic
Peak Numbers – Expected and Actual

Table 6.4. Peak Number Metrics
XPN
D. Cyc. APN
Run 1
Run 2
1:3
252
0
0
2:3
216.29 -7.71
-7.71
3:3
189.5
-14.5
-13.5
1:6
168.67 -18.33 -17.33
1:9
127
-15
-21
1:3
Test
252
1
2:6
152
-20
-20
3:9
109.14 -32.86 -28.86

Run 3
1
-8.71
-13.5
-17.33
-19

-20
-29.86

Average
0.33
-8.04
-13.83
-17.66
-18.33

-20.00
-30.53

S.D.
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
2.49

S.E.
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
1.44

XPNP
0.13
-3.72
-7.30
-10.47
-14.44

0.00
1.70

0.00
0.98

0.40
-13.16
-27.97
TPDC

PDC
3/3
0/3
0/3
0/3
0/3
1/1
0/3
0/3
4/22

APN – actual peak number, XPN – error peak number, XPNP – error peak number
percentage, PDC – five-peak difference criterion, TPDC – total peak difference count.
Standard deviations were computed using STDEV.P. Then S.E. found by dividing by the
square root of n.
Data for computed peak numbers are shown in table 6.3. The most pertinent peak numbers
are presented for consideration. All other peak number metrics are presented in appendix 6E.
These data were computed following the peak selection process in algorithm I. The peak
numbers for the 1:3 duty cycle were the most accurate, with an XPN of 0.33 +/- 0.27 peaks.
The duty cycles with the ON and OFF time permutations had the highest XPN values, of -
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20.00 +/- 0.00 peaks (2:6), and -30.53 +/- 0.98 peaks (3:9). The duty cycle with the greatest
variation across runs in terms of the XPN was the 1:9 condition, with an average XPN of 18.33 +/- 1.44 peaks. The duty cycle which has the highest variability of peaks compared with
that theoretically expected was the 3:9 condition, with an average XPN of -30.53 +/- 0.98
peaks.

The accuracy of the manual peak selection process may also be seen by computation of the
XPNP values. The 1:3 baseline and 1:3 test conditions had the lowest XPNP, with values of
0.13% and 0.40 % respectively. The 1:9 and 2:6 conditions had a similar error of -14.44 %
and -13.16 % respectively. The greatest deviation of computed/selected values from those
expected was in the 3:9 algorithm with a disparity of almost 30%. A five-peak difference
criterion (PDC) was derived following analysis. This criterion lists the numbers of
experimental runs in which the XPN was +/- 5 peaks (table 6.3). This is explained further in
section 6.3.5, alongside the analysis of expected peaks from algorithm II-processed data.

Local Correction Factors
Table 6.5. Local Correction Factors – Averaged
LCF1
LCF2
Average
9.50
9.63
S.D.
1.25
0.51
n
22.00
22.00
Sqrt(n)
4.69
4.69
S.E.
0.27
0.11

LCFOverall
9.57
0.96
44.00
6.63
0.14

A comprehensive list of all the local correction factors for each experimental condition may
be found in table 6A.21 (appendix 6E). Local correction factors were averaged (LCF1 values,
LCF2 values, and all the LCF1 and LCF2 values combined). The average LCFOverall was found
to be 9.57 +/- 0.14 Nm (standard error). This meant that on average, the leg exerted a torque
of 9.57 Nm on the moment arm of the dynamometer across all experiments.

The LCFError values showed the percentage difference between LCF1 and LCF2 for each run
also (table 6A.21). There were two quite anomalous values, and an explanation is provided in
appendix 6E. In addition to these calculations, an assessment of the “accuracy” of the baseline
correction was made using a 5% difference criterion (5DC) (table 6A.21). This is further
discussed in section 6.3.5. Points were assigned to each run of each duty cycle if the LCFError
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was +/- 5%. This occurred for 10/22 experimental conditions. This is also discussed in
appendix 6E.

Other Metrics

Other metrics and plots are presented in appendix 6D. Namely; angle data, and compound
plots. Reference torque plots (and metrics) are shown for algorithm II appendicular data.
These had essentially the same time points as those of algorithm I, with point five added also.
Peak plots calculated by algorithm I are also presented in appendix 6D.
6.3.2 Metrics and Plots from Algorithm I – Experimental

Strength Decrement Indices 2

SDIM2 data for warm-up (SDIM2WpWp), exercise (SDIM2ExEx) and overall exercise
(SDIM2WpEx) are presented in appendix 6E. Data from this portion of the algorithm was
used to generate bar plots (+/- standard error) showing the average SDIM2 for each duty cycle
(3 runs except for the 1:3 test, 1 run). These are shown diagrammatically in figures 6.5a, 6.5b,
6.5c.

Warm-Up

The SDIM2WpWp was heterogeneous across experimental conditions from first glance
(figure 6.3a), and data are presented in table 6A.19 of appendix 6E. However, Student’s t-test
(two-tailed, assuming non-equal variances) was also performed on data (table 6A.20),
revealing non-significant differences between the SDIM2WpWp data for all duty cycles
compared with the 1:3 baseline (p> 0.05, in each case). For most duty cycles, the average
SDIM2 was negative (figure 6.5a). This meant that the torque generated at the end of the
warm-up period was greater than the start. However, the SDIM2 for the 3:3 [0.19 +/- 6.62
%]xviii and 1:3 test [2.17 %] conditions were positive, indicating lesser torque on average at
the end of Warm-up relative to the beginning.
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Exercise and Overall Exercise

SDIM2 data for the period of exercise (SDIM2ExEx) and overall exercise, including the
warm-up period (SDIM2WpEx) are presented in figures 6.5b, 6.5c. Similar to the
SDIM2WpWp data, when SDIM2’s in these regions were compared with the 1:3 condition,
there werenon-significant differences (p > 0.05, in each case). A comprehensive collation of
standard errors, and averages is presented in table 6A.20. For the exercise data, duty cycles
with an ON time permutation (2:3 and 3:3) had a positive SDIM indicative of fatigue across
the exercise period. The average SDIM2ExEx was 27.20 +/- 2.42 % [2:3] and 27.16 +/- 3.18
% [3:3]. For the duty cycles with an OFF time permutation, the SDIM2’s were negative,
indicating that final torque was greater than initial torque. The average SDIM2ExEx were 1.55 +/- 3.46 % [1:6] and -3.87 +/- 2.62 % [1:9] for these duty cycles respectively. In terms
of sign direction of the SDIM2, it varied for the ON and OFF time permutations. For the 2:6
duty cycle, the average SDIM2ExEx was -1.19 +/- 6.42 %, while it was 3.65 +/- 5.13 for the
3:9 duty cycle. SDIM2WpEx metrics are also presented in table 6A.20 (appendix 6E).

Some observations may also be made by comparing SDIM2ExEx and SDIM2WpEx data.
Signs of the strength decrement index 2 were the same for most duty cycles for both indices
[2:3, 3:3, 1:6, 1:9, 1:3 test and 2:6] (figures 6.5b & 6.5c). However for the 1:3 condition and
3:9 condition there was a different sign for the SDIM2ExEx in comparison with the
SDIM2WpEx. For the 1:3 baseline condition, the average SDIM2ExEx was 1.80 +/- 9.67 %,
whereas the average SDIM2WpEx was -4.36 +/- 3.27 %. For the 3:9 condition, the average
SDIM2ExEx was 3.65 +/- 5.13 %, and the average SDIM2WpEx was -21.51 +/-14.14 %.
These data indicate that across the exercise period, fatigue (as measured by the SDIM2 metric)
occurred relative to the starting contractions. However, when the final contractile peaks were
compared to starting contractions of warm-up, there was an enhanced torque at the end of the
warm-up period.
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Figure 6.5a. The SDIM2WpWp for all Duty Cycles. This plot shows the average decrease in
torque across the warm-up period for each duty cycle experiment. All stimulation was at 1:3. 1 – 1:3,
2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 1:3 (test), 7 – 2:6, 8 – 3:9. All data from three runs except 6
(1:3 test, 1 run).

Figure 6.5b. The SDIM2ExEx for all Duty Cycles. This plot shows the average decrease in torque
across the warm-up period for each duty cycle. 1 – 1:3, 2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 1:3
(test), 7 – 2:6, 8 – 3:9. All data from three runs except 6 (1:3 test, 1 run).

Figure 6.5c.The SDIM2WpEx for all Duty Cycles. This plot shows the average decrease in torque
across the warm-up period for each duty cycle. 1 – 1:3, 2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 1:3
(test), 7 – 2:6, 8 – 3:9. All data from three runs except 6 (1:3 test, 1 run).
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Peak Plots

Compound Plots

The algorithm I produced a variety of peak plots (appendix 6). Compound plots (section 6D.2
of appendix 6D) show peak torque data at various steps in the algorithm processing procedure.
A sample compound plot is shown in figure 6.6. There are hundreds of thousands of data
points in raw torque data (top left). The final thresholded peaks waveform is the result of
processing the raw torque waveform through various stages.

Histograms were also generated showing the frequency of various torque values at different
points in the processing procedure. Generally what may be seen is a large reduction in
frequency of torque values as the algorithm becomes more precise at detecting peaks. This
may be seen in a comparison of the Torque Histogram and Findpeaks Histogram in figure 6.6.
The Torque Histogram has frequencies of order 105, whereas the Findpeaks Histogram has
frequencies of order 102. This suggests the ability of the algorithm to successively reduce a
large dataset (raw torque) into a series of data points representing peak values.

Figure 6.6. Sample Compound Plot, for 3:9 run 3.
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Peak Plots

Similar to compound plots, peak plots were
generated for each run of each duty cycle (section
6D.3 of appendix 6D). Section 6D.3a depicts linear
regression plots for the warm-up, exercise and
entire waveforms for each run of each duty cycle.
Shown in figure 6.7 is a sample (again from the 3:9
condition).

Figure 6.7. Sample Peak Plots (3:9 duty cycle).

Examination of figure 6.7 shows variations in Rsquaredxixvalues for the triplicates of the same duty
cycle experiment. Considering the peaks in
exercise (Ex peaks), there were R2 values of 0.668,
0.449 and 0.000 for runs 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
This signifies variable linear fits between runs for
the same duty cycle. While some runs fit well to a
linear fit (e.g., run 1), others did less so (run 3)xx.
Furthermore, it also shows inadequacy of linear fits
for some runs but not others. These observations
may also be seen by examining other data in
appendix 6D.3b (e.g., 2:6: run 2 – R2 = 0.293, run
3 – R2= 0.806). A more holistic collection of R2,
intercept b and slope m is presented in table 6A.4c
of appendix 6 section 6D.3b. Other fits were
trialled in algorithm II.
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6.3.3 Metrics from Algorithm II – Algorithmic
There were several additional plots generated by the running of algorithm II. Many pertained
to various peak processing procedures. Peak plots (re-ordered) and superimposed peak plots
are all presented in appendix 6D. Additionally, exponential fits and curve fit data are presented
in appendix 6D. Further, appendices 6E and 6F also contain pertinent data referred to in this
results section.

Peak Number Metrics 2

Table 6.6. Peak Number Metrics 2
Warm-up
XPN
XPN
D. Cyc. EPNWp Run 1
Run 2
52.00
4.00
2.00
1:3
23.43
-8.14
-7.14
2:3
39.50
-14.50 -13.50
3:3
35.33
-17.67 -16.67
1:6
27.00
-15.00 -22.00
1:9
32.00
-20.00 -20.00
2:6
44.86
-31.57 -28.57
3:9

XPN
Run 3
2.00
-8.14
-13.50
-16.67
-19.00
-20.00
-29.57

XPN
Average
2.67
-7.81
-13.83
-17.00
-18.67
-20.00
-29.90

S.D.
0.94
0.47
0.47
0.47
2.87
0.00
1.25

S.E.
0.54
0.27
0.27
0.27
1.66
0.00
0.72

XPN
Run 3
-1.00
-0.57
0.00
-0.67
0.00
0.00
-0.29

XPN
Average
-2.33
-0.24
0.00
-0.67
0.33
0.00
-0.62

S.D.
1.25
0.47
0.00
0.00
0.47
0.00
0.47

S.E.
0.72
0.27
0.00
0.00
0.27
0.00
0.27

XPNPWp
5.13
-33.32
-35.02
-48.13
-69.14
-62.50
-66.66
TPDC

PDC
3/3
0/3
0/3
0/3
0/3
0/3
0/3
3/21

Exercise
D. Cyc.
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
2:6
3:9

EPNEx
200.00
171.43
150.00
85.71
100.00
120.00
133.33

XPN
Run 1
-4.00
0.43
0.00
-0.67
0.00
0.00
-1.29

XPN
Run 2
-2.00
-0.57
0.00
-0.67
1.00
0.00
-0.29

XPNPEx PDC
-1.17
3/3
-0.14
3/3
0.00
3/3
-0.78
3/3
0.33
3/3
0.00
3/3
-0.47
3/3
TPDC
21/21
EPN – expected peak number (EPNWp and EPNEx) – are actually APN’s in the context of
algorithm II, XPN – error peak number, XPNP – error peak number percentage (XPNPWp
and XPNPEx), PDC – peak difference criterion, TPDC – total peak difference count.
A similar yet more thorough analysis of peak metrics was carried out for algorithm II as
algorithm I. CPN’s, EPN’s and XPN’s were found for both warm-up and exercise periods. A
holistic account of these is presented in table 6A.22 of appendix 6E. The EPN’s (which were
actual peak numbers for algorithm II), along with XPN’s and associated statistical metrics are
presented in table 6.6. Uniformly comparing the warm-up and exercise periods, there was
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much greater variation for the XPNP values of warm-up than exercise. This indicates that
warm-up waveforms had much greater disparity in the peaks generated by the algorithm,
compared with that theoretically expected. This is further discussed in section 6.3.5.

The warm-up data had considerable differences in the peak counts produced by the algorithm
compared with that expected by theory. The 1:3 condition had the lowest disparity, with an
average XPN of 2.67 +/- 0.54 peaks, and a corresponding XPNP of 5.13 %. The 1:9 duty cycle
had the greatest disparity [percentage-wise] with an average XPN of -18.67 +/- -69.14 %.
Exercise data was much more accurate in peak detection (table 6.6). Data for the 3:3 and 2:6
duty cycles had XPN averages of 0.00 peaks. The greatest disparity of peaks was in the 1:3
data, with an XPN average of -2.33 +/- 0.72 peaks [XPNP = -1.17]. However, this was much
less than the disparity for the 1:3 warm-up. All in all these data suggest that the algorithm II
yielded far less peaks than expected from theory, across the warm-up period. For the exercise
period, the algorithm II closely matched that predicted by calculation.

Baseline Correction and Comparison

A holistic account of baseline metrics is presented in table 6A.23 of appendix 6E. For each
duty cycle and each run (except 1:3 test), reference points (OldTrimRef and NewTrimRef)
were found. Each value was used to zero the baseline of data in algorithm I and II, respectively.
The difference in these baseline values, TrimError is shown in table 6.7. These TrimError
values are the vertical distance differences seen between torque waveforms in appendix 6D.6.
Also obtained were torque reference points and metrics, and peak counts (pre-thresholding,
post-thresholding and after superposition). These data are all presented in appendix 6D, along
with baseline plots for each run of each duty cycle.

The differences between old and new baselines (comparing algorithms I and II) may be seen
in table 6.7. What may be inferred from this table is relative differences across algorithm I
and II in the context of baseline differences between waveforms. For example, the 1:3 run 1
had a Trim Error of 0.91 Nm, meaning that the torque peak waveform for the new baseline
was 0.91 Nm less than the waveform adjusted about the old baseline. For the 3:9 run 1
however, this Trim Error metric was a value of 4.93 Nm. Hence, for 3:9 run 1 the torque peak
waveform adjusted about the new baseline has a greater difference in comparison with the old
baseline. This may be seen by a visual comparison in figure 6.6.
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Table 6.7. TrimError Values Comparing Baselines of Two Algorithms
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
1:3 run 3
TrimError
0.91
0.63
1.72
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
2:3 run 3
TrimError
0.86
0.70
2.00
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
3:3 run 3
TrimError
3.71
2.37
2.23
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
1:6 run 3
TrimError
0.72
3.15
1.20
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
1:9 run 3
TrimError
1.07
1.39
4.24
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
2:6 run 3
TrimError
2.97
2.93
2.77
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
3:9 run 3
TrimError
4.93
4.21
1.89
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Figure 6.8. Sample Baseline Shift Comparison for 2 Waveforms. There were two baseline
shifts, one for each algorithm. Baseline 1 (blue +) from algorithm I, baseline 2 (yellow +)
from algorithm II. Various experimental conditions had a different degree of adjustment in
algorithm II. This is illustrated by comparing the waveforms above. The data for 1:3 run 1
across both algorithms differed by the Trim Error value of 0.91 Nm (black arrow). For the 3:9
run 1, peak datasets across both algorithms differed by 4.93 Nm (blue arrow).

Figure 6.9. Sample Reference Torque Point Comparison for 2 Waveforms of Figure 6.8.
The corresponding torque reference points for experimental conditions in figure 6.8 are shown
here. The first baseline correction was performed on a basis of a minimum point. This
minimum point was much farther away from the baseline for the 3:9 run 1 example (circle)
than 1:3 run 1 (hard to distinguish).

Further understanding of the utility of the Trim Error data may be seen by comparing baseline
shift plots (figure 6.8) to the corresponding reference torque plots for those experimental
conditions (figure 6.9). The first baseline correction was performed on the basis of a minimum
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point occurring between Torque 2 and Torque 3. This minimum (inverted) may be seen in
figure 6.9 (right). The second baseline correction was performed on a basis of an average
between Torque 5 and Torque 3, selected by user input (except for the 1:3 condition which
was automatically computed. Another example is shown in figure 6.8, with other duty cycles
where Torque 5 was purely manually selected. This shows three runs for the 1:9 duty cycle
with different Trim Error values of 1.07 Nm, 1.39 Nm and 4.24 Nm, respectively (table 6.7).
This suggests that the second baseline correction is more accurate than the first as anomalous
minima (detected by algorithm I) are able to be discarded in the baseline correction
computation. The Trim Error is thus reflective of the degree to which a minima may skew the
baseline correction 1. This varied across all duty cycles (table 6.7). The TrimError for all duty
cycles is revisited in section 6.3.5 in a comparison of algorithm I and II.
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Figure 6.10. Baseline Corrected Data (1 and 2) and Corresponding Reference Torque
Plots for 1:9 (all 3 runs). As may be seen in comparing the 3 experimental runs, the third one
has a larger minimum point (circle). This attributed to a greater difference in baseline-shifted
data.
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6.3.4 Metrics and Plots from Algorithm II – Experimental

Similar to algorithm I, there were a series of basic metrics computed in algorithm II. Most of
these are presented in appendix 6E. Further, plots were derived and analyses conducted in MS
Excel following the analysis.
Experimental Data 2 – Basic Metrics and SDIM3

Basic Metrics

Presented here are maximum torque values computed by algorithm II (table 6.8). Data may
be seen visually in figure 6.11, with average maximum torques (+/- S.E.) for duty cycles
shown. The average maximum (n = 3) was found in warm-up and exercise, for each duty
cycle. The three plots show the torques generated by duty cycles with a single, doubled and
tripled ON, OFF and ON+OFF time (figure 6.9).

For the ON and OFF time graphs, for all duty cycles, the average maximum torque achieved
during the exercise period was greater than that achieved during the warm-up period. The
ON+OFF trend was more peculiar. Average maximum torque for 2:6 was lesser in the exercise
period relative to the warm-up. Out of all the duty cycles tested, the 1:3 baseline condition
had the greatest maximum torque for both warm-up and exercise [35.44 +/- 5.03 Nm, and
35.90 +/- 2.69 Nm, respectively]. Duty cycles with an ON time permutation achieved greater
maximum torques than duty cycles with an OFF time permutation (figure 6.9, top and middle).
Further data are presented in table 6.8.

Figure 6.11 [right, next page]. The Effect of ON, OFF and ON+OFF Times
on Average Maximum Torque
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Table 6.8. Maximum Torque in Warm-up and Exercise
MaxWp
MaxEx
MaxWp
MaxEx
MaxWp
MaxEx
MaxWp
MaxEx
MaxWp
MaxEx
MaxWp
MaxEx
MaxWp
MaxEx

1:3 run 1
38.41
36.87
2:3 run 1
35.23
36.18
3:3 run 1
28.94
33.80
1:6 run 1
17.23
19.33
1:9 run 1
19.46
22.20
2:6 run 1
23.99
26.55
3:9 run 1
22.53
24.63

1:3 run 2
44.31
41.05
2:3 run 2
39.94
42.27
3:3 run 2
23.19
28.19
1:6 run 2
23.77
29.82
1:9 run 2
16.25
19.39
2:6 run 2
24.76
30.04
3:9 run 2
26.95
25.62

1:3 run 3
23.60
29.78
2:3 run 3
20.06
23.47
3:3 run 3
22.09
24.44
1:6 run 3
17.29
19.72
1:9 run 3
27.99
30.61
2:6 run 3
26.85
28.51
3:9 run 3
18.95
22.14

Average
35.44
35.90
31.74
33.97
24.74
28.81
19.43
22.96
21.23
24.07
25.20
28.37
22.81
24.13
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Strength Decrement Indices 3

Data for the SDIM3 metrics are presented in table 6A.26 of appendix 6E. SDIM3 was found
across the warm-up period (SDIM3Wp) and exercise period (SDIM3Ex). The metric was
found for each run of each duty cycle then averaged across the 3 runs (table 6A.26). Shown
in figures 6.12a and 6.12b are the average SDIM3 for each duty cycle, with standard error
values (also in table 6A.26).

Similar to the SDIM2WpWp metrics computed by algorithm I, SDIM3Wp data (figure 6.12a)
reflected the heterogeneity across warm-up for different experimental runs despite all warmups being delivered at a 1:3 duty cycle. The SDIM3Wp was lowest (on average) for the 3:3
condition (-0.48 +/- 17.19 %). It was the largest (on average) for the 1:6 duty cycle (-30.30
+/- 14.47 %). This reflects heterogeneity in warm-up across different runs (days). This was
accounted for in the next analysis of normalization based on warm-up (next section).

The SDIM3 data for exercise (figure 6.12b) show the relative ability of each duty cycle to
cause fatigue, as measured by torque values. Generally, ON time permutations caused more
fatigue than OFF time and ON+OFF time permutations. The SDIM3Ex for 2:3 was 40.85 +/3.15 %, while for 3:3 it was 46.09 +/- 9.28 %. For the 1:6 and 1:9 however, SDIM3Ex were 1.78 +/- 3.15 % and -4.29 +/- 1.75 %, respectively. This indicates that torque was lesser at the
end of exercise for the ON time permutations (2:3, 3:3) but greater for the OFF time
permutations (1:6, 1:9). The ON+OFF time permutations were both positive, indicating a
decrement in torque similar to the ON time permutations. The SDIM3Ex for the 2:6 duty cycle
was 2.01 +/- 10.86 %, while for the 3:9 duty cycle it was 18.65 +/-8.45 %.
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Figure 6.12a.The SDIM3Wp for all Duty Cycles. This plot shows the average decrease in
torque across the warm-up period for each duty cycle [SDIM3]. 1 – 1:3, 2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 –
1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 2:6, 7 – 3:9. All data from three runs.

Figure 6.12b. The SDIM3Wp for all Duty Cycles. This plot shows the average decrease in
torque across the exercise period for each duty cycle [SDIM3]. 1 – 1:3, 2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 –
1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 2:6, 7 – 3:9. All data from three runs
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Experimental Data 3 – Normalized Metrics and Plots, SDIM4 and Charge-Normalized Analyses

Figure 6.13. 1:3 Normalized Torque Plots (n = 3)
Normalized data (Norm Factor, S.D. of norm region, maximum, minimum, standard deviation of norm peaks, first and last five norm peaks and SDIM3 Norm Peaks) are all presented
in appendix 6E (tables 6A.27a & b). Metrics were obtained after algorithm II was run. Averages, S.D. and S.E. were found after collating algorithm-produced data in Excel. The
NormFactor for the 1:3 baseline condition was found to be an average of 31.96 +/- 4.45 Nm, across the 3 runs. The SDIM4 was 1.48 +/- 10.03 Nm, large in variation across the 3
runs (table 6.10). While algorithm II calculated the average and standard deviation, the standard error was calculated after by dividing the standard deviation by the square root of 3
(n = 3 runs, for each duty cycle). Standard deviations along with the metrics computed by the algorithm II (e.g., NormFactor) are presented in table 6A.27 of appendix 6E.
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Figures 6.14 and 6.15. 2:3 and 3:3 Normalized Torque Plots (n = 3)
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Data for the duty cycles with ON time permutation are shown in figures 6.14 and 6.15.
Relative to the 1:3 baseline condition, there were much larger SDIM4 for the duty cycles with
permutations of ON time. The 2:3 condition had an average decrement index of 40.86 +/- 3.15
%, while for 3:3 there was a decrease by 46.09 +/- 9.28 %.

Figures 6.16 and 6.17. 1:6 and 1:9 Normalized Torque Plots (n = 3)
Data for the duty cycles with OFF time permutation are shown in figures 6.16 and 6.17.
Relative to the 1:3 baseline condition and ON time permutations, there were much smaller
SDIM4 results. Stimulation at a 1:6 duty cycle resulted in a decrement of -1.78 +/- 3.15 %,
whereas for the 1:9 condition there was a decrement of -4.29 +/- 1.75 % on average. This
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suggested that for the OFF time permutations there was an increase in the torque generated at
the end of the exercise, relative to the beginning. This was true for both averages.

Figures 6.18 and 6.19. 2:6 and 3:9 Normalized Torque Plots (n = 3)

Data for the duty cycles with ON + OFF time permutation are shown in figures 6.18 and 6.19.
The decrement for torque was much lower for the 2:6 duty cycle averaged over three runs than
the 3:9 duty cycle. The SDIM4 was 2.01 +/- 18.81 % for 2:6, and 18.65 +/- 14.63 % for the
3:9 condition.
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Figure 6.20. Norm Torque Extrema. Shown are normalized torques (maximum and minimum) as a function of the various permutations (ON, OFF,
ON+OFF).
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Maximum and Minimum Torques across Normalized Peaks – Normalized Extrema

Depicted in figure 6.20 (previous page) are the normalized extrema (maxima and minima),
for the various duty cycle permutations. In general, the three plots show that as the permutation
increasedxxi (i.e., ON, OFF or ON+OFF), the maximum normalized torque attainable also
increased. However, this trend was variable across the permutations, with R2 values of 0.4453
(ON), 0.6447 (OFF), and 0.9231 (ON+OFF). This demonstrates that the linear fit was the
most accurate for the maximum torque data from the ON+OFF permutations. The linear fit
varied substantially for the minimum torque data, with R2 values of 0.9952, 0.6447 and
0.0577, respectively. For ON and ON+OFF, the minimum normalized torque decreased as the
permutation number increased. There was an increasing trend for the OFF time data.

Strength Decrement Indices 4

Data from tables 6A.27a & b were used to generate plots of the SDIM4 across all experimental
conditions, similar to SDIM2 and SDIM3 plots (figure 6.21).

Figure 6.21. The SDIM4 for all Duty Cycles. Unlike the SDIM2 and SDIM3, this SDIM
was calculated solely over the period of exercise (which had been normalized on a basis of
warm-up).
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Normalized and Charge-Normalized Metrics

All normalized metrics are presented in table 6A.28 of appendix 6E. The two normalizations on data performed were; Normalization 1 (based on warmup torque, above) and Normalization 2 (based on total theoretical charge delivered by each duty cycle condition). Theoretical charges (figure 6.22)
were calculated for all seven duty cycles. As can be seen, as ON time increases, so too does charge. Whereas, when OFF time increases, total theoretical
charge delivered by the stimulator is less. Interestingly, if ON+OFF are doubled and tripled, the total charge is similar to the 1:3 condition (figure 6.22,
right).

Figure 6.22. Theoretical Charges delivered by Each Duty Cycle. These plots show the total amount of theoretical charge provided by the stimulator,
from first principles. This calculation was based on the total charge from the first 5-min (1:3) then 20-min of exercise (each duty cycle).1 – permutation
X 1, 2 – permutation X 2, 3 – permutation X 3.
Following these calculations, the Q Base Ratio was derived, showing the ratio of charge for all duty cycles to the 1:3 condition (figure 6.23). This ratio
also reflects trends in figure 6.12 with regards to total theoretical charge delivered by different duty cycles.
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Figure 6.23. The Q Base Ratio (QBR) for Each Duty Cycle. This graph shows the total
theoretical electrical charge. Ratio is relative to the 1:3 duty cycle. This shows the effect of
permutation on theoretical charge delivered.1 – 1:3, 2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 2:6,
7 – 3:9.

Normalized torque integrals based on both normalizations (N1A, N2A) were found for each
duty cycle on average (figures 6.24, 6.25). Initially, an error was discovered in the theoretical
charge metrics computed by algorithm II. These were rectified using a post-hoc correction
procedure (appendix 6F) to correctly calculate theoretical charge for each experimental duty
cycle.
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Figure 6.24. Average N1A for each Duty Cycle. Torque-integral under the normalized
torque curves. Units of N1A – s-1.1 – 1:3, 2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 2:6, 7 – 3:9.

Figure 6.25. Average N2A for each Duty Cycle. Torque-integral under the normalized
torque curves, divided by total theoretical electrical charge. Units of N2A – s-1C-1.1 – 1:3, 2 –
2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 2:6, 7 – 3:9.
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Figure 6.26. Average N1A as a Function of QBR. Shown here are the torque integrals
normalized on the warm-up torque period, as a function of the QBR for each duty cycle. Units
of N1A – s-1.

Figure 6.27. Average N2A as a Function of QBR. Shown here are the N1A integrals
normalized based on charge, as a function of the QBR for each duty cycle. Units of N2A – s1 -1
C .
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The NTI plots (figures 6.24, 6.25) depict the integrals of the torque-time curves. These plots
may be compared with figure 6.23 to show relationships between the effects of permutations
on the various normalized integrals. Increasing ON, OFF and ON+OFF times had differential
effects on torque integral metrics. Increasing the ON time increases the theoretical charge
delivered (figure 6.23). However, in the experiments performed, the N1A value decreased as
ON time increased [1:3: 187.69 s-1, 2:3: 157.36 s-1, 3:3 – 118.08 s-1]. This also held for the
torques normalized on a basis of charge [1:3: 611.13 s-1C-1, 2:3: 382.98 s-1C-1, 3:3: 241.62 s1

C-1].

A similar yet opposite trend was seen for the OFF time permutations. Increasing the OFF time
theoretically decreases charge, shown by a lower QBR of 1:9 to 1:6 (figure 6.23). However,
in the experiments N1A and N2A also decreased as OFF time increased, the opposite to the
ON time trends. The N1A for the 1:6 condition was 159.34 s-1, and for the 1:9 condition was
116.50 s-1, with N2A also following a similar trend [1:6: 707.48 s-1C-1, 1:9: 632.23 s-1C-1].
While the QBR was similar in magnitude for the 2:6 and 3:9 conditions (1.00, 0.99), the N1A
[2:6: 129.45 s-1, 3:9: 94.60 s-1] and N2A [2:6: 422.96 s-1C-1, 3:9: 309.59 s-1C-1] indicate that
as ON+OFF time increased, both metrics decreased. In comparison with the 1:3 condition,
increasing ON, OFF or ON+OFF time caused a decrease in the N1A (figure 6.24) relative to
the 1:3 value of 187.69 s-1. However, while this trend at first glance seems similar for the
N2A, it must be noted that the N2A for the 1:6 and 1:9 was higher than the 1:3 condition
(figure 6.25).

In order to attempt to correlate normalized torque integral results with theoretical charge, the
N1A and N2A were plotted as a function of the QBR (figures 6.26, 6.27). There was no real
trend apparent when the warm-up normalized data was plotted against the QBR, as assessed
by linear fit [R2 = 0.0009]. Graphically, a QBR of 1.00 produced the greatest and least N1A
values. However, the N2A data showed a trend between charge-normalized values and the
QBR by linear fit [R2 = 0.6551]. Generally these data suggest that increasing the QBR leads
to a decrease in charge-normalized torque integral.
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6.3.5 Synthesis – Algorithm Validation
In-Built Algorithm Validation and Assessment
Table 6.9. Assessment A: From Algorithmic Data
Assessment Criteria
Relevant Metrics and References

Assessment and Pertinent Observations

How does the local correction Algorithm I [table 6.5, figures 6.20 & 6.21 & Algorithm I [only]:
factor (selected by manual user table 6A.21]:
• Algorithm I local correction factors between the start and end
input) differ across runs of
• LCF
of waveforms was within a 5% variation for just under half of
experiments?***
experiments, as analysed by Algorithm I.
• LCFError
• Algorithm I data had an average LCFOverall (average of all the
• 5DC
LCF’s at start and end of experiments) of 9.57 +/- 0.14 Nm (n
= 44)** (table 6.5). This was the average torque due to
gravity.
• Also notable. Average LCF1 was 9.50 +/- 0.27 Nm (n = 22),
average LCF2 was 9.63 +/- 0.11 Nm (n = 22). This may
suggest that the torque due to gravity CHANGED between
start and end of experiments. [Note the different standard
errors, however] (table 6.5). This may be to two pertinent
reasons: a) Shifting of the leg during experiment, but most
pragmatically: b) Differences in algorithm-instructed manual
selection points for the LCF data points (e.g., 3:3 run 1, 3:9
run 1 with anomalous Torque selection points).
• Algorithm I data had an average LCFError of -3.47 +/- 3.81
%(n = 22).This value was the average difference in raw
torque readings before and after the leg was loaded across all
experiments. This error may be attributed to points a) and b)
in the point above.
• TDC was 10/22. Algorithm I local correction factors [LCF1 at
start, LCF2 at end] differed by more than 5% in over half of
cases. In just under half of cases, there was an acceptable
difference in the LCF at start and end, as defined by the 5DC.
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Table 6.9. Assessment A: From Algorithmic Data [Continued]
Assessment Criterion
Relevant Metrics and References
How do the number of peaks Algorithm I [table 6.3, figure 6.18 & table
calculated by the algorithms 6A.18]:
compare with that expected by
• XPNP
theory?
• PDC, TPDC
Algorithm II [table 6.6, figure 6.19 & table
6A.22] :
• XPNPWp, XPNPEx
• PDC, TPDC [Wp and Ex separately].
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Assessment and Pertinent Observations
Algorithm I:
• Algorithm I peak counts differed substantially from those
theoretically predicted.
• The 1:3 duty cycle (baseline, n = 3; and test, n = 1) satisfied the PDC
(+/- 5 peaks).
• All other duty cycles failed the PDC, with XPN’s greater than +/5
peaks for all runs.
• If percentages* are to be considered also within a 5% range of
acceptability, then the 2:3 condition on average [XPNP = -3.72%]
would also be acceptable.
• TPDC was 4/22.
Algorithm II:
• Algorithm II peak counts in comparison with theory varied for Wp
and Ex. For Wp, peak detection was poor. For Ex, peak detection
was exceptional, as assessed by 5 peak count criterion.
• For Wp, there was substantial deviation of peak counts in
comparison with theory. The 1:3 was the only duty cycle to satisfy
the PDC completely, with 3/3 XPN’s in the range +/- 5 peaks. TPDC
was 3/21.
• For Ex, there was complete satisfaction with the PDC. All duty
cycles had an XPN within the 5% tolerance. TPDC was 21/21.
Comparison with Excel Algorithm (chapter 5):
• In comparison with Excel Algorithm, peak counts were much more
improved despite the disparities above. For example, in the 2:6 duty
cycle, COUNT was used in Excelxxii to calculate maxima (table 5A.3
of appendix 5F). The total number of maxima was found to be 2080.
This corresponded to an ~8-fold difference in that expected by
theory. Despite low peak count criteria in some instance, the
algorithms were exceptionally better at calculating peaks.
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Table 6.9. Assessment A: From Algorithmic Data [Continued 2]
Assessment Criterion
Relevant Metrics and References
How does the baseline correction Algorithm I & II (table 6.7, examples figures
vary between Algorithm I and 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, plots for all figure 6.22):
Algorithm II?
• TrimError

Assessment and Pertinent Observations
•
•
•

The TrimError shows differences between torque values
analyzed by Algorithm I and II relative to the raw torque
waveform. This differed by no more than 5 Nm.
In general, this error became larger across experiments (figure
6.22).
Comparisons of metrics between algorithm I and II [e.g.,
SDIM tables 6.10] must be approached with these data in
mind. The greater the TrimError means the greater the
difference between metrics derived with the two different
baselines.

*For the LCFError, 5% percentages were used. But this was more practical for that data. Peak counts, counts are more practical. In any case, there
were several peaks omitted by algorithm I as assessed by the XPN, XPNP and PDC measurement criteria.
**From 22 experimental runs, two LCF’s measured each run = 44 total average.
***Listed here also some “experimental” observations (namely torque due to gravity).
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Figure 6.28. Algorithm I Peak Error Percentages.

Figure 6.29. Algorithm II Peak Error Percentages. Unlike algorithm I, for algorithm II
the XPNP value was found for both warm-up and exercise periods.
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Figure 6.30. Algorithm I LCF Error Percentages.

Figure 6.31. Algorithm I LCF Error Percentages [3-dimensional representation].
Depicted here are LCF Error data, represented in 3-dimensions for comparison. Run 1 data
seemed to have a greater range of error over experiments. Perhaps this was due to the
outlier. Also, the user [author MT] may have gotten more precise at baseline selection points
across run-analysis of the same duty cycle.
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Figure 6.32. TrimError – Baseline Correction between Algorithm I and II. 1 – 1:3, 2
– 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 1:3 (test), 7 – 2:6, 8 – 3:9.
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Assessment B – From Experimental Data

Figure 6.33. SDIM Comparison. All the SDIM’s were placed in one plot across experiments. 1 – 1:3, 2 – 2:3, 3 – 3:3, 4 – 1:6, 5 – 1:9, 6 – 1:3 (test),
7 – 2:6, 8 – 3:9. All data from three runs except 6 (1:3 test, 1 run).Shown only is the SDIM over the period of exercise, Ex, as this was calculated by
all SDIM computation procedures, and is most meaningful.
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Following computation of all decrement indices, SDIM1 data (chapter 5) were re-analyzed and standard errors calculated. Together with SDIM2,
SDIM3, SDIM4 these data were plotted with error bars (figure 6.33). For each experimental condition, all three duty cycles are shown, with the
exception of the 1:3 test. Comparison of decrement indices across computations shows that different SDIM methods yielded different results for
percentage decrease in torque. In conditions 1 (1:3) and 7 (2:6), there were both positive and negative results for SDIM’s. In the 1:3 condition, SDIM1
was negative [-0.61 +/- 10.97 %], while all other indices were positive (figure 6.33) [S.E. values are presented in appendix 6G, table 6A.29). For the
2:6 condition, SDIM1 and SDIM2 were negative [-10.4 +/- 11.93 % & -1.19 +/- 6.42 %, respectively], while SDIM3 and SDIM4 were both positive
[both 2.01 +/- 10.86 %]. Hence, across algorithms, there were differential snapshots of fatigue derived for these experimental conditions. Across the
conditions, SDIM3 and SDIM4 were essentially the same for all duty cycle conditions (table 6A.29).
The relative magnitudes of SDIM’s also differed considerably for the same experimental conditions in some circumstances. In conditions 4 (1:6), 5
(1:9) and 8 (3:9), the SDIM1 was considerably larger than the SDIM2, SDIM3 and SDIM4 (figure 6.33). For condition 8 (3:9), it was larger than the
SDIM2 but not SDIM3 or SDIM4 (figure 6.33). In conditions 2, 3 and 8 the SDIM2 was much smaller than other SDIM metrics. A comprehensive
collection of these data may be seen again in table 6A.29 of appendix 6G. Some of these variations may be explained by how the individual SDIMs
were defined (table 6.10). For example, SDIM2 may have omitted the final peak of Wp if the warm-up was slightly longer than 5-min. By the indexing
of the algorithm this would have meant that the final peak of Wp would have been registered as a first peak in Ex, altering the calculation of the first
five peaks at the start. This may have caused slight inaccuracies in the SDIM value calculated across the Ex period.
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Table 6.10. SDIM Calculation Methods and Potential Sources of Error
SDIM
Calculation Method
Period of the Waveform
across which SDIM was
calculated
SDIM1
Percentage decrease in peaks Wp
relative to averages of first and Ex
last three peaks.
Wp+Ex
SDIM2
Percentage decrease in peaks, Wp
relative to averages of first and Ex
last five peaks, after thresholding Wp+Ex
[Baseline Correction 1].
SDIM3

Same as SDIM2 but with new Wp
baseline [Baseline Correction 2]. Ex

SDIM4

Same as SDIM2 and SDIM3 but Ex
with normalized peaks.
Wp – warm-up, Ex – exercise, Wp+Ex – warm-up and exercise (entire waveform).
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Stratification of Warm-up and Exercise Periods
[Which may have led to peak error]
Wp and Ex manually divided into two regions (see
chapter 5)
t = 5 mins used to divide Wp and Ex.
If Wp went for longer than 5-min, then the final
peak (or potentially two peaks, but most likely just
final peak) may have been included in the first five
peak values of Ex.
Time 5 was used to divide waveform into Wp and
Ex. The program instructed the user to select a
point on the baseline after the Z peak of Ex as this
point. The Z peak of Ex may have been included in
the last peaks of Wp.
See above.
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6.4 DISCUSSION

This study presented two custom algorithms for use in analyzing torque-time data from
dynamometry experiments. Other than putting forward a refined list of metrics that can be
used to analyze such data, methods to assess and compare algorithms against themselves, and
prior work (chapter 5) was performed. Algorithm I was developed as a first method to
calculate peaks from torque-time data. The algorithm performed baseline corrections on
torque-time data using an automated method, as well as producing a variety of metrics to
describe both the biological features of data analysed, and the workings of the algorithm itself.
Algorithm II was subsequently developed to perform a refined baseline correction based on
user input. In addition, it re-calculated a variety of metrics about the new baseline, and
included a set of normalized metrics and plots to describe the data.

A major goal of peak analysis in the described algorithms was to calculate peak torques. These
peaks corresponded to the maximum torque achieved in every repetition of stimulation during
the warm-up and exercise periods. Both algorithms differed in peak numbers counted when
comparing with theoretical values. However, both algorithms produced peak numbers which
were much closer to those expected by theory than the maxima analysis of previous work
(chapter 5). Another improvement of the algorithms was in the ability to easily calculate the
local correction factors, representing the torque of the leg due to gravity. Although not used
to correct data, this is an improvement on the analysis in chapter 5 which used one GCF value
to adjust all data.

The primary impetus of this work was to develop algorithms that could be used to measure
fatigue from torque-time data in isometric dynamometry experiments. While initially the goal
was to deduce biological conclusions about differential effects of duty cycle on fatigue
(chapter 5), this chapter focused more so on the computational aspects of analyzing torque(and angle-) time data series. However, the algorithms were able to assist in making general
conclusions regarding the effect of duty cycle on muscle fatigue. In this study, it was
demonstrated that increasing OFF time has much less of an effect on torque reduction than
increasing ON time. This finding is in concordance with data presented by Krajl et al. (1986).
The authors demonstrated that, in quadriceps, increasing the OFF time reduces fatigue. In our
study, the decrement indices were much greater for the 2:3 and 3:3 duty cycles in comparison
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with the 1:6 and 1:9 duty cycles. This is also analogous to results from ES of triceps, where
the 1:3 duty cycle has been shown to cause a higher level of fatigue, in comparison with 1:5
and 1:7 stimulation conditions at a time point of 15-mins (Snyder-Mackler et al., 1988)xxiii. It
may be concluded therefore from the biological data that torque augmentation is maintained
with increasing OFF times, but fatigue ensues if ON time is increased. Such findings may be
important in fields such as muscle strengthening, where the duty cycle has been implicated to
play an important role (e.g., Cox et al., 1986; Nelson & Cowling, 1999). Future work would
investigate these findings over more experimental sessions and a more consistent warm-up.
Despite this, it is remarkable that these general findings still occurred in light of extremely
variable warm-up across different days.

A unique feature of the biological experiments of this chapter was the incorporation of
normalization metrics based on theoretical charge. Electrical charge Q has been defined by
Gregory & colleagues (2007) as the product of pulse width and frequency. However, in this
study, electrical charge was derived by use of a mathematical model posed in chapter 4. The
algorithm incorporated an automatic derivation of total theoretical electrical charge delivered
during the course of the electrical stimulation. Gregory et al. (2007) also generated the same
charge from different combinations of frequency and pulse width. The study performed did
this in a similar fashion, by increasing the duty cycle multiple. It is interesting that in our
study, different magnitudes of time integrals were obtained despite the same amount of
theoretical charge being delivered. Future work would be well-guided to investigate these
relationships further by using different duty cycle permutations, and charge-equivalences
from these.

The work posed also demonstrated the difficulty in performing triplicates of the same duty
cycle on different days. This was reflected in the large differences in warm-up torques and
variability between runs of the same duty cycle. Normalization based on both warm-up torque
and charge was attempted in order to provide some sort of standardization to the data. The
torque-time integral has been used by Minogue & colleagues to relate mechanical muscle
responses to energetic (e.g., Minogue et al., 2013). However, our study normalized torque
time integrals on a basis of charge. Future work could validate these normalizations, and
assess the relative utility of metrics such as the Q Base Ratio, N1A and N2A in modeling
muscle fatigue from dynamometry data. This novel set of algorithms have provided the basis
for future work and refinements to analyze dynamometry data.
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This algorithm was designed to analyzed torque-time data from an isokinetic dynamometer.
As such, it has potential applications not only limited to the experiments at hand. This
technique has widely been used in studies of both muscle forces with and without electrical
stimulation (e.g., Gregory et al. 2007 – NMES; dos Santos Gloria et al., 2017 – without ES).
As such, it could be readily adapted for use by sports medicine clinicians, physiotherapists or
exercise physiologists (among others) in muscle studies. For example, it could be incorporated
into a user-friendly software package, that would be designing using the scripts of this chapter,
but in a fashion such that end-users would not require having to do programming themselves.

6.5 CONCLUSION

This study has presented a novel two-part algorithm that may be used to calculate peaks from
torque-time waveforms obtained during dynamometry. The algorithms were capable of not
only detecting peaks corresponding to muscle contraction, but also generating a series of
metrics and plots which graphically summarized the large data sets obtained. As such,
conclusions from the biological experiment examining the effect of duty cycle on the
quadriceps were able to be drawn, in agreeance with previous findings. This method was
highly computationally expedient, requiring minimal user input, yet was flexible enough to
allow the user to edit peaks selected by the algorithm. Therefore, the work presented is a
powerful tool which may be used by researchers examining torque-time data in any
experiment that requires dynamometry. The implications of this are widespread for the fields
of muscle biomechanics.
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6.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY
In particular, this study presented:
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

A detailed computational procedure for analyzing torque-time waveforms, from initial
data acquisition to analysis, and peak computations, then comparative analyses
thereafter.
Two algorithms were developed that are capable of processing .LVM files, and
translating torque-time and angle-time data into a list of relevant metrics presented in
an easy-to-understand .XLSX file.
A computational procedure that for the most part is automated, but allows sufficient
user input to edit peaks occurring in torque-time waveforms.
A refined library of metrics to process torque-time and angle-time data. This library
computes peak numbers at various stages of algorithm processing, fatigue metrics,
maxima and minima, as well as correction factors based on gravity.
A series of plots that can represent torque peaks to a high degree of accuracy. These
plots were generated using a semi-automated series of algorithms were the user can be
prompted to assist in peak selection.
A method of normalizing different experimental torque values on a basis of theoretical
electrical charge delivered during electrical stimulation.
Methods of algorithm self-validation that are capable of comparing the computed
number of peaks with that expected by theory.
Detailed baseline correction methods for torque-time data.
Several control flow diagrams which discuss in detail how the modules and functions
of each algorithm work, and what metrics are produced at the various stages of signal
processing.
Semi-automated methods whereby users can select peaks from torque-time data, with
most of the complex analyses of computation performed by the algorithms
components’ thereafter.
Fatigue metric results as obtained from algorithms, which are similar in concordance
with the findings of chapter 5.
Peak plots which are more precise than maxima trends of chapter 5.
Graphical methods that allow for visualization of the two different baseline correction
procedures suggested.
Plots of average maximum torques as a function of ON, OFF and ON+OFF time which
are simple to understand.
Normalized torque plots which confer the findings of chapter 5 regarding muscle
variability under similar stimulation conditions on different days.
Novel ways of presenting normalized torque values in terms of total theoretical
electrical charge.
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6.7 ENDNOTES
Appropriate commentary for this chapter is listed below.
i

Indeed, this is also an issue in sleep medicine, as discussed with colleagues Wed 21/6/17. Namely,
the identification of meaningful descriptors for flow per minute data in the context of airway analysis
(sleep medicine).
ii
Similar to chapter 5, run 0 was not included for the 1:3 condition. This may have changed the
averages of the 1:3 condition. For the purposes of discussion this will be considered as a trial run.
However, three runs were performed uniformly for each experiment thereafter (with the exception of
the 1:3 test run).
iii
Other biological parameters, such as diet, sleep and exercise before and after experiments was
difficult to control. An attempt at documenting some of these was presented in the field notes of
chapter 5 (appendix 5B).
iv
Version R2007b and potentially 2016 version were also used at times. The only issue of course with
using two different MATLAB versions was compatibility. Some commands had to be altered when
the different versions were used. Namely, transposition of the peaks (PKS)/peak locations (LOCS)
datasets after findpeaks was used, and use of “dataset” instead of “table” (when the older version was
used to develop the algorithm).
v
Fatigue is a complex notion, and a good review of muscle fatigue is that of Gandevia (2001). For the
purposes of this thesis, fatigue was defined as a reduction in torque over the period of stimulation.
vi
Code was not perfected or finalized, but had inconsequential effects overall (code just used for
making folders etc.).
vii
Exponentials and sinusoids were main curve fits trialled.
viii
There may also be a torque change between 0 and 60 unloaded potentially but this was not taken
into account.
*Some variables slightly renamed than how they appeared in algorithm for purpose of clarity.
ix

Use of criteria to assess was inspired by thesis of Fornusek (2005)
Future data sets would also be smoothed for intrinsic noise that may have been apparent in the
dataset.
xi
Described more extensively in the theoretical, mathematical model posed in chapter 4.
xii
A more extensive description of peaks and peak notations are provided in chapter 5.
xiii
Indeed a more complex method involving rearranging of matrices was trialled. However, use of
MATLAB’s sort function was much simpler.
xiv
Theoretical definitions of muscle warm-up are explored extensively in appendix 5M. The 5-min of
1:3 chosen was essentially arbitrary.
xv
Inspiration for this procedure came from conversations with Dr. Sun Bin, Charles Perkins Centre,
University of Sydney.
xvi
This was discovered to be incorrect and a post-hoc correction was performed to calculate total
charge as a sum of warm-up charge (delivered at 1:3), and exercise charge (delivered at the duty
cycle of interest).
xvii
Thanks to Dr. Dmitry Shishmarev (now at ANU) for this prompt, and discussion of the
mechanistics of the curve fitting procedure.
xviii
Large standard error however so limited conclusions may be drawn thus.
xix
R-squared values differed slightly sometimes between code and processing (see appendix data).
xx
Intriguing R-squared values as run 3 data seems roughly linear, with no slope. Yet R-sq ~0.
xxi
In the ON time permutations however, the average maximum torque across the 3:3 conditions was
less than the 2:3.
xxii
EPN may have been calculated slightly different in Excel algorithm but this deduction is fine in
context of comparing peak numbers calculated in comparison with theory.
xxiii
Authors also argue that: “No differences were found among duty-cycle after 10, 20, or 30
contractions (Snyder-Mackler et al., 1988).
x
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CHAPTER 7: AN ALGORITHM FOR ANALYSING RANDOMIZED PULSE
TRAINS AT DIFFERENT DUTY CYCLES

7.1 PREAMBLE

In chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis, sessions of electrical stimulation were performed each
lasting for 25-min (5-min warmup, 20-min exercise). Each experimental condition involved
testing of one duty cycle of stimulation only, in an attempt to perform a modified version of
early work by Gentz & Moore (1988). Each chapter sought to see: a) How changing duty
cycle affects fatigue, and b) How these data may be processed using advanced algorithms
(chapter 5 methods, cf. chapter 6 methods). However, one major limitation was large
variability in torques generated when the same duty cycle was tested on different days. As
such, a period of prolonged stimulation for 20-mins may be quite different across different
days despite the same parameters used for electrical stimulation.

Another form of stimulation is acute stimulation, delivered over a shorter period of time such
as seconds or a few minutes. Therefore, intuition dictates that following from chronic studies
of the effect of duty cycle on torque it would be wise to investigate acute stimulation delivered
at different duty cycles. This has the advantage of not being subjected to across-day variations
as discussed. If pulse trains are delivered in one session they must be randomized to reduce
experimental bias. In their study of alternating current duty cycles, Szecsi & Fornusek (2014)
described stimulation being delivered in “blocks”, comprised of different types of alternating
current delivered at different duty cycles. Herein, a randomized method inspired by this paper,
is used to design a protocol delivering different duty cycles of pulsed current to the
quadriceps. The same randomized pattern is delivered to the quadriceps on a human subject
on different occasions. A novel algorithm is developed for analyzing torque-time waveforms
resulting from isometric dynamometry under these conditions, and conclusions drawn
regarding the torque responses arising due to each duty cycle in an acute context.
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7.2 METHODS

7.2.1 Electrical Stimulation Protocol and Randomized Design

An experiment was designed to analyze torque responses when the quadriceps was subjected
to randomized pulses delivered at different duty cycles. The same duty cycles (1:3, 2:6, 3:9,
1:6, 1:9, 2:3 and 3:3) were used as in chapters 5 and 6, inspired by the early work of Gentz &
Moore (1988). However rather than delivering each for 25-min on separate occasions, all duty
cycles were delivered in each session using a randomized pattern.

Randomization Procedure
In their paper, Szecsi & Fornusek talk of providing “eight stimulation blocks” and “...each
block contained eight stimulation periods that corresponded to the [duty cycle AC]
“conditions”. This protocol informed the development of a randomized stimulation sequence
at which to deliver the seven duty cycles of interest.
In order to generate the randomized pattern, each duty cycle was assigned a number [1:3 – 1,
1:6 – 2, 1:9 – 3, 2:3 – 4, 3:3 – 5, 2:6 – 6, 3:9 – 7]. Sample numbers are presented for the
purposes of illustrating the randomization procedure (table 7.1), and columns labelled A-D
inclusive. Each duty cycle was assigned a random number using the RAND() function in Excel
(column C, table 7.1). Then, the relative order of those random numbers was used to assigned
a number 1 – 7 in column 1. This was achieved by use of an Excel formula that aimed to
produce the order of column C relative to column A (i.e., the indexing column).

Table 7.1. Setting up the Randomization Procedure.
Column A
Column B
Column C
1
13
0.558514
2
16
0.154995
3
19
0.473581
4
23
0.972842
5
33
0.540123
6
26
0.640861
7
39
0.208851
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3
7
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The aim of the initial randomization procedure was also to yield seven randomized columns
similar to column 1. The goal was to produce a 7 x 7 matrix of randomized duty cycles
(denoted by numbers 1 to 7 inclusive). No duty cycle could appear more than once in either
row or column. In order to achieve this, the next six columns (i.e., 2 – 7inclusive, table 7.2a)
were randomized on the basis of column D and a series of auxiliary matrices with randomized
numbers. In summary:
•

Seven auxiliary matrices were set up, each with six rows and two columns (table 7.2b).
In each matrix, there were two columns. The first had six of the seven numbers of the
sequence 1-7, with one missing in each column (table 7.2b). The second had a random
number specified by RAND().

•

A formula was typed into the first cell of column 2. This formula was a conditional
formula that instructed access to one of the seven auxiliary matrices on a basis of the
value in column 1 of that row. For example, in row 1, column 1 of table 7.2a, the value
is 3. In row 1 of column 2, the formula would instruct to access the auxiliary matrix of
table 7.2b where the value of 3 is missing [highlighted in yellow for example]. This
cell would then be filled with the order of the first cell in the yellow column.

•

The formula was then dragged across the row, and as so, it would access the auxiliary
matrix of interest in a downward fashion, producing the relative randomized order of
each number across the row of table 7.2a.

•

This process would be repeated for each row of table 7.2a, accessing a different
auxiliary matrix for each row.

•

This ensured that the numbers 1 – 7 appeared once in each row.
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Table 7.2a. Randomized Protocol Generator: Example
Random Protocol Generator, adapted from Szecsi & Fornusek (2014).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Partitioni
13
16
19
23
33
26
39

1
3
7
5
1
4
2
6

0.558514
0.154995
0.473581
0.972842
0.540123
0.640861
0.208851

2
6
2
1
6
7
1
3

3
7
5
7
5
3
4
5

4
2
1
4
7
5
3
2

5
4
6
2
2
6
5
4

6
1
4
3
4
1
7
1

7
5
3
6
3
2
6
7

Table 7.2b. Auxiliary Matrices for Randomization Purposes
7
1
2
3
4
5
6

0.715009
0.163808
0.727037
0.022874
0.418107
0.450228

6
1
2
3
4
5
7

0.957805
0.765888
0.960039
0.780732
0.999654
0.688972

5
1
2
3
4
6
7

0.918193
0.398423
0.735478
0.785423
0.751756
0.631883

4
1
2
3
5
6
7

0.235627
0.799187
0.372629
0.279038
0.996643
0.88288
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3
1
2
4
5
6
7

0.476316
0.169423
0.63881
0.616892
0.86093
0.601821

2
1
3
4
5
6
7

0.881379
0.561286
0.651932
0.440021
0.034118
0.055772

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.414563
0.587945
0.205915
0.987656
0.856533
0.967655
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The final randomization matrix (table 7.3) differs from any examples (i.e., table 7.1a & b) as
RAND() changes each time an operation is performed on Excel.

Table 7.3. Randomized Pattern Generated
Partition
1
2
1
13
0.6228
3
7
2
16
0.696862 2
5
3
19
0.125953 7
3
4
23
0.961222 1
4
5
33
0.517979 4
6
6
26
0.434722 5
6
7
39
0.169117 6
3

3
5
7
4
5
3
7
4

4
4
6
1
6
7
4
5

5
2
4
6
7
2
1
1

6
6
1
5
2
5
2
7

7
1
3
2
3
1
3
2

Initially, colour codes were assigned such that a series of programs would be handprogrammed into the stimulator to deliver four randomized duty cycles in sequence. For
example, the first four numbers (in white, 3, 7, 5, 4) would be delivered by one stimulator
program, then the next four (in black, 2, 6, 1, 2) by another. However, it was decided that each
stimulation partition (numbered) would be delivered individually for practical purposes. In
addition, it was also decided to only do the first three rows of the pattern, as that was deemed
to produce enough repetition of the randomized pulses. Therefore, the final stimulation pattern
was that of table 7.4.

Table 7.4. Randomized Pattern for Experiment: Final
1
2
3
4
5
6
3
7
5
4
2
6
2
5
7
6
4
1
7
3
4
1
6
5

7
1
3
2

Precise Stimulation Parameters

For each partition of stimulation delivered (table 7.4), three pulse trains were delivered, with
a ramp pulse initially and a partial pulse after signifying the commencement of the 4th pulse
(figure 7.1). When the 4th pulse commenced, the stimulation was manually changed so that
the pulse of the next partition could begin.
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Figure 7.1. Sample partition of stimulation shown in terms of torque generated. In total
there were five pulse trains delivered in most partitions. Each pulse train produced a torque
plateau. Schematic shown for illustrative purposes. One ramp peak (Pr), three peaks (P1, P2
and P3) and one partial pulse train (Pp) whereby stimulation at the given duty cycle was
stopped such that the next duty cycle could be delivered.

Prior to the administration of the random sequence of 21 partitions (7 X 3), a warm-up series
of pulse trains were delivered that were 10 pulses of 1:3 stimulation. Stimulation was provided
by a hand-held Med 4 (OttoBock Healthcare Products Austria GmbH, Vienna, Austria)
stimulator, as in chapters 5 and 6. Stimulation was delivered at 45 mA, 30 Hz with a pulse
width of 300 µs. There was no ramp-up or ramp-down administered automatically (ramp-up
= ramp-down = 0-s specified in the stimulator), decided during trial runs (appendix 7A). There
were multiple trials performed (n = 7), with six of these ultimately being processed by the
algorithm due to issues with one dataset. Torque was measured throughout the stimulation
using a Biodex System 2 isokinetic dynamometer. The moment arm was configured at a knee
joint angle of 60 degrees flexion as per chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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7.2.2 Signal Processing and Algorithm Development

Data Processing

In a similar fashion to chapter 6, custom-designed MATLAB algorithms were drafted, tested
and produced to process torque data from randomized trials. The data processing procedure
(figure 7.2) summarizes how the data was processed. The codes from the algorithms of chapter
6 (chapter 6 appendices) were modified in some instances to facilitate the development of
code for modules and functions.

Figure 7.2. Summary of data processing. Initially an algorithm was made, then refinements
had to be made as partitions in blocks were graphed out of order.
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Algorithm Description

Preliminary Definitions

For the purposes of discussion of how time-torque data were processed, a few terms must be
defined, in terms of the stimulation delivered during the course of experiments. Application
of these terms in the context of torque-time waveforms is also depicted (figure 7.3).

Let:
•

A partition represent the five pulse trains delivered at a given duty cycle (one ramp
pulse train, three pulse trains and one partial pulse thereafter).

•

A block represent the total number of partitions where no duty cycle is repeated (i.e.,
seven partitions in this experiment).

The terms partition and block can refer to either:
•

The electrical stimulation.

•

The

resultant

torque

waveform

generated

due

to

the

stimulation.

Figure 7.3. Stimulation delivered in randomized order. Three blocks of stimulation were
delivered, each with seven partitions (one for each duty cycle). Block 1 also contained a
warmup partition. BmPn notation signifies block m partition n. B1PW was the warmup
partition in block 1. Therefore in total there were 3 X 7 + 1 = 22 partitions of stimulation
delivered.
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Signal Processing Algorithms

The goal of algorithm development was thus to separate all duty cycles from torque-time data
series and align all three repetitions from a given experiment. (i.e., align duty cycle 1 from
blocks 1, 2, 3 and then duty cycle 2, etc.). Similar to the algorithms presented in chapter 6,
this was achieved by designing custom-made algorithms comprised of: a) large main pieces
of code for “main” processing (modules), and b) associated functions to assist these modules
in achieving their tasks (functions). A summary of all modules and functions is presented in
table 7.5. Algorithms were ran then data processed as discussed below (next section).
Table 7.5. Summary of Algorithm – Constituent Files and Main Purposes
Modules
dataload
Loads torque, time and angle data for a given experimental run as
input by the user.
PeakFinder
Baseline corrects data based on approximate torque due to gravity,
finds peaks using findpeaks MATLAB function, requests user
to remove peaks by running ginputremove or adding peaks by
running ginputadd or ginputadd2 if further additions are
required.
PeakSplit
Requests user to divide the entire torque-time waveform into three
blocks. Then asks the user to divide each block into partitions. Each
block is plotted horizontally (i.e., rotated 90 degrees) so torque
labels can be easily read.
PeakAnalysis
Exportation of blocks and partitions (all time/peak torque values) to
Excel spreadsheet. Peak numbers and points defining blocks and
partitions also exported.
PeakAnalysis2
Partitions of same number aligned from different blocks and plotted
on one subplot (i.e., B1P1, B2P1, B3P1) plotted on same graph.
PeakUnjumble
Specified Excel sheet of previously exported metrics, to be
unjumbled. Runs blockreload and blockunjumble for
each spreadsheet (i.e., experimental condition).
PeakReplot
Loads newly ordered partitions for each experimental condition.
Runs blockreplot for each.
Functions
ginputremove
Requests the user to remove peaks from ROI.
ginputadd
Requests the user to add peaks from ROI.
ginputadd2
Requests the user to add peaks from ROI, subsequently.
blockreload
Reloads all blocks and partitions previously saved in Excel.
blockunjumble
Re-writes a new spreadsheet with partitions in correct order (i.e.,
that of the initial randomized sequence).
blockreplot
Generates a plot for the three repetitions of a given duty cycle by
sub-plotting the partitions corresponding as specified by the
randomization pattern.
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Control Flow Diagrams

The modules and functions described in table 7.5 may be summarized and connected by a
series of control flow diagrams, similar to the algorithm presentation in chapter 6.
dataload – Initial Loading of Data

Upon acquisition of data from the Biodex, there are characteristically three datasets: samples
(time), torque and angle of the machine. In this experiment, the sampling rate of the Biodex
was set at 100 Hz, so time samples were obtained every 1/100 of a second. Data was initially
acquired from the Biodex in the .LVM format, but saved as .XLSX. The dataload module
(figure 7.4a) accesses these three datasets and imports them into MATLAB, based on the userspecified file number. It then inverts the torque giving it a positive sign for ease of analysis
thereafter.

Figure 7.4a. The dataload module. This is the first module of the algorithm that calls upon
the user to input the experimental file number of interest.
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PeakFinder – Location of Peaks

This module (figure 7.4b) produces a form of the torque-time data in the region of interest
(ROI), selected by the user manually. This ROI is the torque-time waveform with noise at the
beginning and the end removed. It then converts the x-axis from samples (1/100 s) to time (s),
and shifts the y-axis such that the torque of gravity is accounted for (baseline correction). In
this code, the baseline correction value was taken as an approximate value of 10 Nm on the
basis of prior calculations (chapters 5 and 6).

Figure 7.4b. The PeakFinder module. This module takes the data loaded by dataload and
calculates torque peaks. The user can edit the peaks found by the running of other functions.
The initial peak detection performed by the code is based on the in-built findpeaks
function in MATLAB. This function requests a value that will define where the in-built
function searches for a peak. In this code it was referred to as the Kvalue (figure 7.4b). This
was obtained by a trial-and-error approach. A similar “guessing” approach has also been used
for example to determine vertical prominence value (McDonald et al., 2017) which has also
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been adopted by some authors (McDonald et al., 2017). A range of Kvalues were trialled by
changing the Kvalue in preliminary code and seeing the resultant peak number PN1. This was
then compared to the expected peak number, EPN which was calculated by computing how
many peaks were to be expected from the stimulation. Following this, the code thresholds
peaks such that those only above or equal to 0.30 of the maximum of the peaks is displayed.
The code then offers the option of adding, removing or further adding peaks (table 7.5).
PeakSplit – Division of Peaks into Blocks and Partitions

This module (figure 7.4c) plots the torque-time data with superimposed peaks. Then, the user
is asked to divide it up into three blocks, corresponding to the three blocks of stimulation
administered to produce the torque (figure 7.3). Following this, there are three new plots
generated in succession – one showing the torque-time waveform for each block. Each graph
is flipped 90 degrees clockwise and labels assigned to all peaks for easy inspection by the
user. For each plot, the user is prompted to divide each into the respective number of partitions
(eight for block 1, seven each for blocks 2 and 3). In both instances, division of the waveform
into blocks and partitions is achieved by using a combination of ginput and pause()
functions in MATLAB which allow selection of defining points for the user in an easy manner.

Figure 7.4c. The PeakSplit module. This module plots the torque-time waveform then
requests the user to divide it into blocks. Then, the user is requested to divide each block into
partitions.
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PeakAnalysis & PeakAnalysis2 – Saving of Peaks and Locations and Plotting
These two codes (figure 7.4d) save all the data obtained in the previous modules. In the first,
PeakAnalysis takes all the block-partition data and exports it to an Excel spreadsheet
(figure 7.4d, top). In the second, PeakAnalysis2

uses the block-partition data and

generates subplots of peaks in partitions.

Figure 7.4d. The PeakAnalysis and PeakAnalysis2 modules. In the first analytical module,
all the torque peaks and their time values are saved in an Excel sheet. In the second module
they are plotted.
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PeakUnjumble & PeakReplot – Saving and Plotting of Peaks Properly Aligned

Following prior modules, block-partition data needs to be aligned as per the randomization
pattern (table 7.4). This module (figure 7.4e) calls upon two functions which facilitate this,
and executes the procedure on an experimental run-by-run basis. The first, blockreload,
re-loads

block-partition

data

from

previously

generated

modules.

The

second,

blockunjumble, re-saves the data in a new format encoded on a basis of the initial
randomized pattern. Then, PeakReplot re-plots the properly ordered data (figure 7.4f).

Figure 7.4e. The PeakUnjumble module. This module accessed all the previously computed
data and re-organizes it using two functions.

Figure 7.4f. The PeakReplot module. This module re-plots all the newly aligned data from
PeakUnjumble.
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Data Analysis Methods

All six experimental runs were processed using the aforementioned algorithms (table 7.5,
figures 7.4a – f inclusive). Initial Excel spreadsheets were analyzed but then the new codes
unjumbling block-partition data had to be designed. The unjumbling of data was required to
ensure that all torque peaks were correlated with the duty cycle which produced them.
Therefore, the final meaningful analyses were of unjumbled data.

Torque peaks and locations within each partition were analyzed for each experimental run and
then overall. A normalization torque Tn was found firstly by obtaining the average of
contractions in the warm-up period, for all except the first contraction (ramp peak) and last
contraction. For each duty cycle, there were three partitions (one from each block) and in each
partition, ~3 peaks corresponding to those generated by automated stimulation (i.e., P1, P2,
P3). An average peak value was found by taking the average peak across all three partitions
for a given duty cycle (i.e., ~9 peaks for most). The ramp peak Pr and partial peak PP were
excluded from this calculation. Then, for each duty cycle the average peak value was divided
by the normalization torque Tn. This yielded seven normalized average peak values for each
experimental run (one for each duty cycle). Normalized average peak values were then
averaged across all experimental runs for each duty cycle. Standard deviation, standard error
and relevant plots were generated from these metrics, and compared.

Field Notes

In addition to experimental stimulation and data analyses, a series of field notes were kept for
some experimental runs (appendix 7A).

Other – Peak Counts

The number of peaks exported to Excel for each duty cycle was obtained by counting for each
experimental run, how many peaks there were (across all three partitions). These tallies were
generated by using COUNT() in Excel. In addition, peaks from plots (figures 7.6 – 7.12
inclusive) were manually counted and tallied.
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7.3 RESULTS

Algorithmic Results

Kvalue Iteration

One of the datasets was used to calculate a Kvalue which would produce a PN1 close to the
EPN. The EPN was found in the code (appendix 7F) by the following:

EPN = #blocks*#partitions (3 contractile peaks + 1 ramp peak) + 21 partial peaks from all
partitions = 105 peaks.

The number of peaks in the 1:3 warm-up was not included in this computation, however the
PN1’s proximity to the EPN was a rough indicator of an appropriate Kvalue. The PN1 was
the number of total peaks calculated by the algorithm.

Figure 7.5. Different PN1’s produced by various Kvalues. The Kvalue of the findpeaks
function was changed and the first part of the algorithm was run various times to see what
PN1 would be computed from this. The red represents an asymptote corresponding to the
expected peak number (EPN) of 105 peaks.
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Plot Generation

Raw waveforms, torque waveforms with peaks superimposed, and block-partition diagrams
are presented in appendices 7B – 7D inclusive. Upon re-ordering (unjumbling) of partitions,
a series of plots were generated showing the peaks in each partition. Relevant partitions were
aligned for the various duty cycles.

Peak Counts

The number of peaks for each duty cycle (across 3 partitions for each run) are listed in table
7.6. Data showing peaks in Excel was closely related to the number of peaks counted through
manual tallying of peaks (table 7.6 top, cf. table 7.6 bottom). There was only one error (1:6
run 4), for reasons discussed in appendix 7E.
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1:3 Duty Cycle

Figure 7.6. Ordered Partitions for 1:3 Duty Cycle (n = 6 replicates)
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1:6 Duty Cycle

Figure 7.7. Ordered Partitions for 1:6 Duty Cycle (n = 6 replicates)
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1:9 Duty Cycle

Figure 7.8. Ordered Partitions for 1:9 Duty Cycle (n = 6 replicates)
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2:3 Duty Cycle

Figure 7.9. Ordered Partitions for 2:3 Duty Cycle (n = 6 replicates)
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3:3 Duty Cycle

Figure 7.10. Ordered Partitions for 3:3 Duty Cycle (n = 6 replicates)
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2:6 Duty Cycle

Figure 7.11. Ordered Partitions for 2:6 Duty Cycle (n = 6 replicates)
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3:9 Duty Cycle

Figure 7.12. Ordered Partitions for 3:9 Duty Cycle (n = 6 replicates). There was an error in the sixth file (bottom right corner).
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Peak Counts

Table 7.6. Number of Peaks
Number of Peaks Exported to Excel
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
1:3
15
15
16
15
1:6
15
15
25
15
1:9
15
15
15
15
2:3
16
15
15
15
3:3
15
15
15
15
2:6
15
15
15
15
3:9
15
15
15
14
Number of Peaks Appearing in MATLAB-Generated Plots
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
1:3
15
15
16
15
1:6
15
15
13
15
1:9
15
15
15
15
2:3
16
15
15
15
3:3
15
15
15
15
2:6
15
15
15
15
3:9
15
15
15
14

Run 6
15
15
15
15
14
15
17

Run 7
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Run 6
15
15
15
15
14
15
17

Run 7
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

The number of peaks for each duty cycle (three repetitions over six runs) is shown in table
7.6. For most, there were 15 torque peaks for each duty cycle generated over the course of
entire stimulation.
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Experimental Results

Normalization Torques from Warm-up

Normalization torques, and relevant statistical metrics of each warm-up contraction set
(standard deviation, number of contractions and standard error) are presented in table 7.7.
Torques are represented graphically in figure 7.13. There was considerable variation between
average torque generated from 10 warm-up contractions across different experiments on
different days. The smallest was run 3 [Tn = 11.304 +/- 0.313 Nm], whereas the largest was
run 2 [Tn = 22.138 +/- 0.061 Nm]. Runs 4 and 7 were close in magnitude, with normalization
torques of 21.889 +/- 0.518 Nm, and 21.674 +/- 0.120 Nm, respectively.

Table 7.7. Warm-up Data used for Normalization
Tn
S.D.
n
sqrt(n) S.E.
Run 2
22.138 0.194
10
3.162
0.061
Run 3
11.304 0.989
10
3.162
0.313
Run 4
21.889 1.638
10
3.162
0.518
Run 5
17.559 0.599
10
3.162
0.189
Run 6
19.267 0.811
10
3.162
0.257
Run 7
21.674 0.380
10
3.162
0.120

Figure 7.13. Normalization Torques for each run. There were considerable variations
across the initial torques generated during warm-up on different days. Namely, cf. runs 2 (1)
and 3 (2). 1 – run 2, 2 – run 3, 3 – run 4, 4 – run 5, 5 – run 6, 6 – run 7.
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Average Normalized Torques (ANT)

The average normalized torque (ANT) for each duty cycle across all three partitions, for each
run, is shown in table 7.8. The smallest value was for the 1:3 duty cycle [ANT = 0.991 +/0.056], whereas the largest was for the 3:9 duty cycle [ANT = 1.062 +/- 0.058]. There was
small difference between the largest and smallest ANT values. In addition, ANT values were
plotted as functions of OFF, ON and ON+OFF time (figures 7.14 – 7.16 respectively).

Table 7.8. Average Normalized Torques
D.C.
Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Run 6 Run 7
1:3
1.098
1.194
0.851
1.079
0.872
0.854
1:6
1.090
1.130
0.979*
1.080
0.875
0.844
1:9
1.202
1.234
0.894
1.103
0.903
0.918
2:3
1.183
1.119
0.878
1.140
0.888
0.834
3:3
1.176
1.080
0.908
1.085
0.893
0.885
2:6
1.221
1.179
0.934
1.167
0.886
0.844
3:9
1.283
1.159
0.930
1.151
0.941
0.908
*Average only of partitions 1 and 2 due to data exportation error.

ANT
0.991
1.000
1.042
1.007
1.004
1.039
1.062

S.E.
0.056
0.045
0.058
0.058
0.046
0.063
0.058

In order to investigate the relationship between ANTs and the effect of ON, OFF and ON+OFF
time permutation, linear fits were plotted across data. The strongest linear correlation was
between ANT and ON+OFF time, with a coefficient of correlation, R2 = 0.963 (figure 7.16).
Similarly, ANT values and OFF time permutation had a strong linear relationship with an R2
= 0.870 (figure 7.14). The correlation between ANT and ON time permutation was less strong
with a coefficient of correlation R2 = 0.605.
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Figure 7.14. ANT as a Function of OFF Time.

Figure 7.15. ANT as a Function of ON Time.

Figure 7.16. ANT as a Function of ON+OFF Time.
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7.4 DISCUSSION

This study successfully developed an algorithm that may be used to compute torque peaks
from isokinetic dynamometry data in an acute sense. By building upon code used to develop
algorithms for longer periods of stimulation (chapter 6), this algorithm could successfully
detect peaks in stimulation delivered over a shorter window of time. Furthermore, the
randomization method inspired by Szecsi & Fornusek was implemented to deliver pulse trains
in a random fashion, reducing any bias of orderii. In addition, the use of block-partition
notation and pulse train labelling within partitions may be used by future researchers as a
framework upon which torques generated from electrical stimulation may be discussed.

A major function of this algorithm, similar to those of chapter 6, was peak detection of torque
data. Using a modified form of the code of chapter 6 in concert with the findpeaks
function, peaks were detected with high accuracy. The use of the intrinsic findpeaks
function has been used in various context to detect peaks in biological data. It has been used
in gait analysis (Mazumder et al., 2017), muscle dynamics (Hasson, 2014), surgical skills
analysis (Trejos et al., 2014) and sleep medicine to measure peaks in flow rate and epiglottic
pressure data (Nguyen et al., 2017). The function is simple to implement, and be accessed via
a single line command or use of the Signal Processing Toolbox (Khan et al., 2013). The
algorithm presented expanded significantly upon the basic findpeaks function through
addition of a user-prompted set of programs (namely, ginputadd, ginputremove,
ginputadd2). These may be adopted by other researchers who aim to analyse data that does
not occur with regular periodicity, similar to the presented data where the torque waveform
had several partitions of data with varying periods in between. These tailor-designed functions
allow for selection or removal of peaks from torque data so that the magnitude of all
contractions can be calculated.

This experimental work demonstrated that at most, there were minor differences in torques
generated during stimulation at different duty cycles, as reflected by ANT metrics. There was
a slightly larger ANT for duty cycles with both ON and OFF time doubled and trebled, in
comparison with those in isolation. Perhaps there would have been substantially larger
differences if stimulation had been delivered for a longer period of time, such as was the case
in chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis. In addition, the relationship between the degree of “ON” and
“OFF” and decrease in torques/ANT metrics (i.e. fatigue) may differ between acute and
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chronic stimulation. For example, Bergström & Hultman (1988) demonstrated that continuous
stimulation can cause less decrease in force than intermittent stimulation in their study using
1:1 duty cycle delivered at 300 µs and 20 Hz. Similarly, Chasiotis & colleagues (1987) also
suggested that intermittent may cause more fatigue than continuous over a shorter period of
time. However if a muscle is subjected to continuous stimulation for much longer, then there
will be much more fatigue than a continuous stimulation analogue. Therefore, the degree of
“chronicity” in the application of stimulation at different duty cycles may influence the
relative effects of ON, OFF and ON+OFF time permutations in fatiguing the muscle of
interest.

There were a few features of this algorithm which have set the ground for future work. The
dataset obtained was a very accurate representation of torque-time peaks, as demonstrated by
table 7.6. However, the addition of a filter would be advantageous to remove various forms
of noise in the data (e.g., raw waveforms, appendix 7B). In their study of kymography for
cellular analysis, Chaphalkar et al. (2016) for example assert that bad signal and noise can
influence peak detection. In chapter 5 of this thesis, it was shown that several local maxima
can appear in raw dynamometry data causing the calculation of anomalous peaks that do not
represent torque peaks. The algorithm presented was able to achieve a much more accurate
representation of peaks than the maxima approximation of chapter 5, thereby achieving the
aim of the study.
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7.5 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, a novel algorithm was presented that was capable of calculating peak torques
from torque-time data from muscle that underwent electrical stimulation. The algorithm put
forward was able to detect these peaks with minimal user assistance, then unjumble and align
them based upon a series of randomized pulse trains delivered to the muscle. This algorithm,
and data analysed post-hoc, showed that modest differences in average normalized torque
occurs when stimulation is delivered in an acute, randomized fashion. As a consequence, it
has been demonstrated that the algorithm developed was a simple-to-use method by which
torque peaks may be calculated from acute data, and unjumbled when muscle is subjected to
randomized stimulation pulse trains. This will provide future researchers with a method by
which they may be able to understand how randomizing duty cycles of stimulation can
influence knee joint torque over an acute period of stimulation.
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7.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY

In particular, this study presented:
•

A method of testing duty cycles all delivered on the same day, to factor into account
the fact that muscles have variable base conditions on different days. Related to this
also, a computational randomization procedure.

•

The concept of block-partition notation to denote stimulation pulse trains delivered in
a random fashion.

•

A detailed series of modules and functions which find peaks, split them into their
repetitions and unscramble them. Subsequently, peaks can be aligned with the duty
cycle with which they were produced, and repetitions of the same duty cycle can be
compared.

•

A semi-automated algorithm building from that of chapter 6 which may be used to
calculate peaks with minimal user input, and over an acute period of stimulation as
opposed to a prolonged period of time.

•

The concept of normalizing torque data during an experimental condition, based on
warm-up torque values.

•

The observation that in the acute sense there may be minimal differences in normalized
torques generated by stimulation at different duty cycles.
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7.7 ENDNOTES
Appropriate commentary for this chapter is listed below.
Originally termed “block” but changed to partition after as block is a term used in the algorithm to
describe seven partitions (below).
ii
Discussed with Professor Stephen Simpson.
i
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CHAPTER 9A: GENERAL DISCUSSION

9.1 OVERVIEW

The co-morbidities of paralysis as brought on by disease pose substantial challenges. Spinal
Cord Injury results in paralysis by causing a disruption in the pathway of nerve conduction
travelling from the brain to the periphery, resulting in an inability to perform muscle
contraction. Multiple Sclerosis involves an autoimmune response that destroys the myelin
surrounding nerves. Although distinct, both conditions can result in paralysis and substantial
impairment for individuals. Both conditions are thus well-known examples of target etiologies
that may be, in part, alleviated by the use of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES)
exercise.

This thesis sought to understand two distinct elements of FES exercise, adding towards an
appreciation for; a) technological enhancement from the point-of-view of interviewees, and
b) understanding how the duty cycle can influence torque generation, and what algorithms can
be developed to assist with data analysis. In addition, an in-depth literature review
underpinning these two aims against the backdrop of the current state of the art was necessary
to put these studies into context. In particular, the work achieved sought to address the
following aims:
•

The understanding of how FES devices can be improved and implemented, as
informed by the perspectives of two main patient groups who may use it for exercise,
Spinal Cord Injury and Multiple Sclerosis [Chapter 2].

•

An understanding of how FES devices can be improved and implemented, as judged
by three main groups who are responsible for its’ provision and development:
engineers, clinicians and researchers [Chapter 3].

•

How to calculate total theoretical electrical charge based on first principles. In
addition, how to do this against a novel framework in which FES waveforms may
herein be described by FES researchers internationally [Chapter 4].

•

What the effect of changing ON, OFF and ON+OFF times of pulse trains has on
generated torque at the knee, when the quadriceps is subjected to electrical stimulation
in a healthy male [Chapter 5].
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•

How torque-time data may be processed using an advanced computer algorithm, and
what relevant metrics and plots are required to understand these [Chapter 6].

•

What the effect of changing duty cycle in an acute, randomized sense has on
quadriceps-generated torque and advanced computer algorithms that may be designed
to process data accordingly [Chapter 7].

9.2 CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW

Functional electrical stimulation exercise exists in various forms, all designed at producing
movements in muscle which is paralyzed. The Literature Review presented a comprehensive
overview of early technologies, then focused on a novel classification system of FES-cycling.
In following from this, the review discussed how FES exercise may lead to an amelioration
of disease sequelae, and gave a comprehensive overview of these issues as reported in the
literature. This provided a justification for the use of FES as an assistive technology for
persons with paralysis, namely Spinal Cord Injury and Multiple Sclerosis.

This review also focused extensively on the use of FES in the home. Using FES devices away
from the laboratory or clinic is associated with several practical issues such as compliance
which need to be understood should the patient use FES regularly. This review involved a
novel literature survey of several research projects that have used FES in the home for not
only neurological disease, but other conditions such as osteoarthritis. This was also performed
against the backdrop of the large Austrian and Italian research efforts which have investigated
denervated muscle stimulation. Therefore, this part of the review showed that home FES has
tremendous potential not limited to neurological disease. In addition, it presented a list of
pragmatic recommendations for the use of FES in the home. These may be adopted by
practitioners and researchers when considering how a patient will use FES when they leave
the laboratory or clinic. Further, they provide a trans-theoretical set of recommendations for
how its’ implementation may be practicalized.

While the understanding of physiological and biomechanical aspects of FES exercise has been
widely investigated by researchers, there has been far less understanding from a public health
standpoint. In recent times, there has been a move towards studies which use surveys or
qualitative interviews to encapsulate perspectives of individuals involved with using,
developing or prescribing FES exercise. The next sub-section of the review put forward a
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detailed argument to the relevance of qualitative research in the rehabilitation engineering
sphere. Thereafter it presented a detailed summary of research methods used by key literature
in this niche area. This will help to highlight the importance of qualitative research and surveys
to the international FES community.

The review also, in detail, presented a survey of several electrical stimulation parameters
which can be manipulated to control FES when given to patients. While amplitude, frequency
and pulse width were discussed, special attention was given to the duty cycle, which is the
time ON and time OFF of pulse trains. Early work stemming from both canines and humans
was overviewed. Then from the literature, a critical analysis was performed which detailed
immense variation in the way authors discuss duty cycle as an electrical parameter. From this
evolved a novel classification system of how different researchers have reported the duty cycle
in their studies. In addition, a comprehensive survey of the art was performed which detailed
resultant physiological and biomechanical outcomes from changing the duty cycle in muscle
experiments.

9.3 CHAPTERS 2 & 3: PUBLIC HEALTH STUDIES

The Lidcombe FES Interview Study
In light of the few studies examining perspectives of FES from a public health standpoint, this
study sought to develop interviews that could be carried out to capture perceptions of FES. A
three-part questionnaire was developed, and administered in an interview setting to two
populations; Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) and Multiple Sclerosis (MS).

The study presented many themes arising from interviews which will help inform the field of
technological innovation and application. The study showed how important exercise is to the
general wellbeing of patients, in the rehabilitation period. This exercise is not only limited to
FES. From experiences with FES, it was seen to assist in physiological and psychological
outcomes for patients after their injury or diagnosis, and being capable of bestowing a sense
of connectedness and satisfaction with the body. Out of all the modalities, FES-cycling was
well-known by patients more so than the relatively foreign exercise of FES-rowing. In
addition, patients highlighted a variety of areas in which FES technology can be improved,
mechanically, electrically, and in the setup and modality by which it is applied. From a home
FES standpoint, the study also showed how patients require commitment and diligence, for
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realistic continual usage. Taken together, the findings of this study will inform future users of
FES about issues relevant in its’ use from a patient perspective.

The Vienna FES Interview Study
The second public health study of this thesis sought to understand the perspectives of
engineers, clinicians and researchers regarding similar questions posed in the Lidcombe study.
In complementarity with the Lidcombe Study, the Vienna Study sought to understand an
alternative set of perspectives which are also essential to FES application and development.
A three-part questionnaire was developed and administered at the 12th Vienna International
Workshop on FES, Vienna, Austria, September 7-9, 2016. This was a groundbreaking study,
with the international conference having provided a rare opportunity at which such interviews
could be conducted using an extremely diverse set of participants from various countries and
FES experiences.

In culmination of the qualitative analysis, this study provided a novel conceptual framework,
known as the Vienna Schema, developed based on interview findings against the backdrop of
the literature. This schema is a succinct summary of pertinent findings of the interviews
carried out in Vienna, which links together the domains of communication/education,
temporal compliance and achievable outcomes, to describe a translational model of
technology underpinned by findings of the study and theory. The model shows how patients
require adequate initial education from clinicians in order to be well-informed before
undertaking FES regularly. Their degree of education, together with their time since
injury/diagnosis will dictate their impetus for doing FES. This choice may change over time,
depending on whether patients’ initial expectations are met. Ultimately this temporal decision
will impact their ability to obtain the benefits FES is capable of providing. Therefore this
model provides a strong conceptual framework upon which all parties involved (patient,
engineer and HCP) may best plan a home exercise program in order to achieve the maximum
possible benefit from FES exercise.
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9.4 CHAPTER 4: MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The application of FES technology involves several components; such as stimulator,
waveform parameters, and individual patient setup. The duty cycle details the time ON and
time OFF of stimulation, and has been less focused in the literature examining waveform
parameters. The first component of this chapter proposed a novel unified method for
discussing the duty cycle. This may be used by researchers globally, providing a common
terminology, by which pulse trains can be discussed.

The major focus of this chapter was the derivation of an equation for total theoretical charge
Q delivered during stimulation, in light of the proposed understanding of duty cycle. An
equation was derived in light of a novel three-tiered approach to considering waveforms on a
global, regional and local basis. The charge equation presented was for a select case of a
rectangular, biphasic waveform which is often used in FES research. This equation provides
the basis by which other experimental data can be normalized, for the purpose of comparison.
In addition to the mathematical model, theorems were presented that may assist researchers
in systematic organization of their studies. A novel approach was presented where fields and
sub-fields may be used to plan out what parameters of stimulation are used in an experiment,
and what resultant physiological outcomes may be achieved from this.

9.5 CHAPTERS 5 & 6: DUTY CYCLE EXPERIMENT A

During electrical stimulation, an important consideration is muscle fatigue, which reflects how
the strength of electrical stimulation is affecting the muscle. Isokinetic dynamometry can be
used to measure fatigue indirectly, by computing how much torque is generated around a joint
when a muscle attached to the joint moves it. In the context of electrical stimulation protocols,
these torque values can be used to infer relative fatigue amounts between one protocol versus
another. Chapters 5 & 6 sought to primarily understand the effect of changing ON, OFF and
ON+OFF times when the quadriceps was subjected to electrical stimulation under isometric
conditions in a healthy male volunteer. A duty cycle of 1:3, and its’ multiples were used. In
addition, these chapters also sought to propose a novel series of computational methods by
which isokinetic dynamometry data can be understood through metrics, plots and algorithmic
analyses.
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Chapter 5: Introductory Methods
When measuring torque using isokinetic dynamometry, there can be several hundreds of
thousands of data points obtained which show changes in torque values at every time
increment. These data need to be processed and analyzed in a meaningful way, so datasets
from different dynamometry sessions can be compared. The work performed presented a
novel metrics library from which torque-time and angle-time waveforms can be quantified.
The library will enable researchers who use dynamometry in both FES and non-FES
experiments to derive meaningful metrics and plots from their data, so they may be compared
between experimental replicates, or across different experimental conditions.

The study of chapter 5 sought to measure torque responses when ON, OFF and ON+OFF time
was changed during an experiment of 25-min of isometric electrical stimulation. The library
devised enabled a series of metrics and plots to be calculated following a comprehensive set
(n = 22) of experiments when the quadriceps was subjected to electrical stimulation. From the
biological experiment performed, it was deduced that changing ON time caused the most
fatigue to arise, if percentages are considered. In addition, use of plotting techniques also
demonstrated that a muscle subjected to the same stimulation may generate quite variable
torque when experiments are performed on different days. Therefore, this work demonstrated
how conclusions from a biological research question (i.e., the effect of duty cycle on torque)
can be drawn by novel analyses of torque-time data.

Chapter 6: Advanced Methods
Following the experiment of chapter 5, the purpose of chapter 6 was to develop an advanced
computational algorithm to process data in a semi-automated fashion. The library of metrics
and plots proposed in chapter 5 provided the basis upon which this algorithm could be
developed. A condensed set of the library was written into a semi-automated MATLAB
algorithm. This algorithm was designed in a way such that most of the metric and plot
computation occurred automatically, with minimal user input. However, there was also room
in the algorithm for the user to manually select peaks occurring in torque-time waveforms.
The algorithm presented also extended the initial analysis procedure of chapter 5 by adding
two forms of normalization to data. This was performed to assist comparison of waveforms
between duplicates of the same experiment on the same day, and across conditions on different
days. The first normalization performed was based on warmup torques, after the observation
that muscles may produce difference torques despite being stimulated with the same electrical
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parameters, on different days. The second was based upon total theoretical electrical charge
delivered to tissue, in light of the derivation put forward in chapter 4. Therefore, this work
provides not only a novel algorithm for use in dynamometry analyses but also novel methods
by which standardization may be performed to increase the validity of experimental
comparisons. Results confirmed trends observed in chapter 5, albeit in a more streamlined
fashion.

9.6 CHAPTER 7: DUTY CYCLE EXPERIMENT B

One major issue with electrical stimulation experiments performed on different days is the
fact of variability. There are several factors which attribute to similar stimulation producing
different muscle responses on different days. One way to account for this in experimental
designs is to test all experimental conditions on the same day. This chapter designed a
randomized methodology for testing permutations of a 1:3 duty cycle on the same day. This
method will provide researchers with a way in which they may randomize pulse trains of
different stimulation conditions to account for this variability.

In analysis of torque-time data, one of the most important tasks is peak detection. Torque
peaks indicate the magnitude of torque generated when a muscle contracts. Therefore, the aim
of this work was to calculate all the torque peaks corresponding to an acute session of
isometric electrical stimulation of the quadriceps in an isokinetic dynamometer. Pulse trains
were delivered at different permutations of the 1:3 duty cycle, in randomized order. The
algorithm enabled calculation of peaks in a semi-automated fashion, where manual editing
could also be performed by the user. Using this algorithm it was demonstrated that there were
modest differences in averaged normalized torques when compared between ON, OFF and
ON+OFF permutations in an acute timeframe. This work demonstrated that fatigue is minimal
when permutations are delivered in an acute permutated fashion.

Chapters 5, 6 & 7 presented novel experimental and analytical methods in which the effect of
duty cycle on fatigue may be measured and quantified. Future work would extend these
approaches on larger sample sizes to draw more insightful conclusions into how permuting
different duty cycles influences fatigue over both short and chronic stimulation periods.
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9.7 SYNTHESIS

The work performed in this thesis examined two seemingly discrete facets of Functional
Electrical Stimulation (FES) therapy. The first examined patients’ perceptions of how FES
technology can be improved, with an emphasis on home usage, and how systems can be
improved from both the perspective of both stakeholders and users. The second delved deep
into understanding biomechanical signals that can be used to measure fatigue during isometric
contractions. When Fornusek and colleagues demonstrated in 2014 that isometric and
concentric FES can have similar cardiorespiratory responses, this finding had a broader
implication. Taylor et al. for example developed an orthosis which could be designed to hold
the limb still during isometric exercise (Taylor et al., 2014), upon the premise that this exercise
could be capable of providing patients with similar exercise in the home.

The link between the studies of this thesis is predicated upon this work. Isometric devices are
much simpler to use than more complex systems such as cycling or exoskeletons. As
highlighted in chapters 2 & 3, usability is an imperative characteristic that any device must
possess lest it remain dormant in a research setting. If isometric FES is to be undertaken on a
large scale, then from a safety perspective it is essential to understand forces developed in the
limbs. The second set of thesis studies, have laid the groundwork for this. They described in
great detail a tool that can be used to compute knee joint torque during isometric contractions.
This metric could later be adopted by researchers to measure torques during isometric FES in
the home (e.g., with portable hand dynamometers). The unification of the studies of this thesis
based upon the concept of isometric FES is summarized graphically in figure 9.1.
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Study 1: Perceptions of
Home FES in 2 Typical
Populations

Study 2: Isometric
Electromechanics
(Duty Cycle
Investigation)

Study 3: Perceptions of
FES from Perspective of
FES Providers and
Engineers

Figure 9.1. Thesis Concepts: Linkage
Public health studies (left) examined different types of FES exercise and their perceptions
amongst users and designers. Isometric FES, simple to use in the home, was assessed by the
biomechanics studies (right). The biomechanics studies detailed a tool which can be used to
measure the body’s response to isometric FES, important from a safety point of view.
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9.8 CLINICAL RELEVANCE

In this thesis, there were two elements of FES examined: a) perceptions on how technology
can be improved by two groups; and b) development of advanced algorithms that were used
to investigate a research question looking at the effects of duty cycle on fatigue. Ultimately
both parts have clinical application, as summarized below.

a) Public health studies.
The studies elucidated several key issues with FES technology to current date, and
what needs to be done should it be more user-friendly. Increasing user friendliness of
devices will ultimately enable more patients to use FES for exercise. Furthermore,
from both the Literature Review and research questions honing in on home FES;
many concepts were derived that could help FES be used within the home.
Ultimately these findings can be examined by both patients and health professionals
for a holistic understanding of the psychosocial elements of FES implementation.

b) Computational biomechanics.
The studies presented a series of novel MATLAB algorithms that can be used to
measure torque metrics from raw torque/time data taken from an isokinetic
dynamometer. Dynamometry is a minimally invasive way to indirectly measure
muscle fatigue and strength. As datasets taken from experiments may be extremely
large, this can be difficult for health professionals to analyze efficiently. The
MATLAB scripts presented form the basis for programming that may be transformed
into Microsoft Excel Macros, using for example Visual Basic. Then they could assist
allied health professionals in understanding torque/time data in a simplified fashion,
through the production of the torque metrics innovated in this thesis – which give a
visual representation of changes in the muscles’ output over time.

The scripts developed also help to solve the issue of heterogenous experimental
methods as discussed in the Literature Review. The methods developed could be
integrated into a form of standardized assessments for allied health professionals
using dynamometry analysis of muscles.
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CHAPTER 9B: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.9 CONCLUSIONS

The potential of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) technology to revolutionize the lives
of individuals with neurological disease is immense. However, the technique is far from
perfect. This thesis demonstrated how it may be improved through studies in two distinct,
albeit equally important domains. The public health studies showed the considerations that
are required for technological innovation and implementation from both patient and
stakeholder views. The computational work presented innovative algorithms for interpreting
the biomechanics of electrical stimulation, under isometric conditions in the thigh. In addition,
the substantial literature review and theoretical frameworks posed will change paradigms
surrounding electrical waveforms, and help to subjugate any misunderstandings surrounding
imperfect definitions across the literature. Ultimately this body of work will not only increase
our understanding of perspectives and the biomechanics of FES, but revolutionize the way in
which stimulation studies are planned and analyzed in the international FES community.

The pertinent conclusions of each chapter are summarized forthwith.

CHAPTER 1
•

Paralysis is associated with several different co-morbidities that may be, at least
partially, alleviated through use of FES exercise.

•

The use of FES in the home has been trialled by several groups internationally. The
European RISE project has demonstrated positive outcomes in terms of muscle quality
before and after FES in denervated subjects. From the literature surveyed, the list of
recommendations will assist in making home use of FES devices a more achievable
reality for persons with paralysis.

•

Qualitative research designs are less explored in FES research. They may yield a
plethora of vital perspectives for technological enhancement and translation. Hence,
they are requisite for advancement in the field.

•

The duty cycle, similar to other electrical parameters such as frequency and pulse
width, can be manipulated to cause differential outcomes such as torque generation
during FES-evoked exercise.
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•

FES is far from perfect for reasons such as abnormal motor unit activation, and
physiological cautions but has remarkable potential.

CHAPTER 2
•

The Lidcombe FES Interview Study was a comprehensive three-part mixed-methods
study that interviewed people from two backgrounds; Spinal Cord Injury, and Multiple
Sclerosis.

•

Following injury or diagnosis, there is a desire to maintain physiological wellbeing, as
well as looking to the future and accepting wheelchair usage.

•

The use of FES in the home environment is achievable only through the meeting of
several caveats, and is subject to individual preferences.

•

Individuals surveyed who use FES at home currently, enjoy doing so and have no
desire to stop.

•

FES may assist patients in their autonomy and independence.

•

Reliance on family depends on the individual.

•

In reality, aspects of technology need to be improved should it become more
favourable for home usage.

CHAPTER 3
•

The Vienna FES Interview Study was a groundbreaking international survey of experts
in the field of electrical stimulation. It brought together participants with an extremely
diverse set of experiences with FES, from different countries in Europe.

•

Compliance with FES exercise is influenced by several factors. This study
demonstrated that compliance may change over time, due to whether or not
expectations are met.

•

The health care provider plays a determining role in the setting of initial expectations
for patients. It is therefore important for clinicians to be adequately educated about
FES, so the setting of expectations for patients is realistic.

•

Prior to starting FES, patients may have unduly high expectations about what FES can
do for them.

•

Engineers work with clinicians in the development of FES technology, and
communications between them, HCP and patients is essential.

•

There are several characteristics of FES devices that warrant improvement, such as
wires from stimulators and time taken to place devices on and off the patient.
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CHAPTER 4
•

The duty cycle of electrical stimulation may be entirely specified by the use of seconds
ON, seconds OFF notation (fundamental duty cycle) and a corresponding duty cycle
multiple Tf .

•

Pulse train continuity is dependent on both the duty cycle on a regional level, and the
interpulse interval on a local level. This work also posits that no pulse train is truly
continuous.

•

Electrical stimulation can be viewed on a three-part hierarchy: globally (whole
waveform), regionally (pulse trains), locally (pulses).

•

The proposed field and sub-field classification of FES exercise may be used to assist
researchers in designing studies through correlating input variables to experiments
with resultant physiological outputs.

•

In practice, waveforms may also be considered to be comprised of time domains.

•

The theoretical framework applied can be used to derive an equation for total
theoretical charge Q in terms of the duty cycle.

CHAPTER 5
•

Torque-time and angle-time waveforms from isokinetic dynamometers can produce
large datasets with several hundred thousand points. These can be summarized
quantitatively by use of a library of metrics and plots.

•

In order to produce a plot of torque plateaus generated over time, raw waveforms must
undergo a four-part procedure of inversion, truncation, shifting and offset adjustment.
These processes account for the removal of noise and weight of the leg against gravity.

•

Calculation of individual peak plots gives the most accurate representation of the start
and end of waveforms, but is the most computationally laborious.

•

Maxima and minima plots give crude representations of peak plateaus and baselines
respectively, but can be compared graphically across experimental conditions.

•

Use of visual plots such as peak torque every 5-min and maxima demonstrates how
muscle, when stimulated under identical conditions, may generate markedly different
torque on different days.

•

This study has provided evidence for the idea that permuting ON time alone will result
in more fatigue than if OFF or ON+OFF times are permuted. This is true in the case
of stimulation at a 1:3 duty cycle, for 25-minutes of isometric quadriceps stimulation.
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CHAPTER 6
•

Analysing peaks from dynamometry data can be performed using the unique algorithm
described. The algorithm calculates a variety of peaks, plots and algorithmic metrics
from torque-time waveforms.

•

Using the semi-automated algorithm, peaks from dynamometry data may be
computed, but also edited using minimal user effort.

•

Torque data may be normalized using warmup torque data and total theoretical
electrical charge delivered to a tissue.

•

Novel algorithms such as the one proposed can be extended for use in not only FES
experiments, but any experiment which examines torque waveforms from
dynamometry.

CHAPTER 7
•

Testing duty cycles of stimulation on the same day can allow comparisons to be made
that are not hindered by variability of torques on different days.

•

Block-partition notation is a novel way by which randomized pulse trains may be
denoted for the purposes of discussion.

•

The algorithm presented is capable of not only peak detection and editing, but
unjumbling a randomized pattern of pulse trains.

•

In the acute sense there may be minimal differences in normalized torques generated
by stimulation at different duty cycles.

9.10 RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis has created a panorama of two less understood research domains within the sphere
of Functional Electrical Stimulation Research (FES). As such, in addition to the novel
discoveries presented, it has also laid the necessary groundwork for further investigations in
these two areas.

Qualitative Research and Public Health Design

The two mixed-methods studies conducted yielded findings from the perspectives of both
patients who can use FES, and those responsible for its’ provision and/or development. Within
the studies performed on patients, several had experience with FES-cycling. Future studies
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would be well-guided to perform a screening survey before, in order to interview more
individuals who have had experience with rowing, which was relatively unknown in the group
interviewed. In addition, participants could be sought from FES clinics further afar, as in the
study performed there may have been more positivity in responses due to recruitment via a
local FES program (selection effects).

This thesis has also laid the groundwork for a large-scale Australian study to be performed,
following from the Vienna and Lidcombe interview studies. In the Lidcombe study, an
overview of patients’ perspectives were obtained, whereas in the Vienna study the focus was
on stakeholders involved with the provision or research of FES. Together these studies may
be extended in an Australian study, where allied health professionals and other relevant
personnel are interviewed. This will enable stakeholder perspectives from the Australian
perspective to be analyzed and subsequently compared with the studies of this thesis.

Computational Biomechanics

This thesis introduced innovative computational algorithms using MATLAB that can be
implemented in dynamometry data from any experiment involving muscle activation
generating joint torque. One further application of this algorithm would be to apply it in
different experimental scenarios. The duty cycle, as explored by this thesis is a lesser
understood parameter than other stimulation parameters. Therefore, the algorithms developed
could be applied to stimulation experiments implementing different ON and OFF times other
than 1:3. In addition, a modified form of the algorithms could be used in experiments where
frequency and amplitude are permuted along with the duty cycle. This would help in
understanding the effect of changing duty cycles in conjunction with other electrical
stimulation parameters.

In addition, the algorithms presented could be modified in a way such that they could be
incorporated into Microsoft Excel packages for physiotherapists. This could ease the difficulty
in analyzing very large datasets obtained from dynamometry. Then physiotherapists could
have an understanding of the mechanical behaviour of muscles during electrical stimulation,
using this data to infer clinical parameters such as metabolic fatigue and muscle strength.
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CHAPTER 10: APPENDICES
Unless specified otherwise, all references from the appendices are listed in the corresponding
chapters to which the appendices are linked.

1A. EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION
In the prescription of FES exercise, there are various variables to consider; stimulation time and
parameters, exercise variables and patient preferences. Table 1A.1 lists recommended exercise
variables put forward by Davis et al. 2014. In addition, Davis (2013) suggests that FES cycling
may have various effects which lead to attenuation of metabolic anomalies in SCI, if done for
over 150 mins per week. Such studies are complemented by studies such as Petrofsky et al.
(2000), who compared the effects of various work/rest cycles, and frequency of exercise per
week.
Table 1A.1. FES Leg Exercise: Recommended Exercise Training
(modified from Davis et al., 2014)
Exercise Frequency
Exercise Intensity
• Must be done often enough (>2
• >40% HRR
times/wk)
• >64% HR peak
• Must be done for long enough
• >46% VO2peak
each session (>45 min/session)
• **Based on peak HR “...maximal arm
• Must be done in a way such that
effort…”
an adequate volume is achieved
(>150min/wk)
In addition, the authors assert that such exercise must be done such that a moderate exercise
intensity is attained from the exercise:
Furthermore, Bruce-Brand et al. (2012) noted:
“Exercise dosage is a function of frequency, intensity and program duration….”
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1B. PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS: QUALITATIVE APPRAISAL
Table 1A.2. Various Physiological Measurement Techniques [Qualitative Comparison from Literature]
Experimental Technique

Invasive?

Potential Research
Techniques

Questions Answered by

Qualitative study (thematic
analysis and/or survey)

+

What characteristics are required of an isometric device to
make it more translatable to the home.

Various. See Qualitative Literature
Review.

Isokinetic
dynamometry/force
transducers in a chair

+++

What is the magnitude of contraction of a muscle?

Watanabe et al. (2012)

Metabolic cart

++++

ECG

++++

Telemetry strap

+++

How does HR/BP/RR change during exercise?

Sharma et al. (2010)

Mixing chamber

+++

What are the respiratory gases during exercise?

Miyamoto et al. (2015)

RPE scale

++

What is the rate of exhaustion during the exercise?

Crognale et al. (2009)

Surface EMG

++

What are the activation patterns of muscles and nerves?

Sacco et al. (2014); Watanabe et al.
(2012); Watanabe et al. (2013a);
Watanabe et al. (2013b);

Blood sample

+++++

What is the HbA1c before and after exercise?

Watanabe et al. (2013b); Miyamoto et
al. (2015); Watanabe et al. (2012);
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What is the blood glucose before and after exercise?

Miyamoto et al. (2012)

What is the blood insulin levels before and after exercise?
What are the levels of lipids (total-C, LDL-C, HDL-C, TG,
FFA’s etc.) before and after exercise?
Bioelectrical
impedenceanalyzer

What is the body fat before and after an intervention?

Miyamoto et al. (2012)

Near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS)

+

What is the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated Hb?

Molinari et al. (2013)

Positron
emission
tomography (PET) with
radiolabelled glucose

+

How is glucose
heterogeneity”?)

Heinonen et al. (2012)

Questionnaire (VAS-F)

+

Fatigue Index

Anthropometric
Measurements

+

by

muscles

(“spatial

Gomes et al. (2014)
How much fatigue has occurred in a certain type of
isometric exercise?

Hartkopp et al. (1998)

What are the positions of various joints? (i.e. setting up a
certain experimental protocol)

Butugan et al. (2014)

What is the cross sectional area (CSA) of a muscle before
and after an isometric intervention?

MR images

Biopsy
followed
by
histochemical
or
biochemical analysis (eg.
Western blots, stains for

uptaken

+
and
+++++

What is the relative distribution of type I and type II (IIA,
IIX, IIAX?) fibres before and after an isometric
intervention?
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MF’s)

Circumference of muscle

What is the quantity of GLUT transporters before and after
intervention?
+

What is the degree of muscle hypertrophy? (These authors
measured it 5 and 15cm above the kneecap).

Baskan et al. (2011) [They provide
another reference for this].

This table was generated in the early phase of this thesis. Adapted slightly for context. The invasiveness column was a qualitative appraisal
made of each technique relative to another. Abbreviations: HR – heart rate, BP – blood pressure, RR – respiratory ratio, HbA1c – glycated
haemoglobin, total-C – total cholesterol, LDL-C – low density lipoprotein cholesterol, HDL-C – high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, TG –
triglycerides, FFA’s – free fatty acids, Hb – haemoglobin, CSA – cross-sectional area, GLUT – glucose transporter
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1C. HOME FES STUDIES: SNAPSHOT OF INTERVENTION OUTCOMES AND PERTINENT LITERATURE
A general review of the literature was carried out [non-systematic], and outcomes of FES home studies were reported (table 1A.3). These
data may provide the basis for a peer-reviewed journal publication later – a) To complement the home chapter, b) As a short
communication in their own right, or c) To help guide a systematic review [but would require an independent reviewer]. Also – [] some
pertinent comments. In total, 41 studies were consulted.
Table 1A.3. Salient Findings from Literature on Home FES Exercise
Authors and
Population
Aims, Intervention. Outcomes and/or Salient Comments Relating to
Country
home FES
Alon et al. (2003a) Stroke (n = 77)
• A combined wrist/hand ES and grasp training study. Wrist/hand ES,
Sweden
Upper limb paresis
grasp training. 2-3 sess/d, 7 d/wk, 5 wk.
Netherlands
• A variety of tests before and after 5 wk including lifting tests,
Israel
spasticity and pain.
• Primary: Grasp ability etc., Secondary: Pain, spasticity.
• Various improvements.
Alon & Ring
Stroke (n = 19)
• Two groups: control (n = 9), stimulated (n = 10).
(2003c)
• Control exercised 60 min MAX each day, 2 sess/d. Initially 10 min
then increased over time.
• Stimulated exercised with a combination of upper and lower limb
stimulation.
• Both 3 mo.
Bek et al. (2012)
PTTD (n = 49)
• Compared home VS in-centre “training”.
Turkey
• The authors argue that home and in-centre programs are equivalent
in terms of pain/function, for Grade 1-3 PTTD. They argue that an
in-centre program specific to the patient could yield better
outcomes. Two issues: a) ES was only used in the in-centre
program, b) rehabilitation approach was different in both.
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Berry et al. (2008)
UK
Switzerland
Berry et al. (2012)
UK
Switzerland

Bily et al. (2008)
Austria

Bremner et al.
(1992)
Australia

1
2

•
•
•

“Up to” 5 X 60 min sess/wk for 12 mth.
Increases VdotO2peak, POpeak, “oxygen pulse”
Significant changes occur in the first six months (duration
compliance at 90%, frequency compliance at 80%).1
Paraplegia (n = 11, 2 women)
• “Muscle conditioning” protocol was done first [Reference 6].
• First 8 wks: 3 sess/wk. Wk 9-16: 4 sess/wk. Last 36 wk: Up to 5
sess/wk
• All sessions “as long as possible up to a maximum of 60min per
session”.
• No sign changes in cycling efficiency.
• Sign changes in BLa (unclear though, they say it changed “over
training period”, is this 0 cf 1 yr, or both 6 mths and 1 yr?) and
“total stimulation cost” (when stim cost was calculated on a basis
that there will be variations between subjects).
Bilateral patellofemoral pain
Two groups:
syndrome (PFPS) (n = 38; n =
• Physiotherapy (PT)
14 men, n = 24 women).
• Electric muscle stimulation (EMS) and PT
EMS protocol:
• Knee extensor muscles, 2 X 20min/d (60min minimum rest between
sets), 5 d/wk2, 12 wk
• They argue that the muscles examined did not have any sign. change
in strength.
Paraplegia (“spinal injured”)
Two phases of exercise:
(n = 5)
• Strengthening (home-based) (12wk). 2wk break. Cycling: Max
20min/sess, 3 sess/wk, 12wk.
• No changes in lipids, creatinine in urine, “sitting contact pressures”,
“resting heart rate and blood pressure”.
• All subjects had ↑ “exercise tolerance”.
Paraplegia (n = 9 men, n = 2
women)

An important idea: Compliance may be based on time period of an intervention.
They say “5 times a week” so the inference here is d/wk.
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Bruce-Brand et al.
(2012)
UK (Ireland)

Knee OA (n = 41 total)

Burch et al. (2008)
USA

Knee OA (n = 116 total
comprised of; n = 57 test
group, n = 59 control)

Caulfield et al.
(2013)
UK (Ireland)

Healthy, elderly (n = 16; n =
10 women, n = 6 men)

Compared RT to NMES (3 groups: RT, NMES, control).
RT protocol:
• 3 h-b sess/wk, for 6 wk.
• 60 min each, 36 h apart
NMES protocol:
• 5 d/wk, for 6 wk.
• 20 min, “unsupervised”.
• 3 mins 20 s total muscle contraction.
• Isometric muscle contraction.
RT and NMES groups:
• Sign. ↑ QF CSA
• Strength and “self-reported disability” did NOT each sign. diff
relative to control.
Concluded that more studies are needed to see what the best “frequency
and intensity of NMES training”.
Authors concluded that home NMES is a viable alternative to exercise.
• Only 109 subjects examined as 7 had low compliance. 101 only did
all 8 wk.
• Test: 15 min interferential stimulation, then 20 min patterned
stimulation. Control: 35 min TENS (low current)
• 8 wk total.
• First session done while monitored at clinic, all others at home by
themselves.
• NMES test group had superior outcomes than the TENS control
group in relation to: pain, stiffness, function, as shown by use of the
WOMAC.*
EMS protocol:
• 30 X 1h EMS sess over 6wk.
• (5d on, 2d off /wk)
Stat. sign. ↑:
• Isometric QF torque
• 6MWT
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Chan et al. (2015)
China

Stroke (n = 46, only 37
finished)

Coote et al. (2015)
UK (Ireland)

Multiple sclerosis (n = 37)

Donaldson et al.
(2000) UK where
all authors are
from

Incomplete SCI (n = 1)

Dolbow et al.
(2012a)
USA

SCI (n = 1)

No change:
• Isometric H torque
• 3 groups (TENS + trunk training, placebo TENS + trunk training,
control). 46, but only 37 completed.
• [Relevance TBA – used TENS].
• Two groups: Progressive RT, Progressive RT + NMES with a
KneeHab
• Various methods including use of a Likert-scale, and looked at
scales eg. Fatigue.
• In comparing both groups on the grounds of several variables, the
NMES group ONLY was better than the progressive RT group in
the context of fatigue.
• An individual performed three types of exercise over a 16-mth (445d) period. He also kept a log which detailed what exercise was
performed.
Outcomes:
• Cycle distance
• Quadriceps size
• Knee extension moment
Increases in all variables (not stated whether these were stat sig diff or not).
• Subject could cycle 1.2km just after training, 12km following
15mth.
• Increased to thigh and calf muscles.
Knee extension moments, on both sides, increased for voluntary exercise
and the case where it was stimulated.
• 3 sess/wk, 9wk.
• 25/27 sessions done, 93% compliance.
• Measured seat pressure, QOL, %BF, FM, LM, BMD.
• Authors argue that the subject completed exercise more often than
other people his age (“average 31% exercise rate”)
• 136% ↑ in distance able to be cycled. Note: Authors said that
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Dolbow et al.
(2012b)
USA

SCI (n = 1), tetraplegic

Dolbow et al.
(2012c)
USA

Veterans with SCI (n = 17; n
= 15 men, n = 2 women)

Harris et al. (2003)
UK

CHF (n = 49 originally but 3
dropped out) (n = 46; n = 38
men, n = 8 women)

Hendling et al.
(2013)
Austria
Slovakia too?

Elderly (n = 5; n = 4 women)

“session duration” ↑, so this could be why distance increased. [Text
says time and distance increased according to what the subject could
handle].
Relevant changes:
• ↓ seat pressures (avg static, max)
• LM ↑, %BF ↓
No change:
• Total body weight, FM, BMD.
• 3 sess/wk, 24wk (6mth)
• 59/72 sessions done, 82% compliance.
• Argues that 82% > than 35% exercise [Reference 13 may be
important].
• One FES-LEC bout was performed in lab first., so different
metabolic things could be examined (eg. AD, BP)
• 2 X 8wk FES-cycling
• First period: 71.7% compliance
• Second period: 62.9% compliance
• Authors argue that this may relate to the fact that individuals could
keep bikes after first period of time (if they kept to program, could
get bikes bought for them after the first 8wk).
Was a safety study to examine:
• FES exercise (quadriceps, gastrocnemius)
• Cycling
FES group had significant changes in:
• 6MWT
• How long they could use a treadmill to exercise
• Leg strength
Quadriceps fatigue index
Study examined compliance of subjects throughout a h-b-FES training.
9wk in total consisting of:
• 2 sess/wk (first 2wk)
• 3 sess/wk (last 7wk)
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Gaines et al. (2004)
USA

Knee OA, “older adults” (n =
38; n = 20 NMES, n = 18
education)

Johnston et al.
(2008)
USA

SCI (n = 4 children; n = 2
FES-cycling, n = 2 passive
cycling)

3

Made a program to examine compliance by looking at averages for current
and voltage of stimulation. They didn’t discuss their results, just said how
they monitored subjects.3
Wanted to see how a 12wk stimulation program of quadriceps could reduce
pain of OA.
Looked at an index knee, the one which was worse in the context of OA.
Two groups:
• NMES + education
• Education only
Maximal voluntary contraction – notes on their measurement:
• MVC deduced by use of an isokinetic dynamometer, knee angle of
120 degrees.
• [But when they exercise at home, wouldn’t the angle not necessarily
be 120 degrees? As force changes with angle, this MVC may not
actually be their MVC? [Also…maybe they aren’t truly measuring
MVC for reasons put forward in Gandevia (2001)]
• Current was applied which would allow muscles to contract at the
given MVC value. MVC re-examined prior to increasing electrical
current required to elicit that MVC.
• 15 min/d for 3 d/wk, total 36 (over 12wk)
• No sign. diff. between groups for any pain measures.
• [This shows that NMES is just as good as education…but not better]
• They deduced that NMES has a positive effect on pain 15min after
stim
Protocol:
• 3 X 1h sess/wk.
• If a session was missed, was made up.
Both children who used FES, and one of the children who passively cycled:
• ↑BMD
• ↑Muscle volume

Does this relate to the fact that the paper is a Supplement? i.e. The method is auxiliary to the task of interest?
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Johnston et al.
(2009)

Johnston &
Wainwright (2011)

Kern et al. (2009)

• ↑ Isometric QF strength (stimulation applied on an ISO DYN).
↓ Resting HR
SCI (n = 30 children; 3
Protocol:
groups):
• FESC: RT300 1 hr/sess, 3sess/wk, 6mth.
• FES (FES cycling) (n
• 10 min warm-up, 40 min ex, 10min “passive cool down”
= 10)
• 33 Hz, using one of 150, 200, 250, 300 us.
• PC (passive cycling)
• PC group: RT100, 50 rpm cycling, 1hr. [But this is different to ES?]
(n = 10)
• ES group: H, QF, G, both lower limbs
• ES (elec stim) (n =
• 20mins stim for each m group
10)
• 5:15 sec duty cycle
• Total time = 1 hr.
• Supine, no resistance [Does this mean that they were laying down?]
Results:
• VO2peak: No changes at 6mth relative to baseline BUT “Percent
change” sign ↑ for FESC relative to PC
• Resting HR
• FVC (forced vital capacity)
• Lipids! BUT ES had a sign ↓ cholesterol relative to FESC.
Spastic diplegic cerebral
Protocol:
palsy (n = 1)
• 30 min/sess, 3 sess/wk, 12wk
• VOL + FES of Q, Gas, Gluts, both sides.
Outcomes measured at:
• Prior to intervention
• After the intervention
• 4wk after the intervention
A major issue these authors have identified is the fact that it couldn’t be
discerned if the pt would have got gains without FES. Argue FW is needed
to see how FES gives advantages cf VOL cycling.
A study looking at EU Project Protocols changed over a period of time. Were all 5d/wk. “Up to 30min”.
RISE: Protocols and patient
Thighs, gluteals and leg. Twitch and tetanus (“…may consist of…”)
demographics.
This paper is a good introduction to the RISE project; protocols, methods
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etc.
Kern et al. (2010b)

Complete conus cauda
syndrome (n = 25)

Kern et al. (2010c)

A commentary/summary
paper of the EU Project RISE.
A commentary/summary of
Several points, including:
EU Project RISE.
Regarding home-based FES, cost needs to be considered against how it will
help the patient.
Elderly, 6mth post-hip
Two groups:
fracture (n = 26)
• Exercise (leg): 2 sess/wk, 10wk.
• Control (TENS + mental imagery)

Kern & Carraro
(2014b)
Mangione et al.
(2010)
USA
[TENS]
Modlin et al.
(2005)

Associated with EU Project RISE
Examined subjects halfway through a 2-year study looking at h-b-FES for
individuals with denervated muscle.
Took biopsies two years after FES training for 1yr.
Subjects had various increases in muscle parameters, including:
• ↑ muscle mass, as assessed by CT
↑size of myofibres
N/A.

SCI, with complete
Various parameters were examined (eg. force, CT scans for CSA). Home
conus/cauda injury,
protocol:
quadriceps denervation for
• Done at home after individuals were shown how to stimulate thighs,
6mo (n = 27 from EU RISE, n
gluteals and calves “bilaterally”.
= 13 pilot study).
Stimulation protocol changed every 4-8wk.
Protocol:
• Once a day, 15min [specifies in intervals, does this mean the 15min
was composed of a series of intervals?] Increased to 20-30min later.
• “Impulse duration” [i.e. pulse width?] Was decreased to 70ms, then
40ms after FES training took place.
• These authors argue that ES can reverse some changes seen in
denervated muscles. They show a biopsy of denervated muscles and
how structure can be regained from ES.
• They show one biopsy with 2-yr denervation, 8-yr stimulation:
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myofibres found, multiangular though, absence of adipocytes (good,
cf. other photos of muscles!).
Moynahan et al.
(1996)
USA

SCI (n = 5 adolescents)

Neder et al. (2002)
UK

COPD (n = 15; n = 9 men)

Prenton et al.
(2014)

Foot drop (n = 7)

•

Study looked at how an FES system was used in both home and
community contexts. Participants underwent a phone questionnaire
every 1-4wk for ~1yr.
• Also, open-ended qu format given upon re-admission, to see how
the technology is used (how often it was used, what facilitated and
impeded its’ usage)
• These authors elucidated a few important themes relating to FES
usage in the home milieu. In paraphrase, their themes [page 1011]:
Facilitating FES usage:
• Subjects could do execute actions they otherwise could not do, or
with little ease.
• Subjects felt as if standing gave them exercise.
• Subjects enjoyed “being able to stand”, because they could.
• Subjects felt they had to stand for the sake of the study.
Impeding FES usage:
• Subjects didn’t have time to do the standing.
• Subjects couldn’t see how they could fit standing into daily scheme
of things
• Subjects didn’t want to wear FES for the duration of the day
• Wanted to see if COPD patients could withstand NMES better than
“whole-body exercise”.
• Two groups: NMES for 6wk (n = 9), “Control period” 6wk, then
NMES (n = 6)
• NMES training has positive benefits relating to dyspnoea4.
• Study wanted to quantify “feasibility” of a 64-array system, to be
used by individuals who already used FES to treat their footdrop.

4

The Inspire device is an electrical stimulation device for airways. This has been examined in the context of sleep medicine. Neder & colleagues (2002) looked at
NMES exercise to assist sleep. This is indirectly aimed at improving respiratory outcomes [for COPD]. The Inspire device is aimed at direct stimulation in the milieu of
the upper airways.
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•

Rossato et al.
(2009)

Ratchford et al.
(2010)
USA

Progressive MS (n = 5)
[But they argue that there
were only four “study
completers”].

Sipski et al. (1993)

SCI (n = 28; n = 19 users, n =
9 nonusers)

Stevens-Lapsley et
al. (2012)

OA, who received TKA (n =
30 who did NMES after
TKA; n = 12 men, n = 18

5

Authors measured compliance through approximation. The
ShefStim system could record how many times per day heel is lifted
off the ground5.
• The authors aimed to project the EU RISE project to individuals
with muscle atrophy arising subsequent to peripheral nerve lesion.
• The authors suggest that the protocol used [by RISE?] can not be
limited for use in Cauda Conus Syndrome, but could be used for PN
lesions as well.
• Found that over time, the “excitability” of the tibialis anterior fibres
increased, hence only 70ms was required cf. larger PW’s?.
• RT-300 used for home intervention.
Various outcomes including:
• Walk tests
• Functional tests
• Strength
• QOL
• Cytokine and growth factors
• Was a survey of SCI who did home FES-cycling.
• Administered via a telephone survey.
• Some interesting suggestions regarding home FES use: e.g.
Individuals who were men or exercised prior to their injury seemed
to use FES more.
• “Nonsignificant” find: paraplegics use less than quadriplegics.
Authors suggest this is because paraplegics have a wider scope of
options available regarding what type of exercises they may
perform. [Interesting – do other studies contradict this? Requiring
further investigation].
Two groups:
• “Standard rehabilitation”
• “Standard rehabilitation plus NMES”

Another biomechanical way in which compliance could be examined.
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women)

Stevens-Lapsley et
al. (2012b)

OA, primary unilateral TKA
(n = 66)

Sullivan &
Hedman (2007)

Stroke, with subsequent
“chronic arm hemiparesis” (n
= 10)

• Stimulation delivered to the quadriceps.
NMES protocol:
• 2 sess/d, performed at the greatest intensity they could withstand,
for 15 contractions.
Looked at over 3 time periods:
• Before surgery
• 3.5wk after TKA
• 6.5wk after TKA
• Limb held to a chair via Velcro. [See references 11 & 14: is this
isometric or does the leg move?]
• At 3.5wk, NMES intensity [stimulation?], quadriceps strength,
activation were related.
• At 6.5wk, NMES intensity and quadriceps strength were related, but
activation was not.
Two groups:
• Control (normal rehabilitation)
• Rehabilitation and NMES
Protocol notes:
• 2 sess/d, 15 contractions each, for 6wk.
• Measurements at 3.5, 6.5, 13, 26, 52 wk.
• Held leg to chair using Velcro bands…[looks isometric!]
• Argues that NMES, if given 48hrs following a TKA will prevent the
quadriceps losing its strength.
8wk, individual, NMES program which examined:
• Arm function
• Movement quality
• Muscle tone
Protocol:
• 2-3 sess/d, 15min each
• If sensory problems present: 2 sess/d of 15min “sensory amplitude
stimulation”.
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Talbot et al. (2003)

Walls et al. (2010)

Windholz et al.

Elderly with knee OA (n =
34)

Two groups:
• Education and NMES
• Education only
Exercised at 40% MVC as they argued subjects could feel discomfort at
higher intensities.
Protocol:
• 3 sess/wk for 12wk.
• Intensity increased by either max 10% MVC every 4wk OR a stim
current which could be withstood.
Argue that we need different ways to allow “sedentary adults” to perform
exercise, on the grounds of a reference [Roth et al.], which showed that res
training can cause problems with SkM.
Pre-TKA patients (n = 14; n = Wanted to examine a “prehabilitation” program for people using NMES
9 NMES, n = 5 control).
before having a TKA.
Compared the following pre-operation and post-operation:
• QF strength
• QF CSA
• QF “clinical function”
Used KneeHAB II
NMES was isometric [assumed, needs clarification].
Isometric testing was performed with an isokinetic dynamometer to
measure strength of QF muscle.
Protocol:
• First 2wk: 20min/d, alternate days
• Next 6wk: 20min/d, 5d/wk, 6wk.
Various results.
No differences in:
• “Postoperative hospitalization”
Both NMES and control had a 50% ↓ in QFM strength, 6 weeks post-op.
NMES group ONLY had ↑ sign. in QF muscle strength at 6-12 weeks postop.
Cancer (n = 15; only 10
• Both quadriceps muscles were stimulated.
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(2014)

completed)

•
•
•
•

Zanato et al.
(2013)6

Peripheral denervation, due to
sciatic nerve injury (n = 1)

•
•
•
•

70% of individuals used for at least 3 times/wk
30 min/d, 6wk (what they were told to do)
Also used questionnaires after study, where individuals would rate
certain questions 1-5 depending on how they agreed with
statements.
Did not show stat. sign. increases in physical activity. Authors
suggest this could be due to varying health status of individuals.
Used dynamic echomyography of tibialis anterior.
Observed that the largest thickness increase was in the middle onethird of the muscle.
The authors compared its’ thickness to the contralateral leg.
[Would left/right have natural differences in thickness anyway?]

Abbreviations: sess = sessions7, d = day, wk = week, mth = month, yr = year, CP = cerebral palsy, OA = osteoarthritis, SCI = spinal cord
injury, PTTD = posterior tibial tendon dysfunction, h-b = home-based8
*Davis et al. (2014) also mentions another group who performed a large home study.

There were also some papers viewed not directly related to home FES. They are summarized in table 1A.4.
Table 1A.4. Salient Findings from Literature on FES – Not, or not definitively, home FES

6

Most probably home FES, but not 100% sure because of context of article.
Abbreviation may have been adapted from Berry et al. (2012).
8
Adapted from papers, namely the Vienna ones that talk of EU-RISE (see chapter 1.4).
7
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Authors
and
Country
Avramidis et al.
(2003)
UK
NDH

Population
Knee OA, elective TKA (n =
30; n = 15 control, n = 15
treatment)

Baskan et al. Healthy (n = 20; n = 10 ES, n =
(2011)
10 MVIC9)
Turkey?

Kachanathu et Knee OA (n = 30; n = 15 in
al. (2014)
both groups)

9

Aims, Intervention. Outcomesand/or Salient Comments Relating to home
FES
Two groups:
• Control
• Treatment
EMS (electric muscle stimulation) of vastus medialis.
4h/d (2 X 2h/d sess) from post-op d 2, for 6 wk.
“Standard physical therapy” given to both control and treatment as well.
No changes to:
• HSS knee score
• Physiological cost index
Stat sign ↑ to:
• Walking speed (3 min walk test). Measured by looking at how far
someone could walk in 3min.
Two groups:
• Group I: Russian current, 2500 Hz (10 X 10s, 50s rest in between).
• Group II: 3d/wk for 6wk for MVIC.
Muscle: Quadriceps muscle. Contractions for both were done at 60 degrees of
knee joint flexion.
In ES group only:
• Hypertrophy (measured circumference of muscle…how accurate is
this?)
In both groups:
↑ “Physical functioning” + “isokinetic strength”.
Two groups:
• Group A: Physiotherapy
• Group B: Physiotherapy and NMES
Looked at quadriceps muscle strength at 20, 40, 60 degrees of knee joint
flexion.
These authors argue that NMES and normal physio is a better treatment

Authors say “maximal volunteer isometric exercises” which are presumably referring to MVIC [maximal voluntary isometric contractions].
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(compared with standard physiotherapy).
Authors said that there was ↑ in:
• QF muscle strength (isometric), at all angles tested.
WOMAC ↓ for group B, over time. [Does this mean an improvement in
condition?]
Vaz
et
al. Phase 1: Women with knee OA
• Phase 1: Looked at properties of muscles of knee OA and compared
(2013)
(n = 20), healthy women (n =
them to healthy controls.
10)
• Phase 2: 12 of the 20 from phase 1 partook in NMES:
Phase 2: Women with knee OA
• 3 sess/wk, 8wk
(n = 12)
• Hip and knee joints at approx. 90 degrees each.
Zeng et al. OA (n = 27 trials, 6 therapies)
Performed a systematic review and network meta-analysis to see what type of
(2015)
ES is best in the context of pain relief.
China (authors)
Looked at six types of ES:
• High-frequency TENS (h-TENS)
• Low-frequency TENS (l-TENS)
• NMES
• Interferential current (IFC)
• Pulsed ES (PES)
• Noninvasive interactive neurostimulation (NIN)
Argues that interferential current (IFC) is the best option for pain relief in
OA.
Suggest that all options aren’t dangerous.
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1D. QUALITATIVE FRAMEWORKS AND NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASE

The utility of qualitative research is immense, offering flexibility in how study designs are
conceptualized and how data is analyzed. The immense data that may be obtained from studies
is useful in the context of understanding neuromuscular disease and the perspectives of those
associated with providing care and treatment (literature review 1.5). What can be derived also
from qualitative studies are frameworks upon which subsequent care or treatment may be
provided (e.g., carer models previously discussed in literature review 1.5). Two examples
derived from literature thus (table 1A.5).
Table 1A.5. Examples of Frameworks – Adopted/Inferred from Literature
1. Framework to Guide Treatment Decisions.
• Dunn et al. (2013) studies surgery decisions by tetraplegic patients, using grounded
theory. Authors conclude that patients should be given option of surgery multiple times,
as there is a “liminality” associated with the decision. They offer a framework to inform
this process.
2. Framework to be Developed.
• Levack et al. (2014) proposed that their qualitative study of traumatic brain injury (TBI)
could be used in the future to develop an instrument that aims to quantify the
psychological aspects of the condition they investigated.
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1E. DUTY CYCLE AND PRESSURE SORES
Table 1A.6. Duty Cycles and Pressure Sore Attenuation.
• Smit et al. (2013) compared duty cycles of 1:1, 1:4 (1s domain) for 3h of stimulation
of hamstrings and gluteals in SCI. 1:4 was found to have a greater decrease in ischial
tuberosity pressure, and less fatigue than 1:1.
• Bogie et al. (2006) also investigated use of ES for pressure sores. The authors report a
case study of one participant (C4 SCI) with implantable percutaneous electrodes. The
stimulation was of the glutei, 20Hz, 8s ON 4s OFF (initially), followed by 20Hz 15s
ON 15s OFF (second phase – a “dynamic” protocol in concordance with what the
authors stipulate is important to prevent tissue wastage. The authors discovered that
upon using ES, tissue oxygenation of the ischial region decreased.10
• In a larger trial, Van Londen et al. (2008) also investigated use of surface ES for
pressure sores, in 13 individuals with SCI. They compared stimulation11 delivered to
each glutei at once (“simultaneously”) with that delivered to each gluteal in
succession (“alternately”). The simultaneous protocol was 0.5s ON 15s OFF for both
glutei at the same time, whereas the alternating protocol was given as 0.5s ON 15s
OFF with one glutei by itself followed by the other. The authors concluded that the
various pressures measured did not differ between alternating and simultaneous
protocols.12
• Baker et al. (1996) conducted a study on individuals with spinal cord injury to
examine the effects of three different stimulation patterns on wound healing of
pressure sores. They argued asymmetrical13 biphasic is the best type to use.14 In all
cases, a 7:715 was utilized. This illustrates a 1:1 duty cycle can be used to attenuate
pressure ulcers.

10

The authors showed that keeping up stimulation is important to maintain the beneficial effects on tissue
oxygenation. In between the two different protocols for example, tissue oxygenation decreased when stimulation
was cessated. (Bogie et al., 2006, p590).
11
The authors state in their crossover study design that 15mins rest was given between stimulation using another
protocol. Yet, other authors usually give 48hrs (e.g., Baksay, 1993) in between stimulation sessions for example.
One could argue that the works of Van Londen et al. (2008) may have disregarded this fatigue.
12
One could argue that there would have possibly been some differences should this protocol be repeated with
some further rigour. For example, the alternating protocol involved 0.5s ON 15s OFF on one glutei, then 0.5s ON
15s OFF for the other for 60 total repetitions (31mins total, with 15.5mins each glutei). The simultaneous protocol
involved 0.5s ON 15s OFF on both glutei for 120 total repetitions (31mins total, with 31mins each glutei). It is
clear from these simple calculations that the simultaneous protocol involved stimulation for each glutei twice the
time of the alternating protocol! The simultaneous protocol should have been done for 15.5mins total to ensure
comparable stimulation times between the two protocols.
13
Asymmetrical pulses were 100us, 50Hz, 7:7. Symmetrical pulses were 300us, 50Hz, 7:7. Care must be taken in
interpretation of the results, as the pulse width of the asymmetrical pulse was one-third that of the symmetrical
pulse. Also tested were microcurrent pulses – 10us, 1Hz, 7:7.
14
Their study talks of compliance, which is related to home FES discussions surrounding how well individuals stick
to their treatment upon leaving a clinical context. Compliance was defined as an individual completing 1.5 hrs per
day of treatment. Semi-compliance was defined as 45 mins per day. Hence, compliance was assessed in a
stimulator-measured fashion, with it being examined when subjects visited the physical therapist. See home FES
section.
15
(i.e. 1:1 in .s domain, Tf = 7) by notation of the author of this thesis.
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1F. SOME IMPORTANT REVIEWS
In 1988, Baker and colleagues commented on the lack of literature pertaining to “…systematic
evaluation of specific stimulus parameters…”. In recent times, there has been more literature
that has focused on analyzing collections of FES papers, to collate what parameters they utilize.
Some pertinent publications which mention FES duty cycles are listed in table 1A.7.
Table 1A.7. Some Important Reviews which Could Facilitate Future Evidence-Basis
Established in FES Research.
• Baker et al. 2000
• Gondin et al. 2011
• Minogue et al. 2007
• Filipovic et al. 2011
• Sillen et al. 2011
• Deley et al. 2015
• Filipovic et al. 201116

16

Filipovic & colleagues conducted a systematic review into EMS training, examining various stimulation protocols
used across 89 studies16. They focused on stimulation parameters important in the context of strength. Regarding
isometric EMS, the authors found that 26.5 +/- 13.7% duty cycle had a significant relationship with increases in
strength across studies, as assessed by “Fmax”. Could be linked to Baker et al.’s argument of 10s ON 50s OFF
(10/60 = 16.67%) for strength training.
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1G. ALTERNATING CURRENT STUDIES

Table 1A.8. Select Alternating Current Studies of Duty Cycle.
• Currier et al. (1986) examined gastrocnemius blood flow, using 2,500 Hz sinusoidal
current. They argued that their duty cycle (15s ON, 50s OFF) could have been
inadequate for modulating blood flow as desired.
• Liebano et al. (2013) deduced that a duty cycle of 20% is superior than duty cycles of
35% or 50% in the context of maximal quadriceps torque in a group of thirty males
who played soccer. However, this study used medium frequency alternating current
(Liebano et al., 2013).
• Lein Jr et al. (2015) studied both pulsed and burst-modulated AC of the quadriceps,
and comment on how duty cycle is an important predictor of force when a muscle is
stimulated with BMAC, and that for pulsed current it is frequency that is fundamental
for predicting the force and fatigue to arise from a muscle [May need to be crosschecked against reference again/discussed].
• In their study of AC stimulation of finger flexor muscles, Moreno-Aranda & Seireg
(1981a) argue that 10-30% duty cycle at constant voltage is optimum for force
generation.
• Currier & Mann (1983) challenged Kots, noting that several researchers who tried to
replicate his work did not have access to similar stimulation apparatuses. They
compared isometric, isometric + ES and ES using a protocol of 15/50/10, 3 times/wk
for 5wk. They argue that no significant increase in muscle size (‘girth”)17,18 were
found after any of the regimes, which would be in discordance with the suggestions of
Kots. [Currier & Mann (1983) refer to refs 1, 9, 10 Kots]. However, it should be noted
that “mean static torque” increased for all groups relative to a control, highlighting the
fact that torque and strength are not necessarily synonymous.
• Baksay (1993)i conducted a study examining the fatigue of three different multiples
of a 1:3 duty cycle (5:15, 10:30, 15:45) (n= 27). Relevant stimulation parameters were
– 2500Hz, 50 bursts/sec, 200us, 1-s ramp. The author also notes that current was
chosen such that it was dictated by “…maximal patient tolerance…”. Participants
were subjected to one of three DC’s on three different occasions, with 48h rest in
between19. They found, that in order of increasing fatigue, 5:15 < 10:30 < 15:4520.

17

One could argue that even though these authors found no increase in size, it does not mean that training wasn’t
beneficial! For example, perhaps fibre type conversion occurred.
18
The investigators measured girth at a location halfway between femur (greater trochanter) and patella (upper
border). Isn’t girth an archaic measurement of hypertrophy though?
19
The authors note reasons for a 48h rest period, namely:
a) To reduce “…residual fatigue…”
b) To reduce “training effect” aggregated over time.
20
Fatigue was defined as a slight modification of authors such as Packman-Braun (1988) who suggested <50% as
an appropriate metric. The author took the average of the first three contractions, then examined when a set of 3
contractions arose that all were below 50% of the mean of those first three contractions.
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1H. PULSED VERSUS ALTERNATING – IN DUTY CYCLE CONTEXT
Table 1A.9. Comments by Aldayel et al. Regarding Pulsed & Alternating Currents
• Aldayel et al. (2011) compared alternating and pulsed EMS (in a two session study), in
terms of variables such as torque21 (isokinetic dynamometry) and blood lactate, tissue
oxygenation. Pulsed stimulation was delivered as 5s ON 15s OFF (i.e., 1:3 in the 5s
domain), 400us, 75Hz in 30 isometric contractions. The found that in comparing the
pulsed and alternating regimes, torque increase was significant for pulsed, but not,
alternating, current.
• In a similar yet different study, Aldayel et al. (2010) compared two sets of pulsed
current exercise (but 40 isometric contractions), separated by a period of two weeks. The
authors found that muscle soreness was lower after the second session than the first
session. Specifically, they noted that at 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours post-stimulation,
soreness was lower for both palpation and squatting exercises.

i

It is of note that Baksay (1993) argue that their results are evidence for the findings of Gentz&
Moore (1988). Baksay argues that Gentz& Moore deduced:
“…a trend of increasing fatigue with an increased stimulus ON time…”, but only did 1:3 vs
12:36 exhibit “…a significant increase in the onset of fatigue…”.
They argue that perhaps Gentz & Moore’s paper used ON times that were too short to show
differences of significance “…between the other duty cycles…”. Yet, Gentz& Moore stipulate
that, in their study:
Defining this as a trend of increasing fatigue is thus slightly misguided. Further investigation is
warranted to validate Gentz & Moore as:
a) These results don’t necessarily indicate that increased ON times lead to greater fatigue.
b) [Only abstract publicly available? Also – do they specify knee joint angle??]
Another pertinent issues highlighted by the Baksay thesis is how the authors often discuss duty
cycle research of both alternating and pulsed current when trying to draw comparisons. The
Gentz & Moore paper utilized a pulsed waveform, whereas Baksay used an alternating
waveform at 2.5 kHz.

21

The authors conducted experiments such that maximal voluntary isometric contraction (MVIC) was measured at
an angle of 100 degrees (0 degrees corresponding to complete extension). It would be advantageous to replicate
this experiment at different knee joint angles to see how alternating as opposed to pulsed current has an effect
on muscle responses thus forth.
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2A. STUDY INSTRUMENT

MS version shown for purposes of discussion.

1. Participant Demographic Sheet
Please record your details on the sheet below.
Name: ________________________________________________________
Age: ____________
Gender: _________
Ethnicity: ____________________________
Stage of MS (relapsing-remitting, secondary-progressive, primary-progressive, progressiverelapsing): ________________
Condition:_________________
Time since injury or diagnosis: ___________
FES system(s) used at home: _______________________________________
How long have you, or did you previously (please specify) use FES for exercise for?
___________________________
Mobile phone number (optional): _______________________________
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2. Semi-structured Interview Schedule

1. Rehabilitation and Transition
•
•
•

What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? If so, what were the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?

2. Exercise
•
•
•

Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?

3. Functional electrical stimulation
•
•
•
•

What types of FES have you used for exercise?
What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits? Psychological benefits?
What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
How has FES made an impact on your life?

4. Home exercise
•
•
•
•

Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
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3. Home FES Exercise Questionnaire

1

2

Strongly agree

Agree

3
Neutral

4
Disagree

5
Strongly disagree

Some additional information which may be helpful:
•

In this survey, aerobic exercise refers to activities such as cycling, running, rowing,
wheelchair sports such as disabled basketball etc. Resistance training refers to activities
such as using weights.

•

FES cycling is cycling on a stationary exercise bike, assisted by electrical stimulation.

•

FES walking is walking with the assistance of stimulation and crutches.

•

FES rowing is rowing on a stationary rowing system, assisted by electrical stimulation.

•

“An FES system for stationary exercise” refers to a system which would enable you to
do FES exercise while your body stays still (for example, a hand-held stimulation
system).
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3.1 Exercise: General Questions (Everyone to complete)
I find exercise easy to incorporate into my daily routine.

I would like to participate in more aerobic exercise each week.

I would like to participate in more resistance training each week.

I would like to participate in more FES exercise each week.

Having an assistive device would encourage me to do more aerobic exercise each week.

Having an assistive device would encourage me to do more resistance exercise each week.

Having an assistive device would encourage me to do more FES exercise each week.

The cost of a home exercise system is an important determinant of whether I use it
frequently.

I get enough aerobic exercise on most days.
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3.2 FES Questions (Everyone to complete)
The majority of people with multiple sclerosis in Australia use FES each week for exercise in a
rehabilitation centre.

The majority of people with multiple sclerosis in Australia use FES each week for
exercise in a hospital setting.

The majority of people with multiple sclerosis in Australia use FES each week for
exercise in a home setting.
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If you are currently using FES, complete section 3.3 only.

If you have used FES in the past, proceed to section 3.4 only.

3.3 Home FES (Current users only)
Please only complete this section if you ARE currently using FES for home exercise.
What current type of FES system are you using for exercise at home?
______________________
I use FES ______ times/week for exercise, for at least ____minutes each occasion.
I use FES for exercise at home at least five times per week, for at least half an hour each
session (Y/N) ____

I would like to use my FES system less often for exercise each week.

I enjoy using FES for exercise.

I would recommend FES to other individuals for home exercise.

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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3.4 Home FES (Non-current users only)
Please only complete this section if you are NOT currently using FES for home exercise.
If I had an FES cycle, I would use it ______ times/week for exercise, for at least ____minutes.
If I had an FES walking system, I would use it ______ times/week for exercise, for at least
____minutes.
If I had an FES rowing system, I would use it ______ times/week for exercise, for at least
____minutes.
If I had an FES system for stationary exercise, I would use it ______ times/week for exercise,
for at least ____minutes.
I would use FES for exercise at home at least five times per week, for at least half an hour each
session (Y/N) ____
I think FES cycling would bedifficult to incorporate into my daily routine.

I think FES walkingwould bedifficult to incorporate into my daily routine.

I think FES rowingwould bedifficult to incorporate into my daily routine.

I think using an FES system for stationary exercise would be difficult to incorporate
into my daily routine.
I would like to use FES exercise while sitting down and watching the television.

I would like to use FES for exercise while I sleep.
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I would like to use FES for exercising just the lower half of my body (eg. thighs, legs).

I would like to use FES for exercising just the upper half of my body (eg. arms, trunk).

I would use FES for exercising both my arms and legs.

I would like to use FES to help me do more aerobic exercise.

I would like to use FES to help me do more resistance exercise.

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE

2B. ETHICS DOCUMENTS

The Participant Consent Form (PCF) and Participant Information Statement (PIS) are shown in
the next pages. Formatting is slightly different to actual document in order to fit into this thesis.
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[OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD OMITTED FOR FORMATTING PURPOSES]

Factors surrounding the use of FES technology in the home environment for sedentary populations in
Australia: A semi-structured interview study

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
I, ................................................................................... [PRINT NAME], agree to take part in this research
study.
In giving my consent I state that:
✓ I understand the purpose of the study, what I will be asked to do, and any risks/benefits
involved.
✓ I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been able to discuss my
involvement in the study with the researchers if I wished to do so.
✓ The researchers have answered any questions that I had about the study and I am happy with
the answers.
✓ I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary and I do not have to take part. My
decision whether to be in the study will not affect my relationship with the researchers or
anyone else at the University of Sydney now or in the future.
✓ I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time.
✓ I understand that I may stop the interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, and that
unless I indicate otherwise any recordings will then be erased and the information provided will
not be included in the study. I also understand that I may refuse to answer any questions I
don’t wish to answer.
✓ I understand that personal information about me that is collected over the course of this
project will be stored securely and will only be used for purposes that I have agreed to. I
understand that information about me will only be told to others with my permission, except as
required by law.
✓ I understand that the results of this study may be published. Although every effort will be
made to protect my identity, I may be identifiable in these publications due to the nature of the
study or results.

I consent to:
• Audio-recording

YES
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NO
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• Reviewing transcripts

YES



NO



• Being contacted if results need to be clarified

YES



NO



• Being contacted about future studies

YES



NO



• Receiving feedback about my personal results

YES



NO



Would you like to receive feedback about the overall results of this study?
YES

NO

If you answered YES, please indicate your preferred form of feedback and address:
 Postal:

_______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

 Email:

___________________________________________________

...................................................................
Signature

.............. ....................................................
PRINT name

..................................................................................
Date
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[OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD OMITTED FOR FORMATTING PURPOSES]
Factors surrounding the use of FES technology in the home environment for sedentary populations in
Australia: A semi-structured interview study
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT
(1) What is this study about?
You are invited to take part in a research study about the use of functional electrical
stimulation (FES) exercise in the home environment. The study is aimed at elucidating the
experiences individuals have had, or are having, using FES in the home for exercise. In
particular, we wish to interview individuals with multiple sclerosis (MS). We hope that this
study will highlight issues with home FES that have not been covered in the literature, which
is sparse and limited in scope.
You have been invited to participate in this study because you are an individual with MS,
who has had experience using FES technology for home exercise. This Participant
Information Statement tells you about the research study. Knowing what is involved will help
you decide if you want to take part in the research. Please read this sheet carefully andask
questions about anything that you don’t understand or want to know more about.
Participation in this research study is voluntary.
By giving your consent to take part in this study you are telling us that you:
✓ Understand what you have read.
✓ Agree to take part in the research study as outlined below.
✓ Agree to the use of your personal information as described.
You will be given a copy of this Participant Information Statement to keep.
(2) Who is running the study?
The study is being carried out by the following researchers:
• Mr Matthew Taylor, PhD Student, Faculty of Engineering and IT, The University
of Sydney (Student Researcher)
• Professor Andrew Ruys, Director of Biomedical Engineering (Education), The
University of Sydney (Chief Investigator)
• Dr.ChéFornusek, Lecturer, Exercise and Sport Science, The University of
Sydney
• Professor Stephen Simpson, Academic Director, Charles Perkins Centre, The
University of Sydney
• Professor David James, Leonard P. Ullman Chair of Metabolic Systems Biology,
Charles Perkins Centre, The University of Sydney
• Professor Adrian Bauman, Theme Leader, Physical Activity, Exercise and
Energy Expenditure, Charles Perkins Centre, The University of Sydney
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Matthew Taylor is conducting this study as the basis for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophyat The University of Sydney. This will take place under the supervision of
Professor Andrew Ruys, Director of Biomedical Engineering (Education), The University
of Sydney.

(3) What will the study involve for me?
You will be eligible to participate in this study if you have multiple sclerosis. We will be
conducting face-to-face interviews that will take place at one of the following locations,
depending on your choice:
•
•
•
•

C-Block, Faculty of Health Sciences,The University of Sydney. 75 East Street,
Lidcombe NSW 2141.
The Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney. Building D17, John Hopkins
Drive, The University of Sydney, Camperdown NSW 2006.
A public café or restaurant of your choosing.
Your home residence.

There will be three components to the interview:
1. A demographic survey (approx. duration 5 mins). We will ask you to complete a form
which will ask you questions such as: your age, gender, usage of FES etc.
2. A semi-structured interview (approx. duration 40 mins – 1 hr). This will be a recorded
interview where you will be asked a series of questions relating to exercise, and FES in
the home environment. Questions will be based on an interview guide, but you will be
encouraged to discuss any points you see relevant and are welcome to elaborate
freely. During the interview, your responses will be recorded onto a voice recorder for
qualitative analysis by the researchers at a later date.
3. A short questionnaire(approx. duration 10 - 20 mins).Following the interview you will
be asked to complete a survey on paper which will contain a few questions about FES
exercise in the home environment. You will be asked to rate a series of items on a
scale from 1-5 relating to how strongly you agree/disagree with the statements
provided.
There may be a follow-up session that will take place after the interview, where I will
discuss any of the data obtained from the interviews for clarification. This could occur via
email, over the phone, or in a face-to-face setting of your choice.
You will have the opportunity to read any interview transcripts before results are
published. If you wish to do so, you may call or email Mr. Matthew Taylor anytime during
business hours (9am-5pm, Mon-Fri), and he will be happy to provide you with a copy once
the transcripts have been made.
(4) How much of my time will the study take?
The time that this study will take is no more than two hours,which will consist of recording
your demographic details, conducting the interview and providing you with the chance to
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complete the short survey afterwards. There will be no further commitment required from
you at the end of the interview.
(5) Who can take part in the study?
Any individual who meets the following criteria is able to participate in this study:
•
•
•
•
•

Has a spinal cord injury (paraplegia or tetraplegia), or multiple sclerosis
Has used FES for exercise in their home, either currently or in the past
Is over 18 years of age
Does not have a cognitive impairment
Is able to understand and speak English fluently

You will be excluded from participating in this study if you have not used any form of FES
to perform exercise.
(6) Do I have to be in the study? Can I withdraw from the study once I've started?
Being in this study is completely voluntary and you do not have to take part. Your decision
whether to participate will not affect your current or future relationship with the
researchers or anyone else at the University of Sydney.
If you decide to take part in the study and then change your mind later, you are free to
withdraw at any time. You can do this by contacting Mr Matthew Taylor via email
(matthew.j.taylor@sydney.edu.au), or phone: (02) 8627 0521. Any information taken from
you during the course of the interview (recorded data, survey responses, and demographic
data) will bewithdrawn from the study if you wish this to be the case.There will be no
consequences arising from your decision to withdraw from the study.
You are free to stop the interview at any time. Unless you say that you want us to keep
them, any recordings will be erased and the information you have provided will not be
included in the study results. You may also refuse to answer any questions that you do not
wish to answer during the interview.
Submitting your completed questionnaire is an indication of your consent to participate in
the study. You can withdraw your responses if you change your mind about having them
included in the study, up to the point that we have analysed and published the results.

(7) Are there any risks or costs associated with being in the study?
In this study you will be asked about exercise routines and your current or past
experiences using FES. Aside from giving up your time, we do not expect that there will be
any risks or costs associated with taking part in this study.

(8) Are there any benefits associated with being in the study?
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We cannot guarantee that you will receive any direct benefits from being in the study.
However, we hope that the data obtained from this study will assist future home FES in
Australia.
(9) What will happen to information about me that is collected during the study?
By providing your consent, you are agreeing to us collecting personal information about
you for the purposes of this research study. Your information will only be used for the
purposes outlined in this Participant Information Statement, unless you consent
otherwise.
Your information will be stored securely and your identity/information will be kept strictly
confidential, except as required by law. Study findings may be published. Although every
effort will be made to protect your identity, there is a risk that you might be identifiable in
publications due to the nature of the study and/or the results.
This study will require the collection of various types of data. Your demographic data will
be taken down for the purposes of seeing the characteristics of our sample size and to
examine how FES has been used across different demographic groups. Completion of the
survey will also enable us to see your opinion on home FES. These data have the potential
of being placed into a publication, and/or the student researcher’s doctoral thesis.
Your voice recordings will be transcribed by the student researcher (Matthew Taylor),
word-for-word. They will then be analysed using qualitative research software, with
different phrases of text assigned different themes (thematic analysis). Quotes may be
used in a publication to illustrate these themes. These data will be kept on the student
researcher’s(and possibly the chief investigator’s) computer hard-drive for seven years,
and a copy of the data may be made onto a USB or external hard-drive for back-up. This
will only be accessible to the student researcher and others on the research team.
Hardcopies of transcripts may be produced to assist the student researcher in the analysis
phase. These documents will be in a clearly marked file labelled “CONFIDENTIAL” should
they be printed for analysis. These data have the potential of being placed into a
publication, and/or the student researcher’s doctoral thesis.
We will keep the information we collect for this study, and we may use it in future
projects. By providing your consent you are allowing us to use your information in future
projects.We don’t know at this stage what these other projects will involve. We will seek
ethical approval before using the information in these future projects.
(10) Can I tell other people about the study?
It would be preferable if you didn’t mention the questions asked to other individuals who
may be asked to participate in the study, as it may bias the responses they choose to give.

(11) What if I would like further information about the study?
When you have read this information, Matthew Taylor will be available to discuss it with
you further and answer any questions you may have. If you would like to know more at
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any stage during the study, please feel free to contact Matthew Taylor either via email
(matthew.j.taylor@sydney.edu.au), or phone: 8627 0521.
(12) Will I be told the results of the study?
You have a right to receive feedback about the overall results of this study. You can tell us
that you wish to receive feedback by ticking the appropriate box on the Participant
Consent Form. This feedback will be in the form of a one-page summary which outlines the
findings of the study.You will receive this feedback after the study is finished.

(13) What if I have a complaint or any concerns about the study?
Research involving humans in Australia is reviewed by an independent group of people
called a Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC). The ethical aspects of this study have
been approved by the HREC of the University of Sydney [INSERT protocol number once
approval is obtained].As part of this process, we have agreed to carry out the study
according to the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007). This
statement has been developed to protect people who agree to take part in research
studies.
If you are concerned about the way this study is being conducted or you wish to make a
complaint to someone independent from the study, please contact the university using
the details outlined below. Please quote the study title and protocol number.
The Manager, Ethics Administration, University of Sydney:
• Telephone: +61 2 8627 8176
• Email: ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au
• Fax: +61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile)
This information sheet is for you to keep
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2C. ADDITIONAL QUALITATIVE NOTES
Reflexive Comments
Table 2A.1. Reflexive Memoranda from the Study [edited for purposes of clarity]
• Participants may had different definitions of rehabilitation. With MS participants in
particular, I discussed how SCI may have a different understanding of the term, and
asked what it means for them.
• Reflexive memo question 8:Placebo comment, I put a comment previously saying it
would be good for discussion. Shows emphasis.
• Reflexive memo question 9:I acknowledged it as important – relates to other study.It
was also suggested there was a lack of information regarding FES [Check context, could
be important].
• Reflexive Memo [general]: Sometimes I desire to emphasize linkage to Vienna study.
• Reflexive Memo [general]: Sometimes unclear data was cross checked against
transcripts, sometimes not.
Field Notes
Table 2A.2. Field Notes for Interviews. Some made after.
Participant
Field Notes
1
Interview done in participants' home
I added a question at the end "Is there anything you'd like to add?"
Thankyou for…common statement?
Interviewer (me) was in the room while the survey was done.
2

"They don't use FES in the hospitals do they?". I told him I can't discuss as he
was doing the quiz.
Interview performed in subjects' home
Wife came in halfway during the interview
The subject stressed user-friendliness. Dept on system. Eg. Rowing - we
discussed how you may need someone to assist.
When participant mentioned certain points, I nodded and smiled sometimes.
Should avoid. May introduce slight bias.
Other:
Results for last 5 qu's were verified over phone and Voicemail.
Prt mentioned he doesn't want to do aerobics - so misinterpreted the question
Also, he mentioned that other qu's were for upper body? My u/std is that he
thought the last 4 qu's are for upper body - so he may have misinterpreted. I
didn't tell him to remain impartial.
Lots of stuttering, so I omitted some of the double words in transcription.
Also unclear at times.
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3

"I would like to participate in more aerobic exercise each week" - note this was
changed after interview. See below comments.
During interview, Jen said something to the effect of "I'm not sure about that
one" during the Likert scale. I said to her after, does she want to add anything
to clarify. She wrote notes, underneath the section 3.2 (p5). See below.
Notes added p5: "I dont have a lot of contact with other people [with] spinal
cord injuries so I am unaware of what they do for exercise… those I do know
say why bother doing exercise OR they go to the gym @ sydneyuni& I do not
know their exercise routine".
To decrease bias (because the questions were related to her opinions of how
many people use FES - which is something I am interested in and may have
noted in my head during interview), I also asked her if she wanted to add
any comments to anything she was unsure of. She then asked me if boxing is
aerobic exercise to which I said yes. (She altered her answer, changing it from
a 4 to a 2, for the q on p4: "I would like to participate in more aerobic exercise
each week").
Jen may have used FES for exercise in lab, but for other purpose at home.
Errata from Jen's Interview:
I use FES ______ times/week for exercise, for at least ____minutes each
occasion.
I use FES for exercise at home at least five times per week, for at least half an
hour each session (Y/N) ____
I would like to use my FES system less often for exercise each week.

**Comments in blue had other data – mainly pertaining to clarifying responses [not shown].
After 16.42, recording kept going. I did not listen to all of it - but pretty
sure that the only comment really said was that above about if boxing is
aerobic exercise.
4
May want to listen to the recording of during the Likert scale too.
Likewise for Jen!
Participant and I engaged in a lot of chat post-interview, where I expressed my
opinions as well.
He mentioned Making Strides in Brisbane - I gave him snowball sampling
flyers to take up there.
Re-walk exoskeleton he mentioned. I asked for clarification. He noted that this
would be better for complete, who have flaccid muscles. He noted his hips
tight. Does that mean he is incomplete?
Also look into - Patricia Neal, Knoxville, Shepherd Center, Kentucky.
Ask Che about SCIPA program at POW.
I asked a few other questions to explore what he said.
Regarding section 3.1: Is it possible JS misinterpreted questions? He agreed to
doing more even though he said already using it. Also could check interview
recording to confirm.
I probed a little regarding ramp-up - this is something I am interested in! Also
may help my thesis relate biomechanics to the qualitative stuff.
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5 (n=11 SCI)

Interview was long! More questions were asked like a natural conversation but should perhaps ask less in future interviews.
He only used FES a bit at home, but didn't really use it. So he can be n=11.
Phone rang around 29 mins, so there will be a break in the data there.
I left room for a bit while JM completed the numerical survey, but answered
any questions he had.
Spouses may also have opinions of FES!!

6 (n=11 MS)

Emailed her the Likert scale to complete.
Didn't really use FES for exercise
"Rehabilitation" in the sense may have a different meaning for MS vs SCI.
Participant expressed desire to do FES. Interviewer said he would discuss with
a lecturer.
**Interesting that Beate answered the questionnaire in different ways (e.g. she
did a part of section 3.3 AND 3.4. Also she put "mobile" for condition. Maybe
I don't need to ask them that as it should be known! Although…they do give
more insights if I do (e.g. a lot of SCI say complete or incomplete).

7

Awaiting Jill's survey still. Also she mentioned she'd have a think about last
question. Follow this up too [Old note]
Her response to section 3.4 is appended in a scanned doc. Discuss with Adrian.
I filled out and read out Likert scale for her.
Went to back page even though he didn't have to - I got him to do non-current
FES users section as well.
He mentioned getting dysreflexic from abdominal stimulation.
I asked if he used FES for foot drop, he said he uses something else for that
instead.
Discuss with Che use of stim for back pain.
We discussed stim for wounds - she mentioned you put them nearby to
increase blood flow. Increases speed of healing?
Hansa Boast - Sailability

8
9

10
13
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Other Notes

Should use an analysis type which is more explicit than thematic analysis
if we wish to help the field of FES progress!
Should definitely try somehow to correlate numerical data with qualitative
stuff. Eg. Participants' decisions' to partake in certain types of FES exercise
may be influenced by the types of exercise they are already doing (eg. JM only
does upper body resistance? which would of course explain his opinion on
wanting to do aerobic, lower body if he can.
Post-hoc comparisons between SCI and MS can be made. Incomplete VS
complete? Para VS quad? ASIA status stratification? Current vs non-current
users. May require asking prts their status.
Following discussion with Adrian Bauman, should keep recordings on for
entire time, even when they do the Likert scale.
Could make a Venn diagram of the participants recruited into the
following categories:
Those who use FES at home
Those who use FES at home for other purposes but have perspectives from the
lab
Those who have used FES at home
Those who have used FES at home, but not really that much but perspectives
are valuable nevertheless
Regarding demographic data:
*Any dates extrapolated should be calculated from the date of the interview.
**In the time using FES at home, we will probably make a table: < 1 wk, 1wk
- 1mo etc.
Regarding Likert scale data:
Together with field notes, these will form the discussion/strengths/limitations
of the work.
**Need to link up qu's designed to test understanding. Note that participant 1's
data has some contradiction for example.
If I were to an ethics modification:
Include people in lab already. How long would this take? There are heaps of
people in the lab! We COULD give them the same survey. It may have a
few flaws but that's OK? Doesn't have to be perfect!
Other populations (post-PhD).

*Some other notes on side of tables regarding data analysis/linkages omitted.
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2D. INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTIONS
Participant 1
I: Ok, so we’ve started recording now, this is Thursday the 17th of February, 2016.
P: 18th.
I: 18th. Thursday, the 18th.(mumble). So I’ll put it there. Alright, so I’m gunna ask you a
few questions first. Would you like me to fill them out, or would you like to do that?
P: Ah, you can fill ‘em out.
I: Sure. So, name? Gregory McClure.
P: Mr? Gregory McClure, yep.
I: Ah, age?
P: Um, 49. Years of age.
I: Gender?
P: Male.
I: Ethnicity?
P: Ehm, Caucasian.
I: What’s your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: Ah, T5.
I: AIS? Do you know what AIS classification you are?
P: No.
I: Or ? ASIA?
P: Nah, nothing like that. Che would know.
I: No worries. Condition?
P: Incomplete.
I: Spinal cord injury?
P: Yeah…incomplete spinal cord injury.
I: Um, time since injury or diagnosis?
P: Um, 19..93. January.
I: FES systems used at home?
P: Yep, I have a Compex system, yep, handheld..Compax stimulator.
I: How long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: Um, I have used home exercise for at least 18 years.
I: Fantastic. Mobile phone number (optional)?
P: Yep. 0404 287 798.
I: Fantastic. Alright, thanks for that.
P: Yep.
I: We’ll start the interview now. I’ll ask you a series of questions. What were the initial
goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Ah…goal a bit to be independent, to live independently and look after myself and
that there..um and to um…not get sick and all that and um…have to go back into
hospital and all ah things like that so that was my goal. To get out of hospital, live
independently and um ah, keep healthy.
I: What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Um...transferring, you know um, doin’ transfers you know like in the shower, chair,
out of the bed, you know you start off with a sliding board and that there and then you
sorta like um get used to that and you start doing good transfers so that’s a, that’s a
that was one of the major challenges. Yep.
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I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? If so, what were the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Oh, I did not use any um FES during my rehabilitation. I wasn’t, I wasn’..excl..I
wasn’t permitted to do that.
I: Okay. Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: I exercise everyday, I have a park out the back of my place there and I wheel
around and take the dog out there and so I wheel around out there you know and
there’s various gradients there, hills and climbs and I also do stretches on me arms
and hands and that there and sometimes I do um do nun chucker exercise as well.
I: Great. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: I could improve on it um by making more time and not in a hurry and um you know
I’m ah so I make just makin’ more time and not being in a hurry to do to try and um
make time for an exercise there.
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: (jumble) exercise positive is there like I could…I can um… give me endurance there
to um do all the all the um tasks that I need during the day and that and um ahm yeah
so like um healthwise it protects your health and that there b-b-but perhaps the
disadvantages is that um you might get an injury or something like that there oror you
feel hurt or fall out (unclear) the chair so um but um that is very rarely so its more
advantages than disadvantages.
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: I’ve had um I’ve used um muscle stimulators there, I’ve used aa trikes, I’ve used
cycle bikes um the stimulators and also I have done um usin’ various systems of ah
walking stimulators for exercise as well.
I: What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits? Psychological
benefits?
P: Oh psychological benefits is like um your participating inum not only in doin the FES
and that there but your helpin out with research there but you feel a lot fitter in your
cardiovascular there, less prone to pressure sores form..forming there and
um…um..I’m very satisfied with the, with the muscle bulk in my legs, I like the look of
my legs with the muscle bulk on there and um the tone of the muscles there and you
just feel, you just feel um a lot more better about yourself.
I: What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Well like um but the negatives there um you can have breakdowns shutdowns or ah
electrical burns, little burns from doin’ it there. And also like, the set up time is, it’s,
it’ssorta like can be a negative thing to set it all up and that. Time consuming and to put
things away. But ah, overall it’s worthwhile…um the positives is that um that it’s wo- it
is worthwhile to um do that there to to nourish your um, your health.
I: How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Oh greatly, it has impacted greatly on not only like health but also social and um
academic eh beh participating in research and all there and also um participating in
cycling sports and that there so there’s a there, there is a common interest in activity
using FES and cycling in in the sports environment.
I: Do you think it’s easy… d-do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily
routine?
P: No it is it can be difficult ah you you’ve got something going on with your life, you got
um a matter that’s urgent to attend to or something like that or busy or if you’re sick, or
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you’re not feeling um like doing it, you want be on the computer feeling lazy there but if
you discipline yourself there and have a routine you you…you’re guaranteed of ah
having a routinely doing the FES cycling or stimulatin’ (a little unclear).
I: Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Um they’re, the one I have is une- user friendly but they’re and(unclear 8:26)cycling
is user friendly there and and you hav-..and you can really, ah fix the faults yourself
and that there…you you get the leads…ah come off, off the electrodes and all that
there but um, and some other cycling ones that you know like you yougotta learn how
to operate things and, and you’re in the cycle there so you can’t do that there so yeah,
so that’s right.
I: If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
P: Well I like to do a variety I think (unclear 9:11) you know like um you could do
some… some rowing one day and that there to as one form of exercise that gets your
arm muscles and cardio, higher cardiovascular output there, bigger fitness doing the
rowing ah with the, that’s what we found out with the arms…using the arms as well as
the le- …er, stimulating the ah leg muscles. So you would do ah have an all-round
variety of FES to, to um, to keep you healthy and fit.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Ideally, ideally we’d want it all everything all small and um and that remote you know
maybe, Bluetooth communication with the electrodes and things like that you’d think,
there could be more innovation there but um but ah that… that’ll all improve. But um
one improvement we could be is like um...like the um cycling more user, userfriendly...automatic. You want things automatic.
I: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
P:(unclear 10:36)FES has come a great way and all that there and I think we’d like to
see improvements in the future and that there and Che is working on this (unclear
10:47 – where?) the PhD doctor he’s worked on this eccentric training, which shows
promising prospects to um increasing the feeling of um, of your paralyzed body. So like
there’d be different stimulation techniques to be develop.
I: Alright, thanks Greg. That concludes the interview.
P: Thankyou very much.
I: Thankyou.
P: How’d that go? (unclear 11:14), that was pretty good, I just rolled it out! Like
sometimes, just roll the..words out.
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N.B. Time stamps relative to from end of transcription.
Participant 2
I: So, this is interview number two with Peter Spooner, Monday the 7 th of March, 2016.
So…name?
P: Peter Spooner.
I: Your age, Peter?
P: Um, 62, at present.
I: Gender?
P: Last time I looked I was male.
I: Ethnicity?
P: Pardon?
I: Ethnicity.
P: Um, whats that mean?
I: It’s like racial background, heritage.
P: Oh English
I: Caucasian?
P: I’m English, ahEnglish descent I suppose
I: Yep.
P: Australian, actually.
I: Now, Peter, what’s your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: I’m a, I’m a T9 para.
I: And do you know your ASIA classification, ASIA A..B…or I could ask Che that one.
P: Um…ASIA, ASIA A. Yeah, complete.
I: Condition? Spinal cord injury?
P: Yeah, yeah.
I: Now what’s your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: Ah, 10th of June 93 so ah its ah 20 20 um 23 years.
I: Thanks.
P: In, yep.
I: And, FES systems used at home?
P: Ah, yes. Yeah, um yeah only one, one type, you know.
I: Do you remember the model or name?
P: Nah, I wouldn’t have a clue. In those days it was um…
I: That’s alright.
P: Actually, there was two different types..two different colours actually. Because there
were a few years between each one of those studies.
I: Do you was it kind of like a handheld stimulator or an exercise bike?
P: One of those, it was a hand stimulator. They were they were all stimulators…put
electrodes on your legs, right, while you were sitting on the lounge, or, or your sitting in
a chair.
I: Fantastic.
P: Yeah.
[more random bits]
I: How long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: Previously um oh um ….on-, only only for those particular studies[I done? –
unclear 14.13]
I: So the two studies was it?
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P: Yep yeah.
I: And do you remember how long for each one?
P: Ah one leg for about three months. Right. Actually they have both probably been for
about three months. Alright, yeah.
I: Ok.
P: Actually the the second one it was the fact that we were still, it was to try and build
our legs up for projects over at Cumberland University. Because what happened was,
they ah had a bad habit of doing a project, and sending you away. Then, they would
bring you back when they were ready to do the next project. And in the mean time,
your legs would deteriorate.
I: No exercise?
P: Yeah yeahyeah, so ah…Che initiated it right right...but then…that’s when he was
starting to build his stimulators at the same time.
I: Oh wow?
P: Right. So um…
I: About three months?
P: Yeah yeah .. You’ll prob, probably be able to get more info on that from Che.
I: Fantastic.
P: Nnn, n.
I: And, mobile phone number, optional?
P: You can have mine yeah, 04086double7double45.
I: Fantas…
P: You’ve already got it anyhow.
I: Yeah, just for formalities I guess.
P: Yeah.
I: Alright lets start on the interview now. So I’ll ask you all these questions
P: Yep.
I: Then you just go [unclear 12.57-12.54ish]. So, number 1. Rehabilitation and
Transition. What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um to get as much, much um, um, well ...Whatever you do it puts…as far as spinal
cord injury goes, um its not going to [12.35] replace…whatever you do is not going to
replace the wheelchair. Right ah but supposed to be [12.30]its good. And its flexible
to be able to use it, ah to the best of your ability. Right, you know, um yeah that, that’s,
that’s one of the main things with spinal cord injury, right…ah have I gone off the track
a bit?
I: Ah that’s okay!
P: Mmm mm mmmm (mumbling). Read it again to us.
I: What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um, yeah yeah. Um, originally right I [unclear 11.59]to walk originallyI I actually I
started I I did a um um I it was wasn’t a Walk On program, but there was a um they
had a beginning ofah, using calipers, right, and mechanism between the legs to
practice walking. Right, right. I could, you know, in those days, I was a lot stronger of
course, and I was a lot younger, rightright. Um…..but um…I mean it doesn’t take long
to realise it’s not gunna replace the wheelchair. It’s just an option. But also, when
you’re standing, right and doing things like that, right. So, it all helps circulation. Right,
so itsbetter for your skin. Any form of exercise and doing things, using your legs is its
its better for your skin. Right, um yeah and yep and bowels and bladders [yeah right
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11.05] [stuttering]. Even FES cycling, right right.Yeah, ev-, everything seems to go
through quicker, yeah. If that makes sense.
I: Fantastic.
P:Yep, yeah.
I: What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Challenges. Um well,well thechallenge- the challengeswere [mumbling]I had to
think where I couldn’t reach, right wherewhere you had to try and get someone to do
something, or I’d make a tool right, to reach something or to do something with. Right,
um, um yeah, well put it this way …I um, I did after, after I had the accident, I also did a
lot of res, re-..I did a lot of rehabilitation, and inspected going back to tech. Right so I
did um…
I: Go back to tech.
P: Yeah, yeah but I did a weld…I’m a plumber by trade, so I could always um stick
weld, right and andoxyacetylene weld. Right so but then again I had to, I couldn’t MIG
and I couldn’t TIG so I thought I’ll go back to tech and I’ll did? that. Right, right. But I
soon dropped the, dropped the MIG coz I found out its, its, it was too big. I mean I
[9.38] withwith a with a TIG machine right its so big and you’re welding big stuff right,
where, whereas when you’re doing um, when you’re doing TIG stuff right, its all small
stuff. Right so it was, so I did it for 14 years. Right,ti- till they canned the
class.[unclear9.18] Half the guys didn’t know whether I was a student or whether I was
a pupil.
I: Haha.
P: You know, yeah, yeah. Um, coz I’d do my thing, I wouldn’t, I would, I’d go and
pass….well now, everyone’s gotta do the curriculum. Right, and andand, and it’s set.
Right. Whereas when I went there …you had the course…right...but also what
happened is…they had materials in those days. Because, years ago, with a storeroom,
..if you didn’t spend all your money you’d get, you’d would get a reduction the following
year. Right, so, ev-, every government section, whether it be in tech, right,whe-, whe-,
whether it be paper or oror whether its um um in the wel- in the welding section, so
they would spend all our allotment on material. Whereas now its’ been cut back down
so all you got is little pieces of things to be welded, right. You know, I mean, my lift
around the corner, there’s a lift there, it used to be a terry lift. Um..
I: I’ll have to have a look later.
P: I’ll show ya[unclear 8.06] you knowI’m getting sidetracked.
I: That’s ok Peter.
P: Alright, right, yeah.
I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? If so, what were the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P (as I was finishing last sentence): No no not notnot during my rehabilitation. That was
done after, right right. There was none during my rehabilitation. It was only just um
…how far does rehabilitation start and when does it finish?
I: Whenever you define.
P: Yep, well I mean rehabilitation is when, it’s in the hospital part. What you do
afterwards, right, is not part of the um, not part of that system.
I: Ok.
P: Right, what I do is, for for, FES and that sort of stuff, its for you guys for your
research. I’m just a labrat for you guys.
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I: Chuckles.
P: Right, right. And I’m trying to put something back in the system.
I: Very helpful.
P: [mumbling unimportant]Next question.
I: 2. Exercise.
P: Sue, this is Matthew.
W: Hi!
I: Hi, I’m Matthew.
Wife: Hi Matthew, I’m Sue.
I: Nice to meet you (as wife talks). Just doing an interview for my PhD with Peter.
Wife: Oh that’s alright.
[unclear, unimportant 6.51ish]
P: Yeah well I said that.
I: So if I sound like a robot, it’s just[unclear 6.47] a part of the study design. (chuckles)
P: She’ll, she’ll go down to the bedroom.
I: [unclear, unimportant 6.40]
P: How’s the car…better?
Wife: Pardon?
P: How’s the car…better?
Wife: Yeah. [unimportant 6.33-6.28ish]
P: Oh, okay. Where were we?
I: No worries. 2. Exercise. Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you
perform?
P: Push the wheelchair, working in the shed, cleaning the pool. Um, a bit of weights
when its not so hot. You know, but not much. Um, yeah. Running after grandkids and
that sorta stuff but ah yeah. Building things down the shed. Right, right. Um. I painted
some doors for my son, so he took em off to the BBQ, he signed the house, so I, he
said “Can you fix this up?”.Yeah, so I sanded them off and repainted them. Yeah, so
ah, yeah yeah. Jack of all trades.
I: Fantastic.
P: Master of one.
I: Yeah (chuckles)
P: Great. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
I: If the day was longer? Um, I could do more weights. Right, yeah, definitely more
weights. Ah, FES, a bit of FES at home would be good. Ah a home grown stimulator
would be fine, right, and if, and if Glen could pull his finger out a bit more and put a bit
more money towards research, we’d be better off you know.
P: Great.
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: It’s positive, it’s all good. It’s all good um it’s good ah [stuttering]it’s good for the
body, it’s good for the circulation, its’ good for everything, right, right, [unclear 4.32].
And if you get enough of it, you can walk around, you can wear a pair of shorts rather
than long pants.
I: Chuckles.
P: Right.
I: Great. 3. Functional electrical stimulation.What types of FES have you used for
exercise?
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P: Ah, the BerkelBike, um originally the um what’s the one? The theBerkelbike?
ERGYS, is it ERGYS?
I: ERGYS?
P: Yeah, ERGYS the big old…the big old thing. I think it’s ERGYS I think it’s called.
I: I’m not sure.
P: Yep, ah. Yeah yeah they’re the main one, and whatever, whatever um, whatever is
required for a research program. Oh. The rowing machine. I did that one for um, for
Nalan.
I: Oh yeah?
P: Yeah yeah yep um, that was good. Yep, they’re all plusses.
I: Great. What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits? Psychological
benefits?
P: It’s all[stuttering etc.]. It’s all health…It’s all health..itjust..it..um, yeah, itsits
good[some stuttering of this sentence not transcribed]. Plus also it umahm helps
you guys withwith your research. Mm, mm.
I: What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: There are none, as far as I am concerned.
I: Ok. How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Um, kept me a lot fitter, right rightright um, it help, helps keepthe weight down,
believe it or not, um, yeah that’s probably it.
I: No worries. 4. Home exercise. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your
daily routine?
P: Yeah, it shouldn’t be a problem. But, everyone’s different…you can fit it in,
whether,whether you do it…watchin a show on TV, right, um you can sit there and
watch TV and um have a bit of FES while you’re watching a show. Right, right. It’s a
good way, it’s a good way of gettin’ past the ads.
I: (sniggers)The ads.
P: Yeahaha, yep.
I: Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Yeah, yes well I’m a plumber by trade see so ah so I’m a um...I think logically. Right.
And um, the system is quite simple, for me. Right, right. But some people might find it
hard, right. But, I don’t have a problem with it.
I: Sure. If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do
with it? FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
P: Um, all of the above. All of the above yeah yep yep. It’d be nice to do a different one
each day..
I: Chuckles.
P: That, that would be good. In the wet weather, you could use the FES one um just
on, just on your legs at home watchin’ a show. If it’s a nice day and it’s not too hot, you
could use the BerkelBike outside. See, so ah, it’d be nice to have the options.
I: A variety?
P: Yep.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Yeah. Um, an easy system to put, to put, the umthe electrodes on, on your on your
butt. Right that that would be, that would be nice, a simple system to do that. Right so
that way you fall um yeah? [unclear 0.31-0.28ish]. And an and an eight-track um
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stimulator. N-not just, n-not just hams, quads and gluts, right, it’d be nice if you were
able to do, to do thecalf muscles as well at the same time.
I: Ok, Peter well that concludes the interview. Is there anything else you’d like to add?
P: Nup, no. That’s fine, yep, yep.
I: Great, thanks.
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Participant 3
I: So this is Matt and Jen, doing an interview on Friday the 1st of April, 2016. I’ll just
whack the recorder over there.
P: Yep.
I: Is that ok?
P: Yeah that’s fine, thanks.
I: Right, so, I’ll start by asking you a series of demographic questions.
P: Ok.
I: So…name?
P: Jennifer…do you need my middle name?
I: Something something
P: Ranieri.
I: Age?
P: Ah, 35.
I: Gender?
P: Female.
I: Ethnicity?
P: Ah, it depends.
I: We said Australian before.
P: Yeah. I’m Italian and Irish background.
I: Would you say Caucasian?
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah, that’s alright.
I: And, do you know your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: Would not have a clue.
I: Does Che know?
P: I’ve never been tested.So, I would…Or if I have been tested, no one’s ever told me
what it is, so I don’t know.
I: Ok, that’s alright, no worries. And, your condition?
P: C67 quadriplegic.
I: Thanks, Jen. And, time since your injury or diagnosis?
P: Ah, November 94. So, what, 22 years, or this year it will be 22 years.
I: Yep. Thanks for that. And, FES systems used at home?
P: Um, NeuroTrac Sports Extra Large.
I: Fantastic. Do you wanna put it back down?
P: Oh no, unclear.
I: Ok, no worries.
I: How long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: Um, I’ve used it probably for…I’ve used it on and off for the whole twenty something
years since my accident.
I: Yep.
P: Originally it was just for my back. And then I probably didn’t use it for a long while.
So, used it for, maybe ten years, then I moved to Sydney, didn’t use it for a while, and
then, I started with this physio in 2006 so I’d say, I’d say at least the last five years I’ve
been using it pretty regularly.
I: Fantastic. Thanks for speaking up too, because this thing just came on.
P: Yeah, it did.
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I: Damn you, air conditioning! And, mobile phone number? Well, I’ve got that, but…
P: 04 double 1, 451, 260.
I: Fantastic. Section 1 of 3 complete.
P: Sweet.
I: Ok, so we’ll start the semi-structured interview schedule now. So I’m gunna ask you
a series of questions and just answer them as you like.
P: Okay.
I: So, one – rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: Um, I don’t know, it was a bloody long time ago. Um.
I: That’s ok.
P: Um, yeah, I think it was just to function as much as possible...um. Yeah, that’s a
really difficult question.
I: That’s ok.
P: Um, yeah I think it was just to function as best as possible.
I: Great. What were some of the challenges you faced during your rehabilitation?
P: Um, well, I guess lots of um, I guess, mental issues from the accident itself. Um,
have you ever heard of Spine Care Village?
I: No.
P: That was a rehab place that was set up in 95 I think, for adolescents that have
spinal injuries. Back then, there were three per year in the whole of Australia who had
spinal injuries. I was the first and only patient at that rehab centre. So, my biggest
challenge was I never got to see how anybody else did anything. So, I didn’t get to
learn from anyone, I didn’t do any rehab with anyone, I was always on my own so I
say, yeah I had no one to help me. I was completely in isolation, and just no one to
bounce off, no one to learn things from. It was probably the biggest challenges, now, I
see it, its? the biggest challenges. Back then, it would have been the fact that we lived
in Coffs Harbour, and I was doing rehab in Sydney.
I: Coffs Harbour?
P: Yeah, yeah.
I: That’s a long way.
P: Yes (chuckles), a long way.
I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? If so, what were the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Um, yes I did use a little bit. Um, it was because I had a really bad scoliosis. Um, it
was to, I guess help shorten my right side. Um, I liked it coz, I just, I enjoyed the um, I
guess the sensation. Um, coz I guess I wasn’t getting much sensation below the level
of injury at that stage, and having it on my lower back, I like, I dunno, it was a little bit
strange I guess. I like the sensation, and I guess over time, it just allowed me to be
able to engage those muscles myself. To be able to pull it in, andjust, pull it in let go,
pull it in let go, which I guess I wouldn’t have had it if I hadn’t used it.
I: Sure. Two – exercise. Do you exercise…
P: Stop swearing.
I: Regularly?
P + I (laughs)
I: Do you exercise regularly?
P: Laughs.
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I: What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Um…I was coming to the gym twice a week, and I was doing weights, boxing and
FES cycling. Um, at the moment its down to once a week because of carers and stuff.
Um, but other than that, if I have to push around places, I push around places, if I don’t
have to, I probably won’t.
I: Sure. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Um, I guess I could probably maintain my posture better when I’m at home between
sessions and um I guess, get back into that habit. Yeah, (chuckles).
I: Same.
P: Really? (chuckles).
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Um, to me its’ positive. It, gets me outta the house. Um, I dunno, I like, I guess I
like…I was very sporty before my accident so I like that feeling exhausted because it
makes me feel like I’ve done something. Um, it’s the same as when you hand in an
assignment and go “yes, I’ve finished! I’ve done it.”. It’s that same kind of feeling for
me…feels like I’ve done something.
I: Great. 3. Functional Electrical Stimulation. What types of FES have you used for
exercise?
P: Um, mainly what I use for exercise is the bike, the FES bike, um yeah the stuff that I
use at home is mainly posturing and um, like when I’m transferring in and out of the car
or if I need to pee or something like that, its to help me maintain my position. So, yes
its mainly just to unclear.
I: What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits? Psychological
benefits?
P: Health benefits…um, I’d s-, um, health benefits I’d say my blood flow, the circulation
and all that has increased, and I don’t get anywhere near as cold as I used to.
Interesting – thermoregulation effect of FES?
Um, I don’t know if its a physical or psychological benefit, but I like the muscle tone in
my legs. I like it when I wear jeans and stuff like that, that my legs actually feel the
jeans rather than looking like a sack of whatever. Unclear.So itsprobably
psychological. But, um unclear benefits, yeah, it knocks out the spasm. Um…I can feel
my feet afterwards, don’t ask me why, or how, but yeah.
I: The feet?
P: Yeah. Which is a- I guess, a bit of a grounding, its kind of a comfortable feeling, you
feel like your feet are actually connected to something. Yeah, unclear.
I: Great. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Um, positives? Um, well coming to the gym I get out of the house. Um, ah, I guess
the blood flow, the muscle tone the um, using it at home, I guess it allows me to cut
back a little bit on care, I’m not as reliant on carersto position me after I’ve done
um…yeah, I guess like small movements and stuff. Transfers, big transfers and stuff I
still need them have their help, but but during the day, if I have a spasm, I can then put
the stim on and it will help to keep me comfortable, it will um just help keep my legs
and stuff in a better alignment. The stim on my back um, helps with ah yeah, just that
posturing, keeping that tension out of the neck. Um, I dunno, just you kinda, I,well for
me, I kinda feel a little bit normal because it straightens me up and I don’t look like a
person in a chair. I don’t have that major twist happening and stuff like that. So…um
unclear (a lot more?) psychological. The not so good stuff is,unclear the cost of
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electrodes, um when, when they’re not as …when the electrode itself is starting to
deteriorate and I get burn marks, and stuff like that, and sensitive skin, and
everytimeyou peel it off, and all that kinda stuff.And I never remember to put cream on
my back afterwards, so its? its one of those things. Burn marks are probably the worst
thing because they can turn into pressure areas really quickly, if I’m not careful.
I: How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Um, for me it’s, I think it is well...for me I’d say, it’s probably given me I guess a lot
more connection to the rest of my body. Um, I can, ‘coz I have at the moment
leg…um...Iegs on the inside of my thighs…have electrodes on the inner thighs to help
bring legs together underneath me, so I’m not sitting in between my thighs. And I guess
I can imagine, that I can do that myself. I don’t know how much muscle control I
actually have...but having had the stim for so long, and um imagining that movement..I
can now kind of imagine that movement without the stim on. So, yeah it gives me more
of a connection…what was the question again?
I: How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Um yeah I’d say given me a better, much better connection with the rest of my body.
Um, the carers hate it because if they’re not quite right then it’s “Oh we have to fix them
again and this that and the other”…and they hate it. Um…but?...yeah…I think that
that’s about it.
I: Great. 4. Home exercise. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily
routine?
P: For me, yes. Um, becau-, .well, being at uni and studying and spending far too much
time at the computer, it’s good to have it on my back, even on my legs, coz it helps me
keep that um more upright position rather than constantly leaning over. Um having that
stim on just “Oh, I guess Igotta sit up straight”. Um, it helps with if I need to pick
something off, up off floor, it keeps me in a better position when I lean forward and lean
back. Yeah I find it eas-, it helps with pushing, it just keeps, it just helps me keep me in
a better position…um posturally so it makes reaching things easier….yeah, maintaining
body position the best, yeah.
I: Great. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Um, it’s much easier when you read the instruction manual (chuckles) rather than
just going straight ahead and tryin to do it without that. Um, yeah I found this one pretty
easy. Except every so often I, when I want to change one of the programs that I can
set myself, I always forget how, how to do that and I have to go back to the find the
manual. ‘Coz I spend half and hour and I still can’t get it. But yeah, no I find it relatively
easy to use, yep.
I: Great. If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do
with it? FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
P: Never done FES rowing. Um, everyday? Um I like the bike, but I don’t know that I’d
want to do it every single day. Um, so, I’d probably go the, um, while your sitting still,
yeah.
I: Thanks.
P: (chuckle).
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Um, this works really well. Um but sometimes I’d like the option to be able to add,
um I’d be ab-, I’d like to be able to have that option to add more things to do at once.
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So, at the moment, I can have my legs on, and, and, and my bum, but I can’t have my
back going at the same time, or I can have my back and I can’t have my legs. So I’d?-,
I guess for me just having that option to be able to still have a t-, a little portable
machine but still being able to add extra…I don’t know how you’d do that…but that’s
not my job (laughs). So yeah, just being able to add more things if you needed to, not
having to buy an extra machine.
I: Fantastic. Alright, well that concludes the interview, Jen.
P: Woo? (unclear)
I: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
P: Ehh no, not that I can think of.
[stopped around 16.42. More words but trivial and related to next part. Kept recording
so check if I need to verify anything in the scale section]. Field notes may indicate
anything significant said in next section.
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Participant 4
P: So whereabouts are you on the Central Coast?
I: So, I’m from a town called Kincumber
P: Ok I know where it is yeah? (speaking at same time)
I: near Avoca Beach. Yeah, have you been there before?
P: Yeah, ah, my sister lived at um Copacabana Beach, for quite a while.
I: There we go? I’ll start recording now.
P: Yeah, she lived out at Copacabana, so…
I: Yeah, it’s lovely, I usually go down there for a coffee on the weekends as....
P: Do ya?
I: Yeah, yeah it’s really nice.
P: Yeah, it’s a good area there, up there. I’m talking…god, 50 years ago I’ve been up
there so I’d say it’s changed a bit since then.
I: Oh, wow 50 years ago?
P: Yeah, yeah.
I: I’ve been there ever since I was about eight years old.
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah like it’s pretty far from Sydney, but it’s really nice.
P: Oh, it’s nice, yeah.
I: …sorry, we’ll just foc-, we’ll just turn it this way...that’s where the microphone is.
P: Oh yeah ok, yeah.
I: That’s comfortable.
P: Yeah.
I: Alright, we’ll get started, so I’ll ask you a series of questions first.
P: Sure.
I: What’s your name?
P: John William Smith. Its, pretty easy, its’ an easy one.
I (chuckles): Yeah, won’t forget that.
I: And, your age John?
P: I’m 66, I’ll be 67 soon, in August.
I: 66 years young. Gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know.
P: Yep.
I: What’s your ethnicity John?
P: Um, While Anglo Saxon Protestant. Chuckles. A “WASP”, yeah.
I: Ah! Haven’t heard that one before. Do you know your ASIA classification?
P: ASIA C, I think, yeah.
I: And, condition?
P: Yep, good.
I: Spinal cord injury?
P: Yep, spinal cord injury, T12.
I: And, time since injury or diagnosis?
P: Ah, three and a half years. August, ah, sorry September, 12th of September 2012.
I: Thanks for that, John.
P: (mumbles).
I: And what FES systems have you used at home?
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P: Hasomed, Hasomed 2. Um that’s the main one.
I: And how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: For home exercise?
I: Yeah.
P: Oh, It’s been six months since I bought. Prior to that, it was at ah rehab.
I: Fantastic.
P: Mm.
I: And, your mobile phone number? Well, I could look that up later.
P: 0408.
I: Yep.
P: 262941.
I: Too easy. Alright, I think we’ve got that formality out of the way, I’m gunna start now
by asking you a series of questions, from these four different categories.
P: Sure.
I: So, number 1. Rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: Oh, the initial goals…just to be able to um, sit up. Being able to um ah do do things
without being lying down in a bed, basically. Just being able to function, in a, a
reasonably normal way. That…I was injured in the US. So, um when I was in that, in
the rehab centreand in the hospital, it was usual things, to be able to, just to try and to
be able to to, sit up, being ableto, you know, move my upper body just trying to do
things, like that there?
I: What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: In early rehabilitation, um, bow- ah bowel control, um, big, bowel control, being able
to then to adjust mentally to what I’ve got. Very difficult. Probably that was one of the
biggest things. Looking at the future, where I’m going to be and what I’m going to do. It
was probably mainly mental.
I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehab – rehabilitation?
P: Early, early days –
I: If so, what were the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Um, I didn’t start using stim until about the…I think still I started to go to Walk On,
which would be 5 months after the initial injury. Um, I never used it at um…ah maybe,
no I didn’t, no, at Prince of Wales, no. I was originally in a rehab centre in the US in
Tennessee, and we didn’t use it there, they had it there. And I didn’t use it when I was
in Prince of Wales, so yeah, Walk On was the first time.
I: So, just, Walk On.
P: something…started from that.
I: Thanks. Section 2. Exercise.
P: Ah huh.
I: Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Yep, exercise quite regularly, in fact everyday. Um for about, at home here, about 4
hours. Um, just ah stretching, um trying to you know standing, using stim with the bike,
I’ve got the Motomed with the Hasomed, Um, I, I do a lot of standing exercises. I’ve got
an Evolve standing frame, plus another standing frame, the one I have here which has
been able to stand me up, and then I can then use that. And I also have a vibration
machine down there which tends to loosen me up and do it in conjunction with
standing.
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I: Fantastic.
P: Mmm.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Could improve? Um, the biggest thing would be, to improve would be to have a
physio person come to help me do a lot of stuff. I believe that what I’ve got here is a
real good basis for what I need to do. If I had a regular person to come and help me,
able to? to set me up, do things, then I…that’s all I really need. Then, thensomething
can progress with other exercises, and do a lot more core work. Maybe just general
fitness.
I: Have a va-variety?
P: Yeah, yep.
I: Thanks. What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P Oh, ah, positive. Ah, if I don’t do it, mentally I feel that I haven’t achieved anything.
And physically I just feel so much better when I’ve done it, I’m not loose…I suffer a
massive amount of tone, and because of that, um if I start to breakdown my tone with
exercise, then I feel a lot better in myself.
I: Muscle tone?
P: Yep, yeah. Spasticity, yeah, and muscle tone.
I: Makes sense. Section 3, Functional electrical stimulation.
P: Mumbles
I: So, the FES now.
P: Yeah.
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Um, the type is again, the the, theHasomed. And I use ah just the the normal
function of, of a bike, for pushing with a bike. I have other programs on there for sit to
stand, for abs, for back, and things like that. But I find that I, I need someone to set me
up on it.
I: So you need that help?
P: Hmm…I can do the bike quite easily, except for putting the um pads on the gluts,
which is more, a bit more of a challenge for me.
I: (Chuckle). Yeah, I could imagine.
P: So I gotta program there for the bike but without gluts.
I: What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits? Psychological
benefits?
P: All of that. Um, the benefits psychologically I…is that I’m achieving something. I can
see when I start using FES, I can see me push, I can see the…on the bike? [unclear
9:00], I can see me...without FES I can push, maybe, in terms of the resistance gears I
call it, one…you know, zero, one something like that [unclear ~9:03] you can push?
on my Motomed. With FES, I can push three, four, things like that. And I can see my
muscles flex, I can see my muscles drive. And that, that in itself psychologically says I
can do stuff, I can see development in my muscles.
I: See them pulsating and…?
P: Yep, yeah.
I: Great. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Negatives, um, eh, he. (sigh). There’s not a lot! Mainly I suppose the time involved
in putting it all together, to do it. You can’t just get on and say “Ok, I’ll just jump on the
bike now”, probably takes me a while to set it up and then pull it all apart. Um, use of
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the stim pads. You know, they get wear, and something, and they get a bit angry
looking…the stim pads. The cost involved. You know I can buy a
Hasomedsomething…12,13 thousand dollars. To buy a bike, ah it can be up to 10
thousand dollars. So it’s a, it’s a pretty big outlay tosort of, for someone to try and start
off and to do it.
I: I can imagine.
P: Yep, so you have to be fairly committed, you know, to have a go at this. Particularly
when I’m not funded by any outside source, its only self-funding myself. So, you know,
all of this comes out of my bottom line.
I: Yeah. So, do you get any funding from the government or…?
P: No.
I: This isn’t one of the questions…something.
P: Ah, I applied to Enable to it, they said no. You get 2000 dollars a year from SCIA for
some things. But that’s absorbed quickly by whatever you do, so. The rest of
it…because I got injured overseas um…
I: Oh OK.
P: You know, I crashed a motorbike overseas, so I-, I had travel insurance took care of
all the overseas costs, but the travel insurance ceased whenthe plane hit the ground in
Australia. So from there on, on my own.
I: Not fair, is it?
P: Ah well, yes and no. I’m responsible for what I did to myself, and I don’t expect other
people to be having handouts.But, when you’re sitting in a gym, with someone that’s
just got a 40 thousand dollar payout, something and whatever happened and you’re
funding it yourself, and I see other people sitting there that had a surfboard accident,
hit his head on the sandbar, he’s struggling, he’s got nothing…and there’s another
person thatum got a um a personal…well they got a public risk payout of twenty
grand…twenty million dollars um, alongside him, um I see the inequity in all that.
But,ah you know, it is what it is, that’s all. Ah, I don’t think there’s any surefire answer
to it. And, you don’t expect the public person to be paying out for this sorta stuff as
well.
I: It’s a tricky situation.
P: It is tricky, yep. Yep. Mind you, the person that’s had the 40 million dollar payout
would give it all up tomorrow if they could be back the way they were. Its, its, the
money’s irrelevant. All it does is just help you out to you know, do what you gotta do.
I: Yeah.
P: I’m lucky, in a way that I’m financially secure enough to be able to afford this. That’s
all there is to it.
I: So, I think um, I just asked you about the positives and negatives?
P: Yeah.
I: Did I say, how has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Yeah.
I: Have I asked you that one?
P: Yep, yeah, I think you did yeah.
I: No worries. So number 4, last one, home exercise.
P: Yep.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
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P: Not easy. Ah, you have to be committed. Um its’ pretty easy to sit back and say “Oh,
it’s all too hard today…ah its’, its’ not me, I can’t do it”. I make a point of trying to do the
FES for about three days a week. Um, Monday Wednesdays Fridays, something like
that. Um, and if I had someone, as I said, to assist me doing stuff, I can’t expect Eileen
to be doing it, she’d be living down here with me all the time, she’s got other stuff to do
as well. Umm, just to put the pads on, set me up, go through the stuff, support me
when I’m trying to do various exercises without being in the chair. Um, pick me up
when I fall on the ground. You know, just the usual stuff that you would expect. When
you are doing it on your own, ah you have to more careful, a bit more conservative,
with what you’re doing. But that’s pretty good.
I: Fantastic.Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Yep. Ah, its’ like everything, I’m not computer literate, I’m not of that generation you
know, I think um, ah but with the Hasomed system, its’ great. I know how to sorta work
it. I don’t profess to be the super expert, and I rely on people such as Che or again, ah
in Queensland, Jenny up there, to go through things and show me what to do. When I
go to Queensland, I take my, my umHasomed with me, and she uses that to do all the
stuff, so I have a set up on it, it works out pretty good.
I: To have the advice?
P: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Also too, I um, she linked me up with Hasomed in Germany, and
the guys over there have been terrific. If I ever need anything or do anything, wecan
just put a phone call through to Germany and they are more than happy, they, they,
we’ve done a couple of tele-conferences with them and stuff with them on Skype and
its’ been great.
I: What’s the time difference in Germany?
P: Oh I’ll have to have a think…12 hours or something, you know.
I: It’s good they have the support there, even though…
P: Yeah, oh its good, well I mean, I can be sittin’ here in the evening talkin’ to them and
they’re in the morning, its’, its’ works out pretty good, yeah.
I: Good stuff. If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to
do with it? FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
P: Um, out of those three, I don’t do,I do the cycling, which I tend to do most everytime.
Um, but, I’ve got the variety. So, I would be doing FES sit-to-stand (see ov-? if you can
see I’ve got the FES there), and there’s my standing frame here, so I can just turn that
on, I can use the Hasomed with the stim? pads and do the sit-to-stand, sit-to-stand. I
can then do, on the, on the plinth on the other side, I can use um FES with abs and
back extensions and things like that, where its’ all local. So, I would break it up.
I: Into different parts?
P: Yeah, yeah say Monday I do one. Tuesday and Wednesday I do another, and
Friday I do another. You just keep going around and keep doing it.
I: Some variety?
P: Yeah.
I: Great. Last question. What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be
improved for you?
P: That’s a hard question for me, because I’m just, I just use whatever, again, I’m not
into technical side of it, I’m, I really can’t answer that.
I: That’s ok.
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P: The only thing would be, ultimately, is a different system of um, attaching pads
where they can, go on to you and come off a lot easier, the pads. Ah, with the
Hasomed, the con, the connectors break off really easy, you have to be very careful
about how you put them on and take them off,in the connectors. Um, the system itself.
Maybe a bit of a ramp up on onwhen, when the when the stim kicks in, rather than hits
you hard, ah they give a variation where the, where it slides up a little bit. I think the,
what’s the R…RT…?
I: RTI?
P: RTI, whatever it is, does have that. Whereas Hasomed doesn’t. It has a, you’ve got
either all or nothing. Which is OK in some circumstances, but in other ones, it’d be nice
to have it so it just ramps up slowly. Something
I: Ramp-up?Something more exercise?
P: Just like a two or three second ramp-up, to just not give you the shock when it hits
you. Particularly on sit-to-stand or things like that there where you going “whoa!” and it
drives you straight up.
I: Laughs.
P: But in other terms, in other things it’s OK.
I: Fantastic. Alright, well look that concludes the interview John. Is there anything else
you’d like to add?
P: No, no, not at all. I think…ah the only thing with the stim is that ah, I, I enjoy it, I, I
enjoy what it is, the…when I’m finished with it, it lasts, it tends to sorta before that, be?
spasticity and the tone starts to kick in, it takes probably two hours or something like
that, so I get a fair bit of relief from it, from doing that, for a while.
I: Fantastic. Alright, thanks a lot for that.
P: Mm huh.
I: So, I think that’s pretty good. I’ll just grab that now.
P: Sure.
END 19.40
May be more data in the post-interview recording. Again similar to prt 3, consult
field notes.
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Participant 5
***Talking before the interview actually commenced is small talk so omitted.
Start 03:33ish
I: Fantastic. So, I’ll just start by asking your name?
P: Yep, John Mackintosh…It’s M-A-C-K.
I: Yep. And, your age John?
P: I’m…seventy…one at the moment.
I: Gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know. Ethnicity?
P: Australian.
I: John, do you know your ASIA classification?
P: My what?
I: Your ASIA classification? ASIA A…ASIA B…
P: Ah, no I don’t.
I: That’s ok.
P: I know there’s an? ASIA thing but that’s, that’s to do with the with the injury is it,
or..?
I: I think it’s the level of impairment, yeah.
P: Yeah?, well I’m T10, T11.
I: So, condition is spinal cord injury?
P: Mmm.
I: T10, T11. Yep, that’s ok, don’t worry about the ASIA classification. And, what about
your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: What?[unclear]
I: Your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: Ah, it’s 2002, so its ah 14 years. (cough), in September, 14 years in September. 29 th
of September.
I: Appreciate that. And, FES systems used at home?
P: Um.
I: Do you remember which one? So, currently you are not using any?
P: No, it was just aha um, stim, stim thing,it was square box thing which you could put
on, andwind it up.
I: Do you remember the make or model?
P: No.
I: I could ask Che about that I guess?
P: Mmm.You know/yeah Che gave it to me.
I: No worries. How long have you, or did you, did youpreviously. So how long did you
previously use FES for home exercise for? What duration did you use…
P: Yeah, I would, I would say that, you know I, it was only a couple of days that I used
it coz I, I really wasn’t ah that fussed about it. With the a, with the ah, the stim. So I
would’ve only done it for a cou-, you know, for a couple of days. Coz I wasn’t that
fussed about it.
I: That’s ok. No worries. Mobile phone number? We’ve/well I’ve already got that, so I
can whack it in later.Alrighty, this is the interview now, so I’m gunnaask you a series of
questions and feel free to elaborate on them and…
P: Mm huh.
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I: We’ll see how the interview goes. So, section one. Rehabilitation and transition. What
were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: The initial goals of when I ah, after I had the accident were that I’d wanted to get
back to work, and ah, (I’d) want to be able to drive a car. They were the two things at
the fore of my mind after I had the accident that I was gunna do. Ah, in rehabilitation,
um, I was doing…
(phone rings)
P: ah, (ill) just leave that
(phone ringing)
P: I was doing a ah, a lot of
(phone ringing)
(unclear, feint)
I: If you need to get it, that’s
(unclear, feint)
I: So, phone ringing, we are just pausing for a few minutes.
(phone ringing)
P: (a little? Unclear?) It’ll stop in a minute
I: It’s funny what happens when you’re interviewing, sometimes spouses walk in, or..
P: Mmmm
I: Exactly?
P…(unclear, muttering...if anyone wants me anyway?)...they’ll call me on my
mobile, anyway. Um, mobile, most probably mobile will ring in a minute.
I: No worries. If you have to answer it, that’s ok. (chuckles awkwardly)
P: Ah, so II was in,and I was in hospital for three months, and then I went to rehab, and
that was another three months. And, ah, a bit over three months, and ah I was doing a
lot of stu…most of the stuff that’s/was in the gym, and ah, I spose it was to be able to
ah, end up doing as much as I possibly could ah in the gym, you know. Ah, it was a, its
beenunclear it was just doing as much I spose that they were, they were the, ah, the
main thingsin the ah, in , in the gym, just to keep the ah, you know to get the muscles
ah into, into shape, and be able to, to do things [feint and fast]. Coz I knew that it
was going to be difficult,yeah not being able to walk. And ah, you know, you get thatah
that feel-,well you get that feeling, pretty, pretty quickly, that ah you know you’re not
gunna be able to do a whole lot of things, so you gotta do the things that ah, you know,
will build yourself so that you can do the things that ah that that you can possibly do. If
that’d make sense.
I: That makes sense.
P: Um, I wasn’t aware of the ah, you know, of the um of the fact that building the
muscles ah in the legs for any other reason apart from, just keep them in shape and,
and being able to do as much as you can. And, you know, keeping the upper body
going, coz you’re doing all the lifts. You know, when when they turn (a)round and say,
ah (well) people that turn around and say “Oh, ah you know, you have good muscles in
the ah, in the upper bodymuttering so you must be unclear…youknow you’re gunna
be very strong in the in the upper body part, when you, when you get through, get
through this. Um, that sort of made sense from the ah, from the point of view that ah,
you know, you were going to have to be able to do the transfers, and ah, I used to say
to myself in the end “You know, I don’t know whether I’m going to be able to do this
when I’m ninety”. But ah, you know, I’ve got to be able to do it as long as I possibly
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can. And um, yep, they they were the, that was the...if that makes sense, that’s the
main exerciseto…the main thing was to ah do the exercise to get things, ahyou know
(but feint), to get everything fit.
I: Okay, fantastic, makes sense. What were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
P: Um, well as I say, I was...you know that’s that’s a hard one, that’s a hard one to ah,
to answer because…
I: That’s ok.
P: You can’t…you know not being able to walk, what you want to be able to ah, to do,
is ah, to be able to do, you know, do all the things, like ah wheeling the…you know, be
able to ah, use the wheelchair, ah properly. And, um, being able to ah you know, flick
it up, so that you can go up gutters, and ah and all of those sortathings. So, it, I spose
the main challenge [but peculiar pronunciation]was being able to um ah get yourself
into a position where you could do those things with a wheelchair, to take the place of
ah not you know, not being able to walk. Yeah there there’s many things obviously,
you can’t do. But with the wheelchair, you can.You can ye – [stuttering] be be going
along, and you can learn to flick it up, and you know, keep your balance, ah when
you’re going up a yeah you know,going up a gutter, or a um you know, those sorts of
things. I never managed [99% sure] with ah thestairs. So you know they’dthey
reckon you could be able to, you know, do stairs and that sorta thing, but ah you know,
I was never able to do that, but I could get up ah, you know, get up the gutter. I don’t
know whether I could now, but ah it was really learning how to manage that wheelchair.
And ah, and do things. There was a guy over at um, recreation office here, he was over
at ahMoorong, and ahhe’s/he used totake you around the streets and be able to, to do
that, and then, we used to go into, you know, hehe got us ah, he showed us how to,
you know, use the buses, to ah, to go into the city, and all (of) those things so, um the
challenges werethey/that I had to be able to you know, really use the wheelchair I
spose, that was one of the you know,the spose/[something else?] but I can’t think of
any others apart from that at the moment to ah to say that hey, this is what you had
had to be, you had to learnhow to you know, how to manage that wheelchair to be
able to do those things.So, to take the place of ah what you couldn’t do walking.
I: Thanks a lot for that response. Did you use any electrical stimulation during your
rehabilitation? If so, what were the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies?
P: Are you talking about, when I was in rehab? Um,[I: Yes] there was no electrical,
there was no electrical ah stimulation. I think there is now, but there was no electrical
stimulation type stuff going on when I was in rehab. Um, when I was in Moorong. You
know Moorong[unclear]?
I: Um nah, I’m not aware of it, actually.
P: Oh. Moorong, Moorong was over at the Royal at the ahRoyal Rehabilitation
Centre…over at Ryde.
I: Royal Ryde?
P: R-Ryde, yeah [talking simultaneously].At Ryde, yeah. And, ah, it was separate to
where it is now coz ah its now down in the um, down in the hospital there...where the
hospital ah..was or is. Um but it was in a, an old, it was in an older builda- building
[some stuttering omitted], close to Victoria Road, which was um, which is now being
consumed in the whole re-development over there.
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I: Moorong, okay.I’ll have to have a look into that.
P: And that w- that was, Moorong. And it was an old house and it had oh ah, I dunno,
about ah (whispering) had about five or six um ah rooms in it. I know that, and that was
just on the bedside. And there’s was the others, there was one, two, three, so you
know, there was about eight or ten ah rooms in the ah, in there that ah that wewe used,
and ah some were shared. Um, and ah…
I: Did you share?
P: No I didn’t, I didn’t. I was ah, I was [some repetition] on my own in a in a room. I
don’t know how they worked out that you know, who should be a, who should be
sharingwith? [unclear] or not. But um, James Middleton was the ah, was the director,
of Moorong at one stage. And ah, that’s where, there was a gym there, and ah he used
to get a schedule very ah, there was a schedule put up every week as to be what you’d
be doing every day during that week, whether you’d be going and doing the ah, the
pool, um, or whether you could going down to the gym, and ah ah doing, you know,
there was a couple of things that you might be doing in the gym, that they’d scheduled
you for. But ah it was, it was mainly, it was mainly gym and swimming type stuff that
ah that that you did,you know you did in there. And ah they used to, at atMoorong,
there was a ramp going down and around, and ah you used to have, you used to have
to push yourself up there, and of course that was really hard in the first unclear It’s
it/was really hard pushing a wheelchair, up a you know, up a slope. And there doesn’t
have to be much of a slope, to ah, you know, to be, to be difficult. But you know, they
teach you all of those things too ahand then you get, then they time you going up the
thing and you know, how it improved and ah…
I:[P: unclear] Oh so they actually measure…?
P: Yes. Yep, and um the recreation officer so heused to take you out there/you know
a couple of times a week and ah you’d gounclear stuttering? up the, upto the streets,
and be up and down the gutters, and all that sort of thing. And unclear you know,you
had to balance your wheelchair, going across grass,and ah and dropping down off the
gutter, and ah and all of those sorts of things. So that you know, youyou really did you
know were were taught to be mobile, you know, using the wheelchair.
I: A variety of different..?
P: Doing a variety of things, yeah.
I: Thanks for that. Section 2, exercise. Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of
exercise do you perform?
P: Um, now I go, I went through aa stage of you know, after I finished research over at
a, over at the university, um of really not, you know not not doing really any exercise,
and ah now I’ve joined a gym here, ah so I sposeI there was about um, there would
have been about aa two hour gap between two hour, two two we- two month…two
year gap between when I had the ah, when I wasdoin- going to research at the
university, and then coming up here, and you know um joining the gym here, where I
do upper body stuff now, and ah there’s no lower body stuff it’s it’s all upper body doing
weights and ah you know exercising various muscles ah that that’s the trainer/ing
says to me. Um, in the back, and in the unclear the triceps, biceps, and ah, um, all of
those sorts of things, you know, all the vari- all the various things which/that you can
exercise in the upper body. So um, you know,its mainly weights, um, ah that that I’m
doing, ah to exercise, you know all allmy upper body parts.
I: What type of weights exercises do you do?
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P: Um, I, I don’t know what you call them but there’s a, there’s one where there I itsor
there’s a couple there which are done with the pulley, and the pulleys, and I’m going
(a)round ah, like that, I don’t know what you call that one, and then, and then there’s
the one up here, so that’s doing the biceps and a this onewas you know I think mainly
doing ah, I think it’s maybe, back. But ah, there’s another one, ah that/there’s
there’s...I think it also does triceps, ah but then, I do weights like that and ah this
doesn’t doesn’tpick up those things.
I: No (chuckles) That’s ok, we can um…
P: And that yeah, there’s weights, and then there’s the pulley one where I’m going
around like tha, going around stuttering…bringing myfists around unclear.
I: I can’t remember the name, but I know what you’re talking about.
P: Yeah. And then there’s the other one, which are going up to my ears, and ah…
I: With the dumbbells?
P: Ah no no, this is a, I’ve got a handgrip, which has got the cord going down, and over
a pulley, down onto the, you know, onto the weights.
I: Ok, yep.
P: Alright.
I: I think I can picture what you are talking about.
P: ButAndthey have(a) stacks of weights in these, in these machines.So thatyou know
stuttering, got the ah, the um you know, thevarious ah, the various weights in there
which you just add to it andtake away from itand all that sorts [unclear!]
I: The blocks?
P: The blocks, yeah.
I: Yeah, I know what you are talking about.
P: Yep. And ah then, there’s other ones, but I just, pull them down, and that’s all done
with a pulley, you know coz the pulleys involved and that so I’m pulling those down.
I’m lifting about 32 kilos there at the moment and I’m/I mean [unclear, mumbling].
I: Wow.
P: On that one. And, I’m/um, I think on these ones, II forget what, what I’m doing. But
anyway stuttering you know stepping up and what I’m doingis step as I say stepping
up, ah you know, week by week, as to ah to what I can, what I can do. And, I’m there
for about an hour each time. But ah/tha that’sthat’s the exercise that I do. So, its’
twice a week going to the gym, and doing mainly upper body ah, upper body
exercises.Which you know, involving weights, lifting weights and ah so on. I’m not
doing any cardio which I wanted to do. Ah, but I’m waiting for the gym to get a machine
which in which Iwhich allows you do to ah you know cardio stuff. You know it’s the,
winding around and…
I: Arm crank?
P: Yeah, the arm crank. He had he had one in but ahbut it didn’t, you know I couldn’t sit
on it, and ah so he’she’s getting another one which doesn’t really have a seat in the
way and that sort of thing, but it’ll go around. In fact, he’sactually,I think he’s trying to
get a, one which is ah similar to um...doing um um a cross-country skiing. And you’re
going like this…that that it’s set up like that to sort of, imitate, aa you know, crosscountry skiing.
I: So, its similar to the arm crank, with the cross-country..?
P: Yes.
I: Skiing.
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P: Yes, its’,[stuttering] it’s exercise but it’s like the cross-country skiing, you know,
you can do it, you can do it like that’s why the machine’s set up. It’s not for crosscountry skiing, but its’ certainly/you know to give you cardio exercise, but in a manner
that cross-country skiing does.
I: Makes sense.
P: Mmm. So ah um he hasn’t got that yet, but he’s getting that in, but ah I’ve been
doing this for about six months now. It’s all you know, this upper body exercise up
there. And ah it’s a personal trainer that I’ve got. And a, he is um, he’s done all sorts of
courses in ah you know people who are p, in umyou know disability, doing mentally
health- [repetitions etc] mentally disabled ah people you know ah you- young kids
mainly, and then he’s also ah doing things like peo- [stuttering] people in my position.
And he’s got another couple of people there so he’s qualified in all of that sorta stuff.
I: Sounds quite accomplished?[P: unclear].
P: Yep. He’s good, he’s really good. Yep, so ahits all upper body stuff that I’m ah, that
I’m doing at the moment.
I: Fantastic.
P: To answer the question in short.
I: Thanks for that detailed response, that’s ok. What could you improve in your weekly
exercise routine? We(’ve)talked about that a bit.[unclear]
P: Ah, what could I improve, you know, is in the cardio, so on the cardio side of things,
coz I’m not doing that at the moment and I you know, I should, should be doing that.
I’ve had um by the way, ah last November twelve months, I had two strokes. And ah,
there’s been no ah residual um disabilities, ah you know, from fromfrom that. Ah they
were just very mild ones.
I: I’m sorry to hear about that.
P:No that’s ok [very feint, unsure]. But yeah, I was down on ah on holiday, just down
at ah down downat South Coast, was just down there a few days with friends, and ah I
leant over to try and pick something up, that I just got out of the shower, and um I bent
down to pick something up, and I couldn’t get myself up. And I and I Iwas I was
wondering whether I was, you know whether there was something like a stroke, that I
was a, that I was having, but anyway, didn’t do anything about it. And then, um, it was
a, about two weeks later, we were back up home, and ah I was do- I was forget what I
was doing but ah Lesley said to me: “Are you alright?” and um anyway, I wasn’t, I’d I’d
had another I’d had another one, so we called the ambulance straight away and I was
whipped into hospital, I was in hospital for about three or four days and they
diagnosedthey they, they couldn’t find what was wrong with me at the time, and a it
was just the last ah test that they were doing, and ah it showed up that I’d had ah, that
I’d had [feint though] the two strokes. So, ah, you know, so consequently I ended up on
blood thinnersand ah things to monitor, my you know to toto fixfix my heart up.,
because a few weeks before I had the first stroke, I ended up in Hornsby Hospital,
because I went up to see my doctor, I had my heart was racing, and ah I went up to
see my doctor and ah he said: “There you go straight up to the hospital, because
your/he’s heart’s going over/at [pretty sure “over’] 140”, and um anyway so theygathey put me on a ah I forget what the medication was, but they put me on that. And ah,
then you know, a few weeks after that, I had the strokes. And ah soI end up on the
blood thinner and the ahsoit was the/it’s all it was the atrial fibrillationthat’s ah that
was the cause of the strokes. And so ah, they had to fix that up to um to you know,to
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stop any further ah or try to stop any further heart and stroke problems. My heart’s, my
heart’s OK, the atrial fibrillation doesn’t mean the ah heart’s weak or um in in trouble or
anything like that,it’s justthat um um um…apparently something like 60 percent of the
population have this AF. Ah.
I: Sixty percent?
P: Yeah, something like 60%...I think it’s yeah it’s either 40 percent or 60 percent, of
ah, of the population, have ah, have AF. It just, they don’t know they’ve had [feint]
they don’t know they have it.
I: Is that right…
P: Yeah.
I: Sixty percent?
P: It’s either 40 percent or 60 percent, yeah and they don’t know they have it. And it
maynot, it may not cause them any problem. Um, just the odd one ah you know,mmight, might get it, and it could cause strokes. So, watch out.
I: It must be a lot to deal with.
P: So watch out. Just tablets,from like a pharmacy…
I: [P: Unclear]. So everything’s going alright?
P: Oh everything’s going alright now yeah, yep, everything’s fine. Yep, I didn’t you
know, I had I hadn’t didn’t have any any real problems with it. It was um, it was just
that my heart waswas belting along, and so I had to see the doctor. And then you
know, all this has happened since then.
I: Lucky you chatted to the doctor and…
P: Mm yeah, it was about, ah yeah, last, last November, twelve months. ..and
then/there it happened [feint].Yep. So, ah that’s, that’s about all. What’s/what was
the question?
I: We were talking about exercise [P: Yeah]. So I said what could you improve in your
weekly exercise routine.
P: Um, let’s just say, it’s the ah, you know, I’d like to more cardio. I dunno what I can
do in um, as far as more exercise is concerned. I spose I could spend ah you know,
two hours up there and you know another day just doing moremore exercise. But, as I
can only do the upper body stuff, um, you know, it’d just be doing more of that. And ah
that’s not really ah replacing FES or anything like that I would really love to be able to
do FES if I if I could, because you know, I know what it does with the legs, you know
how it builds the le- you know, (it) builds the legs I spose, it build- build the muscles up
again in the legs, and ah that’s the thing that ahthat I’m disappointed about. That/but I
ah you know, that ah that I’ve lost that ah that muscle mass.
I: I guess you’d have to check with the doctor about if it’s OK with your bones and
everything first.
P:Ahm my, yeah, I hadn’t thought of that, I’d justah just get on and ah do it. I actually
ah, broke this leg, ah, the distal femur, um, a couple of years back, we were going on
holiday, and we were in a motel up at Lennox Head and..
I: On holiday?
P: Something We were going, we were driving out to Longreach,and on on our way
up out there, we had to go out there, and we were up at Lennox Head, and ah they
advertised it as a as a disabled you know (a) room for (the) disabled, but it wasn’t really
when you came camecamefrom the ah bathroom out into the bedroom there/it was a
big step, and I misjudged it there, and it um it should have been set up different, and
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ah I tipped over and came down on my knees, and it brokethe leg? Unclear!…six
days or eight days at Lismore Hospital, um, and they had to put a plate down here, um
it’s got ah eleven or thirteen screws in it, going down here to keep keep that/itall
together [feint, a little unclear]. So um and then of course as I said I broke the leg in
two places down here so it seems take a bit of a pounding.
I: Ow?
P: So.
I: I guess it’d be safer to chat with FE-, to the doctor about FES.
P: Yeah, when I had this one here, Che, Che said to me, you better ask your ah
orthopaedic guy whether this is likely to[90% sure] conduct electricity, or whether it is
likely to heat up, with um, with electricity going through, and I never did that, and/but
and I’ve done FES since so ah, Che was just a bit worried about it, here and burning
but ah it’s alright.
I: Interesting.
P: But I didn’t do much I I think [stuttering] I think I’ve only done FES a couple of
timesunclear on this leg since. But, ah, the FE- I I really thought the FES was the ah
you know, like, it wasn’t gunna help you to walk, or anything like that, but it keep- kept
it kep-/can,you know, a-, another part of your body in good shape. So, it’s/it was easy
to do, it’s easy to do the upper, the upper body stuff. But um unclear – you know so,
you’re getting the all, you know, the all over exercise basically, doing the ah the FES
which you can do all down/day you know, getting all this fixed up.
I: Interesting. We [unclear] have a few questions about FES in a few minutes. So we
can explore more then.Alright, thanks for that one. So, the last exercise question.
What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Oh, its positive. It you know, its cer-, it certainly ah makes you feel better in yourself.
The exercise…there’s, there’s no two ways about that. Um, yeah you just generally you
know, get aa better feeling, that you know its its not, you’re not on a high or anything
like that, but you know, you’re heading, you’re heading that way, you’re feeling a lot (a)
lot better within yourself. Lifes [99% sure], makes, makes life good.
I: I know what you mean, when I exercise too.
P: Must be the endorphins or something.
I: Yeah, especially when I’m sitting down all day.
P: Yeah.
I: I’m finding exercise after is very good.
P: Yeah, yeah, you do, you do.
I: Alright, great. So we’ll move on to section three now, functional electrical stimulation.
P: Mm, huh.
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Ahm, just in the legs. Ah it’s be-, I’ve had ah you know basically, the way they used
to set it up, was the um,does this [99% sure]answer the question like this?
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Am I answering the question, is this the right way to answer the questionwith
[unclear]?
I: That’s ok, however you see…that’s fine.
P: Well, the only FES that I really know is where the four, you get the four pads on
you’re um you know up up the top, you know you the ah ofthe upper part of your
leg.(Phone ringing) and you go…
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P: I betta answer thatin case it’s some body, just excuse me.
I: A short intermission.
I: Take your time. [P: Talking]
I: That’s ok. So we are just having a short intermission at the moment while the
phone’s being answered.
OMITTED 29.05 TO 32.18
[Small talk]
I: What question were we up to?
P: FES. mumble
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Yep, so, it’s only the legs, and only the legs where the pads were, ahah two up the
top here, and ah there was nothing down on the calf. It was all up on the ahthe thigh
leg, the/that/thighpart of the leg.And, um, I used to put ah two pads on top, two
underneath, and then, around the gluts. Around here. And, I used to ah to pedal ah on
a you know, there was a pedalling machine which they used to ah brake, ah you know,
going around, so I really had to push against the brake. And, um that was I used to do
that for about 40, 40 minutes each time, or in 45 minutes each time. And ah, I would do
that ah, two times a week and um then there was also the Berkelbike, ah p- going
around on the Berkelbike, and um, so that was, you know that’s about, that’s about it
as far as you know the FES and how I was using the FE-, you know how I was set up
to use the FES.
I: What about the home FES?
P: I haven’t done anything, on it? I haven’t done anything on I haven’t done anything
on ah I don’t?using the FES at home really. Apart from the um the ah stim ah the stim
box that ah that Che gave me and I used for a couple of days. But ah, I think the main
reason I wasn’t in to it coz I, I wasn’t quite certain on on setting everything up. As to ah
you know, how to do it to get the m you know what what level you set the thing at/out,
apparen-, apparently ah when I talked to Che about it later, and I was just talking to
him about it ah he said you know, I could have/could’ve turned (it) up a lot higher than
ah than what Ithan what I had ah turned it up to. But it just was really a case of I [but
stuttering a bit] really didn’t know how to use it.
I: Out of interest, can you remember the stimulation parameters you looked at?
P: No, I can’t.
I: When you talked about turning it up…
P: No, it’s too too long ago now. [I: It’s ok] I can’t remember, can’t remember.
I: It’s just something we’re exploring as well. [P: Mumbles] Yep. No worriesWhat
benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits? Psychological benefits?
P: Well, partly would be psychological because you know my legs were in such such
good shape, and you see so many people around who have withered legs and ah and
ah so on, and you say “Oh yeah/you know, poor bugger” the ah you know the way
the legs are gone, but my, my legs didn’t wither, you know it rel- itreally kept my legs in
good shape you know from a muscle tone point of view. So, ah, you know I was
pleased with that, because ah you know, I used to have ahpretty good legs, as far as
mu- you know, muscle was/were concerned, because I used to do a lot of running, and
ah and so on, and um, you know, a lot of outdoors outdoor-type stuff and ah, you
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know, which I can’t do now. Coz um we used to go water skiing down here, and I used
to go goes, we used to go down to the snow every year, skiing. So, you know my my
legs wereyeah my legs were always in good shape. And ah, you know, I lost all that.
I: Unclear.
P: Yeah. So, the thing was, that ah you know doing theFES,you know it built the le -–
you know, (it) kept the legs built up and ah, you know that was good.
I: Great.
P: So, yeah there was a psychological benefit to that too.
I: Fantastic [feint]What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Um, well positives again, are all of those things, you know, it keeps your legs in
good shape, um, I don’t know what else to say about that.
I: That’s ok.[P: feint].
P: The negatives are. You can’t- like, if if you weren’t[75% sure but does sound a bit
like “were!”] a complete paraplegic, yeah you know if if you weren’t complete, if your
injury wasn’t complete, umthen I’m certain that the FES you know that’d help you in in
walking, you’d be able to ah to get up and ah most probably um with that on you could
ah it you know, it it would help you to um you know, move around a bit I think um, you
know, I used to watch the [stuttering] watch some of the guys they were over in the ah
in the um ah Walk On ah side and ah, you know, they they’d be able to ah,you know it
would help them to stand, ah if they were sitting down on the on the edge of the ah ah
of the bed, the um [mumbles] bed thing they had over there, it would help themstand,
and ah they could most probably take [feint]you know I think they could take a few
steps ah, a few steps with it, um, but ah you know they’re they’resome of the positive
things of FES I think, from ah from what I saw of it, butyou know, I, I couldn’t ah, I
didn’t get any, any of that sort of benefit out of it. Ah, so if you, if ifyou’re if you’re a
complete, then you’re not going to be able to do it, but then if [unclear!]if you’re not a
completeah unclearunclearthen hopefully you do get some, well I think you do get
some benefit out of it.
I: If you don’t mind me asking, are you complete or incomplete?
P: I’m complete, yeah.
I: Unclear. So, you think there’s differences in benefits one can get if they’re complete
or incomplete?
P: Yeah, I should unclear I should imagine, you know that from what I saw, over in in
ah in ah over in the Walk On side, I think there was you know somegusome of the
people did get a benefit out of it in that respect, that it would help them stand, ah you
know it wasn’t so much of an effort to get up off the ah off the off the bed to stand up
they you know, they could it was a bit of a, bit of a zap they could ah you know stand
up. I um, the big research thing that I that I was involve- involved [stuttering but
means “that I was involved”] in at the beginning, was as I said that was with um, with
ah Michael Russold, he was ah he was doing a lot of it, um I think for you know for I
think Glen was the ah you know the main the main one that was driving it. That ah,
when I had to get onto the, onto the treadmill and walk, I’ve actually got a movie of it in
here with ah you know with um, of me walking on the um, on the treadmill, I don’t
know whether you want to see it, but ah.
I: Yeah, definitely after the interview, I’d like to see it.
P: And, ah, you know, they were all around. Che was there, Michael Russold was
there, Lu- Lucy Owen, and then there’s the the ah physio, she was there sitting on the
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ah on on the [some stuttering] little stool on the ah on the treadmill there, and I was
struggling away, trying to balance myself on the ah on the, with thewalking machine
unclear you stand up and you had the walking machine there to ah to help support
you, and you had the big ah harness ah hanging down from the ceiling, and um there
was Professor um Jack Crosbie – I don’t know whether you’ve [feint though] heard
of him?
I: Vaguely.
P: Yeah, he was, he was ah involved in a lot of research. He wasah unclear from
[stuttering] another part of the university, but he worked with Glen, ah ah he used to
find it realfrustrating working with Glen. But ah…
I: How so?
P: Oh, Glen can be a frustrating person.
I: Laughs.
P: The way he goes on.
I: (Chuckles). Now I’m deviating.
P: He’s obviously good because you know of of where he is but ah…
I: I’ve had first hand experience with that frustration.
P: Yeahyeah. Um, yeah Jack Crosbie he he was involved in that project, and he used
to drive the ah, the um, the treadmill, getting/going going at different speeds and all
that sort of thing, and watching what was going on, getting feedback of what was going
on. And he actually is, bought a place up here, Jack has.But ah, yeah, you know so,
in this ah, in this um video, all those people are ah you see them all there, doing their
bit. And I’m up there trying to walk and falling all over the place, I s’pose. I’m not
really…
I: How did you find the walking, compared to the cycling?
P: Ah, a lot harder, a lot harder. Ah the walking coz you know you areIn the cycling,
you’re sitting down, andthen your legs are going and so its’ more, it’s more or less
imitating the ah what you’re doing when you’re when you’re just on the little pedallers
you know, in the gym.Butah then you can also boost,it going around like this. But you
know, it really gives you good exercise. Thethe like thewalking machinegives you a
hell of a lot you know, it really gives you good exercise. Um, you can’t do…the walking
is very difficult because you are trying to balance yourself and ah all of those things
and um so you can’t do much of it. Ah, you couldn’t do that for any length of time. Like,
if you wanted to, if you wanted to be set up to go on the treadmill ah in the same way
you were doing the research ah you know unclear mumblingresearch, ah you
wouldn’t be able to do it for very long. You know But, with tho- all those people, ah
around, you know you could do I think unclear most probably umon and off, up to
about an hour. Um, but it was very tiring, it was very tiring. But on the bike, you are
sitting down, and um as I say, you are you know you’repedalling, andyou’re giving
yourself a bit of a boost with the h- you know with the handunclear, being able to hand
cycle, and and so on. But if you were walking, you just wouldn’t be able to ah you
know,that you knowand you didn’t have all those people supporting you, you wouldn’t
be able to do itah ah very long at all.If you could do it at all.
I: Psychologically, how do you think FES cycling compares with FES walking? I know
we are going off the topic…
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P: No it’s [unclear]. Ah, you know, it was positive, um as I say you know, it was you
looked at it asgood fun too you know, when I was telling you about running around the
ah I I was cycling around thethe car park. And Eduardo was chasing me around, and
you know, telling me to keep going, and all this sorta thing, you know giving me a bit of
a um, a bit of a boost every now and again, you know: “C’mon, c’mon, you can do it,
you can do it”, all that sorta thing. So ah you know, being motivational. But you know,
that was good fun. That was, ah so you get some enjoyment out of it that way, whilst
its’ fairly serious stuff that you’re trying to do and its’ and its’ hard anyhow it’s hard
stuff. You can see, that you know, you get some fun out of it too, that’s/that was good.
So, you know, its’ its’ a good psychological boost being able to do it. When you can’t
do the [unclear – thing?] when you can’t do the things um, you know, most probably
you get ah, you get de-motivated and soso on. But when you can find you can do these
things even though it’s hard, it’s motivational. Psychologically.
I: With the walking…
P: Hmm.
I: Did you find that different to the cycling in terms of…
P: Oh yeah.
I: The psychological aspects?
P: Um, yeah in different ways becausee-/it the ah, with the walking, you knew that it
was partof the, part of the re- you know part of the research project, andthen/ah so,
there was most probably going to be some benefit from it,in their/you know in the
future, you’re most probably gunna gosome future benefit come out of it (feint) Not
necessarily for me, but ah you know generally for people who have/who’ve got spinal
cord injury. So you felt you contributin- you, you’re contributing to something there. Um,
whereas the bike, ah you were set up and you were, you know, it was for you. Ah
thatyou were doing it,and now/from thereit was exercise.
I: More personal?
P: Yep, yep, yep. So, you know that was most probably theso that explains sort ofthe
difference that I felt between the two.
I: Interesting. Ok, thanks for that. Very interesting, again [feint]So, I just asked you
what are the positives and the negatives.
P: Mm huh.
I: How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Oh most probably hasn’t ah to date/today [feint].Um, I used to get fun out of it at
the time,when you know when I look back on it you know it was it was good fun. You
know the people involved in it, you know, it was, you felt as though you were part of a
team, when you were/are [think “were”], when you were doing the FES which was pa
you know, which was involved in the in the [feint] in the research. Um, but you felt as
though, you know, you were were part of a team. You know, doing things with the FES.
Um, and it was keeping you ah, keeping you in good nick.UnclearNo I can’t say that
you know it’s ah really had any ah benefit to me now. Most probably if I kept (it) up,I’d
still have goodyou know, good muscle tone in my legs. So, it’d be good from the point
of view of um you know, lower body exercise. But I’m not doing that now. So you know,
I’ve lost that benefit as I’m not as I’m not doing it.
I: Fair enough. On to the last set of questions now. Almost there.
P: Hmm right.
I: So, four is home exercise.
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P: Mm huh.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine? Or it would be
if…hyp-, hypothetically?
P: Well there’s two, two things. You could just do the thest- you know with the stim,
just you know us- just use/using the little stim boxthing/there thing that Che gave
me, you could do that. But as I said, I didn’t get ah you know, a great deal of ah
enjoyment or [feint though] benefit out of it/that ah….it might’ve been coz I didn’t use
it for very long you know, that might have been because I wasn’t ah you know up to
speed on how to use it properly. Um, if you can do pedalling, ah like a machine to/dor
doing the pedalling, um you know, it’s it’s fairly costly. To get ah, you know to get one
of those things. And then ah to set it up with theahyou know,with the actual
FES…unclear – mutter? I’m talking about the pedalling machine, to set it up with the
ah, the FES, I think that would be ahyou knowwould be good. I don’t know whether
you’d do it that much at home because it’s you know when you,when I was going over
to the University, you’re doing it with a (big) group. So it becomes a bit motivational
then for toto doing it you know if you’re doing it with people. Um, yeah/you know, its,
its good. If you’re not doing it with people, it might get boring (99% sure)So, doing it at
home, it’d be nice to have the machine at home, as I say, it’s fairly exp-, fairly
expensive, ah but you’d just be doing it on your own so ah you know, would you, would
you, would you do it regularly? That’s the ah…
I: Makes sense.
P: That’s the way I look at it yeah.
I: No worries. Do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: Ah, I never quite got to ah/you know which, which wire(s) went you know
hookedhooked on, so I suppose yeah/you know/you would …you would you know,
you would pick that up you know you’d learn [muttering, hard to understand]if you
concentrated on it you’d soon find out which ones go with ah which which if you colour
coded the wires you know it’d be user friendly that way.Um, putting the pads on, that,
that’s no problem. Um, ah I don’t know how, I would-, I don’t know how to use the,
didn’t know how to use the computer. You know, the little handle computer ah thing.
I: Hand-held stimulator?
P: Yeah/you know hand-held stimulator, yeah. The batteries always alwaysseemed to
be going flat on us? But ah I think if you concentrate on it, you could could learn it and
it’d be and it would be user-friendly then, yeah.
I: So it’d just take practice?
P: Yes, yeah. But when you’ve got people there who are doing it, just you know, just
get lazy, and you sit back and just let them connect you up, and ah, and turn the thing
onand…yep. So…
I: A lot of students help, when you were there at the lab?
P: Ah yeah, yeah we did/didn’t somesome come across I think that were ah you know
learning it and um they’dthey’d wire you up and all that sorta thing...but it was always
Azah or Nazie, um or Che, that used to do the we- you know connect- connecting up,
and so on. The routine used to be every morning, you’d go in, you’d get up on the ah,
on the bed, and ah the girls would come over and put the pads on, and um go over and
get on the ah, on the machine. And there’s ah one, one of them would be coming
along and wie- you know connecting all your wires up, turning it on, and away you’d go.
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Go for 40 minutes, get off, andah/then transfer back on to your chair. And then go over
to the you know, and get dressed, and that was that. That’s the way it used to be.
I: Good routine.
P: Yeah, good routine. But of course, that, doing you know, being on the pedalling
machine was really just keeping yourself fit for ah the research projects that you might
get involved doing/with for P for PhD students or one one that/like Glen, or Che, was
running, orNazie was running. Um but you knowor any of the PhD students. And, it
was good from the point of view, you know, you were dealing with a lot of people.
Andthat [80% sure]was like going to work, you were dealing with people all of the
time [feint].And ah, so it was aa good thing,you know from the point of view of
ah…that was, that was that was the core of it, that’s what they you know, there was a
lot of researchers involved with it/the, with the ah doing stuff with/for the PhD. Um, we
were just doing it to keep fit. But, there’s people around all the time, and ah you know,
it was good coz you had had peopleto talk with you know to talk to and ah laugh
about things with and all thatsorta thing. But you know you thought/felt you were part of
a team, like [unclear]
I: Being in a team environment.
P: Yeah.
I: [unclear]
P: [unclear] Yeah that’s right. You know, it it had a number of benefits ah, you know
like all of those things, unclear…doing the FES, yeah.
I: I find that too when I go there and there’s a team environment.
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah, joking around with Che all the time.
P: Yeah.
I: He always teases me in front of the clients.
P: Yeah.
I: (laughs)
P: Yeah,no that’s good [99% sure]. But you know then you’re then you’regetting the,
you know, the ah, some benefit(s) from it. Its like when I go up to the gym here. If you
went up (to) the gym and you’re on your own and you’re going around deciding which
one you’d go- you’d go on, I think after a while you might get a bit ah you know a bit
bored with doing that. But when I go up there, I’ve got my trainer.And ah, I’ve had ah,
the last couple of weeks, there’s been a couple of students who’ve ah who are doing
their Cert 4, the Diplomain um for exercising and so on, and ah they come around, so
you’ve got people to talk to, as well as getting them do/int the exercise and ah, and so
on. So, its good. But, if you’re, if you’re on your own and you’re just goingaro-, if you’re
just going up there ah, on your own, and deciding which machines you were going to,
what you were going to do today ah you know which part of your routine, of if you’re as
if you’d set out a routine for yourself, I think ah you know, you’d get a bit bored of it
after a while.
I: A bit lonely.
P: Yeah, a bit lonely, yep, yep.
I: I could imagine.
P: Oh likes I think it was Graham wasn’t it, Lily?
Wife: Yeah.
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P: He (is) a friend of ours he’s ah, he’s a bit older than me, but he’s um stopped going
up there because I remember up there but he’s ah he’s not going there now because
he’s on his own. And umso that’sthethe/that you know with the FES, there was always
people around you to be doing things with. So, it has that benefit. If that all makes
sense [unclear] [feint].
I: Yep, definitely [unclear]. Fantastic. So, the second-last question. If you had to do
FES every day…
P: Mm huh.
I: …what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it? FES-cycling? Stimulation
while sitting still? FES-rowing?
P: Haven’t done rowing.Ahyeah I thinkI think…ah leaving the rowing out (of it) coz I
haven’t done the rowing. But, the cycling, and ah you know, getting out on/of the
Berkelbike, and ah and going around, that’s good like they you know have it down at
um, I’ve only done it once where they go over to(the) Olympic Park to ah unclearChe
used to organize. Um…
I: Centennial Park?
P: No, no, Olympic Park.
I: Oh okay.
P: Um you know, it was just down the road really from the uni- from ah from um,
well its’ not [low tone and muttering] not the university…I don’t know where,
whether he’s doing it anywhere else at the moment, but when we were in Moorong, ah
this was just down at Olympic you know at Olympic Park.I think it’s just really down
the road, not very far down the road you know, you’d go down and what was it ah it’s
the Olympic Drive unclear I forget what it’s called now [feint], but um yep.
I: Sydney Olympic Drive?
P: Yeah could beI’m not quite certain, but anyway/any rate, you can goa good you
know, [unclear] cycling all around down there, coz they got all the paths and that sorta
thing, so…
I: I think Greg McClure and I [P: Yes] and Che…went to [P: Yep] Centennial Park, it
was/at once [pretty sure “it was”]
P: Centennial Park. They yeah
I: …a little park there [unclear] little/different tracks…
P: Yeah, it’d be a good one for doing it also. I think, I remember yeah/you know I think I
remember that Chewas say set that up once, but um…
I: A different track to Lidcombe?
P: Yes, yep. So, it was good.You know, I would, I liked the bike, I liked the bike, but
coz I the only place I’d really done the bike, apart from going the one day, I went over
to Olympic Park um, I/it was just going around the car park at the university… um, but I
enjoyed that. It was hard work, some of it. Um, butyeah/you know I didn’t mind ahjust
doing the pedalling, on the you know, the static,sort of sitting inside doing the ah the
pedalling, and there were other people there you know, so it wasn’t boring from the
point of view that you were on your own, or anything like that, you were/would
[unclear!] doing it there, ah usually withanot-, there’s usually somebody else beside
you, and ah, and so on. But/and that makes a big difference I think, just having
company doing it.
I: Yeah?
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P: It’s like what I was saying about the gym up here, yeah. So ah, I think you could,
you’d have to be very disciplined if you know, [some stuttering] like if you had it at
home, and you were going to do it at home, you’d have to be very disciplined about
doing it, or you mightthey might lose interest. Even though you know there’s gunna be
a bene- a ah benefit to it. It’s it’s just like the gym.
I: Have to have that discipline.
P: Yep.
I: Fantastic. Alright, we’re on the last question now.
P: Mm huh.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Mm.
I: Take your time.
P: Um, I thinkthe/that the Berkelbike ah ah could be something. Um, but I don’t know,
aft- after a while I don’t know whether I’d be bothered in going and wiring myself up ah
every time. You know, ah getting on the bike and wiring yourself up and going around,
and finding/firing it like, pulling up the hill here, ah and going around, and…there’s
just a a lot of effort because of the situation you’re in, there’s there there is quite a bit to
setting yourself up with the ah with the FES, and ah, you know, you can tire, ah doing
it, so I think those things would impact whether you know, you would continue
onwith/whether- whether you’d make it a a regular thing to do. Um, it’s a hard
question. Coz its’ its’ one of those things where you go to go to for doing the researchtype stuff, but if you just had it at home and doing it, I just stuttering I don’t know
whether I’d do any type of FES. I don’t know whether I’d do it.
I: Fair enough.
P: Mm huh.
I: Alright John, well that concludes the interview, thanks for participating. I just have
one more question.
P: Mm huh.
I: Is there anything else you’d like to add? About FES? Anything you’d like to talk
about?
P: No, just in summary, I think FES isis good because it does ah you know give you the
ah, it it definitely does ah give you exercise, and um, and you get, you have a good
feeling, ah, after it. Um, I think [think he just said “and”] that’s about ah, about it.
You know it’s it’sit’s just, it’s good exercise and has has a feel good ah um, it gives
you know how it give you a good ah feel-good result. [muttering, 90% sure]
I: Great, fantastic.
P: Mm huh.
I: Alrighty, well now I’ll grab that and I’ll see how we’ve gone.
Chit chat in last minute or so omitted. Participant talking about other FES clients.
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Participant 6
I: Now, I’ll just whack it there. So, before I start the interview, I’m just gunna ask you a
series of demographic questions.
P: Yep, yeah.
I: That’s ok?
P: Yeah ok.
I: So, your name is Beate Oxley?
P: Yes.
I: Yep, Beate. And may I ask your age Beate?
P: I’m 59.
I: 59. Gender?Female.
P: (laughs). Yeah.
I: And your ethnicity?
P: My what?
I: Your eth-ethnicity? So…
P:Well I come from Germany.
I: Germany, that’s right, thought so. And can I also ask Beate, if you know your stage of
MS?
P: Yes, I have the secondary progressive phase.
I: Ok. Thankyou. And, your time since injury or diagnosis? So…
P: I, ah, my first signs I had, 1995. And I was diagnosed six years later. 2001.
I: Thank you for that. Now, it says here, FES systems used at home. I remember you
talked about the NeuroTrac?
P: Yep.
I: So, is that was that the NeuroTrac Sports Extra Large?
P: Yes, extra large, yep. XL, yep/s.
I: No worries. And so are you, before I ask you the next question, are you using the
NeuroTrac at the moment?
P: No.
I: So you used it in the past?
P: In the past.
I: Ok.
P: That is? I use it now, very seldom(ly).
I: So how long did you previously use FES for home exercise for?
P: What do you mean home exercise? Just for me its/is exercise is activities and this if
for me not [unclear – real?] exercise.
I: Oh ok, that’s right I remember you…
P: Unclear.
I: I remember you saying you didn’t exactly use it for exercise.
P: Yep. Unclear.Then…no?Unclear.
I: Well, how, how long did you use it for?
P: You mean since when I used it or how long when I when I take it, how long, I use it?
I: So, since you used it.
P: Maybe three, three years. <She could be saying she used it three years ago, cf.
for three years. An important difference!>
I: Yep, that’s ok.
P: Yep/ah.
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I: And, mobile phone number? Well I’ve already got that so I can add that later.
P: Yep.
I: Yeah. Alright, well we’ll start now with a series of interview questions. So, this is just
a few questions I’ll ask and um just feel free to chat about them and take your time. If
there’s any you don’t feel comfortable answering that’s ok as well.
P: Ok.
I: So, section one, rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: Unclear ..these initial goals.Sorry, I don’t understand. Rehabilitation means with
other people, or what I do?
I: However you define it.
P: You mean themachine…unclear machine or how I want to help myself?
I: That’s correct.
P: Ah, what I do is, as I use this machine, ah only if I have pain at [unclear].This ah,
because I have already some muscle wasting in my, in my, in my, in my
leg(s).Unclear…atFirst its affect my whole right body side. Is affected. The most, is the
leg, the hip, and the arm. The hand, not so much. But the most are the leg and the hip.
And what I do is, I don’t want to lose my muscles and so I use this machine in the
beginning quite often. Very often. And, and er, (sigh) almost every day when I bought
it. And even I took it when I travelled to Germany, to New Zealand, I took it with me,
always. And, yeah it’s so important. And, and I find out eh my body has a very little eh
memory. And/as so, I use it and it’s erit’s helps a bit, but after (a) short time gone, its
gone [feint]. And so I use it at the moment just when I have pain. Pain relief. And this
helps quite well, this is quite good [feint].And what I, stutter I even to need me coz
I?I keep myself fit, I do lots of gentle exercises for myself, every day. Every day. I start
already in the morning, under the doona [99% sure],do exercises because my knee, I
have in my knee hyperextension, I shouldn’t I ex- explain that what I have first?
I: That’s ok, however-, whatever you want to say that’s fine yeah.
P:Ok…therefore (unclear)I explain first what I have. My right foot, right foot I have foot
drop and I have even, I lift up the foot. That’s a/the problem. I drag my foot. As I walk,
yeah I roll up,with the left, on my right does this.So ah, in ankle as well, I watch it?
unclear! and I have to, very important is that I don’t get a stiff foot. And so I itdo every
day, something with my foot. Lifting my foot. My knee has hyperextension. And,
instability – and the myelin is almost gone. Almost, I don’t know. I have lost a muscle in
my – on/in?always, in my X-ray, it’s written always muscle wasting. And my my left,
my right leg, is much thinner, really thinner,much, much thinner. And, as a?the knee
then comes the hip is, ah, also I have, muscle wasting in my hip. When I had an anan
X-ray, and when I get tested and I lay down, its exactly in a, in a right,as its?you don’t
see that I, you don’t see that when I lay down, but when I stand, I feel it. I feel it,
muscle(s) not working. In my right hip, I have because of my bad walking, I have a
labral tear. In the ball joint, inside is a, is a band, and this is worn out, and and a bit
torn. Labral tear. This is in my, in my hip, and this isaffects me quite well when I am
walking. And, this shoulder I had, is fine. Unclear on something in..in my shaft in my
perhaps?my ring finger, a problem. But I, what I’m doing to keep myself fit, with with
walking, I, I find out that I, that I can, with rolling up, I bought the most expensive
shoes, the NBT [pretty sure…what are these?] shoes. The rolling up shoes. So, my
foot is forced to roll up. But is/itsbecause its forced, so I can’t use the muscles. If I, like
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you have normal shoes when you roll up with your heel, and in my case, my foot
doesn’t do that. But I don’t want to fall I over. I fell already, many times. Unclear…so?
I: I’m sorry to hear that.
P: Yep. And so I, I’m forced to toroll up with my right foot. With my right foot. And then
soon?I find out on what I’m doing is, I, I,when I am walking, and I walk on the/a beach,
most regularly, [unclear] Nordic walking, I don’t know if you know the technique?
Nordic walking have you, do you know this?
I: What was it called sorry?
P: It’s called Nordic walking.
I: No, I’m not familiar with that actually.
P: With the normal? Unclear!tracking sticks. And these tracking sticks, they have, the
normal tracking sticks they have just one loop, and you have to hold on all the time. I
did this in Germany for many years when I walked in the alps. [unclear!]for many
years. And I ha-, and I have lots of experience walking with sticks. And but now [99%
sure] the Nordic walking sticks, they are connected on the eh on the wrist, and when
you, with a strap, and when you walk, it’s coming, the stick coming back rightto use it,
it’s a technique. The/it’s a technique has to be learned, and I did, when I was in
Germany, when it came out of/in in the market, in 2006, I did a course in Germany, and
I did the next course in 2008, and since this time, I used the sticks. And, I was the only
one on the beach, often [99% sure] people ask me, “Where’s the snow?”
I: (laughs)
P: Unclear…really? Ok. But I do it/that because, with normal walking, you use just
70% of muscles. The legs. And when I have this Nordic walking, I use ah/up, the front
muscles, pectoralis, now the neck muscles, I use my shoulder rotation, I used 90% of
muscles. And, so I train the whole body, and even with the hand, I open and close the
hand. With my something sticks I used in Germany, I have on both hands, carpal
tunnel operation. From holding the sticks. And whenthis technique, you close and
open your hand. And you have (a/the) hand training, You have whole body training.
And it works, very well.
I: Sounds like a, an enjoyable form of exercise.
P: Yes, and I, use the sticks every day, every day. When I walk on the beach, if I go
somewhere out, on eh I do it/that, when Mount Fielder where we go, that I walk
balanced, because otherwise I have abig problem [99% sure] I’m limping. My right
hip sinks down because the muscle are wasting. And so, with the Nordic walking, I
walk really straight, and I can, and I don’t feel it- it’s, it’s a different walking for me, it’s a
not as a fu-it’s like unclear, you? Walking, you walking.My old walking bag/back.
[pretty sure she is saying “back!”]. And I train(ed) the whole body.
I: That’s fantastic.
P: Yes, and in ideal everyone should walk with these sticks. Unclear under…look
under?Nordic Walking.
I: I’m just going to turn the volume up a bit more, Beate…it’s a bit quiet on my end. Can
you turn it up at all on your end?
P: I can’t. I have, I have it full unclear.
I: Full volume?
P: No I can’t. I can’t unclear it on my end, it’s/this just on yours.
I: No worries, I’ll turn my recorder up a bit more. I think….that might work a bit better
now.
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P: [feint, unclear] on the left? I can/okay okay. Good eh. This is this this Nordic
walking it’s very very effective. I unclear.it normally, I I see on the beach, people
limping. Lots of people limping should walk with the sticks. And I have a I have a
medical background, I wanted to be a physiotherapist.
I: Oh wow.
P: And I was asomething nurse? Unclear.And my hobby is, and I was a fitness
instructor. And my hobby is everything with muscles and exercises. And I was my
whole life, active. I did in Germany, I worked/walked [think “walked”] in the Alps from
800 to 3000 metre, many days from hut to hut…in Austria, (in) Germany, most in
Austria. And, eh yes and I I did ballroom dancing until the endwith?for about 10 years.
And I did lat- athletic in Germany and as so I for me it’s a really hobby is/this is. If I
don’t do (it) on a day something, I feel guilty.
I: (Chuckles). I know the feeling.
P: it’s for me, fun. It’s fun. For other people this is a must.For me, it’s/it is just nice.
Saves/its’ my life. I shouldn’t have MS [feint].
I: If only everyone had your inspiration.
P: Yeah[unclear that’s why I’m I mean as something]says always to me, I’m hyper
hyper oh hyper-mobile?Eh,what I want to do with the exercises. For me if it just fun.
I: That’s good isn’t it, if it’s fun then you’re more likely to do it.
P: Oh yes, oh yes. And so even when I work/walk [think “wal”] through the house, and I
feel this doesn’t work and I’m stiff, then I do a little dance, walk side by side [unclear]
and so I I do this. Yeah. And so I had a time when I had a meniscus problem, and and
this is I use(d) it from other people, and I couldn’t walk, and this is very bad because ah
the other muscles have to be trained. So I bought, I bought this amputee [or empty?
Think “amputee”] shoes? Also for in the house and so I have two pair. I have one in
the house that I can wear, and one outside the house then I, then I don’t lose my
mobility. And on exercises I do everyday is now/ah, I started now Qi Gong, and now
I’m advanced.
I: I remember you saying that in the email.
P: Yes. And I’m advanced now. And then I do that/it, it’s now/not [think now!] my life, I
do that at least twice a day, and I don’t need an instructor, I can do that on my own. I
have I ha-, I did a course with Simon last name from Sydney, I don’t know have you
heard about him?
I: No, I don’t know much about Qi Gong.
P: Yep and and eh and he does, he teaches ah unclear Chinese ancient healing
treatment. And there are different forms, and he does, he treats? The healing
technique. And, and so instead of just going once a week, I I have now so much
knowledge that I can do that on my own, on a day, on my own without anything,
without anyone. I can entertain myself for about when I do everything together, for
about 25 minutes, half an hour. I go on the beach, when I am summerin summer time
I go swimming in the ocean here. We have in in when I start in November, a13
degrees?
I: I beg your pardon?
P: When I start(ed) in November, its 13 degrees, the ocean, 13.
I: Wow. Thirteen.
P: And then it goes up to 19, and I go back to April, its back to 13, and I still go
swimming. And and then I have an exercise program in the water.I not only swimming,
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I do aqua-aerobic in the water, walking in the water, and then I’m shooowing a
wonderful train, and then I go walking on the beach with my Nordic walking, do my Qi
Gong as well.
I: Wow. [P: something in background] Very fit.
P: And then I go home, and I sit in the car and I come home. My body has no memory
(of) everything gone. I spoke with the physiotherapist about this and she said “No, no,
it’s not gone, keep going, keep going”. And then I come home and I’m really stiff, stiff,
but I sit in the car. Ah, frustrating. Hmm.
I: I could imagine.
P: Yes, frustrating. Ehh no memory has the muscles. But I don’t want to lose it and I
keep going, okay. And I do this this Qi Gong I do I do and now I can’t go swimming, I
go in the swimming pool now, in Margaret? Unclear.And I have and I have some leg
swimmer. I do my own aqua-aerobic, I put something on my, on my ah on my feet on
my ankles, and so my leg floats because I can’t I can’t lift up my left leg, my right leg.
My left leg goes up, my right leg doesn’t, does not. And I have to force it and it doesn’t
do that. And so when I in the water I don’t have? I have? this leg swimmer on the
leg, goes up, it’s wonderful, wonderful!
I: (chuckles).
P: And I do all my aqua-aerobic in the water tank/take I bought some gloves, four
gloves, and I have some dumbbells for aqua-aerobic that I do all on my own.
I: Wow, it’s a lot of exercise.
P: Yes, and ah yeah when we go away, then my husband,on he doing this
photography, I dovery lightdo you want me to carry anything, I have everything in my
muscle(s) thank youand I can do it. It’s fun. Yesits for me butum when I think normally
I have MS it’s very very frustrating, but I, I don’t want myself to think about this, this
one. Because ah we have to take it how it occurs. Its, you can’t change it, I have it.
And I have to live this, so. And I have to make the positive things out of this. And what
I don’t want, I don’t want to explain to other people that I have MS. When people say,
when people are talking about eh eh sick, and disease(d) and so and then they talk to
me, ahhhh you look so healthy, you have nothing, you’re so healthy. And I thought?
Unclear.OkayunclearI’m healthy. I don’t talk about MS. If they see it when I’m limping,
I say I have a knee problem. If they see I have a brace, OK. I say “Oh I don’t want to
talk about this, I don’t”. Because say MS I don’t say that I have MS.
I: It’s…P:[I have] It’s your personal thing.
P: Now because then they hear MS, Ohh MS it’s a whole different story. And this
one has MS and not, that’s why I don’t want to talk about MS. It’s other people. I
don’t…it’s it’sother things I’m wearing on my on myon my right knee, I have a
hinched, a hinched brace, it’s it’s the hinchesand the the part in between is fabric. It’s
fabric, it’s awkward, but it doesn’t hurt, but I can walk longer distances. A longer
distance, unclear.And and at home I have just a brace from the pharmacy, has/have
on the side, to lateral stabilization. It’s (a) elastic brace. And I have it at home, I can’t
walk for a long time, but I have a stability. Ah with this brace, I could not walk outside.
Just at home. And um for out for for outside that I this this this big fat brace,unclear
you see it on the pants [pretty sure]. At the moment it’s ahvery bad, the pants are
also thin. And if I, I don’t want to put something brace on top, or I have to put it onto
the skin. And so I have to sew, good that I can sew a bit, I have to sew my own pants.
Wider pants so/that nobody sees it. And nobody talks to me. And so I go always very
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very elegant, I have a long skirt on over the brace, almost to the ankle. I wish they
would have a shorter skirt, I can’t. So people see this, and I don’t want that I (don’t)
have to answer this. Unclear so I have, I look elegant, like a…model? Nobody sees it,
and I don’t see(s) it and they also don’t remember.
I: Laughs.
P: Okay, it’s out of the way.
I: Fair enough. Alright Beate, I might ask you a few more questions if that’s alright.
P: Yeah.
I: Thank you for introducing your story.
P: Yeah.
I: So, we we’ll keep going with the interview now if that’s alright. So the first question
was: What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation? Ah, did you have rehabilitation
after your diagnosis?
P: No, no, II didn’t. I had a very bad experience. But I did almost everything on my own.
But I was um once, twice in Germany for ACURE, its called Alternative Therapeutic
Medical Health Resort, in Germany, and for MS. I go here sometimes to physiotherapy.
But (then?/()) I have enough knowledge, (that) I can do everything on my own. And
physiotherapy just once every few weeks isis not enough, I do it/that every day. I do
the exercise, I have at home, I have aa home bike, I have a little trampoline, I have
unclear, feint stepper,it’s a stepper, my husband said [feint] and then I have a little
trampoline, then I have a half a ball, where I can stand on (a) bubble. And I have a fit
ball, I have ah rubber bands, lotsunclearthen I have a slider, when I can walk over it
all, and then what I’m doing, I go sometimes biking outside, its better, its nice, but its,
the roads are no so safe here, it is bad. And also hilly. Yeah. And, what am I doing
else…? Ah yeah I do every day, I do something [feint] so…
I: So the, so you did all the rehabilitation yourself?
P: Yes. But I, I II got instruction from the first all the physiotherapist. But this, they said
to me “Oh, you know this all!”
I: (chuckles).
P: And I even, didn’t even warn, they said “Oh we don’t know this! What you doing?”
I: (chuckles).
P: So I…
I: Fair enough.
P: I was, I was a fitness instructor.And so I have this exercises all in my head.
I: (chuckles)
P: And I think in Sydney, I had aunclear leisure learning and did exercise therapy with
unclear.
I: So you taught them something?
P: Yes. Yeah in front of them, yeah.
I: Fair enough. Beate, what were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
P: Muttering. Ah what did it do for me? [unclear and muttering]. Another…coz I
have MS, did I[unclear] to find out its me. I I’ve always other people have it…and now
I have it. How can I have this? This/it [99% sure “this”] was a very hard time. To find
out, I have to live with it, it’s unclear. and I was always so fit, I did athletic my whole
life, that was always, when/and I worked in the Alps and now I have it…this is the
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hardest one for me,that I have feint/unclear. I/they have a very good supporting
husband.
I: Hi, John.
John: Something Matthew.
I: Nice to meet you.
John: Nice to meet you too.
I: Thanks for agreeing to participate and help out.
John: Unclear- ()? no worries.
I: Greetings from Sydney.
P: (chuckles). Yeah.
I: Thanks Beate. For the next one, did you use any electrical stimulation during your
rehabilitation? If so, what were the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies?
P: In the beginning, I did not use it at all. I bought this later because I saw eh online, I
read online about Terry Whit- Wales, Terry Wales in the states, in America, she
brought herself out of the wheelchair. And she started with electrical stimulation. And
so, I thought “Oh!” And then I find out I can also use it. I did not know it at all, I had a
TENS machine for when I have back pain, or leg pain or something like that? Shoulder
pain.
I: Sure.
P: And then I bought the other machine because online, research online, yeah.
I: Okay, thanks Beat. Sorry, Beate.
P: Yep.
I: My apologies, Beate. We’ll move on now to the second section which is exercise. I
think we’ve already talked about a few things but I’ll ask you the questions anyway. So
the first one is, do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform? I
think we’ve covered that.
P: Regularly of course. This is for me, I feel guilty if I don’t. If I I would not yes. I II
already told you lots/loads [P: Yeah]. Outside, raining, I do inside something. And even
I have from fromfromfrom Germany, from the MS society, they have under active with
MS they have a page set up for people with MS, and this is a very very good one you
can say what you want to achieve, how long, fifteen minutes, twenty minutes, thirty
minutes, over thirty minutes you must be fit. But I’m I’m not. And and then you can say
what you want unclearwhich one and what you want to train, the legs, cardio training,
this is very good. I used it, in the beginning I used it quite quite often, almost every day.
But now since I do my Qi Gong, it helps me very much. Qi Gong isisis, I did in the
beginning lots of Yoga, but I think Yoga is ahunclear I have a book, its for healthy
people. When you, when you follow these these stretches whenunclear my right leg
has a little spasticity on the on the hamstrings. And so when I something some of
them, its frustrating, they are so flexible and I don’t, I’m not anymore, I’m off it.Okay
then I’m much better with this Qi Gong and this has unclear those/some stretches,
and/you’re bending down, mobility, and its for me this is very effective. And I’m now in
the advanced phase. I do now, what I do is Da Young something
something[Chinese? Ask Beate]. I learned the first 64 movements with Simon
Someone and I applied for the second next course, in January this year. And while I
don’t want to miss anything because this is so complex with all the energy points I
bought the second book, the second 64 movements and I taught myself.
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I: [P: something] 64, impressive.
P: ..unclear 64unclear…and now I I bought this book, this DVD, and I taught myself.
And I do this now everyday and I’munclearand I’m now up to number 61.
I: (chuckles).
P: It’s fun, it’s nice, relaxing. It’s it’s also for the mind,it’s a slow movements, very slow
movements, you can’t hurt yourself, controlled movements, and stretching movements,
and I lost because of these/this, I lost my spasticity of my right hamstrings.
I: Wow.
P: Of/from this. Yes. I have to say I went also to acupuncture. He helped me but is
coming always back, this spasticity. And with this, Qi Gong, I have it under control
[feint and fast but pretty sure!]
I: Wow.
P: And I do this because it’s January? Not sure. Generally? And when I do the
I don’t want to learn the sequences, I want special details, they they are fine details,
otherwise I have to learn the fine details on my on my own, and I miss out.And I have
to do another course, and so I want to do the sequence, to learn it, unclearfine details.
Mm huh.
I: Qi Gong, sounds interesting.
P: It’s Q-I, and then Gong.
I: Chi Gong.
P: Have a look under, under Wikipedia, its written notes, Q-I, Gong.
I: Thanks, I’ll have to look into that sometime. So next exercise question. So I think I
understand all the exercise you do. What could you improve in your weekly exercise
routine?
P: Improve….huh. Well/what/would I need to improve something, I think I’m..I think
always when I was younger I didmy much more. Now it’s walking for me exercise,
when I was younger, walking was nothing. Just normal. Now it’s walking exercises.
I: Sure.
P: And andand so yeah I look I do in the morning half an hour, in the evening half an
hour, and in between a bit more, and sometimes I go on my stepper here, I go unclear
swimming once a week, I do em maybe I can do bit moreand I have toglider you know
you glidewith the with the unclear like skis you glide on a carpet.
I: Ohh okay…
P: And I have walls on the side, always safety first. That you don’t fall, due to glide like
this when you use other muscles. Do this, and then I have weights on on sometimes I
put weights on my ankles, I have just 1.5 kilo, and I walk with them, I can’t walk alone
there, or I have 5 kilos or 4.5 kilos and I’m sitting and I doing this upshould do
thatregularly I haven’t done it for a while, do that more yeah.
I: Thanks Beate. Last exercise question. What impact does exercise have on your life?
Positive? Negative?
P:unclear Positive, just positive! Exercise is always positive. I III started very early as a
child, I can/can’t remember I did dancing and then there/I wasfind out when I was in
year four, they find out about me, I was faster than other people in running. And high
jumping, I was higher and I waswide jumping, I can’t remember I was year four and I
jumped year five, and I jumped 360 wide. In fact, long, long, long. And they find out
about me and they asked me if I want to do athletic. And so I started, started athletic.
Ah regularly, yeah. As a child already.
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I: Lots of sports you’ve done by the sounds of it.
P: Yes.Unclear.This is unclear my life. If I can’t, I can’t remember, I have to say when
I was diagnosed with MS, and andand my first diagnose was like I was an actor, but I
was in in the) 11(th) floor, what I did without asking anyone, I walked down, I walked
down, and had, I had a relapse, and I walked down the, 11 floors down to the bottom,
up, three times a day. I didn’t see anyone I just did.
I: (chuckles).
P: Shouldn’t have done it, they all lay in a bed, but I didn’t.
I: (chuckles)
P:unclear, feint.
I: Alright thanks Beate, I’m gunna ask you a few questions now about Functional
Electrical Stimulation and home exercise. So we have about eight more questions if
that’s okay. So, FES. What types of FE- FES have you used for exercise?
P: I always can’t follow this [pretty sure] F-E-S, Functional Electrical Stimulation. I
wished that’s why I answered to your advertisement, I wished I I would take such a
machine. I what is is for exercise, I can’t, I don’t know if that’s the question.
I: That’s okay.
P: Aaa machine, I can use a machine for exercise? I I …
I: That’s okay I remember you saying you hadn’t/haven’t really used it for exercise
before.
P: Can I have this on and do exercises with this? What do I…how do I do this with
exercise…(the) machine does exercise [feint].
I: I could refer you to Dr. Che Fornusek to have a chat about that.
P: Yep.
I: Would you like me to do that later on?
P: Oh yes yes, I would love to know. Because I(‘ve) heard about this Functional
Electric Stimulation, and I thought because I don’t want to lose my muscle activity, and
that’s why I bought this machine. Its itsunclearfor me, the myelin is damaged and I
want to get it back, quickly.
I: What, what I’ll do is, I’ll ask Che if he can have a talk to you about that.
P: Oh that’s would be great.
I: So Che’s been doing FES for a while, because I’m not entirely sure about how it’d
work with the NeuroTrac.
P: mm.
I: So I’ll ask him and maybe you guys could talk on the phone?
P: Yeah or on on Skype.
I: Okay no worries, well we’ll move on to the next question then. So, I know…what
benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits, psychological benefits?
P: You mean this one?
I: That’s correct. Just that one.
P: Unclear John a sec
I: This one, benefits…ah, so I find out in the beginning, ah it help me a bit, a bit, um it
was eh ah so I find out I walk a bit better.But, how I said, my body has a a memory
just
for one hour, not long, and then, and so I had this in the beginning, I took it, I
took it everydayevenI took it into [feint/muffled] China with me, that I can walk but its
has the memory is just an hour with this, not much benefit.
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I: No worries. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES? From your
experience? Positive, they are just positive. I II can I try [muttering] I still try to
stimulate thethe muscles. I I don’t want to waste it. Eh yes and if it’s I can’t remember
it’s Terry Young, Terry Wales she she recommended another machine, she started
with something one, and she she took down another machine, help/hellbetter, and II
do/did not know which machine could I take, to help better. But I don’t want to pay
thousands of dollars for for this. And if it doesn’t uncleargood good system to
stimulate/or the muscles because the how can I explain it? The myelin hasn’t damaged
its damaged yeah [feint].
I: I know what you’re talking about, I studied a bit of biology so I understand when you
what you’re talking about with the myelin.
P: Yeah, yeah.
I: How, how has FES made an impact on your life?
P: And so eh, In the beginning, lots. But now I don’t use it anymore I use it just for
pain anymore. Since I have these ah Qi Gong, I have aa I can feel it, I can do
everything with Qi Gong, more as with this machine here. It just keeps me just an eheh
an hour, and when I do GiQong, Qi Gong exercises, I take it over night and I do it
evening to the next day. And even when I do it/that in the morning, it gives me the
whole day. And so/do the body has this memory still, with this Qi Gong. Yeah.
I: Okay thanks Beate. We’ll move on to the last series of questions now. Remind me
later to send Che an email to have a chat to you to see if the NeuroTrac can do what
you like. He might be able to help you with that question.
P: Oh that’s good yeah.
I: Okay but I’m not entirely sure sorry. I can’t really give advice because I’m just a
student. So that’s okay.
P: Okay.
I: Home exercise. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Ahhh
I: Hypothetically.
P: If I had a machine it would work, and I would feel this I would use/do it. I would feel
this is isthis/is activate my muscles, I would use it yeah. Definitely. But this machine I
feel this memory is not so good. Its until I have the electrodes on and off and then they
struggle? This is true. So I use it just for pain. Yeah.
I: Thanks. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: User-friendly? Oh yeah yeahyeah.
I: Thanks. If you had to do FES every day, what types of exercise would you prefer to
do with it? FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? Or FES-rowing?
P: Ah, ah I would have it on the body and walking around and/I would not sit. When I
had this/these on, I walked around with this/these. Always I walk around with this. I
would not sit still. I go out into the garden, even I, even when I was in China, we did,
welearned Qi Gong, I had it on and nowhen/and I had a white blouse, nobody sees it.
And I did oh nobody asked me forthe big report. Yes I started the exercises with this
yeah.
I: Fantastic. Now we’re up to the last question now. What would your ideal FES system
look like? What could be improved for you?
P: For me improved….if I had a machine would help me, to stimulate the muscles
additive?other?unclear!functionas in as in user-fr- friendly it is very much, this/these
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machine. If it helped me to use my muscles back, to get my/the muscles back, yeah.
This would be great, yeah.
I: Okay, is there anything else you’d like to add Beate? About FES?
P: Ah, I would like to try a machine, FES. To to borrow a machine or something like
this. Is it possible?
I: I’ll have a chat to Che about that.
P: To because this one isis just for for sports, but not for forfor people like me, atrophy
here isone problem is for atrophy but I would have a machine especially forfor MS
where the muscle isisis better/further wasting. And I think this is the FES machine.
I: So youyou wants an FES system which can help you exercise more?
P: Totototo activate my muscles. To activate my muscles that I don’t lose them.
I: Okay I’ll have a chat to Dr Che Fornusek for you.
P: Or if he could recommend me some, what I could use for which one it helps, to
givesthe improves/pools to the muscle, that it’s it’s say [unclear!] they are active,
not to lose. Because I have muscle wasting.
I: Okay alright well look thanks Beate, that’s the end of the interview.
P: Okay, thank you.
I: I really appreciate your responses.
P: Oh thank you.
I: Before we finish, I just wanna say. So theres actually a third section to the study. It’s
a questionnaire.[P: Yeah]. Can I email that to you?
P: Oh yeah.
I: I think it might be easier if I send it via email.
P: Yep.
I: And ah basically all you have to do is, answer a series of questions from one to five.
So you have to place down, there’s different statements and you have to write down
from one to five if you agree or disagree with the statements.
P: Mm huh.
I: Is that something that you’d like to do?
P: Oh yeah but yeah if I can help you with your study.
I: Yeah thanks, no rush, whenever you get a spare minute.
P: Yeah. And can you send me the results, what other people say whats good to use.
I: Sure, definitely.
P: What’s going on.
I; When I’ve finished the study, I’ll send you a summary of what other people say.
P: Wonderful, that nice yeah.
I: Definitely.
P: That’s yeah that’s great.
I: You’re actually the first person I’ve interviewed with Multiple Sclerosis.
P: Ah.
I: So I’m looking to interview ten people with Spinal Cord Injury, and ten people with
Multiple Sclerosis.
P: Did you find more in Tasmania?
I: I haven’t asked them yet actually.
P: Have you asked/ you could ask the MS Society here?
I: Yeah you gave me the/their number didn’t you.
P: Yeah.
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I: Maybe I could give them a ring sometime.
P: Yeah they they know this otherwise I don’t have contact with other ones. So
personally…
I: That’s okay we have a few more people in Sydney who might want to be interviewed
as well. But yeah I look forward to seeing what the study finds and hopefully sharing
the results with everyone at the end.
P: Yeah if this FES machine could help keep the muscle active, this is very important.
I: I’ll have a chat to my su- my supervisor and see if he can give you some advice on
that.
P: That’s nice, thank you.
I: No worries Beate.
P: I wish you all the best for your study.
I: Thanks a lot. I’ll be in touch via email.
P: Okay thankyou Matthew.
I: Lovely to meet you today.
P: Niceto meet you too.
I: Okay.
P: Have fun with your study.
I: I think um, as they say in German, is it Tschuss?
P Tschuss.you know
I: Tschuss
P: Tschuss
I: Tschuss
P: Yeah okay Tschuss.
I: Tschuss.
P:Unclear…tschuss-ing?
I: Talk to you soon Bye.
P: Bye bye
I: Have a nice day.
P: (feint).
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Interview Transcript – Participant 7
I: So, this is an int-, interview between Matthew Taylor and Jill Hodder, on 8th of July,
2016. Therewe go. We may get some noises from people coming in and out.
P: Mmm.
I: So, we’ll do section one now. So, your name is Jill?
P: Yep.
I: What about your age, Jill?
P: 62, I think, yes.
I: 62 years young.
P: Mm huh.
I: Gender...female. Ethnicity?
P: Australian.
I: And may I ask, your stage of MS?
P: As in, length of time, you mean?
I: Well the classification, so…
P: Well, its actually secondary progressive, now.
I: Thanks for that. And what about your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: I was diagnosed on the 24th of September, 1997, which means thatit is 19 years this
year. So, I’ve had 19 puppies days.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Yeah.
I: 19?
P: But I call puppies days.But Just for a while, (unclear) I had this friend going through
all these issues, and I found this card and it said “Life’s a bitch”, and you open it up,
and then it has these? puppies.
I: Laughs.
P: And then I got diagnosed. (Something about Puppies and a litter – unimportant
for context of interview) So every day, every year on the day of my anniversary, of
my diagnosis, we call it “Puppies Day”, and my daughter and I have a bottle of
champagne.
I: Wow.
P: Mm.
I: That’s an interesting way of…
P: So, I’ve had 19 puppies days, this September.
I: 19?
P: Mm.
I: I’ll just see if its picking it up. Yep. All good. And, you mentioned you’ve used FES
before.
P: Mm.
I: What systems have….can you remember the make and the model of the systems
you’ve used at home?
P: Um, no I can’t remember the brand of it now, no, can’t.
I: Was it in a thing called a “stim box”? I’m gunna talk up a bit too.
P: Um…
I: Coz I, I use um this stimulator in a little box called a “stim box”.
P: Mm no I didn’t think…Che would know.
I: Yeah, I could ask Che.
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P: Yeah.
I: Ok. And how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: Before?
I: Yep.
P: Well, I was doing FES here with Che.
I: Yep.
P: For aa, few years ago, did he tell you that?
I: Ah, we didn’t have much of a chat.
P: Prior to his like, prior to his study (Unclear). Um, so I, I did it before, then I
unclearwith him, to continue. Um, so that was again, I was hoping door opens.
Unclear Again, you’d need to ask Che, when.
I: Yep.
P: Coz, he’ll have all that info. I hope.
I: So, you actually use a TENS machine at home?
P: I have done. Right now, I couldn’t say I have, because there’s just been so much
happening.
I: Yep. So, you’re not using it at the moment?
P: No, I’m not, no. And, to be quite honest, I’m not sure where it is.
I: Yeah, chuckles.
P: Because its in, coz its/we’re moving stuff, there’s still a few boxes I haven’t been
through yet.
I: I think I remember you saying that on the phone, too.
P: Mm.
I: (chuckles).
P: Yeah. So, I don’t. I have got it, and I have used it. But the thing is, that I find, that
is/it’s much easier, to come here and do it. Because, it’s involved with the cycling side
of things. Um, it’s also a social thing, really. Um, like there are a few of us who did
that, the [~50% correct I think, a little unclear] with the cycling and FES, that have
stayed (and are) doing the FitAbility as well.
I: Kara, and the rest of the team?
P: Yeah, yes.
I: Fantastic.
P: So, I think there’s 5, 5 of us. Coz it’s/which is pretty good (unclear).
I: Have a team there?
P: Yes. So after, over a while, you just, it’s like your little FES family.
I: (Laughs). FES family.
P: Mm. Yeah, so.
I: No worries. And, your mobile phone number, well I’ve already got that so, I can just…
P: Yeah.
I: Put it in later. Alright, I’ll start the interview now. So…it’s a series of fourteen
questions.
P: Mm.
I: So, I’ll just ask them to you? unclearand you can respond how you like. So theme
number 1 is rehabilitation and transition. So, Jill, what were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: Um, to maintain strength I think, andand to um, to be able to be independent as
possible. Which involves continual exercising, you know, I think in [feint!] Any form of
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exercise,it/mutter?you need to with MS or you lose it. That saying “If you don’t use it,
you lose it”.
I: Chuckles.
P: Is so true. So, yep. I found with the FES three times a week, it was a big ask, but it/I
was really made a huge difference. Unclear.
I: Three times a week?
P: Yes. Yeah, with the cycling. Mm.
I: Fantastic. What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: By rehabilitation, what do you mean?
I: However you define it. How, how would you define rehabilitation actually? I’m still
trying to understand it.
P: Well, rehabilitation to me sounds like you are coming back from an injury. You know,
or recovering, or whatever. Um, it to me, its/is not so much doing that, it’s maintaining
what you’ve/you got/ whats gone? [a little unclear]Mm. And, not getting any worse.
So, um the challenges/ challenge is sometimes is making yourself keep going, I
think. Um but, you know you have to. And that’s, you know, that’s probably more of a
challenge than anything. Just to make,yours- you know, you just (a bit feint) keep
going you keep saying to yourself [feint] yeah I can do this. On days when you don’t
feel like it.
I: And you come here twice a week? So I guess…
P: Now I do.
I: You doing that a lot?
P: Mm. But, when I was doing the cycling with Che, it was three times a week. And,
that was big.
I: Yeah.
P: But it/that [think “it”] was good. It was an effort, but it was good.
I: Chuckles. How did you feel after the cycling?
P: Tired. Mm, um like with MS, fatigue is a big thing. So, I was tired. But good tired, not
bad like that’s good tired, so it’s fine.
I: Good workout I guess?
P: Mm, yep. And I also find if I can have a little microsleep or whatever (a) sleep for
half an hour or an hour, I’m fine, I’m better.
I: After the exercise.
P: Recharge. The batteries, yeah. Mm, so.
I: So, I know we’ve talked about this word of rehabilitation.But I’ve got here [feint]Did
you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so, what were the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies? So, I guess, after you got
diagnosed with MS, did you use any FES straight away?
P: No. Didn’t know about it, no idea. The way that we through the um MS, through the
gym, what um Phu who’s the head physio…
I: Phu Hoang?
P: Oh, yes.
I: Yep.
P: Unclear…himself, that boy.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: He’s a law onto himself.
I: Really?
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P: Oh yeah. How well do you know him?
I: I’ve um, I’ve actually asked him if he can help me recruit a few participants.
P: Mm.
I: We’ll see what happens.
P: Oh yes. Well, he was the one that got me on to it. And introduced to Che and the
whole bit, initially.
I: Initially?
P: Mm. He’s just a very interesting person.
I: I guess we can chat about it…
P: Has his own agenda, that bloke [feint]
I: We can chat more about Phu after the interview.
P: Mm. Unclear...shouldn’t be doing it?
I: So, we’ll go to now to section 2, which is exercise. So I think we touched on some of
these things before, but I’ll just ask you anyway.
P: Mm.
I: Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Um, well mostly again, its like, it’s good to be in the situation where you have to, and
go to a gym, I used to go to the MS gym twice a week. So this/yes [think “yes”] I do.
I: The MS gym, out at the Studdy Centre?
P: Yeah, yep. Um, it involved all use of different machines. Um, a bit of walking, bit of
you know, some cycling. One thing I really enjoyed was, they have these set of steps. I
used to like going up and down those.
I: At the moment, are you going to that gym twice a week?
P: I don’t go there at all, anymore.
I: Just [unclear] Why don’t you go anymore?
P: Be-, because…
I: (We can) discuss later?
P: Mm.
I: Fair enough.It’s good you enjoy coming here, I guess.
P: Yeah, well, I can really feel the benefits. Much more, much more, here.
I: The campus is nice and small.
P: I think it’s lovely here. So nice.
I: Have you heard they’re gunna move to main campus in a few years?
P: Yes.
I: They’ve been talking about that.
P: Who’s/who isgunna move?
I: Well, I’ve just heard the Faculty’s gunna be moved…
P: All of it?
I: Yeah, But, I don’t know I mean they always say it’s gunna be moved, and they put it
off and…
P: I hope they don’t. Coz, it’s so much nicer out here.
I: Well, the thing is um, with FitAbility and WalkOn…
P: Mm.
I: Are they run through the uni, or are they independent?
P: That, I don’t know.
I: That might be an issueP: I think FitAbility might be through the uni, but WalkOn, I don’t know.
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I: Maybe they’ll…you’d have to ask Kara and all that.
P: Kara would know, yeah.
I: Maybe they’ll be safe from the move or…
P: Mm. Maybe.
I: How, how would you find going to the city for FES?
P: I would really hate it. Coming here’s great.
I: That’s what other people say as well.
P: Mm. And going in the city, I mean the traffic, the the whole situation, it would be
awful [feint, but pretty sure]
I:lucky out here?
P: It’s much more relaxing out here. It’sbeen nice, it’s lovely.
I: Coz I have, my office is in Camperdown.
P: Yes, yeah.
I: And um it’s much more fast-paced than coming out here.
P: God I bet it would [feint] yeah well I went to college, Teachers College in there
I: Oh at Sydney Uni?
P: Sydney Uni, yep.
I: Wow.
P: So, and now, it’s really busy.
I: (Laughs)
P: Then it was busy, but now it’s really busy.
I: Super busy.
P: Mm. So, here, it’d be much more beneficial really.
I: You got the view of the oval there, too.
P: Yeah, and like, the whole infrastructure doesn’t fit. Does it, really.
I: ..But here everything is built up.
P: Everything here is fine. In there, where the hell they…what do they knock down to
make room for you?
I: Where do you park too?
P: Well yes definitely. So, yeah.
I: That’s an interesting thing to think about it.
P:Mm.
I: Two is/we’ll keep withexercise. Jill, what could you improve in your weekly exercise
routine?
P: Doing a lot more [pretty sure but feint]. One thing I’ve actually got built into my um
in my house now is a like a bar that for doing sit-to-st- for doing sit-to-stands, things
like that. So.
I: Unclear just repeat that bit
P: I had a like a bar built across one of the rooms so I could do sit to stands there as
well. Which I don’t do as much as I should. That’s the whole thing. Here, you’re made
to do it. It’s discipline.
I: So there’s no excuses.
P: No, no, no.
I: I wish I had the same discipline as you. (Chuckles).
P: Do you?
I: Not really in terms of exercise?(laughs)If I was answering these questions…
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P: Well, if I was like now, if miraculously suddenly I could walk or whatever, I would
look at things differently…I wouldn’t drive anywhere I’d walk to places and you know,
things like that.
I: You would do things differently?
P: Mm. I used to drive too many places, I could’ve walked. Lazy, but you know, mm.
I: When you have all those creature comforts you know, it’s easy just to…
P: True, true. Like I, taught at a school which was about 3 blocks from home for 27
years, 10 months, (and) 3 days.
I: Wow, (chuckles).
P: Mm.
I: It’s a long time.
P: Yes. Was. But it was close. But teachers, like I had to carry all this stuff anyway, and
bits of/books and things, I had to drop children at school, and stuff so…
I: It was easier to drive.
P: It was easy all round to drive. Yes, mm.
I: Carrying all those things?
P: And now I don’t drive anywhere/more. So, Scarlet and I go everywhere together.
This is Scarlet.
I: Scarlet?
P: Mm. When I got…
I: Johansson?
P: No, we just go with the one name, yeah.
I: Like, Madonna?
P: Yeah. When I was, when I first got this, the/that when the physio saw this? unclear
I said “She needs a name”. And they had all these red names you know, like Ruby
andI said no [pretty sure]Scarlet has got attitude. So we, this is Scarlet.
I: Laughs. I like it, I like that name.
P: So, it was…
I: No one messes with Scarlet.
P: No, they don’t.
I: Laughs.
P: She can really hurt people if she want(s) to.
I: Laughs.
P: Mm. Yeah.
I: Fantastic. So, last exercise question.
P: Mm.
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Positive. Very positive. Um, without it, like that would just make you weaker, and
then then make you depressed and down…you have to keep going, for various/so
very positive…
I: I know exactly what you mean.
P: Mm.
I: Alright, we’ll get on to the FES questions now which is the last?
P: Mm.
I: So, what types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: In the gym, with a/the bike? With the…
I: Anything.
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P: What do you call that?Only that.
I: The..Che’s bike?
P: Che’s bike, yep [feint].
I: What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits? Psychological
benefits?
P: Both. Both. Like, I’m just a lot stronger, I am less tired, all these, and like
improvement in muscle tone, um which in in turn makes you a lot more positive and
happier. So, unclear, so yes.
I: So you feel much more positive after…?
P: Oh yeah [I:…exercise]. Yeah, yep. It would be really good if that could be
incorporated in like with the in the gym in MS or whatever. A lot, most people don’t
know about it.
I: Really?
P: They don’t.
I: Are you saying most people in general, or most people with MS?
P: Both, really, both. Like, because I know so many people with MS, they don’t
knowand I’m just like. They have no idea, you know. When I was going through all the
the study/ies and all the like, people sort of/said? “Oh, you’re off to do cycling now”.
They knew that I was going, [(the) think ()] people from the gym or whatever, you know.
Yeah, and, friends noticed the difference. “Look at you, you couldn’t do that before”,
you know. Look at, like getting in and out of people’s cars, um, going up and down
steps and everything.
I: Wow.
P: My friends unclear very noticed?noticed I did it.
I: But they don’t know about FES?
P: Not really. What they know is what I tell them. Otherwise, they don’t know.
I: Do your friends with MS have a desire to do FES?
P: Um, my friend that lives in Nowra, with the gorgeous house, she did it, she and I
did it initially with when Che was doing that study years ago. Um, theres a mild sort of
curiosity, but mostly no.
I: It’d be interesting to maybe interview her at some point if possible.
P: Jacqui, oh god yes.
I: We’ll be able to chat about that later.
P: Oh, ask Che about Jacqui. Just ask him.
I: An interesting character?
P: Mm. I find her thoroughly inspirational.
I: That might be a really good interview.
P: It will be.
I: And I might be heading down to Kiama later on in the year.
P: Well, there you go.
I: Could pop by Nowra.
P: Yeah.
I: If she’s willing?participate.
P: She’d be fine. You would, if you got to go and see her house, whoa, wow.Unclear
And she’s even got a pool, in, inside. Hydrotherapy pool.
I: Wow.
P: Mm.
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I: Like a mansion?
P: No, its not like a mansion at all, no. It’s just like an ordinary, big house.
I: It’s accommodating?
P: Mm. You would never, going in there, you wouldn- it doesn’t look like it’s a
disable(d) friendly [99% sure]. It just looks like an ordinary house. But, the things its
got are amazing.
I: It’d be really interesting to learn more about that, too.
P: Mm, oh look.
I: Coz obviously the general public population doesn’t understand these [P: No…] kind
of things.
P: No, no. All my friends are blown away with my place. Because they know me very
well and they know something what has gone with the building and why I’ve got
these/this, these different features.
I: Yeah?
P: Yeah. It really something they are really/very [twice?] blown away with it. Anyway
but its been a long time coming now so its …
I: It’s good you don’t have to worry about all the politics of getting it organized.
P: And there are a few.
I: So, I think um, (mumbles) was the last question I asked you “What benefits have you
had from using FES?” I think I just asked you that.
P: Mm.
I: What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES? Have I asked you that?
P: No. Umm positives is all the benef- health wise and strength wise. The, well, if/the
negatives I spose, would be…I guess the um time factor, which you put in for any form
of exercise. But, um, some people would find it un, very uncomfortable. Like, I’ve said
it’s, I wouldn’-, I don’t actually find it painful, but its’ bloody uncomfortable.
I: Laughs.
P: When you get to the high, when the stim’s up high.So, and some people just don’t
like that. Just can’t cope with that, that’s it. So actually, in that initial study there was
one person I could think of, she hated it. So, you know, some people just don’t, you
know, you have to sort of um, accept the fact that its’ not going to be like a fun time,
you know, so.
I: And it sounds like it’s not for everyone?
P: No, it’s not. It’s not for everyone. Um, even when people know what it’s like, it’s not.
So, like…
I: Individual preferences?
P: Yeah, to-, totally.
I: Just to diverge,(but) what do you think could make more people use FES?
P: What do I think? Um…
I: You’re obviously very passionate about it.
P: If they, like generally if people can see the benefits, through someone like me, like
their friends you know, um, what was the question again?
I: Oh, I was saying unclearbecause it’s not on here…
P: Mm.
I: What could make, what do you think could make more people use FES unclear
P: Well, initially the fact you’re, you’re strapped to this machine, with all these
electrodes and everything, that would really put people off.
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I: You reckon?
P: Mm. It does. People sa-, I make a, used to joke about it, say “At the end of every
session, I felt like I could light up a whole city”
I: (Laughs).
P: You know? But um, I mean it’s not for everyone.
I: So, is it kind of the feeling that, with all the electrodes on, it feels a bit mechanical
or…?
P: Well…I guess so. The id-, the whole idea of it is quite foreign to a lot of people. So,
being hooked up to this machine that does all this stuff and gives you electric shocks
and you know which basically, if you the people ask me that’s what it does [99%
sure].
I: Exactly.
P: It stimulates your muscles andyour circulation. Actually, Jacqui she, she’s got one
too. Um, she’s found that using a stim machine at home um, she she broke her back, a
while back. And hence discovered that her um oh she had osteoporosis and it was, you
know, whatever. So she had to lie in one spot for a while, which is not her, believe me,
it’s not her at all [pretty sure but feint!] And, she was developing like a pressure sore,
I think. Putting the, the um stim on that, stimulated/simulated the circulation enough to
make its go-, get better.
I: The pressure sore?
P: Yes. And that’s what she uses it for now too. If there is an issue, you know. And
that’s what Jacqui unclear for.
I: So, she’s using FES at the moment?
P: Yeah. Yeah, she uses it on and [is she trying to say “on and off?’] I don’t know
whether she’s using it now. Oh, that’s the other thing, she’s got her own gym now,
down there.
I: Oh really?
P: Yeah. So we, every morning we go down,this I gotta say [but feint] over to the
gym, in the little cottage, unclear.
I: Every morning?
P: Every morning. Mm.
I: It’s a great way to start the day.
P: And she then goes off to work after that. She, and her partner have got this business
called, have you ever heard of “SailAbility”?
I: SellAbility?
P: Sail, Ability.
I: No, I haven’t.
P: Um, Chris designs um, sailing boats, little ones, for people who are totally, you
know, disabled, and I mean, disabled big time. Like one guy can/could only blow down
this tube to make it go.
I: So he…[feint]
P:Amy, who’s a friend of their’sit his?daughter, Amy was born with no arms, no legs.
And she can sail. It’s, you know….
I: That’s/it’s incredible.
P: It’s been promoted worldwide, thanks to Jacqui.
I: SailAbility.
P: Chris designs the boats, she she um promotes it. She got the OAM for it.
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I: Jacqui?
P: Promotion. Oh, yeah.
I: That’s amazing.
P: Oh yeah. And now they’ve moved down there, they’ve got like the whale watching
boats, they’ve got that car converted [pretty sure!] so its people with wheelchairs can
go on, um you know the boom nets at the back where you can lieunclear in and water
goes, Chris has organized a hoist so people with wheelchairs can go in, go out.
I: The back of the boat?
P: Mm.
I: That’d be, that’s inspiring.
P: She’s totally inspiring. They both are. Totally.
I: That’s amazing.
P: They should call us Jack and Jill, coz we’ve been everywhere together. Em.
I: I could imagine she’d have a few things to say about FES, then.
P: Oh, she’s got a few things to say about everything.
I: Laughs. Fair enough.
P: Mm.
I: Let’s get back to what you wanna say today. And, um…
P: something.
I: Have I asked you, “How has FES made an impact on your life?” Have I…
P: No, you haven’t asked.
I: Ok. How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Um, again, same thing, it’s made me um, stronger, um healthy, so therefore I’m
happier, you know.
I:Similar to what we discussed before?
P: Mm. Yep. I think with MS you’ve got to surround yourself with positive people. And,
there are a lot of negative ones out there. And there are a lot of negative ones with MS
are out there too.
I: Maybe you and Jacqui can inspire them to…?
P: We try. Ah we’ve tried a lot. But ah you get to a point where, this sounds awful, but
Jacqui said to me once: “People (will) suck you dry”. And they will. If they see that you
are positive, you’re happy, you’re achieving or whatever, they’ll lean on you, and they
will.
I: And they’ll try and bring you down? Or they just…?
P: It, well not so much try to do that, it’s try to get you to help them in ways, without
them/ir putting the effort in. You know.
I: I guess, it comes down to a confidence…
P: It does, it does. A l- I think in the end, like we used to go to respite,fo- and there
were four of us. Um, and we used to laugh and like,…one girl’s from Moss
Vale,unclear Jacqui lived in Sydney(then), ah and me, and one girl from Port
Macquarie. And there were four of us. Always used to go. [pretty sure].
I: Could you tell me a bit more about respite? Because I’ve heard it mentioned before.
P: Wewent, we used to go to respite twice a year. Every May and November. And ah, it
was just a, and it was nice just to be together. And we laughed and laughed and
laughed, a lot.
I: (Laughs).
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P: To the extent where you laugh and you cry [pretty sure]and you thinkWhy am I
doing this?
I: (Laughs).
P: Unclear….laughing. But, the fact that was we’d just laugh and have a good time.
I: So, respite’s kind of just a break from…?
P: It is.
I: Just normal every day?
P: Respite is a like a break for the carersthat two of the girls [another word
somewhere in there too]. Jacqui and I are our own carers, so it was a break for us,
you know. So, and/in that in itself was good. So, yeah. So, and that was like years a-,
for years that happened, about over a stretch of what, ten, twelve years.
I: But not anymore?
P: Not anymore in that um one of the girls had, she had she had multiple issues, health
wise. And, lets just say, without me saying a lot, and believe me, there’s a lot of politics
going on, with that organization.
I:Unclear.
P: Yeah [feint] A lot.
I: The other place?
P: Mm, with the total organizing of the whole bit. And, its not good.
I: That’s a shame, isn’t it.
P: It’s really bad. And I/it [think “I”] was actually getting, I was getting involved in it all
for, and my daughter turned around to me at home [fast] one day and she said:
“Mum, you’ve got to stop, look at you, you’re a mess”. So, I was getting so involved in
it.
I: ..unclear “worked up about?” perhaps.
P: Mm.
I: It’s silly, you’d think that um, you know, obviously, your exercise and wellbeing is the
number one priority of this place.
P: Yep, you would.Another/other reason unclear…would.Oh look, I, I got, if you had a
spare four hours I could tell youif I you know If I, because they’re just, like Erin’s totally
withdrawn from it and everything and that’s something the whole bit.
I: Your friend?
P: My daughter. She was very involved with it. And she’s not anymore, for that reason.
I: Well, I’m glad to see you come here and…
P: Mm.
I: everything’s good?
P: Well basically, it’s, you have to look after yourself. Something..Imean..in
factnumber one.
I: …if other people are going to carry on.
P: And also, you can’t wait for other people to help you. Youneed to do it yourself.
I: You have to d-, I guess you just have to have a very tight schedule.
P: Yes. Well, yes, like my weeks planned, you know. Monday, Wednesday, Friday I’m
out. That’s it. So, um, I should, should do more exercise at home, I should do.
I: That actually leads to the next- the last part of the interview which is home exercise.
P: I should do more, but I just don’t. I unclear Monday Wednesday Friday in the
morning I’m out. Here, or yoga, or whatever. That in itself too is brilliant too yoga,I love
Yoga? Yoga is something, it’s a…
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I: You might have to talk up a little bit.
P: Oh, sorry.
I: Oh it’s not your fault, it’s just a bit of background.
P: Yeah. Um [I: That’s okay] Robin is a Yoga teacher and she has incorporated Yoga
and MS together.
I: Wow.
P: It’s brilliant, it is brilliant.
I: How many times a week do you do that?
P: Um, only one. I’d like to do it more, but (only) one. Yeah. And it’s a real,it’s just,
Lesley goes as well.That’s/just/(mumble)
I: Yeah, I know Lesley.
P: She goes as well, she loves it.
I: So you and Lesley arepretty? good friends?
P: We are now. Yeah, got to know each other through, ah through FES, and a/little bit
through Yoga.
I: Part of the FES family?
P: Yeah, she is. They are.
I: Yeah, I enjoy talking to them…
P: Actually, I used to go tohydrotherapy through MS and so did Lesley, and John, yep.
So, I’ve known them for a while.
I: They’re nice.
P: They’re lovely people, lovely. Mm. So, one thing I do say about MS is that, I’d gladly
not have it, but I would never give up the the um um sort of people, the the people I’ve
met and the the ah, the, what’s the word I’m thinking of? The whole experiences that
I’ve had, you know. I’d, I would never give up those. And, I think I’m a better person for
it actually.
I: Help you grown?
P: Mm, yeah, so.
I: It feels like you know who the right people are to surround yourself with.
P: I do, I do. I mean, it’s been, been a while.Mmm/you know. I’ve had a lot of practice.
I: Yeah (chuckles).
P: A lot of experience. Hmm.
I: Takes time, I guess.
P: Hmm.
I: Alright, I think we’ll wrap up with these last four questions. Home exercise. Do you
think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: At home?
I: Yes.
P: Um…
I: Hypothetically, or?
P: No, I wouldn’t say (it’s) easy no. Um, if, like I said, if I was to, to do it, I need to do it
first thing. Like, if I was to get up and do it then. Coz, the longer I leave it during the
day, the more things happen, I get involved or/and whatever, and then I’m too tired. So,
basically it’s aunclear.And, also the fact that it’s not involved with cycling, it’s only just
muscle stim and nothing else. So…
I: It’s only just…
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P: Stim, stimulating your/the muscles, right. Whereas with this centre? Involving
cycling and so therefore it’s a bit more exercise.
I: So you prefer the cycling?
P: Um, both unclear. Together, they’re good.
I: Do you find FES systems user friendly? I’ll talk up a bit, coz I know they’re starting
to…
P: Yeah.
I: They’re [pretty sure] probably getting a bit hungry before lunch time.
P: That’s something.
I: Yeah, do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: You mean like the home ones?
I: Any systems. You can even compare them.
P: Um, I think once you got used to it, the home one would be. But you’d have to get
used to it.
I: So, the home one’s just a handheld device?
P: Well, yeah.
I: And what about FES cycling – do you think that’s user friendly?
P: As a individual, you mean?
I: Unclear
P: Well you you, would- that’s the whole thing. You’d definitely need someone who
knew what they were doing. You know, so therefore you’d have to, people train to do it.
So, like um the, stu-, the uni students [pretty sure but the word students” is a little
distorted] here, they’re really good. You know.
I: So do you do you think it’d be too difficult to do FES cycling by yourself?
P: Yeah, oh yeah it would. It would. Because, it, physically, it’s too hard. Coz you’d
have to sort of um, there are things that I couldn’t reach or, like I have electrodes – do
you know where they put all the electrodes?
I: Yeah, I’ve helped out a few times.
P: Yeah and doing that, you’d need help to do it.
I: On the gluteals and…
P: Yeah.
I: Thighs…
P: Yeah all/on thoseyeah, yep. So, you sort of is hard to do it yourself. And, on top of
all that, they’re using thethe computer, and hook it all up and…
I: I could imagine.
P: Yeah, it’s quite involved I think.
I: I’ve actually, I’ve helped out in the past.
P: Mm.
I: There’s lots of things involved.
P: Yeah, there is. So, I Iwouldn’t say it would be easy, no.
I: No worries. If, if you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer
to do with it? FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
P: Cycling.
I: So, you’d choose cycling.
P: Mm. Yep. Yeah.
I: Yep.
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P: Rowing, no, I think rowing’s, like you’d have to have a really good core strength to
do that. I don’t know how involved that would be. I don’t know anything about it. So, um
handheld, I’d, I guess once you’ve got yourself into a routine,and/let’s say, got it all set
up, and then watchedthe TV, or whatever you know, you could do it. I’ve just never
been able to discipline myself enough to keep doing it.
I: Unclear…think it’s just? Discipline….
P: And now finding?
I: But you sound pretty organized. But, in in general [I: Yeah]. I guess it just comes
down to time as well, you’ve got to fit in other things you’re doing already.
P: Mm. Mm. Yep.
I: Alright, last question.
P: Mm.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
Specifically?
P: Look like?
I: Yep. You mentioned cycling, and you prefer that.
P: Mm.
I: What what would your ideal FES kind of device?
P: Likeit would be easy if you could go back of/and? Unclear you know, and just do it
all, easily.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Just put on, like, having dealt with all the, s- you know, helping out with the system,
right, um you’ve gotta put thetheelectrodes on, connect them up, you know, and now
I’m finding there’s a few that you know, pass their used-by date, as far as stickiness
goes, and you that, on that, you know, just takes a while. Time consuming. So…
I: So if, how could systems be improved?
P: I dunno, I’d have to think about that one.
I: You mentioned, they take time?
P: They do, so basically, how could they be improved, um I spose there’s the fact that,
if you did away with all that, you know, rigmarole, if you could just go back and back
and do it, that’s it. It takes so long to set it all up before itgoes? Something...is she
trying to say “gets going?”
I: How long, roughly? Does it take from the time you arrive in the gym, to when you’re
actually doing the exercise?
P: Ten, fifteen minutes. And sometimes, if there’s an issue or a problem, longer, you
know. So, mm.
I: Mm. Very something.
P: And of course, once you’re used to doing it, um, it takes us time but um and then
there’s new people who have to relearn the whole thing. Mm. So.
I: Lots of factors involved.
P: Yes. Lots. Hm.
I: Alright, Jill that concludes the interview. Um, is there anything else you’d like to add
at all? About FES…MS…anything in general?
P: Um.
I: Important messages I guess. Something About what we were talking about today.
P: I, I don’t like you know, as far as the whole sort of study goes, what do you plan on
using it for? What’s the aim?
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I: Of this study?
P: Yeah.
I: Its’ just to try and understand how the FES can be improved, how likely it is I guess
to be incorporated into the daily exercise routines of…
P: Mm.
I: People who could use it.
P: Mm.
I: Um,well because obviously it’s very important to understand your perspectives.
P: Mm. I-…
I: Coz you guys are the ones who use the FES.
P: Mm.
I: Engineers design complicated devices.
P: Mm.
I: There’s no point doing that if no one is going to use them.
P: Mm, true. Well, true.I think I betta let you know. Something.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Oh, I’ll have some more thoughts on it and think about it.
I: Yeah, no worries. I mean, if you wanna add anything, just email me anytime there.
I: That’s fine, I mean.
P: Actually, I’ll have a wordto Jacqui too.
I: What I can do is I can give you a flyer I ask participants to give to other people if they
are interested.
P: Mm.
I: I could email that to you if you like.
P: Ok.
I: And if you could respond to that formal email too that’d be great.
P: Yep.
I: But I, I’llI’ll send you an email reminder too if you like.
P: Yep.
I: Email something…formally
P: Fantastic, well look that’s, that’s it for now. Thanks for that Jill. So, I’m just gunna
stop the recording first.
I: Oh, how’d we go? 44 minutes, nice.
To Do List:
• Jacqui – interview?
• Jill’s Likert scale.
• Jill’s final qu she said she’d think about it. Maybe meet her for a second chat to
do all this.
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Participant 8
I: So, this is the interview about to begin today. And this is the final recording. Alright,
so we’ll start from the first section, I’m just gunna ask you a few demographic details.
So, your name?
P: Elisabeth Rosaria Tassone.
I: Elisabeth Tassone.
P: Mm huh.
I: Oh your middle name, what was your middle name?
P: Oh sorry, Rosaria.
I: Rosaria.
P: Yep.
I: Interesting. And what’s your age Elisabeth?
P: I’m 35.
I: something? [Noise in background]Gender?
P: Female (laughs).
I: Have to ask everyone. Ethnicity?
P: Ah, Italian.
I: Ah.
P: So, yep.
I: I guessed.
P: Well my parents areso I guess I am too, yeah.
I: Sounds good to me.
P: Mm.
I: And what about, what’s is, what’s your stage of MS?
P: Um I don’t, ah/Iprogressive, I was diagnosed progressive. Back in 99. So yeah, I’ve
had it,I th- I think this is 19 years.
I: Ok.
P: So, yeah.
I: No worries, no worries. Do you know if it’s primary or secondary progressive?
P: No idea,no idea.
I: Ok that’s fine.Condition, multiple sclerosis?
P: Mm huh.
I: Time since injury or diagnosis, so 1999?
P: I was diagnosed 97, should’ve been diagnosed 95. But the specialist didn’t believe
me, so I was diagnosed 97.
I: 97.
P: Mm huh.
I: And what about, when you use the FES systems at home, can you remember which
type you used?
P:The fi-,you know, I’ve been trying to rack my brain. I had two coz I had a lot of
problems with them. The first one I think was red.
I: Yep.
P: Um, it was a red one, um I did the same thing with both but they both malfunctioned
and they think it was the battery or it wasn’t strong enough, the system. Then they
upgraded me to the sports one, the blue one. So, um, that one died as well.
I: So, was the red one the Compex?
P: Both were Compex.
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I: Okay.
P: Yep.
I: Again, I could ask Che what type you used.
P: Ok.
I: The red and the/a blue one.
P: The red and blue.
I: And how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: Um, I was using it the entire time I was living at Panania. About a year and a bit. A
year and a bit I was using it, yeah.
I: Do you know how long that bit?was roughly or…
P: Um, how long ago?
I: Ayear and a month, a year and six months? We can say about a year?
P: Say/so [I: some chatter?] well, it’d be a year and a half. Say, year and a half yeah.
I: No worries. And, mobile phone number, well I already have that so, we don’t have
to worry about that [feint]…Ok now we’ve got the housekeeping out of the way, I’m
going to ask you a series of about sixteen questions.
P: Mm.
I: So you can just chat about them, I’ll record what you say…
P: Okay.
I: And I’ll try not to bias your responses too much.
P: No worries [unclear].
I: So, section one. Rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: With the use of FES?
I: Or just in general. H-h-how would you define rehabilitation?
P: Um, for me, it was um, okay going to rehab, they said to me “What are you hoping to
achieve?” Mine was just to get a bit more strong, to get, to gain a bit more control. I, I
found that the MS over the years has just…I, I’m relying on people so often that I forget
what it’s like to do things on my own now. So, yeah.
I: And what were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Challengeswas [99% sure]wanting things quicker, having to work (chuckles) and
work and work. To see maybe a small result um, yeah. Just, just being consistent and
stay(ing) motivated and, yeah.
I: So, keeping consistent.I guess [hard to discern, quite feint].
P: Yeah [whispers, again hard to discern].
I: Thanks. Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so,
what were the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Okay, um, can I just ask, when you say that, um, um, so are we talking about the
period that I was using FES at the uni plus home, or….
I: After your diagnosis, during, I guess…I mean how would you define rehabilitation
period?
P: Well, see when I think of rehabilitation, I think of when I was in hospital.
I: Yeah.
P: Um, so.
I: …I guess I’m referring to that time.
P: Nah. I wasn’t.Yep.
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I: Fantastic. Section two is exercise. Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise
do you perform?
P: Okay, now I do, ‘coz I have to. Um, so now I do um, I use the, I(‘ve) purchased a
Motomed, so I’m using that. Um, I’m doing the therabands, I’m doing, throwing and
catching a ball, doing sitting exercises, laying on the stomach, a lot of fine motor skills,
exercises, yeah.
I: Wowit sounds like you are doing a lot to keep active.
P: Yeah yeah.It’s trying to set con-, trying to stay motivated, whilst having
responsibilities on top of that, is really hard. So, yeah.
I: But I can imagine you are doing a good job.
P: Well, yeah. Fingers crossed so far, so good. Mm/yeah.
I: And that wasn’t one of the questions.
P: Oh really (laughs).
I: It’s good to elaborate. So, what could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Just, I guess, ignoring what I should be doing and just focusing on what I could be
doing and focusing on my exercises, instead of prioritizing with the wrong things. Oh,
making it a priority, exercise, instead of doing the wrong things. So, yeah. I think, I
alws- always think something else is more important. So, I don’t do my exercises,
instead I’ll just ignore them and go and do some work, or yeah.
I: By…instead of doing the wrong things, what do you mean by that?
P: Well, I’ll go and make calls, or I’ll, I’ll be finding a job, or I’ll be sending off C, my CV,
or I’ll be cooking lunch, or I’ll be going out so anything but what I should be doing
[90% sure but I talked over top!].
I: (laughs). Procrastination.
P: I’m really good at diverting, brilliant.
I: Don’t worry, we all are (laughs)
P: (laughs)
I: Especially with exercise.
P: See.
I: We’re only human.
P: Perfect. All, good.
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Brilliant [muffled].I’m, I,when I exercise, and after I exercise, I feel good. So, yeah.
Thing, things are a lot clearer when I don’t exercise, I’m grumpy and um, my legs are
hurting me and I just feel really lethargic, so yeah, I love exercising, mm.
I: I know the feeling, I haven’t been to the gym this week.
P: (laughs).Really? See, you would know, good work.
I: (chuckles). But anyway, the interview’s about you.
P: Mm unclear.
I: So, section three. Functional Electrical Stimulation.The real stuff?now
P: Ok.
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise?I think we touched on this a bit
before.
P: So, is this talking about the one I used at the uni?
I: Any.
P: Well…
I: You can talk about both if you like.
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P: Well look you know, the the one at the uni I thought was the most beneficial. Um,
the one at home was awesome. But, I felt like I was cheating, I felt like I wasn’t getting,
thethe Real McCoy. So, I was just getting like, just like, yeah like a blurb, a side
preview and, so…th- the one at the uni was awesome. Yeah.
I: So, what’s at the uni? What type of FES was it?
P: Um, it was the one where I was strapped to the Motomed, whilst havingi/ it-, whilst
having the FES strapped to my legs. So, using them both, like, awesome.
I: So FES cycling?
P: Yep, yeah.
I: And, at home, what type of FES?
P: Well, it was a, um, so they had like a battery pack, and connected to that were four
leads, and so I strapped them up um, you know, to certain parts of my legs and my
thighs. So yeah, it, it just wasn’t as strong. So, yeah.
I: So, what type of exercise would you call that?
P: Lazy.
I: (laughs). Okay.
P: Cheating. Um, basically I would strap them up, so I was studying at the time, um so I
would, but I was studying full time, so um I was at home, oh sorry I was studying
online. So, I’d wake up in the morning, I’d strap them to my legs at nine o’clock, and
you know, I would, I would um run through a fifty minute session, wait, maybe half an
hour or an hour, and then do another fifty minute session, wait another hour, half an
hour and do another one. So, I was doing a few on, yeah set/sent a fewum sessions
throughout the day. So, yeah I think I overworked them, so it was probably my(Own)/()
fault. But Tom didn’t warn me about that, that yeah.
I: Tom Dilba?
P: Dilba, very good.
I: Yes, I’ve met him.
P: Oh okay, yeah.
I: I went up to see him a few months ago.
P: Oh, okay. Yeah.
I: So he didn’t warn you about overusing it?
P: Well he/apparently? [unclear!] he wasn’t sure, he speculated that maybe it was
because I was overusing it, and it’s not what it’s designed for. So, yeah.
I: Ok. But I guess now you know for the future.
P: Um, um, do you know with those two systems, I’ve actually thrown them out. I got so
frustrated…
I: Oh really?
P: That I don’t want anything to do with them anymore and I threw or, everything out,
and the that I don’t think you understand, there were big gaps in between um sending
the systems /another word after system back to Tom, for him to send it back to
Germany, and waiting for a new system, or, a new battery, that after all this time I just
got the shits and I went “I don’t want it anymore”. So, um because, because I got into a
routine, and I’m a pretty routine kinda person, um so nine o’clock I was putting it on
whatever, when I didn’t have it, after a period of time, I just went/said/thought“Screw
it, I don’t want it anymore” [99% sure but very fast/feint]. And I got tired of
constantly corresponding with Tom because the system had mal-, had malfunctioned.
So, yeah.
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I: If if you don’t mind me asking, you talked about overusing it. What made you feel like
you were using it too much?
P: Well, because okay, I didn’t unclear
I: How did you feel? Were your muscles fatigued or?
P: No, no nono, not at all. Um, he actually instigated the term “overusing (it)” and I went
“Mm yeah, maybe I am”. I just, I liked the thought of having them on and doing my
work, and still working my legs. So,well whilst at the uni, I was doing a one-hour,
awesome session, and that was it. So, but, so, overusing it, surely putting something
on all day, would be considered over-, overusing it, so yeah, you know. Unclear.
I: I beg your pardon.
P: It was my doing, so…
I: I’m sure lessons learnt that…
P: Yeah, yeah, mm.
I: Interesting. What benefits have you had from using FES? Health
benefits?Psychological benefits?
P: When I hear? When I um, started at the uni, um, when I started at the uni, there was
a pair of jeans, I was working here at the shop. So, going to the bathroom was, was a
challenge. It’s impossible now, all of the? MS has just done whatever it’s done and I
don’t use the bathroomin hereb(e)cause I don’t work here anymore. But when I was
workinghere, going, I was always wearing jeans, so going to the bathroom um was a
challenge, coz I had to hold myself up and pull my jeans up and, there was one pair of
jeans I would never wear. I couldn’t wear. I could only wear them if I was with
someone. So um, so I just sort?/thoughtStopped wearing them. Um when I started
FES, I was only there I think for six months, and you know um,I- I remember that day it
happened. It was sunny in the bathroom and I did my thing and then I had [99% sure]
to stand up,I stood up, with these jeans on, and I pulled them up, I did my, I buckled
everything whilst standing, then I turned and got back in the chair and I went “Yaaaaay,
it’s working!”[99% sure but hard to discern] so…
I: Wow.
P: That was, that was my mymomentous?? moment as far as FES and my life’s
concerned, so yeah.
I: So it gave you the strength to be able to do that?
P: Absolutely, absolutely. So yeah.
I: That’s incredible.
P: Absolutely. So yeah.
I: You felt really good after that?
P: I, I felt, awesome. I felt, I just felt like, yeah I could do anything. So, yeah.
I: That’s fantastic.
P: Yeah, brilliant.
I: What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Apart from that time when I said that they switched it on without warning me and I
kinda got a shock, there’s the negative. Um, that’s the only negative. Um, or, the other
negative is having to wax my legsfor it [99% sure], because when I had to go, I had to
wear short shorts.
I: (laughs).
P: Ah, there’s another negative. So, nothing, nothing um, ah nothing huge. As far as
positive is concerned, um, ah ok. Che can, Che used to laugh and I used to say this,
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um I had to wear short shorts and that was the only time I wore short shorts. My Mum
used to call my legs chicken legs, because they were just skinny and they were chunky
up the top, so I had chicken drumsticks for legs. And so um, ah, along the way, they’re
measuring my legs, the circumference had gotten bigger. My legs started to look more,
normal. So, um, yeah. You know, that definitely the positives. Definitely works so…
I: In terms, go back to the last question.
P: Mm.
I: Are there any other health benefits you feel you’ve had from FES?
P: Apart from strength, um…
I: Any others?
P: There probably is, um, there probably was, but I can’t I can’t think of any [very
feint!]. I’m sorry I can’t…think about ..yeah….mm (…=[])[I: That’s OK, no problem.
No I just thought I’d probe and keep ask]. There probably was, so I’m gunna say yes
but I/() [think (), didn’t sound like any words in between]can’t remember, so yeah.
I: That’s fine, not a problem.
P: Yeah.
I: And, how has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Oh, I want to go back so desperately, that’s, that’s the impact it’s made, so I know it
works, I it’s the only thing um apart from the exercises that I’m doing, um that I’m trying
to consistently apply myself to do, that I know works, that it’s a brilliant thing, so it’s a
brilliant thing, and…yeah.
I: Long lasting effect [unclear!]?
P: Absolutely. As far as the negatives issoI just thought of another one…
I: So/that’s okif you, if you think of any other responses to [I: Yeah] other questions,
you can…
P: Well no, that’s the only thing that um I remember when, but it happens to me now
even still, when I’m on the MotoMed.When I exercise, I get cold. And I get tired. So
when I was doing it, I was getting cold. Whereas, there were paraplegics getting FES
done next to me, and remember Bill, he was the paraplegic, he said to Che…
I: I know Bill.
P: I’m sweaty.Oh, is he still there?
I: I don’t think so at the moment.
P: No?
I: But I bumped into him the other week in Bankstown.
P: Oh wow, okay. Well see um because he used to be the builder and he fell off and [I
had sti- yeah he’s been yeah?? [confusing, not sure] so um he was sitting next to
me, in the MotoMed next to me. He said to Che oh he wassweating/sweaty, the poor
guy, it looked like someone had just turned the tap on. He was sweating and Che said
“no worries”, so he got the fan and he put the fan on Bill next to me and the fan was
hitting me and I was like soooo cold! So, I used to bring a jacket, and I used to put the
jacket on mid way, so that was the only negative, yeah.
I: Wow.
P: Yep, hmmhuhMuttering.
I: So you met a lot of…did you meet a lot of other people doing FES there?
P: Yeah, well I don’t really recall anyone I’ve there was someone else using itwith MS,
but later on, but mostly there wereparaplegics, so there was Greg, Bill, there was an
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Asian and I’m sorry, he was really nice but I can’t remember his name. Um, yeah, so, it
was really nice. It was nice unclear group.
I: (Who) did FES together?
P: Yep. So, yeah it was good.Mm.
I: Cool.
P: Yeah.
I: We’ll get to the last section now which is on home exercise.
P: Okay.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Absolutely. As far as the one at home, using the, the stims at home.
I: Other….unclear!
P: Um, yeah, absolutely. So, it was very, once you got the hang of it, it was very, it only
took a few seconds, okay a couple of minutes, to apply them. Um, yeah, awesome,
brilliant [99% sure, very fast].Don’t wanna do the home one again but, absolutely,
mm, mm.
I: But going to the lab’s a different story?
P: It’s, if it wasn’t for the travel, going to the uni was up there, right up there as far as,
yeah. Nothing could come up to that, to that level. It was, it was brilliant. It was s- so
beneficial, so yeah.
I: That’s really special.
P: Big time, so yeah. You were, I actually was, after all these years, it was the only
form of exercise that I genuinely wanted to do. I was excited to do. So yeah, everything
else I had to get pushed in to, or eventually it fizzled, but because of the distance, um, I
was actually driving at the time, and I remember the last time I drove there, I couldn’t
see, and halfway I stopped and I pulled over. And I said to Che, “I can’t come, I’m
can’tI’m getting blurry” and he’s like “Don’t worry”, you know, um, my mum started to
drive me, um but then there were excuses um the um excuses started to happen more
and more, its easier to make an excuse, I’ve I’ve got a PhD as far as making excuses
are concerned so, you know um yeah, but I, yeah. In the time that I did do it, in that six
month period…
I: What, what reasons do you think, you have to say that FES was the best type of
exercise?
P:F-? [unclear]
I: What’s special about FES?
P: Showed with I could put my jeans on. So, I can just go back to the jeans. Um, yeah,
I could put my jeans on [but fast and a bit feint].
I: That was a defining moment.
P: Big time. So, yeah.
I: Fantastic.
P: Mm huh. Yeah.
I: This kind of relates to what we discussed before, about negatives, but do you find
FES systems user friendly?Again, you can think about both.
P: Um, at the uni, yes. But when there’s people who know what they’re doing. The staff
are awesome, yeah Che brilliant. The one here at home?Once I got the hang?Yeah,
absolutely. So, once you know what to do, once someone tells you or, no worries,
piece of cake.
I: Would you say one was more user friendly than the other?
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P: Ah if we are minusing the distance, um I would definitely choose the uni.Um user
friendly if you blend it in to your day, thethe one at home. You can do it whenever you
want todo or while you are working the TV or yeah. It’s just I just feel like I was eating
the crumbs of a chocolate cake, whereas down at the uni, I was eating the cake.
I: (laughs).
P: That’s the only,metaphorically that’s the only way I can describe it, so yeah.
I: Do you think the environment played a role in that as well?
P: Yeah, big time.
I: Unclear.
P: Absolutely. Well when you’re pissed off, the last thing you want to do is to do stuff at
home. So you get angry and you’re not focused, whereas when you’rethere, just
everyone, particularly Che knew what he was talking about. He was so informative,
and it just brushed off on you,and you wanted toto [sounds like it, but a bit of
stuttering makes slightly unclear] be part of it, and yeah I wonder how I see/saw
um, I think it was Greg, Greg was up on the forearm walker, and he had the FES and
he was walking and I went “Brilliant!”.
I: (laughs).
P: Brilliant. So, so it was really cool. Hmm.
I: Did you ever do FES walking?
P: No, no I didn’t. But there was also the bike that they were doing and I hadn’t done
thatone [99% sure] either.So the um, you know, the pedal bike. So whatever, I don’t
know…
I: The BerkelBike?
P: BerkelBikeis that what it’s called? There you go.
I: The tricycle with three wheels?
P: Yes. Correct.
I: That’s correct.
P: So yeah. Mm.
I: Lots of things happening.
P: Yeahhhh yeah you’re right. Look, its not everyday you see a para, a paraplegic get
up and walk, so…brilliant.
I: That’s why I’m interested in FES [P: Yeah]. I think it’s aunclear veryfascinating
technology.
P: Imagine, imagine, imagine someone saying “Yeah/p this is the only place you can
be in a chair, at this height”, when I stand up, to pull up, my trackpants, or something
and my niece and my nephew are there, they’ll be like: “Oh my god you’re so tall!”. So
that transition, the thethe idea of being up there again and having that strength toto
stand and to walk and to pull, my jeans up over/in the [unclear]I can’t tell you the thrill
of it, I can’t tell you thethe kick, the thethe WOW, the you know [99% sure]
whateverwhatever drug users you know that that, that high. There you go, saying it.
[99% sure]
I: Wow.
P: Mm.
I: So, we just have two more questions on FES.
P: Sure.
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I: I’ll ask you a general one too at the end. If you had to do FES everyday, what type of
exercise would you prefer to do with it? FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FESrowing?
P: Cycling, yep. Hands down. I, I just I Ifelt like I was working, well you know what,
maybe I can’t saybecause I haven’t tried the other two. But um, the MotoMed, in
conjunction with FES, brilliant, yeah.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: As far as [unclear] athome?
I: Just your ideal system.
P: Something….
I: It’s a tough question.
P: Well, if we’re talking in utopia ah, something wireless ah, something that…you see
the point, you kind of need to reach those points so it’s not a matter of saying well,
“click” so um, design, design. I like the way it’s designed, so I don’t know about
changing anything, no.
I: It’s ok.
P: Yeah. Yep um yeah, all good.
I: Okay before we conclude I’d just like to ask you one or two more questions to
followup.
P: Sure.
I: before we talked a lot about how you’re using it or overusing it…out of interest can
you remember what stimulation parameters you were using? Because I’m, I’m, for my
PhD I’m interested in stimulation parameters. So, it’d just be interesting to see if you
can remember, like…
P: I’m sorry, parametersyou [unclear]?
I: So, settings on the stimulator?
P: O-, Okay, I can’t remember the one, I think I was….
I: The current, or frequency, can you remember any of them? It’s ok if you…
P: I, you know what, if I saw it maybe, I can’t even remember. But I remember doing
the same number every time, it was a relatively high number. At the uni I was doing 90,
I don’t, that- I just remember 90. At home it was a relatively highnumber, butI can’t
remember [feint]
I: And at, in terms of the time period, that’s ok, in terms of the time periods at the uni,
how long would you exercise for?
P: So, I was doing it one day a week, when I was, didn’t have an excuse around/ran
out of excuses…unclear! [think she talks about running out of excuses but all a
little unclear], and I went, for one day a week, if I’m not mistaken it was six months.
Could’ve [feint] been a bit longer, I don’t know. It was about (a) six month period. So
um, yeah. If something hadn’t come up, um the distance wasn’t a problem, I was there
one day a week religiously.So, um, yeah.
I: And each session, how long would that last for?
P: Do you know what? It wasn’t an hour, it was a bit longer than an hour. By the time I
got back in the car I/it wasum yeah it was it was a bit longer than an hour, I don’t
remember how long. Just a little longer, yeah.
I: That’s ok, I’m really something to hear, that’s fine [P: Yeah]. And um what about set
up time?
P: Set up time, how long it took them to set up?
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I: To put the electrodes on, onto the bike…
P: Um, the one at the uni, maybe ten minutes. Ten, fifteen, oh we’re stretching it fifteen
minutes, but ten minutes. Um, but when we’re/they’re at home, not long at all. Maybe,
five minutes. Yeah.
I: And now on to the home one. You said you use the home one, how often?
P: Everyday.
I: Everyday.
P: Everyday [I: Or…]. So at night, everyone/if I got home at about 3, so about 9 to
2.30,I used to put it on. So everyday.And I think ah I didn’t do it Sunday. So that was
my excuse unclear I needtime off. So yeah.
I: And how long was each, can you just remind me how long each session was again?
P: So it was about fifty something minutes, each session. Um, when I said it was really
high, um, I could see things moving, so my legs were like when the when the stims
were coming on, um the FES was comin on it was like so I/it was high, it was about 50
minutes, and then I used to take a break for like half an hour, forty five. Yep and then
do it again [fast].
I: From 9 till 2.30?
P: 9 to 2.30 [feint]yep.
I: That’s a lot.
P: Um, eh eh mind you, between Dr Phil, I unclear I used to like watching Doctor Phil
and stop exe I I used to write a CBT paper and then watch Doctor Phil, like why would
you do that? [I: laughs] P: unclear.
I: So, behavioural therapy?
P: Cognitive behavioural therapy.
I: My brother is a psychologist.
P: Oh really?[I: Yeah]Yeah see psychology and counsellors, apparently counsellors
don’t like psychologists, so don’t ask me why that is!
I: (laughs).
P: But my tutors?were always putting psychologists down and I was like “Leave them
alone!”. So yeah, lovely?unclear.
I: Maybe that’s a conversation off interview.
P: Yeahhhunclear.
I: Alright so that concludes the interview now Elisabeth.
P: Yes.
I: Is there anything else you’d like to add?Anything at all about FES?
P: Loved it, loved it. That’s all I can say. It was the best time of my life [99% sure]. It
was um the best thing I’ve ever done, yeah.
I: Fantastic. Well, that concludes the interview now, as I drop my pen.
P: (laughs).
I: And I’ll just grab that.
P: Yep, all yours. Thank you.
I: End of interview.
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Participant 9
I: So, this is the Matt and David interview, on Wednesday the 24th of August. Okay so
we’ll do section one first which is just a few demographic details.
P: Mm huh.
I: So, your name?
P: David Koutsoukos.
I: How do you spell your last name?
P: K-O-U-T-S-O-U-K-O-S.
I: Fantastic. And what about your age David?
[Error in recording/didn’t pick it up. See demographic sheet].
I: So I’ll just…
P: Male.
I: Ethnicity?
P: Um, Australian.
I: And, David, do you know your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: ASIA C.
I: Condition, spinal cord injury.
P: That’s correct.
I: And, do you know your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: Ah, 1st of September 2005.
I: So, almost 11 years.
P: Yeah.
I: And, the FES systems used at home?
P: Mm huh. It is the MotoMed, with the a, with the FES machine, I forget, is it the stim?
I think it’s called the Motostimbut/weI can go and check.
I: We can have a check later….
P: Okay. And the ahCompex, one as well.
I: With the MotoMed, is it called um Has-HasoMed?
P: No.
I: Okay. Later…Oh its ok it doesn’t matter.
P: Right-o.
I: something
P: That’s ok.
I: Thank you so much Nicky?
P: Thanks Mum.
M: You’re welcome.
I: Appreciate it.
M: That’s ok
I: I just have to watch I don’t talk too fast in the interview now.
M? Let’s put that away.
I: I’m sorry I didn’t bring anything.
M: Sorry?
I: I’m sorry I didn’t bring anything with me.
P: You bought the Olympus 1000.
I: DS 7000.
P: Sorry, DS 7000.Unclear.Mum just close the curtain? Do you want me to check…
I: Is that okay?
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END 02.19
Recording 2
I: So, this is part two of the interview continued.Mumble? So, FES systems used at
home?
P: Yes, I use an FES bike which is a ReckMotoMed, R-E-C-K. And, connected to the
bike is the MotionStim 8, which is the actual FES machine itself. Along with the/a
portable Compex FES machine, for when I’m not on the bike.
I: Fantastic. I’m just gunna grab just once more just to make sure [feint]….yep that’s
cool. Ta [feint]Now David, how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for
home exercise for?
P: I’ve used it ah-, pretty much since I got out of hospital, I bought the bike, so since
September 2006. Yep.
I: So almost ten years.
P: Almost ten years.
I: And, your mobile phone number, optional?
P: Yep, it’s0414 double 5, double 7, double 4.
I: Fantastic. Okay, we’ll start the interview now.
P: Yes.
I: So,just a few demographic details.
P: Sure.
I: Thanks for that. So, there’s actually four sections to the interview.
P: Mm huh.
I: So there’s only a few questions for each.
P: Yep.
I: And in total there’s about fourteen questions.
P: No worries.
I: And you don’t have to answer any you don’t want to.
P: Ok, I’ll let you know.
I: Cheers. So section one, rehabilitation and transition.
P: Yes.
I: What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um, initially, I’m sure, I wanted to be up and being able, be able to do standing and
transfers, and maybe taking a couple of steps, because being ASIA C, and C5, C6,
incomplete, with um sensation everywhere and some movement, we were hopeful, um,
but it never amounted to that, it/that [pretty sure “it”] amounted to being able to walk
in the pool with a walking frame very gingerly. Um, so those first short term goals um
didn’t come to fruitionexactly how I wanted to, but then it wasthe big/to be
independence and to build up my body, because as soon as I left hospital, I was still,
being the C5 C6 a year later I couldn’t barely use my arms still or um or m- move
myself in bed or anything like that so to become independent like that was my goal,
yeah.
I: Must’ve been difficult.
P: Very. Yeah, it’s, it’s a, it’s a mind game. With a spinal cord injury, you gottajust
overcome your mind and I was in hospital with guys that were way worse off than me
so I’ve got nothing really complain about at all because some tragic injuries in there, so
I just thank God everyday for what’s come back, has come back. Because/be easy for
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mein the future, because/coz I’m right on the cusp, because I didn’t sever my cord, if I
severed my cord, I would’ve been like Christopher Reeve, that was the C5 C6 level he
was he was severed cord as well,I was on the um, I was on the life support and on a
ventilator for a year in um hospital, but then my cord was crushed, so then they
stretched it back out, and some signals started coming through and I’ve absolutely just
bashed as hard as I could and got the most out of all the signals that are going
through, and I still try to get more and more and more and more and more out of it. So
the goals ongoing, never ends, and its fine.
I: It’s a good mentality to have.
P: Thankyou.
I: Thankyou. So as you can see there are a few questions and sometimes I might ask
you a followup.
P: Yeah sure.
I: Just see how the interview goes.
P: yeah.
I: Sometimes it goes to very interesting directions[P: Yeah yeah]. What were some of
the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: In hospital, or when I came home?
I: Both.
P: Ah, challenges I faced when I was in hospital, was, um, not accepting that I wouldn’t
be able to get up and doctors being all gloom and doom and have to give you the
worse case scenario. At first, told ah me and my family that I’d never be able to feed
myself again, that I’d be on a ventilator for the rest of my life, because I was in an
induced coma for the first sixtydays. Um, so when you’re knocked out for sixty days
you lose all muscle mass, I lost like 30 kilos, induced coma, became skinny as. So then
it was almost having to rebuild your body back up from scratch, even the big step
[unclear] we are allaffected by spinal cord injury, because that’s what happens when
you’re in a coma, so to speak, so the challenges were; accepting what had happened
to me, the challenges were, being an unconventional guy, not listening to social
workers when they tell me I have to go and hang out with wheelchair people, and I then
should go and watch wheelchair basketball, and I should go and watch wheelchair
sports, which is great, and I do now. But I always said, hang on a minute, I’ve got
friends that aren’t in wheelchairs, so I can’t go and hang out with my mates anymore, I
have to do everything wheelchair wise, so that, that was a big thing that I just, that that
was hard for me to accept, and I didn’t accept it, and I still don’t. I’ve got all my friends,
all my family. And my great mates some of them [unclear/feint though] in
wheelchairs as well, you know what I mean,its’ not all about disability. Shouldn’t be, it’s
about living life. So, um, getting over that aspect was tough, ah getting over the fact
that it was/it’s its, its’ a shattering, shattering diagnosis. Right, you’re in a car accident
and they [99% sure] say “You’ll never walk again”, which is a possibility, maybe not,
with me being ASIA C and stuff, but um they were my challenges and wanting my
family to keep living their life and not having to um, coz we’re very close, not only to
just live their life around mine, bloodystupid injury, that was a challenge that I wanted to
overcome through independence, and I have. And so I can live here alone now, Mum
and Dad can go away whenever they like, they travel a lot. Not at the moment, but
yeah they they travel a lot. And that’s how I wanted to get to the position where they
had to, and I could be/live? [think “be” but a little hard to tell]independent, and
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that’s what I did. Other challenges, when I came out of ah hospital, one of the biggest
challenges at first, it might seem weird, is being in public in a wheelchair. That was a
massive challenge. Ahm to overcome. To the point where I’d/I would leave the house
in the driveway, and my sister lives six houses away, my brother lives five houses that
way. One thing I can say is?? [unclear….don’t think he said this]sothey all moved
in close after my accident. So we can be close together. And even when I was getting
pushed up to my sisters place, I wouldn’t, I’d have to, I’d make sure there were no cars
driving by, and I then I’d quickly go, that’s how bad that I was, I didn’t wanna be seen in
public, in a wheelchair. And that’s probably, that was the biggest challenge of all. And,
like anything, when you lose a loved one, you’re shattered, if you get divorced, you’re
shattered, but time, slowly, slowly, time heals all wounds slowly so “Oh yeah, I’ll go
here, okay I’ll go there slowly and now I don’-, I don’t give a shit (chuckles) I go
everywhere, it doesn’t bother me, a wheelchair doesn’t define me, whatever.
I: Exactly.
P: Yeah.
I: You have your business.Unclear.
P: Absolutely. I, I travel. I, nothing holds me back. I’ve been all over America, I go to
Singapore every year, for the Formula 1 Grand Prix, coz I’m (?) [hard to say] a
massive F1 fanatic. Always [think so] have been, fast cars, stupid decisions, but
yeah.
I: I love Singapore.
P: Yeah, me too.
I: Where do you like to stay?
P: I stay at the Pan Pacific.
I: Ok.
P: At Marina Bay Sands.
I: Oh, nice.
P: Yeah its only coz it’s right near the track. You can see the track from our umbalcony.
And we go to our little section of the track as well. Yourself – do you stay in…?
I: I’ve only been to Singapore twice.
P: Yeah.
I: So I stayed in the Hilton the first time.
P: Beautiful.
I: I was really lucky.
P: Yeah.
I: And the second time I stayed in Parkroyal, Beach Road.
P: Yeah? I know Beach Road. [I: unclear] It’s all the fresh seafood and stuff there?
I: I think that’s on reclaimed land as well.
P: Okay.
I: So that, that used to be water then they reclaimed, reclaimed the land.
P: Right, right.
I: But, it’s just a beautiful city and it was my first time overseas last year when I went to
Singapore.
P: What a place to go.
I: Amazing.
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P: Doesn’t it run well. They all live in harmony. Christians, Muslims and Buddhists can
live next to each other, and they all respect each other’s religion, it’s just an amazing
place. It’s clean, it’s safe, you can walk the streets at 3am.
I: It is, it’s so safe, isn’t it.
P: Yeah, yep, brilliant, beautiful place.
I: So, where where else do you like to go out in Singapore?
P: Um, we go to Clarke Quay a lot. Just along the water, we love Lau Pow Sat? the
big the big um indoor auditorium that just has 600 food stalls, um…
I: Lau Pow Sat?
P: Yeah.
I: I haven’t been there.
P: Yeah, it’s about, it’s on, it’s on Orchard Road, which is the main drag, and it’s just
this massive indoor and outdoor auditorium, where at night, they close the roads, and
they all start cooking um satay sticks, for sale, and prawn sticks, all fresh. And it’s an
indoor something that has every? Food you can think of, all fresh.And cheap. Great
prices, beers for like 2 bucks.
I: (laughs).
P: It’s just brilliant.
I: Unclear….yeah?
P: Yeah, ah Clarke Quay, Boat Harbour, Boat Quay, we just go everywhere. Um,
Sentosa Island’s cool, yeah it’s a lot of fun. A bit difficult for me but it’s alright, few
something down those bloody ziplines and…
I: (laughs).
P: Yeah, it’s a, it’s good, so I do go away. When…been to America, I won’t go back to
Greece or Europe for now but because it’s just not accessible really, for wheelchairs
and spinal cord injuries, and cobbled streets and if you get, something goes wrong and
you don’t want to go into one of their hospitals, yeah, so I’ll stick away from Europe for
now. But I’ve been to Greece, six, seven times. Before my accident, my heritage. So
I’ve done a lot of traveling.
I: Do you stay where you feel safe now?
P: Yeah, yep. That’s right. Absolutely, where there are facilities.
I: Makes sense.
P: Mm huh.
I: Alright, putting Singapore aside.
P: Yep.
I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? If so, what were the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Yes, I did. They had the little, back in the day, nine years ago, they had the little
compact ones, and they would put it, on my thighs, now and then sporadically, but in a
publichospital you know um, but I was lucky I was in Prince of Wales, and I reckon
that’s got the best spinal cord unit in Australia. As much as it lacks as it is, but still,
compared to Royal North Shore, I should’ve been in/to Royal North Shore, that’s where
I fall/thoughtbut they didn’t have any beds, so they airlifted me to Prince of Wales and
thank god for that because um unbelievable physiotherapist in there that was just new
to Australia, who is one of my best friends now, she um pretty much got me back, so
sorry, I digressed.
I: That’s ok.
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P: Um, with FES, a little bit in hospital. And, um, that minimalthat I barely remember it,
So I didn’t know whatre-really what was goin’ on with it, and thenafter I got home, I we, I helped them out for a study, and I went in there were it was intense FES on their
bikes, for a month, in a study they were doing, and that’s it, for FES, for the hospital.
I: At Princes of Wales.
P: Yeah.
I: What did the study involve?
P: (sigh) to tell you the truth, I/my was still a bit scattered back then, in the brain, I
don’t, I don’t really remember but I know Che was there, um…
I: That’s ok, I canP: I was on the bike, and I was on the that ah machine where you have a gait trainer,
that they have there, where they put you in a sling and they stand you up and then
you’re on like a treadmill. It was that, and the bike.
I: At POW?
P: Yeah.
I: I could ask Che about them?in more detail.
P: Yeah, so that definitely something.
I: Interesting. So it sounds like you’ve had quite a variable experience of FES.
P: Mm huh.
I: During the time…we’ll get to that in a moment.
P: Sure.
I: So section two is exercise.
P: Yeah.
I: Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Um, I have a trainer come here, four days a week. For a couple of hours.When
you’ve? Been a little bit slack jumping into the pool of late, but generally I’m in the pool
twice a week. Um, for about an hour, an hour and a half, doing my standing and
attempted walking exercises on the walking frame where/when he, I don’t have enough
balance to, he lifts the frame, and I take a stepof like that, and do laps in the pool, do
stretches in the pool. Um, then we, on the other days, we (are) going to the gym room
I’ve got, I can show ya later on if you like. Um so you know what I’m talking about.
We’ve got all the facilities in the gym room. We’ve got a plinth, a big plinth, a hard bed
that I lie on so we can stretch, do weights. I got um machine that I can do all the pulley
weights and I got a tilt table which I jump on that three or four days a week for a couple
of hours because/cozOne of the principle things that all the surgeons say is …“Our
bodies’ wasn’t meant to sit”. They were made to stand, and then lie, to sleep. So, I try
to stand on it a couple of hours a day ‘coz that’s good for everything internally. To be
straight, and ah of course, three or four times a week on the bike, FES training, and
every other night, when I’m laying down, or watching a movie, or doing some work on
the computer, FES, portable FES goes on. The legs as well.
I: How long do you use it for?
P: Um, on the bike it would be 90 minutes, three times a week. And um in the bed, it
would be about an hour and a half, four times a week.
I: And do you know much, part of my thesis I’m looking at stimulation parameters.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do you know much about what kind of currents or frequencies you use?
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P: No, I just, I just go as hard as I can, and some days its up to 90, 100, 110, keeping
in mind that I have feeling so I can’t, Che would like me to push it even more, but I
can’t, I can’t, I can’t cope with it if it’s coz I can feel it perfectly. Um, so, does that
make any sense?
I: That makes exact sense.
P: I go to be-, to 90, to 100, maybe 110 after I’ve been on it for a while.
I: Are you talking about current?
P: I think so, yeah. Um, this one though, is I’m starting just now, to start invest-looking
into what you are talking about, because this has fifty different um ah ways I can use it,
and I can feel different currents, with different names, like a conditioning for, have you
seen, done, used one of these before?
I: In my research, I’m actually stimulating my own muscles.
P: Yeah.
I: I’m using a medi stim.
P: Okay.
I: So I don’t know much about Compex.
P: Is that similar to?
I: It’s a handheld device.
P: Same same/say like this one.
I: I making custom programs to look at a parameter of interest.
P: Okay, no I don’t know much about it.
I: That’s ok.
P: Yeah.
I: Just ou- out of interest. Coz I know um I try-, I’m trying to ask people now if they
know what parameters they use [P: Mm], but that’s fine.
P: Yeah.
I: Definitely. So, what could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Um…
I: If, at all.
P: No, no there’s always improvement, not slacking off sometimes, I’ve been doing it
for so long, sometime-, at first when you’re doing it, you got a goal,because you’re still
improving, as the spinal cord recovers, you’re getting the maximum improvement after
about two, three years. So, you try to get as much as you can outta that. I defiedthat
and went to about six years, and after six years, the improvement really slowed down.
It’s prior to that over???...unclear, don’t think so!, say the last two yearswhere I’m
maintaining, but not improving, not getting ah more back, so to speak, but maintaining
and improving the stuff that I’ve got. So, I could be more vigilant, in my exercises. I
should really be in the pool three to four times a week, but you can’t live just doing
rehab. It, you can’t, you gotta have work, fun, play as well, so, I could do a bit better,
I’ve slacked off a little bit over the c-, last couple of years. Yep.
I: Fantastic. What impact does exercise have on your life?Positive? Negative?
P: Umm, completely positive. Ah, It ah, it’s a sense of accomplishment, after you’ve
had a session, even though you might hate it, while you doing the session, and you
finish it unclear…when? especially when I, after I’ve walked in the pool, and done a
good job of doin’ that, um, that brings a lot of satisfaction. If only the whole world was a
pool, about four foot tall.
I: (laughs)
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P: Walkin’ up the street.
I: (laughs)
P: Taking me about 6 hours to get up the road there. No, it’s a sense of
accomplishment, yeah definitely. Exercise [feint], its’ good for me, ah used to be a
smoker, gave it away, um so yeah. And also, it’s a necessity. Coz if I don’t stretch, and
if I don’t keep everything lube? agile and linger?limber?with the sensation, comes
excruciating pain. Neuropathic pain and muscular pain.To the point where I can’t pop
oxycontin pills anymore, because you’re just a zombie, it’s Hillbilly Heroin, morphine in
a pill. They almost get you addicted to it in, in hospital. They
got/get/had???unclear!me addicted to sleeping pills as well. Weaning myself off
them, it took two years. And weaning myself off oxycontin which took a couple of years
and I refuse to use it for pain because you’re a bubblering mess, so ah they basically
say you’ve gotta live with it and put your mind elsewhere. That’s what I do. And it’s, the
way I explain it is, picture having all the/of the/your [think “of the”] sensations in your
legs, and sitting down for ten years. How(’re) your joints going to be. My hips and
knees and ankles are starting to get arthritic and all that, but along with the sensation,
comes knowing when you need to go to the bathroom. So that means I can travel the
world, be completely independent, do what I like, where I’ve got friends that can’t feel
anything, that are in wheelchairs and refuse to leave the house. In case they have
accidents. Coz they only no oneCoz they only know when they smell something. So,
bring on the pain, tenfold more, and I’ll still take it, because I can feel everything and
live an independent life.
I: If you don’t mind me asking.
P: Yep.
I: Do your friends use leg bags?
P: Yeah. Yeah the few friends that I got, they/that use leg bags and that, that’s an
infection um cesspool waiting to happen because it’s a direct port into you where I selfcatheterize, but I can void, um somewhat, but I have to self-catheterize to get the rest
that’s right down the bottom of the bladder, because that’s the bit that can become
infectious.
I: But your friends don’t feel comfortable going outside?
P: No, not often at all.
I: It’s a shame.
P: Yeah, it is, a shame. So I look at them and then I think to myself “What am I
complaining about because I got pain, bring it on times 10”. I can feel, so I can do what
I like and you d-, I don’t have to be regimented with the amount of water they drink, like
I see what they do and how they have to eat to have everything working like a train, I I
can live, a little bit more spontaneously.
I: So their diet has to be quite regulated? Unclear.
P: Yep, completely. So, yeah.
I: Thanks for that.
P: That’s alright.
I: So we’ll move on now to section 3.
P: Mm huh.
I: Which is FES.
P: Mm huh.
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I: So I know we discussed this before, but I’ll just ask again, what types of FES have
you used for exercise?
P: I’ve used the FES bike, with the aReck um, the Reck motorbike with the MotionStim
8, and the little Compex handheld stimulator.
I: And what, when I say types of exercise, what types of muscle contractions are you
doing?
P: Um…
I: How would you describe them?
P: Ah when I’m on the um exercise bike, mimicking a bike rider. Where as you ah
know, when the bike rider presses forward, the um quads activate, then when the
pedals go back, the gluts and the hamstrings activate, mimicking that all the time, all
the time, and also with the um Compex one, just singularly doing muscles as hard as I
can to get the biggest contraction that I can cope with um for, as long as I can cope
with it.
I: When you do the Compex, what muscles are you?
P: I, I Iconcentrate on my quads one night, my ahgluts another night, and my
hamstrings another night, because there’s only four, four ports coming out of it. Yeah,
so separate muscles each night.
I: And how many times per week do you exercise each muscle?
P: Ah…
I: With the handheld.
P: With the handheld um, it would be, if I use it (let’s) say five days a week, almost
twice a week each, twice a week on the gluts, twice a week on the hammies, and twice
a week on the quads.
I: Presuming [feint]six days a week?
P: Yep.
I: That makes sense.
P: Ah huh.
I: What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits?Psychological
benefits?
P: Yep, I reckon, huge. Um, if you notice, my legs haven’t shrunk at all. They haven’t
ah a lot of guys that don’tuse FES, their legs turn into kinda toothpicks, I hate using
that word, but providing,I’ve kept my muscle mass, it’s kept my muscle mass. It feels
good because when I sit here and do my exercise or I lift my legs a little bit here and
there, I can feel the muscles all contracting that I use, so I put F, I put it down to FES,
that, my legs ha-, that I’ve maintained, lost maybe 15 percent of, what they were, in ten
years which is nothingnot even 15 percent, so the way I see it, and this is why I do it,
is because eventually, being ASIA C and incomplete, I’m that much on the cusp, that if
there is a technology that comes whether they nail stem cells, or I believe it’ll be more
the chips that they implant and things like that, I’m keeping my legs in the optimal, at
FES is helping me keep my legs at the most optimal I can, so if something happens in
the future I’ll be, I’ll be able to qualify for it. And I’ll be able to stand up and take steps
because I’ve been smashing the FES for ten years. And it’s kept mymuscle mass and
the individual muscles. Whereas if I’m anda lot of the muscle mass I can’t save all
because of FES it’salso got to do with having sensation and being able to move a little
bit voluntarily that’s kept the muscle mass and the spasm that um I can build up in my
legs I build up on purpose when I’m lying down, for blood flow again when I’m not using
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the FES. So every other night you might find me and I’m just going der-der-der-der-der
and there’s no problem I’m, I’m bringing it on. That helps with it. But so yeah, so so I
can qualify for something if I had complete deterioration, if something came along next
week, I wouldn’t qualify for it, because I wouldn’t be able to stand up anyway, because
I don’t have the muscle mass to be able, or the bone density to be able to stand up,
and the other reason, um was that the question? Did I digress?
I: That’s fine. So we are just talking about benefits…
P: Yah.
I:…that you’ve had from using FES. Something health and psychological.
P: Yep. The other benefit, is for pain. It takes the edge off. When I’m having a real bad
day, which might happen once every couple of weeks where I barely cope and I have
to lie down, if I put FES on everywhere, and do a ninety minute session, it settles down
the pain a little bit.
I: Really?
P: Yeah.
I: That’s fantastic.
P: Yeah, takes the edge off, which is great. So, they’re the benefits.
I: When you do that, do you use the same programs you would otherwiseuse?
P: Um, if I, if I if I get on the bike and do it, yep, I do it on the bike. And um, with
thCompex I lie down, I just muck around between programs there, ifI try everything on
it and…
I:Just experiment?
P: Yeah and Che says it’s great.Everydifferent wave you give to your muscles, its’ a
different,the muscle’s saying “Oo, this is new”. And it’s, instead of the norm, and it um
helps build thembetter and stuff.
I: That’s interesting.
P: Yeah.
I: That’s interesting.
P: Did I just say “and stuff”? Oh, that’s horrible.
I: I think so.
P: Anyway….
I: Don’t worry, I’ve said some really silly things in the interview as well.
P: Right.
I: What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Um the negatives, are when I get on the bike, I wish I could just do it all myself, I
need help to do it, and that pisses me off.
I: So tell me more about that.
P: Um, I can’t get on to, I can’t, I can’t place the pads on to my gluts and hamstrings
exactly how I’d like them, without help, and then I can’t connect to my gluts and my
camstrings (hamstrings but sounds like camstrings!) exactly how I like em without help.
And then when I get it when I go on to the bike I need help putting my feet on to the
um, I can put my feet on there but then strapping them up and putting weights on the
footplates, I don’t go back and then I put a belt around my legs so they stay clear and
then getting off the FES I need help, just taking my butt cheek um ah pads off so, that’s
one of the negatives, that I can’t do it all independently.
I: And how long is the E- cycling session, sorry?
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P: About 90 minutes. It’s 45 minutes for a single, but I do double. And um, what are
other negatives, there’s no other negatives there to FES. If ifif, you can afford it or ifthe
government should grant it for everybody with a spinal cord injury, irrelevant of whether
if their complete, incomplete, can feel or can’t feel. Not only spinal cord injury but MS,
and scoliosis, and um all those degenerative um ah injuries or diseases,(it’s)brilliant.
What’s there/what’s said? [unsure], there’s no negative. Nah.
I: So, you think the government should give everyone FES?
P: If, if they, if they qualify, yeah. If it helps their quality of life, yeah. But, it’s gotta be
tragic injuries, and diseases, so it’s not a big part of the population, is it?
I: That’s correct.
P: Yeah. So, yeah I do.
I: I see what you are saying.
P Mm.
I: How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Um, well, if, if I never had FES, I wouldn’t be as healthy as I am, I don’t think.
Because, ah, it gets/gives/keepsyour heart rate going to a spinal cord injury or a,
where its difficult for me to get my heart rate over a certain um. I can’t get into the
cardiovascular level, and that’s the nature of my injury. So, I’ll do weights, sorry, I’ll, I’ll
do 30 laps in the pool, of this really horrible looking freestyle, right, and then after the
30 laps you’d think “Oh, this guy’s just gunna get up and just be *puff* puffing the
massive breaths”. But no, I’m just lactic acid, and sore muscles upper body, but not
puffing, not once. FES makes the heart rate go up a little bit.Because it’s activating,
hard the muscles. So, um, you asked me how it’s affected my way of life, did you say?
I: How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Yeah, it’s impacted for the better, completely for the positive. (You’ve)finished a
sess-You’ve finished a session, you know you’ve, you’ve worked out. Yeah yeahwhwhile you’re doing the session, you see your muscles firing. And you’re thinking “Look
at that, it’s all still there”, and it’s just getting better, and you’re maintaining it, and it’s
great for blood flow, which means no, I haven’t had, I don’t get pressure areas. Mayeh oh that’s because I’ve got feeling. Um, so I know when I mov-?but FES is a reason
for that as well because it just….blood flow, huge amounts of blood flow, your muscles
are firing, movement…. that things, things youwouldn’-, you wouldn’t normally be
doing, um, that can only be good.
I: How does it feel to see your muscles firing?
P: Yeah, awesome.Fantastic. You look at them and you go “Wow, look at that”. They’re
still there and they’re even getting bigger. Yeah, and better, yeah keep doing it.
Absolutely, its’ eh it’s great for self-esteem, and it’s…good for pain, and it’s great for
maintenance and that’s a huge sense of achievement when you finish an FES session.
And your, and the next three days, you feel, well you know when you go to the gym
and you haven’t been, that was the story before my car accident, I’d go to the gym for
three months, and stop, go for another three months. And the first initial week you’d be
in pain.
I: My muscles are actually sore from using a free gym pass yesterday.
P: That, that, when you feel that after you’re doing FES sometimes, the second or third
day, if you’ve pushed it reallyreally hard, it reminds you of like the old days, it’s good
pain.
I: (laughs).
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P: Because it/that means it’s your muscles um building up right, so yeah.
I: It’s great.
P: Yep.
I: To feel satisfied.
P: Yeah, completely. FES is awesome, and I will spruik it till the day I die.COULD BE A
QUOTE FOR THE PAPER! EXCELLENT! Would have to be in concordance with
its’ theme though.
I: (laughs).
P: (laughs). Simple. And I don’t care if people say studies are done and it’s not doing
anything, it’s bullshit, it is doing everything.
I: (laughs).
P: I can feel, I’ve been on it for ten years.
I: And what about, OK that’s interesting, so you said people say studies…
P: Mm.
I: You you mentioned other studies being done?
P: There are/yeah
I: What do people say about FES unclear.
P: Oh just just on/oh when I’m, when I’m amongst the people and at the gyms “Oh
what’s FES do for ya…ah yeah?” and I hear them say “Well studies show that it does
nothing” , and I don’t know the studies they’re talking about, and I don’t bother asking,
coz I’m just someone that would say [mumbling, hard to discern]well,the studies
are/all..unclear!wrong.
I: (chuckles)
P: Because yeah so it’s just basically that and FES only, I don’t know now, but is FES
implemented, why wouldn’t [99% sure]/would….a bit hard to understand they be
using it on everybody in every hospital that has a spinal ward? Or, um, the other
injuries and stuff that um rely on that, I don’t know.
I: It’s a goodquestion.
P: Is it, not enough funding?
I: Good question.
P: Mm.
I: As part of this study, I’m trying to find actually find out, one of the things I’m trying to
find out is, who uses FES?
P: Yeah.
I: So, hopefully this well helpadd, to answering that question.
P: Mmm.
I: Maybe or…
P: Yeah, there thereat Prince of Wales Hospital, I Iused to see the bike(s) there, um in
my first six, seven months, and if I didn’t ask and push and push, say “What is that?”,
and then find out what it is, and then why the hell didn’t you have me on it when I came
out of um acute, after intensive care when my muscles needed, why wouldn’t you be
putting…and hang on a minute, Prince of Wales Hospital has a hyperbaric chamber, if
we knew then, what you know now, you’d say, it’s got a hyperbaric chamber, right next
to the spinal ward, and nobody’s told, we’re not told this where hyperbaric chambers
are known to, in the early stages, um , help with inflammation and scar tissue. And
you’re not putting these people, including myself, in these chambers, after our surgery,
where our scar tissue is fresh, and it’s the scar tissue that’s not allowing the signals to
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go through if your cord isn’t severed, and same with FES, it should be used straight
away, straight away. Maybe it is now. I’m talking ten years ago, I don’t know what
happens now.
I: What did they say when you asked these questions? About the hyperbaric chamber
and FES?
P: Oh the hyperbaric chamber’sfor um, that’s for ah sportspeople and for outpatients,
we, um, you can’t use that. Crap, I found out at the end when it was too late. And the
bikes, “Oh, what’s that?” “Oh, that’s a bike, you’re still, we’ve gotta fix your arms and
andlegs, that’s a long way down the track for you”. Um, it’s not, it’s not, I remember one
of the useless physios saying “It’s not for you, it’s not for spinals”. I didn’t know back
then, you know. Because they probably didn’t know either.
I: They said it was not for people with spinal cord injuries?
P: Yeah it’s for, it’s for, it’s for outpatients who are going to come in and do
rehabilitation. That was in the early days, but then Ifound out what it was for, pushing,
asking, asking, got a few sessions on it, and then just said “Screw it I’m gunna buy one
when I get home”.
I: (chuckles).
P: And, I don’t have to rely on any of ya.
I: And you haven’t looked back since?
P: Nup.
I: It’s interesting isn’t it, I mean, how they allocate resources in hospitals.
P: Yeah I dunno if they’re too lazy,I dunno maybe they’re not allowed. Maybe they’re,
they’re told to say that, they just work there.
I/P: Unclear.
I:Some, so there’s some reason behind it.
P: Mm, yeah.
I: Who knows.
P: Yeah.
I: Just out of interest, what do your family and friends think about FES?
P: Um…
I: Your use of FES.
P: I have to explain it to, well, my family knows all about it. And um, they do help me on
it sometimes when my trainer isn’t here. They know about it, they know it’s good, they
say use it as much as you can, if I’m lack sometimes Mum might yell out “Hey have
you used the/your FES today?” Shut up, Mum! No.
I: (chuckles).
P:They’re awesome [but feint] I say, “Yeah getting on to it now”, so they know exactly
that it’s good for me. Um, Mum and Dad, use, and I use(d) it for a while anyway, which
is a form of FES, the foot stimulator where you the, where you put your feet on it and
it’s the Revitalize one, that they advertise(d), Dawn Fraser advertises it. Um…
I: Is it a vibration machine or electrical stimulation?
P: It’s the one that, it’s electrical stimulation so I dunno is, is that a form of FES? It’s a
round thing, you can put your feet on it and then you can turn it up and zzzzzz. It’s
good for circulation.
I: I don’t know much about it.
P: Yeah, um, so they use that, so it’s similar, so they understand.
I: It’s called Revitalize?
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P: Yeah. Yeah, that’s the brand, re-, revitise, revitalize.
I: Dawn Fraser.
P: I’ll show you a picture of it. Yeah probably?Won’t be a sec…Revitive. Oh, re-,
Revitive?
I: Revitive?
P: Yeah. Weird name. That’s it, and you put the feet on it.
I: Oh, no I haven’t seen that before.
P: Yeah and it um, it stimulates underneath your feet and it’s for um ankle swelling, and
um feet, I might get a…
I: I could look it up later too.
P: Yeah, Revitive. So they understandwhat FES is about. And my friends, I have to
explain to them what it is, and they go “Oh”, they freak out, is it something you do like
Bruce Lee in the movie it’s like. They all say, you remember the, um the movie talking
about Bruce Lee’s life? And every night, he’d [99% sure] have FES in the 60’s and
70’s. All over his abs, so while he’s lying down, he’s still getting trained, I mean [99%
sure but feint], fuck, Bruce Lee, he knew about that 3 decades ago, 4 decades ago,
whenever he was around.
I: Did Bruce Lee actually use FES?
P: Yes.
I: No way.
P: Yes, he’d have them, he’d have FES,all here, all the pads here, all here, it’s in the
movie which is a documentary of his life, which is a fact, and it’s documented, that he
used FES to keep um his upper body in peak condition, when he wasn’t training, when
he was just lying down.
I: I never knew that.
P: Yeah.
I: I, I do know that there was a paper in 1961, which was one of the first documented
uses of FES.
P: Wow.
I: The condition? Do you know? Unclear!!! isfoot drop?
P: Right.
I: Do you know about foot drop?
P: Yeah I got a bit.
I: Oh okay. I think um they had a foot drop stimulator back in the 60’s.
P: Right. That’s, and I’m just tryin’ to work out, Bruce Lee was around in the 70s and
the 80s r- right.
I: Do you use FES for foot drop at all?
P: Um, I, don’t. And I should, putting it, putting the pad here and here. To make the foot
flick up, because the reason I don’t do itis because I use the tilt table for foot drop. It
stands me up and I stand on a wedge, which is that way, so its’ cranking up my, my
feet, that’s why they’re kind of flat to the footplate, you’ll see their not like that because
of thetilt table, so I instead of using FES on that, I concentrate FES on everything else.
I: So, you’ve got the tilt table for the foot drop.
P: Yep.
I: And that for the[feint/unclear speech]fantastic. And you said you should use it for
the foot?
P: Yeah I shouldbut/that j j just to give it a go here and there but…
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I: Or do you think it’s OK with the tilt table?
P: It’s OK with the tilt table yeah.
I: Yep, interesting. So, we’ll go now to home exercise [P: Mm huh], that’s the last
section. So, do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Yeah, um easy enough. Out of ten, its seven and a half. Only because it takes a
while to get on it, and/to get off it, and only coz I can’t do it independently. Other than
that yeah its easy to fit inmy daily routine.
I: Do you find FES systems user friendly? I guess it depends on the system.
P: Yep, you know what, yes and no. Yes, because I’m a little bit ignorant to…I’m
starting to learnfrom/for thisCompex one and there’s more to FES, and when Che
talks to me sometimes, like the question you asked me before, “Do you know about…”
I: Stimulation parameters?
P: Yeah allthose parameters and the different wavelengths and all that, that’s difficult
for just a layman. But, just general FES,as doing it as hard as you can, for as long as
you can, that’s easy to understand, but not when it comes to the intricacies of it, of it
unclear [feint]
I: How do you think that could be improved, for people such as yourself who use FES?
Say scientists find about different stimulation parameters…
P: Yeah.
I: And what they do.
P: Yeah. To have it programmed into your machine, and for, somebody that knows
about it to come out and explain it to you, or to explain it,they don’t have to come out,
to explain it online, in not a 400 page thing with graphs and bell curves and…a
potential CPC MOOC development program and study??...OR another study
looking at the benefits of an FES Educational Program….semi-structured
interview???...MT comments.
I: (laughs)
P: Looks like an economists’ bloody, I’m doing economics again at university with
supply and demand curves? (very fast) yeah but toto make it simple, to simplify it, to
explain it easier. Coz I know nothing about it.
I: Do you find that a problem with the literature you’ve been looking at on FES?
P: Um, I don’t look at much literature on FES, but the amount that I have looked at,
yes. I really wanna go “huh” (unclear!)I don’t have time, I’m just, it’s too much, and…
I: So it needs to be made more accessible.
P: Yeah.
I: unclear, for people.
P: And more lay, simple. Like you’redoing it, like you’re explaining it to a twelve year
old.
I: I agree.
P: Hmm.
I: If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?
P: FES-cycling.
I: Yeah but why is that? [feint though].
P: Because it activates all the muscles. So, why not. If you’re gunna do it, why not
activate everything and at the same time, get some movement happening, in your legs.
Just makes sense to me.
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I: So, that would be your choice.
P: Yep.
I: And the last question is. What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be
improved for you.
P: Um, well, that’s a good question, you’ve [feint] left me speechless with that one.
I: Take your time and have a think about it.
P: What could be improved…
I: In a perfect world.
P: In a perfect world, it’d be wireless. No wires, that’s the first thing that comes to mind.
Just put the pads on, everything else is wireless. I know you might not be able to get
the current, buttheyeverything else has gone wireless now. A wireless FES would be a
brilliant FES. And that’s about it, I think.
I: Why do you say that? Unclear….just out of interest? [perhaps]
P: Too many, too many cords. Um, too many connections. Too many times I’ve cycled
and then um all of a sudden oh no, the connectors fallen out from right behind here
that I can’t really reach so”…by the time Itry getting on it blind, tryin to do it blind, I’m on
the bike, it’s still going, it’s just a p-, it be-[stuttering]it can become a nightmare, all the
cords sometimes they all tangle up, they go underneath my wheelchair wheels, and
but/the wireless will just be “boom boomboomboomboom”, done, finished, quick to put
on, quick to finish, and, ease of being wire free.
I: Do you find the wires wear out a lot?
P: Um, no not really. I just find the wires are a pain. Coz, they’re everywhere, all over
the place yeah. I don’t find they wear out a lot, well not from my experience, anyway.
I: Fair enough.
P: Yeah.
I: Just, all over the place.
P: Yeah/p.
I: Are there any other things you’d like to, you could, would improve for your ideal FES
system?
P: Um, well, the bikes’ have improved since, and the system has improved since I, this
one’s nine years old, my bike and this and this, and this machine’s actually dying I
gotta give it toChe, it’s got that many um little Gremlins in it and and stuff that ah I feel I
might need to get another one, and another one of these is like 12 grand. So I’m
hoping that somebody can possibly fix it a little bit.
I: And that one is called? Just for the interview [feint, unclear].
P: The MotionStim Eight.
I: MotionStim Eight.
P: The MotionStim Eight, which I’ve had since 2006.
I: I’ve never heard of that system until today.
P: It’s German. And I think the dude um, wound up the business in about 2008. That
was running alittle bit bad um, after market, help horrible, ah it’s a guy in a wheelchair
that owned the business. And Che knew him well. And he was helping him out him out,
and even Che said he/it [pretty sure “he”] was horrible after market, and just a really
bad businessman.
I: What company made the MotionStim…
P: Um, German company, don’t know their name exactly.
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I: OttoBock? HasoMed?
P: I’ve heard of HasoMed, and I haven’t heard of OttoBock.
I: That’s okay, I can ask Che about that one.
P: Yeah yeah.
I: Interesting. So, that concludes the interview…
P: Mm huh.
I: Is there anything else you’d like to add David?
P: Ah, no.
I: Anything at all?
P: Nupanything something, I’m happy to go over that? [maybe?] , I think we’ve
nailed it.
I: Fantastic
P: Awesome.
I: Alright I’ll stop the recording then we’ll do the last [P: Sure] part of the interview.
Unclear, cheers.
I: Hoo, didn’t..nah it recorded okay.
P Ah, you dog!
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Participant 10
I: So this is interview number 10, on Thursday the 20th of October 2016, between Matt
and Winnie. Okay so I’m just gunna you a few demographic questions first. So,
P: Unclear
I: So, your name?
P: Ah, Winnie Wong.
I: And what about your age Winnie?
P: 47 young.
I: 47 years young. Fantastic.
P: (laughs).
I: And, your gender?
P: Female.
I: Yep. What about your ethnicity?
P: Chinese.
I: Chinese. Now may I also ask, your stage of MS?
P: Ah, its now on the in the secondary progression.
I: Secondary progressive, not a problem thanks for that.
[unclear]
I: And your condition is multiple sclerosis?
P: Yes.
I: Thanks for that. Now, what about your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: Ah you mean how long?
I: Yeah.
P: Ah, formally diagnose is January, 2000, 11.
I: Yep.
P: That’s formally diagnosed. But I believe its probably 10 years now. So I probably the
on-, the onset [unclear] the onset is ah probably sometime in 2006.
I: So about
P: [a little unclear].
I: About 10 years
P: Yep.
I: Ago.
P: [unclear About?] 10 years but I was ah I wasn’t formally diagnosed until January
2011.
I: Not a problem, thanks for that. And FES systems used at home?
P: Ah. So, is [that no unclear 48.32] because is that this Compex considered FES?
I: Compex that’s the handheld stimulator isn’t it?
P: Yeah.
I: Yep so you use the Compex?
P: Yes.
I: And the Motomed.
P: Yes.
I: But with the Motomed is that just, is that just the bicycle or [does it has? unclear]
have a stimulator built into it as well?
P: No no stimulator. No, it’s just a bicycle.
I: Oh ok that’s right and you use the Compex with that.
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P: Yeah I just use it together but they don’t what was that the word that Dr Che used,
they don’t read each other or they don’t synch.
I: Oh okay so you just.
P: Yeah I.
I: You just hold the Compex and then use it whenya cycling?
P: Yes. Yes. So I just put on the massage or the toning of the muscles but the the two
the two devices doesn’t they don’t synch.
I: Okay.
P: Yeah.
I: They’re independent. No worries.
P: Yes but anyway the Motomed I Im just on it as [unclear] I I didn’t put it on the active
whereby I I have to cycle myself.
I: So, you just use passive usually?
P: Yes yes.
I: Okay.
P: Yes.
I: And Winnie, how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise
for? So how long have you been using it at home?
P: One year.
I: Yep/year [unclear].
P: So I bought it last November.
I: Not a problem. And the last question is mobile phone number, but I probably don’t
need that. Because/coz I have your email address there.
P Ok.
I: Ok.
P: Unless you have Whatsapp then you can call me.
I: Yeah I do actually I’ll just grab it if that’s OK.
P: I’ll give you the Singapore one because that’s the one put on to my Whatsapp.
I: That’s plus 65, isn’t it? Yep.
[unclear]
P: Yes. 5
I: Yep.
P: 9-8-5-9
I: Yep.
P: 9-0-3-8.
I: Alright no worries, I’ll drop you a line if I have any questions about the study. Or the
interview. And the other thing is too what I’ll do is when I finish analyzing all the
transcripts, I’ll send you and all the other participants a summary of what I find.
P: Ok.
I: If you like? So I could send that to you via email.
P: [unclear yes?]
I: Fantastic. Alright we’ll start the interview now. So there’s four sections.
P: Ok. Oh that is just the ah that was just only the introduction.
I: That’s right, yeah.
P: (laughs) Okay.
I: (laughs). Sorry I’ll try not to keep you, how long do you have today Winnie?
P: No no, I I’m home the whole day, it’s fine.
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I: Ok.
P: It’s ok.
I: Yeah I’m in no rush, my next interview’s not for another 4 hours, so I’ve got plenty of
time.
P: Oh right. Ok.
I: I’m interviewing a man in Austria at 6pm.
P: Woooow, ok.
I: Yeah, so interesting time zone differences.
P: And he has MS too?
I: He’s actually a researcher in FES.
P: Ohhh k.
I: Coz for my other study, I’m interviewing people that research or prescribe FES.
P: Ok.
I: So, I’m tryin to see people’s perspectives from both sides of the coin.
P: Ok.
I: Yep. But that’s interesting
P: Yep.
I: …coz ah Singapore’s 3 hours behind and Austria’s much further behind, 9 hours.
P: Nine hours, yes.
I: Yep.
P: Ok.
I: Ok so section 1, rehabilitation and transition.
P: Ok.
I: What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Ah can I have a few I think obviously the main one is to walk again. That would be
quite impossible without the um miracle drug I I think. Um the more real one would be
ah probably toning my muscles, um hopefully that they will not go away or wasted. Um,
yeah just just carry on exercising um because MS comes with a lot of ah ah a lot of
symptoms like pain, um, you know, ah I don’t know what what we call it where is
tightness, numbness, so basically I [put/hope] those ah ah those things will go away
just through exercising.
I: That make that makes perfect sense.
P: Yeah.
I: And, related to that, what were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
P: Ahhh…
I: Might be a hard one.
P: Ok the [stuttering a bit] first [unclear] probably if you ask me to go a rehabilitation
hospital every week that would be quite difficult becau because transport, moving
there, that you you might, you need, you need to get there. So, so which was why I we
bought tools for me to to do it at home. But for MS, the theworse part is when is when
you have you’re very tired, fatigue, it’s time for exercise but it’s it’s just so difficult.
I: Yeah.
P: Even stretching exercise, you have to climb on to the bed, to do it. Climbing onto the
bed or getting to bed to lying down, is a chore. To put my legs up onto the MotoMed,
which is which is already done in the [stuttering] most convenient way whereby the
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the you can you the the paddles is it the paddle? Yeah where you put your your, your
feet.
I: Ah the pedals?
P: Yeah the pedals, it can even be adjusted so that I can insert my mymymymymy feet
on onto the pedals. But, it is still difficult. It’s still difficult because it’s it’s yeah it’s just so
difficult it’s just I’m like a normal person whereby you um you just put your feet onto the
pedal and you cycle, right. But for us, it’s just hard it’s…
I: There are a lot of little adjustments which have to be made to help you get to the
stage where you can exercise.
P: Yeah. So, that which was why Dr. Phu recommended this Motomed because you
see [unclear] I am in ah secondary progressive so basically I’m already on a
wheelchair it’s just that you can’t see me but I am on a wheelchair.
I: Yeah, I can’t see you but you can see me (laughs).
P: Ah yes.
I: It’s funny.
P: But I’m on a model which have so its about probably one a half years ago which
um Dr Phu where I saw him in Sydney he said it’s just getting too difficult for me we/he
use a rollator its its just too difficult and too risky I I just could just fall any time, I’m like
you know I’m I’m just like even if the wind blows I I could just wobble stall yeah so one
and a half years ago I II used the/a wheelchair and I’m actually very happy with my
little electric wheelchair. So he recommended the Motomed whereby I do not need to
do a transfer to a chair, so I could just approach it with my wheelchair, and the little
difficulties to to put my my two ah my my feet onto the pedal. And then just start
cycling. But now that I have um aa helper, so on the days where it is really difficult, she
will help me to put my, my legs onto the pedal. So that’s a little plus, little plus that
makes life a little easier.
I: And I guess um, you know even even though it’s a small thing, seemingly small thing,
it’s
P: Yeah.
I:…quite big because it can take a lot of time to make that transition from a wheelchair
to a Motomed
P: Yes.
I: So it’s good that you have a helper there.
P: Yep yep. And if I could do it myself, that there is a good day, it’s in the morning, ah
it’s slightly windy, or rainy, I could just [unclear] pop do it easily. But if it’s in the
afternoon, but it’s 3.30 for my next second second session I do twice a day on the
Motomed. In the morning and in the afternoon. So in the afternoon usually is the more
difficult one. Yeah.
[unclear]
P: Yeah. And and something to [unclear] deviate from that, I I have an Easy Stand 2, I
just call an Easy Stand. Easy stand is like it allows me to stand up. Im not sure if you
have seen
I: So…
P: Or heard…
I: Easy Stand, I could always Google it later.
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P: Yes, yes, yes. [unclear]. Easy Stand is is whereby they put the sling behind my my
back my buttocks and then you just lift me up using a hydraulic pump. So I could stand
for half an hour, 45 minutes, one session. So usually I stand about an hour a day.
I: So, I think I have heard of what you’re talking about now. I think I’ve seen things in
the rehabilitation gym at Lidcombe which where they may use that.
P: Easy Stand in Lidcombe.
I: Easy
P: I’m not sure, I have not heard Dr Phu talking about it, usually he would tell. (laughs)
I: Oh maybe, I’m I’m just guessing. I’m I’mI’mI’m trying to think about Che’s lab and the
program they have there, but I’m/I’ve? Never been to Dr Phu’s lab, actually.
P: Oh, ok.
I: That’s at the MS Studdy Centre isn’t it?
P: Yes, yes at at Lidcombe.
I: Oh ok nah I haven’t been there to that one.
P: [unclear]. So yeah this is my two little devices for me to exercise and spend time
[unclear]
I: Fantastic. Alright I’ll well I’ll ask you the last question the basic rehabilitation theme.
And then we’ll get on to some more focused FES questions.
P: Ok.
I: So did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so, what
were the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: The so so I shou- I will so is the Compexthat um I’ve been using…
I: [unclear].
P: So obviously the Compex the disadvantage would be ok ah I will the advantage
would be yeah I could have something stimulating my muscles um it comes with um
massage, ah toning, ah toning the the thighs, the buttocks, ah even the tummy, so
yeah but the disadvantage I think the they don’t synch so yeah so so the that is the
disadvantage of the Compex. Basically yeah.
I: I I guess in terms of this question too, um so how how would you define
rehabilitation? The rehabilitation period.
P: Sorry, the rehabilitation?
I: Yeah ho- because um I asked this survey to people with spinal cord injury as well, so
I guess they’re going to interpret it a bit differently. But how would you define
rehabilitation?
P: Define rehabilitation.
I: Yep. Coz I guess this question is aimed at looking at initial rehabilitation whether you
used say electrical stimulation aft-, straight after your diagnosis, or did you wait a few
years.
P: Um, I waited a few years because I didn’t know what this this system this device so
and and usually in the first few years I I’m not done any research myself so I don’t
know the existence of normal things equipment out there that could help help ah
people with such injuries so until yeah of course Dr Phu told me about this um FES
that’s Dr Che’s developing and then yeah and then they said “Ok you probably can’t
get FES in Singapore, well make do with the Compex for now”.
I: Ok not a problem, that makes sense. So you didn’t use it straight after, you waited a
few years until Dr Phu told you.
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P: Yeah. Yep. Yep. Yep. Obv obviously when when I was put on it, four years ago at
the um rehab hospital in here, I didn’t know it was ah something similar to FES.
I: Oh ok yeah.
P: I didn’t even know.
I: I remember you saying that before.
P: Yeah, yeah. I coz I haven’t seen it [yet unclear?] they just put it on and ah yeah“Ok
you know yeah”.
I: And it turns out it was FES.
P: Yeah yeahyeah. That’s right.
I: Alright we’ll go to section 2, and this is just asking more general exercise questions.
P: Ok.
I: So, do you exercise regularly?
P: Yes.
I: What kinds of exercise do you perform? And I know we were talking about this a few
minutes ago.
P: Ok. Ah I exercise everyday. Everyday except sometimes maybe Saturday and
Sunday because I’m out and about shopping (chuckles). So, ah, but otherwise Monday
to Friday I will try to commit twice a day to the Motomed although their on passive
mode. An hour on the Easy Stand ah I do stretching ev- for about half an hour to forty
five minutes every night before I, I go to bed. So just that’s just to pull just to make
sure the muscles are not tense up and its more relaxed yeah. So, um yeah that’s
about…oh, and that’s the other one more exercise that I’m supposed to and
I’m…well….it takes time. It’s the ah I don’t know what word you call but itsits something
you hang against the door, and you and there’s this string and then you just pull them,
to strengthen the arms.
I: Oh, I’m not sure of the exact name of that.
P: Yeah.
I: Um.
P: But you hook over the door, the the door, and
I: Yep
P: Then they that thing will holhang hanghanghang ah hang against ah the the top of
the door. It its itsonly there and then you just pull the two string…what’s the name?
I: Oh.
P: I think of then then you just its like a pulley.
I: I’ve actually I’ve I’ve actually just started going to the gym and I think I use something
where you get a rode and you pull it down like this but, I I don’t know….
P: Yeah yeah
I: What the device is actually called.
P: Oh yeah I forgot. I forgot the name. But um yeah then you can add you can add stuff
like I/like can add my ah my the thethethe weight bag. You know those that you hold
on to your ankle? So I just tie a few there so that it’s heavier.
I: Ohh ok.
P: Yeah. Yeah.
I: Yeah no I’m not not aware of the ankle ones.
P: No nono. It’s actually you know when you know that you know if there’s an arm
weights.
I: Yeah.
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P: The dumb bell. So, so in order to make it heavier, I just tie some ah on to the the
pulley, so that it’s heavier when I pull. So, it takes ore effort to pull insetad of just the
two string.
I: Ah.
P: Yeah. Yeah just add adding weight to it yeah.
I: So a variety of different types of exercise.
P: Yep which I should do throughout thwe day. So, that takes up to about maybe three
three and a half hours a day that I must commit to everyday.
I: And out of interest, how lojng do you do the FES for?
P: No,w one hour. So onwhat I do is um I I try to do it everyday, um just oen one hour a
day. So, I juist hope
do the patch, just I just patch, whatever its pain, muscle
pain, or if I sit too long, so so usually its about an hour a day. So, but I II would I try not
to do it everyday, so maybe every other day.
I: Yeah.
P: And, and more so in the more if there’s if there’s pain, or soreness through the
muscles. Yeah especially my bum because I sit too long.
I: Oh, okay.
P: Yeah. Yeah. So, which which [unclear] that is when the Easy Stand comes in. So I I
get to stand up, or [something forty minutes?] half an hour to forty minutes.
I: Gets you outta the chair?
P: Yeah yep, that that thing is a blessing, I can see that that thing is is a wonderful
purchase.
I: How does it feel to be outta the chair? I guess…
P: Wonderful. You know the first time when I got it, happens for too long, I was too
young for, I think I stand up for about I stood up for about half an hour and because I
think the legs were I think the legs were confused because something has not stood
up for so long, I got this ache aww my my ankles were sore and it was
I: Ohh.
P: It was quite painful. Then eventualluy I realized yeah, I was just too enthusiastic
because wow I could stand! You know like yeah so I decided OK I’ll break it up, like 20
minutes and might sit down for three to five minutes, then up again. And then another
fifteen minutes down and yep.
I: So [unclear] you got really excited?
P: Yeah ha. Yeah imagine you can stand again for such a long time, yep.
I: [unclear].
P: And [unclear] quite something effort because the sling actually ah holds on to my
bum, so yeah Easy Stand is like quite yeah its quite easy actually. It feels good.
I: That’s fantastic.
P: It does, yeah. It makes you feel really really happy.
I: Do you do that one every day as well, the Easy Stand?
P: Yeah I have to because my bum gets really painful.
I: Ah.
P: For sitting too long. Yeah so I have to whether I like it or not, I have to.
I: I mean even when I sit down at a desk for hours, doing emails or whatever, you can it
gets annoying you know.
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P: Yeah. Yeah its just get annoying like you know you just feel it it just feel really I
mean you you yeah I know it just taking too long to sit to sit for too long. So the
standing up is like “Wow”, one second one second just give me a sec.
I: Yeah sure, not a problem.
P: [unclear].
I: Yep.
P: Yeah
I: Take your time.
P[30.06ish to 29.54ish irrelevant].
P: I’ve got, I’ve got this new thing. I’ve got a Busy Board [unclear] Busy Board.
I: I Beg your pardon?
P: A busysomething. It’s like a transfer board.
I: Busy Bot?
P: Yeah. The name is called Busy Board.
I: Ok.
P: But its actually a transfer board even a plastic transfer board. For you to transfer for
a chair to a bed or to ah to the car, a transfer board.
I: Oh ok I don’t know much about it.
P: Ah ok. Yeah. I I’ve got some things so um I’m just buying a bag from my Easy
Board.
I: No worries, take your time since someone’s coming to the door have they?
P: Yeah. My mymymy helper is something.
I: Not a problem.
P: Ok yeah yeah ok.
I: All good ok alright. So, last question. Actually no there’s two more on the exercise.
So, what could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: What could I improve? Oh. Ah I’m actually doing my best with whatever I can do.
But the hand exercise that’s what I should be doing more. Because because ah well
the lids are not working now so I need my hands to help me to carry on with my life,
so yeah I think I should improve more on my hands ah make make the most out of it
from the MotoMed and the Easy [recording quiet].
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
Excuse me.
Skip to end of next para when editing – this is irrelevant.
I: Can you still hear me Winny? Ah Winny? I think it’s gone a bit quiet on my end. I’ll
just see if there is a connection issue. Hello? I think it’s gone a bit quiet again on my
end. Winny I’m just gunna hang up and call you back because I think the connection’s
going a bit um, I think it’s faltering a bit. Hello? So the interview’s just being paused
while we fix the connection. Hello? So we’re just trying to call again there’s just been a
few issues with the connection. Hello? Hello Winny? (bleep). Hello?
P: He-llo! [24.20].
I: Hi, Winny! (laughs). I think the call dropped out again!
P: Ohh ok. Alright yeah, got you.
I: We all good?
P: Yeah I can see you.
I: Hi. Ok so we were talking about exercise.
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P: Are you, are you able to see me?
I: I can’t see [unclear], I can hear you. But I can’t see you still unfortunately.
P: Alright, that’s alright. Okay let’s carry on.
I: That’s a shame. OK so I’ll, I’ll speed it up a bit. So we were talking about what you
could improve in your weekly exercise routine, and you said there wasn’t many things
you could improve?
P: Yeah, so hopefully when I see Dr Phu next next week, he might prescribe me with
the/a more exercises and giving you ideas for more more exercises, yeah.
I: Good luck, I hope it goes alright with Dr. Phu.
P: I hope so.
I: Moving on, so with exercise. What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive?
Negative?
P: Definitely positive.
I: Yep.
P: Because I um once I have a lets say if I, I’m suppose to commit to my four hour,
three and a half hours exercise. I think mentally if I can get them all of them done, it
feels good. And once it feels good, I feel better, I have a better day and yeah my
fatigue will just it just go away yeah. Yeah. So that’s the I guess that’s the MS thing, I I
don’t know how much Dr. Che or how much you you know about the disease but yeah
it’s it’sit’s a very feel feely type of illness I think, apart from the actual clinical clinical
illness.
I: A very what, I beg your pardon? What what type of illness is it?
P: A lot of ah it’s um yeah I think it’s a lot of it itit depends a lot on the mental strength.
I: Ok.
P: Yeah. So, you have a good day, you feel really good, you can do a lot a lot of things.
But it/if is you wake up in the morning and it’s a bad day, the rest of the day will be will
just be spoilt.
I: So it’s a day to day thing really?
P: It’s a day to day thing. Yep. So I try to keep myself happy everyday. So that I have a
good day.
I: That’s good, you sound like a happy person.
P: Ah, I I try to be. I try to be but I do have my downtime. Yeah and I I think I have the
right to have the downtime. Because facing this illness is not easy. I it can be lonely,
no one really understands so I I read up you know I subscribe to all the M MS UK, MS
all all those the articles so yeah you get to read what other patients are feeling, that
what I am feeling today, now don’t don’t many many surrounding me , even even my
husband, whose supposed to be my principle care, caretak-, carer, he he can’t
understand. So, like why would you feel tired? You know, why would you feel fatigued?
You just had/ve a good nap. That’s something people just don’t understand. But, even
a three hour nap when I wake up, I could feel worse than before I had a nap. So, yeah.
It’s a day to day thing.
I: And it’s good you have a/the support networks you can tap into with other people
across the world.
P: Yeah just just [unclear] yeah. And then MS they have this ah web, webinar whereby
you know you have ah aa experts they they talk about ah different types of topics so
yeah its good. So sometimes I can just contribute my 5 cents, put up my hands and
contribute my 5 cents.
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I: It’s a fantastic idea.
P: Yeah so that makes me feel good, whatever wherever I say something, I may say
something silly but it feels good coz I said something,
I: (laughs) yeah.
P: (laughs).
I: That connection with other people who are in the similar boat.
P: Yeah. Yes yesyes.
I: That’s fantastic Winny.
P: It’s just little things to make the day happier.
I: And with the, you know, with the internet now, really you can give anyone the sense
that they’re not alone at all. There’s always…
P: Yes.
I: …access out there to people who you can chat to and everything.
P: That’s right, that’s right. Yeah. Ok.
I: Yep. Alright well well thanks for that. I think we’ll move on now to the FES questions.
P: Ok.
I: So, number 1 for the FES. Um I’ve already ask you this, so we don’t have to spend
too long on it. What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Oh, once only once I II went to Dr Che’s gym.
I: Yep.
P: And, yeah subsequently I’m using the Compex.
I: So. At Dr Che’s gym, can you remember what type of system you used?
P: Ah, it’s the bicycle is a Motomed. It’s the Motomed bicycle. And, it it was using a
laptop that hook me on to the wires. And it was using the laptop and they have all
these bars, that goes usually like the thethe like the youre sound system where the the
it goes up, it it comes down and I think so ahhh.
I:
P: And then you just tell me “cycle, cycle!”
I: So…
P: I put everything in cycle cycle! [unclear] then I got very tired.
I: So, [unclear – it was a] custom Motomed.
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah I think I know the one you’re talking about, I think Che did his PhD developing
something for that system.
P: Yeah, yeah. So yeah the um I think one of the students was s-, sitting there and
then then then they just, they just [gop? Unclear] “Cycle cycle!” Yeah.
I: (laughs).
P: (laughs).
I: Yeah the students are very supportive and that they learn a lot too.
P: Yep.
I: Fantastic. Now, Winny, what benefits have you had from using FES? Health
benefits?Psychological benefits?
P: Um, ok because I used the Compex so I II will just ah I will just say something about
the Compex.
I: Sure.
P: That was um I think it does help, especially the ok there’s there’swhat was that the
massage, is good because especially when like I said, I si-, if I sit too long, it just get
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really sore. So, I hook it on and it just give me that that gzzzz I I think that is the feeling,
the massage feeling. So after an hour if I take it, take, if I just, ah, take it off, it it just
feels good because it’s like yeah some kind of stimulation.
I: Feels good.
P: Yeah it just feels it feels good, I’m not sure whether it has toned my muscles or not,
whether it has done anything else, but it just feels really good. Like, yeah the as if
someone has done massage on me. Yeah.
I: Are there, are there any other benefits you’ve had from using FES?
P: Oh, I had some back pain. So, I just stick some of the electrodes onto my back and
then after one hour, mmmm, I II the back pain [unclear] may have gone away
[unclear]. Gone away ah immediately. But ah, yeah it it did feel better.
I: So, is there a program in the Compex for back pain as well is there?
P: Errr, no. They have aa tummy tone your tummy, tone your buttocks, tone your
thighs, ah but because because once in there it’s they’re just it it feels like a massage,
it feels like a massage, the the feeling is like a massage, so it makes you feel um um I
don’t know how to describe. But, ahhhitsyeah, I think the closest I could describe is, it
feels like a massage.
I: Ok.
P: Those are the program
I: And you put it on the back as well.
P: Yep. It it’s just the electrodes. So what I can do is I can put it anywhere that, that it
feels pain. Painful. So, yeah I I I’ll just stick it on wherever hurts like my thighs, my calf
if they’re painful I just stick it there. And then I I’ll go through the massage, the yeah.
I: And just of interest too, while we’re talking about using FES, so who showed you how
to use the Compex device?
P: He did, he did. He had he had one, so he actually showed me um and and he hehe
actually said I could I could use the Compex because I think he had several patients
who couldn’t, who couldn’t use e-, not even the Compex because the- they the find it
painful.
I: So [unclear]
[unclear].
I: …talking about Tom?
P: Ah.
I: Tom Dilba?
P: Yeah, Tom Dilba.
I: Yeah I’m actually seeing him next week. Yeah.
P: Oh you seeing him next week? Yeah yeah I’ve just got, I got him to ah get me a few
electrodes because mine’s wearing out.
I: Oh (laughs) ok.
P: Yeah he’s the guy that sells the Compex. That’s right.
I: So you are you seeing him next, when you come to Australia?
P: Yeah yeah because I I want to purchase some electrodes from him. Mine is getting
wearing, mine ahh actually worn out.
I: Wow, so you’re going to be going to Warners Bay at some point?
P: No, no nononono. I told him, can you please deliver to the hotel.
I: Ohh ok (laughs).
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P: (laughs). But he knows because that’s [unclear] we the last time we actually
[unclear met at the] hotel that’s when he we bought the Compex from him.
I: Wow, OK, because um yeah he’s actually based near Newcastle.
P: Yes yesyes.
I: And I live on the Central Coast do you know whereabouts that is?
P: Yes. That’s far away.
I: So, I’m going to be driving up and seeing him next week.
P: Oh to Newcastle.
I: Yeah coz I’m halfway between Sydney and Newcastle.
P: Oh k. That’s about 100, 100 kilometres. Whereabout in Central Coast do you live?
I: So I’m in a town called Kincumber, have you heard of it?
P: Yes, yes, yes, yes.
I: Wow.
P: We’ve been there, it’s Port, Port Macquarie the Central Coast right?
I: No, no Central Coast is, is halfway between um Sydney and Newcastle. So I’m kind
of I live halfway between your hotel and Tom’s work.
P: [unclear]. We wewe actually live in ah we actually stay in Thornleigh.
I: Oh, in the hotel there?
P: Yep. In Thornleigh, because we used to live in Hornsby.My sister live in Westleigh.
So, that’s why we hang out around Thornleigh area.
I: Oh ok near Hornsby and all that.
P: Yes wonderful Hornsby.
I: It’s great isn’t it? The shopping centre there is fantastic.
P: We live opposite the shopping centre.
I: No way!
P: Yeahhhh. [unclear].
I: What a small world.
P: Yeah. So, [unclear] where you are isWyong?
I: Yeah yeah near there, about half an hour south of Wyong.
P: Oh ok, ok. Because we used to take the train and the train goes all the way to
Wyong.
I: Yeah, that’s right and you did you ever go up there?
P: Wyong? No. No not Wyong. No. So, we usually go up Berowra, prob-, Berowra is
probably the the furthest we go.
I: Yeah its nice up there, there’s a lot of national parks.
P: (chuckles). Yes, Berowra Waters. Where they have that that you you cross the river,
you [unclear] I dunno what you call it. There’s a you you can park your cars onto the
little…
I: The gorge?
P: I think so. It seems like long ago.
I: So you how long ag-, how long did you live in Australia for Winny?
P: Fourteen years.
I: Fourteen, so long time.
P: It’s a long long time. Ever since Johnny Howard. All the way.
I: Ahaha. So you…
P: Allllll the way.
I: So you came so you lived in Singapore, then Sydney, then Singapore.
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P: No, no. We originally from Malaysia.
I: Ohh ok.
P: Yeah, yeah. So my my husband, then my boyfriend, got a job in Australia. So, then
we say “Ohh, let’s move to Australia, ohh, move away, let’s go!”.
I: So, you’re Malaysian Chinese?
P: Yes.
I: Oh…
P: Yes.
I: My best friend is Malaysian Chinese too.
P: Really? Really?
I: She’s from Kuala Lumpur.
P: Yeah. Yeah we’re from Kuala Lumpur too.
I: And we just had we actually just had lunch before I came and interviewed you! SO
there you go?
P: Really?[unclear] ask you where he lives in Kuala Lumpur.
I: Okay, I’m not sure whereabouts but I wanna go there sometime, she said I can go
there one day.
P: Yeah. Yeah it’s it it’s a very very nice city.
I: Have to go there one day.
P: You must, you must.
I: And I have another friend who I met a few weeks ago, and she’s from Kota Kinabalu.
P: Oh yes, that’s up…
I: So that’s about 2 hours bus ride isn’t it, from KL?
P: Yes yesyes. That’s ah near that’s where the the um [something] the [something]
Island.
I: Ah lovely.
P: Beautiful [unclear] like snorkeling, and scuba diving, yeah.
I: Okay you’ve got me a little excited about travel now, so I should get back to the
interview (laughs). But if I ever go there, I can ask you for some advice.
P: No problem.
I: (laughs). Thanks Winny.
P: (something).
I: So we were talking about FES, I think. (laughs). What are some of the positives and
negatives of using FES? We’ve talked a bit about them, but if you wanna have another
think about it.
P: I I guess it does help me in terms of relaxing, in terms of muscle soreness,
especially ah whether it tones the muscles or not, I’m not sure ah but it does relieve the
the soreness especially, like I say if I sit too long, my thighs that all these are factor, so
in terms of negative mm I think it’s alright, it’s it it’s a good product yeah.
I: Fantastic. Not a problem. And, last one. How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Ah, apart from relieving my soreness, not much.
I: So just mainly in terms of pain relief?
P: Yeah. Yeah.
I: Sure. Okay the last four questions, finally.
P: Ok.
I: More to home exercise now. Number one. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES
into your daily routine?
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P: Of course! I think so. But but I just got a question. In terms of the FES that you are
developing, are you developing or….
I: So for my PhD I’m I’m doing two things. I’m interviewing people to see their
perceptions on FES, but I’m also looking at kind of a stimulation project where I look at
one stimulation variable, and see how it effects thigh muscle force.
P: Oh ok.
I: So its more…
P: I’m sure that be helpful. I’m sure.
I: Yeah well it’s more biomechanics and public health as opposed to device
development.
P: Oh ok. But I’m sure it will be definitely I’m I’m sure it will be helpful. But how you
gunnacorp-, incorporate in terms of the technical [unclear] its like the [word?] Dr Che
he he needs to hook it up with the computer and andandand then synch it with the the
bicycle or the theMotomed. Mmm that would be something maybe the the other
engineers will have to look at it, whetherits’ a big product, aaa small one, a handy one
like Compex.
I: Oh, do you mean the synching the Compex with the Motomed could be another
project for the engineers?
P: Probably because thery are both independent products or independent device. But
yea yeah if you are asking me about incorporating as a day to day exercise for anyone
with spinal cord injury or or anyone who just wants to exercise, I think it’s a fabulous
idea. And I don’t think it’s difficult.
I: Fantastic.
P: But I don’t think it’s difficult at all.
I: Fantastic. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Ah, in terms of the Compex, it’s alright. But there’s a few things in there that that the
switch on and switch off button isn’t that friendly but that’s the Compex. But ah
I: So tell me more about these user-friendliness things.
P: Ah, it’s quite easy you just the electrodes and just to stick it on to yourself. And then
just turn it on. And then they have pre-program ah exercise ah ah[unclear] in there so
you can choose or other ones you can incorporate your own because To, Tom Tom did
offer me to you see he can he can put in a few programs for me but ah ah but when I
after I saw that they they have the pre-program and I’m [unclear]happyso so I didn’t?
ask him ah I didn’t ask him for help to toto draw a program for me to exercise.
I: That’s interesting, now/you just getting back to what you were saying before, so you
said you used the device for back pain, and calf pain and all that.
P: Yeah.
I: But are there actual specific programs in the Compex for that? Or….
P: Ahh, no no. I think that pre- well in less I have not been exploring it to the fullest.
But what I saw on in there was just toning, it’s just toning, strengthening your muscles,
there’s probably more in there but I’ve not been exploring much.
I: Okay but at the moment you’re using those programs for pain relief purposes?
P: Yep yeah. For pain relief [unclear]. I’m not sure if they are really for pain relief
purposes. But once I switch on, I III stick it on I stick the electrodes on me, I turn it on, I
feel good after that.
I: Oh ok so did you chat to Tom about that as well?
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P: Ah, no. Coz (chuckles), coz I thought they were they they’re still still working alright
so I decided yeah, I’ll just let it be.
I: Not a problem.
P: Yeah. I should you know I should be more hardworking and explore more.
I: Oh ho hoho (chuckles). Fair enough.
P: I just been too busy chatting on Whatsapp.
I: (laughs). Or Skype today.
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah (chuckles).
P: So I get really busy because I [I’m actually?] [unclear] a Whatsapp junkie.
I: Yeah?
P: Yes.
I: Yeah I mean I’m, I use Facebook a lot as well, do you use Facebook?
P: I used to use a lot, I because I was playing games on Facebook.
I: Yep.
P: But I’m bad because I was bad because my husband was not happy and now I’ve
gone to Ipad, with all my games on Ipad and he’s not happy.
I: There’s so much you can do LikeI spend hours on Facebook.
P: Yeah you do ohhhh ok.
I: (laughs). It’s just good to like I like to chat to friends. But anyway now Im digressing
so let me finish these questions and then we can have a chat (chuckles).
P: Okay
I: So, you? Incorporating FES, do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: Well it looks complicated at Dr Che’s…ah..
I: I think I just asked you this, didn’t I?
P: Ohh maybe.
I: I think I’ve yeah I think we’ll just
P: But
I: Sorry you go.
P: It looks complicated at Dr Che’s gym.
I: Yeah/p.
P: But if the people can develop one that is user-friendly, that will be good.
I: Yeah.
P: Yeah.
I: So oh why does Che’s system look ahh complicated?
P: [unclear 3.23] because he because it uses a laptop maybe it looks with application
on, it it looks complicated to me. Maybe puzzling.
I: And are you fine the way you’re doing it easier?
P: Yeah yeah be because it’s too [unclear] I’m not sure but he could be still at at that
time he could still be developing it, or he/it could be yeah ah a device in the gym. So
they’re the experts, it’s easy for them. But if you if they’re gunna develop aaa device for
no normal people, common people like us, so they might have to you know, ah turn it
into a a much friendlier, um machine first yeah.
I: Not a problem, thanks for that. Ok so the second last question’s a bit of a long one.
So if you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with
it? FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?
P: AH maybe not rowing, but I’m definitely sitting still, and cycling.
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I: Okay, so why not rowing?
P: I don’t have a rowing machine.
I: (laughs). Fair point.
P: (chuckles). Unless I could bring it to, well unless [unclear] really compact and it
could synch it with anything.I think there’s a rowing machine in the gym. And the
gym ah in in this complex where I’m I’m living now I think that’s/there’s a rowing
machine. Yeah.
I: Fair enough.
P: Wh which would be good because I think if you can, you can, if you can ah stick the
electrodes onto the arms, it might help with the arms, the shoulders, to strengthen
those parts of the body, might help for people like us who [unclear] wheelchair.
I: Not a problem. Okay, the last question. What would your ideal FES system look like?
What could be improved for you?
P: My ideal one.
I: In in a dream world, your ideal FES system.
P: Well I wish you can have an app and incorporate it into my apple i-phone.
I: Of course. (laughs).
P: (laughs). Yep anything onto my i-phone or my i-pad would be ideal, perfect. I’m just
kidding.
I: (laughs).
P: I’m just, ah anything that we can bring around, I think asides of the Compex would
be good. Yeah.
I: The si-?
P: But then the?
I: The size?
Yeah I think so The CompexYeah that would be good.
I: Sss um is it too big or too small or?
P: No I th- eh a good size I think it’s a good size something portable that we can bring
around, charge it, I the Compex [unclear] but of course the wi-, there’s a lot of wires but
you can’t help it, there has to be wires, right. So that you can attach to yourself, yeah.
But I think something like that would be ideal, would be good.
I: Fantastic well alright well look thanks a lot for your time Winnie. Is there anything
else you’d like to add? About FES at all?
P: Ahhh, no I think I’m yeah yeah I’m set? Yeah.
I: Not a problem.
P: [something].
I: Alright well that concludes the interview, so I’ll just stop the recording.
P: Okay.
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Participant 11
I: So this is an interview on Thursday the 27th of October, 2016 with Matthew and John
Owen. Alright, so just to begin, your name?
P: Ah yes. John Owen.
I: And your age John?
P: My age is ah 66.
I: Now I have to ask – gender?
P: Ismale.
I: Ohk good to know.
P: Yeah.
I: And what about your ethnicity?
P: My ethnici—um, I was born in Australia.
I: Yep.
P: Yep.
I: Australia. Now John do you know your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: AIS..oh, ASIA, ASIA…oh I should know. Is it ASIA A? What’s ASIA A?
I: I don’t know the exact distinguishing differences between each category.
P: So, I’m quite sure what my category is in ASIA.
I: Yep.
P: That’s the American system. But I’m I’m a T10 ah paraplegic.
I: Ok.
P: And I think I’m ASIA A.
I: That’s not a problem. And your condition is spinal cord injury.
P: Exactly, spinal cord injury. Um at at T10.
I: Okay not a problem thanks for that information. And what about your time since injury
or diagnosis?
P: So it’s been a little over 2 years since my injury. So I I broke ah the T10 or smashed
the T10 vertebra, and dislocated the T11. And my spinal cord was ah constricted and
punctured with a bone fragment.
I: Okay, I’m sorry to hear that John.
P: Well yeah that’s what happened.
I: Thanks for the details.
P: Ok.
I: Now what about you mentioned this to me in the email, what FES systems have you
used at home?
P: So I I had an FES RT-300. Um, cycle. Is that enough detail?
I: That’s fine. Yep that’s fine, I’ll ask you a bit more about that later. But just now getting
the name of the systems.And how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for
home exercise for?
P: So, I had a, ah when I first ah was at the Prince of Wales in the um in in recovery,
ah they had two FES machines which they introduced me to. Um, and I probably, over
a period of three or four months, um went on the FES for oh ten times. And then twelve
months ago, I or more than that so eighteen months I applied to DVA for a machine of
my own at home. And, it took them about 6 months to work out whether I could have
one or not so they hired one for me. And I it was interested tomy home in December
2015.
I: Okay, so just a little under a year?
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P: Yes.
I: Out of interest, at POW, did you use the RT-300 or something different?
P: No it was the RT, RT-300.
I: So the same one at POW?
P: Yeah.
I: No worries, and your mobile phone number I already have that so we can skip that
part.
P: Okay.
I: Alright, so I’ll begin the interview now.
P: Sure.
I: And there’s four sections. So number 1, rehabilitation and transition. What were the
initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um, initial goals for my rehabilitation using the machine?
I: Just in general, in general rehabilitation so I’ll start with a few general questions first.
P: Yes ok well that’s good so the initial goals would have been ah to get me um to ah
be able to get around in a chair, a wheelchair, ah and get me up and about I think. And
[unclear] so I didn’t it was ah it was fairly catastrophic at first, couldn’t couldn’t really
ah do very much at all. Ah so I needed help to get dressed and in the shower and all
sorts of things like that [S: unclear, P: unclear (feint and in background)] used to
have to get me out of bed with the hoist um so yeah so I’ve ah unclear my goals
would’ve been to be ah less dependent upon people.
I: So I guess that took some time.
P: Yeah quite a lot of time and ah yeah a bit of building of muscle and ah ah to get my
thinking straight.
I: R-, on that note…
P: Yes.
I: What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Challenges were um depression um thoughts of ah suicide, ah so but/that they
were the mental challenges. Physical challenges of course were ah just tryin’ to
[unclear 46.44].
I: Yeah, lots to think about.
P: Yes, yeah.
(S): [unclear…toilet]
P: Ah there’s my wife in the background.
I: Hi, Suzette.
S: Yeah, is that alright Matthew if I stompedon or would you rather just be
John[unclear].
I: That’s ok whatever feels comfortable for you guys.
P: Ok. So, yeah. A regular toilet regime is what I needed. Um yeah very difficult just to
go to the toilet.
I: So lots of different things to think about.
P: More than enough, I can assure you.
I: Could imagine.
P: Yeswell it’sit’s a, a catastrophic injury when it first happens.
I: A big change.
P: Yeah.
I: Related to the rehabilitation period…
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P: Yes.
I: So, did you any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so, what were
the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Um, in the first, [unclear] the first part of my rehabilitation was at ah Prince of
Wales. Andand it was… I was using the FES as I said about ten times. But/ohyeah
Ihad we had no real goals. Um, yeah. The people there were just introducing me to it.
But I don’t [feint]think there was any particular goals. But later on once I got it at
home, [unclear] my my goals were to ah reduce inflammation in my leg, improve um
ah vacular, vascular circulation. Um, ah what else? Oh and to um put on a bit of
muscle in my legs, coz I was wasting away.
S: To improve your bowel function.
P: Oh yes, and that’s what Suzettea-yes. To improve also to improve my bowel
function.
I: And when you were at POW, using the FES, at in that period of time, could you see
any advantages and disadvantages of the technology at that time?
P: Um I could see nothing in particular at the time. There was yeah nothing
nothing[unclear really something me] about what it was doing. Because, because
I’m ererhave a complete injury, um the the electrical stimulation worked while the
machine was going [99% sure], it was being driven,as soon as the machine stopped
being driven, and I only had the electrical stimulation, nothing happened.
S: And it was at that time that the regular person in charge of theunclearand the
person who was taking over from her role unclear…cancelled something? unclear.
P: That’s right. Did you hear that?
I: Oh I beg your pardon Suzette?
S: Um, I’m just reminding John that at the time that he was put on the machine to see if
it had any effect, the person who was monitoring and helping him use the machine was
not the regular person. The usual person was away. And so the the um her
replacement ah believed that the machine hav-?having no effect on John. And when
the lady came back, who actually you know, knew more about the machine, she
basically put John back on the machine whereas before we’d sort of given up on that
as an option. She put John back on, and felt that there wassome response. And it was
on the basis of that, that we were able to put forward a case to have a trial of an FES
machine here. Um, withfunded by DVA. Um for John, to see if it would have any effect.
But if that regular person who was familiar with the machine hadn’t come back from
leave, um before John left hospital, we would’ve written off the FES machine as not
suitable for John’s level of injury.
I: Right right so it all, it all depends on I guess whose administering the FES as to what
you’re opinions are.
P: That’s that’s correct yeah.
I: That’s a very important point.
P: Okay.
I: Okay I’ll move on to section 2 now.
P: Yep.
I: Exercise. Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Is this ah all exercise you’re talking about, or just the FES?
I: Yeah this section’s just pertaining to exercise in general.
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P: All exercise. So um what I as far as exercise goes, I, I go to a um exercise
physiologist, ah once well actually twice a week and they [unclear…they’re] doing
exercises to strengthen my um stomach and my upper body. So I go to exercise
physiology once a week(and) I go to hydrotherapy once a week. Plus I also do um a
round or two, two or three rounds of ah weight training a week.
I: Thanks for that. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: I could do it more often (chuckles).
I: Haha. I know the feeling.
P: And, and I don’t ah I need a what they call a weight stack, which um I need that at
home so that I can do more exercises. And I’ve had trouble with ah with both my
shoulders. At the moment they’reare really good, but um yeah. They’ve both been
troublesome over the last eighteen months.
I: What did the EP tell you to do about that?
P: Oh[unclear they devised us] a series of a ah exercises and it’s taken about eight
months, but my shoulder, left shoulder is now almost perfect.
I: That’s good to hear.
P: Yeah.
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Oh no very? veryvery positive. Um, I think from several points of view. One that my
my ah upper body becomes much stronger, and ah therefore I can do transfers myself,
(I) don’t have to have a sling um (to) get in the car, get out of the car, sort of?
Unclear! do lots of things.
S: Unclear.
P: Yes see I can get onto my own toes..clothes? [talking about standing up or
dressing? Unclear]yeah it’s been it’s been quite unclear.
I: Fantastic.
S: Get out of bed,
P: Yes I’m…
S: Get out of bed.
P: Yeah no [unclear] yeah it helps me get out of bed as well. So, I think it also helps in
a in a ah, a mental capacity as well.
I: So, a range of different effects.
P: Yes.
I: Makes sense.
P: Yes.
I: Section three, functional electrical stimulation.
P: Yep.
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Um, just the one, the the RT-300, which is only only ah a feet cycle,a foot cycle. Leg
cycle.
I: Sure. I’m trying to remember the name of the company that makes that device. Can
you remember the name of the company?
S: I’ll go and have a look.
P: Suzette’s just going around to have a look.
I: Oh that’d be great.
P: Yeah no I don’t remember the name of the company.It’s an American company.
I: Is it called R, RTI?
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P: No I don’t, I don’t think so. But they’re they’re out at Baltimore.
I: Okay yeah it’s not urgent, I was just wondering out of interest.
S: Um…
P: Here she comes.
I: Thanks.
S: Matthew, there are a couple of places on the machine there we’ve got
restorativetherapies dot com.
I: Restorative therapy dot com.
S: [unclear] factory in Boston.
I: Boston.
P: More Baltimore.
S: Well anyway, it’s in America
(muttering most likely trivial/deciding where the company is)
S: Baltimore.
P: I think it’s Baltimore.
S: Anyway, does Restorative Therapies, is that what you looking for?
I: I think so, yeah I think I’ve heard of them before, I was just wondering because I’ve
heard of the RT-300 a few times.
P: Yep, I think that’s what it is. Well RT is ah isis stands for Restorative Therapies, I
s’pose.
I: Yeah that’d make sense I guess. Thanks for that Suzette.
S: Thankyou.
I: So related to FES, what benefits have you had from using FES? Health
benefits?Psychological benefits?
P: For/wellpsychological benefits I think that’s/there’s ah it’s probably reduced the
amount of pain that I experience um around the the ah the zone of my feeling
andandcan’t where I can’t feel. Um, I’ve been subject to huge amounts of pain in that
area, all around my stomach and around in my back. Um, and I think it’s had some ah
psychological influence on that, just to actually for my brain to see that my legs going
around and moving. Um I think that helps. Um physically, um, I’ve grown muscle on my
buttocks, and my quads, ah not so much hamstrings but some. And I’ve also um
produced muscle on my calves. I think I didimprove(d) circulation.
S: [unclear…yeah…..don’t have??..swelling]
P: And my swellingin my ankles hasah much reduced. Ah…
S: What about bowel function?
P: Oh yes and then as as Suzetteis reminds/has reminded me,at each step, bowel
function hasn’-, has improved. But there’re a number of things that um point to
improved bowel function besides the FE-, FES machine. There are ah a series of
exercises that the um exercise physiologist puts me through and and I’m also having
acupuncture at the moment.
S: And remedial massage.
P: And remedial massage.
I: So FES is just one part of the story really?
P: I think so.
S: Oh, it is and sometimes its hard to ah peel away um which is actually working you
know, there’s obviously confounding going on. But I must admit that the this machine
that John’s got, if I could just make a comment.
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I: Of course.
S: Is that they he he has a little screen that he looks at, unclear….talk about this, but a
cyclist goes off on this sort of animated um ah course through the ah made-up
countryside and it’s a more cartoony than real.
I: Oh okay.
S: And it’s really boring. And when I go to the gym though, and I get on the cyc??
[unclear] normal cycle machine, I can go on through, through the Rockies, or through
Provance? You know and um they say that you can actually get more out of FES if
you engage your mind. Coz when John operates on this/his FES, if I may say, um I
mean, he he will do his Sudoko, but he’s not actually looking at this boring little
animated thing on the front of him which creates?? [unclear] him these little tweeting
sounds to make him think there are birds around.
I: (laughs)
S: And I really think that if John had a real real route you know, like you going through
the um throughthrough Southern Provance? Or um going through the Rockies or
something then he and engaged his mind then maybehe wouldhe would get more
from it psychologically with the belief that you know you can actually
retigger/refigure?? your brain um I just think he’d get more out of it if he had an
image, a realistic image to follow and he felt like he was actually cycling up a hill, or
down a hill, or around a thing unexpectedly you know. Anyway that’s just a comment
but um I think that (it’s) the it’s the imaging they provide is pretty poor. On this
particular model, and I think more could be achieved for John in re rewiring his brain to
cope with pain and to yup. If it was real. I finished now, Bye, Bye, Matthew.
I: No, thanks. Before you go Suzette, if I may ask a followup question.
S: Yeah/s.
I: Have you tried telling the company this perspective?
S: No. No we haven’t coz we, I mean things messages go back apparently you know
they keep a record of John’s use of the machine, but no. Um we’ve just never had any
contact with them really, it’s just we just have to make sure we have an internet
connection so they can monitor John’s usage.[Link with home FES literature and my
literature review analysis!....MT comment]
I: So that that’s a very good suggestion. What you said.
S: Yes, it is, isn’t it.
I: Maybe you could discuss it with the engineers who design the machines.
P: Yeah.
S: Yep fair comment, Matthew.
I: Yeah. Just a thought.
P: Yep, thank you.
I: Okay so I’m just going to ask you one or two followup questions John related to how
you use FES out of interest.
P: Yep.
I: Before we keep continuing. So where do you usually put the electrodes?
P: So the electrodes go um on my ah buttocks, there’s two on each side, and then
there’s two more on my quads, and then two more underneath on my is it hamstring,
what’s the muscle underneath?
S: Yeah hamstring.
P: Hamstring.
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I: Yep.
P: So, yes.
I: And how long do you usually do the FES cycling for?
P: So, it’s been it’s been programmed to um run for um half an hour, thirty minutes. So
what happens is, that it ah it actually drives the pedals and and/then I receive the
electric stimulation. After 30 minutes, thethe drive goes off. And, my ah the stimulation
and my legs run it for another half an hour.
I: So you.
[unclear]
I: You do it for an hour in total do you?
P: An hour, yes. Each time is an hour. When I first started on the machine, the as soon
as the um the electric motor which runswhich turns the pedal as soon as that switched
off, um there was no more input from me. I ah nothing happened. And so my my um
time on the machine was limited to the first 30 minute. That, that took about thirty
sessi-sessions and then my legs started to respond once my muscle mass improved.
It was quite incredible actually if ifI, if anybody had looked atin the first thirty sessions I
would’ve said “waste of time [unclear]”.But then it picked up, quite slowly and ah and
quite incredible.
I: So I guess that actually feeds into my next question.
P: Yes/ah.
I: What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Um, ah some of the negatives is that it the takes a while to set up. And yeah an
hour an hour probably three or four times a week, an hour a day, so/but it takes an
hour and a half. By the time you ah put the electrodes on and take them off and then
wash and get dressed again….
S: [unclear] actually set yourself up….
P: [unclear] so…
S: Unclear.
P: He doesn’t…..I I didn’t ask that.[S: unclear].
P: So I I set the whole thing up, I put the electrodes on and ah yeah set myself up on
the on the bike and ah dismantle as well. And no one else helps me. [99% sure].
I: So it takes about an hour and a half to do all that?
P: Yeah takes me fifteen minutes to get ah electrodes on, get them connected, um and
get myself ah locked in to the machine, feet on the pedals all that sorta stuff.
I: Are there any other negatives you can think about?
P: Negatives….um, if I had, the big negative I didis I try to explain to you thatis that
when I first started to use the machine, for the first thirty at least [99% sure] thirty
sessions, nothing happened after the first thirty minutes. And then and then I um after
the thirty sessions I started to, my legs started to respond and and ah they could go
from [unclear]go for another thirty minutes quite ah.
S: [unclear]….disadvantage was……[unclear, feint].
P: Yeah, yeah you easily give up. Before it started to to work and build muscle.
I: And you said before that physio, or the um, was it the physio or the ahhh EP that
really changed your mind at POW?
P: Yeah well she was she was in charge I think she was in charge of a/the um
S: [unclear] physio...charge…Who was in charge of the/their….he came back and
was in charge of FES.
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P: Yeah that was ah that lady um Julia. Julia, I can’t remember her surname. But she
was in charge of the whole gym. And ah she had a special interest in the FES machine
[feint though!].
I: Not a problem.
P: Yes.
I: Now what about some of the positives?
P: Well the positives um are that it builds muscle. Um it’s quite incredible. It was my
you know my legs were wasting away um as I said, muscle, it it just dropped off me
and yeah now they’re they’re[unclear].
S: [unclear].
I: I beg your, I think it just cut out for a second.
S: I think it was [unclear unclear…landline]
P: So yeah she
I: I beg your, I I think the phone just cut out for a second.
P: Alright.
S: Reduction of swelling.
P: So I used to get a lot of swelling in my leg in my ankles, you still there?
I: Can hear you, yep.
P: Yep ok. So aa lot of ahfluid [99% sure] in in the legs that obviously you can’t get rid
of, because you can’t walk anymore. Um, but yes soon as you start using the machine,
[unclear] that that sort of starts to reduce the longer you use it, the better it…another
reason I think it also aunclear a benefit from improved circulation. So, it/as as we as
we all know, through the physiologically the themuscle help to ah move the blood
through the vein, ahto the heart. In your leg.
S: You used to get very coldunclear hand [unclear] improved by the …
P: Ah circ circulation was made mine improve a bit but I still get…
[Talking about circulation but unclear, in particular Suzette’s dialogue].
I: I beg your pardon Suzette?
P: She saying about ah cold feet, I used to get really cold feet, um….
S: And really cold hands. And/when he still does, but maybe his circulation would be
even poorer and he would still get even colder, I mean his feet were just like blocks of
ice in the bed.
P: Well that’s, I think that’s also part of ah when the injury first happened, um
everything closes down. Um circulation is ah restricted in the in your in your outer
limbs, because its needed to drive the central part of the body. And you do get cold
feet and cold hands.
S: Yes but you were getting cold feet and cold hands even two months ago, John and
your injury would be ah the 3rd of September, 2014 so although it’s reduced the
swelling, um there hasn’t been an ah, his circulation isn’t still normal.
P: It’s normal in my hands.
S: It’s normal in your hands now is it?
P: Yes.
S: Okay well that that’s not affected by the injury anyway. It’s the feet.
I: [unclear]
S: And I’m thinking his feet don’t get quite as cold is what I’m trying to say, maybe
there’s been a slight improvement in circulation through the/his/ in hisfeet [unclear].
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I: Thanks for that. The last question on FES in general. How has FES made an impact
on your life?
P: Ha ha. [oh yes? Unclear] It’s improved the quality of my life. I havebeen able to
reduce the amount of time I spend on the toilet.My toilet usually take at least an hour,
in the inin the first instance. Unclear Then? After the injury, andwhen I was home, so I
had to spend an hour on the toilet a day.
I: Wow.
S: Digitally stimulated to try andget the…
P: Digitally stimulated to try and get ah rid of
S: Build upof gas and andfaeces?? [99% sure]
I: I beg your pardon?
P: So, if it yeah? So, so I had an spend an hour a day, digitally stimulation/stimulating
and ah to get rid of gas and faeces, taketake took a long time. Um now its ah much
better, much quicker, um and ah more efficient.
I: That must be a relief for you.
P: Huge, yeah, um. That’s, again that’s ah, difficult to quantify what has ah um helped
to do that becauseof there’s a lot of other things that I do which improve my toilet.
S: But how long’s it take you to be on the toilet, now John?
P: wha what [unclear]
S: Half an hour?
P: Yeah.
S: Rather than an hour?
P: Half the time [23.25 pretty sure he is saying this], yeah.
S: Yep/ah.
I: That’s, that’s great isn’t it, that you don’t have to spend as long and…
P: Yeah….
S: And also his doctor was worried about John getting piles. And all sorts of things of
just been on the toilet for that amount of time. Not only is it a, a waste of time, but also
it can create other…
P: [unclear – sore?]
S: …difficult problems.
P: Yeah, skin problems.
S: Mm.
I: Yeah so that’s good you’ve reduced the time.
P: Yes. Yeah.
I: Must be a relief.
P: It is [feint].
I: And yeah as you mentioned, it’s hard I guess because you said you do a lot of
different types of exercise so it’s hard to say whether the FES is directly responsible.
P: Well I think it has an ah effect, yeah. Yes but so do other things.
I: Makes perfect sense.
P: Yeah.
I: Alright, we’ll go on the last section now, which is looking at home exercise and home
FES.
P: Yes.
I: So section four, home exercise. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your
daily routine?
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P: Ohh, yeah easy enough, but yeah you have to be, you have to work at it, you know
it’s, it’s not so bad. Um but yeah you have to remain diligent. Easy to ah ah let go.
I: [something].
P: [unclear not as much] II probably when I first started, I would’ve been doing at
least four sessions ah a week, now I do probably three. On average.
S: [something] Actually Matthew that just reminds me, we haven’t mentioned a big
disadvantage of FES.
I: Oh, tell me, if you like.
S: The the damage to John’s skin.
P: Right.
S: It was a real issue when he first started using it, and he was putting you know
they’ve got the adhesive’s that go around the electrodes those pads. John was getting
sores. And, there were? Unclear! Serious sores. And then it took a while to try and
get um pads that didn’t have such a reaction to his skin, you know ones that were less
allergic, and even those [sounds like “though”] create sores and scarring on John’s
buttocks and legs. So John always has and then we just accept it now, first we were
very worried because when you’ve got someone who’s um, you know, spinal cord
injury, you don’t want any breaks in the skin, we were just paranoid about this. But for
a small sores (?) and we were sending pictures off to the lady from the DVA who was
helping us, set it up…
P: [unclear].
S: And she got a few new pads, and anyway we accept it now, but John always has a
combination of scars, and fresh little sores caused by the pads. Um and in fact there
were times when he doesn’t go on it, when John talks about him reducing his time, one
of the key reasons is that he doesn’t wanna hurt? [very unclear] his skin. He doesn’t
wanna exacerbate the the um the breaking of his skin, it’s all these small spots.
P: Might be integS: Integrity of his/the skin, yeah. You know, it’s a big issue, aye.
I: Just of out interest um, do you know what kind of stimulation parameters you’re using
when you do the FES?
P: Um…yeah no I I think it’s, as Suzette just said, it’s it’s the maximum. But no I don’t
know, I’m sorry.
I: And the other thing is too, just related to all this, out of interest, who shows you, who
showed you how to use FES?
P: Ah there was ah a nurse that was ah ahhh…
S: Trained at Prince…
P: No, wa-, were hired by ah DVA, and ah she had trained at ah Prince of Wales. And
she was a rehabilitation nurse. And ah she lived not far from Canberra, and she was
able to come ah to our house after work, and ah introduce(ed) me to the machine, and
show(ed) me what to do.
S: But she was [unclear] a nurse, John.
P: Yeah.
S: [unclear].
I: I beg your pardon.
P: She was a nurse.
I: Ok. Interesting, so aa the nurse shows you how to use the FES?
P: Correct, yes. Although I had ah obviously iii some exposure in the Prince of Wales.
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S: But here in Canberra, this particular woman, was the only one who had the
experience to actually show John how to, how to and where to…
P: In Canberra.
S: Apply them, because originally the DVA only, see we don’t own this machine, it’s
been hired by Department of Veteran Affairs for John to use. And he was given initially
a two month trial to see if it had any effect. And um, this lady was um paid to come and
set John up.
P: And write a report.
S: And write a report, and she recommended that he continue to use it because there
was some benefit.
I: And out of interest is that the same lady you talked to when you had the same
problems or the scarring and everything?
P: Exactly the same lady, that was Jackie Taylor.
I: The nurse.
P: Yes.
I: Oh okay and what did she say when you said you got all the scars and everything
from FES?
P: Didn’t have a clue.
S: Except, yeah.
[unclear] the pads for you.
P: So she got….
S: some time
P: So what we did is we got less orr yes allergenic pads. They’ve got a different glue.
I: Okay, so that’s what she told you to do.
P: That’s what yeah, and she arranged to get those pads.
I: Okay not a problem, thanks for that.
P: Okay.
I: Thanks for all those followupquestions, it’s just interesting to see how you learnt
about FES.
P: Yes.
I: And what you do, who you talk to about using it.
P: That’s alright. I’ve also read the manual, the manual’s pretty good.
I: Just related to that too, you said that not many people oh we’ll get back to the
manual in a moment, but you said that not many people in Canberra know about FES?
P: I think that’s the case, yes.
I: Do you know anyone else who uses it in Canberra?
P: No, [unclear – mumble?]
I: Okay. Just [unclear]
S: Although there there are people who are desperate for it. And travel to Sydney to be
able to get on the machine. An interesting theme! Again relates to the idea of
transportation…MT comments
I: Wow, so…
S: Travel to the NeuroMoves, um oo where is that?
P: Yeah it it’s….spinal cord injury association.
I: I will hazard a guess to say that’s at Lidcombe.
S: Yes it is.
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I: Okay so my supervisor actually works out in the same building where NeuroMoves
runs.
S: Right.
I: And he does FES research, so I could put you guys into contact with him if you like.
P: That’d be great yeah, thank you.
I: Yep.
S: We have two colleagues ah I mean two friends who who travel up, one was
travelling up to Sydney and back, she’s about 65. Her husband [99% sure]was driving
her up to Sydney and back three times a week to be able to do the NeuroMoves
program and um my/unclear I assume that includes with FES, we got another friend
who went up and he’d [unclear…just] ah been dying to get onto the FES machine coz
he had so much build up of fluid around his ankles, and ah so the there w- there’s
nothing public that people can use in Canberra at all.
I: I beg your pardon?
S: There are no publicly available FES machines in Canberra.
I: Oh, geez.
S: And Matthew, I’ve got a story to tell you if you’ve got time.
I: Please tell me, the recorder’s flowing.
S: Okay. Well, ah because there are, there’s no NeuroMoves program and no
specialist equipment for people with spinal cord injury like FES machines in Canberra,
a group of us formed, coz we called ourselves Spinal ACT last year, and we lobbied
the ACT government for a one off payment, and um basically the government has just
been re-elected so we have every expectation that they will [unclear] the ACT
Government will give three hundred thousand dollars to Spinal Cord Injuries Australia,
to set up a NeuroMoves program in a specialist gym, with specialist equipment,
including FES machines in Canberra next year at the very latest.
I: That’s fantastic.
S: Yes.
I: And I really hope that the funding comes through.
S: Yes.
I: It sounds like there are a lot of people you just mentioned, a lot of people in
Canberra who are keen to use it.
S: We are a group of about 23 people who are injured, and their friends and family, so
a small group but we estimate, hard to get the figures, there are about a hundred
people with spinal cord injury who could benefit from the programs, the gym and the
specially specialized peoplew- with specialized training to help them, specialized
equipment such as FES and um specialized programs which are the NeuroMoves
program has been adapted from the US experience, I understand. Ah by Spinal Cord
Injuries Australia. They’ve got ah the Neuro, the NeuroMoves program has been sort of
rolled out by SCIA, which is based in New South [but unclear/distorted a little] Wales to
Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne, and Brisbane and Sydney. And we’re hoping to get one
here. (The) Northern Territory and Hobart (are) still missing out.
P: Mm.
I: Wow, I I never knew about any of this.
P: Ah.
S: Well, if you ever wanna know something, of course you’ve gotta ask the people who
effectively we have to find out, self-interest (laughs).
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I: That’s exactly right, and that’s why these interviews will hopefully be valuable. I don’t
wanna bias the interview too much, coz I’m, I’m meant to be neutral, but um hopefully I
can generate a report later which shows what could be done in the field.
P: Yep.
I: The other thing is too, just while we’re on that topic, are there any other people who
in in Canberra, who might be interested in this interview.
P: Um.
S: Well I guess um yes if Eugene Holzapfelhas been on the FES machine, [unclear] he
still, he might still be up there, he only went up a couple of weeks ago. Rather than
going up and down he andhis wife, were going to go up and stay in Sydney. He might
be interested if he’s been on it. What about a clinic for people with FES? Cheap
accommodation??? The Sydney International FES Centre…MT comments
I: Okay what I’ll do is, a-, after the interview, I’ll get in touch with you guys via email
again if you like.
S: [Yeah….unclear]
I: And we can discuss this further, if that’s OK.
P: Sure.
S: There are two people that we know well. We could ask if they’ve been on the
machine, and whether they have anything to contribute to your research yeah?
I: Yeah that’d be great, I’ll just have to look through the inclusion criteria again just to
clarify.
S: Mm.
I: And but th-, do they use it at home?
S: No no.
P: No no.
I: Okay.
S: No.
I: No they don’t have any [unclear 12.41] machines.
S: It’s really, it’s really uncomfortable, I mean John has his own machine, that is
extremely unusual. And you know um, I’m sure Eugene would love to come over here
three times a week and use John’s machine, but because it’s been provided by the
DVA, and all the usage data is going back to Baltimore or wherever, um it’s not set up
for us to y- to make available as a resource for others you see, that’s why it was so
important to get the gym.
I: Oh okay, so y- y- you couldn’t lend it out even if you wanted to.
P: Ah no it’s not mine.
S: It’s hired by DVA.
I: Okay, that makes sense. So you have to abide by their rules, I guess.
P: Yes.
I: It’s unfortunate though, isn’t it.
P: Yes, it is.
S: But ah we we don’t we’d/’ve heard a rumour that there was someone else in
Canberra who had one, personally but they don’t use it, but there is nothing available in
any of the gyms in rehab, in the hospitals here or anything. Here.
I: Yeah. So it’s, it’s very so there’s a need by the sounds of it.
S: Oh yes/ah there might be so what we’re saying is there may be two machines in
Canberra.
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I: Wow.
S: And they’re in private hands. Yeah.
I: Yep. Okay well look good luck, letlet me know how it all goes with the funding and
everything.
P: Yes.
I: And um I’ll put you into contact with my supervisor if you like.
P: Yes, that’d be great.
I: Coz he actually, he did a PhD on FES cycling.
P: Oh did he?
I: Yeah he actually works at Lidcombe.
P: Yeah.
S: Yeah.
I: And he’s not part of NeuroMoves, but he’s a lecturer in Exercise and Sports Science,
and an engineer.
P: Ah.
I: And FES cycling is his bread and butter.
P: Haha.
S: Oh wow, coz we’rewe’re also not only keen to learn [99% sure] but also to
contribute to ongoing research in this area.
I: Well, I know at the moment, I he’s doing some work with MS patients and the FES
cycling.
P: Yes.
I: But I can [feint] put you guys into contact anyway and you can have a chat, I think
it’d be very valuable.
P: Sure.
S: Thank you Matthew.
I: Not a problem. Now on that note, let’s finish the interview. Coz I bet ya dying to have
that piece of cake.
P: Laughs. Mine’s all gone.
I: Oh really? I’ll be having some cake soon, or some tuna because I’m on a diet.
Laughs.
P:Unclear I should be.
I: So we’re on hom-, to home exercise, weren’t we?
P: Yes.
I: So I was talking about incorporation into your daily routine. Now, do you find FES
systems user-friendly? We touched on a few things related to this before.
S: Well(?) the stim is not user-friendly [feint].
P: Yeah. Yeah so um yeah the reaction in [99% sure] my skin wasn’t ah beneficial.
That was one thing [feint]. Eh it just pose that question again, please Matthew.
I: Yeah sure. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Um, when you first get them they’re not [unclear they’re…]very difficult to set the
parameters. Ah the parameters on mine were set by the the person Julia, in Sydney.
She, in the Prince of Wales and they’ve never been changed since.
I: So Julia was the nurse, or the physio?
P: She is the n-, noI’m sure well I don’t know ifshe might be a the ah physio…
I: [unclear]
P: But she was in charge of the rehabilitation gym.
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I: Sure.
S: And so did Jackie Taylor use…
P: Yeah.
S: Did Jackie Taylor use her same settings?
P: Yeah. The settings, the settings were um all recorded in the central ah, computer
system and they were automatically downloaded onto my machine.
I: And you’ve used the same ones all the time?
P: Used the same ones all the time, haven’t changed.
I: So, do you find them user friendly or/all the systems?
P: Well what I was tryin’ to point out was that no they’re not user friendly when you first
start, and when you tryin’ to set parameters.
I: Ok.
P: Um you need someone that knows what they’re doing.
S: An expert, an expert has to set you up.
P: Yeah.
S: And if anything goes wrong, which it hasn’t, but you wouldn’t know what to do, would
you?
P: No, nup [feint]. So, so as user-friendly goes, sonot when you’re setting it upah/but
it’s pretty easy to use, once you, once you ah all set up, not very [99% sure] difficult.
I: Makes sense, makes perfect sense. So we’re on to the second last question now.
This is a bit of a long one, so y- ask me to repeat it, if you like.
P: Yep.
I: If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?
P: Ah, well the only, the only one that I’ve had any experience with, is the cycling, so
I’ve never tried the others. So yeah can’t say.
S: But isn’t the cycling because your injury means you can’t move below the waist?
P: Yes.
S: Wouldn’t rowing be the/a higher level injury or c/would it have the same benefit?
P: Well it’d, it’d have more benefit.Because if it [feint],If it was rowing, you could also
build up your upper body.
S: Oh you’d reckon you’d be moving your legs as well?
P: Yeah.
S: Oh, okay.
P: That’s what happens with the rowing.
S: Right.
I: So you’d, you’d choose FES cycling? At the moment?
S: ohh?
P: I don’t, I don’t have any experience with the other types, none at all.
I: That’s fine. Makes perfect sense.
S:So/sorryno choice, but if you had a choice[P: No] you’d go with rowing[P: No]?
S: No.
P: I don’t have a choice.
S: Oh okay.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Improved, well the the um software, it could be improved. The we talked about it
earlier, was the screen, is is the vision is is um you know very basic and ah doesn’t,
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not engaging at all. So that that’d be one thing that I would improve. Um, yeah part?
...we could also have more um, more help in setting up.
I: So…
P: Hang on. To pay, to/they pay, they pay a lot of money for this/these(?) machine,
and and I think a lot of it’s to do with um oh not quite sure why it’s so much but it
ititthey’requite expensive. And yeah they could do a lot more ah in presentation, first
presentation.
S: [unclear 5.42 introduce?]
P: Introducing.
S: You mean introducing you to the machine and it’s functions?
P: Exactly.
S: Giving youmore confidence that you could control it.
P: [unclear]
I: So y yy
S: And also and an improvement would be obviously if they had um electrode pads that
didn’t damage the integrity of John’s skin. Well we’ve mentioned it before but it comes
again well how could it be improved good/is/was the question.
P: [unclear – mumble?]withbetter electrodes yes.
I: And you oh sorry you go.
P: No no you’re right.
I: So you mentioned initial instruction being improved as well?
P: Yeah, yeah. I think they could ah yeah do a bit more. For the money that they
charge for this/esemachine. It’s quite a they’re very quite expensive.
I: I guess…
S: Surely?? That would be a disadvantage because see not everyone gets it, John’s
extremely lucky, the only reason he’s got a machine is that was/is/it’sfunded by DVA.
The hire of it you know, there are people who can not afford to have a machine in their
own home. And I mean that’s why our friends are going up to Sydney, to use the
machine and other, other thingsthathelp them. Because they’re not available first of all,
here in Canberra, and certainly they couldn’t afford to have it in their own home. So, I
mean the huge cost um …
P: [unclear]
S: Yep.
I: May I ask how much the RT-300 costs?
P: Um, [unclear], I’m not sure exactly, but I think it’s ah way more than 30,000 […does
sound like 3000] dollars.
I: (laughs).
S: And in fact our friend Eugene he/who travels up to Sydney to use the one up there
in at Lidcombe, um he told I mean I said, 25, 30 thousand dollars, he said “Well I was
told 50 thousand”. You know, it’s just prohibitive for peop-, how are people supposed to
get access, well communities are supposed to get access to something if that’s
expensive. Well, it’s a negative. That expensive.Let alone individuals in their own
home.Mm.
I: May I ask, do you think there are people in rural Australia who would wanna do FES
as well?
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P: Well I’m sure [Originally I thought he said: “Not sure there”]would be. If there
are people with spinal injuries, that also live unclear that would would benefit from the
use of the machine.
S: Because you know I mean,th-, here we are, here we are in the capital city, the
nation’s capital, having to travel to Sydney, like 3 hours, 3 and a half hours, to get
access to machines, this is not us, but others, same for people in the country. We’ve
got one of the members of our group lives in a small town called Gundaroo, outside of
Canberra.
I: Gundaroo?
S: When he’s coming in to the gym, to be able to use the machine. I mean they would
love to have one, wouldn’t they? I mean, can you imagine if it’s, if it’s that much effort,
to even get the machine set up, and they you add the cost of travel, um when I say the
cost, both in terms of time and opportunity cost of time, and then actual physical
travelling, and it’s not easy for people necessarily to travel, um it’s so inconvenient, not
to have one easily accessible and the cost means that’s going to be the case most
often.
I: The cost…
S: See John was/John’sso lucky that he got supported by (the) Department of
Veteran Affairs.
I: Yeah. I guess the cost of fuel and travel could be something you could argue if you’re
putting a case to(ward) the government or something for w- funding.
S: Well I guess under the new National Disability Insurance Scheme, you/we [pretty
sure “you”] could argue that. As a part of the funding for your plan. The only problem
with that, is that, um if you’re over 65, you are not eligible, full stop. And our two
friends, who both have spinal cord injury, are over 65, they have to fund themselves.
Ah Eugene’s wife was selling raffle tickets for a quilt, to put towards buying a machine
for him. Can you imagine?
I: Wow, so…
S: [unclear] community fundraising, to try and get these machines. Ah because the
people are over 65. Mm.
I: Mm.
S: Still very vibrant, active people um Eugene just, instead of going straight ahead to a
toilet, he turned right and went down the stairs in the middle of the night at a friends’
place. You c- you’ll hear a lot about things like this, justyou know really intelligent,
terrific people, and suddenly “bang” mm [unclear]
I: Sohe fell down the stairs?
P: Yes, so when he’s when he’s injury was he fell down some stairs, yeah. Turned,
turned left instead of right in someone else’s house.
S: In the middle of the night.
P: Yep.
I: Oh, no.
P: Yeah broke his neck.
I: You wouldn’t think…
P: See he/Because he was in England, so he was in a hospital there for four months
before he got back to Canb-, back to Sydney, four months there, and then about two
months here in Canberra. Anyway so he is now, we think he’s now in Sydney at
Lidcombe um getting on to that FES machine, hmm.
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I: Eugene.
S: Yes, Eugene Holtzapfel.
I: Okay I can’t say I’ve met him before.
S: No, he’d be about um oh he must be about 67, 70.
P: Yeah/p.
S: Yeah.
P: Ok.
S: Okay, sorry.Unclear.
I: Nah that’s alright, thanks for that Suzette. Alright well look that concludes the
interview, John. Is there anything else you’d like to add before I stop the recording?
P: Oh no I think that’s ah [unclear] yeah we’ve covered a lot.
S: We’re really keen to go ah find out more about what’s happening in Australia with
research with this/theFES and how we can improve John’s experience with it. Mm
huh.
I: Okay so I’ll just stop the recording and we can keep having a chat if you like.
P: Sure.
S: Ok. Thank you.
I: Thank you, end of recording.
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Participant 12
**Unclear portions as this was done on a mobile phone on loudspeaker.
I: So this is an interview on Thursday the 3rd of November, 2016. So I’ll just ask you a
few basic questions first Helen.
P: Yep.
I: So, your name?
P: Helen ah Christine,Stirling.
I: And may I ask your age, Helen?
P: Oh I knew you were gunna do that….I’m forty…nine [unclear, inferred from next
part of transcript].
I: 49?
P: Yep.
I: 49 years young.
P: Yeah, you bet.
I: Hahaha. And, your gender?
P: Ah female.
I: Good to know. And what about your ethnicity?
P: Um, I’m it’d be? English and Scot, Scottish basically, [feint]ethnicity? Um my
Mum’s [unclear].
I: I beg your pardon?
P: My ah Mum um is English, and my Dad’s Scottish.
I: Not a problem. And may I also ask, your stage of Multiple Sclerosis?
P: Um, basically it’s been relapsing-remitting [year – unclear/] But ah I[unclear
something…that it]probably going to secondary progressive.
I: Okay, thanks.
P: [unclear – yeah?].
I: Thanks for that. Have to ask everyone.
P: Yeah/p.
I: And your condition is multiple sclerosis of course?
P: Yep.
I: And what about your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: Ah you mean will I when I was diagnosed?
I: Yeah.
P: Okay 1994.
I: So about 22 years.
P: Yeah/p.
I: Now what FES systems have you used at home?
P: Ah what you mean the [unclear 22.37].
I: Yeah kind of like what brand or what type of system you’ve used.
P: Oh what with my muscles?
I: Yeah have you used FES at home?
P: Ah yes I have.
I: Okay. What type did you use?
P: [sentence very unclear]. Um I used the um the smaller one until I was[Could be
important to understand this sentence as she may be talking of using FES of one
sort until a certain point in rehabilitation/post-diagnosis, then switching to
another][unclear – Lidcombe??] just the little electrodes and [unclear unclear]
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with the electrodes…little….into the pads...and then I used…um a Compex [very
hard to hear, feint in background].
I: The Compex?
P: Yep.
I: Not a problem. And how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home
exercise for?
P: Oh, not very long. It was a bit difficult[99% sure but feint].
I: How long roughly?
P: Oh probably about, er a couple of months.
I: Not a problem. Your mobile number, well I definitely have that.
P: Yes/ah you do.
I: Yeah (sniggers). Alright, I’ll ask you a series of questions now.
P: Yep.
I: Ifthat’s ok. So there’sjust a series of about twelve questions in to four different
categories.
P: Yep.
I: And you can just answer whatever you feel comfortable with. If you don’t feel
comfortable, that’s ok.
P: Yep not a problem.
I: Just let me know. Okay, section 1 rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial
goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Oh/ah/arm muscle building [very feint!]
I: Muscle building?
P: Unclear. Ah building musclesthat are [unclear unclear] that was my goal unclear
I: Not a problem. And what were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
P: Um, with the muscles basically putting it on by myself.
I: And general challenges as well?
P: Yeah that was basically it.Trying to um
unclear…..basicallyunderstanding..firstunderstanding …..unclear!! [Bits missing
from sentence because it is feint and thus hard to transcribe].
I: Not a problem, can you hear my voice okay?
P: Yep yep I can.
I: Okay it’s a bit fuzzy on this end.
P: Ah okay.
I: Okay.
P: How’s that?
I: That’s much better. Now, re related to rehabilitation, did you use any electrical
stimulation during your rehabilitation…
P: What was that?
I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation?
P: Yeah that would be the Compex that I was using.
I: Not a problem. And if so, what were the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies?19.29.
P: The advantages is that um basically with the Compex, you’re stimulating muscles
that I can’t, or wanting/want to use by myself. Um, plus um, it was having the room in
my house to do that, do my um sort of like my own muscle building. I didn’t do that, so
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that’s where theCompex um you know the um FES came in. And so that was good.
Disadvantage is trying to hook myself up onto an FES by myself [99% sure].
I: Fantastic. And you’ll also be happy to know, I can hear you crystal clear now.
P: Oh haha excellent.
I: That’s good. Thanks for that. Section two is exercise.
P: Yep.
I: So do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Um,but before my unclear is this before my unclear?
I: At the moment, now.
P: At the moment?
I: Yep.
P: Okay well at the moment I can’t really do much, I can do some physio exercises,
um and like leg stretch and arm stretchoccasionally. Like using little weight(s), using
leg weight(s), um the worse that my MS gets,and this is where the um FES comes in
handy is that my muscles are basically not as strong as they used to be.
I: So you use the FES for muscle strengthening exercises?
P: Yep, yeah I do.
I: Fantastic. And what could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: What has improved?
I: What could you improve?
P: Okay um I could improve by staying at the exercise until?much?longer.
I: Yep.
P: And I could improve by um I guess being motivated um and setting time aside, that’s
always a difficult one, setting time aside.
I: Yeah I know the feeling myself, actually.
P: Yep.
I: Doing a PhD, (laughs).
P: Yeah. I mean look the thing is, I come from an exercise background. I used to run,
to, swim, cycle [99% sure].
I: So you did a lot of different exercises?
P: Yep.
I: Thanks for that.unclear
P: And it wasn’t until um about 2004, [unclear 16.49 – is?] that’s when I got the
physical side of my exercise, it had to stop because I kept on [falling over??? [not
sure unclear, 16.42]]. And after that, then/and it was really hard for me to use my
muscles, whereas um/now that’s when the electrical stimulation comes in handy. And I
only got onto it, would’ve been last year with Che.
I: That’s good, so you’ve been using it for about a year.
P: Yep.
I: Or you’ve known about it for about a year?
P: Yep.
I: Just out of interest…
P: And it does help. And I also use it um for basically forcirculation as well. Um
because my MS affects my left hand side. So (a) good thing about the ah stim, is that I
can um do each side at different levels.
I: Thanks for that, I’ll actually ask you a few more questions about the FES in a few
minutes.
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P: Yep.
I: So that’s great. In terms of exercise, the last question is, what impact does…
P: What was that?
I:…exercise. Oh, in terms of exercise, just in general[P: unclear…yep?], what impact
does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Positive.
I: Fantastic. Okay section 3, functional electrical stimulation. It’s getting right into it now.
P: Yep.
I: Um, I’ve already asked you this before, but just to touch base. What types of FES
have you used for exercise?
P: Um, the ahbasically the Compex.
I: Just the Compex.
P: Yep.
I: Out of interest, did you do any FES cycling with Che?
P: No, you know what/why, I didn’t get to it. I don’t know whether Che told you.Um,
when I went out to um the uni there, with his students, bef- and then you know I was
supposed to go on the bike, but I tripped over and um smashed my chin. On the
concrete, and they had to call an ambulance.
I: Oh no.
P: [unclear]
I: I’m sorry to hear that, that/it must’ve been….
P: I ended up with a couple of stitches.
I: Must’ve been a really bad day for you.
P: Um, it was just because um before I even started with the students, um I sort of like
shuffled off to go to the loo and then when/as I shuffled back there was a little lip on
the door frame, and I was stepping out to go and meet my students, and be put
through the exercise regime, as I just said/slipped, I clearly demonstrated how one
can fall when you have MS.
I: Oh, that’s a shame.
P: [unclear 14.01 I slipped spectacularly?]
I: I beg your pardon?
P: in/and a very dramatic way, with lots of blood.
I: (chuckles). Very dramatic.
P: Yes. I mean I was fine in the end. Like I said, they sent me off to the hospital and I?
got a couple of stitches.
I: Yeah, but still wouldn’-, it wouldn’t’ve been a very nice day for you, I w/could imagine.
P: No, it was, yes it was a comedy of errors actually. It was like “I cannot believe this”.
I: At least you have a positive way of looking at it.
P: Yes.
I: Yeah. No he didn’t tell me that actually.
P: They didn’t?
I: Oh he didn’t tell me, no.
P: Oh okay.
I: He just mentioned you might be interested in interview, so I decided to give you a
call.
P: Yep.
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I: Alright, so back to FES. What benefits have you had from using FES? Health
benefits? Psychological benefits?
P: Um I’d say health benefits, coz I use it for circulation as well. Because my left side
doesn’t move as much, I find that the circulation isn’t as good. And so then I get like um
its almost like a cramp.
I: And do you find the FES helps with that?
P: Yep I do.
I: Fantastic. Now what are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: The positives are the fact that you can stimulate muscles, that you aren’t able to
stimulate [unclear – and?]um by yourself. Ah you know, as much I tell my legs and
everything to move, that(s) part of MS it won’t those messages won’t get throughto so
that’s when I can use the FES to manually basically I guess stimulate those muscles
for me. And that of course makes me, you know that psychologically I think alright, well
at least I can be stimulating and using those muscles, even, even if I can’t do it by
myself, I feel like they’re getting worked anyway. Some of the negatives, would be it’s I
get into a bit of tangle with all the cords. That’s that’ssort of the negatives. And also,
I’m not always sure if I’m getting the right muscles um with the FES ah electrode
placement(s). I’m not always sure whether I’m doing the right thing with it.
I: Do you ever chat to Che or someone like Tom Dilba? Do you know Tom Dilba?
P: Ah yes he’s the one that organized to um get the FES for me.
I: Do you ever…
P: I knew/did when I first started that I will/rea-/realisedI kept checking with Che that I
was doing the right thing. Because I wasn’t sure. Then I got onto YouTube and that
was fantastic. There’s YouTube.There’s actually a Compex channel on YouTube.
I: Oh wow.
P: Yes. But even though you have with the Compexah?/arm muscle stim, you’ve got a
booklet, and it’s got all the diagrams, it’s not that/as easy to follow. So, I followed the
um the guide on the um YouTube.
I: Fantastic. Now last question in this section. How has FES made an impact on your
life?
P: Um, yeah I’d say that it’s keeping those muscles strong. Or stronger than they would
be. Um, if I hasn’t had it.
I: Sure. Okay section…
P: And I…
I: Oh yeah, sorry keep going.
P: [unclear] people that will persevere- [unclear] me?
I: I beg your pardon?
P: And I hate being told I can’t do something. So that’s where the FES um has come in.
I: So, so you were saying how you’re the kind of person that likes to perservere? And
FES helps with that?
P: [unclear]
I: Oh could you please repeat what you were saying?
P: Sentence unclear![unclear] speakers/speak up, [unclear] I will move in rec-? into
reception.
I: That’s ok. Could you please repeat what you were saying about persevering?
P: Um, because I am pedantic and stubborn, when I can’t do something, I look at/and
if someone who says “No, you can’t”, um I just think: “Well I will, and I’ll show you”.
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And that’s where the FES has come in psychologically and everything. It’s coz I feel
like I’m still doing it, and I can actually see the health you know like the? benefits
because when I do use it um it does makethe muscle(s) stronger. It does. Almost kick
in with muscle memory.
I: I like your attitude.
P: Hey, I try.
I: Ahah, That’s what it’s all about isn’t it?
P: Yeah it is. Coz you know what if I don’t use the muscles then I’m gunna lose
it/them.
I: Yeah so you use FES[P: Yeah/p] actually how often do you use FES?
P: Um I try at least three times a week, that’s not always possible.
I: Yep, pending other commitments I guess.
P: Yeap.
I: The other thing is too after the interview I’ll actually/I should?send you a small
questionnaire about your usage of FES and your opinions as well.
P: Yeah.
I: And it’s just based on a numerical scale.
P: Yep.
I: So if you could fill that out in your own time that’d be great.
P: Ok will do.
I: Fantastic. And on that note, we’ll get to the last section now which is home exercise.
P: Yep.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Um, it’s not easy, um but it’s it’snotwell put it this way, it’s not it’s not as easy to do
as one thinks, but you do need the space to you know, get, and also hanging space.
It’s almost like um how you would hang pasta if you were making pasta.You’ve gotta
hang those electrodes over a certain frame. And so yes it i- it is easy once you get the
set-up done. If the set-up’s done with all the hanging bits. And the room, then it’s easy
to incorporate. Does that make sense?
I: Yeah, but I’d be interested to hear more about hanging of the electrodes.
P: Well put it this way, um we’ve got a new bannisterum coz I’ve got stairs in my
house. Which is one of the big reasonsI started to use the FES. It’s because I will not
um I don’t want any kind of equipment to try and get me up the stairs. Um and I don’t
wanna lose [unclear 7.04….flat…]and I don’t want an inclinator. Um and so that’s
where I stop unclear/stubborn asand use basically the big quad um
section/exception is where I’ve gotta keep doing it and with the banister um Ican
[unclear…get a place?] to actuallyhang it, hang those electrodes over, um so
therefore when I sit next to it, it’s just a [unclear 6.37-6.35ish..placement?]
I: Fantastic, thanks for clarifying.
P: That’s alright.
I: Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Um, not always. It’s a, I mean I’m not sure whether it’s because I do know my
muscle groups, um and so when they’re say- saying about a certainyou know, your
quadriceps and your triceps and all the rest of it, I don’t know whether it’s just me, but I
know exactly what they’re talking about there, if you, you were someone who had no
idea what their muscles were called, it might be a little bit more difficult [99% sure].
I: Yeah. Fair enough.
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P: I mean when we’re talking about anteriortheinteriorand that um and the muscle
heads and all the rest of it, I actually understand all that. Um, but if you didn’t have a , I
guess a general knowledgeof of what muscles are where, you might find it a little bit
more difficult.
I: So you actually come from an exercise background you mentioned?
P: Yes.
I: Do you wanna tell me a bit more about that?
P: Um, well I guess it’s just me. Um,I used to run all the time, um and swim. Swimming
was my big thing. I swum for like um probably at least since I was about 24.
I: Wow.
P: Probably even sooner. Um, I’ve always been a swimmer, so that’s you know, um
that’s the big thing where I come from. And of course, when I moved to Sydney, when I
used to [cycle per [unclear 4.53 – 4.50]um because [unclear – Surfers? maybe] is
really user-friendly for a bike? bike,Sydney not so much, but um I still used to cycle. So
basically my two big things were cycling and swimming.
I: Thanks for that. If you had to do FES everyday, what type of exercise would you
prefer to do with it? FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?
P: Um FES cycling would be grood, great, if I ha-? could get to that sort of thing, that
would be greatlike you know. If I had the FES cy-, um bike, then I would be able to do
that everyday. Um except I don’t have access to one of those. Um, the just a sitting
basically still and doing it, would probably [be/the][other thing or do best???
Unclear]
I: Sure, and what about rowing?
P: Um, I used to row, I used to dragon row. Rowing would be fantastic.
I: Not a problem, but you prefer the cycling overall?
P: Um, it’s probably easier for me at the stage of where my MS is. Um, rowing would
be fantastic as well.
I: Not a problem. Now the last question is. What would your ideal FES system look
like? What could be improved for you? What would Helen’s ideal FES system look
like?
P: Okay for me, and I’ve got that from um the Compex YouTube channel, um it’s, now
they have a, um, almost what, that’s called, wireless basically. Ah they’ve got a
wireless system, and that would be fantastic. If I can/could have you know, access to a
wireless, sort of like, electrodes. That would be good.
I: Not a problem.
P: Where you basically stick them on to a certain muscle without the/this tangle of the
cords.
I: Not a problem. Alright what I might do now is, I might just go back to the first few
questions, coz I know the phone reception was a bit knocking in and out, wasn’t it?
P: Yep.
I: So [I’ll just go back], so just to clarify, your name, age, that’s fine. So your stage of
MS was relapsing-remitting, or secondary progressive?
P: Um, myneuro says I’ve, I’ve moved into the progressive.
I: Secondary progressive.
P: Yeah.
I: Thanks for that. And your time since injury was 1994?
P: Um, that’s that’s when I was diagnosed, yeah.
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I: Yeah, and you’ve only used the Compex at home?
P: Yep.
I: No worries. Now with with the rehabilitation questions, what were the initial goals of
your rehabilitation?
P: Um, to try and build muscle strength.
I: Yep. So that was the main goal?
P: Yep.
I: Not a problem. And just in general, what were some of the challenges you faced
during rehabilitation?
P: Um, finding the um the space in my house to lay out all my equipment and do it.
Um, and one restriction’s is there are some exercises I um can’t do now on my own.
So, it’s easier with someone there to help me.
I: Not a problem. And I think you already talked about how you used the Compex
during your rehabilitation?
P: Yeah/p.
I: But that only started recently?
P: Yep that’s really only when, ah when I met Che, basically.
I: Not a problem. Ok well thanks for your time, is there anything else you’d like to say
about FES in general?
P: Um, I think it’s good. Um, like I said, it’s not, it’s not at first it wasn’t user friendly.
Um, I’m lucky that I know where certain muscles are, and what they’re called. But I
think if you didn’t have that knowledge, then it would be extremely confusing. And the
other is toois I, because I found that YouTube channel, um about electrode placement,
with um theCompex, that’s helped heaps.
I: Great, so the YouTube channel was really helpful.
P: Yep.
I: Okay well thanks for your time, I’ll just stop the recording now.
P: Yep.
I: That’s the end of the interview.
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Participant 13
I: So this is interview number 13, on Thursday.
J/P:Great number.
P/J: mm.
I: Unlucky 13.
P: Mm but lucky for some.
I: That’s exactly right. So I’ll just ask you a few basic questions first.
P: Yep.
I: So, your name?
P: Jackie Kay.
I: Fantastic. And your age?
P: Oh, 61, mm.
I: 61. And your gender?
P: Female.
I: I guess correct.
P: Mm huh.
I: And what about your ethnicity Jackie?
P: Oh I think I’m about an eighth generation Australian.
I: Same.
P: Mm.
I: And do you know your stage of MS?
P: Um, secondary progressive.
I: Thanks for that. And your condition is Multiple Sclerosis?
P: Yep.
I: And what about your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: I was diagnosed in in 1983.
I: So about 36 years?
P: Yes.
I: Or 33.
P: About, I don’t count anymore.
I: Yeah. And FES systems used at home?
P: Um, what I do is, I, I use a Revitive. You know, one of those things you put your feet
on.
I: Revitive.
P: And that sort of stimulates the muscles up my legs um and actually all my legs. Ah
that’s what I use everyday.
I: Is that like a –
P: But/and I do have a TENS machine that I use sometimes for when I have a
pressure area.
I: So the Revitive, is it called Revitive?
P: Well, it yeah it’s one of those ones that Dawn Fraser promotes. Oh now it’s
thatquick/er? [unclear] that they’re not? promoting.
I: Is that um, does that use electrical stimulation?
P: It um well yeah you put your feet on it and it pulses, and it makes all your leg
muscles contract.
I: Or is that like a vibration machine?
P: No, it’s not vibration.
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I: Ok, Revitive.
P: Yeah.
I: Okay where…
P: Yeah it has [I is talking over the top] different, different programs and its um and it
just goes for a minute on one program, then it changes to another program,in in
different patterns, and I guess intensities and things.
I: And so whereabouts do you put the electrodes?
P: No, you don’t put your electrodes, you put your bare feet on the machine, and it
goes through your bare feet.
I: Thanks for that.
P: But, it does have a facility where you can plug in electrodes.
I: Yep.
P: And and have electrodes as well.
I: I’ll have to look it up, because I don’t know much about it.
J: It’s called a Revitive circulation booster.
P: Yes yeah.
I: And then you have the TENS as well.
J: Yeah.
P: Yeah but I don’t use the TENS, I I only ever use the TENS um when I have a
pressure area on my backside, just to get the blood circulating.
I: Sure. And out of interest, so you did FES cycling with Che before?
P: I did.
I: Fantastic. So I’ll ask you a few more questions about that in a moment.
P: Ok.
I: [Let me look at that?Unclear!]So, I’ve got here. How long have you or did you
previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: Um, you mean with the Revitive, what I’m doing now?
I: Yeah well/or I don’t know if the Revitive is FES though.
P: Well its not vibration, it’s actually stimulating the muscles andand making the
muscles contract and stuff, um…***See endnote 1.
I: Okay so how, how long did you, have you used that machine for?
P: Ah three years…
I: Three…
P: Everyday, religiously it helps.
I: So you have a good routine.
P: Yeah.
I: That’s great.
J: [unclear…She’s got this]lovely cottage which is a gym.
P: Yeah I’ve got a little gym.
J: So we head/that we go to/go to the meals?roomevery morning.
P: Across the driveway, I’ve got a MotoMed, and aaa weight tree…
J: Sit to stand rails.
P: Sit to stand rails. So we go there, I spend about an hour in inthere/the, gym
everyday.
I: Yeah I remember Jill was talking about the gym. She told me about it when we did
our interview.
J: Yep.
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I: She said how you go there a lot. When you’re down, when Jill’s down there.
P: Yep. Yeah/s it’s, it’s just it- very important to maintain what movement I have.
I: And the other thing is, you mentioned aMotomed.
J:?Yep.
I: Do you use FES with that.
P: Nah. Look the trouble is, I think I’ll explain to you what the problem with the FES is.
I: Yeah.
P: It’s really hard, if I’m use the FES with the electrodes on my legs and stuff, um, I
have to get undressed. Like I’ve got a routine now, where I get dressed, I don’tput my
shoes and socks on, until after I’ve been over to the cottage, then I can put my bare
feet on the Re-,Revitive machine. Now, if I have to get undressed to put electrodes on,
and then get dressed again, quite frankly, it’s not going to happen because I work full
time and it’s pretty exhausting, and just getting dressed and undressed is a, a major
feat in my life.
I: That’s interesting, so y- the electrodes are quite it/that [pretty sure “that”] means
you have to get undressed, and dressed again and…
P: Yeah I just can’t do it. Like, I don’t have the energy and I, and I don’t really have the
time. Like, I get dressed in the morning, and then I get undressed when I go to bed. I if
I’m going out at night, I actually get dressed in the clothes I’m going to wear that night.
I: Ah, makes sense.
P:[unclear..sonething then “remember”?] sitting in a wheelchair, it’s just not an easy
thing to do, to get dressed and change your clothes.
I: Yeah I could imagine there’s a lot of things involved and it takes a lot of time.
P: Yeah, yeah. So the same with the FES.I’m no- well, with the electrodes. Um, I can’t
put the electrodes on my/the legs, because it means I’m getting un, undressed and
dressed all the time.
I: Thanks for that. And I’m gunna actually ask you a few more questions about that.
P: Yes.
I: When we start the interview. So thanks for that early response.
P: Mm.
I: Now the last, the last demographic question is, your mobile phone number.
P: Yep.
I: But I think you texted me that anyway.
P: That’s what we’re talking on.
I: That’s c-, that’s exactly right.
P: Oh I’ll give it to you, if it’s easier for you.
I: Yeah.
P: 0-4-1-2.
I: Yep.
P: 4-5-9.
I: Yep.
P: 8-4-5.
I: Thanks for that.
P: Now I, I, Iwanna give you another phone number, because sometimes our, our
Telstra mobile phone just dies here because we’re out in the middle of nowhere. Um,
so if you, if if my phone dies, ring the factory, I’ll go, we’ve got a extension at home
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here and if I see it ringing when you call back, I’ll answer it. So, that number is double
4, zero 2, no no wrong, double-4, zero-3.
I: Yep.
P: 0-5-9-5.
I: 44030595.
P: Yep.
I: Ok, if it if it konks out, I’ll ring that one.
P: Yep.
I: I know, you know it’s actually funny, it’sbecause um today the call’s pretty good, I’ve
got you on loudspeaker and all that, but last week, I was tryin’ to ring someone, and the
phone wasn’t working, I couldn’t log into it, I was trying to use my mobile, the reception
kept dropping out, because it’s Vodafone.
P: Yeah.
I: So this is much smoother today.Haha, I was last week I was running around the
building, trying to find where my Vodafone phone would get reception.
P: Oh, yeah. See where/we’re?down here we are, the only um [unclear..pretty well?],
I think,the only phone’s that work are Telstra. And we’ve actually got a booster in the
house, with an aerial on the roof, so that we get reception but sometimes that just dies
with no reason for five minutes or so at a time.
I: Yeah I couldn’t imagine Vodafone down there.
P: Oh no, I reckon not,we used to have Optus, and we didn’t have reception here or at
the factory, so we changed to Telstra.
I: Fantastic. Alright well we’ll get started now on the interview.
P: Yep.
I: So there’s a series of about 12 questions, in 4 sections.
P: Yep.
I: So, we’ll start with section number 1. Andif there’s any questions you don’t wanna
answer, or you need clarification, just let me know.
P: Mm mm, ok.
I: Fantastic. Section 1, rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: Um, I’m thinking about this.
I: Take your time.
P: Have I ever been, have I ever been rehabilitated?
I: Well that’s the thing too, um, how would you de-, define rehabilitation?Because I
actually use this survey as well for people with spinal cord injury.
P: Yeah.
I: So I know it might mean something different for you.
P: Yeah, I guess it does. Um, I guess our our regular exercise routine is really a/()
rehabilitation to a degree. Um, I guess rehabilitation conjures up to me the image of
rehabilitating. Which means, getting better. Ah but we’re not really going to get
better.[J: Probably not…unclear]But we can get better[J: going back??]we can get
better, outcomes of what ah what abilities we have, by exercise, I know that. So, what
was the question again?
I: What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
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P: Ah look I think for me, the rehabilitation is to maintain what I currently have. Um and
if I get some improvements ah then that’s fantastic. But really maintaining my current
physical abilities is really important.
I: Thanks for that. Question 2. What were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
P: Mm huh. Ahhhh. Well there’s always bethe problem of low energy, um and if im on
my own, and some something’s that I want to do, I can’t, because I need someone to
assist me. Ah like with the ah weight tree, if I want to change the configuration of that I
can’t do that by myself, I have to wait for someone to come and change it for me. Um,
and as I was saying before with the FES, it’s too honorous to having to getting
undressed to put thethe electrodes on and then get dressed again when you’ve done it.
Ah, I guess it’s motivationtoo um, I guess having MS, sometimes you get a bit flat with
regards toto doing exercise because its’ such an unpleasant thing for us.
J: And then you pay for it, so then you’re angry at yourself. Yeah.
I: I beg I beg your pardon Jill?
J: And you pay for it, because you don’t, you feel really sluggish. You know, and in the
end you get angry at yourself.
I: After the exercise.
J: Well after not doing any.
I: Ahh.
P: Yeah um I do a lot of swimming, um I’ve got a little hydrotherapy pool here in the
house. Um, and now one of the restrictions is that the hoist isn’t quite reliable, so I can’t
do that on my own, I have to have someone in the house to make sure I can get out of
the pool. Sounclear/()? yeah I guess it’s having man power around to assist me do
what exercises I want to do.
I: Manpower.
P: Yeah. I guess if I had someoneto help me with getting dressed, and undressed, and
putting the electrodes on, I’d consider it, um but for me too I think??time it’s time.
Because I’m working like probably 50 or 60 hours a week.
I: Wow, that’s a big working week.
P: It is, isn’t it.
I: Must keep you very busy.
P: Yeah, yeah, there’s always busy. I mean I don’t have to do that but, what I try and
do is spend an hour a day doing my basic exercises, and that maintains the abilities I
have at the moment.
J: I think the key word is maintain.
I: Maintain.
J: Yeah. Coz we just don’t wanna go backwards.So, if we go you know to get better
or can’t [something else I think but unclear] slightly. Although Jackie did mention
thatunclear..I soon?felt better this time.
P: Yeah I think [feint] Jill’s doing well.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: I think Jill’s doing well.
I: That’s great, I know Jill’s been going out to the Lidcombe lab a lot.
P: Yeah,um Jill seems to be a lot more flexible, and confident in her movements. Yeah
I hadn’t seen Jill really for a year.
I: Oh that’s a long time.
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P: Yeah I reckon.
I: And how long are you down there for now Jill, when do you come back to Sydney?
J: Few weeks. I’m coming back on Saturday.
I: Oh the time’s flown, hasn’t it?
J: Mmm.
I: Seems like yesterday we were talking about how you’re going down to Nowra.
J: Oh yep I know. I know…but I won’t be um that long this time, next time.
I: Next time…[J: unclear] I beg your pardon?
J: Well next time I won’t be leaving it 12 months.
I: Yeah, definitely. Because you probably miss hanging out with each other.
P: Yep.
J: Yeah.
I: Alright, we’ll get back to the questions now. Did you use any electrical stimulation
during your rehabilitation?
P:Ohh look now that’s a unclearinteresting point,when is my rehabilitation? I, since I
been diagnosed 30 odd years ago, there have been periods I’ve done rehabilitation,to
gain when I was in relapsing-remitting MS, I’d/you’d have an attack and then gradually
build up over, back over six months, so that was called the rehabilitation I suppose.
I: Ah yep.
P: Um now that I’m in secondary progressive, my whole life is just spent doing this
[sounds like “it” but pretty sure “this”]. And I don’t really class it as rehabilitation
because it’s just keeping me active in my life.
I: That’s ok. Again, the survey is very generic, so everyone has different interpretations
of it.
P:Mm.
I: And that’s ok, everyone has something different to say.
P: Yeah.
I: Well the, the next, the next question I was gunna ask, which follows from that, was: if
so what were the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Oh, look, (sigh) we’ll go back to the other question. Um I did the FES cycling/cycle
withChe.
I: Yep.
P: And um that was really beneficial. Ah, I built up muscles in my legs, which assisted
me transferring, I like I haven’t walked for, I haven’t walked for maybe 15 years. Um,
so all I do now is standing transfers. But the FES also assisted with spasms and stuff,
um reducedreduced the intensity and frequency of spasms in my legs. Ah, what was
the next question?
I: So basically this question had two parts. Did you use any electrical stimulation during
your rehabilitation? If so what were the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies?
P: Oh well I answered that.
I: Yeah so I think we can move on to the next section now.
P: Mm, yep.
I: And there’s actually more FES questions too so we’ll probably go over it again.
P: Mm.
I: Section 2, exercise. Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you
perform? And I know you’ve already answered some of this.
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P: Well I’ll answer it again [but feint]um, swim.
I: Yep.
P: And I use the Revitive machine circulation booster. I do about 60 sit-to-stands each
day, I’ve got a MotoMed that I use probably two times a week, and I’ve got a a weight
tree that ah (I) haven’t been using it too often but I do um to assist with my core
muscles.
I: Fantastic, and what kinds of exercises do you perform with those equipment?
P: Um, on this obviously sit-to-stand bars, I do sit-to-stand, and some very gentle
stretching. Ah the MotoMed, obviously I do Motomedding, um both directions [99%
sure]. Ah, the swimming, swimming, swimming, I do actually stretching in the water,
it’s heated to like 30, 32 degrees. Um, I’ve got a belt, on a bungee cord, so I just swim
and swim. I’m actually a swimming teacher by trade, many many years ago, and ah on
the weights machine I’ve got the, like I don’t know they’re called, I don’t know what
exercises they’re good for, I’ve got the bar that I pull down.
J: Lat pull down.
P: Yeah, Lat pull down. And then I’ve got the….uncleargot the little, ah don’t
knowwhat I do, I just sit there and um pull out, pull pull the weights, one arm at a time
and then two arms at a timeand [feint] then I turn around, do the latyou know adjust
the weight, the weights on it, and then over the shoulder, ah lean forward, and just try
and build up my abs and things. I try not to use weights much like? [unclear!]ah
because of my elbows and shoulders. Um, it becomes very painful. Being in a
wheelchair all these years, I, I guess I’ve suffering RSI. So any extreme weight um is
painful, so I’ve gotta protect my elbows, and my shoulders with what I do.
I: I could imagine.
P: Mm yeah. But interestingly enough, back in the olden days, ah even 10 years ago,
or even sooner, physios were trying to get me to lift heavy weights.
J: Mm.
P: And I really suffered because of that, and it took me a couple of years to recover.
I: And this was the physios telling you to do this?
P: Yeah. Yeah to build up my abs and core muscles. But, it was damaging my
shoulders and elbows.
I: Oh no, I’m sorry to hear that.
P: Oh I was pretty peeved I must say.
I: Did you tell them about this?
P: Ah yeah.
I: Wh-, what did they say?
P: Not much.
I: Yeah I mean, it’s…
P: They...[feint] Didn’t say much at all.
I: Yeah, and that’s not good is it?
P: No, and I don’t like, I knowthat? [unclear!!] I’ve got a lot of friends who are
paraplegics, and the same thing, they were told you know,when they were first injured,
you know that, that they had to lift weights and stuff. And now look at them all, they’re
all damaged, having elbow operations and shoulder operations, because of that. And
ah using aa manual wheelchair all the time really does wear your body out.
I: Does it?
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P: Yeah. Because everytimeyou’re doing anything, you’re using your elbows and your
shoulders, and you(‘ve) got to lift yourself, getting on and off toilets, in and out of beds,
in and out of cars, you’re using your shoulders and your, your um elbows, not your legs
like a walking [99% sure] person.
I: So at the moment do you have an electronic wheelchair?
P: Yep. I do.
I: Now, I’m trying to remember, I think Jill said the name of her wheelchair was
Scarlett?
J: Yep that’s right.
I: Does yours have a name?
P: Nup, mine’s just a bloody wheelchair, get me from point A to point B.
J: But before I go I think we should name it.
I: I think that’s a f..
J: I do.
I: I think that’s a really important idea.
(chuckles)
J:Yeah unclear.
P: Nah my wheelchair’s are just tools.
I: Just a tool from point A to point B?
P/J: Yep yep mm.
J: We use the manual wheelchair in the house, but when we go out in the bush, around
the thethe um the place round the property, um then we go out in the electric.
P: We do.
I: Yeah, I guess that’s much better is it?
P: Well that’s the only way to travel.
J: Mm.
P: Because we’re going over rough terrain, and no paths or anything.
I: Yeah.
P: Unclearyeah.
I: Yeah I see what you’re saying.
P/J [not sure]: Mm
I: Back to exercise.
P: Hey?
I: Oh so back to the exercise question.
P: Yes, yep.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Oh…well….well….[J: unclear] if I had more time, I could doa more variety of
exercise. Um if I had more help, I could do more variety of exercise. Um, basically what
I do now everyday is what I can achieve on my own. Ah, yeah so I guess it’s time and
assistance would improve my quality of exercise.
I: Thanks for that. W- what impact does exercise have on your life? Positive?
Negative?
P: Ah positive, positive, positive. It’s se it’s um exercise is abs-, is absolutely necessary
to maintain my lifestyle and stop me deteriorating faster than what I will deteriorate.
I: Not a problem. Now we’re up to section 3, Functional Electrical Stimulation. Before I
begin, I know we’re been talking for a long time. Did you need to have a break and get
some coffee or tea or anything?
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P: Ah Jill’s just about to make some tea, so you can carry on.
I: Fantastic, I must’ve read Jill’s mind.
(laughs). P: Do you want to stop and make a tea?
I: Oh I’ve already got a cup of tea here.
P: Oh good.
I: I come prepared everytime (chuckles) After…sorry?
P: Yeah no carry on.
I: I think this is interview number 34 overall so I’ve had a bit of time to practice.
P: Oh okay.
I: Okay section 3, FES. So, what types of FES have you used for exercise?
(laughs).
I: And again you might re-iterate some of the things we’ve mentioned before.
P: Yeah? Um my I’ve always had a TENS machine but/that I’ve always used to
stimulate circulation around pressure areas, that maybe developing. And, that works
extremely well. It works [but feint], if I get it early enough, an hour on the TENS
machine, actually stops the problem. Um, if it develops a bit more, then maybe three
days, twice a day, for an hour fixes the problem. I’ve never actually had a pressure
area open up or anything, and I think that’s because of the TENS machine. Um, and
then I did FES cycling with Che, um for quite a while, until I moveddown, when I
moved down here, I had to stop. And I really miss that….[shows the importance of
geographical location to an FES centre! Why we need more FES!!..MT
comments] Oh, also I’ve got a a TENS machine um but I just did actually just put
itquite a while actually, yes maybe 18 months, so I put electrodes on my legs, I’d sit up
in bed and put electrodes onon and and use that for ah hou-, half an hour, or even an
hour. Um,static?then I got when I moved down here, I had to do things differently,
obviously, coz I’d left the gym at the MS Centre, and I left Che FES cycling, that’s
when I got the Revitive machine. Um I’ve just looked at, Matt I’ve just looked at the
website for Revitive, and it saysit’s electrical mu-, muscle stimulation.
I: Okay.
P: So it is, it is um the same. And I use that religiously every day for half an hour. And
then if my and that’s also um it’s good for my swollen feet and also um getting the
blood circulating in in my legs. But we haven’t been over to a gym this morning, and
my legs are actually aching because they’ve just been sitting here without any, any um
muscle stimulation. So, as soon as we’re off the phone, we’re going over there toto do
it.
J: Also mention.
P: Yeah?
J: …….unclear, feint.
I: Oh sorry Jill?
J: Jacks was saying earlier that it should really be used in lots of cases where they’re
are peoplesort of um like quads or paraplegic that develop, or potentially develop,
pressure sores and that that can be used to fix [99% sure] it.
P: Yeah and unclear I find it areally a strange thing that that aaaquad, a quad or a
para’sfirst port/point of call if they have a pressure area developing, isn’t [99%
sure]their TENS machine. Like I’ve told a few of my friends you know, get the TENS
machine on it straight away and they sort of think say: “Oh yes, why didn’t I think of
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that?”. But why isn’t it drummed into themas as part of their rehabilitation after they’ve
had their accident? 15.01.
I: Oh, so you are talking about your friends who are paraplegics and quadriplegics?
P: Yeah yeah they have like they have major pressure areas, and they’re having to lay
down for months at a time, um and I say get a TENS machine to put close to the area
where their problem is, and it will assist. It will assist with the healing, much faster than
just not, not sitting on your bottom.
I: I guess they all get variable education don’t they? The start of the rehabilitation?
P: I guess so. But it should be compulsory for all physiotherapists or rehabilitation
specialists to alert them to that.
I: Yeah?
P: You know, it’s [sounds in background] crazy, like this is, this is a really significant
benefit of, of a TENS machine. Even if you have aa cut on your leg, you know, like
aopen sore or something, um, the TENS machine just aids the healing, um incredibly.
I: Oh could you please repeat that?
P: Oh if you have an open wound like an ulcer, or a bit of a cut on your leg, if your use
the TENS machine to put electrodes closeby the wound, um that stimulates blood flow,
and really aids in the speed of the healing.
I: Thanks for that. Now what benefits have you had from using FES? Health
benefits?Psychological benefits?
P: Oh psychologically because it assists with the level of pain in my legs. Um when
you’re not in pain, you’re feeling much happier. Um, FE-, the stimulation um assists
with my swollen feet. I really notice it if I don’t do it everyday. And um wellalso too, it
keeps my muscles working, so they’re not actually going into spasm so much. So, andit
mean, means that I can lift my legs, its’ easier to transfer from my wheelchair into bed
and things like that because my muscles are behaving themselves when I lift them.
And also getting in and out of the car, it’s like, it’s just necessary to maintain how I’m
able to transfer.
I: Not a problem. Now I again I think we’ve touched the next question a bit more, but I’ll
ask again. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Ah can I say, as per the above?
I: Yeah that’s fine, that’s fine I can go back and have a look. No worries.
P: Yeah it’s all the same, I think I’ve said what it is.
I: Yep, not a problem.
P: Thank you Jill.
I: How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Oh I think it’s kept me as mobile as I can possibly be. Um, I think if I didn’t have F,
FES I’d be struggling a lot more, and be requiring a lot more assistance, I wouldn’t be
as independent as I am.
I: Not a problem. Okay, we’re on to the last section now home exercise. So we’re
looking at exercise in the home specifically. Have you got you got your tea there?
P: Yep! Jill just bought it over.
I: Fantastic. That wasn’t one of the questions by the way (laughs).
P: (laughs).
I: What type of tea are you having?
P: Ah just justunclear tea with soy milk.
I: Oh cool.
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J: Cow’s Milk.
I: Yeah I’m having some English breakfast too.
J: Yeah.
I: Yeah.
J: I have a lot of Peppermint Tea.
I: Peppermint?
J: Yeah.
I: Yeah, that’s nice isn’t it?
P: I don’t like it.
I: Oh really?
J: (laughs)
(trivial talking omitted a bit)
I: Each to their own.
P: Yeah.
I: So home exercise. Okay. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily
routine?
P: I’ve got two things to say.
I: Sure.
P: Um using the Revitive machine, which is FES. Ah, yes that’s easy coz I now’vegot a
routine. I don’t put my shoes and socks on until I’ve used the machine and then I put
my shoes and socks on. Um, putting electrodes on my legs, it’s too hard.
I: Fair enough. Do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: Again, it’s in two sections isn’t it?
I: Yep.
P: Um, the using the Revitive machine it does what I need it to do. Ah and it’s easy to
operate. And if I got to. What I could do, I’m just thinking about this Matt. What I could
do, I’m thinking, that I could when I get into bed at night, I could put the electrodes on
and use FES um with the machine I’ve got.
I:Unclear.
P: Unclearat night. I could add another level, I suppose.
I: Oh, interesting.
P: Hey?
I: Interesting.
P: Mm yeah. Once I’m in my nighty, then I can just do that, yeah I could do it some
more. I don’t know that I will, because by bed time I’m pretty exhausted.
I: Yeah.
P: Mm.
I: Busy at work?
P: Yeah. Yeah. But if Ididn’t work, geezjust imagine, if I didn’t work, I could spend my
life doing exercises.
I: FES. (laughs).
P: Yeah.
J: It’s a little bit boring though.
P: Yeah.
J: There are other things.
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah, exactly.
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P: True truewell I’ve had abig responsibility. I gotta make sure everything goes well
for the people all over the world who want to go sailing.
I: Yeah exactly, and that, that’s a really great thing to be involved with and…
P: Mm.
I: Keeps you really busy.
P: Yeah. Plus I’ve got a, we’re do a documenting everything accessible in the
Shoalhaven, and we’ve got a website um for tourists and Chris and I just last week won
“Outstanding Contribution to South Coast Tourism Award”. So…
I: Congratulations.
P: That was a big thing,that we didn’t expect. So that’s another thing we’re doing, is
tourism.
I: So it’s called SailAbility?
P: SailAbility is the organization around the world that runs the program that use our
boats, our boats are called Hansa, Hansa boats, H-A-N-S-A.
I: Okay I’ll have to have a look at them sometime.
P: I’ll send you a link.
I: Thanks for that. Okay we’re up to the second last question now, and it’s a bit of a
long one.
P: Okay.
I: So if you had to do FES everyday, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with
it, FES-cycling? Stimulation while sitting still? FES-rowing?
P: Mmm. Never tried rowing, so I can’t comment, and I don’t think I’d like rowing
because it would be using shoulders and elbows which I that I get enough shoulder
and elbow exercise with swimming and wheelchair pushing. Um ah I I guess I’d tend to
stay stay sitting, because I’m basically a lazy person.
I: A haha.
J: There’s nothing lazy about Jackie, believe me Matthew.
I: I beg your pardon?
J: There’s nothing lazy about this person.
I: I agree, from what I can read?/hear.
P: Well yeah I take the opportunity to sit and relax and watch television or something.
I: Yeah everyone needs some re- respite and some relaxation sometimes.
P: Unless there was, unless there was a very definite reason why you’d do it with the
cycling, [Interesting!!!!]which I don’t think I noticed, um then I’d just say sit [??].
I: So you’d prefer to do stimulation while sitting still.
P: Yeah.
I: Not a problem. Okay I’ll just ask you the last question now before I clarify one or two
things. [J/P?: Yep]What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be
improved for you?
P: Oh! That’s a very difficult question.
I: Haha, take your time.
P: I’m thinking. Well actually I think the Revitivefor/on the legs, is, is a pretty good
system because because it’s easy. It’s really easy. It’s no real intrusion into my
lifestyle. Um, if I was going to say use the electrodes then I’d have to ah still it’s too
hard it’s too hard, even though if I say to haveum assistance, to help you, then you
still gotta get dressed and undressed and that really is a, a chore. So yeah,I look, for
me, the Revitive machine is excellent for just general purpose keeping the um muscles
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working and blood flowing in my leg, for, for umspecialpurposes like helping heal
wounds. Then I it’s just awkward, just awkward because you gottanot have I mean, I
remember I was in Indonesia, (and) we had to go over there for work, and I had a
pressure area on my backside. And I’d sit in the motel room with the, ah fully dressed, I
managed to get the electrodes in the region theysh- needed to be there, and I‘d have it
connected to the TENS machine, and people were coming and going, and they didn’t
know that I was connected to the TENS machine, um what I was doing, so it was, that
worked alright. But it’s awkward, it’s awkward having to get the electrodes on bare skin
under clothes/d [think “clothes’].
I: Yeah, fair enough.
P: Mm.
I: Alright, so I’ll just ask a quick few follow up questions now.
P: Yep.
I: So you mentioned something about open wounds or cuts before.
P: Yep.
I: Could you tell me more about how you use FES in that situation? Like where,
whereabouts do you put the electrodes?
P: Ah, nearby, not onon the wound obviously. Um, or the affected area. Like, if I have a
pressure area, on my bottom, and I’ve never had an open wound, so I’m lucky. But
um, just put the electrodes somewhere on your bottom, and have it going, then that
stimulates the blood enough and normally it very quickly um takes away that problem
and the pain ofof the pressure area. But if you’ve got an open wound, put the
electrodes near it….
I: Ohh so you put them near.
P: Yeah you don’t put it over the top of the wound.
J:Unclear.
P: No because just near it, just bringing, bringing thethe blood flow around the the um
damaged area, really really does um speed up the healing process.
I: Okay thanks for that. Yeah I was just, I was just wondering so you not you should
never put it on the wound itself.
P: No no.
I: Okay why is that out of interest?
P/J: [unclear as I spoke].
I: I beg your pardon.
P: There’s no need to.
I: Okay, so you put it nearby.
P: Yeah.
I: Interesting. The other thing I was gunna ask too is, so when you use FES, do you
know what kind of stimulation parameters you’re using for it?
P: Nup, no idea.
I: The current, or frequency?
P: Nup.
I: That’s ok.
P: Nup. Umyou know/yeah/??the intensity, with the intensity, it just changes day-today anyway. Whats happening to my body.
I: Fantastic. Alright thanks for that,I’ve learnt a few things today.
P: Oh good.
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I: Alright, good. I’ll stop the interview now.
P: Oh okay.
I: End of interview.

Further comments (Important for thesis novelty and application).
Endnote 1: [A memo, 18th April, 2017…..MT comments]
<Thinking about JK’s comments, and linking it with my personal opinion in light
of what was also raised by participants of the Vienna FES Interview Study>.
…Is this actually FES though??? Would be interesting to compare with what
Manfred is saying [study 3]…..My PERSONAL opinion is that we shouldn’t
include pacers in the definition of FES as it detracts from using FES as a term to
describe electrical stimulation for peripheral nerve-activated exercise in people
with sedentary conditions. There is already a widespread interest in pacer
technology etc. within the realm of biomedical engineering, cardiology and
medical device development and innovation. However, FES as we know it (e.g.,
FESC for people with MS) needs more attention. If pacers etc. included in this
definition/at conferences, then it could detract from getting funding and publicity
for FES projects as we know them.
However, from a purely scientific point of view it’s great if we include pacers as
FES as it can show us the science of how electricity can be used to activate
muscle (i.e., cardiac tissue). Maybe some of this is analogous to skeletal muscle,
and we can learn from these studies if presented at IFESS etc.
Thierry Keller and Michael Russold’s interviews [study 3] also talk about the
definition of FES I believe.
“The devil is in the detail: What is FES and why it is important for the
advancement of the field that a unified definition is scrutinized. A balanced
argument”…..An idea for a relevant opinion piece to stem from the qualitative
papers of this thesis!! Very important and relevant and may elucidate some
novel ideas from my thesis to the wider community.
MT, 9.58pm, 18th April 2017.
N.B.: Some ideas may be controversial (i.e., if I disagree with IFESS definition of
FES….but would be good to have a kind academic debate about it….hence the
purpose of the above suggested opinion piece).
MT, 9.59pm.
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Participant 14
I: So this is an interview with Matthew and Stephen. So I’m just gunna ask you a few
basic demographic questions first. And then I’ll ask you a series of 12 interview
questions.
P: Okay.
I: SO, your name?
P: Stephen Bebbington.
I: And your age?
P: Forty-six.
I: Now I have to ask everyone, gender?
P: Male.
I: What about your ethnicity?
P: It’s English-born.
I: Now Stephen, do you know your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: Umm, yeah it’s A is the least mobile, isn’t it? D is…so, [unclear] is that right? A is
the most…
I: I can’t recall, unfortunately.
P: Yeah, I’m pretty sure it’s clas it’s it’s ah ASIA A.
I: ASIA A, ok. Yeah I think I need to revise the different scales as well.
P: Think yeah.
I: SO I’m actually an engineering student, so some of these things are new to me.
P: Yeah, fair enough.
I: And your condition is spinal cord injury, Stephen?
P: So it’s a C6 spinal cord injury.
I: What about your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: So, so it’s comes up to ten years.
I: Thanks for that. Now what FES systems have you used at home?
P: So, I’ve got the Restorative Therapies, RT-300.
I: Yep.
P: Which is like um a ergometer, like a leg bike. And thearm bike, um it’s
multifunctional.
I: Fantastic. Now how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise
for?
P: So I only caught the start of that, did you say how long have I used it for?
I: Yeah how long have you or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for?
P: Okay. I’ve used it for probably eight and a half years, maybe nine.
I: Okay so your still using it at the moment.
P: I’m still using it at the moment, yeah.
I: Fantastic, coz some people actually they’re not using it, some did in the past, and
some are still using it now.
P: Yeah so nah mine’s been continuously for well let’s just say eight and a half, nine
years.
I: Fantastic, it’s good to get everyone’s perspectives of past and present users.
P: Hh, yeah, it is.
I: Now your mobile phone number, I already have that. So, I’m [unclear] or it’s on the
screen here, so 0-4-0-2
P: Yep.
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I: 0-3-8, double 9, 1.
P: That’s right.
I: Thanks for that. Okay we’ll get started with the interview now. It’s a series of about
twelve questions. So if there’s…
P: Okay.
I: Any questions you don’t wanna answer, that’s okay.
P: Okay.
I: Great. Section 1, rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: Ummmm, to help delay or stop secondary complications. Such as osteoporosis,
obesity, etc.
I: Thanks for that. What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Um, I was the first one to get this machine in West Australia, it’s from America, so
obviously, getting it delivered, set up and and overcoming any issues like technical
issues. Was one. Another one at the time was a lack of ah knowledge from the
[unclear 15.46] the physios or occupational therapists with regards to the research on
the machine. Just delayed me getting the machine a little bit. Um, and then obviously,
the ongoing problems ah just or not problems but it is the fact it takes quite a while to
set up and then take it off again at the end.
I: Not a problem. And just in general what were some of the challenges you faced
during rehabilitation? Not just focusing on FES?
P: So rehabilitation at the the um injury you mean, while at the rehabilitation hospital?
I: That’s correct or however you define rehabilitation.
P: Um, some of the problems as I said are/eh/and just a minute ago, lack of knowledge
from the the staff at the time in some areas. Poor facilities, eh again which has been
re-dressed in the last 12 months, with the new hospital. Um, there would have been
yeah basically a lack of knowledge about FES and its’ benefits outside of just
functionality.
I: Thanks for that. Now this question kind of just reiterates what we were talking about.
Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation/ And if so, what were
the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P No, they still haven’t got any FES technology back in 2007.
I: Okay, so you weren’t using it in the rehabilitation centre.
P: No.
I: Thanks for that.
P: They introduced it to me once actually, somebody over at the Quad Centre, which is
ah/at nearby, they took me over and I used one passively. And it’s the closest I got.
I: Sure. Section 2 is just exercise, so exercise in general.
P: Yeah/p.
I: Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: So, obviously I do ex- regular, I do regularly exercise. And the easiest and most
common is just simply pushing around. And more specifically, ahh I go the gym, once
or twice a week, including using an arm crank, a water based arm crank. And just
recently, I’ve started going from Margaret River to Perth, every fortnight for 3 days um
of therapy at the NeuroMoves.
I: Ah, so it’s like a bit of a roadtrip is it, every fortnight.
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P: Yeah it’s only just began the last six weeks, I was going a few years ago, ah but
then when we moved to Margaret River, stopped ah decided for the sake of flexibility
and strength and a few other things, it was about/a bad?time to start trying to make an
effort to get back. So, um, we get back for 3 days, well I do/well I think?3 days, 2
nights, every fortnight.
I: Oh ah that’s pretty good, get’s you outta the house and away from Margaret River I
guess.
P: It does yeah, its um it does do that. Sorry Mattcan you give me one second?
I: Yeah sure.
P: Be one sec.
I: Yeah, take your time.
P: Sorry about that.
I: Yeah not a problem.
P: And so yeah that’s the exercise. SO it’s um the gym, the NeuroMoves, and the RT300.
I: Thanks for that. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Um at the moment, nothing. I’m/I am personally happy with the routine, if I continue
with it, and NeuroMoves.
I: Fantastic. What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: There’s/so it’s?a big positive. Ehm psychologically, makes me feel better. And
physically I can see the problems that have occurred in the few people I know around
me who were injured at similar times. So, there’s ah just positive health benefits. Less
weight gain, I’ve [unclear] no eh no secondary complications whatsoever so far. Good
skin integrity um yeah so [I see unclear?] as positives.
I: Thanks for that. Section 3, Functional Electrical Stimulation. So we’r…
P: [unclear]Yeah I’m gunna have to stop just for a second again…
I: Yep. No worries.
(talking in background to someone irrelevant).
P: Okay, sorry about that again.
I: Yeah no worries mate if you need to go that’s OK as well.
P: No that’s alright I just eh [unclear] asked me a question but that’s sorted that’s right.
I: Sure no worries.
P: So section 3 is FES.
P: Yep.
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise? I know we’ve already discussed this
a bit.
P: Yeah, so the RT-300, both legs and arms. And the is it the RT-600 the walking ah
stepping machine? Through NeuroMoves.
I: Oh I couldn’t tell ya.
P: Yeah I’m pretty sure it’s the RT-600. Ahh you’ll be able to see that by looking it up
online, on the Restorative Therapies site.
I: IsP: And there there’s a stepping machine that works in the same way as an ergometer,
but it’s stepping.
I: Is it like an elliptical machine?
P: Ah well/what elliptical d’you say?
I: Yeah.
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P: Um..
I: Or it’s just a stepping machine?
P: Just just a stepping a bit like the cross-trainer, without the arms. You know like,
you’d find at a gym.
I: Okay no worries, yeah they might have one out at Lidcombe actually so I don’t know
if you’re aware but I actually I’m one of my supervisors kind of runs an FES exercise
thing out at Lidcombe.
P: Oh okay.
I: Dr. Che Fornusek.
P: Okay. Yeah I didn’t know that.
I: So he has people who come to his lab for different research projects.
P: Okay.
I: So if you want me to put you in contact with him I can do that as well.
P: Yeahhh, as in, ah to have—that he might have what some additional information to
help me with my training or something like that? Or just to have a chat?
I: Just to have a chat, because I know he’s been researching FES for quite a long time.
P: Yeah I would be interested in talkin to him because um we were talking about that
the other day, with a few different things just in the set-up of these things.
I: Yeah he’s actually an engineer, and um he’s been working on FES for quite a long
time.
P: Mm k, yeah that’d be great.
I: Put you guys into contact if you like.
P: Yeah thanks, that’d be nice.
I: Yeah I’ll send an email. I’ll do that when I email you everything else.
P: Okay thanks for that Matthew.
I: Sure you guys can have a chat. Okay so we were talking about FES. What types.
What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits?Psychological benefits?
P: Okay so the psychological benefits um as I spoke of, I’ve worked on a lot of
exercise, so exercise makes me feel better, psychologically. Um, physically I, a few
years ago had a bone density scan which came back normal. Um, and you know it’s a
bit hard to quantify because I don’t know how I’d be now if I hadn’t done the FES. But I
have definitely increased muscle mass, on where I’ve would’ve been, good skin
integrity, and regular bowel motions. Um, what else [unclear] I’m not, I’m not
overweight. Um/ndit’s probably, or I could identify for sure.
I: Not a problem. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: The positives are the one’s I’ve just said. Ah psychological and physical. The
negatives are it does take a little bit of time to set it up and un do it all at the end.
I: So can you tell me more about that? So it takes a- long time [unclear].
P: Okay, so the the have you, have you seen the leg bike that I’m on about with the
FES?
I: Yeah I’ve seen the FES cycling before.
P: Okay so. Right now I’ve got a new, s- new software program that’s got sixteen
channels, ah eight channels sorry, with two lots. So quite a lot of setting up. And time.
Not and then at the end, because I;m wearing shorts, ah I would get have to get back
tha- then take them all off again, go back to bed, take the ones off my bum, and then
change the shorts back into whatever I’m wearing for the day. So that sort of adds to
that no 20, 30 minutes, probably 30 minutes on to the end of the thesession. Which
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can make it a little bit less ah easy to to do. It’s gotta be planned at a set time.
Obviosuly, you need a carer to help which would be an issue for many people, um you
know the affordability of being able to afford that carer. For the extra time. So, yeah
you’re restricted by time, you’re restricted by the need some help. And maybe
restricted by cost.
I: So, cost of the machine or cost of the electrodes?
P: Oh well the cost of the um machine is substantial. I’m not sure what [unclear days]
but they’re around 30 grand. The cost of the electrodes are substantial but they tend to
last a while. The they probably adds up at 500 a year I guess. Um, and the cost of the
carer themselves, having to stay for some extra time each time you use the bike it
takes probably the best part of an extra, well you’re an hour on the bike, so probably
an extra hour and a half.
I: Thanks for that. How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Um, for the same more positive psychologically, probably got a lot more stamina,
and ah strength that I otherwise would have. Ah psychological from an aesthetic point
of view because through the FES you know my legs ah are pretty much a normal size.
So from a vanity point of view, and I’ve [unclear! Think that] and what I’ve said has
already covered the positives.
I: Not a problem, thanks for that response. So we’re on to section 4 now, which is
home exercise. The last…
P: Ok.
I: Section, so we’re focusing on home FES specifically.
P: Ok.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: For me personally are we talking now? 4.00 check this sentence first
I: F- it’s all about you personally, so just your opinion.
P: For me, it’s um I’m flexible with work and study, so yes it’s reasonably easy to
incorporate it into the routine. Um, obviously ah like I said, time is a factor, so as long
as you’ve got the available time, well I have the available time. It’s easy to incorporate,
yeah.
I: Sure, makes sense. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Yes I do, yeah.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Yeah I do ah I do I think they’re ah user friendly.
I: Sure. If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do
with it? FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?
P: FES rowing wouldn’t be an option for me, being C6. If I had the choice, everyday I
would do a cross section of the bike and the stepping.
I: Not a problem.
P: Or walking. [pretty sure he said that].
I: Oh, were you gunna say something else?
P: No I was just gunna say, nah I wasn’t.
I: Okay, thanks. So the last question is. What would your ideal FES system look like?
What could be improved for you?
P: Um, it’d be now I’m not very tech savvy here, but it would be wireless um so the
electrodes communicate with the software program, eh just by putting the electrodes
on, then it would be quite easy to set up.
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I: So a wireless…
P: Um
I: …system?
P: It would be a wireless system.
I: Sure. Alright well look that concludes the interview Stephen, is there anything else
you wanna add about FES?
P: No.
I: Anything you wanna say, while we’re recording?
P: Yeah I would I would. I have a[unclear] have a suggestion for FES that [unclear
if/it is eh] it’s bought by the government in one form or another, ora disability
associations, but sponsored by the government, it is then loaned out to individuals who
need it, and their usage is monitored, and as long as they’re using it to a minimum
requirement, then they either get that for free, or get it at a small, whatever they can
afford, monthly payment.
I: So you believe this is what should be occurring with FES?
P: I believe that’s what should be occurring, I think it’d save the government money in
the long term, and benefit the individuals greatly.
I: And w- how like in Western Australia for example, like how many people use FES
and how do people go about getting a system?
P: Ah I’m self-funded, I have both the business and the payout, so I didn’t look for any
further assistance. So I couldn’t actually answer how they go about getting it but um
just by speaking to people I’m pretty sure there’s there is no assistance. And if you
wanna get to NeuroMoves, um I also think that’s out of the reach of many people
financially. Even though the benefits for the the healthcare system would probably be
in their favour, by people exercising as a preventive measure/method as opposed to
waiting for something to go wrong and then tryin to fix it.
I: Sure thing. Alright thanks for that Stephen.
P: Okay.
I: I’ll just stop the recording.
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Participant 15
I: So this is the beginning of the interview.
P: Yep.
I: So, just gunna ask you a few basic questions first…
P: Sure.
I:…before the interview questions.
P: Okay.
I: Your name?
P: Kerry Newton.
I: Your age?
P: Fifty-two.
I: Gender?
P: Female.
I: Ask everyone that. What about your ethnicity?
P: Australian.
I: And your stage of MS?
P: Ah, its primary progressive. Um, and I was diagnosed eight years ago.
I: Eight years ago.
P: Yep.
I: And your condition is MS?
P: Yes.
I: Time since injury or diagnosis, eight years ago, we’ve answered that.
P: Yep, 2008 it was. So, eight nine years ago.
I: Thanks for that. And, FES systems used at home?
P: Um no, I just use the the one with Che. So I don’t actually use one at home.
I: Not a problem.
P: Yep. I’ve got a just a small portable TENS machine, but I don’t use that for you know
unclear for thatsort of um muscularlike um stimulation like Che did I just use it for you
know, muscle pain and stuff[feint] like thatand strainsand that?on things. But I am
looking to um get a home one, so I can keep um up with what I was doing with Che’s,
um, trial yeah.
I: What type of one are you looking at getting for home?
P: I don’t know, ah I’m going to be guided by Che really. Um he said there are a few on
the market. But I obviously want something that’s going to be as effective as what we
used, or you know, close to as effective as what we used at the uni.
I: I guess you wanna get the right one hey?
P: Yeah I do, I wanna get one,andI wanna get one that’s strong, that’s gunna have an
effect mumble?..or that you know, like Che’s always said to me that you know unless
you use it properly and strong and um you know, turn it up to a certain level then it’s
pretty pointless really.
I: Yeah I guess he’s the expert there.
P: Yep (chuckles).
I: Just on the note of FES systems, ah with Che, which one do you use?
P: Um, I’m not actually sure of the name of it. Um, so I think it’s the one that he’s
actually um pretty well (or “all?”…pretty sure “well) constructed himself. So we use
the/aMotoMed, and then he hooks me up with the electrodes and it hooks into aa um
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system that I think he’s pretty well created himself. AH, I can’t be positive about that.
Um, but I don’t think it’s a um on and off the shelf one.
I: Not a problem, and do you have to use the BerkelBike?
P: Ah yeah I did. I used it the week before last. Um Che bought it out here to my
house, and we used it in the park and I used, I also used it for the first time a couple of
weeks before that at um at the uni at um Lidcombe.
I: Fantastic, thanks for that. Okay just two last questions.
P: Yeah and we hooked it up as well so he hooked up the electrodes on that/there, and
I just got, I got a feeling of how that works.
I: Just out of interest, coz I like to ask a few followup questions.
P: Yep.
I: Ah I when interview people.
P: Sure.
I: Which do you prefer, the BerkelBike or the one at Lidcombe?
P: Um, look for because fatigue is such an issue with MS, um we had to go out into the
sun ah with the BerkelBike. And, so it was a bit draining on me. So I did find the one at
Lidcombe a lot easier to use andit also went a lot higher, like we could turn it up a lot
higher. Um, so I yeah we didn’t use it stationary, I know you can use it stationary as
well. Um but I think the one that I used with the MotoMed was stronger, it um, I mean
I’m not I’m not 100% sure but I’m not sure if it does go up as high as the one that that
Che uses, the MotoMed, but yeah that was my, that was myum experience anyway,
being out and about in the sun was quite draining.
I: Especially in this weather I guess.
P: Yeah, it was a really hot day when I was out at Lidcombe and then um yeah it was
pretty warm here too.
I: I could imagine. Alright, I’ll just ask you two more questions before we start the
interview.
P: Sure.
I: How long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for? So you
haven’t used it at home before have you?
P: No.
I: Okay. And mobile phone number, well I’ve already got that.
P: Yep.
I: That’s okay.
P: So that make a difference, because I was reading through your notes and thatits
about FES at home, like does that engage me as a candidate because I haven’t used it
at home?
I: So initially I just wanted to interview people at home, who’ve done it at home.
P: Yep. Sure.
I: But then I got an ethics approval to interview other people who haven’t done it at
home.
P: Okay.
I: Coz I think that a lot of the questions that I ask, they’re not all focused on the home.
P: Sure.
I: And also, you probably have a few things to say about what you think of FES in the
home.
P: Sure.
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I: So I think you’d be a valuable subject as well.
P: Okay.
I: Fantastic. Alright well we’ll begin now.
P: Sure.
I: So there’s just four sections. And…
P: Yep.
I: Six (mumbles), there’s about yeah 14 questions.
P: Okay cool.
I: Section 1. Rehabilitation and transition.
P: Mm huh.
I: What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um my initial goal was just to gain um muscle mass in the legs, so that it would help
me with standing and transferring, just to have a bit more strength.
I: And out of interest, how would you define rehabilitation?
P: Um rehabilitation’s a word I guess when you’ve got a progressive illness um I don’t
know whether the right word is rehabilitation because it’s not like you’re rehabilitating
yourself back to um full health. But I guess in my situation, um rehabilitation is sort of
gaining back a little bit of something that I don’t have.
I: Yeah see I actually ask this questionnaire to people with spinal cord injury as well.
P: Sure.
I: So that’s why it’s interesting when I ask people with MS because (grunt)
rehabilitation’s kind of a different theme isn’t it.
P: Yeah. Yeah I II guess it is. Um, its, yeah the terminology rehabilitation is sort of still
its its like you’re getting back to the way you were, but um yeah I guess, I guess with
spinal cord injury as well it’s um trying to gain a little bit of extra function.
I: Yeah makes sen- makes perfect sense.
P: Yep.
I: Well the next two questions are on that theme, so I guess just answer them as you
see fit.
P: Sure.
I: So number two is, what were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
(coughs). Excuse me.
P: Um, getting used to thethe um, strength of the contractions. Um like, turning the
turning um thethe power up I guess if you wanna, you know,if you wanna call it that, or
just the strength of the um, of the FES machine, yeah that was a bit challenge, was
getting it up there. Um, by the end of it I did manage to get up past a hundred but it
didn’t/did??? feel like it was never gunna happen at one point. And coz quite umitI felt
it quite um uncomfortable. Yeah so that was the that was the main, main challenge that
I had. Um, oh I guess yeah that’s probably about it. Um, I did have aaum apressure
sort of injury on the coccyx as well, so that was a (little) bit challenging just sitting in
one position.And um yeah for for like forty-five [99% sure]minutes so that, that
became a challenge as well.
I: Thanks for that. Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation, and
if so what were the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Ah yes I did use it, and um the advantage was that it in- it really did help with the
muscle strength and increased the muscle size, and therefore helped m- helped me
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me [a bit feint]functionnow/you know/[unclear!] I was just standing, standing um
was easier and transfers were easier because I could rely more on my legs.
I: Thanks for that. So we’ll move on to section two now, which is exercise.
P: Yep.
I: Do you exercise regularly?
P: I do.
I: What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Yep sure, I um I have a MotoMed at home so I use that um passively and also
actively. Um I try and use it/that every day or second day and I’ve also got an arm
cranker, so I use that. I sort of use the arm one alternatealternatedays, and the leg one
alternate days.
I: So the MotoMed you use without stim?
P: Yes.
I: Fantastic. Thanks for that.
P: That’s alright. I’ve also got a personal trainer so we normally just do one session a
week. Um there’s lots of different types of exercise umyou know stretching and
weights and all that kind of stuff.
I: Is that at the gym or in home?
P: Ah at home sometimes we go to the gym, um and I’m and sometimes in the
swimming pool.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Um I’d like to improve swimming, I’d like to increase that so that’s my plan for next
week, um we’ve got a new pool, a local pool with a hydrotherapy pool and a um, also a
lift, its got a, it’s got a hoist, so I plan to access that once a week.
I: So, you visit a local pool sorry you were saying?
P: Yes. Yeah I it takes me about 20 minutes to get there on the wheelchair.
I: Out of interest, you talked yesterday about Che’s study.
P: Yep.
I: About what you perceive(d) the benefits were of Che’s study.
P: Sure.
I: Do you think they, those benefits had an impact on your swimming ability?
P: Umlook/() yeah I don’t, I Ican’t comment on that really because I haven’t really
swum enough since I diddid umChe’s trial. Yeah I’ve only sort of only been swimming
twice since I did his trial so… and I didn’t swim before that and you knowsortalike a
year, so I’m not sure.
I: Oh that’s alright yeah I just thought I’d ask yeah not a problem.
P: Yep yep.
I: It’s always good to ask more questions.
P: Absolutely.
I: So, number three. What impact does exercise have on your life, positive, (or)
negative?
P: Positive. Um it has amazing positive um impact. So I think that it has a a really a
psychological benefit, um because the wellbeing um for thatyou know your wellbeing
your, just your state of mind I think it improves with exercise, um I think it helps the
fatigue so although youknow/()you might be a bit fatigued while you’re exercising, um
in the long run, sort of it it helps diminish the fatigue. Um, and with the strength of the
muscles and thenobviously, especiallyupperupper body when I’m pushing up the
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stronger I can be, thethe more um, the more mobile, or the more active my body can
be.
I: Thanks for that. So section three’s on Functional Electrical Stimulation specifically.
P: Yep, yep.
I: And we might c- ah covered a few things we’ve already talked about before.
P: Sure.
I: So that’s okay. What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Oh just the one at the uni, so I’m not sure exactly what it is but Che’s one.
I: No worries. What benefits have you had from using FES ah health benefits,
psychological benefits?
P: Yep I think um definitely psychological, um and also just for strength in the legs im
improved so therefore you know, I can rely on my legs morethan/and um when I’m
standing when I’m transferring. Um and also just psy- psychologically coz because it
was ah coz I was sort of out comm- you know in amongst people at the uni when I was
doing it, that that was, that had a big effect. Psychologically I think um just being a part
of a study, and and meeting people, and talking to people, you know whereasat home
when you’re by yourself, it’s um probably not quite as beneficial because you’re not
really bouncing sort of things off people and yeah and andum communicating with
them.
I: Can you tell me more about kind of the interactions with the other guys doing FES?
P: Yeah yeah I had heaps of interactions because obviously it was over 12 weeks,and
[99% sure] three times a week. So um, I got to you know find out about their
experiences, and because they’ve all done that, or most of them had done the trial
before. Um, so just got to find out what their experiences was, were and you know how
they’re keeping up with the FES and yeah just watching um the how people sort of
react to it when they first start as well, there was another guy that started after me so
yeah that’s probably probablyabout it.
I: No worries. (clears throat) Excuse me. What are some of the positives and negatives
of using FES?
P: Um, I guess um the positive of cause is building up the muscle. Umm and strength.
Umm negatives I guess, you know, it’s not comfortable, (there’s)/()a bit of pain
involved um and also, you can’t really…. I can’t do it myself, I need someone to place
the electrodes and hook them up, my hands are not um yeah not functioning 100% so I
really need someone to help hook them up and to yeah so I guess that’s that’s pretty
well um it that yeah, (you) can’t can’t do it by myself.
I: Makes sense. And can you, are there any other positives or negatives you could
think of?
P: Umm, with FES…well I guess everything that I’ve spoken about um like just the the
um the exercise components or just the fact that its that you know that you’re doing
something that might help you in the long run. Because I think with a degenerative
disease, its pretty rare that you come across something that um mutters helps your
situation um so like your always noticing decline, but with FES um yeah your actually
gaining that that muscle that you’ve lost so that’s veryvery um important I
think,psychologically as well. Um, I suppose that um something that’s a negative was
that it was a long way to go, for me coz it wasout at the uni...um I had to dedicate a lot
of time getting out there. And also sitting on a hard chair, I found that yeah I was much
better using my wheelchair to um to perform it because it was more comfortable.
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I: Not a problem. And I think the last one on FES is. How has FES made an impact on
your life?
P: Um just like I said I think increasing the muscles, um bulk and increasing strength
and just getting more confident with standing with/and/() [most likely ()] transfers,
knowing that you’re [sounds like “your all” though] you’re safer [with/when …a
little unclear/hard to discern] standing and transferring. Not not so much at risk, not
putting yourself at you know, risk everytime you stand.
I: By risk, you mean risk of falls?
P: Yep. Yep.
I: Thanks for that. So we’re on to the last section now which is home exercise.
P: Sure.
I: So nailing in, and zooming in on the home kind of issue.
P: Yep.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Um it could be if I had one, yeah I think it would be something that II would do um a
few times a week yep/ah. Um I’d probably need assistanceso/though placing the
electrodes. Yeah I just [feint] find it/that it’seasier/easy [think “easy”]when
someone’s there to manage it for you, um yeah I don’t know how manageable it would
be alone to do it.
I: Yeah, makes sense.
P: (mumbles).
I: Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Umm, I didn’t actually use it, I didn’t sort of place it or/allor use the actual um device
myself, soit looked a bit tricky.
I: So would Che or the students put it on for you?
P: Yes yeah. They would.
I: Fantastic and I guess while we’re here we can talk maybe about the students. Um…
P: Yep.
I: How did you find the support they gave you with FES?
P: They were great, I think they were fantastic. Um, yeah I think it was really important
for them because they were learning um and understanding something that’s different.
Um, really dedicated group of um of students. Um, they really put everything they could
into it, they were there to help wherever they could. Um yeah I thought they were great.
Um, the only thing I’d recommend in the future is a/that I think that they should all have
the opportunity to try it so they know what they’re what they’re you know, what it’s all
about. And unless you can feel it for yourself, you don’t really, you don’t really know
what um it feels like so when especially when you’re turning it up and its quite it’s quite
um um it’s quite uncomfortable I II think everyone that sh- that’s working with it needs
to try it as well.
I: That’s interesting. So you think if they tried themselves they’d have more of an
understanding?
P: Yeah absolutely.
I: And then, I guess howhow would that benefit say you doing FES?
P: Um, just wellstand that they’ll understand exactly what you’re feeling or what you’re
not feeling or yeah I guess you know when they when they ask you questions about
“Okay, can you feel this, can you feel that then their gunna know exactly what you’re
talking about”.
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I: So then..
P: And.
I: YeP: Yeah and when you turn it up, when you try and aim for a certain level, like a
hundred and/()then they can they can really um understand what you’re, what you’re
feeling as well. Because it it’s not it’s not a really comfortable sensation. It looks really
um you know there’s not a lot there’s not a lot to look at because it doesn’t look like it’s
doing much, but when you actually feel all your muscles its totally different.
I: So I guess it would give them that kind of relatability to be able to understand…
P: Yeah absolutely, yeah.
I: And just one more thing. You mentioned about the stim being turned up to a
hundred.
P: Yep.
I: Do you know what kind of ah stimulation parameter that is?
P: No, I’m not sure. I know that Che um said that the maximum it can go is like 120 to
130. Um, so Ijust set myself a goal of trying to get up to 100 that was just my own
[99% sure] personal goal because I know the higher, the higher it goes the more it’s,
you’regunna benefit from it. Um and I know Che sort of said you know there’s no point
even doing it if you’re gunna be down at 40 or 50. Um you’re/you getting the results at
the high end, you’re/you getting sort ofthe maximum results at the high end, when
when(you)turn it up quite high.
I: And did you learn more aboutkind of the different stimulation parameters with Che, or
not really?
P: Umm, I’m not sure, what can you explain what more what you mean?
I: So ah do you understand about like current, frequencies, pulse widths and all that?
P: Not a lot. But I d- I do certainly know a little bit more about it now after after listening
to Che talk about it, yep.
I: And just from your perspective, do you think you’d be more comfortable
understanding more about the kind of technical stimulation aspects?
P: Um….
I: Or it doesn’t really bother you?
P: It doesn’t really bother me as long as I’m seeing result(s). And as long as it’s safe,
then I’m quite happy to do it, um I don’t need to go into all the nitty gritty about it. I
guess you learn stuff as you go along, but yeah I don’t feel like I need to learn[99%
sure] a terrible lot to do it.
I: That’s ok, I have to ask because I’m an engineer (chuckles).
P: Oh okay cool.
I: Not a problem. Okay, second last question.
P: Yep.
I: Get back to the script. It’s a bit of a long one.
P: Yep.
I: If you had to do FES everyday, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES rowing?
P: Um, look if I had to do it everyday. I haven’t um look I guess I’d do what I was gunna
get the most benefit from. Um so I’m not sure… certainly sitting still would be easier.
But if it’s not gunna give the best results then I would prefer to do the cycling or the
rowing, unclear!!..rowing??
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I: Which do you think would be more fun?
P: Umm, it’s I I guess with MS and the fatigue its probably not so much the/that fun, its
whats easiest to access and whats going to be um easier to hook up and everything.
So that’s probably more sort of the point that I look for. Um, I guess fun….
I: (chuckles).
P: ..probably…I don’t know, I probably wouldn’t wouldn’tuse, Id- wouldn’t really
consider for the fun aspect I’dI’d just really want to consider the results aspect of it.
I: Not that’s ok so it’s not considered to be fun nor anything, it’s just…
P: Yeah yeahyeah no its just um I think with with so much that you gotta get through in
a day with MS that whatever’s going to be the easiest and most um, best results, then
that’s sort of what you you/would/ you’d??go for. So you tend not to do something for
the sake of it, you sort of wanna get the most, the best outcome.
I: That makes sense and…
P: Yeah.
I: You talked a bit…
P: And also I have a shoulder, I keep hurting my shoulder so I guess I would avoid the
rowing everyday, I’dI’d tend to avoid that, so I’d go forcycling over rowing.
I: Yeah not a problem. And just to extend that, you mentioned something about how
the time in the day.
P: Um yeah.
I: So.
P: I do it morning.
I: Or but not oh okay in the morning. But in terms of, so with MS, do you have to be
very organized and have a lot of uncleareach day?
P: Yeah. Can you hang on two secs Matt, I’m just gotta talk to my boy, I’ll be back in
two seconds.
I: Yeah not a problem.
(Talks to son in background).
P: Sorry about that.
I: Nah no worries.
P: What was that one, the last one?
I: So….you were talking about how ah you don’t wanna, you don’t wanna do something
just for the sake of it.
P: Yep.
I: So I guess with MS, do you have to have a very well planned day everyday?
P: Yeah you do really because your energy levels only go so far. Um, yeah so you you
really have to plan you- plan yourself out, um pace yourself as to what you are going to
be able to um manage.
I: And with the FES, you’d preferably do it in the morning?
P: Yep/yes I would, by the afternoon, yeah I wouldn’t have thethe energy um by just
standing, standing transfers are work for me in the morning, by the afternoon yeah I
they just don’t work.
I: Yeah, fair enough. Okay we’re on the last question now.
P: Yeah/p.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Um I guess my ideal system if I was using it by myself would be portable um easy to
attach, um probably not quite so fiddly the little attachments, getting the getting the um
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the little leads to fit into one another, it’s pretty tricky when you’re hands not working
very well. Um and yeah that’s probably about it.
I: No worries. And before we conclude, is there anything else you’d like to say about
FES? Any opinions you want to express?
P: Um, no, I guess yeah um I mean it’s been great doing a trial and getting seeing that,
seeing the results. I’m just waiting to get the actual final MRI results back, so I’m not
quite sure what my increase was. But um w- if you don’t keep it up you lose it. So, um I
generally believe that the muscle has has gone you knowhave already got, gotten
smaller, since I stopped, and that was probably about, oh I don’t know probably about
six weeks ago. But I haven’t been doing any. Yeah. So, it/you definitely have to you
know, keep at it.
I: OhP: I guess it’d be good, good to know how many times a week you need to do it to for
to maintain it, that would be good to know.
I: Not a problem. Look thanks for all your responses today Kerry.
P: That’s ok.
I: I’ll just stop the recording and we can have a quick chat.
P: Sure. Yep.
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Participant 16
(J – John).
I: So this is an interview with Matthew and Lesley, on Wednesday the 25th of January,
2017. So, your name?
P: Lesley Hanna.
I: And may I ask your age Lesley?
P: Um, fifty, fifty eight.
I: Fifty-eight. And your gender?
P: Um, female.
I: I have to ask everyone. And what about your ethnicity?
P: English.
I: English. Is John English too?
P: No, he’s Lebanese.
I: Oh ok. Now may I ask your stage of MS?
P: Um, (I) I was relapsing remitting, for a number of years. And I had a fall, and I
smashed all the right hand side of my face and lost lost a a nerve in my fac- face, the
lev lev lev allows me to smile. And since that since then my right hand and left hand,
left leg, and right hand and my right hand and leg, all that side, side of me doesn’t
work.
I: I’m sorry to hear that.
P: So now, I’m relapsing
J: Secondary progressive.
P: Secondary progressive.
I: Secondary progressive. And your condition is Multiple Sclerosis?
P: That’s right.
I: And um, what about your time since injury or diagnosis? So how long have you had
MS for?
P: Ohh since 1990.
I: And, FES systems used at home? Do you do FES at home?
J: No.
P: No.
I: Okay not a problem. Yeah some people do, some people don’t.
P: Mm.
I: And how long have you, or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for? And
the answer again is n- none, is it?
P: What was the question again?
I: I’m sorry. Um, it’s asking how long you’ve used FES for at home, but you haven’t
used it at home, have you?
P: No, no.
I: Yeah not a problem. And mobile phone number? Well, I already have that so that’s
OK.
P: Okay.
I: Alright. So we’ll start the interview now.
P: Okay.
I: Series of about….14 questions. And they’re just in four different sections. So section
one’s on rehabilitation and transition. So what were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
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P: Do you know….
J: No, they’re your goals [but feint],rehabilitation, trying to get mobile again.
P: Yeah. And I used a[unclear 20.31]…unclear then “that”between Che and Kara, I
was doing (it/()) three times a week. And I did that for three months. And of after that,I
went on an um European holiday, so that enabled me to have the strength to stand up
and to transfer so John could find it easier which he did.
I: Fantastic. But I guess in terms of um so how would define rehabilitation?
P: Moving.
I: So moving after the diagnosis?
P: I don’t, understand your question I think? [unclear].
I: Oh that’s alright. The problem is I ask this survey to people with spinal cord injury as
well.
P: Yeah.
I: So they have a different definition of rehabilitation. So I’m just interested to hear your
definition of rehabilitation. How would you define rehabilitation?
J: What do you think rehabilitation is?
I: Yeah.
J: Just just give her a couple of seconds Matthew, she’s unclear.
I: Yeah not a problem. Take your time I know I’m asking a few questions today.
P: What does rehabilitation mean?
J: To you.
I: To you, yeah.
P: Is moving [80% sure] a good answer?
I: That’s fine, if that’s how you define it.
P: Yeah.
I: Not a problem.
P: Coz everything benefits by moving.
I: Okay, that makes sense.
P: Th/it’s (muttering before starts?) It’s not too great on the body, but you just have
to do it.
I: So, moving.
P: Yeah/s.
I: And I guess related to that idea of rehabilitation, what were some of the challenges
you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Pain, and soreness. Um, just getting up ev every morning and doing what you have
to do. Coz I do homework as well.
I: Oh, can you tell me more about the homework?
P: Um I I do the the core core exercises, while I’m laying in bed. The core it’s so/um
it’sumplus the leg ex-exercises.
I: So are they, is that what Kara tells you to do?
P: Yes.
I: Oh, interesting. And…
P: And she she looks at John doing it with me, to make sure he’s got it right.
I: Oh okay. So John you help out a lot too with the exercises?
J: I might help her to do the exercises in bed [or FES???] unclear!in the morning.
I: Okay. And that’s good that Kara can help you both I guess.
P: Yeah.
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I: Okay thanks for that. The last question on rehabilitation. Did you use any electrical
stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so what were the advantages and
disadvantages of these technologies? So I can ask that again if you like.
J: Well the only stimulation electrical stimulation she had was when she was on the on
the FES bike at the university.
I: Yep.
J: Okay soso that’s the only stimulation she had electrically.
I: Yeah.
J: And um you’ve gotta answer what the the benefits areor what.….
I: Oh yeah the advantages and disadvantages. We can talk more about the benefits a
bit later.
P: The advantages of the FES. I think that’s [unclear 16.10…”enabled my?”] my legs
and muscles to work better.
I: Yep…are there any other advantages of the FES?
P: John can you think of any, I can’t think at the moment.
J: The advantages are……unclear/feint…..The disadvantage is we’ve gotta
travel…far?? to go to the university…sentences are unclear as J is in the
background.
I: I beg your pardon John, it’s a bit hard to hear you at the moment.
J: The disadvantages are the disadvantage is that she’s gotta travel to the university
to have the ah FES put on her leg, riding the bike there ah the advantages? isIs it has
ah strengthen the stimulate the muscles and um it feels good after (ward?)
I: Fantastic. So do you guys live ah a fair distance away from the uni?
P: Um/John, you answerJohn.
J:unclear.
P: How, how far away do we live?
J: Oh, we’re about ah I’d say about ah/a a good half hour, thirty five minutes away.
I: Oh, so that takes a long time.
J: Oh it takes a bit of time. (It) depends, depends on traffic. But if if the [99% sure]
traffic’s good, we can be there in twenty minutes. If the traffic’s not good, we can be
there in 45 minutes.
I: (sniggers). Yeah, that’s Sydney traffic for ya.
P: Yeah.
I: Alright, we’ll go to section 2 now.
P: Okay.
I: On exercise. Do you exercise regularly, what kinds of exercise do you perform?
J: Every morning she exercises in her bed to do her core exercises, every morning.
I: Yep.
J: Ahh so they they basically involve ah abdominal work, lower back work.
P: Core core work.
J: Unclear ...then “main”?...core work.Righto, also adductors and abductors
[potentially other way around?], and a bit of hamstring work.
I: So a bit of work on the thighs as well?
J: Yeah hamstrings mainly yep.
I: Thanks for that. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: (pause) Nothing really.
J: No idea.
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I: Not a problem.
J: That’s why we see the potential [most likely, based on the following repetition of
that sentence].
I: I beg your pardon?
J: That’s why we see the potential.
I: Yeah. Not a problem. What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive?
Negative?
P: It’s positive.
I: Yep.
P: Because I I I love exercising, so I don’t find exercising a problem.
I: So you enjoy exercise?
P: Yeah.
I: Same. (chuckles).
P: Huh?
I: Oh same, I enjoy it as well.
P: Yeah.
I: When I get a chance.
P: People think we’re strange.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: People think we’re strange.
I: Really?
J: Yes.
P: Most people hate e- exercising.
I: But I guess you like it because it makes you feel good. [A bit biased!...MT
comments]
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah. That’s good. So section three’s on FES. Its looking more specifically at FES.
What types of FES have you used for exercise?
J: What types are there? The only one we’ve been been involved is what we do on the
bike with Che.
I: So the FES cycling?
P: Yeah.
J: Yep but Che has only….I spose we’ve had to ah see it????? unclear!!!!
I: Oh fair enough. So you’ve never tried rowing or standing or ah…
J: No.
I: Or/all the others?
J: Nothing at all.
I: Out of interest, would you ever try the other types?
J: If there’s a benefit, yeah sure unclear.
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah, makes sense.
P: ExceptI’ll I’ve only got one arm.
I: Yeah, so you’d have to take that into consideration.
P: Yes.
I: Yep.
J:Unclear.
P: Unclear
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J: [unclear/feint sentence]….dislocated???? Stimulation on….
P: Yeah.
I: I beg your pardon John?
J: Well she was sayingshe’s only got one arm that’s functional. But she’s also got
only got one leg that’s functional, and/but she said/its just that [think the former but
really not sure!] the legs works, but ah because she, it is being stimulated, I can’t
see any reason why the arm won’t[sounds like “might” but pretty sure “won’t”]
work.Ah follows in a similar line. So she was if the arm was stimulated, I would say for
example a hand cranker, then she maydevelop extra strength in that arm.
I: Do you do the hand cranking at all with Che?
J: She has done it unclear
P: It’s not set up yet.
I: Oh okay, fair enough, fair enough.
P: But as Che said to me the other day, when I used to the FES in the be beginning,
my right arm in some ways was ta- was taped [feint]taped to the machine.
I: Was what sorry?
P: Um, whats the name of that band John?
J:unclear, feint.
P: The band
J: The Theraband.
P: John. Ch Che used to use the Theraband to hold my hand on.
I: Ohh, Theraband.
P: Yeah to to stretch it.
I: Oh okay.
P: While I/it [pretty sure “I”] was on the FES. He used to put the band on, and all that
time it was to give me a good stretch.
I: So you’re exercising the arm at the same time?
P: Yeah.
J: ….arm…just ah…..[feint, unclear for a bit at the beginning]being strapped to the
handlebars of the FES bike.
I: Oh okay, yep.
J: So unclear she was getting something stretchunclearbut ah because her legs
were working there may have been some some benefit in the arm from the electrical
stimulation to the leg(s).
I: Yeah I think I’ve seen that before actually yeah. Okay. Now what benefits have you
had from using FES? So, health benefits? Psychological benefits?
P: Well the the the first time the first um block was three times a week for three
months. That’s the one that made the difference to my standing.
I: So that was, was that a trial Che was running?
P: Yes.
I: And what about the psychological benefits of FES?
P: Oh, it makes you feel like you’re doing something instead of not doing anything at
all. So/in fact it it gives you confidence, or it gave me confidence that my mus- my
muscles were gunna do the right thing.
I: That’s good to hear. Now I’ve already asked this question sort of, but I’ll ask again.
What are some the positives and negatives of using FES?
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P: Well the unclear…a mumble/part of a word negatives are that you’ve gotta get get
your head around that you’re gunna have thestimulation. And you’ve gotta get your
brain into into the zone that to do um not think every time “Oh it just [99% sure]hurts”.
I: Oh okay so that’s a big thing you think about before doing it?
P: Yes.
I: And is it, is the FES very painful?
P: Oh, once it gets up to 90, have I ever gone to 100, John?
J: I dunno/no???
P: Once it gets around the 90, 100 mark that really, that hurts.
I: Okay.
P: But like I said, if you get into z the zone, you just except thatthat’s happening [95%
sure second word].
I: Yeah.
P: Do you understand what I said?
I: Yeah exactly. So I guess you just have to kind of prepare yourself?
P: Yeah.
I: Makes sense. How how has FES had an impact on your life?
P: I feel like I can move, how however little it is. I’m I’m I’m now take myself to the
bathroom and pull my pants up and down. That might seem like a simple thing to do,
but when you’ve got what I’ve got, it’s quite hard.
J:…put that also…it’s/that’s also a combination of work with Karaunclear!!
P: Yeah.
J: A combination of the FESplus (now) the FitAbility program and/has improve(d)
Lesley’s ah independence to a certain degree.
P: Yeah.
I: Yep so you think it’s both combined.
P: Yeah.
I: Fantastic, that’s really good to hear. The last section’s on home exercise. So some of
these are just your opinions of home exercise. Do you think it is easy to incorporate
FES into your daily routine? Hypothetically?
J: Where at home or at um another venue??? Unclear!
I: Both, I guess.
J: So do you think it’d be hard for you to incorporate FES in a day, in a daily routine?
P: No. I I think it’d/it be easy.
I: So can you tell me more about that? Wh- what type of FES would you incorporate?
P: The FES with the electrodes.
I: So, the cycling?
P: Yeah.
I: Thanks for that. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Ummm I probably wouldn’t be able to put the pads on myself [95% sure].
I: Yeah. So you’d have to have someone to help you out with that?
P: Yeah. John, John normally does.
I: Yeah.
P: Or Che.
[unclear]
P: Or one of the students.
I: Yeah so you get the students to help out sometimes?
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P: Yeah.
I: How do you find the interacting with them?
P: Ah really good.
I: That’s great. And I guess they’re learning something too, aren’t they?
P: They They are, yeah.
I: So this question’s a bit of a long question. So can I ask it again. If you had to do FES
every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it? FES-cycling?
Stimulation while sitting still? Or FES-rowing?
J: She’s only had one experience, that’s withFES cycling, so we don’t know about the
other one.
I: So you’d just go with the cycling.
J: Well we don’t know about the other ones so we can’t comment on those.
I: Yeah.
J: Other than experiences [unclear!] then um, she doesn’t know what it’s like.
I: Yeah, that makes sense. Not a problem. The last question is. What would your ideal
FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
J: How do you mean?
I: So what would your perfect FES device look like?
J: What would it look like?
I: Yeah what would it do, how would it work….
J: I have, I don’t know. FES is ah I presume electronic stimulation of the muscles, um
even I don’t understand the question.
I: Oh that’s alright. So I guess what kind of things could be improved about the system?
J: Okay um ahh
P: Put a put a hand cranker on, which is obviously in progress.
I: Yep.
J: I-Ideally would you be know, be from my point of view, because I’ve assisted in
putting the electrodes on, that sorta thing, would be to have personalized um sort of
like stockings that goes on the legs with the actual FES electrodes sewn into em, so
that ah/they once they’re on, once once they’re set up they’re in position straight away,
and they just hook up to an external set of wires without having to sort of put the
individual um electrodes on each part of the part of the muscle, unclear (we)could
design you know, say a stocking that either has a zip on it, put in place and zip it up,
to hold it in position, ah similar to an arm where you know you sort of put a um
elasticized type of stocking with the electrodes already sewn into, that could be
connected quite easy? Unclear.
I: So that’d be less tedious I guess?
P: Yeah, did I make sense?What I was saying.
I: Nah exactly, I know what you’re talking about because at the moment I think you
have to put the electrodes on, then the stockings don’t you, to hold them there.
J: Yeah so you put (the) electrodes on then then you put aa unclear tube there,
unclear…doctor??to hold it in position. If they’re partially sewn into a um a a stocking
where you just you know lay it out, put the lead(s) in there then zip it up with the um
with the connections sticking out of it.It’s gotta help a bit I think.
I: So it’d be much quicker, would it?
J: Yes.
I: Just anoth-
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J: Great inconvenience.
I: Lesley, do you find it takes a long time to set up the FES?....[Bias by MT! …MT
comments]
P: Ohh, doesn’t really.
I: Oh okay.
P: If this per- person, person person haven’t has an idea what they/they’re doing.
I: (chuckles). If they’ve had some experience.
P: But don’t [unclear, stuttering a bit]the students normally do….
I: I beg your pardon?
P: The students, the students are normally have an idea what they’re doing, plus Che
as well.
I: That’s good. So, Che teaches them what to do?
P: Yeah yeah.
I: Alright well look that’s the end of the interview. Is there any more things you’d like to
add about FES, Lesley and John?
[J: Unclear]
P: That I think it’s fantastic.
I: Yeah.
P: What its done for me. And I’d like to continue and even go further. Like with hand
cranking or with the rowing machine if I can. [I: Okay]. I’d like, I’d like that.
I: Not a problem. So I’ll just stop the recorder[P: mutters something] and we can keep
having a bit of a chat, thanks for that Lesley and I know that there are a lot of
questions. So that’s the end of the interview.

Post-hoc comment [MT comments]:
……student competency and assistance? A potential theme????Participants felt as if
having students to assist with Functional Electrical Stimulation cycling equipment setup was associated with a sense of confidence in the abilities of the students to do so.
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Participant 17
I: So this is an interview between Matthew and Maryanna. So I’m just gunna start by
asking you a few demographic questions, and then I’ll ask you a series of questions
about FES.
P: Okay.
I: So, your name?
P: MaryannaJozic.
I: How do you spell your last name?
P: J-O-Z-I-C.
I: Fantastic. And your age Maryanna?
P: Mm, 50.
I: 50. 50 years young. And your gender?
P: Female.
I: I ask everyone that.
P: I’m glad it’s not just me.
I: And what about your ethnicity Maryanna?
P: Ah, I was born in Croatia to Croatian parents.
I: Wow, so that’s where the name Jozic comes from.
P: That would be it.
I: Croatia. Just to deviate, I’d actually like to go to Croatia one day.
P: It is the most beautiful country.
I: A lot of people go to a place called Split.
P: That’s lovely, right on the water.
I: Wow. Yeah, it’d be good to go there one day. Maybe after my PhD.
P: Okay, wh- you travelling as a doctor will be very impressive.
I: Oh thank you very much.
[chuckles].
I: A Doctor of Engineering.
P: Doesn’t matter, you don’t have to mention that part.
I: That’s, that’s right exactly. I can still put it on the flight thing I guess.
P: That’s right.
I: Now what about your stage of MS?
P: Um, I(‘ve) had MS for 20 years. So, it started as relapsing-remitting and now it’s gogoing to progressive.
I: Progressive. Is that secondary, primary…?
P: Secondary.
I: Secondary progressive. Thanks for that Maryanna.
P: Mm huh.
I: And your condition of course is Multiple Sclerosis.
P: Yes.
I: Time since injury or diagnosis, 20 years ago?
P: Yes.
I: And have you used any FES systems at home?
P: (sighs). I used some small FES systems that I bought at Aldi, so they were no where
near what I was using with Che. But they helped with certain muscle spasms and
things like that.
I: Wow, at Aldi?
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P: Yes, just for the little um (unclear) TENS machines.
I: Can you remember what brand they were by chance?
P: Um I can probably find them, I still have them. I can send you an email with it.
I: Perfect, perfect. Just, just interesting to see coz I didn’t um, I mean I’ve they sold
TENS machines at Aldi before. But I’ve never actually seen one myself.
P: It was a few years ago, (but?) when I saw it I snapped it up.
I: I beg your pardon? Oh you snapped it up.
P: Yep (? – pretty sure).
I: Interesting.
P: And, I don’t use them like I use them with Che. Um, I use them more for back pain
and shoulder pain.
I: So, it’s more for pain relief?
P: That’s right.
I: Okay. Out of interest, how often are you going out to Lidcombe at the moment?
P: I’m sorry I didn’t hear that, it cut out.
I: Oh that’s alright. How often do you go out to Lidcombe at the moment?
P: I go every Friday morning, but I, I don’t do the FES, I do the gym.
I: Oh, the um, the NeuroMoves?
P: Yeah with FitAbility.
I: Fantastic, well I might be- I’m gunna be out there this Friday so I might bump into you
as well.
P: I’ll be there from 9 till 10.
I: 9 till 10, okay good to know. So next question before we start is, how long have you,
or did you previously, use FES for home exercise for? So you mentioned you just use
the devices for pain relief?
P: That’s right. So at home I don’t actually use them for exercise.
I: Not a problem. And your mobile phone number, well I already have that.
P: Mm huh.
I: And maybe I’ll grab your landline as well.
P: Ah, 9-7-0-5-double 7, 2-4.
I: Thanks for that. Alright I’ll begin the interview now.
P: Okay.
I: So theres a series of questions, there’s four sections, and if you want me to repeat
anything or are unsure, if you don’t wanna answer any questions that’s ok as well.
P: Okay and will they all relate to my time using FES with Che?
I: So the first few questions are on general rehabilitation and transition.
P: Okay.
I: Then we talk about exercise, then FES, then home exercise.
P: Okay.
I: So some questions might delve a little outside FES.
P: Mm huh.
I: But just answer whatever you feel comfortable.
P: Alright.
I: So section one, rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
P: To make transfer easier, to have less muscle spasms, to help me build some more
muscle.
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I: Out of interest too, because I ask this survey to people with spinal cord injury.
P: Mm.
I: When I talk to a lot of the MS guys, they (define) I mean rehabilitation’s a bit of a
different meaning.
P: Mm huh.
I: How would you define rehabilitation?
P: (good?) question…rehab. I wo- I basically define it as um using exercise techniques
to improve function.
I: Sure.
P: In basics? (unclear), that’s my definition.
I: So basic everyday activities, etc.
P: Yeah. Any improvement.
I: Related to this idea of rehabilitation, what were some of the challenges you faced
during rehabilitation?
P: So, finding the time to work out, um ah the the fatigue I experience and combatting
that. Ah, the general pain with exercise. They were the main, main things I had to
combat.
I: When you say pain with exercise, is that referring to other forms of exercise as well?
P: Absolutely. Any any exercise some some sort of pain, whether its with stretching,
and my muscles are very tight and they feel pain, whether its FES (so?and?) the pain
of using that, whether its um lifting weights, theres certain pain associated with those
sort of exercises.
I: Makes sense. The next question has/is two parts. Did you use any electrical
stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so, what were the advantages and
disadvantages of these technologies? So I guess.
P: The only time I used the electrical stimulation was when I was part of Che’s trial, and
ah the benefits of that was that I could just sit on a chair and let let the machine do the
work. So, it didn’t take a lot of extra effort on my behalf, for the machine to actually
increase my muscles. But the downside of course was the time it took to put on and the
pain associated with the electrical impulses. Coz they could get very high, and it felt a
lot like razor blades…
I: Oh.
P: Coming/cutting (think “coming”) through my muscles.
I: Ouch.
P: Well that’s the way I described it, it’s/there’s obviously a little bit over the top, but
they were very painful.
I: Crikey. And did you use any, I guess we’ll more a bit later about the positives and
negatives.
P: mm.
I: So you didn’t use any right at the start, any? FES?
P: Before I started this/his trial, no.
I: Okay.
P: Apart from the muscle um relaxation or the pain relief for my muscles with the home
one so apart from that, no.
I: Okay, fair enough. Alright we’ll got on to (some) exercise questions now. Just in
general.
P: Mm huh.
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I: Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Okay. Um, I do exercise regularly. I have an exercise bike at home, very similar to
the one at Che’s trial. Actually it’s the same bike, just a different model. And, and I use
that, so I exercise that for my legs, and I’ve also used weights and um those
expandable plastic things, to do upper body strength exercises.
I: Expandable plastic things?
P: What are they called? Plastic, I know I’m being taped now it’s embarrassing but….[I:
That’s ok] Um, rubber band things.
I: Are they called TheraBands?
P: Yeah, that sounds about right.
I: TheraBands, okay.
P: I just know they’re red, black, blue yellow. And I have a bunch of those at home that
I can exercise on my own, (unclear) and tie them to a doorknob, and then use my my
muscles to you know pull them.
I: Okay, so like big rubber bands.
P: That’s it.
I: Okay, I think I’ve heard of them before.
P: yeah they’re pretty common.
I: TheraBands. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: What could I improve…hmmph, variety’s always nice, I could I could improve it with
a bit of variety, um it’d be great if I could do it for longer, but again because of the
fatigue and when my body overheats it shuts down so the time I can do it is limited. So,
that’s basically how.
I: Thanks for that. And the last one on exercise is. What impact does exercise have on
your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Ah there’s lots of benefits. First of all, increasing my strength and movement and
flexibility. But also ah giving me a self- sense of well-being, give me a purpose, make
me feel like I’m actually doing something to help myself, ah those endorphins when you
exercise are always good ah if you do it with other people, it’s a/that social thing of ah
spending time with your partner exercising, they’re all great, positive things.
I: That’s fantastic. I know the feeling myself as well.
P: Mm.
I: Alright we’ll get on now to the FES stuff.
P: Okay.
I: So just to reiterate. What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: The only type I’ve used is the ones that were placed on different muscles on my
legs, whilst on an exercise bike.
I: So, is that Che’s custom exercise bike?
P: Ah, yes.
I: Che’s bike. Yeah I think he build that for his PhD.
P: Yeah it was very good. Like I said I’ve got the same bike but obviously his system
increased in intensity the longer you went, and it went through a series of um different
parts of the leg muscles.
I: Out of interest, when you mentioned intensity.
P: Mm.
I: Do you know much about the kind of stimulation parameters that y- that were used
when you did FES?
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P: I I couldn’t say I do, but I do know that while I was sitting there, and I I sat with other
people on the machines and we all talked about “How high can you get?”, and you
know if you got to 100 you were doing incredibly well. And some people with le-(left?)
feeling left in their legs could get to like 160. I could get to 120. Now I don’t know what
those measurements are, whereas (the) person next to me got to 80, per se. So we all
had different pain thresholds, each bike was slightly different in what 80 meant on one
bike might not be the same as what 80 meant on another bike. Ah all those sort of
things, so so I know that I got up to 120, which was about the peak of my tolerance.
And then I stayed at 120 for about 10 minutes before we stopped, so it was (the) 40
minutes, 40 45 minutes each session, three times a week.
I: And how long did it take to ramp to maximum stim?
P: So it started at lets say, 30, which was comfortable, and it took maybe half, oh
maybe twenty minutes to get to maximum, and then you’re on it for another maybe 15,
20 minutes at maximum.
I: Okay, thanks for that. I like to ask a lot of in-depth questions and….
P: You’re an engineer.
I:…that’s right, and understand(ing) about the stimulation is something is tryin to do as
well.
P: Oh I’m sure Che can give you all the technical specs.
I: But it’s actually (just need to?) understand what you guys know about the technical
stuff.
P: Ah, well there you go. So, that that’s my understanding as a layperson.
I: Do you think that you want to know more about how FES works?
P: Ah its certainly, when you’re on the machine, it would wouldwould help if you knew a
little bit more about what was happening. Purely because you’re going through it and if
you’re enduring, and I say enduring coz it (is) for me it was quite painful. If you’re
enjoying/enduring (think “enduring”) that type of exercise, then it would be good to
know what was happening and maybe even helps you (think pretty sure) that it might
work so you have a positive attitude to it, it might help with the mental you know,
placebo effect as well (pretty sure “as well”)
I: Okay so it kind of gets you more ah educated (and) motivated and enthusiastic about
it.
P: Yeah, I mean at the end of the trial, I don’t know what the MRI showed, if I increased
muscle or not increased muscle, but I know that I felt like I’d improved. And whether
that was my brain making me think that who cares, as long as I felt better it didn’t really
matter so anything to make make you believe in it even more, would be a/of benefit.
I: So that’s a good segue to the next question.
P: Okay.
I: So what benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits, psychological
benefits?
P: Okay, so so as I said, I don’t know what physical improvements were made, but how
did I feel during the time? I felt that I was having less muscle spasms I felt that I could
transfer easier from chair to other things, because I’m always basically in a wheelchair,
except when I transfer or you know, go to bed. So, so I felt that that my legs were
stronger. Certainly during the period, emotionally I felt again, that I was doing
something for my benefit, but also possible for a lot of other peoples benefit because I
was part of a trial. So that was, that was very positive. I also got the social interaction
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with other people who were sharing something that I was going through. That was very
positive. Um, so, yeah th- those were the benefits. Not did that? (or they?) Sustain long
term, no. Ah once I stopped doing the exercise(s) [think singular!] (on) a regular basis,
it didn’t take that long for me to regress back to what I was before I started the
exercise.
I: In both, do you mean in terms of psychological sense?
P: No in terms of (if if) during the exercise I thought that I was stronger and I was able
to do more things with my legs, once I(‘d) stopped using FES, ah you know, Christmas
break, didn’t do it, I didn’t feel that same strength was still there, it wasn’t maintained.
I: That makes sense. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Ah well the negatives are it takes a hell of a lot of time to to put those electrodes in
the right places, to make sure they don’t slip off while you’re exercising, ah it would be
great to just have a pair of pants that you can just put on, and they target all the right
muscle groups and did that without having to manually put on every single one, make
sure they don’t unplug and everything else. Ah, the other negatives…well obviously the
pain, ah but that’s hardly a negative if it works. So, was the question what are the
positives?
I: Yeah, positives and negatives.
P: Okay and the positives of course are, that for someone who can’t exercise a great
deal because of all those things like fatigue and heat, and everything else, to have FES
doing a lot of the work for you, or even half the work for you, is a major benefit.
I: That’s fantastic, isn’t it.
P: Yes.
I: Out of interest, with the whole pain, pain issue in FES.
P: Mm.
I: Did it change over time? Like, the more you did FES would it become less painful?
Or was it always painful?
P: It? certainly my tolerance for it was greater. So, I didn’t, I didn’t start at 120, I started
at 60 and went “Oh, this is really painful”. And then slowly slowlyslowly every session
we went up and up and up. Until 120 waswas something that I could handle and Che
thought that was bene- beneficial to me. So we came to that that magic number and
yeah like I said for 15 20 minutes at one twen- (no what) at 120, was certainly a lot
easier than when I started.
I: And how long was the trial for?
P: Three months.
I: Three months.
P: Three times a week for three months.
I: (three) times a week. So would you come in Monday Wednesday Friday?
P: Yes.
I: Okay. I guess that’s good coz you got to see all the other participants too.
P: Yeah so like I said it was great to interact with other people going- who have/had
(think “have”) similar issues.
I: Did you chat much about FES? When you were with them? Or just….
P: When we were on on the bikes, sitting next to each other, we certainly
commiserated, because the FES was (unclear then…jumping?) thing. Whereas, you’d
have a few seconds of of okay, and then you’d be hit by a blast of pulsating um
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shock(s) and then we’d all we’d all kind of joke around and sing songs about “Jump
jump!” some 90s song I don’t know. So…
I: (ahaha). Yeah I know that song.
P: (We) talked/thought about that.
I: I guess that would be different if you did it at home, wouldn’t it?
P: Absolutely. And at home I don’t know if I’d set it to 120. At home, I would set it to
probably you know something that was painful, but not push myself that much so the
benefit of doing it with other people is (that), you commit.
I: Yeah, so its kind of like an encouraging thing?
P: Absolutely, so you commit. You wake up one day and think “Ah I don’t really wanna
go but I’ve got other people that are relying on me and and/then you wanna see them
and you wanna do well so you go. At home you wake up not feeling well and you stay
in bed.
I: Yeah, makes sense.
P: (Yeah) motivation…everyone is different.
I: Now a more general question before we get onto the home questions.
P: Mm huh.
I: How has FES made an impact on your life? We’ve probably discussed a bit of this,
but…
P: hmm (in a sighing tone)
I: In general?
P: Well knowing that that’s there and it’s improving, it to my life [pretty sure] it gives me
hope that there are other alternatives.
I: Thanks for that. So other alternative forms of exercise.
P: Yes? (unclear)……exercise.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: When you can’t exercise (you know?) that you have an option that will still give you
the benefits of exercise without actually um overheating you(? Not sure, you) or you
know, using up all your energy.
I: Yeah. Do you need to take a call by the way?
P: I just hung up on them.
I: Okay. Let me know if you need to take a call that’s ok.
P: Alright.
I: Last section is home exercise.
P: Okay.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: No.
I: Can you tell me more about why it wouldn’t be?
P: Sure. Because….[….reasons around it] My knowledge of FES is that they have to
be put onto certain muscles, I can’t reach all the muscle groups in my legs, which is
where I need it the most. Ah, to be able to put them on, I would need another person to
help me, so it just becomes complicated and they slip off, and they fall off and yeah so
I I think it would be very difficult.
I: So when you’re at Lidcombe, did the students help you out a lot?
P: Yes theythey did it all. I mean, when they when they put it on, it would take a good
ten minutes first first thing in the morning for for them to ah you know find them, place
them, put put different wraps around me legs to make sure they didn’t fall off, that/they
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would also fix them would they would suddenly stop working ah they would keep track
of the monitors to make sure everything was working okay, so they were with me the
whole time I was exercising.
I: Fantastic, and did you see that as kind of like a moral aspect to that as well, like a
kind of encouraging aspect?
P: Oh of course and and they’re well trained college university students who who you
know wanna keep your morale up so they talk to you, they help you out, its always
pleasant company while you’re exercising.
I: That’s great isn’t it? Everyone can learn.
P: Yeah and and they ask good questions, I ask good questions we have an interesting
conversation, and they they finish and go off to ?unclear
I: Oh that’s fantastic. Excuse me. Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Ah, it’s not bad. My experience with it, it’s not too difficult.
I: Thanks. Now, this question’s a bit of a long one.
P: Mm huh.
I: If you had to do FES everyday, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling, stimulation while sitting still, FES-rowing?
P: Mm. That’s interesting. Um, sitting still would would probably be the best because
then you’d you could be working, you could be on the computer, you could be watching
TV, you could be having dinner, you could use it far more often. Cycling (unclear) the
next because I like to focus on my legs, and rowing would be great but it’d be really
hard for me to transfer into a rowing machine.
I: Fair enough.
P: That’d be great.
I: I think you m- did you mention too you get shoulder pain?
P: Yes.
I: So I guess that’s something you have to think about with the rowing as well?
P: Well I get shoulder pain because of posture sitting in a wheelchair most of the time.
So, rowing would be a great exercise to help me build certain muscles. But, rowing
machines are usually flat on the ground type of thing and they’re hard to really get in
and out of.
I: So to transfer into one of them would be much more difficult I guess than (an) FES
bike.
P: That’s right. And with the FES bike, I can stay in my wheelchair.
I: Yeah that’s right coz you can roll up to the ah…[p: That’s right] [I:
handlebars]….(and?) I do currently.
I: That’s good. Yeah coz um yeah they have some where people roll up and they have
some where there’s a transfer required.
P: That’s right and and for me it was much easier for me just roll up.
I: Yeah I could imagine. The last question is. What would your ideal FES system look
like? What could be improved for you?
P: Well I think I mentioned, wouldn’t it be great if you just had a pair a pair of tights that
you could put on over your bare legs which had all the FES (unclear..in) the right
muscle groups for your leg(s) um that? You could just sit there and wear.
I: Yeah, like a pair of super FES pants.
P: That’s right. Well I know you can get FES socks, I’ve got a pair. They don’t work real
well but I’ve got a pair. Ah because my feet swell up and I thought it might be a good
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experience, I forgot I had one of those. Um but I didn’t find them very useful so I didn’t
use them.
I: Did you say FES socks?
P: Yes.
I: Were they used with the TENS machine were they?
P: Ah no the the FES socks had the little TENS(?) in them.
I: Oh cool okay.
P: So you just put the sock on and plug it in.
I: So you’d plug it in to the ah Aldi(?) machine.
P: No ah yeah I think you did yes I did.
I: Interesting.
P: Hmm.
I: I think they had/have some I’m trying to think if they had those pants or not.
P: Mm.
I: (I’ll) have to ask Che about that.
P: Okay. Well I’m sure there’s a long way to go before they’ll be quite right. But but that
would be my ultimate.
I: Yeah I guess (unclear).
P: Because that was the most annoying part, having to ah put those those electrodes
on and then constantly monitor and make sure they didn’t fall off or orunattach.
I: Yeah (and) I guess that interrupts your exercise too if they….
P: It does.
I: Yeah.
P: And it’s time consuming. And then it takes time to take them off again and then they
get damaged because they get taken off too harshly, or you know there’s so many
things, that it would be just too difficult and messy at home for me to do that.
I: Yeah nah I understand where you’re coming from.
P: Hmm.
I: Alright well look that concludes the interview, is there anything else you wanna add
before I stop the recording?
P: Nope that that sounds good.
I: (Okay). End of interview.
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Participant 18
Very hard to transcribe.Lots of muffled speech.
I: So is the beginning of the interview. So, your name?
P: Ah Mark Jason Tonga (unclear)
I: And your age?
P: Ah, 43.
I: 43 years young.
P: Mm huh.
I: And your gender?
P: Male.
I: I ask everyone that. And what about your ethnicity Mark?
P: Ah (that/I) would be Pacific Islander, Tongan heritage.
I: Thanks for that. And may I ask your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: Ah that/I would be, A, A for ASIA I think. Yeah (unclear – A?) from memory.
I: Not a problem. (unclear).
P: So A would be (unclear…clarify A for me?)
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Can you clarify A for me (or is it ah)
I: SeP: A?
I: Oh I was just gunna say I’m actually (an) engineering student so I don’t know the
ASIA classifications as well as I should.
P: Okay. Yeah (you’ll have to?) read up on that one though, you know that’s all about 4
5 years ago (unclear, muffled).
I: I could ask um Che Fornusek as well.
P: Yes yeah yeah (I’ll?) have to follow up on that one.
I: Yeah not a problem, we can just correspond via email too. Did you say, may I aks
what level your injury was?
P: Ah, 3, 4.
I: 3,4.
P: Cervical 3 and 4.
I: Thanks for that. And your condition is spinal cord injury?
P: Spinal (cord) injury, correct.
I: And your time since injury or diagnosis?
P: My type?
I: Ah your time since injury.
P: Oh ah 13th of May, 2008.
I: Okay. So just about nine years almost.
P: Correct.
I: Okay, thanks for that. Now, do you use any FES systems at home?
P: Yes, I ah, I do have an RT-300 (unclear) bike.
I: Yep.
P: FES bike.
I: Yep. Do you have any others, or just the bike?
P: Oh and the hand held FES ah system, that you can purchase over the counter.
I: Okay. Do you know what the brand of that is?
P: I’ll have to get back to you on that one.
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I: Okay, can drop you an email after.
P: Mm.
I: And how long have you used that FES for home exercise for?
P: (Probably?) so I’m nine years post, probably about seven, seven and a half years.
I: Yep.
P: (On and off?)
I: Is that the RTP: Oh maybe eight, eight years coz ah I started off at Lidcombe.
I: Yep.
P: Ah those? Program and eventually when I acquired my bike, I continued on at
home, (but) that allowed me (through here?) So yeah (unclear, muffled…FES?)
I: And at home you’ve used it for about…so did you sP: It varies like the first couple of years was yep- I had it three times a week ah (for a
while), I think it varied from everyday, (and) three times a week and (so just) depending
on my schedule, anyhow.
I: Yeah. I can imagine.
P: And the more (like) and in the early days of my injury I had plenty of time to um to
get on my machine and do a lot of work. (unclear) its just in the later later (part/ fall
apart 4 or 5 years? Unclear!) 4 or 3 years when I got more involved in my community
work ah (that) kind of drew me away from the bike [99% sure] which I’m pretty
disappointed about, and (it’s/just) trying to re-engage back onto my bike again. So ah,
yeah, that’s the schedule.
I: Yeah I guess its trying to find time isn’t it.
P: Yeah well look (you) get tired and (what you know) (unclear, muffled), I’m the one
who should (unclear) issue, (unclear) my priority (that would) be my exercise. Yeah
and and just engaging in work, I I did a bit lost (in it? muffled, unclear). On top of my
I’ve always had exercise and rehab as number 1 you know, number 2 amongst getting
healthy and stuff. And then 3 and 4 is work and amongst other things (is you know)
exercise and um and my bike (unclear…….always be)………always, (and it’s?) not
only a hazard (unclear), probably from my training and (what not yeah), ah but we’ll get
on to that later (yeah).
I: Yeah not a problem. Alright the last thing before we start is your mobile phone
number, but I al- already have that so I can just enter that in now, already got that here.
Alright we’ll get started Mark, there’s four sections of questions. And then there’s a
survey, but I’ll email you the survey.
P: Yep (unclear).
I: So the first section’s on rehabilitation and transition. Can you hear me alright?
(omitted, just talked about muffled recording)
I: What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: My initial goals was just to sustain and maintain. Not to deteriorate. Ahh, that’s what
you know, in my mind you know (unclear) not let my body regress (like that, unclear
muffled). (unclear..try to just?) keep it where it is, and if I’ve made (an/any)
improvements on top of that, that would’ve been a bonus. But it was just (unclear) in
the beginning, but then I (built/filled) more goals on top of that you know. Does that
make sense?
I: Yeah it makes sense.
P: Mm.
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I: And I guess related to this idea of rehabilitation, what were some of the challenges
you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Ahh health/help, in the early days, early days of my injury, I was bit vulnerable. And I
kind of mis- misunderstood my um my enthusiasm (unclear) and my early ah
vulnerability of my health. Ah, it wasn’t aligned? Very well? Oh I just got out of hospital
and I thought I was you know running on the rugby field again and just started getting
on the bike and training, I didn’t realise that my 3 /4 injury early time? My body was still
adjusting to the ah to the spinal cord injury and you know so I had to be realistic about
my ah how/health, (my time?) and how hard I can go, (unclear) in my rehab, in my bike
and what not. So ah yeah that’s a lesson (unclear, section) coz the consequences
were that I ended up in hospital again?. Many a times, in those (?) coz/because I just
pushed myself too much and didn’t give my body time to, now I can flog my body now
and (unclear) my body (unclear)…will respond well and I believe it’s because its sho-,
it’s settled into the condition now, does that make sense?
I: Yeah so at the start you had to get used to kind of listening to your body more?
P: Yeah well you know (at the start…upsetting/sitting a lot?) and you know that was
getting my blood pressure rise ah my breathing, my C3 my lungs, affects my lungs, you
know I was getting a lot of you know pneumonia and stuff so you know (unclear), that
would have to be you know, readjusted and reconditioned to. You know, exercise takes
a lot of (unclear) breathing (and yep) and then a lot of (unclear…you know), especially
FES yeah, (unclear) flog yourself, you (don’t/done) really intense yeah. It does takes a
lot of cardio (unclear) and in my mind (unclear…..then C3?) I just felt that I wasn’t
(unclear) my lungs weren’t expanding that well to cope with that (unclear) extra
intake..yeah so you know I I kind of like, liken it to a little kid trying to like (unclear…20
year old kid yeah)
I: (unclear)
P: And the kid’s like “Yeah mate yeah”??(guessing, sentence very unclear)
my
capacity’s only about this much (unclear), and so that’s something I didn’t understand
which I found out later on. Now when I jump on it now I can (unclear) I can still ..(not
until they can calculate your experience?) on what my body can do or not do? (unclear)
Like if I don’t get on my bike for a while, I know just to gradually get on it now, so
(unclear) on the first day would be you know, 20 minutes yeah the next day would be
(unclear), 25, the following would be 30, I’d build my (unclear) my um the intensity up,
whereas I (unclear…early) jump on and get on for an hour, and get off I go? Geez that
really hit me, (unclear) ok…does that make sense?
[data very unclear and muffled at times in preceding paragraphs].
I: yeah so you’ve got to build it up a bit. If you-?
P: Yes yesyes? In the early days, you know (in) my mind, my body, and um my
enthusiasm weren’t all aligned, it was just all over the shop and (unclear) now I’m more
(intuned?) I can realign all those things and and experience (unclear) and take that on
board. If I jump on the bike, you know. The FES (unclear) can’t be treated lightly,
(unclear) it can (extend your grade? Very unclear!!)
I: I beg your pardon?
P: It could send you to your grave you know, it could kill ya you know if (it knocked ya
out?) really (missed your?) attention on how you handle that machine (yep?) And not
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only know your breathing, but maybe your mechanics of your body yep. And that
machines not working well, and your bodys not padalling in the right mechanics, or
your arms not you know (cycling on the) right mechanics, it can damage your
shoulders, (you know) coz its not a its not a machine that you know that you put your
body on and it just moves (unclear) you surrender to it (unclear)……supervision? The
right to??? It can be detrimental to you (for longer?)…that’s my thoughts anyway.
I: No thanks for that. And I’llask you a few more questions about FES in a little while.
P: Mm.
I: Just before we proceed, I think the phone’s….
P: (Unclear) FES, should be split it up into bikes and electric stims you know like the
padalling and all that you know and its not it is a package (some intermittent words not
noted, hard to understand!). I look at it as two (different) yeah categories(?)
I: Just before we continue, I think it’s a bit muffled on your end.
P: Sorry can you hear me now?
I: Yeah I can hear you now, can you hear me?
P: Yeah I I just when I talk too long, my voice drops you know keep going, um tired and
all that so um that’s why (it) muffles (right?)
(talking about talking and muffling, omitted. Prt mentions how couldn’t talk much early
days of his injury as well).
I:….Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so, what
were the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Yeah I didn’t do it, (are) you talking about in hospital, or in ah…
I: Yeah so in hospital, at the start, just after your injury.
P: Well not in hospital, I only discovered the FES leaving hospital, so/but that
technology wasn’t available in hospital when I when I came through.
I: Fair enough. Out of interest, just to extend this idea, if you could have done FES in
the hospital, would of you?
P: Oh absolutely, absolutely. But the only thing available for us (think “for us”), was just
passive stuff. And um and then you know, more if you had it in hospital, you’d have the
right training and the right advice. And you know, there could you know give people a
bit of guidance you know before (leaving home) so they would have save me a lot of
time in hospital, trial and error.
I: Maybe there’s a market for it there.
P: Oh yeah so the information is there/out, (unclear) very? Helpful (if) there would be a
course on this you know (unclear, muffled), of course it is, (unclear) early days the old
injury, the more information someone can provide, (unclear) one can
(unclear..make)…decisions..on it? happy? To talk to someone who is just coming out,
this is my experience. And ah (just) take it or leave it, at least they could decide.
I: Yeah that’s a great idea actually.
P: (unclear) and I ended up in hospital many a times? (unclear, muffled)….been
flogging myself? Unclear……you know I would have ah some kind of other health
issues and didn’t realise what it was and I jumped on the machine not knowing that
was there and of course yep.
I: I guess, that that probably came from your background as a rugby player.
P: (unclear…that is?)
I: Because you enjoy exercise and….
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P: yeah absolutely and (unclear) absolutely (and) you know when I got home you know
I didn’t lose (unclear) that enthusiasm of exercise, I’m quite lucky (unclear..because) I
enjoyed it, and even if I um in my level of injury, there was no instant results, or no
(unclear), there was no, there won’t be a result in a year or two, (unclear) just the
thought of participating or doing something(unclear?) in that field of exercise, (unclear)
you know gaining a sense of (unclear…?beginning?). For me, it was a sense of
wellbeing and a sense of achievement. (unclear) I knew my case? Was out? (unclear!!)
the extreme, extreme and you know and then to, to tell me that FES will make me walk
again will be like it will be like a joke isn’t it? But (unclear) the sense of wellbeing, the
sense of achievement of doing something, you know if im (sporting??from sport??)
of/or any exercise you know, is you know to me, is (worth?) a lot. Ah, I can get back on
my day (unclear unclear unclear) …don’t? use your arms or legs but you know you
spend half an hour on a bike, (unclear) its ah meant a lot to me, in those early years
yep. And probably that’s why I kept doing a lot of it, (unclear)…..sitting? longer and
longer on it and (unclear). out of (unclear). And then eventually I started figuring out
you know yes (unclear)….sustaining, maintaining, the benefits from it, (unclear), the
compression (and) the muscle build up, all those things (are all?) later on, Later on?
What do you call it…results (yeah).
I: Yeah, building on top of one another.
P: Yeah yeah all those other good things (unclear…that scientists? Not sure, don’t
think so) know. (chuckles).
I: (chuckles).
P: For/so the lay person like me, yeah, ah he doesn’t know much, ah yeah. (unclear)
running around the block (unclear) or me get on my bike (for) half an hour, my
(unclear) sense of enjoyment like running around the block, (unclear) you know it’s
great to have the training (unclear). Coz I know people who’ve got bikes and they don’t
do nothing with those bikes, (unclear).
I: Ahhh.
P: You know they just get there and like, (unclear) the first (few?) months they flog
themselves and they go “I’m not getting (unclear, anything?) out of this”…they get lazy,
complacent and but that’s people (unclear, feint!!!!!!!!)
I: That’s a shame isn’t it.
P: Yeah I’m just lucky that I have that mentality (of you know) training? Train me? In
sports, (and?) rugby you know, just sports.
I: Yeah, well actually, related to that, we’ll move to the next section because it’s on
exercise actually. So, section two is exercise.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do you exercise regularly? And what kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: Well (unclear) post or pre? (muffled, unclear).
I: Just at the moment, so what kind of, not just FES, just exercise in general.
P: Oh okay. Yeah look ah part of my routine (is) I always wake up in the morning, after
my breakfast I get my my assistants to arrange me and move my joints around, so
they’ll start with my fingers, my wrist(s), (so) just moving my joints, and um (maybe) if I
do have an opportunity, ill get on my standing table, which is easy, and I stand there for
about an hour. And you know (unclear) feeling (unclear) (is) I’m on a lucky street, I’m
on my bike. So those are the two things (there?). (unclear…I do?) I’m disappointed
about (unclear) yeah. I’d like to do more (muffled, a little unclear).
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I: So the next question is, what could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: What could I improve. Like, the (systems or?)
I: Ahhh
P: Or exercising?
I: Exercising, I mean if you could, if not that’s okay. Just um….
P: Well if I could I unclear…dunno? I’d like to get in the pool, do some water therapy,
which I did for (unclear). I’m just (unclear, muffled…not good at, not going to?) make
excuses. (I could?) get in the pool, I could do more (bikes? Unclear) I like to? Unclear,
muffled, hard to transcribe!!!! If I get paid, just to do exercise(s), I’d love that.
I: Yeah. (chuckles).
P: I’d be out every day, the first thing I wake up, I’d (do?) something in the morning,
and have a rest, have some lunch, do something in the evening, and go to sleep yeah.
I’d just live breathe exercise, if I could have the care, the support, and the pay you
know like, you know to do, that that’s (unclear) ultimate you know/yeah. I’d like to do it
in the morning and the afternoo- and in the evening, you know, not too much,
(unclear…id just you know) and just enough now? (unclear) so and yeah (unclear,
muffled).
I: And I guess the last question on exercise is. What impact does exercise have on
your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Oh look its all positive for me (right now).
I: Yep.
P: unclear….immediate….a sense of well-being, a sense of exercise, a sense of
achievement, ah you know and in addition to that, the the little improvements, ah again
along the way, and nine-year-post, I feel my body is you know (unclear), in those nine
years that I’ve invested (in it?) I don’t take many drugs, drugs is one of the things I I
sort of steer away from. And I believe (unclear) my body is, in my mind, much better,
nine years post, but anyone that would have? nine year post (there would have be
nothing?) (unclear) , it’s just? Woke up and decided to, (oh okay) believe the doctors
and just said ok “I can’t walk and I can’t do nothing, I’m just gunna wait till I die” you
know what I think (unclear) my body, in my mind, is (unclear) where I want it to be. And
I’ve had many comments from people that (unclear) go yeah that I look well and I
(unclear) and (unclear), because I’ve invested, from year 1, (unclear)
(unclear..heavily?) all things that will improve my (learning?) and that is, zeroing down
all my medication, eating well, doing as much exercise, not enough, as I can. And,
(unclear..tryin) everything now, just investing in just trying to (unclear), give myself a
chance so there we are (think so a little unclear though).
I: Thanks for that. Section 3 is FES. So, specific FES questions. Just to reiterate, what
types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Ah the RT-300.
I: Yep.
P: And I’ve used a handheld um handheld FES (and with that?) ah yes.
I: I Beg your pardon?
P: Theres a handheld FES (and, or on?) the RT-300 bike.
I: Oh not a problem. And I can email you later about the handheld device.
P: (unclear).
I: What benefits have you had from using FES? Health benefits, psychological
benefits?
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P: (unclear…probably?) ah in the health benefits, (unclear) talk about joints
compressing you know )unclear) impact? All the technical stuff (that my uncle who
explains to me?) Yeah. Unclear….which you probably know and I don’t. (But you know)
I just know I feel…I feel good. You know, I feel good, yeah/you know. And um, I don’t
know if it’s placebo or not but I just feel good.
I: That’s good. What are someP: (unclear) someone with all the technicalities can explain to me all the other stuff like
(unclear), I’m not gunna tell you what you already know, yeah/you know.
I: Well the thing is, I’m actually just, I’m an engineer so I guess know as much [P:
unclear] about the health benefits, I’ve read some papers, but this interview’s all about
what you think, so tell me whatever your thinking.
P: (well yeah look you know) besides you know my wellbeing and all that ah you know
um I’m, my uncle advises yeah/you know that there is joints and all that, bone density,
and all that other (you know?) (he takes stuff) I believe it’s much better than a passive?
You know [very unclear]. In the old days, (like) the passive bikes where you just
paddle, (and then/and I) believe you know that you know like, with spinal you need to
()/be? Intrusive with therapy [pretty sure] like, its just not good enough just moving the
joints, but if you have you know, an opportunity to stimulate those muscles, and get
into the nerve and replicate you know, padalling, I think that’s you know, theres value in
that. Because when you run, when you paddle, (unclear…you need?) all those
muscles all working. (unclear) theres an external, theres a machine that can replicate
that (unclear) it works my joints and my machinery and all my muscles, replicate that
you know, movement, (unclear)…brain?..it is working you know, its its um maintaining
my body (and things) yeah. And its growing my body and its sustaining my body so,
look at that I look at in that side in the layperson. You know what im saying?
I: Yeah no thanks for that thanks for that Mark.
P: And coz (unclear) anything that external, it’ll help someone who’s in- severely
impaired (and) physically, to move you know, not only to just move, but you know, one
of the things I do is acupuncture, yep. And the other thing I do is massage, (unclear),
its good enough to get a massage, that’s fine, but the nerves and the blood flow and all
that needs to be encouraged too. And the only way that can be done is by increasing
elec-/it.
I: Yeah makes sense, what you’re saying.
P: Increasing/invasive?( Think “increasing” or something similar) you know invasion,
invasive yep.
I: Yeah.
P: (unclear) (something intervention?) and that can’t be done you know? Externally
(unclear) reach in there and you know, wake that up now, (is that proven you know you
know), is that proven? (not sure if “proven”, unclear). I don’t know you know. I’m a
walking guinea pig and (unclear) and I know all that so….(unclear).
I: I beg your pardon?
P: I said ah, you know you asked me all the scientific things and all that you know, and
(unclear) say like put it this way, I go to MDF (and/()) claim that, and say “you know this
is what I think it happening”, (unclear) MDF will say “Look I’m not gunna reimburse
that, you know, that’s theres no empirical studies (to you know?)
I: Oh really?
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P: To toto justify what you’re saying. But in my little lay mind you know (mate) sitting
here, (unclear) (always…sport?) it’s better to do something and than nothing
no/youknow/anymore? Unclear you know like what am I gunna do, sit here and wait for
the day of judgement, or am I gunna do something about it?
I: Yeah.
P: (unclear) bike, or am I gunna go to acupuncture, or am I gunna get a massage, or
am I (unclear…just) sit around and look at the sky, (God help me!) or am I just gunna
read the scripture and go work. That’s my thought, and that’s my you know, that’s my
way of life, (you know like) ….do what ever and (unclear…eat??) unclear (I think he
said “anything”). And if it doesn’t work, it doesn’t? Hey mate, I had a go (right now).
I: Oh I admire your enthusiasm and willingnessP: (unclear..you get) what I’m sayin? You get/know what I’m saying, like you know its
not gunna be nothings like (unclear) nothings perfect (unclear) but I aintgunna find out?
If I sit there and read about it. (chuckles)
I: Give it a go.
P: Well (it) must be the day/dating?? (unclear!)
I: No, I like your attitude Mark.
P: Ah there anyway? Unclear.Next question.
I: Its making me think about my own exercise (chuckles).
P: Ah you’re alright, (unclear).
I: I beg your pardon?
P: (unclear) we will carry our own crosses?
I: Alright so back to the interview. What are some of the positives and negatives of
using FES?
P: Ahhhh (unclear) look I think the negatives (is) as I alluded earlier on is about not
knowing what you’re using, you know, (unclear – not having the) information. (unclear)
I think the more information you have, you know and then you can apply it to your
circumstances and (unclear) that way you know you can plan out or charge your
exercise (unclear) (one of?...that would be) negative yeah, finding it the hard way.
Positive is ah, ()? I already alluded to that. You know all the good stuff.
I: Out of interest, who told you about FES and how to use it?
P: ….when I jumped out of hospital, (ah) there’s (a) great people around me, my uncle
my former partner, we were you know, keen on finding (in?) whats out there you know,
good thing for/with the internet and all that, it gives you a lot of information, a lot of stuff
you know.
I: Yeah it’s a much….?
P: Yeah and um (unclear)…they’re/you know, great people around me, yep. (found that
stuff for me?) and I thank God for that. (unclear)…well wish peoplewho(unclear)
thought of me and yeah, thought (of my?) recovery.
I: Fantastic, sounds like you have a good network.
P: Yeah (unclear…really attached to?) people who really care now about my about me
coming back and you know when you come out of hospital, the last thing you do is
wanna jump onto the internet, you just wanna like, (get the shits squared away and be
ready for life, you know)…unclear.
I: Yeah.
P: And in the meantime, (unclear) people went out and did the homework for me,
(unclear) grateful for.
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I: It’s great you can have that network.
P: (unclear). advocate for that….a shame? Unclear….in rehab you know, not everyone
has (unclear)….its/thats a shame.
I: That not everyone has the same support?
P: Yeah yeah (unclear), I’m always, that’s what part of my work is (about assistance),
(unclear), so everyone’s on a level playing field. You know, some will come in and do
rehab, no support, some come in a lot of support, some come in (with?) a medium
support, so if you could put that information like you were saying yeah (99% sure),
information everything up there for people to make choices, everyones on a level
playing field yeah.
I: With my [P: Unclear] with my research, I hope to tell everyone the results of what I
find, so….
P: (Yeah exactly).
I: Hopefully they can all(?)
P: Exactly, (unclear) put out? In rehab and come and read it, the you know, its up to
them to read it or not, you know, but it’s there.
I: That’s right and a lot of research I guess is confined to journals, and they have
academic journals you know and they have academic journals and its good to get it out
there for the people that will use it? (but sentence cut off short).
P: You know? But you know you gottamove it away from an academic language too
you know.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: You gotta move it away (of) an academic language.
I: Exactly.
P: Not everyone is like you know, (unclear), spinal cord injury doesn’t discriminate, you
know.
I: That’s exactly right. [P: Captures?]
P: It captures people from all classes, and you know you wanna put it in simple
language where (you know), Jo Blo’sgunna pick it up and go “Matttte” [I chuckles}
“Whats this?”.
I: Gotta check out this FES!
P: Yeah or (he’d say), the big bold letters with FES and they open it up and its like
“Mattte”.
I: Mate.
P: (unclear). you know so we need to put it in yeah.
I: That’s exactly right.
P: (captures all academic literature yeah/you know - ~80% sure). (unclear) the
problems with bureaucrats too you know, speaking bureaucrat languages (unclear).
I: Yeah….
P: (unclear) and then they wonder why the local constituents are lost in the journey?
I: Coz of all the jargon they use.
P: Mm. Next one, Matt?
I: Alright this is the last one on FES then we just have a few more on home exercise.
So we’re almost done. So how has FES made an impact on your life, more of a general
question.
P: Oh you know I’ve already alluded to that.
I: Yeah.
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P: Its um, you know, it has benefits, micro and macro, ah its up to the person (unclear)
state state of mind (as well?), you can see somethings that’s gunna be good for you or
(unclear), if you’re lookin for quick results, (but you know I think) for me personally its
you know, I take it everywhere I go mate you know. I carry it everywhere I go and itsah,
it’s a big part of my life, FES yeah. Very big part (unclear) you know the more the years
go by, the more I understand what it does (unclear…and) what it does to my body and
it just become, like ah, yeah.
I: That’s great.
P: A big tool in my life? Unclear. I wouldn’t (tell ya). If I had to be stuck in an island
mate I’d be stuck with an FES machine (right). (I/P laugh). At least I could sit by the
beach and just paddle away you know.
I: That’d be your choice, yeah.
P: Yeah (unclear) impact on my life. (unclear) you know I alreay alluded before, you
know, (I kind of, I can’t?) just get up and roll around the block, but I need something,
maybe I’m restless (unclear), I need something to keep my you know joints going,
(and) breathing going, you know.
I: To keep active.
P: Yeah active, (yeah) absolutely. (well) going around the block is not/is a lot (think “is
not”) active for me.
I: yeah.
P: (unclear).
I: I know the feeling, I do a lot of sitting down for my PhD so it’s good to get up and
exercise.
P: (unclear). …you’d be a patient standing up (? Unclear)
I: I beg your pardon?
P: You can do it standing up.
I: I should be standing up right now, but I’m sitting down.
P: (unclear) oh you’re right mate?
I: Okay so the last four questions on home exercise. So I I’ll get them done, and then
I’ll leave you, I guess it’s probably time for lunch isn’t it?
P: (won’t worry me mate? Unclear) ..justgotta machine myself and do some other stuff
so…
I: Not a problem. So, do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Oh yeah absolutely. (unclear) with the right support, you know you’ve gotta have the
right support.
I: Yep.
P: (unclear) sometimes you wanna do exercise, the supports not there, coz you would
know (unclear) you need to be strapped on, (unclear), put all the patches on so its not
a its not a thing where you know you just you know, its its planned yeah. (unclear) its
process, a planned process rightio. For a person with a spinal cord injury to get/go on
the machine so, you know (unclear) me sitting there and go Oh I feel like getting on the
bike now, No because you gotta get back to bed, pull your pants down and put all the
patches on, (unclear) on a cold day you can’t, you know you gotta put your shorts on to
do your exercise, (unclear)…you gotta stay indoors, you know you can’t put it on you
can’t do exercise when you got long pants on, (unclear) in winter, (unclear) as much as
we like to do it, (unclear), you have to consider our day yeah.
I: Yeah.
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P: The support and the weather, and (unclear) you know yep (unclear) as I alluded
before, (unclear) once I jump on it, and (unclear) shorts and I can’t go out again
(unclear) because I can’t go back (to gym?) I mean I don’t have the right support to go
back to bed to change, put something long on and go out you know/there. I’m stuck at
home all day after that so you know.
I: So you need the support.
P: Support and yeah um (unclear)…no go on.
I: I beg your- oh hello?
(just talking of noise etc., omitted speech).
I: Okay so do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: User-friendly, well the current model I have no I don’t. Coz you wanna (of) with the
exercises and stuff. And its got a lot of like um (unclear) its got a lot of options, a lot of
options yeah. And (unclear) with my um so I didn’t answer your question, (unclear) be
good to get (a) information the potential what it can do. How you can amp it up, amp it
down you know. Directly (give – pretty sure) currents to the right muscles so ah you
need a bit of rocket (science/scientist) you know. (unclear) ..my machine…its one of
the earlier models, maybe (unclear) the models now are user-friendly, no I’m talking
about (unclear) exercise, (upper?up end) exercise on another level.
I: Yeah. So are you saying that it’s a bit difficult to do that?
P: Well the information we go back to.
I: Yep.
P: You know, (what it ?) how can I amp it up, ah yeah. Ahh what is the right (term?)
yep.
I: Who do you ask for advice on this kind of thing?
P: Mate, ah no one. I used to have a physio to come in.
I: Yeah.
P: And her and I would do like experimental, we’ll do some Tour de France stuff and
(unclear) intense shutdown? Intense (unclear!) high tides/times? Low (same word
unsure) you know, we’ll just muck around with it you know. Ah the (unclear) no one,
trial and error.
I: So there’s a bit of a need there isn’t there?
P: Oh yeah absolutely. You know they give you this machine, and then to tell you how
to maintain it (chuckles)….we’ll monitor your (flying?) and we’ll adjust it offline for you
you know that’s what they say.
I: Yeah.
P: But the thing is you know like some people don’t have Wifi, yep, or it might be
difficult. I found it challenging to ah to link up my bike to Wifi, (unclear)..something.
I: Out of interest [P: There is ?unclear] Sorry you go.
P: No your right, there is a (unclear).
I: Before I ask you the next question I was just gunna say, so have you considered
going back out to Lidcombe and meeting up with Che again?
P: Ahhh well I haven’t had a specific agenda to, but you know I’d like to see what Che’s
been up to recently.
I: Yeah you mentioned you’d need some advice about changing the stimulation around
and all that.
P: No okay yeah, okay yeah (unclear).
I: Because Che’s pretty intelligent with that kind of thing.
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P: Yeah yeah. No I get ya.
I: yeah.
P: I get ya (unclear).
I: No worries, alright well we’ll keep going. Alright this questions a bit of a long one,
second last question. If you had to do FES everyday, what type of exercise would you
prefer to do with it, FES-cycling, stimulation while sitting still, FES-rowing?
P: Ahh so what was the middle one?
I: Stimulation while sitting still.
P: In relation….yeah probably 1 and 2 but not the rowing coz um in my condition, yeah.
I/P: (unclear)
P: rowing and a bit of cycling? (unclear, doesn’t make sense because of context, not
sure), ah hand cycling, I’d like to do all three of them yeah. Um cycling, stimulation
sitting still and ah hand cycle, (I’d do) all three.
I: Unclear.
P: But not all at once, would be like you know, would have to be strategically planned
out, through the week you know.
I: Yeah. Makes sense. Alright the last question is Mark. What would your ideal FES
system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: My ideal system.
I: In a in a, your dream FES system.
P: Ah yeah look im, now where I am now, post 9, im (seeing?) the walking ones what
do you call it you know, where you stand up and you’re suspended and (unclear),
(unclear…that can walk) on a treadmill.
I: Yep.
P: (unclear). and now its at that (unclear) that’d be a nice one because that way I can
immediate? From cycling to walking, get the feeling of walking and (unclear), you
know, its (all about for me), when I cycle, I do a mental connection, so not only am I
moving my body, but (unclear), get a you know, I put my mind into it too like you know,
I don’t just go to sleep and wake up after an hour.
I: yeah.
P: (unclear) now? I really sit down and I concentrate and I (unclear) you know I direct
my brain you know, (unclear) pushing and the legs coming back, ah so post [pretty
sure] I like to see a walking FES yeah.
I: No worries. Alright Mark before I stop the recording, is there anything you wanna add
about FES at all?
P: Oh yeah um I I think it is you know in my mind you know (an) important tool for my
recovery. (unclear) I’ve had many components to my recovery and that is one of the
components. Ah, (of my?) recovery and you know we could have more information on
about the potential of what FES can do and ah you know for the lay person that’d be
great, instead of relying on experts and so um I couldn’t speak more highly about FES
(unclear…has been) it’ll be a beneficial tool you know, (unclear) you just gotta be open
minded to it and you know, be (unclear) and the long term potential is not there?
(unclear, not sure “not there”)
I: Thanks a lot for that Mark, I’ll just stop the recorder now.
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Participant 19
I: So this is (an) interview on Wednesday 1st of February, 2017 with Matthew and Julie.
So, your name?
P: Julie Austen.
I: May I ask your age?
P: Ah, 51.
I: And gender?
P: Female.
I: I ask everyone that.
P: Yeah I know. Well today I could be a man, or tomorrow I could be a woman.
I: But for today, female.
P: I don’t think we should’ve recorded that.
I: Ah hahaits (fine?) they stay confidential. And what about your ethnicity?
P: Ah I was born in Australia.
I: Okay. Australian.
P: Australian, yep. With English, my grandfather was English.
I: Okay, no worries. And can I ask your stage of MS?
P: Ah, secondary progressive.
I: Multiple sclerosis.
P: Oh yep yep.
I: And your time since diagnosis?
P: Ah I was diagnosed when I was 26. Um so, whats that?
I: Did you say 26?
P: Yeah, that’s when I was diagnosed. But I had symptoms probably when I was 23.
I: Okay. So that’s probably about 25 years ago.
P: Yeah, a bit more than that.
I: Unclear.
P: (main?) yeah 25.
I: Now, do you use FES at home, I can’t remember.
P: No.
I: Okay. Have you ever used any at home?
P: No.
I: Okay, not a problem. Coz that’s right I remember you saying. And your mobile phone
number well I have that here so I can just write that done (says numbers). Alright
thanks for that Julie.
P: Sure.
I: We’ll get started on the interview now….there’s four sections. Now before I begin, the
first section talks about rehabilitation. So I actually ask these questions to people with
spinal cord injury as well.
P: Yep.
I: So your definition might be a little bit different to theirs which is OK.
P: Ok.
I: So, the first question is. What were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um, to remain walking. And to avoid a wheelchair.
I: And how how would you define rehabilitation out of interest?
P: Um, getting back to a point (where I was well?)
I: Okay. What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
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P: Um, I guess probably transport. And I guess you have ongoing fatigue.
I: So muscle fatigue?
P: Yeah.
I: And the next one has two parts. Did you use any electrical stimulation during your
rehabilitation? And if so what were the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies?
P: Um I didn’t use it specifically for rehabilitation from one particular point. I just tried to
use it so that I would get increased you know blood to my legs and hopefully maintain
them so I could continue walking.
I: Thanks for that. The next section’s just on exercise in general.
P: Yep.
I: So, you us- ah, do you exercise regularly? And what kinds of exercise do you
perform?
P: Um is that at FitAbility, or is that at home?
I: Both just in general, every week.
P: Um ah I do a lot of stretches and then I do some weights (bearing – pretty sure)
exercises with TheraBands or with dumbbells mainly.
I: Okay. And then at FitAbility, is that a bit different?
P: Um well sometimes at FitAbility I use the machines as well, or I’ve been doing
boxing with them as well.
I: Okay.
P: Or the arm-crank. On some of the machines there.
I: And I think um you mentioned that, sorry one of my friends just walked past, I got
distracted.
P: No that’s alright.
I: Um, so you mentioned FES, (we’re) talking about FES, are you doing FES at the
moment at the gym?
P: N- no I um did it a few times last year as an add-on to my FitAbility session, but um I
could only do it when they had a student there who could work it in? with Kara, so I did
it for a few times last year but um before that I left it off for I don’t know, four or five
years.
I: Okay, not not a problem. We can talk more about that in a minute too, (unclear..the
different)…unclear…FES.
P: Yep.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: What could I improve…I could probably do more cardiovascular work.
I: Yep.
P: I think.
I: What impact does exercise have on your life, positive? Negative?
P: Ah its positive. It I might not have many achievements, but hopefully I’m not getting
any worse, if you know what I mean. Although sometimes I feel better for it.
I: Oh that’s good isn’t it.
P: Well yeah.
I: Thanks for that. So now I’m gunna ask you a few questions about FES.
P: Yep.
I: But just to deviate, I think um, I can’t remember but the first time I saw FES was in
2010.
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P: Mmm.
I: Were you doing it back then?
P: Um, I think I might’ve been, because I think I started up there maybe 2009 or 2010
when Che was first starting, I think he’(d) been going a few years before me. But um I
got put on to Che because Phu was over at the MS Centre and Che asked Phu for
candidates and coz I was seeing him at that stage he sort of put me on to Che. And I’m
always willing to try new things, you know.
I: And (but) do you still go to the Studdy Centre at the moment?
P: No, I don’t go there.
I: Oh okay. Yeah because I know that um, yeah a lot of people I guess at Lidcombe
with MS go the Studdy Centre as well don’t they.
P: (unclear) probably some of them do.
I: Or some of them have probably found out about FES through that.
P: Ah probably mainly through Phu, I think Phu was the one that got Che the people,
but I don’t know.
I: Did you do any FES at the Studdy Centre or just at Lidcombe?
P: No none at the Studdy Centre.
I: Okay. So getting on to the questions, what types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Um just the one with Che, with the bicycle, and he hooks it up to his computer.
I: Sure.
P: And that’s about all I know.
I: Yeah that’s right, there’sa few different types isn’t there?
P: I don’t/didn’t know if there was or not.
I: Yeah I actually well in the table I’m gunna send, actually I’m just thinking there might
be a few questions about other forms of FES in the survey, but if you can’t answer
them then that’s okay.
P: Okay.
I: So just make a note. Now what benefits have you had from using FES? Ah, health
benefits, psychological benefits?
P: Ah probably health ah health benefits, psychological benefits just um its just a/ it
makes you feel like you’ve exercised. So any benefits you get from exercise, basically.
I: It’s/that’s good. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Um probably (that?) /the problem is? That I think um its giving your legs a workout,
increasing the blood flow um I guess the only negative I find is trying to fit it in, you
know to a regular time when I’m already exercising at FitAbility. Um yeah.
I: Ah so you find like um yeah its hard to kind of balance with the other exercises.
P: Yes.
I: Yeah and I guess you only have a certain amount of time out there don’t ya?
P: Yeah I do at the, I mean I could stay there but Che’s put on, had a lot of new people
with MS and the machines are always going so um yeah.
I: Yeah. Its getting a bit busier isn’t it?
P: Where’d you go?
I: Is it getting a bit busier out there?
P: Umm…
I: At Lidcombe?
P: (unclear) at the Sydney Gym?
I: Yeah (unclear) with all the FES bikes do you think it’s getting busier?
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P: Oh yeah heaps busy, yeah coz I used to come there with me and Greg.
I: Oh yeah.
P: (Unclear)…that’s all (pretty sure), basically. Greg always had the (unclear), he’s
been there longer than me.
I: Good old Greg. How has FES made an impact on your life? So this is a more general
question.
P: Um, well it’s a good thing if you can do it, if you can set your time and you can do
anything else, definitely do it. Um, but (yeah its just for me) fitting it in and deciding
which things I think are a priority.
I: Yeah makes sense. Alright the last section focuses on home exercise, so again its
just your opinions that I’m after.
P: Yeah what was that again?
I: Oh so the last sections’ on home exercise.
P: Oh rightio yeah.
I: So I know you haven’t done it at home but your opinions are still valuable.
P: Okay.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Yeah I think it would be.
I: Yep.
P: But not knowing how long it takes and everything, but I would I would definitely try.
I: And do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: Well I (then?) haven’t used one, but not the one at the gym, no. [I: Okay]. (unclear)
they’re? user friendly coz I don’t know the program or anything.
I: So tell me more about that – so do you get the students to help you out with setting
up?
P: Ah we usually have a student or Che or somebody to put all the pads on and then
hook me up, so it’s a bit yeah you can put some of the pads on but I usually need
someone to help me.
I: And how long does that take, the whole process?
P: Mm, that’s the (unclear someone says?) um yeah (it) takes, just to put all the plugs
on, I reckon it’d take 10, 15 minutes.
I: So just to get the-…before…unclear
P: Maybe less time. But its, that’s the thing with FES, its got a lot of setting up and
yeah.
I: Yeah a lot of things to think about I guess.
P: Yeah (it) just seems to be a lot of setting up to get you going, you (need/mean
sometime) if it doesn’t work, one of the things isn’t working, um that can be a bit
frustrating as well. But (it) to me, it’s a long setup, I guess/again.
I: Yeah makes sense. And this questions’ a bit of a long one. If you had to do FES
everyday, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it? FEScycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?
P: Um well I would choose the one sitting down.
I: The sitting still one?
P: Yeah.
I: Okay. Can you tell me more about why you’d choose that one?
P: Ah because I don’t know that I could put all the pads on myself and get myself
hooked up to a bike at home.
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I: make, that makes sense. The last question is. What would your ideal FES system
look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Um, well I think it’d be good (if there was one? Unclear) you could just put on while
you watch TV.
I: Anything else?
P: No no. yeah just with the cycle? I just think I’d find it, well I spose id get quicker at it.
Um but you would need? A machine, a cycle machine as well. So, I think the easiest
and the best would be just something you could do on the chair, um and do, without
too much trouble.
I: Alright well that actually concludes the interview. Is there anything else you want to
say about FES before we stop the recording?
P: Um, no I think it’s a worthwhile thing, it’s just getting it in, you know having the time
the time available.
I: And do you think there’s much more room for improvement in this field?
P: Ah I think they probably can if they can make it a bit less cumbersome. You know
with the, the pads and the stockings, and yeah, it seems quite um I don’t know just
cumbersome.
I: That makes sense. Alright thanks Julie, I’ll just stop the recording.
P: Okay.
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Participant 20
[R – P’s carer and spouse]
I: So this is the interview.
P: (Unclear).
R: Just trying to work out ways to make it easier for you. (Unclear) not recording down
you’re dress, or your shirt.
I: Thanks.
R: (if) we put that there.
P: What do I say?
R: Whatever, whatever you can answer the questions [some muttering between
participants].
I: So I’ll ask you a few basic questions first.
P: Okay.
I: (And) so, what is your name?
P: Kerry Brooks.
I: And your age?
P: 60.
I: 60 years young.
R: 64. Tell the truth, you turned 64 last Monday.
P: Yes, sorry [(I: that’s ok)] Thank you.
I: So did you guys go out anywhere?
R: Yeah.
P: Yep.
I: Gender is female? I ask everyone that (chuckles).And what about your
ethnicity?Your ethnic background.
P: Australian.
R: Anglo-Celtic. (unclear).
I: And can I ask your stage of MS?
P: What I’m at now? Well put it this way, I knew about 10 years ago, but I think had it a
lot longer than that.
R: Secondary progressive.
I: Makes sense (? – feint). Is that recording/recorded? [R – Yep yep]. So your time
since diagnosis is about 10 years?
P: Yes.
I: (thanks for that – feint)
I: And (unclear) do? You use FES at home?
P: No.
I: That’s fine. (I) already have this one. Alright, I’ll ask you a few questions now. Some
of the questions, they’re like two questions in one. (Unclear).
P: Yep.
I: So before I begin, how would you define rehabilitation? Because different people
have different kind of, what does rehabilitation mean to you?
P: I find it very good. Very helpful. Um, because you feel as though you’re doing
something.
I: That’s with the FES.
P: Yeah.
I: In general, how would you describe rehabilitation?
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R: There is no rehabilitation with Multiple Sclerosis.
I: Coz the problem is I actually ask this to people with spinal injury as well.
R: Yeah, I know. But I’m just saying there is no rehabilitation [P: No] with/in Multiple
Sclerosis.
I: (okay, feint). So we can skip the first three questions if you like. So I’ll/I’m just ask
you some general exercise questions.
P: Yeah.
I: So do you exercise regularly?
P: Well yes.
I: And what kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: I ah/have(?) cycling, and I do stretching exercises.
I: Is that with the TheraBand? (unclear) stretching?
P: Yes/yep.
R: …squeeze the ball with your hands.
P: Oh yeah, squeeze the ball with my hands.
I: The handgrip?
R(or I): Yep.
P: Yep.
I: And do you do most of this here, or at home?
P: Most of it (unclear…here? She meant)
I: And you come three times a week?
P: Yep.
R: Twice.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine? If, anything?
P: Nothing really.
I: That’s fine. What impact does exercise have on your life, positive? Negative?
P: Oh its um most/much the same, but obviously I’m doing something.
I: So it feels good when you come to the gym.
P: Yeah.
I: (that’s good….feint so not sure). So I ask some FES questions now. What types of
FES have you used for exercise?
P: (oh)
I: Is it just the bike with Che?
R: Yes, bike with Che [P: Yep yeah] R: (and...something – unclear)
I: And you have done any kind of hand held stimulation or rowing or…
P: No.
I: Just the bike. Not a problem. And what benefits have you had from using FES, so
health benefits, or psychological benefits?
P: Oh, FES just makes you feel as though you’re doing something.
R: Your muscle, you know, your core muscle strengthn (unclear, mutters something
else thereafter?)
P: And, my legs.
I: (So) they feel different after the FES.
R: They feel different and she’s been able to maintain the muscle tone, there’s been no
withering [P: Yep] and the muscle density has has been very good.
I: Did you have an MRI with Che’s study?
R: Three.
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I: Okay.
P: Yep.
I: And what did that show?
R: That showed that there’d been, in the first instance, that ah the wasting had stopped
and that there’d been actual muscle p- um density increase, and the last one showed
that there’s been (this) potently? (opposed to? Not sure) the actual research project,
coz Kerry comes two times a week now, that she’s been able to maintain the muscle
density and the bone density, because of the FES.
I: So, you’re coming now but not for the study?
R: Oh he’s still using it, but it’s a longitudinal study now, not (unclear…with the
original?) the initial three months.
I: Oh, so another study?
R: Yeah.
I: (that’s good, feint). What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES? So
what are some of the problems with the bike or getting set up?
P: I don’t have any problems with the bike at all.
I: So, you enjoy the bike?
P: Yeah.
I: And so you help set up usually Ron?
R: Yep. There are problems sometime when ah the stim won’t work or the computer
program needs to be rebooted.
P: Yeah.
R: And that causes some frustration for Kerry. But ah that’s usually overcome and she
moves on.
I: And do any of the students help out usually? Or do you usually set up?
R: No, (it’s) 50/50. I’m at the point now after 18 months that I just say I sit and watch
and if you go get it wrong, I’ll tell you (unclear).
I: So, Rod teaches the students. That’s great isn’t it coz I guess you learn how to use it.
R: Well Che lets us (pretty sure, but a bit feint), when sometimes we’ve had to do it
when he (hasn’t) been here [P: Mmm].
I: Yeah that’s good. And how has FES made an impact on your life? I think you’ve
already discussed that. (Unclear) you mentioned it makes you feel better.
P: Oh yeah.
R: And you look forward to coming.
P: Yeah.
I: Do you look forward to ah seeing the other people doing FES as well? Do you talk
much to the other like Greg or….Jill.
P: Oh mainly…
R: Gay.
P: Yeah. (Not?) a lot of people [or a lot not sure]. Coz you only talk to people that
you’re familiar with.
I: So there aren’t that many people that come here at the moment?
R: Basically the same ones that have been coming all the time.
P: Yeah.
R: A couple of new ones in the last few weeks.
I: (so its just) another thing to look forward to.
P: yeah.
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I: So I’m gunna ask a few things about home exercise now. So just your opinions of
home exercise. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: I don’t think it’s easy, you(‘ve) got to make an effort.
I: So you find it hard to do everyday?
P: I don’t do it everyday.
I: Hypothetically, would you find it difficult?
P: Yep.
I: Is it because of the time? Does it take a lot of time?
R: Well I think its also purpose here as well. The purpose of it at the moment is to try
and maintain the muscle density and strength and use the muscles, and two to three
times a week is enough, because there will be, there is no rehabilitation in terms of
Kerry will never be able to get up and walk again. Coz MS doesn’t do that. So it’s a
matter of maintaining what she’s got, and the three times or two times a week an hour
at a time is is sufficient. And of course because of the dehabilitating nature of the
disease, people get tired very very easily, so that has to be factored in as well [P: Yes,
especially if it’s a warm day, its very hot…]
I: It’s harder to do the FES on those days.
P: yea-..
R: It’s harder to do anything in those days.
I: (I think?) a few other people have mentioned that too. Jill was talking about the heat
before. Do you find FES systems user-friendly? (mutters something else).
P: Oh yeah. Yeah I think um…
R: Once the students know how to do it [P: Yeah], and it’s all connected up properly.
Kerry’s quite happy to pedal for the 45 minutes to 50 minutes [P: Mmm] (that’s?) a
session.
P: I have no problems with that at all.
I: That’s great (feint). So this is a bit of a long question. But we’re almost finished. If you
had to do FES, if you had to do it everyday, what type would you prefer? FEScycling?Stimulation while sitting still?Or FES-rowing? What would you choose.
P: Probably cycling.
I: Because that’s what you’re familiar with.
P: Yep.
I: Makes sense. Well the last question is, what would your ideal FES system look like?
What could be improved for you? Specifically?
R: Better chair.
P: Probably.
R: Less leads all over the place.
P: (yeah?), chuckles.
R: Work place health and safety issues.
I: You reckon?
R: Absolutely.
I: So the leads get in the way sometimes?
P: Oh yeah, ah.
R: And it could also, and you and I have talked about this Kerry, so there could be like
a TV screen where so that you’re not just staring at a blank brick wall whilst you’re
doing it.
P: Yeah.
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I: Well they could turn the bike 90 degrees so you’re looking at the oval (unclear)
R: Well anything anything to sort of stimulate [P: Yeah] ah the senses ah while you’re
doing it as well.
I: Do you think that would encourage you more to do the FES? If there was like a TV or
something?
P: Oh, probably but I wouldn’t say definitely, coz I don’t know.
I: Coz I guess you like to do it anyway.
P: That’s right.
I: Well/alright that’s the end of the interview, thanks a lot for your time.
[Unclear]
I: There’s a lot of questions so…
R: Yeah.
I: There’s a little survey, you can do it now or you can do it later.
R: We can do it now.
I: And email it if you like.
R: No no we’ll do it now.
I: So what you have to do is, I’ll stop the recording.
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Participant 21
(a bit of stuttering omitted sometimes).
I: So this is an interview between Matthew and Don. Okay so (unclear..what’s?) your
name?
P: Don Cox.
I: And how about your age Don?
P: Ah 64.
I: (And your) gender?
P: Male.
I:…ethnicity.
P: Australian…English, I guess (?) English on both sides of the family.
I: And may I ask your stage of MS?
P: Ah, I’m told now that I’m secondary progressive.
I: And how long ago were you diagnosed?
P: Ah/at the end of December 2004.
I: (Have you used – feint though) FES at home?
P: No.
I: Ill start the interview now.
(some trivial bits omitted…talks about how survey is asked to people with SCI as well).
I: How would you define rehabilitation?
P: Ah well for me its tryin you know, just tryin to stay fit and mobile.
I: Okay so Ill ask you those questions on rehabilitation. So what were the initial goals of
your rehabilitation?
P: Well just to you know just stay as active as I could. (unclear) could still be able to get
around and do things (unclear, quickly?)..(unclear..with?) my family, and still go to
work.
I: What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Ah well just you know, just progress- losing more and more leg function mainly. Um,
to you know like I, when I was first, (well in?) 2006 I had one stick that I use(d) a little
bit and then it went to two sticks and now its you know now it’s a wheelchair and and
you know I can walk a little bit on sticks or Canadian crutches.
I: Canadian crutches.
P: You know the big solid ones.
I: Sure. And did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation?
P: No there was none until I started the study with Che.
I: Okay. And the next questions talking about advantages and disadvantages but we’ll
discuss that later.
P: Yeah.
I: So section two’s exercise, do you exercise regularly? And what kinds of exercises do
you perform?
P: yeah well two years ago I started, well I used to just do Pilates and swimming, (but)
two years ago I started going to the MS gym twice a week and doing it an hour and
doing it an hour there. Ah and then from there I was recruited to Che’s study over here.
I: (unclear..through the?) Studdy Centre?
P: Yeah yeahyeah yep.
I: Unclear.
P: Studdy with two D’s.
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I: Unclear…weird name?
P: yeah yeahyeah.
I: Do(?) you do any other exercise outside here?
P: Ah, well I still do Pilates, and I still get to the pool when I can but not a lot. H and and
it you know at home sometimes I get the handweights out or do some stretches, or I do
some stretches every morning before I even get out of bed and and sitting in front of
the TV I try and stretch my my (abductors?) a bit, (But) you know pull my legs up and
just hold them there for half half an hour (unclear). Um and and the next thing we’re
gunna try is is, when my?(feint) wife gets home, (ah/and) stretch it- tryin? To stretch
me for half an hour (we) just saw something on a TV show (and)/() we thought that
might be useful.
I: So you usually do that after the FES.
P: Ah, no I if I if I coz I do the gym and then here, together you know Im a bit pooped
so I try and do something the other nights at home.
I: Yep. Makes sense. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine, if
anything?
P: Um, probably do and more legs, try and do more walking. (unclear) you know (end
up) in a chair, you get a bit lazy doing that and and you know I should really get up at
home and try and move? Around the house a bit you know, get some weight on the
legs (unclear) you know I’ve got a chair, and a chair (and so it gets a bit easier to do
that, unclear, feint). Too easy. Um, and ah and you know just get to pool more often
even though I’m um don’t use my legs to swim anymore.
I: That’s something you’d like to do a bit more.
P: Yeah, just it’s a pain in the ass getting in and out of the pool (repetitions omitted).
I: Yeah, I could imagine.
P: Yeah (? Feint) When I was able to walk into the pool, (I) used to go down every
morning at 6 6 oclock. Um, what else…I’ve a couple of physios have said recently “Oh
your arms are well developed”, so whatever upper body stuff I do at the gym certainly
works.
I: That’s good to hear its having a good impact.
P: Yeah yeahyeah.
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Oh positive (unclear) I (unclear) it makes me feel better about myself and and you
know like I mean I don’t put on weight, but I don’t want to put on weight, and ah you
know it just makes me feel I’m part of society, and getting around and able to move get
the chair in and out of the car myself. Um so you know within reason go go most
places by myself.
I: (unclear feint…that’s good)
P: You know go to work and you know unload the chair and wheel in to work and all
that stuff and and at least im not you know I can stand up and go to loo and things so
its not its not as I(?pretty sure “as I”) need a disabled toilet all the time.
I: That’s good isn’t it.
P: Yeah.
I: Do you have to go far to work?
P: Ah itsitsHaberfield to Crows Nest, its 12 kilometres whether you go over the bridge
or the Gladesville Bridge.
I: Second person I’ve met today that lives in Haberfield.
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P: Right.
I: So now we’ll talk about FES specifically.
P:
I: What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Well only Che only you know beginning with Che’s study and (then we’ve) we’ve just
continued on since then.
I: So just the cycling?
P: Just the cycling.
I: So you haven’t done any of the rowing or handheld stim?
P: no no.
I: And what benefits have you had from using FES? In terms of health benefits or
psychological benefits?
P: Well its itsits you know its improved my muscles and and my my masseuse noticed
the difference coz I when I had to go to her place and wal you know, I had to walk well
limp into her into her place and I do that better now than I did two years ago so….
I: Sorry?
P: When I go into her house to get treated, I I walk better now than I did a year and a
half ago. Um and and you can see it on the um you can see it on the scans, you can
actually see the muscle, muscles increased in size.
I: The MRIs.
P: Yeah on the MRIs yeah. Um and ah (and) its uncomfortable for 40 minutes so
itsgotta be doing something.
I: (unclear…the FES)
P: And there was a there was a Monday night I was watching the show (where?) Trust
me I’m a Doctor, and they were talking about, that’s that’s why I got the i-, picked up
the thing about doing the stretching (unclear), they looked at people with trying to cut
down peoples visceral fat you know one of the things is even if you just don’t even if
you’re doing some um some stretching, or some light exercise, it’ll help, um you know
just the fact that you’re moving, or using your stomach muscles to help you, so/see we
keep trying all these things (some repetitions of words omitted).
I: What about psychological benefits?
P: Um, wel yeah you don’t wanna feel that you’re throwing in the towel and my wife’s,
she’d have me being stung by bees if she thought it’d work. (unclear) I’ve had people
tell me that Bee Sting will work (but feint), that’s the trouble with MS, everybody thinks
they can cure you, it doesn’t matter that medical science (unclear) for fifty years, they
can cure you.
I: So everyone tries to suggest things all the time?
P: Oh yeah yeahyeahyeah [feint, unclear].
I: How do you feel about that?
P: Oh you know you just let it flow by. Bee stings and suction cups and all that all sorts
of things and whats the most useful thing I’ve done recently is I’ve had Botox in the
ab?ductors to relax them, coz they’re so damn tight they just pull my legs together all
the time.
I: Oh wow okay so that helps relax the muscle does it?
P: yeah. But like you either do that or you take the drug called Baclofen, and if you take
that it it’s the side effect of it is weakness so it weakens everything. Whereas with the
Botox, they can pinpoint the exact muscle they wanna relax.
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I: So I are they both anti-spasticity treatments?
P: Well yeah (your) muscle relaxants, and and the other things part of Baclofen(‘s)
antispasticity I don’t seem to have a lot of that um you know I just its just I find just with
swimming and walking to you know the further I swim, the more its I sort of loosen up
and go a bit better.
I: Okay. Did/do other people have more kind of…(unclear)
P: I mean …(I guess I have?) twitches in the leg wanting to pull up (the) problem you
find is you’re sitting you sit for a while, then you stand up, and you gotta sort of or you
wanna get in the car and you literally gotta grab one leg and bend it grab hold of it and
bend it to put it in the car, coz it wants to, or if I’m when I’ve been swimming and I’ve
had my legs straight out in cold water for twenty five minutes you know you’ve gotta
(unclear) persuade em to bend so you can go up the stairs to get out of the pool.
I: (yeah) seem to (unclear) frustrating.
P: yeah.
I: So (unclear), I think I just asked you what impact does exercise have on your life.
P: Unclear.
I; What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Ah well its uncomfortable.
I: I beg your pardon.
P: it’s uncomfortable, you know I liken it to to the about the same you know about the
same discomfort level as having a (cramp in your calf…pretty sure). And and you’re?
up at that or near that level for 45 minutes. Feels good when it stops. [I laughs]. Um,
and (unclear) and I got to come out here to the gym anyway so its no great (unclear),
its five minutes from the gym (round) to here, so at least (unclear you’re?) in the same
part of the town. Ah and and just all the therigormole to hook it up and unhook it.
(the?/and?) Electrodes’ stuck to your bum and things.
I: Does it take a while?
P: Oh, you know we usually, (we/you) get ready, (before it) takes us 10 minutes to get
ready and…five to eight minutes to take it off again so? Um, that’s the only thing you
need a itsits you know its ah fortunately the people I work for are pretty good (with me)
and they are prepared to sort of let me wander off two afternoons a week to do this
stuff.
I: That’s great.
P: Yeah.
(Che talking in background).
[unclear..a joke]
I: That’s good your work is so flexible.
P: yeah yeah yep
I: Are there any other positives or negatives of FES?
P: Um, it doesn’t wear me out like it apparently it does some people…im reasonable
okay afterwards. (unclear) too tight, you know, go to bed at the same time after I done
this as when I haven’t. Um that’s about all. Um, (unclear..exper-) we changed, we tried
changing the stroke time and that sorta stuff.
I: Unclear
P: well yeah the the timing of the of the pulses in relation to where you are in the in the
cycle where the pedals are. (But) Che came in today and said you know its (a) bit late
here, we’re 20 degrees further forward or something. Um, what else have we tried?
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I: Did you find that helpful?
P: Oh, its just a bit disconcerting when you change the timing because you’re wanting?
To push when its in the wrong part of the pedal stroke.
I: So you’re not used to that kind of program?
P: No no. But Che wanted to try (stuff? at times) um and then you know see what
happens like see what happens if I tried pushing. We’ve never tried, tried doing it with
um arm cranking, or I do arm cranking at the gym.
I: Is that at the Studdy Centre, you do arm cranking by itself?
P: I do (sigh) I do, bridges? Some clams, arm cranking pull-downs and (unclear) push
outs, sit to stands, in dispense? With walking, um some bit of cycling um some sliding
my foot back on a sludy bag(s) to work my hammies and and then (just?) putting my
legs straight out and levering my feet back to stretch my calf and my hammies um yeah
that’s all we do that that’s
I: So you don’t do any FES over there?
P: No nono, they’ve they’ve only just a machines over there? Machines…a bit unclear
I: Che mentioned that.
P: Yeah yeah
I: (do) many people use it at the moment?
P: Ah only a couple, because they (you know?) (unclear) people who know how to set
it up quickly, like here.
I: Oh they don’t?
P: No no they’re still learning how to setit up and and do it you know and andand see
what happens over there if they wanna set somebody up and on the on the bike, then
its you know, that’s/it’s one less person helping everybody else.
I: Yeah. (unclear..bring some people over there)
P: Yeah.
I: So now we’re talking about? Home exercise, I know you haven’t used it at home [P:
Yeah], (unclear) you might just have a few things to say [I: yeah] oh the last question is
how has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Well I think its I think its made my legs a bit stronger, and its made (me), it made me
a bit more confident in/on the legs. You know coz you’re, (you know I mean, but feint)
one of the reason you get in the chair is that (you figure?) you can’t fall over. You know
if youre stumping around in these things, you always worry that that holes gunna slip
on the shiny floor or something.
I: So, does it hurt to walk?
P: Um no (unclear….doesn’t hurt me to walk?). Its just you just gotta get yourself going
and then its not too bad you know if I (stuttering), its probably better to walk 20 metres
because you know the last 15 you’re gunna warm up a bit [some intermittent
words/stuttering omitted].
[I: Okay. So similar to what you were saying with the swimming before].
P: Yeah yeahyeah
I: Now home exercise [unclear].
P: Yep/yeah.
I: Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Well I’ve never tried it at home.
I: If you had to, like do you think you think it’d be easy to incorporate in your every day
life?
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P: Ahh…
I: Hypothetically.
P: Well, I don’t know [unclear] well I’ve never tried to set it up myself, so don’t don’t
[that’d be like I spose? – unclear] . I spose I/it (think “I”) could um that- unclear, you’d
probably only do thighs rather than everything. Um, and ah yeah I don’t know how
I’d/it’d go at home, you know, (it’s) something that discom- you know always
uncomfortable (like that?) Although (you know if) if I couldn’t do it here then then
maybe I could try it there. But well at? Home I just have a routine, before I even get out
of bed, I lie on my back and do some stretches and things (pretty sure “things”) and/to
try and loose myself up and then and then get up and start moving around the place
um and then if you know if im watching telly, I do some sit-to-stands or some
handweights or pull my legs up and stretch them abds/ads? Um, and probably should
do some, oh (I can?) I could/can do some floor exercises (unclear) bit hard to get down
on the floor and then it’s a bit hard to get up, you need the you need a (safe?) to lean
against (it?) and get yourself vertical again.
[I: unclear]
P: Yeah (?) bit reluctant to do that when you’re on your own.
I: yeah. I could imagine. Do you think you’d prefer to do FES with (unclear…student)
there or someone?
P: Yeah yeah yep [feint and unclear] 45? Unclear. Got the internet or something, you
can (unclear) look around at things but its 45 minutes (unclear) time goes quicker if you
have somebody to talk to.
I: (unclear) exactly.
P: yeah? Feint
I: Or someone else doing FES at the same time.
P: Yeah yeah (feint, unclear).
I: Do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: Oh, I don’t really use one so um they’re you know it’s a bit complicated to set up with
the wires and you know (unclear) one pulls out or one gets tangled, then then the
whole thing stops. (unclear)
we’ve only had one instance when we’ve got the wires
tangled, and they pulled out and one where one where a lead fell out and one where
(they’ve put?) box itself over. Um, although and and once where the computer went
nuts and (it) started to hurt, so I just pulled a wire out to stop it.
I: Oh really.
P: (Yeah) coz I couldn’t raise Che so I thought (unclear)
I: Is it safe though?
P: …(well?) it was hurting so I was gunna(?) best to stop it before it (unclear)
because I heard that (if you know) somebody’d broken their leg from pushing too hard
coz of the stim. So I wasn’t gunnado that.
I: What did Che say?
P: Well (stuttering) we’ve? Stopped it, I didn’t injure myself. Um…
I: It would’ve been scary, though.
P: Yeah yeahyeah. (unclear) yeah. Because it was um it wasn’t that the stim was too
high, it just got completely out of synch. You know it was tryin, tryin to…
I: At different times.
P: Yeah it was tryin to trying to get me to push when I when I shouldnt’ve been
pushing.
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I: Is there like an emergency stop mechanism on the machine?
P: Ah, if there is I can’t reach it, so….
I: (unclear) maybe that’s something they could improve.
P: yeah yeah (feint, unclear) yeah (unclear) and that? I’d have? I’d have to have a
good look at the one over at the MS Centre, that might have a button, coz that’s set up
on a brand new MotoMed (some stuttering), where the control box you know, (right in
front of your rug?) and down on the floor.
I: Okay oh yeah yeah (with?) Che’s one, on the floor isn’t it.
P: Yeah yep.
I: Are you gunna use that one at the Studdy Centre?
P: Um, well not while I’m doing it here and andand you know, the gyms are, they’re
only open for an hour and a half and sometimes and a hour and a quarter, (unclear)
wanna go home (unclear) over there, so you try and do and all the other stuff you
know, while you got people there to, (but) you need people to help you set up some of
the apparatus, so you (unclear) don’t waste time (when you do all your) program.
I: A lot of physios and the OTs there to help you.
P: yeah yeahyeah. I can I can sort of set myself up on half of it, if if people have left it in
the way they should of, you know if they’ve left the pulldown bar still in place, um
otherwise you need somebody to come around and change it all….
I: So you’ve got to be selective in what activities you do and all I guess.
P: Oh, yeah, um you know I’ve got a routine and coz I stick to that routine, it/people?
will help know (unclear) pretty much know what I need to do next, (unclear).
I: Unclear…yeah.
P: That’ll/they’ll anticipate that.
I: (…get) to know you after a while I guess.
P: Yeah (feint)
I: The second last question.
P: Yeah.
I: If you had to do FES everyday what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?If you had to pick one.
P: Well, I’ve only ever done the cycling. Um um I’d like to rowing probably if I could
balance better on the ah on the seat, coz I used to row. But it’s um you know the
problem now is um I could/can push pull back and take a stroke and then but then the
legs don’t wanna bend to come forward again. They’re they’re reluctant to bend so I
can come forward on the on the (traveler?).
I: So this is a standard rowing machine you are talking about?
P: yeah yeah. You know I’ve/I tried a rowing machine at the MS Centre.
I: (unclear). I think there’s a person who did a PhD on an FES rowing machine here.
(But) I’m not sure where it is at the moment.
P: Alright yeah.
I: Do you think other people that you see with MS as well would want to use the FESrowing?
P: Ah, I don’t know coz (Unclear) well from my observation, nobody’s got MS the same.
You know I mean, um I see people in all sort of states at the MS Centre, ah when I was
doing medical trials, at (unclear) my neurology practice, you know I’d see the various
you know, (unclear) the eye tests and things (would see) people from 22 to 65, you
know suffering from MS there.
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I: At the it is?
P: The the ophthalmologist, because they were forever testing us for eyes, lungs, um
um bloods and things, you’d you’d see people who are on the same study at the
various stages, and (you would think – feint, unclear) you’d see 22 year olds (unclear
“Oh God”)
I: So young isn’t it?
P: Yeah yeah. Um and you know like there’s a bit of a characteristic MS walk(pretty
sure) but apart from that you know people could be at? They could have um it could’ve
effected their eyes, you know they could be in a power wheelchair or there’s you know,
there’s people I do gym with, one guy loo- looks like he’d ah looks like he could ah
looks like he could benchpress a couple of hundred kilos, you know, (unclear), he’s as
fit as as a (marry bull?).
I: Its so variable.
P: yeah yeah
I: I guess it depends on the classification as well.
P: yeah yeah.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
(unclear).
P: Um, oh to be a bit more? It could be a bit more, Che’s system could be a (bit
more/good more) comfy to sit in [think “bit more”]. Um and um (unclear) get in and out
of.Um/….
I: Yeah I know (unclear) talking about (unclear)and cushion.
P: Um, (unclear) just the little things like the stickiness of the electrodes and (unclear)
um…(unclear) I don’t know what I’d change, (unclear), just make it more comfortable I
think.
I: (unclear).
P: (unclear) quicker to hook up and and get out of. Um, (unclear) I know with the one at
the over at the MS centre, they’re only trying to do people’s thighs, they’re not tryin(to?) and that takes them enough time to hook up anyway. And and the people they’re
doi doing with it, are in really bad shape and so that they um seems like a bit of a last
resort for them.
I: So when you do the stimulation you do the thighs and the gluts?
P: Thighs, gluts and calves.
I: Oh do you do the Gastrocnemius as well?
P: yeah yeah (feint, unclear).
I: Do you do the back and the front?
P: Just the front just the back.
I: And quads…hams….
P: Yeah yeah (and) gluts.
I: (unclear) muscles
P: Yeah.
I: That’s the end of the interview, is there anything else you wanna add about FES?
P: Oh…
I: In general…the systems….
P: (No not really none). No its its all the other MS things that (like ah) its all the other
MS things like (unclear) never quite sure which is the greater pain in the butt about the
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whole thing, being in a wheelchair or or you know needin to rush to the toilet
sometimes.
I: So that’s, that’s more frustrating than doing the FES and…
P: Well you know like you’re travelling somewhere and you gotta (actually) since I,
since I got fitter, since (nearly) 2 years since I’ve been going to the gym, because I got
my core strength up, I can hold on a lot better.
I: Oh really?
P: Yeah. Well that’s (unclear), that’s my thought about it, anyway. Um like I’ve got
medication for it too, but I suspect? It’s more to do with with having better core
strength. Um, yeah (unclear), it’s?needing to go to toilet in the middle of the night and
that sorta stuff, its its and um you know when you’re travelling (you gotta) knowing
where the loos are and things, um, yeah they’re the frustrating things about MS.
I: yeah more so than the FES I guess (feint).
P: Yeah yeah (feint)….(unclear)….relying on support (unclear), I get employment
support and they change the building around (it?) so I can keep working and things, get
to do all of that.
I: (it’s) great isn’t it? [P: Yeah, but feint], that they have those incentives.
P: yeah yeah yep. Well it makes sense to have people like me working rather than on a
disability pension. And you know (unclear) if I was home doing that I’d go nuts.
I: (chuckles), yeah, I could imagine. What type of work do you do?
P: I’m a journalist in a publicity company.
I: (unclear).
(last ~3.5 min omitted – talking about job, then a robbery).
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Participant 22
I: So this is an interview between Matthew and Teresa, on Tuesday 28 th of February,
2017. So I’m just gunna ask you a few basic demographic questions first.
P: Right.
I: Okay. So, your name?
P: Teresa Cusmano.
I: How do you spell your last name?
P: It’s C-U-S-M-A-N-O.
I: Cusmano.
P: That’s right, mm huh.
I: And may I ask your age Teresa?
P: Ah, fifty was it the the 53 now I am.
I: 53 years young.
P: Yeah pretty much, because I, as much as I, according to my children …over the hill
almost but, considering I’m that age I’m still quite young mentally and the way I talk and
everything, um not as old as my age says I am.
I: That’s the most important thing, isn’t it.
P: Ah huh pretty much yeah.
I: Now your gender?
P: Well I had to think about that…female!
I: (chuckles). Have to ask everyone.
P: Yeah, ah huh.
I: And what about your ethnicity?
P: Ah I’m, I was born in Italy but lived here all my life basically.
I: So you’d say Australian?
P: Yes, ah huh.
I: Yeah I thought Cusmano sounded Italian.
P: Yeah pretty much well you know as much as I’m a , well I was when I first migrated
to Australia, a foreigner, but I’m I’m very much an Australian more than anything else.
Because I I(‘m) quite okay in the land that I live in. And what we’ve got is quite
accommodating.
I: It is a pretty nice country.
P: Oh it’s a (unclear) Australia, I used to say when I’m much younger when I’m with my
brother and um sister, you can’t find another place to raise children.
I: I guess it’s much more carefree than other countries.
P: Oh totally because we are so not (unclear) our border control’s not as rigid as it
should be, because we’ve got quite open borders, that anybody can come in to, but we
are quite lax in regards to other things that go on here. But at least we don’t have any
(guns) so it’s not so bad.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: We don’t have the guns that the states have and they have like daily shootings of
anybody that has a gun and…
(trivial talk omitted).
I: So your condition is Multiple Sclerosis?
P: Ah huh.
I: And whats your stage of MS if I may ask?
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P: Ah secondary progressive.
I: Sure. And your time since diagnosis?
P: Um well I was just had my baby, my son, ah seventeen years ago, but I was still
working shift work and basically yes I was diagnosed seventeen years ago, but I didn’t
have any of the symptoms so I was still able to open aircraft doors, shut aircraft doors
and work shift that I was working seventeen years ago. But not any longer.
I: Okay. So seventeen years ago.
P: Mm huh.
I: And have you used FES at home?
P: Ah no I haven’t, I just go to um well where do I to its not Eastern, it’s the
Cumberland (ah eh) it used to be Cumberland, but its Sydney University (unclear) that I
go to, twice a week to do my exercise physiotherapy and I also do the FES once once
I’m (there once a week?).
I: Fantastic alright I’ll ask you a few questions about that in a moment. The last two
questions. How long have you used FES for home exercise for? That’s irrelevant [P:
Um probably, over a year, probably nearly two years I’d say]. I: Oh, do you mean at
Cumberland?
P: Yeah ah huh.
I: But you haven’t used it at home at all?
P: No, not at all.
I: (not a problem?)
P: Because I, I’m quite comfortable at Sydney University here at Lidcombe I’ve got
someone to attach the electrodes and everything and I (unclear) rely more on having
somewhere there to be the the main person knowing what what they’re doing in
regards to the electrodes. But if I’m home by myself, I wouldn’t trust myself as much as
I (trust) the people that partake in in the um (unclear) (I’m not an experiment…pretty
sure it is “not an experiment” rather) but in the procedure that I have to have done.
I: You read my mind, coz I’m actually about to ask you a lot of questions about FES,
and your opinions.
P: Ah huh.
I: So we’ll get to that in a moment, but thanks for that.
P: Sure.
I: And your mobile phone number well I already have that.
P: Right.
I: It’s 0-4-2-6, 2- double 0, 4-6-0.
P: That’s correct ah huh.
I: Okay. Alright, so I’m gunna ask you a series of questions now.
P: Ah huh.
I: There’s four sections. And I’m gunna ask you about things such as rehabilitation,
exercise, FES, and home exercise. And even though you haven’t done FES in the
home you can, I guess you’ll still have some opinions on it, so that’s okay.
P: Ah huh.
I: So we’ll get started.
P: Sure.
I: Section one. Rehabilitation and transition. What were the initial goals of your
rehabilitation?
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P: To keep strong at doing the basic things that I do. But not to um I, in my mind I’m not
a doctor, I’m not anything but I know logically in my mind the more active I stay
physically, the I I lengthen?? My mymy state of being the way I am, I don’t think I would
um crawl up and die, if I would just sit here and not do anything, so I thought? (pretty
sure) that more exercise would be better to use what I can use.
I: And related to this, I actually asked this survey to a lot of people with spinal cord
injury as well [P: Right], how would you define rehabilitation? Because for them it has a
different definition.
P: Ah rehabilitation is basically to do the basic things I can do, my muscles need to
work and to to um do what they do, what they’ve been used to doing all my life, but
now because of what I, the condition I have, its not that easy, so I have to prompt (?) to
do the things in regards to my exercises that I do at home. And at the uni.
I: Sure. Now related to this. What were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
P: Um, as much as it’s hard work and you gotta keep at it all the time, I (but?) basically
didn’t take too kindly to people um volunteering that they’ll do it for me, because
they(’ll) feel sorry that I have, that I am in the condition I am, and it would be better if
they do it but um the not the teacher but the um the (act?) that I had to do whether it be
washing dishes or manual things that I used to do no problem, they feel sorry so they
they basically volunteer to do what I um what I have to do which is probably worse for
me anyway, because the less I do things the worse it becomes anyway.
I: So you, you found it difficult when people were trying to help you out?
P: (unclear) over the top because its not like yes, Im slow at what I have to do, but I’m
quite okay, I have patience to be able to deal with it, and if I, if I’m tired or anything, I
sit, have a bit of a rest then get up again and do what I ha-, um to finish in regards to
the physical thing.
I: Makes sense.
P: But not everybody understands, so they (but) they think they would be helping me,
in taking over and doing what they have to do, yeah its more detrimental than anything
for me.
I: (Unclear).
P: I try to do as much as I can and I don’t do very much, but the little I can do just
give(s) me a break, and let me do it on my own.
I: That makes sense, I guess it gets- I guess their hearts in the right place but it can get
frustrating for you at times.
P: Oh unbelievably so because as I say just because I don’t have the physical (being?)
of every/anybody else, (of doing what they’re doing), my mind still works, so its not like
I’m braindead.
I: Exactly.
P: Do you know what I mean? Likes its, its hard to (Understand?) people, they try to do
(the good) in doing everything for me, but that doesn’t work for me(?) because I’m not
(dead?) yet, I want to do as much as I can, as slow as I am, I want to continue doing
what I do.
I: Yeah, that that makes perfect sense.
P: Mm.
I: The last question in this section has two parts.
P: Ah huh.
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I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? If so, what were the
advantages and disadvantages of these technologies? So I guess I’m referring to, just
after your diagnosis, did you use electrical stimulation then?
P: Um no because basically, I didn’t well like(?) I didn’t know anything about it until two
years ago, when I was going to the gym at the Studdy Centre, and then that’s how I
met Che and he put me onto the FES program, so that-s the only electrical stimulation I
ever had. So I didn’t use (unclear…at the start?)..because I wasn’t aware that it
existed.
I: Just out of interest, do you think if you knew it existed, you would’ve used it earlier
on?
P: Definitely, yes. I would’ve (unclear), I’m not frightened of using whatever is out there,
just as long as it(‘s) beneficial to me in regards to, working my muscles and I know
that’s the FES works my muscles, because as much as I just sit there (and
everything?) it doesn’t um, it it works my muscles, it activates activate- (Unclear, a bit
of stuttering), I can’t even speak now. It activates my muscles to do the things that I
have to do. So, and I can tell, because after my session at the beginning, after my
session I was really tired and it it took me a day or so to get over being tired, so it
wasn’t that um unusual.
I: A day or two?
P: Yeah, mm huh.
I: Section two is exercise (P: Ah huh), so/and just exercise in general, before we talk
about FES (P: Right). Do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you
perform?
P: Um at home, I just do the exercises that they give me (On the sheet?) like my ankle
exercises, and my calf exercises, but going to the gym twice a week, well its not twice
a week at the moment its only once a week because the (NDIS?) it’s a little more
complicated to get back to um three times a week (that? Pretty sure) I was doing, so its
all the red tape that goes on with the NDIS (that’s?) just now been/being um released,
like I’ve had my first session on Monday but any extras that I want to do, if its not
covered by NDIS, I have to pay out my own pocket, so you know as much as I can, I
try to do, the ex- well if I have to, I’ll pay out of my own pocket but if NDIS is um
supplying why would I you know, I don’t work anymore I just have disability pension so
I would go for as much as I can (Sort of?) or what’s incorporated with the NDIS plan.
I: Um, how much does it cost to do an FES session there?
P: So, 21 dollars. Oh sorry FES? The the physical disabili-., ah (unclear) the physical
um ah exercise, it’s 21 dollars. And as (yet), I’m still doing the trial or whatever it is that
I do with Che.
I: Sure. So the NDIS has changed has it?
P: Its changed because, ohits not changed, I think it’s pretty much the same, but
because it was such a long road to get the services put to the different areas, then I
think (unclear), just coming to effect as of Monday, Its not changed, it was just not
initiated because of all the red tape and all that everything it has to go through to um be
active in the area that I’m in.
I: Fair enough yeah I guess the red tape can get in the way sometimes.
P: Oh totally because you know, I (unclear) according to them, it costs money and
everything but they had (this) um Golf Whitlam, the Prime Minister back in the 1970s
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had this idea of NDIS back when we was in power, but its taken so long to come to
fruition so its ah its not been easy.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Um basically, coz I have carers now, so (unclear), I wouldn’t have to depend on
family or children to take me to exercises, I (could?) still through NDIS if I could
(unclear) because/coz Im an earlier raiser, as I was working I use to get up at 4, 5
o’clock in the morning, so I try to go exercise as early as they can take me and the
earliest (that um) Kara or whoever is there can take me is 7.30, and that’s quite OK. So
I just have a carer who does the transporting, transporting to get me to where I have to
go.
I: So, but in terms of your exercise routine, is there anything you could improve? On a
weekly basis?
P: Um (I’ll) probably do it more frequently, more than um I’m at the gym two days a
week (Now?) and I’d, I’d like to go four days a week if possible, but it’s (unclear) my my
(Unclear)…pushing my something….if I want to go more than two days a week
because so many things come into (unclear) in regards to they don’t have the
professional(s) there to supply what they have because (unclear)
not there
available because the senior’s gone on leave, or (unclear…pregnant I think) or
whatever, so basically have lots of work to do if ()?the? seniors’ not there.
I: Makes sense. What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: I think as far as the exercise that I do, um it’s a positive step because I’m still out
there trying to better my condition, in (unclear) and I don’t mean that they’re gunna like
doing the exercise cures me but (unclear) deteriorating anymore than what the
condition is.
I: Thanks for that.
P: Have I, have I made sense to you, Matthew?
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Have I made sense in regards to saying what I said to you?
I: Yeah definitely, so you’re talking about how um…or could you just repeat what you
said sorry?
P: So basically me continuing doing the exercises at the physio or the FES, I delay (it)
getting worse, my condition that is. And so I would want to delay it because I’m I’m
hard headed in the sense I’m quite resilient in regards to my condition, so nothing will
basically get me to just shut up and not do anything about it, I’ve got to be physical
inasmuch as I can be physical, to better it (pretty sure she said last three words).
I: That’s a great mentality to have Teresa.
P: Yeah, well I have that mentality because (unclear), there’s no cure, there’s no
(unclear), and that’s fine, not a problem, it’s not the time yet for the cure, (unclear) for
not to have a cure, I’m quite resistant, so at the end, they can’t knock me out so easily.
I: Admire your attitude.
P: Thank you, I admire you saying that (unclear) for you to listen to what I’m saying, I
thank you that you’re listening and you’re saying to me “That’s not going to work for
you, that’s not going to work for you”, because I hear that all the time, I don’t need to
have someone else be negative about my condition.
I: Oh so a lot of people are negative are they?
P: Oh pretty much yeah because they think “Oh you poor thing”, you’ve got whatever
you have, and (I) I think totally different, because I try not to say the (two letters, 99%
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sure) that my condition is, I just say I have a neurological problem and that’s it. And
that’s all they need to know because (it doesn’t help me 99% sure) for them to know
anything else, coz they feel sorry for me and I don’t want them to do that because you
know, life is hard enough as it is, and I don’t want to add to to the baggage that I have
to deal with.
I: Yeah that makes sense. Well I really appreciate you opening up in the interview
today.
P: Well you know what I’m telling/stating you the truth, I don’t tell lies, at the end of the
day, so I’m very far from a dishonest person so it’s ah, I spoke the truth, what I feel is
what you’re gunna get.
I: And out of interest, these negative people, are they, do they have MS as well, or are
they just…?
P: No not at all. They’re normal people.
I: Okay.
P: Family and friends, so whatever they think they they put it out because its ah they’re
opinion’s whats important for them, and yes it goes in yeah….um yeah so its their
opinion so I let it go in one ear and out the other.
I: yeah that that’s good you know.
P: mm.
I: Alright we’ll move on now to the two last sections. So this sections’ FES. So, I’m
gunna ask you all about FES. What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: Oh just the electrodes that um Che attaches, or Che, or one of the student, attach to
my calves, my um gluts and hamstrings, my butt, and that’s it and they just put
electrodes on and I(‘d) stay on for an hour so, whenever I go (out).
I: Is this the FES bicycle?
P: It is the bicycle but its not a bicycle as such a normal bicycle, its um, I don’t do
pedaling because sometimes when Che says do pedaling (yes), then I do pedaling, but
for the most part I just sit- (well?) sit still, and I sit, and just basically um do the FES
and the electrodes provide the current when they turn it on, so I go up to about 85 in
regards to the current that’s passed on to my electrodes.
I: And you said sometimes Che asks you to pedal, did you?
P: Yeah when he wants different results, or not different results, different data, to show
that I can still pedal with my electrodes on.
I: But most of the time you do it, its just the electrical stimulation doing the work?
P: Yeah, ah huh, that’s right.
I: Thanks for that. What benefits have you had from using FES, ah health benefits,
psychological benefits?
P: Ah psychological I think “my gosh, it still works”, because I can tell when the
electrodes are on, my muscles are working, I can feel them working and then for me to
be tired after my session, (psycho- physio-?) logically, if I’m tired it’s because my
muscle(s) have worked quite a bit in that hour as um the electrodes operating on my on
my body, so psychologically its pretty good because I know that if Im tired after my um
session with um the electrodes, its doing great things and to for my body to be doing
what its normal for it, and its (unclear) stimulated electrically, that’s fine, not a problem.
I II um basically do um it it hurts a little bit, but I’m (unclear) oh well how can I explain it,
um, my pain threshold is quite high, so as much as it hurts, I don’t (whinch?) or
anything I just you know, take it all in, and (unclear) at the end of the day, if its hurts
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with the electrodes, its fine. I mean someone with um spinal cord injury can up to 125
and that would be quite potent, but I haven’t reached that stage yet, because I still feel
my legs and I’m not that (big a person – 99% sure) in regards to the pain, in the sense
that I c- start whinging at 85, 90, whereas Greg over there, can go up to 125, but he
has a different condition to me, so its not um not that unusual I guess.
I: Yeah I guess its like comparing apples and oranges, isn’t it?
P: Yeah.
I: Because the conditions’ are quite different.
P: Right, pretty much so.
I: What about, what health benefits do you think you’ve had from using FES?
P: Um, that in my muscles don’t tire out as quickly as any other time,and my mental
stimulation’s quite good.
I: Your mental?
P: Yeah mm huh.
I: So its, so you feel um you feel psychologically better afterwards?
P: Ah huh, that I can like, with the electrodes on and my muscles move, it makes me
feel good because I’m not completely dead yet, with the electrodes on I’m operating my
calves muscles or my ah gluts, or hamstrings so its not so bad.
I: What about, are there any other health benefits you think you’ve had from FES?
P: Um, well what was it that ah I know when he um put the gluts on my ah the gluts my
butt, or like I had go gone to the bathroom before I start(ed) the FES session and I
thought that was normal, just to go (unclear) so I don’t have to interrupt my session.
But after doing the FES for an hour, I had to go again to the bathroom and I thought
“My gosh, that must’ve worked so much in the bladder section that it’s activated and I
have to go to the bathroom once again, but that’s like an hour after I start with my um
FES session.
I: Interesting.
P: Have have I confused you?
I: Oh not at all.
P: No because, I logically I would think because like at the end, I go to the bathroom so
I don’t get (disrupted) or anything but then when he puts the electrodes on my butt, its
like after the hour, it stimulates my bladder like so much so that I need to go to the
bathroom again, but that (seemed) quite okay with me finishing my FES and then go to
the bathroom.
I: Wow, interesting.
P: And I’m sorry Matthew, I don’t mean to interrupt you. And the other thing I have
noticed, I used to have lots of um of what do they call it on my leg, I used to have lots
of ah veins, (unclear), broken capillaries, that’s (unclear..diminished?) quite a bit since I
started FES.
I: Oh wow, okay.
P: And my as I said I’m not a doctor but I notice the difference in myself. I used to have
a lot of broken capillaries on one side of my leg, and now its not so bad.
I: I think I remember you telling me that about a year ago actually.
P: Yeah yeah and I mentioned this to Che and I said “Look I just want you to notice that
my broken capillaries are not as intense as they were before”. Because I think with the
circulation of the electrodes doing what it had to do, it massages and everything so it
doesn’t um basically cause nothing to, like its quite effective I think.
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I: Interesting.
P: Mm.
I: Did you mention the fact that you have to go to the bathroom to Che as well?
P: Yeah of course, I mentioned everything in regards to like its not that unusual with my
condition that I need to go the bathroom but when I go to the bathroom before I start a
session, I should be ok by/but not have anything to drink, and then after the session,
because of the electrodes, where he places them, on my back, (on on) my backside,
um I think (unclear) it stimulates my bladder because then I have to go again, and
because I do my core (muscles, pretty sure) exercises with the exercise physio and
everything, I have enough control to um to control myself basically so I havent’ had any
accidents or anything like that coz I think my core muscles have worked quite a lot in
regards to not doing what I have to do.
I: That’s fantastic.
P: (So) (unclear) at the end (unclear), I don’t want to confuse you but I’m just stating?
What it is, and (unclear) (it’s?) basically, (is like?) the way it is, because I know
(unclear) the exercises that I do, as much as I I probably don’t do, (well) I know I don’t
do the FES at home, I do my exercises quite well at Sydney University, and if I’m were
to do them, if I had someone to do them with at home, I would do them at home also
but at home I don’t, I just do my exercises occasionally but not that often anyway.
I: Well (unclear) I actually ask you a few questions about home exercise in a minute, so
that’s [I: sure], that’s a good point. So, any other health benefits you can think of before
we move on?
P: Um, no I think it’s basically I’m not um ah like I do the FES and everything (But if I
could/couldn’t? unclear!!) do it at home, I probably would be more in, I would be on the
positives of being quite um, I could prolong the um, the negative effects of the
condition.
I: Fantastic.
P: Mm.
I: Okay two more before we get into the home questions.
P: Sure.
I: What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Oh well because it makes me (I guess) the (unclear negative? Big?)thing that would
be I am tired af- after the session. But the positive would be that long term I think its
beneficial for me because its just prolonging any deteor- deteriora- I can’t even speak
now, deteriation.
I: Its okay I know I’m asking I’m asking a lot of questions that’s okay take your time.
P: Oh that’s ok like im not short of a word (I?) that comes so easily. (just talking about
her ability to be understood, omitted)
….I: So yeah positives and negatives, so are there any others you can think of?
P: Mm, well apart from seeing the people that I see at the gym, that’s a neg- um not a
negative a positive, because I I (unclear) …and since I’ve been diagnosed, and since
I’ve gotten as bad as I have in the last five years, I don’t socialize that much coz I don’t
like the way I am, but at the gym I talk to people and so that’s my social event, in
regards to talking to people that have the same condition, (it’s not work/worse) and um
I basically to talk to people there and um we share information and everything so that’s
one of the positive things but um its not h (unclear) its not the end, just as long as we
keep on going and I know that um one of the girls who lives quite a bit away didn’t want
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to come to begin with and I, because I’m good mates with her I wanted her to try it and
see how she went, but because she is quite a a distance (unclear) here in Sydney from
where FES is here at Lidcombe, I finally convinced her to getting to to come because
it’s/it was actually good for her, and she’s got the condition worse than I am but she’s in
a chair because she doesn’t move anywhere and/as um I spose she’s found (that)
quite a positive thing also that she comes and does the FES weekly.
I: So you find the other people there have an impact on your um I guess your
enthusiasm for doing an FES session.
P: Not with everybody, Elizabeth will/would probably, ah a couple of them not just
Elizabeth I’m thinking about it, not everybody, because nobody talks as much as I, but
I’m used to talking so much because I, it was my job to talk so much to people when I
working so um I basically get on with the most, with the majority of people but um not
everybody takes to um to the way I think as being? So its not um that easy for some
people.
I: So um okay so some people yeah I mean I guess that’s the case everywhere
sometimes you (unclear).
P: Yeah totally.
I: Yeah, (sometimes) peoples personalities just don’t align. [P: Ah huh, that’s right].
I: What about ah are there other like um positives of the FES devices, or negatives you
can think of, or drawbacks of the systems?
P: Um well the drawback was um I don’t um (unclear) like I’m don’t (unclear), like I’m
not very social but um then the people who I’m social with are family members or
people that I know quite close, but um I’m I’m not that um ah what was the word, I’m
not sociable with um going out and doing the things that I used to before because I’m
not at ease with um unless I’m comfortable with the person I’m not that ease? Doing
the things that I used to do, in my younger years.
I: What about in terms of um, are there any downsides to the FES systems?
P: Ah the downsides, um well (more?) no well (that its) quite complicated in regards to
setting it up that’s the only downside because once you’re attached and everything I’m
quite resilient to do whatever I have to do, I mean I haven’t gone up to like 120 like
Greg in regards to the FES, but I still have feeling and I’ve ridden the bike outside the
office, there like when we have students um watching me, (beside?) the bike and its
quite hard and everything, and to do a/the bike its not that easy now (whether?but?) it
has to be a special bike and um you know its very manual but um I quite resilient to do
whatever I have to do.
I: Is that the BerkelBike?
P: Yeah, the BerkelBike mm huh.
I: So I actually met the inventor of the BerkelBike last year.
P: Oh did you, and it wasn’t Che?
I: No his name’s Rik Berkelmans.
P: Ah my god, coz I’ve ridden it and we had I can’t even remember the two students
that were watching me while I was driving/riding it, and because I’d go up and down the
um the campus, and it’s quite hard work I would think in the BerkelBike, but I I gathered
that it was hardwork for them also to go up and down, and so what they did, because it
was so strenuous for them, they just stood at the top of the hill and I would make the
rounds in regards to the BerkelBike. I thought my God, (just got use on their side?) but
it(s) still hard work to come down and go back up again.
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I: Was that in the carpark or in the campus?
P: Ah no in the campus its um basically just outside the door of where I go in, its says
its not (within?) the carpark, it’s the campus where, its on the way to the carpark but
um just before the carpark.
I: Okay, sure sure.
P: Yeah.
I: With the BerkelBike, can you tell me more about the positives and negatives of that
one?
P: Its hard work, but it’s a good exercise because its um (unclear) basically the
BerkelBike is/its not like I (get?) more I could do it inside but it doesn’t happen that
frequently, but I’m willing to try anything and Che knows that already, and so I would
volunteer “Could I do that”, or whatever, so I’m quite OK to do whatever ah (another
example/sample) that I have to do to provide (the statistics/logistics) in regards to what
exercise you’re doing, so it’s not so bad.
I: What about like the design of the BerkelBike? Is there anything which can be
improved? Or do you think it’s perfect?
P: No I think it’s quite ok, like I wouldn’t say it’s perfect but it’s quite ok in the sense of
um everything works quite well and its not like (we’re) use it so much so that we know
the difference, but um the strap perhaps (pretty sure) of where you put your feet in, its
quite a challenge in regards to getting them to be in not so tight that you um ah (stitch
in there indefinitely?) but they work quite ok.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Like, you have to be stitched, ah not stitched in, strapped in to be able to ride the
BerkelBike. So its not that ah that hard because without using (it – pretty sure), you
wouldn’t be able to ride the BerkelBike, but its quite ok.
I: Fantastic, makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: The last question before we move on to home exercise.
P: Ah huh.
I: I mean, I think we’ve touched on some things we’ve talked about before….[I: Sure].
How has FES made an impact on your life?
P: Um its made me think that my gosh if I can still operate my muscles using the
electrodes for them to be um like (unclear) moves because I know that they still work
they don’t do everything they have to do, but I know that um the muscles still work.
I: Thanks for that Teresa. Okay section four, home exercise.
P: Ah huh.
I: Excuse me. Do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: Yeah but if I had someone to help me with it because I couldn’t depend on my
children to, because they’ve got their own lives to do their own thing. So if I had maybe
with NDIS, if I had a carer knowing exactly what they were doing to set me up at home,
I’d be quite ok with it.
I: So you think that you need assistance with the FES?
P: Yeah with the electrodes and everything, yes I do.
I: Okay, so in what ways do you need assistance?
P: To put my electrodes on like on my butt, on my hamstring, to make sure that they
are (on/align) correctly.
I: Sure, sure. Related to that, do you find FES systems user friendly?
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P: I ah yes they are user friendly but because like with me attaching the electrodes, I
would only be able to do the electrode attachment to my calf, and my um my foot, if I
had to have one on my foot but anywhere else, on my gluts, or (a) hamstring(s) that
would be a bit challenging.
I: So, they’re moderately user-friendly would you say?
P: Oh yeah perhaps, you’ve got the word/verb, the verb is correct in (moderate)
because if it was perfect, I would be able to um attach all my electrodes but I wouldn’t
be able to attach all the electrodes so moderately would be probably be the best word.
I: I’ve hit the nail on the head.
P: Yeah you have, you’ll go places won’t you Matthew.
I: [laughs]. Now I will!
P: Yeah, you will.
I: If you had to do, so this questions’ a bit of a long one.
P: Ah huh.
I: If you had to do FES everyday, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it?
FES-cycling?[P: Oh?]Stimulation while sitting still?FES-rowing?
P: I would try any of it, because I’d be okay with the physical exercise that I do at the
moment. But rowing I’ve never done so I could be okay with that also, coz I’ve already
got my hams- no not my hamstring, my Botox and (Unclear) oh what am I saying
Botox, I always go for Botox not what I wanna say. My biceps and triceps are quite
healthy, but rowing would be another good thing and Che was saying with the FES he
was going to implement I think the the arm machine with it.
I: The arm cranking?
P: Yeah the arm cranking because it’s not attached at the moment and he had
mentioned in passing he was probably going to attach the arm cranking, but it would be
very um, it would be more of a sign to see the cardio system, how it works.
I: So you haven’t done arm cranking with FES cycling before?
P: Ah no not with cycling before, no. I have done the arm cranking, but it was a sample
to see my heart race, so it it was done but it was just basically away from the FES
machine.
I: Sure. So with with those different types of FES.
P: Mm huh.
I: Would you choose like a whichwhich one would you preferentially use everyday? Is
there one you’d rather use? If you had to do.
P: Oh I I would go (to) the arm cranking, the FES and um the physical activity (with?)
regards to the core um exercises that I do.
I: But in terms of FES like um, which type would you do if you had to do it everyday?
P: Ah the one where I sit and just attach the electrodes on just do it and do that and I
would (be?) quite okay with that.
I: Is that cycling or [stimulation] while sitting still?
P: Um stimulation while sitting still but it also has the cycling. When I’m told to cycle, I I
listen to what is requested of me but ah when I’m basically doing the FES, I just sit and
don’t do anything unless I’m told.
I: Oh okay. Well what I mean is um, would you would you prefer just to do stimulation
with the handheld stimulator or with with a cycling thing there as well?
P: No I’d I’dthe the cy- oh not the cycling the stimulation is quite okay, coz its hard work
anyway. Its not that easy.
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I: Sure not a problem.
P: Mm huh.
I: Okay, the last question.
P: Ah huh.
I: What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
P: Um, have basically, have the FES that I can do just me on my own, and not have to
share at the end, because there’s quite a number of people that come in to use it and
we only have two machines (unclear) with the FES, so it would be even better if like we
had more machines, so more people can just utilize the different setups that we’ve got.
I: So do you find there’s a bit of a rush at Lidcombe?
P: I’m sorry.
I: Do you find there’s a bit of a rush when you’re on the FES equipment, to say “get
off….and (Unclear)”.
P: Ah, a tad yes. A tad because its um like itsalways in use and like if youre running
later or whatever, (its not my fault that the people have to come in after…unclear?) but
I’m usually quite okay for the most part.
I: Wow, it sounds like um FES is becoming quite popular out there.
P: I’m sorry what was that Matthew?
I: It sounds like FES is becoming quite popular out there.
P: Well it is actually because we’ve got more people to do it, so it’s not so bad.
Matthew can you just hold on for a second?
(omitted)
..I: So, we were talking about your ideal FES system.
P: Ah huh.
I: And your one would be one where you don’t have to have someone to help you put
electrodes on?
P: Oh no I’m quite okay with the having to help me, but in the sense of it’s not at the
point where um its self-sufficient for someone like me, to put on everything myself
because I need to put the ones on the gluts and everything, and hamstrings to be quite
effective, so I don’t think that the FES programs’ that’s on can do that, unless
someone’s quite capable, 100%, of implementing the electrodes, that they (have to
place…pretty sure).
I: And what d- are there any other things that you think that um could be improved with
FES devices? So, say you could design your dream FES system [P: Ah huh]. What
would you put in this dream system?
P: Um well (no..pretty sure) well it works quite well, the system that they have, but it’s
just that I would need a (aide?) to make sure I’ve got it all correct because sometimes
when it stops on you, unless um Che’s there, not even students know what what is
wrong with it/that.
I: Ah, see theres a bit of troubleshooting which happens?
P: Yeah, uh huh.
I: And how often does that occur?
P: Oh probably once a week.
I: Oh okay.
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P: Because if I go three times a week, (it/s um), it’s quite efficient, but you know it’s not,
unless Che’s there and he knows everything, I mean one of the students is doing a
good job at what they’re doing, they have to still call Che.
I: What are some of the main issues with the systems you find, when Che needs to
troubleshoot them?
P: Oh well because the battery’s not um, not 100% and it has to be recharged, so
that’s one of the things that occasionally has happened. But because Che’s is the
Professor, or he’s not the Professor, but he’s/he is the senior and knows exactly and
the young students haven’t got the experience Che has, that is one of the things that
(unclear).
I: Makes sense. And can you tell me more about the students, and the role they play in
the FES ah..(Unclear)
P: They’re/been (think “they’re) pretty good but ah they are not um, they haven’t got the
years of experience that Che has, so they’ll ask if something goes not, not the way it
should go but um I guess with um hindsight, you can’t expect them to be as um as
(unclear…adjustable) into doing the things that they have to do, because they’re only
young, they’re only 20, 21,(or) whatever they are, but um there is always Che there to
be able to advise them which way they have to go, (what to avoid?? Unclear!)
I: I guess they could learn a lot as well.
P: Oh yeah totally because I know that a couple of them really don’t Che to be there
because they can rectify the problem themselves but not everybody’s the same at the
end of the day.
I: Yeah, well that’s great I mean [P: Ah huh] (you know everyone’s learning) and…
P: Ah huh.
I: Must yeah I guess um because a lot them do internships don’t they.
P: Well yeah for 10 weeks, but you can’t learn anything in 10 weeks can you?
I: Ah (laughs), that’s exactly right, I’m doing a PhD on FES. (Pardon me) and I don’t
know anything about FES!
P: Yeah pretty much because they are yeah 10 weeks is quite a long time but you still
don’t have the years? in 10 weeks of the students um doin what they have to do.
I: Yeah, Che’s been doing FES for a while now.
P: Yeah, he’s a lot older than than them, but um the 10 weeks is usually pretty good,
and one of the guys what his name Lachlan, he’s finished his 10 weeks, and he’s
coming in to volunteer on? His services, so I think that’s a fantastic thing I think if he’s
doing that himself, he’s finished his 10 week course, but he’s still gunna come in and
volunteer his services, and he’s quite a good people person, so it’s not so bad.
I: Oh that’s great you know, (unclear), its good they come back and volunteer still.
P: Oh totally because it’s um you know they have to be the right sort of person to do
what they do, but um you know, it’s (unclear…()? Then…like) not that good for them
because they’ve already done their stint of 10 weeks so they’ve already passed and
everything but they they have it in themselves to be (the good person?) in doing what
they have to do.
I: And what kind of skills do you think a student or anyone has to have to help out with
the FES?
P: I think they have to be people persons to begin with and to know like, to know the
system how it works, and how how they accept? in regards to it working and unless
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you’re you get on with people, that’s gunna be worse (unclear) if you don’t get on with
people it’s gunna be quite a challenge.
I: And have some of the students struggled in that regards?
P: Yeah I think so but not too many so for the most part the students are fantastic.
I: That’s good, I guess a lot of them are from health science and naturally health
sciences people seem to be very good with people skills [P: (says mm/yeah as I talks)].
P: Pretty much so, they are on the right track (of) doing what they have to do.
I: Do you get many engineering students help out?
P: Ah I haven’t co-I think maybe just one engineering student I had? And? Do you
think? I can remember his name now, no? No. But I’ve only ever come across one
engineering student.
I: Okay and a second one is interviewing you now.
P: Im sorry?
I: And a second one who is interviewing you now.
P: Oh, (unclear) oh my gosh, okay
(omitted, talking about I’s thesis)…
Then:
P:….until? you discover a cure, right?
I: (chuckles). Well I guess interviewing can help understand how FES can be improved.
P: Oh totally yeah because I think its doing wonderful things in regards to activating the
muscles and everything that are used as much as they were being used before, so not
so bad.
I: On that note, just to conclude the interview, is there anything else you wanna say
about FES, anything which you think needs to be done in the field, or what we need to
know about, or how we can get more publicity for it?
P: I think basically to have people that know what they are doing is quite beneficial.
And its got to be good if its activating the muscles, to prolong them being like used as
ah the muscles have been used all our lives so as long as you can activate and keep it
going, I think it’s quite beneficial.
I: Do you think theres a widespread understanding of FES out there?
P: Not not really? No because until I did it at Sydney Uni, I didn’t know anything about
it. Unless you’re in the field and knowing what (you um sampling?) you’re not gunna be
that um top dog in regards to knowing all the information so you have to be involved in
sampling the FES or knowing someone who does it, so that’s the only way that you
would know about it.
I: So you know any um other people with MS Teresa?
P: Um through the gym yeah I do? Now quite a few, but not outside.
I: Oh okay fair enough.
P: Ah huh.
I: So do you think there could be more done to publicise FES in Australia?
P: Ah probably, um if like if we? Publicise it in like magazines and things like that,
perhaps they would um be a little more receptive than what they um well now they
don’t know much about it anyway, but they would be more receptive that um they
would know about it (unclear) being? Utilized in regards to the different things.
I: What type of magazines do you think?
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P: Like um (unclear) women’s magazines, (there’s?) magazines that we’ve got out
monthly.
I: So things like FES advertisements in Women’s Weekly?
P: Ah huh yeah.
I: Interesting idea actually.
P: Because at least you’re covering so many people reading the stuff so its not like it
would um not be read by quite a few people.
I: That’s right and I guess if you limit all the research to academic journals…
[P: Ah huh that’s right].
I: it’s going to be read by a select portion of the population.
P: Right that’s correct, so it wouldn’t be open to everybody. But/that?they would know
about it.
I: Yeah interesting.
P: Mm.
I: Alright Teresa thanks for your time I’ll just stop the recorder.
P: Okay not a problem I thank you so much Matthew. And you let me know as soon as
you discover the cure, okay?
I: (chuckles). I’ll just stop the recorder.
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Participant 23
I: We’re gunna start the recording now, this is interview with Shaun, on Friday 5 th of
May, 2017.
P: Okay.
I: So just a few basic demographic questions first. You might wanna put it sideways
too, because it might switch off. Just? If you wanna rest it like this. That’s fine.
P: Okay.
I: (recording? Feint). That’s fine yep. So your name?
P: Ah, Shaun Anthony Raymond’s my full name.
I: What about your age, Shaun?
P: I’m 49 years old.
I: 49 years young.
P: (chuckles).
I: And your gender?
P: Ah, male.
I: Ethnicity?
P: Um, ah Sri Lankan by birth but my, on my mothers side, theres Dutch and
Portuguese, on my father’s side there’s Swiss and Italian.
I: Wow (chuckles), that’s quite complicated.
P: yeah.
I: So how would you I guess, summarise? Mix?
P: Mixed race, yeah.
I: And may I ask your stage of MS?
P: Ah, secondary progressive.
I: And your condition is Multiple Sclerosis.
P: Yes.
I: And what your time since ah, injury or diagnosis? So, your time since diagnosis?
P: Um, my diagnosis was in oh well the date was the 28th of October, 2012. Um, and I
spent the first two and a half years under, under the assumption that I had ah,
remitting-relapsing. But ah during that time the MS progressed and ah, basically a
revision of the diagnosis was made after some more tests and scans. Yeah/and.
I: So, about five years ago was the initial diagnosis?
P: Yeah.
I: And, do you use FES at home?
P: No.
I: Okay. So you don’t have any systems.
P: No.
I: And how long, okay so you haven’t used FES for home exercise. How long have you
used it, just in general?
P: Well, I started, I started um I think towards the end of last year, and there was a
break for Christmas. I started again in January this year. But um it depends on what
you mean by, see as part of the FES study, I take into account my initial blood test and
scan and then that, I think there’s what was there like an eight week period or
something where I don’t do anything or…
I: Oh okay, I’m not (unclear) particulars.
P: Yeah so, when you say to me like, when did you start? You meant, physically on the
bicycle, or...
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I: Yeah, that’ll do.
P: Oh, okay, so, (that) was towards um the end of last year. Probably in, I don’t know,
as September, or maybe October, I’m not 100% sure.
I: That’s okay.
P: There was a break for Christmas. Um and then I’ve been doing it up until I think ah
March, April, I had about 4, 5 weeks where I was ill and then um I started again I think
in the second week of April andand continued till today.
I: Its about four or five months, kind of….
(I/P simultaneous talking).
P: On and off yeah.
I: Yeah sure (a bit of simultaneous muttering etc.)
P: See it’s a bit hard for me because I’ve had those breaks in between, you know.
I: That’s okay for the purpose(s) of this question.
P: (unclear).
I: But I guess it, does it make it difficult for you, to-, in the study, to participate?
P: No it doesn’t [90% sure doesn’t cf. does!) make it difficult, but I actually (feel it –
pretty sure!) when I don’t do the study, so.
I: So, you feel the difference.
P: Yeah, yep.
I: Makes sense.
P: yeah. I have um a lot of issues with my general mobility c- at home, because I’m
generally in the chair like (you know, but feint) but um I find that that when I actually
come, it helps me, like um insofar as tomorrow, I know that there’ll be a period where
my muscles are um you know, like stiff and sore and stuff. But then um come Sunday,
I’ll be feeling a lot better. A bit more mobile and stuff like that so yeah.
I: Fantastic. And before we get on the actual questions, I might just ask your mobile
phone number.
P: 0-4-3-0 [I: Yep], 1-2-0 [I: Yep], 5-1-0.
I: No worries and/now I can correspond with you if there’s any questions about the
survey. Alright, we’ll get started. So there’s a series of about 16…14 questions. And I
might ask a few followup ones along the way. Now the first section’s on rehabilitation.
So, I’ve actually asked this survey to people with spinal cord injury as well. So, for you,
what does the word rehabilitation mean? Coz I guess it has different meanings.
P: Oh I don’t, I don’t basically think rehabilitation applies in my case (so). I mean when
you’re looking at a progressive, degenerative disease, you’re not actually looking for
any rehabilitation, what you’re looking to do is to try and maintain a certain standard for
as long as possible, before you lose that ability, so…I don’t, I don’t actually think that
that actually applies to me. If you wanna know what I think of the definition, of
rehabilitation, it means ah basically um (like?) some sort of ah a process um you know,
incorporating everything from diet and exercise to bring somebody to (a similance?) of
a previously lost ability/ies, so in the case of spinal injury, um, probably learning how to
cope with their spinal injury, um or their reduced mobility, or to help them you know,
regain some control over their limbs or something, I don’t know. Yeah.
I: With MS, it’s a bit different of course.
P: Yeah.
I: Totally different.
P: Yeah.
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I: So, I, the questions (I have…very fast), were gunna ask were what were the initial
goals of your rehabilitation? What were some challenges you faced [P mutters] and did
you use any electrical stimulation? But if that’s not applicable we can just go to the next
section.
P: Oh I can answer those questions, like (the) first one.
I: Sure. So, what were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Basically to maintain as much of my um mobility, for as long as possible. (That’s it\ feint, though).
I: What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Just ah actually um just actually getting here, because with my MS, I wake up in the
morning, I can feel a million bucks, next day I wake up in the morning and I feel like
crap. So, you don’t know.
I: So it’s quite variable every day. I guess that would take a bit of adjustment to get
used to.
P: Yeah. That’s that’s my biggest challenge.
I: So, it’s like a lottery I guess.
P: Yeah.
I: Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? And if so, what were
the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies?
P: Well….
I: So I guess initially after your diagnosis [P: yeah]. Did you use any FES?
P: I didn’t use FES, I did um have a different kind of stimulation, I went to a
physiotherapist and he did um basically the acupuncture with the electric currents
going through the the needle(s).
I: Oh okay.
P: So, and that was in my, in my back, and, yeah in my legs, around my head, my face.
I: (unclear) is it just called electroacupuncture, or does it have a special name?
P: Oh, it probably does but I haven’t been there for a while, so…
I: Was that more for pain relief or exercise?
P: It wasn’t really for exercise, it was more like um I don’t know if you’d say pain relief,
at times it could’ve been (yeah?/bit?) it was painful. But general stiffness, I had to do
something to, my muscles tend to lock up a lot of the time. And, I tend to look for things
that will help me you know, maintain some sort of flexibility or or make my, my muscles
a little bit pliable or (yeah/you) you know.
I: (Unclear…it helps with) that flexibility? Of the muscles and all that?
P: (Yeah it will – 99% sure) relax my muscles, like having that little electric stimulation,
(they’d pull tight ~100% sure) but then they’d relax, instead of just being tight all the
time.
I: Okay.
P: Yep.
I: Would you say that after you do FES, something similar happens, after you get over
that initial…soreness?
P: Yeah yea absolutely. So if I didn’t think it was of any benefit, I would’ve just told Che
(it’s not..feint), it’s not working, you know.
I: Sure we can (I) guess delve into that the next few questions.
P: yeah yeah sure.
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I: So before we do that there’s a few, just three general questions on exercise. Do you
exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you perform?
P: No. Yeah.
I: Apart from the FES.
P: That’s, that’s another reason, I don’t, I I haven’t had the ability to(yeah) you know, to
to exercise with anything. I mean I’d/ I bought like a pedaling machine, I used to use
that but as I’ve lost strength, in my or control of my legs sorry, um it’s just it’s too hard
to do anything like that, co-ordination’s off so, (you know), so…
I: So is it like a MotoMed but without the, stimulation?
P: yeah.
I: Device you have.
P: Yeah yeah.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: Oh I think um as far as, as far as what I’m doing at the moment, I actually would like
something to help me maintain the strength in my upper body, you know um something
to (do with) arms you know. I have a look at the the machines over there, um you know
something like a lateral pulldown, machine, you know, that will help me stretch my back
and my arms and everything, coz um with my MS, it’s it’s slowly like even with my
hands and everything, it’s it’s kind of making my entire body scrunch up like a piece of
paper. And, that’s where I have a lot of the stiffness, like its very hard for me to
straighten up like that, whereas before when I was diagnosed, I used to you know, be
upright all the time. But it kind of, you lose all of, well in my case I’ve lost all of that, I
just feel like doing it/that (think “it”) all of the time. So any any sort of exercise will help
you like open your chest up, you know, straighten your spine, you know anything like
that’ll act on those muscle groups, be great. Same with um same with anything like ah
arm curls or something like that because the mobility I’m losing starts off with my legs
and then my upper body, so um I’m finding I need to get in and out of bed to roll over,
I’m, I’m using my arms quite a bit. So anything to help maintain the tone and the
strength in my arms is yeah (feint then unclear word after).
I: So that’s something you’d like to do as well?
P: Yeah absolutely, I think it’d be it’d be beneficial yeah.
I: And what impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: Oh, for me, it’s a positive. I’ve always, I used to go to the gym all the time. (You
know), three days a week. Before I got married, and ah…
I: And things come up I guess?
P: Yeah, yeah. So, like for me, I I was always I was always into you know um
maintaining my, I wasn’t one of these idiots, sorry, that/but I didn’t go in to build my
body up, I just believed in like strength training and increasing my stamina and stuff like
(that). I used to do a lot of um hours on the treadmill and the bike, you know…rowing
machine, that sorta stuff. And, did a lot of free weights in between. Exercise to (me
that) and listening to music was a like a mental release for me, and a physical you
know, it it helped me um kind of get out a lot of tension and frustration and stuff like
that. Um with the FES, um I find it it has a postivie impact in that way because although
I’m not breaking a sweat, like I used to or anything there, the very fact that I’m a person
that’s used to moving, and then being stuck in a wheelchair, makes a huge difference
for me, like at least you know for that, you know forty five minutes or whatever on the
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bike, at least I’m moving, I feel you know, I can actually feel like circulation going on,
you know in my legs and my lower body and stuff like that.
I: So it gives you a feeling similar to the exercise(s) you used to do at the gym?
P: Oh yeah. I know I know it’s nowhere near the same but like I said, mentally when
you’re used to moving and doing that sorta stuff, to be then put in a chair and like, it
doesn’t matter like you know even when I was diagnosed um my left leg started slowly
going, I was using one Canadian crutch then my right leg went and I was using two, so
its been its been um only just in the last I think about two years that I’ve spent most of
my time in the chair, so that’s you know, that’s when it gets to be a really you know
um…
I: A big transition..
P: Yeah, it’s like yeah. It’s a big transition, but more like itsits more of a um a taxing sitmentally taxing situation (to be in – pretty sure, a little feint) because um your your
ability to do the simplest things become harder and harder so, you know.
I: So it must be frustrating at times.
P: yeah yeah.
I: And with the FES, it’s good because you can actually (move something unclear
because of background noise).
P: Absolutely. And, I do like even though like tomorrow I know my muscles are gunna
be st- sore, I can still move around you know. I still find myself better off than I was not
coming here, you know what I mean, like um so as far as that’s concerned, I know for
my/a/um physical capability, it does actually help me in that respect, because they’re
not, see they’re either for ten hours twelve hours a day (that bad?) and then the rest of
the time they’re stretched out and when (I’m on bed – a little unclear though), ah when
I’m in the bed so, um when I actually get them moving, I can actually feel like you know
there’s no like dead spots underneath my thighs and around my bum and stuff like that
so yeah.
I: Fantastic. Alright, so regarding FES specifically [P: Mm]. What types of FES have
you used for exercise?
P: Just the bike and the that’sthat’s about it and the stimulation.
I: So you haven’t used like FES rowing or handheld stimulation. What benefits have
you had from using FES? So, health benefits and psychological benefits?
P: Oh, as far as health is concerned, you know um apart from everything I just said
about helping me with my mobility and stuff like that, um oh I can’t, like for me, that’s
the main thing you know, so I can’t really think of anything along those lines (that).
I: That’s ok.
P: (But) psychologically speaking, itsits good for me to be ah to see myself active, you
know. That’s a very positive ah thing for me. I d- I know certain things are going to be
happening with my, with my d- the progression of my disease, but like I said it’s the
question about hanging on to what you got for as long as you got. So, you know. It it
does me the world of good in that, in that respect, yeah.
I: Makes sense, thanks for that. So what are some of the positives and negatives of
using FES? The technology…the stim, the electrodes.
P: Ah I don’t think there’s anything negative, oh sorry. There are plenty of positive
things um of which I’ve discussed. Um, the negative things would only be um I think I
don’t know how you (stutter a bit) gunna get around it, but I think it might be a little bit
too um time consuming, you know what I mean, like, maybe someone should invent
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the electric pads already built into the stockings, might be a you know, coz that way
you won’t have to worry, you just pull them up and plug yourself in and (go/that) like it
just it just seems like it takes a while anyway, (but unclear).
I: So you are talking about setting up?
P: Yeah yeah. But that’s about it. I don’t see any negatives in people doin’ it. (It) works,
doesn’t work, you’ve still got MS. I mean, you know what I mean, like it can only ever
have a positive influence, coz if nothing changes you’re exactly the same so (chuckles)
you know.
(I: unclear).
P: So/itsits not gunna make it worse, so.
I: That’s good to hear, it has a/that effect. I mean, again this is probably delving at
some of the things we’ve discussed already, so that’s ok if you don’t say much, but
how has FES made an impact on your life?
P: (It’s a) positive thing. You know/yeah.
I: Okay now we’ll talk about home exercise, so FES in the home in particular. I know
you haven’t done it in the home, but I know you might have some opinions on that.
P: Oh…FES at home. Oh that’s a bit of a mess- mixed bag because as long as I can
get out and move and come here and go home, I’d wanna do that, you know. So I don’t
want, I don’t want to (be sent) home and doin’ it.
I: Whys that, out of interest?
P: Its got to do/deal [think “do’”] with the psychological aspect as well. (Like) you know
you get out, rather than s- be stuck at home. And you get an opportunity to to actually
when you actually do it, um you can talk to other people that are going through the
same thing but you know, all that aside, um one of the practical things us is you know,
its just be impossible for us to do. We’re in a two storey duplex, I haven’t seen my own
bedroom in two years, I’ve slept downstairs, I’ve got a bed downstairs because I can’t
go up the stairs. And, like, our loungeroom looks like you know, god knows what. So,
from a practical standpoint I just wouldn’t know what the hell to do with it (when I was
there) you know. I don’t know how big it would be. There’d be some sort of cycling
thing, you know. I don’t know. Me personally, I would just rather (have) come in and do
it, and the other thing too is like, my wife (helps/ed) with/put the electrodes on, since
she’d put em around the wrong way and I was getting zapped in all the wrong places
so (and then and then I), I mean to me it has more benefit when you when you’ve got
to um go out as well, like I know some people have to deal with this stuff alone, and I
know (I always) have the support and care(rs) but one think I think all MS sufferers
have is that to some extent, that suffering of the (eel?) You’re loss of independence,
and this is just one of those things that helps you, you know, you you’re out, you know
you’re doing something, you’re talking to somebody who who understands what the
disease is all about. And them um you know, um any questions that you may have or
any issues that you have, see once thing is too you could be doing it at home and
something could be happening, and it could be a simple thing or it could be something
that um could have a more complex sort of answer or some sort of negative impact on
on your actual exercise, so you actually want to be in a controlled environment, you
don’t actually want to be that’s my opinion anyway.
I: So (if you’re using? Too fast.maybe “you think”) systems as they are now, would be
too difficult to use at home?To troubleshoot?
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P: Ah I mean, whosgunna do that? Like, or um I need to send my wife on a crash
course how to use it, like you know, I’ve got MS. What you tell me today, (I won’t), you
know, a month from today, a week from today, might forget. So, you know.
I: No worries, that makes perfect se—
P: I mean, my wife and with with a young child as well, and living the way that we do,
she’s under a lot of stress and a lot of pressure [pretty sure but sound in background
semi-obfuscated word], herself. And that’s the last thing I’d wanna do. Oh you’re gugunna have to do this (unclear)
I: Yeah.
P: You know nah.
I: (It’s a/to be?/it’s a big) added burden.
P: (Unclear) some people might you know, might think it’s alright and that’s fine, you
know. But not for me.
I: (That’s right), everyone’s different.
P: Yep.
I: So, back to the questions. Do do you think it is easy (I mean) hypothetically, to
incorporate FES into your daily routine?
P: I don’t think it’d be/it would be easy. Coz I’d have to rely on my wife too much.
I: Sure. Do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: Um, the little that I know about it seems fairly straightforward. But I haven’t too much
on on what they do on the laptop coz I’m obviously on the bike and pedaling, so yeah.
I: But (it?) could get too complex at home to try and do it yourself by yourself, you think.
P: They could simplify the system. (That’s fine).
I: What ways could they simplify the system?
P: Well given the fact that there’s a wide variety of MS sufferers across you know,
different age groups, you’d you’dwanna have something that’s (um/aimed) you know
fairly basic and something (that)
[background talking to other participant, omitted].
P: Yeah see you don’t get that (done?) at home (unclear). So but like for example, you
know the stocking that you put on, have the electrodes already in there, coloured
coded plugs is easy. But when you’re actually doing the, doing the the charge it should
be something simple like a see if I was if I was gunna do it, it’d have to be something
fairly basic like um an up and down for the charge, for the stim, and um up and down
for which muscle groups their/they’re doing so you know something very simple. So
(there/that) so for example like I could slide the stockings on, put the plugs in and then
my wife can I don’t know maybe if it’s like about that big with a little hand thing I dunno
and just you know, put my calves up and down or my le- my thighs or whatever, um(I
mean), something a little less cumbersome than what it is. You know. Something a
(little bit? Pretty sure) um for people (to) understand coz I () talking to some of the other
um ladies that are there I mean you know (like) got great husbands and everything,
and some of them really know, they, they’ve managed to get up and take an interest in
what’s actually happening and take an interest is the wrong way of putting it but they’ve
actually gone there and and had a look and know which controls (are for what but) I
think if you’re gunna do something very easy and basic at home, um it has to be that. It
has to be easy and basic, and it’s gotta be likeyou know idiot proof that/but if I’m
getting zapped, too much on my right calf then my wife knows exactly what to do and
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she can turn it down in 2 or 3 steps not…you know grabbing the mouse (and waiting
for the) correct you know what I mean?
I: It needs to be more automated.
P: Yeah. I mean, you know for me, for me I find that um if you can do something similar
like that um you’ll be able to help a hell of a lot more people that what what you are
now like you what I mean. Like at the moment, the programming’s built into you know
the hard drive of that laptop and everybody’s got their own settings and somedays you
know I have to tell Che or half way through it I’ve I’ve got to call one of the guys and
say: “Look you know it’s it’s really a bit too much today, can you turn my left calf down,
right. So it it has to be something like that that we/can even even something that I can
use myself, you know what I mean. Like just get my wife to help me put on my
stocking, (and/then) I could plug in myself and just off I go.
I: Do you think there’s a big need for this, in the Multiple Sclerosis community?
P: I think there is, I think people (don’t? they – think “they”) haven’t realized it yet.
I: So do you think not many people with MS out there, know about FES?
P: I don’t think so, I never knew a damn thing about it and I was diagnosed five years
ago so…you know, I went to Lidcombe I I when I first got diagnosed, I was a member
(at the) gym at the MS Studdy Centre at Lidcombe. No one told me about any of this,
so.
I: It’s interesting isn’t it.
P: Yeah. I think, I think um, for me its one of those nothing to lose propositions. Like if
we/you can, if we/you can just help somebody just um you know one small iota,
whether its feeling better mentally, just on/done (think “on”) the psychological thing of
moving around, seeing yourself move again, or whether there’s um a physical benefit
with you know um building back up the muscle mass in you legs or something like that
I mean you know, I mean it’s it’simpossible to toto actually um to put across anything
negative about it, because it either you know, it works of it doesn’t. Like people can try
it at home, if they’re not getting anything out of it, it’s not going to make their MS worse.
Right/like it’s not gunna take away their ability to do nothing like you know what I
mean?
I: I know exactly what you mean.
P: So, you know as far as I’m concerned, um I don’t know if it’s, it it’s um just because
um you know, it hasn’t had that much exposure in the MS document, you know the MS
society stuff or or whether it needs a Today Tonight story or something you know like
thaton it. You know, to get it out there. I think I think people should actually have the
ability to access this and work out for themselves whether it helps or not, rather than
you know, get crowd-funding for 120 grand to go to Russia and have nothing happen,
you know put yourself through all that shit for nothing, you know I mean, so…
I: It’s very much hidden at the moment.
P: Absolutely. Absolutely. And I understand it’s a new thing, if it was, if it wasn’t I
wouldn’t be doing the study right?
I: I have to say, electrical stimulation’s been around since the 1960’s.
P: No no Che told me that. But I’m saying like from my perspective, um I got it in terms
of the study. So, what does that tell you?
I: So it needs more publicity.
P: Yeah, like you come to me and say to me you’re doing a study, (what) you’re doing
may have been around for 100 years but I’m not gunna know that, you/’ve just come to
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me and tell me because I haven’t had that exposure [I: Makes sense]. No one knows it,
you know. So, that’s one thing that that I try and do, I mean I’ve probably screwed up a
few studies in my life just because of my MS, like I’m I want to join, I want to see um
what’s out there and um you know I’ve I’ve done a study before which I’ve had to can
like I’d um one there they were doing in Lidcombe, was like a dance mat. And you had
to you know, (put on the hard drive recording thing), you had to do the dancing and
then um I had to stop that because I started losing (unclear).
I; Was this through Neurosciences Research Australia?
P: Um, I think, I think more, it was more a physiotherapy thing. [I: Sure]. (that will) you
know Phu don’t you?
I: Yeah I’ve met Phu ….interesting.
P: Yeah I don’t know who was actually doing the study but excuse me, he put me on
to it.
I: I think I’ve heard of that before.
P: Yeah. (Unclear…see what I mean) that was no good, I wanted to keep going but I’ve
got MS (chuckles).
I: You’ve just got to do what’s best for you.
P: (Unclear) you know, you’ve got to try (a bit) when the disease inhibits your ability to
do that. It’s not like you have a choice then/so.
I: Yeah. (unclear). Alright I think we’ll glaze through the last few, (unclear). And we’re
gunna quickly do that last four now. (something unimportant). If you had to do FES
every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to do with it? FEScycling?Stimulation while sitting still?Or FES rowing? (unclear) to choose one.
P: Oh I’d keep going with the cycling.
I: Sure. What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be improved for you?
We talked a bit about this before.
P: Yeah I told you it’d be something very very simple, idiot proof, where you don’t have
to fart around with sticky bits of plaster (that) you know, that annoy the hell out of you
that you have to keep in a fridge. Right. Just ah basically some bandages with the
electrodes already there, and um simple cable set up, like you know how they’re all
colour coded here, something like that, you know. Um and a very simple control.
I: Alright, well that concludes the interview. Is there anything else you’d like to add
about FES at all? Anything you want to say?
P: Nothing that I haven’t said already. Like its just? Generally it gives you some sort of
benefit or it doesn’t, that’s it. Like its not gunna hurt you to try it, so (unclear..anyway).
I: So more people should give it a go?
P: Absolutely.
(trivial talk)
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Participant 24
*Was tricky to transcribe. Stuttering. Some intermittent words may have been
omitted.
**Unclear sections bracketed, cf. other transcriptions
I: So this is an interview between Matthew and Anton on Friday the 5 th of May, 2017.
(feint unimportant talking).
I: Alright so just a few demographic questions first. Your name?
P: Anton Depre.
I: How do you spell that last (name)
P: Ah? D-E-P-R-E
I: And your age, Anton?
P: Ah, 42.
I: 42 years young. And your gender?
P: Ah male. (unclear, feint, unimportant).
I: What about (feint) your ethnicity?
P: Ah, Croatian.
I: Oh interesting. I’d like to go there one day.
P: yeah it’s a its gets just like here, it gets bloody hot.
I: Yeah (chuckles), I could imagine. And may I ask your stage of MS?
P: Um, I’m secondary progressive, and I’ve had it for about 20 (feint, unclear…20?)
years, I think.
I: Okay so that was actually, so your condition is Multiple Sclerosis?
P: Oh yeah/s that’s correct yeah I have Multiple Sclerosis.
I: Secondary progressive, and what about your time since injury or diagnosis, so 20
years?
P: yeah its been 20 years since I was first, since my first symptoms, and its just
progressed.
I: So you were diagnosed 20 years ago.
P: yes/yeah, 19, 98 I think I (was) yeah 99, yeah 99 (says yeah 99 once? Not sure), 98
was my first symptom, 99 was when they (P: Okay) officially put it on paper.
I: Thanks for that. And do you use FES at home?
P: No, no.
I: And may I just grab your mobile phone number?
P: Yep. 0-4-2-5, 2-7-9, 6-1-3.
I: Fantastic. (We’ll/I’ll) begin the interview now. (There’s?) four sections. And the first
section’s on rehabilitation, so I know, I actually ask this survey to people with spinal
cord injury as well.
P: Mm huh.
I: So before I ask these first few questions, what’s your definition of rehabilitation?
P: Ah well just ah rehabilitation, I’m , is fixing something that’s broken. (feint…pretty
much, a little unclear) If I have a problem to (ah) fix, thats what I class as rehabilitation.
Otherwise, um its/itd just be may- maintainance, (would be? Feint) normal (exercise?)
[P: Sure]. But usually reha- rehabilitation/ing means somethings bust or not wor- not
working properly.
I: Okay. So, on that note, what were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um, I just just to give me a bit more confidence in transferring just a littlebit more leg
strength, coz before I started the study, um (or) my legs were, ah I’d, I’d just get a um,
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(unclear) just a phantom loss of power and I could just drop, (like) without any warning
at all, um, due (to) just because my legs (were?) just had enough strength to hold on at
least now they’ve got more um, more positive strength so it pushes me out of that grey
area of just possible dropping. Even though I still can lose all sensation, at least I have
I feel more stable, it’s hard to explain.
I: So, your sensation drops in and out?
P: Um, I wouldn’t say sen- sensation, I’d say um just the total um ah support, (unclear)
I’ll lose all all nervous and I will just drop like a bag, if you know what I mean, (mobile?
Unclear) I’ll lose everything, that can come in the middle of transferring at anytime
sometimes. But with a/the um with a stronger leg, I’ve got (a) bit more, I can um how
would you say, um contract them a bit more, it puts me out of that area, (Its just?) coz
they’re they’re held on, (they think?) they’re half slack held on, that’s when they can
fall, they can fall away as it likes but because it’s a little bit stronger I can stay out of
that area. (unclear).
I: So you find the FES helps with back/that control?
P: A thousand percent.
I: Ok.
P: A hundred percent, it’s/this is they’re definitely help(ed?) [unclear!], I’ve got more
um well I feel more confident in in with my legs, I I can actually do some contracting. I
hadn’t contracted properly for 20 years since before (I/the [feint!]) the bike here, that
was (probably?) the first time I’d seen my legs and um thighs actually contract to
hardness, (right), coz I just haven’t got enough electricity to even, like that’s about as
good as I can get, (this is? Unclear) they get nearly get rock hard, versus when the
FES in on. That’s why my legs have really taken to this really really nicely.
I: Wow, that’s good to hear.
P: Mm mm huh yeah I’m very very impressed with it, um.
I: Okay I’ll ask you a few more questions about that in a moment. (Just?) some more
general questions. So what were some of the challenges you faced during
rehabilitation?
P: Um, (Alright) well (it would’ve been um – pretty sure but feint), that mainly the
fatigue, (so its just unclear) coz I hadn’t done as much exercise in a very very long
time, um or effective exercise you’d say um, just (going the?) three days, just (unclear)
it just wares me a bit bit down, (unclear) thing, I’m building up a bit more um how would
you say, stamina to it, because I’ve actually getting into the swing of things, it is a little
bit easier. But um yeah I’d say just mainly fatigue, just due to doing something.
I: (Unclear?) Did you use any electrical stimulation during your rehabilitation? If so,
what were the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies? So, I think I’m
referring to, I guess, when you were first diagnosed.
P: Yes.
I: Did you use any electrical stimulation?
P: I wish I’d known about it back then, I really do. (It coz I’m ??feint), so I ah well same
thing, my electrical system doesn’t supply power. If I supply the power, it’s just
exhausting to the absolute limit. With the FES, I can exercise without exhausting
myself senselessly, if you know what I mean, I mainly just more getting a limb um a
limb ex- fatigue, if you know what I mean rather than just the whole system, is just
drained of everything.
I: So by, you getting fatiguing yourself, do you mean lifting your legs etc to help you?
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P: W- with the FES, I can exercise for free, you’d say. [I: Okay]. If you know what I
mean, I’m not using my core power and that way I can sit there and do it [I: Sure] when
I first (Study? Think “started”) pushing out/at 40 minutes, I was absolutely fai-? Nearly
fell over, at how I could sit there for 40 minutes and still push my legs, push my legs for
that long, and I wasn’t dead. If I did that by myself, it would’ve taken me out on a trolley
[a bit unclear maybe some words in between]. If I had to sit there and push and do that
much distance, it would of taken me 6 hours to get the two thousand metres.
I: So tell me more about this first session of FES. How it felt to….
P: Yeah when I…
I: find/try the FES.
P: When I when I (some stuttering/a little unclear), ah the first time I did it, ah yeah the
ah, there/was a bit, a little bit of a sha-um, how would you say it, a little bit of a shock
ah just because I was actually, the legs was actually (being) used, I hadn’t used them
for (a) long long long time, (and they) hadn’t/haven’t been um how would say um ah
pressed if you know what I mean, hadn’t been pushed so so that um, (they went?) for a
long time, which was fan- I (unclear) think was really [great to be quite honest [but
feint]], um how else….do you want me to explain [that again – 99% sure]
I: That’s fine, yeah basically how you felt the first time you used it.
P: Yeah no, no it was good, nah the the um it feels better once the stim is up, the
voltage is up and the the contractions are a bit more um, (unclear..something then
timing?) coz? I have funny tingly sensations in the legs anyway so the um the
stimulation’s on par with what sort of my legs feel like.
I: Oh okay (so its…)
P: N normally if you know what I mean. But um, it feels good because they’re actually
contracting and doing something, I’ve definitely noticed I’ve got shape in my legs. Um
before my calves were parallel flat, (as is?) now at least they’ve a bit of contour in them
you’d say, (if um?) whatever that section is there(‘s) come over real nice, it just wasn’t
a plain knee cap at least now I’ve got that section there, like (something bottle legs?)…
I: So you like the way the muscles look as well?
P: Oh well they’re they’re my legs are coming back to the sort of shape they had
originally if you know what I mean.
I: Okay.
P: But (stuttering a bit) before I came here, they were just shapeless.
I: It’s great to hear. So, I’ll ask you a few more general questions about exercise before
we delve more into FES. So, in general, do you exercise regularly? And what kinds of
exercise do you perform?
P: Mm mainly I just do a stretching regime when I star- fire up in the morning, just ah
hamstrings, calves, um I twist (to ah) just to do as many spine twists and I think they
call it the dog stretch the yoga morning dog stretch when you get on your leg and you
um salute the sun I think it might be [unclear]
[P/I unclear]
P: It’s just one when you stret- ever seen a dog stretch, how the dog puts its front legs
out and (stammer?) and it and it puts it and it (stammer a bit unclear) and it bunches it
tail up if you know what I mean.
I: Okay.
P: Its like you (unclear) straighten an arch your back out, backwards and forwards
(unclear) just to um loosen up my midsection because I get really stiff and tight, so
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(unclear) ..mainly? right now?) I do just do mainly um hamstrings and just a lot of um
stretching up just (the unseed?) I have to, I have to do that in the morning otherwise I I
wouldn’t be able to walk, if you know what I mean, I’d I’d (unclear feel?) that major
spasti- spasticity, and I would not be able to really move. That’s what I generally do.
Um, other than that, um, I try and get in and out of my chair as much as possible, and
transfer and just generally not just sit like a lump, you know a potato in the chair. Um
as much as possible, but that’s all I (do?) as far as exercise goes, um.
I: Sure.
P: But yeah I just (unclear) I generally just do good stretches and just stretch (as/this)
far, but I’m noticing I’m just getting a bit too weak at the moment, and I can’t really
exerc- um stretch myself as properly as I used to. That’s one thing I’m noticing.
I: Is that since the FES started, or just in general?
P: W- this this is more why I got into the FES [I: Oh okay (sure?)] because my whole
everything was just falling to crumpets. Um went down to the physio at the M- MS
place and then Dr Phu put me on to Che’s study here and said “Well have a try (at) this
and pushed um very glad to because a lot of the exercises and stuff, I couldn’t
physically do or it was too taxing and same thing I’m noticing I’m going more to my joint
limits, there’s not muc- not as much muscle and stuff and usually when I do some
exercises, sometimes I’ll be bouncing on my um hyperextension you’d say. And its
that’s that’s making me a bit weary, because if I bust something…
I: Yeah.
P: I won’t be able to rehabilitate it. That’s that’s that’s what I’m really concerned about.
I: Then you got onto the FES.
P: Yes yeah (well that’s..not sure) and that’s pi picked me back up again which is which
(I’m) very impressed with.
I: Fantastic. What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine?
P: I don’t know I see/said I think what I’m doing is (unclear) pretty (mumbling) well/why
I’m pushing the the (stuttering) the machine as hard and fast I can, I wouldn’t really
want to be putting much more exercise onto what I’m doing coz otherwise ah I’ll go
back to my original, when I was training at the MS place, I was training three times a
week but devastated on the training, recovering the next day, to train the next day, to
devastate/ing the following day and either I’m training, or devastated or one or the
other Yeah I was just just (stuttering) pointless. At least with this here, I’m fatigued but
not devastated.
I: So at the Studdy Centre, the exercises were much more intense were they?
P: Sorry?
I: At the Studdy Centre, the exercise were more intense?
P: No FES, I had to use all of the power was coming from my…[I: Oh okay]…and th
that’s it, same thing, I can only do um five, ten minutes which is (assuming? Unclear)
they’ve only been start your exercising you know that’s the warmup period and I’m
already exhausted and finished and ready to pack up.
I: Yeah.
P: Yeah that’s the problem, at least with this exercise I can maintain 40 minutes, 50
minutes of how would you say, effective exercise. Whereas before its more um its
more (stuttering a bit) it was more of a ah a good stretching and then also then risking
over extending and injuring something in?
I: So lots of fatigue of the….P: Yes….(other exercise?)
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P: And also too because it was (same thing) coz I haven’t got enough muscle control,
I’ll be putting myself into hyperextension areas if if you know what I mean.
I: Yeah…it makes sense.
P: At least, yeah (stuttering then….”at least for this year” (pretty sure) because I’m
being given some power, I can still sort of retain um the the the tolerances, the edges,
whereas if I’ve got no energy, (stuttering a bit), I will just fly off into No Mans Land, and
I won’t be able to grab myself before I go out into an area where I’m gunna break
something.
I: So FES gives you more controlled exercise?
P: Yes yeah I (stuttering a bit unclear) definitely yes I’d say.
I: Sure.
P: (muttering/unclear at start…”usually” maybe then:…..say it’s controlled).
I: What impact does exercise have on your life? Positive? Negative?
P: No it (a bit unclear) would definitely have positives, (well) just gives me more um
more confidence in just moving around and not and not waiting for the inevitable
breaking or you know, um damaging something cruc-? crucial (that’s all? pretty sure).
(That’s all I’m just a bit more …unclear, feint) much more confident you’d say, at least
moving around.
I: Now, on to FES [unclear]. What types of FES have you used for exercise?
P: The um the leg the only ones only FES I’ve ever had is (the..unclear) FES offered
here.
I: So just the bike?
P: Yes just just the bike/ing with the quads, gluts, calves and hams and (sighs) the top
one.
[unclear]
P: Yeah quads hams calves and gluts yeah that’s that’s [I: Sure] (the only one’s so
far….feint).
I: Not a problem. What benefits have you had from using FES, in terms of health
benefits and psychological benefits?
P: Oh yeah better better diet, I eat eat a lot more, I’ve I’ve noticed I’ve been eating a bit
more. Um.
I: Um so you eat more because of the FES?
P: Yeah well I (stuttering/unclear) exercise and doing something so I’m requiring a bit
more so I spose (I am?) plus you’ve got a good canteen here so [I (laughs), P
mutters?] that doesn’t, that doesn’t hurt that’s for sure!
I: Nice coffees.
P: Yes yes. Or um but yeah that’s yeah that’s where I’d say I’m just yeah, just doing
more, (stuttering a bit/unclear) better eating, better um how would you say (unclear),
(unclear)
I: Whoops!
(trivial talk omitted).
I….so have you had any other health benefits do you think? From doing the exercise?
P: Um….
I: You mentioned your muscles before?
P: Yeah muscles are (unclear)…wouldn’t…..yeah I’d just say jus just general
yeah?/?unclear I;m just a lot more active and a lot more um just just generally in it a lot
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more.
I: And what about psychological benefits?
P: Um, I wouldn’t say ah (unclear) its always good to feel like you’re still moving, you’ve
still got something left, I spose.
I: Yep.
P: Um that’s all it’s just I have run right out, the race has not come to the end
yet?unclear? some more stuttering? ..there’s a little bit more left. Um (unclear) (that’s
about it) its just holding me (unclear) maintaining up instead of just (unclear) um just
dropping away, that’s what I’ve um, (Pretty sure) that’s one thing I’ve noticed about it
(feint but pretty sure).
I: What about the interactions with other people doing FES?
P: Oh yeah no they’d (unclear) everyone here’s really nice um itsyeah nah its good
yeah I find it yeah very beneficial.
I: Fantastic. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES?
P: Ooo.. Um well I wouldn’t say there’s many negatives really um. The pos positives is
I’m just getting exercise to stuff that’s just I can’t- I physically just can not exercise.
That’s what I (definitely give it? feint but pretty sure) triple positives. Ah negatives, oh I
don’t know its hard to (unclear) I haven’t really got any negatives really. Um, I could
find yet.
I: Yeah that’s ok. Again, we’ve probably touched on this a bit but how has FES made
an impact on your life? I think we’ve kind of alluded to that.
P: Yeah no I will its definitely given me a lot more confidence in in ah moving. Um like
I said my diet’s improving which generally improves everything else. Um but yeah I just
noticing my just my legs are feeling a lot more better and (unclear) also too its good to
get out for the for the day, a few times a week.
I: So you like coming to the…
P: Yeah I don’t mind it at all. Exactly.
I: How many times do you come?
P: Three times a week. Monday Wednesday Friday. I’ll try and be coming back twice a
week, because three times a week is just pushing on the on on a little bit too, a little bit
too much.
I: Sure.
P: Um two days a week I should I should (unclear)…work out real nice. Um, yeah that’s
yeah um. [I: Not a problem]. [unclear].
I: So we’ll talk about home exercise now. So again, you said you don’t use FES at
home?
P: No.
I: But I guess that you have some opinions so I’m gunna ask you anyway. Do you think
it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily routine? Hypothetically?
P: Yeah I couldn’t see it being too too hard, um at home but I (stuttering) personally
prefer rather (99% sure) coming out, if I could. ….rather than being locked at home,
coz that’s where I am most of the time.
I: So, what would make you prefer to come out?
P: Oh just (the) social, I spose just the social activity, and also um (coz/its) just to get
out of the house, I spose [I: Sure] coz I’m always in the/me garage, tinkering away
doing something, so so its good to get out and have an excuse to have to leave. [I:
Sure]. That’s?
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I: Do you find FES systems user friendly?
P: Yes yeah yeah. Um maybe the connections when they (?unclear) come apart and
you gotta start up again maybe not so much but yeah everything’s fine.
I: So the connections come apart sometimes?
P: Oh well yeah then you gotta reset, re-ramp up again (unclear) (to think?) that’s that’s
only a minor nothing really but yeah but otherwise yeah its yeah yeah very user friendly
(actually/for sure), if the computers’ working.
I: (laughs). If you had to do FES every day, what type of exercise would you prefer to
do with it? So I have, FES cycling [P: Mm huh], stimulation while sitting still, or FES
rowing.
P: I haven’t trying the rowing but cycling’s very nice, rowing might be a bit um
interesting (maybe) to see, if/is there’s, is there a rowing available? Is there rowing
(cycle here) available?
I: I know a PhD student did a project on a rower, but I’m not sure what state its in
currently. Maybe might Che might know.
P: Yeah (unclear..just saying?) to exercise, put some stim on (and) elsewhere and
exercise the rest of my body rather than just my legs. Um, (to) the same thing my core
is whats (really?) (stuttering), that’s why I came with (unclear), my core’s (been) getting
worse and worse and worse, and that’s whats holding up my legs. (They’re?) just
hanging on, now that there’s nothing holding my legs up, nothing (unclear) and I’ve
been relecated to mainly sitting down or rowing around, and only transferring before I
would make an effort of just not being in the chair and moving around, but my health is
getting to the point where I’m gunna break something, so that’s why I’ve just given up
um rather than pushing till I break something, I (wise not to say) hey, we are definitely
gunna break something, (Let’s try) and push that as far down the road as we can
(pretty sure). Coz its (stuttering) its only matter of if or/not (think “not”) when.
I: So [P: unclear?] if you had to do one everyday, what do you think you’d choose? Do
you think you’d choose what you’re comfortable with?
P: Yeah I’d I’d (be doing?) on the pushbike, yeah the pushbike (unclear), that is is like
is an effortless exercise, its like an automatic exercise without actually having to do
anything, coz you can just nearly practically sit there and be/do exercise(d), at least it
will run your body through the system, um (unclear through the) through the exercising
thing that does it quite well. You can add to it naturally. But yeah no no I find the bike
really (really) like 12 out of 10.
I: Fantastic. Last question is. What would your ideal FES system look like? What could
be improved for you?
P: Oh I..
I: If at all.
P: Yeah I don’t really think I (unclear) I really can’t see any improvement on it,
because it (unclear) just does it really really sweet (pretty sure) um (it does) yeah it
works really really nice so…
I: Sure.
P: It’s like anything, if it’s working very well you don’t have to go back to the drawing
board.
I: Okay well that concludes the interview. Is there anything else you’d like to add before
I stop the recording?
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P: Um, no, or yeah I’m just very very very quietly impressed with the FES and the
cycling system and how its been thought up and brought forth (99% sure) (unclear) so
it’s really fantastic, (quite frank?) Really wish I’d seen it 10, 15 years ago.
[I: Yeah].
P: Anyway.
I: Thanks for that!
P: You’re most welcome.
I: End of the interview.
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Participant 25
I: Alright, we’ll get started. [feint talking]…just put it down. So this is an interview
between Matthew and Bill. So, your name?
P: My name is a Bilal Youssine. But you can call me Bill if you want.
I: And, your age Bill?
P: My age ah? I’ll be 35 by the end of the year.
I: So you’re 34 now?
P: 34 yeah.
I: 34 years young.
P: mm huh yep.
I: And your gender?
P: I’m a male.
I: Yep, (chuckles). Good to know.
P: Yeah.
I: And what about your ethnicity?
P: What do you mean?
I: So like ethnic background?
P: Um, I’m Lebanese.
I: Yep.
P: Yeah. But born in Australia.
I: Sure. And do you know your AIS or ASIA classification?
P: The ASIA for mine….
I: Yeah do you know?
P: ASIA A.
I: And your condition is spinal cord injury?
P: Yeah, T4 complete spinal cord injury.
I: Thanks for that. And do you know your time since injury, how long ago you were
injured?
P: Yep the day it happened was on the 30th of April, 2009.
I: Okay, so about….
P:…
I: 8 years.
P: Over 8 years.
I: And do you use any FES at home?
P: Um, no.
I: (muttering) Have you ever used it at home?
P: No.
I: And I’ll just ask your mobile phone number.
P: Mobile phone is 0-4-0-1, 4-8-3, 4-8-9.
I: No worries. And before we [feint], I’ll just check if the recording is OK. There we go, I
haven’t missed one yet. Alright, we’ll begin the actual interview now. So it’s just a
series of questions in four sections. So section one’s on rehabilitation and transition.
So, what were the initial goals of your rehabilitation?
P: Um, to do to do exercise. Exercise, um, ah and like FES or gym work ehhand also I
play a lot of wheelchair tennis as well.
I: Oh I think I remember seeing you that time.
P: Mm yep. Ah..
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I: So like when you were initially injured, what were the main things you were focusing
on with your rehabilitation?
P: Main thing was all about exercise.
I: Yep.
P: Yeah.
I: Like (muttering), what type of exercise?
P: Like physio work and that. And um yeah going out, out like ah shopping or go like
driving or or going by bus and train and that.
I: So like practical things?
P: Yeah.
I: Thanks for that. What were some of the challenges you faced during rehabilitation?
P: Challenges…(muttering)…um choosing the the chair is one, which chair which I
want, and um ah also doing like um like doing like um chair to floor work, like when
you’re when you’re fall off the chair and that…
I: So transfers were difficult?
P: Ah, yeah like I said unclear at the start, you know it’s (getting) much better now
(unclear!).
I: Yep.
P: Yep. And um yeah.
I: And so you mentioned falling off the chair?
P: Yeah, I diI: Did that happen many times?
P: Yeah it has, yeah. Even after when I left the rehab, ra- um I still like ah kept falling
off the chair and that as well.
I: (chuckles).
P: Yeah.
I: Must be awkward at times.
P: Yeah.
I: Get too excited.
P: Hmmph. Of course.
I: Now this is, this question has two parts. Did you use any electrical stimulation during
your rehabilitation, and if so, what were the advantages and disadvantages of these
technologies? So, did you use FES soon after your injury?
P: I have yeah. When I was at the rehab, yeah they (muttering) they got an FES
machine, the electrical stimulation, that’s when they started on ononeveryone that
wanted the [feint] patients if they wanted to go have a go at it or not. Yep so unclear
we had we had a like a donut/done it [unclear!]
I: So you’ve been doing it ever since you were injured?
P: Oh yeah. After, after when I when I finished um when I left the the rehab, I been
doing it ever since when when I left the rehab, been coming in to to here to see Che
and and doing it.
I: So you’ve been coming here for about eight years as well?
P: Yeah.
I: Wowand at Royal Rehab, what type of like stimulator did you use? Can you
remember?
P: Um, it was um, it was the RT, I think 300, or what is it yeah.
I: That’s ok.
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P: Yeah.
I: So do you use that one now, or…?
P: Nah I use ah ah I use a different one.
I: Sure.
P: Yep.
I: So you use Che’s Superbike?
P: Yeah. I use Che’s Superbike now.
I: And, with the RT-300 you used at the start…can you remember any like advantages,
disadvantages of using it?
P: I’m that strong on using it, and to use it because it itit stops with/on me orrr/a lot, a
lot of times and that. [a bit of slurring].
I: So it malfunctioned a lot?
P: Yeah.
I: That would have been a pain.
P: Yeah.
I: Alright, well I’ll ask you a qu- a few questions about exercise in general, and then
we’ll talk about FES. So, do you exercise regularly? What kinds of exercise do you
perform?
P: I actually go to Foley’s Gym, and do the exercise over there. Because just the
upper, upper body weights and that/Iin there [think “and that”]. Yeah and um and I also
go do hand cycling with him.
I: So you do a bit of cardio and resistance training?
P: Ah yeah. We we do cardio as well.
I: And what about with Adrian, do you do much exercise with Adrian Byak?
P: Ah, with Adrian Byak, ah yeahhere in there – unclear!whenever he comes up
within awith a exercise thing once a….unclear!, yeah we do it.
I: And what type of exercise do you do? Is it a bit different to what do you at the Foley’s
Gym?
P: Um, yeah a bit different. Sometimes um, I Iunclear to teach me how to do the the
floor-to-chair work, yep and um yeah and so many others stuff as well.
I: That’s great. So you get like a whole wide variety of exercises?
P: Yep.
I: What could you improve in your weekly exercise routine? If anything?
P: Ahh, if anything, um…I do play wheelchair tennis as well. Yeah. Um…
I: How often do you play wheelchair tennis?
P: I play (it) once a week, yep.
I: In the city?
P: In Surry Hills yeah. Surry Hill…[feint]. To to improve my…[feint].
I: Oh yeah is there anything you think you could improve, or its’ pretty good? In your
weekly exercise routine now.
P: Now it seems to me ah it’s it’s pretty good to now yeah.
I: So you have the gym, the tennis [P: Yeah] and the FES.
P: Yeah.
I: It’s a lot of different things.
P: Of course, yep.
I: Fantastic. What impact does exercise have on your life, positive? Negative?
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P: Nah positive things, positive. Because just in case if you fall, fall off your chair if you
wanna do like ah um ah the thethe chair-to-floor to get up and that as well/floor?and ah
also gives you goo- helps out with transfers and that, yep. Aaa lot of things will help
you out, with if you do, if you do this exercise.
I: That’s fantastic, so it helps out with a lot of different other aspects of your life?
P: Yeah it does.
I: Great. Move on move on now to FES. What types of FES have you used for
exercise? I think we talked about this before. But just…what FES machines have you
used?
P: Yeah I’ve used the RT-300 and I’ve been using um a Che’s FES one…
I: Yep. The Superbike?
P: The Superbike, yep/there [think “yep”]
I: Do you do any like um isometric training or any other forms of FES?
P: Ah I do I do eccentric ah with the FES cycling/I can [pretty sure “cycling”]as well.
I: And, do you do any rowing with Nalan anymore?I think you…
P: I III used to do it allthe one/line [think “one”] with Nalan but not anymore no.
I: Would you do the rowing if you could?
P: If I could, yeah I wo wouldn’t mind d ddoin it [a bit of stuttering], because that’s good
ah good exercise(s) as well.
I: Which one ah I’m getting ahead of myself now, but which one do you prefer – the
rowing or the cycling?
P: Um, the the more I prefer is isthe cycling one because you get the legs going and
running for the blood and that.
I: Yep.
P: Yep. And um the rowing is not/likeunclear it gives you like a good workout, as well.
Makes you sweat as well for forfordoing the the rowing, FES as well.
I: But you prefer the cycling?
P: Yep.
I: Fair enough.
P: Mm.
I: And have you done any FES walking?
P: Walking, um, no.
I: What benefits have you had from using FES? So, health benefits?Psychological
benefits?
P: Yeah….[psychological] ah benefit and um yeah health ah plus it helps unclear the
bowels and ah and ah and ah the bladder routines as well.
I: Yep.
P: Yep. Ah yeah I think that [muttering]…it gets the blood flowing as well.
I: And in terms of psychological benefits, can you tell me a bit more about…
P: Like to how explain it..ah..?
I: Yeah so what like you mentioned FES had some psychological benefits. How how do
you feel after doing the FES?
P: Yeah I feel, I feel like I get tired after doing it yeah. I do get tired, yep and ah…
I: Does it have like any ah long lasting psychological effects? From doing the exercise?
P: Um…muttering….it helps you out with the bowels and bladder yep um…
I: That’s fine.
P: Yep.
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I: Sure. What are some of the positives and negatives of using FES? So, some of the
good and bad things about FES?
P: The good and the bad about FES, okay um…the good thing yep its good to use it for
the for for getting like the blood going and then um and then getting it into your head so
that you wanna, you wanna cycle along with it as well and ah…
I: So you wanna cycle along with it?
P: Yeah. Like you try think about it, you wanna cycle with it as well. Coz there are times
I’m I’m try think about I wanna move my legs as well, move wanna when it happens as
well, and (muttering). But the negative, I can’t think nothing about neg negative
anything/thing about it.
I: That’s fine.
P: Yep.
I: No worries. Again, it’s your opinion so there’s no right or wrong answer.
P: Yep.
I: H How, we’ve touched on this a bit but in general, how has FES made an impact on
your life?
P: Ah made a very big impact, yeah [feint].Made a very impact.Um, towards like
probably helps me out like um, like it it does help out with with some spasms as well.
I: Yep.
P: Yep. Spasm. And um with the bladder and andand the bowel routines as well. Yep.
And and the blood that circulate instead of like si like leaving/living your legs doing
nothing, which will probably get swollen and that, we that’s why it helped out with me,
like um like like no swelling/swollen, no nothing.
I: Interesting, so different effects.
P: Yeah it has it has a lot of different effects yeah.
I: And with the spasticity, can you tell me more about that? So, it helps reduce
spasticity?
P: It does help a bit with ah the spacityehh spasms and that, it does. Because we get
ah we get a lot of spasms us with spinal cord injury people. Yeah ah…what else
(muttering feint). Can’t think of nothing also….yeah.
I: That’s ok no worries, when you’re on the spotit’s different isn’t it?
P: Yeah.
I: Last four, it’s on home exercise. So I know you haven’t done it in the home before,
but you might have some opinions on that.
P: At home…yep um, which which I can, which I do at home if I want to. If I have time
for toto do it at home, because mainly I I come here…
I: So you’ve never done it at home?
P: Nah, I haven’t haven’t (unclear) at home.
I: Okay well hypothetically, do you think it is easy to incorporate FES into your daily
routine?
P: Oh yes.
I: So you you would do it everyday, if you had a stimulator?
P: Ah yeah I I I’d prefer to do it everyday, yeah. But it probably depends like Che
recommends..
I: Yeah.
P: Yeah.
I: So he’s the boss.
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P: Yeah.
I: Dr Che.
P: Yeah.
I: Do you find FES systems user-friendly?
P: Yes, it has.
I: Yep?
P: It does, it does help yeah.Friendly.
I: Here’s the big question. If you had to do it everyday, FES everyday, what type of
exercise would you prefer to do with it? FES-cycling?Stimulation while sitting still?Or
FES-rowing?
P: Nah probably FES-cycling.
I: Yep unclear that’s what you said before.
P: Yep.
I: This is the last question. What would your ideal FES system look like? What could be
improved for you? So what’s your, what’s your dream idea of an FES system? Dr Bill’s
FES device.
P: Unclear….maybe Unclear Dr Bill’s FES device…yeah, coz I’m I’m way too strong
on on the FES biking machine.
I: Yep.
P: Yeah.
I: So you’re way too strong?
P: Yeah way too strong, right.
I: So, do you (stuttering) do you think that damages the machine do you? Or…?
P: Um, sometimes yeah it depends yeah it depends on how high the the um eccentric
how or the stimulator (mumbling) I go.
I: But um what ..if you could make like if you could get an FES system made for you,
what would you, what would your dream FES system look like, what would be in it?
Would it be a bicycle? Or a rowing device?Or…
P: Oh probably a normal cycle or …..maybemaybe like a unclear trial with the with the
hand cycling or whatever.
I: Okay.
P: Yeah.
I: So you think that would be better?
P: Maybe.
I: Fantastic. Alright, well look is there anything else you’d like to add before we
conclude the interview?
P: Um…
I: Anything you wanna say about FES?
P: No who knows about it…(unclear!).
I: Thanks Bill.
P: No worries.
I: Alright, we’ll stop the recording. On to the last part.That’s the end of the recording
for the final interview.
P: Okay.
I: Yeah.
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3A. VIENNA STUDY INSTRUMENT
STUDY DESIGN (Viennese Version)
*We could ask them what group A, B, or C they fit into.
START RECORDING HERE
1. DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE
First Name: _________________________________________
Gender: __________
Age Group (please circle):

<20

20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+

Country of Residence: ________________________________
Please circle which best describes your occupation:
•

FES seller/retailer

•

FES prescriber or researcher

•

Neuromodulation engineer

•

Other (please specify): ____________________________________________

Email address (optional – if you wish to receive summary of project when it is finished):
_______________________________________________________________

Figure 3A.1. The demographic questionnaire. It was designed to encapsulate the basic
characteristics of participants in a timely manner. Participants’ perspectives may be compared
later on a basis of these characteristics.
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2. INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
*Everyone will know about FES at the conference.

1. What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed
populations?
2. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
3. Who sells FES equipment in your country? Who tells people how to use it?
4. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or clinic as opposed to a home
environment? Why?
5. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
6. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of clients before
starting FES exercise? Are their initial expectations met? Do they differ depending on
when they start FES post-injury?
7. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES?

Figure 3A.2. Interview schedule. The interview was designed to be a smaller version of a
larger Australian protocol, focussing on the most relevant questions to ask participants in a short
period of time at the conference.
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3. TABLE

FES Modality

Advantages

Disadvantages

FES-cycling

FES-walking

FES-rowing

FES-isometric

FES-implantables

FES-exoskeletons

Figure 3A.3. Table. The table was designed to be very open-ended, with columns listing
advantages and disadvantages.
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3B. AUSTRALIAN STUDY

The Vienna FES Interview Study was actually the smaller leg of an extended study. This
extended study was not performed, being beyond scope of the timeframe for this three-year
thesis. However, two subjects volunteered to partake in an interview. Recordings were obtained
(n = 2) [data not transcribed], and a sample completed questionnaire (n = 1). It is envisaged that
this study may be carried on in the future, to help researchers’ understand what needs to be
improved regarding FES in the Australian rehabilitation context, etc. This study has immense
potential to help improve such understanding, and facilitate a more wider-known
acknowledgment of FES as a therapy for persons with disabilities. Given that this project also
has HREC approval from the University of Sydney [Project No.: 2016/534] and is valid until 4years post-approval date (i.e., 11 July 2020), it would be of great interest for someone to
continue on this work. Presented herein is the completed questionnaire of a participant of this
study.
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3C. ADDITIONAL DATA FROM TRANSCRIPTIONS
Table 3A.1. “Question 8”. Ancillary Data from Interviews.
Peripheral, More Relevant.
• No disadvantage FES. (2).
• Avoiding regulatory hurdles. (3).
• FES starting to get more well-known in Malaysia. (4).
• Chinese companies sell cheaper equipment and some young people may use this to
augment voluntary exercise. (5).
• Conflicting views present about what “function” is. ES easy to define. FES more
ambiguous. (5).
• Ten years ago, FES decreased in popularity due to a claim of FES’ unrealistic
achievements (5). The participant stressed as such that we must have defined goals
about what FES can do.
• A misconception exists that FES can damage tissues. (?). ((5)).
• Guidelines help in the justification of using FES, but it is still uncertain if more
central effects are attained, peripheral to muscle tone. (6).
• Patients with phrenic nerve stimulators may be entirely dependent on caregivers.
(7).
• ES good for stiffness in people who have chronic disease. (8).
• Therapists’ willingness to use FES differs in different countries – British/American
less conservative than European. (9).
• Know what it does yet difficult to place in home context. (9). [In text/other question
– exercise adherence instead?].
• Costly and time consuming to get products market approval as they service “a niche
market”, and hence there is an importance in obtaining reimbursement. (11).
Conflicting a bit – the idea that regulatory not important VS is important?
• An issue with implantable systems is that they are invasive, and after being in
hospital setting for a while, this isn’t desirable for patients. Also [English
unclear]..faults being common for implantables? (12).
• FES is trying to enhance or replace a function “…lost due to several conditions…”
(12).
• An emphasis is on not necessarily replacing functions but preventing secondary
paralysis complications. (12).
• [Extending from exercise adherence question and conversation]: The fact that FES
is tedious to set up may be why not many people with stroke in Austria “…never
get in contact with FES…” (14).
• Regulatory issues not so much of an issue (15) – more pressing is how to reap most
benefits from FES. ……[Discussed in theme table?] Conflicting a bit – the idea that
regulatory not important VS is important?..N.B. Post-hoc comparisons based on
conflicting perspectives were NOT highlighted in theme tables but will be discussed
later. [sometimes conflicting perspectives placed near one another].
• Patients who were implanted with phrenic pacers in the 1980s are still using them
today. (16). [i.e., at Medizinsche Universitat Wien].
• Phrenic pacers only relevant for a limited number of patients. “…it increases their
life quality..”(16). [May have looked at this in experience section].
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[They – i.e., Med Uni Wien group] have stimulated directly after injury before.
Best “clinical outcome” for a patient is a combination of not only FES but also
pharmaceutics and neuromodulation as well. (17).
FES may be helpful for generating rhythmic movements in lower limbs, in concert
with SCS treatment. SCS treatment may over-stimulate the spinal cord, in which
point feedback doesn’t work properly? (17). […The FES breaks central rhythmicity
of movement?].
The definition of FES, depending on how it is defined, patient experiences may
differ. (17)…[Hence why definition is important!!].
There is a difference between FES and neuromodulation. NM aims to control
“dysregulation” of CNS processing through afferents. FES aims to generate
“muscular activity” through afferents. FES involves “…bypassing the central
nervous system..”.(17). [Further notes on this: The participant argues that drop foot
stimulation uses reflexes of the CNS – but in general this is a distinguishing
point??]…??
[My notes regarding the previous: TENS = afferents = FES?? Retrograde pulses
from FES? Discussions with Che Fornusek – this doesn’t do much? Should chat and
clarify for interest].
Labels aren’t important, as long as works for patients. (17).
SCS involves pulse width (2ms,1+1) – this is useful in terms of thresholds? (17).
It would be beneficial for field of SCS to be able to deliver single/double pulses, cf.
trains. (17).
An FDA-approved device isn’t necessarily safe. Refers to how they had to use an
FDA device in Atlanta [i.e., participant/her colleagues?]. This device was not
charge balanced, so can cause burns! [May have been SCS] Could be an
important finding!
NM vs FES. FES external patterns, efferent, cf. trying to control CNS in a disease
state. [see dysregulation comment too]. (17).
Important to have ways of testing if devices aren’t performing properly. (18).
Hard to discern causative problem of devices at times (18) – storage one such issue.
Not many commercial devices are available “…to elicit useful contractions on
patients” (i.e., denervated patients). (19).
Pressure sore ramifications worse in denervated than innervated as they have
reduced shock absorption on bones due to muscle deterioration. (19).
No difference in medical-grade stimulators, cf. ones made by Compex for sporting
purposes, in terms of “quality”. In hospital, patients must use the medical-grade
ones but purchase cheaper stimulators for home use. (19).
FES enhances /replaces lost/weak body functions – using electrical currents. (19).
[Similar to what another participant said?].
FES [arm/leg] for incompletes capable of considerable benefit to patient. (21).
It has been known for some time effects of FES, rather a challenge is to integrate it
into the clinic. (20). Hard to get HCP to use it? (20).
Some physios have a wrong idea and think that decreased(?) training if use FES.
The participant argues that FES should be used to do the training. (20).
Trying FES helps in changing mind about it’s utility for [physios?prts?...think
physios?] (20).
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Reimbursement issue – [mentioned in questions?] (21)…with FES purchasing?
Athletes in Spain use electrical stimulation after marathons and triathlons to
encourage vascularization. (21). So the main use of FES isn’t to trigger muscle but
to promote this.
Technology not mature, requires “activation” and [unsure what prt meant?] (21?)
In IFESS, people moving towards including various types of electrical stimulation
in definition. (21). (A recent discussion in the society).
Stimulation that can be delivered may be impinged by co-existing AD having
incomplete injury (? Goes elsewhere prt 21?).
Prt 20 suggests that could be doing both good and bad things with FES…in terms of
why FES decreases spasticity, and our understanding.
Prt 7 commented on a range of complications to prevent/goals when asked about
issues. Namely – muscle strengthening, prevention of secondary complications
(Pressure sore, heart attack, subluxation of shoulder), also to assist metabolism,
gait, limb functions.
People in the UK know more about FES than people in Germany/Austria, where
FES is still becoming known to medical care centres and customers. (13).
FES can be used to “strengthen muscle that people can’t locate on their own”. (20).
Subjects not used to ES in clinics. (3).
Sometimes it isn’t desirable to suppress spasticity, as this may be used to facilitate
mobility. (3).
High SCI can’t really exercise unless they use FES. (22).
Post-injury has very different meaning for SCI, cf. stroke. (21)….stroke older.
Nobody has said that training should be done everyday for motor learning. (7). Prt 7
looked at studies – motor learning with and without FES, said there should be no
difference. [does she mean there shouldn’t be a difference, or was this a result of
her literature comparison?].

Peripheral, Less Relevant but Interesting.
• [General]. Scientists may compromise honesty due to publication pressures. As
such, publications in Lancet, Science, Nature, may have several
embellishments/inaccuracies. (5).
• Dreaming is important for designing, but being realistic too is important. (5).
• Money may bias clinical decision making in a palliative context. (5).
• Large energy is required to make a considerably strong enough magnetic field for
magnetic stimulation. (16). German effort.
• Slovenian researchers examining this as well. (16).
• Hand coil technology for stimulation of motor points with magnetic currents? (16).
[Same group as above? Slovenia?].
• Movements seen with SCS are smoother than those with FES. (17).
• Communication needs to run equally in a triangle, or a project will fail. At each
vertex – patient, therapist/experts, engineer. [Could link to triad/idea of
communication in question 2].
• Doctors are unaware of utility of exercise (20). …changing paradigms in the US.
• Rewarding work due to feedback. (16).
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Table 3A.2. Further Ancillary Data from Interviews.
Question 2.
Other:
a) Uses FES for fun at a party. (1) Was joking?
b) Experience differs for pts/therapists depending on country? (9). Already bubble 8?
c) Gradual toleration of stimulation after initial pain. (3).
d) One patient as able to use their spasticity to facilitate ambulation. (3).
e) Tell them their muscle is contracting? (13).
f) Positive experience. (14).
g) Hard to find who will benefit from FES out of all the paralyzed people. (14).
h) Surprised that some people don’t need too many follow-ups. (14).
i) Co-operating and collaborating with universities. (19). Isn’t Manfred from a
university though? Or did he mention it was a collaboration with OttoBock?
j) Patient experience is varied – some people use it, some don’t. (20).
There is a big difference in the first time experiences of clients. (22).
Question 3a.
Other.
a) Swiss companies sell FES equipment.
b) Chinese companies sell FES equipment.
c) Unknown French company.
d) Unsure.
Greater number of companies if cardiac pacing included in definition.
Question 3b.
Other:
a) Is an issue (who tells people).
b) Evading regulations? (3?)…Verify. May be a bit of an extrapolation.
c) Still not widely used in Spain. (21). …relate to Malaysia later??
…also is last one in bubble 8 already?
Question 4.
Other.
Stroke: Over time, gains go down. Who said this?? Contradictory to other participants??
Question 5.
Other.
1) Acknowledging not experienced to answer question. (1).
2) Muscles [themselves] help prevent pressure sores. (15).
3) Likening to healthy people/able-bodied benefits/normal exercise benefits. (19,22).
4) Use function or lose it. (14).
5) Therapeutic VS functional – therapeutic may also be considered as functional. (16).
[Note: Other participants may have also alluded to this stratification…could use
Winfried’s comment as an example].
6) **18 talks of sensation/placebo and body ownership – relate sensation to psych
outcomes?
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7) (20): contractures can impede FES application? Can extrapolate later to path-dependent.
(20).
Issues. [may be condensed with question 1].
1) Function and movement (11?) obtained is abnormal and not the primary goal of FES.
2) Willing to suggest FES. (14).
Question 6.
Other.
a) Acknowledging inexperience/lack of opinion-base. (1,(2),5,6,14,13).
b) Muscle decline over time. (3).
c) Difficulty in attenuating high expectations. (9).
d) Acknowledging lack of experience, hard to say. (15,17).
e) Importance for doing it with young people to maintain in case of a later cure. (16,21).
f) Pathology-dependent (If sense pain…i.e., that some will sense pain depending on their
pathology?). (18).
g) Individual programs required. (17).
h) Participant 1 says that doctors may say things on TV, then people will follow. Yet he
also says its not the doctors/physios who says they may walk again.
i) Participant 4 – patients relying on what clinician says, irrespectively [i.e. of their
experience of FES] – believing clinicians “unconditionally?’
j) It is a desire to have things which can help, rather than pseudoscience, leading to
unrealistic expectations. (participant 7). She talks also though of how the media may
give “unrealistic” ideas….[covered already above?].
Note: In 3c), participants may be referring to different pathologies (e.g., SCI vs Stroke). This
may be a widespread limitation/thing to mention about data though. Would be in tallies (mixed
pathologies).
Question 7.
Other.
a) Several. (1,3,20).
b) Much research potential in this field. (1).
c) Acknowledging limited experience/opinion. (14).
d) Extending understanding of FES applications (e.g., larynx). (13).
e) Who benefits from FES. (6,14) [Might link well with the responder question in the
previous question].
f) More studies exist on lower limb, cf. upper limb. (7).
g) A difficult question. (9,12).
h) Improving evidence-basis. (e.g., cf. FES to AFOs) (e.g., increase patient outcomes).
(14).
i) (Didn’t expect the question). (22).
j) We know a lot, but limitations exist. (16).
k) Have known about FES for sometime but translation is an issue. (20).
l) Need to know why FES exercise is good. (20). [May be in (8) too].
m) Most clinicians don’t know why it’s good until they try it. (20).
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3D. EMAIL RESPONSES TO TABLE QUESTION (EXTENDED EXAMPLES)
The majority of participants completed the tables and returned them. However, two participants
chose to provide detailed emails, which are included in this appendix for the purpose of holistic
data records. Spaces removed between paragraphs and names blanked to maintain participant
anonymity.
Table 3A.3. Further Data (Anonymised) from Tables.
Participant 18:
Hi Matthew,
Let me clarify why I left it blank. The kind of FES modalities you list can be stratified to
functionally distinct outcomes, ant to different levels of specificities. For most of them, a
clinical decision drives its use in relation to good or bad compensation schemes that emerge on
the patient.
ES-isometric (or non-isometric but still not Functional ES in the sense of being able of
modulating a specific task ) is useful for muscle buildup. If you use small selective electrodes
you need accurate placement and you can use it in isometric muscle buildup. You can also
cluster the electrode in smaller ones and use distributed low frequencies for longer lasting
training (torque over time decreases linearly instead of negative exponentially). If the motion is
not constrained, selective electrodes lose the motor point due to skin-muscle belly relative
motion; in this case either you map the shift of the motor point or you just decide to use larger,
less selective electrodes.
FES cycling / walking / walking-exos depend on the residual trunk control and on the ability to
balance. Does one individual need FES cycling because he/she is unable to stand? Is the
specific exercise operating in a commensalistic way with the patient? Is the training aimed at
restoring the control through the standard spinal synergy maps? Is the kind of motion with exos
purely standardized (Lokomat is improperly an exo-like device) or responsive to the patient
needs (FES ReWalk vs FES Ekso, one with trunk unbalancing VS one with footstep sensing
and after removing crutches(two therapists needed in this case, but apparently much better
global functional outcomes))
FES-rowing focuses more on pure strength on stereotyped motion. Can one use a MIT-MANUS
in combination with FES, or a Linarm? (we will have soon a paper on RATE on something
similar, "An affordable, adaptable and hybrid assistive device for upper-limb
neurorehabilitation").
FES-upper limb exos focus more on the commensalistic behavior (transparent to the patient
when not needed, supportive as needed if the patient fails a task) for task specific operations. In
this case is an Armeo good enough? (heavy, big inertias, reliable, unable to provide non-VR
training) Or is a lighter exo better (ALEX, Kinetek, Wearable Robotics, lighter, less inertias,
when properly modified it can be used to interact with real world objects, cable driven -> more
prone to failure) in a clinical context?
Talking about interacting devices/robots/exoskeletons, do you use them as a way to mimic the
environment or to provide an extended/modified body ownership? If you fake the body
ownership with a robot (Riener, ARMIN, year 2014 If I remember right), you boost at first the
motor scores on patients, but the retained motor capability decreases in the follow up whereas
physiotherapy has better outcomes in the medium long term.
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As you see I have more questions than answers because to get things right you need both
clinical effectiveness in re-learning motor schemes and reliable technology. No central database
exists with standardized data, so an effective and reliable comparison is not possible, at least not
something exceeding a pure opinion.
Have a nice sunday
Andrea
Participant 20:
Hi Matthew
I had completely forgotten about this. Regarding the table you are asking big questions with
very little space to write in. The only thing that I have been involved in is FES for drop foot and
tSCS.
Breifly
Dropp foot advantages are that it activates dorsiflexion in gait and is an treatment option for
people with drop foot sec to CNS diseases or injuries. Down side is that some people do not
tollerate the treatment (the stimmuly or the electrodes). You need to have cognitive skills to be
able to operate the system. Also the gait will not be perfect since many outrotate their foot with
the stimmulation.
tSCS is á great treatment option for patients with SCI to treat spasticity. We don´t know if
everybody responds to the treatment. Downsides is that it can be difficult to place the electrode
in right place in your back and some people don´t tollerate the treatment.
I hope this helps. Attached is the consent form.
If you need any furter informations please don´t hesitate to contact me.
Best regards and merry Xmas
Guðbjörg
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3E. THEMES FROM DATA: ENUMERATED
Shown in this appendix is a copy of one of the initial stages of data processing. Numbers in
brackets refer to which participants’ transcripts’ mentioned the theme or fact, with a tally. Initial
thoughts of the researcher are also shown in the tables. Preliminary methodological notes were
also kept.
Table 3A.4. Question 1. Issues with FES.
Method:
-3 paper iterations done.
-3rd one typed here (some rewording), then 4th iteration done immediately after (see other doc).
Results:
Other.
a) FES has several parts, cf. orthoses. Contradicted elsewhere? (14).
b) Initial monitoring of spasticity changes at start of FES required. (16).
c) Expectations are too high and lead to disappointment. (15).
d) Preferring other types of treatment. (16).
Technology Issues.
a) Can’t give task specific training. (18).
b) Allergy. (15).
c) Device reliability.(14,18).
d) Can damage bones with incorrect stimulation. (18).
e) Not natural. (17).
f) Stimulation parameters. (17).
g) Time-consuming. (1,3,7).
h) Sensation/discomfort. (2,5,8,20,21).
i) Optimal stimulation/electrode positioning.Pain/irritation here or in previous point? (2,4,6,10,12,15,17,21).
Also linked to [see colour].
j) Desire for systems which are simple, easy to use. (3,6,7,10,14,18,19).
k) Unpleasing device aesthetics. (4).
l) Cost. (7,11,22).
m) Wires. ((7),17,20).
n) Usability/use. (9,11,19).
o) Need to decrease donning and doffing times. (19).
Education/Knowledge Base.
a) Importance of self-home FES in future. (16).
b) Desire for results, accepting issues as long as it works. (1,3,19).
c) Lack of knowledge of how FES works, its benefits and needing instruction. (9,13,14,22).
d) Taking responsibility – finding out about FES. (16).
Motivation and Support Networks.
e) Clinician mistrust causing not using it. (18).
f) Motivation issue. (16).
g) Requiring support for electrode placement. (15,17,22). Also linked to [see colour].
h) Exercise choice dependent on pathology severity/cognition. (1,20).
i) Difficulty in measuring compliance. (3).
j) Requiring expert assistance. (6,18).
Environmental Factors.
a) Likening laziness to general population. (20).
b) Commuting required to get to clinic. (3).
c) More feasible to do everyday in the clinic. (7).
d) Competing life demands. (7).
e) Lack of availability. (16). ?of equipment.
f) Skepticism as FES will increase spasticity? (16).
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Table 3A.5. Question 2. Outline Experience with FES.
Method:
-3 paper iterations done.
-3rd one typed here (some rewording), then 4 th iteration PENDING done immediately may be later now for this
question after (see other doc).
Results:
MAY
REQUIRE
ANOTHER
PAPER
ITERATION/CLARIFICATION
FOR
BITS
HIGHLIGHTED….Show Adrian then do next one.
Contextual Situation [May have missed some in counts in this theme as some sub-themes/ways of classifying were
developed as I went!].
a) Direct or indirect with patients.
-Direct. (12,11,10,7,(6),3,13,14,22). [Data may be incomplete as when went through transcripts, may have changed
criteria for inclusion in this category!].
-Indirect, new to field/not directly involved. (1,2,4,5,6,15).
-Involved in a research context……inferred some places?? (2,3,5,10,11,21).
b) Timeframe.
-Long time. (16,12,21,22).
Note:
-When I got to participant 12, had to go back and see who “direct” …also inferred from data on participants. Redo??
Population and Devices
*Note may not work directly with the population.
Populations
a) Gullain-Barre Syndrome. (7).
b) Cerebral Palsy. (7,14).
c) Multiple Sclerosis. (7,13,14).
d) Spinal Cord Injury. (7,10,11,13,16,17,18).
e) Elderly. (10). Didn’t Ugo do this too? …that is my knowledge, rather.
f) Stroke. (6,8,11,13,14,18).
Applications and/or technology development.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)

Paralysis. (12). Above? SCI?
Spinal Cord Stimulation. (17).
Phrenic pacing. (16,19).
Magnetic stimulation for pelvic floor. (16).
Clinical engineer. (10).
Denervated muscle. (15,5,19). ..These guys may have worked with denervated in elderly.
Technical co-ordination role. (15).
Product management, drop foot stimulation. (13).
Drop foot stimulation/system development. (11,21).
Design of FES controllers in stroke. (6).
Stimulation of laryngeal/facial muscles. (16).
Body suit development for stroke. (8).
Integrated device design. (18).
FES-walking. (19).
FES-cycling. (19).
Low gravity environment. (19).
Is a physician. Who? Gudbjorg prt 20?
Startup company experience.

Note:
Not all participants’ population will be picked up…some extracted from what they say.
Ines only works with stroke if there is a stroke after SCI...include as well?
I didn’t tally Alessandra for stroke even though she works with those people?
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Other:
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)

Uses FES for fun at a party. (1) Was joking?
Experience differs for pts/therapists depending on country? (9). Already bubble 8?
Gradual toleration of stimulation after initial pain. (3).
One patient as able to use their spasticity to facilitate ambulation. (3).
Tell them their muscle is contracting? (13).
Positive experience. (14).
Hard to find who will benefit from FES out of all the paralyzed people. (14).
Surprised that some people don’t need too many follow-ups. (14).
Co-operating and collaborating with universities. (19). Isn’t Manfred from a university though? Or did
he mention it was a collaboration with OttoBock?
t) Patient experience is varied – some people use it, some don’t. (20).
u) There is a big difference in the first time experiences of clients. (22).

Table 3A.6a. Question 3a. Sellers of FES Equipment in Different Countries.
Method:
-2 paper iterations done.
-2nd one typed here (some rewording), then 3rd iteration done immediately after (see other doc).
Results:
Companies.
a) Schuhfried. ((1),2,3,7,10,11,12,14,16,17,19).
b) OttoBock. ((2),7,11,12,13,15,16,19).
c) Med-El. (2,3,7,10,11,12,14,16,19).
d) Odstock. (3,13).
e) Medtronic. (3, (17)) () SCS stuff not FES. This will also be apparent for Ursula and Mathis’ responses
(among others?) in answer to other questions.
f) St. Jude. (3).
g) Stimwell. (4,15). [OttoBock? Med-El? 15 saysStimwell belongs to Med-El. I thought it was OttoBock!...I
used the OttoBockStimwell med 4 for the other studies of this thesis!]
h) Hasomed. (6,7,9,11).
i) Motomed. (6).
j) Reck. (1). [6 says these are cycle ergometers…same or different?]
k) Swiss. (5).
l) Chinese. (5).
m) Krauth&Timmermann. (7,12).
n) Innervation?/Innovation? (8) [Perhaps Google it for correct spelling].
o) Schwa-Medico. (10,17).
p) Compex. (12,19).
q) Bioness – WalkAide. (13).
r) Digitimer. (17).
s) Medtronic/Biotronic. DBS/SCS. ? (12).
t) Bstandig. (19). [Umlaut should be on the “a”].
u) BerkelBike. (22).
Secondary Sellers.
a) Distributors. (6,9,15,21).
b) Medical Care Centres (SanitetsHaus?) See Manuel’s email. (13).
c) Centre (7). [Referring to medical care centres?]
d) Some clinics? (13).
e) Orthopaedic workshops. (14).
f) Resellers. (16).
g) Vendor. (20).
h) Rehabilitation companies. (22).
i) Sports shops. (21).
Other.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Unsure. (1,3,4,14,20). [14 didn’t know name]. [3 wasn’t sure about rehab centres – mentioned a lot of
companies overall].
Unknown French company. (21).
Greater number of companies if cardiac pacing included in definition. (11).
Prescription is dependent on reimbursement. (18).
Internet used to find. (1).
Provides address for person in country of their own domicile, as it is too expensive to buy in Switzerland.
(7).
Other – other:
(21) talks of Bioness, WalkAide, Compex being sold by others so Compex not included in the count
(sports shops was instead).
(17) – Digitimer is SCS, cf. FES?
…These resellers may be good participants for the future study!

Table 3A.6b. Question 3b. People Responsible for FES Instruction.
Method:
-2 paper iterations done.
-2nd one typed here (some rewording), then 3rd iteration done immediately after (see other doc).
Results:
Persons Responsible.
a) Friends/colleagues ((21)) () added post-hoc, after transcription re-checked.
b) Occupational therapists. (21).
c) Specialist physios/therapists. (1,7,10,11,12,14,15,17,18,19,20,21).
d) Academics. (2) [He chuckled….include?]
e) Rehab centres. ((3)).
f) Hospitals ( [ ]) (who?)
g) Companies. (3,9,(15),22). [Person with a sports science background does – 9]. [(15) – in close
collaboration with a company..does this mean company explicitly though?].
h) Physicians and rehabilitation clinicians. (4,11,12,14,16,17,(19)).
i) Technicians. (14).
j) Medical care centres (after being trained by company). (13).
k) Not sales people. (4).
l) Fitness trainers. (21).
m) Self-information, internet or manual. (11,21).
n) (Rehabilitation company). ((22)).
o) Unsure. (2,5,6,8).
p) Is an issue (who tells people). (16).
(16) mentions physios but doesn’t say they use it, rather talks about their training.

Sells. [picked up from tells!]
a) Amazon. (3).
b) Lutens? (3). *May have been the French company in 3a) that (21) referred to.
Interplay of Professionals.
a) Requiring expert supervision 1 – 1 or just a tally? Not sure.
b) Engineers interaction with patients limited and confined to research. (12,14).
c) Communication not good between patients and engineers with doctors in middle. (1).
d) Engineering can help and doctors require engineering expertise/both are important. (4,16).
e) Patients know more about electrical stimulation than HCP. (5).
f) Not leaving patient unsupported and following them up. (7,20).
g) Lack of HCP training and awareness of FES potential. (16).
h) Engineers surpassing HCP knowledge. (16).
i) Importance of collaboration. (16).
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j)
Other:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Time pressures of doctors, mainly PT’s? (17).

Uncertainty in HCP experience of FES. (1).
Using FES despite uncertainty in what it does. (1).
Evading regulations? (3?)…Verify. May be a bit of an extrapolation.
Still not widely used in Spain. (21). …relate to Malaysia later??
…also is last one in bubble 8 already?

Table 3A.7. Question 4. Differences in Exercise Adherence – Lab/Clinic VS Home.
Method:
-3 paper iterations done.
-3rd one typed here (some rewording), then 4th iteration done immediately after (see other doc).
Results:
Explicit.
a) In principle, no. (6).
b) Yes/inferred yes? ((1),2,3,4,(5),22,19,7,(13),14,18). (5) – did he understand the question though?
c) It depends. (15).
Environmental Differences.
a) More motivated at home. (16).
b) Clinics/labs provide supervision by experienced staff. (1,4,12,15,18,19, (20)). Also linked to [see colour].
Also linked to [see colour].Also linked to [see colour] [(20) – supervision helps observation?].
c) Conflicting life demands to get to the clinic. (1,3,16,22). *Yet (3) also refers to a patient that came
everyday.
d) Milieu-specific uses of FES. (home usage – often, clinic – studies.). (2).
e) Clinic/lab provides safety, safety requirements higher in the home. (2,13).
f) Outpatient pressures reducing treatment time. (5).
g) Home compliance is an issue. (5).
h) Home requires supervision and more motivation. (7,17,20).
i) Hospital treatment is short and more intense. (8).
j) Clinic – social with others, helps patient motivation. (11). Also linked to [see colour].Also linked to [see
colour].
k) More flexibility/latitude in clinic options. (15).
l) Group – encouraging. (19). Also linked to [see colour].
m) Requiring simplicity/usability for home use. (6,9,11,15,17) [9 – a one button device. Manfred may have
also said this]. [17 – acknowledges for SCS only 3 electrodes are required).
Education and Training.
a) Initial hospital/clinic instruction prior to home use. (8,12,(16)) (16) inferred?
b) Difficult, but necessary to educate the patient. (9).
c) Not the technology, its motivation. ?? What does this mean? A new area of research. (21). Verify.
External Factors.
a) Awareness of compliance measures increases usage. (10).
b) Individual preferences. (1,3,20). (1…I like it, I use it?). Also linked to [see colour].Also linked to [see
colour] – via participant 15, in the clinic can tailor to individual needs.
c) Benefit-driven motivation/compliance. (1,3,11,12,17).
d) Pathology-dependent difficulty of device use [at home] (6,14*) *14 – why *?
e) Pathology-independent choice to do exercise. (20).
f) Likening to able-bodied exercise uptake. (7,19,20). Also linked to [see colour] – via participant 7:
Supervision helps with adherence. For SCI and everyone.
g) Compliance decreases over time. (7,12,19). ..May have missed some in earlier count?? Also linked to [see
colour] – via participant 12: some do, some don’t over time.
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h) Preferring other treatment (e.g., pharmacological). (7).
i) Insurance company may or may not pay. (14).
j) Technology/application? dependent. (13,17).
Health Economics.
a) To do it in outpatient scenario is uneconomical. (16).
b) Insurance covering a caregiver cost could influence attaining results at home. (18)…..Clinics more costeffective. (18). [Contradicts above?].
Other.
a) Stroke: Over time, gains go down. Who said this?? Contradictory to other participants??
b) Home FES is a big impetus/argument for FES. (10,12,16,22). [(22) may have been biased by how I asked
qu.]. [21 – a movement towards home healthcare in general. Include in count?].

Table 3A.8. Question 5. Reported Benefits of FES.
Method:
-2 paper iterations done [Was first one incomplete? Not sure.
-2nd one typed here (some rewording), then 3rd iteration done immediately after (see other doc).
Results:
Reported Benefits.
1) Muscle hypertrophy and activation. (1,2,4,5,6,7,8,9,18,19,21,22,(10),(12)). [Train muscle (12), activate
muscle themselves (10)). Also linked to [see colour].Also linked to [see colour].
2) Pressure sore alleviation and prevention. (1,7,11,12,22).
3) Increase in GIT functioning. (1,19,22).
4) Promotion of circulation and vascularization. (1,2,3,6,7,8,(12),13,14,19). (12) – perfusion of muscle.
[Think this is OK!]. Also linked to [see colour].
5) Increase in general health and fitness. (1,3,12,22). Also linked to [see colour]
6) Bone growth and prevention of osteoporosis. (2,16,22).
7) Mobility/joints, increasing ROM and movement. (2,5,13,14,15,8,9,14). Also linked to [see colour].Also
linked to [see colour]
8) Psychology/mind benefits. (2,(13),18,22). [18 – “body ownership”]. [(13) – like to feel stimulation, a little
unclear]. Also linked to [see colour].Also linked to [see colour].
9) Independence. (14,15). Also linked to [see colour].
10) Life-maintaining. (2). [(2) – then acknowledges not really FES though].
11) Cardiovascular and heart benefits. (3,9,16,18,22).
12) Skin benefits. (3,19).
13) Metabolism and “stimulation” of metabolism. (4,5,8,(16)). () required or not for 16? Also linked to [see
colour]
14) Aesthetic, cosmetic. (5,7,19). Also linked to [see colour].Also linked to [see colour].Also linked to [see
colour] via someone that said muscle tone relates to how they look? (perhaps re-consult one of the prts
listed if need be).
15) Facilitation of neuroplasticity. (6). [voluntary activation + ES > ES in context of neuroplasticity, (6) said].
16) Regaining lost body mechanisms. (3).
17) Motor learning function and process. (7,15). Also linked to [see colour] – via participant 15. Also linked
to [see colour].
18) Reduction in secondary complications after SCI. (7,12).
19) Supporting other muscles during movement. (7).
20) Reduction in pain. ((8),15,18). (8) unclear.
21) Can trick the nervous system. (3).
22) Understanding the physiology of the body better. (3).
23) Spasticity alleviation. ((9),19) [(9) – unclear]. [Also interesting, sometimes spasticity can be harnessed,
e.g., when Gudbjorg mentioned flexor synergy. Also, did Jose say sometimes we want to use the spasticity
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24)
25)
26)
27)
28)
29)
30)
31)
32)
33)
34)
35)
36)
37)

in fact?].
Ambulation/gait/locomotion. (11,16,20,21). Also linked to [see colour]
Back movement? ((11)) [Unclear (11)?].
Urinary (19). [increase????]
Increased immunity. (22).
Decreased cancers? (22). [Does he mean risk?].
Happy to meet someone to talk to about their condition. (14). [i.e., and to instill hope? My inference?].
Decrease in oedema? ((22)) [(22) a little unclear].
Tissue changes. (16,20).
Improve daily life activities. (21). [May have been mentioned by others but missed in the count?].
Reducing contralateral mechanical burden. (20).
Better sleep. (19).
Voluntary muscle usage increase. (14).
“Motor responsive position”. (18).
Respiratory/breathing. (19).

Issues. [may be condensed with question 1].
3) Function not normal. (7). Also linked to [see colour]
4) Getting function back is not the main benefit/focus maybe…? (10,12, (7)) (7) alludes to this. Also linked
to [see colour]
5) Doesn’t really help movement. ((11)) [(11) unclear?].
6) Willing to suggest FES. (14).
Dependencies.
1) Application-dependent. (1,(11),17). (11) similar to next point on pathology-dependent as well.
2) Pathology-dependent. (6,(11),13,17) (11), relates to goals (19) see above application-dependent. Also
linked to [see colour].
3) Individual-dependent. (9,18). Also linked to [see colour] – via participant 17.
Other.
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Acknowledging not experienced to answer question. (1).
Muscles help prevent pressure sores. (15).
Likening to healthy people/able-bodied benefits/normal exercise benefits. (19,22).
Use function or lose it. (14).
Therapeutic VS functional – therapeutic may also be considered as functional. (16). [Note: Other
participants may have also alluded to this stratification…could use Winfried’s comment as an example].
13) **18 talks of sensation/placebo and body ownership – relate sensation to psych outcomes?
14) (20): contractures can impede FES application? Can extrapolate later to path-dependent. (20).

Table 3A.9. Question 6. Expectations.
Method:
-2 paper iterations done.
-2nd one typed here (some rewording), then 3rd iteration done immediately after (see other doc).
*Method slightly different to question 3 (sells, tells). Some themes go over multiple sub-parts of qu 5. Shown all as
one results set here.
Results:
Initial Expectations.
a) Dependent on where they come from? (1?11?).
b) Aversion to stimulation/caution. (6,17).
c) Application-dependent. (11).
d) Yep. (1) [? Not sure if Y though].
e) High hopes and large expectations that things will return to normal. (1,7,9,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,21).
[(1)(8) or are these for previous question?...think this one..]
f) Uneducated/less experience about FES. (4,17,18,20).
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g) Wanting immediate outcomes. (4).
h) Explicit expectations (e.g., muscle activation/strength, mass, pressure sore reduction, fitness better).
(6,10,22).
i) Clinician mistrust of FES affecting treatment. (18).
j) Other competing demands of rehabilitation program. (16).
k) Well-informed. (17). [Yet she also talks about how patients don’t know what to expect..].
l) Giving patients outcomes they are not interested in. (19).

Met.?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Reduced usage due to lack of desired results/effort balance. (9,10,17,18,19).
Miraculous feeling. (4).
Pathology-dependent. (10,16).
Yes. (4,(7),8,11,13,18,19,21,22). [(7)…unclear reason for Yes? May have to consult]. Also link with
[colour].
e) No/not so much. (1,2,7,10,12,14,18,21).
f) (No). (1,15).
g) (Yes) (16,19,22)
h) Individual differences. (2).
i) People satisfied/happy. (6,13).
j) Positive results in studies due to clinician bias (taking motivated patients). (18).
k) Program-dependent. (19).
l) Most of the time have realistic expectations. (22).
*7, 21 say Y/N.
External expectation drivers.
a) Importance to not give high expectations, must be realistic [Not just HCP, other groups said this].
(11,12,13,(14)). Also link with [colour].
b) Unsurity about FES’ workings. (4).
c) Bad science leading to fear. (3).
d) Frustration through comparison with others. (2).
e) Self-research driving expectations [unrealistic, Martin means? Link to one below]. (1). Also link with
[colour].
f) Self-research realistic expectations. (7).
g) Media-fuelled embellishments, misleading social marketing of FES!?? [Correct term?]. (1,3,7,12,14,19).
Also link with [colour].
h) HCP honesty and responsible for FES education. (1,(5),7,15). [(5) is a HCP himself so I inferred this]
Also link with [colour].Also link with [colour].
i) HCP as drivers of expectations (conservative, realistic). (2,3,4,18,17,19).
j) Providing informed consent? A researcher said this? (6).
Time dependency of expectations.
a) Variable. (16).
b) Enthusiastic regardless acute/chronic. (6).
c) Difficult to distinguish responders VS non-responders. (3).
d) Pathology-dependent. (3,?,22).
e) Importance of immediate FES post-injury and good to start early. (2,10,14,16,20).
f) No. ((10),11).
g) Expectations re-awakened? (1?).
h) (Yes). (3,17,22) [All unclear].
i) Yes/yes equivalent [one says definitely]. (2,7,(8),9,10,12,13,14,20).
j) Initial injury devastating, all consuming. (1).
k) Initially high hopes that everything returns to normal/unhappy? [i.e. as a result??] (1,4,9,10,12,20,21,22).
l) Acceptance and less expectations after time passing. (1,4,9,10,12,16,19,20,21).
m) Application-dependent. (16).
n) Coming to FES later may be associated with patients wanting to do things with FES that are unachievable.
(7).
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o) Secondary complications later. (16,17,21).
p) Shouldn’t start immediately after. (15….refers to implantables pretty sure).
q) Important not to give high expectations and set realistic ones (16)
Other.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Acknowledging inexperience/lack of opinion-base. (1,(2),5,6,14,13).
Muscle decline over time. (3).
Difficulty in attenuating high expectations. (9).
Acknowledging lack of experience, hard to say. (15,17).
Importance for doing it with young people to maintain in case of a later cure. (16,21).
Pathology-dependent (If sense pain…i.e., that some will sense pain depending on their pathology?). (18).
Individual programs required. (17).
Participant 1 says that doctors may say things on TV, then people will follow. Yet he also says its not the
doctors/physios who says they may walk again.
i) Participant 4 – patients relying on what clinician says, irrespectively [i.e. of their experience of FES] –
believing clinicians “unconditionally?’
j) It is a desire to have things which can help, rather than pseudoscience, leading to unrealistic expectations.
(participant 7). She talks also though of how the media may give “unrealistic” ideas….[covered already
above?].
k) Note: In 3c), participants may be referring to different pathologies (e.g., SCI vs Stroke). This may be a
widespread limitation/thing to mention about data though. Would be in tallies (mixed pathologies).

Table 3A.10. Question 7. Unanswered Questions in FES.
Method:
-2 paper iterations done.
-2nd one typed here (some rewording), then 3rd iteration done immediately after (see other doc).
Results:
Intrinsic Stimulator Properties.
a) We know how FES works. (21).
b) We know what it does but need to understand the physiology. (16).
c) How FES works not understood. (12).
d) Voltage or current control better? (4). – i.e. Solving conflicted opinions regarding this for muscle stim.
e) Stimulation prescription [training]. (7). [Prt says that stimulation frequencies and parameters etc…”..more
logical…”.
f) Efficient training regimes. (19).
g) Literature controversies of protocols [i.e. training dosage]. (7).
h) Solving pain and sensation problem of stimulation. (5,9).
i) Methods that are best long-term. (8) [-motor recovery]. Also link with [colour].
j) What gives the best treatment medically? (More of a medical cf. tech question). …paraphrased? (15)…[In
8 already too???)
k) Understand what is happening in the muscle.(19).
l) Most best way to train skeletal muscle. (19).
m) Good training protocol, in terms of stimulation parameters. ((14))…80% sure prt is referring to stim, cf.
training.
n) How can stimulation parameters be improved? (22).
o) For incomplete SCI, what can be done for their rehabilitation? (22).
p) For MS, the above is still unclear??? ((22)).
q) Optimal FES for MS (22).
r) Functional improvements in incompletes – how arms affect leg reflexes. (22).
s) Understanding precise histological mechanisms in skin during pressure wound treatment. (20).
Electrodes.
a) Surface: short life-time, are sticky, handling problematic. (11).
b) Surface: disconnect, skin burns [pretty sure burns are a consequence of disconnection]. (11).
c) Connectors (general?). (19).
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d) Array electrodes that provide stimulation at various timing patterns. (13).

Implementation of FES.
a) Normal activation and solving the problem of inverse recruitment. (1,13). Also link with [colour].
b) Understanding spinal stimulation leading to brain? ((1)).
c) Selectivity of stimulation and nerves. (3,(16),19,21). Also link with [colour]. [e.g., also to elicit other
afferent responses]. [(16) – “…really inhibiting possibilities…] Also link with [colour].
d) Use of FES to walk. (4). [Cure so can do without FES, the prt mentioned].
e) Precise biomechanical control of FES. (5).
f) Solving implantable issues. (5). Connectors, plugs, leads, electrodes, wires. (11).
g) FES and gait training. (6).
h) Use of FES and volitional contractions in daily life. (6).
i) Motor learning and FES associations unclear. (7). [See bubble 8 also]. Also link with [colour].
a) Individuals best tools/therapy. (8,9,18). Also link with [colour].
j) Control of FES for functional tasks. (12).
k) Use of FES to alter motor patterns. (i.e., pathological ones?) (20).
l) Stimulation timing during gait and changing of parameters in real-time. (17).
m) Signal contamination EMG-FES. (17). Bit of bias to this question.
n) Best way to combine cognitive and motor elements of rehabilitation. (paraphrased). (18).
o) Usability. (19).
p) Surface, versus implantables. (19).

FES Influence on Neuromuscular System.
b) Acupuncture and the Autonomic Nervous System. (1).
c) Bridging lesion gap allowing for conscious muscular control. (2).
d) Biofeedback to the brain. (3).
e) Stimulation to elicit precise neuromuscular sensations. (3). Also link with [colour].
f) The effect of FES on neuroplasticity. (20).
g) Returning feeling by use of afferent FES. (10).
h) Understanding of the effects of retrograde stimulation and the effect on the CNS and body? ((12)) [pretty
sure this is what is being referred to].
i) What is happening at the brain. (14).
j) Can FES affect nerve growth? (14).
k) How the brain works? (15,20). [One may have been a joke…pretty sure they confirmed thereafter though].
l) What happens to brain from stimulation? (FES, neurostim etc.). (15).
m) Systemic reactions destroying electrodes. (16).
n) “Neurophysiological mechanisms” (17).
o) Why does spasticity decrease with FES? (1,20).
p) Decreasing of knee joint stiffness during gait. (20).
q) Excitation/inhibition – what this does on different sides of the brain. (21). [referring to brain stim??? Not
sure].
Other.
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)
u)
v)
w)
x)

Several. (1,3,20).
Much research potential in this field. (1).
Acknowledging limited experience/opinion. (14).
Extending understanding of FES applications (e.g., larynx). (13).
Who benefits from FES. (6,14) [Might link well with the responder question in the previous question].
Also link with [colour].
More studies exist on lower limb, cf. upper limb. (7).
A difficult question. (9,12).
Improving evidence-basis. (e.g., cf. FES to AFOs) (e.g., increase patient outcomes). (14).
(Didn’t expect the question). (22).
We know a lot, but limitations exist. (16).
Have known about FES for sometime but translation is an issue. (20).
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y) Need to know why FES exercise is good. (20). [May be in (8) too].
z) Most clinicians don’t know why it’s good until they try it. (20).

[Ancillary data from “question 8” in appendix 3C].
[Some data from “other” sections of individual questions of this appendix may appear in table
3A.2 of appendix 3C].

3F. ETHICS DOCUMENTS

The Participant Consent Form (PCF) and Participant Information Statement (PIS) are shown in
the next pages. Formatting is slightly different to actual document in order to fit into this thesis.
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[OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD OMITTED FOR FORMATTING PURPOSES]

“What is Functional Electrical Stimulation?” – A mixed-methods study
looking at the perceptions of FES providers and neuromodulation
engineers regarding FES exercise in Australia and the world
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

I, ................................................................................... [PRINT NAME], agree to take part in this research
study.
In giving my consent I state that:
✓ I understand the purpose of the study, what I will be asked to do, and any risks/benefits
involved.
✓ I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been able to discuss my
involvement in the study with the researchers if I wished to do so.
✓ The researchers have answered any questions that I had about the study and I am happy with
the answers.
✓ I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary and I do not have to take part. My
decision whether to be in the study will not affect my relationship with the researchers or
anyone else at the University of Sydneynow or in the future.
✓ I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time.
✓ I understand that I may stop the interview at any time if I do not wish to continue, and that
unless I indicate otherwise any recordingswill then be erased and the information provided will
not be included in the study. I also understand that I may refuse to answer any questions I
don’t wish to answer.
✓ I understand that personal information about me that is collected over the course of this
project will be stored securely and will only be used for purposes that I have agreed to. I
understand that information about me will only be told to others with my permission, except as
required by law.
✓ I understand that the results of this study may be published. Although every effort will be
made to protect my identity, I may be identifiable in these publications due to the nature of the
study or results.

I consent to:
• Audio-recording

YES
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• Reviewing transcripts

YES



NO



• Being contacted about future studies

YES



NO



• Archiving of study materials for five years

YES



NO



• Receiving feedback about the findings of the study

YES



NO



NO



Would you like to receive feedback about the overall results of this study?
YES



If you answered YES, please indicate your preferred form of feedback and address:
 Postal:

_______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

 Email:

___________________________________________________

...................................................................
Signature

.............. ....................................................
PRINT name

..................................................................................
Date
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[OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD OMITTED FOR FORMATTING PURPOSES]

“What is Functional Electrical Stimulation?” – A mixed-methods study
looking at the perceptions of FES providers and neuromodulation engineers
regarding FES exercise in Australia and the world
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT

(1) What is this study about?
You are invited to take part in a research study about the use of functional electrical
stimulation (FES) exercise for sedentary populations. The study is aimed at elucidating
the opinions of FES providers and neuromodulation engineers of Functional Electrical
Stimulation equipment for exercise. We hope that this study will highlight issues with FES
exercise that have not been covered in the literature, which is sparse and limited in
scope.
You have been invited to participate in this study because you are an individual who has
had experience either: prescribing, researching, or selling FES equipment/exercise, or are
an individual who would have valuable insights into FES technology. Alternatively, you
may have been asked to participate as you are an attendee at the 12 th Vienna
International Workshop on FES.This Participant Information Statement tells you about
the research study. Knowing what is involved will help you decide if you want to take
part in the research. Please read this sheet carefully and ask questions about anything
that you don’t understand or want to know more about.
Participation in this research study is voluntary.
By giving your consent to take part in this study you are telling us that you:
✓ Understand what you have read.
✓ Agree to take part in the research study as outlined below.
✓ Agree to the use of your personal information as described.
You will be given a copy of this Participant Information Statement to keep.
(2) Who is running the study?
The study is being carried out by the following researchers:
• Mr Matthew Taylor, PhD Student, Faculty of Engineering and IT, The
University of Sydney (Student Researcher)
• Professor Andrew Ruys, Director of Biomedical Engineering (Education),
The University of Sydney (Chief Investigator)
• Dr.Ché Fornusek, Lecturer, Exercise and Sport Science, The University of
Sydney
• Professor Stephen Simpson, Academic Director, Charles Perkins Centre,
The University of Sydney
• Professor David James, Leonard P. Ullman Chair of Metabolic Systems
Biology, Charles Perkins Centre, The University of Sydney
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•

Professor Adrian Bauman, Theme Leader, Physical Activity, Exercise and
Energy Expenditure, Charles Perkins Centre, The University of Sydney

Matthew Taylor is conducting this study as the basis for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophyat The University of Sydney, Australia. This will take place under the
supervision of Professor Andrew Ruys, Director of Biomedical Engineering (Education),
The University of Sydney.

(3) What will the study involve for me?
You will be eligible to participate in this study if you have had experience with
prescribing, researching or selling FES equipment for exercise. We will be conducting
face-to-face interviews that will take place at one of the following locations, depending
on your choice:
•
•
•
•

Your work place, office or home residence.
A public café or restaurant of your choosing.
The University of Sydney – Camperdown, Darlington or Cumberland
campuses.
(If Viennese protocol): At the 12th Vienna International Workshop on FES –
Vienna, Austria.

There will be three components to the interview:
Australian Version:
1. A demographic questionnaire (approx. duration 5 mins).
2. A semi-structured interview (approx. duration 30 mins – 1 hr). This will be a
recorded interview where you will be asked a series of questions relating to FES
exercise and its’ translation to various populations. Questions will be based on an
interview guide, but you may be encouraged to discuss any points you see relevant
and are welcome to elaborate freely. During the interview, your responses will be
recorded onto a voice recorder for qualitative analysis by the researchers at a later
date.
3. A short questionnaire (approx. duration 30 – 45 mins).Following the interview
you will be asked to complete a survey on paper which will contain a few questions
about FES exercise.
Viennese Version:
Will be a shorter version of the Australian version. This will involve you completing a
shorter version of the above protocol, which should take no more than 15 minutes of
your time. The components of the Viennese protocol are as follows:
1. A demographic questionnaire (approx. duration 5 mins).
2. A semi-structured interview (approx. duration 10-15 mins).A short recorded
interview where we will ask you a few questions on your opinions of FES exercise
and technologies. You are free to elaborate on any questions asked. Your
responses will be recorded by the researcher for further qualitative analysis.
3. A short questionnaire – table (approx. duration 5-10 mins).Following the
interview we will ask you to complete a table where you list advantages and
disadvantages of different FES systems.

Field notes may be taken by the researcher during the interview or surveys.
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There may be a follow-up session that will take place after the interview, where I will
discuss any of the data obtained from the interviews or surveys for clarification. This
could occur via email, over the phone. (For the Viennese version, any correspondence
will be made via email only).
You will have the opportunity to read any interview transcripts before results are
published. If you wish to do so, you may call or email Mr. Matthew Taylor anytime
during business hours (9am-5pm, Mon-Fri), and he will be happy to provide you with a
copy once the transcripts have been made.

(4) How much of my time will the study take?
The time that this study will take is no more than two hours (Australian version) or 1525 minutes (Viennese version) which will consist of recording your demographic
details, conducting the interview and providing you with the chance to complete the
short survey afterwards. There will be no further commitment required from you at
the end of the interview.
(5) Who can take part in the study?
Any individual who meets the following criteria is able to participate in this study:
•
•
•
•

Has prescribed FES for exercise, performed research on FES, or sold FES
equipment to sedentary populations
Is over 18 years of age
Does not have a cognitive impairment
Is able to understand and speak English reasonably.

You will be excluded from participating in this study if you have not had any
experience in the provision of FES for exercise in sedentary populations.
OR You will be excluded from participating in this study if you do not meet the criteria
listed above.
(6) Do I have to be in the study? Can I withdraw from the study once I've started?
Being in this study is completely voluntary and you do not have to take part. Your
decision whether to participate will not affect your current or future relationship with
the researchers or anyone else at the University of Sydney.
If you decide to take part in the study and then change your mind later, you are free to
withdraw at any time. You can do this by contacting Mr Matthew Taylor via email
(matthew.j.taylor@sydney.edu.au), or phone: +61 2 8627 0521. Any information taken
from you during the course of the interview (recorded data, survey responses, and
demographic data) will bewithdrawn from the study if you wish this to be the
case.There will be no consequences arising from your decision to withdraw from the
study.
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You are free to stop the interview at any time. Unless you say that you want us to keep
them, any recordingswill be erased and the information you have provided will not be
included in the study results. You may also refuse to answer any questions that you do
not wish to answer during the interview.
Submitting your completed questionnaire is an indication of your consent to
participate in the study. You can withdraw your responses if you change your mind
about having them included in the study, up to the point that we have analysed and
published the results.

(7) Are there any risks or costs associated with being in the study?
In this study you will be asked your opinion about FES exercise routines and
technology. If you are an FES provider, you will also be asked your opinion about
current or past experiences prescribing/researching/selling FES. Aside from giving up
your time, we do not expect that there will be any risks or costs associated with taking
part in this study.

(8) Are there any benefits associated with being in the study?
We cannot guarantee that you will receive any direct benefits from being in the study.
However, we hope that the data obtained from this study will assist future FES
research in Australia, and elucidate new ideas surrounding how the technology can be
improved, or what issues surround its’ usage from a providers’ perspective.
(9) What will happen to information about me that is collected during the study?
By providing your consent, you are agreeing to us collecting personal information
about you for the purposes of this research study. Your information will only be used
for the purposes outlined in this Participant Information Statement, unless you
consent otherwise.
Your information will be stored securely and your identity/information will be kept
strictly confidential, except as required by law. Study findings may be published.
Although every effort will be made to protect your identity, there is a risk that you
might be identifiable in publications due to the nature of the study and/or the results.
This study will require the collection of various types of data. Your demographic data
will be taken down for the purposes of seeing the characteristics of our sample size
and to examine how FES has been used across different demographic groups.
Completion of the survey will also enable us to see your opinion on FES exercise. These
data have the potential of being placed into a publication, and/or the student
researcher’s doctoral thesis. They will be subject to statistical analysis.
Your voice recordings will be transcribed by the student researcher (Matthew Taylor),
word-for-word. They will then be analysed using qualitative research software, and
qualitative analysis. Quotes may be used in a publication to illustrate themes derived
from the data. These data will be kept on the student researcher’s (and possibly the
chief investigator’s) computer hard-drive for five years, and a copy of the data may be
made onto a USB or external hard-drive for back-up. This will only be accessible to the
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student researcher and others on the research team. The demographic and survey
data will also be stored in such a way. Hardcopies of transcripts may be produced to
assist the student researcher in the analysis phase. These documents will be in a
clearly marked file labelled “CONFIDENTIAL” should they be printed for analysis. This
file will also contain hardcopies of the demographic and survey data. These data have
the potential of being placed into a publication, and/or the student researcher’s
doctoral thesis.
We will keep the information we collect for this study, and we may use it in future
projects within the five year period we keep the data. By providing your consent you
are allowing us to use your information in future projects within this period. We don’t
know at this stage what these other projects will involve. We will seek ethical approval
before using the information in these future projects.
(10) Can I tell other people about the study?
It would be preferable if you didn’t mention the questions asked to other individuals
who may be asked to participate in the study, as it may bias the responses they choose
to give.

(11) What if I would like further information about the study?
When you have read this information, Matthew Taylor will be available to discuss it
with you further and answer any questions you may have. If you would like to know
more at any stage during the study, please feel free to contact Matthew Taylor either
via email (matthew.j.taylor@sydney.edu.au), phone: +61 2 8627 0521, or mobile: + 61
478 033 859.
(12) Will I be told the results of the study?
You have a right to receive feedback about the overall results of this study. You can tell
us that you wish to receive feedback by ticking the appropriate box on the Participant
Consent Form. This feedback will be in the form of a one-page summary which outlines
the findings of the study.You will receive this feedback after the study is finished.

(13) What if I have a complaint or any concerns about the study?
Research involving humans in Australia is reviewed by an independent group of people
called a Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC). The ethical aspects of this study
have been approved by the HREC of the University of Sydney (Project No.: 2016/534).
As part of this process, we have agreed to carry out the study according to the
National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007). This statement has
been developed to protect people who agree to take part in research studies.
If you are concerned about the way this study is being conducted or you wish to make
a complaint to someone independent from the study, please contact the university
using the details outlined below. Please quote the study title and protocol number.
The Manager, Ethics Administration, University of Sydney:
• Telephone: +61 2 8627 8176
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•
•

Email: ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au
Fax: +61 2 8627 8177 (Facsimile)

If your complaint is regarding the Viennese version of this protocol, please contact
Assistant Professor Manfred Bijak, of the Medical University of Vienna, on the
following details below:
• Telephone: +43 1 40400 – 19920
• Email:manfred.bijak@meduniwien.ac.at
• Fax: +43 1 40400 – 39880 (Facsimile)

This

information

sheet

is
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3G. SURVEY TABLES FROM QUESTION 3
Red added later. The actual data to be analysed. Some straight from RB interview (forgot to add
cycling in), some adapted after email clarification.
Table 3A.11. Advantages and Disadvantages of Different FES Modalities.
FES-cycling
Advantages
Disadvantages
Stable position
Easy accessible
Mobility;
Moving by using own muscles -> self-confidence
1. Overall health condition
2. Muscle maintaining better circulation
Helps in muscle training & increase the body metabolic
rate
Not expert
Safe
Usable very early after trauma
Simple to use
Good training also for gait recover
Prevention
Metabolism (arrow up) is this one or two?
Easy setup
Easy to synchronize (ergometer + stimulator)
Patient stable
Full body exercise
Cardiovascular training
Repetitive activation of muscle
No issue with balance since sensory input is impaired
too
Blood circulation
Exercise - workout many muscle group can be
stimulated
Muscle/strength growth
Active movement
Muscle activation
Fun
Outdoor possible
Group activity
Cardio/Fitness
Leg training
[looks like "learning" but pretty sure
it's "training"]
Muscle mass
Depression?? Clarify with him what this says.
Improves mental health (against depressions)
Improve metabolism
No need of being capable to walk
Mean of mobility

Endurance
Force generation
Expensive
Price
Complex setup
Not relevant as daily task
Time consuming
Expensive
Expensive for end users
Bike - not compact
Difficult to administer
Fixed movement pattern
Stimulation just on the lower extremity
Bulky? Equipment handling
Think it is one?
Fast fatiguing
Need of additional equipment

FES-walking
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Nice training?
Self confidence is generated;
Recovery from some lesions
Increase in self-esteem when the patient is able to stand
Enable patients to walk
Reduces ulcer pressure
Poorly expert
Very relevant to daily life
Motor learning
High effectiveness
Motivating for patients
Most normal one
Upright position
Body image improves
Verticalisation of body (cardiovascular training)
Loading of bones
Support for the daily live?, participate of daily activity
Helps in daily living
More active
Look less handicapped
(the last 2 seem to be subpoints of the first)
Improvements muscle, bone, cardiovascular, metabolic
Same as when doing "normal sports"
Idem*
*Means the same. i.e. Same as cycling.
Dropfoot technology mature
Active muscle activation
Stair climbing possible

Instable
Endurance
Still not very useable
High expectation
Safety measures
Bulky
Price
Requires supportive structure to improve walking (gait)
Risk of fall
Not usable for assistance (so far)
Feasibility
Effortful
Patient can fall
Fatigue
Only suitable for a limited patient group
Needs a lot of people around
Not possible without additional aids
Risk to fell and stumple?
Cumbersome: -Donning, charging, technical issues
Equipment donning/doffing
Donning and doffing
Not of any use in daily life
Dangerous
Difficult
Fast fatiguing
Balance problem unsolved

FES-rowing
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Stable position
Nice training option
Good for home use;
Easy to apply
No experience
Not expert
Upper limb muscle conditioning
No experience until now
High outcome (cardiovascular)
Synchronize movement of both legs/arms -> easier
control
Full body training
Competition with able bodied possible
(Not sure if two different or the same)
Same like cycling
Activating upper muscle parts, training of back muscles
No experience
Upper extr. exercise + advant. of walking
Training for legs and arms;
Defined movement pathways
Idem
Ergonomic exercise
Activation of both upper and lower extr.

Just particular muscle group
No experience
Not relevant to daily life
No experience until now
Complex application
Hard to place in home environment not sure if same
point as above
Extra device
Difficult to do alone
Same like cycling
No experience
Like cycling equipment -> handling
Same as FES cycling
Only stationary stress on back.
Need of additional equipment.

FES-isometric
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Strong contractions
Increase of circulation
No experience
Not expert
Tone conditioning
Muscle training
Alternative if dynamic is not possible
Easy application
Simple
Can be done by patient alone
Not causing/triggering spasms that often
No experience
Simple to apply, effective neuromuscular training
Muscle strengthening
Can be easily done at home
(Same or different?)
Easy to apply
Good research tool
Simplified muscle model (for closed loop application)

Unnatural contraction
Only one type of fibers are promoted
No experience
Not useful for neuro-motor re-learning
Less effective mostly
Low functional output
Movement not physiological
Limited gains
No movement, joints are not used
No experience
No (little) systemic impact
Movement important to keep joints and tendons healthy
No cardio
Less muscle mass
Only local effect
Less reconsiderable? (unclear!)for ligaments and
joints
Unnatural “movement”

FES-implantables
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Selective stimulation
(different isolated muscles)
Possible stim of deeper tissue
The solutions can be implemented in a way the subject
don't need to think about it
Direct muscle stimulation
Poorly expert
Potentially transparent to subject
No technical equipment outside the body
No cables, no electrodes
High effectiveness
Low sensation
Important for daily use
No external components
Stable situation of stimulation conditions, selectivity
Implants are hidden, safer in terms of less equipment
has to be wear
Drop Foot (he specified)
See above
\+ no donning issues
He put "+" I put \ in so no formula formatting
For see above can we copy/paste what he put for
FESC and/or FESW?
\-> Substitution of body function -> ease of use, no need
for electrodes
Comfortable
Ready to use
Very short time for ready to use
Selective stim possible
No donning/doffing
Selective/strong contraction
Idem
Better selectivity for “deep” nerves/muscles
Internalized solution

Battery life time
Severe approach
Prob. rejection;
Invasive
Security issues (hacking)
Invasive surgery
Invasiveness
Instability
Long duration? Or NOT long duration?
Operation risks
High cost
High additional risks
Patient could be afraid of surgery
Risk of implantation
Invasive approach
When failure it's not easy to fix it
Invasive!
Technical issues
\-> irreversible - test?cost? / benefit ratio!
\-> risk of operation (e.g. risk of nerve damage)
Expensive
Risks of surgery and later infection
Difficult maintenance
(minimally invasive)
Operation,
Longer stay in hospital
Expensive
Problematic
Maintenance is a problem.
Infections are a risk
Expensive
Higher risk (e.g. infections)
Difficult to correctly place electrodes

FES-exoskeletons
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Supports balancing while strengthening muscles
Support in everyday life
Training of movement patterns
Could be more light than exoskeletons than? don't use
FES
Less motor power required
Lighter structure
Helps in muscle regeneration
Not expert
Safe training
Usable as: training and assistive
My wish
High effectiveness
High afferent input
Most normal approach like walking but with
stabilisation
Allow use of device with less supporting people
Combination of brace and active muscles better
movement control combined with improved metabolism
due to muscle activity
(Not sure if two different or the same)
No experience
Similar to walking FES
Better safety
Better functional endurance
"Fancy" training device, patients may be more
motivated to use it
Don’t see any
Upper body training
Improved movement trajectories
Support for difficult to stimulate muscles/movements

Quite expensive
Cost
Complex setup
N/A
High costs
No commercial products for home settings
Can't see any
Expensive for end users
Slow, heavy
Price
Size?
Weight
Battery life
Limited range of motion
Danger of pressure sores if not fitting well
No experience
Complicated
Handling (not sure if part of above)
Risk of sores
Not for daily life
Equipment
"Unnatural" (cyborg image, cosmesis)
Expensive
Need help to use it
Expensive
Dangerous
Difficult
Still too heavy
Difficult to coordinate between remaining function
stimulated function and robotic actuated function
No balance yet, need of crutches

Other Comments
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Participant 5:
(Own category): Home-Based FES for DDM
(Adv): Recovery from skeletal muscle degeneration
(Disadv): Very few patients to allow a company to "survive"
Participant 8:
Would like to have?more knowledge about FES as? treatment on spastic muscles.
Participant 15:
-I would clearly differentiate between therapeutic use of the substitution of a body function.
-Implants (and perhaps also exoskeletons) are adjustable? only for permanent use to substitute a body function.
-Cycling, walking, rowing or isometric FES something by best/or therapeutic to relearn movements and to
strengthen muscles. Risk to the patient is of lower level.
Participant 16 (comments on sheet):
Also said - dept on popn, incomplete SCI different.
Participant 17:
The participant also added some stuff under the heading "SCS" which I wrote (spinal cord stimulation)
Advantages:
-Harnesses the intrinsic motor capacity of the spinal cord
Disadvantages:
- Needs a lot of time and experience to be individually optimized.
Participant 17:
The participant grouped FES-cycling, walking and rowing together as one. Her responses:
Advantages
Producing muscular activity
Good for training
Preferable over no activity
Disadvantages
Too complicated for home-based therapy
Too many electrodes/channels required for FES walking
Often not very smooth movements
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3H. INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTIONS
Participant 1
I: So, this is interview number one in Vienna, on Wednesday the 7 th of September,
2016. So, I’m just going to ask you a few basic questions first.
P: Mm huh.
I: What’s your first name?
P: Martin. And my last name is Schmoll, if that’s the second question.
I: And your gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know. And your age group Martin?
P: mutters? Age group…I’m 29 mutters something.
I: Country of residence?
P: Austria.
I: Please circle which best describes your experience.
P: unclear. Can I just, can I do two?
I: Yeah you can do multiple ones.
P: What is a prescriber? Yeah that’s/it’s fine. Unclear.
I: Yep? Unclear. Yes, it’s quiet.
P (or I?): Brilliant.
I: Now, we’ll do the interview. So, this is the first interview in Vienna and it’ll be very
interesting to see what is said.
P: (laughs).
I: Question number one. What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for
exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Want/what my opinion of/on this?
I: That’s correct.
P: Yeah, so basically I think if you, if you are paralyzed, I can imagine it’s quite hard to
um to really…
I: put it on your lap.
P: To pe- ah, to perform exercises every single day, because so far as I know [99%
sure] it is quite time consuming but and then I think it’s always um a thing of
what
you getting out of it, so it’s always a comparison between your gain of muscle or of life
quality in comparison to the actual effort of training but basically if you want to train
anyhow like training your muscles in a normal way like when you’re a/ah not injured
person you always have to [14.32 unclear] again, so I think/figure [unclear] a person
who is not really suffering at all like not having presshure pressure sores or something
like that will not really participate a lot on FES or will not profit a lot of it while on the
other hand when there is a person who is really having a lot of time in hospital they
probably will think about “Yeah, probably it’s worth doing one or two hours exercise
every single day”.
I: Thank you. Two. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Clients? Mmm…well, so far I just using FES for fun, so when we are having a
party unclear!! 13.53 basically I just put my FES electrodes on on people and we are
just trying to hav/help?- (more of a mutter) stimulate certain things, so I do not have
any clients.
I: Not a problem. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
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P: Um, good question, for example I know there is the Schuhfried stimulator, which,
they they are also here, um and they have an exhibition place, so well I’m not really
sure about that actually, who’s who are proper proper sellers of S FES stuff. If I if I
need some FES also, I (would?) just google it and because yeah well. (chuckles).
I: Not a problem. Who tells people how to use it?
P: I think [99% sure] that’s actually a really good question. Um/ah/I I think there’s,
there’s a/ah quite (a) huge difference how difference how engineers and how doctors
and how people see it. And I’m not sure if the communication in how to use FES
properly is, is is really very good, between the patients and the engineers and ah and
the doctors in between. So, basically as as far as I know, ah patients are going to the
doctors and they(‘re) say(ing) Help/hell there’s an option [99% sure], like we you
can do FES and then the doctors basically prescri- prescribing you should get this
amount of FES, but, (I’m) [99% sure] not sure how experienced the doctor who is
prescribing the FES is, actually. And also if um, if you’re reading through some ah
scientific articles that are written by doctors or physiotherapists, it’s quite interesting the
way they, they are looking at it. So like, they?re-?[nothing?]unclear! applying
electrical stimulation, and it does something. We do not really know what we are
actually putting inside, but as long as we are putting something inside, something is
happening, and that makes them sufficiently happy. So basically to- I try to answer
your [unclear?] question again. Um, I think in also?? Author?? [unclear something
else I think] it’s like the physiotherapists who got some kind of additional education so
not proper education but additional education, is prescribing ah FES or, doctor itself.
I: Fantastic, thanks for that. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic
as opposed to a home environment, and why?
P: I think actually that doing it in a clinic is I mean it always depends on on the personal
favour of of the person, but I think doing it in the clinic, not every single day but for
example a certain amount of...I thi- I think accommodation’s actually quite a good
thing. So, because if they’re doing it in the clinic, you have to train personal, you have
the people who are actually who are/’re suppose to know what they’re doing, and they
guide you in a certain way. And for example, if you have that certain amount of time
during the week, and then you do- do the rest of your training like home exercise at
home, I think that would be an optimal situation for b- for both because then people are
als- are also staying motivated. If you just give them the device and say “yeah/here do
it at home” probably um the compliance would not be very good because people need
to see a certain amount of of gains and and [unclear he says “something
then…things] theys- they still need to see a benefit. And (then?) if they are not able
to see a benefit they probably stop using the um the FES device. But if they’re in in a
clinical set up, and the doctor’s saying “Yeah, you are doing good, you are doing fine,
unclear you [unclear – Or could just be “you know” will?] know”, then probably also
the motivation is staying for quite a long time. But of course, going to the hospital every
single day is also not [99% sure] an option because people do have a normal life as
well.
I: I could imagine.
P: Yeah.
I: Fantastic. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Well… it depends on the application (laughs). If you think of spinal cord injured
patient of course what they always say I’m I do not have the experience with patients
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so I’m just completely relying on what what I hear from other people and stuff. So, what
you hear from other people is like they do report that they have a certain amount of
hyp- muscle muscular hyp- hypertrophy, so muscle growth, they if they have pressure
sores or something like that? [mumbles off!!], they able actually to close {99% sure]
it. Ah, another thing, they’re the di the digestive system is working more properly, they
have am- they have more blood flow, in, in their legs and stuff like that, so they’re
general fitness is getting increased. So, that, that’s what I hear. But on the other hand,
probably for to answer this question, you need to talk to people who are actually
involved in that, and who are [99% sure] applying FES.
I: Thanks for that. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial
expectations of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: Hmm, huh. I’ve/I have no experience with that but I I just can tell the stuff that I hear,
am hearing from colleague. And usually if?
I: That’s ok.
P: Yep. If you hear, mumble hear these stories, it’s like they coming/come in with
these huge expectations, for example the complete complete ah spinal cord injured
people they are not able to move their leg and they starting with with therapy and they
think like everything will will be normal again. Probably, if we are with? [unsure] really
really lucky, there are some interconnections between up and down, we are able to
walk again. So, I think they, in the beginning, they do have quite a lot of really high
expectations. And also, if you look on the internet, it’s terrible. Unclear what well
advertisements promising you with FES and what they show with research results like
is you really think like the next couple of days you are able to walk again. Even if you
had/ve a really serious inj- ah accident. So…
I: Really?
P: Yeah. It’s terrible. If you look on Facebook sometimes somethings (is) popping up
like “Okay, FES is curing, is it’s enabling people to walk again” and then you look a
little bit closer, and you see/say? [probably “see’] well that’s nothing, the the thing
that you’re proposing is nothing new. But you make it look like it’s a huge thing and
they they cured um spinal cord injuries already. Which is the not the case, of course.
It’s quite misleading.
I: Are their initial expectations met?
P: Hmh?
I: Are their initial expectations met? The people who unclear.
P: Ah well it, no ah/I I don’t think so. So, definitely not from the [unclear
7.34…peers??] and not from the people who are eh a- applying it. They alre- they
already come with this/these kind of expectation because of qui-? they do research on
their own as well. So, if if there’s a doctor saying “Yeah we [99% sure] could try
electrical stimulation”, of course everybody who is um interested in that goes to the
internet and (then) informs themselves, and then they they got, misleaded by this kind
of wrong advertisement and then they? unclear they have (the) huge expectations.
It’s not that the doctor or the physiotherapist say “Okay, you will be able to walk again”,
so the expectations are coming from from their own research I guess.
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-inj, injury? Do the expectations
differ I mean, depending on when someone would start FES after their injury?
P: What do you mean sorry?
I: As in, say someone’s injured, and they start FES three weeks later.
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P: Mm huh.
I: Do you think they would have different expectations to if they started FES say five
years after having spinal injury?
P: I think if they starting three weeks after, or directly after, they do not have too much
time to actually think about the/their? situation, they are complete, I and I I just think
they are completely overwh- overwhelmed by their current situation that they’re in.
They do not really have time to think about what is FES actually causing or is it making
a benefit, because after a really short period of time, you still hope that your normal
function is coming better back aut-omatically. You do (not) [75% sure] realise that you
are probably are not able to move your legs for the/your rest of your life. While, after
five years, you kind of stop, you kind of accept you the state that you’re in, and then if
there is/you’re?? something new coming, popping up, like FES is, is able to help me,
then of course you’re raising big expectations but I think not not directly you’re
thinking?? because you are still not aware of aware of your current situation, (if) that
makes sense.
P: It makes it/a perfect sense.
I: Last question. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES?
P: Just one? (laughs).
I: Multiple.
P: Well, I think, I think there’s…
I: As many, as as many as you think are unanswered. 5.20
P: Well there are there are many question and this is why they still do unclear go
and?? do a lot of research. Although, FE..mumble something research in FES is
going on some/so really intense research is going on for the last, ah let’s say one
hundred- 100 years, (or) something like that, there is still a lot more to explore. For
example, um well one quite interesting question for me is if you have a certain muscle
if you (are) just looking at one single muscle and you would like to activate in a most
normal way, I think that, that’s still one/a problem that is not very well addressed at the
moment. And that could be made much better, because at the moment you have this
I’m not sure how much you’re aware of the technical det-ails, but you do have this
inverse recruitment where you um recruit the muscle basically in a completely
unnatural way, and if you’re increasing the stimulation amplitude, so the intensity
basically, you end up just stimulating the whole muscle at at once. Which is not how
the muscle works, the muscle works in different segments and they’re switched around
in order to provide strong forces on the other, on the one hand, and a lot of endurance
on the other hand, and I think motor control, so how to control a single muscle at least
is still I think that it’s/is not very well explored. And if you(‘re/(are)) just talking about
Functional Electro Stimulation in general I think there are a lot of other applications. So,
there’s a huge field that is completely unexplored at the moment. For example, ah
acupuncture stimulation of [unclear 3:49] influencing the autonomous nervous system
in their?/your? body or even in spina- um stimulation of your of your brain structures
and something like that. At the moment, they are/they’re just poking around with a
really big needle and hooking it to-gether something that is, that they ah are able to
evaluate. That, I think in the future just a really big field that is still completely
unexplored at the moment because we are not able to assess it. At all.
I: Alright thanks a lot for those question- ah answers to questions Martin. What we’ll do
now is, before the conference starts in a few minutes, l’ll just get you to fill out this table
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where you have to list advantages and disadvantages of different types of FES. Just fill
out as many as you can. I’ll keep the recorder going.
P: Mm, okay. 2.56.
Post-interview erratum.
2.16 P: Unclear.
2.08 I: Ah Manfred, I think when I do the interviews I’ll do them in here, I think its
better actually.
MB: Okay.
I: So I’ll leave the booking sheet at the front desk. And then ill just bring people
here.
MB: Okay.
I: Yeah, if that’s alright.
MB: unclear yeah? But I think as long as you are approaching the people
personally um/ah you would unclear..to put them? they will not [unclear]
themselves.
I: So I’ve gotta make [unclear]
MB: Yeah you have to definitely approach
I: I’m a pretty good networker so….I think you could probably see when I arrived,
so even though I’m a bit jetlagged……[laughing, some chit-chat]…yeah so
thanks for that. So we’ve done at the moment.
MB: [Ok?] Unclear.
I: done? Pretty good. Maybe um….
MB: How long does it take [long?]
I: So, we we’re pretty good at timing in 20, 25 minutes.
MB: Okay.
I: So I’m doing everyone in half an hour slots.
MB: Mm huh.
I: And I think that’ll work out pretty good.
MB: Okay.
I: Yeah [just?] so I think that’ll be good if there’s 15 minutes, it’d be too rushed.
MB: Mm huh.
I: [Mm?].
MB: [unclear, feint]
I: [unclear, feint, probably unimportant]
Someone, maybe MB: [these are good?]
…
[00.49] I: So can I leave this bag there overnight?
Someone(MB?): [something]
Can I leave this bag here overnight?
MB: Yeah yeah of course [you can]
I: Beautiful…too easy.
[other background talk].
I: [We’ll be] there in 5.
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Participant 2
Comments:
He may be talking about FMS. Should be noted when looking at his data!
Also Ursula does SC stim
Important to think of their occupation too when interpreting their data!
I: So this is interview number 2 on Thursday the 8th of September, 2016. So, your first
name?
P: Mathis.
I: Gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know.
P: (laughs).
I: And, your age group?
P: Um I’m 25 years old.
I: 25. Country of Residence?
P: Germany and Austria. Yeah it’s/that’s like near Germany. That’s the?/my [very
feint!] main country.
I: Please circle this.
P: Ah sorry?
I: Oh okay. Danke schon.
P: Bitte schon.
I: Let’s start the interview. Short and sweet. Number 1. What are some issues
surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?... Your opinion?
P: Your opinion. Um…
I: There’s no right or wrong answer.
P: So I think an issue is the sensation or/of feeling of on the skin, I think. And ah,
yeah/they like yeah/they like hard stimulations I think, yeah so they might feel
uncomfortable with electrica- ah with with the electrical stimulator. And that that may
cause causes problem because it it doesn’t feel good. You will not use it despite of the
benefits. Because it’s not comfortable. I think/or anything? Probably I think.
I: Even with people with paralysis?
P: Yeah of course of course, they don’t feel it, yeah. So, for them, we are like? for
them, the/its its like placing the electrodes, for example, find the best spot for
stimulation. That can take some time I think. Also for, for physicians, if they want to or
for researchers if they want to make measurements, find the proper space for the
electrode to have the best contraction or the best EMG signal. I think that’s, yeah.
I: Thank you. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: I’ve not any FES experience with clients, but yeah mainly FMS magnetic stimulation
I think it’s the same. So, yeah but not too many experience, I just experience it on my
own, so (hmph), yeah.
I: Fair enough.
P: Researching. (laughs).
I: Not a problem. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Ottobock, I think. Dr. Schuhfried. Med-El.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Med-El. Med – e – l, the Cochlear implanthaus?, you know.
I: I’ve heard of
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P: They….[unclear] your back.
I: Med – e – l.
P: Med – el.
I: I understand.
P: Yes okay. Yeah, [unclear].
I: Who tells people how to use it?
P: The Professor. (chuckle). Um, I don’t know, exactly.
I: That’s OK. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to
a home environment? And why?
P: Do (it) again.
I: Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home
environment?
P: I think it does, yes. Um I think in home you, its for everyday use or every week use.
And, in (the) clinic, its more for studies and and I think you’re changing your, your
clients more often I mean, at home you’re, so I think in home you can or you have to
make sure that the patient is not making any faults [90% sure] so safety measures
have to be higher than for clinic use I think. Um, clinic use there also as as my first
thought, it has to be contactable/contouchable?? Unclear! for home use, I think,
yeah/you know. But? In clinic use…no, that’s it (hmph).
I: Not a problem. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Benefits? I think for paralyzed people, the muscle stimulation, for muscle growth,
for for circulatory reasons, for bone growth, for many reasons yeah/you know/there for,
for mobility, for example also, for als, also for yeah for for your mind. If you’re paralyzed
but can stand up, by using FES for example, I think that’s good for their minds um but
also for step-maker for/fault?? [unclear!!] FES so …has life, life keeping benefits.
I: Life-keeping?
P: Yeah it keeps you alive, for/a step-maker so
I: Step-maker?
P: Step-maker, heart, step-maker.
I: Pacemaker.
P: Pacemaker yes/is, pacemaker.
I: Ahhh. Can you tell me more about that?
P: Yeah well You’re stimulating the heart that it doesn’t stop…pumping and you have
to do it, yeah? I think there are different techniques constantly stimulation, or,
triggering if there’s no no stimulation from the heart on it’s own. Um, yeah what do
you want to hear about? [then something as I was talking].
I: Do you consider FES to refer to cardiac stimulation as well?
P: To ref-…
I: How would you define FES?
P: Ah ok, Func-, yeah its not, yeah its pacemakers not really Functional yeah, yeah.
I: That’s ok. How would you define FES?
P: Yeah, it’s the? maybe not stimulation of peripheral muscles I think. Or, even,
mumble or it’s electrical stimulation to evoke contraction of peripheral muscles
because you’re also stimulating the the spinal cord for example, or I think also yeah, if
you think of FMS, also brain stimulation for but also for muscle cons-, contraction and
the peripheral, from the peripheral muscles, yeah.
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I: Thanks for that. In your experience with FES therapy, ah (what) were the initial
expectations of clients before starting FES exercise? Can you comment on that?
P: Um…
I: Not really? [I biased his response!!...MT comment post-hoc]
P: Nah, not really, no.
I: Are their initial expectations met? Do they differ depending on when they start FES
post-injury? You can talk anecdotally if you like. Or, if you don’t have a response, that’s
OK.
P: At/are the initial expectations, from me, before I’ve done FES…
I: I mean, do you think people who are paralyzed who use FES, do you think their
initial expectations are met after they do FES?
P: Um, I think not. Not, not all of them, I think some are, but I think people are different
and also the outcome’s different. And they hear of yep very positive examples and
think they’re they who have like the same development and if it the same development
for themselves does’n- doesn’t happen, mm they don’t m- meet their exp-, all/or
the/(ir) expectations I think. And they might be frustrated, I think.
I: And do you think their expectations are different depending on how long after their
injury they start FES?
P: Yeah, I think so. Because
I: (unclear)
P: I think you have to start immediately after your your injury. And I think also the
physician will tell them that if they have been waiting for too long, they can’t grant the
same outcome as if they have started earlier. So, I think it’s the physician who has to
tell the patients, the clients, what they have to expect, yeah. [Pretty sure but
sometimes “yeah” sounds like “you know”].
I: In Germany, do the physicians offer prescribe FES?
P: I don’t know, I…
I: That’s ok. Last question. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field
of FES? In research...?
P: In research…yeah, I think…
I: In general?
P: I think theummm more proper controlling of of muscle cons- contraction or or um I
don’t know how to call it, the yeah that that you can control paralyzed muscles with
your brain, for example. To to jump over the paralyzed ah the lesion and evoke muc
muscle cons- contractions with thinking of it for example of a prosthesis also I think
yeah. This so computing, a lot of computing, and mapping [99% sure].
I: Fantastic. Thanks for that. Well that concludes the interview Mathis. Is there anything
else you’d like to add? About FES in general?
P: Nah, no.
I: Alrighty, what I’ll get you to do now is to fill out this table where you have to list
advantages and disadvantages of different types of FES.
P: Mm huh.
I: So just fill it out to the best of your ability. I’m really asking for a lot.
P: (laughs).
Post-interview erratum 6.58 onwards.
[] = Unclear, or another action (in the post-interview erratum sections).
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6.54 P: So, there’s no disadvantages for FES. FES exoskeleton…..implantables…
5.44: I: I’ll be back in a moment.
P: [Yep].
I: Keep going. [Matt leaves room]
0.00: Unclear.
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Participant 3
I: So, this is interview number 3 with Matt and Jose, on September the 8 th, 2016. So,
your first name?
P: Ah, Jose Luis.
I: I think I’ve spelt that right.
P: Yeah unclear.
I: Your gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know. Your age group?
P: Ah, 29 yeah it’s.
I: Just fit.
P: That’s still, still in the on the line.
I: Country of residence?
P: Ahh, Austria.
I: Please circle.
P: Occupation…ahh….its neuromodulation
I: And email…you’ve given me that already.
P: Um, yeah it’s unclear!!! Muttering!!
I: Thank you. Danke schon. Interview
P: Ok.
I: So, question 1. What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in
paralyzed populations?
P: Oh, I think the main issues is ah also related unclear to patients’ usage. I mean
now, in a clinical level, I think it’s kind of ah hard to follow up/all which patients are
really applying the therapy. But, I’m, there is many risks unclear, then so when are?
When we ah we can see here in the conference that [99% sure] some treatments take
a lot of time [6.28ish to 6.26ish]: personal use…how when we’re talking about??
[guesswork!] denervated muscle that its 3 months to see if you are a responder or
not. There is this lack of motivation I think ah um sometimes because you don’t see
immediate results like you may want to expect so people [99% sure] just stop using
treatments. They see(ing?) one side. Ahh and in the other side is ah usability of thetherapies. And its something we have been working on in Iceland. To try and/They try
to make therapy as easy as possible so not very complex setups and everything so
this make everything easier for the patient, and/so the patient is a bit motivated. Coz
his/he could be quite motivated if its just impossible to apply these…unclear…Patient
has to go [walk? pretty sure “go”] everyday to the clinics… becomes more complex
to, to apply the FES unclear? maybe a mumble. On a ordinary? basis for training
and stuff.
I: Just extending this idea a bit, can you tell me the differences between FES in Iceland
and Austria?
P: The difference in FES…ah…
I: In terms of patients using FES.
P: Yeah, well, I’m not really ah ah related with the/any usage of FES here in, in
Austria. I mean I know in in Iceland there is ah they have this big rehabilitation centre,
that is a central unit for all the country.
I: A rehabilitation centre?
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P: Yeah, sort of, it’s from the national hospital, the [rehabilitation] unit. All the patients
who(’re) there take from the whole country go/will there so it’s ah public ah medical
system. Ah, I’ll be/think [maybe?] they’re, try- trying to use it as much as possible,
like…
I: In Iceland?
P: [rehabilitation] clinic [talking over I] Yeah. (a mumble?) And there is..
I: Could you repeat what you just said sorry?
P: Ah in Iceland, yeah. Yeah/mumble It’s in Iceland. And ah So they are quite open
like to try treatments and everything. But doing it, I I don’t know how it works here in
Austria. I mean I know there is of course, ah some hospitals (that?) are collaborating
now with Medical University of Vienna wi- in the centre I’m working. Ah for their/of
course [very unclear!!!], they’re looking at??? [unclear!!!] ahh FES [unclear,
very unclear 4.13-4.10…talking about how he can’t give a personal opinion etc.?
Coz I I don’t know how it works here. Of course, in Austria’s/is much bigger so
unclear.
I: Not a problem.
P: So its ah, here? in Iceland, there’s only one centre so I know some people there.
So, I kind of know how it works. Not here I know maybe two hospitals. But in Austria
there’s hundreds of rehabilitation centres maybe so…
I: In Iceland, do many people use FES at home?
P: Ah I think, I cannot answer that either. Like, I you should ah unclear.. just some, I
mean one of the Icelanders. Physiotherapists, yeah.
I: Not a problem, we’ll get back on topic.
P: Yeah.
I: Fantastic. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: With clients? Yeah well ehhhh I think the close I got to clinic was again in in the
Icelandic project of ah treating a spasticity with spinal cord stimulation. So here, ahhh
we unclear like eight volunteers with spinal cord injury. And…could you repeat the
question I mean it’s like…
I: Can you briefly outline your experience
P: My experience.
I: …of FES with clients?
P: experience in general, okay. So, yeah so we got this eight subjects, I think again
one of the main limits in clinics, its um is the subjects are not used to electrical
stimulation. For example, now we’re trialling this kind of experimental therapy. It’s
the/so the first sensation is is starts there is/’s they could be so sensitive to it ah and
also [85% sure] its hard to distinguish sometimes between what is painful unclear and
what is uncomfortable, for example. Like ah, just sometimes we have to do in in with
every subject, even healthy or patients, ah we try to stimulate like very low intensities
like continuously, fors a couple of minutes, and there’s/they (is) start to increase
intensity so so they get used to the sensation so they are able to
extinguish/distinguish [distinguish] Okay this is, because at the beginning they
still..unclear! it is/have this hurting, that in then its’ okay its not hurting, its just a
weird sensation. So this is so they have experience like with everyone at the beginning
it feels like “Oh this hurting,…this is hurting” and but you know you start to go down
and up, up and down/then after 5, 10 minutes then you [99% sure] can go way
higher. So I think this (is) some of their an experiences. The other is um I also saw this
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ah yesterday in the pre-conference course, ah when we apply FES for example now
[99% sure] in this neurostimulation for spasticity, we have ah this experience with one
subject that was ah able to walk with crunches, she was in the wheelchair most of the
time but she stand up and walk for exercising. For example, this patients are used, are
trained to walk using this/their spasticity. Coz spasticity keeps their muscle rigid so
there gives some force to stay up. Unclear when I starts talk.
I: So, you manipulate the spastic-, spasticity of their muscles to help them walk.
P: So, with the spasticity, you are able to support yourself basically. And, for example
when we apply this treatment, this spasticity was on, so this patient was not able to
finish this ten metre walking test. And she was saying yeah like My legs feel “My legs
just feel so flat”. So, soft was the word I think she was so I think in this unclear
results…lost muscle????...take a look into it. Like, how all treatments are affecting
their laryn, like we’re we’re reducing the spasticity, well that’s why she couldn’t finish
the walk. But then um….um…
15s talking to others – continued part 2.
I: We’re just gunna continue this interview, we’re gunna have a short break.
Part 2, interview continued (recording 2).
I: So this is interview number 3, continued and we’re up to question number 2 in the
interview schedule. So, Jose, you were talking about your experience of FES with
clients…
P: Yeah…
I: … and you were talking about spasticity.
P: Yeah I also have developed ?? [unclear!] this subject like ah so this is ah spinal
cord injured subject so they are trying to use this spa-spasticity to walk, to stand up,
they/re there self. And at the moment we applied this treatment, so this ah spasticity
was gone so they, could then or couldn’t? [couldn’t would make more sense in
the context?] use it anymore. So this affects the way she could walk, so she was not
able to walk for like for the next hour or so. So this (is) something we also should take
a look like we are just reducing the spasticity as a whole, it was actually quite effective,
but then she was losing this other thing that is walking capability that she was training
for like maybe took her like a few months to learn how to walk with this condition and
then suddenly that was gone like…
I: So, reducing spasticity is good but sometimes you want spasticity.
P: Yeah, I mean they, they sometimes they are trying to use/induce? It for to
compensate the loss of mobility. They are reducing this ah just like to make things
easier for them. So, I think this, I mean it was quit a striking for me because there you
go? [unclear!!!] this really suppressing the spasticity but then this is maybe not that
helpful for this specific patient, you know, like so it’s and from this point it’s- should
you you should consider it’s something to consider, like the consequences of taking
something like really ah immediately because and this is…you apply the stimulation
and immediately after its its gone. For some hours.
I: So, spasticity can be good or bad sometimes?
P: Yeah I mean I don’t?? not sure the words run together!! think in general its bad
but for this patients, they they learn how to use it to their convenience and so on. Let’s
say for some stuff at least. So, it’s something you should compromise like what you are
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doing and then how it good it effect?? impacts if you’re/you are doing permanently then
maybe it makes sense so the patient’s learn how to walk again, without the spasticity.
But if the/this treatment is not that effective, maybe it makes no sense to to make the
patient like go through the whole process of retrain to relearn how to walk.
I: I understand…
P: Unclear.
I:…the two main experiences you’ve had there.
P: Yeah, yeah. Yeah, yeah. It’s good stuff.
I: Thankyou for that in-depth answer. Number 3. Who sells FES equipment in your
country?
P: In my country. So I would answer as Austria maybe ah ahhhh I think here ah we
have this um Schuhfried, we have Schuhfried Medizinche shutechnik?
I: Schuhfried?
P: Schuhfried’s yeah is the company. Unclear.
I: I saw it the other day.
P: Yeah ahhhhhh so we use it a lot because there is a lot of collaboration with Vienna
so there’s/was a couple of devices. And we also provide like a special menu,
experimental menu and their clinical device, so we can make like single twitches and
stuff that you don’t use in the clinics. This is/it’s only for research, so ahhhm I guess
(you) like many of the research group that are in this conference are using this device.
Because it gives you that benefit. Ah I know in Iceland we have this Odstock devices
um and also Schuhfried, um which else…um and I think an implant wise, I mean here
in Iceland we unclear Med-el that is a quite huge company you know for Cochlear
Implants.
I: In Iceland?
P: So ah not here in in in Austria, sorry. In Austria it’s Med-el. It’s a I think? it’s a very
Important company like worldwide in implants. Um, which other…yeah in FES I think
that’s….they they are the main names that came to me.
I: What about in Mexico?
P: In Mexico, Chile/actually in eh well in Mexico we have I have never really worked in
clinics in Mexico I mean I when I work in a hospital I mean I know this/notice, the
main brands not off/of um for clinic [rehabilitation] but I mean the implant wise we have
like all the US big companies like Medtronics, St Jude, um mainly ah. St sh not its ah
Yeah but I remember we use in my hospital the pacemakers and everything all the
implants were used Medtronic or St Jude. And the ahh all the clinical for rehabilitation
centres, I I’m not sure to be honest.
I: Not a problem. Who tells people how to use it? In Austria?
P: How to…
I: Who tells people how to use FES?
P: How to use…I think this [directed to ah ah 16.52 unclear!!!] rehabilitation centres
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Ah, to rehabilitation centres and/ah for example, I got this um, I got this unclear
from a Mexican, ahm patient that has denervated muscles, he lives in the states, for
example they have this Schuhfried has this ah device that is especially for denervated
muscles. Because of this condition, this ah, you require a lot more energy, like 1000 of
times more energy but/about/that in a healthy subject. So this close ah just has the
power about any regulations. So it’s Its’ only accepted here in Europe for denervated
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muscles. Like any other use is not allowed. So for example, I was trying to look how if
this guy can get it in the states, it’s not possible because not accepted there. So the
only way um I was talking to the guys from Schuhfried yesterday that if he comes here,
he goes/come to them, or to the or to the hoshpital hospital for example or Wil
Wilheminspital? here they try out the setup, and….
I: Just one moment….
P: Yeah, there you go unclear!!!!
I: Oh, continue.
P: So, and they say/said okay, they try it out/on [pretty sure “out”] the setup they
explained it, they show [99% sure] how to use it, then the machine can took it ah to
the hotel, he could/can try it himself th that night, and then go the next day again to the
clinics or here to Schuhfried, just to see if everything went right and then he’s allowed
to to fly, or…
I: This was a Mexican patient?
P: Yeah, there’s, I mean this guy is yeah is Mexican um, but he lives in the States, in
LA. And he’s/he has contacte(d) me because he saw my name in some publications.
He asked me “Do you know these/this ah” “Yeah yeah I mean I know them” like tried
to because he told me no- nobody in the states know it and nobody can get this device
because its/it/() not FDA approved. There [95% sure] was trying to contact them and
they say “No”. I mean the only way I mean he can buy it, here in Europe, is/used to get
in his luggage to to the states. But basically he he need(ed) to come, because he
need(ed) to be trained here in here in the company, or in in one of the hospitals they’re
working with and then they are allowed to sell, to sell it.
I: So, in Austria, rehabilitation centres and hospitals teach people how to use FES?
P: Yep. [Pretty sure].
I: What about the companies?
P: I mean, I mean for example in this case, the company can can do it, unclear [14.15]
for a special case, because it’s um it’s a very special device, like really regulated
device for a specific use. But ah in general, we have like this other version of FES of
TENS so it’s/this quite cheap ah and you can buy it on/in Amazon or whatever ah so
now we have this tr-[unclear]/kind of, everything is is smaller, actually there is this
new device called “Lutens” it’s a, I think it’s a French company or I don’t know. But it’s
a very small device, you can order it, and there is an app for example, ahhh actually I
can show it to you, I mean you won’t have it in the recording but…
I: You can show me after the recording.
P: Ah.
I: …if you like.
P: So this has like a so this value s/unclear! so you select like what you want to
stimulate like shoulder, legs, gluteals, like arms, and then they they have the option do
you want to train it, or healing, or relaxing so they have like pre-programmed um preprogrammed setups and then they kind of trying to explain what is each ah setup for
and stuff. And yeah so they have like a small description on how it works, and how it
gets better, but this is of course like ah for much smaller stimulators, very low intensity,
you/do you know you can like and this I think its’ more mark- I mean the people don’t
need to go to the hospital to get this, it’s um because this also are going quite cheap
devices now. So…
I: That’s very interesting. I’d like to have a greater look at it later.
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P: Unclear.
I: … But for now let’s keep going through the questions.
P: Yeah yep.
I: Very interesting, very in-depth response. So, number 4. Do you think exercise
adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home environment?
P: So sorry again?
I: Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic….
P: Adherence …[unclear…mutters/other words either side?] Sorry I don’t get that
word.
I: So exercise adherence means how often someone does exercise,
P: unclear.
I: So…do they stick with the exercise?
P: Okay.
I: So do you think that differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to in a home?
P: Yes, definitely, like…
I: Why?
P: I mean I go again to the patients ah and and to see unclear about it and their how
easy is to use for example, we… we are taking this again the Iceland project there was
one patient who was so enthusiastic with it…and ah so we are applying it in clinics in
the first ah stage in the research so he was going every day, so something with okay
we can res- release the stimulator the support tool stimulator. But this stimulator has
um a counter so you can count how many usage we have. You know, we saw like one
week later and there are a lot of like ah huge amount of usage so the patient was
probably using it more times than it was like ah prescribed. Because he really like it, so
he used it a lot. And then there is also another [99% sure] experience from ah
Iceland. I mean, not I was not there unclear but 3 weeks before the the patients got
the devices, they were using in/at the first months, and/then they stopped using it, or
stop/star- or using it less and less. And they were, because I mean they they saw the
result(s?) [maybe just “result’] like in the muscle growth, starts to decrease again and
stuff. So, I think it’s quite important I think it’s quite um necessary to keep like again,
the people motivated to use it. So they saw results and and they see benefits for
themselves. I mean the other thing is??/[unclear don’t think he said this!] easy to
use also, its think that’s still important.
I: So do you think motivation differs in like a lab or a clinic, compared with home?
P: Um yeah I mean I it is still depends like in the in the patient. Coz if its at home, then
its like um maybe you don’t put enough attention, if you don’t have
[unclear…something or nothing in between?] enough motivation you you put?
enough attention to it…if it’s in clinics its more, I mean you have to go to the clinic so
you see like motivation factor and unclear try to do? everyday in the clinic someday
he was saying ah I can not come today or whatever so it’s yeah I think its
unclear…interesting? Factor? like motivation for the patients and um usability of the
therapy.
I: Fantastic, thanks for that. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Of FES. Well I think now I mean there is a lot of branches now of FES like a lot of
ways to go. I think some um I don’t know…focusing a lot in neuromodulation, and but I
really like electrical stimulation in general is like we got ah in research wise at least we
have this way to I call it hike the nervous system, so we can bypass somehow we can
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trick the nervous system to do something. So, this I mean research wise this/these are
quite ah useful tool to understand and not only to develop treatments, to whilst to
understand some very complex structures like in spinal cord, and/eh neural networks.
I: But in terms of, if you were to summarise the benefits?
P: The benefits?
I: …To patients.
P: Okay and/in the benefit to the patients I think in the case for example with the
spasticity, it’s um very/really just re-activating some ah system plus healthy for
example with spinal cord you are isolating the spinal cord but all the systems in there
are still active. But there is some missing input there.
I: Sure.
P: That is the problem. So if we can supply this input, then the the patient can regain a
lot of stuff that was lost in the case of ah training for example, the denervated muscle,
ah RISE [Project] that was running like 10 years ago here. So this is um….
I: Sorry to interrupt. You mentioned the RISE Project?
P: RISE.
I: RISE.
P: RISE.
I: Can you briefly tell me about that?
P: Yeah…I mean I I was not mm…unclear that project, but it’s ah but they’re basically
they’re treating like denervated muscles, so they were developing this ah stimulator
that now Schuhfried has like clinically. So this denervated muscles mean that there is
no nerve innervation, so this/it’s way harder to stimulate. So conventional stimulation
systems are not able to contract those muscles. So what happened is the muscles
started just to degenerate until they disappears, so they were trying with this new kind
of electrical stimulation was intense electrical stimulation to retrain or recover these
muscles so in health benefits, this is quite a lot because you keep [99% sure] your
tissue healthy basically like. Maybe it’s not ah they can reduce the muscles, but ah
they have like blood irrigations they have better circulation everywhere. So this goes ah
I..then “mumble” like a lot of benefits so? Unclear! similar, like this BerkelBikes. Or I
mean or this FES bikes, that you have ah maybe you are still not able to use your legs
but if you keep them healthy then you have like better circulation, better heart
condition, better skin even, coz you have also more blood flowing, better circulation so
it’s, just give/keep you healthy in a general way.
I: Thanks for that. So we’ve just got two more questions now.
P: Ok/yep.
I: In your experience of FES therapy what are the initial expectations of clients before
starting FES exercise?
P: Ahh oh I think that’s depends on how the researcher or the clinician presents
the…the treatment to the patient.
I: So its all about there’s a degree of marketing of the devices.
P: Yeah.
I: …and that can influence patients.
P: Yeah so/yeah like for example, here I think for example [FES] was a little bit like
ah…it it start(ed) to have like a bad image, since you got this ah stimulator for making
the six pack abs extra/strong [[not sure!] 5.42….think strong]? Like 10 years ago,
the dev- find it maybe??? TV and everywhere so I, I mean I personally…started to
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really like??? [not sure!] [FES was like] [pretty sure last bit!] marketing is not so I
think that most of the people have this idea of electrical stimulation like ah they got like
really like ah known ah examples like this/these six packs or or this/these ah you know,
this [unclear] then… kind of disgraced experiments in electroshocks in the brain and
do you know like [70% sure] because look/what people because actually so when
you try to explain all this really different and/then ah so in my point of view I always try
to be like very conservative in what I told/will tell/will told the patients, so they don’t
get overexcited because unclear ah unclear….we go?...we are treating this new way
to avoid this/the spasticity and help you walk again, so its like, its its not ethical or
someth-ing? Like? I think its not good ah but I will say it all depends how you tell to
them what whats will happen or which stage of the development i- it is and so I said
maybe you are a non responder maybe you will be a responder so you…
I: Makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: Are their initial expectations met?
P: Eh, eh…
I: Are their initial expectations met?
P: Ehh…
I: And also, do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury?
P: Yeah I mean in the case of ah spinal cord stimulation for a spasticity, I think there is
no deadline there….because they’re I mean I say the only thing that happened is that
there is got this communication with the brain. But you know the whole system with the
brain is still like supplying nutrients to the spinal cord. So all these structures are still
there. So…so they can respond and- any time. But upon/also it also depend on the its
more depending on the kind of spinal cord injury. And we know that all these injuries
are different. So in this case ah it depends hard to say, and/I mean it’s a lot of work
now. For example in this very experimental things, don’t know which kind, or which are
the parameters to say that you unclear will be a responder or who will not be a
responder. So this is something we should start with and….in the case, I mean, with
the case of that the initial expectations are more than met. And the other case(s) that
there was nothing happening.
I: Quite variable.
P: Yeah, so it’s ah in this case for example in the case in kind of? of denervated
muscle, because you know a lot of the project there is kind of a deadline because
muscles start to decrease decrease decrease decrease…they get to ah unrecoverable
and the muscle just suffers, you cannot recover it at all. So, I I guess where they
were [70% sure] talking 10, 15 years plus ah injury, it’s almost impossible to get it
back. So, yeah it depends on the kind of ah stimulation of course.
I: Quite variable. Alright thanks for that. Look we’ll just do the last question now.
P: Yeah.
I: What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES, from a research
perspective, from a design?
P: Yeah well I think well there is many things having what we can do I mean, it’s um
it could be….good things to…..unclear.
I: If you can s- summarise a few topics I guess, which are unanswered in the field of
FES.
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P: Well now [unclear because I/P talking at same time], um, from the point of view
for of for example implant?? there is a lot of foreigner, there’s many many groups
trying to reach this goal of the biofeedback now for s- for hand prosthesis and
everything. So you c- you gotta feedback? In directly to your brain, I mean not with ah
vibration that is some- something/time? Use. There is a lot of effort to make like ah/a
implant that just grab the nerve, and so how coding [99% sure] and they make/give
[pretty sure make though!] you feel like pressure, make you feel like soft, make you
feel like um surfaces it those kinds of a stuff. I mean the main problem with electrical
stimulation it’s so hard to focus, I think its um to be selective at/ah stimulation it’s it’s
kind of ah hard, so you can then/not/() [pretty sure()] stimulate, produce ah electrical
field and you will stimulate mainly what you want to stimulate, but you are also
stimulating other parts. For this you can immediately few??/fume put the electrodes
really close to the area, ut you still/feel like getting inside the nerve bundles, is still not
possible I think. And yeah I think that’s ah/a very interesting field right now like, it’s
working like how to really get into the nervous system to to make/made it feel what you
want. I mean you can produce a stimulation you can for sure make the person feel like
some tingling, but to make it feel exactly what you want, it’s still not easy
to……unclear.
I: Alright, thanks that? Jose. Look, that concludes the interview. Is there anything else
you’d like to add, before you do the table?
P: No/yeah I think it’s….no I think it it was all..
I: Thank you for your detailed responses.
P: Okay/yep.
I: So I’ll just stop this.
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Participant 4
I: So this is interview number 4 with Matt and Sebastian on Thursday the 8 th of
September, 2016. Okay, so just a few questions. Your first name?
P: Sebastian Peter.
I: Your gender Sebastian?
P: Male.
I: Okay, good to know. Your age group?
P: Um, 29.
I: Oh, a lot of twenty-nine year olds. Your country of residence?
P: Malaysia.
I: Please circle.
P: Mmm.
I: How would you describe yourself?
P: I’m an FES engineer. Should I go for neuromodula-modulation? [neuromodulation]
No, it’s not…
I: You can circle more than one.
P: Mm huh. This and this…
I: Coz you’re an FES researcher and you’re an engineer. Fabulous! Your email
address if you wish to [see some of the? unclear!!] project. Brilliant. Let’s start the
interview, a series of seven questions. If you don’t know the answer, that’s ok.
P: Alright.
I: Number one. What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in
paralyzed populations?
P: Mm, it’s not, it’s inconvenient, one. And most of it are bulky, okay. Third is it’s best to
have a portable device. And, small, yeah.
I: And they’re some issues you think people who use this daily, would face?
P: Ah, convenience, because they do not want to be wearing it every single time. Like,
they place the electrode and something like that is advisable to have something is
wearable, but they do not need to waste their time to positioning [99% sure “ing”] the
electrodes to the/their? Sp- specific muscles.
I: Fantastic, great. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients? If
applicable.
P: No, I’m quite new on this.
I: Fantastic, next question.
P/I: (laughs)
I: Who sells FES equipment in your country?... Take your time.
P: Do you unclear? intonation? want to know the brand, or…I, I know the brands.
Stillwell, and…
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Stillwell. From…
I: How do you spell that?
P: Ah, Stimwell I think – S-T-I-M-W-E-L, from the Austria. I don’t know which
company’s they’re from.
I: That’s ok.
P: Yeah I think, I can’t give you much answer on this either. I’m sorry.
I: Who tells people how to use it?
P: Mm huh?
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I: Who tells people how to use FES?
P: Usually the physicians, the rehab ah clinic- clinicians, ah yeah, usually. They are the
ones.
I: So, people like Nazie?
P: Yeah, Nazie, ah people like Glen, yeah people like ah the rehab doctors usually the
rehab clinicians. They are the one who has communication with the patients, and
sometimes they need assistance from the engineers to develop/ ers this? themselves
because they know more on the device, what kind of functionality and what it’s it’s
limitations and all. So, I think, both, are need to pay important role in/on this.
I: But it’s the physicians who actually tell patients how to use the device?
P: Exactly.
I: What about sales people?
P: No.
I: Just physicians?
P: It’s just physicians.
I: And how often do physicians prescribe FES in Malaysia?
P: Mm…
I: Is it popular?
P: FES in Malaysia is just starting to be, to be known to others, yeah. It’s still in it’s
infancy, in Malaysia, it’s not quite popular.
I: Just getting started?
P: Getting started, actually exactly, yeah. And Prof Nazie is is actually working hard on
that.
I: Fantastic.
P: To promote FES.
I: Unclear. Good old Nazie.
P: Unclear...”most of the people” perhaps? Even stroke patients, I think it’s k- FES
is amazing.
I: I agree, but I, but I go- have to be neutral in the interviews.
P: Okay. Unclear….sure.
(laughs)
I: So…do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a
home environment? And why?
P: Come again.
I: Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home
environment? So, do you think people’s frequency of usage of FES is different in say a
rehab centre, or a lab, compared with the home?
P: There is, actually.
I: Why?
P: Because, if they come, if they, as for instance, you are using FES daily for in a daily
basis, it’s something different. But if you’re coming, using FES only for rehabilitation,
it’s something else. You see. So the question is, I do not know actually whe- which one
to answer you other than..better?... to for? only for rehabilitation purposes, meaning
they have a schedule at/with the clinic or they have schedule what/whereever have a
schedule, and they just unclear fulfil that schedule, so they use FES. Or, they will use
it for, daily basis. I mean, start when they wake up in the/of a morning, they put in the
FES, the whole day. Mumble?
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I: It’s more generally referring to how does their likelihood of using it differ…
P: Mm huh.
I: In a lab, clinic, compared with the home. But/what do you think it differs? If that
makes sense.
P: Hm. I need time for this (chuckles)
I: Take your time. How would FES usage differ in a home, compared to say a rehab
centre or a lab. What issues surround?
P: Electrode placement. That gunna be a problem because when you are they are
coming over to clinic, or in a hospital, any rehab centres, they have someone else to
assist, OK. And even/if in home environment, if, if, if they are alone, they need
someone to assist. But if they couldn’t find anyone, it gunna be very difficult for them.
I: Makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Muscle gen, regeneration. Um, increased metabolism, that’s everythings I can think
about it. I’m still not an expert yet.
I: That’s OK.
P: unclear…yet/yeah.
I: Not a problem.
P: Because, yeah.
I: It’s too early. (or, “still learning?”)
P: It’s too early for me, yeah.
I: Same. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of
clients before starting FES exercise?
P: Their perspective, you mean?
I: Their expectations of FES.
P: Oh, right.
I: What do they think it’s gunna do?
P: They do not, they do not know anything about FES. That’s one, in Malaysia, I can
unclear. They do not know anything about it, so they just rely on the clinician. The
doctors, ok if the doctors say: “Ok we’ll work with this this this A B C D and if it is kind
of mm benefits to your health, [unclear – it can?/if it] increase your metabolism,
increase your muscle strength, I mean density and all that, they are like “Oh, OK and
they expect it and again they are most of them are someone is new to FES so actually
they do not know what is going on. And I don’t think unclear! – often? they want to
have some results, ah fast results and they just expect to have a good results unclear
say?. Physical results or psychological ah unclear.
I: Are their initial expectations met?
P: What do you mean?
I: When they start FES…
P: Mm huh.
I: …they have certain ideas about it, from the clinician as you just mentioned.
P: Oh yeah. OK.
I: Do you think that after they’ve done it for a period of time…
P: Mm huh.
I: Those expectations have been met?
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P: Yes, yes there are a lot of expectation are met. One of okay I shouldn’t say about
this, ah this one of the? or () patient, this/is, this/is is a stroke patient.
I: We can talk in a general sense.
P: Yeah.
I: It’s ok.
P: Yeah and and and he saw a lot of good results from that, I mean benefits from FES
and also there’s a spinal cord injured patients, yeah they can see/still? Unclear!, and
when you use FES we are doing exper-, a few experiments, a few experiments, from
sit-to-stand, for now it’s only sit to stand, make them to stand. They are/were so happy.
And their muscle are/has start growing, and they can see their for them, it’s something,
it’s a, it’s a miracle for them and like [unclear!] at least something is there and I can
feel it, I can experience it, yeah something [99% sure it’s the word “something!”].
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? Do do their
expectations differ depending on how long after their injury they begin FES? So, say
for example, someone who’s just been injured…
P: Mm huh.
I: Comparing them with someone who has had spinal injury for 20 years.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do you think their expectations of FES differ? Or again, is it dictated mostly by what
the physician tells them?
P: J-yeah, I think, it depends on (the) physician. And, usually people just experience a
c- injury and then/the() people who/() have been para-lyzed a spinal cord patient for
20 years, the- those who have been experienced ah latest injury, they’d be having a
psychological trauma, and and they go into an emotional path and all that so I don’t
think so, they would/will be expecting much from FES, they just try..
I: Straight after their injury…[pretty sure!]
P: Yes. They’d be they’d thinking about themselves, and what is/why it is happ- you
know, a lot of the emotional compared to people who have been expere- who’ve been
spinal [unclear!] for 20 years, they might expect something. Oh, can I walk, what can
it do for me? Yeah.
I: So there is a difference then/there.
P: There is a difference there.
I: Makes sense. The last question. What are some of the big unanswered questions in
the field of FES? From a research perspective, from a design perspective? Anything
you think is big and unanswered, and requires more thought.
P: Hmm. Can FES cure, I mean help people walk. Yeah, this is a unanswered
question. And a lot of them working on that. And trying to you know, make people walk
again. Which yeah till now I still [99% sure!] haven’t seen anything.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Till now I haven’t seen anything yet, I mean, purely cure it, be it/big [pretty sure “be
it”] not just for walking meaning when they start using FES for 2 years and after on the
3rd year they can do not need FES at all, they can start walking, I don’t think so
(chuckles).
I: What other questions, are there any others which come to mind?
P: Oh ok, what type of stimulation to be used. Itsc-/its good coz now they have
voltage control, and current control and people are still debating which one [99% sure]
is the best.
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I: When you say what stimulation to use…
P: Mm huh.
I: For what purpose?
P: For, for your muscle stimulation/simulation itself. Because ah which they do not
know what kind of ah because you can come to current control, and voltage gunna
two are/do a different things, and some want to to/you control the current, only give a
constant current, and some want to just g- give a constant voltage you know, that
gunna be a big debate. In the, in the designers’ perspective.
I: That depends too of course, what the device is used for, I guess.
P: Mm, I think so, yeah.
I: Anything else? You can think of?
P: Mm… No, I think.
I: Not a problem. Okay well Sebastian that concludes the interview. Is there anything
else at all you’d like to add about FES?
P: No.
I: OK.
P: I’m st- I’m still new. I’m still going through all this…(chuckles).
I: Not a problem. That concludes the interview.
P: Ah thanks.
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Participant 5
I: So this is an interview with Ugo Carraro.
P: Yes
I: And Matthew, on the 8th of September, 2016. So, your first name is Ugo?
P: Ugo.
I: Gender?
P: Male.
I: Age group?
P: Ahh, 70 more.
I: Country of residence?
P: Italy.
I: Occupation?
P: Ahhh…okay.
I: And I think you gave me that already. Thankyou Ugo. Okay, let’s do the interview.
Now if I speak too fast, just tell me. What are some issues surrounding daily use of
FES for exercise in paralyzed populations? So…
P: What are some…I have to suggest which which which eh if they know, or which kind
of FES to be done?
I: So, what problems people face with paralysis who which…
P: Which…
I: …Might use FES
P: Are the some issues, issues issues issues, not negative or positive or just negative?
I: Both.
P: Both. Ehh, I am confident that eh/the electrical stimulation, functional electrical
stimulation in paralyzed muscle, is possible, and effective. I have less experience with
neuromuscular stimulation but we are a- addressing this issue to, in eh partial
denervated residual innervated muscle. Anyhow, the big difference is. Are they
sensitive the skin is sensitive, or not. If if there are issues of ah pain threshold it would
be much more difficult to to effectively stimulate the denervated part of a partially
innervated muscle. That’s fine?
I: That’s correct, that’s fine. It’s it’s just your opinion, no right or wrong answers.
P: Yeah.
I: Thankyou. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: I am not personally responsible for stimulation of clients. I am a s-, I was, I am a/ah
scientist, I provide hopefully good suggestions. People write to me because ah/thethey found our publication in internet, and I give suggestion come here, stay home, or
but it/I I clearly say “I am expert on denervated muscle”. If you need for easy
neuromuscular functional stimulation, you will find expert at all/at home?
I: Maybe I’ll email you one day for interest. Thankyou, Ugo. Who sells FES equipment
in your country? In Italy?
P: Eh, there are a few company. Eh usually the best, the more seller, seller the
devices, the compac? from ah Swiss. But there are ah/a Chinese ah very [90% sure]
low price stimulator for of course young people, healthy people willing to do more than
voluntary physical activity. Eh ther-, there is even in Padova, a company who sell ah
pacemaker for the heart. Is this FES or not?
I: Not sure. I can’t Some people say/talk…
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P: Let me say. [I: unclear] We- We’ll agree from this moment on, that we are talking
about the application related to mobility impairment. Do you agree?
I: Agreed.
P: Yes.
I: Agreed.
P: But/bit it is not all FES eh because this morning, in the conference, you were
present, and they were talking about ah problem of the larynx.
I: I heard about that.
P: Yes. This is of course mobility of muscle, but not related to mo- mobility of the body.
I: How would you define FES, Ugo?
P: Mmm.
I: What’s your definition?
P: Eh, eh, i- it is very easy to define ES. Electrical stimulation is just, apply/applied an
external electrical field, in any with any device, with any, in the past they they just a did
a ahh how do you say? ah, it doesn’t matter, its’/it is/tis not important. Now there are
engineers who will provide any device for any application. FES ah hoped to be
functional. Ah, unfortunately in the mind of regular people, in particular engineers,
functional means walking, mimicking [99% sure] it is mobility of the full body, or mobility
of part of the body, eh hands, ah shoulder… But electrical stimulation is effective even
as a pain r- reducers. And this is functional, because, what is function?
I: Exactly.
P: This is It is something happening in time, that provide a different behaviour of the
part of the body who is the target of the electrical field. Eh, w- my suggestion for but I
wouldn’t do, but I wouldn’t bore audience, that we have to find em a different word to
identify mobility impairment management. The three word are too co- complex, ah I
would say contractility use/induce ahhh electrical stimulation, ah muscle contraction
induced electrical stimulation, whatever you do, whatever how you inject the electrical
field. But people use FES eh and that for me, is fine.
I: Haha yeah, different definitions.
P: Yes. Yeah It is very important we are clear goal, realistic goal, to avoid what
happened at 100 years ago, 50 years ago, 10 years ago, yesterday to mutter? to have
to match ambitious goal this is the FES was dead 10 years ago because 20 years ago
they claimed too big a results, unrealistic result(s), even for the neuromuscular
stimulation.
I: Makes sense?
P: Do you agree.
I: Makes sense. I have to be impartial.
P: Yes.
I: In the interview.
P: unclear…goes?…can unclear? Sounds like “cancer!”
I: Thankyou Ugo. So who sells FES equipment in your country, who tells people how to
use it?
P: Eh…
I: Who tells people how to use FES?
P: Who sell?
I: We’ve already answered unclear.
P: Eh we discuss.
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I: Who tells people how to use it?
P: Who tells people how to use it. This is a very very di- I can’t answer. Because at
least in my experience, the patients are much more informed about electrical
stimulation, neuromuscular stimulation far?/fe- FES, function electrical stimulation,
than the regular doctor. The regular physiatrist. The regular physiotherapist.
I: In Italy, or everywhere?
P: I talk in Italy but I may extend with a few exception maybe the hundred people are
here for this conference, they are not located the common ah belief is that electrical
stimulation is damaging the tissues, not improving the diseases.
I: So, there’s misconceptions…about FES?
P: Due to the fact that 20 or 50 years ago, eh the producer and also the doctors claim
too too ambitious, goals. It is the same eh but definitely In the last 10 years by genetic
therapies or ah eh cell ah, stem cells therapy.
I: That’s a shame.
P: Ah it a shame, but it is eh righ-unclear! it happens everytime.
I: In science.
P: And, the better the journal in which there is the the publication, higher the risk that
they are fake results.
I: Really? So, Nature…
P: Of course! I have, I would like to publish in Lancet, I would like to publish in Science,
I would like to publish in Nature, I will massage the data, to to obtain this, I will write ah
wrong or fake answer to the reviewer just to go through? The pressure to publish it is
worse and worse and worser and the result is that the amount of fake ah data is high,
higher and higher. You will unclear
I: Unclear.
P: …experien- more sooner later to manage even those interviewed? Just because
your mentor would like to have a eh a answer that it is not so well demonstrated by the
data. And the pressure could be very not not usually it is eh willingness ehh long term
ah long term ah design to do the to do the the fake of the data, but under the pressure
of good publication, you the regular people are set (to) compromise.
I: That’s very very interesting, Ugo.
P: Yeah nah yeah but but you you the community in particular, ah big, big eh
pharmaceutical company, deals with this problem every day. They have to decide, we
follow this line or that line or that line just to stand on published results is very very very
very very very risky.
I: You have to take what you see…unclear
P: They have to make minimal in- internal eh exp- experiments to to be sure that what
is published in the best journal, is true/too. There are a lot of publication, this this just?
unclear is not just my…
I: Not just FES.
P: Yes.
I: Okay, I think we’ll move on to the next question now. That’s very very interesting P:
[I: What you just said?] Yeah but this but this this is a major problem for the
society, it is a waste of money. It is a huge waste of money imagine all the billions of ah
dollars of ah pounds o- of ah eur [Euro?] that was invested in the stem cells research.
I: It’s astonishing.
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P: It was mandatory at the beginning but ther- there is a large community of people that
continue to hope that something happens ah/on this night [909% sure]. It could be
true. But, the risk to waste the the effort and people future there are a lot of social
implication on this problem.
I: So you have to really be careful (with) what you read in FES.
P: And and this is true for FES, also, of course.
I: You have to be sceptical.
P: Yes. Not sceptical, realistic.
I: That’s a good way of thinking…
P: Which is in between eh in between eh dream, you may dream when you start
designing of something. Dream is essential. Then you have to control and became
realistic and discuss with eh critics with eh good friends, that will say “No Ugo, this is a
bad idea, don’t waste your time”.
I: I’ve got Rik Berkelmans assisted me with my PhD, my biomechanics. He gave me a
good critical analysis.
P: Yes. It is Not easy but mandatory.
I: For good science. Back to the interview, so we just have four more questions to go.
P: Yes.
I: Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home
environment? And why?
P: Sorry? Do you think exercise adherence differs in the lab or clinic as oppose(d) to a
home environment. Of course.
I: And why?
P: Due to the reali-, resilience and [unclear – do you understand?] resilence of ah ah
specialists, that eh do what they think is the only correct eh eh way to do something. If
there is not this grie- grievance/greedance?, this grievance/greedance, ah people
make a compromise. Eh they were ah suggested to do to do twice ah a day, and every
second day, they do once a day, they c- they do not all the day…Compliance at home
is a big problem.
I: Compliance.
P: Compliance. Sorry. But, the only at least for denervated m-, long term denervated
muscle [might have said “muscl”], you have to mimic by electrical stimulation, what
you can’t do by voluntary exercise. And since we even sitting, we are exercising part of
our body, even sitting, even in the bed, with maybe two or three hours of ah deep
sleeping in the night, you have to do as often as is acceptable by the person by the
patient. More or less this is a problem for all the the the the the treatment including
functional electrical stimulation, the pressure in the outpatient, in the clinics, is to treat
20 patient instead of 10. And therefore, they go from 20 minute treatment to 10 minute
treatment to treat more more person. Better unclear…”to admit” than nothing but
maybe 20 minute could be better.
I: Makes sense unclear. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: The only benefit in/id is the fact that you mimic eh voluntary or unvoluntary function,
that could be mobility function, metabolic function, ah aesthetical fun- function, when it
is needed. There there is no(t) just one answer. Functional, in my opinion, I I have a
table I will provide to you, b- from my teaching hours. [Get this from Ugo!....MT
comment]
I: Thank you.
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P: There are there are at least five main function of the muscle. Of cour-/core it is
mobility, but also it is your muscle shape your body. Eh, your muscle a- avoid that you
have we have ah ah pressure ah wound, pressure…how do you say?
I: Pressure sore.
P: Pressure sore. Just because we are doing this interview. Because we have the best
bioelastic material of the world? [pretty sure] Of the universe.
I: (Laughs).
P: Five million or more of ah selection.
I: Wow.
P: It is not easy to mimic, the/that engineers should? / mumble to eh em (do it)? very
well with new materials, eh there are really mumble/unclear there was a lot of
improvement, but ah/with a good muscle of [99% sure] the proper size, is moving your
body, is the best of the best.
I: I understand.
P: And but r- remember, we were selected during two months, three months of
harvesting, of ah harvesting, not not eating, it was regularly that during winter/ winthat [means “winter”] that people had no(t) food. Therefore, we have 10 or 20 kilos of
muscle, more than what we need for mobility. Why? Becau- [“because” but he says
it a bit differently] we have to survive on our own amino acid during…
I: Starvation.
P: Starvation. Not three days starvation. But two or three months is another problem.
I: So FES has several different benefits.
P: Many/any. Functional electrical stimulation by eh counteracting muscle atrophy not
only provide some mobility, eh for many eh spinal cord injured patient the the the the
aspect of the eh the wh [mumbling] what they appear on the seaside? Of your leg
are even more important than to standing up or walking. To have mu muscle big
enough in their under the skin, to looks [pretty sure] more or less normal people.
I: Several functions.
P: Aesthetic eh function.
I: Thankyou.
P: Fini- Finito?
I: Two more.
P: Yes.
I: So we’ll qu- I’ll be quick. In your experience of FES therapy, what are the initial
expectations of clients before starting FES exercise? Are their initial expectations met?
Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? In summary, what do
people expect to get from FES?
P: I ah, I can’t give you my own experien- because I am not treating…
I: That’s ok.
P:…eh, patient(s). But, I exchange emails with eh, with patient looking for support. I
always start with a sentence in which I say: “I am a well known expert of this and this
and this and this. I can ye- provide suggestion(s) only if you are included by this
criteria. Don’t ask me FES for pain, I don’t I know I I have no any experience, any, I
never work with this ah usually/use the not use but see, using people, usually when
they went to to me, they shut off their antipain spinal cord stimulator. Therefore, I can
provide good advice for long term denervated muscle under an anesthetize(d) anasana- in sensible skin. I can do a lot on this. If we are [unclear mumble or a small
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word?] in between ah sensitive and then pain threshold became a problem, which do
not allow the the the the the what is possible when the-there is no pain at [99% sure
“at”] the level of the skin. And therefore I I feel as a honest ah person because I explain
what I can suggest if they are out of these small field I am sorry, I will give eh the
names of eh doctors that I know or suggest to to talk with the family doctors but usually
those person that write to me, they went to three, four, five, ten, expert that do not
solve the problem because they often/all think it is not a s-/notice a problem that
could be managed, and therefore if there is one who in the long term permanent
denervation in in sensitive skin, they are lucky because I can provide as…..[unclear –
help?]
I: Specific?
P: But only in that minimal/minimum field? A regular eh practitioner couldn’t have
[99% sure] to provide psychological support. But the border [95% sure] between eh
correct acceptable palliative treatment eh and the eh money related eh ah suggestions,
is or-/all-/oh undefinable that have at eh people may be obliged to to to have a
compromise because they they’re profession ask for some suggestion. And say “No,
no, no, no”, they will lose job. But, you can’t you you can’t there is no(t) ah/a simple
answer to very very different situation going from one to the other without clear borders
eh.
I: It’s a hard situation.
P: [unclear]
I: Alright Ugo, I think we’ll conclude with the last question now. What are some of the
big unanswered questions in the field of FES?
P: What are some of the big unanswered question(s) in the field of FES?
I: What do we need to know? Research perspective(s)? What are some of the(m)…
P: Ehh since I have this background, in person that have a skin which is insensitive to
pain, I alwa-, I am dreaming if it is possible to suppress to avoid sensation by
pharmacology, surgery, eh whatever you may have in mind, because in those case, for
mobility impairment, the end result would be much much much more. The/that for
neuromuscular, even for if a person is normal, let me say, the regular TENS or
neuromuscular stimulation is very fine, because you have strong contrac-, contraction
without pain [99% sure]. If if if ah/a a physiotherapist provide the proper suggestion or
or the proper setting. But, if you have spasticity, pain per se of course, or pain induced
by electrical stimulation, this is one of the bottleneck. I have I am I have not not not
experience I have no knowledge or/on another big big big problem. Control of ah three,
three how do you call [unclear..”si-one?” (Italian?] three….
I: Three dimensions?
P: No no not dimension I think that/there is one one two three. To to do this eh, I have
to control this part of the body, this part of the/a of the/a body, this part of the body.
[pretty sure “the”…but might have been “a”….(body)].
I: Co-ordination?
P: Co-ordination eh in part of the body like our arms, and legs in which they/there are
eh more join…
I: Joints?
P: Joints. It is clear here no?
I: Channels to control….
P: No… biomechanics.
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I: Oh.
P: The problem/proper [unclear muttering before] biomechanics. If I have just one
stick and I do this is/it’s relatively easy. If I have to co-ordinate ah finger, ah the the the
the the the how do you say? This/wrist
I: Ah, wrist?
P: No th th th this part of the body.
I: Hand.
P: Hands Ten the…..gometer? Hips? Probably something else.
I: Elbow? Elbow?
P: Elbow, then the shoulder.
I: I understand, so using FES for multiple movements.
P: For movements that need th- the control of many ah join-, joint.
I: I understand.
P: Sorry for my bad English.
I: Not a problem.
P: This is another big problem that, that I I am aware just because I am obliged to to
follow the today afternoon session in the the conferen- also obliged but… The other
are now engineer were able to make stimulators smaller and smaller and smaller and
therefore ah some ah some ah unclear [certain group of people?] could be think
about by/buy implantable device. But still implantable device have a problem as you
follow this morning in the last two, the last two present-, presentations.
I: I didn’t see them but I’m aware of some of the problems of implantables.
P: Ah, you know. But again, that is a real promising field. But, promising but not with ah
certain results. You can’t say “I will implant you this stimulator and you will have the
same wonderful results that the pacemaker do for arrhythmia-, arrhythmias”.
I: That’s correct.
P: But for me, hearing loss, arrhythmias, are successful application of FES. So
successful that they have a different name.
I: Thankyou Ugo, I think that concludes the interview, I really appreciate your
perspectives. Ah, I think we’ll stop now. So, 30 minutes.
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Participant 6
I: So this is interview number six, with Matt and Alessandra, on Thursday the
September the 8th, 2016. So, your first name?
P: Alessandra.
I: Gender?
P: Female.
I: And, your age group Alessandra?
P: 40, 49.
I: Country of residence?
P: Italy.
I: And please circle which best describes your occupation.
P: Mmm, FES researcher I would say in [unclear].
I: I’ve already got that.
P: You want me to write that/it?
I: Yeah, I don’t mind, I’ve already got it unclear.
P: Oh you have it?
I: So that’s fine no worries. So, we’ll start the interview now. So, what are some issues
surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: I think one point is the/they’re easy to operate, easiness to operate which prevents
ah some subject many subject to use it ah in daily life. But ah to use it only on hospital
settings. And ah, in to the easy to operate is the easiness to position the electrodes, to
correctly position the electrodes, to modulate it so that it’s not painful and to assure that
it is at the same time still efficus. And making the muscle contraction.
I: So there are a few things to consider, I guess. When someone’s doing FES
everyday.
P: What?
I: There are a few things to consider for people w- people with paralysis…
P: Ok.
I: Have a lot of things to think about.
P: Yes.
I: In doing FES.
P: To- too much.
I: Too much?
P: It’s not that usable for people at home without an expert assisting them.
I: Ok.
P: I think, this is ah/the still the limitation at least ah/that [probably “ah”] for what I know.
I: No worries,
P: That’s fine.
I: Thank you. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: What What are clients? I d- customers?
I: So, yeah yeah so what’s your background in FES?
P: Ah I’ve worked on ah design of FES controllers, for mainly for post-stroke people
and ah with the major aim to facilitate relearning process. More than ah just muscle ah
conditioning.
I: So kind of like, motor relearning and…
P: Yes, so…
I: ..and control.
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P: Neural and muscle/muscle-r [muscular?] training.
I: Sure.
P: Ok.
I: Fantastic. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Ba…mainly distributors of FES equipment. What we use ah usually are do you want
the name of the…
I: Yeah, that’d be great.
P: Ok.
I: …in terms of some of the companies.
P: So, we use Hasomed stimulator from Germany and ah we use cycle ergometers
from Motomed as well as from Reck, and eh mm oh I I ah I think? Those are our main
um mm where we buy [unclear] the products we use.
I: Did you say Reck?
P: El-ah [means R?] E-C-K.
I: [Unclear] Ah, ok.
P: It’s It’s for cycling.
I: Ohhh.
P: The ergometers because we use, we have been using a lot ah FES cycling, so we
always bought the cycle ergometer with the stimulator.
I: Sure, that makes sense.
P: Ok.
I: I think I’ve heard of them too.
P: Ok.
I: Who tells people how to use FES?
P: I think.
I: Who instructs in Italy…
P: Who?
I: In Italy, who instructs people how to use FES? So, clients.
P: Oh ho ho you know, I don’t know. Because actually I’ve always worked on the
research side and not on the very I mean, I’ve/I have done research projects so
working with patients, but on the research settings. And not on the daily use of the
system.
I: That’s fine.
P: Sorry (laughs).
I: That’s ok, no no worries.
P: Sorry.
I: Not a problem. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic compared
with the home environment? And why?
P: (sighs). In principle, they should not. But I think that eh to have a good idea
[unclear..stimulation?? not sure!] therapy at home, you need to have very simple
system to be used. And, nowadays it’s not that true that the system are so simple that
they are freely/really used at home.
I: Sure.
P: Ok.
I: So u-, usability’s a big issue.
P: Yeah, I think usability is [99% sure] the main issues. Especially mmm if you I mean
if you consider spinal cord injured, you have [99% sure...could be “are”…though..?]
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very motivated, perfectly cognitive abilities, and so there are patient who might be more
involved in using home devices. But, to my, to my experience with post-stroke
survivors, it’s much more difficult because they might be very old, with some cognitive
problems, maybe with in a kind of disability which is not well established but it’s new,
it’s ah it’s a more complex situation.
I: That makes sense. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Ah, I think FES has a strong benefit on, a strong benefits on the peripheral side, so
on muscle, vascularizati- peripheral vascularization. Ah, venous return. But I I do think
that it has also very strong benefits in at central brain. Ah, plasticity to facilitate eh the a
good ah re- mmm re-mapping of motor control when the brain has had a a damage,
like for after stroke. We have done studies demonstrating that using FES with voluntary
activation of muscles, we do see that the brain involvement, the areas involved during
the tasks are different –ly/really, different than in the case of only passive use of FES.
So, I think that ah the combination of FES with volitional residual muscle/muscle-r
activation by the subject(s) is the key ingredient to assure the brain positive effect(s)
on/from the FES.
I: Sure. In your experience….
P: Of course, this is not relevant for spinal cord injured/y.
I: Unclear Why?
P: Ok, so.
I: That’s fine.
P: Ok mumble?
I: Stroke, spinal cord injury, any patient group.
P: I mean it depends on the target population you are considering, but if you are
considering post-stroke relearning of autonomous/anatomonous function if/is your
goal and if you are talking about spinal cord injured, function is your goal. So the
difference is there is a strong differen-/t/ce in the objective of your FES system.
I: That’s exactly right. In your experience of/with FES therapy, what are the initial
expectations of clients before starting FES exercise? What do they think it’s gunnu
achieve?
P: At the very first time, they are just afraid of being stimulated. So, the first expectation
is not a real expectation, it’s a kind of worrying?. Then, eh I think, eh usually we do
always explain the subjects what we are doing, so it’s not something, [nothing or
“and?”] they are not trained to, we never try/tried something without explaining the
subject, for informed consent or whatever.
I: Like the consent form today?
P: Yep exactly?. Ah, so, I would say that a then the expectation is a/ah maybe to see
the muscles doing something good. Their overall movement to be, (h)as planned more
than what they can do by theirself. And even though they usually experience a more
mm a less smooth movement, most of the subjects. But ah what I find/found very nice
is that as soon- when we we often use FES with EMG. So EMG triggered FES. Or
EMG proportional [90% sure!] FES. So, myocontrolled system. And its very nice
when they understand that they give the start and stop, to the stimulation, they
perceive some power on/from it, they have a very positive feedback on/of? the on
using those systems.
I: Out of interest do you find contamination of the signal an issue with EMG-FES?
P: What? Contamination?
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I: This isn’t on the…
P: Sorry.
I: Questionnaire. Do you find that the EEE the EMG and FES, they the signals interact?
P: Oh, yes. To to use them together, we have special filters on the EMG signal so to
cancel the art-, FES artefact. Of course, stimulation artificial stimulation makes an
artefact on/from the muscle activation. But and and on the raw EMG signal, you will
see that artefact that big so that you don’t see any-, anything else. But there are
special filtering techniques which allow you to blank the EMG recording just after each
pulse of FES, so that you restart recording the EMG during the M wave, the end of the
M wave, and so that you can see the volitional part of the EMG. So, there’s a special
filtering. Of course, from the physics of the system, you have a strong artefact(s).
I: Interesting.
P: Than you data process.
I: It makes sense.
P: At home.
I: Yeah I’ve just heard a bit about it..
P: Cancel.
I: So….
P: (slight chuckle), ok.
I: Relating to the expectations, are their initial expectations met? So, after they do FES,
do you think….
P: Usually they are happy when/of using [99% sure “using”] FES. That’s my, mm,
ok I do not have the experience of daily clinical practice. I have the experience of spec, special research projects. So people are very happy to be involved in special
research projects, and usually they are happy to have participated in/to that.
I: Fantastic.
P: Ok.
I: Makes sense [maybe] Do you think, with the expectations, do they differ depending
on when they start FES post-injury? So, if someone say, got a stroke and they started
FES a week later, would you think their expectations differ to say a patient who begins
FES twenty years after having a stroke?
P: (sigh)
I: It’s a/A little hard one.
P: Actually, it depends. I mean, we have worked with post-acute patient(s). So, maybe
not if a week after the stroke, but like a month after the stroke, and they are in a kind of
situation that they want to try everything, to to get the most improvement they can. And
they are very motivated. But at the same times, in another way of thinking, in another
psychological situation, also chronic patients who are in a kind of stable position. When
you preport [meant to be “propose”?] them something that they have never
experienced, during their rehabilitation mmm process, they are very curious and very
eh interest in participating. As far as my mm to my experience, there is really eh a
positive interest to mm to research, to research with FES and to to try something new.
Because ah if they still are experiencing some disability, if there is kind of possibility to
improve, they are definitely motivated to to go through that.
I: Fantastic. Last question.
P: Overall. I have to say that my in my mmm in my work, I’ve always found very eh
positive patients. Patients who are really interested pe- also patient(s) because
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sometimes when you make a research project, maybe you are testing a prototype, so
it’s kind of cumbersome not needed, maybe doesn’t work perfectly, so you have to start
it again, I mean, it’s more risky experiment because of, risky in terms of ah time and ah
and ah also efficiency. But they are curious and positive. Usually also families,
caregivers, are/ahhh always supporting the participation to research studies. More I
think on treatment eh training treatment then/than maybe on pharmacological
treatments because they feel it’s less invasive. To/[mumble] [not sure!] It’s less ah
risky.
I: Sure. Makes sense. Thank you for that perspective. Last question. What are some of
the big unanswered questions in the field of FES.
P: Ok.
I: So from like a research perspective….
P: Mmm
I: Design perspective..
P: One point I think we still have to understand is that, from experience we know from
experience, from literature, we know that about 40 to/so? 40 percent of the people
post-stroke, do not benefit of FES therapy. And still we are not able to have markers
which sugges- which allow us to understand if a person is prone to have benefit(s), and
who is not will not have benefit(s). So, I think that since we are going towards ah more
mm to to reduce the costs of rehabilitation, we need to reduce the costs of rerehabilitations?, it would be, it would be very important to have ah predictors which
allow us to personalise the therapy, and to understand which therapy is the best for the
single patient. And not for the world category.
I: So, do you mean like molecular predictors? Like omics as we were learning about
this morning?
P: Omics can be a way, but also ah for post-stroke could be brain images, functional
brain images can help understanding who is a good ah probable good response-der
[means “responder”] and who is not. And ah maybe also mm in/with/[nothing] the
functional situation, clinical evaluation of the functional situation, can be ah predictor
of/on [pretty sure “on”] the but, ah, as far as I know, now it’s a very kind of just left to
to the [pretty sure “the” but could be “their”?] single doctor experience. There are
not clear guidelines on who, ye- who i- is expected to be a good respons/der
[responder] and who is not. And we know that some are not. So, it’s not that we are
supposing that all will benefit.
I: Related to clinical guidelines, are there any like clinical guidelines on how to use FES
for different uses, like different programs and… or is it still very much an experimental
therapy?
P: No, I think that’s mm at least for neur(o/al)rehabilitation, there are some guidelines.
But there is kind of (a) mixture of I mean, guidelines allows you to to make the good eh
problem for using FES but still you you don’t know if you are going to achieve only the
peripheral muscle tone conditioning or you are always also achieving some brain remapping. So, there is ah still eh [the unclear unclear large situation between these
two hospitals]
I: Not a problem. Look, thankyou very much for your time Alessandra. Are there any
more things you’d like to add about FES in general? While we’re recording?
P: Mmm ah no. Ah I feel ah I’m not ah mm I still have ah some strong questions about
ah ah FES during mm gait training, I think there/that [pretty sure “that”] we are kind
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of ah a step backward with (the) respect for upper limb [unclear] or cycling. And, this
is this could be an important frontier for the next but and while for upper limb I think
one important direction to take is ah the integration between volitional and FE-?
Volitional contraction and FES. To be used as much as possible during day daily
activities. Because ah one of the main mm barrier that I think we have to overpass is
that we need the subject, especially in the post-stroke situation, to train all over the
day. And not the w- one hour in the gymnasium in the morning and one hour in the
afternoon. Because you have three months where you have a very good promise of
recovery, and you should try to work all over the day. And so I think FES controlled by
myo-, m-, EMG, can can go outside the gym, in the hospital, so to a large the number
of hours you train.
I: Makes sense.
P: Ok.
I: Alright, fantastic. Thank you very much for that.
P: Thank you unclear.
I: The last thing I’ll ask you is this table. So I’ll just stop the recording now.
P: Ok.
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Participant 7
I: So this is interview number 7 on Thursday the 8th of September 2016 with Matthew
and Ines. So your first name?
P: Ines.
I: Gender?
P: Female. Hopefully (laughs).
I: It’s always funny when I ask people that one.
P: (laughs).
I: Age group?
P: This one, 40 to 49.
I: Brilliant. Country of residence?
P: Switzerland.
I: Please circle which best describes your- your occupation.
P: Mmm. What does mean, prescriber?
I: Someone who tells people they should do FES. So you might…
P: So…
I: Fit a few of these categories.
P: Ok. May I….
I: So a clinician could be an FES prescriber, if they’re telling someone…
P: So so, therefore I’m asking, and….FES user this is OK? I…with patients.
Practitioner.
I: So, you’re a physiotherapist.
P: Yes.
I: Yeah if you wanna write that down, that’d be great.
P: Mm huh. Okay.
I: Fabulous and I think I’ve got your email there already.
P: Yes. Ok.
I: Thank you. Part 2 of the interview.
P: Mm huh.
I: Question 1. What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in
paralyzed populations?
P: What are some isss… [unclear] OK. That means what we are doing with FES. Or..
I: However you interpret it. So what, with people who use it everyday…
P: Yes.
I: What are some issues you would envisage they’d come across?
P: Ok we want strengthening and/then um/and prevention. Um….
I: Prevention of…..
P: Prevention of pressure sore, prevention of secondary complication. Um preventions
of heart attack, [amelioration? Unclear!!] of metabolism, w/then we are doing FES for
avoiding subluxation of shoulder girdle, and/um for eh performing coughing, then to
support motor learning in gait, and/in hand and arm function, and/um we are doing
cycling, FES cycling [unclear] with the lower and with the upper limb.
I: Could you just repeat that?
P: We have (laughs)….
I: (laughs) that’s ok.
P: Ok. FES Cycling for the lower and upper limb.
I: Sure.
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P: Then em we are supporting function even if you have not the focus on motor
learning, if some muscle is eh is missing because of spinal cord eh injury, for instance
if/a foot drop stimulator or part of? the gluteus muscle. So we are doing in general, if
y- if I divided into two groups for deinnervated and for innervated muscles, for both
groups.
I: Sure.
P: So, that’s, let me think about if I told you everything about/of FES issues. Yes I think
so.
I: So if, if people were to use it everyday…
P: Mm huh.
I: What issues do you think could be, could arise? So that if a patient was to use it
everyday…
P: So everyday is is difficult, but it ah- outside or except the clinical setting, the clinicsc setting, the clinical setting all the issues I mentioned are feasible to do. But if they do
it in domestic setting, everyday is the only stimulation they do is um avoiding pressure
sore, but only if they had history/a story of pressure sores before. W/then they do it
everyday. The rest, so its in Switzerland, to be honest, nobody does it everyday.
I: Sure.
P: Maximum three days a, three days a week that could be possible for fitness, for
strengthening, yeah. Unclear….something then “aspects”?
I: So I guess what I’m trying to delve at too is what problems are associated with
someone who wanted to like/or what um barriers might they encounter with the FES?
P: So, it’s too time consuming. That’s a major problem. Sometimes it, technical
equipment is not easy to handle, especially for tetraplegic patients, they need
caregivers to help. Um, that could be very expensive, all the equipment, because in
Switzerland, nobody pays for it, they have to pay it privately. Um/and? Yes those are,
and another point is very often the [case] if you have wireless syst-, if you were to
have wireless systems, it could be better, in handling. But nevertheless the costs and
the time consuming aspect is very high. But I should mention in Switzerland, 60
percent of the SCI population go back to to work.
I: Wow.
P: So, that’s a huge amount. And so they have another time frame everyday. So, yeah.
I: Thankyou, that makes sense.
P: Mm huh.
I: Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients? I think we’ve already
discussed this.
P: Mm huh.
I: Have we?
P: Yes/ah we have shortly.
I: So, we can…is there anything else you’d like to add, or…?
P: So I think the main thing in clinical setting all patients um want to have FES, and feel
and see the advantages, they are very keen on doing it.
I: By patients, you work with stroke and spinal cord injured?
P: Only with spinal cord injury. And other neurological diseases, but not with stroke.
Only in some cases if a spinal cord has a stroke, then so also spinal cords are not
persons who can’t get a stroke, but that/there are only (a) few.
I: What about other you mentioned other neuromuscular conditions.
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P: Yes.
I: What other populations do you work with?
P: So they are multiple sclerosis, Guillain-Barre, [unclear] then cerebral palsy, yes
that are they the most, yeah.
I: Sure.
P: Mm huh.
I: Thanks for clarifying.
P: Mm.
I: Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Companies? Names? Or…
I: Yeah just in general so do companies mainly sell FES equipment?…
P: Yeah there/y are companies but I in in Switz- Switzerland, there are not so many
companies so I’m working together with those, I think the stimulators are the best. So I
choose…
I: What company/ies sorry?
P: So we have (cough), Hasomed, we have Krauth and Timmermann from Germany, I
have from Austria, Schuhfried.
I: (laughs).
P: And I have now, um Med-el from Austria.
I: Med-el?
P: Yes.
I: Oh, Med-el.
P: Yeah/p. So they [still?] device it was in former times it was Ottobock, and now we
also have OttoBock devices. So, depending on the devices I want to have, I choose
the company.
I: With pa-, do patients choose which company they wanna get a device from?
P: No. Normally the therapists um choose the device and given advice which is the
best stimulation form or the best device for the patient and so the patient choose the
company.
I: Oh, so the patient buys from the therapist?
P: The patient in our case, buys from the centre, because centre has an own company
who has contracts with the others.
I: Ahh, makes sense.
P: So…
I: Makes sense.
P: Sometimes if we have not Swiss patients, maybe a foreigners, from Germany, Italy,
or Austria, Austria seldom Italy and France, mostly…
I: Australia?
P: No (laughs). Once, we had. Once, we had. From Christchurch patient.
I: Oh that’s New Zealand.
P: That’s oh yes, I’m so sorry. It was, it was New Zealand. Yes I am so sorry, oh mmm.
I: A cardinal mistake.
P: It oh oh oh not from Australia never…
I: I forgive you, it’s okay.
P: Um.
I: (laughs).
P: Unclear. At, um what was it? actually
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I: The question was who sells FES equipment….
P: Ok, ah and so then I give the address of the company, that is in this country, and
they get in contact with them.
I: Makes sense.
P: Because it’s too expensive for them to to buy them from/over Switzerland and then
go back. In their own country.
I: Sure.
P: Mm huh.
I: Related to that, who tells people how to use it?
P: That’s the therapist, and normally I do it, or my colleagues of this group looking for
FES so therefore we like to have the device in our centre, doing the instruction, directly
with the patients, sending home. And if a patient has an FES device at home, I have a
followup. I never send the patient home not seeing the patient again. Normally I will
see the patient after 3 and 6 months, and then if the stimulation is fine, once a year for
control.
I: Do you monitor exercise adherence in the home?
P: No. It’s/that’s…I have no possibility to do. I give some documents in those cases
where I know the FES training will be limited because of
reinnervation?regeneration? and/then I have a documentation and the patient writes
intensity, time, and some extras on the document and give back to me to that I can
follow it, but if I’ve/I have devices like cycling devices, or um daily using orthosis with
FES, no. Wouldn’t.
I: Thanks for that.
P: Mm huh.
I: Related so on that topic, do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic
as opposed to a home environment and why?
P: I didn’t get it unclear…..let me, let me read, sometimes better to read and follow
language. It’s switch/Swiss.
I: Ok/hey I can repeat. Number 4.
P: Number 4. Mumble..yes? Yes, I think so. It differs, yes.
I: So, how and why?
P: Um, so I think to to show comparison, it would be the same if you had to go to
fitness studio, you as an able-bodied peop- person, and do your exercise, or if I asked
you to do your exercise at home by yourself. But/what I think a little bit of supervision
and having ah/a/the environment or contacts/context where you are controlled, where
you have the/a little bit of responsibility to go or, to do. It’s better for a human being. It’s
not only for SCI’s, it’s for everybody.
I: So this issue is not obviously, specific to people with SCI?
P: No. That’s [99% sure] a very human way to train, or to to to to live I think you have
to be a frame where you go and then you are you do it more regularly.
I: So with the patients you work with at home, how do they… keep compliant with the
FES?
P: So-…
I: Through [99% sure] the follow ups?
P: Ah, yes. So, there (are) only very few patients continuing FES over years.
I: Ok.
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P: So, I have a lot of patients doing FES for a certain time frame, and those who had
been advised to do it lifelong, I would say less than the half stopped it after a year.
And I did a little private research, some years ago, it was 2010. And from about let’s
say so I only remember the number of my subluktions [subluxations]. However/I
advi- I advised [pretty sure “advised”] 39 tetraplegic patients to continue with
stimulation [unclear 18.22-18.18 ish..of the dietary??....towards???] and they/there
were high tetraplegics.
I: Which muscles were they stimulating?
P: So only the deltoid muscle.
I: Just deltoid.
P: Just deltoid, simple. Because there were yep two electrodes. One pair on the right
side, one pair on the left side. And I told them to do it or advised them to do it three
times a week. And in [99% sure] clinical setting we saw that when they stopped it, it
get worse because they got pain, and with the stimulation they had less pain. None of
the patients continued after six months.
I: Zero?
P: unclear. Zero. And they told me, by controlling that was good but taking ah some
medicine towards pains fine and its faster.
I: So they’d prefer the pharmacol-, pharmacological treatment?
P: Mm yeah. So, I’m going on to to advise it but its not continued. Unfortunately.
I: Do you think, h-, what did that make you think about using FES for shoulder
subluxation? Do you think pharmacological treatments are better?
P: No.
I: Or do you think FES?
P: FES yeah. I won’t say it’s better, but I think, our SCI patients have to take so many
pharmacological things.
I: I see.
P: That are necessary for bladder. You can’t do anything else, you have to do it
because if you don’t be aware of taking your medicine for your bladder function, you
will have complications after that are worse. So you have to do it. But for instance, for
the subluxation, it could be a/in very easy method to do something with the same
results, because it’s pain, it’s only pain that and you can if you can avoid pain, with
FES, I think it would be better with this method, than to take some tablets, or yeah.
I: As much as I shouldn’t offer my opinion coz I’m meant to be neutral inter- in the
interview…
P: Yeah.
I: With using the FES for the deltoid, that would also restore muscle tone wouldn’t it?
P: Yeah yeah.
I: Whereas the drug wouldn’t [P: Of course], but the drug wouldn’t?
P: No no.
I: So that could be an argument for using FES?
P: Yes of course. But for the patients, or for the person it’s not an argument, because if
[99% sure] the patient’s argument after this is because I use/a loose argument “I
can’t use my arms, why should I? Have toned [99% sure] the muscles”.
I: I see. I see.
P: Mm. Yeah/oh.
I: It’s a tricky situation.
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P: Yes. So it’s the same with spasticity. If you are using FES for (the) long term, you
can reduce spasticity. But it’s very time consuming if you do cycling with the lower
upper extremity. And you can reduce and a lot of patients feel in the clinical setting that
it’s a good method. But at home they won’t continue because they need somebody,
they need a device, they so there are so many factors.
I: The cycling?
P: The cycling yes. Unfortunately they don’t they take drugs.
I: Do you deal with patients who have ventilators as well?
P: Yep. Mm huh.
I: That must be quite tricky to manage. Coz they/they’re- so some of them can’t move
from the neck down.
P: That’s true.
I: And then you do FES on them as well.
P: Yes. We are doing FES, so we are implanting the phrenicus stimulators and this is a
very well accepted device. If it’s possible to ah to have a phrenic stimulator implanted,
its pa- do patients do yah? That’s nevertheless, um so we are doing FES for coughing,
to help a little bit of contraction and to mobilise the secretion better. And in those
cases, most of those patients are fully dependant on caregivers.
I: So they’re bed ridden?
P: Nn they are sitting in a wheelchair, we are all mobilizing the patients so…but they
are fully dependent on caregivers. And sometimes for those people, it’s easier to
include FES in the daily program because a caregiver does everything.
I: So, it’s just the caregivers [P: Caregi-] responsibility.
Comment:
Does this mean FES at home could impose even more burdens on people with
tetrapl who rely on caregivers??
A see saw between likelihood of using FES and autonomy??
P: Yes.
I: That’s [P: So] an interesting point.
P: Yeah it is. It’s the same if you have elder/older people living in an institution, not at
home. And if the caregivers in this int- institution are/ah motivated, they look at the
other people do the therapy and they put the electrodes on. And so, then you can
include it in the/a setting.
I: That’s an interesting point, it’s a very interesting point.
P: So I thought sometimes, especially for the elderly, elder people, I do the um FES on
the gluteus muscle, to avoid pressure sore, because elder people with paralysis have
this/the double problem problem of the age and the skin. And so it’s good method
[99% sure] to avoid, mm huh.
I: Thanks for that.
P: Mm huh.
I: I think we’ll get back to the questionnaire now.
P: Yep sorry.
I: That’s that’s not at all. It’s good to divert and talk about interesting things sometimes.
So we were talking about exercise adherence. What do you think are some of the
benefits of FES? I think we’ve touched on this briefly before.
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P: Yes.
I: …but if you were to summarise. The benefits of FES.
P: The benefits you is/see, (the) motor learning process. The ah prevention of
secondary complications after SCI.
I: So some of these secondary complications could you please…
P: See all the um heart circulation problems. That means stroke, um that means, um
how do you call it? [unclear – in Swiss, wait wait wait] the all those heart attacks. So if
you have, can keep a certain fitness that your metabolism in the system is better used
when [then?] you can avoid those and in my opinion, FES is the only method who can
perform this. Because of/oh to to not to to gained so many weight, because if a a SCI
person is eating in a/the normal way, they will increase weight. Because they have so
less muscles to burn. And the only way to get the circulation high, and the burning
process, needs muscle contraction. And with FES you can perform this so it’s really
benefit. To avoid pressure sores good one. And to help um or to to support function in
one or two muscles, during gait or during grasping. It’s a good method.
I: What about psychological benefits? To FES?
P: So some patients think if they can um remain muscle mass for cosmetic reason,
could be a benefit. But in my experience they do it for a certain/several [probably
“certain”] time and then they stop it. That’s a/it most psychological reason I heard.
I: They..
P:..they do it. To for cosmetic reason to remain muscle mass if they want to have
shorts on, lets/thats see, legs are looking better or mostly if they have this tetraplegic or
paraplegic tummy here this because the abdomen muscles, are not sufficient enough,
then they w- they want to start to do it. But if they see how they have to do it, then they
start/stop [unclear 9.43 but need to find out!] it. [Could ask Ines or Joerg
even?...MT comment]
I: So you think that cosmesis is more of a reason to do FES than function for these
patients?
P: Mostly, yes.
I: Interesting.
P: Mostly, yes. Because Function is not the Function they want to have. You can, you
can improve function with FES by using systems but it’s not the function they want to
have because they compared/it with the normal function. And so the difference
between normal and what is possible it’s it’s not the same.
I: Do you think over time they’d accept that difference?
P: I think, after 25 years in this field, nobody accepted this. They tolerate it, the
situation but not accept it.
I: I take your word for it.
P: (chuckles, mutters).
I: So this i- this next question, there’s a few parts to it.
P: Mm huh.
I: In your experience of FES therapy what are the initial expectations of clients before
starting FES exercise?
P: [Mumble?]
I: What do they think FES is gunna do for them? And this again touches on some
things we’ve talked.
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P: Yeah. So, if the patients are coming to me, outpatients, the first question is “What
do you think [99% sure], what do you want to do with FES, why are you coming
[99% sure] to me to have this talk about FES”.
I: So you ask about their expectations?
P: Oh yes I’m asking. Because I want that we have the same level. And um so the
patients want to be as normal as possible and they think very often FES could make
them be normal in movements. But not all. Some are have got informations through the
um website of FES or through the website of the centre, and read some possibilities to
have the cushing effect of the ah gluteus muscle to avoid pressure sores and they
come with/this [pretty sure “with”] clear ideas. Realistic ideas. And when we are
when I offer them the possibilities and show them what what what is possible and what
is not possible and what does it mean of using FES.
I: What factors do you think contribute to unrealistic expectations of FES?
P: Yes, walking breathing without anything, moving hands in a normal way.
I: But are their external forces you think which are responsible for giving these people
unrealistic expectations, like pseudoscience?
P: I don’t think so, no. That’s, I think that’s a wish of being of of having methods [99%
sure] that can help.
I: I understand.
P: Sometimes um it is that in the TV or in other medias, um informations are given in a
very yeah how can I say, in a very unrealistic way because of publicity.
I: So does FES get this kind of publicity in Switzerland?
P: It was once, there was one implanted system, um that gives patients the idea of
walking again. And that was not possible that was clear.
I: What system was that?
P: That was a system of electrodes implanted in the spine, near the ah nerves, that
should um improve bladder function at the same time walking. And that was not
possible, there was some muscle contractions in the gluteus muscle. But, not walking
at all.
I: I understand.
P: That was presented in TV and so, but that’s, that’s rare. But it can happen, yeah.
I: Sure.
P: Mm huh huh.
I: Related to the expectations, are their initial expectations met? So after they do FES.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do you think their initial expectations are met?
P: If you can inform the patients before, in the/a proper way, yes. If not, no.
I: Makes sense.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do they differ, so do their perspectives differ depending on when they start FES postinjury?
P: Yes. If yo- if they start directly post injury then you have the possibility to explain a
method that belongs to (the) rehabilitation program. And you can give them ideas of
expectation. If they come after years or in late phase with the wish of having FES, they
have their own ideas what they want to learn and that is not all the time possible to do.
I: So, ultimately too when they start FES exercise after injury….
P: Mm huh.
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I: That time period will relate to their adherence in the home, would you say?
P: Mm, yes, yes. More or less yes. Mm huh.
I: Sure. The last question.
P: Mm huh.
I: What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES, so research
wise, design wise, development?
P: Oh I think one of that’s very personal, um there are there are some open questions
but if/with a lot. But one is, I want to be clear about a very good schedule how
stimulation should be performed. Because nobody knows exactly how long, how often,
and…this makes it sometimes difficult for clinicians. Because, reading all those
research, doing little bit my own research, we have an [may be “no” but pretty sure
“an”!!] idea how often, how long and intensities, but there are so many fields in FES
that protocols differ and if you read those research, there’s no, there are controversial
discussion about frequencies per week, per session. And if it would bring a little bit light
into this darkness, it/that [pretty sure “it”] would be helpful.
I: You mentioned frequencies of exercise.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do you also think stimulation frequencies and parameters are quite variable?
P: Ahh yes they are. But this is more um logical. So, the/their [pretty sure “the”] training
schedule in general is the problem. Yes/it is of course it would be fine if you know um
so a lot of studies are done in the lower extremities, in the upper extremities there are
very rare studies.
I: So that’s an area of interest which could be explored further?
P: Err yes. And so that would help not only the clinicians but if I also patients because
um a lot of patients ask me, is this necessary to train three times a week? Isn’t it
possible I could only do two times per week? For strengthening, for instance. And I
read papers that um tell me that three times should be be trained, because less would
be not efficient for strengthening. So I tell them no I’ve read the papers, I think you
should do it three times. Because, if, but there are only a few i- they are not consistent
you know. So for motor learning, nobody has written in my opin- well in my kno- my
knowledge, if you should train everyday. So, I took all those/the studies about motor
learning because motor learning with FES, should be the same than motor learning
without FES. And I tell my patients motor learning is repetition. So repetitions meaning
doing it two times or three times for a short period but a lot of repetition but those
things remain unclear, not only with FES also with other therapies therapy forms but
yeah.
I: Alright thanks that concludes the interview Ines. Are there any other things you’d like
to add regarding FES in general? Anything else you wanna say?
P: So I’m, I’m convinced of this method (laughs).
I: Fantastic.
P: That it’s that’s all and I’m going on to to make protocols better and to show
possibilities to my patients.
I: Fabulous, thanks for that.
P: Mm. You’re welcome.
I: Stop the recording now.
P: Mm huh.
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Participant 8
I: So this is interview number 8, on Thursday the 8th of September 2016, with Matt and
Gaia. So I’m just gunna ask you a few basic questions first.
P: Yes.
I: Your, first name?
P: Ah, Gaia Valentina.
I: Valentina…
P: Yes.
I: Ah so two first names?
P: Ah, no, its ah only one first name.
I: [unclear].
P: It’s two words, but only one name.
I: Okay, cool.
P: (laughs).
I: Interesting, interesting. That’s an Italian tradition?
P: Eh, yeahhhh [unclear!]
I: Okay.
P: Yah.
I: And, your gender?
P: Ahh femine?
I: Good to know. And your age group?
P: Ahh, 30-39 yah. Im thirty, so.
I: No way. Country of residence?
P: Ehh, Sweden.
I: And please circle which best describes your occupation, you can circle more than
one if you like.
P: [unclear, something in background].
I: Brilliant, email address option..
P: Sorr
I: I thin-, you’ve already put that down but you could even put your other one if you
like..
P: Yes.
I: And then...thank you kindly. Alright, we’ll start the interview now. Seven questions.
P: Okay. (chuckles).
I: What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed
populations? So, if someone with paralysis is to use FES, daily, what do you think are
the issues with that, the problems they might face?
P: Oh wow. Um…
I: I’m just gunna shut the door, but have a think
P: Yes
I: About.
P: Oh, good question. Um, I I don, as I say, I don’t work ah for long but ah for few um
set-up that I follow, I guess ah one of the main was the pain that the the patient ahh
has ah yeah.
I: Can you tell me more about that?
P: Ah, yeah it’s a too exact? – unclear! the set-up the ah frequencies that unclear –
buffered??, the set-up of the mm FES that can…
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I: I beg your pardon?
P: Sorry?
I: Oh sorry. What did you say?
P: Ah yeah exactly the set-up in terms of the frequency and everything. Um, that can
have any/a real effects on the patient. Ahh, and the balance between this one and
ahhh the comfort, comfortable of the patient.
I: Fantastic. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Few weeks (laughs). So, it’s not very long experience actually.
I: That’s ok,
P: So…
I: wh-, can you tell me more about that?
P: Um, I work in ah ah a project that ah would like to, aims to mm develop ah body
swuits, ah for the electrical stimulation.
I: So, a body suit?
P: Ah yes, exactly. For um, so ah stimulation of upper limb, lower limb I think ah in ah
stroke patient. In chronic phase [95% certain this is what is being said!] for now,
umm in order to reduce ah um mm spasticity, ah increase the motor function.
I: Fantastic.
P: That’s it.
I: Sounds very interesting.
P: Yeah, I hope (laughs). For now, yes, um we will see.
I: Who sells FES equipment in your country? Do you know?
P: Ah in for now, I know the innervation company.
I: In Sweden?
P: Yes.
I: Inno-, innervation?
P: Innervation yes,
I: Innervation..
P: yes, it’s present here in, in the conference also.
I: Do you know any other companies which sell FES in Sweden?
P: No.
I: Also.
P: Sorry.
I: That’s ok, do clinicians sell FES? Or is it mainly the companies?
P: Ehh its [unclear] company, yes.
I: Not a problem. And who tells people how to use it?
P: Ahh…
I: No pressure.
P: (laughs). Ah I don’t know.
I: Not sure?
P: Not sure, no.
I: That’s ok, not a problem. So, do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a
clinic…
P: mm huh.
I: As opposed to a home environment? So if someone has F-, if someone uses FES in
a lab or a hospital, do you think the frequency of them using it would differ compared
to, in the home?
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P: Ahm, I guess that ah maybe in the hospital, or in the some lab, ah the treatment ah
ah could be more intensive, but for a short time. So, y-, d-, effort, would be ah maybe
to start some intensive treatment and then ah give the possibility to the patient to
[unclear] the tools, and [unclear..still continue??] to use um in the daily life for a
long.
I: Do you think their frequency of usage would change at home, or stay the same?
P: Maybe reduce in time for a day, ah but I hope for long, in the long time it be more.
I: Sure, not a problem.
P: I hope (laughs).
I: Thanks for that. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Um, I’m sure on the eh, the muscle tone, and ah on the vascularization, and ah I
[hope to reducing the? unclear!] pain and increasing in the range of motions, so
increase ah the functional motion of the patient.
I: Can you tell me more about vascularization?
P: Ahm, this is, is not directly ah effect of the FES but um in a way we can see in the
patient that a ah local vascularization increase after a while.
I: Do you mean blood flow or growing of blood vessels?
P: Ah blood flow, yeah.
I: Make sense. So here’s a big question, there’ s a few parts to it, so no pressure,
again.
P: Okay, I’m ready. (laughing).
I: Need some water?
P: Oh yeah no it’s good.
I: In your experience with FES therapy.
P: Mm huh.
I: What are the initial expectations of clients before starting FES exercise? So firstly,
just remind me, what population are you working with?
P: Ah I’m working with eh eh stroke population.
I: Stroke okay.
P: Eh in particular in chronic phase, so it’s patient after six months or one year, so
patient that they’re not anymore in the acute phase, so maybe they are finished their
intensive training.
I: So do you know much about their expectations of what FES is going to do for them?
P: I think that expectation for the single patient is great.
I: For the…
P: Eh, for the ah the motor recovery on their their reducing of spasticity. An, because
it’s a new treatment and maybe they ah still passed their conditional one like ah to-,
bottom in toxin? or other things, maybe in their acute phase. So nei- now they would
like to ah try a new treatment, and they would like to yeah recovery a little bit more.
I: Are their initial expectations met? Now, I know you’ve only been working a few
weeks.
But do you think after doing FES, these initial expectations of motor recovery and
spasticity, that they’re gunna be met?
P: Ahh, yes. Ah but maybe ah for now in the short time. So, it will be greater to um ah
find a solution that ah can preserve the effect also over time.
I: That can wha-, what sorry?
P: That can preserve that can ah, yeah.
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I: Sure. Last part on the expectations. Do they differ depending on when they start FES
post-injury?
P: Yes.
I: How? 3.12ish
P: Um, we we b-, we can only think about eh um, hardest per
in a different
spasticity, a different component of the spasticity, ah because they’re because
stimulation focusses on the nerve component, the the spasticity. But, in long term, in
chronic phase also, stiffness became real important and of course in that case, ah the
electrical stimulation kind of works really well.
I: Excuse me for one moment.
P: Yep.
I: I’ll just pause the interview. Coming….sorry, we’re just finishing the interview.
Background conversation with others:
I: Do you need the room? Grab your phone? What was your name by the way?
M: Matthias.
I: Matthias.
M: Yep.
I: I’m Matt, nice to meet you.
M: Nice to meet you too.
I: Matt from Australia.
M: Which interviews are you doing here?
I: So, for my PhD, I’m doing interviews on FES.
M: Ahh.
I: So I’m asking people a series of questions about their opinions.
M: Ooh.
I: And I’m recording that. So let me know if you’re interested.
M: Ah hahaha.
I: Thanks for that then, cya.
I: It’s cool. So, when we were talking about expectations and you were saying how
they may differ depending on…
P: On the stage of the ah, of the disease, like in chronic or acute phase, or yeah.
I: And that, in your work, that refers mainly to um, spasticity?
P: Mm.
I: As in, so spasticity would be different depending on how long they’ve had a stroke
for.
P: Ah, yes. Ahhh the ah one the/day [maybe?] the spasticity appears as ah depend
actually patient by patient but ah um it’s increase after two weeks maybe, and ah
[unclear! …point?] maybe three months. So, it’s also related to this of course.
I: Not a problem, thanks for that. The last question.
P: Yes.
I: What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES? So, research
questions that need to be looked at, does, you know, device improvement,
development, what do you think are some of those big, unanswered questions?
P: Um, to find the ah for which patients? So involve the…just analyse the ah
treatments for each patient, um and the methods that can be more effective for the
patient, for long term.
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I: Effective in…?
P: In terms of ah um recovery for the patient
I: Motor recovery?
P: Yes.
I: Fantastic, well that concludes the interview Gaia. Is there anything else you’d like to
add about FES? Anything in general?
P: No.
I: Okay, thank you for your time. So th-, this concludes the interview.
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Participant 9
I: So this is interview number 9, on September the 9th, 2016 with Matt and Marko. So,
your first name?
P: Marko.
I: Gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know. And your age group Marko?
P: Um, between 30 and 39.
I: Country of residence?
P: Germany.
I: Please circle which best describes your experience with FES. You can circle more
than one.
P: More than one.
I: If you like.
P: Yeah. So, just make a cross?
I: Yeah, or just circle.
(some random talk).
I: Ahh so you’ve done a PhD? I think Peter was telling me last night…
P: It’s an after-work PhD.
I: Ahh.
P: So, it’s just for my own purpose.
I: So.
P: Yeah, I do it as it, [unclear – peripheral?] to my own, to to my main work, little bit
scientific work, for the company, and I’m carrying [unclear] studies and working, I
interact with some some other re-, researchers and they offered me to participate
[unclear] research work, and that’s why I have the possibility to my, to do my PhD.
But, that’s my own decision, do not belong to my official work, and that’s why.
I: So you do it, on the side?
P: Yeah.
I: Oh wow, good luck. Balancing a few things. Email address, we’ve got that already.
P: Yep.
I: That’s fine. Alright, let’s do the interview now. Number one, what are some issues
surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Usability.
I: Yeah/p.
P: Lower? Usability, it’s the biggest issue. We have? Low usability, low knowledge
about effectiveness of of electrical stimulation. Um, awareness of the effect of of the of
the technology because there are many patients and therapists are aware of electrical
stimulation, that’s why/fine, that’s one yeah three big issues. Awareness, low
education um and yeah low (or no?) knowledge about the effectiveness.
I: Fantastic. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients? If applicable.
P: Yeah. Different. We have, we have patients um and therapists who wo burn for for it.
So, and d-, it depends on on the regions worldwide, so if um British or American
therapists are very open minded, and they love to use FES in general. The European
therapists we are very conservative and [unclear – very?] skeptical. And do not use it.
So, it’s it’s yeah, there is no no wet and wide answer, so it’s yeah.
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I: Quite variable.
P: Yeah.
I: Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Yes.
I: Who sells?
P: Who? Yeah, myself. My company, distribution partners.
I: Your company is?
P: We are a my company Hasomed and we are a company which is manufacturing,
distributing, um, and producing products for neuro-, neurological rehabilitation. And we
are doing um direct selling in Germany, and we have distribution partners worldwide
who sell our products for us, and the the people or the the professions of the people
who sell our products are spon, sports scientists and physiotherapists.
I: Who tells people how to use it? How to use FES?
P: Our safe manager? [unclear], I find/outside. So with therapeutic or sports, sport
scientist um background.
I: Fantastic. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a
home environment?
P: Hard.
I: And why?
P: Um because research work is very theoretical and it’s not focused on usability, and
usability’s our, it’s the most necessary thing eh to to place new technologies um into
home environment, because we are working with plegic patients, with disabled
patients, um and yeah that’s the the the most important thing, that it’s very easy, easy
to understand, easy to handle and many research works ah yeah, our-we? just the
basic research, so it’s very, the effectiveness is clear, but it’s very hard to place into
home environment because of all the effort wert? ah for for the patients.
I: Can you tell me more about this effort required in the home environment?
P: Um, ah the user have to use it, have to do a setting of the device, electrode
placement, setting of parameters, of stimulation parameters, because ah different
stimulation parameters um effect different outcomes and that’s very, it’s very
thoughtful, and very hard to educate also the patient, it’s necessary to educate the
patient, because if the patient is doing a wrong FES setting, he will not ah have the the
outcome, but/what if he’s ex, expecting, and that’s why you have to educate also the
patient, um or you have to design your FES device, as simple as possible, um that and
th-, the device must, must ah, exactly do what you want the device to do, and the most
research works more complicated that way so um its not possible with many many
devices to press just one button and the device is doing what you were expecting,
exactly for the se-, several patients.
I: Related to that, do you think we’re far away off from stimulation parameter
optimization for different purposes?
P: Yes and no. So, um we have a lot of stimulation devices on the market, who are
working just with s-, a small number of programs. Um, but we know that um you cannot
compare each patient with another patient, um and, and that’s why it’s it’s it makes it
necessary that that you individualize um yeah the stimulation parameters and I’m, I’m
a a fighter that it’s that that for every patient it must be set a new parameter setting.
That you see if the outcome, what is necessary for each single patient.
I: Makes sense.
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P: Yeah.
I: What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Um, de-ha depends , depends on pati-, on individual expe- expectations of the
patients and ehhh the therapists, the main benefit is that you can prevent muscle
atrophy, for spinal cord injured patients and for stroke patients or some patients with
a/ah central lesions. So, preventing atrophy, reduction/relaxation? spa-, spasticity,
um, increasing the cardiovascular system it’s a very very important thing. Um, for
incomplete lesion patients and st-, and and stroke patients, ah increase the range of
motion. Um, yeah. That’s, these are the main benefits in my mind.
I: And you work with sporting people as well?
P: Not yet.
I: Makes sense. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations
of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: Too much (chuckles). Um, many incomplete lesion patients, spinal cord injured
patients, expect um that um they will ah receive a miracle, a wonder from from FES, so
that FES will help them to walk again. And that’s very tough for us ah to to slow down
these expectations you/I know, it’s just, it’s limited. So they, yeah but, but um after the
first talks they expect that they will just feel better with many things that they um yeah
feel, feel more healthy in general, or but and that that they are able to reduce their
spasticity, so we often work with spastic patients and um FES helps these patients to
to reduce the spasticity, and yeah and that’s all that’s a a measurement um to increase
the thequality of life of these patients.
I: And related to that, are their initial expectations met? You said they have high
expectations.
P: Um… I just thinking about how I can can can say this in English.
I: Sure.
P: Ha. Um, maybe the the the the word high expectations is is the wrong word but um
when when patients start to work with FES cycling, they ah, some of them don’t have
any problems, they know they are spinal cord injured. And they, they, except it, their
situation, and that’s all. And, and then you you place an FES cycling device for
example ah in their home, and they are working ah start to to to work with that. And,
and they see/say OK I have to do it three, four times a week, one hour, um and then
they see OK it takes a very long time um if they see the first results of their training,
and after training period of several weeks, we s-, we talk, ah we we call it trial time,
they they compare their own effort on the one side, with the benefits on the other side,
and then they decide oh you know it’s too much effort for their own application and
that’s, that’s why um they they expect much more benefit to ah relative the, the effort
so th-, the effort, the effort must be worth, um, and and and that that’s why they expect
more, more benefits, um to to ah to be motivated to do it. Um yeah. Maybe as a long
ehh long life ehh um exercise.
I: Makes sense. Do they differ, the expectations, do they differ depending on when they
start FES post-injury? So say someone starts FES three weeks after they’ve had a
spinal injury, would their expectations differ from someone that started it say 10 years
after.
P: Definitely.
I: Yep.
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P: Definitely, because ah a fresh spinal cord injured patient, get/got completely other
expectations because um he’s not ah psychologically settled, so [unclear] he’s just um
how can I say this? Ah, he’s he’s in trouble with all these problems who came, at which
came immediately at a at a from one moment to the other. Um, he, he get/got
thousands of problems. And from time to time, also with the, with psychological
support, um the patient learn to live with their with their injury. And, and, slow down
some expectations because they know that they have a spinal cord injury, or they have
stroke or neur-, neurological diseases. And they learned that it takes a long, long
period of time till s-, some, some things will change. But an an and if you if you met
fresh injured spinal cord injured patient, for example, he got? he got a lot of
expectations, because he think? Unclear! OK everything will change, now I, maybe in
one week I will be able to walk again.
I: Mm.
P: And um yeah, long term spinal cord injured patients are more conservative. More
realistic.
I: Makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: Just to conclude. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of
FES? So, from a research perspective, a design perspective? Things we wanna f-, we
should find out more information about. From your opinion.
P: [mutters] Hmmhuh. It’s a very hard question.
I: Take your time.
P: Yeah yeah, yeah yeah. Unanswered questions. Would it be possible to develop FES
technology which is adaptive on each single patient condition and requirement.
I: So technology which automatically detects what stimulation one requires.
P: Yeah. And um will it be possible in future that FES do not hurt?
I: (chuckles). Especially from an able-bodied perspective.
P: Mm, yeah. We have many many patients with a lot of potential, um neurological
potential that they will benefit from FES intervention, but it’s not possible to treat them
because of their high sensation.
I: I understand what you’re saying.
P: Yeah.
I: Alright thanks Marko, that concludes the interview, is there anything else you’d like to
add?
P: Nope.
I: Okay, I’ll just get you to fill out this table now, if you like.
P: Okay.
I: Where you list….
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Participant 10
P: So the demographic is also, recorded?
I: That’s correct.
P: Ok.
I: So this is interview number 10, with Matthias Krenn and Matthew Taylor. So, your
first name?
P: Matthias.
I: Matthias.
P: Double T.
I: Ah. And your gender?
P: Male.
I: And your age group?
P: Ah, 30 39.
I: Country of residence?
P: Ah, Austria.
I: Please circle with best describes your occupation. You can circle more than one if
you like. And email address we already have that.
P: Yeah he.
I: That’s okay. Alright well we’ll start the interview now. Question number 1. What are
some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Ah, for paralyzed population, FES I think the most important thing is to have easy
appliable systems. So I think the electrode ah interface is the most important thing for
FES in paralyzed population.
I: Sure. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: So, I I did my PhD on FES on aged muscle, and there we used ah multi-, ah extra
FES but we do used neuromuscular electrical stimulation for the elderly, to keep them
fit again, so to train the muscle. And the last 5 years I’m working on neuromodulation of
the to stimulate the afferent fibres of the spinal cord.
I: Out of interest…
P: And ah my experience on this is ah on spinal cord injured subjects ah for my
background, I’m an engineer but we work in a clinical environment.
I: Thank you for that. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: So there’s small companies like Schuhfried which is ah who work/are which are
selling ah stimulators. And then ah I’m involved also with a company which is called
Med-El, who are doing mainly Cochlear Implants, but ah they’re expanding their
were/ah their their product to different areas. And and [Company name] medical,
[Could email Matthias and ask him the name of this company…Would need to
convert .DS2 file to .WAV or something first…MT comment] it’s a company for for
ah I don’t know what they’re all do but they’re more so they have the stimulator and
stimulation equipment that they are selling and renting for physicians, so this is a
system? what they are doing.
I: Could you rep- repeat the name of that organization please?
P: Ah Schwa-Medico [inferred by context of Ursula’s interview] Shva? Medical.
I: Shva medical?
P: Yeah.
I: Thanks. Who tells people how to use it? So who instrucsh-, who instructs people how
to use FES?
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P: Ah physiotherapists.
I: Fabulous. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic, as opposed to
a home environment? And why?
P: Um, do you think exercise adherence. What is adherence difference?
I: So how often people, do they stick with the exercise..
P: Ok
I: Do they do it…
P: So, in my in our clinical work we did this ah electrical stimulation for the elderly and
then/there we had this home-based training, so the subject got a stimulate/or at
home, and on the stimulator we had also a compliance measurement. Ah, on board,
and so we could see that the people when they know that there is a compliance
measured, ah they apply the stimulation everyday, as it is agreed on. So this was
absolutely not a problem for the compliance on this side.
I: P: Since, in in a clinical way, it’s I think it’s more controlled for a study, but I think FES
has only ah the big the big reason for FES is that it can easily do it at home, so you
should have possibilities for home unclear, home use for the subjects.
I: Thank you. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: So, I think that the main benefit of FES is actually only the acute [99% sure he said
“acute!”] version of the muscles, it’s not so much that you have to have the function
back. [again 99% sure!] There are so many studies where you talk about getting hand
functions better something/sounds like this for these devices to get function ah
robotics or ah a wheelchair, is a very good device and it works quite good and you use
FES this is always just an add on which is not important for the people I think so I think
the for spinal cord injured, FES is the most important thing is that to train the muscles
so you have like a pre/cau-caution for ah decubitus and that you activate ah the
muscles itself but I think the most benefit is the most benefits are these/the secondary
effects and not the movement itself.
I: Thank you for that. In your experience with FE (cough), excuse me. In your
experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of clients’ before starting
FES exercise? What do they think FES is gunna do for them?
P: I think the again, the um when I/manage? [unclear] think back to elderly
population, they want to do remain strong. So they had so ah so in this program I was
was/inv- involved in making the devices or con checking the device if we had
one/anyone maybe? [unclear] problems we had to visit everyone at home, and then I
could see that the most people who were participant in this study, we had a problem
with their partner was ahh bed bounded or something like this and they wanted to be
in shape so that/the I think the most important thing is to for this population, to keep
the muscles working.
I: For the elderly.
P: For the, for the elderly yeah. I think for, for, if you have for spinal cord injured and
you have FES equipment, then they’re, at the beginning, are eager to get functions
back, at the beginning. But I think this is not the case later on.
I: So related to that exactly. Are their initial expectations met?
P: I think for spinal cord injured subjects, not so much because it’s comes back only
with the secondary effects. Not only but ah everything else is very difficult. And, in my,
what I could see in other/another study where they treated denervated muscles for
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two years, so there’s/ is was a very long program. Ah, in the first year, everyone was
doing their home training exactly as, as wished, or as agreed. And for the second year,
when we didn’t see the results, we/(that) they have to see them, lots of people ah
dropped out. So I think for spinal cord injured subjects, the expect- expectations are
very high. For our elderly people, it met their expectations. So they felt that they have
more power, they felt that they/the everything’s/is a little bit better because I think in
that case it’s also ver- f-, psychology that you/to do something, so for them it was more
positive everything.
I: So expectations of FES depend on the population to some degree.
P: Yes.
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? So, if you have a
person who has had a/the spinal cord injury and they start FES in 3 weeks, after,
would their expectations differ from say someone that say had a spinal injury ten years
ago?
P: Um, from a scientific point of view, yes. And, I would suggest start as early as
possible. Ah, especially for spinal cord injury, I think ah FES is, FES is a bit misleading
in that case because I would say another additional thing is that you also stimulate the
afferent fibres. And, to keep your [unclear] that you keep more afferent input to your
spinal cord, so just to segment maybe below the injury, so in the/that I could ah subacute phase for spinal cord injury/ed I think FES could be much more important as
keeping muscles alive. But also for the neurological system.
I: But do you think that people’s expectations differ depending on when they begin
FES?
P: No. I think they’re/there people who are eight or ten years ah paralyzed they think
they have the same chance as if would be paralyzed for one [99% certain!] year but
this is not the case. But the expectation from the people is the same.
I: Thank you. Finally, what are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of
FES? So research questions, or things we wanna find out about FES which haven’t
been answered.
P: So I think in FES, there/the the term FES is very limiting, so FES is Functional
Electrical Stimulation, but if you widened up the electrical stimulation and then you look
to the whole system so afferent and efferent and spinal networks and all the things, I
think there is much more that you can um add on to this patient group when we talk
about spinal cord injured/y. Because we, we forget that um movement of those, we
could say movement [unclear!! of something?] with robotic devices, but if someone
is has the possibility of feeling/to feel any-, something again, then this would be
something what they’re would be liking to feel again, so if we had one subject which
we stimulated that could feel the legs after four years again, ah because of the afferent
input, and even it was a diffuse input, for him this was a very good feeling to get
something back again. And for everything else when we talking about FES, I think the
robotic approaches are are good.
I: Thank you for your responses. Is there anything else you’d like to add about FES in
general? Anything you wanna say?
P: No. [unclear]
I: Not a not a problem. That concludes the interview.
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Participant 11
I: So this is i- interview number 11 with Matthew and Michael Russold, on September
9, 2016. So your first name?
P: Michael.
I: Gender?
P: Male.
I: Age group?
P: Forty to forty-nine.
I: Country of residence?
P: Austria.
I: Please circle which best describes your occupation. You can circle more than one if
you like. And I have your email address already.
P: Ok.
I: So there’s just a few questions and then a table, okay?
(some trivial talk/mutterings omitted)
I: What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed
populations?
P: I think there’s been several issues, one of the issues is price in the devices that you
can get. Devices that are/still [unclear!] available on the market in general and then
use of the devices themselves for the/a paralyzed population.
I: Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: I have been my main experience with clients was working for 2 and a half years with
ahh spinal cord injured population. On a daily routine, three to, basically five days a
week in getting them up, doing some strength training, the purpose of the study then
was to get them up walking and standing. And then since then, I have experience with
um stroke, stroke population in drop foot. Where I’ve developed a drop foot stimulator.
I: Great. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: In Austria, it’s ourselves, OttoBock. There’s Schuhfried, there’s Hasomed, there’s
Med-El, and then it’s a question of/for what you call FES equipment?
I: (chuckles)
P: If you go to cardiac pacing and so on, then there’s obviously a lot more.
I: Sure.
P: But those are more the? exercise based devices, that I’ve mentioned.
I: Who tells people how to use it?
P: I think this is a mixed ahh a mixed setting in Austria, it’s probably a mix of selfinformation, internet and so on, with clients come to us or to the physiotherapists, or in
general then it’s through physiotherapists or doctors, medical profession.
I: Fantastic. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic, as opposed to
a home environment, and why?
P: I think it’s motivation. In a lot of the clinical settings if you can call it clinical or or in
clinic settings, ah my experience is the patients who/do come for the social factor, and
do it and then the training is just part of it, but it sort of makes [unclear..effort?? not
sure] at home, then motivation is the main reason for not doing it/this, I guess.
I: And I guess you’re drawing on some of your experiences working at Lidcombe, in
Australia?
P: That’s drawing from Lidcombe, but we also see it at home?, we see it with our
devices as well, if the benefit doesn’t outweigh so, for example, our back, our main
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products are prosthetic devices, which might be a bit more invasive I guess, in terms of
putting it on and off, but if donning time is too long and if the benefit isn’t big enough,
the patients do not use these devices, and we see the same with the drop foot device.
So, if you want good home use, in my opinion, then a device needs to be really really
quick to use, so basically the application should, should not last longer than perhaps
two or three minutes.
I: Makes sense. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES? Just to
summarise.
P: (laughs). That’s a very very big question. It depends on the population. I mean, it’s
very obvious in drop foot, in drop foot it enables ah ambulation, and allows them to
walk which might be very tricky for them, and they’re very happy with that. And in/eh a
spinal cord injured population, we have have heard a lot about anecdotal evidence
about um better back movement and so on, so a lot of positive side-effects and if
you’re honest you know/you don’t [unclear 4.32!] really have a real benefit in
terms of of the of the movement or anything. And then in in in and if you go further than
that and and think about ah Cochlear Implants, and so then the effect’s pretty obvious.
So I think it’s, it really you have to look at the at/have the different applications.
I: Well how do you define FES?
P: Huh. For me, FES is is replacement or enhancement of a lost function, but it can be
also as I said, hearing, vision, and all that. It doesn’t necess- and it could also be
neuromodulation [unclear] trying to modulate the certain function to achieve
something. So I think that you have to see it in a very wide context. There’s also in/a
possible application could be used in future for feedback in prosthetic devices.
I: Sure. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of clients
before starting FES exercise?
P: That depends very much where they come from, but I think one of the first things
that you have to do it/if, if you work with clients is to get/give them or lead them [99%
sure!] to proper expectations that they are not too high, coz certainly the the the
chance that they be/been disappointed with what really can be achieved is very big,
because in most settings, FES really doesn’t do an awful lot [99% sure! 3.05], so the
benefit that you can achieve is quite often quite small. And that depends again, on the
application that we are talking about.
I: And are their initial expectations met? Again, it’s a general, question.
P: I think if you do your work properly then that should be the case, yes. I think in most,
in most applications I’ve been involved and that was the case. But we were very clear
with what they can expect. And I think you should definitely not promise too much.
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? Their expectations?
So, if they start say three weeks after a spinal cord injury, would that person have
different expectations to someone who starts FES 10 years after spinal cord injury?
P: Not in my experience, no.
I: Thanks. Just to conclude. What what are some of the big unanswered questions in
the field of FES? From your perspective?
P: Big unanswered question…that again depends on the application. If I look at
implanted system, then it’s connectors and plugs, to some extent that’s also the case in
external settings and th/f- external applications like surface stimulation then for me, it’s
electrodes. Electrodes and application. Coz you always have the problem if/when?
you use electrodes, and it’s self-adhesive electrodes, then these only have a lifetime of
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of five to ten applications, and are tricky to apply especially for spinal cord injured/y
and can’t handle those sticky things. Um, so anything that helps there would be really
really useful. But then you still have connectors that can disconnect and of course, skin
burns and so on. And then if you as an alternative, look to implanted eh systems, then
imimplanted systems it’s again leads, electrodes and connectors so the central
units are fairly easy. But the wires to the [99% sure!] electrodes is the main issue. And
I think that ap- apply it I think the biggest unanswered question for me would be/the
electrodes, if I if I want to summarise it.
I: So, improving electrodes?
P: In as a general, it’s just/the the same for surface and for implanted systems and the
connectors.
I: Thanks a lot for your input Michael. Is there anything else you’d like to add before we
stop the recording?
P: There’s probably one thing that you haven’t talked about, and you will probably only
hear that from the commercial side of things. But the regulatory side of things is fairly
complicated too. And, um, in the healthcare setting because you’re always talking
about a niche market, you will always have the issue that getting a pro-, product to the
market because of the regulatory issues is fairly long and heavily expensive. And that
means most of these devices will only work if they are reimbursed by the public sector.
And this is increasingly hard to get.
I: In Austria, or other countries as well?
P: This is the same everywhere.
I: Yep.
P: From our experience as a company, who supplies to also [unclear – something
destinations?]
I: Regulation’s an interesting issue.
P: Yeah (chuckles) definitely.
I: Alright that concludes the interview. Thank you for your time Michael.
P: You’re welcome.
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Participant 12
I: So, this is interview number 12, on Thursday the 15th of September, 2016. So, your
first name?
P: Christian.
I: Your gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know. And your age group?
P: Eh, it’s ah 40 to 49.
I: Danke. And your country of residence?
P: Austria.
I: Austria. Please circle which best describes your occupation.
P: Mmmm, h m h mm.
I: You can circle more than one if you like.
P: Ah, I’m I’m about here.
I: Sure.
P: [unclear]
I: And email address, we already have that one.
P: Christian Hofer at Ottobock dot com.
I: Sure. Can look at that later.
P: Yah.
I: Okay, part 2, so I’m just going to/I’ll just/I’ll also ask you a few questions about
FES now. Let me know if you need any like kind of, further explanation.
P: Okay.
I: So, what are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed
populations?
P: Umm, wh wh wha what issues do you mean?
I: So, what problems do you think people could face if they were to use FES everyday,
and they if they have paralysis.
P: If they have paralysis. Um, I think the most probable issues are if the electrodes skin
contact you know that you have to put on electrodes and put off electrodes, it depends
on the condition of the electrodes, the type of electrodes you use and then you get skin
irritations for instance for if you are using day- on a daily base, and very long time
application. This this could be one of the issues. And the other thing is that um it’s for
FES perhaps not that ah the positioning of the electrodes, you you know, it it varies a
little bit and so stimulation is not really the same everyday. So, so they have to adapt
to it/to do it.
I: So, electrode placement’s probably one of the most important issues you think?
P: Yep, [burp?] yep/ah. Because this is this donning and doffing you know the
disadvantages with surface electrodes, I don’t know if you know ah with implanted of
course, this [unclear] another, this is another topic. Because then we don’t have this
electrode issue. So, could be an advantage I think? [very feint sound]. But, but as far
as I know now and from, from the implanted systems, only the cardiac pacemakers in?
have?/perhaps? [unclear!] some some applications in deep brain stimulation and so
on, [when [you] use?] implanted electrodes ah really don’t have this issue. Um yeah.
I: Makes sense.
P: But but for, for instance, for walking, and then this muscle training, implanted
systems are not really used.
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I: Why aren’t they used? Just to deviate quickly. Why don’t you think implantable
systems…
P: Yeah
I:…are used?
P: Why they are not used to? Um mainly because of the tech- [mumble] technology
is is still under development, and also that there is there’s [mumble] the the spinal cord
injured patients you know they have a long history of hospitalization and they don’t like
the invasive [99% sure!] approach of course too much. And you know, also there/they
they have some of them also have long-term problems because in the in the
paralyzed region, you have ah decreased metabolism, and so also [unclear…wanting
them?? Something like that unclear] is not that good, and then so they they feel the
surgery.
I: So, I could imagine they’ve already been prolonged…
P: Yah yah.
I: …as it is.
P: So and then, and the other issues I mentioned before, for instance, cardiac
pacemaker this is not spinal cord injured/y, and it’s from a surgical side it’s it’s a very
well known operation so and and [they will? Unclear!] this is not that invasive and
and and also the deep brain stimulation, you know, they are this is for the patients its
more important you know because for instance if you have a lot of pain or if you have
these tremor or so on that interferes that much with your daily activities, and/you
know and then then the patients are more likely to to to undergo surgery of course.
[mumble?] And and if you only have only have you know, have have have ah an issue
that you can move your legs or so/also you know. This is for them also/not so [75%
sure “also”]. It would be interesting if if there would be really really/very very good
solutions for for for all the other secondary problems with spinal cord injury/ed he-/you
have patients have like the the incontinence problem and so [unclear] bladder
stimulation is for instance. And and you know figuring/figurating?? [maybe alluding
to faults? Not sure] where of course in the implantable systems are common.
[mumble]
I: Makes sense. Thanks for that detailed response. Can you briefly outline your
experience of FES with clients?
P: Oh.
I: Just briefly is fine.
P: Briefly…um…um…I’m did a lot of work in in surface electrical stimulation about for
for for almost 20 years right now. And and ah worked with the Ludwig Boltzmann
Institute for Electrical Stimulation in/and/[nothing?] Physical Rehabilation
Rehabilitation there and and we we see the ah/unclear OR there are everyday
paralyzed people, and trying to improve the status and and of course cours/mus/this
muscle training but um you don’t ah have to see that as as as making them walk again
you know. This is ah a different issue and and still they/there will be wheelchair bound.
But you can see/concede like other people, like really healthy people are doing
playing tennis or going out for a run. So, paralyzed people do the training they’re, are
able to stand up for instance, with the electrical stimulation after some time or or doing
you know [99% sure], a few steps. But, this is also for the mud??/most sports you
know, and ah most of them are are doing it because they feel better afterwards. So, it’s
it’s, for for the/their personal well-being and and also you know, metabolism in the in
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the paralyzed region improves, which is also beneficial for the skin condition a- and
also the [unclear – will be?] perfusion of the leg? for instance and so, i- if you have
a paraplegic patient for instance.
I: Thanks for that. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Who? Do you mean ah what distribution channels or what companies?
I: Both.
P: Both. Ah the companies I think it’s it’s of course, OttoBock, we we sell them or
[unclear’s been] before, or Med-El for instance, um Schuhfried is a company a small
one in Austria, and that’s um there’s some ohh what is it called [unclear] Compex
(laughs).
I: Ah, Compex.
P: Yeah because they are they are also doing it for sports people and so on. But they
also have a a line which is ah for for spinal cord injured patients or for medical use.
And then of course, Krauth and Timmermann?
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Krauth and Timmermann? KNT. Are you aware of this?
I: No.
P: They, they are they are they have also multichannel devices which are for for
walking, FES walking also? Ummmm [mumbles] what else? And then of course, the
the the ah the pacemaker companies which are also have having implants also for the
for spinal cord stimulation, deep brain stimulation, Medtronic, ah Biotronic [unclear].
I: But we’ll just focus on FES for today.
P: Yep.
I/P: (mumbles).
P: [unclear unclear] Pacemakers/is some kind of FES of course.
I: Yeah, well, what is FES?
P: Yeah.
I: To to you, how would you define FES, Christian?
P: Yeah. For me, FES is is where [99% sure!] you try to improve ah/or or or to replace
a function which is lost due to several conditions. And, for instance, if you have a a
problem in in in single conduc? ah conduction within the heart, then you’re replacing
ehh this or/ah or you try to improve this condition with the heart pacemaker so it’s it’s
more or less the first and perhaps best known FES application. But then it goes on to
regularly? functions like continence, or [then? Unclear!] with a of course, muscle ah
try to to improve- improve the muscle or ah walking, movement more or less, so if you
have for for instance ah stroke patient, the drop foot and then/them of course, he’s not
able to during the walking during the gait cycle to to to lift the toe, and and you try to to
help him, with electrical stimulation, this is FES mumble?/yeah?
I: So, it’s imp-, quite important, the field.
P: Yeah of course.
I: Okay. Who tells people how to use it? Who tells people how to use FES?
P: Umm, in my experience, eh or what we did, also in the past, in the f- [unclear]
Boltzmann Institute, um it’s it’s the physician and er the PT. Both of them more or less.
Sometimes an engineer is involved. But most of the time, not. It’s only if if you’re have
also some some kind of research environment of course.
I: So mainly health professionals?
P: Yeah/p.
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I: Thanks. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a
home environment?
P: Be- (unclear!)
I: So do you think (I: unclear) people, in terms of using FES for exercise…
P: Yeah?
I:…do you think it differs in say a lab or clinic compared with the home?
P: Um, I think it only makes sense if they’re doing it at home, you know, in the in the
clinic, its only to to re-initiate [99% sure!] um the program but but ah for me I think
FES makes only sense if you’re doing it at home too because um yeah it it depends
when I look at at paralyzed people, at spinal cord injured patients, then of course, clinic
is only for for for trying to to to instruct them how to to perform it, how to do the
electrical stimulation. And then for for lab visits/wizard?? to to adjust the program and
those/these things. But most of the work is done at home [99% sure] for this patient,
because otherwise, it doesn’t make sense. If you have a not chronic condition, if you
have a [very? Or just tailing off from the “a”?] condition where FES is only needed
for? [or no word?] a very short time, then of course a a it could be also that this is
only done in in the clinics. But, ah for me um most of the work is done at the? at home
and you know, if the patient has a benefit from it, he will perform it at home. Two, of
course, under supervision, it it is un (mumble sound) done perhaps more regular or
whatever. But, yeah on the long run for for permanent lesion, if you have really ah don’t
have another chance, then FES to to improve your condition, then you have to do it at
home and most of the patients are doing it then.
I: And you mentioned that they’ll be more supervised i- in a hospital environment?
P: Mm.
I: So they’ll be more likely to do the FES more regularly?
P: Yeah/p.
I: It’s better to do? [something]
P: Yep. At the beginning of course, and and then you know, what what we observed is
at the Boltzmann Institute, is that at the beginning you know, the patient shows up with
some expectations. And you say that FES could be an option to train in a in a certain
way. And, then the patient agrees to do that, then you instruct them. You have to/the
first concessionstransactions?, at the clinics first. When the patient goes home, and
does the training at the beginning, and/who performs quite often, ah/or doing the
training very often. Then, the interest ah disappears a little bit, goes down, and for
them it depends. Then/um some of the patients say/see OK there was quite a benefit
which they got from FES, and reterm? and and and and keep the the training regime
and and some,some of them, said ok it improved a little bit but it was not too much for
me. And so I I wouldn’t spend the time for for training. And then this time/then
there’s this type [unclear].
I: Sure, makes sense.
P: But but this is an an yeah, I think yeah yeah and seeing a lot of patients, I think
one-third of the patients will really stick to the program for for many years now/then
yeah.
I: One-third?
P: One-third, yeah. And and and and/you know two-thirds are, they are stopping
stimulation permanently. [Depends on the amount?? Very unclear and feint
sentence!!! the paraplegic /region lesion], or other lesion/region you can tell
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from then? paralysis and the secondary problems they have from it from that
because you know the one one thing which is real-, which is really important for them is
you know the/this if if you train with FES, then the motor unclear situation is better.
And if you stimulate the region and (the) pressure sores are a big issue, and and
then/when after I’ve/you’ve seen the/that electrical stimulation helps to prevent
and/that/them so at least there remain? Unclear!!!!!! doing it? for the for ah for that
reason.
I: Yeah.
P: Even if they don’t want to to walk, or to stand up, but to prevent pressure sores
because this is what unclear unclear!
I: Thanks for that. We only have about five minutes left.
P: Yep/ok.
I: So I might just, I might speed up a bit my questions. What do you think are some of
the benefits of FES? In summary.
P: In summary. It’s, it’s the most benefit is that with this ah FES, you train the muscle,
the muscle, you have increased perfusion of the muscle itself, and the region in where
the muscle lies. So, this imp-, improvement of the blood situation/electrical
stimulation ah is is mo- more or less for the patient to have a better overall medical
condition. For instance, pressure sores and this/these things. This is the most benefit.
I: Thanks for that.
P: Sometimes it’s not really there/that the function itself we try to replace in paraplegic
for instance so so walking is of course some kind of sports, ah to prevent these
secondary issues after paralysis this is the main thing.
I: Thank you. In your experience w-, with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations
of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: Mmm. Yeah. (hmm)
I: If you were to summarise (laughs). I know it’s hard.
P: No-? If you think about paraplegic or or spinal cord injured patients of course first ah
many of them want to to walk again. And, then we have ah we have to say/tell them
that this is perhaps this is ultimate goal that we can ah promise them that they will
achieve thes this goal, and yeah this is the many of these expla- and also some some
perhaps some reduction of spastic-, spasticity or something like that.
I: Are their initial expectations met? Are their, are their initial expectations met?
P: No, the/they initial expectations are not met. And we we try to to really um talk to the
patient, ah to keep this expectations low, because you know, of course, you know if
you look at media and so on and/then the reports are always that way that spinal cord
injured patient or paralyzed patient will walk again and these things [then unclear?]
but but this is not you know? reality and and so we have to inform the patient that this,
is perhaps a future issue, but it’s not what we can promise.
I: The the media?
P: Unn/yeah.
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? So say someone starts
FES straight after their injury, would their expectations differ from a patient who has
had say a spinal injury for 30 years?
P: Of course, because you know, um with some experience as a spinal cord injured
patient but um/then you have rum? to several (huh) issues already like ah the pressure
sores I mentioned for instance, and and for for a person sitting for 30 years in a
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wheelchair, ah it’s not that important to walk again anymore because you know what is
is being wheelchair bound is only one issue, you have after spinal cord injury and and
all the secondary problems that in the public, that the public is not aware of, like like
this this continence problems, like ah like the problems of of of ahm the the decreased
metabolism, breaking bones and these things, um they don’t have it in mind and if you
are only short paralyzed, then yeah/you know you didn’t come across these things, so
so at the beginning of course, you you want to walk again, you want to be healthy
again, and then after sometime, you, you have perhaps a more realistic unclear!!..FES
expectation.
I: Makes sense. Just to conclude, before we do the table.
P: Huh/yeah.
I: What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES? What are some
research questions, or things we need to find out about FES from research that haven’t
been answered yet.
P: From…It’s a hard, a tough question.
I: Haha that’s OK.
P: (muttering). Yeah, and this is hard to answer because you know, from from
technological point of view, still control of of of of FES is is still unanswered if you are if
you’re going to function for instance, for walking and these things.
I: Sure.
P: And then then you know it’s it’s not easy because you know, you have several
muscle groups involved and muttering you have a very?/really? complex system, and
and/then trying to to control FES um in a way that that this looks like normal walking, is
is one of the big issues, and the other thing is that there/yeah I think it’s still not
understand how FES really um works (huh) then more or less because we we in the
past, we had a look at the afferent ah side you know, we only looked we stimulate the
nerve because most of the time you stimulate the nerve and then there’s the muscle,
who is innervated by this nerve, contract, and we looked only at this part/path you
know, to the distal part. But at the moment we work/when we when we depolarize(d)
the nerve fibres, we are only [75% sure!], ah we are also have this signals going to to
afferent side, to to the spinal cord/(cauda?), until the lesion or even up to the brain if
you’re with? a stroke patient. So, and we didn’t consider that or what would
stimulate? [unclear!!!] to the central nervous system to for instance, how how
[something]-sensation is is occurring there and and how this this integrates into the
whole reaction of the body.
I: Makes sense. Thanks for your time, Christian. I think what we’ll do now is, I’ll get you
to do the table, so I’ll just stop the interview, that concludes the interview.
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Participant 13
I: So this is interview number 13 with Matthew and Manuel.
P: Hai.
I: Thank you.
P: Yes.
I: So, your first name is?
P: Ah, Manuel. Hiller.
I: Oh first name’s fine.
P: Ah okay that’s fine.
I: And your gender?
P: Ah, male.
I: Good to know.
P: (chuckles).
I: Your age group?
P: Um, near 30.
I: 30?
P: Years, yeah.
I: Yep. Your country of residence?
P: Austria.
I: Please circle which describes your occupation best. You can circle more than one if
you like.
P: Um, yeah FES seller.
I/P: (something unimportant)
I:…your email address.
P: Yes.
I: (something unimportant). Great. So, I’ll just ask you a few questions about FES now.
What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed
populations?
P: Can I just see the ah the question, um. Um, well I guess or in my experienced, um
sometimes FES is not so well known unclear in the population. So, some people just
asking what is FES? And ah it’s it’s not like an easy when you explain it to them. Um,
they still need to to see it and to to practice it, and to feel it especially so when when I
sell/saw customers um I usually unclear present the product, it involves just um fit
um our product and that they also feel what is the functional um stimulation and then
then they also see that something is moving, like body parts, but yeah in general, FES,
it’s not so well known. And yeah there’s also saying/a thing which we should working
on the next years just to inform the people, what it is, and um yeah.
I: So people need to be more informed about FES, do you think?
P: Yes. It’s/that’s espe-, especially in this markets I’m I’m working with a lot of for
example, German, Austrian market um FES is coming the last years in my experience,
but it still needs time that also our customers um the medical care centres knows whats
whats FES actually and what products are available to um yeah to be able/available
for for people. Um, in comparison to the UK for example, they will make/meet the
experience um there is a little?? that don’t know so they’re working with FES [95%
sure] the last fifteen, twenty years. Um, so also the population there, it’s, it’s better
informed about this topic.
I: Than Austria?
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P: Than Austria for example, yeah.
I: Makes sense. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Um, yeah I mean the the first thing is is is or the the main question as I said before
is um what can I do with FES? It’s it’s yeah the main question actually, and them um
um and I? tell them of course you’ve got the stimulation and the muscle is contracting
and then a body part is moving. And, um.
I: So…
P: Yeah.
I: So, your FES work, can you tell me about your work with FES? What you do for
work?
P: Ah okay sure. Um, well I’m I’m working at product management for um for drop foot
stimulator. So, ah w w what we do, or what our ah focus groups are, are mainly um
[unclear maybe a mumble or…with?? Unlikely] stroke patients and um also patients
with MS, stroke, um, um yeah incomplete um spinal cord injury. And ah yeah those
people are not able to to lift the foot um anymore so our system what what I sell is um
its called MyGait and it’s a drop foot stimulator where we have got a a stimulator and a
cuff which is placed on the peroneus nerve, and ah for every step um we have got the
stimulation of the peroneus nerve and so the force/foot is lifting ah and um because
the main problem of people with drop foot syndrome is that they’re um have a higher
chance to to fall/fell um and to get injuries, so with with their product we we do sell, we
have got the stimulation at every step so they don’t fall/fell anymore, and yeah feeling
safer during, during walking.
I: Thanks for that. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Um, ah do you mean like eh the the specific companies, or?
I: Who who both. So who’s responsible for selling FES equipment?
P: Well it’s it’s pretty much actually the the medical care centres, so more or less it’s
some clinics also. But in in at least in Europe, it’s more or less the the med care
centres who providing ah/and the FES products.
I: Medical care centres?
P: Yes? unclear
I: So, hospitals and clinics?
P: Um, well it’s in Germany it’s called German word here ask him, um
I: Could you please say that again?
P: (laughs) Sanitets Haus??
I: Sanitets Haus?
P: Yes, um and those are like retailers which sells all kinds of medical products, it’s it’s
it’s not a clinic, it’s also not a rehabilitation centre, it’s an/um an own retail centre um
which also um sell other stuff like orthotic, um like um AFOs and equipment for the
upper extremity.
I: AFO’s?
P: AFO’s yeah.
I: Sure.
P: Um and also FES. So, um we call them medical care centre, I don’t know how it is in
Australia. But.
I: Sure. And the companies, could you just briefly list some of the companies that sell
FES?
P: Um, well in my product as I said, we are working ah with the drop foot stimulator.
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I: OttoBock
P: And we have OttoBock of course. And, yeah/there are? other companies, like for
example, Bioness um WalkAide, Odstock, um, those are actually the main also the
main um other companies who are offering um FES equipment.
I: Thanks for that.
P: Yeah.
I: Who tells people how to use it?
P: Um, yeah it’s also like the the people who sell it, so that/the the medical care
centres they they got kind of a/the training from us, um so that we’ll/they will?? be
trained for for our FES products and then they are able to to sell it and to inform their
customers.
I: Sure. Okay, I’ll just go through the next ones a bit faster. Do you think exercise
adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home environment and why? So
do you think people use FES more in the home, as opposed to a lab or a clinic…
P: Eh/huh.
I: Or vice versa.
P: Um, well FES in general, well I would say more likely/than/in in a clinic or
laboratory, um coz I guess it’s more like a safe environment also for them. [85%
sure].
I: Yeah.
P: To, to test it. Um, I mean I I guess it depends on the different products, for example,
what what we offer at/as? OttoBock is a drop foot stimulator which is used in the daily
life, so they use it more or less at home.
I: That makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Um, well of course um there are studies which which says FES can um its better
also for for different patients in terms of um blood circulation for example. And also um
its a higher mobility, coz um some AFO’s for example are just um stable, so they’re not
um I said? stable so they’re more more like fixed, and wi-? with FES
look?/they’re/there/that more more movement in the different p-, body parts. And this
is also a big, a big advantage um another thing is that some some patients said they
like the feeling um because when you have like ah paralysis, its just like some part is
like hanging more or less, and when they have like this p/feeling, they they like it, some
of them.
.
I: In your experience with/of FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of clients
before starting FES exercise? Wh-, What do they think FES is gunna do for them?
P: Well I think mmmmm [the c-q/unclear!] in a/my in my opinion, sometimes we have
to lower also the expectations because some of them think when they use some FES
equipment they are for example, able to to walk normally again for example. And, and
obviously its its not like, that/there you put on the FES device and it’s it’s kind of back
to a normal physiological way.
I: I could imagine.
P: Um, so, yeah what what I think is that people that really think ah with this device,
that/it’s everything is possible again anymore, after paralysis for example. Um, yeah
but that’s coz we we tell them what’s possible and what’s not possible.
I: Are their initial expectations met?
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P: Met?
I: When they come in and they have these thin-, expectations about what FES is
gunna do.
P: Yep/mumble.
I: Do you think that those expectations are met? As in, do they achieve their
expectations?
P: Yeah, I think so. I think patients are really glad that FES is available and possible.
And/um, they’re also satisfied in my opinion also [99% sure] just with small steps
because when they don’t have any FES, just just a fix(ed) AFO for example, um it’s
not feeling so comfortable sometimes and so they actually almost all of them are really
glad to to have this kind of FES.
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? So do expectations of
someone who’s just been injured, would they differ from someone who’s had an injury
for 30 years?
P: Ah….
I: So, you you work mainly with stroke patients?
P: Mm huh.
I: So, if someone had a stroke…
P: Mm huh.
I: A week ago. Would their expectations differ from someone who had a stroke 30
years ago?
P: If the/that expectations are different?
I: Are they different? Between those two patients?
P: Um…
I: So…
P: Well, I, I [mumble/have?/a/I] yeah I think so, I mean um mm when people have
gotten a stroke for a/ah 30 years, they have um they have experienced how it is for
example to have a a a body part which is paralyzed so I think they have got another
um expectation for for FES.
I: What about spinal cord injury? Does the same apply?
P: Um, yeah also. At least for for OttoBock?/all of them or something else?
Unclear!, yeah.
I: So, if someone had a spinal injury last week.
P: Mm k.
I: Comparing them with someone who had a spinal injury 30 years ago, what do they
think the foot drop’s gunna do for them? That’s a hard question.
P: Yeah (chuckles).
I: It’s OK.
P: Well, well I mean I haven’t met so many people which this difference/it’s different,
so um it’s hard to tell actually.
I: That’s ok.
P: Um, what are the different explanations [did he mean expectations?!].
I: But they are different.;..?...their expectations.
P: Yeah, I think so yeah.
I: Sure. Just to conclude. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field
of FES? What do we need to...
P: Yeah
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I: …understand more about FES?
P: Umm, well…again… (I: Something): That’s a good question, yah.
I: It’s like a university exam.
P: (Laughs).
I: An oral exam on FES.
P: Ahh. Hmm. The unanswered questions. Well I think I mean for for FES, there is/are
so many it’s it’s not just about I guess um drop foot or like moving body parts, I think
also in in terms of um ah/a or at least three weeks ago I read about some some device
which are stimulating the the the voice um part…unclear.
I: Laryngeal stimulation?
P: Yes. Something like that. And, um I I think it’s very very new. I mean I haven’t
experienced too much anymore. But I think in general FES um every play-/applicaapplications um or there are a lot of FES applications also for different, ah/um when
you see like the whole human body, and I think there are/is some still applications left
which could be um investigated. I mean we have got brain stimulation, we have got all
this/these um voice um parts stimulation, so I’m I’m sure there are still other parts
which we should, or we could work also in the next years.
I: What else do you think we need to understand about foot drop stimulators?
P: Um…
I: Or do you think we understand everything?
P: Well, I mean, um, I mean especially for the foot drop stimulator um it’s just just one
one muscle which are/is/you/you’re stimulating, so for the future, it would be ah/it I
guess also great to have some other kind of device which are stimulating different
muscle groups with different timing also so you have got ah/a even more physiological
gait, again. Um, also in terms of um array electrodes, so we have got different um
electrodes placed in the body and stimulating the different times. Um, yeah.
I: Thank you very much. Is there anything else you’d like to add before we conclude the
interview?
P: Ahhh, no, I don’t think so.
I: Thanks for your time then. Okay, so that concludes the interview now.
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Participant 14
I: So this is an interview with Matthew Taylor and Michael Auer.
P: Yep.
I: September the 15th, 2016. So your first name?
P: Michael.
I: Your gender?
P: Male.
I: Good to know.
P: unclear guess.
I: And your age group?
P: Ah, 30 to 39.
I: Country of residence?
P: Austria.
I: Please circle which best describes your occupation. You can, you may circle more
than one.
P: Umm, so currently, it’s other. And that’s ah product manager, prosthetics, is that
fine?
I: That’s fine yeah. There’s no right or wrong answer, it’s whatever you put. In English,
preferably. And I have your email address already?
P: Yep.
I: Okay, part 2, the interview. Number one. What are some issues surrounding daily
use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Some issues, so you mean…issues that the/a users have of FES or general issues?
I: Both.
P: Both.
I: But specifically the users.
P: The users.
I: People who are paralysed, what issues would they encounter?
P: I think ah the first issue is ah lack of knowledge. So that’s/is even prior to start using
FES, yeah I don’t know if that’s relevant for you. And then for the users that ah start to
use FES I would say what are the main issues…um…what’s/that’s a good term, um it’s
so ah- for your information yeah, I used the/this dropped foot stimulation mainly yeah
so that’s my main focus, yeah external and implant (able?ed?) drop foot stimulators.
And [99%sure] I would say the main issue was that these devices are always
complex, yeah not complex is not the right word, they are mmm cumbersome, is that
an/the English word? yeah
I: Ah that’s correct.
P: Yeah so it’s um donning and doffing is an issue, um reliability of the devices there if
something breaks, something doesn’t work, something gets disconnected,
umm…donning and doffing, reliability…
I: How are they cumbersome for patients?
P: It’s (coughs) well if you compare it to the alternative they have and for drop foot
patients the alternative is either no medical aid at all yeah [maybe] you know they can
walk more or less or some of them can walk without an an an aide. Or the other
alternative is an ah ah simple orthosis. Um, so compared to these two alternatives,
FES is always, its’ composed of nn several parts. Um you need to turn something on
and off, you you need to check (the) battery status, you need to charge it, um you need
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to ah don it correctly, yeah, especially with with surface FES, it’s if it’s not exactly in the
right position, then [99% sure] the foot comes in ahhh um in a bad ah movement, and
they need to readjust and and this is cumbersome I would say, yeahh? Using an
orthosis, you put it on and that’s, and that’s that’s it.
I: Sure. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients? I know you
discussed this briefly.
P: Nn.
I: Can you just remind me?
P: My experience of/with FES?
I: Sure.
P: With the users, really, with the….
I: Sure.
P: Positive and negative.
I: Oh just tell me about it, and positive and negative is fine as well.
P: Alright. Um, experience with FES users um mostly, mostly really positive, yeah is
my experience. Um, the difficult thing is ah the patients leg/elect? I would say,
yeah/they are finding from the big pool of paralyzed ah people, heh, finding the
candidates who who, really benefit from FES. It’s tricky, but then with the ones so and
also this in this process, there/yeah in the screening pro- process, it’s um even for the
ones who are not benefiting, it’s a nice experience there/yeah because mostly the
people are happy to see some movement in their/the paralyzed limbs, yeah it’s fun.
[90% sure]. Um, and then the ones who are, who are ahh um ah who continuously use
FES, um, my experience is also mostly positive, yah. In the beginning, I but but this is
always a bit surprising to me, is that they need not too much adjustments over time
yeah not too much followups. I always thought this would be, you would need a lot
more ahh visits, yeah, to get it right. Um….
I: So your main experience is people with stroke, who have dropped foot.
P: My main experience is people with stroke or MS. Or cerebral palsy having dropped
foot.
I: Yep sure, makes sense.
P: That’s what I’m, yep.
I: Thank you. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Umm, so, well FES for for drop foot, um there are a few, two or three orthopaedic
workshops selling devices, there is one I don’t know company selling medical
equipment, who does, who retails un un drop foot stimulator. Um, that’s it I would say
for for drop foot stimulation. It’s more, it’s more than two or three orthopaedic
workshops, yeah I think it’s because there’s also a a a a chain yeah that sells them, so
it’s maybe five or six workshops. But not too much. For um therapeutic use of FES,
there is ah company in Vienna producing them, Schuhfried, they also sell them. And,
there is another company in in Tirol, Med-El, they sell and rent um therapeutic ahh FES
devices.
I: Sure.
P: I think that’s it, I don’t know any others.
I: No worries. Who tells people how to use it?
P: Hmm. Good question. For (cough), I think therapeutic, the therapeutic use of FES is
only to my knowledge, its only provided in rehab centres, or in clinics from from um um
I don’t know what’s the English term from from this departments doing seeing stroke
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patients yeah/there or or paralyzed patients, so in these two cases, it’s the doctors or
therapists. If it’s ah drop foot stimulation, it’s often times also the um technician yah
working in this, in this ah workshop. Yeah.
I: Thanks. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic, as opposed to a
home environment, and why? So do you
P: Something…maybe “I do yeah?” Unclear!
I….do you think people will, do you think people use FES differently in a lab or a clinic,
as opposed to in the home? Their frequency of usage?
P: Definitely, I think there’s a difference.
I: Can you tell me more about that?
P: (coughs). So, in my opinion, I don’t know if that’s ah [scientifically] [he says the
word but a bit differently – so OK to use brackets?] correct or whatever, but in my
opinion there’s/is two two main eh or you can you can divide FES in two main groups,
yeah/there one is to use FES as a as a a rehabilitation or therapeutic ah treatment, and
the other group is using FES as a medical aide. So in the second group you use FES
to replace a body function, but i- you don’t primarily have the goal to to relearn this
function yeah, that’s dropped foot stimulation for example, and definitely these users
they put on the device in morning, and put it off in the evening, in/and the ideal case
yeah. (coughs) But/um the first group, who use it, who use FES for rehab, um they
use it half an hour a day, yeah or maybe two times, half an hour a day. And this only
for a few weeks, and then they are done mostly, yeah. If they’re lucky, they might um
so they do this in the rehab clinic yeah usually, and if they are lucky, they um ah the
insurance pays the rent of one of these machines to take it home and then this is paid
for three months, sometimes for six months, and then they need to hand it? [not sure]
back in and and and stop/stuff.
I: So they don’t continue on with it at home?
P: Ah n- (no?), I’m not aware of, very very rarely yeah what what’s my experience
yeah/there?
I: What is your opinion of that?
P: I don’t know, you know that that’s what I what I started to do actually when I started
at OttoBock yeah/there, we had a/um a Stillwell med 4 yeah/there, so that’s a
therapeutic d-, ah FES machine.
I: What was the name sorry?
P: Stillwell, med 4, I think you also have them at ah at the University of Sydney.
I: Possibly [unclear].
P: So it’s a small very? quite small table? ah health device that you can use to train
um ah we called it task-oriented um ahh therapy so that you can apply four stimulation
channels, so you can stimulate four muscle groups, and you can do a very nice timing,
and then you can do complex movements yeah/there like um placing [99.9% sure]
objects from A to B, holding a glass and putting it to the mouth, um trans-, body
transfers, things like this. So I think it’s ah this was a very nice tool, it was um the
therapists liked it yah, um it was intitricate [intricate] so you also had the voluntary,
voluntary um action of the brain, so I think it has ah, I’m not a researcher yeah, but my
personal opinion is I think it has a positive um impact on the, on the rehabilitation
process. The big problem I see is that it’s um difficult, complex and time consuming to
do yeah, both for the therapist and for the user. And I guess that’s the reason why it’s
not so widely used yeah/there/here??. At least here in Austria, I think many many
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stroke patients never get in contact with FES. Even though they have um ah problems
with their ah um motor function and they could benefit from it. So I have, so you ask me
about my opinion on this, I I don’t know. If I would have/had a stroke, or s for someone
I know, or from my family, I would I would try to to organize this therapy for them I
guess.
I: Sure.
P: So I think it’s, I think it’s useful.
I: But [99% sure] why why don’t people continue using it in the home? So you said
people don’t continue using in the home. Why do you think that is mainly?
P: Good question. I well I mean you know there’s/is this this dogma that’s still very
present, that what doesn’t come back after fun-, so that after stroke the function
doesn’t come back within half a year, or maybe a year, will never come back yah. So
this is still in many, this is still the mindset, yeah/there of many people involved in in in
in stroke rehabilitation. And um, to some extent, I understand this, not because the it
gets more and more difficult I think to regain function the later you ah starting/start in
therapy. So of course, in this window, in the first half a year, you have good progress
and then the progress steps get smaller and smaller and I think this is just um killing
motivation yeah/there. For both the the therapist and the and the patient, yah. Doing
something with when you don’t see much outcome.
I: Makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: Okay, we’ll just go quickly through to the last few questions.
P: Yeah.
I: So, to summarise, what do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: So…
I: If you were to list them.
P: I’m just thinking if I?/ where that’s a diffi- a strange benefit but this is what I
personally experienced, the first benefit was from was/what was…
I: One second. Hi, are you Berlind?
B: Yes, I am.
I: Hi, I’m Matthew, nice to meet you. We’re just running a few minutes late.
Omitted 10.44-10.06 – Berlind (next participant) enters the room and discusses
interview time.
I: So, we’re just continuing the interview now.
P: So the first benefit…
I: What what do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: I think yeah the first benefit for these um ah people I met was that they (huh) and it’s
a really strange benefit, but this had a? I think a big impact was that they were just
happy to meet someone who is dealing with their problem, yeah. Because often times I
met them months after the stroke, w/there they had the paralyzed hand, or paralyzed
ah foot, or ankle. And um, the the message they got was this is your condition and it
will stay like this, where you have a permanent um ah disability. And they were just
happy to meet someone who they can talk to of course, and who is dealing with this
disability again/right. So this was, [unclear…leading on to “so”?] so it was I don’t
know yah. This was really good thing for them. Um the second benefit of related? [I
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think another word] to FES is I think it’s um good for the joints, especially with the
ankle joint yah/there it gets stiffer and stiffer for the people who don’t um move it, um I
think it’s generally good also for the blood circulation there?? maybe and so on, and
then with with drop foot stimulation I believe that there is a large part of the population
using the/these stimulators, where we really succeed that they umm ever?/over?? Not
sure!! Succeed to make them more active again yah that they are better, um ah how
do you say? That they increase their movement [car muffle in background] and
communicate again, they go more outside again, they go shopping, they get more
independent. I, I believe in this. With the ones who do it for therapy, it’s always difficult
that often times you see some, some effects there so that the voluntary muscle action
or the voluntary muscle yeah action increases. The problem is yeah/where as you said
before, if they discontinue after (a) few months, and they don’t transfer this new
learned function eh/and to their daily living then it’s, it’s lost again yeah. And with the
hand it’s always difficult there, because ah stroke patient has one sound hand and one
disabled hand. And it’s of course difficult to to remind yourself to always use your
disabled hand yeah/there.
I: Makes sense.
P: So many after a while switch it? you know, we tell them to us- open the doors with
your disabled hands for example, ah/and this was a therapy go with because that’s
we open many doors a day and this is a very nice way that you keep this function, but if
they then switch to use the sound hand, because it’s a lot easier and faster, then they
lose the function again and then the benefit is lower unfortunately.
I: Makes sense. So, almost there. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the
initial expectations of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: They’re huge yah.
I: So to summarise, what would you say they think FES is gunna do for them?
P: Yah. So, yeah if I have the drop foot patients yeah in my mind, and they’re um
expectations are huge yah based on YouTube videos and whatever yah. I will try to not
make any wrong commercials, but maybe also our our advertising is too positive in this
regard, I don’t know. So often times they come with expectations that we um heal their
walking ability, yeah. Which we definitely can’t do yah. We…it might ah improve ah the
movement of one joint yah/there. So, they believe that FES can do at least my
experience was that they believed that we can do more than what we could really do.
And, another thing what they an expectations they an expectation many have is that
um ah the the FES um activation of the muscles is then transferred to their body and
that at sometime they can skip the machine and the(ir?) body works again, yah.
I: A lot of expectations, and…
P: They have high expectations yeah. unclear
I: Related to to this, are their init-, pardon me. Are their initial expectations met?
P: These high expectations, definitely not. And that’s, I think that’s one of the main um
that’s one of the most important things when fitting FES often also for therapy, I think
you need to set the targets right. Because I have I have I had personal itic?
experience, I learned it the the hard way yah, I had personally the experience um from
a patient I still have in my mind, in the Netherlands, where we had great results for an
implantable drop foot stimulator. One of the best results I’ve ever seen. And he is still
unhappy yah because he thought he can can dance again yah, and he can run or….
I: Wow.
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P: So I think setting the expectations as yah, the number one thing yah.
I: I understand. And related to that, do they differ depending on when they start FES
post-injury?
P: Mm (mumbles) unclear.
I: Do their expectations change depending on…so say a patient starts FES a week
after having a stroke, would they differ from a patient that/who [most likely “who”]
started 30 years after?
P: I guess so. To, to be honest I have very rarely/rare..little??? experience with this
early FES use, unfortunately.
I: So usually it’s just after…
P: Nnn unfortunately yeah because they don’t think about it at this time. It would be
great, I think it would be great to start it early, but I have no experience.
I: Sure.
P: I don’t know (?)
I: Just to conclude, before we do the little examination, I meant table.
P: (laughs).
I: What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES?
P: The big unanswered questions…
I: What do, what do we need to know about FES?
P: Ah that’s a good question. I don’t know if I’m the right expert to ask yeah. One thing
I’m, that’s not the patient’s I was dealing with but many many neurologists even ask me
or tell me about is this um question and as I know, I think it’s a bit disputed in literature.
For not for stroke patients, but for spinal cord um and peripheral nerve lesions, does
FES have an impact on nerve growth yah? Positive or negative? That’s a question I
would be really interested to get another answer on. Um, a second thing, a second
question that’s now/not for stroke that I would be really interested, what impact does
FES have on the on the central nervous system? Yeah. So we are stimulating um ah
dorsiflexion in the foot, for example. And with drop foot stimulators we do this as as I
said, as a replacement with no therapeutic goal. But obviously we also stimulate into
the brain, yeah/here (probably “here”). But what do we do at the brain? Ah that I
would be interested. Um, and in general yeah what I would also like to have would be
really good evidence that FES is a a method, I don’t know, no. I would like to have
good evidence that….I think we lack good evidence that um FES is superior to ehh in
drop foot stimulation to to to to um how do you say? Orthosis yah? And/or things like
this? And also in um therapy we lack evidence that FES is a treatment that ah
improves the outcome yeah? Yeah I know there are some studies, but it’s not really
great I think, the evidence that we do have. Unclear muffle after?
I: I understand.
P: And one last question (laughs). This is a really good question. I’ve got? one last um
yeah question I have.
I: Keep going.
P: Um, what I would really like to know is if it would have a good definition of the
patients that benefit of FES.
I: Is there anything else you’d like to add? As we conclude the interview?
P: Yeah, one more question. Another question I would really like to have if we would
have a good treatment protocol for FES. And/yeah this is the ah amount of time, this is
the intensity, this is whatever, so we don’t have it really/ready [89% sure this last bit].
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I: Treatment protocol. Do you think we lack a consensus?
P: I don’t nee-, I don’t know. I mean I’m I’m I’m really too little of an expert in this um
for this question. But at least I don’t have knowledge of any good, I don’t know ah
research protocols. And this is the one of the first questions that/yeah/physiotherapists obviously and doctors ask no so ok now this is the machine um how/whhow often with which parameters, and which p-eh- intensity should the users train?
Yeah….at? Nah most likely “yeah”.
I: Makes sense.
P: (laughs).
I: Alright, thank you so much for your time. So ah/I’ll this concludes the interview right
now.
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Participant 15
I: So this is an interview between Matthew and Berlind, September the 15 th, 2016. So,
your first name is? Berlind?
P: Berlind.
I: Gender?
P: Female (laughs).
I: Ah, your age group Berlind?
P: It’s, 40 to 49.
I: And your country of residence?
P: It’s Austria.
I: And please circle which best describes your occupation. There’s also other there too.
And you can circle more than one.
P: Um, it would be in each case, other.
I: Yep.
P: Four/for/former times, I was co-ordinating technical product management with
respect to neurostimulation, but that’s four years ago. Today Im in the regulatory
quality management department which/we’re? responsible for post-market
surveillance so I don’t know what you would like to see here now.
I: Just put there your current position.
P: Okay (writing). It’s a bit long but that’s my current position.
I: And, I have your email address already.
P: Yeah.
I: Danke schon. FES. Let’s begin the interview. So what are some issues surrounding
daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations? So people that are
paralyzed…what issues could they have with using FES everyday?
P: Is this in sense of negative issues, as I would understand it now. Or…
I: Correct.
P: Challenges?
I: Correct.
P: Daily use…this ah surface (99% sure) stimulation means that? they use of
electrodes, means a risk for skin irritation, for instance. But the first thing that pops up
in my mind. Ahhm, and this could be on different levels but could also include them the
risk for allergic reaction for instance. Umm, that’s a patient risk that pops up here in my
mind, in in the first approach, but if I’m thinking to other challenges, then for paralyzed
patient it might be a challenge to use a device as intended because they have to touch
electrodes, that might not be so easy if ah/we have? for instance we we dealt with ah,
hemiplegic patients so so main mainly in? the stroke patients, that ah have majoric?
limitations and that means that there is unclear? for them its/thats easy to touch
electrodes to find out the right place, where to attach the electrode, so they need
support and help with it. And results would probably need [55% sure] on a daily basis
at home, it could be a/big challenge to to to use the device actually. Ahhhm, using
device like on a daily basis could lead to some painful experiences, because surface
chemis- ah stimulation could give painful depending on the ahhm vol use? [16.31]
used for ash for as a eh for stimulation but it/that?? could be painful… I don’t know if
this now belongs exactly to the question but ah my experience also was that ah
patients have very high expectations and once a while they are all too disappointed
that what they hoped to achieve with the help of the device, or with the help of the
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therapy is not so easily to achieve, or is not so easily possible like they expected it
beforehand.
I: That definitely relates to the questions and I’m actually gunna ask you a question on
expectations in a little while, so we can…
P: Ah huh.
I: …talk about that more later.
P: Ah huh.
I: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
P: nnnn not spontaneously (chuckles).
I: Not a problem. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients? Your
work with FES?
P: Nnnn my experience while working with clients is very poor because I was not as my
my task, has never been to directly work with clients.
I: That’s okay.
P: My task was alw- always more from the co-ordinating or technical ah perspective,
yeah.
I: Sure. Thanks. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: FES equipment, especially in Austria, is sold by company called Stilwell, belonging
to Med-El. Um, that’s one that I have in mind. Of course, they’re a few other companies
but the range is quite small. And soo let’s say dist- distributors for three or four
different neurostimulation devices then then but the company set up of those
companies that are developing and selling those devices might be different, it could be
a small branch of one company doing being active, lets say in a much wider field of
business and neurostimulation makes just a small part of it, but it could be also
company that is really focusing on FES. And so there are two, three devices on the
market unclear this/yeah for functional electro stimulation if I really focus on functional
then there are really only two three devices on the market. If I take the whole field of
electro stimulation of course there are much more devices on the market. I don’t know
if this answers your question, or you want to know names or if you want, I don’t know.
I: That’s ok, just who sells it so companies…
P: It’s in Austria, it would be distributors. Besides OttoBock, there was no other
company that I would know that is developing and manufacturing in Austria.
I: Not a problem. And who tells people how to use it?
P: How to use it.
I: Who instructs people how to use FES?
P: Actually? Physiotherapists main? And that’s all in in in in the majority of situations. I
I think it will be physiotherapists, ah of course in/with a close cooperation with a
company. So, there must be clinical advice.
I: Makes sense.
P: But ah but it really depends always on/for the responsibility of the physiotherapists.
I: Thanks. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a
home environment? So if people, people’s usage of FES, would that differ in the home,
compared to say a lab or a clinic, and why?
P: Yeah in the lab or a clinic, I would expect the patients are always supported by
professional personnel. So, you/do do you mind it might be possible to use a wider
range of therapy therapy [unclear] quite/wider? [75% sure “quite”] a range of
therapies in in in that professional circumstances. At home, unclear – mumble?? my
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opinion would be better to limit ah the possibility of use to certain pre-defined
scenarios. To somehow limit the possibility of occurrence of (p)/relapse (relapse??),
how to say because I I I I think that patient always needs to use a very well-defined
program, a very well- de- defined setup of the device, umm and especially patients that
are paralysed also/and so if im thinking to the client, clients that we’ve worked with a
couple of years ago, stroke patients c- can are limited or possibly limited not just with
their motoric?/majoric? ah ah capabilities but perhaps also ummm somehow lack of
understanding or not with [99% sure] the capabilities to easily learn how to use a
complex device, so it was best t- to provide them with a simple set up that they could
easily umm re ah so replay each day, how to say yeah.
I: Makes sense.
P: And in the clinic, or in a/the lab of course, is it possible to be more flexible to adapt
to individual needs, I could imagine that the therapy over a certain period in a lab ahh
could be very I suppo- could be addressed much better to individual daily needs of the
patient.
I: Sure, thanks for that response. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES? If
you could summarise the benefits?
P: Um to stabilize or in best case also to relearn motoric/majoric functions that are lost
due to any incident. And, the the benefit for the patient might be then increased of
mobility for instance, increase of mobility and its daily in in its daily life. Mmm ah
reduction of pain, ah independence from any third [99%sure] party help. This is what.
Yah. Spontaneously I would say, yah.
I: Sure. This question has a few parts. In your experience with FES therapy, what are
the initial expectations of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: Again (laughs). Your experiences…
I: So what do, what are the expectations of clients before they begin FES?
P: Mmm may I use an example?
I: Sure.
P: To to explain that because ahh most patients that ah we were in contact with were
stroke patients as I said already and they have the problem of ah foot flap, foot how to
say?
I: Foot drop?
P: Foot drop, exactly pardon me.
I: Sure.
P: Haha but/with the problem of a foot drop. And ah their expectations before
treatment could be that they with help of the treatment, could walk/work [99% sure
walk!]...like ah so with with a completely normal ah gait pattern. And they have a very
high expectations. That very often couldn’t be reached of course. Um…
I: So that relates to the next part, are their initial expectations met?
P: (umph)
I: You don’t think so?
P: Um depending, ah so ah ah there is at? Unclear! there’s I would say that the
professional, or whoever is the the therapist or also physician who talks the patient
previously to the therapy previously to use ahf- functional electro stimulation has the
responsibility to clearly explain whats possible and whats not possible while using the
device. That’s very important by my opinion. And if there’s/this depending from the
individual ah health status of the patient could be also very different so that’s nothing
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that you can say for all patients, it works in that way for all patient, it works in the other
in another way. So that the the results might be ah depending from the individual
health status of single patients, also very different. Um so there is responsibility for the
clinical personnel equal is now the physiotherapist or if it is the ah ah neurologist or if
any any other physician, whatever. And, if this was done appropriately, then
expectations can be clarified beforehand and then expectations can also be
reach/rich?. If this was done not sufficiently, lets say that way/we then (it??) could
happen that patients had much higher expectations to the outcome of a therapy, or to
the outcome of the/a of the use of a device in general.
I: And…
P: And then expectations couldn’t be reached, yeah.
I: And in your experience, what occurred most often? Were patients did wh- did they
get their expectations met or did were they influenced or so/that they weren’t?
P: I do not have personal experiences with that or very few.
I: Sure.
P: So um difficult for me, as I d- I do not have a gut feeling, how to say. Ahhhh…
I: I understand.
P: In general, um our customers and also patients were very? (pretty sure its’ just
“were’) satisfied with the use of devices. But if this was always corresponding to my
expectations were reached, it’s difficult to say for me.
I: That’s fine. And one last part to this question. Do they differ depending on when they
start FES post-injury? So, do does the expectation of a patient whose been recently
diagnosed, recently diagnosed differ from a patient whose diagnosed 30 years ago
with their stroke, in your example?
P: I can’t tell you, to be honest.
I: That’s fine. That that’s that’s OK.
P: Actually if it’s about stroke patients for instance, it is not meaningful to immediately
start with therapy perhaps with Functional Electro Stimulation it is or depends on not
so on for what I’m saying pardon me. I’m now thinking more to the unclear that it’s a
permanent implant, and not the therapy in that way, then you would wait, that the the
the health status of the patients, stabilizes, well that’s/it’s not the case directly after an
incident. But for functional electro stimulation, no I can’t tell you. Simply can’t tell you, I
don’t know.
I: Okay sure. And just to conclude. What are some of the big unanswered questions in
the field of FES? What do we need to understand? From a research perspective, from
a device design, regulatory even, you mentioned regulatory experience before. What
do we need to understand?
P: (chuckles). Hmm how our brain works (chuckles).
I: It’s not easy, is it?
P: Um I think from a technological point of view, if you are thinking to the use
technique, then there’s a high technological state. But from the medical point of view,
by my personal, my very personal opinion, its ahh then I have the impression there is
still a lot to learn. So, I don’t know if it is… oh/now/no let’s stop here. There is one
aspect that I would like to ask you but perhaps outside of the normal interview.
I: Oh, another question?
P: A a question that I would like to ask you not belonging to the interview, and not
about the form of the interview but about treatment idea. But ah just your opinion.
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I: Oh not a problem
P: But not as yah not as part of the interview right now (chuckles).
I: Not a problem, no worries. Um is there anything else you’d like to add? Before we
conclude?
P: Mm.
I: Anything else you wanna say about FES? Even from a regulatory point of view. Um
are there any regulatory hurdles with stimulators?
P: Eh um Functional Electro Stimulation if I’m seeing into surface stimulation, has
different fields of being used, so it could be a a therapeutic use, but it could be also a
substitution for body function, like for the drop foot stimulation, um…if you think from
a regulatory point of view, it is…oh no I wouldn’t know what to add of course it has to
be regulated in a certain, in a certain way, it has to be monitored, ah but it is now also
not of a higher risk class so whatever that I would expect here it is a class 2a, or a
class 2 if I’m thinking in FDA standards then it’s…it’s something that is possible to be
handled it’s nothing it’s nothing so extraordinary like medical device um (small sigh).
It’s more, it’s really more like like the question before, it’s really more my/like by my
personal opinion, the- ah, how to use it from a medical perspective, in the most
efficient way [“vay’] so, what gives you the best treatment results ah its its its less a
question of the technology, its more a question of of of ah of the medical understanding
of the treatment, what happens to our brain while doing ah neurostimulation, while
doing surface stimulation or functional electro stimulation.
I: Sure.
P: So that’s how I see it.
I: Okay thank you for your time, that concludes the interview now, I really appreciate
your time.
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Participant 16
I: So this is an interview with Matthew and Winfried, on Thursday the 15th of
September, 2016.
P: Mm huh.
I: So, your first name?
P: Is Winfried.
I: Your gender?
P: (laughs). Obviously male, but you have to ask (laughs).
I: Yeah (laughs). That always gets some laughs.
P: Yeah.
I: Now your age group?
P: Ahhh (laughs)
I: 20 to 29?
P: Ah I’m afraid you must go further. I’m already in this age group (laughs).
I: Danke.
P: So, I’m 61 at the moment.
I: 61 years young.
P: Young years. 60 plus (laughs).
I: Your country of residence?
P: Is Austria.
I: Please circle which best describes your occupation.
P: Ohh…
I: You can circle more than one if you like.
P: Yeah. This is difficult? I don’t sell. Also or researcher also yes then it’s mine…and
maybe I’m also a neuromodulation engineer. So, I can not circle this.
I: Sure. And I already have your email address.
P: Yes.
I: Okay so we’ll start the interview now.
P: Mm huh.
I: So what are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed
populations?
P: Ahh, you mean what, what I would what (what) would I would like to have/get
improved to this field, or what…
I: Yes.
P: What I experienced that is already there so…
I: So people that use FES everyday.
P: Mm huh.
I: With paralysis. What are some issues they face with the technology?
P: Yeah I think it begins that ah its very poorly available for these people. And I think
there should be a lot of of effort and that they can do improve this, coz its starts at the
rehabilitation centre where nearly nothing is done and where at least in Austria and
where also the education of of of physiotherapists and physicians is limited in this field.
So there are a lot of skeptic(al) ah in in in skeptical impressions that FES is worsening
spasticity and so on. And, ah all these easy methods that allow us to modulate
spasticity to turn into [99% sure] function, are very very little now/known so they
prefer the routine with ah with medication [unclear and there are] and other antispastic drug, drugs as soon as the patient comes out of the ah of the spinal shock. Or
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even neurotomies so we fi- fight against things like this. If ah they come in contact with
FES and and normally ah patients contact us, not physicians or physiotherapists, then
we have we have ah people that use it everyday and that benefit for/with it.
I: And what are some of the iss-, the problems they face when they use the FES?
P: Yeah I think um when when they really/rarely [pretty sure “rarely’] use it then then
it’s mainly a motivation problem if they are/the handling this/its bad but ah on the other
hand I think there are no problems you always have to be a little careful and supervise
them at the beginning to cope with spasticity changes potentially but otherwise I think
they can do it on their own and I think the future that is already visible is home based
training, home based application and they need to do it in their self responsibility. And
this can(‘t) [Could be important to clarify!!...MT comment] be very well done. I think
it’s ah especially important and I think this is the most important to ah in case of
denervations so conus cauda lesions, flaccid paraplegia they benefit most of the
contemporary ah techniques we have because you can ah to nearly 100% ah avoid
pressure sores with this. And they this is the only option they have fo/to for doing this.
And this concerns about a a third of the paraplegics.
I: With denervation? 30.10.
P: Yes. And for the others of course it’s important so we we have contact with patients
that do antispasticity stimulation on the spinal cord or in the peripheral nerves. And I
think this is a very very simple and and positive instrument they can use to cope with
this this this problem and and make make function out of of it in many cases.
I: Thanks for that response.
P: Mm huh.
I: Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Ah of of FES sorry?
I: Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: With with clients…
I: With people who use the FES.
P: Yeah I have ah quite quite a long time been in FES so I started 1983, and already at
that time ah was working with clients so ah at that time we worked with implants ah for
the lower extremity and and for the phrenic pacing. And ah for many years we
implanted ah phrenic pacemakers that were handmade here. Its/is is ah [unclear]
manufactured by me and my colleagues in the early times, we still have patients that
use it, so we have patients from 1986 that still breath with the/a phrenic pacemaker
and have high cervical regions above C2.
I: Wow, I remember you saying that at the conference the other day.
P: Yeah of/obv- the main the main ah I think this is the best application we ever have.
Delivered here. Even so we have not commercialized it but there’s a a company in
Finland that has a similar system and I think it’s the best ah you can do for this very
small ah but heavy concern patient group and I think phrenic pac pacing is is one of the
most ah useful neuroprosthesis for a small group but very important. Um that it
extends their lifetime it it increases their life quality. And um it is solved to an extent
they really have a real advantage of it. Yeah/here and over the years we we have
moved more to to non-invasive techniques and um I think ah important a
accomplishment in this, in this respect was was the d denervated muscle. So we have
an we have ah developed and a and tested in st tested in studies and transferred to
industry a stimulator that also can can reactivate denervated paralysed? Unclear!
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muscles and this is a for quite a quite a patient group it is a good solution I mentioned
for ant- ah for anti-decubitus ah training mainly. And ah well currently, the tendency is
spinal cord stimulation, neuromodu- modulation, with posterior root stimulation and we
are quite a lot in this at the moment. With clients and do this against spasticity but
sometimes a little for augmentation of movement. And I think we are at the very
beginning of this and ah there’s a high potential on it. Yeah beside this, we have other
applications that are not um, in spinal cord injured but but more in other um in other um
handicaps, for example larynx stimulation in case of recurrent nerve lesion or facial
facial muscles when when we have ah when we have damage in facial nerves. Which
is both again a application for denervated muscles. So this is about what we do now.
So, mom-, at the moment we have a focus on on this denervated larynx and face
muscles, on um on spinal cord stimulation, upper motor neuron lesion and on on den,
denervated muscles. Yeah not to forget magnetic stimulation you saw at the
conference, this ah magnetic chair, I don’t know if you tried it for pelvic floor
stimulation.
I: I heard about it.
P: Yeah but this is I think ah a very promising technology for a for a specific
application(s) so the pelvic floor can be effectively trained and ah without undressing,
without manipulating with many/any things on this, especially for elder, elder women,
for mostly with women for example that shouldn’t undress and so so this is a real
solution for them. And it’s a strong contact its comfort everywhere and they have no
skin (no) skin pain and ah its easy to apply it’s a its an expensive [unclear] device but
its you don’t get anything and you don’t get everything at once. But it is a very
important development that we have magnetic stimulation, not only for for diagnostic,
diagnosis, but also for functional use.
I: Do you think there is a future in magnetic stimulation for peripheral nerve exercise?
P: Yeah there were already ah attempts to do this that was ah ah there were a
colleague in in Munich, he was at our workshop or city, who tried to develop an
automator with magnetic currents and [unclear] and and loops [[99% sure]. With all
the related problems, that you need huge energy to to make the field strong enough
and ah and all the internal/terminal problems they have but I think this will come. So
at the moment we have we have a contact to two companies, one is making this strong
ah [unclear]-power chair, ah they call it um and another one is in Slovenia that makes
a chair, and that’s that’s simple energy unclear – but but they also have a hand coils,
and you can do physiotherapy wherever you want to stimulate motor points you can do
it. Somehow um a a more handy device already but still it is noisy/ier and and heavier
than electrical stimulators.
I: Wow that’s very interesting, and it sounds like you have a lot of experience.
P: Oh/yeah it’s it’s just a matter of time that that you do a lot diff-, of different things.
I: And y-, you’re interested in this area of research.
P: Yeah.
I: So you stayed with it.
P: I grew up with this after university (laughs).
I: Fascinating.
P: And still it’s not, it’s not boring.
I: That’s good to know. You never work a day in your life if you enjoy what you do.
P: Yeah yeah that’s clear yes yes.
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I: It’s an interesting field.
P: Yeah yeah.
I: Engineering and helping people.
P: Yeah yeah I have immediate feedback by by individuals and this makes, makes a lot
of reward for work.
I: Yeah, I know what you mean.
P: Mm huh.
I: So, moving on. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Ah, in general, we have very few companies that sell it directly. Ah there is a little ah
branch in in Ottobock that has developed in the just in the recent year, they had other
topics and and they started with FES so at the moment they have they have some
products in in non-invasive and invasive techniques. Ah this company Schuhfried is a
family enterprise with a tradition of ah three generations now I think that ah delivers
devices for physiotherapy and also for for functional [unclear] use. Ah and that’s more
or less it, I don’t think yeah well Med-el of course for for Cochlear Implants and they
also have a a um have a general purpose non-invasive stimulator and a branch for oh
of the company and I think this, that’s it more or less, so the rest is somehow just by
resellers from somewhere.
I: So do individuals buy stimulators from the companies directly? Or do they buy them
through like um distributor or manufacturer?
P: Yeah both so there are companies that sell it directly and ah most of the companies
are resellers so um/there are/there um/ [or mumble] consumer shops let’s say that
sell it and there are spec- spec- specific medical instrumentation shops that mainly
resell devices [feint].
I: And who tells people how to use it?
P: Yeah this is ah I started I started with this statement that this is a very a very big
problem, because um there is much available and ah the medical staff is not trained
enough and and is not aware of the possibilities. So, ah there are some places where
where it is supplied and trained people of course but it is much by far, not enough, let’s
say/I think. So, in general um if physicians train people to use it, if it is more specific
than they they also con- consult engineers to help them, so we here we have the
unique situation in-house that we are engineers and and physicians working together
and um there we do a lot together, mainly in studies but also when we have difficult
patients we we try to optimize from the engineering point of view and and physicians
from the physiology point of view. I think it’s if you want to really efficiently use it you
always need some multidisciplinarity you need you need physiology and you need
engineering, otherwise its always a shortcoming.
I: Who teaches the physicians how to use…the FES?
P: Yeah/where we do for example we have we have courses for physicians and we
have courses for for engineers. And um well the physi, the physiotherapy schools
principally have it in their curriculum but very low level, low key let’s say and ah I think
there are not many specialists available for this and so the training is also [99% sure]
very limited. So we try from from here for example to to train people in courses and but
it depends how much they are interested, so they are not forced to learn it. You have to
convince them.
I: Do you think there’s a place for engineers to have more of a proactive role delivering
FES to patients?
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P: Yeah well I think that it will always be limited that we can do it directly so it is um at
least when it’s a medical application there are lifestyle applications that is much easier
but I think in in therapy it always has to be in combination with um/the with medical
staff. Otherwise you get in legal problems and some/so engineers are not allowed to to
ah to guide the therapy of the/a patient. But we can support and when we know more
than the physician we can of course, ah in his presence or in his supervision we can
apply, we do this everyday [mumble/a small word]
I: I guess its hard because the engineers don’t have as much medical knowledge…but
at the [P: [unclear…”no” maybe?]] same time, the medical people don’t have the
engineering knowledge.
P: Yeah but but if you are specialized/specialist in FES then you have um the specific
ah knowledge that ah that goes beyond that of the physicians because you ah you
know more how the the electrical field is acting, how the, how the physiological
interactions going, what are the dangers, so these are all things that are better covered
by engineers that work in clinical environment.
I: And the doctors can listen to your opinion.
P: Yeah and they are of course doctors that that get specialized over the years. But in
general it is um it is like when you ah/and you cope with implants [99% sure] in clinical
environment you get an engineer from the company but he’s not allowed to to do his
own recommendations unclear or just “he” after?, he always needs a physician to to
take responsibility of the application. But there but the physician is not able to to adjust
the device, this is very common in a stimulator for example that is implanted
somewhere in for for spinal cord stimulation or deep brain stimulation so
therefore/they [unclear] with people from the company.
I: It is/unclear interesting interplay.
P: Yeah yeah I think it is it’s important because you can not cover with your
knowledge, at the end you need to collaborate with respectance/respect, let’s say.
I/P: (laughs).
I: Some challenges at times?
P: Oh yeah it’s same/No it’s it’s the same in research and an application I think the
best comes out when when you when you get both inputs.
I: That’s exactly right.
P: Mm.
I: So moving on now, do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as
opposed to a home environment?
P: Mm huh.
I: So, do you think people using FES in the home….
P: Mm huh.
I: How often they use it, would differ to say in a lab or a clinic?
P: Yeah I think um on the long term it only makes sense if they do home-based training
I think this is um a restriction from health economics and it is ah it is ah em a restriction
from interfering with with clients’ lives because they [make unclear!!!!!!] waste so
much time with coming to clinics, [unclear…here]. So um we have a lot of people we
we ah treat together with ah Helmut Kern’s ah clinic and and and also in-house here
we have physiotherapy clinic um the- and they are trained on the devices in-house,
they do their own training in supervision but then they have to do it at home. And then
they can do it everyday with with little loss of time. And this increases motivation and
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the and the effect. So there are only (a) few therapies that that ah don’t need to be
done everyday so I think that if in order to be effective, you have to do it five days a
week at least [99% sure but feint]. And I think this can be done after some training
and people do it at home.
I: But do you think at home people are more likely or less likely to do FES, than if they
were in the hospital or…
P: I think that would they are more motivated to do it at home because um or this
barrier of moving here and doing all this/these complicated ah manoeuvres they need
to do when they are paralyzed I think this it doesn’t make sense, i- it is uneconomical if
you do all in outpatient clinics. And it also takes a lot of time and costs to to bring
people in. And ah it’s much easier for for for paralyzed people that they do have their
working day and then they come home and um maybe sit in front of television and do
some FES exercising. And lose just the exercise time than if they have to move to a
clinic, wait and then ah treat it and then go back.
I: Makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: What do you think are some of the benefits of the FES?
P: Yeah FES in general there is is not treated/so easy because the their function
direct functional applications and the other/their (are) therapeutic functional
applications which I also like to call ah functional because there is always function
involved. But um I think there are really many. Ah, if its, if I can come to the denervated
muscles, I think this is extremely obvious how this changes the the the health of the
tissue, and of the of the metabolism. Um you can with with denervated lower lower
extremities and enough training you can do stand-up trials which gives benefit on the
bones like preventing osteoporosis which gives ah training for cardiovascular system
and all these things so I think these/this are very very beneficial things. Then you have
these functional devices where you do gait correction and and ah gait augmentation I
think they are of course important in the functional way, and then prosthesis like
Cochlear implants, like phrenic pacers, they directly ah act and provide a quality of life
[feint but pretty sure]. And so I think all these are important in a different direction. So
I think we cannot say FES has one benefit, but in in one on one hand it benefits tissue
and ah ah parameters of the organism let’s say. And on the other hand it’s directly didedicated to to give function and I think (that) both are equally important for those who
need the particular one.
I: The next question has three parts [P: Mm huh] so I’ll ask it very slowly.
P: Yeah.
I: In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of clients
before starting FES exercise?
P: Yeah this is ah a good question because expectations are in general always too
high and there’s always an/the initial risk that the initial disappointment ah ah let’s them
resign and and and stop it. So you have to very carefully tell them the limits and the
real benefits that that are some are most of the time different from their expectations.
So I think ah if you just can say I can mod- modify your spasticity they have to learn the
difference between stimulation and not stimulation and then decide: “Yes [99% sure] I,
I like this and I have benefit from/of it”. But um I think the expectations are of ev- well
yeah lets say of 90 percent of the spinal cord injured that that contact us that we do
something that restores their gait and their hand function and so on, and we must of
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course say that this is not realistic and they need to to be happy with smaller steps and
maybe have a have a [few checks futur-/future [pretty sure “future!”]
expectation(s) when there are improvement in biology and and engineer, in
engineering solutions. If they they are young people, m- most of the time they have a
long-/norm- they have a normal life expectancy so its also an important argument that
um you maintain things for later better solutions, if they come or not we don’t know. So
maybe someday somebody’s able to repair part of the spinal cord injury but if you do
nothing now ah then then people will see that there’s no chance to to get in because
the/that tissues/tissue is so damaged, that there is no hope to to benefit from
those/the solutions so I think this is a big/bit motivation. And um also um um also
physically it it maintains tissue for better for better repair later. I think this is an
important aspect that we have to communicate them and also that that is true when
they they will benefit I think/definitely. So you have so so rapid degenerative processes
from the day of the injury that you need to do something. So I would dream of starting
to stimulate um with the first day after the injury because you avoid neurodegeneration
and all these/those things.
I: Have you ever done that before? Stimulated someone the day after their injury?
P: Yeah we have, we we do this ah from time to time, we have problems to to get this
ah in the rehab centres. But ah we have cases where we do this and we know that the
neurodegeneration is is ah inhibited by this. So, so the first the first point is ah, we
could introduce ah electrophysiol- physiological monitoring/enter into into this primary
surgery, because this can already avoid damage. And then we should immediately
start to to stimulate the afferent nerves to avoid, to avoid neurodegeneration because
the “use it or lose it” principle is everywhere and um when you have no action
potentials and you start with stimulation??? Sensation?? of the nerves and all
these/those things. So, I think it could be d- beneficial from the very beginning and the
later you start the the less benefit you have. And I think primary habil- primary
rehabilitation is a big problem because they have a full program they have of course
have professional treatment of the people they’re life, life threatening conditions and all
these things have to be done properly and professionally but I/a notice ah is is um is
there that is not applied [80% sure] and I think maintenance of ah neural tissue
would be a big issue to to improve the later outcome.
I: Related to their expectations, are their initial expectations met?
P: Yeah I think I have answered maybe sh- already part of it because um well if they if
they get to standing for example to cycling and to/do these things then part of the
expectations [a bit feint at end] is of course met. But um yeah if they get a phrenic
pacer they they and they are well informed then they have speech bag/back they have
for example [unclear, feint!] variation so Cochlear implant(s) is a great example they
nearly get a hearing ah immediately after the surgery in the meantime and all these
things are very important and these expectations are met. In spinal cord injury its more
difficult because the its/is there are important things you/we can offer them, but no
spectacular repair of what they have lost and and there are? [feint!] maybe we we
have problems to meet their/the expectations. But we always always will see these
conditions they have ah to/they say its too complicated and time consuming to
stimulate and then they have their first decubitus and then they come back and from
that on they use, they use it and and and experience that they can have the
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expectation not to have anymore pressure sores and these things are met but not
functionally.
I: Last part related to expectations.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury?
P: Mm huh.
I: So if someone had FE- FES a week after they’ve had an injury…
P: Yeah?
I: Would that person’s expectations differ from someone that started 30 years after
their spinal cord injury?
P: Yeah it is (laughs), a we- diff difficult questions we I know people from both
categories and um I think in the first phase there is a lot of ah disappointment and
psychological problems to cope with the disease and some more immediately to to
push and t- to and to repair and try to to get back and/in some are de- are depressed
and don’t want to do nothing. And a lot that come 30 years later are of the second
category. But, um especially those come after then [99% sure] they have been one
year in in ah in the hospital due to a decubit- decubitus ulcer or they had a a bad ah
broken bone that doesn’t heal because they they have done no training at all and and
and all the tissues including bones are so heavily degenerated. So they come with with
late complications. So the the late patients don’t come to to gain function because they
have they have already given up and us- are used on the wheelchair. And the the
early the early um users they I think they some of them are are remain remain
compliant and use it, and and/then [feint!] and some say OK I have [feint] I have
expected more and this is too time consuming [99% sure but a bit feint at the start!]
so we have all kinds of types in the population that that react [99% sure] on different
possibilities. Yeah but I always have to exclude then the pure functional solutions like
phrenic pacing, Cochlear, they this is clear, this is ah lifelong a lifelong device they they
need and and and those appreciate it/then I think.
I: Last question.
P: Mm huh.
I: What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES? What do we
need to know?
P: Ohh (chuckles). Yeah questions ah you mean from the methodology ummm the ithe unanswered things…
I: Device design, research perspective, basic physiology…..
P: Yeah.
I: What are some things we need to understand about FES?
P: Ahhh I think understanding is not so much the problem, we we understand a lot but
ah we have ah str- strong limitations. And I think we always have the most critical part
which is the interface of ah technology and biology. I think this is always
underestimated this is um you can not address this with statistics and and ah variation
of parameters and testing but you need to understand the physiology behind, you need
to understand the reaction of of ah physiology to the foreign body of an electrode and
to the ah unphysiological signal of a stimulus. I think its its well understood if we if we
ah if we look up literature and unclear – then? knowledge but um we have limitations
that are not so favoura-until/and next time this is mainly the the selectivity of
stimulation and um the se- the selectivity is is um really inhibiting possibilities because
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we, we never have a chance non-invasively to to mimic precise enough what nature
does when it recruits motor units and and/the/then nerve fibres and this is the biggest
limitation and I think most of the efforts go towards this. So we have to cope this/with
smart ah but coarse tools and if they do the right thing on the other side then it can be
a good solution like phrenic pacing we we do we do it completely simple things
compared to to physiologies/y so we stimulate a group of fibres of a/the of the phrenic
nerve then another group, another gr- completely difference like nature does it with
with ah with with ah interleaved models of single motor units. We have an avalanche, a
a big population together um if it is s- smartly done, with our simple tools [not sure]
then we get an excellent result but we have big problems to to do it with the refinement
mode/now with the refinement that that nature can do and I think this is true for all
other applications, so we know, we are aware what the limitations are are but we we
don’t have the problem that we don’t understand what the FES does but we have the
problem that we come, cannot come close enough to physiological mechanisms that
that would be necessary to solve things. This concerns direct muscle stimulation, of/ah
afferent nerves, efferent nerves, so we can only mimic part of the natural inputs. And I
think that this is a lot of work and slow step by step progress but I think no revolution to
be expected. But I think the(y) [pretty sure “the”] understanding is not the problem,
so to/then at least as far as I could now in this short time, think it over, I think it- it’s well
understood what the mechanisms are, but always from the perspective of limitations.
I: What would cause a revolution in this field, do you think?
P: Maybe a revolution would be ah non-invasive ah ah fibre-specific stimulation.
(laughs).
I: (laughs).
P: But ah this is a/the? big problem, we can [pretty sure] come with tiny electrodes
close to one, to one ah nerve fibre and and stimulate it for a short time and then the
whole systemic reaction comes and it destroy [99% sure] tissue and we have tissue
reactions and everything changes. So and then the organism destroys the electrode
and/then so so all these interactions are are not really sort of/so fair? Unclear!!!! we
can come very close to a nerve with a tiny electrode but then it’s still a very rough tool
for for for selective stimulation. There are clear limitations. And so we if we think over
how how ah/the physiology reacts to stimuli to unclear certain field con- configuration
then we can think over what what is the best that/they can make out of this limitation.
And there are successful applications and I think they its good that we have them and
we slowly improve them but I think real real revolutions are are very seldom.
I: (laughs). Like all fields of science.
P: Yeah yeah of course, yeah.
I: Alright Winfried thanks a lot that concludes the interview now.
P: Yeah/s thankyou.
I: (chuckles).
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Participant 17
Comments:
In grey is the actual word, upon clarification. In brackets is what I originally
thought the participant said. [in some instances].
I: So this is an interview between Matthew and Ursula, on Thursday the 15 th of
September. May I have that pen?
P: Yep great, okay it’s yours.
I: That’s ok.
P: Sorry.
I: Medtronic.
P: Mmm.
I: So, your first name is….
P: Ursula.
I: And gender?
P: Female.
I: Good to know.
(chuckles)
I: And your age group?
P: Ahhh who?? Its its there
I: I know it’s rude to ask a lady her age…
P: That’s too bad??
I: But all in the name of science. And your country of residence?
P: Is Austria.
I: Obvious. [P: Yeah] Please circle which best describes your occupation. You can
circle more than one if you like.
P: Mm, it’s other. To me/actually, it’s neuroscientist more, so I’m more the user, I’m
using technical devices for my research but I’m not not the classical engineer.
I: Sure.
I: And I think you’ve already gave me that
P: [something trivial] yeah right mm huh.
I: I don’t know why I put that there. Alright, part one of three complete.
P: Good. Unclear…interview.
I: What are some, what are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in
paralyzed populations?
P: Mmmm.
I: Perhaps we should start with number 2.
P: (chuckles).
I: Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients.
P: The main issues/ is that I’m really not really w- working a lot with functional electrical
stimulation, as you might know it. I’m really more working in neuromodulation
applications. So, I’m not, I mean I’ve witnessed several applications of FES and and/in
in spinal cord injured individuals like always/all this/these FES cycling and FES
walking and so on. But I’ve never done it myself. So…
I: That’s well you can just talk I guess from the experiences you’ve seen, if you like.
P: Mm huh.
I: Anecdotally.
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P: Mm huh I mean like, as I told you we’re doing neuromodulation so we’re using spinal
cord stimulation to really engage or to harness the motor capacity, that can still be
controlled by the ah spinal cord itself below the injury. And compare(d) to/with that
output that may be achieved with functional electrical stimulation you know by the
whole sequence of muscular contraction and someone has to be technically solved
and technically programmed, and preset um the activities [sounds like “idea is..’]
that we are seeing with spinal cord stimulation are much smoother, look much more
natural than the ones typically obtained with functional electrical stimulation. So that’s a
big, that’s a big difference because in in spinal cord stimulation you do not have,
technically you don’t have to to really, yah preprogram the movement that you want to
achieve, that you want to obtain let’s say maybe walking, or maybe extension or whats, whatsoever, but this is really done by a secondary system, so what we are doing is
really provide the spinal cord below the injury with a certain input code, that can be
interpreted um by the spinal cord itself, to transform it into a specific motor pattern. So
this is the the biggest difference so um this is um this is also yah what I see it’s it’s the
smoothness of the of the movements (that’s) either technically controlled by the/a/()
FES device, or naturally controlled by the central nervous system itself.
I: So you’re focusing mainly on spinal cord stimulation?
P: Yes. Right. Yep.
I: And/but you’ve seen some FES.
P: I have seen it, I have seen it yah. And eventually I think I mean in a multifaceted
program like spinal cord injuries and also a multifactorial problem like this or clinical
picture like this, I think there is not a s- one single application that can eventually solve
all the issues. So I think the way to go is probably [99% sure] to find a good
combination of FES, of neuromodulation applications, of pharmacological agents to
really ah come to an individually optimized clinical outcome.
I: Sure.
P: Absolutely. I think spinal cord stimulation by itself is also not sufficient, because in
many cases we see that if the stimulation input is too strong, the spinal cord does not
care anymore about proprioceptive and peripheral feedback input. So it may produce
um rhythmicity, some rhythmic output, but it’s not functional again because it doesn’t
care about what’s going on, in (the) periphery. So I think its good in first instance to
produce some rhythmic motor outputs to the lower limbs but at the/do same time you
might need to add FES applications, like for instance dropped foot stimulation or so on
to really reset a cert ah the the rhythmic [pretty sure 99% this is what she says here
and in the preceding text] movements at certain times during gait. So like for
instance, to really have some some strong input which is kind of breaking the more
centrally organized rhythmicity. And really again rebalancing it, or reconnecting it to
periphery. It’s all very technical, I could show you some slides to to make it clearer
but….
I: It’s OK. UnclearI think that’s beyond the the interview. No no definitely, I understand
what you’re saying.
P: Okay.
I: I guess in terms of, what you’ve seen with FES…
P: Mm huh.
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I: Can you tell me like any problems with/of FES, any…..[P: probl-] An any if some…[P
speaking at same time too] I:..if someone had paralysis…every day, what problems
would they face? [this is all a little unclear because I/P talk at same time].
P: I mean…a problem of FES application (of) classical FE- FES applications is for sure
that you need, I mean in a paralyzed person, so many electrodes to be placed almost
anywhere, I mean nobody would do it and its not its not feasible its simply not feasible
in in daily life. Addition, in addition you/they need a second person to to have/help
[pretty sure “help”] them ah put on all these these electrodes and I think there is also
this issue of I mean all the wires and all the stimulators and the fine timing of
stimulation parameters, delivered to different sites really. And I think that’s the, it’s too
complicated it’s too complicated and the output is very not often natural enough. So I
think for daily life, there are certain applications that are very good like the drop(ped)
foot stimulation, for instance but like in a completely paralyzed person, FES walking
also/or so I think is not really the way to go. I think there are very good components,
but it’s not the only way to go. So…
I: Sure P: [unclear] and have you, have patients told you anything about their FES
systems?
P: Mmmmm….
I: Or you’ve just mainly observed?
P: Mainly it it’s observation. I mean, it unclear in the middle? really depends on what
applications of FES we’re talking about and what you would subsume under the
umbrella of FES. I mean word for instance, TENS stimulation for pain control also fall
under the umbrella of FES for you? I mean there are so many different applications
that my counts [is this correct?] to this to this field are also not so…And I think
depending on the definition, the experiences of the patients are also very widely
spread. I’m sorry…
I: Sure so let’s, how about we start by asking...how do you define FES? Because
people define it differently.
P: Haha. I mean there is all this classical or this/there’s all this very specific definition in
the work of Holsheimer [Holtsaimer], back in 98, 2002 who was also the first one to
really introduce and explain the concept of neuromodulation and he had a very strong
definition of FES and neuromodulation
I: What’s his name?
P: Holsheimer, Jan Holsheimer [Holtsaimer, Jan Holtsaimer] I think he is I think he’s
Dutch. So I could send you the the ah the papers if you like afterwards, its really good.
Actually I can find it right now because …
I: We can have a look after the interview.
P: Okay all right…..
I: That’s okay.
P: Alright, alright. And actually I mean the main things that he’s mentioned in his article
are the things are that before/that I’ve already mentioned in this interview, it’s ah
neuromodulation’s more directed towards afferent ah structures to the central nervous
system aiming at really kind of remodeling or modifying the dysreg- the injury induced
dysregulation after the neuro/nerve signal processing by the central nervous system.
While FES functional electrical stimulation is more aimed at the efferent side of the
central nervous system. And is trying to impose really s- muscular activity or
whatsoever. Kind of um um mm bypassing the central nervous system. I mean there
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are these applications like I mentioned, several times before, drop(ped) foot stimulation
which is making use of ah a defined reflexes as well so there comes the central
nervous system in, but in general I think it’s the, it’s kind of the the line that we can find
between these two big topics, one aiming at afferent side trying to really harness
what’s still there in the central nervous system, the other ah approach more imposing
some activity from the outside and more directed towards the efferent side of the siyeah yeah.
I: Do you think there’s, apart from dropped foot do you think there’s more of a place for
FES to activate the afferent nerves as well for other applications?
P: Sorry, again?
I: Do you think there’s more room for FES to be used for afferent stimulation as well?
Apart from dropped foot?
P: I, I think so, yeah. I absolutely, but and as I said before, I think, I mean it’s, it’s
different definitions but at the end of the day, how we will label it’s not so important as
long as it works for the patient. And I mean whatever this may be. And it might also
involve some some um pharmaceutical agents and so on, like for instance to increase
the central state of excitability, by using there are some, there’s some cool s- ah, work
going on in this field by Pierre Guertin [Kuper piach-doctor??] In in Canada.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Pierre Guertin [I think this is what she was trying to say] [Er piachtre Piactrre??
Biyachtre?] It’s a Professor ah in in Canada, and he is working a lot on actually he is
ah he is he has just discovered combination of three different agents which when
systemically applied, can induce rhythmic movements in completely in a in a in the
legs of completely paralyzed individuals. Which is really some very cool stuff. And in
the end I think there’s not only FES, there’s only neuromodulation, there’s not only
pharmaceutical approaches. I think it’s a big toolbox with different tools in it and we
need to take those out which are perfect for one individual person. I mean, I’m working
within the spinal cord injury, there is no such spinal cord injury which is exactly like
any other. So each profile is so different so yeah well and I don’t know where I started
the sentence at. Really. So I think question was about more more FES applications on
the afferent side.
I: But we were…
P: I think ya its it’s it’s a question of definition really. And, in the you know, right.
I: So I think we started by talking about what are some of the issues us- using FES,
and you mentioned the electrodes.
P: Mm huh.
I: And the wires.
P: The wires. Yeah but/like, the stimulators also. I think I mean actually very often or
you know/no in our applications but again our applications are special cases, but many
of the small portable, mobile stimulators just do not offer the parameter settings that
you would need so our patients very often have to go with this very big, very
cumbersome very immobile, stationary devices.
I: Sorry to interrupt, are you talking about the spinal cord stimulators now?
P: Ah yeah but actually I mean um (chuckles) um there are two ways of stimulating the
spinal cord electrically. One is by epidural um electrodes which are implanted in the
lumbar epidural space, and I mean there is of course no issue. But we are also we are
also developed a non-invasive version of c- of of spinal cord stimulation working
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through TENS electrodes and for this method, although it’s a neuromodulation
application, really activating from the body surface the very same input structures to
the spinal cord as epidural ah version that is large medium diameter afferent fibres
within the posterior roots that’s much easier/detail?? yeah but this this technique is
really using classical FES equipment. But we need some specific parameter settings,
and very often these small mobile and very practical devices just enough for it so there
is kind of a shortage of really yeah useful ah stimulation devices very often.
I: How do spinal cord stimulation parameters differ from FES stimulation parameters?
P: Yeah well, again it it depends on what you F FES application would be. Because like
for instance, in degenerated denervated muscles, you also have very long stimulus
pulses, very long stimulus pulses which we do not need but like such small devices,
they usually have very small pulse widths like up to 300 microseconds or so on. And
specifically um for transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation, (it) will require for instance
ah pulse widths of two millliseconds, one plus one millisecond. Because this has a big
advantage, threshold-wise. And the small(er) devices just don’t often/turn off
normally, or the stimulation intensity of the small devices a the yeah the intensity, the
the max intensity is way too too low to worry. Um it has the vertebral canal from the
body surface. So this is, this is one thing, it’s the intensity, it’s the pulse width, it would
be also good for our specific application, it would be also good to have more control
over the stimulation frequencies, in terms of also being able of applying only single
pulses, and double pulses, instead of trains of stimuli, but this is a very special
application so I don’t know how useful it’s, it is re- it really is now for for your particular
purpose about getting to know the issues of FES in normal more normal classical
applications.
I: Just to deviate once more for interest and then I’ll get back on topic…
P: Mm huh.
I: When you talked about pulse width, you said one plus one.
P: Mm huh. Biphasic. Yeah.
I: Okay so you mean one millisecond per phase.
P: Yeah exactly. So if you’re using biphasic it’s one millisecond per phase, and if it’s
monophasic um charge balance monophasic, then its one millisecond.
I: Two milliseconds?
P: No, one.
I: Okay. So we’re talking about ah rectangular pulsed current?
P: Yeah right right, but charge charge balanced yeah.
I: Sure. Okay.
P: Noo that’s not so sure because (chuckles), this is just an anecdote now, because ah
we’ve been working in Atlanta some years back yeah and actually we have perfect
stimulator here in Europe, that we’ve been working with, it’s CE-approved and
everything, offers all the parameters we need, it’s one of the/this big commercial
devices ah though. But it works and it also restore the parameters that we needed for
our studies. And it’s CE-approved. We couldn’t use it in in the US, because it was not
FDA approved. So we had to go within/with the FDA approved stimulator there which
was approved for human use, offered [pretty sure] stimulation frequencies I think up
to 100 Hertz and I mean you could apply it for any time you wanted to and it was not
charge balance(d). I mean you can really burn skin with this so this is really dangerous
actually. So its not so clear that it is charge balance(d).
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I: Sure. Okay so we’ll, I’ll get back on topic now. So I think I’ve already asked you
number two – can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients? I think you’ve
already answered that.
P: Somewhere hidden in the many many sentences that is/I’ve said, yeah.
I: That’s okay.
P: So number three, who sells FES equipment in your country? In Austria?
P: Okay, ah you mean what specific companies you- do you want me to to list
companies or ok.
I: So firstly who’s responsible, and secondly some companies.
P: Okay I mean one company we have been working with is Schuhfried for instance,
(it) is Vienna based or Mödling based, company and haha (chuckles)
I: Merd-, Merdling based?
P: Merd- its it’s Mödling is is a small city, so a city close to Vienna and I think I don’t
know whether they are Vienna based or Mödling so… [I: Unclear]...yeah
I: Sure.
P: There’s/that’s [think “there’s”] Schuhfried. Then there are some smaller companies
like yeah yeah Schwa-Medico [Schva Medical]…But I don’t know actually whether
they are building their own devices.
I: What’s their name?
P: Schva Medical?? And ah poor- as I told you I’m only the user really, I’m not so
much the developer or something so…
I: Not a problem.
P: Mm huh. I mean there is of course Digitimer, but yeah well the usual companies,
Med- Medtronic but they are mainly producing um um related to our work ah the the
epidural spinal cord stimulation devices and and and ah Baclofen bands and so on
sothis is not really falling in the area of FES again. Yeah what were you asking the
first?
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Haha yeah. I put yeah.
I: I…
P: No no no no. Actually this was my speech centre is not shutting down, this was
the same from German that it’s just translating to English which means that if
somebody asks you to fasten you you at the moment you can’t think of any useful
answers (laughs).
I: It’s OK, take your time.
P: But really I mean the thing primarily working with with Schuhfried and Schwa-Medico
[Schva Medical]. And that’s it. So and Digitimer, yeah, that’s it.
I: For the spinal cord stimulators?
P: Yes.
I: But could/with FES?
P: Well often I was never actively engaged in any FES programs so….
I: I’ve heard Schuhfried mentioned a few times.
P: Mm huh. Yeah, it’s it’s kind of a largely con- collaboration because they also in
Vienna and I think and I think there was a long standing collaboration with some of the
people and colleagues here in the institute, and so I mean they were also yeah
involved I think in the development of some of their devices and there was also a
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collaboration with a previous EU project umm, the RISE project if you heard about
that? So, mm.
I: I’ve heard about RISE. Can you tell you me a bit more about th- that.
P: Okay again, I was not directly involved.
I: That’s OK.
P: It was done in the Wilhelminenspital here in Vienna, so Wilhelminenspital which is
just a hospital here in Vienna. It was mainly Dr Kern was the the responsible physician.
I: Helmut Kern?
P: Helmut Kern, yes.
I: I’ve read some of his papers.
P: Oh yeah yeah right. He he’s he’s kind of a pope in in in FES and and and
denervated and degenerated muscle stimulation. And I think also Winfried Mayr from
this institute was involved there and ah yeah I think more or less that- that’s it from the
Vienna side. There are/were many more international partners like Carraro and so on
from from Italy. Lately it was yeah. Actually it started before my time, before I joined
the group, and I was not really involved so I think I could just tell you what I read about
it in literature and what I’ve heard about it, but I think that’s all what you are working on,
so…
I: I’ve seen bits and pieces, I’ve read a few papers by Carraro and…
P: Mm huh.
I: …and…because for my thesis I’m looking at home FES.
P: Mm huh.
I: So I did a literature review of all the different…
P: Ok.
I: Um papers, but we can talk about that another time over email…if you like.
P: Okay.
I: So back to the FES, who tells people how to use it?
P: Ahhhhh…unclear.
I: Who’s responsible for the instruction of FES?
P: I think I mean as far as I know beforehand I think its first the clinician, first the
doctor, who assigns a patient to a certain therapy. And then, the practical work I think
it’s really done mainly by the um by the physical therapists, by the PTs. And I think they
are doing a great job, they are most experienced much more experienced than
normally the physicians are because they are I mean, they are working directly with the
patients, they have all the experience, they know how to do it, they know, they have
yah it’s really it’s they are their daily job, their daily life so I think its mainly the PTs
yeah.
I: So physicians just prescribe it.
P: I wouldn’t go so far to tell that they wouldn’t know how to use it and how to do it, but
I I think it’s also a time issue. I mean, they they could do it also but I think it’s mainly the
duty still [99% sure] of the PTs. At least, according to what I’ve been ah witnessing.
I: That makes sense I guess, delegation differs …
P: Yeah right right right right right.
I: True.
P: Yes.
I: So now I’m gunna ask about home FES. And again if you can’t answer, that’s OK.
P: Mm huh.
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I: So do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home
environment? So would someone be more likely to use FES in a lab or a clinic, or in
the home environment? Like how long do you think they would use….
P: I think it depends [first time?] I think it depends. I mean, we’ve been working with
patients who’ve been using our transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation and it’s and it’s
quite some effort to really apply (it) because you need a second person to put on the
electrodes specifically if you’re if if if you’re paralyzed, so you need somebody, so it’s
quite some effort and it takes quite some time. But I think if the patient’s really see
some advantage, if they see that it brings them benefit, they’re super motivated. I
mean, they will do it they are super compliant, so we never have/had problems and we
have never had issues with patients [(who?) probably nothing] () use it also at home.
Specifically with transcutan-, transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation it’s a little
cumbersome to place the electrodes yes but on/on the on the other hand we only
have two electrodes, one on the back, one on the ab, one on the abdomen. I’m not so
very not much sure about the compliance, if they hadn’t placed so many electrodes for
like FES walking, I think this is the a again it depends on on on the specific application,
I think there are applications that will work well [to? Something unclear after “to”] at
home, specifically when the patients see an immediate benefit. And there are
applications that are simply too complicated too cumbersome and not they they cannot
be simply integrated into daily life. And yeah I think there is again a/the whole range of
easily applicable methods and and less easily applicable methods so it’s a difficult to
find a general answer.
I: Out of interest, how is compliance measured with spinal cord stimulators at home?
How do you measure compliance?
P: Well actually, we are most relying on what patients are telling us and I mean you
can really tell the difference when they come back. You will see whether use it or not.
And really I mean we are mainly using a- as a home therapy, we are mainly using it for
spasticity control, and it can reduce their medication, their they they they can use their
residual motor control so much better when the spasticity is reduce(d?) and all that
stuff. So you can really see the difference, you can and and I mean actually we had so
far just a single patient who was doing it at the home stimulation as part of the study
protocol, the home/whole study protocol, and the other patients just decided by
themselves to use it at home because they saw that it would bring some benefit for
them so it was their own decision to use it, so nobody forced them to do it. So it was a
driven, or it was motivated by themselves. So of course they were compliant because it
was their own decision to do it because liked it because they had benefit. Measurable
benefit for them, improving the quality of life.
I: So at the moment, you have anecdotal ways of measuring compliance?
P: Yes. Ultimately. Unclear.
I: The devices, do they actually monitor how long someone’s been using stimulation
for?
P: Ah no but actually I must tell you that this transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation is a
relatively new method that was first published in Scrubauwokov?? 20.47ish in
2007.***See endnote. And it there actually until now they’ve been only pilot studies on
this topic and on on the efficacy of of this type of stimulation in spinal cord injured
individuals. And of course I mean there is just a whole pile of new physiological
measurements and experiments that you have to do to prove that its’ working and why
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its’ working then you need to do all this/these proof of concept studies that it that
really that’s it’s really able to bring about all this therapeutic outcomes and benefits to
the patients, so we were more kind of focusing on this stuff, and not so much on
advancing the the technology behind it, see/so we’ve not been using any more fancy
stimulators or so that we’re measuring kind of how long it was used and and so on. So
we really relied still to be on the patients’ support, to take notes and to to write down.
But yeah.
I: Not a problem, thanks for that. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Mm, I mean, yeah. It depends on so much on on the clinical picture of the patient. I
mean that’s a very general question, could you specify it a little more?
I: However you like to answer.
P: Mm huh.
I: If you think it’s too general that’s okay.
P: No I think it’s really general and also it part- it depends on the on the on…on first,
the the injury or lesion or disease that we’re dealing with, I mean it might be, might be
mesh glove?? Verify with Ursula! For for stroke patient, it might be that stroke
patients in general, it might be Parkinson’s patient, it might be CP patients, it might be
spinal cord injured patients, so there is a whole range of different conditions, and then
within each conditions, again there are so many different clinical manifestations so its
really different, difficult to say and again there are so many tools, FES tools that might
unclear or or some neuromodulation tools that meant/may that we might use and the
benefits may be so so ah various than of course…
I: So.
P: Like.
I: So I guess I have two things to say.
P: Mm huh.
I: The first is, you mentioned Parkinson’s Disease.
P: Mm huh.
I: So are you referring to Deep Brain Stimulation?
P: Yeah right, it it just came to my mind. Which is again not categorized?? But yeah.
I: I’d like to ask you again, what is FES? Because um….
P: Mm huh.
I: It’s it’s got quite a general definition hasn’t it.
P: Mm huh, mm huh.
I: To me, FES is using electrical stimulation to activate muscles and nerves.
P: Mm huh, right.
I: And some people say that’s to to harnessing that for a functional pattern.
P: Mm huh.
I: To mimic something normally. How would you define it if you were asked?
P: Mm huh.
I: To give a formal definition, Ursula’s…..
P: Alright, actually deep brain stimulation for myself would more fall into the area of
neuromodulation.
I: So you’re saying that FES is different to neuromodulation.
P: I think there are some similarities. Um methodological wise. But, I mean using very
similar equipment. Ah, partially at least. But I think, as I told before, FES for me is more
dir, directed towards the efferent side, and really kind of um imposing patterns
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externally instead of trying? to modify and modulate the the activity of the central
nervous system which is dysregulated and altered by the injury or by the disease.
I: That makes sense, thanks for clarifying.
P: Okay sorry, I might have been not too clear.
I: Not at all, no that makes sense, I just forgot.
P: Mm huh.
I: Okay so again, this is, this question has three parts.
P: Mm huh.
I: And um it’s on FES but I’ll just ask you anyway.
P: Mm huh.
I: In you experience with FES therapy.
P: Mm huh.
I: What are the initial expectations of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: I think this is a very important topic indeed. And I think I think hm. I think it’s really up
to the clinicians and also the PT’s to really take the time to sit down with the patients
and clearly define what they can expect and what they cannot expect. Normally, I
mean my experience is that again I’m talking more about neuromodulation but I think
this question fits to both areas, both FES as well as neuromodulation.
I: Sure.
P: You have to be very honest with them. I mean, normally the patients don’t expect
too much because it’s a field that they have no experience so they’re totally, I mean it’s
like a blank ah sheet of paper or so. So they don’t really know what to expect. And I
think it’s really up to the physicians and up to the PTs to really be very honest and say
“Look this is the range of outputs that might happen, that we might, that might be
obtained. Or that we are aiming at obtaining in your specific case. But you need to
know that it’s not a cure. Because it might happen in cases that people think this
device whatever it is, and ah to whatever body part it’s being applied, that it might bring
a cure. And this again can bring all the disappointment, all the desperation I’ve
witnessed that, and that’s really too bad. But I think what the patients really expect from
a specific treatment or approach or whatsoever, really strongly depends on the
experience and the honesty of the physicians and PTs who are assigning the patient or
prescribing the the treatment and are introducing the patient to a specific um yeah
treatment modality.
I: So the expectations are pretty much dictated by the clinician?
P: That’s the clinician, the PT because I mean at least according to my experience, the
patients normally don’t know what to expect, it’s a completely new field, I mean like for
instance, they’ve been working in, as a lawyer as whatsoever then/and [probably
“then”] they had suddenly this accident which came completely unexpected, and I
mean it’s a completely new area, they don’t know to expect, they don’t know how it
works, they don’t know what it might bring, ah what benefits it might bring, so it’s
dictated is a very strong word I wouldn’t use it necessarily. But I think yeah the the
average guy who with no background and in in im medical um yeah treatment and so
on, how c- should he know what he could expect, I mean before I started my PhD and
before I started working this field, I didn’t kn-, have any clue about what FES would(s)
be capable of or what what it could in- how it could be used in in in in in rehabilitation
and and so on and so I think yeah and also when we are working with patients with
spinal cord stimulation, we’re taking a lot, ah we take a lot of time in the beginning
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when we start to to work with a specific patient, to explain what it’s is about, how it
works, just the basic principles, I mean not all the details, not, we are not ah giving
them a class or so and a lecture or so but just to explain them “Okay, this is not magic,
this is not a miracle, there are certain principles, wise words”, and it’s also important to
explain this to them because very often there are/is some barrier, and you know it ah in
some there are some words before they they first use it, because it’s electrical
stimulation, maybe it’s harmful, maybe it’s painful, who knows what its its it is really
doing and our experience is will [99% sure] it take a lot of time to explain it, what it-,
what what it is all about, how it is working, what they can expect. It’s, it’s really making
a big difference. So it just going? Unclear! to to really really inform your patients very
closely, very well.
I: Do you think most of the time patients are well informed with FES?
P: I guess so. I, I would say so, yeah. Specifically when it comes to home ah therapy.
Because if they’re not well informed, if they don’t apply correctly it won’t bring all the
benefit they are hoping for and then they won’t be compliant anymore, so I think when
it comes to home therapy, at least they are very well informed.
I: So, home therapy, that comes about from the clinician instructing the patient how to
use the device at home.
P: Mm huh. Unclear?
I: Do they have programs where they instruct groups of people how to use home FES?
Or is it more individual counselling?
P: I mean, I don’t know that. I’m not a physician, I’ve not been doing that. But ah what
we do with our patients, and I mean again, I’ll repeat it again, we are we are a special
case that’s, it’s a very special field of research and and a very special technique. We
are doing it really on an individual large/live basis?, because it works the best. There
are so many questions, there/that are very individual questions and yeah and also our
method has to be really adapted individually adapted, to each single injury and to each
single person, so yeah it’s very individual in our case.
I: So by method you mean firstly how you instruct them then secondly the stimulation
method?
P: Stimulation method, how, where to put it, how to use it, what stimulation parameters
to use, which may vary from subject to subject again. So, all this stuff, yeah they
are/were also specifically I mean when we’re working with spinal cord injured
individuals um with no [unclear] reduced sensibility? below the lesion level, and
sensitivity, um, yeah you really need to find out what are their markers, markers for
them to be used at home, so that they can judge whether they are applying it
appropriately or not. And this is really something that you need to find out together with
the patient(s), it’s really kind of a conversation,it’s not us telling them how to do it, “Do it
like this this this this is the list of things that you need know about and do it and then
you are fine you are you’re/are you’re okay. But it’s very/really kind of a conversation
on the same level.
I: As you mentioned before, it’s not a lecture, just a conversation.
P: Yeah it’s a conversation, right right.
I: Sure. Back to the exp-, the idea of expectations. So do you think, are their initial
expectations met? So people that start FES, do you think their expectations are met
after doing the exercise? Do they…
P: Again it depends again [unclear?] what question.
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I: So are you saying it’s that depends on the individual as well?
P: Totally. And in the below on the, I mean sometimes it might need to lead to an
outlet, and you know is just not a responser to this specific technique and it may just
mean that you need to, to try the next, a different technique. And so but then of course,
their initial expectations in this specific technique, were not met. But which just means
that we were unable so far to take the right tools out of our toolbox. So, its really
difficult and it might also be that over times, the expectations change, and also the
tools that you need to meet the expectations may change because there is some yeah
there might be some neuroplastic adaptations occurring over time which also makes
our, which also requires some adaptation of the intervention so i- it’s difficult, it’s really
difficult.
I: Sure. The last question related to expectations.
P: Okay.
I: Coz it is a very important topic.
P: Mm huh.
I: Do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? So say you have a
patient who was injured three weeks previously.
P: Mm huh.
I: And then you compare them with a patient who’s injured thirty years ago.
P: Mm huh.
I: Will their expectations of what FES is going to do for them, differ….or spinal cord
stimulation…
P: I think [as I talks] yeah whatever I think the biggest problem really is if you’re in a
very chronic stage of recovery [pretty sure], like like as you said, 30 years post-injury,
the biggest issue really is that you will have a whole set of secondary complications,
which will also limit the potential benefit of the application, or [of? Sounds like or
though] the the the device, or the treatment approach that you are trying, because
you’re ah musculoskeletal um ah condition will not be the same like it was thirty years
ago. So like for instance, standing, inducing standing with electrical stimulation may be
with/wired/why spinal cord stimulation or FES, it might work in principle but your
bones might not be able to to to to to carry the load anymore for instance, or your also
you’re your muscle bulk might have been reduced after all this/these? 30 years of
inactivity and so on. Or your muscular system is not more prepared to do it. So I think
there is a big big difference in the patient population, or in the effects you can obtain in
patients that start early after their injury. And those who are more or less inactive um
for for quite some time after an injury. Like for instance we were working some times
ago, in Atlanta with a patient ah with the pl-, we we aimed actually at at applying
transcutaneous spinal cord stimulation in him, to facilitate his ah residual motor
capacity, and first of all, we just wanted to se-, to to to put him into the standing frame,
just to stand, and he immediately collapsed. And um he was a young guy, I mean he
he looked quite OK except for the fact that h- he was sitting in a wheelchair, but then
we asked him “Okay, when when did you stand last time?” And he told it ah just told
the story to you before, and he told well, “I just think my injury was one and a half year
ago. So, a former injury”. So I think if the patient is in such a bad condition, because
of inactivity years after the injury, there is no technique in the world that can
compensate for thirty years of inactivity, no way. And, I mean, it would be really not
honest [99% sure] to make them believe that they can have some tremendous output,
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some tremendous benefit from FES application, or any other application when they
haven’t been doing anything for thirty years after their injury. So, of course I mean, the
expectations must be differ- different, because you have to be very honest about what
they can expect, you have to explain to them why they can expect less when they’ve
been inactive for 30 years.
I: From their perspective, do they expect less though, do you think, or…
P: Again I don’t have too much experience there but again my experience is that
patients pretty much expect what you explained them that they can expect. And you
have to be honest.
I: Interesting. Did you need to…
(someone else): Hm?
I: Have a conversation?
P: Ah no I think you’re just….
(Omitted as colleague comes in the room).
…I: Danke schon.
…continued 4.50.
I: So we’re on to the last question now.
P: Yeah, good (chuckles).
I: What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field of FES? Or spinal cord
stimulation for that matter.
P: Hmm.
I: What do we need to understand?
P: Oh, to understand is a, I wouldn’t have understood this question like this, so I mean,
if you ask me about what do we still need to understand, I would much more much
more think about neurophysiological mechanisms.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Neurophysiological mechanisms that we are setting into action and so on. But, yeah
it it it’s it’s really what direction do you want this qu, or the answer this question go to?
I: What research questions do we need to explore for this field?
P: Mm huh. Mmm…actually, I’m just now thinking how much (I) can talk about this
because this is umm ongoing study in a in a different centre, and I think they would not
be very happy if I talk too much about this. Because but ah they are very there are
some very exciting um there are some exciting work done obviously in really improving
the the technological and engineering possibilities, specifically of/on spinal cord
stimulation.
I: Anecdotal conversation’s/is fine.
P: Yeah, right. Yeah.
I: So technological improvements.
P: Now/ a large?? Technological improvement you have mmmmm more control over
the stimulation parameters, to have more control over yeah the triggering of stimulation
parameters at specific times, like for instance during a gait cycle. So like to change the
stimulation parameters depending on whether say the left limb is in stance phase, or in
swing phase, and vice versa, because it makes a diff-, a big difference the old/all
defective???/means “effective?” not sure. The ranges, of stimulation parameters
very much depends on specific phases within movement. So it be if there would be
some real time adjustment of stimulation parameters also if some closed loop systems
this would be I think a tremendous ah advantage in in tremendous depth into into into
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new direction. Like I think closed loop, real time adaptation of stimulation parameters
depending on the intended movement. So there’s/is also some work published this is
published, so (we) can talk about it/that, in animal models, and/in monkeys, where
they’re using ah brain-machine interfaces and and and actually um motor cortex ah
recordings to really transmit the intended movement or really kind of control the
epidural [99% sure!] stimulator depending on the intended movement of the monkey.
And it works.
I: Wow.
P: Wow, and that’s that’s really something. So, (chuckles).
I: Is that using EMG?
P: Ahhh there is one device which is using EMG and there’s another device which is
not, which is using really motor cortex recordings.
I: I’ve heard a problem with EMG FES, is that…
P: Mm huh.
I: …there’s a lot of contamination.
P: Sorry, again? [I: mumbles?]
I: I’ve heard with EMG-FES…
P: Yeah.
I: That there’s a lot of contamination..
P Okay.
I: …in the signals
P: Oh yeah
I: So filtering’s very important to…
P: Yeah right right
I: I think its’ because the FES (can) contaminate the recorded signal.
P: Yeah yeah.
I: unclear filter.
P: Yeah. Actually we do have it also when we are doing transcutaneous stimulation but
I mean, if you are/you’re if you’re doing offline analysis of your data for like normal
publications, its no problem to get rid of the artefact you can just I mean, get rid of the
the(m) um using like a unclear so that’s not a problem. But of course for real time
adaptation of stimulation parameters, this might be an issue. So it might be not the
system might not only be relying on EMG, but also on kinematics and and stuff like
that. But yeah, as I told you, I’m not an engineer so this is um/I’m thinking but no(t)
more than that. Hmm.
I: Not a problem Ursula. Well th-, thanks for your time. Is there anything else you’d like
to add before I stop the recording?
P: Ummmm I think in principle, I’ve anyway talked too much in the end. But no(w) I
think that’s that’s all, that’s all that that comes to my mind. Yeah.
I: Okay well that concludes the interview, and this is the last interview in Vienna, 2016.
P: Mm huh.
I: Thank you.
P: You’re very welcome. I I hope it was useful.
***Endnote:
She responded by giving me a link to the following publication:
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4) Here's the first publication of transcutaneous spinal cord
stimulation: Minassian K, Persy I, Rattay F, Dimitrijevic MR, Hofer C, Kern H.
Posterior root-muscle reflexes elicited by transcutaneous stimulation of the
human lumbosacral cord. Muscle Nerve. 2007 Mar;35(3):327-36.
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Participant 18
I: So this is interview number 18, with Matthew and Andrea, on Thursday September
29, 2016. So, the first part I’m just gunna ask you a few basic questions. So, what’s
your first name?
P: Andrea.
I: Now, your gender Andrea?
P: Male.
I: Thought so. Now, what about your age group?
P: My age group ah refer to the questions that you should have sent me, or you
want….
I: So how….
P: Ahh
I: May I ask how old you are?
P: Oh yeah yeah okay. Ah, 36.
I: 36, not a problem.
P: Yeah no no no I thought I had to have something in front of me to the unclear with
age group or for extra information.
I: Oh that’s okay no I’m circling it for you because I know that you don’t have the
questionnaire there.
P: Okay.
I: And, your country of residence?
P: Switzerland.
I: That’s correct. Now, which would best describe your occupation? There’s four
categories here. So, I’ll read them out and you can circle m-, or I’ll circle more than one
for you if you like. So, we have FES seller or retailer.
P: No.
I: FES prescriber or researcher.
P: Ah researcher, confirm yah/that.
I: Yep. Neuromodulation engineer.
P: Confirmed.
I: And, other please specify.
P: Ahhh roboticist.
I: Roboticist.
P: Because I’m making I’m making hybrid (99% sure) systems.
I: So your training was in mechatronic engineering was it?
P: Ahhhh (sigh) yeah some projects we can use mechatronic engineering or we can
design ah ah integrated ah prosthesis which wo- motion. Ah, but mechanically and with
electrical stimulation.
I: Fantastic.
P: I mean/And in this way, and I mean ah there are s-, really simple prototypes and
we’re also working on a more integrated approach which does ah the personalization
on on shot/short for long term use. One of the problem of ah of FES, is that ah you
have to be somehow an expert in using it, or you need to have a/the proper training,
and you need a caregiver to position proper [99% sure] electrodes. If you are able ah
to design wearables, so then simplify then? unclear and can assist you when ah
FES when you’re muscles are just much depleted [99% sure] you can combine
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different approaches but for ah restoration or rehabilitation purposes so that’s why I
was saying it’s somewhere in between with hybrid systems.
I: Fantastic, thanks for that. And we can touch on them more in a moment when I ask
you the interview questions as well. Now, last question before we get started with the
real interview. Your email address? I already have it.
P: Yeah, it’s in the format of name dot surname at cpfl dot ch. So, andrea dot crema.
I: Yep.
P: At epfl dot ch.
I: C-H. C H being Switzerland.
P: Unclear! Something in Italian.
I: Not a problem.
P: Yep.
I: Alright, we’ll start the interview now.
P: Yeah.
I: Just seven questions. And we’ll see how we go. So question number one. What are
some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Ahh, use of use [pretty sure] of the device for the clinicians, or for the caregivers, or
for the end-user?
I: ThP: That’s the main obstacle for ah for it because devices tend to be either not selective
enough, so they don’t, ah are not able to give ah task-specific training. Or, tend to be
complex, and powerful, so you need ah/that/a um ah skilled physiotherapist to do that.
So in that case it increments the amount of ah labour [99.9% sure] that is needed
ah/there to provide the/ah retraining for ah for the patients. And we know that ah ah
the quantity of treatment that you provide at/and the specificity of treatment is
absolutely necessary for a positive outcome.
I: Thanks for that. And are there any other problems you envisage people with
paralysis might face using FES systems every day?
P: Like what for example?
I: Like, issues with the equipment. Or, issues putting on the equipment.
P: Okay. Me that’s part of the usa-? [unclear] user and of the(m) toothbrush rule that
I was mentioning before we started discussing ah reliability of ah of the equipment is a
key factor, because ah ah often with the most advanced [99.9% sure] ah devices for
stimulation, we have/had problems ah in terms of reliability with all these prototypes
unclear – eh? not being properly detecting failures, for example. Or not detecting
the/this stimulation. Ah, I spent a few years with a some ah ah expected-to-becommercial devices, which turned out to be to be a problem because on an
engineering side, when you are just one unclear unclear…the one…..in fact?
[unclear] but expecting to use it often you have problems that are hard to debug, and
if you’re a clinician and you cannot trust the, the device you’re using, then you were
simply not use it and you will [feint] fall down with simpler devices, which provide a
reliable stimulation but ah cannot be inserted in task-sp-specific exercises. And do not
provide the added value of ah/a giving a treatment that matches ah ah the cognitive
effort of the patient, with the expected motor outcome.
I: So it sounds like if clinicians have a bad experience with a device, that they’re quick
to abandon it and try something else.
P: Yes. If you are a clinician, you want therapy first.
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I: Do you think a lot of FES systems suffer from this issue of reliability?
P: Ahh there are several devices that ah simply are not able ah ah to um detect reliably
if they are/they’re stimulating or not and for which cause. Which can be a problem of
detecting two comparators if significant puzzles/policies? are given ah… they can
have communication prot-, protocols problems if they are WiFi for example. And they
can be out of synch with ah tasks that are performed for example. Um, other issues
with those ah there are some devices that if they reach a a low battery [pretty sure],
so below 50%, they can misbehave. It’s not something that you will/would? notice, um
using it, but instrumentally that’s something you can detect.
I: 50%, wow.
P: Oh I had, I I can tell you that I tried several devices which had ah which were
developed from 1995 till now. Some ah really really old, I have the old Compex Motion,
ah with me, the with some modified terminals?channels?? ah that work really nicely
for example it’s the the Compex Motion that was modified by Milos Popovich, that is
the area of?? Lab, [Could check with Andrea.] in um Toronto, Canada. And it’s
really nice. Ah, but as the technology ages for example, ah at the hardware level,
you’re/you have [pretty sure “you have”] components that are failing, so you are not
able to detect. So one of the big problem with these devices, is also that the internal
components age, and if there is no maintenance problem for these devices, ah you
may have multiple failures that go on undetected.
I: Interesting, interesting…interesting. I, I think that’s a very interesting thing to say
about how the devices can fail below 50% and it’s very important to get it right, I guess.
P: Yeah I mean for example with ah with the devices from HasoMed, ah the RehaStim1, um so the really old generation…
I: RehaStim-1?
P: Ah, that’s ah clinically speaking ah you have ah failures for the device so you send
them back for a check once a year, which is ah/a still good. There are other devices
that fail more often, and often are are this is not technical because for having a
check of ah if they fail or not, ah you will need ah ah some appropriate way of
measuring it or (a) proper diagnostic. Something that is not usually measured by the
device is also the the shape of the waveform. Ah if it’s maintaining ah um charge
balance(d) waveform, if it’s ah giving bursts of stimulation for any kind of mis
misbehaviour, which may be detected by the patient or after/doctor, then it can be kind
of random in the way they appear.
I: So are you saying that some stimulators actually administer randomly shaped
waveforms?
P: Ah, I say that ah with user/we’ve used some stimulators may mis misbehave for
reasons that are not always clear. And, ah this can be part of the problem of storage of
devices or part of the manufacturing of the devices. And you need to have ah ah to
make sure that ah um this/these devices are checked once in a while, to have some
kind of assessment which should be very good level practice for the working but often
its just a matter of really check that (it) doesn’t necessarily detect problems with the
devices.
I: Maybe…
P: Because some some devices may be more erratic in ah in [feint] the way they
perform. Some less but still you have no zero risk? [pretty sure]
I: Oh, could you please repeat that? That last bit?
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P: Ah s- some some devices are more, more or less erratic in their behaviour. Um, or
in the the kind of response they get. It didn’t happen to me but I know that for example
eh some people at OttoBock had problems with ah ah some devices of for the
stimulation of the tibialis anterior. Ah and this at some point, this device give a burst of
stimulation which ended up ah in ah causing ah abnormal limb um dam- damage, so
they broke I don’t remember exactly which bones, but because ah the stimulation
bursts unclear…….so there was a device that caused a burst of stimulation, totally un
[feint]controlled, and caused ah this kind of effect.
I: I guess that’s a hard one too because the patient had osteoporosis so that would
have contributed to that happening as well.
P: Exactly. So the idea is the problem is multiple. Because what you do if you have
uncontrolled stimulation for any reason of which a/the device is providing ah um
relatively low ah stimulation is that you can al- also cause a sense of damage. One is
okay you can just break [pretty sure] bones. Another one ah, there is a big name for
example in the community, and/ah that ah he is now totally unsensitive to stimulation
unclear…electric maybe? stimulation is motor/??? fine for for this person and at the
sensory level ah it doesn’t detect anything [pretty sure, but feint]. So, he’s not a
good subject for a test because he used his unclear so much that even if he is a
healthy subject he has no residual sensation for the electrical stimulation [but feint].
I: Sure.
P: So, you you need to have protocols for defining ah for prolonged testing of ah
devices and you will need for example, ah statistics for your study if a device is more
prone to failure or not, and what are the best ways to detect [but feint!] a possible
failure.
I: Just extending this a bit further, and I know I’m digressing a little. I think that may
maybe that has something to do with the country as well because different countries
have different standards in terms of how they do safety and performance testing of
medical devices. So maybe that has something to do with it as well, how often the
devices are you know, checked by the OEM, or by the hospital, to see how often they
work.
P: Yeah this ah this refers to devices that are checked every 6 months for example.
And are certified when ah when sold by FDA and eh they’re they’re also CE-Mark.
I: Yep okay so they’re CE-Marked, they’re FDA-approved but they’re still not
performing as they should be.
P: Ah, yeah. And the the true issue is that you never know where the problem lies,
because ah it could be a task unclear problem. I was delivering a stimulator to to an
hospital and doing transport, but damaged and I didn’t do anything very specific with
that and I got it unclear in a couple of days. Ah, it can be a storage problem of other
devices ah for example, ah there are many possible issues related to these commercial
or a little bit more of/ah prototypeal/of devices.
I: That’s…
P: And/ah… so that that’s not kinda…has really happened. And ah… if you if you
start selling these devices, it- it’s always a nice ah nice to have a policy for continuous
check, check of them. Obviously this increases the cost of the device or is not
necessarily economically [feint] feasible, ah but as a manufacturer of some of the
devices, it’s definitely ah really [sure] worked to consider not selling them but using
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them. And ah having them back ah to a real company for a check regularly…[I:
Yeah]…unclear obviously increases the cost.
I: That’s exactly right, nothing’s free at the end of the day.
P: Unclear.
I: Alright Andrea, thanks for that detailed response. I think I’ll get back on track now.
And I’ll ask you question number 2. So, can you briefly outline your experience of FES
with clients? I know we’ve touched on this a bit briefly.
P: Ahh experience with the clients, you mean ah, exactly what? Because I’m
interfacing mostly with ah medical doctors and therapists and a little bit of with (the)
patients but I’m not actually selling the devices, I’m co-operating with them to design
you know unclear protocols for neural/neuro integrated devices, for testing ah the
possible outcomes.
I: That’s fine yeah [P: unclear….but?] just outline your role I guess in your company.
P: Ahh I’m ok. Umm I am a basically a a developer, ah involved with the design of
wearables associated with Functional [Electrical]…but fast! Stimulation. And ah with
the definition of stimulation protocols ah for ah task specific rehabilitation. So it means
that I’m ah mostly working on ah upper limb rehabilitation of patients. And/I’m partially
doing the training to therapists and doctors, and then I’m discussing with therapists
doctors and patients using user-centred design for all the prototypes and all the
wearables that are needed for the very specific treatment that we are working on in
every specific projects [feint!].
I: Thanks for that. And would you say your main populations are stroke patients or do
you work with other populations who have paralysis as well?
P: Ahh, mostly stroke because ah that it is the biggest population ah I work a little bit
also with incomplete spinal cord subjects ah but I will say that 99% is stroke. Ah which
can be um early sub-acute [pretty sure!] or chronic.
I: The whole spectrum.
P: Yep.
I: Thanks for that. Okay now moving on to a bit of a different question. So, who sells
FES equipment in your country? Who tells people how to use it? So I know you’re from
one company. But in general who sells FES equipment and who tells people how to
use it?
P: Oh I sorry, I’m, I’m not from from a company, I’m from a university.
I: Oh okay, thanks for that.
P: Okay. Okay okay. Um the(m) in general ah prescription ah really depends on how its
reimbursed. Ah often you have ah um really simple ah devices that are going to be um
prescribed by ah physicians here in Switzerland, and reimbursed through ah
insurances. Because the health system here in Switzerland is based on this private
insurances, that you have to pay for. Um but they’re/they are not really so much
spreading the use for stroke patients. For example, they’re/they are introducing right
now to use? In practice, for the Bioness H-200 for example, ah for something (that) is
more on the medical side. For treatments of electrical stimulation in general, which can
be FES or TENS um they are/they’re also ah prescribed by physiotherapists for
example for home training, for one year, and for example surgery but it’s/is less on the
functional side and more on the muscle conditioning side.
I: Sure. And, do the physios and the doctors do they show the patients how to use it?
Or is that the responsibility of the sales representatives?
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P: It’s the/a responsibility of the physiotherapist, ah to provide training during the the
first short sessions ah of physiotherapy and then they have follow up with the patient
every other week. Ah to see how is the progression and if they have to change the
programs that eh/that- they are using. So the physiotherapist ah configures ah the(m)
the device for the patient, and the patient just has to turn on and off the device which
can present problems which can be one two or three and we have to proceed with the
training ah outcome/at home [think “at home”]???
I: Sure.
P: For the for the sports used/user? For the/a less unclear unclear very very
confined to hospitals and everything that is controlled by the different different
unclear.
I: Fantastic. That makes sense. Okay moving on now, looking at exercise adherence.
So do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home
environment, and why?
P: Absolutely, because with-in a clinic, um you ah can never/have? um control(led)
movements or functional tasks because you have ah trained personnel t- so and ah
this personnel can just observe the patient or support the movement when they did.
Which is definitely not feasible if you’re not having a caregiver at home. This means
that for example if your insurance covers you to have a home ah um, to have at home
a caregiver, so you are paying for one of these/this really high end, high end of
insurances, ah you could theoretically have a um lets say 70% [unclear
27.15..originally I thought it was “7%”. Probably 70%?] of the achievement at
home. But usually this is not ah really cost effective ah ah solution. And for this reason
you prefer to have a clinics that are really well organized and provide high end
treatment with the FES alone, with constrained??? [does he mean “constant” or
“constrained?’] movement therapy combined with that, with robotics, with anything
else. And it can do more task-specific ah exercises otherwise it’s always muscle
conditioning [a bit feint though!].
I: So you’d say that people would use these devices more in the clinic, as opposed to
home.
P: Well, ah if you are looking for some more high end treatment, yes. At home is going
to be ah more uncontrolled low-end muscle condition(ing).
I: Sure.
P: As As I told you, they’re/they are introducing in practice for use, the/they um the
Bioness H-200 for not as a substitution but for training right now so they they are
starting as a with a little bit bigger numbers but ah if you know the Bioness H-200 is not
something really specific for training, has/as a limited number of channels and
focusses on the ability to open and close a little bit, by constraining all/also the
movements.
I: Yeah I’m aware of [P: unclear] aware of the Bioness H-200, I think. So, moving on
now to another, looking at (a) different angle. What do you think are some of the
benefits of FES?
P: Ahhh.
I: What do you think are the benefits?
P: Okay we can ah umm we can consider the benefits in multiple ways. One is from the
simplest possible level. Ah, that is, um okay muscle conditioning. And that’s the very
best that you can get [feint]. Second, you can ah use ah NMES for ah slightly different
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tasks, so it means ah that ah you can ah enhance the body ownership of the of the
subject.
I: The ah- [P: Unclear], I beg your pardon?
P: Body ownership. So, ah one of the ideas ah that you eh…that you have is that you
perceive your own body.
I: OP: When you perceive your own body, and you know that its/is ah responsive, you
have also agency, so the will to act [99% sure], so you can operate more in the
environment. And any NM- any transcutaneous stimulation has the effect of obvobviously inducing a motor responsive position properly. But also providing afferent
sensation, which maybe one of the tricks that you use also ah to elicit the response of
the/a subject. Imagine it in a task in which you start ah sending placebo stimulation
just give eh to the subject the idea that they start, they need to have a to con- contract
muscles, and they start perceiving that. If they can. And then you can start assist the
movement if they’re not doing that in acute? Times. So for example, unclear! a
placebo stimulation with a tantamount and then you use start proc- providing real?
Free? Unclear!! stimulation. So it’s the fact that you combine muscle conditioning you
can combine it with a bet- a better perception of the body and better perception of the
(very) personal space of the subject. And, the will to operate ah for example, one of
the things that I’m doing in one of the the projects, ah is to assess in a little bit broader
way, how the patient is perceiving the bo-, the affected limb, if the perception is
improving, and if they are more willing to use the limb. So it’s basically um the idea that
you have with the WHO ICF system, which relies on ah the idea that you have a
facilitators or obstructors in the treatment which can be personal factors or it can be
for example ah contingent solutions or limitations in the treatment, coz sometimes the
treatment may work badly on some patients, or/on some other will not. Or the
interaction of these other elements may announce a much better response. So, even
the fact that with FES you have the possibility to be a simple??? Stimulation, sensory
stimulation you can reduce the pain and at the same time for example you can ah give
ah context of assistance you have a lot of variability behind those treatment you can
have if you have a a device that is powerful enough give you this flexibility.
I: That makes sense and what about what about the metabolic benefits of FES, what
do you think are some of the main metabolic benefits? Moving away from muscle?
P: Ohhh well ahhh if you are referring to lower limb stimulation, I mean the way of I
mean Nick Donaldson OK there is literature unclear that also you you see that there
is an increased cardiac ah response this is not the feasi? what I’m doing, because I’m
mostly focussed on ah affordances [less sure] and on grasp [99% sure], so I’m not
ah ah asking the patient to have a a really high effort at the mot- metabolic level so I
cannot comment this particularly in this.
I: Not a problem, that makes sense coz you’re focusing on the upper limb.
P: Yep.
I: And the hand movements with the robots.
I: Okay, so the next question has three parts. So I’ll ask them each individually. So, in
your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of clients before
starting FES exercise? What do they think FES is gunna do for them?
P: Solve all their problems. You’re a patient and you hope that every kind of therapy
(that) you are given, will solve your problems completely. And obviously ah um the…
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I: Sorry
P: …that’s/best part of
I: Sorry just to interrupt. Are we talking about, we’re talking about stroke population
patients?
P: Yes, yes, yes. The issue is that ah um ah patients are not and the relatives [99%
sure] are not necessarily well-informed. Ah, in on the effectiveness of the treatment.
Because often, at the at the clinical level there is um a bias in the?? patient [feint].
And often they’re just given only the positive examples.
I: From the physiotherapist?
P: And the…..from in in general because um um physiotherapists and medical doctors
tend to be quite conservative in the way they give ah um give the possible outcome.
But, if you’re a patient, you just hope that that every kind of treatment is going to solve
your problem. There is this communication bias that you have. And often, ah when
arrive at at the very early stage, the patients are more focused on having a s solution
that solves everything. From three weeks after, ah you will start having a a the relatives
that ah start asking “What is the most manageable way to deal with therapy also at
home with with (the) patients”. And ah in general, patients start talking together with
um when they have ah some kind of recommendsions?? Expectations of the
outcome. Because you know for example with stroke patients, you have a 10 per- 10
percent of ah of the patients that get really good results, ah ah with treatment despite
of the kind of ah treatment you provide. And there are there is a a sweet spot from the
25% worst to 75% worst where you which you have FES that that provides some kind
of ah improvement, and there are, there is ah a range of patients who/in which despite
the fact that you provide FES or not, you’re not getting any improvement because
either they’re already good enough and FES is not providing in terms of grasp and
affordance(?), any benefit. Or they’re really not responsive at all. And ah in this way ah
there are as I told you, um some factors that definitely effect it or and ah are facilitators
so the will of the patient to have ah expensive training because high dose is needed,
but also how much the patient perceives stimulation which may be a a positive effect,
or a negative effect, because if/each stimulation is perceived in a bad way, so it’s
painful, despite of whatever you provide, then there is no sense in ah in giving it. So, its
really a read/breathe? [unlikely] then two patients in some kind of simple case trial
um outcome because there is a huge variability. And also the kind of ah ah treatment
that often patients are ah receiving is based on um [unclear] from the clinical side.
Because you start with some point, you have a treatments in one clinic or in multiple
clinics because the patients have mobility to go to different/between clinics, and also
personal factors affect the kind of response, how much they put trust on the on the
clinicians, and if ah this is come in combination with ah other factors for example if the
stimulation is provided with the peak of ah of the [unclear] effect of Botox in some
patients. So you have for example some chronic patients that are not responsive at all.
They tried for example, ah repetition [rehabilitation?] tasks with (and) without Botox
and with FES or not, with contextual tasks or not. With BCI driven- driving FES or not.
And all these factors are really dependent on patients. For example, simple tasks for
hand opening with BCI seems promising at the moment, but the numbers are low. And
ah I know this/notice when I see the studies, that the results are really cherry picked
so….
I: Because…
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P: If you want to go with with statistics, its’ hard because there is a bias also in the
way (that)/() people publish.
I: That’s correct, and the variability in patients as you said. Makes it difficult to show
that a device actually works doesn’t it?
P: Absolutely, that’s why for example with the trials we are doing, we are going with a a
relatively simple tasks ah in a retentitive way we are trying to simplify the devices and
we are going for a/ah slightly l-eh, larger numbers, for example ah the the system we
were demoing in ah in Vienna, is going to be tested on 34 subjects in ah in Frankfurt,
and 34 subjects in North of Italy, with the very same protocol, with one of the clinics
that is naïve and one that is more expert because has already better knowledge. Ah
what you don’t control anyway with all this/these ah this/these trials is what is actually
happening with the standard therapy. And depending on the country where you do that
ah you have also a different way which this is ah supported. For example in Italy we
have ah um a physician that is supervising ah the the treatment. So you have a
neurologist that talks with eh the physician, the physician then decides the treatment
and you have physiotherapists that are delivering the kind of treatment necessary for
the patient, but under the indication of the physician. In Germany, ah this is different,
because you have a neurologist which provides on a high level kind of diagnosis for the
patient, and its left to the occupational therapist to kind of (80% sure) decide the kind
of treatment. And the bias also in the knowledge that they have with ah with the patient
or the kind of medical training they have can be totally different. Is/here’s an example
within the same study, how much difference ther- there can be just because you have
different health systems.
I: Yeah, very hard to control.
P: Exact/think so.
I: Back on the patient expectation side of things, so are there initial expectations met?
Now I know this is a hard question to answer because you’ve just told me how you
know patient expectations are quite different between different patients, did….
P: Statistically speaking no.
I: Yep.
P: But ah what you can tell a priori, is that you can a priori cherry pick ah the the
patients that are are are more committed to the treatment, or more committed to do
extra work for regaining because you see it at a/the personal level, if they’re/are really
depressed by mutter? by the stroke, or if they’re willing to get back ah to a normal life
as soon as possible, and that’s another kind of level of bias that clinicians ahh ah can
introduce in ah in the(ir) studies, and in this way if you just take the most motivated
subjects then you will, are going to have better results. If ah if not, not but with FES ah
it’s really hard to go go with a dotted/double line?
I: But in general putting the issue of bias to the side, you think that the patients
expectations aren’t generally met, overall?
P: 11.32 Ah patients’ exp- expectations are not met because ah they simply expect too
much.
I: Makes sense. That/it? makes perfect sense. Related to that, the last part of this
question would be, do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? So if
someone had a stroke last week, would their expectations differ from a patient that had
a stroke say 10 years ago?
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P: Absolutely. Because ah with um assuming that they have [there are? Pretty sure
“they have”] no cognitive impairments, um the(ir) expectation level falls the more you
had unsuccessful ahh ah kind of treatment. So, ah chronic patients come mostly just
for a little bit of reduction of spasticity, or ah losing the ah the perception of pain huh,
whereas earlier patient more more acute patients, then/and for me irrelatives are
more focused ah on getting something better just like ah the the the stroke caused
the damage, some people think we can kind of?/quickly [unclear!!] solve the
problem. Because death human expectation you wouldn’t?? patients???
[sentence very unclear!]
I: So earlier on, there’s higher expectations?
P: Ah yeah, earlier there is higher expectation, and the more you have unsuccessful
treatment ah ah the lower the expectation becomes because it becomes more a
maintenance for ah reduced spasticity for example.
I: Now I l know you work with stroke patients Andrea. But what about, if I’m gunna ask
you this question for spinal cord injured patients, do you think a the similar answer
applies?
P: Ah I would say yes for the same reason that ah the reason is not physiological but
psychological.
I: Relating to their [P: Unclear] acceptance of injury.
P: Exact.
I: That makes sense. Okay, the last question on the interview schedule, number seven.
Lucky number seven. What are some of big unanswered questions in the field of FES?
What is it that we need to understand about FES?
P: What is ah ah the best combined platform able to combine cognitive and motor
rehabilitation. Because if you are able ah to have better body ownership then you have
better, you can have better agency. And then you can be more willing to use ah um
FES alone, or combined with ah other assistive tools ah to get faster rehabilitation. Or
to have an assistive system that works better with you? It’s/that’s better defining
what is the best personalized tool able to provide you high quality, ah high intensity
treatment for you as an outpatient.
I: Makes sense. On that note, I’m just gunna ask you two little short questions before
we conclude. Just to followup what we’ve talked about if that’s okay.
P: Yep.
I: The first is. What is Functional Electrical Stimulation? How would you [P: That’s a
good…] define it?
P: That’s a good question, because ah it encapsulates so much ah different meanings,
if you look, ah that its hard to define.
I: (chuckles).
P: Ah, you you will see that practitioners will ah, will define it, depending on the way
they they work this/with at ah a more task-oriented um element, or a or a more ah lets
say, lets just phrase it like this ah depending on the practitioner you have in front of
you, ah they will focus more on the ability to assist patients in ah task-oriented
rehabilitation or as a way to compartmentalize ah problems which can be for example
something..front-only? pain, and make the the current situation bearable, even if
they’re not really providing any/an/end motor advantage. Because its always the
unclear between what you perceive, and what you can control.
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I: Do you think the definition changes depending on what angle you’re coming from? If
you’re a researcher, if you’re a doctor, if you’re an engineer?
P: Mm it changes, a lot even if you’re a clinician coz ah some clinicians are more
focused on ah pain management, and some are more focused on providing better
outcomes on activities of daily living.
I: Sure.
P: And even, and even if you’re a clinician, you will a a ad just have this variability,
and if you’re a researcher that targets one of these problems, you just not?/don’t??
[does this make sense though?] see a small ah part of the problem. So, I I saw
several of these/this sides, so I know how hard it can be also for ah for the patients, I
was always? working with um patients with S and A or SLA and ah often the problem is
to trick the body in believing or remembering or something.
I: Which condition [P: unclear] sorry?
P: Umm..
I: S..
P: Ah A um…
I: ALS?
P: Sorry? ALS, yes, sorry. I’m I’m mixing with different languages for example, ALS,
AMS, there are and in ah in several conditions often it’s a matter of tricking the body,
the brain how to re-use part of the missing control.
I: With…did did you use FES with the ALS patients?
P: Ahh for example, there was ahh um a physician in Milan that was using partially to
condition the perception of the body of the patients with ah ALS.
I: Okay.
P: Because ah the the idea is that for example, um patients with ALS ah ah often forget
what is the sequence of activation of ah of muscles that they need to work/have. And
one way to do that is okay, you stimulate the muscles in the expected order and you
use it as a way to convey this kind of information that is perceived. And the way would
be just that you just put EMG sensors on the muscles, which produce a note, and if
you contract the muscles with the correct signals, you get a melody. Right, so you can
condition the patients either providing electrical stimulation and say this is the way you
should contract them at a perceptive level, and this works also with ah diabetic patients
because with the?? [unclear!] diabetic patients are often not perceiving tasks but are
perceiving for example, electrical [feint] stimulation.
I: Did you say diabetic patients?
P: Yes.
I: Diabetes?
P: Yes.
I: Interesting.
P: Because one of one of the issue is that often ah patient with diabetes are opposite
effecting for example, are not using enough of those muscles, you can use FES for
example ah for for how’d you sa- I don’t know how to say that in English but for
example if you’re laying on bed too much [99% sure] and you have ah some kind of
ulceration/laceration.
I: Ah, pressure sore.
P: A pressure sore, yeah. unclear
I: Decubitus.
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P: Yeah, exactly. So the idea is that you could ah use ah ah electrical stimulation in a
functional way to give feedback in? or () many different ways also in this kind of
population. Or, if you’re trying to restore some kind of synergistic muc- muscle
activation you can implicitly um either adjust the stimulator/ion expected or that the
muscles but just the sensory level or detect EMG on these muscles and say okay,
you’re expected
to use/lose this kind of melody?? and do it, um keep exercising
until you produce this level, because this is the translative tune??? from EMG
activation.
I: InterestP: You can solve the problems with different [feint] kind of approaches on that’s why
you have so much variability in the perceptual um at the perceptual level and at the
level of unclear unclear therapy for for the patients because some patients going to
have??? more dominant perceptive ah way.
I: Yeah the- so relating it back to what is FES, it really depends on the population too,
what its being used for and what the therapists see it it, what kind of outcomes it might
have, so its quite a I guess a variable definition. Alright the last thing I wanna say
Andrea before we conclude is that, is there anything else you’d like to add at all? About
FES?
P: Can you repeat the question please.
I: Ah, sure. I- is there anything else you’d like to say about FES? Any important
messages?
P: Ahhh no, I pass.
I: (laughs).
P: Coz I I I have a um have a limited view and ah I’m not necessarily the best person to
to give extra outcome, I’m more focused on just designing ah ah powerful systems as
as simple as possible, but um ah designing an integrated system that is easy to use,
and powerful so that it also adds as an obstruction/abstraction layer that is useful for
clinicians, caregivers and end?/then [pretty sure “end”] users. It’s really dependent on
the kind of task you’re do-, you’re doing. Especially for upper limb, because it’s a
contextual ah effort that you’re giving/dealing with affordances? of objects
unclear!! unclear!!..also used with function of subject??? Unclear!!! Whereas if
you’re targeting different districts, maybe it can be simpler, because if you’re targeting
just one clust cluster [maybe something different] of muscles, or you’re trying to ah
condition these muscles for ah, for cycling, then you may have a totally different
means.
I: Not a problem Andrea. Well look thanks a lot for that. I’ll just stop the recording now.
P: Okay, thanks Matt.
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Participant 19
Comments:
Edits from email in same style as Ursula’s. Note that this participant actually
thought his transcript was another person’s data [i.e., Winfried].
P: Can you, can [stuttering a bit] you can’t record it directly from Skype? Or…
I: I’m not sure actually, usually I just use the Olympus, but I can just whack that there,
it’s fine. You prob, you probably can.
P: Okay.
I: You probably can. Alright we’ll get started now. So this is an interview with Matthew
and Manfred, on Thursday the 20th of October, 2016. So, your first name?
P: Manfred.
I: Gender?
P: Male, I guess.
I: Good to know.
P: (laughs).
I: And what about your age group, Manfred? How old…
P: 50 to 59.
I: 50 to 59. And your country of residence?
P: Austria.
I: Now if I was to give you these options.
P: Yes, I’m FES researcher.
I: FES researcher. Fantastic. And email address, I already have that.
P: Yep.
I: Okay, let’s start the interview. Question number 1. What are some issues
surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Well, from my point, mainly, mainly usability. Since, since its, from my point
absolutely necessary that you keep the donning and doffing times extremely low so as
as already published, everything that’s meets meets [sounds like “needs” but pretty
certain “meets”] more than five minutes for donning and doffing will not be used for
the patient over a long(er) time period. Interesting. Contradicts maybe how pts in
study 1 use it despite longer donning/doffing times!...MT comments. Of course, it
depends actually how much benefit the user will have from the FES device. So the
higher the benefit is of course, the more troubles d-? lets say, is the patient willing to
accept. But if, for instance, it’s only for training purposes where (they?) don’t have an
immediate (ly) effect on on improvement, then I think the the donning and doffing by?
[unclear] time has to be really low, um and also from my point of course, as?its? the
engineer um, when I look at the handling procedure of the patients, um it must be
extremely easy to use the devices so not not much, best would be a one-button device,
from my point. And everything that’s beyond would um would limit the willingness to
exercise everyday, paralyzed muscles.
I: Makes perfect sense. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Ah well yes there/so I previously um a big study on FES walking, but/that we had in
Austria, 25 patients trying to get standing up walking, ah sitting down in the
wheelchair, I ah I developed I think let’s calculate quickly four years in development
and working with the patients. Also we had this co-operation with OttoBock and with
Glen Davis, from the University of Sydney. Unclear.
I: Yeah (laughs). I think that’s a pretty good uni I’ve heard.
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P: (Laughs). Pardon?
I: I’ve heard that’s a pretty good university.
P: (Laughs), yes/ah, (laughs). Yeah/ah I can confirm this, I would unclear – really?
recommend it.
I: (laughs).
P: Um well yes and and and then I’ve been also involved partially um in FES cycling,
where I had years and years ago a project, Margit Gföhler [Michael
Furler???]***Endnote 1. Was involved in it, with FES cycling there, I also did some
engineering stuff. With the unclear few few um projects with (the) patients in this field.
Um, yeah and smaller, smaller projects you know/now not not not not really in too
much into details, because they have been smaller projects. And of course um FES in
in in a low gravity, mainly used for um ah muscle training in in in in nearly zero-gravity
environments, with the space station unclear (a name of space station?) maybe
you’ve/have read over this in publication out of this time um it was a huge
unclear...peer? project in/that our department, there I was involved in the also in this
RISE project for the stimulation of denervated muscles.
I: With Ugo Carraro?
P: With Ugo Carraro, Helmut Kern, Jonathan Jarvis from from Liverpool, and so that
was was a huge project, and Thordur Helgason To-? (Thomas maybe?)
Halisnaholz?? ***Endnote 2. Was involved 28.18 unclear, and yah and many many
more.
I: Yeah I I remember reading about that at the start of my PhD, and I wrote a…
P: Yeah.
I: ..paper on home FES exercise, which I wanna publish one day, and I was, I talk
about RISE in the paper as well.
P: Yeah, yeah.
I: So yeah. This I’ve I’ve read a few things about it, and heard a lot about it.
P: Yeah yeah. But/well I think a a a really interesting thing thing for the future since we
have complete different patient population, different lower lower ha—something? But
but much less muscles and so yeah, also and and and I think in a, for the patients an
important feeling [99% sure] that they’re still going on in in stimulation of denervated
muscles.
I: Yeah because you need quite different parameters for denervated muscles, you
need really long pulse widths don’t you?
P: Yes, yes of course it’s on the one hand um a device issue, actually there are not not
many devices on the market that are really able to elicit useful contractions on patients
with denervated muscles, on the other hand I think it’s even more important that those
people train their muscles because their really going away, so meaning they don’t have
much cushioning between the bones, and the seats and so on and and and that
danger of pressure sores is in this patient group, much higher than in the other group, I
mean in in in innervated patients, its also high but in denervated patients its much
higher, so in this patient group its very very important that you try to keep muscle mass
for several ah several reasons.
I: Interesting, interesting.
P: Yeah. Unclear.
I: So you’ve had a lot of experience with different types of FES.
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P: Yes, yes. And also ah involved in in in the FES community since many many years,
you know, with the, with the IFESS stuff, and so so very very much linked into this
community of of therapists and FES users.
I: Yeah and I actually remember in Vienna, seeing um your thesis in Winfried’s office.
P: Yeah (haha).
I: And so you’ve been with FES for a while.
P: Yeah yeah a long time [feint]
I: I couldn’t read it.
P: Unclear All of this started actually with really going back with with phrenic pacing.
But We had a company in Vienna supporting patients mainly/mainland? [pretty sure
“mainly”] in Germany. And then we visit, had had to visit the patients regularly, at
least one time a year, doing checking of the engineering stuff, and and and testing vital
parameters, and breathing parameters and so on but that was actually my only really
first beginning with FES. So, implantable devices for phrenic pacing.
I: Wow, phrenic pacing.
P: Yep.
I: Interesting.
P: You know that denervated [sounds like something else. Not sure about
“denervated”] patients with a with a very, very high lesion so C4 and above with with
ah problems moving their their arms and hands, and having have to be all the time um
externally ventilated, except um they they have such an implantable device for phrenic
pacing.
I: Because the um, if you have a higher lesion, that dene-, ah that deactivates the
phrenic nerve which controls the diaphragm, so…[P: Exactly]…that would be useful for
people who can’t breathe.
P: Yeah unclear. Yeah they they all have tracheotomy, and, and are ventilated
externally for all the time, except when they implant an an phrenic pacemaker then
you, they can start breathe again with the diaphragm, and maybe after a while with
tracheotomy may- might be closed, and people can speak nearly normally and so on
so that, that was an an an very, real (99% sure) important and interesting project to
do.
I: It’s amazing yeah, its quite incredible. So, who sells FES equipment in your country?
I know a bit about it now, but it’d be interesting to hear your perspective.
P Umm, you mean in terms of of manufacturer or shops or….
I: Anyone. Wh who in general who sel-, who’s responsible for selling the stimulators?
P: Okay okay so of course unclear on the medical, on the medical side, there are
probably only a few, a few options, we have the company Schuhfried, and we have the
company OttoBock there, and if we extend it also to Cochlear, we have the company
Med-El there, and they are they are selling medical(ly) certified devices and there are a
few like um like Bständig Schendich?***Endnote 3. That’s also a shop that they are
also sell smaller devices. And also ah patients can arrange? Unclear! their devices,
there’s also an option, they do rent for a certain amount of time ah some stimulation,
mainly for back pain, used for back pain and so though they can do a treatment for
half a year, and rent for this time a device. Talking about medical(ly?)-grade devices, of
course when we go for electric stimulation devices of ah like that/they are used in
sports, like Compex company, then you can buy them in nearly every sports equipment
shop.
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I: Wow, so every sports shop. Just out of interest…
P: Yeah but they are/definitely not medical grade of course, they are only intended
for for for healthy sportsmen.
I: But some people use them…
P: But that’s completely different. Definitely in price.
I: Do some people used them for therapeutic uses as well? Is that what you were
saying?
P: Well, actually, well not not officially. But of course nobody can can say that/them
they might not use it, and there are people um…find a 300 Euro Compex device
instead, instead of a lets say 5000 Euro medically certified, certified whatever device.
I: Yeah.
P: Of course at the hospital are only allowed to use the medically-certified devices. But
when when patients won’t afford it for home based training, they of course buy the
much cheaper Compex stuff.
I: Yeah that’s right.
P: Actually no different quality at all, so…[WOW! An interesting finding…MT
comment]
I: Interesting, just price. Just to quickly…oh…just to expand on something you said.
You mentioned that Cochlear, so that Med-El sends sells Cochlear implants. How
would you define FES, Manfred?
P: Definition…definition of FES.
I: Yep.
P: Yeah actually I I think ah I stick to the to the definition there that is written on the on
the FES homepage um where we say Functional electrically stimulation um enhances
or replaces lost or weak body functions by means of electrical currents.
I: So Cochlear im-, you would classify Cochlear implant as an FES device?
P: Yes, because ah when when you lose your hearing you are losing your body
function and that is replaced in the case of Cochlear, with the help of electrical
currents.
I: Yeah and that’s actually a pretty amazing because um my best friend has two
Cochlear implants.
P: Yep.
I: It’s amazing to see the changes in her hearing after having the devices, so…
P: Yeah.
I: It’s anyway, that was diverging a bit (laughs).
P: (chuckles).
I: So…
P: Is is he deaf post-lingual or pre-lingual?? (what did he say)
I: I beg your pardon?
P: But when did he ah become deaf, before he learned to speak or after he learned to
speak?
I: I think she was born deaf. She…
P: Oh k!
I: I think so.
P: So so she already got implants ah as baby.
I: No she just got the implants when she was 24.
P: Oh wow.
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I: Wow yeah and the I can see the improvement in her hearing going up because I can
talk to her from a few metres away and she hears me.
P: Yeah yeah.
I: It’s amazing.
P: Yeah yeah amazing.
I: That’s that’s why we’re in this field of FES.
P: Yeah, okay (laughs).
I: Alright back to the questions [P: Okay]. So, with the FES. Who tells people how to
use it?
P: Actually from my point I think its it’s the/a major major thing of the therapist. FES
should be used in in any cases only by really supervision of an expert in this field. And
of course I think the first partner [90% sure] in FES is your is your physiotherapist.
Trier?/Try it? [maybe]. Talking about when it’s of course stimulating on on on
muscles when we’re talking about hearing aids, there are other experts of course for
for educating [“indicating?” pretty sure “educating” though] people to learn this,
but what we’re talking about skeletal muscle stimulation training and so on I think the
unclear – physio? therapist should be the first person ah working working with the
patient. Of course the medical doctors either but on long term the therapist is is going
the/that away/way with the patient, and well yeah I think it’s their re- responsibility to
take care of proper usage of the equipment of the electrodes, the placement and so on.
I: Sure. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a
home environment, and why?
P: …..(reads question aloud). Adherence means? I think I …can work this out.
I: So, by exercise adherence I mean how often someone does exercise.
P: Okay, okay.
I: So, their compliance. P: [unclear? or ()] Exercise compliance with the device.
P: Yep, yep, it it differs definitely. It depends strongly on how the patient is motivated
[pretty sure!] and, of course, if he or she is supervised in t- in the laboratory ah you
can you can find ah another engagement or other enthusiasms [pretty sure!] as
when they are alone. Ah at home, in the home environment. Of course again it
depends on the personality of the patients, but from my point of view, the tendency is
that when they’re at home, ah the, the frequency of the training, the length of the
training typically decreases. Of course you always have patients that are really really
motivated and keep going/on with the program. Ah like like (in) the clinic or in the lab.
But most of them from my point start to de- to reduce the amount of training time.
I: Interesting. So the majority decrease once they go home.
P: Yeah, yeah yeah yeah. I think, I think it’s very similar ah with with lets say healthy
people when we’re doing sports, if we’re doing it in a group, we’re/we are very
enthusiastic and and then giving the laughs?? But when we’re at home how many
pushups do you really do at home..
I: Haha not many.
P: (laughs). Unclear Exactly. I think that’s, that’s really comparable.
I: Yeah, I know exactly what you’re saying [P: unclear…of course].
P: Of course again, it depends on on on which which ah um um which advantage you
have from the device. If you use it to do some certain tasks, like like grasping or so,
then th- the motivation to use it at home is much higher, but when you are doing it only
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for muscle strengthening like rehabilitation a- then I think the motivation declines with,
with the time.
I: Makes perfect sense.
P: (chuckles).
I: What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Strongly depends I think we again have to have to divide which which region of FES,
so we’re talking about heart pacemaker, that’s al-, also an FES device, or hearing aids,
I think the advantages is is is the benefit is pretty obvious. But we we talk again about
skeletal muscles.
I: Yep.
P: Um, it’s from my point, what I alluded to there? [unclear 16.08ish] study with with
walking with the people, it’s really completely similar to when we are doing sports. You
get, you get bes-, better muscles, you get better skin [unclear 16.01], you get better
blood diffusion, um its its its better for your breathing, people record that they sleep
better, people record um that’s of course specific for a paraplegic people, that they
have ah less spasms um also people reported to me that um they better liked the
shape of the legs, because you know if they don’t train we are talking about lower
extremities with FES um, they get pretty skinny legs and and come back to nearly
normal shape, many of the patients like this, especially that they can wear shorts
again, and nobody is staring at their feet because they’re looking very?
[unclear…”so?”] skinny and and let’s say unnatural. Um, that’s for many people also
(a) benefit they’re also they report better ah ah digestions and and and better urinary
function. Yeah well like really really from my point comparable when we are doing
sports. So all the health benefits we get of of regularly exercises in the gym, they get
from from FES.
P: Do youI: unclear….something else? Or just….again? Again, when talking about stimulating
skeletal muscles for for training purposes.
I: Do you think they’re comparable? So do you think someone doing FES exercise, the
benefits they get would be comparable with normal exercise?
P: For/from many points yes. Like, like better better sleeping, and and and ah more
relaxed sleeping, better digestion, better blood perfusion, that’s they have all/they are
all advantages that we’re also have when we’re training/train in the gym.
I: Sure sure. When when we train at the gym.
P: (laughing).
I: So this next question’s got a few parts.
P: Yeap.
I: So the first part is, in your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial
expectations of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: (Sigh). Differs very strongly. That the the the strongly really depends also on on the
supporting MD’s and and their/the supporting um therapists. When when I’m talking
about or looking a little bit back into into history, I think initially when when FES started
really to come towards the patients, the expectations have been much too high. So,
lets say/saying that initially random?? Thoughts… That we really can get back loss for
the functions. So I mean that’s true for for a very very few cases like Cochlearn ah
implants and heart pacemaker. There we really can get back lost body functions. But
when we’re switch again to to skeletal muscles, upper extremities, lower extremities,
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the expectations in the beginning have been really really too high, and and throughout
we learned to provided to have less(on). That we often try to give the patient things
ah that they actually don’t want, and don’t want to integrate in daily life so um again the
expectations are what the therapists and MD’s are offering them. And I think after we
learn this lesson, um now the patients are informed in a different way. We typically start
on a minimal. So we say when we are doing this and that, um we can promise that and
that’s on a on on a very low level. And according to your willingness to train more or to
train less/waste? more time, maybe there comes this unclear…with it?. So, I think
the new idea is more or less to keep the initial expectations as low as possible. Then
they are definitely fulfilled. And then from this basement we can start to buildup and
and can get more out of of of this. I think also again um very similar to to to sports.
When you start with the first tennis leg-, lesson, you actually do not expect that you
[stutter a bit] will ever be Wimbledon winner. So, you might start with just having fun
and and are happy if you hit once in a while the the ball and and and so on and you
gradually can build up, and I think that’s also the approach these days that you really
try to stay on a on on a relative base, not an unclear…mildly? Monthly? Unclear.
basis.
I: And related to that, I think you’ve kind of answered this, but are their initial
expectations met?
P: We have to specify more in which way additional….are initial…? [unclear]
expectations. Fo- in in in which, which direction goes/comes this question? I mean,
When when you say additional expectations…ah initial, sorry! Sorry, sorry.
I: Oh just a quick quest- quick question too. Have you got a copy of the questions in
front of you at the moment?
P: Yeah I have it on the other s-, other screen [I: Oh] in front of me. So I, I understood
additional expectations unclear.
I: So, so…
P: You say initial expectations.
I: So did you read the questions beforehand? Before the interview?
P: Two minutes before. Perhaps mention this in the analysis at some point…MT
comment.
I: Oh okay no worries, (laughs). So you had some….
P: unclear….something then “occasionally?” put it up on the other screen, so I
have it in front of me.
I: So you had some time to think about them beforehand?
P: No, honestly, not.
I: Okay no worries. (Laughs).
P: unclear maybe two minutes before…unclear
I: Quick study.
P: (chuckles). Um depends on the program you are I mean…you are
in…going/doing…unclear!! with the initial expectations. So um again what we, as an
example take this/the [pretty sure “this”…maybe?] stimulation of lower extremities. So
we can, we can ah say we can get you better better shape of your legs, because you
gain a little bit more ah muscle mass and that’s it. And then in the next step we would
say ah if you have enough muscle mass, you can stand up from the wheelchair. And
then if you train even more, we can try to do steps, steps from, from this point on. So, I
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think there are initial expectations that can, can be met. But they’re typically on a, on
the/a lower base that the goal that was set years, years ago.
I: That makes sense.
P: Can can can I, did I get the point or or could it could it…
I: That makes sense…
P: Okay.
I:…so the expectations generally aren’t met. That makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: Because they they think that it’s gunna do much more than it does.
P: It it can be, but it can be just depends what what the MD or the therapist is offering
initially.
I: Sure.
P: So if they stay low with the expectations, I think we are fine to meet them. If we start
with high expectations, frustration sets in, comes in and because they are not reaching
the goal in a in a reasonable amount of time or so the frustration comes in, and then I
think we do not met, meet, meet the expectations.
I: So y- the the role of the clinician, of ah physiotherapist, is very important, (at) the
beginning.
P: Yeah absolutely, absolutely. No, I think no no FES rehabilitation at all without those,
I, I call them in general experts. So whether it is the MD or the therapist or or
whatever but but really someone who understands the physiology, the engineering
stuff, and the patient, and that’s that’s important.
I: And just extending this to one more direction, so how, how involved do engineers get
in the treatment of patients? ***See endnote 4 for analysis of this comment.
P: (sighs) How do engineers get involved…Okay um…
I: Is it more from the/a device development side of things? Or do you do much bedside
work?
P: Actually I think that’s or as it should be, it should be really an an triangle with with
equal legs on this side/the sides. So we have the s- [physio he means?] the therapist,
the experts on the one end, the patient and the engineer.
I: Yeah.
P: And I guess if this, when/we’re when talking about new devices actually, when
talking about new approaches. And as long as the communication is not running ah
equally in this triangle, I think my feeling is that the project is then ah due to, due to fail.
Um also again learning out of the history, there has been projects where the MD had
an idea, there are projects where the/an engineer had an idea, but the patient coming
in much too too late. So initial projects have been when developing something, maybe
the MDs and the engineers together. And then we are/when offering the patient a the
new device like a/the Christmas present and say “Wow” and “Now you must be
impressed”. But it’s definitely the wrong way, patient(s) must be involved from the
beginning. And then of course the engineer has to be there to to say whether we have
the chance to reach a/the goal or not. Because sometimes expectations or wishes are
in a region where it/you can say I’ve (pretty sure) never have the chance to build such
a device.
I: (chuckles). Yeah/fair enough.
P: Bec- because they will leave thi- this and then then have to say “Well, then I need
an implant with at least 30 channels”, and and that’s not not manageable.
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I: Very complex [P: That’s] I: because
P: …that’s again the triangle, of course the patient has the(ir?) wishes. Physiotherapy
um thinks about how can we integrate it into daily living, into daily routine, unclear the
rehabilitation procedure, and the engineer is there to check whether it is possible or
not. And and if really the pole/bulk/ball runs in this circle, communication runs in every
direction, then I think then it’s it’s possible to build a a useful product finally for a
specific task, for the patient. So yeah that’s that’s the role of the engineer, in, in this.
I: Very important.
P: Also talking to the patients and also talking to to the [or physio-] therapists or
experts.
I: Do the engineers often actually put the electrodes on the patients, or is that more for
the therapist?
P: Well um, again it/that, that definitely depends. Its, its typically the job of the
therapists. But nevertheless engineers when they are involved in the projects you
know, learn/know the tricks very quickly and they can do it also.
I: Yeah.
P: So.
I: Learn on the job.
P: But but officially it has to be done by the therapist.
I: Makes sense, makes sense.
P:unclear.
I: So the last question on expectations is…do they differ depending on when they start
FES post-injury? So for example, in a spinal cord injured person.
P: Yeah/p.
I: Would their expectations if they had an injury last year, be different to a patient who
had an injury 20 years ago?
P: Yes they are different, and I would also say hmmhmm. There are two more major
factors that are coming in, that’s age and and and where they where they [99% sure]
got the injury. Um, if you have young people um that got the injury, lets say during car
driving? Or the sports activities, they have initially really very high expectations.
I: Mmm.
P: Very hard to bring the expectation down because ah they read articles maybe they
saw some television shows or whatever ah and they really get the/a feeling that they
are/they’re coming back to normal. And that’s never never never never the case. So,
there [or “they’re”] might be the frustration level high. Um if you have patients that they
are older, and maybe also longer for a longer time which about they are satisfied with
much, they have much lower expectations, they say “If I do this and I get for instance,
less spasm, I’m already fine with the things”, and and everything else is/isn’t? Maybe
they have let’s say more specific expectations like they want less spasms. Or they
want better bowel function. Um, from my point of view, um yeah the/the other patients
and are very short/sure??? after they ex exc expect unclear!! [think it’s just
stuttering]…they expect coming back to normal.
I: Mmm.
P: And if they are long? [or “alone?”] in the wheelchair, then the all the/older? [think
it might be “older!”] patients, they have very specific ah things they want to have.
And then they really insist on I want better bowel function, I want less s-, less
spasticity.
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I: Makes sense.
P: From, from my experience.
I: (chuckles) Yeah. That’s, that’s all I’m interested in today, your perspective. Your
opinion.
P: (chuckles).
I: So, the last question is. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the field
of FES? What do we need to know about FES? What do we need to find out through
research projects, and design (and) development?
P: Yeah/p. One major thing is still I think usability. That’s, I mean it sounds very general
but um we still have to pay lots of attention on on on usability. Going going into into
details with/we definitely still want to have well we have/had to distinguish between
surface devices, implantable devices. But also selectivity is still an issue. Um, from the
technological point of view, there is still the problem with [pretty sure] electrodes,
especially electrode connectors. That’s, that’s also still a big, big issue. And, definitely
we’re also lacking of basic knowledge and how to efficiently train the skeletal muscle.
We know in some way what is going on but actually we are not going into, yeah well
actually do not yet understand completely what is going in a muscle and how we can
trim/train out/our [train our?] parameters, and how we can optimize our trainings
regime to come efficiently and and and make sure it is efficiently to come???
Efficiently [sentence unclear] to a certain state of of the muscle, training state of the
muscle.
I: Okay thanks that [P: unclear in background?] concludes the interview Manfred. Is
there anything else you’d like to add?
P: I think we are we are officially through (laughs).
I: End of interview.
P: (laughs).
Additional comments from interview:
Endnote 1:
Check with Manfred.
Manfred’s comment:
I guess he is talking about "Margit Gföhler" ... that was tough to figure out!
Endnote 2:
Manfred’s comment:
May be he ment Thordur Helgason:
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Thordur_Helgason
Endnote 3:
Manfred’s comment:
"Bständig"
https://www.bstaendig.at/
Endnote 4:
Could correlate with Winfried’s data. Also shows how when we do more
interviews of an SS format, questions get more refined/focused.
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Participant 20
P: Okay.
I: So this is interview number 20, on Monday the 24th of October, 2016. So just a few
basic questions first. Your first name?
P: Gudbjorg.
I: Gudbjorg. Sorry…
P: Yes.
I:…my pronounciation’s terrible.
P: (chuckles) that’s okay.
I: And your gender?
P: I’m a female.
I: Good to know. And your age group?
P: I’m 46.
I: Okay. And your country of residence?
P: Iceland.
I: Now I have a list here of different occupations, I’ll put up to the screen. Can you see
that ok?
P: Okay err yeah (chuckles),
I: What would (you) describe?
P: I’m an FES prescriber and researcher.
I: Fantastic. And your email address, I already have that in the email.
P: Yep. Yep.
I: And you mentioned also that you’re a physician as well?
P: Yes.
I: Fantastic. So rehabilitation physician?
P: Yes.
I: That would be a very interesting career.
P: Yeah its really, its really interesting and I love my job.
I: And you get to work with a lot of different patient cohorts I guess? [P: That’s for
sure] (as I is taking).
P: Yes. Yes.
I: And thP: And um, yeah it’s, I see different things everyday, so it’s really interesting.
I: Yeah it must be rewarding that you can make an impact on those people’s lives.
P: Oh yeah definitely. It’s…nobody leaves you unhappy, you know.
I: Yeah.
P: They are? Or at least a little bit more happier than they were when they came.
I: Yeah I think I…
P: Which is good.
I:…remember you saying something like that at the conference as well.
P: Yeah.
I: Yeah but it’s a shame I didn’t get to interview you unfortunately because I got sick the
second day (chuckles).
P: Yeah I I hear- heard about it.
I: (chuckles).
P: I hope you’re feeling better.
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I: Oh yeah it was just um I had something bad to eat and then I was sick on the second
day, but that’s okay these things happen (chuckles).
P: Yeah (chuckles).
I: Yeah.
P: I was just feeling sorry for you, for travelling all this way and then not being able to
do what you were supposed to do.
I: Oh its okay, we’re here now so that’s alright.
P: Yeah yeah yeah.
I: Yeah Manfred was great, he was very helpful.
P: Yeah yeah. But it was a good conference, it was yeah.
I: So do you usually go to the Vienna workshop?
P: No no, this was the first time. I’ve been on my way for a few years, but this was the
first time. A main reason I went was because I’m starting to do research on FES so
yeah I wanted to see/stay there and one of our students was presenting so I wanted to
see/stay there.
I: Was that Jose?
P: Yes.
I: Yeah coz I…
P: But he’s not actually a student, he’s a postdoc yeah.
I: Yeah he’s in Au-, Austria now but he told me how he did his um, PhD in Iceland.
P: Yeah.
I: And I find it…
P: Well part of it, yeah.
I: I found it very interesting, I’d love to come to your country one day.
P: Yeah you’re welcome.
I: It just seems so remote, compared to all the other countries.
P: Yeahhh, yeah I mean it’s remote as an island in in, the ocean so yeah. But it’s –
[unclear…is she trying to say “come a long way?”] very like the Western countries
[99% sure].
I: Yeah I guess the main difference is the kind of the weather patterns, how the sun
stays up and the moon stays up in different seasons.
P: Yes, yes.
I: That’d be interesting to see.
P: Like now it’s getting darker yeah/you know.
I: But anyway I digress, so I’ll get on to the interview right now.
P: Yeah (chuckles).
I: Alright so we’ll start the interview. So question number one, what are…
P: Yes.
I:…some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Ah we’ve been mainly using um the drop foot ah stimulation and Odstock, you know
that?
I: Yep.
P: The one for foot drop, yep.
I: Sure.
P: That’s the one that we’ve been working m- mainly on. But ah now we’re doing this
ah trans-spinal cord ahh…stimulation but that’s our main research now. So what we’re
doing we’re stimulating through the spinal cord, actually through the the the spinal
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roots, to reduce spasticity. And it seems to be working fine, so we’ve been doing it both
on spinal cord patients and now we’re starting on CP patients.
I: Cerebral palsy.
P: Cerebral palsy yes, also with ah spastic diaplegia. And it actually it’s working, it’s
not working as good in the cerebral palsy population but they’r- they’re/are feeling
much better. So we’re going to ah expand it [sounds like “this” but 99% sure it’s “it”]
and take stroke patient hopefully in the future and ah yeah we’re just gon to [i.e., going
to] see how far we can go.
I: Good luck with all the research.
P: But the patient seems to like it, yeah thank you.
I: But in terms of, so with the populations with paralysis so for example the stroke
patients…
P: Yes.
I: What, what issues do you think they would encounter using FES on a daily basis?
For exercise?
P: For exercise, ah…
I: Or just in general.
P: They’re/they’re able ?? [muttering...don’t know if she actually said this]. Yeah,
I mean there (are) [speaking fast] many things that you can use FES for, and we’ve
we’ve also been using the FES for example strengthening in the/their muscles in
the(ir?) hand, and the(n) by using FES, you can strengthen muscle that people can’t
locate on their own. So you both wak- can wake up the muscles as well as ah you can
strengthen them. And [ah/()?] some patient learn how to move the muscles because of
(the?) FES, which they weren’t able to do before. So that’s one thing. The other thing is
to reduce the spasticity, which ah helps them to be able to use the extremity. So, I think
those are the two biggest [parts(?)] that they gain from it.
I: And what problems do you think they could face trying to use the FES systems?
P: Ah its mainly the discomfort.
I: Yep.
P: That’s the one thing that they don’t like it. And the other thing is like with the foot
drop ah FES, you have all the wires, so it’s kind of ah they’re in the way, and
everything that’s in the way, that’s not good for people you know, they get, they don’t
wanna use it because you have all the wires all the time, and you have to take care
when you go to the bathroom and you know, the practical part.
I: Yeah.
P: And yeha/the, and alsothat you have to put something on to use it, so you have the
cog-, (you) have to have the cognitive function to know how to put things on and turn it
on, and you know that can be a problem as well.
I: Ohh.
P: And for people who, who learn how to do it, ah usually like it and continue using it.
I: Makes sense.
P: Unclear….mumble/stutter? Like in just in just in general with people, we are lazy.
I: (chuckles).
P: So ahuh, if we don’t have to do something we don’t. Even though it’s, makes things
easier for you. It really has to give you a/the results so you wanna use it again and
again and again. So if the results are just mild, ah usually people just don’t wanna do
it.
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I: Makes sense unclear
P: So it/that kind of [95% sure] depends, yeah yeah.
I: They wanna see what its gunna do for them, I guess.
P: And then [as P speaks]….sorry?
I: They wanna see what benefits it’s gunna give them, to decide whether they continue
or not.
P: Yes, yes, yes.
So it’s/that’s kind of different?? B- Between groups and [the/with (think the?) or ()]
people yeah.
I: Yeah.
P: And even I mean, I met (I) met one lady that had been using ah the FES to train her
arm as well as for her leg, and I asked her “How what about the [99% sure] spasticity,
after you do the training?”, she unclear “Yeah its less, its much less” And I go: “Well
why don’t you use it”…“Ummm” Haha she didn’t know what to say, because she was
coming to me for getting Botox treatments to reduce her/the spasticity.
I: Mmm.
P: But still she had the machine a- at home to do it and [(it’s?...feint)] probably
because I hadn’t just talked to her about it that this is another way to do it she might
have kept the thing, but she returned the the the the whats it called? Just the…..
I: The….?
P: The Odstock thing you know the the…
I: Stimulator?
P: She returned…Yeah the stimulator, yeah yeah.
I: Unclear.
P: So, yeah otherwise I would have forced [99% sure] her to use it a little bit longer.
I: Yeah. I guess it’s individual as well isn’t it?
P: So [unclear…muttering?] yeahhh its kind of I mean what is your goal, so you get
something and (if) [89% sure she says it] they tell you that this is what you’re gunna
get from it, and then something else happens, some people will pick it up, but other
people won’t.
I: Yeah.
P: So sometimes you have to be/really care about what you can expect from the things
that you’re using.
I: Makes perfect sense.
P: And then maybe you look it in a different way yeah yeah.
I: Okay number 2, thanks for that detailed response. So I think I’ve already asked you
this but, can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Emmm like I say, it’s varied/vary [think “varied”]. Some people really don’t like it,
ah ah I had one patient that I really wanted to use it because I think it would do a lot of
things for him.
I: YeP: And, he just couldn’t tolerate it. So he stopped using it. Well ah he actually never got
it he after the first section he just said “Nah I’m not interested”. Ahhh/ummm yeah like I
said/say some people use it ev-, on a daily basis, for… use it just when they go for
physical training. Ah but other people yeah they stop using it, and and that can be
many reasons.
I: And you’re…
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P: Like discomfort, yeah.
I: And so your role is a physician who tells people that they should use FES, or they
should consider using FES.
P: Yes. So actually how it works in Iceland, there there are two physiotherapists in my
department that us-, use FES. Ehhh and th- they actually kind of only one in Iceland I
think. And um/then I refer to them. So when people come to my clinic and I think
they’re candidate, I refer to the physios and they do a trial. And actually we we made a
deal with the insurance company that ah for the people to be able to get the machine
or to own it, they will have to show that they will be using it for at least a year. So what
we do, w we we’ll take them in and we do a study on them and they get the machine
and then they have to come the stimulator and whatever, and they come on a regular
basis for measurements, so we can see if they’re/they using them or not. Or if it’s
benefiting. So, if they’ve been using it for a year, they can keep the stimulator.
I: Ahhhh. Makes sense, doesn’t it.
P: Yeah, otherwise you just spreading it around, and people keep it in their shelves and
they’re not using it.
I: Yeah it makes things sense. I’m just moving that light out of your field of vision, coz
you can see the reflection there, it must be hurting your eyes.
P: Nah/yeah? its OK.
I: Alright, number 3. So, in Iceland, who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Good question. {I: (chuckles)] Um, I don’t know. I the the physios take care of that
part, so I don’t…there, there must be a vendor ah because everything you get you
need to have a vendor.
I: Sure.
P: So, I don’t know. No I don’t know.
I: That’s ok. Not a problem. And who tells people how to use it?
P: Ahh our physios.
I: Sure.
P: So they get training, so you just don’t get the machine and you’re supposed to do it
on your own, that that never happens.
I: So the patients get training from the physiotherapists? **See endnote 1 for
analytical comment.
P: Yes, yes, yes.
I: And, so after they get that initial training, is there any follow up training that occurs?
P: Sometimes. It depends on the patient. So if they really need further training, they eieither get it with our physios, that get them started and shows them how to do it. Or if
they have their own physios, they take the ma- [a word after…or just saying
machine?], machine, or the stimulator over there, they try to do the training there.
Yeah we- we are trying to provide therapy because giving somebody a foot drop
stimulator, a) you don’t know how to use it, it’s just, it’s not gunna give any results. So
you I mean, you need to teach people to walk a little bit again [99% sure but feint!].
I: Sure, so they’re…
P: But not tha-/the but the foot drop stimula-, it actually helps with the training because
they make you do something that you wouldn’t do otherwise. So sometimes/types you
can actually, you can move the/ah electrodes so people [99% sure] bend their knees
a little bit better, and sometimes we’ve been putting ah the stimulator like higher up in
the thigh, or ah some people flex their toes when they’re walking, so they’re always
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really straight you know, tense in flexion in toes. So we’ve been sometimes putting the
stimulator on the toe extensors.
I: Ohhh.
P: So they extend the/their toes, instead of flexing them. So we that that’s a good thing
with this kind of ah stimulator is that you can move the electrodes wherever you want.
So you can control different things.
I: So o- oP: So…
I: Oh.
P: Yeah.
I: I was just gunna say, out of interest…
P: So you actually… so you can actually train somebody w- if he has like that problem
of/the flexing the(ir) toes, you can start with trying to ah change that and actually
they’ve/we’ve [think “we’ve”] cured that with ah the stimulator for a few times. And then
you can move it up and and (then?) ma- put it on ah the the dorsiflexors muscles, like
tibiis [means “tibialis”] anterior, and those [I: Yeah]. So yeah you can play around
with it and that’s why]at I think is really good because nobody is the same, and and
people be dealing with different problems.
I: Does like…. you experiment with every patient to see what the best electrode
configuration is.
P: Yes, yes, yes.
I: Out of interest too, because I’ve studied a bit of anatomy. You mentioned um…
P: Yes.
I: ….activating the extensor muscles.
P: Yes.
I: Do you put the electrodes on the calf, or actually on the foot itself?
P: Ahhhm. Now I would have to ask my physio, I don’t know exactly where she put.
Whether she’d put it on the extensor brevis, or if she put it up higher… ah on the
extensor digitorum longus.
I: Sure.
P: So it’s probably I I would guess it’s on the like lower third of the, of the anterior part
of the calf.
I: And then then the muscle..
P: So some there?
I:..would contract, and the tendons would pull the toes up wouldn’t they.
P: Yeah yeah.
I: Yep.
P: some there yeah.
I: Had to ask because I studied anatomy, so I had to ask that question.
P: Yeah yeah yeah.
I: Yeah very interesting.
P: Yeah it is.
I: Okay so now on to exercise. So…
P: Mm huh.
I: Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a home
environment, and why? So…
P: Sorry?
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I: So, would someone’s adherence…
P: Whether it’s better to do it in in in the lab or at home, that’s what you’re asking.
I: Yeah so their frequency of using it for exercise…
P: Yes.
I: Would that differ in a lab or a clinic, as opposed to the home?
P: Well the thing is somebody is telling you to exercise, and you’re there because you
need to access exercise [recording a little unclear], you’re gunna exercise. When
you’re at home, ah…I mean, how often do you exercise you know, it’s some people
don’t like exercise. And then even though they’re told to do it, they’re not gunna do it.
So, it depends on the person. I mean I have some patient that go exercise and/in
everyday, and that’s just part of their lives. And then I have other people that don’t
move at all because they’re too lazy, and its, it varies just a lot. So, if you wanna train
somebody like, if you gonna do a study or something, I would recommend to to get
them to come to where you are, you’re at, or somebody is observing them.
I: Yep.
P: Because then you know that what they’re doing. If you’re not observing them, it’s
much harder to know whether they’ve been doing it or not.
I: That’s some good advice [P: So…] for my PhD studies next year.
P: Yeah. (chuckles). [I: Yep.]. I mean you’re not gunna change people, you know
everybody are going, they’re going to go tomorrow to train you know. This is, that’s
the/ common thing with all of us.
I: So it’s very much…
P: So? why should that change because we got some injury or something like that,
that’s not gunna change.
I: So it’s/that’s very much individual. Some people might do it…
P: Yes.
I:…more at home, some people might do it less.
P: Yes yes. It depends also on how interesting and? Unclear…[might be another
word muttered]...and always when you have somebody who tells you what to do,
you’re gunna do more. Contradicting what she said in previous few lines regarding
people are different with regards to what they do??..MT comment
I: Yeah that’s right.
P: Yeah. So.
I: Makes sense.
P: Yeah.
I: So, what do you think are some of the benefits of FES? We touched on this a bit
before as well.
P: Yeah. Ah there there are many things. If we just look at foot drop, ah you can
actually influence the gait a little bit, so you would be not walking more
symmetrical? [a bit unclear how she words this all], its not gunna be symmetrical
ever, but its gunna get more symmetrical, ah things that that the patient been telling
me? [quite unclear but I think she means this here!] they feel that they’re more
stable. And its better than ah a regular AFO because there you have more restriction of
the mo-, motion, which you don’t have when you have the FES, except if you have a lot
of contractures that are gunna prevent you from doing any motions that you are
doing. Um, for what I’ve seen like what they doing with? like the/in spinal cord, it
seems to be the effect there that [quite unclear…!] all the tissue underneath the
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stimulation, so the skin can change, ah the doctor changes your changes in ah….
what muscles you’re activating, so there’s a lot of good benefits from it, I think.
I: So it’s not just, not just muscular benefits, but benefits to the system as well.
P: No, yeah. And also I mean, if y-, if you’re exercising and you don’t contract the
muscle, you’re always using the other side of your body, you’re putting extra ah strain
on the healthy parts, because they carry more weight.
I: Yeah.
P: So, its more (a) risk of getting like arthrosis [does she mean “arthritis?’] and
those things. Pain and you know.
I: Yeah because the other parts of the body have to compensate.
P: Yes yes. So if you can use the paralysed extreme, it it helps you a lot.
I: Yep, in many different ways.
P: Yes.
I: Okay. The next question has three parts, so I’ll ask each of them individually.
P: Okay.
I: So in your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations of clients
before starting FES exercise? So what do they think that FES is going to do for them?
P: Usually they don’t [while I was speaking] usually they don’t, usually they don’t know
anything about it and they just “Oh really, can we do that?”. So, ah so far, I haven’t
met anyone with any expectation because they don’t know what it is. And there/they
are a few that Worka?/worker a name?? Email sent 17/4/17 for clarification, our um
physiotherapist does mainly [99% sure], there’s some people that ah contact the
therapy coz they saw something on the internet, or somebody told them about it, or
something like that. Ehh I don’t know their expectations?? Coz I haven’t spoken to
them. But like usually people don’t know anything about it, so yeah they don’t have any
expectations.
I: So they come in pretty clueless I guess to what it can do for them.
P: Yeah because this is an opportunity?? a treatment option that I tell them about.
I: Yep.
P: So, yeah.
I: Well, I guess then the next two questions might not have an answer but I’ll ask them
anyway.
P: Yep yep.
I: So, are their initial expectations met?
P: Ah huh. Ahh, yeah like I said, its/that’s [think “that’s”…maybe?] hard to say. W—
I: Yep no worries.
P: I don’t know, I don’t know.
I: Not a problem. And, do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury? So
do you think that the timP: Oh yeah that I think that’s, that’s a really good question because it differs quite a lot
whether you’re using FES earlier/y on or later on. The earlier you start I think you’re
gunna get better results. Especially there like with stroke patients, where they are, are
learning to walk again and everything. Ehh if you start walking with a certain pattern
that you weren’t use to do a- before, you’re re-learning how to do it. And then ah if you
do it in the wrong way, it’s gunna be difficult to change it back. So if you put the FES in
early, it’s more likely that you’re gunna get a proper type of gait, for example.
I: Sure.
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P: So it’s gunna be more symmetrical, and you’re not going t- well the pattern that you
get used to, is, is at least in my theory better if you do it with (the) FES. You see what
I’m saying?
I: Yeah so they the earlier they start the more likely it is that their gait will be normal,
after practicing with it…
P: Yes.
I:…for a while.
P: Yes yes.
I: But, but do you think that, that they expect something different? So say they’ve been
injured for a few weeks. Would they expect something different to say a patient who’s
been injured….[trails off….]
P: Oh ye- I mean th yes of course, because when you, you have a new injury or a new
stroke, ah you(‘re) just hoping to get better even though you aim of getting as good as
you can get. If you had a stroke for like 3 or 4 years, you’ve been this way for a really
long time, and your expectation for getting better always/now [90% sure “always”]
getting lower, so yeahh I think people think in a different way, definitely. I mean yeah
you see where I’m going?
I: That makes perfect sense, exactly.
P: Yeah. Yeah.
I: Yep. Fantastic. Alright the last question. A bit of a different one. What are some of
the big unanswered questions in the field of FES? So what do we need to know about
FES, do you think?
P: I think there’s a lot of things that we need to…get to know better. Not that I haven’t
read all the literature and I’m not of one of the most experienced researcher or user.
But what the th- the questions I have, I have a actually a lot of questions. One of the
thing that I think will be really interesting t- is to know, how are we affecting ah the
neuroplasticity in the brain.
I: Sure.
P: So can can we modulate whats going on so we can retrain areas in the brain or
change the control, like what we’re doing with the spasticity. Why are we able to
reduce the spasticity with FES, ah which is really, I think it’s really really interesting, i- it
might actually tell us a little bit more about what is going on. So what I’m hoping is that
ah since we’re able to change these things, ah we should be actually be able
[unclear a little] both be able to do good thing and bad things. So you can’t always get
good benefits, for sure.
I: Yeah.
P: So I- I’m hoping, that it [unclear] will/able??.... teach us a little bit more about the
control in the brain which we don’t know yet.
I: That’s a very…
P: Ah that’s one thing.
I: Very interesting field.
P: The other/yeah the other things that I’m thinking, that if we can change the patterns,
coz there are so many patterns, m movement patterns that people (are) stuck with. It’s
I would like to be able to change that because if we don’t change those pattern-, it
doesn’t matter how much Botox I/we?? Put in the patient, whatever, they are stuck in
that pattern, so I would more, rather like to change the pattern that people are using
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than than [99% sure] changing you know, in the fingers or in the hands, I would like to
change the whole thing. So maybe we can use FES to change that part.
I: So do you mean…
P: The other thing…
I: Oh sorry…
P: Sorry?
I: …I was just gunna say do you mean like jerky movements and different types of
sporadic movements associated with spasticity?
P: Yep. Have have have you seen eh hemiplegic patient walking?
I: I’ve seen photographs in journal papers.
P: Okay, let me. Le- I’m gunna hang up on you and call you again with a/the video and
Ill show you.
I: Yeah? Or I could have a look at it after if you like, if that’s, coz we’re on the last
question now.
P: Yeah, okay.
I: Did you wanna…
P: Because they always go in a certain pattern, its called flexion synergy or extensor
synergy.
I: Yep.
P: So they always do the same thing. And it’s just like going with a straight leg, so you
don’t flex it when you/(‘re) walking for example. And then/there its like a stiff knee gait
or whatever you say, so you n-, you need to change that for the people to be able to
reduce the bad effect, at my opinion. But anyway that’s one thing. And the other thing I
think I would like to see/say and and I was asking the researcher ahh on/(from?!) the
conference, is like with, they’ve been using FES to ah change the skin, to reduce ah eh
wound the the the reduce the risk of getting wounds, pressure wounds, like say in
spinal cord injury.
I: Yep.
P: And they a- they actually don’t know what’s going on. I asked them, I mean all/of
the/always something happening in the skin itself [99% sure], and the only thing that
they could told tell me was that we’ve seen that the vessels are dilating so there’s more
blood flow going on in the skin. My, in my opinion, um that doesn’t tell me anything,
because just by putting more blood in the area, it’s not gunna change, change the
tissue. Eh you exp-, you you dilate the vessels because of the demand of the tissue.
So, if there’s something going on in the/a tissue, it’s craving more blood flow from the
system, so in my opinion there must be something going on in the skin, like you af-,
activating stem cells, or whatever…
I: Wow.
P:…(and) so that the skin changes, yeah.
I: That’d be very interesting…
P: So that’s the thing I would really like to see what, what’s going on there, yeah.
I: Maybe that can be a future um PhD project. (chuckles).
P: Oh definitely, definitely. Many (chuckle).
I: (sniggers). Very interesting. Alright well (look) thanks for your time today.
P: Yes.
I: Is there anything else you’d like to say about FES before I stop the interview?
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P: Ahh, yeah there there’s one thing I mean, and I actually I thought you would gunna
ask about it, it’s what I mean, people have known about the effects of FES for really
long time(s), especially people that doing the research. The problem is to get it into the
clinic.
I: Okay.
P: And the eh its really difficult to get people using it, s- and then I’m talking about
therapists and doctors. And then/there [90% sure “then”] I think that’s gunna be the
one of the biggest thing, is to convince people that this is really effective.
I: So w...
P: I’ll just say/see it that in our clinic that we have used to?? Physios that are really
good in using it. But the other ones, they don’t look at it as a treatment opt- option, they
always think “Well I’m doing this and if I use the FES I have to reduce my training”,
which I think is ridiculous, because you should be using the FES to do the training.
I: Yeah.
P: See where I’m going?
I: Yeah, exactly.
P: So this is like, this is like this is something extra that’s useless or something like that,
I I dunno what they’re thinking. To tell you the truth.
I: So do you think….
P: So you always have to force them to use it.
I: Do you think there’s a misconception by doctors around the world about the
usefulness of FES for exercise?
P: Yeah I I I, yeah definitely I mean, (sighs), doctors unfortunately they don’t know
enough about exercise and how beneficial it is. It’s only those that work with it that
really understand how important it is. It’s actually, it’s changing like….I see ah/I’ve
seen when you go to conference in in the US, they they’re starting to put ther-/they’re
exercise like a treatment opt- option, which they didn’t do many years ago.
I: Yeah.
P: So it’s changing but you know everybody know it’s good for you to exercise, but why
is it so important, that’s what people need to know. If you don’t know why, why should
you do it. So that’s my opinion at least…and the same with the FES.
I: Yeah.
P: Ah it’s (a) really interesting thing, yeah you mo- most of them don’t know how to use
it and why you should use it, until they really tried it then they realise, “Ah (it) looks
good but…” and its also the thing that people that know like, I mean I just found out a
few years ago, that you could do more than just strengthen the muscles, and you
know, it/i-, there are many things going to change, but it’s gunna be difficult to get
people to use it…unclear [mutters a word after].
I: So, it’s mainly a lack of knowledge out there?
P: Yes, yes.
I: That makes perfect sense. Alright well look, thanks a lot for your time today, I’ll just
stop the recording.
P: Okay.
Additional comments:
Endnote 1:
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Unlike what Adrian Byak said about RTI not giving support to people once the
RTI devices are sold! (from study 3b).
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Participant 21
I: Okay so this is an interview on Wednesday the 2nd of November, 2016. So, your first
name?
P: Is ah, Thierry.
I: And your gender?
P: Ah male.
I: Good to know.
P: (laughs).
I: Have to ask everyone.
P: Yeah yeah sure (chuckles).
I: Yeah I believe you (chuckles).
P: (chuckles), thanks.
I: (Chuckles). And what about your age Thierry?
P: Um, 48.
I: Okay. 48 years young.
P: Yes.
I: And your country of residence?
P: Is ehh ehh Switzerland.
I: Switzerland.
P: But residence is France.
I: Oh France.
P: Um my my passport is Swiss.
I: And you’re working in Spain?
P: And I’m working in Spain, yes.
I: Complicated.
P: Yeah it is indeed.
I: But I guess in um in Europe, it’s easier to get between countries.
P: Yeah yeah very easy, I mean I I live in France but I commute to to Spain, and its like
35 minutes so…
I: No way really?
P: Yeah yeah.
I: Oh wow that’s so different to Australia. To get another country we have go and fly for
about five hours.
P: (chuckles) unclear.
I: Alright, now which best describes your occupation? So I’ll read out four options. FES
seller or retailer, FES prescriber or researcher, neuromodulation engineer or other. And
you can answer…
P: Yeah unclear researcher, can fit. [I: Unclear] the second.
I: FES…researcher. And you can circle more than one if you like.
P: Um, nah I think yeah, that’s okay.
I: Too easy.
P: F-, FES researcher, um/[unclear].
I: Not a problem. Alright….and your email, well I already have that, that’s ok.
P: Mm huh.
I: So we can start the interview now. Just seven questions. Number one, what are
some issues surrounding daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
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P: Okay, I one of the issues I think is still um ah placement of electrodes. That ah can
be difficult for for patients and eh and then ah with spinal cord injured ah I mean
sometimes/some have [maybe “some have”] still ah quite some ah sensory,
sensation and so on and so the tickling of FES can also hold/ward?? them off.
I: Great. Thanks for that. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Yeah I mean ah it it’s really important that when you set-up a system with with a
client that you ah do not stimulate too strong in the very beginning, that they get used
to how it feels and and so on, so ah and then motivate them to use it more often. I
mean the first time in contact with that technology, ah gives you a feeling that that you,
that is absolutely unknown to to yourself. But then from time to time you get more and
more use, so I think after 10 FES sessions, ah you you accept this strange sensation
as something that you know and then um you there there is not much reason not
anymore to accept the the the stimulation.
I: So you…
P: However, as I said to find the position of the electrode can be a bit difficult and and
therefore that can still hold you off ah when you do not get the the then the movement
that you would actually would like to have.
I: So can you tell me more about your experience in the field? What your role is?
P: Okay, um I mean I started ah pu- ohh let’s say yeah its more or less mo- even more
than 20 years ago, in 1994…
I: Wow.
P: To stimulate muscles, these were my own muscles first doing a Master thesis**See
endnote 1 then I was doing a lot of research, ah and always on transcutaneous
electrical stimulation. So I developed a devices for hand grasp, um also systems for
drop foot and then developed a a new technology that is FES arrays, so to improve this
placement problem ah by having multichannels that you then can software wise ah
adjust. So I have done a lot of the research that ah to establish the basis, to see eh
what is the performance of such systems. And now I am more or less in the position of
supervising ah employees, students, um in further developing this technology, and for
the to do PhD thesis, or or develop systems. And recently we have founded a startup
company now um, I am in the advisory board of of that of that company.
I: Was that company called Technalia?
P: No, Technalia is a technological centre, it’s a research centre, a private research
centre.
I: Sure.
P: Whereas the company that we have founded eh has is ah FESIA.
I: I beg your pardon?
P: Ah, FESIA, F-E-S-I-A.
I: Ohh okay, I haven’t heard of that before.
P: Yeah. It’s a very young startup company. So, ah we are now ah with the first
product, in the process of certification, so market appear -suffix? it should be
somewhere mid-next year.
I: Wow. Good luck with all that.
P: Yes, I mean that luck we need.
I: (chuckles), yeah. Lots of things involved to get a product to market.
P: That’s it.
I: I could imagine. Now, who sells FES equipment in your country?
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P: Umm, who. I mean I’m talking now about Spain. So I mean ah there are distributors
of Bioness systems, um there are ah Walk-Aide devices that also are sold, then ah
more on fitness, sports usually/you see Compex that you can also buy in in sports
shops. Ah, yeah then there is not much more um in in terms of ah in terms of
manufacturers that are selling in in Spain. Um, for France, its ah it’s a rather similar um
there is maybe one, one French company that I do not personally ah know or or what
the brand is, but I know that ah it’s still/they steal?....[not sure!] from from the society
also, is using ah surface ah electrical stimulation that she has from from a local
company, from a French company. But I can not recall the name.
I: Oh, that’s not a problem. And who tells people how to use it? Who tells people how
to use FES?
P: Um, I mean for the en entire part that is ah sports fitness and so on, so there are like
fitness ah trainers that are ah explaining to users how to use it. Or only the manual,
they buy the device and then through the manual they read what what they should,
how it should be done. Or then there are like friends or colleagues that are using this.
When it comes to ah more FES in terms of ah using it as a functional um support or
replacement, then then in general there are physiotherapists or occupational therapists
that are using the(se) systems and ah but it’s it’s still it’s still not widely ah used actually
in Spain. Ah, for example there is no ah no reimbursement for such ah devices or
system at the moment in place. Ah though there is quite some interest, and that’s what
we are now ah experiencing while setting up the startup company there is a lot of
interest in hospitals, in rehabilitation centres to get hold of of this technology and to be
able to apply it to their patients.
I: Do you think re-, you mentioned reimbursement, that’s in ah, devices aren’t
reimbursed. Do you think that’s one reason why FES isn’t used widely in Spain? Or are
there other reasons as well?
P: Nn I think this is one of the main reason, and this has to do with the, with the way
our healthcare is built in Sp-, particularly ah in Spain ah there is, I mean, a healthcare
there are no or, there are some private healthcare insurances, but they are subsidiary
to to ah government or state ah healthcare system that ah basically is included in the
social security, so ah all medication, treatments, ah visits, and and so on are basically
paid so there is not a lot of incentive to take all/own money in into the into the hands to
for example to buy FES ah ah in case that it is not reimbursed, and at the moment it’s
it’s not reimbursed, so what is reimbursed, there are are physiotherapy hours and the
physiotherapist can choose ah technologies, he [99% sure] can choose ah ultrasound,
electrical stimulation, different types, most of them they choose [more motor and do
spa – unclear!] as as a physiotherapy, but not something that maybe has would show
more evidence, or would be more more efficient.
I: Oh I’m really, so they use warm [99% sure] water therapies instead.
P: Yeah there is a lot of ah spa um still widely ah used in in in system ah mumble? in
the public healthcare system, ah which of course brings relief, brings ah some
treatment against spasticity but it’s very short term and has no no effect, it’s not
effective.
I: Makes sense.
P: I mean, you feel it, you you have something for for 15 minutes, 20 minutes more?
unclear but but not not something that carry over or or or improves eh condition.
I: Yeah, so they are not using FES that much.
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P: No, um I mean what we now also see is ah/that in the in the fitness sector. So there
there were quite a number of ads that I have seen in something else or just trailing
on to “here” here in South Sebastian, in the city, for for a centre where you can do
workout and electrical stimulation at the same time. Um and they also praise this as
something to lose weight or…
I: unclear…[begins to say a word then]…
P: But its not an FES in in what, what we think is eh is eh good and serious business. I
do not want to say that its not serious what they are doing, um however its not its not
what what we ah think ah FES should do.
I: Ahhh so, you’re a bit skeptical about the effects of that FES.
P: I mean there there can be diverse effects of of FES however I mean to promise to
get a/the six pack…
I: (laughs)
P: Attaching [99% sure] ah electrodes on on your belly….ah is is ah hardly probable
unless you really go very intensively and and ah I mean, to lose, to lose weight, I mean
the mech-anism of losing weight is is clear. Its activity and and you you can produce
with FES a certain amount of of activity. Um so I mean from from from a theoretical
point of view that’s that’s all all fine. How/ever people like it then why not. However
when I was talking about sports and fitness business then its more, um there are many
ambitious athletes ah in ah for example here in in Spain, or in North Spain, in the vast?
[think referring to a region of Spain actually, rather] country, ah that do triathlon,
that do marathons, and so on, so the the primary use of electrical stimulation there is
not to activate the muscle but is afterwards to to ah basically increase vascularization
after they have done intensive long ahhh endurance ah ah sport activities.
I: Ah right right right. So they use the FES after their exercises. [Analogous to
prehabilitation concept see home FES Walls et al.?...MT comment]
P: Yes so when they run a marathon or a triathlon or or something like that, so then ah
they need this as as vascularization ah and this has shown good, good results of
course because of course you can, you can ah facilitate this vascularization using
electrical stimulation.
I: Sure, not a problem. Just give me one second.
P: Mm huh.
I: Just a message come up on my computer about the system (mutters). All good, it
was just asking me to update the system but I’m not gunna do that now.
P: (chuckles).
I: It’s a very dodgy laptop so I’m thankful the recording’s going OK now.
P: Okay.
I: Alright, we’ll get back to the interview questions. So just four more to go.
P: Mm huh.
I; Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic, as opposed to a home
environment, and why?
P: Um…
I: So if people unclear
P: I think we in in… yes.
I: Oh I was just gunna say. Do you think people would use F- FES more frequently in a
lab or a clinic, compared with the home?
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P: Yeah I I mean there there is there is a trend that actually I mean the healthcare
systems they want to also um follow that trend to provide more healthcare in homes
than than in institutions. So, along that, there are many efforts. But there are two, at the
moment two main ah problems or limitations to it. Um and I mean this also includes
FES. This is a a number one, as I said reimbursement is not is is is not solved at the
moment. There is no reimbursement for home exercising, for home user [or could be
“home use eh”], of of such technologies. Where as ah the service of a
physiotherapist is something that/what is paid and and therefore when you do
something regularly in an institutional environment, so you you have like a schedule
where you come to your therapy and you follow this and then you have a treatment that
the person applies to you, ah is/it’s (x 3) very different to a home situation where you
need your own motivation to do something ah for for your health, or or even yeah to do
something of/for for for the improvement of your condition. So I think there is a quite
some learning process that needs to to take place. Um, to to facilitate the home use,
and to put the home use in in in a better position. It has not, it has [pretty sure] to a
lesser extent to do with with the technology, it’s not really that complicated. FES
technology is is rather straightforward for for most of the applications, and but ah it it
needs your own motivation. And to combine ah electrical stimulation with motivation ah
that’s that’s that’s a field that ah not many have worked on, and um the solutions are
not there at the moment.
I: Okay not a problem, thanks for that response. What do you think are some of the
benefits of FES?
P: So, um we we think/see we see(?) clear benefits of FES in in in in in functions in in
in ah um muscle activation, in I mean, a dropped foot systems are are are an example
ah that you can facilitate faster locomotion than with any other ah alternatives. Um one
of the main benefit when we compare FES with with robotic technology is that you
really activate the muscle, and you can activate muscles when when the the the the
subject can not activate the muscles, voluntarily, on on its own…on/or on its/his own.
Ah so there ah FES really brings advantages compared to to other technologies. And
as an assistive technology, um there are there are success cases ah however, these
are cases ah where really ah um daily life, activities can be improved using FES
technology, so there is also a transfer from better function to activity that you can see
using FES technology.
I: Makes sense. Thanks for that. The next question has three parts, so I’ll ask each of
them individually. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations
of clients before starting FES exercise?
P: Can you please repeat the question?
I: Not a problem [P: Mutters something]. In your experience with FES therapy, what are
the initial expectations of clients before starting FES exercise? So what do they think
FES is gunna do for them? [P says something in background towards the end].
P: Yeah. Okay, um I mean where when I was doing my my research mainly in in a
spinal cord injury centre, so the spinal cord injured ah subject, even though you tell
them “Okay, this can be an assistive technology, this will not change your your general
condition, ah they were still hoping ah function comes back. I mean its its its quite
impressive when you see your your own limb moving again, where you couldn’t
observe that for several weeks being in in in hospital. So, there is um by many have
really the hope OK this will come back again. Um and this is something what FES does
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not do in case of a central lesion. I mean with a peripheral le- lesion it is different.
There you can um at least support ah the recovery and the rigour of of of the nerves.
So there you can you can you can [or is he saying could in one of or both of these
instances?] produce improvements however these improvements would also come
without ah/the electrical stimulation. So you can some sort of bridge the gap or you
can do this activation of the nerves until a surgeon then can really put the these
peripheral nerves closer together that they grow together again. So so that’s something
wh- where you can see. Um but you need to explain to to the subject that that it’s
mainly an assistive technology. Um FES, when you are talking with with ah with central
lesion(s), spinal cord injured or mainly spinal cord injured ah subjects, ah/um in stroke
we have seen good results ah also ah to use FES as a rehabilitation system. So,
the/we can show improvements ah in in their ah development that we can show that
they improve faster than without or with alternative or other methods. So, we we can
say by now that eh/the that FES can ah be used as a rehabilitation tool and that there
is an effect and and I mean ah Cochrane Reports also have shown that this is, that this
is the case. Ah for example, in (the) in the upper extremities.
I: Do you think they have realistic expectations when they begin?
P: Ah, no I don’t think so. I I mean, I mean it is ah it is ah um as I said when when you
can move when you can move your or or your hands or or or they they move again,
um then there is always the the the wish that this comes back and that this will work, or
you’ve seen yes it does work or or something like that. And I mean we are we are
extremely slow. I mean we are slow by that I have done this already 20 years ago, and
I can/could show in spinal cord injured ah s- in a in a in a in one subject for example
that he could start using his his hands um in ah in activities of daily living and eh/that
we are still not there that the commercial device is providing/ed/provide it that has
such a function like you can do, wh- when you do this in an intensive research ah ah
ah program. So the technology is not mature(d) at at this point of time and ah will
require still some time until we will get such systems. Ah both on/from the non-invasive
as as on the invasive side.
I: Just to clarify. You said the technology is not mature. But then you said before that
the technology is pretty easy to use. So…
P: Okay. The mo-? One thing is ah I I was referring here um as a as a technology like
what we call neuroprosthesis.
I: Sure.
P: There the technology’s not mature enough because this this needs ….I mean, two
two main components. One is the activation component, and the other one is the um
knowing what to do or getting getting the ah information how it should work. And this
combination ah at the moment is not yet m- mature. When I am saying it’s pretty easy
to apply electrical stimulation or FES, then I’m I’m referring more to um activating a
muscle um using it, as as potential facilitator of ah of ah or or I mean one of the main
effects that we can do with with with FES is ah is ah um to to work against the/a
muscle weakness. So we can improve ah the the general muscle force, we can
increase the force, and this facilitates ah quite a bit in in a stroke patient. I mean there
are patients that that are using their their residual function, or they are trying hard to
use it, and those are much better off than those that that say “Okay I’m affected by a
stroke, I cannot use my hand”, and then they they stay in in a not even mobilizing their
their hands. So there are different levels. And I think the basic level is quite simple to
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achieve, and and not too difficult to apply. Whereas the other level of a/ah
neuroprosthesis is is still not mature.
I: Not a problem. Thanks for clarifying Thierry. Back to the expectations idea. So, are
their initial expectations met?
P: Ah (sigh), yeah there are cases that ah that ah or I have experienced cases where
where initial expectations are were met in in in in spinal cord injured ah for hand grasp I
mean they they really were using it for months. And/um there was a dependency on on
the carer, there in the morning, to attach the device and this was something that of
course was not an issue in in a hospital environment. Um so in a/the home
environment when they got ah ah everyday somebody else have comes and and and
does the the care part and and they could not explain them? Um well enough how to
attach this technology, so it became frustrating in a in a later stage, so I would say yes
it was expectations were met but then in in a ah in a consistent way and lifelong um in
in many patients, not yet.
I: Not a problem.
P: When We see results in in in those that have implants, it’s more or less the same I
mean there are many ah that got ah/the implanted system that means they have
something what they are wearing lifelong um and and some of them ah were using
these systems and and others not.
I: Not a problem, that makes perfect sense. The last question under/on their
expectations. DO they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury?
P: Ah you mean?
I: So if someone, say if someone had a spinal injury two weeks ago.
P: Mm huh.
I: Would their expectations be different from someone that’s had a spinal injury for say
20 years? Would they have…
P: Yes? A bit hard to hear! I I I I I think, I I think those that ah that are using FES ah
just after after the spinal cord injury, um they have this hope of ah ah it gets it gets
better, um there is is a therapeutic effect or rehabilitative effect of of FES. Whereas
those that ah have spinal cord injury for 20 years, they they went through many
different, or many of them went through different ways of of ah rehabilitation and ah
and and so on. So, those are are much more skeptical um that their condition can
improve, on the other hand they are also um some of them are not really ah wishing ah
I mean wishing is maybe a bit a bit strong and ah and has to do with really being ah
for for English foreigner?
I: (chuckles). That’s ok.
P: They are um I mean they they do not they do not expect per se that eh that this now
will will will change their their their life, because they have heard and they have seen
that eh that this is something that didn’t ah succeed, for for so many years. So there is
a a lot of skepticism ah around. And, since they have they have acquired a a a way to
live. So some of them they are tired to go [“come” also? Not sure…] ah again into
something different and do something new, because they are, they are satisfied, or
they know about their condition, they know what they can do about their their
capacities or capabilities. Um and and therefore um its its not always for granted that
they want to to um to go into a next um in a rehabilitation ah phase that has not clearly
proven that that there is an outcome, a positive outcome for for everybody.
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I: Would you say that that’s similar or different for stroke patients? So would stroke
patients’ expectations differ depending on when they start FES post-injury as well?
P: Umm many that are affected by stroke are are rather older than for example spinal
cord injured. So um they I mean when when you say 20 years post-spinal cord injury or
you say 20 years post-stroke, means ah/a very different thing. Because somebody can
be 40 or or or 35, 20 years post-spinal cord injury, where he is most probably 70, or 80,
20 years post-stroke. Um, so from that I think its its already ah quite different. Um and
it has also to do of course ah I mean after after this long time of not being active, it’s
very much dependent on what you have done. Ah because when when you have con-,
developed contractures ah so then FES cannot bring back the the function. And this is
often the case for for these/this long term ah disabled ah persons they they are not,
they are not keeping their um body part and/that [pretty sure “that’] they can not
voluntary control in the condition that it could be reversed, or or could be made
functional again.
I: Not a problem, thanks for that. Okay, the last question now. What are some of the big
unanswered questions in the field of FES? What do need to know, or understand,
about FES?
P: Mmm. I mean, in in terms of knowledge I think we pretty much know um most of it.
Ah about the mechanism how how FES acts, um and and so on. It it has more to do
about we do not know how to make the the ah ideal solution. I mean, an ideal solution
would be when we are talking about neuroprosthesis (or “es?”), so we want to replace
an injured nerve part, so the technology can not solve this. So we are not able to
bridge/breach millions of nerves individually, with ah, with that technology. So there is
a fundamental technical issue ah because what we do is like all or none ah type of of
intervention. We address a a a global nerve with a few electrodes ah so I see this as a
problem, but fundamentally to?/() of knowing what electricity is doing in terms of that
what we, what we see as as FES that means activating nerve potentials, I think there
are not many fundamental questions that are are unsolved. When it comes to a
broader ah view of lets say bioelectricity, so when we when we look also at other
interventions, that are more in the direction of neuromodulation***See endnote 2. that
are in direction of direct current stimulation, of magnetic stimulation, um there I I could
expect ah that we do not know yet ah sufficiently well ah what are what are ah
mechanisms in in in detail. So, ah we know that we can that we can ah excite and/that
we can inhibit with with these currents. But we do not know ah how much excitation
versus inhibition and and what in detail um doing this on on different sides of the brain,
ah what is really the effect. We we we have not a lot of understanding on on that. Um,
and it has to do that we do not exactly know what the bioelectricity does to our brains,
um/and [pretty sure “um”] because there are many many effects, and its always like
statistical analysis of of how the brain works or reacts, so we are looking at the reaction
of the brain when we apply electricity to to the brain, but not ah in in in great detail.
I: Okay look thanks a lot for your time today. Is there anything else you’d like to say
about FES before I stop?
P: Ah no I think that’s that’s more or less, I I mean we have we ha- we came across
many different ways of of this FES at at large. Um, I mean yeah maybe maybe one
thing um when when we are talking about FES then ah what has been shown in now in
in the in the IFESS society is that people ah are mo- are are more in favour of
accepting that FES should include many different types of electrical stimulation than ah
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only a focus for example, to say ah that this is mainly, we call it FES when we are
activating muscular- skeletal muscles, or things like that. So there is a broad diversity
and that’s also why also some of the answers that I gave shoot in different directions.
As to do that FES is understood as a technique that acts on on on multiple functions
and/um not only on muscular um and muscular skeletal functions. So that was an
outcome that we recently got when we analyzed in the society, what should be FES.
I: Makes perfect sense. Okay I’ll just stop the recording thanks a lot for your time.
P: Okay yeah no problem.

Additional comments:
Endnote 1:
Use to justify n=1!!! Ensure proper quote tho first upon edit (for other
biomechanics studies).
Endnote 2:
Relate to Ursula’s definition of neuromodulation VS FES, Holsheimer etc.
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Participant 22
I: Okay so this interview number 22 on Wednesday the 9th of November, 2016. So I’m
just gunna ask you a few basic questions first, before we do the interview. So could
you please tell me your first name?
P: Ah, Rik.
I: And your gender?
P: R-I-K.
I: Yep.
P: I’m male.
I: Good to know. And what about your age group, Rik.
P: Age group…I’m 46.
I: 46 years young. And your country of residence?
P: The Netherlands.
I: The Netherlands. I would like to go there one day.
P: Mm huh. Oh you’re welcome.
I: That’d be great, yeah I’d love to go and see The Netherlands one day. Now which
best describes your occupation, there are four options here. FES seller or retailer, FES
prescriber or researcher, neuromodulation engineer or other. I can repeat them if you
like.
P: The first one was seller, FES seller or…?
I: Retailer.
P: Ahh, yeah. Producer. Umm…
I: You can circle more than one if you like, actually.
P: Yeah well the first one I don’t know if it’s also, if you produce it yourself, I mean, its
ah we’re manufacturer of FES equipments. Ah we have dealers and um yeah we also
sell it directly. So, maybe the first one.
I: FES seller, sure. And are you doing research in FES at the moment?
P: Ah yep.
I: Would you call yourself a researcher as well?
P: Ummm, no with researcher I always think on something of someone on the
university or ah some company on the R&D. But we also do some research yeah.
I: Okay so wou- do you want me to circle the second one as well?
P: Mmm…yeah.
I: Sure. Alrighty, alright we’ll start the interview now. Just let me know if you want me to
repeat any of the questions. What are some issues surrounding daily use of FES for
exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: What’s the start of the sentence what’d you say?
I: What are some issues surrounding…
P: Yep.
I: …daily use of FES for exercise in paralyzed populations?
P: Issues. Um, the the cost is an issue. Ah the possibility to test it for a longer time. So
now they have to go to a/the/() dealer they can test it so while/why they’ll/they
effectively they’ll/they’re/they will cycle for 50? Or 15? (85% sure 50) minutes and then
they get an offer ah how you do you want to buy it for 10,000 Euro, so that’s a that’s a
big issue. And, um sometimes their the(m) support so if you have a higher spinal cord
lesion/injury?, you need support for someone to help you do to do it. And and they
already have to ask a lot of support for their daily living. Ah but that’s ah yeah I think
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these are the main issues and maybe sometimes um, yeah some some coaching um in
the use of the FES device.
I: Thanks for…
P: Well yeah…last one?? [unclear really].
I: Yep. Oh, keep going, or was that it?
P: No that’s it.
I: And you mentioned support. People with higher injuries need more support.
P: Yep.
I: Could you tell me a bit more about that please.
P: Ah if you don’t have hand function ah there’s no way you will get ah the electrodes
on the right position, or you can make a transfer, or you can put your legs in the ah in
the leg guidance, um on the pedals. So you you need support from someone to to get
ready to exercise, and to get off? (pretty sure but might be on) the bike again. On
and off the bike.
I: Makes perfect sense. Can you briefly outline your experience of FES with clients?
P: Ahhh, how much experience I have or what my experience is?
I: Both’d be great.
P: Okay. I have a lot of experience with the FES appliance, because I’m active in this
field for 15 years now. And ah ahh my exp-erience is that there’s a big difference
between the the first time experience from a client. So if I put electrodes on someone, I
turn the bike ah/or? the electrodes ah/or the stimulation on, start cycling, that
sometimes they are lucky, and the angles are already correct for them personally?,
and ah their legs are already a little bit strained or bits trained? because of the
spasms or something. So sometimes they cycle ah legs only ride away/right way the
first time. Ah, it almost have resistance of course. But then it’s really a WOW effect.
Oh it’s it’s my legs really doing this [pretty sure but feint]. And sometimes you
have the angles are eh not correct for them and they can’t cycle, eh co- make a
complete 360 degree turn with legs only, um the legs stick/fatigue [pretty sure
“fatigue’”] in in less than a minute. Um so yeah then it’s ah the first time experience is
much less. Um oh the third thing is that that sometimes eh the stimulation is limited
because of the sensitivity of the person. Ah just because he has an incomplete spinal
cord injury, or um because he has a high spinal injury and is limited for the by the
autonomic dysreflexia. Um yeah. It’s ah but ah the first time experience, that part is
the most ah strike, you never know if it’ll go right the first time and someone will really
have a WOW effect or or just ah that’s all, ah just a very weak contraction and that kind
of stuff.
I: So is part of your job you help people first have a go at BerkelBikes to see how how it
can be optimized for them?
P: Ahh yeah. Yeah well it’s ah the problem is it costs quite a lot of time to do it, to ah to
really optimize it ah for someone personally. So um you have to use a standard bike
with a standard ah parameter setting. And that’s ahm yeah non-optimal for ah for the
customer. And they are untrained the first time so these are things that yeah, ah make
it a little bit more difficult to have a very great ah experience the first time.
I: Makes perfect sense. Who sells FES equipment in your country?
P: Um so rehabilitation ah company. So they sell medical devices. Ah they sell
wheelchairs, they sell other bikes. They sell ah specifical specific medical devices for at
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home. And yeah and they also sell this ah unclear! thermal…? bike, my bike. And I
also sell mine directly.
I: And on that note, who tells people how to use it? Who who tells people how to use
FES?
P: Ah they do. And and we. If they they find it on the internet and they think “Oh wow
that’s ah that looks interesting”, and then they contact us and then we make an
appointment and and yeah we tell how to how to do it.
I: Fantastic. Do you think exercise adherence differs in a lab or a clinic as opposed to a
home environment and why?
P: Ahh on the long term, its better to do it at home. Because the amount of actual work
to go to the clinic is is huge. Um and we always have trouble to ah in in studies, to get
enough subjects to come every time to the clinic. So if you want to do a training study,
last time we have a something like a training study and the person had to go, each one
has to go 36 times to [rehabilitation] [Reha tation centre? Unclear middle of word.
But he meant this so I put it in square brackets] centre.
I: (laughs).
P: Yeah so but most people don’t live next to the pe-? rehabilitation centre so that’s
that’s a lot of work….[Why we need home FES! Does he say this later?....MT
comment]
I: Yeah (chuckles).
P: So it cost them maybe….two hours before they can touch the bike. So you have
one hour ah to go to the bike, and and one hour to to drive back and all that kind of
stuff so so you lose two hours just because it’s not at your home but you have to go
somewhere.
I: So do you think that if people have a bike, they would use it more or less often in a in
say a home environment, as opposed to a lab or a clinic?
P: Ah more often.
I: So more often in the home.
P: Yes. Yep.
I: Makes sense. What do you think are some of the benefits of FES?
P: Ahh the benefits ahh…pressure ulcer prevention, ahh [thrombosis] [He says
‘thrombosa?’] prevention, ahh less oedem? [unclear 10.17] Ask someone maybe
Joerg as this is an important statement. In the legs, ah better physical fitness ah in
in general. Ahh, less chance of cardiovascular ah problems, um all the normal exercise
ah benefits, ah which also means less chance of certain ah canc- Cancers, um ah ah
intestine ah problems so um ar- how do you how do you call it, if you easy to go to the
toilet? Um even ah we saw in a UK study, ah better immune system, um more muscle
mass, umm…yeah I think these are the most important things. And there are some
bones that are going/very strong in some parts of of of the ahh on on/of on/of bones
that that [99% sure] has been shown that on long term, ah will be a bit stronger. Um,
yep that’s that’s the I think and if ya oh and um because of the better endorphins, ah
better ah mentally [Pretty sure he says mentally] health.
I: Fantastic.
P: unclear depressions?
I: Ah I beg your pardon?
P: So better mentally health, so ah less ah um um um um a lower depression score.
Some some something that Glaser??? [Ask Rik who this is…if need be] has
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showed in her/a study. He showed that ah better/bad? [should be better I think! Bad
doesn’t make sense] endorphins ah went up, but ah/the depression score went down.
I: Fantastic, makes perfect sense. Out of interest, can you tell me more about the
immune study?
P: Um it was done by Don Paulson, ah with a/the BerkelBike in the in the UK. And, ah
they measured in blood the the the differences of the effect on the immune system.
And they showed that ah exercise helps for improving the immune system. Which
makes perfect sense because it’s also with able-bodied but with ah the disabled, with
ah/the spinal cord injured, that ah they have less possibilities, if you have a, especially
if you have a high spinal cord injury (sure..maybe lesion??) you have almost no
possibility of doing, but you you have no possibility of doing any ah real [pretty sure]
beneficial exercise except something with FES.
I: Fantastic. We’re up to the second last question now and it has three parts, so I’ll ask
each individually. In your experience with FES therapy, what are the initial expectations
of clients before starting FES exercise? So what do they think…
P: Before?...
I:…FES is gunna do for them? Initially.
P: Ahh that’s a good question. Umm, they expect um some more muscle mass. Ahh,
pressure ulcer prevention. And and better over [gap] all fitness.
I: Better overall fitness?
P: Yep. So they feel fitter, they feel…
I: Are their initial expectations met?
P: Yes most of the time yes.
I: And last one, do they differ depending on when they start FES post-injury?
P: In expectations or in what?
I: Do their expectations differ? So for example if there’s a person whose just been
injured, would their expectations of FES differ from someone that’s had an injury for
say 20 years?
P: Ah yeah. Um, when they have a recent injury, they are more focused on ah
rehabilitation, ah if they have incomplete spinal injury, they still have some hope that
something will come back. [Relate to the literature on hope….MT comment] Um,
and then they also have the/to [pretty sure “the”?] hope that maybe we’ll support
their ah rehabilitation process, which is not even that strange idea because its ah ah
can also help with the the [rehabilitation] [think participant pronounced it differently
but I inferred the meaning] process. But its um, yeah I think ah/on most of the time
they have a quite realistic ah… idea about it. They they do understand it will not cure or
something like that. It’s not that they think “Oh no don’t unclear [yeah?] FES, FES I
see my legs moving, oh and now I will be, next month [99% sure] I will be walking
again”, or something like that.
I: But you think it does differ based on how long they’ve had the injury, or not?
P: Yeah ah- well if you have, if you’re 20 years post-injury, you’re not um looking at
rehabilitation, you’re more ah looking at um at maintenance.
I: Sure. And complete versus incomplete?
P: Mmm, oh we see this sometimes some extra um yeah with the complete its its only
maintenance, and with the? I dunno. incomplete we see sometimes that they ah they
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they expect some or they hope some could benefit also their ah ah ah power output, if
they already have some power output.
I: Sure. Okay the last question. What are some of the big unanswered questions in the
field of FES?
P: Ah wow, that’s a good/big? (pretty sure good) question. Um, the/big unanswered
questions who?
I: (mumble?)
P: Um…
I: What do we need to know about FES?
P: Umm I did not think about it before. Ahhhh I didn’t expect this question.
I: (laughs).
P: Um (mumbles) …know?? A lot of small questions. Ahh..
I: Take your time.
P: The effect of FES on functional improvements in ah incompletes. That’s that’s ah
that’s/there’s a study in Canada (now) with from Vivian Reshauer?? [Check with Rik
if need be]. Not published yet, so recently finished. And um she showed that with ah
FES cycling and FES cycling ah including arms, there? were two groups. FES legs
only and FES legs combined with arm cycling so the Berkel, they have a BerkelBike,
and um they showed with incomplete spinal cord injured that the the group with added
arm cycling improved much more. And they also showed that ah there’s an influence of
the arms on the reflexes in the legs. So it’s um, I think that’s a very interesting question
which how that works, and what’s what can we do in um in in ah in the daily
rehabilitation programs. Um, yeah I think that’s/it’s a the main question. And there
are/more/all kind of sh- small questions like how to improve the the the stimulation
parameters and the and but these are all smaller questions, I think that this this is the
main question: With incomplete spinal cord injured, what can you do for rehabilitation
[See prev comments regarding this word] ah process? And maybe if you don’t look to
spinal cord injury, but to other patient groups then there’s also for example?
[unclear!] MS is? still a bit unclear,***See endnote 1 what what works best and how
you should use it, and and which MS patients are suitable and which not, which can
benefit, which not? [99% sure!]
I: Alright look thanks a lot for your time, is there anything else you wanna add before I
stop the recording?
P: Umm, umm, you asked about the benefits of FES.
I: That’s correct.
P: And I ha- I want to add the?/that thing about functional improvements in
incompletes. That’s that’s a really, I saw it also with/even [pretty sure “with”] with my
own customers, there can be a really be some benefits ah of the FES cycling with arms
and legs and how that exactly works I don’t know, but and if it’s the the arm
and?***See endnote 2 leg combination or it’s the arm leg and FES combination, ah
I’m I’m not sure about that yet, but that’s something I would like to have.
I: Not a problem. Okay, I’ll stop the recording now.
P: Alright.
I: End of recording.
Additional comments:
Endnote 1:
Ref Che Fornusek’s work with regards to FES for MS.
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Endnote 2:
Sometimes very tricky to work out if they said and or not. Think he didn’t
here.Sometimes very tricky to work out if they said and or not. Think he didn’t
here.
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4A. DOMAINS OF RAMPS AND DUTY CYCLES
Following on from theorems 4.1 – 4.3:
Theorem 4.4. Domain Inverse Proportionality between Ramps and Duty Cycles
For a certain type of FES exercise, a “ramp of significance” has a time domain
“inversely proportional” to the time domain of the “most pertinent” duty cycle to the
exercise in question.
In a practical sense, “inversely proportional" is not entirely accurate, but is used as a
descriptor for some cases where the time domain of the ramp is related to the duty cycle in
such a fashion. For example, if comparing FES-cycling and isometrics using the example in
table 4.1:
•

FES-cycling: ramp (min), duty cycle (µs).

•

FES-isometric: ramp (s), duty cycle (s).

A problem with this is that cycling may have a local ramp too and we have used the regional
ramp, whereas with isometric we have used local values. Needs a bit more thought for future
discussion.
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5A. BIODEX SETTINGS
() Values in brackets indicates what direction machine is approximately located (i.e., in what
direction away from a certain gradation mark).
Table 5A.1. Biodex settings for duty cycle experiments
Chair height
3.5
5.5
Chair (read from front)
1
0 (0.1)
Chair (as read from back)
10 (10.1)
Moment module (read from Right leg – 17
Same as before.
floor)
Left leg – 6
Angle of knee joint
60 degrees flexion
Same as before.
Moment arm
Both legs – 13
Same as before.
Dial at back of chair which 3.5 (3.6)**
5 (5.1)
moves chair forward
*Optimised conditions that were used for successive experiments are shown in far right column.
This came about over discussion that calf wasn’t engaging as much with the padding of the leg
strap.
**This value was set up Fri 10/6/16 – Was adjusted after ON Time Permutation 1 (2s ON 3s
OFF) had been done. So, from the first 3s ON 3s OFF session, the chair value was set at 3.5.
Hence, we could not know what this value was for no permutation and ON Time Permutation 1.
So values herein may differ slightly in biomechanics. This was because we didn’t take down
value before we changed position of Biodex.
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5B. FIELD NOTES
Run 0 of this experiment excluded from field notes. Notes are mostly unedited from the tone
they were written during experiments. Some were typed from handwritten notes, others from
typed notes. Written by the subject. The purpose of these were to document any discrepancies
between experiments, and to make suggestions for future experimental optimization.
Table 5A.2. Edited field notes for Biodex experiments chapter 5
Duty cycle (name and run)
DC13New_rightquads_run1

DC13New_rightquads_run2

DC13New_rightquads_run3

DC23_rightquads_run1
DC23_rightquads_run2
DC23_rightquads_run3

Field notes and comments
DC13New Run 1 3052016 (Right leg notes) FIRST GOOD DATA!
Also note that time stamps on Biodex files may be a bit off due to
error in timing on Biodex computer. Maybe fix it up in date/time
settings.
1.5 coffees maybe no relax?
Very cold day
Adjustment of leg as I noticed was a tiny bit off in first few mins
A new thing is to give the dynamometer a jiggle at start to calculate a
torque error as well!
So ill have angle and torque errors for all-a great dataset :)
Also angle seemed to be a bit in accurate at start of experiments. -5. I
played around with autoscale too as angle kept vanishing. Maybe there
is a problem with angle measurements? Not sure - look into it later.
May be a moment arm jiggle in this experiment as well.
Jiggled moment arm with hand to measure torque error before
experiments.
May have also done something analogous with the foot when it was
strapped into the calf piece as well.
Notes from logbook p70 3/6/16.
Banana consumed directly before expts.
Instant coffee this day (cf. BMC usually).
May have been some contribution form lateral muscles (so, Sartorius?)
Sometimes muscle didn’t feel completely relaxed after the contractions.
There may have been some volitional contribution to relaxing after the
completion of some of the experiments.
Screen glitched for a second (same for 6/6/16) – perhaps check that
all samples have been recorded in the data. Will know if there is an
anomalous count that has been made.
N/A.
N/A.
Instructions I gave myself before Fri 10/6 regarding things to do
(edited post-hoc):
• Left leg optimn:
o Have a play around with calibration – do a few times
before saves/close etc. i.e. We need to see at some
point if you need to re-calibrate when you change
the side of the Biodex – link with comments made
about this elsewhere in some of early appendices
stuff.
o Investigate angle/torque calibrations? Sometimes say 5? Think this is OK though as it’s the “average”
value.
o Sensitivity/Error Analysis: Should also define a list
of “error terms” i.e. if we perturb different parts of the
moment arm prior to commencing stimulation, how
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DC33_rightquads_run1
DC33_rightquads_run2

DC33_rightquads_run3

DC16_rightquads_run1
DC16_rightquads_run2

much relative error do they cause? Could stratify into
TWO categories:
▪ Those forms of error likely to occur during
the course of experiments (e.g. jiggle the
moment arm).
▪ Those forms not (e.g. bolt jiggle)
o Could make a holistic list.
Fri 10/6 exploration:
• Before 23, some jiggling of the moment arm was done.
o 1. Part of moment arm between big bolt and where the
foot piece attaches.
o 2. The foot piece. There are multiple ways we could
jiggle this as well.
o 3. Tightening of the main bolt.
o 4. Tightening of the bolt to tighten leg piece into main
moment arm piece.
o Perhaps draw a better diagram. Use notes taken on
the “Experimental Parameters for Subject 0”
sheet.
Trunk shifted halfway thru warmup as I thought wasn't engagement
with the calf piece.
May have been some minor volitional element as I am thinking
contraction is quite small!
Instant coffee had that morning This may explain things as muscle
may have generated less torque if less tense.
Should stratify notes tables
Diet
Exptl adjustments
Other etc.
Some in table will read If not relevant that day.
Trunk moved at one point - shows effect trunk movement has on torque
generation.
N/A.
Small coffee beforehand
Knee seemed in front of axis a bit
A bit of trunk shuffling
Maybe notes gluteals a tiny bit tender this week...may have also had a
mild impact on DC33_rightquads_run1 as well.
Near end of experiment, arm was raised into air to celebrate finishing
expt - may have altered torque.
Perhaps a little in front of axis – but this was probably similar to other
expts done in this series.
Electrodes are starting to lose stick. Maybe use Hams set for OFF time
expts?
Also note when the jiggle of the moment arm is done - I actually did it
in two different places today. Maybe for final expts can do such that
the jiggle is in the same place. This would help make the test more
standardised.
Minor screen glitch
*Jiggle at start was done in two locations (1 2 2 1) i think where 1 and 2
are different locations on the moment arm. Not necessarily
corresponding to the diagram I will draw in a previous section.
Fatigue possibly more due to running yesterday and tennis the day
before.
Screen glitch a little again as well. I wonder if that effects the number of
samples? Perhaps just how its seen on screen, could maybe count cells
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as well.

Field Notes 13 8-7-16 Was this
run3 or the 1:3?
DC26_rightquads_run1

Was also very cold today! Maybe use a thermometer for the full
study next year.
After calibration I tightened the Central bolt. Would this have an effect?

The 125mm landmark from inguinal fold is a little ambiguous. Should
measure distance from fold to various places on electrode. I did place
near a landmark on my leg which was similar to before.
New shoes worn today. Should weight shoes. Che mentioned in past
that they shouldn’t affect torque though.
Large coffee before hand, probably had a stronger effect due to subjects
non-strong coffee last few weeks.
New electrodes used (not brand new but are newer than other ones).
DC26_rightquads_run2*
Balance played around with - so offset may be slightly different for next
5 experiments. Balance was approximately adjusted back to normal
value.
OFFSET. There will be a small offset for all data previously due to
balance not being adjusted.
Before full study, book an appointment with Ray to have a chat about
full proper Biodex usage.
DC26_rightquads_run3
N/A.
DC39_rightquads_run1
N/A.
DC39_rightquads_run2
Biodex moment arm was screwed in at 14 when subject arrived. The
subject may have made a mistake last time or someone else used the
machine.
Also a VOL may have occurred when subject took a photo of own leg.
DC39_rightquads_run3
Post-hoc notes:
May have been some VOL as I could see on screen the contraction was
quite low today (bias), so may have subconsciously tried to VOL.
Also balance was not checked. Maybe this could explain it?? It is
unlikely this is why the values were small.
*This offset mentioned is different from the global correction – it refers to the fact that the balance was
adjusted slightly between 2: 6 run 1 and run 2.
Other Notes and Comments:
Perhaps mention Biodex balance offset as well. May be able to quantify.
Also what about loose jiggle issue?
Need to talk about how its’ all a little relative as well – calf engagement is hard to get. Could even put a pic
of the waveform generated at the end of that experiment where the calf was engaged much more.
The phenotyping video and Biodex is a good idea and could have applications with other Biodex research
uses – spasms, burst superimposition technique etc.
See field notes. E.g Non-selective stim by activation of other muscles??
A picture of the “jiggle” DC23 run 3 good (see foot notes). Supplement with a diagram. This bit may go
in the manual chapter 5 though.
• Small oscillations about the baseline suggest that the foot did not return to its’ exact position after
each contraction, most likely due to looseness in the strap around the leg.
• There was slight movement back and forth of the foot following contraction suggesting looseness in
the apparatus.
• Baseline fluctuation over time indicates that the position of the leg may slightly change during the
course of exercise.
• Torque may initially increase at the beginning of the exercise (e.g., around the 200s mark in figure
2a), indicating some muscle potentiation.
• Figure 2c) presents some interesting peaks in the data not seen in figures 2a) and 2b). The subject
noticed activation of the lateral portion of the thigh during this exercise bout. Electrode placement
was thus not entirely consistent throughout the duration of the exercise.
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Figure 5A.1. Torque data from earlier, preliminary experiments [previous page].
Oscillations near the baseline are indicative that the leg was loose in the calf piece and thus
rocked slightly back and forth upon cessation of contraction. Data may have been obtained
from an experiment where the leg was incorrectly aligned on the Biodex, so torque values
may have also had contributions from other muscles and joints. In addition, run 3 suggests
some augmentation of torque by activation of other parts of the quadriceps or nearby
muscles not activated as much in runs 1 and 2.
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5C. MATLAB SCRIPT FOR CURVE FITS
Programming the curve fits
List 5A.1. MATLAB Script for curve fitting a linear plot to FST and APL peaks across duty cycles.
%surfplots of the exercise period using FST avg and APL avg.
%1:3 test is excluded because MATLAB averages it with 1:3 one. But use in
%first instance to illustrate.
clear
clc
x = [1 2
3
1
1
2
3];
y = [3 3
3
6
9
6
9];
z1
z2
z3
z4

=
=
=
=

[29.25
[28.05
[38.91
[37.71

31.87
18.99
41.53
28.65

26.14
13.69
35.80
23.35

18.46
19.59
28.12
29.26

19.05
20.34
28.71
30.00

19.02
17.21
28.68
26.87

22.64
22.70
32.31
32.36

z5
z6
z7
z8

=
=
=
=

[29.25
[28.05
[38.91
[37.71

31.87
18.99
41.53
28.65

26.14
13.69
35.80
23.35

18.46
19.59
28.12
29.26

19.05
20.34
28.71
30.00

22.64
22.70
32.31
32.36

21.88];
18.75];
31.54];
28.41];

21.88];
18.75];
31.54];
28.41];

cftool
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%FST
%APL
%FST
%APL

%FST
%APL
%FST
%APL

avgs
avgs
avgs
avgs

avgs
avgs
avgs
avgs

(uncorrected)
(uncorrected)
(corrected)
(corrected)

(uncorrected) 1:3 test removed.
(uncorrected) 1:3 test removed.
(corrected)1:3 test removed.
(corrected)1:3 test removed.
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MATLAB Output from Curve Fits
The Curve Fitting Tool data was taken from FST avgs (uncorrected). Linear surface f(x,y) made via interpolation was the same for all four conditions
plotted. For the corrected data, it was shifted up the GCF.

Figure 5A.2. Output from “results” box.

Figure 5A.3. Output from “Table of Fits” box.
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5D. CURVE FITTING TOOL
The 1:3 test run was excluded from the surface plots due to an error message on MATLAB. This was hypothesized to be attributed to the fact that
MATLAB was averaging the 1:3 test value with the 1:3 value, hence it appearing as one point in the curve fit.

Figure 5A.4. Error message when 1:3 test value included.
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5E. CORRECTED 2D SURFACE PLOTS

Figure 5A.5. 2-dimensional surface plots using corrected values. Plots look identical to the uncorrected plots, but shifted upwards by the GCF.
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5F. PEAK METRICS AND ASSOCIATED DATA (UNCORRECTED)
Table 5A.3. Duty cycle analysis table (without global correction)
DC13

DC23

DC33

DC16

DC19

31.6767
37.7711
22.5784
30.6754

31.7719
28.0387
13.2141
24.3416
-20.6479
164.6110
8.0146

23.7265
14.8475
17.0290
18.5343
-39.5792
101.4820
3.7779

12.3174
16.0371
8.5535
12.3027
-59.8940
33.7392
3.0552

12.2508
11.1424
14.1163
12.5032
-59.2404
35.9188
1.2271

56.4988
7.9336

34.3047
39.5780
17.4615
30.4481
2.3224
60.1333
9.4319

26.1753
24.2580
21.7187
24.0507
-19.1764
26.4879
1.8253

14.0527
23.3737
14.6420
17.3561
-41.6738
-8.7201
4.2619

16.0048
13.5176
25.9775
18.5000
-37.8299
-2.7045
5.3840

37.0992
43.1557
19.2980
33.1843

30.0192
28.5786
20.4998
26.3659

26.3637
19.7725
17.7992
21.3118

13.7815
19.4932
8.7387
14.0045

13.0518
11.8924
17.3611
14.1018

DC13_ET

DC26

DC39

13.1997
15.7327
19.4390
16.1238
-47.4374
75.2777
2.5622

15.5719
18.1948
6.6935
13.4867
-56.0340
46.6109
4.9214

23.2772
20.6869
22.5561
22.1734
-25.4851
16.6150
1.0916

22.4643
19.9230
16.6173
19.6682
-33.9040
3.4395
2.3938

18.1072
19.5207
20.5372
19.3884

19.0922
20.5724
7.6184
15.7610

PEAK TORQUE METRICS
FIRST PEAKS
Z peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
F peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg

233.4645
6.2427
31.6849
38.3652
19.2209
29.7570
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19.0142
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14.8800
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avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
S peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
T peak

123.0128
10.1256
31.3844
38.8314
18.3883
29.5347
57.6075
8.4477

34.1846
43.5982
19.0373
32.2734
95.2920
10.1176
31.7062
37.5055
19.6161
29.6093
52.9926
7.4523

-20.5472
77.1900
4.1894

-35.7775
43.2245
3.6619

-57.7979
-5.8840
4.3933

-57.5047
-5.2301
2.3528

34.7787
40.3757
21.6995
32.2846
9.3109
72.2821
7.8258

33.1968
28.3210
24.5123
28.6767
-2.9051
53.0289
3.5543

13.9851
23.1784
15.9383
17.7006
-40.0685
-5.5434
3.9546

16.8316
13.2223
23.3498
17.8012
-39.7277
-5.0064
4.1910

27.9784
28.3397
13.3435
23.2205
-28.0505
40.5116
6.9857

27.0571
6.8004
17.5759
17.1445
-46.8774
3.7443
8.2754

13.8915
20.3361
8.9884
14.4053
-55.3646
-12.8307
4.6469

13.6850
12.6936
17.1931
14.5239
-54.9973
-12.1133
1.9303

34.0993
41.9205
23.7435
33.2544
12.3109
71.8273
7.4447

31.5666
23.6587
23.6719
26.2991
-11.1796
35.8886
3.7247

15.4097
22.6555
17.0281
18.3644
-37.9774
-5.1100
3.1053

18.5961
13.7080
26.6167
19.6403
-33.6685
1.4823
5.3214
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-55.1595

18.7394
-36.5512

16.5257
-48.7946

19.3534
-34.6374

-41.5737
30.2982
0.9964

-52.5046
5.9207
5.7893

24.1230
21.1975
24.9523
23.4243
-20.6890
25.0001
1.6105

22.9026
22.6676
21.0284
22.1995
-24.8358
18.4645
0.8337

17.3380
20.2408
21.9224
19.8337
-38.5446
20.0175
1.8936

20.4650
19.8472
7.8695
16.0606
-50.2358
-2.8146
5.7974

21.5930
21.5854
22.8854
22.0213
-25.6271
13.7850
0.6110

24.0074
21.6826
19.4590
21.7163
-26.6570
12.2094
1.8570
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Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
FST avg
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3

35.5877
41.4683
19.2136
32.0899

30.8938
31.3930
13.1102
25.1323
-21.6814
33.5619
8.5034

28.0453
17.4939
18.2862
21.2751
-33.7014
13.0634
4.7981

13.0360
19.5524
10.1891
14.2592
-55.5649
-24.2219
3.9192

14.7713
13.1927
18.6980
15.5540
-51.5299
-17.3407
2.3147

34.1881
40.1233
15.9069
30.0728
5.1041
58.6602
10.3057

25.5028
22.9562
21.8683
23.4424
-18.0689
23.6794
1.5231

15.7890
24.2242
17.9229
19.3120
-32.5046
1.8879
3.5810

18.1769
15.1923
25.7714
19.7135
-31.1014
4.0061
4.4535

94.2300
9.8653

29.6305
29.4371
15.6512
24.9062
-23.4027
48.7748
6.5448

27.1554
14.6889
17.8871
19.9105
-38.7669
18.9331
5.2867

13.5697
19.7939
9.3054
14.2230
-56.2583
-15.0405
4.3068

13.8360
12.5929
17.7507
14.7266
-54.7096
-12.0325
2.1978

30.7615
37.9631
19.0317

34.3554
40.8065
20.4500

30.0887
24.9786
23.3508

15.0613
23.3527
16.9631

17.8682
14.0409
25.2460

70.5366
9.4161
29.1940
37.5524
19.0907
28.6124
50.9553
7.5482

35.6238
42.7407
19.1830
32.5158
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18.8170
-41.3616

18.9542
-33.7552

16.7409
-48.5146

18.1285
19.6275
20.1903
19.3154
-39.8083
2.6488
0.8702

20.3228
22.8963
10.1472
17.7888
-44.5658
-5.4644
5.5046

22.1398
21.8191
23.5089
22.4893
-21.4002
18.6506
0.7328

23.3750
21.6423
20.1547
21.7240
-24.0748
14.6131
1.3160

17.8579
19.7963
20.8833
19.5125
-39.9908
16.5559
1.2513

19.9600
21.1053
8.5450
16.5368
-49.1424
-1.2193
5.6703

22.6186
21.5340
23.7822

23.4283
21.9975
20.2140
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avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
LAST PEAKS
A peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
P peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff

29.2521
53.8316
7.8021

31.2894
39.6638
19.8880
30.2804
60.4064
8.1049
33.6387
27.8869
22.9915
28.1724
62.2038
4.3514

31.2414
37.4680
19.4591
29.3895

31.8706
8.9515
67.6019
8.4942

26.1394
-10.6410
37.4624
2.8706

18.4590
-36.8968
-2.9273
3.5464

19.0517
-34.8708
0.1894
4.6504

29.5508
33.3530
15.1398
26.0145
-14.0879
37.8085
7.8447

25.6349
20.2404
21.2981
22.3911
-26.0540
18.6141
2.3340

15.3173
21.3353
16.6722
17.7749
-41.2989
-5.8396
2.5776

16.8846
14.5667
26.1442
19.1985
-36.5976
1.7015
5.0017

21.5383
21.6086
12.1317
18.4262
-34.5948
6.0898
4.4510

9.3825
20.7458
12.1305
14.0863
-49.9997
-18.8976
4.8408

16.3181
25.9956
16.2737
19.5291
-30.6798
12.4400
4.5725

19.2973
16.2735
25.5938
20.3882
-27.6305
17.3861
3.8824

28.8742
34.5537
15.6357
26.3545
-10.3267

25.6079
19.6901
21.5133
22.2704
-24.2232

15.5278
21.3030
16.0096
17.6135
-40.0688

17.7346
13.0048
26.5439
19.0944
-35.0297
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19.0157
-34.9939

18.8773
-37.6584

17.3685
-38.3492

19.4495
-33.8216

22.6449
-22.5870
19.0857
0.9180

21.8800
-25.2021
15.0628
1.3149

19.6520
22.4056
22.9494
21.6690
-28.4389
14.7887
1.4434

22.3665
21.8488
17.3687
20.5280
-32.2070
8.7444
2.2439

20.5022
27.9471
18.9909
22.4801
-20.2053
29.4301
3.9147

18.4286
18.8857
19.6761
18.9968
-32.5694
9.3750
0.5153

20.0629
22.9802
21.4974
21.5135
-26.7987

21.5809
22.3421
17.3549
20.4260
-30.4991
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avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
L peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
APL avg
Wp

51.1067
7.4678

35.5024
7.9261

14.5039
2.4745

-9.4400
2.6163

-1.8256
5.6103

10.6121
1.1910

5.0205
2.1937

32.8037
28.7315
21.5711
27.7021

20.3679
19.9786
11.8388
17.3951
-37.2066
0.9576
3.9321

12.2310
18.2661
11.4487
13.9819
-49.5275
-18.8517
3.0462

16.6408
26.0199
16.4864
19.7157
-28.8296
14.4259
4.4582

19.0084
16.0024
25.2825
20.0978
-27.4504
16.6434
3.8661

21.7423
27.8141
18.8160
22.7908
-17.7290
32.2732
3.7475

17.8492
19.5412
19.3551
18.9152
-31.7194
9.7798
0.7576

29.2287
35.3598
15.5302
26.7062
-11.1637
40.3442
8.2896

25.3818
20.1266
21.1078
22.2054
-26.1354
16.6918
2.2815

15.2104
21.4152
16.9030
17.8429
-40.6470
-6.2338
2.6188

17.7591
13.1972
26.2188
19.0584
-36.6038
0.1538
5.3948

20.4371
22.6799
22.4640
21.8603
-27.2832
14.8784
1.0102

21.7404
20.5967
17.1577
19.8316
-34.0317
4.2172
1.9475

29.0934
22.5257
11.8327
21.1506
-25.1643
24.1699
7.1134

9.6148
18.1411
11.2245
12.9935
-54.0261
-23.7186
3.6988

16.8086
25.4841
16.3193
19.5373
-30.8724
14.6988
4.2097

19.7170
16.6152
25.2572
20.5298
-27.3608
20.5253
3.5746

21.7565
27.5887
19.1055
22.8169
-19.2685
33.9523
3.5435

16.6753
19.9089
18.4301
18.3381
-35.1155
7.6584
1.3217

60.7774
4.6431

31.4809
39.3051
19.4009
30.0623
57.9807
8.1875
32.0204
28.6814
24.0863
28.2627
65.9232
3.2526
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17.2301
-37.8022

19.0291
-36.7011

17.0336
-39.7312
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run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
EPN

29.2179
34.4222
15.4352
26.3584
-11.8763
37.8678
8.0108

25.5415
20.0190
21.3064
22.2890
-25.4816
16.5825
2.3592

15.3518
21.3512
16.5283
17.7438
-40.6776
-7.1913
2.5956

17.4594
13.5896
26.3023
19.1171
-36.0862
-0.0080
5.3207

62.9548
4.0664

23.6665
21.3710
11.9344
18.9906
-32.2869
10.3418
5.0768

10.4094
19.0510
11.6012
13.6872
-51.1968
-20.4728
3.8238

16.5892
25.8332
16.3598
19.5941
-30.1353
13.8479
4.4127

19.3409
16.2970
25.3778
20.3386
-27.4806
18.1739
3.7737

Period

DC13
6.0000

DC23
7.0000

DC33
8.0000

DC16
9.0000

DC19
12.0000

EPN (Wp)
EPN (Ex)
EPN

50.0000
200.0000
250.0000

50.0000
171.4286
221.4286

50.0000
150.0000
200.0000

50.0000
133.3333
183.3333

50.0000
100.0000
150.0000

Maxima
Max)

31.3372
38.8123
19.5827
29.9107
56.4481
7.9150
32.8209
28.4333
22.8830
28.0457

(Count

Fold Difference
OVERALL TORQUE METRICS

2080.0000

8.3935
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20.0507
22.6886
22.3036
21.6809
-27.5145
13.4022
1.1634

21.8959
21.5959
17.2938
20.2619
-32.2589
5.9796
2.1023

21.3337
27.7833
18.9708
22.6959
-19.0753
31.8707
3.7244

17.6510
19.4453
19.1538
18.7500
-33.1448
8.9438
0.7862

DC13_ET
6.0000

DC26
10.0000

DC39
14.0000

50.0000
200.0000
250.0000

50.0000
120.0000
170.0000

50.0000
85.7143
135.7143

19.1186
-36.0810

17.2107
-38.6333
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Max T
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Min T
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Range
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Average
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg

38.1187
44.0118
29.2491
37.1265

36.1387
42.5114
23.9109
34.1870
-7.9176
48.1981
7.7180

33.6961
28.5027
24.7090
28.9693
-21.9715
25.5797
3.6837

19.5633
29.6435
19.3340
22.8470
-38.4619
-0.9601
4.8068

21.6383
18.5493
29.1746
23.1207
-37.7245
0.2266
4.4626

-6.1585
-1.8941
-1.5550
-3.2025
-47.7916
-37.2987
2.0948

-3.8116
-2.0629
-1.9606
-2.6117
-57.4235
-48.8664
0.8495

-0.4901
-3.3221
-1.6421
-1.8181
-70.3608
-64.4039
1.1629

-1.6343
-2.2336
-5.6816
-3.1832
-48.1069
-37.6774
1.7835

53.5371
4.8853

42.2973
44.4055
25.4658
37.3895
-13.5715
32.6998
8.4751

37.5076
30.5656
26.6697
31.5810
-26.9984
12.0845
4.4825

20.0534
32.9657
20.9761
24.6651
-42.9850
-12.4608
5.8815

23.2726
20.7829
34.8562
26.3039
-39.1967
-6.6444
6.1322

6.9315
6.8769
4.4623
6.0902

6.9946
7.8738
4.6019
6.4901

5.6975
6.2049
6.0129
5.9718

3.4341
3.8907
2.3706
3.2318

2.6588
2.0777
2.0693
2.2686

60.9408
6.0675
-4.4188
-5.5607
-8.4227
-6.1341
20.0982
1.6841
42.5375
49.5725
37.6718
43.2606
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23.0684
-37.8653

-5.1076
-16.7348

28.1760
-34.8692

2.7471

25.9402
29.3569
27.5950
27.6307
-25.5769
19.7770
1.3951

24.5594
26.5283
22.1550
24.4143
-34.2404
5.8340
1.7883

-3.5874
-3.6094
-3.6827
-3.6265
-40.8800
-28.9980
0.0408

-5.0016
-4.6324
-2.1212
-3.9184
-36.1210
-23.2824
1.2798

29.5275
32.9662
31.2778
31.2572
-27.7468
10.9354
1.4039

29.5611
31.1608
24.2762
28.3327
-34.5071
0.5560
2.9418

5.0186
5.6839
4.4464
5.0496

4.4542
4.1337
4.4296
4.3392
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avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Median
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
FATIGUE INDICES
SDI
FST(Wp)-APL(Wp)
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg

6.5651
136.2515
1.3825

-1.9456
117.3837
0.2091

-46.9348
17.6438
0.6369

-62.7503
-17.4186
0.2759

-54.8934

0.4161
0.7268
0.6863
0.6097
816.0167

-0.2256
0.6343
0.7131
0.3739
461.7506

0.8969
-0.1078
-0.2987
0.1635
145.6074

0.2785
0.0436
-1.0986
-0.2588
-488.8490

-0.1322
-0.7941
0.1247
-0.2672
-501.4637

105.5634
0.1262

-150.9617
0.1379

-131.2525
0.4251

-113.6641
0.5244

-78.3667
0.6015

0.3378
0.4302
-0.7178
-1.1965
0.0167
-1897.4596 -74.9229
101.3951
0.5208

12.0330
9.1913
-2.0836
6.3802

1.3924
-16.9346
1.3797
-4.7209

5.9430
-36.2865
-19.1160
-16.4865

-13.1335
-7.8674
-77.6202
-32.8737

-26.1881
-7.9145
-48.1759
-27.4262

-14.2031

-9.6991
-2.3244
-102.3838
-38.1358

-173.9923

-358.4006

-615.2440

-529.8627

-322.6122

-12.2790
-14.6099
-6.8011
-11.2300
276.0131

-66.7618
8.6364

16.0766
17.3401

131.4536
31.7135

93.0993
16.4599

-20.9329
3.2731

168.5023
45.5299

31.1126
47.6285
41.6410
40.1274
-6685.8047

65.4042
23.7308
50.3177
46.4842
-7729.1133

-10.1446
-10.6219
3.5565
-5.7366
841.5121

-8.2420
-16.0686
-0.5223
-8.2776
9.4918
1258.5474 -1657.8224

5.6809
-29.0206
20.2311
-1.0362
70.0666

24.6595
11.6024
5.2452
13.8357
-2370.7473

121.6969
1.1513
0.1461
0.1652
-0.1116
0.0666

avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
FST(Ex)-APL(Ex)
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff

144.9212
6.0962
-6.6947
25.1029
-20.2361
-0.6093
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-17.0865
83.8166
0.5057

-28.7524
57.9538
0.1456

-77.6649
0.3870

-697.7190
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avg13testdiff
106.4192
sd
19.0031
FST(Wp)-APL(Ex) (over whole 25 mins)
run 1
7.8680
run 2
33.4750
run 3
-19.2879
avg
7.3517
avg13diff
361.9528
21.5435

avg13testdiff
sd
Peak torque every 5 min
Peak torque every 5 min (m - slope)
run 1
0.0010
run 2
-0.0091
run 3
0.0018
avg
-0.0021
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
90.9091
sd
0.0050
Peak torque every 5 min (b - intercept)
run 1
32.2320
run 2
41.4850
run 3
20.0550
avg
31.2573
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
62.1483
sd
8.7759

110.9169
20.6603

322.7571
6.8270

389.7293
17.2277

-160.4377
6.5742

-187.2081
6.3468

20.1277
27.4012
23.7475
23.7588

61.6671
-29.6963
35.1419
22.3709

-22.2518
-30.5109
-75.8097
-42.8575

-39.7865
-29.4145
-42.9678
-37.3896

-2.8065

223.1744

204.2956

-682.9599

-608.5836

-138.1748

-946.5645
2.9694

-897.1108
38.3766

-0.0050
-0.0116
-0.0032
-0.0066
214.2857
500.0000
0.0036
31.6300
37.7050
17.2990
28.8780
-7.6121
49.8055
8.5550

45.7642
8.0816

-19.4635
-40.3457
9.1580
-16.8837
329.6570

11.5680
7.8655
-124.1509
-34.9058

1427.0800 1232.2492
23.5434
5.7869

501.5930
20.2920

1143.7488
63.1239

-0.0104
-0.0038
-0.0085
-0.0076
260.3175
587.8788
0.0028

0.0006
0.0024
-0.0007
0.0008
-136.5079
-169.6970
0.0013

0.0003
0.0028
-0.0003
0.0009
-144.4444
-184.8485
0.0013

0.0004
0.0034
-0.0061
-0.0008
-63.4921
-30.3030
0.0040

-0.0044
-0.0032
0.0008
-0.0023
7.9365
106.0606
0.0022

26.3610
20.6960
23.9290
23.6620
-24.2994
22.7473
2.3204

16.9430
23.5840
17.5330
19.3533
-38.0839
0.3960
3.0012

18.4400
13.4030
26.2660
19.3697
-38.0316
0.4807
5.2923

21.9580
22.6350
28.1120
24.2350
-22.4662
25.7198
2.7553

24.1330
24.3560
19.0550
22.5147
-27.9700
16.7955
2.4480
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-0.0011
-47.6190

19.2770
-38.3281

-574.7988
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Peak torque every 5 min (R-sq)
run 1
0.2889
run 2
0.9528
run 3
0.2141
avg
0.4853
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
-7.5506
sd
0.3320
Peak torque every 1 min
Peak torque every 1 min (m - slope)
run 1
-0.0038
run 2
-0.0135
run 3
-0.0020
avg
-0.0064
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
238.5965
sd
0.0051
Peak torque every 1 min (b - intercept)
run 1
34.7510
run 2
43.5620
run 3
22.5890
avg
33.6340
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
65.4077
sd
8.5985
Peak torque every 1 min (R-sq)
run 1
0.1431
run 2
0.6037
run 3
0.0876

0.5994
0.8711
0.6869
0.7191
48.1934
37.0039
0.1132

0.8242
0.4174
0.9533
0.7316
50.7693
39.3853
0.2284

0.0278
0.2180
0.1244
0.1234
-74.5707
-76.4908
0.0777

0.0347
0.5448
0.0135
0.1977
-59.2664
-62.3420
0.2456

-0.0105
-0.0113
-0.0031
-0.0083
29.0155
336.8421
0.0037

-0.0119
-0.0040
-0.0057
-0.0072
11.9171
278.9474
0.0034

0.0009
0.0028
0.0014
0.0017
-126.4249
-189.4737
0.0008

0.0011
0.0023
0.0017
0.0017
-126.4249
-189.4737
0.0005

34.6940
38.3770
17.1480
30.0730
-10.5875
47.8952
9.2622

28.1360
21.3790
22.4990
24.0047
-28.6298
18.0519
2.9569

16.6820
23.5490
15.7820
18.6710
-44.4877
-8.1784
3.4688

18.2220
14.3740
24.9200
19.1720
-42.9982
-5.7146
4.3575

0.5071
0.6895
0.3465

0.8385
0.3668
0.5452

0.0910
0.3891
0.1156

0.0967
0.5879
0.2132
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0.5249
8.1673

-0.0019
-70.4663

20.3340
-39.5433

0.0202
0.7722
0.5559
0.4494
-7.3843
-14.3773
0.3161

0.7592
0.4535
0.0622
0.4250
-12.4262
-19.0385
0.2853

0.0005
0.0029
-0.0041
-0.0002
-96.3731
-87.7193
0.0029

-0.0043
-0.0022
0.0021
-0.0015
-77.2021
-22.8070
0.0027

21.9550
22.8770
26.4780
23.7700
-29.3275
16.8978
1.9515

23.9800
23.1290
18.1750
21.7613
-35.2996
7.0194
2.5596

0.0227
0.5850
0.4533

0.6349
0.2254
0.2213
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avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
ANGLE METRICS
Max
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Min
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
AV
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd

0.2781
-53.1289
0.2313

59.7855
59.9549
60.1565
59.9656
-0.3365
0.1516
56.5709
56.8205
56.9355
56.7756
-0.2739
0.1522
3.2146
3.1344
3.2210
3.1900
-1.4362
0.0394

0.5144
84.9353
-13.3187
0.1401

0.5835
109.7915
-1.6684
0.1945

0.1986
-28.6074
-66.5375
0.1351

0.2993
7.5983
-49.5675
0.2096

60.3475
61.2170
61.0466
60.8704
1.5088
1.1672
0.3762

60.9030
61.4386
61.3099
61.2172
2.0871
1.7436
0.2283

61.5198
61.6441
60.8344
61.3328
2.2799
1.9357
0.3560

60.2117
60.7132
60.2095
60.3781
0.6879
0.3491
0.2370

57.0411
57.9965
57.8411
57.6262
1.4981
1.2201
0.4186

57.6523
58.2856
58.1281
58.0220
2.1952
1.9153
0.2692

58.3045
58.4250
57.7408
58.1567
2.4326
2.1520
0.2982

57.0320
57.5188
56.9646
57.1718
0.6978
0.4219
0.2469

3.3065
3.2205
3.2056
3.2442
1.6983
0.2377
0.0445

3.2507
3.1530
3.1819
3.1952
0.1633
-1.2752
0.0410

3.2153
3.2191
3.0936
3.1760
-0.4383
-1.8682
0.0583

3.1797
3.1944
3.2449
3.2063
0.5117
-0.9318
0.0279
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0.5934
113.3509

60.1681
0.3376

56.9316
0.2747

3.2365
1.4571

0.3537
27.1572
-40.4000
0.2401

0.3605
29.6261
-39.2428
0.1940

60.9495
60.3057
60.5293
60.5948
1.0493
0.7093
0.2669

60.2660
60.0802
61.4053
60.5839
1.0310
0.6911
0.5858

57.6711
57.0346
57.4111
57.3723
1.0509
0.7741
0.2613

57.0885
56.9038
58.1934
57.3952
1.0913
0.8144
0.5694

3.2783
3.2711
3.1182
3.2225
1.0202
-0.4307
0.0739

3.1776
3.1764
3.2120
3.1886
-0.0428
-1.4784
0.0165
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Avg
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Median
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd

58.2649
58.4423
58.6246
58.4440
-0.2912
0.1469
58.2690
58.4445
58.6273
58.4469
-0.2897
0.1463

58.7373
59.6926
59.4894
59.3064
1.4757
1.1802
0.4109

59.3055
59.8986
59.7762
59.6601
2.0809
1.7836
0.2557

59.9801
60.1131
59.3186
59.8039
2.3270
2.0290
0.3474

58.6667
59.1613
58.6461
58.8247
0.6515
0.3584
0.2381

58.7401
59.6938
59.4920
59.3086
1.4744
1.1804
0.4103

59.3076
59.9009
59.7815
59.6634
2.0813
1.7856
0.2562

59.9812
60.1140
59.3213
59.8055
2.3245
2.0281
0.3467

58.6703
59.1632
58.6507
58.8281
0.6522
0.3606
0.2371

58.6146
0.2920

58.6167
0.2905

59.3624
58.7519
59.0572
59.0572
1.0493
0.7550
0.2492

58.7459
58.5510
59.8413
59.0460
1.0302
0.7360
0.5679

59.3649
58.7568
59.0633
59.0617
1.0519
0.7591
0.2482

58.7490
58.5540
59.8452
59.0494
1.0309
0.7382
0.5683

5G. PEAK METRICS AND ASSOCIATED DATA (CORRECTED)
Table 5A.4. Duty cycle analysis table (with global correction)
DC13

DC23

DC33

DC16

DC19

DC13_ET
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DC26

DC39
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PEAK TORQUE METRICS
FIRST PEAKS
Z peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
F peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex

41.3387
47.4331
32.2404
40.3374

41.4339
37.7007
22.8761
34.0036
-15.7021
113.8667 80.2851
6.2427
8.0146

33.3885
24.5095
26.6910
28.1963
-30.0988
49.4954
3.7779

21.9794
25.6991
18.2155
21.9647
-45.5476
16.4555
3.0552

21.9128
20.8044
23.7783
22.1652
-45.0506
17.5185
1.2271

41.3469
48.0272
28.8829
39.4190

43.9667
49.2400
27.1235
40.1101
1.7531
39.8723
9.4319

35.8373
33.9200
31.3807
33.7127
-14.4761
17.5632
1.8253

23.7147
33.0357
24.3040
27.0181
-31.4591
-5.7820
4.2619

25.6668
23.1796
35.6395
28.1620
-28.5574
-1.7932
5.3840

39.6812
38.2406
30.1618
36.0279
-15.9137
46.8009
4.1894

36.0257
29.4345
27.4612
30.9738
-27.7095
26.2073
3.6619

23.4435
29.1552
18.4007
23.6665
-44.7643
-3.5675
4.3933

22.7138
21.5544
27.0231
23.7638
-44.5372
-3.1710
2.3528

37.4624
7.9336

46.7612
52.8177
28.9600
42.8463
74.5836
10.1256

18.8610
-53.2419

28.6762
-27.2528

24.5420
-42.7208
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22.8617
25.3947
29.1010
25.7858
-36.0747
36.7149
2.5622

25.2339
27.8568
16.3555
23.1487
-42.6122
22.7333
4.9214

32.9392
30.3489
32.2181
31.8354
-19.2384
11.0168
1.0916

32.1263
29.5850
26.2793
29.3302
-25.5937
2.2806
2.3938

27.7692
29.1827
30.1992
29.0504
-32.1987
18.3700
0.9964

28.7542
30.2344
17.2804
25.4230
-40.6647
3.5898
5.7893
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run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
S peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
T peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3

41.0464
48.4934
28.0503
39.1967

44.4407
50.0377
31.3615
41.9466
7.0157
47.6921
7.8258

42.8588
37.9830
34.1743
38.3387
-2.1890
34.9888
3.5543

23.6471
32.8404
25.6003
27.3626
-30.1916
-3.6576
3.9546

26.4936
22.8843
33.0118
27.4632
-29.9348
-3.3032
4.1910

37.6404
38.0017
23.0055
32.8825
-21.5876
25.5648
6.9857

36.7191
16.4624
27.2379
26.8065
-36.0767
2.3628
8.2754

23.5535
29.9981
18.6504
24.0673
-42.6085
-8.0968
4.6469

23.3470
22.3556
26.8551
24.1859
-42.3258
-7.6440
1.9303

35.3463
7.4523

43.7613
51.5825
33.4055
42.9164
9.2820
47.9092
7.4447

41.2286
33.3207
33.3339
35.9611
-8.4291
23.9379
3.7247

25.0717
32.3175
26.6901
28.0264
-28.6337
-3.4084
3.1053

28.2581
23.3700
36.2787
29.3023
-25.3850
0.9887
5.3214

45.2497
51.1303
28.8756

40.5558
41.0550
22.7722

37.7073
27.1559
27.9482

22.6980
29.2144
19.8511

24.4333
22.8547
28.3600

38.0097
8.4477

43.8466
53.2602
28.6993
41.9354
60.1338
10.1176
41.3682
47.1675
29.2781
39.2713

28.4014
-27.5413

26.1877
-37.5522

29.0154
-26.1154
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33.7850
30.8595
34.6143
33.0863
-15.5892
16.4952
1.6105

32.5646
32.3296
30.6904
31.8615
-18.7137
12.1830
0.8337

27.0000
29.9028
31.5844
29.4957
-29.6638
12.6320
1.8936

30.1270
29.5092
17.5315
25.7226
-38.6614
-1.7762
5.7974

31.2550
31.2474
32.5474
31.6833
-19.3220
9.1947
0.6110

33.6694
31.3446
29.1210
31.3783
-20.0985
8.1437
1.8570

27.7905
29.2895
29.8523

29.9848
32.5583
19.8092
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avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
FST avg
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd

41.7519
46.6058
9.4161
38.8560
47.2144
28.7527
38.2744
33.7507
7.5482

45.2858
52.4027
28.8450
42.1778
59.7470
9.8653
40.4235
47.6251
28.6937
38.9141
35.6948
7.8021

34.7943
-16.6640
22.1754
8.5034

30.9371
-25.9024
8.6314
4.7981

23.9212
-42.7064
-16.0042
3.9192

25.2160
-39.6051
-11.4576
2.3147

43.8501
49.7853
25.5689
39.7348
3.8156
38.8541
10.3057

35.1648
32.6182
31.5303
33.1044
-13.5076
15.6842
1.5231

25.4510
33.8862
27.5849
28.9740
-24.2991
1.2505
3.5810

27.8389
24.8543
35.4334
29.3755
-23.2501
2.6535
4.4535

39.2925
39.0991
25.3132
34.5682
-18.0417
30.9259
6.5448

36.8174
24.3509
27.5491
29.5725
-29.8863
12.0046
5.2867

23.2317
29.4559
18.9674
23.8850
-43.3708
-9.5365
4.3068

23.4980
22.2549
27.4127
24.3886
-42.1769
-7.6293
2.1978

44.0174
50.4685
30.1120
41.5326
6.7289
44.8256
8.4942

39.7507
34.6406
33.0128
35.8014
-7.9989
24.8407
2.8706

24.7233
33.0147
26.6251
28.1210
-27.7357
-1.9410
3.5464

27.5302
23.7029
34.9080
28.7137
-26.2127
0.1256
4.6504

28.4790
-31.7899

28.6162
-25.2340

26.4029
-37.4010

28.6777
-26.3052
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28.9774
-30.5961
1.7502
0.8702

27.4508
-34.2526
-3.6105
5.5046

31.8018
31.4811
33.1709
32.1513
-15.9979
12.3534
0.7328

33.0370
31.3043
29.8167
31.3860
-17.9973
9.6791
1.3160

27.5199
29.4583
30.5453
29.1745
-30.8298
10.4974
1.2513

29.6220
30.7673
18.2070
26.1988
-37.8850
-0.7731
5.6703

32.2806
31.1960
33.4442
32.3069
-16.9789
12.6554
0.9180

33.0903
31.6595
29.8760
31.5420
-18.9447
9.9879
1.3149
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LAST PEAKS
A peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
P peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1

40.9514
49.3258
29.5500
39.9424

39.2128
43.0150
24.8018
35.6765
-10.6800
25.0084
7.8447

35.2969
29.9024
30.9601
32.0531
-19.7516
12.3123
2.3340

24.9793
30.9973
26.3342
27.4369
-31.3088
-3.8626
2.5776

26.5466
24.2287
35.8062
28.8605
-27.7447
1.1255
5.0017

31.2003
31.2706
21.7937
28.0882
-25.7601
3.9130
4.4510

19.0445
30.4078
21.7925
23.7483
-37.2310
-12.1427
4.8408

25.9801
35.6576
25.9357
29.1911
-22.8449
7.9933
4.5725

28.9593
25.9355
35.2558
30.0502
-20.5743
11.1715
3.8824

34.1446
7.4678

38.5362
44.2157
25.2977
36.0165
-7.7717
23.7193
7.9261

35.2699
29.3521
31.1753
31.9324
-18.2299
9.6901
2.4745

25.1898
30.9650
25.6716
27.2755
-30.1551
-6.3069
2.6163

27.3966
22.6668
36.2059
28.7564
-26.3628
-1.2197
5.6103

42.4657

30.0299

21.8930

26.3028

28.6704

39.9558
8.1049
43.3007
37.5489
32.6535
37.8344
39.9692
4.3514

40.9034
47.1300
29.1211
39.0515

28.5393
-28.5489

27.0305
-28.5557

29.1115
-25.4536
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29.3140
32.0676
32.6114
31.3310
-21.5595
9.7819
1.4434

32.0285
31.5108
27.0307
30.1900
-24.4162
5.7840
2.2439

30.1642
37.6091
28.6529
32.1421
-15.0453
18.9104
3.9147

28.0906
28.5477
29.3381
28.6588
-24.2519
6.0239
0.5153

29.7249
32.6422
31.1594
31.1755
-20.1682
7.0900
1.1910

31.2429
32.0041
27.0169
30.0880
-22.9531
3.3542
2.1937

31.4043

27.5112
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run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
L peak
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
APL avg
Wp
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg

38.3935
31.2331
37.3641

29.6406
21.5008
27.0571
-27.5853
0.6136
3.9321

27.9281
21.1107
23.6439
-36.7202
-12.0785
3.0462

35.6819
26.1484
29.3777
-21.3745
9.2429
4.4582

25.6644
34.9445
29.7598
-20.3520
10.6636
3.8661

38.8907
45.0218
25.1922
36.3682
-8.4484
26.7579
8.2896

35.0438
29.7886
30.7698
31.8674
-19.7786
11.0707
2.2815

24.8724
31.0772
26.5650
27.5049
-30.7606
-4.1345
2.6188

27.4211
22.8592
35.8808
28.7204
-27.7008
0.1020
5.3948

42.0635
3.2526

38.7554
32.1877
21.4947
30.8126
-18.7532
15.4220
7.1134

19.2768
27.8031
20.8865
22.6555
-40.2620
-15.1341
3.6988

26.4706
35.1461
25.9813
29.1993
-23.0071
9.3788
4.2097

29.3790
26.2772
34.9192
30.1918
-20.3901
13.0965
3.5746

40.9992
48.4743
29.2447
39.5727

38.8799
44.0842
25.0972
36.0204

35.2035
29.6810
30.9684
31.9510

25.0138
31.0132
26.1903
27.4058

27.1214
23.2516
35.9643
28.7791

38.9408
4.6431

41.1429
48.9671
29.0629
39.7243
38.4551
8.1875
41.6824
38.3434
33.7483
37.9247

26.8921
-28.0269

28.6911
-27.7744

26.6956
-29.6089

28.7806
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37.4761
28.4780
32.4528
-13.1444
20.6778
3.7475

29.2032
29.0171
28.5772
-23.5170
6.2660
0.7576

30.0991
32.3419
32.1260
31.5223
-20.6472
9.8680
1.0102

31.4024
30.2587
26.8197
29.4936
-25.7543
2.7970
1.9475

31.4185
37.2507
28.7675
32.4789
-14.3595
21.6639
3.5435

26.3373
29.5709
28.0921
28.0001
-26.1692
4.8866
1.3217

29.7127
32.3506
31.9656
31.3429

31.5579
31.2579
26.9558
29.9239
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avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Ex
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
EPN

-8.9766
25.1551
8.0108

-19.2601
11.0156
2.3592

-30.7459
-4.7771
2.5956

-27.2754
-0.0053
5.3207

40.3196
4.0664

33.3285
31.0330
21.5964
28.6526
-24.0139
6.6234
5.0768

20.0714
28.7130
21.2632
23.3492
-38.0784
-13.1118
3.8238

26.2512
35.4952
26.0218
29.2561
-22.4136
8.8689
4.4127

29.0029
25.9590
35.0398
30.0006
-20.4391
11.6395
3.7737

Period

DC13
6.0000

DC23
7.0000

DC33
8.0000

DC16
9.0000

DC19
12.0000

EPN (Wp)
EPN (Ex)
EPN

50.0000 50.0000
200.0000 171.4286
250.0000 221.4286

50.0000
150.0000
200.0000

50.0000 50.0000 50.0000
133.3333 100.0000 200.0000
183.3333 150.0000 250.0000

50.0000 50.0000
120.0000 85.7143
170.0000 135.7143

43.3581
38.1647
34.3710

29.2253
39.3055
28.9960

35.6022
39.0189
37.2570

37.4978
7.9150
42.4829
38.0953
32.5450
37.7077

Maxima
(Count
Max)
Fold
Difference
OVERALL TORQUE METRICS
Max T
run 1
47.7807
run 2
53.6738
run 3
38.9111

-27.2716

26.8727
-28.7341

DC13_ET
6.0000

-20.7966
8.9029
1.1634

-24.3826
3.9722
2.1023

30.9957
37.4453
28.6328
32.3579
-14.1875
20.4117
3.7244

27.3130
29.1073
28.8158
28.4120
-24.6520
5.7281
0.7862

DC26
10.0000

DC39
14.0000

2080.0000

8.3935

45.8007
52.1734
33.5729

31.3003
28.2113
38.8366
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34.2214
36.1903
31.8170
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avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Min T
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
Range
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff
avg13testdiff
sd
FATIGUE INDICES
SDI
FST(Wp)-APL(Wp)
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff

46.7885

43.8490
-6.2826
33.9701
7.7180

38.6313
-17.4343
18.0286
3.6837

32.5090
-30.5194
-0.6767
4.8068

32.7827
-29.9343
0.1597
4.4626

3.5035
7.7679
8.1070
6.4595
83.0977
41.8289
2.0948

5.8504
7.5991
7.7014
7.0503
99.8451
54.8016
0.8495

9.1719
6.3399
8.0199
7.8439
122.3398
72.2261
1.1629

8.0277
7.4284
3.9804
6.4788
83.6459
42.2535
1.7835

53.5371
4.8853

42.2973
44.4055
25.4658
37.3895
-13.5715
32.6998
8.4751

37.5076
30.5656
26.6697
31.5810
-26.9984
12.0845
4.4825

20.0534
32.9657
20.9761
24.6651
-42.9850
-12.4608
5.8815

23.2726
20.7829
34.8562
26.3039
-39.1967
-6.6444
6.1322

9.4657
7.4966
-1.3857
5.1922

1.0500
-12.7498
0.8530
-3.6156

4.3833
-21.8887
-12.4117
-9.9723

-156.6689

-256.3009

-7.6713
-5.2868
-38.0804
-17.0128
366.6497

-15.4200
-4.4784
-31.1956
-17.0313 -9.0056
366.9399 -241.1485

42.9511
6.0675
5.2432
4.1013
1.2393
3.5279
-22.5392
1.6841
42.5375
49.5725
37.6718
43.2606

32.7304
-30.0460

4.5544
29.0976

28.1760
-34.8692
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37.2927
-20.2952
13.9389
1.3951

34.0763
-27.1696
4.1118
1.7883

6.0746
6.0526
5.9793
6.0355
71.0801
32.5200
0.0408

4.6604
5.0296
7.5408
5.7436
62.8053
26.1103
1.2798

29.5275
32.9662
31.2778
31.2572
-27.7468
10.9354
1.4039

29.5611
31.1608
24.2762
28.3327
-34.5071
0.5560
2.9418

-7.9679
-9.8180
-4.6498
-7.4786
217.2154

-6.5355
-1.5944
-48.0514
-18.7271
-393.5183
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avg13testdiff
sd
FST(Ex)-APL(Ex)
run 1
run 2
run 3
avg
avg13diff

136.5567 -74.5437
4.7202
6.4594
-5.0946
20.0101
-13.4220
0.4979

24.2832
38.5102
28.2797
30.3577
5082.3851

-29.7878
10.8633

19.7822
14.9288

19.9125
10.9666

-47.3455
2.1381

31.8518
20.8333

49.5068
17.1118
35.5910
34.0699
5691.6321

-6.1800
-7.5133
2.2659
-3.8091

-5.3494
-9.5185
-0.3778
-5.0819

3.9805
-20.0324
14.3864
-0.5552

17.4592
8.0615
3.5489
9.6899
1690.3244

-23.4269
-16.6441
-27.8232
-22.6314 -1.7795
407.8390 -124.2049

-12.6300
-27.1128
6.2612
-11.1605
251.8087

7.7948
5.3954
-58.2672
-15.0257

6.2939
525.1659 734.0541 1132.9652 -8.8839
140.1308 153.5397
105.8489 2.0864
4.3301
3.7365
14.4128 5.7944

avg13testdiff
-94.7549 219.8301
sd
14.2099 5.9911
FST(Wp)-APL(Ex) (over whole 25 mins)
run 1
6.1894
15.1783
run 2
27.3029 20.6300
run 3
-12.8272 14.6831
avg
6.8884
16.8305

258.9390
13.2689

avg13diff

128.4613

-12.9973
-20.5029
-37.1922
-23.5641
420.5262

-698.4608
26.2296

739.6275 706.3930
10.1119 4.5984

avg13testdiff
sd

128.9329
345.4429 -699.6962
16.3905 2.6942

45.4838
-17.9133
22.8170
16.7958
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5H. RAW GRAPHS OF DUTY CYCLE RUNS GENERATED BY MS EXCEL (TIFF
FILES)

Figure 5A.6. 1:3 raw torque waveform

Figure 5A.7. 1:3 raw angle waveform

Figure 5A.8. 1:3 full torque waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.9. 2:3 full torque waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3)

Figure 5A.10. 3:3 full torque waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.11. 3:3 full torque
waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3), with offset
shown. The offset may be seen in these data (circle).

Figure 5A.12. 1:6 full torque waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.13. 1:9 full torque waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3)

Figure 5A.14. 2:6 full torque waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.15. 3:9 full torque waveforms (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.16. 1:3 warmups (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 5 mins.

Figure 5A.17. 2:3 warmups (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 5 mins.

Figure 5A.18. 3:3 warmups (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 5 mins.
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Figure 5A.18. 1:6 warmups (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 5 mins.

Figure 5A.19. 1:9 warmups (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 5 mins.

Figure 5A.20. 2:6 warmups (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 5 mins.
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Figure 5A.21. 3:9 warmups (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 5 mins.
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Figure 5A.22. 1:3 exercise (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:3 for 20 mins.
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Figure 5A.23. 2:3 exercise (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 2:3 for 20 mins.
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Figure 5A.24. 3:3 exercise (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 3:3 for 20 mins.
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Figure 5A.25. 1:6 exercise (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:6 for 20 mins.
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Figure 5A.25. 1:9 exercise (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 1:9 for 20 mins.
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Figure 5A.26. 2:6 exercise (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 2:6 for 20 mins.
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Figure 5A.27. 3:9 exercise (runs 1, 2, 3). All stimulation at a duty cycle of 3:9 for 20 mins.
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Figure 5A.28. 1:3 – first and last peaks
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Figure 5A.29. 2:3 – first and last peaks
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Figure 5A.30. 3:3 – first and last peaks
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Figure 5A.31. 1:6 – first and last peaks
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Figure 5A.32. 1:9 – first and last peaks
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Figure 5A.33. 2:6 – first and last peaks
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Figure 5A.34. 3:9 – first and last peaks
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Figure 5A.35. Maxima and minima for 1:3 (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.36. Maxima and minima for 2:3 (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.37. Maxima and minima for 3:3 (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.38. Maxima and minima for 1:6 (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.39. Maxima and minima for 1:9 (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.40. Maxima and minima for 2:6 (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.41. Maxima and minima for 3:9 (runs 1, 2, 3)
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Figure 5A.42. Averaged runs for 1:3 (runs 1, 2, 3). Data were averaged over time periods of 1-s, 3-s, 6-s and 12-s.
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Figure 5A.43. Averaged runs for 2:3 (runs 1, 2, 3). Data were averaged over time periods of 1-s, 3.5-s, 7-s and 14-s.
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Figure 5A.44. Averaged runs for 3:3 (runs 1, 2, 3). Data were averaged over time periods of 1-s, 4-s, 8-s and 16-s.
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Figure 5A.45. Averaged runs for 1:6 (runs 1, 2, 3). Data were averaged over time periods of 1-s, 4.5-s, 9-s and 18-s.
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Figure 5A.46. Averaged runs for 1:9 (runs 1, 2, 3). Data were averaged over time periods of 1-s, 6-s, 12-s and 24-s.
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Figure 5A.47. Averaged runs for 1:9 (runs 1, 2, 3). Data were averaged over time periods of 1-s, 5-s, 10-s and 20-s.
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Figure 5A.48. Averaged runs for 3:9 (runs 1, 2, 3). Data were averaged over time periods of 1-s, 7-s, 14-s and 28-s.
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Figure 5A.49. Peak torques every 5 and 1 min and MTPA 1 and 2 for 1:3

Figure 5A.50. Peak torques every 5 and 1 min and MTPA 1 and 2 for 2:3
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Figure 5A.51. Peak torques every 5 and 1 min and MTPA 1 and 2 for 3:3

Figure 5A.52. Peak torques every 5 and 1 min and MTPA 1 and 2 for 1:6
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Figure 5A.53. Peak torques every 5 and 1 min and MTPA 1 and 2 for 1:9 [above]
Figure 5A.54. Peak torques every 5 and 1 min and MTPA 1 and 2 for 2:6 [below]
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Figure 5A.55. Peak torques every 5 and 1 min and MTPA 1 and 2 for 3:9
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Figure 5A.56. Angle variation for 1:3 – entire recording (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.57. Angle variation for 1:3 (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.58. Angle variation for 2:3 (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.59. Angle variation for 3:3 (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.60. Angle variation for 1:6 (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.61. Angle variation for 1:9 (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.62. Angle variation for 2:6 (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.63. Angle variation for 3:9 (runs 1, 2, 3).
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Figure 5A.64. 1:3 test full torque waveforms. Shown above is the waveform with offset shown at end and before T-shifting.

Figure 5A.65. 1:3 test warmup and exercise
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Figure 5A.66. 1:3 test – first and last peaks

Figure 5A.67. Maxima and minima for 1:3 test
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Figures 5A.68 (top left) 1:3 test averaged over 1-s, 3-s, 6-s, 12-s, 5A.69 (top right) peak
torque every 5 min and 1 min, 5A.70 (bottom) 1:3 test MTPA 1, MTPA 2
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5I. EXCEL FORMULAE FOR COMPUTATIONS
All formulae are shown in general form.
Maxima:
•

For all cells except first and last: “=IF(AND(cell_n>cell_n-1,cell_n>cell_n+1),cell_n”

•

For first cell: “=IF(cell_n>cell_n+1,cell_n)”

•

For last cell: “=IF(cell_n>cell_n-1,cell_n)”

Minima:
•

For all cells except first and last: “IF(AND(cell_n<cell_n-1,cell_n<cell_n+1),cell_n)”

•

For first cell: “=IF(cell_n<cell_n+1,cell_n)”

•

For last cell: “=IF(cell_n<cell_n-1,cell_n)”

MTPA – maximum torque every 5 min:
•

“=IF(OR(cell_n=300,cell_n =600,cell_n=900,cell_n =1200,cell_n =1500,cell_n=1800),
cell_k)”

*Where cell_k is the corresponding value of the MTPA 1 at that point.
MTPA – maximum torque every 1 min:
•

“=IF(OR(cell_n=60,cell_n=120,cell_n=180,cell_n=240,cell_n=300,cell_n=360,cell_n=4
20,cell_n=480,cell_n=540,cell_n=600,cell_n=660,cell_n=720,cell_n=780,cell_n=840,ce
ll_n=900,cell_n=960,cell_n=1020,cell_n=1080,cell_n=1140,cell_n=1200,cell_n=1260,c
ell_n=1320,cell_n=1380,cell_n=1440,cell_n=1500,cell_n=1560,cell_n=1620,cell_n=16
80,cell_n=1740, cell_n=1800), cell_k)”
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5J. #N/A vs FALSE
In the computations performed, there were several FALSE values (numerically corresponding to
zero), that were present in the data (i.e. in between maxima, etc.). These needed to be converted
to a different format so they were not registered as data points by Excel (a similar yet opposite
issue occurred in chapter 6 when plotting MATLAB trendlines, with the NaN value). In order to
achieve this, FALSE values had to be converted to #N/A. An example of differences between
#N/A and FALSE on an Excel plot is presented below.

Table 5A.4b. Sample Values

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
FALSE
#N/A
FALSE
8
#N/A

Figure 5A.69. #N/A vs FALSE. Shown here is a plot of the values in table 5A.4b. As can be
seen, the FALSE Y Values (with X Values of 2 & 4, respectively) are depicted with value zero.
The #N/A Y Values (with X Values of 3 & 6, respectively) are not shown as Excel does not
register them as having a numerical value. This “trick” was used in several of the plots generated.
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5K. AUXILIARY DATA: PEAK METRIC TABLES
Table 5A.5. Peak Metrics (Wp) – Z, F, S, T, A, P, L (Averages across 3 runs for each
duty cycle)
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test
2:6
3:9
Ramp-peak (Z peak)
Z peak
Average
30.68
24.34
18.53
12.30
12.50
9.20
16.12
13.49
S.D.
6.24
8.01
3.78
3.06
1.23
N/A
2.56
4.92
cf. 1:3
N/A -20.65 -39.58 -59.89 -59.24
-70.01 -47.44 -56.03
First peaks (F, S, T peaks)
F peak
Average
33.18
26.37
21.31
14.00
14.10
14.88
19.39
15.76
S.D.
10.13
4.19
3.66
4.39
2.35
N/A
1.00
5.79
cf. 1:3
N/A -20.55 -35.78 -57.80 -57.50
-55.16 -41.57 -52.50
S peak
Average
32.27
23.22
17.14
14.41
14.52
16.53
19.83
16.06
S.D.
10.12
6.99
8.28
4.65
1.93
N/A
1.89
5.80
cf. 1:3
N/A -28.05 -46.88 -55.36 -55.00
-48.79 -38.54 -50.24
T peak
Average
32.09
25.13
21.28
14.26
15.55
18.82
19.32
17.79
S.D.
9.42
8.50
4.80
3.92
2.31
N/A
0.87
5.50
cf. 1:3
N/A -21.68 -33.70 -55.56 -51.53
-41.36 -39.81 -44.57
Last peaks (A, P, L peaks)
A peak
Average
30.28
26.01
22.39
17.77
19.20
18.88
21.67
20.53
S.D.
8.10
7.84
2.33
2.58
5.00
N/A
1.44
2.24
cf. 1:3
N/A -14.09 -26.05 -41.30 -36.60
-37.66 -28.44 -32.21
P peak
Average
29.39
26.35
22.27
17.61
19.09
19.45
21.51
20.43
S.D.
7.47
7.93
2.47
2.62
5.61
N/A
1.19
2.19
cf. 1:3
N/A -10.33 -24.22 -40.07 -35.03
-33.82 -26.80 -30.50
L peak
Average
30.06
26.71
22.21
17.84
19.06
19.03
21.86
19.83
S.D.
8.19
8.29
2.28
2.62
5.39
N/A
1.01
1.95
cf. 1:3
N/A -11.16 -26.14 -40.65 -36.60
-36.70 -27.28 -34.03
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Table 5A.6. Peak Metrics (Ex) – Z, F, S, T, A, P, L (Averages across 3 runs for each
duty cycle)
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test
2:6
3:9
Ramp-peak (Z peak)
Z peak
Average
29.76
30.45
24.05
17.36
18.50
19.01
22.17
19.67
S.D.
7.93
9.43
1.83
4.26
5.38
N/A
1.09
2.39
cf. 1:3
N/A
2.32 -19.18 -41.67 -37.83
-36.10 -25.49 -33.90
First peaks (F, S, T peaks)
F peak
Average
29.53
32.28
28.68
17.70
17.80
18.74
23.42
22.20
S.D.
8.45
7.83
3.55
3.95
4.19
N/A
1.61
0.83
cf. 1:3
N/A
9.31
-2.91 -40.07 -39.73
-36.55 -20.69 -24.84
S peak
Average
29.61
33.25
26.30
18.36
19.64
19.35
22.02
21.72
S.D.
7.45
7.44
3.72
3.11
5.32
N/A
0.61
1.86
cf. 1:3
N/A
12.31 -11.18 -37.98 -33.67
-34.64 -25.63 -26.66
T peak
Average
28.61
30.07
23.44
19.31
19.71
18.95
22.49
21.72
S.D.
7.55
10.31
1.52
3.58
4.45
N/A
0.73
1.32
cf. 1:3
N/A
5.10 -18.07 -32.50 -31.10
-33.76 -21.40 -24.07
Last peaks (A, P, L peaks)
A peak
Average
28.17
18.43
14.09
19.53
20.39
17.37
22.48
19.00
S.D.
4.35
4.45
4.84
4.57
3.88
N/A
3.91
0.52
cf. 1:3
N/A -34.59 -50.00 -30.68 -27.63
-38.35 -20.21 -32.57
P peak
Average
27.70
17.40
13.98
19.72
20.10
17.23
22.79
18.92
S.D.
4.64
3.93
3.05
4.46
3.87
N/A
3.75
0.76
cf. 1:3
N/A -37.21 -49.53 -28.83 -27.45
-37.80 -17.73 -31.72
L peak
Average
28.26
21.15
12.99
19.54
20.53
17.03
22.82
18.34
S.D.
3.25
7.11
3.70
4.21
3.57
N/A
3.54
1.32
cf. 1:3
N/A -25.16 -54.03 -30.87 -27.36
-39.73 -19.27 -35.12
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Table 5A.7. Peak Metrics (Wp) – Z, F, S, T, A, P, L (Averages across 3 runs for each
duty cycle) (Globally corrected)
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test
2:6
3:9
Ramp-peak (Z peak)
Z peak
Average
40.34
34.00
28.20
21.96
22.17
18.86
25.79
23.15
S.D.
6.24
8.01
3.78
3.06
1.23
N/A
2.56
4.92
cf. 1:3
0.00 -15.70 -30.10 -45.55 -45.05
-53.24 -36.07 -42.61
First peaks (F, S, T peaks)
F peak
Average
42.85
36.03
30.97
23.67
23.76
24.54
29.05
25.42
S.D.
10.13
4.19
3.66
4.39
2.35
N/A
1.00
5.79
cf. 1:3
0.00 -15.91 -27.71 -44.76 -44.54
-42.72 -32.20 -40.66
S peak
Average
41.94
32.88
26.81
24.07
24.19
26.19
29.50
25.72
S.D.
10.12
6.99
8.28
4.65
1.93
N/A
1.89
5.80
cf. 1:3
0.00 -21.59 -36.08 -42.61 -42.33
-37.55 -29.66 -38.66
T peak
Average
41.75
34.79
30.94
23.92
25.22
28.48
28.98
27.45
S.D.
9.42
8.50
4.80
3.92
2.31
N/A
0.87
5.50
cf. 1:3
0.00 -16.66 -25.90 -42.71 -39.61
-31.79 -30.60 -34.25
Last peaks (A, P, L peaks)
A peak
Average
39.94
35.68
32.05
27.44
28.86
28.54
31.33
30.19
S.D.
8.10
7.84
2.33
2.58
5.00
N/A
1.44
2.24
cf. 1:3
0.00 -10.68 -19.75 -31.31 -27.74
-28.55 -21.56 -24.42
P peak
Average
39.05
36.02
31.93
27.28
28.76
29.11
31.18
30.09
S.D.
7.47
7.93
2.47
2.62
5.61
N/A
1.19
2.19
cf. 1:3
0.00
-7.77 -18.23 -30.16 -26.36
-25.45 -20.17 -22.95
L peak
Average
39.72
36.37
31.87
27.50
28.72
28.69
31.52
29.49
S.D.
8.19
8.29
2.28
2.62
5.39
N/A
1.01
1.95
cf. 1:3
0.00
-8.45 -19.78 -30.76 -27.70
-27.77 -20.65 -25.75
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Table 5A.8. Peak Metrics (Ex) – Z, F, S, T, A, P, L (Averages across 3 runs for each
duty cycle) (Globally corrected)
1:3
2:3
3:3
1:6
1:9
1:3 test
2:6
3:9
Ramp-peak (Z peak)
Z peak
Average
39.42
40.11
33.71
27.02
28.16
28.68
31.84
29.33
S.D.
7.93
9.43
1.83
4.26
5.38
N/A
1.09
2.39
cf. 1:3
0.00
1.75 -14.48 -31.46 -28.56
-27.25 -19.24 -25.59
First peaks (F, S, T peaks)
F peak
Average
39.20
41.95
38.34
27.36
27.46
28.40
33.09
31.86
S.D.
8.45
7.83
3.55
3.95
4.19
N/A
1.61
0.83
cf. 1:3
0.00
7.02
-2.19 -30.19 -29.93
-27.54 -15.59 -18.71
S peak
Average
39.27
42.92
35.96
28.03
29.30
29.02
31.68
31.38
S.D.
7.45
7.44
3.72
3.11
5.32
N/A
0.61
1.86
cf. 1:3
0.00
9.28
-8.43 -28.63 -25.38
-26.12 -19.32 -20.10
T peak
Average
38.27
39.73
33.10
28.97
29.38
28.62
32.15
31.39
S.D.
7.55
10.31
1.52
3.58
4.45
N/A
0.73
1.32
cf. 1:3
0.00
3.82 -13.51 -24.30 -23.25
-25.23 -16.00 -18.00
Last peaks (A, P, L peaks)
A peak
Average
37.83
28.09
23.75
29.19
30.05
27.03
32.14
28.66
S.D.
4.35
4.45
4.84
4.57
3.88
N/A
3.91
0.52
cf. 1:3
0.00 -25.76 -37.23 -22.84 -20.57
-28.56 -15.05 -24.25
P peak
Average
37.36
27.06
23.64
29.38
29.76
26.89
32.45
28.58
S.D.
4.64
3.93
3.05
4.46
3.87
N/A
3.75
0.76
cf. 1:3
0.00 -27.59 -36.72 -21.37 -20.35
-28.03 -13.14 -23.52
L peak
Average
37.92
30.81
22.66
29.20
30.19
26.70
32.48
28.00
S.D.
3.25
7.11
3.70
4.21
3.57
N/A
3.54
1.32
cf. 1:3
0.00 -18.75 -40.26 -23.01 -20.39
-29.61 -14.36 -26.17
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5L. LITERATURE REFERENCES
EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

TO

ISOKINETIC

DYNAMOMETRY

Table 5A.9. Select recommendations from literature and intuition, and critical
comments.
1. If MVC’s are being used to set stimulation intensity, ensure that multiple
values are taken that are reproducible* Gregory et al. (2007) & Bickel et al.
(2012) was it to set stim intensity?, when measuring MVIC’s for this purpose,
stated that it would be re-measured should there be greater than 5% disparity in
maximum torque values.
2. Ensure that the sign convention used to measure flexion and extension is
explicit. This is especially important as the literature uses variable reference points
for which knee joint angle is at full extension – some authors stipulate 0 degrees
(e.g., Gorgey et al., 2014b; Thorstensson et al., 1976), others 180 degrees (e.g.,
Papaiordanidou et al., 2014). This may also be illustrated by the work of Gondin et
al. (2011) who had to calculate knee joint angle from some of the studies they used.
Their reference point was 0 degrees full extension. Various studies also list knee
joint position in terms of degrees of flexion of the knee joint (e.g., Binder-Macleod
et al., 1995; Kesar et al., 2008; Kesar et al., 2008b; Laufer et al., 2001; Liebano et
al., 2013; Liebano et al., 2013b; Minogue et al., 2015; Minogue et al., 2013).
3. Full reporting of all relevant biomechanics parameters. While several authors
report knee joint angle, some have also reported hip angle (e.g., Gorgey et al., 2009;
Gorgey et al., 2014b; Kesar et al., 2008; Kesar et al., 2008b, Lein Jr. et al., 2015),
ankle joint (e.g., Papaiordanidou et al., 2014). A full “portrait” of the biomechanical
set-up may only be obtained if all parameters are specified accordingly.
4. Investigate tightness of moment arm and other dynamometer components. This
could be performed to reduce baseline flutter (e.g., from leg rocking back and forth
after a contraction has cessated) [personal observations].
5. Gravity corrections (potentially). Laufer & colleagues (2001) for example,
mention how when they used a KinCom device, they had to conduct a “gravity
correction” “...at 10 degrees of right knee flexion to eliminate inadvertent pull of the
hamstring muscle group”. In our study, a “global correction factor” was used.
Whether or not such manipulation is required should be established in dynamometry
studies. Then, a deduction may be made regarding whether the torque being
measured is relative or absolute.
Laufer et al. (2001) did this to get rid of conflicting data from pull of hamstrings?
Mayhew et al. (1994) talks of technical aspects of KinCom. Laufer (2001)
(KinCom) also talk about refs 18, 19 – how they aimed to keep measurements
consistent: Stab belts, Arm aligned with lateral epicondyle, Inclination of back rest,
gravity correction, etc.
6. Quantify initial muscle potentiation (potentially).
7. Introduction to device. In studies involving several subjects, they should be
introduced to the apparatus before sessions involving protocol testing commence.
(e.g., Jabbour et al., 2015).
*Only relevant for dynamometry experiments in populations who are able-bodied (i.e.,
healthy), or whom have only partial paralysis or weakness and as such are able to voluntarily
move their lower limb (e.g., multiple sclerosis, Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease). Not applicable
for individuals with paralysis who are unable to perform MVC’s.
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5M. THEOREMS EXTENDING FROM THIS WORK

In an ideal scenario, the metrics in Wp would appear all the same value across duty cycles,
with Z,F,S,T peaks clustered together and A,P,L appearing in another cluster. Whether the
“ZFST cluster” would be higher than the “APL cluster” would depend on how “warmed-up”
or how “fatigued” the muscle would be. In this work, 5-minutes were chosen as an arbitrary
warmup period for all experiments. Whether or not the quadriceps reaches its’ “warmed-up”
value before or after 5-minutes was not deduced. If this had occurred after 5-minutes, it is
probable that the APL cluster would appear higher than the ZFST cluster as the muscle
would still be warming up. Conversely, if the muscle had reached its maximum warmed-up
value, then the APL cluster would be lower (however it is unlikely to be lower than initial
values). This is explained in theorem 5.1, and diagrammatically in figure 5A.70. Extended
theorems 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 are also presented for theoretical discussion.
Theorem 5.1. The Duty Cycle Warm-up Hypothesis1,2.
It takes longer for a muscle being stimulated with a duty cycle of a lower ON time to reach
“maximum warmed-up value” than for a muscle being stimulated with a duty cycle of a
higher ON time.
As such, to gain a more accurate understanding of fatigue metrics in muscle analyses
examining the effects of different duty cycles on fatigue, warm-up time should be deduced so
that a more solid understanding of torque changes over time may be deduced. Fatigue may
start at different times depending on the applied duty cycle of stimulation. Perhaps a
mathematical fatigue function with a “shift” factor could be derived. This shift factor would
depend on how long it takes for warm-up to occur. This equation could be used to predict
fatigue behaviour across different duty cycles.

1

Indeed, this theorem does not explicitly talk of what is required to “prime”, or “warm-up” a muscle. Rather,
it is to talk about the relevance of muscle warm-up in making comparisons between different duty cycles and
their resultant (torque) responses. An important concept to stem from this work is that it is advantageous to
characterise “when” a muscle is “completely warmed-up” before exercise. There are various protocols
detailed within the literature which discuss how to potentiate a muscle. Indeed, Kesar et al. (2008) talk of
how to “potentiate” a muscle in their studies of examining frequency and pulse width on fatigue. They cite
the world of Binder-Macleod et al. (2002) in their potentiation protocol of eleven pulses (770-ms 14 Hz trains,
600 us pulse width, 5-s rest in between pulse trains (adapted from Kesar et al. citing Binder-Macleod et al.
2002). In Binder-Macleod et al.’s paper the authors talk of how potentiation is referring to force
augmentation as a result of “...previous repetitive activation...”, and they cite the works of Brown & Loeb
(1998) and Close & Hoh (1968) [not referenced in this thesis]. Whether or not this is synonymous with
“warm-up” is worthy of discussion. However, it should be noted from this observation that having reference
works for a common “warm-up” protocol is necessary in muscle stimulation experiments, to ensure muscles
are at the same “state” before a test stimulus is given. The warm-up of the work in chapter 5 of this thesis for
example, was arbitrary.
2
In Baker et al. (2000)’s seminal text, the authors use the term “aggressive” when describing duty cycles, and
some stimulation protocols from literature. I’ll use “high” and “low” in these theorems, alternatively.
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Figure 5A.70. Two hypothetical torque/time waveforms, generated in response to
delivering a “low duty cycle” and a “high duty cycle”. The low duty cycle is one with a
short ON time relative to a long OFF time, whereas the high duty cycle is one with a long
ON time relative to a short OFF time (i.e., more fatiguing). In the low duty cycle scenario
shown, time taken to reach “maximum warm-up”, as indicated by the peaks with the greatest
magnitude, is longer than that of a high duty cycle (below). In the same time period, by the
time the low duty cycle has caused the muscle to reach maximum warm-up, the high duty
cycle-stimulated muscle has already reached maximum, and has started to fatigue, indicated
by the lower peak magnitude.
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Theorem 5.2. The Anti-Duty Cycle Warm-Up Hypothesis.
The proposed mathematical derivations of theorem 5.1 are limited without rigorous
consideration of how other stimulation parameters affect fatigue. Duty cycle is just one
parameter. Other parameters need to be considered to avoid the equation being esoteric and
superfluous.

Theorem 5.3. The Warm-Up and Fatigue Co-existence Hypothesis3.
Although a muscle is warming up and producing an increased amount of torque as it does
so, there may still be fatigue occurring. This may not be manifest in the generated torque
waveform. Delineation between central and peripheral fatigue (e.g., Gandevia, 2001) is
essential if this is to be quantified precisely, and torque measurements alone are inadequate
for this purpose.

Theorem 5.4. The Co-existence Dependence Hypothesis.
The relative amounts of warm-up compared with fatigue4 occurring as a muscle is
electrically stimulated is dependent on the intrinsic state of the muscle (i.e., a pathological
vs normal vs natural variation), and the stimulus.

Theorem 5.5. Sign Convention of SDIM’s5 for use in Experiments Testing the
Aforementioned Hypotheses.
An SDIM that is negative indicates the muscle is being warmed-up at the end of the
measured time period. A positive SDIM indicates that fatigue has occurred.

3

Could we also argue that fatigue may occur (without us knowing by looking at torque only), even as warmup is occurring? Central, cf. peripheral fatigue.
4
Again, delineation between central and peripheral fatigue may help in more precise quantification of fatigue
occurring.
5
Adapted from Matsunaga et al. and Hartkopp et al. (see chapter 5).
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5N. DISCUSSION OF SURFACE PLOTS6
Another intriguing point of discussion is the graphical representation of the torque data.
Surface plots have been used in biology contexts to map nutrients such as carbohydrates and
protein (e.g., Lee et al., 2008). Adoption of a similar method was a novel way to plot torque
responses as functions of ON, OFF and ON+OFF times. Adoption of this method to
compare fatigue metrics across the different duty cycles enables a simple comparison to be
made across duty cycles. Furthermore, in the presented plots, it is simple to see the
differences between ON and OFF time as affecting the fatigue metrics before and after
exercise. Comparison of the colourmap changes for 2:3 and 3:3, if compared with those for
1:6 and 1:9 for example, shows that changing the ON time has a more profound effect in
decreasing torque produced by the muscle, than changing the OFF time. Further refinement
of this technique in the future would place two surface plots on one graph for comparison.
Furthermore, 2-dimensional surface plots are better than 3-dimensional because it is easier
to examine the effect of one variable on torque (i.e., changes in ON or OFF times).
It should also be stressed that use of a surface is prone to experimental misinterpretation. For
example, the surface generated in figure 5.24is a linear surface fitted to all the duty cycles
across the experiments. It is highly unlikely one could predict the value of a fatigue metric
for an intermittent duty cycle (e.g., 2.5:3.5 or 1:2.5) from this graph. Further work would be
well placed to conduct several more experiments, across several participants and several
duty cycles to produce a more accurate surface that could be used to predict the value of
torque metrics for different duty cycles. A more relevant application of this plot would be to
make a series of response surfaces where all variables are kept constant, both external (such
as electrode placement) and internal (current, frequency etc.), except the duty cycle across
experiments. Again this would have to also be done across a larger sample size and taking
state of the muscle (e.g, normal vs pathological) into consideration.

6

Work inspired by a meeting with Professor Stephen Simpson AC FAA FRS. Perhaps surfaces would change
for different patient groups. Also could be a novel diagnostic tool? Map torque surfaces to different duty
cycles?
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5O. FUTURE REFINEMENT DIRECTIONS

Table 5A.10. Areas of data analysis and experimental optimization, for this study, to
consider in the future7.
a) Adjust metrics so more “clusters” and peaks are found at multiple time points, to
more holistically characterize a waveform. For example, figure 5A.22 shows 1:3 run
3 (Ex) where there is a not-clear defined decrease in torque. There is a bump around
the middle. More peaks/clusters should be quantified as FST and APL peaks are just
“snapshots” in time which aren’t necessarily indicative of fatigue behaviour. Another
example of a non-“smooth” decrease in torque is 3:9 run 2 (Ex) (figure 5A.27).
b) In light of a), metrics need to be characterized to see when exactly a muscle has
entirely warmed up (appendix 5M).
c) Smoothed plots omit certain time portions of the data in their calculation (see
algorithms A3-A6), so some initial peaks were missed in computations, should be
accounted for in future.
d) In general MS Excel has several shortcomings.
e) It is computationally tedious to average waveforms of different runs for the same
duty cycle by use of Excel. This is because it is tricky to match the waveforms up
exactly correctly so their periods are in line with one another.
f) Some formulae used than/greater than – equal to should be included in precise future
formulae.
g) Exclusion value of 10 Nm may have truncated some maxima unnecessarily and thus
some peaks may be missing from some datasets.
h) Balance dial should be at same value for every experiment. This was changed
slightly and as such the GCF application may have been even more approximate as a
result.
i) GCF should be calculated for each experimental run. This study only used 2:3 run 1,
then applied it to all datasets.
j) Due to laborious nature of data acquisition (reading from MS Excel graphs), there
may have been some transcription error.
k) It is difficult to get the periodicity of the data (i.e., where waveforms/periods start
and end), by use of Excel.
l) Limitations due to n = 1 design:
a. Participant should not be told of goal of research until after (e.g., Wegrzyk et
al., 2015).The participant knew about the goals of the research.
b. More participants should be used.
m) More repetitions of each duty cycle required. Large standard deviations were
observed in the data (in general).
n) Anomalous contractile events (e.g., 3:3 run 3 (Ex), figure 5A.24) and trends in the
torque waveform (e.g., 3:9 run 2 (Ex), figure 5A.27 with a “seat-like” change in the
data) make it hard to make conclusions despite derivation of all the metrics.
o) Experiment only ran for 20 minutes, so some considerable fatigue may not have
occurred for some duty cycles (e.g., ones with a short ON time).

7

This list is my no means exhaustive, and further examples may be seen in the field notes (appendix 5B).
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6A. ALGORITHM CODE

ALGORITHM I
PeaksAlgorithm1
%***%***PeaksAlgorithm***%
%Compatibility differences:
%-(possible): Loops for ginput.
%-(possible): Transposition of vectors.
%-Table VS Dataset.
%%%When switching between 2007 and 2014:
%%%%a) Change the ginputloop references.
%%%%b) Change the runtable references.
%%%%c) Check the vector transpositions.
%%%%d) Check that directories are correct:
%%%%%i) Reading torque time data (just below).
%%%%%ii) TIFF generation after plots are made.
%%%%%%iii) In PeakStore function.
%***Need to fix up table instead of dataset.
%PLOTTING PEAKS
clear
clc
close all
disp('***Peak Analysis Algorithm***')
ON = input('Enter the time ON...');
OFF = input('Enter the time OFF...');
RU = input('Enter the ramp-up time...');
RD = input('Enter the ramp-down time...');
rep_no = input('Enter the run of the experiment...');

%Changing DC into a string for file naming procedure later with TIFFs
ONstr = num2str(ON);
OFFstr = num2str(OFF);
DCshort = strcat(ONstr, OFFstr);
rep_no_str = num2str(rep_no);
%Deleting any directories which already exist if the analysis has been
done
%before.
%These dirchecks as they stand have some errors - would refine later for a
%future more "user-friendly" version of this program.
run deletionscreation%Needs to be done before ALL analyses.
run directorycheck
%**Note that the 1:3 test will have to be given a different code name.
%For the purposes of this script, the data is stored in a folder called
%"Raw Data Sets XLSX Files".
%**Need one to read the test. Could maybe loop for 1:3 condition. NO just
%manually enter instead.
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dcrunname = strcat('DC', ONstr, OFFstr, '_rightquads_run', rep_no_str);
%Important note! On old computer, USB is G:\ - not E:\! Need to ensure
that
%the location of the Excel data is also taken into consideration in future
%codes.
xlsfile = strcat('E:\PhD Thesis\Part II\Chapter 6 Duty Cycle A Refined\MATLAB Study 2\Raw Data Sets XLSX Files\', dcrunname, '.xlsx');
data = xlsread(xlsfile);
Time = data(:,1);
Torque = data(:,2);
Angle = data(:,3);
%Setting the K value for min peak distance in findpeaks algorithm.
K =(((ON+OFF+RU+RD)*100)/2)+50; %Sets to just over half number samples
(+50).
%This used to be 50 but not anymore! As we are using #samples have to make
%it relative to that.
%Also K2 needs to be changed accordingly?
plot(Torque)
findrawpeaks = findpeaks(Torque);
CPN1a = length(findrawpeaks);
findrawpeaksinvert = findpeaks(-Torque);
CPN1b = length(findrawpeaksinvert);
input('Zoom on start of area of interest. Hit a key to continue');
start=ginput(1); start=round(start(1)); %Round rounds the sample no. to
the
%nearest whole number.
input('Zoom on end of area of interest. Hit a key to continue');
finish=ginput(1); finish=round(finish(1)); %crosshairs g input
%Extract area of interest, invert and set baseline = 0
TorqueTrim=-Torque(start:finish);
TorqueTrim=TorqueTrim-min(TorqueTrim);
TimeTrim = Time(start:finish);
%Is this OK???
AngleTrim=Angle(start:finish);
MaxAngle = max(AngleTrim);
MinAngle = min(AngleTrim);
AngleRange = MaxAngle - MinAngle;
AverageAngle = mean(AngleTrim);
MedianAngle = median(AngleTrim);
%Find peaks and plot
[PKS,LOCS]= findpeaks(TorqueTrim,'MINPEAKDISTANCE',K); %PKS y value, LOCS
x (where it occurs)
clf
plot(TorqueTrim)
hold on
plot(LOCS,PKS,'r+')
CPN2 = length(PKS);
%Trim off unwanted peaks
EXIT=0; %Is this needed? Have I changed something?? Maybe see its' context
in the original script by Philip.
K_2 =(((ON+OFF+RU+RD)*100)/2)-50; %Just under half samples (i.e. half
period) - use for the loops below.
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%Peak removal
disp('Next click on peaks to remove.');
%LOCS = LOCS./(60*100); %Because the TorqueTrim is plotted again for
ginput
%etc. we need to keep timebase as samples. So change this right at end for
%the final plots (see graph section).
LOCSfinal = LOCS;
PKSfinal = PKS;
%Initial addition and removal of peaks
run ginputremoval
disp('Next click on peaks to add.');
run ginputadd
run thresholdfunction
XPNcurrent = XPN
%Deciding to loop again or not
disp('If you wish to add or remove more peaks, run PeaksEditor. Otherwise
run PeaksProcessing3.')
%run PeakProcessing
%Further Notes
%Commands so LOCS and PKS are introduced into the loop. Subsequent
%iterations will update LOCSfinal and PKSfinal based on the loop then put
%that back into the loop, so values from each iteration of the loop are
%added to subsequent iterations.
%EXIT=0;
%Is this necessary??
%%%%Peak addition isn't working on old version. Also, need to loop over
the
%%%%second part of the add code, or replace with the automated ginput
loop.
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PeaksEditor
%Deciding to loop again
alg = 'Add (1), remove (2) or continue (3)?';
input(alg)
if ans == 1
run ginputadd2%same function as ginputadd but with vector
transpositions.
elseif ans == 2
run ginputremoval
else
end
run thresholdfunction
XPNcurrent = XPN
disp('If you wish to add or remove more peaks, run PeaksEditor again.
Otherwise run PeaksProcessing3.')
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PeaksProcessing3
prompt = rep_no;
if prompt == 1
directoryname = sprintf('%s_Data', DCshort);
dirref = mkdir('C:\', directoryname);
directoryname = strcat('C:\', directoryname);
elseif prompt == 2
directoryname = sprintf('%s_Data', DCshort);
directoryname = strcat('C:\', directoryname);
elseif prompt == 3
directoryname = sprintf('%s_Data', DCshort);
directoryname = strcat('C:\', directoryname);
end
newdir = directoryname;
%Making a directory for the data (moved earlier for PeaksStore).
cd E:\
run PeaksStore
%Can put here as we are only saving LOCS/PKSfinal and LOCS/PKSfinal3.
%If need to re-analyse un-thresholded data, use LOCSfinal/PKSfinal, and
run
%through threshold function.
%If need to re-analyse thresholded data, use LOCSfinal3/PKSfinal3, and run
%through this PeaksProcessing algorithm.
%XLSX not updated for each iteration. XLSX will only hold the most current
%form of the data.
prompt = rep_no;
promptstr = num2str(prompt);
itsaveref = strcat(DCshort, '_run', promptstr, '_it', ittext);
%DCshort is the duty cycle number.
%promptstr is the run number.
%ittext is the iteration number.
%REGRESSION AND TORQUE PLOTS
DC_ON = num2str(ON);
DC_OFF = num2str(OFF);
DC = strcat(DC_ON, ':', DC_OFF);
LOCSfinal3 = LOCSfinal3./(60*100)
ind1
with
ind2
ind3

= LOCSfinal3 < 5; %Extension later will be to make this more general,
time commands.
= LOCSfinal3 >= 5;
= LOCSfinal3 == LOCSfinal3;

%Setting up the linear fits and regression lines
%First 5 min
locs1 = LOCSfinal3(ind1);
pks1 = PKSfinal3(ind1);
p1 = polyfit(locs1,pks1,1);
m1 = p1(1);
b1 = p1(2);
x1 = locs1;
y1 = m1*x1 + b1;
data1 = polyval(p1,locs1);
sstotal1 = sum((pks1 - mean(pks1)).^2);
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ssres1 = sum((pks1 - data1).^2);
rsq1 = 1 - (ssres1/sstotal1);
%Last 20 min
locs2 = LOCSfinal3(ind2);
pks2 = PKSfinal3(ind2);
p2 = polyfit(locs2,pks2,1);
m2 = p2(1);
b2 = p2(2);
x2 = locs2;
y2 = m2*x2 + b2;
data2 = polyval(p2,locs2);
sstotal2 = sum((pks2 - mean(pks2)).^2);
ssres2 = sum((pks2 - data2).^2);
rsq2 = 1 - (ssres2/sstotal2);
%Full 25 min
locs3 = LOCSfinal3(ind3);
pks3 = PKSfinal3(ind3);
p3 = polyfit(locs3,pks3,1);
m3 = p3(1);
b3 = p3(2);
x3 = locs3;
y3 = m3*x3 + b3;
data3 = polyval(p3,locs3);
sstotal3 = sum((pks3 - mean(pks3)).^2);
ssres3 = sum((pks3 - data3).^2);
rsq3 = 1 - (ssres3/sstotal3);
%Subplots for all 3 time periods
%Warmup
figure
subplot(3,3,[1,4]);
plot(LOCSfinal3(ind1), PKSfinal3(ind1), 'b+')
hold on
plot(x1,y1)
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
string1 = sprintf('%s Wp peaks - run %d', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
%Exercise
subplot(3,3,[2:3, 5:6]);
plot(LOCSfinal3(ind2), PKSfinal3(ind2), 'r+')
hold on
plot(x2,y2)
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
string2 = sprintf('%s Ex peaks - run %d', DC, rep_no);
title(string2);
%Entire period
subplot(3,3,7:9);
plot(LOCSfinal3(ind3), PKSfinal3(ind3), 'k+')
hold on
plot(x3,y3)
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
string3 = sprintf('%s peaks - run %d', DC, rep_no);
title(string3);
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%scaling axes
threshold = 5; %this will have to be adjusted if we change threshold.
h(1) = subplot(3,3,[1,4]);
h(2) = subplot(3,3,[2:3, 5:6]);
h(3) = subplot(3,3,7:9);
linkaxes(h,'y');
ylim(h(1), [threshold 45]);
%Displaying regression equations
regression1 = sprintf('y = %0.2f x + %0.2f', m1, b1);
rsq1string = sprintf('Rsq = %0.3f', rsq1);
str1 = strvcat(regression1, rsq1string);
subplot(3,3,[1,4]);
y = threshold + 2.5;
text(0.2, y, str1);
regression2 = sprintf('y = %0.2f x + %0.2f', m2, b2);
rsq2string = sprintf('Rsq = %0.3f', rsq2);
str2 = strvcat(regression2, rsq2string);
subplot(3,3,[2:3, 5:6])
y = threshold + 2.5;
text(5.5, y, str2)
regression3 = sprintf('y = %0.2f x + %0.2f', m3, b3);
rsq3string = sprintf('Rsq = %0.3f', rsq3);
str3 = strvcat(regression3, rsq3string);
subplot(3,3,7:9);
y = threshold + 6.0;
text(0.5, y, str3);
%Set up TIFFs and move them into a folder on C:\ drive.
cd E:\
printtitle = strcat(itsaveref, '_torqueplot');
sprintf('%s_run_%d_torqueplot', DCshort, prompt);
print('-dtiff', printtitle)
%Need to include a mechanism that deletes the folder if its already been
%made from a previous iteration of the algorithm.
%Loop so folder is only made once.
%A bug will occur if run 2 is done before run 1 as the folder is made in
%run 1.
%**Need to loop so mkdir is only made once!

%Loop moved to earlier on in the script.
filename = strcat(printtitle, '.tif');
copyfile(filename, directoryname); %moves to this new folder
delete(filename); %removes graph generated from current folder
%set the equations always at a fixed time point, and the torque is
%determined by the data. This needs to be automated!
%ANGLE PLOTS
clf
angleaxislim = 1:length(AngleTrim);
angleaxis = angleaxislim./(60*100);
plot(angleaxis, AngleTrim)
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xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Angle (degrees)');
dutycyclenotation = strcat(ONstr, ':', OFFstr)
string = sprintf('Angle Plot for %s Duty Cycle, Run %d', dutycyclenotation
, rep_no);
title(string)
prompt = rep_no;
printtitle = strcat(itsaveref, '_angleplot');
cd E:\
print('-dtiff', printtitle)
filename = strcat(printtitle, '.tif');
directoryname = directoryname;
copyfile(filename, directoryname);
delete(filename);
%Overall torque metrics
Max1 = max(pks1);
Min1 = min(pks1);
Range1 = Max1 - Min1;
Average1 = mean(pks1);
Median1 = median(pks1);
Max2 = max(pks2);
Min2 = min(pks2);
Range2 = Max2 - Min2;
Average2 = mean(pks2);
Median2 = median(pks2);
Max3 = max(pks3);
Min3 = min(pks3);
Range3 = Max3 - Min3;
Average3 = mean(pks3);
Median3 = median(pks3);
peaksorig = findpeaks(Torque);
first51 = pks1(1:5);
first51mean = mean(first51);
e1 = pks1(end-4);
d1 = pks1(end-3);
c1 = pks1(end-2);
b1 = pks1(end-1);
a1 = pks1(end);
last51 = vertcat(e1,d1,c1,b1,a1);
last51mean = mean(last51);
SDIM2WpWp = ((first51mean - last51mean)/(first51mean))*100;
first52 = pks2(1:5);
first52mean = mean(first52);
e2 = pks2(end-4);
d2 = pks2(end-3);
c2 = pks2(end-2);
b2 = pks2(end-1);
a2 = pks2(end);
last52 = vertcat(e2,d2,c2,b2,a2);
last52mean = mean(last52);
SDIM2ExEx = ((first52mean - last52mean)/(first52mean))*100;
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first53 = pks3(1:5);
first53mean = mean(first53);
e3 = pks3(end-4);
d3 = pks3(end-3);
c3 = pks3(end-2);
b3 = pks3(end-1);
a3 = pks3(end);
last53 = vertcat(e3,d3,c3,b3,a3);
last53mean = mean(last53);
SDIM2WpEx = ((first53mean - last53mean)/(first53mean))*100;
%EXPORTING TABLE DATA INTO EXCEL
%Looping so all runs are in same sheet, same spreadsheet.

%If prompt is 2 or 3, values go into Excel sheet already made. Table
%headings removed as they are already there from run 1.
%Prompt loop. Copy paste from appropriate promptloop.m doc when
%alternating between MATLAB R2007b R2014b.
%Workingfolder = strcat('C:\', DCshort, '_Data')
%cd(Workingfolder)
if prompt == 1;
DCshort = num2str(DCshort);
prompt = num2str(prompt);
rownames1 = {'CPN1a'; 'CPN1b'; 'CPN2'; 'CPN3'; 'CPN4'; 'CPN5'; 'CPN6';
'EPN'; 'APN'; 'XPN'};
metrics1 = [CPN1a;CPN1b;CPN2;CPN3;CPN4;CPN5;CPN6;EPN;APN;XPN];
metrics1t = dataset(metrics1,'obsnames', rownames1) %for MATLAB 2007.
printtitle = sprintf('%s_metrics', DCshort);
filename = strcat(printtitle, '.xls');
xlswrite(filename, rownames1, 'A1:A10')
xlswrite(filename, metrics1, 'B1:B10')
%**Save each variable in a MAT file with the prompt and iteration
%number, just in case we need to look at them again later.
dataref1 = '_CPN_data';
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref1);
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsavemat3, '.mat')
save itsavemat3CPN1aCPN1bCPN2CPN3CPN4CPN5CPN6EPNAPNXPN
movefile('itsavemat3.mat', itsavemat3);
copyfile(itsavemat3,newdir);
delete(itsavemat3);
runname = strcat(DCshort, 'run', prompt);
runnameWp = strcat(runname, 'Wp');
runnameEx = strcat(runname, 'Ex');
runnameWpandEx = strcat(runname, 'WpandEx');
rownames2 = {'Max','Min','Range','Average','Median','m','b','Rsq'};
xlswrite(filename,rownames2,'G1:N1');
rownames2vert= {'Wp'; 'Ex'; 'WpandEx'};
xlswrite(filename,rownames2vert,'F2:F4');
rownames2a= {runnameWp};
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metrics2a = [Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1, Median1, m1, b1, rsq1,
'RowNames', rownames2a];
metrics2at = dataset(Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1,Median1, m1, b1,
rsq1,'obsnames', rownames2a) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2a,'G2:N2');
dataref2 = '_Wp_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref2);
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsavemat4, '.mat')
save itsavemat4Max1Min1Range1Average1Median1m1b1rsq1
movefile('itsavemat4.mat', itsavemat4);
copyfile(itsavemat4,newdir);
delete(itsavemat4);
rownames2b= {runnameEx};
metrics2b = [Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2, b2, rsq2,
'RowNames', rownames2b];
metrics2bt = dataset(Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2,
b2,rsq2,'obsnames', rownames2b) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2b,'G3:N3');
dataref3 = '_Ex_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref3);
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsavemat5, '.mat')
save itsavemat5Max2Min2Range2Average2Median2m2b2rsq2
movefile('itsavemat5.mat', itsavemat5);
copyfile(itsavemat5,newdir);
delete(itsavemat5);
rownames2c= {runnameWpandEx};
metrics2c = [Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3, b3, rsq3,
'RowNames', rownames2c];
metrics2ct = dataset(Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3,
b3,rsq3,'obsnames', rownames2c) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2c,'G4:N4');
dataref4 = '_WpandEx_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref4);
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsavemat6, '.mat')
save itsavemat6Max3Min3Range3Average3Median3m3b3rsq3
movefile('itsavemat6.mat', itsavemat6);
copyfile(itsavemat6,newdir);
delete(itsavemat6);
rownames3 = {'SDIM2WpWp';'SDIM2ExEx';'SDIM2WpEx'};
metrics3 = [SDIM2WpWp;SDIM2ExEx;SDIM2WpEx];
metrics3t = dataset(metrics3, 'obsnames', rownames3) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,rownames3, 'A12:A14');
xlswrite(filename,metrics3, 'B12:B14');
dataref5 = '_SDIM_data';
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref5);
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsavemat7, '.mat')
save itsavemat7SDIM2WpWpSDIM2ExExSDIM2WpEx
movefile('itsavemat7.mat', itsavemat7);
copyfile(itsavemat7,newdir);
delete(itsavemat7);
rownames4 = {'MaxAngle';'MinAngle';'AngleRange';
'AverageAngle';'MedianAngle'};
metrics4 = [MaxAngle;MinAngle;AngleRange;AverageAngle;MedianAngle];
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metrics4t = dataset(metrics4, 'obsnames', rownames4) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,rownames4, 'A17:A21');
xlswrite(filename,metrics4, 'B17:B21');
dataref6 = '_Anglemetric_data';
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref6);
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsavemat8, '.mat')
save itsavemat8MaxAngleMinAngleAngleRangeAverageAngleMedianAngle
movefile('itsavemat8.mat', itsavemat8);
copyfile(itsavemat8,newdir);
delete(itsavemat8);
elseif prompt == 2;
DCshort = num2str(DCshort);
prompt = num2str(prompt);
foldername = sprintf('%s_Data', DCshort);
xlsname = sprintf('%s_metrics', DCshort);
slash = '\';
filename = strcat('C:\', foldername, slash, xlsname);
filename = strcat(filename, '.xls')
xlsread(filename)
rownames1 = {'CPN1a'; 'CPN1b'; 'CPN2'; 'CPN3'; 'CPN4'; 'CPN5'; 'CPN6';
'EPN'; 'APN'; 'XPN'};
metrics1 = [CPN1a;CPN1b;CPN2;CPN3;CPN4;CPN5;CPN6;EPN;APN;XPN];
metrics1t = dataset(metrics1,'obsnames', rownames1) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename, metrics1, 'C1:C10')
dataref1 = '_CPN_data';
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref1);
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsavemat3, '.mat')
save itsavemat3CPN1aCPN1bCPN2CPN3CPN4CPN5CPN6EPNAPNXPN
movefile('itsavemat3.mat', itsavemat3);
copyfile(itsavemat3,newdir);
delete(itsavemat3);
runname = strcat(DCshort, 'run', prompt);
runnameWp = strcat(runname, 'Wp');
runnameEx = strcat(runname, 'Ex');
runnameWpandEx = strcat(runname, 'WpandEx');
rownames2vert= {'Wp'; 'Ex'; 'WpandEx'};
xlswrite(filename,rownames2vert,'F6:F8');
rownames2a= {runnameWp};
metrics2a = [Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1, Median1, m1, b1, rsq1,
'RowNames', rownames2a];
metrics2at = dataset(Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1,Median1, m1, b1,
rsq1,'obsnames', rownames2a) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2a,'G6:N6');
dataref2 = '_Wp_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref2);
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsavemat4, '.mat')
save itsavemat4Max1Min1Range1Average1Median1m1b1rsq1
movefile('itsavemat4.mat', itsavemat4);
copyfile(itsavemat4,newdir);
delete(itsavemat4);
rownames2b= {runnameEx};
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metrics2b = [Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2, b2, rsq2,
'RowNames', rownames2b];
metrics2bt = dataset(Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2,
b2,rsq2,'obsnames', rownames2b) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2b,'G7:N7');
dataref3 = '_Ex_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref3);
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsavemat5, '.mat')
save itsavemat5Max2Min2Range2Average2Median2m2b2rsq2
movefile('itsavemat5.mat', itsavemat5);
copyfile(itsavemat5,newdir);
delete(itsavemat5);
rownames2c= {runnameWpandEx};
metrics2c = [Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3, b3, rsq3,
'RowNames', rownames2c];
metrics2ct = dataset(Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3,
b3,rsq3,'obsnames', rownames2c) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2c,'G8:N8');
dataref4 = '_WpandEx_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref4);
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsavemat6, '.mat')
save itsavemat6Max3Min3Range3Average3Median3m3b3rsq3
movefile('itsavemat6.mat', itsavemat6);
copyfile(itsavemat6,newdir);
delete(itsavemat6);
rownames3 = {'SDIM2WpWp';'SDIM2ExEx';'SDIM2WpEx'};
metrics3 = [SDIM2WpWp;SDIM2ExEx;SDIM2WpEx];
metrics3t = dataset(metrics3, 'obsnames', rownames3) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics3, 'C12:C14');
dataref5 = '_SDIM_data';
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref5);
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsavemat7, '.mat')
save itsavemat7SDIM2WpWpSDIM2ExExSDIM2WpEx
movefile('itsavemat7.mat', itsavemat7);
copyfile(itsavemat7,newdir);
delete(itsavemat7);
rownames4 = {'MaxAngle';'MinAngle';'AngleRange';
'AverageAngle';'MedianAngle'};
metrics4 = [MaxAngle;MinAngle;AngleRange;AverageAngle;MedianAngle];
metrics4t = dataset(metrics4, 'obsnames', rownames4) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics4, 'C17:C21');
dataref6 = '_Anglemetric_data';
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref6);
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsavemat8, '.mat')
save itsavemat8MaxAngleMinAngleAngleRangeAverageAngleMedianAngle
movefile('itsavemat8.mat', itsavemat8);
copyfile(itsavemat8,newdir);
delete(itsavemat8);
elseif prompt == 3;
DCshort = num2str(DCshort);
prompt = num2str(prompt);
foldername = sprintf('%s_Data', DCshort);
xlsname = sprintf('%s_metrics', DCshort);
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slash = '\';
filename = strcat('C:\', foldername, slash, xlsname);
filename = strcat(filename, '.xls')
xlsread(filename)
rownames1 = {'CPN1a'; 'CPN1b'; 'CPN2'; 'CPN3'; 'CPN4'; 'CPN5'; 'CPN6';
'EPN'; 'APN'; 'XPN'};
metrics1 = [CPN1a;CPN1b;CPN2;CPN3;CPN4;CPN5;CPN6;EPN;APN;XPN];
metrics1t = dataset(metrics1,'obsnames', rownames1) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename, metrics1, 'D1:D10')
dataref1 = '_CPN_data';
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref1);
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsavemat3, '.mat')
save itsavemat3CPN1aCPN1bCPN2CPN3CPN4CPN5CPN6EPNAPNXPN
movefile('itsavemat3.mat', itsavemat3);
copyfile(itsavemat3,newdir);
delete(itsavemat3);
runname = strcat(DCshort, 'run', prompt);
runnameWp = strcat(runname, 'Wp');
runnameEx = strcat(runname, 'Ex');
runnameWpandEx = strcat(runname, 'WpandEx');
rownames2vert= {'Wp'; 'Ex'; 'WpandEx'};
xlswrite(filename,rownames2vert,'F10:F12');
rownames2a= {runnameWp};
metrics2a = [Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1, Median1, m1, b1, rsq1,
'RowNames', rownames2a];
metrics2at = dataset(Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1,Median1, m1, b1,
rsq1,'obsnames', rownames2a) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2a,'G10:N10');
dataref2 = '_Wp_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref2);
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsavemat4, '.mat')
save itsavemat4Max1Min1Range1Average1Median1m1b1rsq1
movefile('itsavemat4.mat', itsavemat4);
copyfile(itsavemat4,newdir);
delete(itsavemat4);
rownames2b= {runnameEx};
metrics2b = [Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2, b2, rsq2,
'RowNames', rownames2b];
metrics2bt = dataset(Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2,
b2,rsq2,'obsnames', rownames2b) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2b,'G11:N11');
dataref3 = '_Ex_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref3);
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsavemat5, '.mat')
save itsavemat5Max2Min2Range2Average2Median2m2b2rsq2
movefile('itsavemat5.mat', itsavemat5);
copyfile(itsavemat5,newdir);
delete(itsavemat5);
rownames2c= {runnameWpandEx};
metrics2c = [Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3, b3, rsq3,
'RowNames', rownames2c];
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metrics2ct = dataset(Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3,
b3,rsq3,'obsnames', rownames2c) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics2c,'G12:N12');
dataref4 = '_WpandEx_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref4);
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsavemat6, '.mat')
save itsavemat6Max3Min3Range3Average3Median3m3b3rsq3
movefile('itsavemat6.mat', itsavemat6);
copyfile(itsavemat6,newdir);
delete(itsavemat6);
rownames3 = {'SDIM2WpWp';'SDIM2ExEx';'SDIM2WpEx'};
metrics3 = [SDIM2WpWp;SDIM2ExEx;SDIM2WpEx];
metrics3t = dataset(metrics3, 'obsnames', rownames3) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics3, 'D12:D14');
dataref5 = '_SDIM_data';
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref5);
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsavemat7, '.mat')
save itsavemat7SDIM2WpWpSDIM2ExExSDIM2WpEx
movefile('itsavemat7.mat', itsavemat7);
copyfile(itsavemat7,newdir);
delete(itsavemat7);
rownames4 = {'MaxAngle';'MinAngle';'AngleRange';
'AverageAngle';'MedianAngle'};
metrics4 = [MaxAngle;MinAngle;AngleRange;AverageAngle;MedianAngle];
metrics4t = dataset(metrics4, 'obsnames', rownames4) %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename,metrics4, 'D17:D21');
dataref6 = '_Anglemetric_data';
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref6);
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsavemat8, '.mat')
save itsavemat8MaxAngleMinAngleAngleRangeAverageAngleMedianAngle
movefile('itsavemat8.mat', itsavemat8);
copyfile(itsavemat8,newdir);
delete(itsavemat8);
end
%Figure of the torque waveforms and frequency of torques (histogram)
figure
subplot(5,2,1)
plot(Time,Torque)
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Raw Torque', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Time (*100 #samples)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:500:3000))
set(gca, 'YTick', (-75:50:75))
ylim([-75, 75])
xlim([0, 3000])
subplot(5,2,2)
hist(Torque);figure(gcf)
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Raw Histogram', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylabel('Frequency');
set(gca, 'XTick', (-100:40:100))
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xlim([-100, 100])
subplot(5,2,3)
plot(TimeTrim,TorqueTrim)
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Torque', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Time (*100 #samples)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:500:3000))
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:25:50))
ylim([0, 50])
subplot(5,2,4)
hist(TorqueTrim);figure(gcf)
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Torque Histogram', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylabel('Frequency');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:10:50))
xlim([0, 50])
subplot(5,2,5)
LOCS = LOCS./(60*100)
plot(LOCS, PKS, 'r+')
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Peaks - Findpeaks Algorithm', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:10:30))
xlim([0, 30])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:25:50))
ylim([0, 50])
subplot(5,2,6)
hist(PKS);figure(gcf)
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Findpeaks Histogram', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylabel('Frequency');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:10:50))
xlim([0, 50])
subplot(5,2,7)
LOCSfinal = LOCSfinal./(60*100)
plot(LOCSfinal,PKSfinal, 'r+')
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Peaks (Manual Selection)', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:10:30))
xlim([0, 30])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:25:50))
ylim([0, 50])
subplot(5,2,8)
hist(PKSfinal); figure(gcf)
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Manual Histogram', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylabel('Frequency');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:10:50))
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xlim([0, 50])
subplot(5,2,9)
plot(LOCSfinal3,PKSfinal3, 'r+')
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Thresholded Peaks', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:10:30))
xlim([0, 30])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:25:50))
ylim([0, 50])
subplot(5,2,10)
hist(PKSfinal3); figure(gcf)
string1 = sprintf('%s run %d - Thresholded Histogram', DC, rep_no);
title(string1);
xlabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylabel('Frequency');
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:10:50))
xlim([0, 50])
prompt = rep_no;
printtitle = sprintf('%s_run_%d_compoundplot', DCshort, prompt);
print('-dtiff', printtitle)
filename = strcat(printtitle, '.tif');
directoryname = directoryname;
copyfile(filename, directoryname);
delete(filename);
if prompt == 1;
xlsfilename = strcat('E:\', DCshort, '_metrics.xls')
copyfile(xlsfilename, newdir)
delete(xlsfilename)
else
end
disp('Run TorqueAbsolute2 to calculate the LCF. Then after, process other
runs of same duty cycle then analyse using Algorithms 2 to 6.')
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TorqueAbsolute2
%***TorqueAbsolute2***
%This program calculates the preloaded torque due to gravity.
%This program also uses start and finish points from initial ginput loop.
%Note that as ginput is used here but in a different way, to define the
%starts and ends of the offset due to gravity. These start/end points may
%differ slightly from that chosen when defining the TorqueTrim region
%initially.
clf
plot(Torque)
%Define four new points (add to thesis chapter):
%Torque_1 = torque_zero is the torque before the leg is put in the
machine.
%Torque_2 = torque_preloaded_initial is the torque when the leg is put in
the machine
%before exercise commences.
%Torque_3 = torque_preloaded_final is the torque when the leg is resting
in the
%machine after the exercise has cessated.
%Torque_4 = torque_new_zero is the torque after the leg has been released
from the
%machine.
%In theory, Torque_1 should equal Torque_4, and 2 = 3.
%The local correction factor is defined as Torque_2-Torque_1. The error is
%found by computing this value at the end (Torque_3-Torque_4) then finding
%the percentage difference.
%A graph should also be kept of the Torque Waveform with these
%crosshairs as well.

input('Define the point Torque_1, before leg is loaded');
[Time_1,Torque_1]=ginput(1)
hold on
plot(Time_1, Torque_1, 'k+', 'LineWidth', 2)
txt1 = 'Torque_1'
text(Time_1, Torque_1, txt1, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom')
%Torque 2 and Torque 3 have been defined previously at start when ROI was
%chosen.
start; %x-co-ordinate of where the stimulation period of interest was
shown before.
startTorque = Torque(start);
Time_2 = start;
Torque_2 = startTorque;
hold on
plot(Time_2, Torque_2, 'k+', 'LineWidth', 2)
txt2 = 'Torque_2'
text(Time_2, Torque_2, txt2, 'VerticalAlignment', 'top')
finish;
finishTorque = Torque(finish);
Time_3 = finish;
Torque_3 = Torque(finish);
hold on
plot(Time_3, Torque_3, 'k+', 'LineWidth', 2)
txt3 = 'Torque_3'
text(Time_3, Torque_3, txt3, 'VerticalAlignment', 'top')
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input('Define the point Torque_4, after leg is removed');
[Time_4,Torque_4]=ginput(1)
hold on
plot(Time_4, Torque_4, 'k+', 'LineWidth', 2)
txt4 = 'Torque_4'
text(Time_4, Torque_4, txt4, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom')
disp('Now zoom out of image and press ENTER')
pause()
dutycyclenotation = strcat(ONstr, ':', OFFstr)
string = sprintf('Raw Torque Plot for %s Duty Cycle, Run %d',
dutycyclenotation , rep_no);
title(string)
xlabel('Time (#samples)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
prompt = rep_no;
printtitle = sprintf('%s_run_%d_rawtorqueplot', DCshort, prompt);
print('-dtiff', printtitle)
filename = strcat(printtitle, '.tif');
newdir = strcat('C:\', DCshort, '_Data');
copyfile(filename, newdir)
delete(filename)

%Time is in samples and relative to the start of the entire data recording
%(different to the time used in rest of analysis), but this is OK as we
%just wish to find the LCF.
LCF_1 = abs(Torque_2) - abs(Torque_1)
LCF_2 = abs(Torque_3) - abs(Torque_4)
LCF_Error = ((LCF_1 - LCF_2)/LCF_1)*100 %So percentage is relative to the
frst LCF computed.
%Now write this data to an Excel spreadsheet.
prompt = rep_no;
DCshort;
if prompt == 1;
xlsname = sprintf('%s_metrics', DCshort);
k = '\';
filename = strcat(directoryname, k, xlsname);
filename = strcat(filename, '.xls');
xlsread(filename);
rownames5 = {'Time_1'; 'Torque_1'; 'Time_2'; 'Torque_2'; 'Time_3';
'Torque_3'; 'Time_4'; 'Torque_4'; 'LCF_1'; 'LCF_2'; 'LCF_Error'};
metrics5 =
[Time_1;Torque_1;Time_2;Torque_2;Time_3;Torque_3;Time_4;Torque_4;LCF_1;LCF
_2;LCF_Error];
metrics5t = dataset(metrics5,'obsnames', rownames5); %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename, rownames5, 'A23:A33');
xlswrite(filename, metrics5, 'B23:B33');
elseif prompt == 2;
xlsname = sprintf('%s_metrics', DCshort);
k = '\';
filename = strcat(directoryname, k, xlsname);
filename = strcat(filename, '.xls');
xlsread(filename);
rownames5 = {'Time_1'; 'Torque_1'; 'Time_2'; 'Torque_2'; 'Time_3';
'Torque_3'; 'Time_4'; 'Torque_4'; 'LCF_1'; 'LCF_2'; 'LCF_Error'};
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metrics5 =
[Time_1;Torque_1;Time_2;Torque_2;Time_3;Torque_3;Time_4;Torque_4;LCF_1;LCF
_2;LCF_Error];
metrics5t = dataset(metrics5,'obsnames', rownames5); %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename, metrics5, 'C23:C33');
elseif prompt == 3;
xlsname = sprintf('%s_metrics', DCshort);
k = '\';
filename = strcat(directoryname, k, xlsname);
filename = strcat(filename, '.xls');
xlsread(filename);
rownames5 = {'Time_1'; 'Torque_1'; 'Time_2'; 'Torque_2'; 'Time_3';
'Torque_3'; 'Time_4'; 'Torque_4'; 'LCF_1'; 'LCF_2'; 'LCF_Error'};
metrics5 =
[Time_1;Torque_1;Time_2;Torque_2;Time_3;Torque_3;Time_4;Torque_4;LCF_1;LCF
_2;LCF_Error];
metrics5t = dataset(metrics5,'obsnames', rownames5); %for MATLAB 2007.
xlswrite(filename, metrics5, 'D23:D33');
end
dataref7 = '_Torquecorrection_data';
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref7);
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsavemat9, '.mat')
save
itsavemat9Time_1Torque_1Time_2Torque_2Time_3Torque_3Time_4Torque_4LCF_1LCF
_2LCF_Error
movefile('itsavemat9.mat', itsavemat9);
copyfile(itsavemat9,newdir);
delete(itsavemat9);

%**Can correlate LCF_Error to the angle measurements? A measurement of
%machine accuracy? Would be a theoretical new form of measuring errors for
%Biodex machines.
%Could compare with angle range??? A bit random actually.
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ginputadd
%***ginputadd***
Counter_x = [0];
Counter_y = [0];
LOCSfinal;
PKSfinal;
string1 = sprintf('Please add peaks from the region of interest.');
disp(string1);
zoom on;
pause()
[x,y]=ginput;
%<Need to add a command here such that the x, y entered is on a peak, if
selection is off?>
zoom off;
zoom out;
Counter_x = vertcat(Counter_x, x);
Counter_y = vertcat(Counter_y, y);
x = Counter_x(2:end);
y = Counter_y(2:end);
%LOCSfinal = transp(LOCSfinal); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
%PKSfinal = transp(PKSfinal); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
P = [LOCSfinal,PKSfinal];
Q = [x,y];
R = vertcat(P,Q);
LOCSfinal = R(:,1);
%LOCSfinal = LOCSfinal./(60*100);
%Is this correct????
PKSfinal = R(:,2);
clf
plot(TorqueTrim)
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal,PKSfinal,'r+')
LOCSfinal;
PKSfinal;
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ginputadd2
%***ginputadd2 - with LOCSfinal and PKSfinal transposed***
Counter_x = [0];
Counter_y = [0];
string1 = sprintf('Please add peaks from the region of interest.');
disp(string1);
zoom on;
pause()
[x,y]=ginput;
%<Need to add a command here such that the x, y entered is on a peak, if
selection is off?>
zoom off;
zoom out;
Counter_x = vertcat(Counter_x, x);
Counter_y = vertcat(Counter_y, y);
x = Counter_x(2:end);
y = Counter_y(2:end);
%LOCSfinal = transp(LOCSfinal); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
%PKSfinal = transp(PKSfinal); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
P = [LOCSfinal, PKSfinal];
Q = [x,y];
R = vertcat(P,Q);
LOCSfinal = R(:,1);
%LOCSfinal = LOCSfinal./(60*100);
%Is this correct????
PKSfinal = R(:,2);
clf
plot(TorqueTrim)
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal,PKSfinal,'r+')
LOCSfinal;
PKSfinal;
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ginputremoval
%***ginputremoval***
LOCSfinal;
PKSfinal;
string1 = sprintf('Please remove peaks from the region of interest.');
disp(string1);
zoom on;
pause()
[x,y]=ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
string1 = sprintf('Peak removal process completed');
disp(string1);
for i=1:length(x);
remove=find(abs(LOCSfinal-x(i))<K_2);
LOCSfinal(remove)=[];
PKSfinal(remove)=[];
end
clf
plot(TorqueTrim)
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal,PKSfinal,'r+')
LOCSfinal;
PKSfinal;
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PeaksStore
%***PeaksStore***
%This program stores all data from the current run. It also analyses all 3
%runs for a given duty cycle if the run in question is the third run.
%Run after a run has been completed.
ittext = input('Which iteration of the data was this?');
%*LOCSfinal and PKSfinal are the only variables which need to be saved as
%they are fed back through the other 3 algs (PeaksEditor, PeaksProcessing,
%PeaksStore). To access it, we save it here. Then open PeaksRecall if we
%need to do the analysis again.
ittext = num2str(ittext);
DCshort;
prompt = rep_no;
promptstr = num2str(prompt);
ittext = num2str(ittext);
itsave = strcat(DCshort, '_run',promptstr,'_it',ittext, '_prethr'); %final
vectors pre-thresholding.
itsavemat = strcat(itsave, '.mat');
newdir = strcat('C:\', DCshort, '_Data');
LOCSnewname = strcat(itsave, '_LOCSfinal');
PKSnewname = strcat(itsave, '_PKSfinal');
%LOCSstring = [LOCSnewname, '=LOCSsave;'];
%eval(LOCSstring);
%PKSstring = [PKSnewname, '=PKSsave;'];
%eval(PKSstring);
%Not required to assign data using Eval, as we just save it as a .MAT file
%then analyse later.
%***Need to assign the LOCSfinal and PKSfinal to the new variables above.
%%**Maybe rename before the save! Then change the save syntax name so that
%%when the data is reaccessed later it has the appropriate name.
%%Solution: Its OK to keep the variables named as LOCSfinal and PKSfinal,
%%as when they are run back through the algorithm this is the name we need
%%them to have anyway! It just means that it will clear the current naming
%%of LOCSfinal and PKSfinal.
%%Even if we did rename, would have to re-name back to LOCSfinal and
%%PKSfinal in any case!
%%This will need to be taken into account for the final code which gets
all
%%three runs though.
%****Maybe change save to save itsavemat LOCSnewname PKSnewname
save itsavematLOCSfinalPKSfinal; %Only these variables are saved to
preserve memory
%If a write error, permission denied comes up add the USB folder to the
%current path.
%Then needs to rename this as it is currently saved as "itsavemat.mat".
movefile('itsavemat.mat', itsavemat); %Renames it to the proper name!
copyfile(itsavemat,newdir);
delete(itsavemat);
%Lets' save LOCSfinal3 and PKSfinal3 [after thresholding] too.
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itsave2 = strcat(DCshort, '_run',promptstr,'_it',ittext, '_postthr');
%final vectors post-thresholding.
itsavemat2 = strcat(itsave2, '.mat');
LOCSnewname2 = strcat(itsave, '_LOCSfinal3');
PKSnewname2 = strcat(itsave, '_PKSfinal3');
save itsavemat2LOCSfinal3PKSfinal3;
movefile('itsavemat2.mat', itsavemat2);
copyfile(itsavemat2,newdir);
delete(itsavemat2);
%%**Need a function to rename all the Excel and TIFFs with their
respective
%%iteration numbers as well
%%%Ask for itsave at the beginning of the analysis???
%%%No its OK because we will only keep the final graphs of final
iterations.
%%Old notes:
%Now move it from G:\ drive to the appropriate working folder with all the
%other .m files.
%I have made an iterations folder. In future alg's, would use a directory
%check function.
%Then copy the entire folder to hold for future reference, to the USB as
%well.
%*Use matfile function as this uses less memory. Solution - use save but
%only save LOCSfinal and PKSfinal.
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thresholdfunction
%%%Threshold Function%%%
LOCSfinal;
PKSfinal;
CPN3 = length(PKSfinal); %placed here now to accommodate the fact that
some
%may have been added or deleted by the XPNprompt loop. CPN3 shows the
%length of peaks after all the processing.
Peaks = [LOCSfinal, PKSfinal];
CPN4 = length(PKSfinal);
Count = [0];
for j = 1:length(Peaks);
if Peaks(j,2) > 5; %Setting the threshold
Peaks(j,2) = Peaks(j,2);
else
Peaks(j,2) = NaN;
NaNcount = Peaks(j,2);
Count = vertcat(Count, NaNcount);
end
end
%Removing NaN's.
LOCSfinal2 = Peaks(:,1);
PKSfinal2 = Peaks(:,2);
Count = Count(2:end);
NaNcount1 = length(Count);
CPN5 = length(PKSfinal2) - length(Count);
del = find(isnan(PKSfinal2));
OriginalPKSLength = length(PKSfinal2);
NaNcount2 = length(del);
LOCSfinal2(del) = NaN;
LOCSfinal2;
Peaks2 = horzcat(LOCSfinal2,PKSfinal2);
Peaks2(all(isnan(Peaks2),2),:) = [];
PksNumber = length(Peaks2);
LOCSfinal3 = Peaks2(:,1);
PKSfinal3 = Peaks2(:,2);
CPN6 = length(PKSfinal3);
%<XPNcheck>
totalex = 25*60;
T = RU+RD+ON+OFF;
EPN = totalex/T;
APN = EPN + 2;
XPN = APN - CPN6;
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delcounter
%***delcounter***
cd C:\
%folder in C drive = testdir
%**folder already in there = deldirref
%**Its OK to keep iterating over the original name (not the new
%ones made). The original will always be in there no matter what.
%But the new name depends on the number of files in deldir as is.
%**Rename testdir then move it to deldir, under deldirref.
info = dir(deldir);
Counternames = {'zeroindex'};
for n = 1:length(info);
filenames = info(n).name;
filestr = sprintf(filenames);
Counternames = vertcat(Counternames, filestr);
end
Counternames = Counternames(4:end) %removes two dots at start from
info(n).name
%Should check to see if 2014 version does something similar as
%well.
for j = 1:length(Counternames);
name = Counternames{j};
basefile = testdir(4:end); %Removes the 'C:\' syntax so can see if the
foldername is in list.
cd C:\
filecounter = [0];
for k = 1:length(Counternames);
filecounter;
name2 = Counternames{k};
name3 = name2(1:7);
strcmp(name3,basefile);
if ans == 1;
indexcount = [1];
filecounter = vertcat(filecounter,indexcount);
else
end
end
end
filecounter = filecounter(2:end);
duplicates = length(filecounter) %spits out number of folders in the
deletions folder which
%contain data from the same duty cycle that is the interest of the
program.
***%Will have to also change for other duty cycles in FUTURE (i.e. the
4:end references for strings)!
%e.g. 4:12. But all the ones tested are 1:3, 2:6 etc. so should
%be OK for this algorithm as character numbers will be identical in
%the first few references of duty cycle in string/filenames.
if duplicates ~= 0;
newindex = num2str(duplicates);
newname = strcat(basefile, newindex) %Need to loop this!
movefile(basefile, newname)
newnameref = strcat('C:\', newname)
newnamedir = strcat(deldir, '\', newname)
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mkdir(newnamedir)
copyfile(newnameref, newnamedir)
cd C:\
rmdir(newnameref) %No working for some reason!
rehash()
elseif ans == 0
end

%*When referencing an index using dir function have to add +2 (the
%first and second are dots for some reason*.
%-Copy folder with a new name defined on length of the number of
%folders in the deldir already.
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deletionscheck
%***deletionscheck***
deldir = 'C:\Deletions'
check = exist deldir dir
if check == 0;
Deletions = 'Deletions'
mkdir('C:\', Deletions)
%A directory to hold all data to be deleted.
%Need to put this before the entire algorithm.
elseif check == 7;
continue
end
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deletionscreation
%***deletionscreation***
deldir = 'C:\Deletions';
exist deldir dir;
check = ans;
if check == 0;
Deletions = 'Deletions';
mkdir('C:\', Deletions);
%A directory to hold all data to be deleted.
%Need to put this before the entire algorithm.
elseif check == 7;
continue
end
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directorycheck
%***directorycheck***
cd C:\
testdir = strcat('C:\', DCshort, '_Data');
exist testdir dir;
dircheck = ans;
deldirref = strcat(DCshort, '_Data');
%Code to run if the run is in the Deletions folder already (or not). Code
%searches for it, then moves the testdir folder (i.e. data from that run)
%into the deletions folder with a new name depending if the program has
%been run before with the same duty cycle.
if dircheck == 7;
cd deldir
exist deldirref dir;
deldircheck = ans;
if deldircheck == 7;
run delcounter
%-Copy folder with a new name defined on length of the number of
%folders in the deldir already.
else
copyfile(testdir, deldir)
end
else
disp('No directories to remove currently')
end
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ALGORITHM II
PeaksAlgorithm2
%Loop over run name and 1-4 (for the torque correction metrics), for a
%given duty cycle.
close all
clear
clc
%For 13test run as a 13. Could also put in run2
%use as "dummy data" so algorithm doesn't stuff
%can use the first one by itself first, though.
%variables are meaningful if this is done (run1

and 3 from original 13 to
up (if need be). See if
Also think about which
one will be only).

prompt1 = input('Which duty cycle do you wish to analyse?');
prompt1str = num2str(prompt1);
ONstr = prompt1str(1);
OFFstr = prompt1str(2); %OK but if a higher duty cycle is to be used,
%string would be longer so would need to take this into consideration.
ON = str2num(ONstr);
OFF = str2num(OFFstr);
RU = 1; %as per experimental conditions.
RD = 1;
Period = ON+OFF+RU+RD;
%Definiting relevant strings and directories for later reference.
prompton = ONstr;
promptoff = OFFstr;
DCshort = num2str(prompt1);
Workingfolder = strcat('C:\', DCshort, '_Data');
cd(Workingfolder);
USBFolder = 'E:\PhD Thesis\Part II\Chapter 6 Duty Cycle A - Refined\MATLAB
Study 2';
%New directory with new data. Also ref for the new metrics spreadsheet
made
%later.
foldername = sprintf('%s_Data2', DCshort);
filename = sprintf('%s_metrics2', DCshort);
cd C:\
mkdir(foldername);
cd(foldername);
folderstr = strcat('C:\', foldername); %For later ref in future save
loops.
%Load the iteration of the data -- so we may see the old torque correction
%points.
prompt2 = input('For run 1, which iteration?');
prompt2str = num2str(prompt2);
prompt3 = input('For run 2, which iteration?');
prompt3str = num2str(prompt2);
prompt4 = input('For run 3, which iteration?');
prompt4str = num2str(prompt4);
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%For all 3 runs load the torque correction data and select new baseline.
%Then concatenate these variables into a matrix with the old torque
%correction variables. Loading old torqcorr variables.
%CHOOSING NEW TIME POINTS AND SAVING WITH OLD DATA IN A NEW FILE
cd(USBFolder);
%Loop to add labels to old graphs and load the data points from Torque
%correction selection points.
ZeroVec = zeros(11,1);
for m = 1:3
run timeloadloop%Ensure index used in any loops which encapuslate this
is "m".
%Timeloadloop loads all the time and torque values from the old torque
%selection.
figure(m)
plot(Torque)
xlim([0, 3.0e+05])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:0.5e+05:3.0e+05))
ylim([-50,60])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-50:10:60))
xlabel('Time (*100 #samples)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
DCprime = strcat(ONstr, ':', OFFstr);
string = sprintf('%s Reference Torques - run %s', DCprime,
num2str(m));
title(string);
for j = 1:4
k = num2str(j);
timestr = strcat('Time_', num2str(k));
torqstr = strcat('Torque_', num2str(k));
timevar = genvarname(timestr);
torqvar = genvarname(torqstr);
timevar = eval(timevar);
torqvar = eval(torqvar);
hold on
plot(timevar, torqvar, 'k+', 'LineWidth', 2)
title(string)
txt = torqstr;
if j == 2
text(timevar, torqvar, txt, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom')
else
text(timevar, torqvar, txt, 'VerticalAlignment', 'top')
end
end
if m == 1
NewVec1 = ZeroVec;
else
NewVec1 = NewVec1;
end
NewVec1 = [NewVec1, NewVec];
end
NewVec1a = NewVec1(:,2);
NewVec1b = NewVec1(:,3);
NewVec1c = NewVec1(:,4);
NewVec1 = [NewVec1a, NewVec1b, NewVec1c];
%Loop to select new starting point for data (after Z peak of Ex) and
%concatenating these variables into an old matrix with those above.
Graphname1 = 'torquerefpts'; %For saving graphs in a loop format.
if strcmp(DCshort, '13') == 1; %If 13 is duty cycle, need to automate so
time_5/torque_5 is selected directly.
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for j = 1:3
figure(j)
%Need to loop this relative to the above torque ref points, so time 5
%and torque 5 is new for each iteration. (Otherwise same value appears
%irrespective of run.
run timeloadloop6%Loads appropriate Torque vector for a given figure.
Time_2 = NewVec1(3,j);
Time_3 = NewVec1(5,j);
hold on
Time_5 = Time_2 + 5.*(60*100); %For 1:3 baseline, approximate the
point at t=5 mins after the time_2 chosen (in timebase of samples).
Torque_5 = 0.5*(Torque(Time_2) + Torque(Time_3)); %An approximation
that will have to be used for the 1:3 condition.
plot(Time_5, Torque_5, 'k+', 'LineWidth', 2)
txt5 = 'Torque_5';
text(Time_5, Torque_5, txt5, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom')
hold off
%Saving all graphs
cd(folderstr);
m = num2str(j);
nplus1 = num2str(j+1);
promptloop = strcat('prompt', nplus1, 'str'); %Referring back to
initial syntax for prompt iterations.
EvalVar = eval(promptloop);
Runname = sprintf('%s_run_%s_it%s_', DCshort, m, EvalVar);
Graphname = strcat(Runname, Graphname1);
print('-dtiff', Graphname);
cd(USBFolder);
if j == 1
ValueVec = zeros(2,1);
else
ValueVec = ValueVec;
end
NewVec2 = [Time_5;Torque_5];
ValueVec = horzcat(ValueVec, NewVec2);
end
else
for j = 1:3
figure(j)
hold on
string = sprintf('For run %s, zoom in on baseline after Z peak of Ex
then press ENTER', num2str(j));
disp(string)
zoom on;
pause()
[Time_5, Torque_5]=ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
plot(Time_5, Torque_5, 'k+', 'LineWidth', 2)
txt5 = 'Torque_5';
text(Time_5, Torque_5, txt5, 'VerticalAlignment', 'bottom')
cd(folderstr);
m = num2str(j);
nplus1 = num2str(j+1);
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promptloop = strcat('prompt', nplus1, 'str'); %Referring back to
initial syntax for prompt iterations.
EvalVar = eval(promptloop);
Runname = sprintf('%s_run_%s_it%s_', DCshort, m, EvalVar);
Graphname = strcat(Runname, Graphname1);
print('-dtiff', Graphname);
cd(USBFolder);
if j == 1
ValueVec = zeros(2,1);
else
ValueVec = ValueVec;
end
NewVec2 = [Time_5;Torque_5];
ValueVec = horzcat(ValueVec, NewVec2);
end
end
ValueVec1a = ValueVec(:,2); %Time 5 Torque 5 (Run 1)
ValueVec1b = ValueVec(:,3); %Time 5 Torque 5 (Run 2)
ValueVec1c = ValueVec(:,4); %Time 5 Torque 5 (Run 3)
ValueVec = horzcat(ValueVec1a, ValueVec1b, ValueVec1c);
TorqMat = vertcat(NewVec1, ValueVec); %Matrix which holds original four
time and torque points chosen
%and the new two points chosen (time 5 torque 5 after the Z peak of Ex).
%Generate an new spreadsheet which will hold ALL the new data. TorqMat is
a
%start.
NewVec4 = TorqMat; %Keep this for loop below the save loop.
cd(folderstr)
Xlstitle = [prompt1]; %Has the duty cycle in the first cell.
xlswrite(filename, Xlstitle);

%Time points and old LCF's.
for m = 1:3;
if m == 1; %Only need to write rownames once.
RowNames = {'Time_1'; 'Torque_1'; 'Time_2'; 'Torque_2'; 'Time_3';
'Torque_3'; 'Time_4'; 'Torque_4'; 'LCF_1'; 'LCF_2'; 'LCF_Error'; 'Time_5';
'Torque_5'};
VarNames = TorqMat(:,1); %All these values may be read straight
from the TorqMat matrix above.
xlswrite(filename, RowNames, 'A2:A14');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames, 'B2:B14');
elseif m == 2;
VarNames = TorqMat(:,2);
xlswrite(filename, VarNames, 'C2:C14');
elseif m == 3;
VarNames = TorqMat(:,3);
xlswrite(filename, VarNames, 'D2:D14');
end
end
%BASELINE CORRECTION NEW
cd(USBFolder);
%a) Superposition of peaks and baseline adjustment.
Graphname2 = 'superimposed_peaks';
for m = 1:3;
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if m == 1;
run timeloadloop5%Run again to call back initial data. Time_5,
Torque_5 can be saved later.
Time_2 = NewVec4(3,1);
Time_3 = NewVec4(5,1);
Time_5 = NewVec4(12,1);
TorqueTrim = -Torque(Time_2: Time_3);
TimeTrim = Time(Time_2: Time_3);
Time_2 = Time_2./(60*100); %Correct base
TimeTrim = TimeTrim./60;%Correct base
TimeTrim = TimeTrim - Time_2; %Correct base
OldTrimRef = min(TorqueTrim); %Take the old value before the new
%adjustment is done. This is the value that the old flip was based
%on.
NewTrimRef = -0.5*(Torque_5 + Torque_3); %Has to be made negative
for the same shift as the old
%factor which used to minimum subtracted.
TTrimNew = TorqueTrim - NewTrimRef;
TorqueTrim = TTrimNew; %Correct base
TrimError = abs(OldTrimRef - NewTrimRef); %The assumption is
OldTrimRef was larger in magnitude..take abs as we are looking at
negatives.
TimeTrim_run1 = TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim_run1 = TorqueTrim;
PKSfinal4_run1 = PKSfinal3 - TrimError;
LOCSfinal4_run1 = LOCSfinal3;
LOCSfinal4_run1 = LOCSfinal4_run1./(60*100); %Correct base
figure(4)
plot(TimeTrim_run1, TorqueTrim_run1) %Correct base
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal4_run1, PKSfinal4_run1, 'r+')
xlim([0, 30]) %Correct base
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:5:30))
ylim([-10 50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-10:10:50))
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s run %s - Peaks Superimposed over Adjusted
Waveform', DCprime, num2str(m));
title(string);
cd(folderstr);
j = num2str(m);
nplus1 = num2str(m+1);
promptloop = strcat('prompt', nplus1, 'str'); %Referring back to
initial syntax for prompt iterations.
EvalVar = eval(promptloop);
Runname = sprintf('%s_run_%s_it%s_', DCshort, j, EvalVar);
Graphname = strcat(Runname, Graphname2);
print('-dtiff', Graphname);
cd(USBFolder);
Time_5 = Time_5./(60*100); %Correct units.
Time5_run1 = Time_5 - Time_2;
TorqMat2 = [Time_2; Time_5; Time5_run1; OldTrimRef; NewTrimRef;
TrimError]; %Generate a matrix for later writing to XLSX files.
TorqMat2 = horzcat(TorqMat2, zeros(6,1), zeros(6,1)); %Leave room
for other two runs as well.
elseif m == 2;
run timeloadloop5
Time_2 = NewVec4(3,2);
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Time_3 = NewVec4(5,2);
Time_5 = NewVec4(12,2);
TorqueTrim = -Torque(Time_2: Time_3);
TimeTrim = Time(Time_2: Time_3);
Time_2 = Time_2./(60*100); %Correct base
TimeTrim = TimeTrim./60;%Correct base
TimeTrim = TimeTrim - Time_2; %Correct base
OldTrimRef = min(TorqueTrim); %Take the old value before the new
%adjustment is done. This is the value that the old flip was based
%on.
NewTrimRef = -0.5*(Torque_5 + Torque_3); %Has to be made negative
for the same shift as the old
%factor which used to minimum subtracted.
TTrimNew = TorqueTrim - NewTrimRef;
TorqueTrim = TTrimNew; %Correct base
TrimError = abs(OldTrimRef - NewTrimRef); %The assumption is
OldTrimRef was larger in magnitude..take abs as we are looking at
negatives.
TimeTrim_run2 = TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim_run2 = TorqueTrim;
PKSfinal4_run2 = PKSfinal3 - TrimError;
LOCSfinal4_run2 = LOCSfinal3;
LOCSfinal4_run2 = LOCSfinal4_run2./(60*100); %Correct base
figure(5)
plot(TimeTrim_run2, TorqueTrim_run2) %Correct base
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal4_run2, PKSfinal4_run2, 'r+')
xlim([0, 30]) %Correct base
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s run %s - Peaks Superimposed over Adjusted
Waveform', DCprime, num2str(m));
title(string);
cd(folderstr);
j = num2str(m);
nplus1 = num2str(m+1);
promptloop = strcat('prompt', nplus1, 'str'); %Referring back to
initial syntax for prompt iterations.
EvalVar = eval(promptloop);
Runname = sprintf('%s_run_%s_it%s_', DCshort, j, EvalVar);
Graphname = strcat(Runname, Graphname2);
print('-dtiff', Graphname);
cd(USBFolder);
Time_5 = Time_5./(60*100); %Correct units.
Time5_run2 = Time_5 - Time_2;
TorqMat2Row2 = [Time_2; Time_5; Time5_run2; OldTrimRef;
NewTrimRef; TrimError];
TorqMat2(:,2) = TorqMat2Row2; %Replace the zeros of column 2 with
the values required.
elseif m == 3;
run timeloadloop5
Time_2 = NewVec4(3,3);
Time_3 = NewVec4(5,3);
Time_5 = NewVec4(12,3);
TorqueTrim = -Torque(Time_2: Time_3);
TimeTrim = Time(Time_2: Time_3);
Time_2 = Time_2./(60*100); %Correct base
TimeTrim = TimeTrim./60;%Correct base
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TimeTrim = TimeTrim - Time_2; %Correct base
OldTrimRef = min(TorqueTrim); %Take the old value before the new
%adjustment is done. This is the value that the old flip was based
%on.
NewTrimRef = -0.5*(Torque_5 + Torque_3); %Has to be made negative
for the same shift as the old
%factor which used to minimum subtracted.
TTrimNew = TorqueTrim - NewTrimRef;
TorqueTrim = TTrimNew; %Correct base
TrimError = abs(OldTrimRef - NewTrimRef); %The assumption is
OldTrimRef was larger in magnitude..take abs as we are looking at
negatives.
TimeTrim_run3 = TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim_run3 = TorqueTrim;
PKSfinal4_run3 = PKSfinal3 - TrimError;
LOCSfinal4_run3 = LOCSfinal3;
LOCSfinal4_run3 = LOCSfinal4_run3./(60*100); %Correct base
figure(6)
plot(TimeTrim_run3, TorqueTrim_run3) %Correct base
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal4_run3, PKSfinal4_run3, 'r+')
xlim([0, 30]) %Correct base
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s run %s - Peaks Superimposed over Adjusted
Waveform', DCprime, num2str(m));
title(string);
cd(folderstr);
j = num2str(m);
nplus1 = num2str(m+1);
promptloop = strcat('prompt', nplus1, 'str'); %Referring back to
initial syntax for prompt iterations.
EvalVar = eval(promptloop);
Runname = sprintf('%s_run_%s_it%s_', DCshort, j, EvalVar);
Graphname = strcat(Runname, Graphname2);
print('-dtiff', Graphname);
cd(USBFolder);
Time_5 = Time_5./(60*100); %Correct units.
Time5_run3 = Time_5 - Time_2;
TorqMat2Row3 = [Time_2; Time_5; Time5_run3; OldTrimRef;
NewTrimRef; TrimError];
TorqMat2(:,3) = TorqMat2Row3; %Replace the zeros of column 2 with
the values required.
end
end
%Loop to write variables of interest from new correction loop.
cd(folderstr)
for m = 1:3;
if m == 1;
RowNames2 = {'Time_2'; 'Time_5'; 'Time5_run'; 'OldTrimRef';
'NewTrimRef'; 'TrimError'};
VarNames2 = TorqMat2(:,1);
xlswrite(filename, RowNames2, 'F2:F7');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames2, 'G2:G7');
elseif m == 2;
VarNames2 = TorqMat2(:,2);
xlswrite(filename, VarNames2, 'H2:H7');
elseif m == 3;
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VarNames2 = TorqMat2(:,3);
xlswrite(filename, VarNames2, 'I2:I7');
end
end
cd(USBFolder);
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PeaksAlgorithm3
%b) Generating Wp metric for normalization and relevant parameters.
close all
%Choosing regions less than Time5_New and generating Wp (with sorted
%vectors). Normalisation values generated for each Wp.
for j = 1:3
if j == 1;
LOCSfinal5 = LOCSfinal4_run1;
PKSfinal5 = PKSfinal4_run1;
Wp_index = LOCSfinal5 < Time5_run1; %Problem with old Time_5 is it
may pick up some erraneous peaks which alters the average! (e.g. Z peak of
Ex).
Ex_index = LOCSfinal5 >= Time5_run1;
LOCS_Wp = LOCSfinal5.*Wp_index;
PKS_Wp = PKSfinal5.* Wp_index;
lengthWpdex = length(Wp_index);
Positions = find(Wp_index, lengthWpdex);
LOCSLess5 = LOCS_Wp(Positions);
PKSLess5 = PKS_Wp(Positions);
[LOCSOrdered, Index] = sort(LOCSLess5); %MATLAB Forum 17-5-17!
PKSOrdered = PKSLess5(Index);
LOCSfinal6_run1 = LOCSOrdered;
PKSfinal6_run1 = PKSOrdered;
Ex_index = LOCSfinal5 >= Time5_run1;
LOCS_Ex= LOCSfinal5.*Ex_index;
PKS_Ex = PKSfinal5.*Ex_index;
lengthExdex = length(Ex_index);
Positions2 = find(Ex_index, lengthExdex);
LOCSMore5 = LOCS_Ex(Positions2);
PKSMore5 = PKS_Ex(Positions2);
[LOCSOrdered2, Index2] = sort(LOCSMore5);
PKSOrdered2 = PKSMore5(Index2);
LOCSfinal7_run1 = LOCSOrdered2;
PKSfinal7_run1 = PKSOrdered2;
%Normalise based on average of whole 5 minutes (plot after loop
%with others).
RegionNorm_run1 = PKSfinal6_run1(5:end-5); %Take out any
contractions at beginning or end which may be anomalous.
NormFactor_run1 = mean(RegionNorm_run1);
StdDev_run1 = std(RegionNorm_run1);
%SD of normalized region.
PKSfinal8_run1 = PKSfinal7_run1./NormFactor_run1; %Normalisation
LOCSfinal8_run1 = LOCSfinal7_run1;
MaxNormPks_run1 = max(PKSfinal8_run1);
MinNormPks_run1 = min(PKSfinal8_run1);
AvgNormPks_run1 = mean(PKSfinal8_run1);
StdNormPks_run1 = std(PKSfinal8_run1);
FirstFiveNormPks_run1 = mean(PKSfinal8_run1(1:5));
LastFiveNormPks_run1 = mean(PKSfinal8_run1(end-4:end));
SDIM3NormPks_run1 = ((FirstFiveNormPks_run1 LastFiveNormPks_run1)/FirstFiveNormPks_run1)*100;
elseif j == 2;
LOCSfinal5 = LOCSfinal4_run2;
PKSfinal5 = PKSfinal4_run2;
Wp_index = LOCSfinal5 < Time5_run2;
Ex_index = LOCSfinal5 >= Time5_run2;
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LOCS_Wp = LOCSfinal5.*Wp_index;
PKS_Wp = PKSfinal5.* Wp_index;
lengthWpdex = length(Wp_index);
Positions = find(Wp_index, lengthWpdex);
LOCSLess5 = LOCS_Wp(Positions);
PKSLess5 = PKS_Wp(Positions);
[LOCSOrdered, Index] = sort(LOCSLess5);
PKSOrdered = PKSLess5(Index);
LOCSfinal6_run2 = LOCSOrdered;
PKSfinal6_run2 = PKSOrdered;
Ex_index = LOCSfinal5 >= Time5_run2;
LOCS_Ex= LOCSfinal5.*Ex_index;
PKS_Ex = PKSfinal5.*Ex_index;
lengthExdex = length(Ex_index);
Positions2 = find(Ex_index, lengthExdex);
LOCSMore5 = LOCS_Ex(Positions2);
PKSMore5 = PKS_Ex(Positions2);
[LOCSOrdered2, Index2] = sort(LOCSMore5);
PKSOrdered2 = PKSMore5(Index2);
LOCSfinal7_run2 = LOCSOrdered2;
PKSfinal7_run2 = PKSOrdered2;
RegionNorm_run2 = PKSfinal6_run2(5:end-5);
NormFactor_run2 = mean(RegionNorm_run2);
StdDev_run2 = std(RegionNorm_run2);
PKSfinal8_run2 = PKSfinal7_run2./NormFactor_run2;
LOCSfinal8_run2 = LOCSfinal7_run2;
MaxNormPks_run2 = max(PKSfinal8_run2);
MinNormPks_run2 = min(PKSfinal8_run2);
AvgNormPks_run2 = mean(PKSfinal8_run2);
StdNormPks_run2 = std(PKSfinal8_run2);
FirstFiveNormPks_run2 = mean(PKSfinal8_run2(1:5));
LastFiveNormPks_run2 = mean(PKSfinal8_run2(end-4:end));
SDIM3NormPks_run2 = ((FirstFiveNormPks_run2 LastFiveNormPks_run2)/FirstFiveNormPks_run2)*100;
elseif j == 3;
LOCSfinal5 = LOCSfinal4_run3;
PKSfinal5 = PKSfinal4_run3;
Wp_index = LOCSfinal5 < Time5_run3;
Ex_index = LOCSfinal5 >= Time5_run3;
LOCS_Wp = LOCSfinal5.*Wp_index;
PKS_Wp = PKSfinal5.* Wp_index;
lengthWpdex = length(Wp_index);
Positions = find(Wp_index, lengthWpdex);
LOCSLess5 = LOCS_Wp(Positions);
PKSLess5 = PKS_Wp(Positions);
[LOCSOrdered, Index] = sort(LOCSLess5);
PKSOrdered = PKSLess5(Index);
LOCSfinal6_run3 = LOCSOrdered;
PKSfinal6_run3 = PKSOrdered;
Ex_index = LOCSfinal5 >= Time5_run3;
LOCS_Ex= LOCSfinal5.*Ex_index;
PKS_Ex = PKSfinal5.*Ex_index;
lengthExdex = length(Ex_index);
Positions2 = find(Ex_index, lengthExdex);
LOCSMore5 = LOCS_Ex(Positions2);
PKSMore5 = PKS_Ex(Positions2);
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[LOCSOrdered2, Index2] = sort(LOCSMore5);
PKSOrdered2 = PKSMore5(Index2);
LOCSfinal7_run3 = LOCSOrdered2;
PKSfinal7_run3 = PKSOrdered2;
RegionNorm_run3 = PKSfinal6_run3(5:end-5);
NormFactor_run3 = mean(RegionNorm_run3);
StdDev_run3 = std(RegionNorm_run3);
PKSfinal8_run3 = PKSfinal7_run3./NormFactor_run3;
LOCSfinal8_run3 = LOCSfinal7_run3;
MaxNormPks_run3 = max(PKSfinal8_run3);
MinNormPks_run3 = min(PKSfinal8_run3);
AvgNormPks_run3 = mean(PKSfinal8_run3);
StdNormPks_run3 = std(PKSfinal8_run3);
FirstFiveNormPks_run3 = mean(PKSfinal8_run3(1:5));
LastFiveNormPks_run3 = mean(PKSfinal8_run3(end-4:end));
SDIM3NormPks_run3 = ((FirstFiveNormPks_run3 LastFiveNormPks_run3)/FirstFiveNormPks_run3)*100;
end
end
%Final metrics to be analysed on a run-by-run, un-normalised basis.
for m = 1:3;
if m == 1;
MaxWp_run1 = max(PKSfinal6_run1); %Maximum peak torque.
MinWp_run1 = min(PKSfinal6_run1);
AvgWp_run1 = mean(PKSfinal6_run1);
StdWp_run1 = std(PKSfinal6_run1);
FirstFiveWp_run1 = mean(PKSfinal6_run1(1:5));
LastFiveWp_run1 = mean(PKSfinal6_run1(end-4:end));
SDIM3Wp_run1 = ((FirstFiveWp_run1 LastFiveWp_run1)/FirstFiveWp_run1)*100;
%Even though all of Wp is used for normalisation, will count SDIM3 here
too.
MaxEx_run1 = max(PKSfinal7_run1); %Maximum peak torque.
MinEx_run1 = min(PKSfinal7_run1);
AvgEx_run1 = mean(PKSfinal7_run1);
StdEx_run1 = std(PKSfinal7_run1);
FirstFiveEx_run1 = mean(PKSfinal7_run1(1:5));
LastFiveEx_run1 = mean(PKSfinal7_run1(end-4:end));
SDIM3Ex_run1 = ((FirstFiveEx_run1 LastFiveEx_run1)/FirstFiveEx_run1)*100;
CPNWp_run1 = length(PKSfinal6_run1);
CPNEx_run1 = length(PKSfinal7_run1);
EPNWp_run1 = ((5*60)/(Period)) + 2; %Because this algorithm includes
Z peak of Ex in last portion of Wp.
EPNEx_run1 = ((20*60)/(Period));
XPNWp_run1 = EPNWp_run1 - CPNWp_run1;
XPNEx_run1 = EPNEx_run1 - CPNEx_run1;
elseif m == 2;
MaxWp_run2
MinWp_run2
AvgWp_run2
StdWp_run2

=
=
=
=

max(PKSfinal6_run2);
min(PKSfinal6_run2);
mean(PKSfinal6_run2);
std(PKSfinal6_run2);
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FirstFiveWp_run2 = mean(PKSfinal6_run2(1:5));
LastFiveWp_run2 = mean(PKSfinal6_run2(end-4:end));
SDIM3Wp_run2 = ((FirstFiveWp_run2 LastFiveWp_run2)/FirstFiveWp_run2)*100;
MaxEx_run2 = max(PKSfinal7_run2);
MinEx_run2 = min(PKSfinal7_run2);
AvgEx_run2 = mean(PKSfinal7_run2);
StdEx_run2 = std(PKSfinal7_run2);
FirstFiveEx_run2 = mean(PKSfinal7_run2(1:5));
LastFiveEx_run2 = mean(PKSfinal7_run2(end-4:end));
SDIM3Ex_run2 = ((FirstFiveEx_run2 LastFiveEx_run2)/FirstFiveEx_run2)*100;
CPNWp_run2 = length(PKSfinal6_run2);
CPNEx_run2 = length(PKSfinal7_run2);
EPNWp_run2 = ((5*60)/(Period)) + 2;
EPNEx_run2 = ((20*60)/(Period));
XPNWp_run2 = EPNWp_run2 - CPNWp_run2;
XPNEx_run2 = EPNEx_run2 - CPNEx_run2;
elseif m == 3;
MaxWp_run3 = max(PKSfinal6_run3);
MinWp_run3 = min(PKSfinal6_run3);
AvgWp_run3 = mean(PKSfinal6_run3);
StdWp_run3 = std(PKSfinal6_run3);
FirstFiveWp_run3 = mean(PKSfinal6_run3(1:5));
LastFiveWp_run3 = mean(PKSfinal6_run3(end-4:end));
SDIM3Wp_run3 = ((FirstFiveWp_run3 LastFiveWp_run3)/FirstFiveWp_run3)*100;
MaxEx_run3 = max(PKSfinal7_run3);
MinEx_run3 = min(PKSfinal7_run3);
AvgEx_run3 = mean(PKSfinal7_run3);
StdEx_run3 = std(PKSfinal7_run3);
FirstFiveEx_run3 = mean(PKSfinal7_run3(1:5));
LastFiveEx_run3 = mean(PKSfinal7_run3(end-4:end));
SDIM3Ex_run3 = ((FirstFiveEx_run3 LastFiveEx_run3)/FirstFiveEx_run3)*100;
CPNWp_run3 = length(PKSfinal6_run3);
CPNEx_run3 = length(PKSfinal7_run3);
EPNWp_run3 = ((5*60)/(Period)) + 2;
EPNEx_run3 = ((20*60)/(Period));
XPNWp_run3 = EPNWp_run3 - CPNWp_run3;
XPNEx_run3 = EPNEx_run3 - CPNEx_run3;
end
end
%Plots to show re-ordered peaks(essentially same as others).
figure(7)
subplot(3,5,[1])
plot(LOCSfinal6_run1, PKSfinal6_run1, 'r+')
xlim([0,6])
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set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:8))
ylim([0,50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:10:50))
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s ', DCprime, num2str(1));
string = strcat(string, '- Wp peaks');
title(string);
subplot(3,5,[2:5])
plot(LOCSfinal7_run1, PKSfinal7_run1, 'r+')
xlim([4,27])
set(gca, 'XTick', (4:2:27))
ylim([0,50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:10:50))
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s ', DCprime, num2str(1));
string = strcat(string, '- Ex peaks');
title(string);
subplot(3,5,[6])
plot(LOCSfinal6_run2, PKSfinal6_run2, 'r+')
xlim([0,6])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:8))
ylim([0,50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:10:50))
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s ', DCprime, num2str(2));
string = strcat(string, '- Wp peaks');
title(string);
subplot(3,5,[7:10])
plot(LOCSfinal7_run2, PKSfinal7_run2, 'r+')
xlim([4,27])
set(gca, 'XTick', (4:2:27))
ylim([0,50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:10:50))
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s ', DCprime, num2str(2));
string = strcat(string, '- Ex peaks');
title(string);
subplot(3,5,[11])
plot(LOCSfinal6_run3, PKSfinal6_run3, 'r+')
xlim([0,6])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:8))
ylim([0,50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:10:50))
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s ', DCprime, num2str(3));
string = strcat(string, '- Wp peaks');
title(string);
subplot(3,5,[12:15])
plot(LOCSfinal7_run3, PKSfinal7_run3, 'r+')
xlim([4,27])
set(gca, 'XTick', (4:2:27))
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ylim([0,50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:10:50))
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
string = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s ', DCprime, num2str(3));
string = strcat(string, '- Ex peaks');
title(string);
disp('Now maximise graph then manually save [as "duty cycle_peakplots"] in
the appropriate location and press ENTER')
pause()
run PeaksStore2%Saves all peaks and locs vectors.
%Run the next two AND save to Excel all in one.
run PeaksStore3%Saves all un-normalised metrics.
run PeaksStore4%Saves all normalised data.
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PeaksAlgorithm4
close all
%NORMALISATION - COMPOUND GRAPHS
%Normalisation 1 - Based on Warmup Torque
%Plotting normalisation all on one graph.
figure(8)
handle1 = plot(LOCSfinal8_run1, PKSfinal8_run1, 'r+');
hold on
handle2 = plot(LOCSfinal8_run2, PKSfinal8_run2, 'b+');
hold on
handle3 = plot(LOCSfinal8_run3, PKSfinal8_run3, 'g+');
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Normalised Torque ')
xlim([4,28])
ylim([0,1.8])
set(gca, 'XTick', (4:2:28))
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:0.2:1.8))
string = sprintf('Normalised Torque Plots (Ex) for the %s Duty Cycle',
DCprime);
title(string);
LegendHandle = legend([handle1,handle2,handle3],{'run1','run2','run3'});
cd(folderstr);
Graphname5 = strcat(DCshort, '_Normalised_plot');
print('-dtiff', Graphname5);
cd(USBFolder);
%Comparison metric - normalised torque integral.
NTI_run1 = trapz(PKSfinal8_run1); %Normalised time integral using
trapezoidal approximation. Units .s (as we are using normalised torque).
%Normalised torque is dimensionless (a percentage), and we are finding
%integral (so sum over time) - so units are .s.
NTI_run2 = trapz(PKSfinal8_run2);
NTI_run3 = trapz(PKSfinal8_run3);
%a)Norm 1 - ON and OFF time
%Leave this. Just do charge!
%Ramps will need to be taken into consideration here. It is important to
%note that the ramp time provides a considerable portion of charge - so a
%limitation is that we aren't precisely comparing 1:3 vs etc. etc. (e.g.,
%1:3 = 2s 4s over a 6s period.
....=1:2? (assuming charge contributes a
%triangular region either side).

%Norm 2 - Theoretical charge from first principles.
%Total Theoretical Charge (biphasic, rectangular, balanced, equal ON and
OFF times)
A = 45; %mA
PW = 0.3; %ms
ttotal = 25*60; %s
f = 30; %s^-1
Ramptime = 1; %Because equation was made on assumption of equal ramps.
Q_Total = A*PW*[ttotal / Period]*[f*(2*ON + Ramptime) + 1]; %Units =
micro*A*s = microC. %from Chapter 8.
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%Now divide by 1e6 to calculate value in Coulombs.
%Let's use this as a metric to compare between the duty cycles.
%Norm2 as Norm1 can be the Norm based on Torque.
Q_Total = Q_Total/1e6; %In Coulombs.
NTI_run1_Norm2 = NTI_run1/Q_Total; %Units will be s/C.
NTI_run2_Norm2 = NTI_run2/Q_Total;
NTI_run3_Norm2 = NTI_run3/Q_Total;
%Let's take the inverse of this....Coulombs per second! (Is this Coulombs
%delivered to the muscle????)...not sure.
INI_run1 = 1/NTI_run1_Norm2; %Units will be C/s! [This is Amps...does this
make sense?]
INI_run2 = 1/NTI_run2_Norm2;
INI_run3 = 1/NTI_run3_Norm2; %INI = Inverse normalised time integral. Not
sure if this helps.
NTI_Run_Average = mean([NTI_run1_Norm2 NTI_run2_Norm2 NTI_run3_Norm2]);
INI_Run_Average = mean([INI_run1 INI_run2 INI_run3]);
%***PeaksStore5*** %Save all this data as a .MAT file.
cd(folderstr)
Itsavemat5 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str,
'_Normalized_metrics2.mat');
save
Itsavemat5Q_TotalNTI_run1NTI_run2NTI_run3NTI_run1_Norm2NTI_run2_Norm2NTI_r
un3_Norm2INI_run1INI_run2INI_run3NTI_Run_AverageINI_Run_Average
movefile('Itsavemat5.mat', Itsavemat4)
RowNames5 = {'Q_Total'; 'NTI_run1'; 'NTI_run2'; 'NTI_run3';
'NTI_run1_Norm2'; 'NTI_run2_Norm2'; 'NTI_run3_Norm2'; 'INI_run1';
'INI_run2'; 'INI_run3'; 'NTI_Run_Average'; 'INI_Run_Average'};
VarNames5 = [Q_Total; NTI_run1; NTI_run2; NTI_run3; NTI_run1_Norm2;
NTI_run2_Norm2; NTI_run3_Norm2; INI_run1; INI_run2; INI_run3;
NTI_Run_Average; INI_Run_Average];
xlswrite(filename, RowNames5, 'F26:F37');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames5, 'G26:G37');
cd(USBFolder)
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PeaksAlgorithm5
%PeaksAlgorithm5
%Sinusoidal curve fits for purpose of comparison. Run after each
algorithm.
close all
%1) Run sinusoidal fits (2-term) using curve fitting app.
%2) Save each variable to workspace.
%3) Save output variables and graphs. Run each time.
%Join all data together from one run then plot.
LOCSfinal9 = vertcat(LOCSfinal8_run1, LOCSfinal8_run2, LOCSfinal8_run3);
PKSfinal9 = vertcat(PKSfinal8_run1, PKSfinal8_run2, PKSfinal8_run3);
%Use the numbers assigned by curve fitting app for each run. e.g.
%fittedmodel1, fittedmodel etc. etc.
disp('Run Expfit.sfit')
pause()
%fittedmodel structure output
a = fittedmodel.a; %All outputs here numbers.
b = fittedmodel.b;
Confints = confint(fittedmodel);
Confints = transp(Confints); %Output a 6 X 2 matrix.
%goodness structure output %All outputs here are numbers.
sse = goodness.sse;
rsquare = goodness.rsquare;
dfe = goodness.dfe;
adjrsquare = goodness.adjrsquare;
rmse = goodness.rmse;
%output structure output
numobs = output.numobs; %Number
numparam = output.numparam; %Number
residuals = output.residuals; %A column vector.....don't save to Excel.
Jacobian = output.Jacobian; %A large matrix.....don't save to Excel.
exitflag = output.exitflag; %A number
firstorderopt = output.firstorderopt;
iterations = output.iterations;
funcCount = output.funcCount;
cgiterations = output.cgiterations;
algorithm = output.algorithm; %string
message = output.message;
%string
fitprompt = input('Which run of data is to be saved? 4 - compound');
run PeaksStore7
if fitprompt == 1;
disp('Now run algorithm for run 2.');
run PeaksAlgorithm5;
elseif fitprompt == 2;
disp('Now run algorithm for run 3.');
run PeaksAlgorithm5;
elseif fitprompt == 3;
disp('Now run algorithm for run "4" (compound plot).');
run PeaksAlgorithm5;
elseif fitprompt == 4;
DCarray = {'13', '23', '33', '16', '19', '26', '39'}; %Array with all
but the last duty cycle.
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if any(strcmp(DCshort, DCarray)) == 1 %Spits out 1 if DCshort is in
DCarray (i.e.srray with all but last duty cycle in it).
disp('Now go and analyse the other duty cycles, from algorithm
2 to 5 inclusive. OR 13 test if 3:9 was just analysed')
else
disp('Algorithm execution complete!')
end
else
end
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PeaksAlgorithm6
%PeaksAlgorithm6
%This code shows two important graphs from the programming procedure:
%1. Difference between pre and post thresholding graphs.
%2. Difference between peak datasets - comparing the two baseline errors.
%(The difference should be equal to the TrimError).
%This is an important cohesive link between Algorithms I and II.
Workingfolder = strcat('C:\', Workingfolder)
%Could use this script to plot the differences in baselines.
close all
DCcycle = strcat(DCshort(1), ':', DCshort(2));
cd(folderstr)
for m = 1:3;
if m == 1;
n = num2str(m);
cd(Workingfolder) %To access alg I data
ItsavematA = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str,
'_prethr');
ItsavematB = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str,
'_postthr');
load(ItsavematA)
load(ItsavematB)
cd(folderstr)
ItsavematC = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str,
'_Alg2vectors');
load(ItsavematC);
LOCSprethr_run1 = length(LOCSfinal); %These have already been
calculated [e.g., CPN1a etc.] but place here anyway.
PKSprethr_run1 = length(PKSfinal);
LOCSpostthr_run1 = length(LOCSfinal3);
PKSpostthr_run1 = length(PKSfinal3);
LOCSsuperimp_run1 = length(LOCSfinal4_run1);
PKSsuperimp_run1 = length(PKSfinal4_run1);
figure(1)
plot(LOCSfinal, PKSfinal, 'r+')
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal3, PKSfinal3, 'b+')
legend('Pre-Thresholding', 'Post-Thresholding');
titlename = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s - Pre- and PostThresholding', DCcycle, n);
title(titlename)
xlabel('Time (*100 #samples)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
xlim([0, 16e+04])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2e+04:16e+04))
ylim([0, 50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:5:50))
figure(2)
LOCSfinal3 = LOCSfinal3./(60*100);
plot(LOCSfinal3, PKSfinal3, 'b+');
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal4_run1, PKSfinal4_run1, 'g+')
legend('Baseline 1', 'Baseline 2');
titlename = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %d - Peaks, Two Baselines',
DCcycle, m);
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title(titlename)
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
xlim([0, 30])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:5:30))
ylim([0, 50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:5:50))
itsaveref12 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str);
ItsaveStr2 = strcat(itsaveref12, '_baselines_peakcounts');
itsaveref10 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str);
printtitle10 = strcat(itsaveref10, '_thresholdanalysis');
print('-f1', '-dtiff', printtitle10);
itsaveref11 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str);
printtitle11 = strcat(itsaveref11, '_baselineanalysis');
print('-f2', '-dtiff', printtitle11);;
save
ItsaveStr2LOCSprethr_run1PKSprethr_run1LOCSpostthr_run1PKSpostthr_run1LOCS
superimp_run1PKSsuperimp_run1
movefile('ItsaveStr2.mat', ItsaveStr2);
filename = strcat(DCshort, '_metrics2');
RowNames10 = {'LOCSprethr'; 'PKSprethr'; 'LOCSpostthr';
'PKSpostthr'; 'LOCSsuperimp'; 'PKSsuperimp'};
VarNames10 = [LOCSprethr_run1; PKSprethr_run1; LOCSpostthr_run1;
PKSpostthr_run1; LOCSsuperimp_run1; PKSsuperimp_run1];
xlswrite(filename, RowNames10, 'Sheet1', 'A38:A43');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames10, 'Sheet1', 'B38:B43');
elseif m == 2;
n = num2str(m);
cd(Workingfolder)
ItsavematA = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str,
'_prethr');
ItsavematB = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str,
'_postthr');
load(ItsavematA)
load(ItsavematB)
cd(folderstr)
ItsavematC = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str,
'_Alg2vectors');
load(ItsavematC);
LOCSprethr_run2 = length(LOCSfinal); %These have already been
calculated [e.g., CPN1a etc.] but place here anyway.
PKSprethr_run2 = length(PKSfinal);
LOCSpostthr_run2 = length(LOCSfinal3);
PKSpostthr_run2 = length(PKSfinal3);
LOCSsuperimp_run2 = length(LOCSfinal4_run2);
PKSsuperimp_run2 = length(PKSfinal4_run2);
figure(3)
plot(LOCSfinal, PKSfinal, 'r+')
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal3, PKSfinal3, 'b+')
legend('Pre-Thresholding', 'Post-Thresholding');
titlename = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s - Pre- and PostThresholding', DCcycle, n);
title(titlename)
xlabel('Time (*100 #samples)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
xlim([0, 16e+04])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2e+04:16e+04))
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ylim([0, 50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:5:50))
figure(4)
LOCSfinal3 = LOCSfinal3./(60*100);
plot(LOCSfinal3, PKSfinal3, 'b+');
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal4_run2, PKSfinal4_run2, 'g+')
legend('Baseline 1', 'Baseline 2');
titlename = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %d - Peaks, Two Baselines',
DCcycle, m);
title(titlename)
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
xlim([0, 30])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:5:30))
ylim([0, 50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:5:50))
itsaveref12 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str);
ItsaveStr2 = strcat(itsaveref12, '_baselines_peakcounts');
itsaveref10 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str);
printtitle10 = strcat(itsaveref10, '_thresholdanalysis');
print('-f3', '-dtiff', printtitle10);
itsaveref11 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str);
printtitle11 = strcat(itsaveref11, '_baselineanalysis');
print('-f4', '-dtiff', printtitle11);
save
ItsaveStr2LOCSprethr_run2PKSprethr_run2LOCSpostthr_run2PKSpostthr_run2LOCS
superimp_run2PKSsuperimp_run2
movefile('ItsaveStr2.mat', ItsaveStr2);
filename = strcat(DCshort, '_metrics2');
VarNames10 = [LOCSprethr_run2; PKSprethr_run2; LOCSpostthr_run2;
PKSpostthr_run2; LOCSsuperimp_run2; PKSsuperimp_run2];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames10, 'Sheet1', 'C38:C43');
elseif m == 3;
n = num2str(m);
cd(Workingfolder)
ItsavematA = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str,
'_prethr');
ItsavematB = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str,
'_postthr');
load(ItsavematA)
load(ItsavematB)
cd(folderstr)
ItsavematC = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str,
'_Alg2vectors');
load(ItsavematC);
LOCSprethr_run3 = length(LOCSfinal); %These have already been
calculated [e.g., CPN1a etc.] but place here anyway.
PKSprethr_run3 = length(PKSfinal);
LOCSpostthr_run3 = length(LOCSfinal3);
PKSpostthr_run3 = length(PKSfinal3);
LOCSsuperimp_run3 = length(LOCSfinal4_run3);
PKSsuperimp_run3 = length(PKSfinal4_run3);
figure(5)
plot(LOCSfinal, PKSfinal, 'r+')
hold on
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plot(LOCSfinal3, PKSfinal3, 'b+')
legend('Pre-Thresholding', 'Post-Thresholding');
titlename = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %s - Pre- and PostThresholding', DCcycle, n);
title(titlename)
xlabel('Time (*100 #samples)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
xlim([0, 16e+04])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2e+04:16e+04))
ylim([0, 50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:5:50))
figure(6)
LOCSfinal3 = LOCSfinal3./(60*100);
plot(LOCSfinal3, PKSfinal3, 'b+');
hold on
plot(LOCSfinal4_run3, PKSfinal4_run3, 'g+')
legend('Baseline 1', 'Baseline 2');
titlename = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle run %d - Peaks, Two Baselines',
DCcycle, m);
title(titlename)
xlabel('Time (min)')
ylabel('Torque (Nm)')
xlim([0, 30])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:5:30))
ylim([0, 50])
set(gca, 'YTick', (0:5:50))
itsaveref12 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str);
ItsaveStr2 = strcat(itsaveref12, '_baselines_peakcounts');
itsaveref10 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str);
printtitle10 = strcat(itsaveref10, '_thresholdanalysis');
print('-f5', '-dtiff', printtitle10);
itsaveref11 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str);
printtitle11 = strcat(itsaveref11, '_baselineanalysis');
print('-f6', '-dtiff', printtitle11);
save
ItsaveStr2LOCSprethr_run3PKSprethr_run3LOCSpostthr_run3PKSpostthr_run3LOCS
superimp_run3PKSsuperimp_run3
movefile('ItsaveStr2.mat', ItsaveStr2);
filename = strcat(DCshort, '_metrics2');
VarNames10 = [LOCSprethr_run3; PKSprethr_run3; LOCSpostthr_run3;
PKSpostthr_run3; LOCSsuperimp_run3; PKSsuperimp_run3];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames10, 'Sheet1', 'D38:D43');
end
end
cd(USBFolder)
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PeaksStore2
%***PeaksStore2***
cd(folderstr)
for m = 1:3;
n = num2str(m);
if m == 1;
Itsavemat2 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str,
'_Alg2vectors.mat');
save
Itsavemat2TimeTrim_run1TorqueTrim_run1LOCSfinal4_run1PKSfinal4_run1LOCSfin
al6_run1PKSfinal6_run1LOCSfinal7_run1PKSfinal7_run1LOCSfinal8_run1PKSfinal
8_run1
movefile('Itsavemat2.mat', Itsavemat2) %Renames it to the string
name above.
elseif m == 2;
Itsavemat2 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str,
'_Alg2vectors.mat');
save
Itsavemat2TimeTrim_run2TorqueTrim_run2LOCSfinal4_run2PKSfinal4_run2LOCSfin
al6_run2PKSfinal6_run2LOCSfinal7_run2PKSfinal7_run2LOCSfinal8_run2PKSfinal
8_run2
movefile('Itsavemat2.mat', Itsavemat2)
elseif m == 3;
Itsavemat2 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str,
'_Alg2vectors.mat');
save
Itsavemat2TimeTrim_run3TorqueTrim_run3LOCSfinal4_run3PKSfinal4_run3LOCSfin
al6_run3PKSfinal6_run3LOCSfinal7_run3PKSfinal7_run3LOCSfinal8_run3PKSfinal
8_run3
movefile('Itsavemat2.mat', Itsavemat2)
end
end
cd(USBFolder)
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PeaksStore3
%***PeaksStore3***
cd(folderstr)
for m = 1:3;
n = num2str(m);
if m == 1;
Itsavemat3 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str, '_Nonnormalized_metrics.mat');
save
Itsavemat3MaxWp_run1MinWp_run1AvgWp_run1StdWp_run1FirstFiveWp_run1LastFive
Wp_run1SDIM3Wp_run1MaxEx_run1MinEx_run1AvgEx_run1StdEx_run1FirstFiveEx_run
1LastFiveEx_run1SDIM3Ex_run1CPNWp_run1CPNEx_run1EPNWp_run1EPNEx_run1XPNWp_
run1XPNEx_run1
movefile('Itsavemat3.mat', Itsavemat3)
RowNames3 = {'MaxWp'; 'MinWp'; 'AvgWp'; 'StdWp'; 'FirstFiveWp';
'LastFiveWp'; 'SDIM3Wp'; 'MaxEx'; 'MinEx'; 'AvgEx'; 'StdEx';
'FirstFiveEx'; 'LastFiveEx'; 'SDIM3Ex'; 'CPNWp'; 'CPNEx'; 'EPNWp';
'EPNEx'; 'XPNWp'; 'XPNEx'};
VarNames3 = [MaxWp_run1; MinWp_run1; AvgWp_run1; StdWp_run1;
FirstFiveWp_run1; LastFiveWp_run1; SDIM3Wp_run1; MaxEx_run1; MinEx_run1;
AvgEx_run1; StdEx_run1; FirstFiveEx_run1; LastFiveEx_run1; SDIM3Ex_run1;
CPNWp_run1; CPNEx_run1; EPNWp_run1; EPNEx_run1; XPNWp_run1; XPNEx_run1];
xlswrite(filename, RowNames3, 'A16:A35');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames3, 'B16:B35');
elseif m == 2;
Itsavemat3 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str, '_Nonnormalized_metrics.mat');
save
Itsavemat3MaxWp_run2MinWp_run2AvgWp_run2StdWp_run2FirstFiveWp_run2LastFive
Wp_run2SDIM3Wp_run2MaxEx_run2MinEx_run2AvgEx_run2StdEx_run2FirstFiveEx_run
2LastFiveEx_run2SDIM3Ex_run2CPNWp_run2CPNEx_run2EPNWp_run2EPNEx_run2XPNWp_
run2XPNEx_run2
movefile('Itsavemat3.mat', Itsavemat3)
VarNames3 = [MaxWp_run2; MinWp_run2; AvgWp_run2; StdWp_run2;
FirstFiveWp_run2; LastFiveWp_run2; SDIM3Wp_run2; MaxEx_run2; MinEx_run2;
AvgEx_run2; StdEx_run2; FirstFiveEx_run2; LastFiveEx_run2; SDIM3Ex_run2;
CPNWp_run2; CPNEx_run2; EPNWp_run2; EPNEx_run2; XPNWp_run2; XPNEx_run2];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames3, 'C16:C35');
elseif m == 3;
Itsavemat3 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str, '_Nonnormalized_metrics.mat');
save
Itsavemat3MaxWp_run3MinWp_run3AvgWp_run3StdWp_run3FirstFiveWp_run3LastFive
Wp_run3SDIM3Wp_run3MaxEx_run3MinEx_run3AvgEx_run3StdEx_run3FirstFiveEx_run
3LastFiveEx_run3SDIM3Ex_run3CPNWp_run3CPNEx_run3EPNWp_run3EPNEx_run3XPNWp_
run3XPNEx_run3
movefile('Itsavemat3.mat', Itsavemat3)
VarNames3 = [MaxWp_run3; MinWp_run3; AvgWp_run3; StdWp_run3;
FirstFiveWp_run3; LastFiveWp_run3; SDIM3Wp_run3; MaxEx_run3; MinEx_run3;
AvgEx_run3; StdEx_run3; FirstFiveEx_run3; LastFiveEx_run3; SDIM3Ex_run3;
CPNWp_run3; CPNEx_run3; EPNWp_run3; EPNEx_run3; XPNWp_run3; XPNEx_run3];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames3, 'D16:D35');
end
end
cd(USBFolder)
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PeaksStore4
%***PeaksStore4***
cd(folderstr)
for m = 1:3;
n = num2str(m);
if m == 1;
Itsavemat4 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str,
'_Normalized_metrics.mat');
save
Itsavemat4NormFactor_run1StdDev_run1MaxNormPks_run1MinNormPks_run1AvgNormP
ks_run1StdNormPks_run1FirstFiveNormPks_run1LastFiveNormPks_run1SDIM3NormPk
s_run1
movefile('Itsavemat4.mat', Itsavemat4)
RowNames4 = {'NormFactor'; 'StdDevNormRegion'; 'MaxNormPks';
'MinNormPks'; 'AvgNormPks'; 'StdNormPks'; 'FirstFiveNormPks';
'LastFiveNormPks'; 'SDIM3NormPks'};
VarNames4 = [NormFactor_run1; StdDev_run1; MaxNormPks_run1;
MinNormPks_run1; AvgNormPks_run1; StdNormPks_run1; FirstFiveNormPks_run1;
LastFiveNormPks_run1; SDIM3NormPks_run1];
xlswrite(filename, RowNames4, 'F16:F24');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames4, 'G16:G24');
elseif m == 2;
Itsavemat4 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str,
'_Normalized_metrics.mat');
save
Itsavemat4NormFactor_run2StdDev_run2MaxNormPks_run2MinNormPks_run2AvgNormP
ks_run2StdNormPks_run2FirstFiveNormPks_run2LastFiveNormPks_run2SDIM3NormPk
s_run2
movefile('Itsavemat4.mat', Itsavemat4)
VarNames4 = [NormFactor_run2; StdDev_run2; MaxNormPks_run2;
MinNormPks_run2; AvgNormPks_run2; StdNormPks_run2; FirstFiveNormPks_run2;
LastFiveNormPks_run2; SDIM3NormPks_run2];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames4, 'H16:H24');
elseif m == 3;
Itsavemat4 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str,
'_Normalized_metrics.mat');
save
Itsavemat4NormFactor_run3StdDev_run3MaxNormPks_run3MinNormPks_run3AvgNormP
ks_run3StdNormPks_run3FirstFiveNormPks_run3LastFiveNormPks_run3SDIM3NormPk
s_run3
movefile('Itsavemat4.mat', Itsavemat4)
VarNames4 = [NormFactor_run3; StdDev_run3; MaxNormPks_run3;
MinNormPks_run3; AvgNormPks_run3; StdNormPks_run3; FirstFiveNormPks_run3;
LastFiveNormPks_run3; SDIM3NormPks_run3];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames4, 'I16:I24');
end
end
cd(USBFolder)
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PeaksStore7
%***PeaksStore7 Loop -- Saving Everything as XLSX and MAT and TIFFs
%Modified for final curve fit (exponential).
%Storing data as .MAT files.
cd(folderstr)
k = fitprompt;
if k == 1 || k == 2 || k ==3;
ItsaveStr = strcat(DCshort, '_SineFitCustom_metrics_run', num2str(k),
'.mat');
elseif k == 4;
ItsaveStr = strcat(DCshort, '_SineFitCustom_metrics_Allruns.mat');
end
ItsaveVar = genvarname(ItsaveStr);
save
ItsaveVarabConfintsssersquaredfeadjrsquarermsenumobsnumparamresidualsJacob
ianexitflagfirstorderoptiterationsfuncCountcgiterationsalgorithmmessage;
movefile('ItsaveVar.mat', ItsaveVar);
%Note if data is recalled later same var names for each run (but this is
%also apparent across other files). If need variables just call them
%accordingly.
%Storing data in the Excel spreadsheet (in different sheets).
Loopsheet = strcat('Sheet', num2str(k+1)); %The data for each run is saved
in Sheet (k+1) of same spreadsheet.
RowNames6 = {'a';'b'};
VarNames6 = [a;b];
xlswrite(filename, {'Coefficients'}, Loopsheet, 'A1')
xlswrite(filename, RowNames6, Loopsheet, 'A2:A3');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames6, Loopsheet, 'B2:B3');
VarNames7 = [Confints];
xlswrite(filename, {'Confints'}, Loopsheet, 'D1');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames7, Loopsheet, 'D2:E3');
RowNames8 = {'sse';'rsquare';'dfe';'adjrsquare';'rmse'};
VarNames8 = [sse;rsquare;dfe;adjrsquare;rmse];
xlswrite(filename, RowNames8, Loopsheet, 'G2:G6');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames8, Loopsheet, 'H2:H6');
RowNames9 = {'numobs'; 'numparam'; 'exitflag'; 'firstorderopt';
'iterations'; 'funcCount'; 'cgiterations'};
VarNames9 = [numobs; numparam; exitflag; firstorderopt; iterations;
funcCount; cgiterations];
xlswrite(filename, RowNames9, Loopsheet, 'A12:A18');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames9, Loopsheet, 'B12:B18');
VarNames10 = {algorithm};
VarNames11 = {message};
xlswrite(filename, VarNames10, Loopsheet, 'B19');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames11, Loopsheet, 'B20');
xlswrite(filename, {'algorithm'}, Loopsheet, 'A19');
xlswrite(filename, {'message'}, Loopsheet, 'A20');
cd(USBFolder)
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PeaksStore8
%***PeaksStore8 Loop -- Saving Everything as XLSX and MAT and TIFFs
itsaveref12 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str);
n = num2str(m);
%Storing data as .MAT files.
cd(folderstr)
for m = 1:3;
if m == 1;
itsaveref12 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str);
ItsaveStr2 = strcat(itsaveref12, '_baselines_peakcounts.mat');
itsaveref10 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str);
printtitle10 = strcat(itsaveref10, '_thresholdanalysis');
print('-f1', '-dtiff', printtitle10);
itsaveref11 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str);
printtitle11 = strcat(itsaveref11, '_baselineanalysis');
print('-f2', '-dtiff', printtitle11);
%ItsaveVar2 = genvarname(ItsaveStr2);
save
ItsaveStr2LOCSprethr_run1PKSprethr_run1LOCSpostthr_run1PKSpostthr_run1LOCS
superimp_run1PKSsuperimp_run1
movefile('ItsaveVar2.mat', ItsaveVar2);
filename = strcat(DCshort, '_metrics2');
RowNames10 = {'LOCSprethr'; 'PKSprethr'; 'LOCSpostthr';
'PKSpostthr'; 'LOCSsuperimp'; 'PKSsuperimp'};
VarNames10 = [LOCSprethr_run1 PKSprethr_run1 LOCSpostthr_run1
PKSpostthr_run1 LOCSsuperimp_run1 PKSsuperimp_run1];
xlswrite(filename, RowNames10, 'Sheet1', 'A38:A43');
xlswrite(filename, VarNames10, 'Sheet1', 'B38:B43');
elseif m == 2;
itsaveref12 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str);
ItsaveStr2 = strcat(itsaveref12, '_baselines_peakcounts.mat');
itsaveref10 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str);
printtitle10 = strcat(itsaveref10, '_thresholdanalysis');
print('-f3', '-dtiff', printtitle10);
itsaveref11 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str);
printtitle11 = strcat(itsaveref11, '_baselineanalysis');
print('-f4', '-dtiff', printtitle11);
ItsaveVar2 = genvarname(ItsaveStr2);
save
ItsaveVar2LOCSprethr_run2PKSprethr_run2LOCSpostthr_run2PKSpostthr_run2LOCS
superimp_run2PKSsuperimp_run2
movefile('ItsaveVar2.mat', ItsaveVar2);
filename = strcat(DCshort, '_metrics2');
VarNames10 = [LOCSprethr_run2 PKSprethr_run2 LOCSpostthr_run2
PKSpostthr_run2 LOCSsuperimp_run2 PKSsuperimp_run2];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames10, 'Sheet1', 'C38:C43');
elseif m == 3;
itsaveref12 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str);
ItsaveStr2 = strcat(itsaveref12, '_baselines_peakcounts.mat');
itsaveref10 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str);
printtitle10 = strcat(itsaveref10, '_thresholdanalysis');
print('-f5', '-dtiff', printtitle10);
itsaveref11 = strcat(DCshort, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str);
printtitle11 = strcat(itsaveref11, '_baselineanalysis');
print('-f6', '-dtiff', printtitle11);
ItsaveVar2 = genvarname(ItsaveStr2);
save
ItsaveVar2LOCSprethr_run3PKSprethr_run3LOCSpostthr_run3PKSpostthr_run3LOCS
superimp_run3PKSsuperimp_run3
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movefile('ItsaveVar2.mat', ItsaveVar2);
filename = strcat(DCshort, '_metrics2');
VarNames10 = [LOCSprethr_run3 PKSprethr_run3 LOCSpostthr_run3
PKSpostthr_run3 LOCSsuperimp_run3 PKSsuperimp_run3];
xlswrite(filename, VarNames10, 'Sheet1', 'D38:D43');
end
end
cd(USBFolder)
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timeloadloop
%timeloadloop
%A loop which loads the Time Torque data for a given run.
n = num2str(m);
dcrunname = strcat('DC', ONstr, OFFstr, '_rightquads_run', n);
xlsfilestr = strcat('E:\PhD Thesis\Part II\Chapter 6 Duty Cycle A Refined\MATLAB Study 2\Raw Data Sets XLSX Files\', dcrunname, '.xlsx');
data = xlsread(xlsfilestr);
Time = data(:,1);
Torque = data(:,2);
cd(Workingfolder)
Torqcorr = strcat(prompt1str, '_run', num2str(m), '_it',
prompt2str,'_Torquecorrection_data.mat');
load(Torqcorr);
NewVec = [Time_1; Torque_1; Time_2; Torque_2; Time_3; Torque_3; Time_4;
Torque_4; LCF_1; LCF_2; LCF_Error];
cd(USBFolder)
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timeloadloop5
%timeloadloop5
n = num2str(m);
%A loop which loads the thresholded peak data so the relevant graphs may
be
%generated.
Workingfolder = sprintf('%s_Data', DCshort); %Old folder with the thr
data.
cd C:\
cd(Workingfolder);
if m == 1;
Postthrdata = strcat(ONstr, OFFstr, '_run', n, '_it', prompt2str,
'_postthr.mat');
load(Postthrdata);
elseif m == 2;
Postthrdata = strcat(ONstr, OFFstr, '_run', n, '_it', prompt3str,
'_postthr.mat');
load(Postthrdata);
elseif m == 3;
Postthrdata = strcat(ONstr, OFFstr, '_run', n, '_it', prompt4str,
'_postthr.mat');
load(Postthrdata);
end

%A loop which loads the Time Torque data for a given run.
dcrunname = strcat('DC', ONstr, OFFstr, '_rightquads_run', n);
xlsfilestr = strcat('E:\PhD Thesis\Part II\Chapter 6 Duty Cycle A Refined\MATLAB Study 2\Raw Data Sets XLSX Files\', dcrunname, '.xlsx');
data = xlsread(xlsfilestr);
Time = data(:,1);
Torque = data(:,2);
Torqcorr = strcat(prompt1str, '_run', num2str(m), '_it',
prompt2str,'_Torquecorrection_data.mat');
load(Torqcorr);
NewVec = [Time_1; Torque_1; Time_2; Torque_2; Time_3; Torque_3; Time_4;
Torque_4; LCF_1; LCF_2; LCF_Error];
cd(USBFolder);
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timeloadloop6
%timeloadloop6
%A loop which loads the Time Torque data ONLY for a given run.
n = num2str(j);
dcrunname = strcat('DC', ONstr, OFFstr, '_rightquads_run', n);
xlsfilestr = strcat('E:\PhD Thesis\Part II\Chapter 6 Duty Cycle A Refined\MATLAB Study 2\Raw Data Sets XLSX Files\', dcrunname, '.xlsx');
data = xlsread(xlsfilestr);
Time = data(:,1);
Torque = data(:,2);

<ExpFit.sfit> not included
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6B. CODE FOR 3:3 DATA: RE-WRITING TO EXCEL

Data33_metrixport
%Re-writing 3:3 data to existing spreadsheet. Code adapted from
%PeaksProcessing3
clear
clc
%Don't need to re-write row names as already there in the algorithm.
DataFolder = 'E:\PhD Thesis\Part II\Chapter 6 Duty Cycle A Refined\Chapter 6 - Final Analysis\Iteration IV - Final
Data\Data\33_Data';
filename = strcat(DataFolder, '\33_metrics');
CodeFolder = 'E:\PhD Thesis\Part II\Chapter 6 Duty Cycle A Refined\Chapter 6 - Final Analysis\Iteration IV - Final Code';
for k = 1:3
cd(DataFolder)
if k == 1:3
DCshort = num2str(33);
prompt = num2str(k);
itsaveref = strcat(DCshort, '_run', prompt, '_it4')
dataref1 = '_CPN_data';
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref1);
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsavemat3, '.mat')
load(itsavemat3)
metrics1 = [CPN1a;CPN1b;CPN2;CPN3;CPN4;CPN5;CPN6;EPN;APN;XPN];
xlswrite(filename, metrics1, 'B1:B10')
dataref2 = '_Wp_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref2);
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsavemat4, '.mat')
load(itsavemat4)
metrics2a = [Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1, Median1, m1, b1, rsq1];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2a,'G2:N2');
dataref3 = '_Ex_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref3);
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsavemat5, '.mat')
load(itsavemat5)
metrics2b = [Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2, b2, rsq2];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2b,'G3:N3');
dataref4 = '_WpandEx_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref4);
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsavemat6, '.mat')
load(itsavemat6)
metrics2c = [Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3, b3, rsq3];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2c,'G4:N4');
dataref5 = '_SDIM_data';
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref5);
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsavemat7, '.mat')
load(itsavemat7)
metrics3 = [SDIM2WpWp;SDIM2ExEx;SDIM2WpEx];
xlswrite(filename,metrics3, 'B12:B14');
dataref6 = '_Anglemetric_data';
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itsavemat8 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref6);
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsavemat8, '.mat')
load(itsavemat8)
metrics4 =
[MaxAngle;MinAngle;AngleRange;AverageAngle;MedianAngle];
xlswrite(filename,metrics4, 'B17:B21');
dataref7 = '_Torquecorrection_data';
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref7);
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsavemat9, '.mat')
load(itsavemat9)
metrics5 =
[Time_1;Torque_1;Time_2;Torque_2;Time_3;Torque_3;Time_4;Torque_4;LCF_1;LCF
_2;LCF_Error];
xlswrite(filename, metrics5, 'B23:B33');
elseif k == 2;
DCshort = num2str(33);
prompt = num2str(k);
itsaveref = strcat(DCshort, '_run', prompt, '_it4')
dataref1 = '_CPN_data';
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref1);
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsavemat3, '.mat')
load(itsavemat3)
metrics1 = [CPN1a;CPN1b;CPN2;CPN3;CPN4;CPN5;CPN6;EPN;APN;XPN];
xlswrite(filename, metrics1, 'C1:C10')
dataref2 = '_Wp_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref2);
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsavemat4, '.mat')
load(itsavemat4)
metrics2a = [Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1, Median1, m1, b1, rsq1];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2a,'G6:N6');
dataref3 = '_Ex_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref3);
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsavemat5, '.mat')
load(itsavemat5)
metrics2b = [Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2, b2, rsq2];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2b,'G7:N7');
dataref4 = '_WpandEx_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref4);
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsavemat6, '.mat')
load(itsavemat6)
metrics2c = [Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3, b3, rsq3];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2c,'G8:N8');
dataref5 = '_SDIM_data';
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref5);
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsavemat7, '.mat')
load(itsavemat7)
metrics3 = [SDIM2WpWp;SDIM2ExEx;SDIM2WpEx];
xlswrite(filename,metrics3, 'C12:C14');
dataref6 = '_Anglemetric_data';
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref6);
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsavemat8, '.mat')
load(itsavemat8)
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metrics4 =
[MaxAngle;MinAngle;AngleRange;AverageAngle;MedianAngle];
xlswrite(filename,metrics4, 'C17:C21');
dataref7 = '_Torquecorrection_data';
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref7);
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsavemat9, '.mat')
load(itsavemat9)
metrics5 =
[Time_1;Torque_1;Time_2;Torque_2;Time_3;Torque_3;Time_4;Torque_4;LCF_1;LCF
_2;LCF_Error];
xlswrite(filename, metrics5, 'C23:C33');
elseif k == 3;
DCshort = num2str(33);
prompt = num2str(k);
itsaveref = strcat(DCshort, '_run', prompt, '_it4')
dataref1 = '_CPN_data';
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref1);
itsavemat3 = strcat(itsavemat3, '.mat')
load(itsavemat3)
metrics1 = [CPN1a;CPN1b;CPN2;CPN3;CPN4;CPN5;CPN6;EPN;APN;XPN];
xlswrite(filename, metrics1, 'D1:D10')
dataref2 = '_Wp_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref2);
itsavemat4 = strcat(itsavemat4, '.mat')
load(itsavemat4)
metrics2a = [Max1, Min1, Range1, Average1, Median1, m1, b1, rsq1];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2a,'G10:N10');
dataref3 = '_Ex_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref3);
itsavemat5 = strcat(itsavemat5, '.mat')
load(itsavemat5)
metrics2b = [Max2, Min2, Range2, Average2, Median2, m2, b2, rsq2];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2b,'G11:N11');
dataref4 = '_WpandEx_Torquemetric_data';
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref4);
itsavemat6 = strcat(itsavemat6, '.mat')
load(itsavemat6)
metrics2c = [Max3, Min3, Range3, Average3, Median3, m3, b3, rsq3];
xlswrite(filename,metrics2c,'G12:N12');
dataref5 = '_SDIM_data';
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref5);
itsavemat7 = strcat(itsavemat7, '.mat')
load(itsavemat7)
metrics3 = [SDIM2WpWp;SDIM2ExEx;SDIM2WpEx];
xlswrite(filename,metrics3, 'D12:D14');
dataref6 = '_Anglemetric_data';
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref6);
itsavemat8 = strcat(itsavemat8, '.mat')
load(itsavemat8)
metrics4 =
[MaxAngle;MinAngle;AngleRange;AverageAngle;MedianAngle];
xlswrite(filename,metrics4, 'D17:D21');
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dataref7 = '_Torquecorrection_data';
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsaveref, dataref7);
itsavemat9 = strcat(itsavemat9, '.mat')
load(itsavemat9)
metrics5 =
[Time_1;Torque_1;Time_2;Torque_2;Time_3;Torque_3;Time_4;Torque_4;LCF_1;LCF
_2;LCF_Error];
xlswrite(filename, metrics5, 'D23:D33');
else
end
cd(DataFolder)
end
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6C. FAULT DIAGNOSTICS FOR ALGORITHMS
Algorithms were run several times, and iterations were performed over months. Various
datasets were generated, assessed, then algorithms were refined with several iterations.
There were four main iterations performed. Algorithm I was run initially, then a baseline
error was discovered (figure 6A.1). Following this, algorithm II was developed, to generate
more precise baselines for torque-time datasets. Several errors were discovered, and some
fault diagnostic examples are presented herein.

Figure 6A.1. Sample data showing baseline error. Shown here is a sample output from
the algorithm (run 2 of the 2:6 duty cycle). The figures denote various steps in the signal
processing procedure from raw torque to thresholded peaks. The figure highlighted
(rectangle) is an inverted raw torque waveform, with baseline correction. Manual inspection
deemed this too inaccurate, hence peaks would have some considerable error. Following this
discovery, Algorithm II was developed to produce a more accurate baseline. An entire
archive of these plots, for all runs of each duty cycle, may found in appendix 6D.
Algorithm II
Data were run through algorithm II. Following this, there were a few more errors discovered
in the results, with some errors leading back to algorithm I (table 6A.1). An error list was
noted (table 6A.1), and more detail presented for some issues (tables 6A.2,3). A list of
recommendations was then drafted before algorithm III was run.
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Table 6A.1. Fault Diagnosis Table 1 – General Algorithm Issues (Notable) after Running Algorithm
II
Algorithm I:
• Angle metrics files missing from run folders (.MAT files missing from runs 2 and 3 for data
sets). Code corrected.
• Baseline Error.[Algorithm II developed]
Algorithm II:
• TrimError syntax confusing.Kept as original to avoid mass re-writing of code.
• Dataset (run)-specific issues [table 6A.2]. See table.
• Curve Fits did not work [table 6A.3]. See table.
• Metrics2 data XLS sheet appeared incorrect (the writing of code to Excel). Also, NTI values
missing. Correct code.
Table 6A.2. Fault Diagnosis Table 2 – Specific Datasets
Experimental Dataset
Issue
2:3 run 3
End peaks missing.

3:3 run 2
Torque and Time vectors not starting at zero.
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Potential
Causative
Fault/Location
Algorithm I.

Hypothesized Fixing
Procedure

Algorithm II.

Open up loops where
Torque/Time data is
located to investigate.
Re-run decided instead.
Fault couldn’t be
identified.

Perform a more
manually precise peak
add/removal process
using ginput functions
in PeaksAlgorithm 1.
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3:3 run 3
End peaks missing.

Algorithm I.

Perform a more
manually precise peak
add/removal process
using ginput functions
in PeaksAlgorithm 1.

1:6 run 1
Start peaks missing.

Algorithm I.

Perform a more
manually precise peak
add/removal process
using ginput functions
in PeaksAlgorithm 1.
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1:6 run 3
Start peaks missing.

Algorithm I.

Perform a more
manually precise peak
add/removal process
using ginput functions
in PeaksAlgorithm 1.

3:9 run 3
Start peaks missing.

Algorithm I.

Perform a more
manually precise peak
add/removal process
using ginput functions
in PeaksAlgorithm 1.

1:3 test
Several issues.

Algorithm II
(likely), done
in haste.

Perform analysis more
carefully.
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Table 6A.3. Curve Fitting Error.
Initially, it was decided to try and fit all data to a sinusoidal fit (two term), of the form:
𝑦 = 𝑎 ∗ sin(𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐) + 𝑑 ∗ sin(𝑒𝑥 + 𝑓) + 𝑔
Using MATLAB’s curve fitting feature. However, it was discovered that curves fitted to the
data had some variability, changing if the same dataset was subjected to a few iterations of
cure fitting (figure 6A.3 shows an example of this for the 3:3 duty cycle). Discussions with a
colleague led a list of various reasons to be hypothesized to why fits could be variable for the
same experimental conditions:
• Inherent randomness of fit? Data quite variable and fits differed sometimes.
• The default algorithm used by MATLAB (Trust-region) is not as accurate as the
Levenberg-Marquardt option.
• The regions in which the MATLAB curve fitting algorithm were to be fitted may have
required some tweaking.
• The two-term sinusoid may not be an appropriate fit.

Solution:
Run Algorithm III and use a new fit. As it is expected (in most cases) that muscle fatigue
occurs over time, there needs to be a damped curve fit. The new equation could be:
𝒚 = 𝒂 ∗ 𝒆−𝒃𝒙 (𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝒄𝒙 + 𝒅)) + 𝒆
The new algorithm chosen in MATLAB curve fitting options could be: LevenbergMarquardt.
Appendix 6C lists results of altering curve fit parameters with a sample dataset.

Figure 6A.2. Curve fitting parameters. The top
image shows the fit performed, using a custom
two-term sinusoidal equation. The bottom two
figures show fit options: the default curve-fitting
algorithm (left), and the one which will be used in
the next iteration of the algorithm (right).
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Figure 6A.3. Three different curve fits for the same dataset. This finding was problematic,
and the curve fit was altered before attempting its’ incorporation into the final algorithm.

Following preliminary curve fitting results, further curve fits were trialled with a sample
dataset, generated by Algorithm II. The condition tested was the 3:3 duty cycle data [various
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runs]. Trial functions were tested to see the appropriateness of fit. Further, various curve fit
algorithms were also trialled. These may be summarized as such [figures not shown]:
Some trial curve fit procedures [chronological order]:
• Trial data: 3:3 duty cycle, run 3
o Trial function: a*exp(-b*x)*(sin(c*x + d)) + e
o Trial curve fit algorithm: Trust-Region
o Poor fit, negative R-squared.
• Trial curve fit algorithm: Levenberg-Marquardt
o Still variability in same dataset.
• Trial function: a*exp(-b*x)
o Trial curve fit algorithm: Trust-Region
o Seems stable.
o LM also stable.
• Trial data: 3:3 duty cycle, run 2.
o Trial curve fit algorithm: Trust-Region
o Trial function: a*exp(-b*x)
o Trial curve fit algorithm: Levenberg-Marquardt
Conclusion:
• Use a fit of a*exp(-b*x)with the Levenberg-Marquardt fit, for all duty cycles.
• This may omit sinusoidal periodicity but will be adequate for purposes of this
experiment.
• Also R-squared may be lower than a more precise sinusoidal term, but stability is
important factor.
Recommendations 27-5-17 [Run after fixing these outstanding errors]*
1. Modify curve fit set-up – sinusoid with an exponential term. If this works, write
code to XLS spreadsheet (so modify code as well). If not, abandon. Rectified 29-517. See above for reasoning.
2. Modify code such that NTI values area added to the XLSwrite. Rectified 29-5-17.
3. Re-run peak analysis procedure through Algorithm III. Be conservative with use of
ginputremoval as this takes away peaks in the vicinity of removed points. So if
peaks are present in baseline when they shouldn’t be, don’t remove. They will be
removed by thresholding (threshold function). Decided to keep as four files as this
is easier for fault diagnoses and less prone to error. Algorithm III will be run in
concordance with this principle.
CODE ITERATIONS COMPLETE
ANALYSE DATA – BEST AS GOING TO GET IN TIME LIMITATIONS
*Notes altered post-hoc for purposes of thesis flow.
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6D. AUXILIARY DATA FROM ALGORITHMS

Algorithm I

6D.1. Angle Data
The angle of the dynamometer seemed fairly consistent across experiments. At most, it varied
by 3.31 degrees [yellow]. Hence, the leg can be said to have been fairly still during electrical
stimulation.

Table 6A.4a. Angle Data
1:3 run 1
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle
2:3 run 1
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle
3:3 run 1
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle
1:6 run 1
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle
1:9 run 1
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle

1:3 run 2
59.79
56.57
3.21
58.27
58.27

1:3 run 3
59.95
56.79
3.16
58.44
58.44

2:3 run 2
60.35
57.04
3.31
58.74
58.74

60.16
56.94
3.22
58.62
58.63
2:3 run 3

61.22
58.00
3.22
59.69
59.69
3:3 run 2

60.90
57.65
3.25
59.31
59.31

61.05
57.84
3.21
59.49
59.49
3:3 run 3

61.44
58.29
3.15
59.90
59.90
1:6 run 2

61.52
58.30
3.22
59.98
59.98

61.31
58.13
3.18
59.78
59.78
1:6 run 3

61.64
58.42
3.22
60.11
60.11
1:9 run 2

60.21
57.03
3.18
58.67
58.67
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60.83
57.74
3.09
59.32
59.32
1:9 run 3

60.71
57.52
3.19
59.16
59.16

60.21
56.96
3.24
58.65
58.65
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Table 6A.4b. Angle Data (continued)
1:3 test
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle
2:6 run 1
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle
3:9 run 1
Max Angle
Min Angle
Angle Range
Average Angle
Median Angle

60.17
56.93
3.24
58.61
58.62
2:6 run 2
60.95
57.67
3.28
59.36
59.36

2:6 run 3
60.31
57.03
3.27
58.75
58.76

3:9 run 2
60.27
57.09
3.18
58.75
58.75

6D.2. Compound Plots
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60.53
57.41
3.12
59.06
59.06
3:9 run 3

60.08
56.90
3.18
58.55
58.55

61.41
58.19
3.21
59.84
59.84
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Figure 6A.4. Compound plots for 1:3.
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Figure 6A.5. Compound plots for 2:3.
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Figure 6A.6. Compound plots for 3:3.
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Figure 6A.7. Compound plots for 1:3 [test].
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Figure 6A.8. Compound plots for 1:6.
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Figure 6A.9. Compound plots for 1:9.
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Figure 6A.10. Compound plots for 2:6.
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Figure 6A.11. Compound plots for 3:9.
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6D.3a. Peak Plots and Linear Regression Lines1

Figure 6A.12. Peak plots for 1:3 [3 runs] and Regression Lines

1

Slight differences existed in trendlines in images, compared with ones denoted (table).
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Figure 6A.13. Peak plots for 2:3 [3 runs] and Regression Lines
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Figure 6A.14. Peak plots for 3:3 [3 runs] and Regression Lines
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Figure 6A.15. Peak plots for 1:6 [3 runs] and Regression Lines
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Figure 6A.16. Peak plots for 1:9 [3 runs] and Regression Lines
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Figure 6A.16. Peak plots for 1:3 [test, 1 run] and Regression Lines
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Figure 6A.17. Peak plots for 2:6 [3 runs] and Regression Lines
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Figure 6A.18. Peak plots for 3:9 [3 runs] and Regression Lines
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6D.3b. Linear Regression Data
Table 6A.4c. Regression Data
1:3 run 1
m
b
Wp
-0.04 34.07
Ex
0.00 34.34
WpandEx
0.01 33.98
2:3 run 1
m
b
Wp
-0.05 30.95
Ex
-0.44 30.54
WpandEx
-0.34 30.95
3:3 run 1
m
b
Wp
-0.04 29.47
Ex
-0.56 16.19
WpandEx
-0.70 13.49
1:6 run 1
m
b
Wp
0.15 12.81
Ex
0.01 17.62
WpandEx
0.09 14.30
1:9 run 1
m
b
Wp
0.93 17.86
Ex
-0.02 21.41
WpandEx
0.15 18.35
1:3 test
m
b
Wp
0.40 23.61
Ex
-0.14 22.38
WpandEx
-0.08 22.26
2:6 run 1
m
b
Wp
0.40 17.05
Ex
-0.11 25.48
WpandEx
0.09 21.73
3:9 run 1
m
b
Wp
0.14 27.13
Ex
-0.45 27.45
WpandEx
-0.15 27.45

R2
0.00
0.00
0.00
R2
0.01
0.52
0.54
R2
0.01
0.51
0.75
R2
0.05
0.00
0.23
R2
0.67
0.01
0.37

1:3 run 2
b
38.93
29.77
38.93
2:3 run 2
m
b
1.13 34.95
-0.88 22.98
-0.59 29.17
3:3 run 2
m
b
0.64 17.00
-0.35 20.47
-0.19 17.00
1:6 run 2
m
b
0.36 24.93
0.02 28.98
0.22 19.40
1:9 run 2
m
b
0.35 16.71
0.13 18.28
0.17 16.71
m
0.34
-0.63
-0.58

R2
0.01
0.84
0.70
R2
0.51
0.87
0.68
R2
0.24
0.39
0.23
R2
0.23
0.01
0.50
R2
0.38
0.49
0.74

1:3 run 3
b
21.83
23.82
26.71
2:3 run 3
m
b
0.24 16.87
-0.42 13.58
-0.19 14.89
3:3 run 3
m
b
0.88 23.63
-0.47 13.30
-0.33 19.09
1:6 run 3
m
b
1.54 10.25
-0.08 17.90
0.15 10.41
1:9 run 3
m
b
1.02 29.56
0.04 31.92
0.24 29.68
m
-0.21
-0.14
-0.06

R2
0.10
0.07
0.03
R2
0.10
0.74
0.29
R2
0.70
0.53
0.48
R2
0.94
0.24
0.26
R2
0.27
0.04
0.42

R2
0.10
0.75
0.25
2

R
0.16
0.21
0.12

R2
0.00
0.67
0.08

2:6 run 2
m
b
0.40 19.35
0.13 31.34
0.22 23.31
3:9 run 2
m
b
0.25 26.82
-0.25 24.62
-0.09 24.62
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2

R
0.18
0.29
0.61

R2
0.10
0.45
0.14

2:6 run 3
m
b
0.49 25.85
-0.42 26.39
-0.18 26.39
3:9 run 3
m
b
1.59 18.79
-0.01 20.57
0.27 19.32

R2
0.29
0.81
0.31
R2
0.71
0.00
0.39
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Note that some of the linear regression data presented here may differ slightly from the
regression lines shown on-figure in appendix 6D.3a. This may be due to how the regression was
performed.
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6D.3c. Basic Metric Data
“Basic metric data” was defined as simple calculations involving waveforms. Shown herein are data that were obtained regarding maxima,
minima, ranges, averages and median torques. These are discussed in further detail in-text [algorithm II data].
Table 6A.4d. Basic Metric Data
1:3 run 1
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav
Wp
39.32 7.23 32.09 34.09
Ex
37.78 28.34 9.44 34.26
WpandEx 39.32 7.23 32.09 34.22
2:3 run 1
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav
Wp
34.29 29.22 5.07 31.28
Ex
37.04 19.56 17.48 27.94
WpandEx 37.04 19.56 17.48 28.67
3:3 run 1
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav
Wp
32.65 27.64 5.01 31.13
Ex
37.51 6.30 31.20 20.46
WpandEx 37.51 6.30 31.20 23.08
1:3 (test)
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav
Wp
28.18 14.64 13.54 24.07
Ex
26.58 22.05 4.53 23.72
WpandEx 28.18 14.64 13.54 23.79

Tmed Tmax
34.19 44.94
34.38 41.68
34.33 44.94
Tmed Tmax
31.02 37.83
27.94 42.97
29.00 42.97
Tmed Tmax
31.16 22.61
19.60 30.57
21.50 30.57

1:3 run 2
Tmin
Tr
Tav
5.08 39.86 40.26
28.05 13.63 33.32
5.08 39.86 34.70
2:3 run 2
Tmin
Tr
Tav
29.07 8.76 33.25
18.73 24.24 29.00
18.73 24.24 29.91
3:3 run 2
Tmin
Tr
Tav
9.01 13.60 21.08
14.29 16.28 20.03
9.01 21.56 20.30

Tmed
24.33
23.48
23.59
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Tmed Tmax
40.69 25.32
33.08 31.49
35.24 31.49
Tmed Tmax
33.85 22.05
28.20 25.47
29.87 25.47
Tmed Tmax
21.53 24.32
19.66 26.67
20.87 26.67

1:3 run 3
Tmin
Tr
Tav
21.34 3.98 23.22
17.64 13.86 23.45
17.64 13.86 23.40
2:3 run 3
Tmin
Tr
Tav
14.89 7.16 16.26
12.15 13.31 16.55
12.15 13.31 16.49
3:3 run 3
Tmin
Tr
Tav
18.67 5.65 22.05
7.16 19.51 19.06
7.16 19.51 19.80

Tmed
23.28
23.69
23.38
Tmed
16.09
16.43
16.19
Tmed
22.58
18.82
20.60
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Table 6A.4e. Basic Metric Data (continued)
1:6 run 1
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav Tmed
Wp
17.95 12.81 5.14 16.04 16.26
Ex
20.05 14.58 5.47 18.02 18.14
WpandEx 20.05 12.81 7.24 17.49 17.40
1:9 run 1
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav Tmed
Wp
20.53 14.12 6.41 17.69 17.77
Ex
23.27 17.79 5.49 21.18 21.29
WpandEx 23.27 14.12 9.16 20.19 20.78
2:6 run 1
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav Tmed
Wp
26.85 17.05 9.80 23.60 23.76
Ex
29.53 23.53 6.00 26.52 26.70
WpandEx 29.53 17.05 12.48 25.67 25.80
3:9 run 1
Tmax
Tmin
Tr
Tav Tmed
Wp
27.45 5.06 22.40 24.81 26.05
Ex
29.56 5.40 24.16 25.14 25.50
WpandEx 29.56 5.06 24.50 25.02 25.80

Tmax
26.36
32.97
32.97
Tmax
17.63
20.78
20.78
Tmax
27.69
32.97
32.97
Tmax
31.16
29.83
31.16

1:6 run 2
Tmin
Tr
Tav
19.40 6.96 25.09
24.77 8.20 29.95
19.40 13.56 28.64
1:9 run 2
Tmin
Tr
Tav
13.52 4.12 16.39
15.83 4.95 18.85
13.52 7.27 18.05
2:6 run 2
Tmin
Tr
Tav
19.35 8.35 25.59
24.50 8.46 29.22
19.35 13.62 28.16
3:9 run 2
Tmin
Tr
Tav
22.93 8.23 26.02
22.63 7.19 26.02
22.63 8.53 26.02
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Tmed Tmax
25.29 18.43
29.94 20.92
29.60 20.92
Tmed Tmax
16.67 32.23
19.11 34.86
18.13 34.86
Tmed Tmax
25.82 29.62
29.14 31.28
28.69 31.28
Tmed Tmax
25.81 20.84
26.67 24.03
25.94 24.03

1:6 run 3
Tmin
Tr
Tav
10.25 8.18 15.21
16.24 4.67 19.16
10.25 10.67 18.10
1:9 run 3
Tmin
Tr
Tav
20.06 12.17 27.72
29.30 5.56 32.41
20.06 14.79 31.00
2:6 run 3
Tmin
Tr
Tav
23.21 6.41 26.95
20.80 10.48 26.86
20.80 10.48 26.89
3:9 run 3
Tmin
Tr
Tav
8.80 12.04 17.07
6.64 17.39 22.15
6.64 17.39 20.29

Tmed
15.60
19.20
18.57
Tmed
28.20
32.48
31.85
Tmed
26.89
26.98
26.90
Tmed
18.18
22.40
21.56
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Algorithm II
6D.4. Comparison of Peak Counts [Pre-, Post- Thresholding and Superimposed]
Table 6A.5. Peak Number Metrics 2 – Locations and Peaks at Various
Points in Algorithm
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
1:3 run 3
LOCSprethr
256.00
254.00
254.00
PKSprethr
256.00
254.00
254.00
LOCSpostthr
252.00
252.00
251.00
PKSpostthr
252.00
252.00
251.00
LOCSsuperimp
252.00
252.00
251.00
PKSsuperimp
252.00
252.00
251.00
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
2:3 run 3
LOCSprethr
238.00
232.00
246.00
PKSprethr
238.00
232.00
246.00
LOCSpostthr
224.00
224.00
225.00
PKSpostthr
224.00
224.00
225.00
LOCSsuperimp
224.00
224.00
225.00
PKSsuperimp
224.00
224.00
225.00
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
3:3 run 3
LOCSprethr
226.00
225.00
238.00
PKSprethr
226.00
225.00
238.00
LOCSpostthr
204.00
203.00
203.00
PKSpostthr
204.00
203.00
203.00
LOCSsuperimp
204.00
203.00
203.00
PKSsuperimp
204.00
203.00
203.00
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
1:6 run 3
LOCSprethr
189.00
190.00
190.00
PKSprethr
189.00
190.00
190.00
LOCSpostthr
187.00
186.00
186.00
PKSpostthr
187.00
186.00
186.00
LOCSsuperimp
187.00
186.00
186.00
PKSsuperimp
187.00
186.00
186.00
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
1:9 run 3
LOCSprethr
143.00
153.00
150.00
PKSprethr
143.00
153.00
150.00
LOCSpostthr
142.00
148.00
146.00
PKSpostthr
142.00
148.00
146.00
LOCSsuperimp
142.00
148.00
146.00
PKSsuperimp
142.00
148.00
146.00
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
2:6 run 3
LOCSprethr
179.00
172.00
186.00
PKSprethr
179.00
172.00
186.00
LOCSpostthr
172.00
172.00
172.00
PKSpostthr
172.00
172.00
172.00
LOCSsuperimp
172.00
172.00
172.00
PKSsuperimp
172.00
172.00
172.00
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
3:9 run 3
LOCSprethr
153.00
155.00
154.00
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PKSprethr
153.00
155.00
154.00
LOCSpostthr
142.00
138.00
139.00
PKSpostthr
142.00
138.00
139.00
LOCSsuperimp
142.00
138.00
139.00
PKSsuperimp
142.00
138.00
139.00
LOCS – locations, PKS – peaks, prethr – before thresholding, postthr – after thresholding,
superimp – superimposition.
6D.5. Reference Torque Values and Plots
Algorithm I calculated four reference points. Algorithm II added a fifth reference point in
order to generate a new baseline. Shown in this appendix are data and plots for these
reference points. In all images, reference points were plotted on top of the raw torque
waveforms.
Table 6A.6. Torque Reference Data from Algorithm II
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
1:3 run 3
Time_1
87455.26
26488.79
27145.98
Torque_1
3.68
3.39
3.38
Time_2
105417.00
43529.00
45725.00
Torque_2
13.57
12.76
13.59
Time_3
257796.00
194891.00
196811.00
Torque_3
13.04
12.97
13.51
Time_4
264216.31
203020.22
200545.08
Torque_4
3.71
3.38
3.48
LCF_1
9.89
9.37
10.21
LCF_2
9.32
9.59
10.02
LCF_Error
5.72
-2.35
1.79
Time_5
135417.00
73529.00
75725.00
Torque_5
13.30
12.87
13.55
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
2:3 run 3
Time_1
65722.68
26028.27
27619.06
Torque_1
3.55
3.52
3.53
Time_2
81512.00
39898.00
43168.00
Torque_2
13.78
12.05
12.51
Time_3
238039.00
194585.00
197612.00
Torque_3
13.25
12.68
12.28
Time_4
241858.89
198568.63
241169.24
Torque_4
3.65
3.56
3.47
LCF_1
10.23
8.52
8.98
LCF_2
9.60
9.11
8.81
LCF_Error
6.11
-6.92
1.90
Time_5
118158.14
74548.96
77003.56
Torque_5
12.97
12.46
12.84
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
3:3 run 3
Time_1
56906.20
24510.41
24439.66
Torque_1
3.48
3.28
3.32
Time_2
75913.00
40487.00
35682.00
Torque_2
11.04
13.84
12.71
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Time_3
Torque_3
Time_4
Torque_4
LCF_1
LCF_2
LCF_Error
Time_5
Torque_5
Time_1
Torque_1
Time_2
Torque_2
Time_3
Torque_3
Time_4
Torque_4
LCF_1
LCF_2
LCF_Error
Time_5
Torque_5
Time_1
Torque_1
Time_2
Torque_2
Time_3
Torque_3
Time_4
Torque_4
LCF_1
LCF_2
LCF_Error
Time_5
Torque_5
Time_1
Torque_1
Time_2
Torque_2
Time_3
Torque_3
Time_4
Torque_4
LCF_1
LCF_2
LCF_Error

228730.00
193770.00
188405.00
13.32
12.49
12.56
234377.25
196373.25
192862.33
3.32
3.21
3.23
7.56
10.56
9.39
10.00
9.27
9.34
-32.33
12.18
0.54
108547.36
74040.38
68644.96
14.07
13.27
12.89
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
1:6 run 3
18250.54
25921.79
22962.77
3.53
3.49
3.37
40305.00
39036.00
37346.00
12.48
12.54
13.51
193695.00
192348.00
190604.00
12.28
13.09
13.52
198290.20
194313.66
198377.67
3.58
3.37
3.43
8.96
9.05
10.14
8.70
9.72
10.09
2.90
-7.34
0.54
73656.48
71992.21
70234.26
12.20
13.31
13.26
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
1:9 run 3
30530.52
37702.01
32845.53
3.57
3.61
3.60
40016.00
50128.00
49234.00
12.98
12.83
14.85
191640.00
202366.00
200908.00
12.56
13.12
14.30
195999.12
207394.87
206794.84
3.43
3.76
3.55
9.41
9.22
11.25
9.12
9.36
10.76
3.01
-1.46
4.36
72566.60
82498.59
81586.73
12.70
13.47
14.58
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
2:6 run 3
41573.35
19133.62
20039.40
3.40
3.39
3.33
55378.00
28065.00
33346.00
13.95
12.47
11.96
207773.00
179453.00
185451.00
12.84
12.97
13.43
212786.84
183416.61
190498.42
3.47
3.40
3.41
10.56
9.08
8.63
9.38
9.57
10.03
11.17
-5.50
-16.11
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Time_5
Torque_5
Time_1
Torque_1
Time_2
Torque_2
Time_3
Torque_3
Time_4
Torque_4
LCF_1
LCF_2
LCF_Error
Time_5
Torque_5

87878.80
59974.88
65803.59
12.94
12.99
14.39
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
3:9 run 3
30818.82
17254.47
17229.78
3.43
3.47
3.47
42548.00
30105.00
24415.00
9.07
14.07
13.59
194768.00
182029.00
176980.00
13.23
13.93
13.05
198331.58
185329.43
182218.92
3.47
3.58
3.47
5.64
10.60
10.12
9.76
10.34
9.58
-72.94
2.45
5.37
74740.51
62316.78
56845.72
13.30
14.12
12.92
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Figure 6A.19. Torque Reference Points for 1:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.20. Torque Reference Points for 2:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.21. Torque Reference Points for 3:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.22. Torque Reference Points for 1:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.23. Torque Reference Points for 1:9 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.24. Torque Reference Points for 2:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.25. Torque Reference Points for 3:9 [3 runs]
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6D.6. Baseline Torque Plots

Figure 6A.26. Baseline Torque Plots for 1:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.27. Baseline Torque Plots for 2:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.28. Baseline Torque Plots for 3:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.29. Baseline Torque Plots for 1:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.30. Baseline Torque Plots for 1:9 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.31. Baseline Torque Plots for 2:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.32. Baseline Torque Plots for 3:9 [3 runs]
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6D.7. Peak Plots (Re-ordered)

Figure 6A.33. Peak Plots (Re-ordered) for 1:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.34. Peak Plots (Re-ordered) for 2:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.35. Peak Plots (Re-ordered) for 3:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.36. Peak Plots (Re-ordered) for 1:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.37. Peak Plots (Re-ordered) for 1:9 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.38. Peak Plots (Re-ordered) for 2:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.39. Peak Plots (Re-ordered) for 3:9 [3 runs]
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6D.7. Superimposed Peak Plots

Figure 6A.40. Superimposed Peak Plots for 1:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.41. Superimposed Peak Plots for 2:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.42. Superimposed Peak Plots for 3:3 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.43. Superimposed Peak Plots for 1:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.44. Superimposed Peak Plots for 1:9 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.45. Superimposed Peak Plots for 2:6 [3 runs]
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Figure 6A.46. Superimposed Peak Plots for 3:9 [3 runs]
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6D.8. Exponential Curve Fits for each Duty Cycle [3 runs]

Figure 6A.47. Exponential Fit Curve across 3 runs, 1:3
Table 6A.7a. Coefficients of Exponential Fit and Confidence Intervals
Coefficients
Confints
a
1.047977
1.017536
1.078417
b
0.007798
0.005949
0.009646
Table 6A.7b. Goodness of Fit
sse
9.625028
rsquare
0.100817
dfe
605
adjrsquare
0.099331
rmse
0.126131
Table 6A.7c. Curve Fit Algorithm Results
numobs
607
numparam
2
exitflag
3
firstorderopt
8.87E-05
iterations
11
funcCount
43
cgiterations
#N/A
algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Success, but fitting stopped because change in
message
residuals less than tolerance (TolFun).
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Figure 6A.48. Exponential Fit Curve across 3 runs, 2:3
Table 6A.8a. Coefficients of Exponential Fit and Confidence Intervals
Coefficients
Confints
a
1.39698
1.357184
1.436775
b
0.026945
0.025066
0.028825
Table 6A.8b. Goodness of Fit
sse
6.662599
rsquare
0.609318
dfe
513
adjrsquare
0.608556
rmse
0.113963
Table 6A.8c. Curve Fit Algorithm Results
numobs
515
numparam
2
exitflag
3
firstorderopt
0.000669
iterations
10
funcCount
40
cgiterations
#N/A
algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Success, but fitting stopped because change in
message
residuals less than tolerance (TolFun).
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Figure 6A.49. Exponential Fit Curve across 3 runs, 3:3
Table 6A.9a. Coefficients of Exponential Fit and Confidence Intervals
Coefficients
Confints
a
1.226646
1.16159
1.291702
b
0.029054
0.025446
0.032661
Table 6A.9b. Goodness of Fit
sse
13.69023
rsquare
0.355234
dfe
448
adjrsquare
0.353795
rmse
0.17481
Table 6A.9c. Curve Fit Algorithm Results
numobs
450
numparam
2
exitflag
3
firstorderopt
0.004091
iterations
10
funcCount
40
cgiterations
#N/A
algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Success, but fitting stopped because change in
message
residuals less than tolerance (TolFun).
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Figure 6A.50. Exponential Fit Curve across 3 runs, 1:6
Table 6A.10a. Coefficients of Exponential Fit and Confidence Intervals
Coefficients
Confints
a
1.233624
1.20927
1.257979
b
0.001928
0.000727
0.003129
Table 6A.10b. Goodness of Fit
sse
2.898404
rsquare
0.024593
dfe
400
adjrsquare
0.022155
rmse
0.085123
Table 6A.10c. Curve Fit Algorithm Results
numobs
402
numparam
2
exitflag
4
firstorderopt
3.49E-08
iterations
9
funcCount
36
cgiterations
#N/A
algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Success, but fitting stopped because magnitude of
message
search direction smaller than tolerance (TolX).
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Figure 6A.51. Exponential Fit Curve across 3 runs, 1:9
Table 6A.11a. Coefficients of Exponential Fit and Confidence Intervals
Coefficients
Confints
a
1.144658
1.125872
1.163444
b
-0.00197
-0.00296
-0.00098
Table 6A.11b. Goodness of Fit
sse
1.042653
rsquare
0.049669
dfe
297
adjrsquare
0.046469
rmse
0.05925
Table 6A.11c. Curve Fit Algorithm Results
numobs
299
numparam
2
exitflag
4
firstorderopt
6.54E-06
iterations
9
funcCount
36
cgiterations
#N/A
algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Success, but fitting stopped because magnitude of
message
search direction smaller than tolerance (TolX).
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Figure 6A.52. Exponential Fit Curve across 3 runs, 2:6
Table 6A.12a. Coefficients of Exponential Fit and Confidence Intervals
Coefficients
Confints
a
1.189848
1.156704
1.222993
b
0.005898
0.00416
0.007637
Table 6A.12b. Goodness of Fit
sse
3.96425
rsquare
0.111315
dfe
358
adjrsquare
0.108833
rmse
0.10523
Table 6A.12c. Curve Fit Algorithm Results
numobs
360
numparam
2
exitflag
3
firstorderopt
2.61E-05
iterations
11
funcCount
43
cgiterations
#N/A
algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Success, but fitting stopped because change in
message
residuals less than tolerance (TolFun).
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Figure 6A.53. Exponential Fit Curve across 3 runs, 3:9
Table 6A.13a. Coefficients of Exponential Fit and Confidence Intervals
Coefficients
Confints
a
1.335135
1.269355
1.400914
b
0.012273
0.009124
0.015423
Table 6A.13b. Goodness of Fit
sse
7.018888
rsquare
0.189621
dfe
257
adjrsquare
0.186467
rmse
0.16526
Table 6A.13c. Curve Fit Algorithm Results
numobs
259
numparam
2
exitflag
4
firstorderopt
2.28E-05
iterations
9
funcCount
36
cgiterations
#N/A
algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Success, but fitting stopped because magnitude of
message
search direction smaller than tolerance (TolX).
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6D.9. Inversed Normalized Torque Integral Results
Table 6A.14. Inverse Normalised Integral Results
1:3
2:3
INI_run1
0.001532 INI_run1
INI_run2
0.001887 INI_run2
INI_run3
0.001536 INI_run3
INI_Run_Average 0.001652 INI_Run_Average
1:6
2:6
INI_run1
0.001377 INI_run1
INI_run2
0.001273 INI_run2
INI_run3
0.001216 INI_run3
INI_Run_Average 0.001288 INI_Run_Average
1:9
INI_run1
0.001292
INI_run2
0.001361
INI_run3
0.001303
INI_Run_Average 0.001319

0.002902
0.002982
0.002495
0.002793

3:3
INI_run1
INI_run2
INI_run3
INI_Run_Average

0.005881
0.003878
0.004249
0.004669

3:9
INI_run1
INI_run2
INI_run3
INI_Run_Average

0.003484
0.003589
0.002745
0.003273

0.002282
0.00223
0.002609
0.002374
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Table 6A.15. Normalized Metrics – Norm 1 [Warmup], Norm 2 [Warmup + Charge]
1:3
2:3
3:3
0.30712
0.43682
0.53409
Q_Total
5 Q_Total
1 Q_Total
4
200.407
150.515
NTI_run1
9 NTI_run1
4 NTI_run1
90.8216
162.740
146.472
137.716
NTI_run2
8 NTI_run2
5 NTI_run2
4
199.930
175.095
125.696
NTI_run3
5 NTI_run3
1 NTI_run3
2
652.528
344.569
NTI_run1_Norm2
8 NTI_run1_Norm2
6 NTI_run1_Norm2
170.048
529.884
335.314
257.850
NTI_run2_Norm2
5 NTI_run2_Norm2
3 NTI_run2_Norm2
6
650.974
400.839
235.344
NTI_run3_Norm2
4 NTI_run3_Norm2
1 NTI_run3_Norm2
8
0.00153
0.00290
0.00588
INI_run1
2 INI_run1
2 INI_run1
1
0.00188
0.00298
0.00387
INI_run2
7 INI_run2
2 INI_run2
8
0.00153
0.00249
0.00424
INI_run3
6 INI_run3
5 INI_run3
9
NTI_Run_Averag
611.129 NTI_Run_Averag
NTI_Run_Averag
221.081
e
2 e
360.241 e
1
0.00165
0.00279
0.00466
INI_Run_Average
2 INI_Run_Average
3 INI_Run_Average
9
1:6
2:6
0.30577
Q_Total
0.20475 Q_Total
5
148.727
133.982
NTI_run1
5 NTI_run1
7
160.896
137.132
NTI_run2
4 NTI_run2
2
168.405
117.220
NTI_run3
6 NTI_run3
5
726.385
438.174
NTI_run1_Norm2
9 NTI_run1_Norm2
1
448.474
NTI_run2_Norm2
785.819 NTI_run2_Norm2
1
822.493
383.355
NTI_run3_Norm2
7 NTI_run3_Norm2
4
0.00137
0.00228
INI_run1
7 INI_run1
2
0.00127
INI_run2
3 INI_run2
0.00223
INI_run3
0.00121 INI_run3
0.00260
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NTI_Run_Averag
e
INI_Run_Average
1:9
Q_Total
NTI_run1
NTI_run2
NTI_run3
NTI_run1_Norm2
NTI_run2_Norm2
NTI_run3_Norm2
INI_run1
INI_run2
INI_run3
NTI_Run_Averag
e
INI_Run_Average

6
778.232 NTI_Run_Averag
9 e
0.00128
8 INI_Run_Average

9
423.334
5
0.00237
4
3:9

0.15356
3
118.830
9
112.828
5
117.854
3
773.827
6
734.740
2
767.467
8
0.00129
2
0.00136
1
0.00130
3
758.678
5
0.00131
9

Q_Total
NTI_run1
NTI_run2
NTI_run3
NTI_run1_Norm2
NTI_run2_Norm2
NTI_run3_Norm2
INI_run1
INI_run2
INI_run3
NTI_Run_Averag
e
INI_Run_Average
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0.30519
6
87.6015
3
85.0290
1
111.183
1
287.033
3
278.604
2
364.3
0.00348
4
0.00358
9
0.00274
5
309.979
2
0.00327
3
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6E. ANCILLARY DATA FROM ANALYSES
Upon running the algorithms, some data were condensed into further smaller datasets. Herein is
a collection of some original tables with a more holistic collection of the original metrics. For
data, all was changed to 2-decimal places in MS Excel.
Peak Number Metric Data
Table 6A.16a. Peak Number Metrics
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
CPN1a
29119.00
20946.00
CPN1b
29119.00
20946.00
CPN2
256.00
254.00
CPN3
256.00
254.00
CPN4
256.00
254.00
CPN5
252.00
252.00
CPN6
252.00
252.00
EPN
250.00
250.00
APN
252.00
252.00
XPN
0.00
0.00
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
CPN1a
25683.00
19786.00
CPN1b
25682.00
19785.00
CPN2
238.00
232.00
CPN3
238.00
232.00
CPN4
238.00
232.00
CPN5
224.00
224.00
CPN6
224.00
224.00
EPN
214.29
214.29
APN
216.29
216.29
XPN
-7.71
-7.71
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
CPN1a
25568.00
20282.00
CPN1b
25567.00
20283.00
CPN2
226.00
224.00
CPN3
226.00
225.00
CPN4
226.00
225.00
CPN5
204.00
203.00
CPN6
204.00
203.00
EPN
187.50
187.50
APN
189.50
189.50
XPN
-14.50
-13.50
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
CPN1a
23972.00
22399.00
CPN1b
23972.00
22399.00
CPN2
189.00
189.00
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1:3 run 3
20158.00
20158.00
254.00
254.00
254.00
251.00
251.00
250.00
252.00
1.00
2:3 run 3
25536.00
25536.00
246.00
246.00
246.00
225.00
225.00
214.29
216.29
-8.71
3:3 run 3
20644.00
20644.00
238.00
238.00
238.00
203.00
203.00
187.50
189.50
-13.50
1:6 run 3
23927.00
23928.00
190.00
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CPN3
CPN4
CPN5
CPN6
EPN
APN
XPN

189.00
189.00
187.00
187.00
166.67
168.67
-18.33

190.00
190.00
186.00
186.00
166.67
168.67
-17.33

190.00
190.00
186.00
186.00
166.67
168.67
-17.33

Table 6A.16b. Peak Number Metrics (continued)
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
1:9 run 3
CPN1a
23430.00
24729.00
24279.00
CPN1b
23430.00
24729.00
24278.00
CPN2
132.00
133.00
134.00
CPN3
143.00
153.00
150.00
CPN4
143.00
153.00
150.00
CPN5
142.00
148.00
146.00
CPN6
142.00
148.00
146.00
EPN
125.00
125.00
125.00
APN
127.00
127.00
127.00
XPN
-15.00
-21.00
-19.00
1:3 test
CPN1a
20658.00
CPN1b
20657.00
CPN2
253.00
CPN3
253.00
CPN4
253.00
CPN5
251.00
CPN6
251.00
EPN
250.00
APN
252.00
XPN
1.00
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
2:6 run 3
CPN1a
25967.00
21361.00
21429.00
CPN1b
25967.00
21361.00
21429.00
CPN2
179.00
173.00
186.00
CPN3
179.00
172.00
186.00
CPN4
179.00
172.00
186.00
CPN5
172.00
172.00
172.00
CPN6
172.00
172.00
172.00
EPN
150.00
150.00
150.00
APN
152.00
152.00
152.00
XPN
-20.00
-20.00
-20.00
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
3:9 run 3
CPN1a
23526.00
21179.00
21145.00
CPN1b
23525.00
21180.00
21145.00
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CPN2
CPN3
CPN4
CPN5
CPN6
EPN
APN
XPN

126.00
153.00
153.00
142.00
142.00
107.14
109.14
-32.86

126.00
155.00
155.00
138.00
138.00
107.14
109.14
-28.86
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126.00
154.00
154.00
139.00
139.00
107.14
109.14
-29.86
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SDIM2 Data
Initially, the SDIM2 data were to be analyzed through examining the “SignCon” [number of
positives and negatives]. A negative SDIM2 indicates the end contractions overall were greater
than the starting contractions. Conversely, a positive value indicates a reduction in torque
relative to the beginning of the contractile period being examined. Data are presented in table
6A.19 for the SignCon and SDIM2 data for each run of each duty cycle. Upon further
consideration, SDIM2 data were averaged and a statistical analysis was performed in an attempt
to compare torque waveforms after stimulation at different duty cycles. This was achieved by
calculation of standard deviations and subsequently standard errors (table 6A.20). Furthermore,
t-tests were performed in an attempt to compare all duty cycles with the 1:3 condition. As may
be seen in table 6A.19 there was much variability in the 1:3 data.
Table 6A.17. SDIM2 for Different Portions of Waveforms
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
1:3 run 3
SignCon
SDIM2WpWp
-6.27
-13.82
5.12
SDIM2ExEx
-4.44
24.71
-14.88
SDIM2WpEx
-9.11
3.60
-7.57
# positive/negative
3 (+), 0 (–)
2 (+), 1 (–)
1 (+), 2 (–)
6 (+), 3(–)
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
2:3 run 3
SDIM2WpWp
0.21
-10.38
0.06
SDIM2ExEx
22.01
32.28
27.31
SDIM2WpEx
9.59
10.19
9.51
# positive/negative
3 (+), 0 (–)
2 (+), 1 (–)
3 (+), 0 (–)
8 (+), 1(–)
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
3:3 run 3
SDIM2WpWp
5.70
10.65
-15.78
SDIM2ExEx
33.69
20.20
27.58
SDIM2WpEx
46.11
13.49
13.54
# positive/negative
3 (+), 0 (–)
3 (+), 0 (–)
2 (+), 1 (–)
8 (+), 1 (–)
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
1:6 run 3
SDIM2WpWp
-1.62
-0.33
-24.34
SDIM2ExEx
-4.13
-7.25
6.74
SDIM2WpEx
-4.22
-13.22
-21.26
# positive/negative
0 (+), 3 (–)
0 (+), 3 (–)
1 (+), 2 (–)
1 (+), 8 (–)
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
1:9 run 3
SDIM2WpWp
-11.49
-9.82
-18.05
SDIM2ExEx
-3.69
-9.51
1.58
SDIM2WpEx
-13.28
-9.82
-16.17
# positive/negative
0 (+), 3 (–)
0 (+), 3 (–)
1 (+), 2 (–)
1 (+), 8 (–)
1:3 test
SDIM2WpWp
2.17
SDIM2ExEx
9.62
SDIM2WpEx
7.99
# positive/negative
3 (+), 0 (–)
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
2:6 run 3
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SDIM2WpWp
SDIM2ExEx
SDIM2WpEx
# positive/negative

0.85
0.24
-3.79
1.64
-16.00
10.79
-5.71
-5.67
1.63
2 (+), 1 (–)
1 (+), 2 (–)
2 (+), 1 (–)
5 (+), 4 (–)
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
3:9 run 3
SDIM2WpWp
-8.14
-0.22
-57.36
SDIM2ExEx
12.82
6.49
-8.36
SDIM2WpEx
-9.79
0.84
-55.59
# positive/negative
1 (+), 2 (–)
2 (+), 1 (–)
0 (+), 3 (–)
3 (+), 6 (–)
SignCon – Total number of positive and negative SDIM2’s for a given duty cycle and its’ 3
runs.
Table 6A.18. Statistical Analysis of SDIM2 Data from Table 6A.17.
T-test
against
1:3

Run 1
Run 2
Run 3 Average
S.D.
S.E.
13 WpWp
-6.27
-13.82
5.12
-4.99
7.79
4.49
ExEx
-4.44
24.71
-14.88
1.80
16.75
9.67
WpEx
-9.11
3.6
-7.57
-4.36
5.66
3.27
23 WpWp
0.21
-10.38
0.06
-3.37
4.96
2.86
0.82
ExEx
22.01
32.28
27.31
27.20
4.19
2.42
0.16
WpEx
9.59
10.19
9.51
9.76
0.30
0.18
0.07
33 WpWp
5.7
10.65
-15.78
0.19
11.47
6.62
0.63
ExEx
33.69
20.2
27.58
27.16
5.52
3.18
0.16
WpEx
46.11
13.49
13.54
24.38
15.37
8.87
0.10
16 WpWp
-1.62
-0.33
-24.34
-8.76
11.03
6.37
0.71
ExEx
-4.13
-7.25
6.74
-1.55
6.00
3.46
0.81
WpEx
-4.22
-13.22
-21.26
-12.90
6.96
4.02
0.25
19 WpWp
-11.49
-9.82
-18.05
-13.12
3.55
2.05
0.28
ExEx
-3.69
-9.51
1.58
-3.87
4.53
2.62
0.68
WpEx
-13.28
-9.82
-16.17
-13.09
2.60
1.50
0.15
13 Test WpWp
2.17
2.17
0.00
ExEx
9.62
9.62
0.00
WpEx
7.99
7.99
0.00
26 WpWp
0.85
0.24
-3.79
-0.90
2.06
1.19
0.54
ExEx
1.64
-16
10.79
-1.19
11.12
6.42
0.85
WpEx
-5.71
-5.67
1.63
-3.25
3.45
1.99
0.83
39 WpWp
-8.14
-0.22
-57.36
-21.91
25.28
14.59
0.45
ExEx
12.82
6.49
-8.36
3.65
8.88
5.13
0.90
WpEx
-9.79
0.84
-55.59
-21.51
24.48
14.14
0.43
The standard error (S.E.) was found by dividing the standard deviation (S.D.) by the square
root of n (i.e., square root of 3 = 1.73).
Also notable was the type of t-test used. Results for examples changed for the t-test if a different
variation was used.
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Statistics Resources used in SDIM2 section 23-6-17:
https://www.ncsu.edu/labwrite/res/gt/gt-stat-home.html
http://egret.psychol.cam.ac.uk/statistics/local_copies_of_sources_Cardinal_and_Aitken_ANOV
A/errorbars.htm
http://www.radford.edu/~biol-web/stats.html
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/T-TEST-function-D4E08EC3-C545-485F-962E276F7CBED055
http://www.excel-easy.com/examples/t-test.html
https://www.isixsigma.com/tools-templates/analysis-of-variance-anova/how-compare-data-setsanova/
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/F-TEST-function-100A59E7-4108-46F8-844378FFACB6C0A7
http://www.real-statistics.com/chi-square-and-f-distributions/two-sample-hypothesis-testingcomparing-variances/
http://blog.minitab.com/blog/understanding-statistics/what-can-you-say-when-your-p-value-isgreater-than-005
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Table 6A.19. Local Correction Factors
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
LCF1
9.89
LCF2
9.32
LCFError
5.72
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
LCF1
10.23
LCF2
9.60
LCFError
6.11
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
LCF1
7.56
LCF2
10.00
LCFError
-32.33
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
LCF1
8.96
LCF2
8.70
LCFError
2.90
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
LCF1
9.41
LCF2
9.12
LCFError
3.01
1:3 test
LCF1
11.66
LCF2
10.44
LCFError
10.47
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
LCF1
10.56
LCF2
9.38
LCFError
11.17
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
LCF1
5.64
LCF2
9.76
LCFError
-72.94

1:3 run 3
9.37
9.59
-2.35

10.21
10.02
1.79

5DC
2/3

8.98
8.81
1.90

5DC
1/3

9.39
9.34
0.54

5DC
1/3

10.14
10.09
0.54

5DC
2/3

11.25
10.76
4.36

5DC
3/3

2:3 run 3
8.52
9.11
-6.92
3:3 run 3
10.56
9.27
12.18
1:6 run 3
9.05
9.72
-7.34
1:9 run 3
9.22
9.36
-1.46

5DC
0/1
2:6 run 3
9.08
9.57
-5.50

8.63
10.03
-16.11

5DC
0/3

10.12
9.58
5.37

5DC
1/3

3:9 run 3
10.60
10.34
2.45

TDC
10/22
5AC – 5% difference criterion, TDC – total difference count. 5AC shows how many of the
LCFError values are less than 5%, for a given duty cycle. TDC is a total count of these across
all experimental conditions.
Of note were two large LCFError values. These occurred for 3:3 run 1 and 3:9 run 1, with values
in table 6A.21 (yellow). This was due to an error in manual selection of the point designated as
Torque2 (i.e., manually selected baseline reference point). This may be seen by examining
graphs 6A.21a and 6A.25a in earlier appendix.
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Table 6A.20. Peak Number Metrics 2
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
CPNWp
48.00
CPNEx
204.00
EPNWp
52.00
EPNEx
200.00
XPNWp
4.00
XPNEx
-4.00
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
CPNWp
53.00
CPNEx
171.00
EPNWp
44.86
EPNEx
171.43
XPNWp
-8.14
XPNEx
0.43
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
CPNWp
54.00
CPNEx
150.00
EPNWp
39.50
EPNEx
150.00
XPNWp
-14.50
XPNEx
0.00
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
CPNWp
53.00
CPNEx
134.00
EPNWp
35.33
EPNEx
133.33
XPNWp
-17.67
XPNEx
-0.67
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
CPNWp
42.00
CPNEx
100.00
EPNWp
27.00
EPNEx
100.00
XPNWp
-15.00
XPNEx
0.00
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
CPNWp
52.00
CPNEx
120.00
EPNWp
32.00
EPNEx
120.00
XPNWp
-20.00
XPNEx
0.00
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
CPNWp
55.00
CPNEx
87.00

1:3 run 3
50.00
202.00
52.00
200.00
2.00
-2.00

50.00
201.00
52.00
200.00
2.00
-1.00
2:3 run 3

52.00
172.00
44.86
171.43
-7.14
-0.57

53.00
172.00
44.86
171.43
-8.14
-0.57
3:3 run 3

53.00
150.00
39.50
150.00
-13.50
0.00

53.00
150.00
39.50
150.00
-13.50
0.00
1:6 run 3

52.00
134.00
35.33
133.33
-16.67
-0.67

52.00
134.00
35.33
133.33
-16.67
-0.67
1:9 run 3

49.00
99.00
27.00
100.00
-22.00
1.00

46.00
100.00
27.00
100.00
-19.00
0.00
2:6 run 3

52.00
120.00
32.00
120.00
-20.00
0.00

52.00
120.00
32.00
120.00
-20.00
0.00
3:9 run 3

52.00
86.00
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EPNWp
EPNEx
XPNWp
XPNEx

23.43
85.71
-31.57
-1.29

Table 6A.21. Baseline Comparisons
1:3 run 1
Time_2
17.57
Time_5
22.57
Time5_run
5.00
5DL*
0
OldTrimRef
-14.20
NewTrimRef
-13.29
TrimError
0.91
2:3 run 1
Time_2
13.59
Time_5
19.69
Time5_run
6.11
5DL
1.11
OldTrimRef
-13.90
NewTrimRef
-13.04
TrimError
0.86
3:3 run 1
Time_2
12.65
Time_5
18.09
Time5_run
5.44
5DL
0.44
OldTrimRef
-16.81
NewTrimRef
-13.11
TrimError
3.71
1:6 run 1
Time_2
6.72
Time_5
12.28
Time5_run
5.56
5DL
0.56
OldTrimRef
-13.49
NewTrimRef
-12.77
TrimError
0.72
1:9 run 1
Time_2
6.67
Time_5
12.09
Time5_run
5.43
5DL
0.43
OldTrimRef
-14.63
NewTrimRef
-13.57

23.43
85.71
-28.57
-0.29

23.43
85.71
-29.57
-0.29

1:3 run 2
7.25
12.25
5.00
0
-13.89
-13.26
0.63
2:3 run 2
6.65
12.42
5.78
0.78
-13.45
-12.76
0.70
3:3 run 2
6.75
12.34
5.59
0.59
-15.06
-12.69
2.37
1:6 run 2
6.51
12.00
5.49
0.49
-16.32
-13.17
3.15
1:9 run 2
8.35
13.75
5.40
0.40
-15.23
-13.85

1:3 run 3
7.62
12.62
5.00
0
-15.24
-13.53
1.72
2:3 run 3
7.19
12.83
5.64
0.64
-14.55
-12.56
2.00
3:3 run 3
5.95
11.44
5.49
0.49
-14.96
-12.73
2.23
1:6 run 3
6.22
11.71
5.48
0.48
-14.58
-13.39
1.20
1:9 run 3
8.21
13.60
5.39
0.39
-18.68
-14.44
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TrimError

1.07
1.39
4.24
2:6 run 1
2:6 run 2
2:6 run 3
Time_2
9.23
4.68
5.56
Time_5
14.65
10.00
10.97
Time5_run
5.42
5.32
5.41
5DL
0.42
0.32
0.41
OldTrimRef
-16.59
-16.61
-16.68
NewTrimRef
-13.61
-13.68
-13.91
TrimError
2.97
2.93
2.77
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
3:9 run 3
Time_2
7.09
5.02
4.07
Time_5
12.46
10.39
9.47
Time5_run
5.37
5.37
5.41
5DL
0.37
0.37
0.41
OldTrimRef
-18.00
-17.63
-14.88
NewTrimRef
-13.07
-13.42
-12.98
TrimError
4.93
4.21
1.89
*5DL – 5 Dev Latency. How much over 5 min the second period began. Calculated by manually
inspecting the data and subtracting.
Basic Metrics
Table 6A.22a. Basic Metrics
1:3 run 1
MaxWp
MinWp
AvgWp
StdWp
MaxEx
MinEx
AvgEx
StdEx

1:3 run 2
38.41
6.32
33.18
4.21
36.87
27.43
33.35
1.36

2:3 run 1
MaxWp
MinWp
AvgWp
StdWp
MaxEx
MinEx
AvgEx
StdEx

44.31
4.45
39.63
5.24
41.05
27.42
32.69
4.01
2:3 run 2

35.23
28.36
30.56
1.28
36.18
18.70
26.96
3.52
3:3 run 1

MaxWp
MinWp
AvgWp
StdWp

1:3 run 3

2:3 run 3
39.94
28.38
32.80
2.39
42.27
18.03
28.13
5.59

3:3 run 2
28.94
2.60
26.47
4.67
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23.60
19.62
21.51
0.96
29.78
15.92
21.73
3.01
20.06
12.90
14.36
1.16
23.47
10.16
14.53
2.88
3:3 run 3

23.19
6.63
18.82
2.00

22.09
4.93
19.60
2.55
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MaxEx
MinEx
AvgEx
StdEx

33.80
9.62
16.82
4.33
1:6 run 1

MaxWp
MinWp
AvgWp
StdWp
MaxEx
MinEx
AvgEx
StdEx

28.19
11.91
17.61
3.24
1:6 run 2

17.23
12.09
15.28
1.01
19.33
15.19
17.35
1.12

Table 6A.22b. Basic Metrics (continued)
1:9 run 1
MaxWp
19.46
MinWp
13.05
AvgWp
16.63
StdWp
1.58
MaxEx
22.20
MinEx
17.47
AvgEx
20.17
StdEx
0.87
2:6 run 1
MaxWp
23.99
MinWp
14.08
AvgWp
20.70
StdWp
1.52
MaxEx
26.55
MinEx
20.55
AvgEx
23.56
StdEx
1.47
3:9 run 1
MaxWp
22.53
MinWp
0.13
AvgWp
19.97
StdWp
4.93
MaxEx
24.63
MinEx
0.47
AvgEx
20.17
StdEx
3.34
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24.44
9.95
16.85
3.73
1:6 run 3

23.77
16.25
21.97
1.12
29.82
23.32
26.86
0.92

1:9 run 2

17.29
9.05
14.09
2.30
19.72
16.36
17.99
0.92

1:9 run 3
16.25
12.13
14.99
0.87
19.39
14.83
17.49
0.99

2:6 run 2

27.99
15.82
23.66
3.05
30.61
25.05
28.17
1.26
2:6 run 3

24.76
16.41
22.66
1.37
30.04
21.98
26.35
1.29
3:9 run 2

26.85
20.44
24.16
1.29
28.51
18.03
24.09
2.79
3:9 run 3

26.95
18.72
21.77
1.16
25.62
18.43
21.83
2.24

18.95
4.75
15.01
3.10
22.14
18.67
20.48
0.77
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Table 6A.22c. SDIM3 for Different Portions of Waveforms [with post-hoc analyses]
1:3 run 1
1:3 run 2
1:3 run 3
Average
S.D.
S.E.
FirstFiveWp
LastFiveWp
SDIM3Wp
FirstFiveEx
LastFiveEx
SDIM3Ex
#positive/negative*

FirstFiveWp
LastFiveWp
SDIM3Wp
FirstFiveEx
LastFiveEx
SDIM3Ex
#positive/negative*

FirstFiveWp
LastFiveWp
SDIM3Wp
FirstFiveEx
LastFiveEx
SDIM3Ex
#positive/negative*

FirstFiveWp
LastFiveWp
SDIM3Wp
FirstFiveEx
LastFiveEx
SDIM3Ex
#positive/negative*

FirstFiveWp
LastFiveWp
SDIM3Wp
FirstFiveEx
LastFiveEx
SDIM3Ex
#positive/negative*

29.80
34.62
20.87
32.39
39.12
20.22
-8.71
-13.00
3.14
31.95
38.94
20.70
33.41
29.16
24.03
-4.57
25.11
-16.11
0 (+), 2 (–)
1 (+), 1 (–) 1 (+), 1 (–)
2:3 run 1
2:3 run 2
2:3 run 3
30.28
29.29
14.47
31.84
35.44
15.53
-5.13
-21.01
-7.33
34.94
40.30
20.22
23.20
21.47
11.68
33.58
46.72
42.26
1 (+), 1 (–)
1 (+), 1 (–) 1 (+), 1 (–)
3:3 run 1
3:3 run 2
3:3 run 3
26.88
15.24
17.26
16.74
20.56
18.00
37.71
-34.91
-4.25
29.62
24.30
22.50
10.92
18.33
11.12
63.14
24.56
50.57
2 (+), 0 (–)
1 (+), 1 (–) 1 (+), 1 (–)
1:6 run 1
1:6 run 2
1:6 run 3
13.19
19.58
9.99
14.81
22.10
16.56
-12.27
-12.88
-65.75
15.72
24.31
17.66
16.31
26.08
16.66
-3.72
-7.27
5.66
0 (+), 2 (–)
0 (+), 2 (–) 1 (+), 1 (–)
1:9 run 1
1:9 run 2
1:9 run 3
14.42
17.46
-21.05
19.23
19.78
-2.86
0 (+), 2 (–)

13.28
18.90
14.66
27.54
-10.40
-45.74
15.72
26.79
17.05
27.20
-8.50
-1.50
0 (+), 2 (–) 0 (+), 2 (–)
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28.43
30.58
-6.19
30.53
28.87
1.48

5.70
7.82
6.83
7.51
3.83
17.36

3.29
4.52
3.94
4.34
2.21
10.02

Average

S.D.

S.E.

24.68
27.60
-11.16
31.82
18.78
40.85

7.23
8.66
7.03
8.49
5.07
5.46

4.17
5.00
4.06
4.90
2.93
3.15

Average

S.D.

S.E.

19.79
18.43
-0.48
25.47
13.46
46.09

5.08
1.59
29.77
3.02
3.45
16.07

2.93
0.92
17.19
1.75
1.99
9.28

Average

S.D.

S.E.

14.25
17.82
-30.30
19.23
19.68
-1.78

3.99
3.11
25.07
3.68
4.53
5.45

2.30
1.79
14.47
2.12
2.61
3.15

Average

S.D.

S.E.

15.53
19.89
-25.73
20.58
21.34
-4.29

2.43
5.53
14.80
4.62
4.29
3.03

1.40
3.19
8.55
2.67
2.48
1.75
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2:6 run 1
FirstFiveWp
LastFiveWp
SDIM3Wp
FirstFiveEx
LastFiveEx
SDIM3Ex
#positive/negative*

FirstFiveWp
LastFiveWp
SDIM3Wp
FirstFiveEx
LastFiveEx
SDIM3Ex
#positive/negative*

2:6 run 2

2:6 run 3

17.69
20.02
21.90
21.34
23.29
23.65
-20.60
-16.34
-8.02
23.95
23.09
25.44
22.34
28.41
19.77
6.73
-23.02
22.31
1 (+), 1 (–)
0 (+), 2 (–) 1 (+), 1 (–)
3:9 run 1
3:9 run 2
3:9 run 3
19.47
22.26
-14.36
23.87
14.61
38.78
1 (+), 1 (–)

22.19
8.77
21.89
14.68
1.35
-67.43
22.79
20.15
19.89
19.25
12.74
4.44
2 (+), 0 (–) 1 (+), 1 (–)
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Average

S.D.

S.E.

19.87
22.76
-14.99
24.16
23.51
2.01

1.72
1.01
5.22
0.97
3.62
18.80

0.99
0.59
3.02
0.56
2.09
10.86

Average

S.D.

S.E.

16.81
19.61
-26.81
22.27
17.92
18.65

5.79
3.49
29.43
1.56
2.35
14.63

3.34
2.01
16.99
0.90
1.36
8.45
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Table 6A.23a. Normalized Peak Data [1:3, 2:3, 3:3, 1:6]
1:3 Average
S.D.
S.E.
NormFactor (Nm)
31.96
7.71
4.45
StdDevNormRegion(Nm)
1.02
0.22
0.13
MaxNormPks
1.16
0.15
0.09
MinNormPks
0.74
0.05
0.03
AvgNormPks
0.93
0.09
0.05
StdNormPks
0.09
0.04
0.02
FirstFiveNormPks
0.95
0.01
0.01
LastFiveNormPks
0.94
0.16
0.09
SDIM3NormPks (%)
1.48
17.37
10.03
2:3 Average
S.D.
S.E.
NormFactor (Nm)
25.81
8.28
4.78
StdDevNormRegion(Nm)
1.2
0.59
0.34
MaxNormPks
1.38
0.2
0.12
MinNormPks
0.63
0.07
0.04
AvgNormPks
0.92
0.07
0.04
StdNormPks
0.16
0.04
0.02
FirstFiveNormPks
1.27
0.12
0.07
LastFiveNormPks
0.75
0.07
0.04
SDIM3NormPks (%)
40.86
5.46
3.15
3:3 Average
S.D.
S.E.
NormFactor (Nm)
22.17
3.81
2.20
StdDevNormRegion(Nm)
0.86
0.39
0.23
MaxNormPks
1.31
0.12
0.07
MinNormPks
0.49
0.11
0.06
AvgNormPks
0.79
0.13
0.08
StdNormPks
0.17
0.01
0.01
FirstFiveNormPks
1.16
0.09
0.05
LastFiveNormPks
0.64
0.24
0.14
SDIM3NormPks (%)
46.09
16.07
9.28
1:6 Average
S.D.
S.E.
NormFactor (Nm)
17.32
3.5
2.02
StdDevNormRegion(Nm)
1.1
0.59
0.34
MaxNormPks
1.32
0.06
0.03
MinNormPks
1.06
0.07
0.04
AvgNormPks
1.2
0.06
0.03
StdNormPks
0.06
0.01
0.01
FirstFiveNormPks
1.12
0.09
0.05
LastFiveNormPks
1.13
0.06
0.03
SDIM3NormPks (%)
-1.78
5.46
3.15
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Table 6A.23b. Normalized Peak Data [1:9, 2:6, 3:9]
1:9 Average
S.D.
S.E.
NormFactor (Nm)
18.57
3.68
2.12
StdDevNormRegion(Nm)
1.54
0.76
0.44
MaxNormPks
1.3
0.02
0.01
MinNormPks
1.02
0.04
0.02
AvgNormPks
1.18
0.02
0.01
StdNormPks
0.06
0.01
0.01
FirstFiveNormPks
1.1
0.05
0.03
LastFiveNormPks
1.15
0.02
0.01
SDIM3NormPks (%)
-4.29
3.03
1.75
2:6 Average
S.D.
S.E.
NormFactor (Nm)
22.76
1.45
0.84
StdDevNormRegion(Nm)
1.01
0.06
0.03
MaxNormPks
1.25
0.06
0.03
MinNormPks
0.89
0.11
0.06
AvgNormPks
1.09
0.07
0.04
StdNormPks
0.08
0.02
0.01
FirstFiveNormPks
1.06
0.06
0.03
LastFiveNormPks
1.04
0.18
0.10
SDIM3NormPks (%)
2.01
18.81
10.86
3:9 Average
NormFactor (Nm)
19.1
StdDevNormRegion(Nm)
2.79
MaxNormPks
1.28
MinNormPks
0.69
AvgNormPks
1.11
StdNormPks
0.11
FirstFiveNormPks
1.18
LastFiveNormPks
0.96
SDIM3NormPks (%)
18.65
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S.D.
2.56
1.82
0.1
0.49
0.14
0.05
0.1
0.2
14.63

S.E.
1.48
1.05
0.06
0.28
0.08
0.03
0.06
0.12
8.45
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6F. THEORETICAL CHARGE CORRECTION
Normalized Metrics – from Algorithm II
Data from table 6A.24 appears also in table 6A.15, for illustrative purposes.
Table 6A.24. Normalized Metrics – Norm 1 [Warmup], Norm 2 [Warmup + Charge]
1:3
2:3
3:3
Q_Total
0.307125 Q_Total
0.436821 Q_Total
0.534094
NTI_run1_Norm1 200.4079 NTI_run1_Norm1 150.5154 NTI_run1_Norm1
90.8216
NTI_run2_Norm1 162.7408 NTI_run2_Norm1 146.4725 NTI_run2_Norm1 137.7164
NTI_run3_Norm1 199.9305 NTI_run3_Norm1 175.0951 NTI_run3_Norm1 125.6962
NTI_run1_Norm2 652.5288 NTI_run1_Norm2 344.5696 NTI_run1_Norm2
170.048
NTI_run2_Norm2 529.8845 NTI_run2_Norm2 335.3143 NTI_run2_Norm2 257.8506
NTI_run3_Norm2 650.9744 NTI_run3_Norm2 400.8391 NTI_run3_Norm2 235.3448
NTI(Norm2) Avg 611.1292 NTI(Norm2) Avg
360.241 NTI(Norm2) Avg 221.0811
1:6
2:6
Q_Total
0.20475 Q_Total
0.305775
NTI_run1_Norm1 148.7275 NTI_run1_Norm1 133.9827
NTI_run2_Norm1 160.8964 NTI_run2_Norm1 137.1322
NTI_run3_Norm1 168.4056 NTI_run3_Norm1 117.2205
NTI_run1_Norm2 726.3859 NTI_run1_Norm2 438.1741
NTI_run2_Norm2
785.819 NTI_run2_Norm2 448.4741
NTI_run3_Norm2 822.4937 NTI_run3_Norm2 383.3554
NTI(Norm2) Avg 778.2329 NTI(Norm2) Avg 423.3345
1:9
3:9
Q_Total
0.153563
Q_Total
0.305196
NTI_run1_Norm1 118.8309
NTI_run1_Norm1 87.60153
NTI_run2_Norm1 112.8285
NTI_run2_Norm1 85.02901
NTI_run3_Norm1 117.8543
NTI_run3_Norm1 111.1831
NTI_run1_Norm2 773.8276
NTI_run1_Norm2 287.0333
NTI_run2_Norm2 734.7402
NTI_run2_Norm2 278.6042
NTI_run3_Norm2 767.4678
NTI_run3_Norm2
364.3
NTI(Norm2) Avg 758.6785
NTI(Norm2) Avg 309.9792
Q_Total – Coulombs (C), NTI – /seconds (s-1), NTI_Norm2 – /seconds*Coulombs (C-1 s-1).
Normalized torque integral results (Norm 1, Norm 2), and theoretical charge values are shown
in table 6.17. Theoretical charge was calculated on a basis of the equation in chapter 4 derived
from first principles. The greatest amount of theoretical charge delivered was by the 3:3 duty
cycle, of QTotal= 0.534 Nm, whereas the lowest theoretical charge delivered was by the 1:9 duty
cycle, having a QTotal of 0.154 Nm. Comparison of the NTI (Norm 2) average for each duty
cycle showed that the greatest NTI (doubly normalized) occurred for the duty cycles with OFF
time permutations (NTI(Norm 2) averages of 778.233 Nm and 758.679 Nm for 1:6 and 1:9,
respectively).
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Some of the data in table 6A.28 [in yellow highlights] were rendered inaccurate due to the
discovery of an error in the coding procedure. This was the discovery that the charge calculation
was based on 25-minutes of stimulation at the test duty cycle. In reality, there was 5-min of
warmup at 1:3, then 20-min of exercise at the test duty cycle in all experiments (except the 1:3
baseline which was 25-min of stimulation at a 1:3 duty cycle). Uncorrected data are shown in
figures 6A.54, 55, 56, 57. The correction procedure for charge-normalized metrics and plots is
presented below.

Figure 6A.54. Theoretical Charge Delivered over 25-minutes [Uncorrected]. This data was
inaccurate as it assumed each duty cycle was delivered for 25-minutes. As charge normalized
metrics were derived on a basis of these [figures 5A.55 – 57 inclusive], plots had to be regenerated (chapter 6).
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Figure 6A.55. The QBR Ratio for Duty Cycles [Uncorrected]

Figure 6A.56. Average N1A for each Duty Cycle [Uncorrected]
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Figure 6A.57. N2A as a Function of QBR [Uncorrected]
Error Discovery and Correction Procedure
A = 45; %mA
PW = 0.3; %ms
ttotal = 25*60; %s
f = 30; %s^-1
Ramptime = 1; %Because equation was made on assumption of equal ramps.
Q_Total = A*PW*[ttotal / Period]*[f*(2*ON + Ramptime) + 1];

(PeaksAlgorithm4 of Algorithm II)
Correction Procedure:
•
•
•

Introduce a new term, the PHCF (post-hoc correction factor).
Let the new charge be Qadj.
The new adjusted charge is found by subtracting 1/5 of the original charge from the
original charge (approximating 5-mins of the 25-min total time). Then, 1/5 of the charge
from the 1:3 condition is added (which was delivered in the warmup). i.e.:
𝑄𝑎𝑑𝑗 = 𝑄𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑃𝐻𝐶𝐹

Where:
1
1
𝑃𝐻𝐶𝐹 = − 𝑄𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑄1:3
5
5
Assumptions and Limitations:
•
•

Charge may have varied across experiments.
1:3 data had a lot of variability so torque-integrals normalized by this value may also.
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6G. SYNTHESIS OF SDIMS ACROSS CHAPTERS 5 AND 6
Table 6A.25. SDIMs for Exercise.
Ex Metrics Only
SDIM1
13
23
33
SDIM1
-0.61
40.13
46.48
SE
10.97
3.94
9.95

16
-5.74
3.80

19
-8.28
3.66

13 Test
9.49
0.00

26
-1.04
11.93

39
13.84
4.67

SDIM2
SDIM2
SE

13
1.80
9.67

23
27.20
2.42

33
27.16
3.18

16
-1.55
3.46

19
-3.87
2.62

13 Test
9.62
0.00

26
-1.19
6.42

39
3.65
5.13

SDIM3
SDIM3
SE

13
1.48
10.02

23
40.85
3.15

33
46.09
9.28

16
-1.78
3.15

19
-4.29
1.75

26
2.01
10.86

39
18.65
8.45

SDIM4
SDIM4
SE

13
1.48
10.03

23
40.86
3.15

33
46.09
9.28

16
-1.78
3.15

19
-4.29
1.75

26
2.01
10.86

39
18.65
8.45
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7A. FIELD NOTES
Table 7A.1. Edited Field Notes
Discovered that the 4 duty cycles in the stimulator actually correspond to
DCrandom1
one duty cycle for each of the four channels. So protocol had to be changed
accordingly. Also if you try and type 4 different duty cycles in this becomes
tedious anyway as they all have to add up to the same number so it
becomes a bit tricky to hand program.
Did 3 rows of the initial protocol as 7 would take a long period of time. For
each duty cycle there is a ramp pulse then it is done 3 times. There are 3
replicates of each duty cycle, using the original 7 X 7 randomised
matrix. The stimulator is switched to the next duty cycle as soon as the 4th
contraction commences so the entire OFF time period is allowed to run.
(Would be more accurate with precise programming but working with the
medistim handheld stimulator to do what is possible).
Ramps up and down changed to be 0 s duration.
Limitations for DCrandom1:
a) Balance issue. Biodex shook a few times when balance dial was adjusted
a significant amount. Also need to ask about lights - will liaise with Ray
Patton on this.
b) Bolt also went missing but I found a new one? and used that instead.
c) Knee may have been a bit high, but it is hard to get correct. Use the
optimised parameters as highlighted from the previous experiments.
In the old experiment, it needs to be stipulated in discussions/limitations:
a) In previous work did I misalign the bottom chair to 1 instead of 0? I can't
recall.
b) A 1s ON 3s OFF is actually 2s ON 3s OFF spread over 6s if the ramps
are assumed to be linear (there is a triangular area of current ramp up and
ramp down). Hence this is a major limitation not permitting study of "pure
duty cycles" in prelim expt 6.
This experiment will be done 5 times in total. However each DC is done 9
times a session so we will have 45 of each for averaging purposes which
should help get a solid understanding of the effects of different DC's.
Should examine normalised values as well due to differences in muscles on
different days.

DCrandom2
DCrandom3

DCrandom4
DCrandom5

Balance was adjusted slightly.
Potential point of bias – I noticed there was a small torque being generated,
so adjusted my leg around at the start of the experiment. Around about the
5th contraction during the 1:3 warmup. Rationale was to see if the calf was
engaging. Weaker contractions probably due to other exercise the
participant was involved with.
To discuss with team:
-Muscle condition on different days.
-Machine and calf engagement. Maybe have a play around with
machine and different calf heights.
With one of the first few duty cycles, the stimulator was prematurely
stopped, shortening the OFF time. I rectified this issue but maybe the OFF
time was bigger than it was supposed to be.
Similar to in DCrandom4, one of the contractions was prematurely stopped,
so I looked at Biodex screen till roughly OFF time was finished then put on
the next duty cycle. May have been 3:9??
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DCrandom6

DCrandom7
DCrandom8 final one

Machine was used for upper arm experiments prior to usage.
At the beginning, stim was turned on and off again by mistake.
Also one DC (3:9 but refer to waveforms), was ramped up to 44mA by
mistake so was restarted with a 45mA current.
A few extra warmup contractions.
May have gone up to 46mA at one point but not certain about this.
Also in one of the sets (3:3?) the fourth ON may have been held a bit long.
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7B. RAW WAVEFORMS

Figure 7A.1. Raw waveforms for all experimental runs (minus excluded one).
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7C. TORQUE WAVEFORMS WITH PEAKS

Figure 7A.2. Adjusted waveform with peaks, run 2, & Figure 7A.3. Adjusted waveform
with peaks, run 3.
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Figure 7A.4. Adjusted waveform with peaks, run 4, & Figure 7A.5. Adjusted waveform
with peaks, run 5.
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Figure 7A.6. Adjusted waveform with peaks, run 6, & Figure 7A.7. Adjusted waveform
with peaks, run 7.
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7D. BLOCK – PARTITION DIAGRAMS

Figure 7A.8. Partitions in Block 1, run 2.
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Figure 7A.9. Partitions in Block 2, run 2.
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Figure 7A.10. Partitions in Block 3, run 2.
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Figure 7A.11. Partitions in Block 1, run 3.
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Figure 7A.12. Partitions in Block 2, run 3.
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Figure 7A.13. Partitions in Block 3, run 3.
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Figure 7A.14. Partitions in Block 1, run 4.
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Figure 7A.15. Partitions in Block 2, run 4.
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Figure 7A.16. Partitions in Block 3, run 4.
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Figure 7A.17. Partitions in Block 1, run 5.
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Figure 7A.18. Partitions in Block 2, run 5.
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Figure 7A.19. Partitions in Block 3, run 5.
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Figure 7A.20. Partitions in Block 1, run 6.
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Figure 7A.21. Partitions in Block 2, run 6.
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Figure 7A.22. Partitions in Block 3, run 6.
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Figure 7A.23. Partitions in Block 1, run 7.
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Figure 7A.24. Partitions in Block 2, run 7.
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Figure 7A.25. Partitions in Block 3, run 7.
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7E. 1:6 RUN 4 DATA

Table 7A.2. Data from 1:6 Run 4. All Three Partitions.
5.107989 19.33012
6.649 21.86866
5.133667 21.99632
6.664619 20.27978
5.244 21.39834
6.778333 21.34527
5.360167 21.41432
6.894333 22.09963
5.4745 19.11482
7.009333 19.78412
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A
#N/A

14.08017 16.88066
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.09305 16.3332
14.2085 18.1385

As can be seen in table 7A.2, there was some error in data exportation for the third partition of
data (column 3). This lead to an anomalous number of peaks as computed by the COUNT()
function.
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7F. CODE FOR ALGORITHM

ALGORITHM
dataload
%***dataload***
close all
clear
clc
inputno = input('Enter file number');
inputno = num2str(inputno);
stringname = strcat('E:\dcpermdata\biodex_', inputno, '.xlsx');
dataset = xlsread(stringname);
Sample = dataset(:,1);
%Time = Sample./100;
Torque = dataset(:,2);
Torque = -Torque;
Angle = dataset(:,3);
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PeakFinder
%***PeakFinder***
%clc
%close all
%clear
%clc
%run dataload
figure(1)
plot(Sample,Torque)
input('Zoom and select start of ROI [Choose a point lower than waveform]');
start=ginput(1); start=round(start(1)); %Round rounds the sample no. to the
nearest whole number.
input('Zoom and select end of ROI [Choose a point lower than waveform]');
finish=ginput(1); finish=round(finish(1));
%Loop to assign file number a run number.
if strcmp(inputno, '12')
runno = '1'
elseif strcmp(inputno, '13')
runno = '2'
elseif strcmp(inputno, '15')
runno = '3'
elseif strcmp(inputno, '16')
runno = '4'
elseif strcmp(inputno, '17')
runno = '5'
elseif strcmp(inputno, '18')
runno = '6'
elseif strcmp(inputno, '20')
runno = '7'
end
h1 = figure(1);
str1 = sprintf('Raw Waveform Inverted - Run %s', runno)
title(str1, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('Time (*100 #samples)', 'FontSize', 12)
ylabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlim([0 1200])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:200:1200))
ylim([-40 40])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-40:10:40))
print('-dtiff', str1)
close(h1)
figure(2)
h2 = figure(2);
TorqueTrim = Torque((start*100):(finish*100));
SampleTrim = Sample((start*100):(finish*100));
TimeTrim = SampleTrim./60;
TimeTrim = TimeTrim - TimeTrim(1);
TorqueTrim = TorqueTrim + 10; %Crude baseline correction
plot(TimeTrim,TorqueTrim)
hold on
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Kvalue = 325; %Three seconds (there abouts, 325 chosen after iteration).
[Peaks, Locations] = findpeaks(TorqueTrim, 'MINPEAKDISTANCE', Kvalue);
PeaksDex = Peaks >= 0.30*max(Peaks);
Peaks = Peaks(PeaksDex);
Locations = Locations(PeaksDex);
Locations = Locations./(60*100);
plot(Locations, Peaks, 'r+')
ylim([0,35])
hold on
plot(TimeTrim, TorqueTrim)
str2 = sprintf('Torque Waveform with Peaks - Run %s', runno)
title(str2, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
ylabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlim([0 14])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:14))
ylim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-5:5:40))
%Expected peak number assuming 3 contractions + 1 ramp per duty cycle (there
will be
%both experimental and algorithmic deviation from this value but it is a
%good rough indicator.
EPN = 3*7*(3+1) + 21
%EPN = #blocks*#partitions*(contractions + ramp) + 21*partial contractions
%(when the stimulator was manually changed to next duty cycle).
PN1 = length(Peaks) %Number of peaks before manual editing.
ginputprompt = input('Add [A] or Remove [R] peaks?')
if strcmp(ginputprompt, 'A') == 1
run ginputadd
elseif strcmp(ginputprompt, 'R') == 1
run ginputremove
end
disp('Run ginputremove if further removal required. If further add required
run ginputadd initially, but ginputadd2 each time thereafter [for old MATLAB
version]');
disp('Then run PeakSplit');
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ginputremove
%***ginputremove***
TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim;
Locations;
Peaks;
string1 = sprintf('Remove peaks from ROI');
disp(string1);
zoom on;
pause()
[x,y] = ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
for i = 1:length(x);
remove=find(abs(Locations-x(i))<Kvalue./(60*100));
Locations(remove)=[];
Peaks(remove)=[];
end
clf
plot(TimeTrim, TorqueTrim)
hold on
plot(Locations,Peaks,'r+')
h2 = figure(2);
str2 = sprintf('Torque Waveform with Peaks - Run %s', runno)
title(str2, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
ylabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlim([0 14])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:14))
ylim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-5:5:40))
TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim;
Locations;
Peaks;
PN2 = length(Peaks) %Number of peaks after manual editing.
PeakNumbers = [EPN;PN1;PN2]
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ginputadd
%***ginputadd***
TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim;
Locations;
Peaks;
string1 = sprintf('Add peaks from ROI');
disp(string1);
Counter_x = [0];
Counter_y = [0];
zoom on;
pause()
[x,y]=ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
Counter_x = vertcat(Counter_x, x);
Counter_y = vertcat(Counter_y, y);
x = Counter_x(2:end);
y = Counter_y(2:end);
Locations = transp(Locations); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
Peaks = transp(Peaks); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
P = [Locations,Peaks];
Q = [x,y];
R = vertcat(P,Q);
Locations = R(:,1);
Peaks = R(:,2);
hold on
plot(Locations,Peaks,'r+')
h2 = figure(2);
str2 = sprintf('Torque Waveform with Peaks - Run %s', runno)
title(str2, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
ylabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlim([0 14])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:14))
ylim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-5:5:40))
TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim;
Locations;
Peaks;
PN2 = length(Peaks) %Number of peaks after manual editing.
PeakNumbers = [EPN;PN1;PN2]
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ginputadd2
%***ginputadd2***
%Same as ginputadd but with tranpositions removed.
%This version is used if multiple peak adds need to be performed.
TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim;
Locations;
Peaks;
string1 = sprintf('Add peaks from ROI');
disp(string1);
Counter_x = [0];
Counter_y = [0];
zoom on;
pause()
[x,y]=ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
Counter_x = vertcat(Counter_x, x);
Counter_y = vertcat(Counter_y, y);
x = Counter_x(2:end);
y = Counter_y(2:end);
%Locations = transp(Locations); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
%Peaks = transp(Peaks); %for old MATLAB 2007 version.
P = [Locations,Peaks];
Q = [x,y];
R = vertcat(P,Q);
Locations = R(:,1);
Peaks = R(:,2);
hold on
plot(Locations,Peaks,'r+')
h2 = figure(2);
str2 = sprintf('Torque Waveform with Peaks - Run %s', runno)
title(str2, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
ylabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlim([0 14])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:14))
ylim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-5:5:40))
TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim;
Locations;
Peaks;
PN2 = length(Peaks) %Number of peaks after manual editing.
PeakNumbers = [EPN;PN1;PN2]
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PeakSplit
%***PeakSplit***
%Splitting the data into blocks.
clf
close all %In case stuff up, replot graph here
figure(2)
plot(Locations, Peaks, 'r+')
hold on
plot(TimeTrim, TorqueTrim)
h2 = figure(2);
str2 = sprintf('Torque Waveform with Peaks - Run %s', num2str(runno))
title(str2, 'FontSize', 14)
xlabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
ylabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlim([0 14])
set(gca, 'XTick', (0:2:14))
ylim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'YTick', (-5:5:40));
TimeTrim;
TorqueTrim;
Locations;
Peaks;
%Saves all variables for later referencing in filtering procedure
save strname TimeTrim TorqueTrim Locations Peaks
strname = sprintf('vectors%s', inputno);
strname = strcat(strname, '.mat'); %Have to put .MAT otherwise MOVEFILE
function acts improperly.
movefile('strname.mat', strname);
disp('Select start of block 1')
zoom on;
pause()
[x,y] = ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select start of block 2')
zoom on;
pause()
[z,w] = ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select start of block 3')
zoom on;
pause()
[u,v] = ginput;
zoom off;
zoom out;
%Labelling where these points are.
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hold on
plot(x,y,'k+','LineWidth',2)
txt1 = 'Block 1'
text(x,y,txt1,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight', 'b')
hold on
plot(z,w,'k+','LineWidth',2)
txt2 = 'Block 2'
text(z,w,txt2,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight', 'b')
hold on
plot(u,v,'k+','LineWidth',2)
txt3 = 'Block 3'
text(u,v,txt3,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight', 'b')
print('-dtiff', str2)
pause()
close(h2)
Tb1dex = x;
Tb3dex = u;
Tb2dex = z;
Tb1dexA = TimeTrim < Tb2dex;
Tb1dexB = Locations < Tb2dex;
Block1Torque = TorqueTrim(Tb1dexA);
Block1Time = TimeTrim(Tb1dexA);
Block1Peaks = Peaks(Tb1dexB);
Block1Locations = Locations(Tb1dexB);
PN3a = length(Block1Peaks)
Tb3dexA = TimeTrim >= Tb3dex;
Tb3dexB = Locations >= Tb3dex;
Block3Torque = TorqueTrim(Tb3dexA);
Block3Time = TimeTrim(Tb3dexA);
Block3Peaks = Peaks(Tb3dexB);
Block3Locations = Locations(Tb3dexB);
PN3c = length(Block3Peaks);
Tb2dexA1 = TimeTrim >= Tb2dex;
Block2Time = TimeTrim(Tb2dexA1);
Tb2dexA2 = Block2Time < Tb3dex;
Block2Time = Block2Time(Tb2dexA2);
Block2Torque = TorqueTrim(Tb2dexA1);
Block2Torque = Block2Torque(Tb2dexA2);
Tb2dexB1 = Locations >= Tb2dex;
Block2Locations = Locations(Tb2dexB1);
Tb2dexB2 = Block2Locations < Tb3dex;
Block2Locations = Block2Locations(Tb2dexB2);
Block2Peaks = Peaks(Tb2dexB1);
Block2Peaks = Block2Peaks(Tb2dexB2);
PN3b = length(Block2Peaks);
save strname TimeTrim TorqueTrim Locations Peaks
strname = sprintf('vectors%s', inputno);
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strname = strcat(strname, '.mat'); %Have to put .MAT otherwise MOVEFILE
function acts improperly.
movefile('strname.mat', strname);
save strname2 Block1Time Block1Torque Block1Locations Block1Peaks Block2Time
Block2Torque Block2Locations Block2Peaks Block3Time Block3Torque
Block3Locations Block3Peaks
strname2 = sprintf('vectorsinblocks%s', inputno);
strname2 = strcat(strname2, '.mat'); %Have to put .MAT otherwise MOVEFILE
function acts improperly.
movefile('strname2.mat', strname2);
%Plot sideways to read labels easier. Loop over even and odd indices to
%spread labels out.
%BLOCK-PARTITION ANALYSIS
figure(3)
plot(Block1Peaks, Block1Locations, 'r+')
hold on
set(gca,'Ydir', 'reverse')
hold on
plot(Block1Torque, Block1Time)
xlim([0, 40]);
a = ylim;
lowerlimit = floor(a(1));
upperlimit = ceil(a(2));
set(gca, 'YTick', lowerlimit:1:upperlimit);
Block1OddPeaks = Block1Peaks(1:2:end);
Block1OddLocations = Block1Locations(1:2:end);
for j = 1:length(Block1OddPeaks);
txt1odd = arrayfun(@num2str, Block1OddPeaks, 'UniformOutput', false);
axislimit = xlim;
axismin = axislimit(1);
axismax = axislimit(2);
axisrange = axismax - axismin;
labelposition1 = axismax - 5;
text(labelposition1, Block1OddLocations(j), txt1odd(j), 'Color',
'red', 'FontSize', 6);
end
Block1EvenPeaks = Block1Peaks(2:2:end);
Block1EvenLocations = Block1Locations(2:2:end);
for j = 1:length(Block1EvenPeaks);
txt1even = arrayfun(@num2str, Block1EvenPeaks, 'UniformOutput',
false);
axislimit = xlim;
axismin = axislimit(1);
axismax = axislimit(2);
axisrange = axismax - axismin;
labelposition2 = axismax - 3;
text(labelposition2, Block1EvenLocations(j), txt1even(j), 'Color',
'red', 'FontSize', 6);
end
disp('Display figure 3 and select EIGHT POINTS (one after each partition
including the warmup')
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disp('Select end of partition W')
zoom on;
pause()
[xw,yw] = ginput;
a = [xw,yw];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 1')
zoom on;
pause()
[x1,y1] = ginput;
b = [x1,y1];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 2')
zoom on;
pause()
[x2,y2] = ginput;
c = [x2,y2];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 3')
zoom on;
pause()
[x3,y3] = ginput;
d = [x3,y3];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 4')
zoom on;
pause()
[x4,y4] = ginput;
e = [x4,y4];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 5')
zoom on;
pause()
[x5,y5] = ginput;
f = [x5,y5];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 6')
zoom on;
pause()
[x6,y6] = ginput;
g = [x6,y6];
zoom off;
zoom out;
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disp('Select end of partition 7')
zoom on;
pause()
[x7,y7] = ginput;
h = [x7,y7];
zoom off;
zoom out;
DexMat1 = vertcat(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h);
x = DexMat1(:,1);
y = DexMat1(:,2);
Counter1
Counter2
Counter3
Counter4
Counter5
Counter6
Counter7
Counter8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0
[0
[0
[0
[0
[0
[0
[0

0];
0];
0];
0];
0];
0];
0];
0];

Block1Locations = transp(Block1Locations);
Block1Peaks = transp(Block1Peaks);
for j = 1:length(Block1Locations)
if Block1Locations(j) <= y(1)
Counter1 = vertcat(Counter1,
elseif Block1Locations(j) > y(1)
Counter2 = vertcat(Counter2,
elseif Block1Locations(j) > y(2)
Counter3 = vertcat(Counter3,
elseif Block1Locations(j) > y(3)
Counter4 = vertcat(Counter4,
elseif Block1Locations(j) > y(4)
Counter5 = vertcat(Counter5,
elseif Block1Locations(j) > y(5)
Counter6 = vertcat(Counter6,
elseif Block1Locations(j) > y(6)
Counter7 = vertcat(Counter7,
elseif Block1Locations(j) > y(7)
Counter8 = vertcat(Counter8,
else
end
end
B1PW
B1P1
B1P2
B1P3
B1P4
B1P5
B1P6
B1P7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);
&& Block1Locations(j) <= y(2)
[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);
&& Block1Locations(j) <= y(3)
[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);
&& Block1Locations(j) <= y(4)
[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);
&& Block1Locations(j) <= y(5)
[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);
&& Block1Locations(j) <= y(6)
[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);
&& Block1Locations(j) <= y(7)
[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);
&& Block1Locations(j) <= y(8)
[Block1Locations(j) Block1Peaks(j)]);

Counter1(2:end,:) %Block1 Partition W (Warmup)
Counter2(2:end,:)
Counter3(2:end,:)
Counter4(2:end,:)
Counter5(2:end,:)
Counter6(2:end,:)
Counter7(2:end,:)
Counter8(2:end,:)

hold on
h3 = figure(3);
str3 = sprintf('Block 1 Partitions - Run %s', runno)
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title(str3, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
%ylim([0 14])
%set(gca, 'YTick', (0:2:14))
xlim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'XTick', (-5:5:40));
txtw = 'PW'
text(xw,yw,txtw,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(xw,yw,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt1 = 'P1'
text(x1,y1,txt1,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(x1,y1,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt2 = 'P2'
text(x2,y2,txt2,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(x2,y2,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt3 = 'P3'
text(x3,y3,txt3,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(x3,y3,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt4 = 'P4'
text(x4,y4,txt4,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(x4,y4,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt5 = 'P5'
text(x5,y5,txt5,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(x5,y5,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt6 = 'P6'
text(x6,y6,txt6,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(x6,y6,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt7 = 'P7'
text(x7,y7,txt7,'VerticalAlignment','top',
plot(x7,y7,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
print('-dtiff', str3)
pause()
close(h3)

'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)

'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)

'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)

'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)

'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)
'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)
'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)
'fontweight', 'b', 'FontSize', 8)

%BLOCK 2
figure(4)
plot(Block2Peaks, Block2Locations, 'r+')
hold on
set(gca,'Ydir', 'reverse')
hold on
plot(Block2Torque, Block2Time)
xlim([0, 40]);
a = ylim;
lowerlimit = floor(a(1));
upperlimit = ceil(a(2));
set(gca, 'YTick', lowerlimit:1:upperlimit);
Block2OddPeaks = Block2Peaks(1:2:end);
Block2OddLocations = Block2Locations(1:2:end);
for j = 1:length(Block2OddPeaks);
txt2odd = arrayfun(@num2str, Block2OddPeaks, 'UniformOutput', false);
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text(labelposition1, Block2OddLocations(j), txt2odd(j), 'Color',
'red', 'FontSize', 6);
end
Block2EvenPeaks = Block2Peaks(2:2:end);
Block2EvenLocations = Block2Locations(2:2:end);
for j = 1:length(Block2EvenPeaks);
txt2even = arrayfun(@num2str, Block2EvenPeaks, 'UniformOutput',
false);
text(labelposition2, Block2EvenLocations(j), txt2even(j), 'Color',
'red', 'FontSize', 6);
end
disp('Display figure 4 and select SEVEN POINTS (one after each partition')
disp('Select end of partition 1')
zoom on;
pause()
[x1,y1] = ginput;
b = [x1,y1];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 2')
zoom on;
pause()
[x2,y2] = ginput;
c = [x2,y2];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 3')
zoom on;
pause()
[x3,y3] = ginput;
d = [x3,y3];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 4')
zoom on;
pause()
[x4,y4] = ginput;
e = [x4,y4];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 5')
zoom on;
pause()
[x5,y5] = ginput;
f = [x5,y5];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 6')
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zoom on;
pause()
[x6,y6] = ginput;
g = [x6,y6];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 7')
zoom on;
pause()
[x7,y7] = ginput;
h = [x7,y7];
zoom off;
zoom out;
DexMat2 = vertcat(b,c,d,e,f,g,h);
x = DexMat2(:,1);
y = DexMat2(:,2);
Counter1
Counter2
Counter3
Counter4
Counter5
Counter6
Counter7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0
[0
[0
[0
[0
[0
[0

0];
0];
0];
0];
0];
0];
0];

Block2Locations = transp(Block2Locations);
Block2Peaks = transp(Block2Peaks);
for j = 1:length(Block2Locations)
if Block2Locations(j) <= y(1)
Counter1 = vertcat(Counter1,
elseif Block2Locations(j) > y(1)
Counter2 = vertcat(Counter2,
elseif Block2Locations(j) > y(2)
Counter3 = vertcat(Counter3,
elseif Block2Locations(j) > y(3)
Counter4 = vertcat(Counter4,
elseif Block2Locations(j) > y(4)
Counter5 = vertcat(Counter5,
elseif Block2Locations(j) > y(5)
Counter6 = vertcat(Counter6,
elseif Block2Locations(j) > y(6)
Counter7 = vertcat(Counter7,
else
end
end
B2P1
B2P2
B2P3
B2P4
B2P5
B2P6
B2P7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[Block2Locations(j) Block2Peaks(j)]);
&& Block2Locations(j) <= y(2)
[Block2Locations(j) Block2Peaks(j)]);
&& Block2Locations(j) <= y(3)
[Block2Locations(j) Block2Peaks(j)]);
&& Block2Locations(j) <= y(4)
[Block2Locations(j) Block2Peaks(j)]);
&& Block2Locations(j) <= y(5)
[Block2Locations(j) Block2Peaks(j)]);
&& Block2Locations(j) <= y(6)
[Block2Locations(j) Block2Peaks(j)]);
&& Block2Locations(j) <= y(7)
[Block2Locations(j) Block2Peaks(j)]);

Counter1(2:end,:)
Counter2(2:end,:)
Counter3(2:end,:)
Counter4(2:end,:)
Counter5(2:end,:)
Counter6(2:end,:)
Counter7(2:end,:)
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hold on
h4 = figure(4);
str4 = sprintf('Block 2 Partitions - Run %s', runno)
title(str4, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
%ylim([0 14])
%set(gca, 'YTick', (0:2:14))
xlim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'XTick', (-5:5:40));
hold on
txt1 = 'P1'
text(x1,y1,txt1,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x1,y1,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt2 = 'P2'
text(x2,y2,txt2,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x2,y2,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt3 = 'P3'
text(x3,y3,txt3,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x3,y3,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt4 = 'P4'
text(x4,y4,txt4,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x4,y4,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt5 = 'P5'
text(x5,y5,txt5,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x5,y5,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt6 = 'P6'
text(x6,y6,txt6,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x6,y6,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt7 = 'P7'
text(x7,y7,txt7,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x7,y7,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
print('-dtiff', str4)
pause()
close(h4)

%BLOCK 3
figure(5)
plot(Block3Peaks, Block3Locations, 'r+')
hold on
set(gca,'Ydir', 'reverse')
hold on
plot(Block3Torque, Block3Time)
xlim([0, 40]);
a = ylim;
lowerlimit = floor(a(1));
upperlimit = ceil(a(2));
set(gca, 'YTick', lowerlimit:1:upperlimit);
Block3OddPeaks = Block3Peaks(1:2:end);
Block3OddLocations = Block3Locations(1:2:end);
for j = 1:length(Block3OddPeaks);
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txt3odd = arrayfun(@num2str, Block3OddPeaks, 'UniformOutput', false);
text(labelposition1, Block3OddLocations(j), txt3odd(j), 'Color',
'red', 'FontSize', 6);
end
Block3EvenPeaks = Block3Peaks(2:2:end);
Block3EvenLocations = Block3Locations(2:2:end);
for j = 1:length(Block3EvenPeaks);
txt3even = arrayfun(@num2str, Block3EvenPeaks, 'UniformOutput',
false);
text(labelposition2, Block3EvenLocations(j), txt3even(j), 'Color',
'red', 'FontSize', 6);
end
disp('Press ENTER to now break data into partitions')
pause()
disp('Display figure 5 and select SEVEN POINTS (one after each partition')
disp('Select end of partition 1')
zoom on;
pause()
[x1,y1] = ginput;
b = [x1,y1];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 2')
zoom on;
pause()
[x2,y2] = ginput;
c = [x2,y2];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 3')
zoom on;
pause()
[x3,y3] = ginput;
d = [x3,y3];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 4')
zoom on;
pause()
[x4,y4] = ginput;
e = [x4,y4];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 5')
zoom on;
pause()
[x5,y5] = ginput;
f = [x5,y5];
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zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 6')
zoom on;
pause()
[x6,y6] = ginput;
g = [x6,y6];
zoom off;
zoom out;
disp('Select end of partition 7')
zoom on;
pause()
[x7,y7] = ginput;
h = [x7,y7];
zoom off;
zoom out;
DexMat3 = vertcat(b,c,d,e,f,g,h);
x = DexMat3(:,1);
y = DexMat3(:,2);
Counter1
Counter2
Counter3
Counter4
Counter5
Counter6
Counter7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[0
[0
[0
[0
[0
[0
[0

0];
0];
0];
0];
0];
0];
0];

Block3Locations = transp(Block3Locations);
Block3Peaks = transp(Block3Peaks);
for j = 1:length(Block3Locations)
if Block3Locations(j) <= y(1)
Counter1 = vertcat(Counter1,
elseif Block3Locations(j) > y(1)
Counter2 = vertcat(Counter2,
elseif Block3Locations(j) > y(2)
Counter3 = vertcat(Counter3,
elseif Block3Locations(j) > y(3)
Counter4 = vertcat(Counter4,
elseif Block3Locations(j) > y(4)
Counter5 = vertcat(Counter5,
elseif Block3Locations(j) > y(5)
Counter6 = vertcat(Counter6,
elseif Block3Locations(j) > y(6)
Counter7 = vertcat(Counter7,
else
end
end

[Block3Locations(j) Block3Peaks(j)]);
&& Block3Locations(j) <= y(2)
[Block3Locations(j) Block3Peaks(j)]);
&& Block3Locations(j) <= y(3)
[Block3Locations(j) Block3Peaks(j)]);
&& Block3Locations(j) <= y(4)
[Block3Locations(j) Block3Peaks(j)]);
&& Block3Locations(j) <= y(5)
[Block3Locations(j) Block3Peaks(j)]);
&& Block3Locations(j) <= y(6)
[Block3Locations(j) Block3Peaks(j)]);
&& Block3Locations(j) <= y(7)
[Block3Locations(j) Block3Peaks(j)]);

B3P1 = Counter1(2:end,:)
B3P2 = Counter2(2:end,:)
B3P3 = Counter3(2:end,:)
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B3P4
B3P5
B3P6
B3P7

=
=
=
=

Counter4(2:end,:)
Counter5(2:end,:)
Counter6(2:end,:)
Counter7(2:end,:)

hold on
h5 = figure(5);
str5 = sprintf('Block 3 Partitions - Run %s', runno)
title(str5, 'FontSize', 14)
ylabel('Time (min)', 'FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Torque (Nm)', 'FontSize', 12)
%ylim([0 14])
%set(gca, 'YTick', (0:2:14))
xlim([-5 40])
set(gca, 'XTick', (-5:5:40));
hold on
txt1 = 'P1'
text(x1,y1,txt1,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x1,y1,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt2 = 'P2'
text(x2,y2,txt2,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x2,y2,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt3 = 'P3'
text(x3,y3,txt3,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x3,y3,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
hold on
txt4 = 'P4'
text(x4,y4,txt4,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x4,y4,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt5 = 'P5'
text(x5,y5,txt5,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x5,y5,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt6 = 'P6'
text(x6,y6,txt6,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x6,y6,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
txt7 = 'P7'
text(x7,y7,txt7,'VerticalAlignment','top', 'fontweight',
plot(x7,y7,'k+','LineWidth',1.5)
print('-dtiff', str5)
pause()
close(h5)
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PeakAnalysis
%***PeakAnalysis***
%Computes all block and partition plots and saves.
%Metrics will be assessed in MSExcel
xlsfile = strcat('E:\biodex_', inputno, '_peaks');
%xlswrite(filename, variables, cellref);
%xlswrite(xlsfile, inputno, 'A1', 'Sheet1');
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,

sortrows(B1PW),
sortrows(B1P1),
sortrows(B1P2),
sortrows(B1P3),
sortrows(B1P4),
sortrows(B1P5),
sortrows(B1P6),
sortrows(B1P7),

'A3:B17');
'A19:B33');
'A35:B49');
'A51:B65');
'A67:B81');
'A83:B97');
'A99:B113');
'A115:B129');

xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,

sortrows(B2P1),
sortrows(B2P2),
sortrows(B2P3),
sortrows(B2P4),
sortrows(B2P5),
sortrows(B2P6),
sortrows(B2P7),

'D19:E33');
'D35:E49');
'D51:E65');
'D67:E81');
'D83:E97');
'D99:E113');
'D115:E129');

xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,
xlswrite(xlsfile,

sortrows(B3P1),
sortrows(B3P2),
sortrows(B3P3),
sortrows(B3P4),
sortrows(B3P5),
sortrows(B3P6),
sortrows(B3P7),

'G19:H33');
'G35:H49');
'G51:H65');
'G67:H81');
'G83:H97');
'G99:H113');
'G115:H129');

PNMatrix = vertcat(EPN, PN1, PN3a, PN3b, PN3c);
xlswrite(xlsfile, PNMatrix, 'J3:J7');
xlswrite(xlsfile, DexMat1, 'L3:M10');
xlswrite(xlsfile, DexMat2, 'O3:P9');
xlswrite(xlsfile, DexMat3, 'R3:S9');
save strname3 DexMat1 DexMat2 DexMat3
strname3 = sprintf('timerefpoints%s', inputno);
strname3 = strcat(strname3, '.mat'); %Have to put .MAT otherwise MOVEFILE
function acts improperly.
movefile('strname3.mat', strname3);
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PeakAnalysis2
%***PeakAnalysis2***
%Plots all partitions aligned.
%Generates plots and numerics to analyze.
for j = 1:7
for k = 1:3
evalvarpartition = strcat('B', num2str(k), 'P', num2str(j));
eval(evalvarpartition);
figure(j)
for m = 1:3
Block1 = strcat('B', num2str(m), 'P', num2str(j));
Block = eval(Block1);
X = Block(:,1);
Y = Block(:,2);
subplot(3,1,m);
if m == 1;
plot(X,Y,'r+');
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylim([0 40]);
%Need to take ceil and floor of limits then use these
%to scale axes.
%However, sometimes difference between max and min
%values of axes may be 1, sometimes 2 (but shouldn't be
%anymore).
%So make a loop and scale accordingly.
%Actually - have to make all the same.
%So set all axes as 2 apart.
%Add half a minute before and after if only 1 min
%difference.
%But also say that data points in the half minute
%before and after won't be shown as only the peaks
%from the given duty cycle are shown in subplot (i.e.,
%they will be masked and presented in their appropriate
%partition.
stringlim = 'xlim';
limits = eval(stringlim);
lowlim = limits(1);
upperlim = limits(2);
lowfloor = floor(lowlim);
upperceil = ceil(upperlim);
limdiff = upperceil - lowfloor;
if limdiff == 1;
lowlim = lowfloor - 0.5;
upperlim = upperceil + 0.5;
elseif limdiff == 2;
lowlim = lowfloor;
upperlim = upperceil;
else
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disp('There is an error as the partitions seem to be
abnormally long');
end
xlim([lowlim, upperlim]);
set(gca, 'XTick', [lowlim:0.25:upperlim]);
%Title - place on top of first plot only.
titlestr1 = sprintf('Partition %s', num2str(j));
titlestr2 = sprintf('%s from Three Blocks', titlestr1);
%runstr = sprintf('Run %s', runno);
titlestr3 = sprintf('%s - Run %s', titlestr2, runno);
title(titlestr3, 'FontSize', 14);
elseif m == 2;
plot(X,Y,'k+');
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylim([0 40]);
stringlim = 'xlim';
limits = eval(stringlim);
lowlim = limits(1);
upperlim = limits(2);
lowfloor = floor(lowlim);
upperceil = ceil(upperlim);
limdiff = upperceil - lowfloor;
if limdiff == 1;
lowlim = lowfloor - 0.5;
upperlim = upperceil + 0.5;
elseif limdiff == 2;
lowlim = lowfloor;
upperlim = upperceil;
else
disp('There is an error as the partitions seem to be
abnormally long');
end
xlim([lowlim, upperlim]);
set(gca, 'XTick', [lowlim:0.25:upperlim]);
elseif m == 3;
plot(X,Y,'b+');
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylim([0 40]);
stringlim = 'xlim';
limits = eval(stringlim);
lowlim = limits(1);
upperlim = limits(2);
lowfloor = floor(lowlim);
upperceil = ceil(upperlim);
limdiff = upperceil - lowfloor;
if limdiff == 1;
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lowlim = lowfloor - 0.5;
upperlim = upperceil + 0.5;
elseif limdiff == 2;
lowlim = lowfloor;
upperlim = upperceil;
else
disp('There is an error as the partitions seem to be
abnormally long');
end
xlim([lowlim, upperlim]);
set(gca, 'XTick', [lowlim:0.25:upperlim]);
end
end
end
print('-dtiff', titlestr3)
end
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PeakUnjumble
%***PeakUnjumble***
clear
clc
exptnumbers = [13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20];
for j = 1:length(exptnumbers);
if exptnumbers(j) == 13;
xlsfile = 'E:\Algorithm III
run blockreload
run blockunjumble
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 15;
xlsfile = 'E:\Algorithm III
run blockreload
run blockunjumble
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 16;
xlsfile = 'E:\Algorithm III
run blockreload
run blockunjumble
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 17;
xlsfile = 'E:\Algorithm III
run blockreload
run blockunjumble
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 18;
xlsfile = 'E:\Algorithm III
run blockreload
run blockunjumble
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 20;
xlsfile = 'E:\Algorithm III
run blockreload
run blockunjumble
end
end

Data\Run2_13\biodex_13_peaks.xls';

Data\Run3_15\biodex_15_peaks.xls';

Data\Run4_16\biodex_16_peaks.xls';

Data\Run5_17\biodex_17_peaks.xls';

Data\Run6_18\biodex_18_peaks.xls';

Data\Run7_20\biodex_20_peaks.xls';
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blockreload
%***blockreload***
%Re-loads all blocks and partitions from Excel for a given run before
%unjumbling.
B1PW
B1P1
B1P2
B1P3
B1P4
B1P5
B1P6
B1P7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,

'A3:B17');
'A19:B33');
'A35:B49');
'A51:B65');
'A67:B81');
'A83:B97');
'A99:B113');
'A115:B129');

B2P1
B2P2
B2P3
B2P4
B2P5
B2P6
B2P7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,

'D19:E33');
'D35:E49');
'D51:E65');
'D67:E81');
'D83:E97');
'D99:E113');
'D115:E129');

B3P1
B3P2
B3P3
B3P4
B3P5
B3P6
B3P7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,
xlsread(xlsfile,

'G19:H33');
'G35:H49');
'G51:H65');
'G67:H81');
'G83:H97');
'G99:H113');
'G115:H129');

PNMatrix = xlsread(xlsfile, 'J3:J7');
EPN = PNMatrix(1);
PN1 = PNMatrix(2);
PN3a = PNMatrix(3);
PN3b = PNMatrix(4);
PN3c = PNMatrix(5);
DexMat1 = xlsread(xlsfile, 'L3:M10');
DexMat2 = xlsread(xlsfile, 'O3:P9');
DexMat3 = xlsread(xlsfile, 'R3:S9');
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blockunjumble
%***blockunjumble***
%Important to remember that not all partitions will have 5 peaks. Some
%more, some less.
inputno = num2str(exptnumbers(j));
xlsfile2 = strcat('E:\biodex_', inputno, '_peaks_unjumbled');
xlswrite(xlsfile2, sortrows(B1PW), 'A3:B17');
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,

B1P7,
B1P5,
B1P1,
B1P4,
B1P3,
B1P6,
B1P2,

'A19:B33');
'A35:B49');
'A51:B65');
'A67:B81');
'A83:B97');
'A99:B113');
'A115:B129');

xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,

B2P6,
B2P1,
B2P7,
B2P5,
B2P2,
B2P4,
B2P3,

'D19:E33');
'D35:E49');
'D51:E65');
'D67:E81');
'D83:E97');
'D99:E113');
'D115:E129');

xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,
xlswrite(xlsfile2,

B3P4,
B3P7,
B3P2,
B3P3,
B3P6,
B3P5,
B3P1,

'G19:H33');
'G35:H49');
'G51:H65');
'G67:H81');
'G83:H97');
'G99:H113');
'G115:H129');

PNMatrix = vertcat(EPN, PN1, PN3a, PN3b, PN3c);
xlswrite(xlsfile2, PNMatrix, 'J3:J7');
xlswrite(xlsfile2, DexMat1, 'L3:M10');
xlswrite(xlsfile2, DexMat2, 'O3:P9');
xlswrite(xlsfile2, DexMat3, 'R3:S9');
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PeakReplot
%***PeakReplot***
%***Loads the newly unjumbled peaks and replots them for each block.
%***Each plot shows the peaks for the same duty cycle (x 3 repetitions),
%over the 3 blocks in each experiment.
%Order of blocks: 13, 16, 19, 23, 33, 26, 39.
%Order of experiments: 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20;
close all
clear
clc
exptnumbers = [13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20];
for j = 1:length(exptnumbers);
if exptnumbers(j) == 13;
xlsfile3 = 'E:\Algorithm
run blockreplot
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 15;
xlsfile3 = 'E:\Algorithm
run blockreplot
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 16;
xlsfile3 = 'E:\Algorithm
run blockreplot
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 17;
xlsfile3 = 'E:\Algorithm
run blockreplot
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 18;
xlsfile3 = 'E:\Algorithm
run blockreplot
elseif exptnumbers(j) == 20;
xlsfile3 = 'E:\Algorithm
run blockreplot
end
end

III Data\biodex_13_peaks_unjumbled.xls';
III Data\biodex_15_peaks_unjumbled.xls';
III Data\biodex_16_peaks_unjumbled.xls';
III Data\biodex_17_peaks_unjumbled.xls';
III Data\biodex_18_peaks_unjumbled.xls';
III Data\biodex_20_peaks_unjumbled.xls';
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blockreplot
%***blockreplot
%Opens newly unjumbled data then plots it accordingly, labelling it for
%each duty cycle.
rep13_1
rep16_1
rep19_1
rep23_1
rep33_1
rep26_1
rep39_1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,

'A19:B33');
'A35:B49');
'A51:B65');
'A67:B81');
'A83:B97');
'A99:B113');
'A115:B129');

rep13_2
rep16_2
rep19_2
rep23_2
rep33_2
rep26_2
rep39_2

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,

'D19:E33');
'D35:E49');
'D51:E65');
'D67:E81');
'D83:E97');
'D99:E113');
'D115:E129');

rep13_3
rep16_3
rep19_3
rep23_3
rep33_3
rep26_3
rep39_3

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,
xlsread(xlsfile3,

'G19:H33');
'G35:H49');
'G51:H65');
'G67:H81');
'G83:H97');
'G99:H113');
'G115:H129');

blocknumbers = [13, 16, 19, 23, 33, 26, 39];
if strcmp(num2str(exptnumbers(j)), '12');
runno2 = '1';
elseif strcmp(num2str(exptnumbers(j)), '13');
runno2 = '2';
elseif strcmp(num2str(exptnumbers(j)), '15');
runno2 = '3';
elseif strcmp(num2str(exptnumbers(j)), '16');
runno2 = '4';
elseif strcmp(num2str(exptnumbers(j)), '17');
runno2 = '5';
elseif strcmp(num2str(exptnumbers(j)), '18');
runno2 = '6';
elseif strcmp(num2str(exptnumbers(j)), '20');
runno2 = '7';
end
for m = 1:length(blocknumbers);
blocknumstr = num2str(blocknumbers(m));
blocknumstrname = strcat(blocknumstr(1), ':', blocknumstr(2));
graphname = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle - Run %s', blocknumstrname, runno2);

figure(m)
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for k = 1:3;
repname = strcat('rep', num2str(blocknumbers(m)), '_',
num2str(k));
Block = eval(repname);
X = Block(:,1);
Y = Block(:,2);
subplot(3,1,k);
if k == 1;
plot(X,Y,'r+');
title(graphname, 'FontSize', 14);
elseif k == 2;
plot(X,Y,'k+');
elseif k == 3;
plot(X,Y, 'b+');
else
end
xlabel('Time (min)');
ylabel('Torque (Nm)');
ylim([0 40]);
stringlim = 'xlim';
limits = eval(stringlim);
lowlim = limits(1);
upperlim = limits(2);
lowfloor = floor(lowlim);
upperceil = ceil(upperlim);
limdiff = upperceil - lowfloor;
if limdiff == 1;
lowlim = lowfloor - 0.5;
upperlim = upperceil + 0.5;
elseif limdiff == 2;
lowlim = lowfloor;
upperlim = upperceil;
else
end
xlim([lowlim, upperlim]);
set(gca, 'XTick', [lowlim:0.25:upperlim]);
if blocknumbers(m) == 13;
dutycycle = '13';
elseif blocknumbers(m) ==
dutycycle = '16';
elseif blocknumbers(m) ==
dutycycle = '19';
elseif blocknumbers(m) ==
dutycycle = '23';
elseif blocknumbers(m) ==
dutycycle = '33';
elseif blocknumbers(m) ==
dutycycle = '26';
elseif blocknumbers(m) ==
dutycycle = '39';
end

16;
19;
23;
33;
26;
39;
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titlestring = sprintf('%s Duty Cycle - Run %s', dutycycle,
runno2);
print('-dtiff', titlestring)
end
end
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CHAPTER 11: APPENDICES 2

8A. FES CYCLING

Cycling Systems
The technique of FES cycling has been around since the beginning of the 1980’s (Janssen &
Pringle, 2008). It involves stimulation of the leg muscles while a patients’ legs are strapped to
an ergometer. FES-cycling (figure 8A.1) motion is produced through stimulation of thigh
muscles – (quadriceps, hamstrings), and glutei (Fornusek & Davis, 2008; Berkelmans, 2008),
and sometimes also “shank muscles” tibialis anterior and/or gastrocnemius (e.g., Janssen &
Pringle, 2008), or triceps surae (e.g., Frotzler et al. 2008). Muscles need to be stimulated during
various angle windows to produce a cadence which is similar to normal cycling. These systems
may be either stationary, for example a “leg cycle ergometry” system (e.g., Fornusek et al.
2004), or a movable tricycle system, such as the Berkelbike (Berkelbike, 2015). In any case,
stimulation activates the paralyzed muscles of the lower limb, allowing individuals to cycle a
bicycle when otherwise their limb would be incapable of moving.

FES-cycling (FESC) offers several advantages over other FES systems such as those designed
for ambulation. It has been argued that FESC is the preferred form of exercise over the latter, as
it is not associated the risk of falls during exercise (Berkelmans, 2008)1,2. In addition, fatigue is
appreciable in FES-walking (Ibitoye et al., 2014) – whereas during cycling the weight of the
body does not need to be supported, putting less strain on muscles. FES-cycling has also been
suggested to be superior to implantable systems in terms of cost (Berkelmans, 2008).
Implantable FES devices have been noted as “expensive”, from the perspective of researchers
studying the BION devices (Loeb et al., 2006). FES cycling systems that use surface stimulation
are by no means this cost prohibitive, if electrodes are being taken into account.3

1

Heesterbeek et al. (2005) outlined a system whereby shorts with electrodes in them are worn and used to cycle a
hybrid bicycle.
2
Marsolais and colleagues (1991) also suggest that the motion of standing/walking could cause undue stresses for
paraplegics which could act to exacerbate other pathologies.
3
Some argue FES cycling is expensive (see chapter 3 Vienna study of this thesis). Nevertheless, in the context of
electrodes surface electrodes are much cheaper than implantable analogues.
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It is no surprise that a large focus of research into FES has been on cycling systems (using
surface electrodes), with several researchers investigating the technique for its’ various
physiological effects on populations with paralyzing conditions (e.g., Kahn et al., 2010;
Ambrosini et al., 2012; Frotzler et al., 2008; Donaldson et al., 2000; Scremin et al., 1999).
There are various types of FES cycling systems which have been developed in research and
commercial contexts, and these may be characterized by the dichotomy in table 1.2. Often it is
practicable for FES cycling to be performed with the addition of another form of exercise in
order to maximize potential therapeutic outcomes of the FES exercise, for example “hybrid”
section (table 8A.1), namely Hettinga & Andrews (2008). Despite the various FES-cycling
systems available for use, there are a number of reasons as to why there are still more research
projects required in this area. Mayson & Harris (2014) argue for example, that there is weak
evidence pertaining to the “effectiveness” of FES. In addition, it should be noted that there are a
range of other FES systems which may be appropriate for exercise, depending on what is
required by the patient. Some other examples include exoskeletons (figure 8A.2) and rowing
machines (figure 8A.3), which could perhaps be preferred by patients depending on individual
choice.4
Cycling Speed – Cadence

The speed at which FES cycling is performed is an important consideration when designing a
therapeutic regime for individuals with SCI. It has been noted by various authors that FES
cycling systems operate at a working cadence of 50 rpm (Theisen et al., 2002; Fornusek &
Davis, 2008). However, Duffell et al. (2009) assert that a cadence of 35 rpm is used often within
the field of FESC. In any case, cycling cadence has been the subject of research into various
cycling programs. In a study by Fornusek et al. (2013) for example, it was demonstrated that
using a 10rpm cadence can cause greater gains in circumference of the middle thigh, and
isometric strength than can training with a 50rpm cadence. Choice of an appropriate cycling
cadence is therefore important when setting up an FES exercise session.

4

The qualitative chapters suggest cycling is preferred, and rowing is unknown.
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Table 8A.1. Salient Examples of FES-Cycling [FESC] in Research and Commercial
Contexts.*
a) Types of FES-cycles.
Stationary, custom bikes.
• Fornusek (2005) developed an iFES-LCE system for use in SCI, modified from a
commercial MotoMed system.
Mobile, commercial bikes.
• The BerkelBike is a mobile FES cycle that can be used for outdoor FES cycling
exercise.
Stationary, commercial.
• Motomed.
b) Various applications of FES-cycling for exercise and research investigations [and
examples].
Alteration. Where a different type of stimulation is used to “classical” examples.
• Shank muscle stimulation has also been investigated during FES (e.g., Janssen &
Pringle, 2008), parting from more traditional paradigms of “classical” thigh muscle
stimulation (e.g., Fornusek & Davis, 2008).
Hybrid. The involvement of another part of the body for concurrent exercise.
• Heesterbeek et al. (2005): Investigated a system whereby legs were stimulated, but arms
cycled a hybrid system. The authors argue that “training effects” after 4 wk were similar
to what would be seen by longer periods of exercise in other studies.
• Alvarado (2013): Looked at how 12 weeks of FESC (“arm and leg FES-assisted
cycling”) could have an impact on walking in incomplete SCI.
• Hettinga & Andrews (2008) demonstrated a higher VdotO2peak across FES hybrid
studies, compared with FES cycling.
Synergistic/combination. The use of FESC with other exercise modalities over a period of
time to maximize gains.
• Donaldson et al. (2000) trained an individual for 16 months using a combination of FES
cycling training, and “near-isometric” stimulation.
• FES-cycling with FES-isometric, for the purposes of comparing isometric ES to FES
cycling (Fornusek et al., 2014a) [not a training study, but illustrates the use of two types
of FES in a study comparing them].
c) Other.
Elliptical bikes.
• The RT-200 involves the leg cycling elliptically (Alvarado, 2013).
• Hamzaid & colleagues (2012) found that elliptical FES exercise can actually generate
greater gross and net “metabolic efficiencies” than can “traditional iFES-LCE
exercise”.5

5

But wasn’t exercise performed for 15mins? They only took metabolic measurements 0-2, 2-4, 4-6 mins.
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Figure 8A.1. FES Cycling. In order to perform FES-cycling, patients sit in chairs attached to a
cycling system, or in standalone tricycles (shown). (McDaniel et al., 2017).

Figure 8A.2. Exoskeleton. FES-exoskeletons involve a combination of exoskeleton to hold the
limbs (shown), and electrical stimulation to power muscles. (Ha et al., 2016).
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Figure 8A.3. FES-rowing. Rowing is similar to cycling, in the sense that the lower limbs are
strapped during exercise. (Gibbons et al., 2014).
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8B. METABOLIC CONTEXT OF PARALYSIS AND FES

8B.1 Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) and Sedentary Context
“Our societies have constructed during the 20th century an ecological niche in which sedentary
behaviors and junk food became the new reference of living”
(Bergouignan et al., 2011)

Irrespective of whether or not one agrees with the above proposition, sedentary lifestyles are the
opponent of physical lifestyles with which an individual needs to follow in order to maximize
their life span. Leading such a lifestyle has become the “norm” in modern society, whereas
exercise and participation in sporting activities have been thrown to the side, as individuals
pursue more frugal yet inactive forms of recreation encouraged by the digital age. Associated
with an absence of physical activity (PA), is an accelerated progression towards a plethora of
metabolic conditions, for example type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular pathology (AIHW, 2015).

There are of course, some populations who are not able to perform exercise of their own
volition. One example is the Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) population. Spinal cord injury is caused
by damage to the spinal cord, from incidents such as motorbike accidents, falling from highrise
structures or any other serious event which generates large forces that can lesion the spinal cord
in a life-changing manner. Individuals with SCI may have an imposed sedentary lifestyle, due
to the nature of their disease or illness. It has been noted that individuals with spinal cord injury
(SCI) have “more sedentary lives than healthy individuals” (Alvarado, 2013).6 A more accurate
proposition perhaps, is that having SCI is often associated with sedentarism, when discussed in
comparison with healthy, active individuals. Nevertheless, enabling these populations to
participate in regular exercise is requisite should the impact of paralysis, along with its’
manifestations, be minimized. It has been put forward that electrical stimulation may be able to
facilitate those to exercise who need to exercise, but paradoxically struggle to do so due to co-

6

It is the opinion of the author of this thesis, partially from observation and partially common sense, that this
comment is a generalisation. Indeed, many people with SCI lead healthy lifestyles, for example some clients that
visit the lab at C-Block, Cumberland Campus, The University of Sydney.
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morbid disease (Banerjee et al., 2005)7. The purpose of this sub-chapter is to discuss metabolic
consequences of paralysis. This is done within the backdrop of FES as an exercise therapy to
attenuate such ramifications, in light of the current literature.

8B.2 Physiological Ramifications of Paralysis [SCI Context]

Spinal Cord Injury

There are a variety of conditions which may cause paralysis leading to a loss of mobility of the
limbs. In the case of spinal cord injury, usually this occurs due to a significant trauma (e.g.,
motor-vehicle accident, gunshot wound), producing manifestations such as lost sensation and
paralysis below the lesion level (Lynch & Popovic, 2008). In other neuromuscular conditions
such as Multiple Sclerosis8 (MS), loss of movement arises due to an autoimmune attack on the
nervous system. In any case, a number of other health conditions may arise which are
consequential to the paralysis itself. Individuals with an SCI have a higher amount of sedentary
time in comparison with able-bodied individuals9,10 (Vazquez Morgan, 2006; Alvarado, 2013)
and some argue that their “fitness” is inferior to that of able-bodied individuals (Davis et al.,
2014). As such, associated with the SCI are a variety of metabolic issues11, summarized in table
8A.2.

7

These authors use EMS – electrical muscle stimulation, which is similar to shivering and a little different to
typical FES exercise involving cycling for example.
8
See further review sections for more detailed review of MS. Also, a “snapshot” of the literature on FES in MS is
presented.
9
This is a gross generalisation. The author of this review for example, knows an individual with SCI whom is more
fit.
10
It has been argued that people “...with SCI occupy the lowest end of the physically [active] spectrum...” (Elder et
al., 2004). Again similar to (3) this is a generalisation with some people with SCI indeed living quite active lifestyles
through for example, regular participation in Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) exercise. Factors such as the
extent of injury (complete compared with incomplete), and motivation of the individual can influence exercise
participation. However for all individuals with paralysis, their ability to lead an active lifestyle is severely impaired
following injury.
11
“Pathological Mirroring”:The idea that some of the co-morbidities that manifest as a result of SCI are similar to
what would arise in other disease states. Perhaps some of these co-morbidities could be corrected by use of FES in
other populations other than SCI. Indeed, FES has been explored in a multitude of populations (see the home FES
section of this thesis). For example, aging may also be associated with some of the similar manifestations as
paralysis. Kern et al. (2014a) for example, comment on how skeletal muscle, as one ages, loses both mass and
function.
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Several of the metabolic sequelae of SCI are related to the fact that paralysis is associated with a
dramatic increase in hours per day spent in a sedentary state. This is due to the lack of ability to
perform volitional movements. It has been suggested that changes to “body composition” after
an SCI provide a milieu that is conducive to various disease states such as dyslipidaemia and
cardiovascular pathology (Gorgey et al., 2015b). Two significant pathologies related to this
change in composition are diabetes (Gorgey et al., 2015b) and obesity, which are also
associated with a range of other health problems.

Diabetes Mellitus: Definitions and Public Health Context
In its’ simplest of definition, diabetes mellitus (DM) is a malfunction of endogenous insulin
control processes of the endocrine system. There are various types of diabetes, with the
predominant types: type 1 DM, type 2 DM and gestational DM (Belliveau, 2006). Type 2
diabetes mellitus (T2DM)12,13 is a series of metabolic pathologies typified by anomalous blood
glucose levels related to issues with insulin, in either its manufacture or endogenous usage
(Ochoa & Gorniak, 2014; Gomes et al., 2014; American Diabetes Association, 2005). Indeed,
T2DM is responsible for the majority of cases of diabetes worldwide (Belliveau, 2006).
From a public health perspective, diabetes mellitus is a serious issue. Magliano et al. (2009) put
forward the opinion that if current diabetes rates continue as is, then by the year 2025 there will
be two million adult diabetics in Australia. In addition, Backholer et al. (2013) suggest that
there needs to be other ways in which the condition is treated, as if we continue by use of
current medical virtue, it is likely that the disease will increase in occurrence despite the
treatment paradigms of today. Therefore, it is a sine qua non of a society in which healthcare
costs are minimized, concurrently with an increased QOL for several members of the same
society, that the number of cases of diabetes are drastically reduced.

12

Alternatively, Tresierras & Balady (2009) argue that issues with “glucose metabolism” can arise as a result of
either:
a) There is not enough insulin,
b) The response to insulin is problematic.
It should be noted that indeed, DM is only one, albeit major, glucose pathology. The Metabolic Syndrome for
example is another.
13
For further information, Stuart et al. (1988) proposed two mechanisms which may attribute to a hyperglycaemic
state. Of course more modern literature may have more detailed molecular discussions of such mechanisms.
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Table 8A.2. Metabolic Issues Related to SCI.14,15,16
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Muscle atrophy (Sloan et al., 1994; Galea et al., 2015).
“Cardiovascular deconditioning” (Sloan et al., 1994)17.
Loss of activation and forces on skeletal muscle (Bickel et al., 2004).
Bone mass reduction (Mohr et al., 1997a; Galea et al., 2015), with a deterioration markedly in
the two years post-injury (Berkelmans, 2008). Osteoporosis (Sloan et al., 1994 ; Petrie et al.,
2015). Vazquez-Morgan (2006) argue that in the absence of a load on the lower limbs, then
issues such as hypercalcaemia may ensue.
Heightened risk of developing obesity-induced complications, including diabetes and
cardiovascular disease (Griffin et al., 2009; Kocina, 1997).
Altered thermoregulatory abilities in tetraplegia (Aksnes et al., 1994).
Altered glucose metabolism machinery, as demonstrated in a study examining GLUT-4 in vastus
lateralis with biopsies taken before and after NMES exercise (Yarar-Fisher et al., 2013).
Loss of muscle mass is related to less glucose storage sites, and hence a greater level of plasma
glucose (Khalil et al., 2013).
Carbohydrate and lipid metabolism issues as seen a study of Veterans with paraplegia/tetraplegia
(Bauman & Spungen, 1994). Another example is the work of Long et al. (2011) who found, in
comparison with able-bodied individuals, that individuals with cervical SCI had a reduced
number of genes related to lipid oxidation, and control of glucose levels18. Further, SCI have
increased levels of lipids; TGs, LDL-C, VLDL (Gorgey et al., 2014a).
Pressure sores arise due to muscle deterioration (Berkelmans, 2008).
Sympathetic impairments may cause orthostatic hypotension (Yoshida et al., 2013).
Autonomic dysreflexia may arise upon application of a “noxious stimulus” (Middleton et al.,
2014). This has also been reported in studies examining AD arising after FES exercise (Ashley
et al., 1993)
Higher “prevalence of insulin resistance and type-II diabetes” (Elder et al., 2004).
Decreased BMR, increased fat [from decreased lean muscle]. (Gorgey et al., 2015b).
Decreased likelihood of dental visits for teeth cleaning19 (Yuen et al., 2010).

14

A comprehensive review of the effects of FES exercise on metabolic outcomes after SCI may be seen in Gorgey
et al. (2015b).
15
Mohr and colleagues argue that “…other inactivity associated disorders...” (in the context of SCI) could be
avoided by use of FES. The authors list the examples of: “…hyperlipidemia, osteoporosis, pulmonary infections,
glucose intolerance and pressure sores…” (Mohr et al., 1997b). Most of these are in table 1.2, and discussed in
the context of FES/SCI in this thesis. For an example of attenuation of pulmonary infections in plegia, the work of
Gandevia and colleagues (Neurosciences Research Australia, Australia) could potentially be consulted.
16
Studies on FES exercise in populations such as SCI may be regarded as being more complete if they take into
account how an intervention affects several metabolic variables (glucose, IMF, LDLs etc.), not just muscle
increases which are commonly studied.
17
The meaning of this is slightly ambiguous to the author of this thesis.
18
For example in Long et al.’s study, SCI group had a non-significantly lower level of Glut4 mRNA than able-bodied
controls when biopsies of the vastus lateralis were taken.
19
A bit of an extrapolation. However, healthy oral microbiome reduces chance of other metabolic co-morbidities
(personal observation and inference from research at Charles Perkins Centre, University of Sydney, Australia).
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Muscle and Normoglycaemia
Other than reducing the incidence of diabetes, attenuating symptoms of T2DM in persons with
paralysis is important for disease management. Diabetes mellitus and insulin resistance often
manifest in individuals subsequent to SCI (Vazquez Morgan, 2006; Mohr et al., 2001).
Following injury, muscle undergoes de-training due to a lack of constant exercise. Both the
forces a muscle is exposed to, and the degree to which a muscle is activated decreases (Bickel et
al., 2004). This acts to enhance the deleterious effects which metabolic disease has on an
individual with SCI, as the ability for their muscles to control blood glucose levels decreases.
Muscular atrophy results in less storage locations for glucose, increasing the concentration of
glucose in the blood (Khalil et al., 2013). Moreover, the ability for oxygen uptake during
exercise (e.g., FES) is impaired as a result of atrophy (Hopman et al., 1998). Increasing muscle
mass promotes more glucose uptake as mediated by endogenous insulin control pathways
(Cauza et al., 2005). Glucose homeostasis [i.e., levels] are modulated in specific ranges by
various tissues such as the liver, adipose tissue and skeletal muscle (Molinari et al., 2013).
However, skeletal muscle is a significant modulator of blood glucose levels (Turcotte & Fisher,
2008), with muscle acting as a holding site of glycogen in larger quantities than the liver (Otto
Buczkowska & Dworzecki, 2003). Muscle hypertrophy is important for providing adequate
“stress” to “the cardiovascular system” (Bickel et al., 2004). Consequentially, increasing muscle
mass is essential for not only fighting atrophy, but providing adequate machinery from which
exercise may be carried out.
Studies on SCI and Glucose/Insulin Regulation
In reflection of changes to glucose mechanisms, the literature indicates that individuals with
SCI have issues regulating the concentration of glucose and insulin in the postprandial context.
In a study of 12 relatively untrained individuals with SCI20,21, it was shown that glucose and
insulin blood levels were significantly higher at 60, 90 & 120 mins after an oral glucose
tolerance test (OGTT) (Elder et al., 2004).22 Similar findings were also reported by Yarar-Fisher
et al. (2013), however while plasma glucose levels were found to elevated at 60, 90 & 120 mins,
20

For the sake of completeness, the authors could repeat this study and compare OGTT results to adults who
participate in regular exercise.
21
Relative to a control group.
22
The authors used a 75g glucose bolus (Elder et al. 2004). Perhaps important to see if this study reflects current
standard practice guidelines as outlined in other literature.
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insulin levels were similar between the SCI and AB group. In addition, Bauman & Spungen
(1994), in their study of 100 veterans with SCI, found increased plasma glucose at 90 and 120
mins (SCI vs AB), and increased plasma insulin at 120 mins (SCI vs AB) 23. The literature thus
differs in the time-course variation 24 that occurs when glucose and insulin responses are
compared between SCI and AB. However, it is evident that individuals with SCI have changes
manifest in their endogenous regulatory mechanisms that maintain normoglycaemia.
Bed Rest Studies – Emulating Ramifications of Sedentary Lifestyles/SCI
Insights into sedentary pathology may be generated from examination of bed-rest studies25,26
(Bergouignan et al., 2011). Such studies can be compared with “training studies”, to deduce
why exercise is imperative (Mikines et al., 1991). Even a bed rest period of seven days can
cause disruption to glucose and insulin metabolism (Mikines et al., 1991; Stuart et al., 1988),
highlighting the importance of regular exercise. Further, these changes may be reflected by
examining molecular changes at the level of the transporter. Biensø et al. (2012) for example,
found in their study of twelve healthy males, that GLUT-4 protein of the vastus lateralis was
reduced following a seven day bed rest period. Tabata et al. (1999) also performed a similar
study, comparing the GLUT-4 levels of vastus lateralis with those who did 19 days bed-rest,
with those who completed bed-rest and resistance training. The authors found that GLUT-4
decreased by 16% after bed-rest, but increased by 30% after the bed-rest and resistance training
(isometric)27 (Tabata et al., 1999). Exercise has also been shown to have positive acute benefits
in this context. Indeed, a study examining 14 healthy individuals reported insulin perturbations
after a mere one day of bed rest (Stephens et al., 2011). Bergouignan et al. (2011) also
corroborate this finding, noting that insulin resistance can manifest from bed-rest, in their

23

The authors did note that in their study, the relative proportions of individuals in the SCI group with diabetes
compared with the control group was greater (22% as opposed to 6%). They argue though that this is similar to
other Veteran populations, and relate to WHO guidelines.
24
The reasons as to why there are different time course changes are unknown to the author of this thesis.
25
Similar to bed rest studies, another way in which the effect of a sedentary lifestyle may be studied is through
suspension of the limbs. In a study by Hather et al. (1992), it was demonstrated that after six weeks, thigh CSA
decreased by 12% when measured relative to a contralateral control leg. The authors note that while the rectus
femoris did decrease non-significantly, other muscles (VI, VM, VL) of the thigh decreased significantly (Hather et
al. 1992).
26
A review by Frontera & Ochala (2015) also examines a section on “inactivity and bed rest”.
27
Authors note that it was isometric. One could argue that this study would produce even greater increases in
GLUT-4 if bed-rest was not undertaken!
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review paper on physical inactivity. This literature clearly exemplifies the imperative nature of
physical activity for normoglycaemia (e.g., Raymond et al., 2010).

Diabetes and Neuromuscular Pathologies

Interesting and conversely, the metabolic condition of diabetes can indeed have a negative
effect on the neuromuscular system28, bestowing upon it a range of deleterious sequelae29. For
example, Watanabe and colleagues (2013b) found in their study of motor unit 30 firing of the
vastus lateralis muscle in T2DM, that pathological firing rates were manifest relative to healthy
controls.In another study, Allen et al. (2013) found that diabetics had 60% less motor units
working than healthy controls, in their study that looked at tibialis anterior. Other neurological
perturbations in diabetes have also been reported. It has been put forward by Sacco et al. (2014)
that muscles modulate energy production to factor in pathological walking sequences, using a
changed “neuromuscular strategy”. The ramification of this finding is that perhaps ES may be
an option also for patients who have neuromuscular impairment arising from metabolic disease.

Obesity and the SCI Context
Impairments to glucose and insulin are not just associated with diabetes and its’ immediate
effects. If one is not active for example, glucose may be stored as fat (Khalil et al., 2013).
Insulin messaging isnot only affected in type 2 diabetes, but also in obesity31 (Zierath, 2002).

28

It should be noted, that similar to spinal injury, diabetes itself is capable of bestowing upon the patient a range
of other co-pathologies. Other than deleterious effects on nerve cells, it may also cause issues with the heart and
kidney(Molinari et al. 2013). Thus, if an individual develops DM following an SCI, this only adds to their chances of
obtaining further illness.
29
Has the effect of DM from SCI on SCI muscle ever been compared to the effect of the SCI on the SCI muscle
itself? Perhaps this is what accelerates atrophy!
30
Heinonen et al. (2012) discuss how the power output of a muscle may be enhanced by two methods:
a) Increasing how often MU’s fire.
b) Increasing how many MU’s fire.
It is the understanding of this author that such principles are: a) temporal summation, and b) spatial summation.
Controlling how MU’s are activated is important thus, to modulate their force/power output. This control may
come via educated selection of electrical stimulation parameters.
31
Indeed, Stanford & Goodyear (2014) assert that if an individual has obesity for a long period of time, that T2DM
is more likely to occur.
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Obesity32 is an increase in weight (Friedman, 2000) and aggregation of adipose tissue ensues
when “…energy intake exceeds energy expenditure…” (Gorgey et al., 2014a). Other than this
gain in weight, there are several other pathologies which may arise from obesity, for example
hypertension and sleep impediments (e.g., Barness et al., 2007). As such, maintaining a healthy
body weight is essential for a healthy lifestyle.

Obesity is by no means a trivial issue. Indeed, in the United States, obesity has been described
as “…a serious public health epidemic…” (Gorgey et al., 2014a), and some have even gone as
far to stipulate:
“The obesity epidemic is among the greatest public health challenges facing the modern
world.”
(Simpson & Raubenheimer, 2005)

There are several pathologies which may arise from having obesity, each with potentially
disastrous consequences. Perhaps the most obvious is weight gain, due to a difference between
calories intaken and utilized (Tresierras & Balady, 2009). Individuals with an SCI are often
confined to a wheelchair for a significant portion of their lives. It follows that they are at risk of
developing weight gain and other co-morbidities should they develop obesity.
Adipose Tissue
Adipose tissue is an essential component of the human body, responsible for insulation and
force-absorbing purposes. SCI is associated with loss of skeletal muscle (table 1.2), which is
naturally utilized in the homeostasis of fatty acids (Thyfault et al., 2004). Such results have
been reflected by muscle studies of SCI. In comparison of six incomplete SCI to six able-bodied
individuals for example, Gorgey & Dudley (2007) found that the former had a larger quantity of
intramuscular fat (IMF) as reflected by T1-weighted MRI scans at a time of 6-weeks after
injury. If there is a reduction in muscle mass, then it follows that there will be decreased skeletal
muscle proteins, etc., present to break down fatty acids.

32

Friedman put forward: “Obesity is formally defined as a significant increase above ideal weight, ideal weight
being defined as that which maximizes life expectancy” (Friedman, 2000).
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In addition to the effects of adipose tissue on control of glucose levels, excess adipose tissue can
be problematic for other reasons33. It has been suggested that raised levels of adipose tissue are
correlated with increased risk of cardiovascular disease, due to increased levels of triglycerides
and free fatty acids (Gorgey et al., 2015b). Other issues of fat imbalance have also been
reported (table 1.2). From a methodological standpoint, excess adipose tissue may also act to
impede physiological investigations. Elder et al. (2004) for example, argue that intramuscular
fat (IMF) levels may be greater in those with SCI than able-bodied controls, which can cause
cross-sectional area (CSA) of muscle to be exaggerated when measurements are made. One
other such example is seen in a study of FES cycling for MS, where adipose tissue rendered
near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) measurements impossible for 6/14 patients (Reynolds et al.,
2015).
The literature indicates that exercise is capable of bestowing positive effects on lipid levels
(Dallmeijer et al., 1997; Dallmeijer et al. 1999; Lehmann & Spinas, 1996). In their study of
exercise for tetraplegia, Dallmeijer et al. (1997) demonstrated that those who were classified as
“active” 34 had greater HDL-C 35 levels that a “sedentary” group. In another study examining
spinal injury and lipids following injury however, a study by Dallmeijer et al. (1999) showed
insufficient HDL-C increases to achieve statistical significance, 2 years after injury in their
study of 19 individuals with SCI. It should be noted however that this study did not involve all
subjects completing a given exercise intervention, but rather aimed to quantify lipid levels after
injury.36 In the context of type 2 DM, exercise has been shown to increase HDL and decrease
plasma TG’s (Lehmann & Spinas, 1996).

33

There are other reasons, from an exercise perspective, why excessive adipose tissue is a problem. From a
pragmatic point of view, obesity also renders exercise difficult (Rostrup et al., 2014).
34

The authors defined active individuals as those who did “…regular sport activities for at least 6 months…”
(Dallmeijer et al., 1997).
35
Authors also argue that this increase in HDL-C is suggestive of a lower risk of coronary heart disease (Dallmeijer
et al., 1997).
36
The authors made the assumption that in the first phase (rehabilitation), all subjects completed similar
amounts of exercise (Dallmeijer et al., 1999).
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8B.3 Exercise for SCI
The Essentialness of Exercise for Normal Metabolism – Examples
Regular exercise is associated with beneficial effects, irrespective of underlying pathologies.
For individuals with paralysis, one could postulate exercise is even more essential as the natural
state of the body renders it difficult to move the limbs of one’s own volition. In the context of
metabolism, training of muscle in “metabolic populations” is important in controlling glucose
levels via reducing “insulin resistance” (Stanford & Goodyear, 2014), as well as stimulation of
increased transporter numbers and endogenous insulin mechanisms.37 This is especially relevant
as skeletal muscle is responsible for 70% of “glucose disposal” (Gorgey & Khalil, 2015a)38.
Exercise 39 has been noted to increase the number of GLUT-4 channels present in skeletal
muscle (Richter & Hargraves, 2013; Stanford & Goodyear, 2014). In general, more transporters
allow more glycogen to be withheld within the muscle (Hickner et al., 1997 & McCoy et al.,
1996), which may then be subsequently broken down to glucose during exercise. The number of
GLUT-4 channels in muscle may also dictate the glucose transport rate “into skeletal muscle”
(Dohm, 2002). In addition to causing the formation of more transporter channels, Zierath (2002)
comments on how exercise is able to activate signal transduction mechanisms which may have
been rendered dormant due to disease, for example type 2 DM. There are indeed, several
beneficial benefits to exercise, in the context of glucose and insulin control, some of which are
outlined in table 8B.3.

37

Indeed, Richter & Hargraves (2013) outline three mechanisms by which glucose uptake may be controlled
(“delivery, transport and metabolism”).
38
Interestingly, Teran-Garcia and co-workers refer to references which stipulate that skeletal muscle is
responsible for “Thirty to fifty percent of the in vivo insulin-mediated glucose disposal...” (Teran-Garcia et al.,
2005). This figure is quite different to that quoted by Gorgey & Khalil (2015a). However, this may be due to other
molecular mechanisms also responsible for glucose removal, in skeletal muscle. Further correlation of this idea
with the literature on glucose metabolism would be interesting.
39
It is interesting to note that changes to the structure of muscle and glucose transportation mechanisms are not
necessarily entirely dependent phenomena, as suggested by Aksnes et al. (1996). Their study of a group of nine
individuals with cervical SCI (quadriplegia) deduced that while such a group had insulin resistance manifest
compared with a control group, both groups had similar results for other tests such as 3-O-methylglucose
transport and GLUT-4 numbers of the vastus lateralis.
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Table 8A.3. Some suggested (general)40 benefits of exercise for normal glucose and insulin
mechanisms.
• It enhances how well glucose transportation mechanisms react to insulin (Cartee et
al., 1989)
• It enhances proteins that are causative of “insulin transduction” (Chibalin et al.,
2000).
• In individuals with metabolic disease, exercise is encouraged (Watanabe et al., 2014), as
it is able to increase “insulin sensitivity” (Crowe & Caulfield, 2012b).
• It can produce glycogen in two ways: insulin-independent, insulin-dependent (Price et
al., 1994), with these two mechanisms effectually increasing glucose disposal
(Belliveau, 2006).
• It stimulates translocation of GLUT-4 to plasma membrane and T-tubules (Richter &
Hargraves, 2013; Dohm, 2002).

The importance of exercise in yielding preferential blood glucose levels may be reflected by
various studies which examine this in the context of T2DM. In an RCT by Maiorana et al.
(2002), it was found that completion of an 8-week “circuit training” exercise program41 caused
significant decreases in blood glucose and HbA1c. However, keeping exercise up following the
introduction of an intervention must also be considered. In a study by Andersen et al. (2003),
various metabolic outcomes after 90 days of resistance training, then after another 90 days of no
training were examined. The authors found that glucose uptake stimulated by insulin, at both
the level of the muscle and the whole body, was decreased following the removal of
exercise42,43. Hence it is essential that exercise be maintained to allow for the continuation of
positive changes in the control of blood glucose levels. Exercise helps with the metabolism of
larger structures such as carbohydrates, as suggested by a study that compared resistance
training males with sedentary controls (Thyfault et al., 2004). Carbohydrates are complex
molecular structures comprised ultimately of glucose subunits. This breakdown thus helps to
maintain normoglycaemia through the liberation of glucose.
The modality of exercise may also have an impact on changes to metabolic parameters. In a
study by Cauza et al. (2005), it was showed that strength training and aerobic endurance
40

General benefits reported, not taking into account exercise variables such as frequency and duration. For more
specific exercise variables, guidelines such as those of the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) guidelines
should be consulted. An example of these for healthy adults is in Garber et al., 2011.
41
Also, their study was 16-wks (8-wk exercise, 8-wk rest crossover). A combination of aerobic and resistance
modalities (Maiorana et al., 2002).
42
A reversal of positive changes was also seen in the context of isometric strength (Andersen et al., 2003).
43
No changes to fasting glucose were noted (Andersen et al., 2003).
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training may have different effects, as only the strength group had a significant reduction in
HbA1c after 4 months. However, Weeks et al. (2007) critique the findings of Cauza et al.
(2005), arguing that their strength group had lower HbA1c and glucose levels which should
have been taken into account in their analysis. Nevertheless, both resistance and aerobic training
in diabetic populations have been demonstrated tobestow positive effects on such parameters, as
seen in the Maiorana et al. (2002) study.
The aforementioned literature indicates that exercise44 may have a beneficial effect on control
of important metabolic compounds such as glucose, insulin and fats. However, it is important to
also consider both the modality of exercise, and the implementation. For an effectual exercise
regime to be executed, principles of exercise prescription should be implemented. In addition,
guidelines such as the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) (e.g., Garber et al., 2011)
should be followed. While these steps taken will ensure an evidence-based, approved
approach45 may be taken to exercise therapy, it is also important not to underestimate individual
motivation, and how an exercise regime could be implemented. Individual drive is of course, an
important motivating factor in the uptake of exercise therapy.46,47
While co-morbidities contribute to an inability to perform required exercise (Sharma et al.,
2010), individual motivation is also a causative factor of poor exercise uptake. Belliveau (2006)
for example, argues that several people do not follow exercise that is suggested by guidelines
such as the Canadian Diabetes Association recommendations However, even if one does have
the requisite motivation to perform physical activity, it may not always be efficient exercise.
Gorgey et al. (2014) for example, note that, in the case of spinal injury, individuals may be able
to exercise but have a lower “…systemic response to exercise…” due to nervous system
damage. The choice to partake in exercise is thus multifaceted, dictated by a range of factors

44

See appendix 1A for an example of exercise prescription in the context of FES exercise.
Another important factor, as outlined by an early Swedish study, is feasibility. In a five year study of Swedish
males from Malmo (with T2DM or IGT), it was concluded that it is realistic to implement a combined diet and
exercise intervention en masse, as suggested by the authors in their investigation of individuals with T2DM and
IGT (Eriksson & Lindgärde, 1991). This also highlights another important point related to exercise and control of
the glycaemic profile – diet. Indelibly these principles may be extended to populations with SCI as well.
46
“You can lead a horse to water, but can’t make it drink” may be a good analogy, for the implementation of
exercise, in any population.
47
These factors are explored more extensively in chapter 3, where a qualitative investigation of FES is presented.
Motivation in the context of home FES is explored.
45
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such as co-existing disease, and limitations due to motivation and inherent physiological
barriers.
Dietary Considerations
The importance of diet as a cardinal factor in maintaining a healthy metabolome is apparent for
populations with SCI. Just as a healthy diet is paramount in able-bodied populations, so too is it
within paralyzed populations. Despite this, it has been noted that there is a lack of
understanding regarding nutrition subsequent to an SCI (Khalil et al., 2013)48. Notwithstanding
this inherent shortcoming, there are some studies which allude to examining the dietary state of
individuals post-injury. In their study of physical activity and insulin responses for example,
Koury et al. (2013) discerned that, in comparing active and sedentary individuals with a cervical
SCI, that the active group had lower levels of leptin49, and insulin in their serum following
fasting than did the non-active group. Leptin is a hormone responsible for the sensation of
satiety, in the sense that lower leptin levels suggest reduced appetite.
Such work indicates how both diet and exercise are important in maintaining metabolic
homeostasis. A healthy diet is essential for preventing obesity. While exercise is important in
stimulating insulin mechanisms, Crowe & Caulfield (2012b) note that it is both exercise and
weight loss that enhance how responsive tissue is to insulin. In addition, Gorgey et al. (2014), in
their paper on metabolism and SCI, put forward the idea that in order to assist metabolic
processes, changing the “body composition” is requisite. Exercise can help to shape tissues50
such as muscle, to a preferential form for glucose transportation. However, ingestion of the
correct foods and dietary requirements is also essential for fine-tuning of the “body
composition”.

48

The authors also talk about how it is uncertain “...how [nutrition] impacts body composition and the metabolic
profile...” (Khalil et al., 2013). This is a particularly important research area, in the opinion of the author of this
thesis. Especially in light of the work that details perturbations to the “metabolic profile” after an SCI, namely
how SCI affects it (Gorgey et al., 2014a), and the effects of electrical stimulation on this profile (Gorgey et al.,
2015b).
49
Confusion: Leptin = don’t want to eat. This would mean that non-active group would have wanted to eat less?
50
The idea of shaping tissues (muscle) also has aesthetic benefit. This is discussed in the results of the Vienna
study (chapter 3).
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FES as Exercise for Metabolic Disease
It has been put forward that exercise is a suggested therapy for individuals with T2DM
(Watanabe et al., 2014), which is no surprise given the importance of skeletal muscle in
regulating blood glucose levels. Indeed, exercise triggers skeletal muscle to uptake a greater
level of glucose (Hamada et al., 2003; Hamada et al., 2004). However, performing such
exercise is made difficult by the fact that individuals often have pathologies such as obesity or
osteoporosis which render this exercise difficult to perform (Miyamoto et al., 2015; Miyamoto
et al., 2012; Petrie et al., 2015). Hence it is no surprise that many individuals with diabetes
mellitus, cannot complete the required physical exercise paramount in maintaining a healthy
lifestyle (Sharma et al., 2010; Crowe & Caulfield, 2012a). This is a significant issue, as
Raymond et al. (2010) stresses for example, the importance of activity in the context of
“…glycaemia and health…”.

Figure 8A.4. Garment Electrodes. Irish researchers use garment electrodes and patterned
stimulation in a type of aerobic exercise with electrical stimulation (Crowe & Caulfield, 2012a).
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8B.4 The Effects of FES on Health and Metabolic Parameters

The Effects of FES on Health

The use of electrical stimulation as a modality that allows individuals who are not able to easily
perform exercise, to do so (Banerjee et al., 2005; Hamada et al., 2004). In populations such as
high cervical SCI, the ability to exercise may only occur with the use of technology such as
FES. It has been well-reported in the literature that FES exercise can reduce muscle atrophy
following paralysis or lesion (e.g., Vodovnik et al. 1965; Galea et al., 2015). There have been a
plethora of studies carried out investigating both the “acute” and “chronic” effects of various
types of FES exercise. Another way by which these health effects may be considered is on the
“level” on which they occur. It has been proposed:
“FES-evoked exercise increases the whole-body metabolism of individuals with spinal cord
injury (SCI) so that they may gain general and localized health and fitness benefits”.
(Davis et al., 2008)
Indeed, there are several health benefits of FES which illustrate its’ potential to have
widespread positive physiological effects after paralysis. Some examples of studies are
presented in table 1.5 in general terms.51,52

51

cf. Table 1.2., metabolic ramifications of paralysis. FES has several effects depending on how it is used. Several
of the studies cited in table 1.5. are examples of how it can be used to attenuate the physiological perturbations
of table 1.2.
52
Systematic reviews of course provide a more complete picture of health outcomes from FES. One example is
that of Springer & Khamis (2017), who discuss FES walking for Multiple Sclerosis (discussed in this chapter). The
authors present a series of studies, with “FES intervention” in one column. Yet they do NOT stipulate the
stimulation parameters of the studies! In general, comprehensive reviews (systematic or not) of FES exercise
should report stimulation parameters. Gondin et al., (2011) for example examined strength and reported several
parameters including the duty cycle. There are many factors affecting how well stimulation works, as put forward
by Alon & Smith (2005). One of these is cause stimulation parameters, as the authors list. FES is complex as there
are several parameters to control – electrical, exercise, etc. These need to be taken into account though if holistic
deductions about health benefits are to be made.
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Table 8A.4. Select studies53 reporting some select effects of electrical stimulation exercise.
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Cardiovascular.
o Improvements in blood flow through arteries, as demonstrated by Allison et al. (2016) in
their cycling study of individuals with SCI (common femoral artery).
o FES-ergometry can increase small artery compliance but not large artery compliance of
radial artery (Zbogar et al., 2008)
o In light of these studies, a Cochrane Review by Psilopoulos & Niewboer (2008) shed
light on some issues regarding conclusions that can be made from the literature on FES
and CVS improvements.
Respiratory.
o FES-cycling in SCI has been shown to cause similar oxygen and lactate changes after
exercise compared to able-bodied individuals (e.g., Barstow et al., 1995).
o NMES-EX, is a type of FES exercise involving low-frequency stimulation to evoke
isometric muscle contraction. It has been put forward by Irish FES researchers at
University College Dublin (Caulfield et al., 2011). They argue this type of FES can
evoke significant aerobic responses in healthy sedentary individuals54.
55
Muscle .
o Attenuation of muscle atrophy (Davis et al., 2008).
o FES-ergometry can cause thigh and leg muscle hypertrophy (Scremin et al., 1999).
Neurological.
o FES: “…stimulates cortical reorganization (carry-over effects)” (Popovic, 2014)56.
Bone.
o Frotzler and colleagues (2008): Increases in bone mineral density (BMD) of the femur
have been reported, in a study examining one-year of regular FES-cycling in SCI
(Frotzler et al., 2008).
o Gargiulo et al. (2011) presented encouraging results suggestive of increased patellar
bone strength after FES in subjects from the RISE project.
Biomechanical.
o Street et al. (2015) reported improved walking speed in patients with MS undergoing
FES walking.57
o Ambrosini & colleagues (2011) found several biomechanical parameter improvements
in their study of FESC for hemiparesis.
Psychological58.
o Sharif and colleagues (2014) reported increases in “overall mental component” of a SF36 [psychological questionnaire] before/after a 12-week period of FES walking.

53

These are only a sample of studies. There are several. FES is by no means perfect. A comprehensive overview of
the effects of FES exercise (different modalities and their effects on various physiological outcomes) is presented
in “The Physiology of Exercise in Spinal Cord Injury” (Taylor, ed., 2016).
54
Further they present other work that is suggestive of marked benefit of this training in other populations, such
as heart failure (e.g., Banerjee et al., 2009).
55
Although it has been argued that FES has been used from the 1960’s onwards to attenuate atrophy (Davis et al.,
2008) (among other health outcomes), Vodovnik et al. (1965) argued that indeed electrical stimulation had been
used for quite some time at the time of their paper. An early patent search may validate this claim.
56
However, work by Kafri & Laufer (2015) seems to put into question the relative advantage of FES over other
treatments (e.g., AFOs) in the context of stroke. The authors performed a systematic review.
57
The authors do stipulate differences between orthotic and therapeutic effects [discussed later in this review].
58
For further psychological dimensions to FES, see the qualitative dimension of this thesis.
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Exercise and FES: A Metabolic Intervention59,60 for Metabolic Diseases
Arising from studies such as those aforementioned, is the idea that exercise is beneficial for
metabolic disease. It is no surprise that ES exercise has been studied in the context of such
diseases. In a study looking at low frequency NMES in the context of glucose control, Belliveau
(2006) asserts that strategies which are innovative and target stimulation of glucose uptake via
the contraction-mediated mechanism could be helpful individuals with T2DM. In the previous
few years, there has been a surge of research interest in the use of electrical stimulation in
disease states related to “inactivity” (Crognale et al., 2009). The recent literature has indicated
several promising prospects for the use of electrical stimulation for attenuation of anomalous
glucose and insulin responses, among other things.
Similar to individuals with SCI, individuals with T2DM may have difficulty in performing
exercise due to concurrent pathologies which inhibit their ability to do so (Miyamoto et al.,
2012; Miyamoto et al., 2015). Hence, FES offers itself as a form of exercise that may be
executed by patient groups who can not complete substantial “voluntary exercise” (Crowe &
Caulfield, 2012a). Miyamoto et al. (2012) argues upon these grounds thus, that FES may be
used to combat “postprandial hyperglycaemia” for T2DM patients.
There have been a few key studies which have been conducted to see how FES exercise can
have an effect on glucose and insulin metabolism (e.g. Crowe & Caulfield, 2012a; Hamada et
al., 2004; Hamada et al., 2003; Jeon et al., 2002; Kimura et al., 2010; Miyamoto et al., 2012;
Miyamoto et al., 2015). Recent work by Miyamoto and colleagues have trialled the use of
“EMS”, by use of shorts fitted with electrodes that are worn on the lower limb during cycling (
Miyamoto et al., 2012). The authors followed the procedure of Caulfield and colleagues, who
placed electrodes on the quadriceps, hamstrings and gluteals, held closely to the skin by a pair
59

Some “key metabolic papers” in FES could be regarded as follows: Watanabe et al., 2014; Miyamoto et al.,
2015; Miyamoto et al., 2012; Kimura et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2010; Chilibeck et al., 1999; Hamada et al., 2003;
Hamada et al., 2004; Griffin et al. 2009; Mohr et al., 2001; Mohr et al., 1997a; Grosset et al., 2013 [Obese];
Caulfield et al., 2004; Banerjee et al., 2009, Banerjee et al., 2005; Yarar-Fisher et al., 2013; Rostrup et al., 2014
[Obese]; Jeon et al., 2002; Caulfield, et al., 2011; Crowe & Caulfield, 2012a, Crowe & Caulfield, 2012b;Van Buuren
et al., 2013; Bélangeret al., 2000).
60
A study by Mahoney et al. (2005) showed in a group of spinal cord-injured men subjects if resistance training
NMES leg extensions are performed (2d/wk, 12wk) then thigh muscle mass (CSA) can increase while there is no
corresponding improvements in glucose and insulin, as quantified by OGTT. Hence, increase in muscle benefits
and metabolic (i.e., glucose control) parameters may not always occur “in concert” with each other.
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of “shorts” (Caulfield et al., 2004). Both Miyamoto et al. (2015) and Miyamoto et al. (2012)
found that postprandial glucose can be lowered by use of such exercise in diabetic individuals.
Kimura et al. (2010)61 found that isometric ES of the quadriceps62 can also lower this parameter
in a group of obese and pre-obese men. Indeed, such exercise has even been shown to be
capable of producing a greater glucoseuptake in comparison to cycling exercises, in a cohort of
eight healthy males, with a euglycaemic clamp (Hamada et al., 2004). In addition, Jeon et al.
(2002) showed that 8 weeks of FES cycling at 50-60% VO2max, can cause reduced glucose
levels two hours after a glucose tolerance test. Such work offers exciting potential for FEScycling and isometric exercises for use as a form of physical activity in individuals with
metabolic disease.
It is important that FES exercise is completed on a regular basis should it impart marked
benefits to clinical populations, as suggested by the group from the Swiss Paraplegic Centre in
Nottwil (Bersch et al., 2015, who cites Petrofsky et al., 2000). This is particularly evident in the
MS population for example, where the British group remarked that there was an:
“…orthotic but not training effect in walking speed”
(Street et al., 2015)
in their study of electrical stimulation for MS. Regular training is also requisite for metabolic
changes that may be prolonged. A study by Lai et al. (2010) for example, demonstrated that the
ability of FES to attenuate bone loss is reduced once training with FES cycling is stopped, as
reflected by DEXA scans of the femur. All in all these findings seem to suggest that FES
exercise needs to be performed frequently should benefits persist.

61

Indeed, Kimura et al. (2010) assert that their study was one of the first to examine how EMS could be harnessed
to control blood glucose levels. Mohr and colleagues previously examined this, but using FES cycling and in SCI
(e.g., Mohr et al., 2010a). Kimura et al. also reference the Irish and Japanese groups examining EMS – a form of
FES which involves shivering (see Minogue, Caulfield, etc.). So, Kimura et al., weren’t necessarily the first to
examine FES for glucose control, but rather EMS.
62
Interestingly, Heinonen et al. (2012) investigated differences in glucose uptake of the various muscles
comprising the quadriceps [i.e., rectus femoris cf. vasti muscles]. Their study was in six healthy individuals.
Undeniably a similar trend might also be occurrence in paralysis populations, so perhaps this is important in the
context of targeting different parts of the quadriceps for exercise aimed at increasing glucose uptake from the
blood to the muscle. Muscle hypertrophy facilitates glucose uptake (e.g., Cauza et al., 2005) so exercises could be
targeted to the larger muscles of the quadriceps to potentially maximize glucose uptake ability.
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8B.4 Multiple Sclerosis

Although different in pathological mechanism, Multiple Sclerosis (MS) has also been a focus of
FES therapy. Multiple Sclerosis, in its’ simplest of definition, is when the myelin sheath is
degraded by autoimmune attack. This destroys the fatty tissue which usually helps a nerve
conduct via saltatory propagation. As such, there are a range of devastating neuromuscular
consequences that may manifest in patients with MS. These include (but are not limited to);
paralysis, cognitive impairments and loss of “muscle memory”.
An autoimmune disease (Sampson et al., 2016), MS is “degenerative” in nature, involving
destruction of nervous tissue of the CNS (brain and spinal cord), and also optic nerves (Swain et
al., 2000; Newland et al., 2016; Fornusek & Hoang, 2014b). It has an uncertain aetiology
(Mahad et al., 2015), and there are four common forms, outlined for example in Swain et al.
(2000).63 Similar to SCI, paralysis is also a symptom arising from MS. Hence, it is no surprise
that FES has been investigated by several researchers from multiple angles with regards to MS
therapies (e.g., Springer & Khamis, 2017 [review]; Swain et al., 2000 [retrospective patient
data]; Szecsi et al., 2009a [biomechanical investigation]; Scott et al., 2013 [biomechanical
investigation]; Sampson et al., 2016 [robotic feasibility study]; Reynolds et al., 2015
[physiological, metabolic investigation]).

Similar to the use of electrical stimulation for hemiplegia (Liberson et al., 1961), use in MS
populations is not entirely modern. Work from the University of Southampton for example, was
performed in the early 1980’s entitled: Electronic aspects of spinal-cord stimulation in multiple
sclerosis (Jobling et al., 1980). Despite such innovations, translation of electrical stimulation in
general has been limited to the Multiple Sclerosis community (unpublished data) 64 . This is
indeed remarkable, given the results of the recent literature.

In recent times there have been various studies, although with limitations, demonstrating the
potential of FES to alleviate MS symptoms. The literature seems to assess MS therapies in a
63

Relapsing-remitting, Primary-progressive, Secondary-progressive, Progressive-relapsing (Swain et al., 2000).
From the chapter 2 study of this thesis. One participant commented on how not many people know about FES,
upon a question prompt. Disregarding bias, this data shows that FES for MS has great potential in Australia, as per
opinion of the author of this thesis.
64
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dual fashion (table 8A.5). Although mixed results, the literature is promising with regards to the
immediate effects FES exercise can have on symptoms of MS. Prior to a discussion of these
studies, it should be noted that there are several symptoms of MS, making FES “one part” of the
therapeutic options available. In a Series paper of Lancet Neurology65, for example there was a
review of the literature conducted regarding several possible therapeutic guidances for the
several co-morbidities of MS (Feinstein et al., 2015). FES, along with TENS and percutaneous
stimulation were featured among several other treatments from the literature in their survey.
Table 8A.5. Therapy duality for MS – Two important aspects
(Adapted from Szecsi et al., 2009a; Swain et al., 2000 & Springer & Khamis, 2017)
Immediate Obvious Effects
The transient, immediately obvious effects on
physiological parameters.
• Prosthetic (Szecsi et al., 2009a)
• Orthotic (Swain et al., 2000; Springer
& Khamis, 2017)
Prolonged Effects after FES
Long-lasting effects that are also seen without
• Therapeutic (Szecsi et al., 2009a; electrical stimulation.
Springer & Khamis, 2017)
• Carry-Over (Swain et al., 2000)
It has been suggested that although FES is an intuitive option for “nonambulatory people”, it is
not used that often (Reynolds et al., 2015). This is remarkable, as the literature points towards
positive outcomes for patients who perform FES exercise. Krause and colleagues (2007) for
example, presented a case study involving a man with MS performing FES cycling. The authors
found reductions in spasticity, as measured by pendulum test. Although non-significant, Szecsi
et al. (2009a)66 reported increases in power output in a group of 12 patients following thriceweekly FES cycling, for 2-wk. Studies have also been performed on MS patients for the
purposes of alleviating footdrop, which is often manifest (Miller et al., 2015) similar to patients
with stroke. Swain et al. (2000) reported carry-over effects in patients who used an Odstock
Foot Drop Stimulator (ODFSIII). Moreover, Miller et al. (2015) showed comparable results to
walking metrics with ODFSIII and the Walk-Aide device, in a study of patients walking around
an elliptical track. Hence, electrical stimulation may be used to assist with locomotion in
patients with MS.
65

The first paper in this Series, Mahad et al. (2015) is also a good introduction to Multiple Sclerosis definitions and
neuropathology.
66
Work from a similar group also investigated different FES configurations (i.e., current types) for cycling in SCI
(Szecsi & Schiller, 2009b)
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Taken collectively, there are several important considerations of note across the MS literature
requiring further consideration. In a systematic review by Springer & Khamis (2017) for
example, the authors sought to understand the benefit of FES-walking for MS. Their review
talked of 12 papers. Most suggested some form of “orthotic effect” whereby FES has been
implemented to sufficiently assist ambulation. Yet, the “therapeutic effect” was less reported
across studies 67 . Various authors have also pointed towards methodological issues in their
studies. This idea was examined closely by Springer & Khamis (2017) in their review, however
holds true for studies in isolation as well. With regards to exercise for MS in general, Pilutti &
Edwards (2017) comment on how samples in studies have a mixed collection of participants
with different stages of MS. (Figure 1.12 depicts these different stages). In terms of general
therapies for the various MS symptoms, the review by Feinstein et al. (2015) presents a variety
of samples across the literature, with some papers leaving the type of MS unspecified. This
renders comparisons across studies difficult, for example in delineating how exercise may
benefit relapsing or progressive patients (Pilutti & Edwards, 2017). In the context of FES
exercise, various authors have noted that small sample sizes were used in their studies
(Reynolds et al., 2015; Sampson et al., 2016). Fornusek & Hoang (2014b) assert that future
strategies would be well-guided to examine “…the degree of disability due to MS”. In light of
the comments of Pilutti & Edwards (2017), and together with the aforementioned limitations,
future work on FES exercise should be more specific in stratification of groups with different
stages of MS.

8B.5 Select Limitations of FES

Despite the suggested positive health outcomes for individuals with paralysis and other
conditions associated with paralysis, there are several issues with current FES systems. These
issues may partly explain why the technique is not as widely adopted as one would expect.68
FES cycling is by no means an inexpensive therapy. In Cassidy et al. (2012)’s review
examining how FES cycling can impact the health of individuals with SCI, they reported that
RT-300 systems can cost over $20,000 USD. In addition, commercial stimulators such as the
Medistim (OttoBock) and Compex handheld-units can cost hundreds or thousands of dollars,
67

The authors also noted that most studies analyzed used unilateral stimulation of peroneal nature.
Uptake of FES is delved into further in the qualitative public health component of this thesis.

68
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being cost-prohibitive for some patients without adequate insurance69. Design issues may also
limit some devices to certain populations.70

Fatigue

However expensive systems may be, there are far greater limitations to FES, in terms of system
design and application of an electrical waveform to human tissue. Muscle fatigue is a significant
problem which acts to impede the process of using FES for standing and walking (Thrasher et
al. 2005). In addition, FES walking poses a risk of falling to patients (Berkelmans, 2008) which
limits’ its safety in application. Marsolais and colleagues (1991)71 also asserted, in their study of
orthoses and FNS walking, that damage to joints may ensue during walking as a result of
changed sensation in populations such as paraplegia. These limitations need to be taken into
account when considered in a therapeutic context.

Safe Stimulation
Another consideration in use of FES is safe72 and effective application of stimulation. A study
by Hartkopp et al. (1998) is a clear demonstration of how FES can cause damage, if used
incorrectly. The case study reports a paraplegic individual suffering a fracture after isometric
FES delivered at a maximum value of 800 mA. This is far succeeding safely limits. For

69

Taken from qualitative study, chapter 3 of this thesis.
Alvarado (2013) argues that a lot of FES technology currently available is made in a way such that it is for those
with complete injuries.
71
It has also been suggested in the context of paraplegic walking for example, that such exercise may induce
stresses to “…an existing problem…” (Marsolais et al., 1991). Applying this to FES exercise, it is clear that coexistent pathology can act to prevent FES exercise being an effective therapy in some individuals.
72
FES also must be used in a way which is proper and safe to avoid harm to patients. Older unithad several design
features different to modern systems (personal observations). Other than being bulky, some were not isolated
from mains power supplies. In general, systems should also be subject to routine safety and performance testing,
in concordance with relevant safety standards. An example of documents in an Australian context could be:
AS/NZS 2500: 2004 – The safe use of electricity in patient care (application?) and AS/NZS 3760: 2010 – In-service
safety inspection and testing of electrical equipment (performance testing?). [Titles may be seen on SAI Global
website). Of course, these are issues appropriate for the organization responsible for the provision of FES therapy
(e.g., rehabilitation hospital or research centre). These are external to the device itself.Although they may have
had an earth, from a safety perspective it is more advisable to have a system isolated from the mains (Fornusek,
personal communication). As such, caution should be taken when using older systems that may not have been
subject to the same safety rigour in their development.
70
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example, researchers have suggested 140 mA is a safe threshold (Theisen et al., 2002).73,74 The
authors also discuss other aspects such as biomechanical set-up and co-existent pathology
which may have contributed to the adverse event. This case study emphasizes the importance of
underlying co-morbidities which may hinder the safe application of FES therapy75.

Physiological Cautions

Related to the latter, is the idea that electrical stimulation in general can cause deleterious
effects in some patients. The presence of electrical stimulation can cause autonomic dysreflexia
(Alvarado, 2013), which involves a lack of descending inhibitory input to ganglia (e.g., cardiac,
autonomic) (Middleton et al., 2014). Consequentially there is an increase in blood pressure then
a slowing down of the heart rate in an attempt to control blood pressure (Eldahan &
Rabchevsky, 2017 & Karlsson, 1999). The occurrence of this anomalous stimulation can cause
a series of symptoms such as bradycardia and headache (Middleton et al., 2014). In a thesis on
arm and leg cycling with FES however, it has been asserted that:
“The risks of FES-assisted exercise are minimal”
(Alvarado, 2013)

The author refers to risks such as burns from electrodes and spasms in her discussion, but
suggests FES exercise is a safe form of exercise. While this may be the case, adequate
implementation and safety strategies must be followed at all times. Individual physiology may
act as a limiting factor and this should be considered. Having fat underneath the skin can act to
stop current propagating through the underlying tissue (Banerjee et al., 2005), limiting the
ability of FES to have marked benefit in obese populations76.

73

A Danish research project, in an American journal but Australian guidelines presented for illustrative purposes,
and would probably be similar in these jurisdictions. 800mA is far too high.
74
In their study of power output in FES-cycling, Theisen et al. (2002) stipulate that current is no more than 140mA
“For obvious safety reasons…”…burns?
75
Another factor the authors suggest should be considered is differences in muscle and bone strength. They argue
that ESC can lead to “muscle strengthening”, referring to other authors, and that this strength may not be
equivalent/similar to bone strength.
76
Indeed, Grosset et al. (2013) argues that there has been little focus on use of EMS for example, in obese
populations.
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In a balanced discussion of the aforementioned literature on ES, it must be noted that there are
some limitations which reduce its’ utility in metabolic populations. In another “paradox”, this
reduces the efficacy of electrical stimulation as less current is able to activate motor units. One
suggestion the authors have is to provide electrical stimulation for a long period of time at a low
level (Banerjee et al., 2005). More work is needed to investigate how to use electrical
stimulation for therapeutic gains in obese populations. Grosset et al. (2013) argues that there has
been little focus on use of EMS for example, in obese populations.

Motor Unit Selectivity in Surface Stimulation

Perhaps one of the most significant issues that hinders electrical stimulation exercise is motor
unit selectivity. During electrical stimulation of tissue, muscles fatigue at a must faster rate than
they otherwise would, due to the electrical field recruiting fibres in a way that does not normally
occur (Micera et al., 2010). In addition, spreading of current has been noted to recruit other
muscles that are not the primary target of stimulation (Popovic & Popovic, 2009).
Consequentially, movements produced by crude surface stimulation may vary substantially
from those that are normally carried out by the human body.77

77

For example, Popovic & Popovic commented on how undesired movements can occur when current spreads.
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Figure 8A.5. Stages of MS. There are various stages of MS, and as illustrated by these
researchers, require appropriate differential pharmacotherapeutics (Bates, 2011).
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8C. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH AND FES CONTEXT

8C.1 Quality of Life (QOL) And Patient-Centred Care Considerations

Quality of Life (QOL)

An important concept in life after spinal cord injury, or the diagnosis of other neuromuscular
conditions, is quality of life (QOL). Various authors have studied the QOL 78 of individuals
post-SCI, for example by meta-synthesis (Hammell, 2007b), or in mixed methods studies using
a combination of interview and QOL scales (e.g., Semerjian et al., 2005). While physical
ramifications of such diseases are an important medical concept, so too is QOL as it offers other
unique insights into the health of an individual. Andresen et al. (2016) for example, studied
traumatic SCI in Denmark, by use of a large-scale survey. They correlated pain and spasticity
with QOL, in a study of 537 individuals (Andresen et al., 2016). Quality of life instruments are
thus able to be implemented en masse to show how health metrics correlate with an overall
sense of well-being.
Another important correlate that is made with QOL investigations, is its’ relationship to
exercise (e.g., Hicks et al., 2003), or exercise-related interventions (e.g., Nooijen et al., 2017).
Hicks & colleagues (2003) for example, showed that traumatic SCI who completed exercise 79
has superior QOL to a control group. In partial contradiction, Nooijen& colleagues (2017)
demonstrated that a coaching intervention, aimed at promoting exercise, did NOT increase
QOL, in their study of SCI subjects in a Dutch study. In any case, these studies demonstrate the
importance of correlating QOL with exercise or associated metrics. Consequentially, one may
posit that it is tantamount that studies of post-injury rehabilitation and exercise examine QOL.

Several studies have examined QOL, or similar psychological metrics, within the context of
SCI, or for similar neurological conditions (e.g., Hammell, 2007b; Guest et al., 1997; Semerjian
78

Bonomi et al. (2000) mention there are two types of instruments – generic and specific. Specific are related to
“…single disease states, patient groups, areas of function, or individuals”. The qualitative FES work of this thesis
could potentially be used to develop specific instruments later on. These instruments could be used to assess
alterations in QOL for individuals (e.g., SCI) who are specifically involved in FES exercise.
79
Of course, rehabilitation involves several aspects. Leisure, other than physical activity, has also be emphasized
(e.g., Kleiber et al., 1995).
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et al., 2005; Collinger et al., 2013; Duggan &Dijkers, 1999; Duggan &Dijkers, 2001; Manns&
Chad, 2001; Barrett & Taylor, 2010; Duggan et al., 2002). Such studies may be used to deduce
certain issues pertaining to subsets of such “patient populations”. For example, Duggan &
colleagues (2002) reported that in a nursing home cohort with SCI, QOL “fluctuates” with
respect to time, in their interview study. Another study by Manns& Chad (2001) examined
differences between SCI in two cohorts [quadriplegia, and paraplegia], in their semi-structured
interview study of QOL. Furthermore, the ability for an assistive device to improve QOL was
examined in a study examining two different cohorts with neurological disease, multiple
sclerosis and stroke (Barrett & Taylor, 2010). The authors utilized a Psychosocial Impact of
Assistive Devices (PIADS) scale80 to quantify changes to QOL resulting from the device. As
such, there are a variety of ways in which QOL may be measured to stratify issues unique to
different sets (e.g., Barrett & Taylor, 2010) and sub-sets (e.g., Manns& Chad, 2001) of
populations with neurological disease.

Qualitative Work and Patient-Centred Care
The Active Patient81

The idea of allowing patients a more active role in choices that are related to their treatment is a
concept that has gained increased attention in recent times (Sand et al., 2006; Pellatt, 2004;
Charles et al., 1997). Qualitative research has proven to be a useful methodology by which this
concept can be investigated in the SCI population. Carpenter (1994) for example, conducted a
series of semi-structured interviews on individuals with a spinal-cord injury. The author
ascertained that clinicians must understand aspects of SCI which are specific to an individual,
and that this should be stressed in their education program (Carpenter, 1994). The perspectives
of clinicians and patients have also been compared in ethnographic studies conducted by Pellatt
(2004) and Pellatt (2007). Such studies are important as they highlight differences in opinions
of both groups, which should be taken into consideration when making suggestions towards the
provision of a patient-centred treatment. Sand et al. (2006) suggest that indeed, rehabilitation

80

Authors provide reference for this scale.
Title adopted from Steele et al. (1987).

81
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programs need to be tailor-made based on the needs of each client; it is important to take into
account how the clinician views these needs as well.
In 1987, Steele & colleagues proposed the idea of the “activated patient”, describing a patient
who would play a proactive role in their own treatment (Steele et al., 1987). The author
described a set of axioms pertaining to how a patient can adopt this role based on literature at
the time. At the end of the paper, Steele et al. concludes:
“Clinicians must also recognize that patients’ situations are not static”.
(Steele et al., 1987)
The author goes on to discuss how patients’ “needs and preferences” vary over time and this is
requisite for inclusion in “individualized treatment programs” (Steele et al., 1987). Indeed, these
ideas of patient autonomy and individual treatment have blossomed since these early concepts.
Patients having more of an active role in their treatment82 has been discussed by several recent
authors (Sand et al., 2006; Pellatt, 2004; Charles et al., 1997). From a moral point of view, it has
been argued that patients adopt this role (Guadagnoli& Ward, 1998), in complementation to
Steele et al.’s paper as one could argue. However, there are several pragmatic examples of why
this should be the case in treatment, in the context of rehabilitation. Levins et al. (2004) for
example, put forward that if patients’ wishes are considered, then they are more likely to
partake in physical activity during rehabilitation. This is of particular importance, especially as
it has been suggested from an occupational therapy standpoint, that it is difficult to get
individuals with SCI to formulate “goals” (Barclay, 2002). Encouraging patients to play an
active role in their treatment, and taking into consideration what their needs and values are,
ultimately assists in their overall quality of treatment. Not only does this require patient self-

82

Another related concept could be termed “supervision”. In their paper on posterior tibial tendon dysfunction,
Bek et al. (2012) for example, assert that “a patient-selective, supervised program” may yield superior results
than a home-based program. Patient autonomy is important, but so too is ensuring treatment is carried out in a
safe manner.
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autonomy but also assistance from other key personnel, such as nurses (e.g., Esmaeili et al.,
2014)83.

Carer and Family

The perception of an individual regarding their treatment is important as it ultimately relates to
“…decision-making and outcomes of management” (Bulley et al., 2011). However, qualitative
studies have also demonstrated that the perception of the carer is an important driving force in
this domain. Family considerations can have an impact on how well one navigates through the
process of rehabilitation (Rintala et al., 1996). When there is a family member with devastating
disease, others in the family may be burdened, in for example the case of kidney disease (Taylor
et al., 2016). The welfare of the carer must be taken into account84. It has been suggested that
clinicians need to understand that carers will face a degree of “uncertainty” 85 (Greenwood et al.,
2009b), and that they will undergo significant life changes (Greenwood & Mackenzie, 2010) in
studies of caring in stroke. It is imperative, that while a patient-centred model may be
implemented, that the carer is also considered as they play such a vital role in assisting
individuals subsequent to diagnosis or injury.
Looking after the well-being of the carer has been the focus of various qualitative research86
projects, exemplifying its’ importance in the context of neuromuscular disease. Work by an
Irish group involved semi-structured interviews of caregivers for individuals with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) (Galvin et al., 2017). The authors highlighted that HCP need to be aware
of “stressors” that exist for caregivers of ALS patients87. Qualitative work can thus be used to
make recommendations for the importance of caregiver health. In addition, it may also act to
provide a framework upon which these recommendations may be carried out. Weisser &
83

The authors, in a qualitative study, investigated various aspects of a patient-centred care idea by interviews of
nurses in Iran.
84
For example, Dickson & colleagues (2010) note that after injury, spouses have to be both “lover and caregiver”,
a changed role. They talk of how “conflict” may thus ensue.
85
Uncertainty was also an issue discussed by Dickson et al. (2010), this related to SCI caregivers (spouses).
86
An interesting study related to neuromuscular disease is one by Meade et al. (2017). Thematic analysis was used
on data from online forums. This is perhaps a “modern” example of how qualitative research methods may be
used on textual data existing in modern communication environments. The authors also talk about how such
support groups can help patients and carers.
87
The authors also discuss “caregiver-patient dyad” which has been mentioned in the literature elsewhere.
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colleagues (2015) for example, presented a model of “coping” for caregivers of ALS patients.
Interviews such as the Zarit Burden Interview may also be used to quantify caregiver burden,
such as that recommended for use in the Singapore Tele-technology Aided Rehabilitation in
Stroke (STARS) trial (Koh et al., 2015). Qualitative instruments thus may also be used to
describe caregiver burden, which can be used to carry out a qualitative study leading to the
development of ways to assist caregiver health.

Qualitative research may also be used to generate frameworks around patient care. This is
discussed in appendix 1D.
Psychosocial Aspects of Rehabilitation – Examples

The literature indelibly aims to survey QOL after injury as discussed in the aforementioned
examples. However, there are several themes or issues also associated with life after injury that
are important to understand necessitating a deeper understanding of rehabilitation. One such
theme identified in the literature is the idea of rehabilitation as a period of significant change for
the individual. Several changes occur, as emanate from the literature. In her study of metasynthesis of QOL literature, one theme identified was “new values/perspective transformation”
(Hammell, 2007b), in a study examining QOL after SCI. This notion is also prevalent in the
literature, and is indeed comprised of several sub-issues. For convenience and clarity,
“rehabilitation” in this context will be defined as the time following injury in the backdrop of
the literature (e.g., Dibb et al., 2014), giving it a broader meaning.

Namely, in this process:
•

There needs to be a focus on re-attaining one’s independence (Laskiwski & Morse,
1993; Sand et al., 2006).

•

The ability to carry out tasks of both necessity and desire is important (Sand et al.,
2006).

•

It is a process associated with “adjustment” and “acceptance” (Dibb et al., 2014;
Yoshida, 1994; Soundy et al., 2014).
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•

This adjustment may be affected by how individuals compare themselves with others, in
what is known as “social comparison” (Dibb et al., 2014).

•

It takes place in a changing milieu (Duggan et al., 2002; New et al., 201188).

•

It involves regaining capabilities which were once possessed by the individual before
injury, as these are intertwined with ones concept of identity (Yoshida, 1994; Levins et
al., 2004).

The Essence of Hope

The changes which occur after SCI, is indelibly complemented by mechanisms that able one to
come to terms with their injury. There are several such mechanisms that may lead to an increase
in QOL if adopted by an individual, in this period. Indeed, there has been a multitude of studies
examining such factors, and describing how they can assist the individual in life after injury.
One psychological element that has been investigated by various authors within the context of
SCI for example, is hope (Lohne & Severinsson, 2004a; Lohne & Severinsson, 2004b; Van Lit
& Kayes, 2014; Laskiwski & Morse, 1993). Laskiwski& Morse (1993) asserted that hope is a
vital element that allows individuals to “continue”. As put forward by Van Lit & Kayes (2014),
hope is not an easily defined concept, yet is associated with future-thinking and positivity.
Having hope indelibly plays a role in the individual coming to terms with their situation and
context during rehabilitation.89
Physical Activity and Psychology Post-Injury90

In the context of Functional Electrical Stimulation, of relevance is how physical activity (PA)
can have an impact on one’s well-being in the post-injury period. The link between
psychological affective status and physical well-being is illustrated in studies that examine the
importance of physical activity (PA) to the rehabilitation process. Levins et al. (2004)
conducted semi-structured interviews on a sample population with SCI (n = 8). Among other
88

These authors don’t really “allude” to the idea of a changing environment, but more distinguish between spinal
units in hospitals and spinal cord injury rehabilitation units (SCIRUs) (New et al., 2011).
89
Rintala et al. (1996) for example, remarked that rehabilitation providers need to be aware that family can
significantly impact the success of an individual in the rehabilitation period.
90
Indeed this issue is explored further in the qualitative studies of this thesis.
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themes, the authors discovered that participants’ sense of “identity” was correlated with their
perception of their abilities post-injury and “…the role of physical activity in their lives…”
(Levins et al., 2004).Exercise is a crucial element of rehabilitation, and it is well known that it
may increase QOL (Semerjian et al., 2005), and that the two are intertwined (Guest et al.,
1997). Moreover, exercise has also been deemed an important activity that should be able to be
performed with implanted neuroprosthesis technology (Agarwal et al., 2003). One may posit
that use of FES may assist with reaffirming psychosocial “identity” such as that discussed by
Levins et al. (2004) after injury. This may be complemented by studies that examine how
important exercise is for individuals with injury. In a study by Munce et al. (2014) for example,
over 50% of a cohort of 99 SCI considered that exercise was the most important element of a
program aimed at increasing “self-management”. It is apparent that the importance of exercise
after injury is beneficial in psychological context from both a researchers’ and patients’
perspective.
Issues with QOL – Definition and Measurements

Quality of life (QOL) is a complex notion, having an obfuscated definition although it is a
frequently used term (May & Warren, 2002; Pain et al., 1998). While it is an important metric
of rehabilitation, there are various issues with its’ description91, and studies which examine it
within the context of SCI. A significant issue is the idea that QOL is very specific, being best
defined by the individual themselves (Dale, 1995; Manns & Chad, 2001). In addition, Duggan
& Dijkers (2001) put forward that QOL may increase the further from time of injury one is, in
their qualitative study of individuals with SCI (n = 40). Taken together these remarks suggest
that provision of a simple, standard scale at a point in time may be not entirely precise in
describing factors attributing to QOL in an individual. One attempt to improve such measures
may be in implementation of dynamic, individual scales such as that posed by Reinders &
Schalock (2014), in the context of QOL for intellectual disability.

Another area of imperfection in QOL studies may be found from a methodological point of
view. Duggan & Dijkers (1999) note that providing individuals with surveys to complete
91

Patients and clinicians may also have different views on QOL, as demonstrated in a study of hypertension, for
example (Bar-On & Amir, 1993). Perhaps this is also true for SCI.
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regarding QOL forces them to respond in a way adherent to the subtext of the investigators, as
they are the ones who designed the surveys. A methodology which encourages participants to
express their views on QOL92 in a less restrictive way would encourage more free discussion
with the potential to raise a number of issues which would have otherwise not been elucidated.
One way in which this form of dialogue may be encouraged is through a qualitative
methodology which allows those with SCI to freely discuss material which may not be directly
related to the questions of the interviewer. In this regards, the interviewee is not “tied down” by
the prescribed questions of the interviewer, free to express their opinions freely.

8C.2 Qualitative Research and Methods
Qualitative Research in Health – Its’ Purpose and Characteristics
Research approaches93 may be divided into three categories, quantitative, qualitative and mixedmethods 94 , 95 (Creswell, 2014). Quantitative research begins with rigorous methodological
designs, that may be subject to precise statistical analysis thereafter. Qualitative research
focusses on how people view certain issues (Creswell, 2014; Smith, 2008), encouraging insight
which is not dictated by hypotheses (Smith, 2008). As such, it may provide several perspectives
from the viewpoint of an individual or a population of interest. Greenwood et al. (2009a) also
note that a qualitative approach may provide a more holistic view of the experiences of a group
(in their example, stroke), than quantitative. Duggan &Dijkers (1999) add to this idea, by
suggesting that qualitative can indeed add further insights to research which has been conducted
by more orthodox research methodologies. Perhaps a cardinal distinguishing feature of

92

A comprehensive meta-synthesis, which collects qualitative findings, is seen in Hammell (2007a).
The Qualitative VS Quantitative debate is alive and well in research, as experienced first-hand. Both methods
are useful, as is the opinion of the author of this thesis. Ideally both approaches would be seen to exist in
harmony, rather than futility. The comparison of both methods is out of reach of this thesis. However, one
important reference which suggests qualitative and quantitative groups should co-exist “in peace” is seen in the
NSW Public Health Bulletin. On comparing epidemiology [i.e., quantitative] with qualitative, it was noted by
Carter and colleagues from Australia:
“There is, however, no need for antagonism between qualitative research and epidemiology; the two are
complementary”
(Carter et al., 2009)
94
Where possible, the studies of this thesis have all adopted a mixed-methods approach.
95
Malterud (2001) points out the use of qualitative and quantitative one after another, e.g., qualitative first to
increase utility of an epidemiological analysis.
93
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qualitative research is the influence of the researchers’ personal context96 to data analysis, as
reviewed by Choy (2014).

Semi-Structured Interviews: Procedural Considerations

An important component of qualitative research is the instrument used by the qualitative
researcher. This allows for the collection of meaningful data in a certain way. One instrument
that has been used by several authors for qualitative analyses is the semi-structured interview
(Zinman et al., 2014; Wilkie et al. 2012; Engkasan et al., 2014). Such interviews are carried out
by using a list of questions which give some direction to the interview, but at the same time
individuals are given due time to expand further on any issues which they may wish to digress
from subsequent to the questions (Haas et al., 2013; Jannings& Pryor 2012)97. Semi-structured
interviews are designed with a set of questions that may change as data is gathered (Hanson et
al., 2016). Smith (2008) asserts that questions should not control the interview precisely, but
rather allow for any further comments that participants wish to discuss to be made. From a
qualitative standpoint this liberality is desired, qualitative research has for example been noted
for its’ ability to elucidate data which is difficult to encapsulate by quantitative means (Clark &
Bowling, 1990). Giving participants the opportunity to divulge as much as they can regarding a
particular topic is thus paramount to designing a qualitative study which maximizes the data it
may capture. Moreover, as qualitative research tries to correlate verbal data with what
participants’ “experiences” have been (Bulley et al., 2011), a rigorous qualitative methodology
gives rise to a more comprehensive dataset. Forthwith the researcher may gain a “garden” of
perspectives, from which new ideas may “grow”.

Within the realm of qualitative research are several methodological approaches to deducing
information about a given topic. Some examples include; grounded theory98 and ethnography

96

An interesting study in Malaysia probed the idea of the “human instrument”. The authors sought to understand
“calibration” of new qualitative researchers (Peredaryenko & Krauss, 2013).
97
In this way, such interviews may be similar to open-ended questionnaire designs, which implement “…broad,
open-ended questions…” (e.g., Noyes, 2006).
98
Higginbottom (2004) states that often GT is used incorrectly to describe analysis; rather it is a “methodological
approach that includes research design and progression”.
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(Higginbottom, 2004) 99 .One such approach is ethnography 100 .Specifically, ethnographies are
aimed at elucidating how it is to be a part of a certain “culture”, enabling one who is not part of
that domain to gain valuable information relating to that group of individuals (Laskiwski&
Morse 1993; Hodgson 2001). Method choice is important as it influences how sampling of
subjects will occur for the qualitative study (Higginbottom, 2004).In a rehabilitation context,
ethnography could thus be implemented to design a study focusing on the perspectives of
individuals with SCI. Moreover, the “culture” examined could be a sub-set of SCI who use
Functional Electrical Stimulation for exercise.
Design of Interviews101

There are several components essential for the design of semi-structured, and interviews in
general. The questions asked should be based on several sources of information. In their
qualitative study for example, Engkasan et al. (2014) consulted both literature and their
expertise working with individuals with SCI [among other elements], in the conceptualization
of interview questions. Building upon the work of others can help to identify knowledge gaps
may assist to answer some pertinent questions in the field of research. Usually, qualitative
research aims to:
“…[understand]…a phenomenon of interest from the perspective of those under study”
(Peredaryenko & Krauss, 2013)
Hence to understand certain “phenomena”, a series of research questions is required that will
dictate the focus of the methodology employed in a study 102 . One researcher from the
University at Albany highlights that such questions should aim to project:

99

Also refers to another ref which explains these in more detail. Higginbottom also says phenomenology is
another prominent example.
100
Savage (2000) notes that there is a confusion around the notion of ethnography. The author remarks that it
may be used by some to describe either the methods or results of a study. In this text, the term “ethnography”
refers to the methodological approach that involves examining a particular “culture” (See Hodgson 2001,
Laskiwski& Morse, 1993).
101
Note that some studies may not be referring specifically to SS, but interviews in general for the next few
paragraphs.
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“...what a researcher wants to know about the intentions and perspectives of those involved in
social interactions”
(Agee, 2009)

Hence, having an adequate series of research questions facilitates the evolution of perspectives
regarding a certain topic that may be used to draw meaningful conclusions in a certain context.

There are other ways by which qualitative interview data may be examined. Member checking
is the process of researchers liaising with participants to discuss their interpretation of the data
they obtained from the participants (Reilly, 2013). As such, it allows for researchers to see how
participants view the data in relation to “accuracy and resonance with their experiences” (Birt et
al., 2016). In doing so, member checking provides qualitative studies with “credibility” (Reilly,
2013; Birt et al., 2016). Projecting this to the context of interviews, it is a step which may be
taken to assist researchers’ in further comprehension of their data103.

Sampling in Qualitative Studies

In the design of a qualitative study, it is important to obtain an adequate number of participants,
from which data may be obtained. Sampling104 is the method of acquisition of participants. The
greater number of participants, the greater quantity of textual data that may be potentially
derived, exists. Estabrooks et al. (1994) remark on how if the recruited population is too similar,
then this acts to impede theme derivation. A diverse sample thus maximizes the chance of novel
themes being discovered.

102

Interestingly, Covell & colleagues (2012) studied how the “order” of relative components of a mixed
qualitative-quantitative study may affect the results of the study. These authors concluded no significant
differences across qual/quan, versus quan/qual designs, in their study of 50 nurses.
103
Interestingly, Morse (2015) offers an alternative opinion, advising against the process of “member checking”
where participants can see their transcriptions. The author outlines several practical reasons. One interesting one
if the ethical dilemma of what happens if there is difference in opinion in researcher transcription and how the
participant sees it!
104
Interestingly, Hoeber et al. (2017) discuss sampling by use of a specialized software program. The authors talk
of sampling large datasets from a Twitter social media platform. However, this is slightly different in meaning to
the context here, where “sampling”, in the understanding of the author of this thesis, is the acquisition of
subjects.
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There are various ways in which sampling may be conducted when designing a qualitative
study. Purposive sampling105 has been used by several qualitative authors to ensure that the
range of demographic characteristics possessed by a sample population is broad (Dibb et al.,
2014; Shiels et al., 2011; Salisbury et al., 2010). Shiels et al. (2011) and Salisbury et al. (2010)
for example, used “stratification” of participants to ensure that they would encapsulate a wide
range of individuals with different characteristics such as time since stroke. Purposive sampling
is a method which is used in order to guarantee that certain desired participants are included
“…in the final sample of a project” (Robinson, 2014)106

While purposive sampling is a powerful tool that may be implemented in order to recruit
participants, there are other methods used in qualitative research for different purposes. Some
examples of sampling methods include:
•

Convenience sampling 107 : When subjects are chosen because they are “…the most
accessible subjects” (Marshall, 1996).

•

Snowball sampling: When subjects are recruited through word of mouth and methods
such as advertising (Levins et al., 2004; Yoshida, 1993).

•

Theoretical sampling: A sampling method that progresses as data is gathered, to refine
and “extend theoretical categories” (Bagnasco et al., 2014).

Qualitative Data Analysis

Coding of Text

Quantitative research usually involves data collection, followed by in-depth analysis using
statistical tests and other methods. An interesting feature of qualitative research however, lies in
the fact that both data collection and analysis may occur side-by-side, and influence one another
(Sandelowski, 2000). Manns & Chad (2001) outline three important steps involved in the
qualitative research process – identification, coding, and categorizing, which are used to see
105

Such methods have also been used in qualitative designs of other populations with neuromuscular disease –
e.g., hereditary spastic paraplegia (HSP), Grose et al., 2014.
106
Note that the author included “stratified” as a subdivision of purposive.
107
An example of convenience sampling is in the work of May & Warren (2002), whom implemented this method
in their study of individuals with SCI (n = 98).
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connections, or “patterns” within the qualitative dataset. Qualitative researchers work with
textual data (Hoeber et al., 2017) which is ascribed various codes. These codes usually relate to
conceptual ideologies that may stem from the data. For example, Taylor et al. (2016), in their
study on patient perspectives’ on vascular access, assigned codes to various themes that were
assigned to sentences arising from transcribed interviews.

Thematic Analysis
Thematic analysis is another useful tool to the qualitative researcher. In its’ simplest of
definitions, thematic analysis 108 is a six-part process that aims to identify themes 109 that are
present in qualitative data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). These themes relate to research questions
and highlights “…patterned response…” (Braun & Clarke, 2006). As such, thematic analysis
may be used to delve into textual data from interviews, elucidating the meaning of text in the
context of the research investigation.

Content Analysis

Another way to analyze quantitative research data is by use of content analysis. Content
analysis is a subjective method (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Graneheim & Lundman, 2004), with
different definitions across the literature (e.g., Elo &Kyngäs, 2008; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
Data may be analysed using an inductive or deductive fashion (Elo &Kyngäs, 2008). In their
paper in Journal of Advanced Nursing, Elo &Kyngäs described in detail the differences in these
approaches, namely:
•

Inductive is a method whereby data is placed into “categories” based on what the data
says, and is used when a new “phenomenon” is being examined.

•

Deductive is a method whereby data is analysed through the guise of prior work.

108

Braun & Clarke (2006) argue that themes don’t necessarily have quantitatable significance, “keyness” being
determined by: “…whether [the theme] captures something important in relation to the overall research
question…”.
109
The authors also mention, on thematic analysis theme ‘levels’, that they may occur as: semantic (obvious,
explicit), latent (underneath). They also refer to another reference with more detail on these “levels” – namely
Boyatzis, 2008 [not consulted in this thesis].
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(adapted from Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). As such a content analysis, carried out on qualitative data,
can be carried out using the above methods, depending on the nature of data collected.
Understanding content analysis may also be achievable through authors’ comments that
compare content analysis with other qualitative techniques. Content analysis has been compared
to thematic analysis, however a key cardinal difference is that:
“…frequency of different categories and themes, which cautiously may stand as a proxy for
significance…”
(Vaismoradi et al., 2013)

The authors refer to the work of others (Brain & Clarke, 2006) and also stipulate that thematic
analysis is more of a qualitative analysis of results (Vaismoradi et al., 2013).

Within the domain of content analysis lies several sub-classifications of analyses and data types.
These are important to consider in the design of a qualitative project involving content analysis
of data. Graneheim & Lundman (2004) for example, put forward that there are two types of
content – manifest, and latent. In their study examining the ATLAS.ti software for qualitative
data analysis, the researchers put forward:
“Manifest content refers to content that is obvious and explicit in the data, whereas latent
content refers to content that is implicit and embedded in the data”
(Zakaria & Zakaria, 2016)
In the context of categories110 of data classification:
“…These categories can represent either explicit communication or inferred communication”
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005)

110

Authors talk of another ref that mentions categories of data.
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Similar to the semantic and latent “levels” of data in thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006)
content analysis may involve an assessment of information present in qualitative data on various
domains within.

Qualitative Researchers and Bias

Bias and Mitigation Strategies

The methodology of qualitative research must be appropriately planned prior to the study, in
order to maximize the potential uses it may have. An important consideration though is also the
researcher themselves, as they have the potential to significantly influence the modus operandi
by which the study proceeds, effectively acting as a potential force of bias. Charmaz (1990)
noted that although individuals may have opinions regarding a particular topic, it is imperative
that they do not completely guide the process of grounded theory for example. Intrinsically, it
has been suggested that researchers will come to a “research setting” with a set of pre-defined
values (Peredaryenko & Krauss, 2013).

Another important aspect in the design of interviews is execution, how they are delivered. The
advantage of providing surveys in a “face to face” manner for example, has been noted on its’
ability to ensure that individuals do in fact, complete the survey (May & Warren, 2002).

Also, there may be a bias in how participants answer questions, such as doing so in a way that:
“…appears socially acceptable in eyes of interviewer…”
(Choy, 2014)111

In addition, bias may be unique to the situational context of the interview. For example, it has
been put forward that bias may differ in a telephone scenario as oppose to a face to face

111

An example of where this may be seen is an opinion response piece by Kaushal (2014). The author comments
on a study (Rizwan et al., 2014) examining alcohol and condom use patterns. One critique Kaushal makes of
Rizwan’s work is that participants of their study: “Respondents may deliberately answer questions inaccurately if
their behavior were to be considered socially unacceptable” (Kaushal, 2014).
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interaction (Novick, 2008). Consequentially, there are many forms of bias that may occur in the
implementation of a qualitative research interview.

One attempt to minimize bias by researchers may be seen in a focus group study conducted by
Donovan-Hall et al. (2011). The authors minimized bias by using a researcher who had no prior
experience with their topic of interest (FES), in order to carry out interviews. This would have
invariably reduced the bias of the interviewer, who was less invested in the research topic 112. It
should be noted that bias works both ways, and is associated with a “power asymmetry”
between interviewer and participant (Anyan, 2013).. However, notwithstanding these examples
of bias, it must be emphasized that bias is not necessarily a deleterious component of a study.
This was examined in thorough detail by Roulston & Shelton (2015), who emphasize the
importance of innovation in the realm of qualitative bias education.

There are a variety of methods that may be taken to reduce intrinsic biases. Impartiality may be
obtained by using multiple investigators in the data analysis phase. In their study of motivation
and coping with SCI (n = 12), Brillhart & Johnson (1997) ensured two rehabilitation nurses
looked at recording transcripts three times to make “accurate”. In addition, interview data may
be made anonymous, such as in Wilkie et al. (2012).For clarity, member-checking has also been
described (Morse, 2015; Bulley et al., 2010). For instance, Bulley & colleagues (2010) offered
participants the chance to review summaries the authors made of transcripts, in their study of
stroke carers. However, Morse (2015) advises against this methodology (see footnote).

However, despite such methods which may be used to ensure the researcher plays a positive
role of minimal influence to the study, there will always be room for potential changes that may
arise due to the presence of the researcher, either in the study itself or the analysis phase. Clark
& Bowling (1990) note that “non-participant observation” (where an individual sits in on a
rehabilitation process for example), is associated with some element of disruption. In other
words, the clinical staff who are working in such an environment will notice the presence of the
researcher who is observing them work (Clark & Bowling, 1990). The authors do note that
eventually workers will get used to this external presence, but it takes time (Clark & Bowling
112

Researchers’ views on a topic are enhanced “…if the researcher has a strong affinity with the population under
study…” (Peredaryenko & Krauss, 2013).
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1990). The actions by the researcher, taken towards rendering a study as impartial as it may be
are therefore, not without flaw, but can be minimized by proactive foresight from the
researcher’s perspective.

Reflexivity

Given the fact that the researcher has the ability to influence the course of a qualitative study in
such ways, it is no surprise that this is a pertinent consideration in the design of qualitative
studies. Indeed, the researcher has been described as a tool (Hodgson, 2001) or instrument
(Peredaryenko & Krauss, 2013) themselves. This observation has led to the development of the
concept of reflexivity (Malterud, 2001). In her paper in Lancet, the author explains how
subjectivity in qualitative research is undeniable, and it is thus fruitful to implement an
“…assessment of subjectivity…” (Malterud, 2001). Hence, an awareness of reflexivity ensures
that bias is acknowledged and elucidated.

There are several implications of the notion of reflexivity across a study design. The researcher
needs to be aware that methods used in a study are chosen by themselves to address the goals of
the study (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Indeed, reflexivity affects every aspect of a study (Berger,
2015) and is not an insignificant principle. Of remark:
“…reflexivity is the self-appraisal in research”; and
“….quality control in qualitative research…”
(Berger, 2015)

In the context of qualitative research, it has been emphasized that:
“…researchers are encouraged to reflect on the values and objectives they bring to their
research and how these affect the research project”.
(Pitard, 2017)
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Hence an understanding of the researchers’ place in the research is regarded as important
component of a qualitative design.

At face value, the concept of reflexivity may be seem esoteric. However, it has been adopted in
a practical way successfully by various qualitative studies (e.g., Gentles et al., 2014; Pitard,
2017). Gentles et al. (2014) discussed reflexivity in the context of grounded theory. The study
was a successful example of reflexivity implementation. In their study, they sought to
investigate parents with autistic children. Prior to interviewing, there was an analysis of selfbias made thus:
“…I committed myself to openly learning…[how parents went with alternative therapy
ideas]…”
(Gentles et al., 2014)

In this way the author opened up allowing any potential personal feelings or inclinations to be
acknowledged before interviewing of participants. This demonstrates the ease and practical
method in which reflexivity may be carried out in a qualitative research project.

Theoretical Underpinnings of Qualitative Methods

Grounded Theory

Related to qualitative data analysis is the concept of grounded theory. Sometimes a complex
notion to understand, it has been defined by one author as such:
“The objective of grounded theory is the development of theory that explains basic patterns
common in social life”
(Khalifa, 1993)

Perhaps more precisely, Green (1998) describes grounded theory as, among other things:
“…entailing a cyclical process of induction, deduction and verification…”
(Green, 1998)
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Engward (2013) suggests that grounded theory is a method of data analysis that seeks generate
theories regarding social events by use of interpretation of participant perspectives. In a
rehabilitation context grounded theory can thus be used to understand the perspectives of
individuals living with a certain defined niche state, giving insight into a microcosm that may be
unique to that patient group. Chen & Boore (2008) for example, used grounded theory in their
survey of 15 Taiwanese persons with SCI. Theories may be generated, explaining why certain
perspectives on rehabilitation are imparted in response to an interview schedule, for example.
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8D. QUALITATIVE METHODS – FES LITERATURE NARRATIVE REVIEW SUMMARY
Table 8A.6: Key Literature113 – Qualitative Research METHODS into FES Systems/Exercise
Authors and Country
Aims, Sample Size and Instrument of Study
Agarwal et al. (2003)
• A study that looked at perceptions of individuals with SCI who have an implantable
USA
neuroprosthesis for FES standing, conducted as a telephone questionnaire.
• Sample Size: n = 11 SCI.
• Questions fit into three areas: “system use”, “medical/health benefits”, and “satisfaction”.
Participants could select answers (multiple-choice) or give open answers.
• Some questions asked in the question section required participants to rate things on a “7point scale”.
• One question asked was: “Has the system lived up to your expectations?”
Barrett & Taylor (2010)
• A study that examined how the ODFS influences quality of life for stroke and MS users.
UK (England)
• Sample Size: Stroke (n = 21), MS (n = 20).
• The authors used a Psychosocial Impact of Assistive Devices Scale (PIADS) – a measure of
perceived quality of life.
• Participants completed the PIADS 18-wk after they had been given an Odstock Drop Foot
Stimulator that had been installed.
Bradley (1994)
• A study that sought to see how “affect” in individuals with SCI can be effected by an FES
USA
exercise regime.
• Sample Size: SCI (n = 37 final). Treatment (n = 22), control (n = 15). n = 60 initially, 38%
attrition.
• Used the Multiple Affect Adjective Check List Revised (MAACLR) to measure affect. Scale
was given before and after 3-mo of FES exercise.
Bulley et al. (2011)
UK (Scotland)

•
•
•

A study of individuals with foot drop and their carers. Wanted to look at perspectives
regarding AFOs and FES.
Sample Size: Stroke (n = 9), carers (n = 4)
Semi-structured interview methodology.

113

Other key references not included in this table [but may be of use to qualitative analyses] include: Shiels et al., 2008 [USA]; Bulley et al., 2010 [UK – Scotland];
Donovan-Hall et al., 2009 [UK – England].
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Burridge et al. (2007)
UK (England)

•
•
•
•
•

Burridge et al. (2008)
UK (England)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Christner & Nolte (1995)
USA

•
•
•

Collinger et al. (2013)
USA

•
•

Dibb et al. (2014)
UK (England)

•
•

Participants had to have used AFOs and FES to be eligible to participate.
A study aimed at examining walking ability and “perceived response to stimulation” with a
drop-foot stimulator.
Sample Size: Stroke (n = 13), multiple sclerosis (n = 7).
Authors performed physiological measure such as PCI. A questionnaire was filled out by
participants regarding their perceptions of the ODFS.
Questionnaire was made of a series of statements, participants assigned a number to them.
They focussed on walking with the ODFS and surfaces.
A study that looked at the perceptions of stroke patients who had an implantable ActiGait
stimulator for drop-foot.
Sample Size: Stroke (n = 13).* n = 12 final phase.
Participants were given a postal questionnaire, after assessments in different phases of a trial
that looked at ActiGait.
n=13 questionnaires (90d)
n=12 questionnaires (15mo. post-implantation for the first subject).
This study focused mainly on technical aspects of the ActiGait, but also had some scope for
discussion of psychological issues – eg. had an open-ended question.
A thesis that examined psychological aspects of SCI who are involved with FES-LCE.
Sample Size: Surveys mailed to individuals which had a “demographic data sheet” and
“Inventory to Diagnose Depression (IDD)”. Mailed to 215 users of FES-LCE, 215 who
don’t use it. 29% response.
The authors focused on depression, and participants who partook in the study used Ergys I
(home device), or Regys (clinical device)
A study that examined among other things, assistive technologies and what participants
know about various types.
Sample Size: Veterans with SCI (n = 57), “Volunteer sample” – paper surveys at National
Veterans Wheelchair Games 2010.
This study was a focus group interview study that interviewed people with SCI.The paper
presents data from another study which was aimed at investigating “users’ and non- users’
perspectives of functional electrical stimulation (FES) in SCI”.
This paper focused on adjustment.
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•
Donovan-Hall et al. (2011)
UK (England)

•
•
•

Guest et al. (1997)
USA

•
•

Harvey & Bradley (1992)
USA

•
•
•
•
•
•

Heinemann et al. (1985)
USA

•
•
•

Sample Size: The authors argued a sample size of 21 used for saturation, and performed 4
focus groups with these participants.
A focus group study114 (qualitative) which aimed to investigate the following question:
“What are the views of people with SCI, health care professionals, and researchers about the
current and future use of FES?”
Sample Size: n = 8 focus groups. They also asked HCP not in FES to help.
Study examined “physical self-concept and depression” in individuals who completed 3-mo
of FES walking (Parastep I).
Subjects did a Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (TSCS) and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)
before and after training.
After finishing, individuals had “subjective” opinions recorded.
Sample Size: n = 32.
A qualitative study that examined the views’ of staff who worked at an FES clinic
responsible for the delivery of a hybrid FES service115.
FES staff members (n = 9) – comprised of: staff who helped SCI each day with hybrid FES
(n=6), staff who helped SCI in “transitional living unit”.
Questionnaires had both focused and general questions.
One such example of question asked sought to draw a comparison between psychological
dimensions of patients before and after FES: “How are the people psychologically different
at the end of the program compared to when they started the program?”.
A paper which put forward the idea that FNS participants should undergo an interview
before taking part in FNS exercise.
An interview was performed before exercise to make an assessment on if patients were
suitable or not for FNS exercise.
Sample Size: Paraplegics. n = 12 referrals, 8 individuals’ “Interview summary” presented as
part of a “Psychological screening summary. [Yet the authors also specify: “Of the 12

114

The authors presented some of this work in Vienna, 2010 at 10th Vienna workshop/15th IFESS.
The authors seem to suggest that “hybrid” exercise is FES with other types of training. Hybrid FES has also been referred to as cycling with concomitant armcranking in the context of FES exercise.
115
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Hitzig et al. (2013)
Canada

•
•
•

Hughes et al. (2014)
UK (England)

•
•
•

Salisbury et al. (2010)
UK (Scotland)

•
•
•
•

Shiels et al. (2011)
UK (Scotland)

Wilkie et al. (2012)
UK (Scotland)

•
•
•
•
•
•

persons referred, four withdrew prior to screening, four were accepted without screening,
and four were screened prior to involvement in FNS research…”, so this is a little unclear.
This study was an RCT comparing FES walking to non-FES exercise in SCI. Several
outcomes were measured at 0, 4, 6, 12mo.
Sample Size: n = 16 SCI [“7 intervention, 5 control”, for interview component].
A set of scales were given at the time points. Also, open-ended interviews done at time
points. Looked at “…motivation for and expectations of their participation in the
program…”.
A questionnaire study116 that was aimed at elucidating the perspectives of stroke patients and
their carers, as well as HCP, regarding assistive technologies [FES just one of these].
Sample Size (in designing questionnaires beforehand): 24 HCP, 8 P&C.
Sample Size: n = 419 (296 HCP healthcare professionals, 123 P&C patients’ and carers’) did
the survey, either on paper or online.
A qualitative study that examined the opinions of stroke patients and their carers regarding
Scottish healthcare.
Sample Size: Stroke (n = 13), carers (n = 9).
n = 10 stroke, n = 6 carers individual. Other interviews were “joint interviews” [i.e.,
conducted with stroke and carers together] (n = 3).
Stroke patients and their carers were eligible if they had been to an FES outpatient clinic for
a period of 6 mo or greater.
Semi-structured interviews, in person with an “independent researcher”.
A mixed-methods study117 that examined the perspectives of individuals with stroke, who
went to a Scottish FES clinic for dropped foot.
Phase 2 was qualitative.
Stroke (n = 13), carers (n = 9).
Semi-structured interviews, in person with an “independent researcher”.
A qualitative study 118 that sought to investigate perspectives of stroke patients and their
carers regarding FES for drop foot.

116

Tracking down additional files would help understand their exact methodology.
Sounds like the same author CB did interviews for Shiels et al. 2011 and Salisbury et al. 2010. See Shiels et al. 2008 as well.

117
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Taylor et al. (1999a)
UK (England)

•
•
•
•

Taylor et al. (1999b)
UK (England)

•
•
•
•

Taylor et al. (2004)
UK (England)

•
•
•
•
•

Sipski et al. (1989)
USA

•
•
•
•

Sipski et al. (1993)

•

Sample Size: Stroke (n = 13), carers (n = 9).
A study which examined the perspectives of several populations regarding their perception
of the ODFS.
Sample Size: Current users (n = 168), previous users (n = 123), from several populations –
CVA, MS, SCI, TBI, CP.
The researchers used a combination of open and multiple-choice questions. Was mailed to
n=291 people (anonymous).
Majority responses – stroke (72.9% current, 84.9% past). 14% MS.
A study that performed an assessment of five-years of an ODFS service.
Mixed-methods, physiological measurements and questionnaire sent via post to individuals
(past and present) who used ODFS.
Questionnaire asked them various questions (16) regarding usage, support given from the
ODFS service, benefits from ODFS, etc.
Sample Size: “Current users” (n = 107/160), “Former users” (n = 53/123).
A study that examined perceptions of the ODFS, from users with stroke or multiple
sclerosis.
The authors state that this study is a follow-up from one they did in 1997.
Sample Size: 286 questionnaires, 211 replies. CVA (n = 69), MS (n = 43).
Authors just focussed on results from CVA and MS. Other populations also responded in
smaller numbers, with SCI, TBI, CP, PD or “unspecified cause”.
A postal questionnaire.
A study which examined perceptions of an FES ergometry program.
Sample Size: Quadriplegic (n = 34), paraplegic (n = 13) (n = 47 total from total aim of 52
patients).
Survey that enquired to whether a range of characteristics (e.g., respiratory function,
cosmetics, sleep) had been “improved or worsened” following “ergometry training”.
A study investigating perceptions of spinal cord injured patients regarding FES cycling

118

This looks very similar to Shiels et al. 2011 and Wilkie et al. 2012. Did they use the same study and publish results in different papers? Was a different interview
guide – with some similar questions.
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USA

Tedesco-Triccas et al. (2016)
UK(England)

•
•
•
•
•

(ergometry). Participants had previously used a Regys I [outpatient] system, then an Ergys I
[home] device.
Sample Size: n = 28 SCI.
Telephone questionnaire.
This study aimed to build upon previous work (Donovan-Hall et al., 2011) and used
questionnaires to understand the perspectives of three groups (SCI, HCP, researchers)
regarding FES for SCI, with regards to further refining questionnaires for another study.
Sample Size: n = 12 (SCI, HCP, researchers).
The authors performed “cognitive interviewing”, which was a technique that took prior
knowledge from focus groups and used this to generate surveys.
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8E. STIMULATION PARAMETERS AND OPTIMIZATION

8E.1 Electrical Stimulation on the Surface
Electrical Stimulation119

In order to deliver electrical stimulation, electrodes are required to transmit pulse trains
specified from a stimulator to human tissue. When stimulation is turned ON, an electrical
field is produced that runs under the surface of the skin, to cause depolarization of nerves
(see Bajd & Munih, 2010). There are various types of electrodes which may be used this
tissue is excited through electrical stimulation. The system of Liberson et al. employed a
series of surface electrodes made from rubber, which would stimulate the underlying
peroneal nerve beneath the skin (Liberson et al., 1961). Other electrodes may be considered
are, percutaneous (beneath skin), and implanted (entirely inside tissue). Surface are the
simplest electrodes to employ, requiring the application of adhesive pads that stick to the
skin. Percutaneous are notorious for their infection risk (see Handa, 1997).

Figure 8A.6. Electric Field between Electrodes. (Bajd & Munih, 2010)
119

FES “knowledge” could be seen to come from two main types of researchers:
• From FES researchers and practitioners such as Fornusek, Berkelmans, Galea, Bijak etc.
• From the “classical physiologists” such as Bigland-Ritchie, Gandevia, Spriet, Hultman etc. These
“classical” physiologists may be contemporary or of past ages, but not directly associated with the
FES community.
In any case, both groups play fundamental roles in FES practice. The first implement FES, while the second
research principles that have the potential to improve its’ application. There may be overlap between the
two.
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Perhaps a more technologically complex alternative is that of implantable electrodes, which
activates the nerve or muscle directly. An early system put forward by Loeb and colleagues
for example, suggested the use of tantalum and iridium in a microstimulator that would be
implanted via needle (Loeb et al., 1991). Implantable electrodes have a higher “specificity”
(Heasman et al., 2000) of motor unit activation as they are able to stimulate nerve fibres
much more directly. Surface stimulation requires that electrical pulses have to travel through
overlying tissue (e.g., skin, fascia and fat) in order to reach the target site. One problem
associated with this of course is spread of current leading to auxiliary muscle activation
(Popovic & Popovic, 2009). In addition, implantable systems do not require “external” wires
(Heasman et al., 2000) which is of benefit to patients who find wires tedious (Taylor,
unpublished observations120).

Implantable FES electrodes are not necessarily the best choice in every situation. Insights
may be drawn from Gerald Loeb, an American clinician who developed a BION (Bionic
Neuron) implantables stimulator (see Loeb et al., 1991, Loeb et al., 2001 & Loeb et al.,
2006). Loeb et al. (2006) for example, noted that BIONs still have a way to go in terms of
“safety and efficacy”. Moreover, this was some 15 years following the proposal of Loeb et
al.’s “originally proposed” (Loeb et al., 2006) system (Loeb et al., 1991); a testament to the
slow process of developing implantable systems that meet ample safety and regulatory
requirements. Also practically, implantable systems for example, must be placed inside the
body via surgical implantation (Bijak et al. 1999; Berkelmans, 2008). Therefore surface
electrodes may be more preferred in certain treatment contexts.

120

See qualitative findings of this thesis.
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8E.2 Stimulation Parameters for Electrical Stimulation

Stimulation Parameters

The most important consideration into the effectiveness of a target FES therapy lies in the
characteristics of the electrical stimulus applied to the nerve. This choice has the potential to
effect motor unit recruitment, and hence the amount of exercise a muscle is able to perform
when under the influence of an electrical stimulus. Such exercise is ultimately related to the
health outcomes which may be derived from FES exercise in either the acute or chronic
sense. In general, important parameters of stimulation are: current amplitude, frequency and
pulse width/duration (Bajd & Munih, 2010). Other parameters, such as waveform shape
(e.g., Fang & Mortimer, 1991) and ramp-up “…ramping form and frequency” (Quandt &
Hummel, 2014) also have been emphasized. It is important that the physiological effects of
changing such variables are well-known, in order to allow for treatments which are
predictable and safe. They can have an effect on several variables, such as muscle torque
and muscle fatigue (Bickel et al., 2012). Moreover, the force produced by a muscle
subjected to an electric field is determinant on stimulation parameters (Hamada et al., 2003;
Scott et al., 2014). An essential component of all FES research studies and literature is thus
the stimulation protocol, which is usually described in terms of one or more of the
parameters in table 8A.7.

The way in which physiological effects of parameters may be defined is through careful
design of systems that allow for control of parameters, coupled with effective measurement
apparatuses of different functions. Fornusek et al. (2004) discuss for example, how their leg
ergometry system was invaluable as it could be used to modulate various stimulation
parameters, controlling what exactly is delivered to each muscle group. O’Keeffe & Lyons
(2002) developed another system, which utilized a Visual Basic interface allowing for
modulation of parameters for each patient who would use their device. Such technology is
essential in providing FES researchers with the tools to both; control parameters in a patientspecific manner, and to precisely control parameters in order to investigate how changing,
for example frequency, would have an effect on torque produced by a stimulated muscle.
Muscles exhibit an inherent “plasticity”, having the capability to change their structure in
response to the “external stimul[us]” (Tsutaki et al., 2013). Hence, an appreciation of how to
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change parameters by use of FES devices is important in facilitating investigation of how
different protocols have the ability to change this architecture.

Table 8A.7. Stimulation Parameters as Specified by Various Authors
Parameters of Specification – Examples
• Soo et al. (1988) listed various parameters that can be used to describe protocols
which may “…augment muscle torque…”:
o Waveform
o Intensity**
o Frequency
o # contractions during a session
o # contractions during a week
o Total # sessions
(adapted from Soo et al., 1988)
Archetypal Stimulation Parameters
• Deley et al. (2015) proposed these parameters in light of the literature:
o Shape – rectangular
o Frequency – 30-50 Hz
o Pulse width – 300-450 us
o “Intensities” – modulated according to desired torque output.
(adapted from Deley et al., 2015)
Stimulation Parameters and Duty Cycle for Various Purposes
Muscle endurance
Similar contraction and relaxation times
4-15 s ON/OFF
6-15 mins ES
50-200 Hz
Muscle strengthening
Long rest periods
Less total stim time
10/50/10 pattern
2,500 Hz
(adapted from Selkowitz, 1989)
*Note that modern literature may dictate otherwise. This is for illustrative purposes. Could
put into a table and augment with other refs. Common values too.
**The meaning of intensity is unclear. Pulse width? Current? Voltage? Some authors define
this differently.
While several FES systems exist which may be used to investigate the effects of different
stimulus variables (e.g. FES cycling), there is still much more work to be carried out in the
field of parameter optimization. In their study examining sleep in individuals with cerebral
palsy, Giannasi et al. (2015) for example, took a trial and error approach in choosing their
NMES protocol. Although their stimulation was aimed at temporalis and masseter, they had
to work with values used on the legs from the literature. This is a classic example of
“working with what there is” in the context of FES. The more studies into using FES for
different populations which are conducted, the more well-informed stimulation protocol
designs may be. Another issue which could be hopefully solved by the execution of such
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studies is that of protocol diversity. Different authors use quite different variables, such as
stimulation characteristics and exercise training intensity (Cox et al., 1986).
Stimulation Protocols – The Quest for Homogeneity and Optimization
In the late 1980’s, Soo & colleagues put forward, in their study of electrical stimulation in
15 healthy adults:
“No study, however, has explored the optimization of ES programs”
(Soo et al., 1988)

Despite this remark some 30 years prior, this is still an issue across the electrical stimulation
literature today. For example, researchers in Brazil have commented that “heterogeneity in
training protocol” 121 is one limitation in the current literature looking at torque due to
“…KAC and PC currents” (Dantas et al., 2015). It has been noted that variability in
protocols (both electrical stimulation, and training), makes it difficult to converse about the
positive benefits that FES is able to impart (Hainaut & Duchateau, 1992). In addition, Cox et
al. (1986) asserts that “…standardization of some of these variables…” is requisite should
there be a sound pool of knowledge for clinicians in this space. Therefore, the issue of
protocol variances is still an area of avid research in FES.

Considerable variance in experimental set-ups has been noted for quite some time in the
field of FES (e.g., Selkowitz, 1985), and therefore this matter warrants further investigation
in order to bring some clarity to the field of stimulation protocols.122It is intriguing that FES
has been used from the 1960’s onwards, when Liberson et al. proposed their idea of a
footdrop stimulator for hemiplegia (Davis et al., 2008; Liberson et al., 1961). Yet in spite of
these remarkable observations, the issue of protocol variance has still not been addressed to
answer. In a recent review for example, it was put forward that there is still work to be done
121

Maffiuletti & colleagues also contend the idea that there is more to be done towards understanding
stimulation. For example, they argue that “…end users are faced with confusion regarding [NMES]’ usage and
effectiveness” (Maffiuletti et al., 2011). Interestingly they define NMES as stimulation in a “static” context,
contrasting it with FES and TENS. In any case, all forms of electrical stimulation would benefit from a greater
understanding of the effect of stimulation on outcomes.
122
One such step towards a more universal understanding of “best practice” FES may be seen by analysis of
Baker et al.’s work “Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation – a Practical Guide (4thed)”. In this text, Baker et al.
list a series of recommended protocols for various FES therapy modalities, such as “muscle conditioning”, and
“edema”. They list types of muscle contractions, stimulation frequency, duty cycle/ramp, and how long
treatment should be carried out for in order to achieve the desired task (Baker et al., 2000).
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in the context of finding stimulation trains which are desirable for fatigue reduction (Deley
et al., 2015).

An example of where protocol variability can affect the aim of parameter optimization may
be reflected in various studies. For example, Wong (1986), in her study of high and low
voltage stimulation of the knee extensors and plantar flexors, discussed various area where
she felt more research was warranted at the time. One interesting point the author made was
regarding the choice of, “typical” parameters of stimulation such as; duty cycle and pulse
width. She argues that the results of her study may have changed if other values of these
parameters were used, and that:
“Further studies using other electrical characteristics are needed”
(Wong, 1986)

This comment illustrates the complexity of parameter optimization. There are several
variables that must be taken into account in the design of a protocol of electrical stimulation
for the purposes of exercise. Moreover, physiological variables such as tissue impedance
also have substantial variation depending on context (see table 1.14).

There are other consequences of variation across the literature with regards to FES
application. For example, Sillen et al. (2011), in their study examining NMES of the lower
limb, concluded that meta-analysis of their said literature was rendered impossible as a
result of such heterogeneity, among other issues. Cox et al. (1986) asserted that having
significant differences across protocols is problematic as it stops “generalization” and can
make clinical choices confusing. Taken together these findings demonstrate the importance
of understanding stimulation in terms of clinical application of FES.

Studying the effects of the different stimulation variables on such outcomes is rendered
difficult by the lack of common protocols used in the literature, and thus what is known
about stimulation effects is indeed “…controversial…”(Dantas et al., 2015). Using the
example of NMES for COPD patients, it has been noted that there exists much difference
between “NMES protocols” utilized for this purpose (Chaplin et al., 2013). Moreover, the
ideal parameters to use are often yet to be elucidated, or the focus of current research.
Minogue et al. (2013) for example, argued that the ideal frequency for stimulating
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considerable oxygen uptake was unknown. Such observations add merit to the proposition of
Dantas et al., inasmuch that it is difficult to stimulate for therapeutic purposes if there is no
common clinical consensus that may be use to assign parameters suitable for training with, a
priori. In addition, Moreno-Aranda & Seireg (1981b)123 examined various muscle groups124,
and drew conclusions from their study which demonstrates the highly muscle-specific nature
of stimulation. The authors presented a table of “optimal stimulation pattern” for a subject of
their study, highlighting various parameters such as voltage and impedence for the muscles
studied. Therefore finding common protocols is complicated by the fact that different
muscles require different stimulation to achieve tasks of interest.

This makes matters more complicated, in an already complex field to understand. Ideal
stimulation protocols for example, have been noted to vary between patients (Berkelmans,
2008) and muscles (Doeltgen et al., 2010). Different people have different tolerances to
electrical stimulation (Hainaut & Duchateau, 1992). Durfee et al. (1991) argued in their
study of FES for shoulder muscles that there is not one ideal combination that is best for all.
Quandt & Hummel (2014) assert that in order to produce the best “muscle contraction”,
different parameter magnitudes must be used for different individuals. They also state that
this is the case for other relevant outcomes such as “…avoid discomfort, pain and skin
irritation”. It is no wonder that despite the abundance of ES studies, little is known regarding
ideal protocols, for example, in the context of hand rehabilitation post-stroke (Doucet &
Griffin, 2013).
Stimulation Optimization – Discovery of Superior Stimulation Patterns for Exercise

One way in which the field of stimulation optimization could be enhanced is through
establishing a greater understanding of what outcomes require further investigation, and how
these outcomes are influenced by various parameters. Muscle fatigue is one such outcome
that has been stressed for its’ importance in the context of ES applications, and clinical
utility (Gorgey et al., 2009; Correa et al., 2009; Bickel et al., 2012; Scott et al., 2005; Szecsi
et al., 2007). It is no surprise that there has been research performed into examining how
muscle capabilities’ may be augmented, while at the same time reducing fatigue
(Papaiordanidou et al., 2014). Gorgey et al. (2009) comment on how there is little
123

Data the authors present is from an alternating current study – 10 kHz carrier frequency, 100 Hz “on-off
frequency”, 20% duty cycle.
124
Namely – finger flexors, biceps, calf (Moreno-Aranda & Seireg, 1981b).
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appreciation of how parameters such as pulse duration and frequency can impact “motor
units recruitment” in an individual manner.

As fatigue is related to recruitment, it is essential that studies are carried out that look at how
modulation of parameters may be executed to reverse the atypical recruitment of all fibres
types concurrently effectively reducing such fatigue. Under the influence of electrical
stimulation, motor units are recruited all at once, whereas in the context of normal muscle
contraction, slow-fatigue motor units fatigue at the beginning of exercise (Quandt &
Hummel, 2014). One method by which this has been explored is by changing pulse shapes.
For example, researchers from Cleveland argued for quasitrapezoidal pulse shapes to reduce
fatigue in the early 1990s (Fang & Mortimer, 1991).

In addition, there are other considerations such as discomfort (Dantas et al., 2015; Ward,
2009; Scott et al., 2014; Szecsi et al., 2007) which need to be factored into a stimulation
protocol. Californian researchers for example suggested in the late 1980s that:
“….patient comfort is still a major problem retarding [NMES’] widespread application”
(Baker et al., 1988)

Yet, this is still in occurrence across the literature today. Clients with Multiple Sclerosis that
undergo FES are subjected to pain during stimulation as their sensory nerves are still
working unlike those with paralysis. However, Szecsi & colleagues (2007) put forward that
“discomfort125 and fatigue” need to be reduced for use of stimulation in SCI. Therefore it
would be unwise to suggest that the problem of pain is limited to those with paralysis.
Comfort during electrical stimulation may dictate a patients’ desire to undergo treatment and
hence protocols which accommodate this are essential.

125

Dantas et al. (2015) asserts that not much is known about discomfort in the context of KAC and PC.
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8E.3 Amplitude

Current Amplitude

There are several variables to control when applying FES to muscles. Perhaps the most
obvious and amenable to manual user change from a stimulator is current amplitude [I,
mA]. The amplitude of an electrical stimulation waveform is the amount of current
delivered, usually expressed in milliamperes. Often amplitude is reported in the literature as
stimulation “intensity” (e.g., Deley et al., 2015). This intensity will determine how deep the
electrical field runs that is generated between two electrodes (see Bajd & Munih, 2010). In
the context of surface stimulation, the current density is variable for different nerves due to
their 3-dimensional orientation (Bickel et al., 2011).

The choice of current amplitude of electrical stimulation is dictated by several factors.
Current amplitude used for stimulation can be much higher for example, if an individual is
paralyzed, as their pain fibres are unable to transmit this sensation to higher centres. Pain
perception is population-specific, depending on whether pathology involves paralysis of
nerves. In their study of electrical stimulation in posterior patellofemoral pain syndrome,
Bily et al. (2008) reported that 80mA was the maximum current that could be handled by
participants. 126 Other than tolerability, current must also be controlled carefully to avoid
injury. Among other factors, a case report of a broken leg during FES did mention a
maximum current of 800mA (Hartkopp et al., 1998) which is extremely high.

How current must be changed depending on the individual has also been illustrated in
paediatric studies of FES. Johnston et al. (2009) for example, performed a RCT examining
the effects of FES-cycling (FESC) on a group of 30 children with spinal cord injury. The
authors noted that while 140mA was the highest current used in their studies, for “smaller
children”, lower currents were used on a basis of their “individual muscle response”. They
suggest that a greater “intensity” of FESC exercise is required, as there weren’t many
positive changes noted. In another study, Johnston & Wainwright (2011) used the
gastrocnemius muscle for an FES cycling regime. The authors noted that although initial

126

The authors stated this value for the “EMS group” in their study, who used a combination of PT + EMS.
Perhaps this value would differ without use of PT added onto the stimulation.
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stimulus current was set to be 60mA, it was then decreased to 40mA “…after 3 weeks
because of discomfort”.

In addition to the maximum value of amplitude in the context of sensation, another pertinent
consideration is stimulation ramp-up. A “ramp-up” is a gradual increase in the stimulation to
a target value that will be retained during the course of ES exercise. Fornusek et al. (2014)
for example, in their study comparing isometric ES to FES-cycling, increased the initial
stimulation from 40 to 140mA in a ten-minute period. Such ramp-ups are vital, to reduce
any unwanted “reflexive muscle movement” that may occur as a result of stimulation (Eom
et al., 2002). In addition, ramping up stimulation also assists with warming up muscles
during exercise.

Voltage Amplitude

Modulation of voltage [V, V] is also possible during electrical stimulation. Indeed, both
voltage and current may be characterized as “amplitude” (see Sanin, 2011). Therefore, it
follows that some researchers have examined the effect of changing voltage on
physiological responses. Early work by Wong (1986) compared high voltage and low
voltage stimulation127 in the context of outcomes such as muscle strength and comfort in a
sample of 24 healthy individuals (Wong, 1986). The authors argue that high voltage
stimulation is superior to low voltage in the context of muscle strength and comfort, in their
study which looked at lower limb exercise128.

127

High voltage was referred to as “high voltage pulsed galvanic stimulation (HVPGS)”, while low voltage was
referred to as: “Low voltage neuromuscular stimulation” (Wong, 1986).
128
Muscle groups investigated were – knee extensors, plantar flexors.
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8E.4 Pulse Width

Unlike amplitude or frequency, less research has focused on the relationship between pulse
width [PW, us]129 and muscle fatigue, as posited by American researchers (Gregory et al.,
2007). Pulse width is the time that elapses between the commencement of a pulse, and its’
ending (Bickel et al., 2011). In addition, there is also other parameters such as the interphase
interval [IPI] (Springer et al., 2014) but the description of these is variable across the
literature (see mathematical model of this thesis). Indeed, studying these parameters is
clearly justified, with both pulse duration and interphase interval not well understood in the
context of how they influence the force/torque capability of muscle (Bickel et al., 2012;
Springer et al. 2014). Moreover, how pulse duration may be manipulated to enhance torque
“…is less appreciated…” than other variables (Gorgey & Dudley, 2008).

The literature pertaining to pulse width seems to indicate conflicting views surrounding the
relationship between this variable and torque/fatigue. Bajd & Munih (2010) for example,
assert that changing pulse width does not influence muscle fatigue. This comment seems up
for question, as reflected by studies indicating otherwise. Neyroud et al. (2014) for example,
deduced in their study of isometric ES of the triceps surae, that wide-pulse, high frequency
(WPHF) stimulation causes more fatigue than short-pulse, low frequency (SPLF).

Figure 8A.7. One Definition of Pulse Width. (Gorgey et al., 2009)

129

A definition of charge as relating to parameters such as pulse width, interpulse interval and duty cycle are
explored in chapter 4 of this thesis.
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The choice of short or long pulse widths for stimulation has varied depending on the context
of the research investigation. The literature has reported favourable outcomes for both short
and long pulse durations. A shorter PD may be desirable for training as more current is
required to trigger nociception than if a longer PD is used 130 (Van Swearingen, 1999).
However, Scott et al. (2009), in their study of healthy adults, contradicted this on grounds of
similar pain outcomes between short and medium pulse durations (50 and 200 us), positing
that there is no additional torque produced by the 50 us condition as the authors expected. At
longer pulse durations, less current is required to elicit appreciable muscle contraction
(Clair-Auger et al., 2012), and to reach a required magnitude of force (Bickel et al., 2011).
Similar to other parameters such as frequency, pulse duration is another parameter privy to
the “cardinal” concept of tradeoff manifest within the literature – an increase in stimulation
may lead to greater force generation, but at the same time fatigue and pain may ensue,
depending on the population of interest. However, further work is required as suggested by
Scott et al. (2009), who note among other things that their study did not look at “long” pulse
widths.

Other than force, there are a range of physiological variables that have been examined in the
context of pulse width. In addition to force, the correlation of a stimulation parameter with
metabolic outcomes is particularly important if the relationship between health benefit and
parameter optimization is to be considered. Pulse widths of 350 and 500 us have been found
to cause larger changes in energy expenditure than 200us, in the context of FES-cycling
(Gorgey et al., 2014b)131,132. Choice of pulse width of stimulation also relates to what is the
target of the stimulation. While stimulating a nerve requires pulses of 0.1-1.0 ms in length
(Mayr et al., 2001), muscles require much longer pulse widths in the order of 10-150ms
(Mayr et al., 2001). Therefore, the physiological intention of the stimulation133 will dictate

130

However, current may have to be increased regardless, in order to achieve a comparable charge/energy of
a pulse, as what would be expected in an analogous long pulse duration training regime.
131
Note that the authors found a greater number of participants experienced autonomic dysreflexia when a
pulse width of 500 us was used, in comparison with 200 and 350us. They reported a blood pressure greater
than 140/90 mmHg being indicative of this variable (Gorgey et al. 2014b).
132
There is an incorrect issue with this authors’ work that should be clarified for the purposes of exactness
and accuracy. The authors report their results as “force/frequency” curves, yet data was obtained from taking
torque measurements via isokinetic dynamometry. Torque is the spinning moment of the lower limb about
the pivot point of the moment arm, whereas force is another measurement altogether. While torque may be
a surrogate for force, the two are different measures!
133
In the case of muscles with no nerve (denervation), there is a significantly larger amount of energy required
to activate a muscle (Berkelmans, 2008). This type of stimulation has been the focus of the European RISE
project led by Ugo Carraro and Helmut Kern in Europe (see home FES section of this thesis).
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which pulse width is used. Conversely, changing pulse width may also have an effect on
metabolism in different ways.

8E.5 Frequency

Stimulation Frequency

Stimulation frequency [f, Hz] or pulses per second (pps) (e.g. Szecsi & Fornusek, 2014), is
a measure of how often pulses are delivered to a muscle each second. Out of all the
stimulation parameters, frequency has received the greatest interest by researchers, in the
context of investigating its’ relationship with muscle fatigue (Gondin et al., 2010). Hence, an
understanding of the role of stimulation frequency in activation of muscle is fundamental in
the design of ideal stimulation regimes for training.
In usual applications of FES, stimulation is carried out at a constant frequency134 (Scott et
al., 2005; Decker et al., 2010; Bigland-Ritchie et al., 2000) and the magnitude of this value
plays an important role in determining how the resultant muscle will respond to the stimulus.
Pulsed current devices usually work within the 1-200 Hz range (Dantas et al., 2015). As
frequency increases, so too does the force/torque that a muscle is able to produce (BinderMacleod & Guerin, 1990; Dreibati et al., 2010 [tetanus waveforms at various frequencies];
Gregory et al., 2007; Lein Jr et al. (2015). The force/frequency relationship follows a
sigmoid shape 135 , as outlined by Binder-Macleod & Guerin (1990). 136 However, a
significant issue at high frequencies is that of muscle fatigue (Dreibati et al., 2010). At such
frequencies, fatigue becomes more appreciable (Quandt & Hummel, 2014) which reduces
how well the electrical stimulation can “power the muscle”. At high frequencies,
neuromuscular junction signaling becomes compromised and fatigue may arise (Duffell et
al., 2009). Arising from the literature on stimulation frequency is thus a common paradigm –
while high frequencies permit greater contractions, fatigue becomes more appreciable –

134

As a matter of rhetoric, a stimulation ramp-up may be performed before training which involves, for
example, a linear increase in amplitude until a target value (e.g. Fornusek et al., 2014a). However, training
can proceed after this ramp-up at a constant value.
135
The authors refer also to some unpublished work. It would be a good idea to replicate this.
136
In their study of wrist extensor muscles (Dideriksen et al. 2015), one proposition that the authors put
forward is to change force “step-wise” by “modulation” of frequency. This would be a good idea in light of
literature that sometimes misses frequency values (i.e. by stimulating at a range of frequencies that aren’t
equally spaced) (e.g. Chou & Binder-Macleod (2007) – 10, 12.5, 20, 30, 40, 60 Hz).For the purposes of
completeness, studies should aim to perform such experiments “stepwise”, as Dideriksen et al. allude to.
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effectively reducing the greatest torque that may be executed by a muscle (Dreibati et al.,
2010; Gorgey & Dudley, 2008).137Use of appropriate stimulation frequency is paramount if
fatigue is to be attenuated (Matsunaga et al., 1999), while at the same time increasing the
amount of force that can be elicited from the muscle (Chou et al., 2005).

Fusion Frequency and Tetanus

Related to the force/frequency relationship is the concept of muscle twitches and tetani.
Twitches arise when the stimulation is inadequate to cause the temporal summation of action
potentials. Twitching occurs when muscles are stimulated at low frequencies, in the range of
15-20 Hz, as described by Bajd & Munih (2010). In the frequency ranges above 12-15 Hz,
action potentials undergo temporal summation (Quandt & Hummel, 2014). At “high
frequency stimulation”, action potentials are unable to travel (Tepavac & Schwirtlich, 1997).

The frequency at which tetanus occurs is known as the critical fusion frequency (Bajd &
Munih, 2010). In her study of ES for cerebral palsy, Carmick (1993a) commented on how
ES was placed up to 30-35 pps to elicit fusion, suggesting that this range is also adequate to
cause fusion in paediatric populations who require ES exercise. Setting stimulation
frequency is essential thus in determining the extent to which successive potentials summate
leading to force generation by the muscle. Baker et al. (2000)138 argue that if stimulation is
to be used for a long period of time, then it should be done at the lowest frequency of
stimulation which causes tetanus in a muscle (i.e. the fusion frequency).

The Use of High or Low Frequencies

Given the importance of frequency in controlling force production and fatigue, there have
been several studies examining how different frequencies, or variants of frequencies, have
an effect on muscle responses. Often authors report the different outcomes that arise from
using low, compared to, high, frequencies (e.g., Eser et al., 2003; Doucet & Griffin, 2013;
137

Conversely, Gorgey et al. (2009) demonstrated in their study of seven healthy males, that if frequency was
decreased, fatigue of the knee joint extensor muscles was also. Interestingly, the authors asserted that
changing amplitude or pulse duration did not result in a change to “percent fatigue” during NMES. Clearly,
although important, frequency is not the only parameter which may be modulated in order to control fatigue,
a physiological consequence of muscle stimulation that has a multifaceted causality.
138
The authors argue that muscle tetanus can be quantified by various methods. Namely – visual inspection,
palpation or patient-reported tetanus. They argue that what patients’ report is problematic, though. (Baker
et al., 2000).
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Rebai et al., 2002). In comparing three frequencies (60, 50, 30 Hz) for example, Eser et al.
(2003) demonstrated that power output was greater at higher than lower frequencies, in their
study of FES-cycling for spinal cord injury. Other studies of ES have drawn conclusions
between high and low frequency stimulation when examining metabolic outcomes, not
limited to force measurements. Studies of note 139 [metabolic, biomechanical outcomes],
examining frequency or with relevant remarks include:
•

In the context of fat aggregation, Rebai et al. (2002) argued that 20 Hz is a better choice of
stimulation frequency for reducing this parameter, in comparison with 80 Hz. This was
reflected in their work on the thigh muscles following ACL surgery.

•

Sillen et al. (2011) in their study of bilateral quadriceps stimulation140, found no difference
between 15 Hz low frequency NMES in comparison with 75 Hz high frequency NMES in
the context of cardiorespiratory outcomes [e.g., minute ventilation and average O2
uptake]141.

•

Shenton Jr. et al. (1986) conducted a study on forearm flexors of healthy individuals,
showing that phosphocreatine (PCr) changes may differ depending on stimulation frequency.
They found that there was a greater decrease in PCr at 70Hz stimulation, as opposed to 8Hz.
They also argued that the decrease in PCr at 70Hz is similar to what would be expected in
voluntary isometric or isokinetic exercise. Stimulation was administered at a duty cycle of 6s
ON, 10s OFF, 10 repetitions.

•

Minogue et al. (2013) asserts that if ES is to yield greater clinical results, stimulation must
be enhanced to produce the greatest O2 uptake. This O2 uptake is dependent on the
parameter of frequency, as suggested by Hamada et al. (2003).142

•

Deley et al. (2005) showed that 10 Hz pulses143 used for quadriceps stimulation can increase
the maximal voluntary contraction of the quadriceps after 5-weeks of training. [also similar
to a “conventional” protocol]. The authors assessed EMS training in chronic heart failure
patients.

139

Fornusek & Davis (2008), in their study of ES cycling, concluded that there was no increase in anaerobic or
aerobic metabolism in their study looking at ESC at three different cycling speeds of 15, 30 & 50 rpm. Yet they
point to refs 14, 33, 34 which talks of how as there are more frequent contractions for a certain duty cycle,
“energy requirements” to do these increases.
140
Sillen et al. (2011) defined LF-NMES as 15 Hz, 8s ON, 2s OFF, 390us for 29min; HF-NMES as 75 Hz, 6s ON,
29s OFF, 410us for 21 mins. It is seems that the wanted to match the charge delivered to muscles in both
protocols [potentially?]. In light of references such as Gregory et al. (2007), who put forward the idea that
charge = pulse width X frequency, this would then imply that charge is dependent on other variables such as
duty cycle and total stimulation time.
141
*Authors only compared low and high frequencies, each only done over one session! N.B. Studies don’t
necessarily examine multiple frequencies.
142
But, O2 uptake could also be modulated via changing other parameters.
143
Biphasic, 200us, 12s ON, 8s OFF.
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Constant and Variable Frequencies

While studies that examine the relative effects of high and low frequency help to decide
what is the best modality of use for exercise, there are other ways in which stimulation
frequency has been manipulated in order to increase the usefulness of the applied pulse for
training. Various authors for example, have conducted studies comparing 144 constant and
variable frequency trains. Slade et al. (2003) for example, compared the torque-time integral
generated by stimulation of the quadriceps (after a fatiguing set of pulses 145 ), between
constant frequency (CFT) and variable frequency (VFT) pulses146. They found that the VFTs
caused a greater increase in TTI after the fatiguing set, compared with the CFT regime.In
addition, in their systematic review, Ibitoye et al. (2016) put forward “the traditional
method” of ES at a constant frequency may be suboptimal in the context of fatigue
attenuation.
Critical Analysis of Frequency – Definitional Analysis

While such studies may be varied in terms of outcomes, they do elucidate a few points
regarding the literature on low and high frequency ES. Following from the discussed
literature:
a) Choosing a low or high stimulation frequency for exercise is a complex decision
to make, if all outcomes (force, and metabolic) are to be optimally elicited. In some
contexts low is better, others high.
b) Various authors may define low and high differently. It is hard to make generalized
claims relating to whether “low” or “high” is superior for a certain outcome across
the literature, thus. However, there are consensuses surrounding some observations,
such as high frequencies lead to fatigue much quicker than do low frequencies, yet
generate more force.

144

Callaghan et al. (2001) actually delivered high and low frequency pulses simultaneously. But wouldn’t
fatigue be accelerated if high and low used at same time? Interesting! [Would have to take a closer look at
the authors’ work for more detailed analysis].
145
The fatigue set of pulses used by the authors was a set of 180 trains delivered at a 50% duty cycle (Slade et
al., 2003).
146
CFTs = 6 pulses, 70ms IPI between each pulse. VFTs = 6 pulses, 5ms IPI between pulses 1 and 2, 70ms gap
between pulses thereafter (Slade et al., 2003). It is interesting how VFTs are defined as being “variable”,
although there is only one IPI which is changed in comparison to the rest of the pulse.
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c) In studies where authors compare low and high, caution could be taken in
interpreting their conclusions relating to high compared with low if they only test
one value in each range.
d) Whether a frequency is low or high may also depend on the muscle group in
question and context of study. For example, Chaplin et al. 2013 stipulate in their
study of quadriceps – 35 Hz low, 50 Hz high. Yet Russian currents are delivered in
the kilohertz range (Vaz et al., 2012) so should not this be referred to as high?
e) In light of d), there are two different “domains” 147 that frequency can be
considered. Pulsed current – Hz. Russian current – kHz.

8E.6 Charge and Multivariable Considerations

Electric Charge

An important property of any electrical stimulus is charge (Q). In the context of functional
electrical stimulation, charge148 is a composite variable. In one definition, “total charge” is
calculated by multiplying pulse duration by pulse frequency (Gregory et al., 2007). In the
physiological sense, “…charges per pulse delivered…” determines depolarization of motor
neurons (Su et al., 2000). Therefore, charge thus determines motor unit activation (e.g., as
suggested by Botter et al. 2009 in their study of biceps brachii stimulation), and recruitment
(Scott et al., 2009). In addition, the quantity charge has been suggested to relate to how
painful an electrical stimulus is perceived (Gracanin & Trnkoczy, 1975).

The electrical charge of stimulation has also been examined on a basis of other parameters.
In their study of ten healthy individuals, Gregory et al. (2007) performed stimulation of the
quadriceps, at a range of different charges in the range 6000 – 30000 V*s-6. At the various
charge values chosen, two different combinations of frequency and pulse width were
chosen, to cause the same charge to be produced by the stimulation (Gregory et al. 2007).
Interestingly, the authors reported no significant differences for mean torque when
frequency-pulse width permutations were delivered at the same charge (e.g., 20 Hz, 300 us
produced same mean torque as 30 Hz, 200 us). This implies that if two parameters are
147

Again the term domain seems to be inspired by hearing of FFT’s and frequency domains etc. during the
course of this thesis.
148
Scott and co-workers define phase charge thus: “...a product of current amplitude and pulse duration”
(Scott et al., 2009).
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permuted, to produce the same charge, then a similar torque will be produced irrespective of
the combination [from the data presented]. Other similar conclusions could be drawn from
the work of Gondin & colleagues, who examined rat gastrocnemius torques delivered at
same charges but different frequency-pulse width combinations (table 8A.8). However,
further work could perhaps benefit from confirming such observations across several
frequency-pulse width combinations delivered at the same charge149.
Table 8A.8. Select Studies on Charge and Variables Used.
Authors
Stimulation Conditions
Total Charge
Compared
Gondin et al. (2010)
HF 100Hz 1ms
100Hz.ms
LF 20Hz 5ms
Wegrzyk et al. (2015)
CONV 25 Hz 0.05ms
100Hz.ms
WPHF 100Hz 1ms
It is evident from the literature that discusses charge, that controlling the output of a muscle
is dependent on the careful control of several parameters simultaneously. Gregory et al.
(2007) argued for example, that their work showed torque of a muscle can be mediated by
manipulation of frequency and pulse width. However, these are only two parameters and of
course, a stimulation protocol is defined upon more than just electrical charge. It has been
suggested for example, that it is useful to study the effects of combinations of frequency and
intensity, among other things (Kesar & Binder-Macleod, 2006). This may be highlighted by
data presented of quadriceps stimulation in a healthy individual (Binder-Macleod & SnyderMackler, 1993). The authors show a force/frequency curve for electrically stimulated
quadriceps at two different intensity values. They showed that in order to produce the same
force at a higher intensity of stimulation, a lower frequency is required. Thus, combinations
of current and frequency can be manipulated to produce a required force.

Studies that aim to investigate several variables of the stimulus waveform, without
discrimination of the relative importance of one over another, are paramount in assisting an
understanding being established of all aspects of the applied stimulation. Bickel et al. (2012)
argue that their study was the first to look at the effects of multiple parameters on fatigue
(frequency, pulse duration and voltage). In addition, such studies are useful in demonstrating
how changing one variable will require another change should a certain muscle response be
kept constant between two stimulation regimes. For example, it has been shown that for
149

In a materials science context, Junning Chen’s thesis from University of Sydney examined “isolines” (Chen,
2014). Perhaps a study could be conducted with a range of different isolines whereby several combinations of
frequency and pulse width are delivered to a muscle, then torque data are mapped to an isoline.
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contractions to occur in a similar fashion at a range of pulse widths, then stimulation current
must be changed accordingly (Gracanin & Trnkoczy, 1975).

The completion of studies which examine torque and metabolic outcomes of FES from a
multi-parameter perspective, other than enhancing our understanding of the various
parameters may also assist in making studies more easily comparable. For example, Scott et
al. (2009) assert that, using the example of pulse duration, it is difficult to understand the
broader literature as other parameters are usually differential across studies. 150 Ways in
which parameter influence on physiological or mechanical responses may be more
holistically quantified could be through: a) mathematical models, or b) studies which look at
multiple combinations of different parameters. As illustrative of a), for example is work by
Ding and colleagues who aimed to investigate ideal stimulation sequences for a rat model
examining an isometric situation (e.g. Ding et al., 1998). As illustrative of b), was a study by
Xue et al. (2014). The authors investigated several combinations of frequency (25, 50,
100Hz) and pulse width (1-9ms), albeit in a rabbit model for a craniofacial pathology.
Therefore, investigating isolated combinations of frequency and pulse width (e.g., Gondin et
al., 2010)

151 , 152

may be limited in conclusions that can be drawn regarding charge

specifically.

In studies examining multiple variables, comparing on grounds of standardized measures is
an important consideration that has been demonstrated by various authors. For example, in
their study, Doucet & Griffin (2013) administered pulses such that the same number of high
and low pulses were given (if the total time of stimulation and frequency is considered). The
implication of their study, is that a high frequency protocol will be delivered in a shorter
period of time if matched for a protocol of shorter frequency. Another pertinent issue is the
idea that changing one parameter of stimulation may influence another. Gorgey et al. (2009)
for example, argues that use of 100Hz stimulation may hide the effects that changing current
150

The issue here is the idea of “comparing apples with oranges”.
It must be noted however, that as set-ups and outcomes are different, one must take these into
consideration when making such comparisons, lest they be deemed inaccurate.
The study by Gondin et al. (2010) which examined gastrocnemial stimulation in the rat, was a rigorous study
inasmuch that it employed a “…standardization procedure…”between protocols used to compare high and
low frequency stimulation
This is important! Should be requisite for ALL protocols and would help develop a framework. Could even
work with Gondin et al., the authors have good ideas.
152
The parameters which Gondin and colleagues kept similar between low and high frequency protocols:
average stimulation intensity, average total charge, peak torque (initial), duty cycle how long contractions
lasted for, torque-time integral (Gondin et al., 2010).
151
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or pulse duration may have on muscle fatigue, as when this frequency is utilized fatigue
ensues quickly. 153 Therefore stimulation protocol comparison is a complex issues and
several considerations need to be made to enable conclusions to be made regarding effects
of variables on outcomes such as fatigue and torque production.

8E.7 Waveforms

Waveform Shape
Another stimulation parameter which has received some research focus is the shape154 of the
electrical pulse. A commonly used waveform in FES is a rectangular-shaped waveform
(Szecsi et al., 2007). However, other more exotic variants of stimulus shapes include;
quasitrapezoidal (Fang & Mortimer, 1991), trapezoidal, sinusoidal155 (e.g., AC stimulation)
and triangular (e.g. Botter et al., 2009) and sawtooth (e.g., Mottaghi & Hofmann, 2015). The
shape of the waveform can have an influence on fatigue as well as more “obvious”
parameters such as current and frequency. For example, Fang & Mortimer (1991) argued for
use of quasitrapezoidal pulses to reduce fatigue.

Similar to various frequencies, various waveform shapes may be advantageous to use
depending on the context and outcomes desired. While rectangular pulses are a cardinal
shape to employ, Botter et al. (2009)156 conducted a study showing that triangular pulses
actually had less discomfort associated with their usage. Interestingly, Xue et al. (2014)157

153

This shows that one parameter may influence the effects other may have, by hiding their effect etc. Gorgey
et al. (2009) describe this as a “mask” effect. Perhaps a “mask” scale could be established that quantifies, as
frequency increases, how much the effects of other parameters on muscle fatigue will be hidden.
Alternatively this could be performed for pulse duration, duty cycle, amplitude etc. A “mask” matrix perhaps.
This could assist studies which wish to perform multi-variable comparisons on the various stimulation
parameters in the context of fatigue manifestation.
154
Also relevant in the discussion of waveforms is what directionality of the pulse (i.e., from a current-time
curve). In the context of pulsed waveforms, electrical pulses may either be monophasic (current travels in
one direction), biphasic (current travels in both directions) (Bajd & Munih, 2010). In the general
neuromodulation sense, biphasic waveforms are preferred because they prevent charge buildup from
occurring which may lead to deleterious electrochemical reactions of the surrounding tissue. Biphasic
waveforms have been noted to be the preferential waveform type by some authors (Han et al., 2007). Han et
al. (2007) for example, used biphasic pulses in their study of wrist extensors, on the grounds that monophasic
pulses are more painful.
155
Usually sinusoidal waveforms are used in the context of alternating current stimulation (see Russian
current studies).
156
Yet the authors concluded from EMG studies that shape does not affect “motor unit recruitment” (Botter
et al., 2009).
157
Abstract only consulted. Could full paper be found or is it a language issue?
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compared square, sine and triangular waveforms for their ability to be used therapeutically
in the context of unilateral facial nerve palsy in rabbits. The authors argue for square
waveforms in this context. Therefore, context may determine the appropriate waveform
shape for stimulation.

8E.8 Russian Current

Another commonly used type of current (in a clinical sense), is burst-modulated alternating
current (Ward, 2009).158 There are two predominant types of BMAC known in this field –
Russian current (RC), and interferential current (Ward, 2009)159. Russian current is a wellknown type of stimulation (Bellew et al. 2012). It is defined as a waveform that has a very
high frequency (2.5 kHz), with a sinusoidal shape, and having a frequency of 50 bursts per
second (Scott et al., 2014; Bellew et al., 2012). Russian current also has a duty cycle of 50%
(Scott et al., 2014; Vaz et al., 2012)160. It is depicted in figure 1.16.

It makes for intuitive sense that the ability of Russian current to bestow positive changes on
an individual may be analyzed through comparison with pulsed current stimulation regimes.
Despite the aforementioned advantages of Russian current, researchers from Brazil put
forward that studies which compare alternating currents 161 have yielded results that are
“…inconclusive or contradictory…” (Vaz et al., 2012). In their study of 22 healthy
participants, they found less current is actually required if low frequency pulsed current is
used, compared with Russian current, to withhold a contraction equivalent to 10% MVIC.
(Vaz et al., 2012).162 Indeed, the idea that RC is more beneficial for muscle strengthening,
was also put under scrutiny by the work of Dantas et al. (2015), who showed that Aussie and
pulsed currents can trigger greater knee joint extension torques than Russian currents.
Further, Bellew & colleagues argue for the superiority of pulsed currents over Russian

158

Note that Vaz et al. (2012) assert that Russian current and pulsed current are often used in the context of
muscle strengthening.
159
Russian current is perhaps the most well-known of waveforms in the kHz frequency “domain”. However,
other authors have also investigated other waveforms in this range, including Aussie current (Dantas et al.,
2015) and “auxiliary stimulation” which is used as a 2-6 kHz adjunct to stimulate a secondary muscle to the
primary one of interest, for the purposes of fatigue reduction (e.g. Yuan et al., 2011).
160
10ms ON 10ms OFF (Vaz et al. 2012). Is this in the ms range because f in the kHz range? It would be
pertinent to understand this idea and how px are related to each other a little better. Maybe relates to
charge?
161
Do the authors mean Russian Current or Alternating Current in general?
162
Also, less discomfort with the low frequency pulsed current waveform.
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currents in the context of “maximal voluntary isometric knee extensor force” in healthy
individuals.

Figure 8A.8. Various Waveforms. In diagram C, is Russian current (Ward, 2009)

8E.9 Other Characteristics of Stimulation Setups

In addition to such variables which may not be often studied within the context of
stimulation optimization, there are a range of variables related to the stimulation set-up
which can affect outcomes when examining the effects of various parameters. A description
of these in relation to the literature is listed in table 1.14, where various variables have been
described across various research papers. Some of these are inferences from the original
context of the authors’ investigations.
Table 8A.9. Other Variables or Parameters in Electrical Stimulation Mentioned or
Alluded to in the Literature
• State of the muscle (the exact muscle, its’ condition) (Hainaut & Duchateau, 1992).
• Muscle properties – e.g., Length of fascicles, pennation angle (Vaz et al., 2013)
• The subject (Hainaut & Duchateau, 1992).
• Skin properties – e.g., hydration which affects impedance (Davies et al., 2017).
• Impedances of tissues underneath and electrodes (Sanin, 2011).163
• Gender differences (e.g., Alon & Smith, 2005).
• Electrode placement (e.g., Gobbo et al., 2014).
• Changing across sessions (e.g., Malešević et al., 2017)
• Electrode size.
• Path of stim (Walls et al. 2010 – Multipath).
• Current distribution [intrinsic property] (Sha et al., 2008), flexible electrodes to
control this (e.g., Kern et al., 2010a).
163

Sanin points to differences in voltage and current sourced stimulation.
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8F. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOME FES
Table 8A.10. Recommendation and Relevant Literaturei
1. Multiple compliance measures. Compliance should be measured by one of each of anecdotal,
external, or procedural means (tables 1.8, 1.9) to ensure an accurate profile of home exercise may be
generated.
2. Practicality assessment. The likelihood of one maintaining home FES for an extended period of time
could be assessed prior to the purchasing of stimulation equipment to avoid superfluous acquisition of
equipment, or wasted resources.
3. Adequate instruction. Clients should be confident in using FES within the home. Instruction could be
beneficial on two levels:
• External instruction. A professional trained in FES shows one how to use it properly (e.g.,
Windholz et al., 2014; Bily et al., 2008).
• Manual instruction. Reading of device manuals should be encouraged to ensure appropriate
usage.ii
4. Initial institutional practice. FES should be performed in a laboratory, gymnasium or hospital setting
initially before a home FES plan is conceptualized. (e.g., Moynahan et al., 1996 – inpatient).
5. Continual institutional dialogue iii . Dialogue with the rehabilitation centre/gymnasium should be
maintained during the course of home FES. Other than for reasons such as to measure compliance, this
would facilitate smooth implementation of the home regime (analogous to patients going from in-centre
to home haemodialysis for example). In addition, any assessments of outcomes from home training (e.g.,
MRI, muscle strength tests, VO2max tests) should be done with the institution in the hands of a health
care professional or researcher to assess effectiveness of home exercise. See qualitative chapter 2.
6. Appropriate stimulation parameter choice. Stimulation parameters should be used that are
appropriate for the patients’ individual preference, and the goal in mind.
7. Pre-medical screening. Potential target individuals for FES exercise should set up a meeting with a
GP, allied health professional and FES provider to discuss if FES is beneficial in their circumstance.
Currently, FES provision seems to be through word-of-mouth, in research-centric contexts.
8. Introduction to the regular exercise routine earlyiv and up-holding an exercise program.
There are various pieces of evidence, and comments from the literature that highlight the imperative
nature of early FES:
• Kern et al. (2010b) argue that individuals who begin FES over 4 years following their injury
(denervated muscle) can have less noticeable changes.
• Thomas & Stevens Lapsley (2012) also argue that NMES could potentially be a way to reduce
“central activation deficits” following TKA.
• Cassidy et al. (2012) argued that when FES cycling stops, any benefits from the exercise will
decrease.
• Mohr et al. (1997a) reported, on FES-cycling and bone mineral density (BMD) for example, it
has been found that FES cycling three times a week can increase BMD, but if the exercise is
reduced to once a week thereafterv, the effects may be reversed.
• Laufer et al. (2014) examined the use of NMES for knee OA. They showed it to have mixed
long-term effects following a study examining group therapy over 12 sessions (Laufer et al.,
2014). The authors argue using NMES may have no benefit in context of strength, when
compared with a program without NMES. Outcomes they report also suggest that some benefits
may be reducedvi, as assessed by a follow-up of their intervention after 12-wk.
9. Need for Evidence-Based Therapies. Alon (2003b) stipulates that there is an absence of evidencebase with regards “training dose”. This needs to be explored further for home FES implementation as
well, maximizing potential therapeutic outcomes [physiological, biomechanical, etc.].
10. The need for patient-centredviiconsiderations. Bulley & colleagues (2015) argue that, in the context
of foot-drop it is important to understand patients’ “preferences” as these may be related to among other
things, “efficacy” of treatment. Individual therapeutic prescriptions are thus essential. Qualitative research
projects viii into perspectives, expectations and desires of patients who use FES will help further
understand the complex spectrum of issues related to this patient-centred idea.
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8G. ENDNOTES FROM LITERATURE REVIEW
Herein are a list of critical commentaries surrounding the literature presented in the literature
review chapter 1.
1. Regarding early experiments on electrical stimulation: Another “early” experiment in
the context of this thesis is the work of Buchthal & Kaiser (1944). The authors examined
tension and stiffness in muscle fibres, in an attempt to correlate the two variables. They
used the semitendinosus muscle of Rana temporia and Rana esculenta.
2. Regarding Bremer (1932): The author discusses both contracture and contraction,
delineation requiring further consideration from the author of this thesis.
3. Regarding the neuromuscular system, in a systemic context in general: In the
context of exercise there are indeed several other systems which play an important part
in overall “organization” of endogenous systemic actions. A good example is that of
Hawley et al. (2014), Cell 159, p. 741. The authors present a diagram outlining
simultaneous activation of several systems (e.g., neuro-endocrine) to complement
signals from the motor cortex causative of movement elicitation.
4. Regarding Gandevia: An interesting short paper about early experiments on muscle
fatigue.
5. Regarding spinal cord in context: Pathological neuromuscular conditions of interest
are explored more extensively in appendices 2.
6. Regarding Peckham & Knutson: The authors also stipulate that FES can not be used
for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). However, Yasunobu Handa from Tohoku
University Graduate School of Medicine, Sendai, Japan (Journal of Electromyography
and Kinesiology, 1997) puts forward work on TES for ALS [in other references of his
group]. It is of note that his paper refers to “TES”. In another part of the publication, the
author argues that TES can used before FES to reduce spasticity and augment FES
application thereafter. “Therapeutic electrical stimulation” = TES. It is the opinion of the
author of this thesis that a unified definition of FES and its’ close relations would help
bring clarity across the literature.
7. Concerning muscle fibre types: Type IIX fibres have a faster cross-bridge cycle
process than do type IIA fibres (Westerblad et al., 2010).
8. Concerning MHC: For example, the speed at which the cross-bridge cycle takes place
in a muscle is determined by the MHC isoform (Westerblad et al., 2010).
9. Regarding Daugaard & Richter: Andersen pers comm. from Daugaard & Richter,
2001 stated that some skeletal muscle fibres may have MHCIIB isoforms even though
these are characteristic of mammals.
10. With the idea of “levels” of muscles: Indeed, Egan & Zierath (2013) discuss how the
properties of muscles are not STATIC, but rather amenable to changes through regular
contraction.
11. Regarding the Irish authors: These works are examples of use of isometric exercise
for cardiovascular training in the context of Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES).
However, there are some divided opinions. Fornusek (2005) for example, commented on
how isometric gives relatively low CV exercise. Yet, the author investigated isometric
again (Fornusek et al., 2014a) in the context of putting it forward as being similar to
concentric exercise with regards to cardiorespiratory responses.
12. Regarding Elder et al.: “Normalized” used in a similar context yet different, to the
experimental duty cycle chapters of this thesis. The authors presented oxygen
consumption with regards to muscle mass (no sig. diff.) and torque (sig. diff.),
confirmatory for their deductions.
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13. Concerning the work of Wallace Fenn: Not FES but a seminal paper in isometric
muscle contraction field!
14. Regarding Gregory & Bickel: Indeed, Fang and Mortimer (1991) referred to this issue
when referencing Mortimer (1981) [see their paper for full reference of textbook].
15. Regarding Gregory & Bickel: More generally, the nervous system can selectively
choose which motor units are being activated in order to give ones which are fatigued a
break from action [described as “motor unit rotation” (Fallentin et al., 1993)].
16. In relation to Pethick et al.: The studies in this thesis analyse fatigue from a purely
mechanical perspective.
17. Relating to Fenn’s work: Minogue and colleagues (2013) discuss heat of contraction in
muscles. They put forward a set of equations derived from a “standard Hill-type model”
(Taken from Umberger et al., 2003; Houdijk et al., 2006). Later they talk of how an
equation presented by Umberger et al. (2003) suggests that in isometric mode the heat of
shortening can be represented as a heat of force development..., then they also talk of
how “..external mechanical work rate produced by the muscle...is zero for the isometric
situation...”.[Original refs not consulted].
18. Regarding Graphic User Interfaces for biomechanics: One example is the system
developed by Ray Patton at the Faculty of Health Sciences., the University of Sydney.
Another is that of the Department of Biomedical Engineering, the University of Malaya.
In each case there is a custom software system that is used to visualise torque changes
during dynamometry.
19. Concerning Binder-Macleod & colleagues: These authors used the KinCom isokinetic
dynamometer.
20. Following from Liberson et al.: Hemiplegia, similar to FES, causes a disruption to
ones’ neuromuscular system through rendering an individual unable to execute tasks as
they normally would be able to. Usually it arises due to a stroke, which causes a
contralateral motor deficit to that of the side of injury (Ambrosini et al., 2012).
21. Following from Andrews: http://www.google.com/patents/US2737183 lists an early
patent by Giaimo: “Electrical control of partially denervated muscles”, US 2737183 A. It
was filed on June 11, 1951, about 10 years prior to the publication of Liberson’s
footdrop system.
22. Regarding definitions of FES: FES has also been referred to as “functional
neurostimulation” (FNS) (Rushton, 1997).
23. Regarding Vodovnik et al.: The authors refer to Liberson among others.
24. Regarding Giaimo: Accessed via Google Patents. Also see endnote 21.
25. Regarding multichannel systems: In addition to multichannel stimulation being
important to produce a movement, it is also important to ensure the movement generated
is of quality. In the context of FES walking for example, Bajd et al. (1990) argued a
limitation of their 4-channel system was the inability for: “Inadequate body mass
transfer in both the sagittal and lateral planes” (Bajd et al., 1990).Gait is of course a
very complex harmony of nerves, muscles and joints working to progress the trunk at
different times of the walking cycle (e.g., heel strike, toe off). Indelibly a perfect system
would not only stimulate the “big” muscles such as thighs and gluteals. Important also
are the adductors for stability purposes during mid-stance, for example.
26. Regarding exercise (frequency etc.): Exercise is a complex term that has many
different components which should be considered in the design of a home FES program.
Comparison of some of the literature on FES for example shows various themes that
could make it difficult to compare home protocols with one another. This may be
illustrated by close examination of the literature on SCI. Namely:
a. Outcomes may be different across studies. (e.g., Donaldson et al., 2000: focussed
on biomechanical outcomes such as cycle distance and size of quadriceps,
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Dolbow et al., 2012a: focused on metabolic parameters such as bone mineral
density and lean muscle).
b. FES exercise modalities may be different. (e.g., Donaldson et al., 2000: isometric
FES and FES-cycling, Johnston et al., 2008: FES-cycling).
c. Protocol differs [training intensity, FES parameters, sessions {time per session,
sessions per week, total weeks or months}] (e.g., Dolbow et al., 2012a: 9 weeks
total, Dolbow et al., 2012b: 24 weeks total, Dolbow et al., 2012c: 16 weeks total
(two periods), Johnston et al., 2009: 6 months total).
d. Sample sizes are different.
27. Regarding Dolbow et al. (c): This proposition is a generalisation and there are many
exceptions to this rule. This is from personal experience of the author of this thesis.
28. Regarding Johnston et al.: However there were no changes in VO2peak relative to
baseline after 6 months.
29. Regarding home studies on OA: Most are home studies, but not all may be, e.g.
Kachanathu et al., 2014. (appendix 1C).
30. Regarding Burch et al.: This study examined interferential current relative to a TENS
control.
31. Regarding muscle strength: It must be stressed that muscle strength is only one aspect
of overall ability, or disability. Using OA as an example, muscle strength gains are not
necessarily correlated with decreases in disability (Evcik & Sonel, 2002). Future studies
would be well-guided to include biomechanical or metabolic variables in their analysis
of the benefits of home FES for the OA population.
32. Regarding Walls et al.: The authors also discuss how “functional capacity” was
reduced in electrical stimulation group but not control group in the period after
operation.
33. Regarding Kralj & Bajd: The authors later refer to the work of Vodovnik and
colleagues that examined denervated muscles (p 127-8).
34. Regarding Kern & colleagues: Interestingly the authors stipulate “…impulses of very
long duration (120-150 ms, 60-75 ms per phase)” (Kern et al., 2010a). Indeed, this
definition of pulse width is of interest to the authors’ of this publication, in the context of
terminology homogenisation for FES. This will be the focus of upcoming work.
35. Regarding Mayr et al.: This also suggests that pulse width (PW) is an important
parameter of the stimulation waveform that relates to tissue excitability.
36. Regarding the Zanato et al. papers: Could the participant of 2010 paper be the one
mentioned for a year (“first subject”) in 2011 paper? This could be verified in discussion
with colleagues from Italy or Austria.
37. Regarding Neder et al.: Could there have been a placebo effect?
38. Following from Soska et al.: On the Topic of Test Groups. In any intervention, it is
important to have appropriate groups from which comparisons may be drawn relating to
variables examined by the intervention. It is the opinion of this author that four groups
should be analysed in any home ES intervention (table). This model has been derived
from studies which look at home ES by comparing various test groups. Gaines et al.
(2004) for example, examining NMES by comparing an “education only” 1 to combined
education and NMES group. While this methodology can demonstrate the efficacy of
NMES relative to an already existing therapy, it is built upon the assumption that the
already existing therapy is best practice. Perhaps a more holistic study would contain a
control group who has undergone no rehabilitative intervention as well. Soska et al.
(2014) used three test groups – aerobic exercise, EMS and the two together (EMS +
aerobic). The authors concluded that using EMS adds no real advantage. However, this
methodology gives no consideration to the relative benefit of EMS exercise against no
exercise at all. Although it might not provide a superior benefit for chronic heart failure
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patients to aerobic exercise, this is something which should be examined. The model
proposed (listed below) would help in the design of a study to probe this point further.
This could be a holistic method by which conclusions can be drawn regarding the
absolute effectiveness of NMES in CHF, and for that matter, any group. Henceforth, it is
suggested, that there could be four (4) Test Groups for FES Interventions:
A. No exercise.
B. Standard exercise.
C. FES exercise.
D. Standard + FES exercise.
39. On the topic of concomitant electrical stimulation and standard best practice:
Stevens-Lapsley et al. (2012) also investigate this idea when discussing stimulation and
voluntary contractions.
40. Regarding Bek et al.: Authors argue for in-centre, though.
41. On compliance: Indeed, Harvey & Bradley (1992) stressed the importance of
correlating compliance and psychological aspects. Psychological aspects are delved into
more in the qualitative sections of this thesis.
42. On the measurement of compliance: Devos-Comby et al. (2006) in their meta-analysis
on OA, report “attrition” and “adherence”. Perhaps attrition is another way in which
compliance has been reported in the FES literature but this is yet to be investigated.
43. On the topic of compliance rates: Dolbow et al (2012b) argue that FES and “internet
connectivity” can assist in quelling barriers to exercise. They also argue that their idea
could be a good option for promoting physical fitness, due to the high compliance. This
could be perhaps due to the monitoring of exercise encouraging patients to participate.
44. Regarding external compliance: Soska et al. (2014) comment on how participants’ had
to show stimulator and electrodes to a clinic on a weekly basis. Whether or not this was
for purposes of compliance is uncertain.
45. On the accuracy of stimulators: It has been suggested by an FES researcher that
stimulators often do not deliver what they specify they do (unpublished observations).
Whether or not this also applies to how accurately stimulators report their own
compliance warrants investigation in light of this paper.
46. Regarding recommendations: The areas of health policy and implementation of FES
exercise must also be considered, e.g., the National Disability Insurance Scheme
[NDIS].
47. Regarding FES and bone: A good, or bad example of FES used in an osteoporotic
individual may be seen in a case report of bone fracture (Hartkopp et al., 1998).
48. Regarding qualitative in engineering: The idea of engineers and qualitative designs is
a rather peculiar concept, albeit presented in this doctoral thesis. Engineers typically deal
with numerical quantitative metrics, so may need convincing at the outcomes of the
qualitative Vienna study of this thesis. Literature such as that discussed in this section
help with this argument. Another such example is the work of Page (Page, 2015). The
author conducted telephone interviews to investigate the idea of “tolerance” analysis in
medical device industry.
49. Following from Dorrington et al.: Although slightly peripheral here, it is important
also to understand the idea of participant receptivity to questions and willingness to
“open up”. Van de Velde et al. (2016) for example, discussed “client-centred” treatment
in a neurological context. They argue that this only works if patients are amenable to
opening up to clinicians. The idea here is that some may not be willing to open up as
much, reducing the amount of perspectives shared, data gained. Perhaps helpful here
would also be a consideration of reflexivity (e.g., as done by Gentles et al., 2014). An
interesting idea would be to train engineering researchers in this principle, if they are
either subjects or investigators for a qualitative study.
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50. Following from Dorrington et al.: A similar study was that of Fager et al. (2017) who
used semi-structured interviews to see the perspectives of HCP and neurological
individuals on sensors. As a side point, it is intriguing that the authors say they used
“open ended questions” yet also say their format was semi-structured [a subtle albeit
important point from a qualitative design perspective].
51. Following from Dorrington et al.: Research would be well-guided to investigate a
systematic review, or rather qualitative meta-synthesis on assistive technology and users’
perspectives. A research question could be posed as follows [with options for more
studies in brackets]: “What are the most pertinent issues surrounding assistive
technology [different types e.g., FES, ankle-foot orthoses, wheelchairs, walking canes
etc.], for highly-dependent [or autonomous patients], neurological populations [various
– SCI, MS, GBS, ALS/MND, channelopathies of nerves, stroke, TBI etc etc.]?”
52. On the topic of assistive technology: There are further uses possible in the context of
qualitative-research-guided rehabilitation engineering. Or, more generally, clinical
engineering (engineering in a hospital environment). Vincent & Blandford (2017) for
example, discuss how hospitals’ choice to buy medical devices is based on standards, as
opposed to “usability”. What could be inferred from their paper is the importance of
qualitative research in this domain.
53. Regarding health outcomes of FES: This is extensively reviewed in Literature Review
and metabolic section of appendices 2.
54. Regarding BerkelBike: See earlier sections for a more detailed account.
55. Regarding Creswell: Indeed, Creswell illustrates a mixed-methods design by discussing
the collation of quantitative then qualitative data – but in this thesis “mixed-methods” is
used in the sense of collecting both data types simultaneously, as was performed in the
Vienna study.
56. Stemming from Bajd & Munih definition: Duty cycle is a parameter mentioned in
fundamental electrical engineering. However, it has also been used to describe time of
muscle contraction, compared with “inactive” times in between. For example, one study
compared duty cycles of 0.3 and 0.6 (Sundberg & Bundle, 2015). The authors defined
duty cycle as: “…the ratio of the durations of muscle force application to the entire
movement cycle…”, in the context of volitional knee extension exercise.
57. Following from Baker et al. definition: It should be noted that duty cycle is not the
only way of quantifying when stimulation is ON and OFF. Carroll et al. (1989) found for
example, that a greater interpulse interval (IPI) for use in stimulation of the quadriceps
will lead to elicitation of lower average torques during ES. It is apparent that stimulation
ON and OFF time is thus a consideration on multiple levels of the stimulation waveform.
This is explored more in the mathematical model and descriptions of duty cycle in this
thesis.
58. Regarding Starkey: An example of a definition which does not include the ramp-up
time?
59. Regarding Naeem et al.: Mentioned in their conclusion, inferred from their textual
discussion.
60. Following from Nelson & Cowling: Importance of selecting the correct duty cycle for a
given purpose: Baker et al. (2000) stipulate that ON:OFF selection is based upon:
• What the FES treatment is trying to achieve.
• How long stimulation need be performed for to achieve the above.
61. Regarding Hakansson & Hull: If one examines their protocols though, a counterargument could possibly be made. The authors compared a 10/50/10 protocol (6 mins
total), with a 10/10/10 protocol (3 mins 20s total). These time periods are not that
considerably different. One could thus question Nelson & Cowling (1999)’s proposition
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that indeed using a more fatiguing duty cycle is quicker – if there are only to be 10
contractions total performed in the therapy time.
62. Regarding Hakansson & Hull: The authors argue that duty cycle (i.e. ON and OFF
times) may be used to control muscle contractions of FESC in an organised manner.
63. Regarding Hakansson & Hull: These authors looked at a mathematical model that
could compute the best ON and OFF times for muscles at various angles, that would
lower stress/time integrals. Such a study is an example of duty cycle optimization.
64. Regarding Pournezam et al.: Their study actually examined different types of
sequential stimulation as well. They argued that 3-phase (i.e. RF, VL, VM) is better than
2-phase stimulation (RF, VL+VM), in the context of fatigue and recovery.
65. Regarding strength decrement index (SDI): Citing an original paper by Clarke et al.
(not shown here).
66. Regarding Matsunaga et al.: Context is important however this illustrates general
differences in duty cycle and frequency relationships.
67. Regarding theorems: Several more concepts are put forward in chapter 4 that relate
somewhat to those theorems also.
68. Regarding Springer et al. in table 1.7: Springer & colleagues discuss the “interphase
interval”, however is referenced here as is an example of literature which talks of smaller
breaks in stimulation.
69. Regarding the concept of domains in table 1.8: For a comprehensive discussion of
duty cycle domain also see Mathematical Model of this thesis.
70. Concerning Laughman et al.: May be referring to AC equivalent of an IPI though.
71. Regarding the domain concept: Indeed, the idea of time “domains” is the basis of the
author’s derivation of a system for reporting duty cycle in a common fashion between
studies.
72. Regarding duty cycles in general: Another example of a study where the reporting of
duty cycle can be met with confusion is that of Song et al. (2001). The authors
developed software to be used with an 8 channel stimulation system. They specified that
duty cycle could be changed in the range 0-10s. There are questions which may come to
mind when analyzing this statement. What exactly is being reported? Is this referring to
ON or OFF times, or both ON and OFF times? Are ramp-ups/ramp-downs included?
Also, a diagram of the software is presented by the authors which has a depiction of
ramp up/ramp down, but it is unclear from the authors’ work whether or not this is
included in the “duty cycle”.
73. Regarding Herrero et al. papers in Gondin et al.: Original refs not consulted. Only
Gondin’s interpretation of them is discussed here for illustrative purposes.
74. Commentary on Ashley et al.: Maybe 200% does have meaning! If DC relative to OFF
time. If relative to total ON + OFF then it does not.
75. Regarding table 1.9: Lieber & Kelly (1993): 50% = 5s ON 5s OFF, 70% = 5s ON 2s
OFF. Yet 5/7*100= 71.43% ON…so they may be roughly accurate. A good idea would
be for the authors to rather rename their study one which focuses on the effects of
different relaxation time intervals, to be more precise.
76. Regarding Lieber & Kelly’s percentage notation: This is also a modified ON/OFF
notation as well. E.g. “…stimulation….rest…” (Lieber & Kelly, 1993).
77. Regarding the concept of domain in table 1.9: The author of this thesis proposes
notation for duty cycle domains [see mathematical model].
78. Stemming from #3 of table 1.9: Janssen & Pringle (2008) they mention 5s rest...how
long are contractions?
79. Regarding ramps: In this discussion, the focus is current amplitude. However, increase
of pulse width has also been described (e.g., Benton & Montgomery 1981).
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80. Commentary stemming from 2000 paper by Baker et al.: In a paper by Baker et al.
(1979), the authors stipulate that “…the stimulation cycle lasts for seven seconds,
followed by a 10-second rest interval”. They then say that in the ON time, stimulation
increases over 3s to the max (exponentially), then is held there for 4s.
81. Regarding Packman-Braun: Duty cycles were defined relative to 5s ON time.
82. Regarding variations in definitions of ON and OFF: This also suggests that a
superficial reading of papers which examine duty cycle can lead the reader to make false
conclusions, unless they truly understand how “duty cycle” is defined, and whether or
not ramp-up and ramp-down times are included in its’ definition.
83. Stemming from Carmick, 1993a: Similarly, Carmick (1993b) also changed ramp-up
from 8s to 2s, in accordance with comfort, in her study on upper limb ES in cerebral
palsy. Carmick (1993a) focussed on lower limb.
84. Prior art of Aldayel et al.: Namely, Jubeau et al. (2008) and Lyons et al. (2005).
85. Concerning Bijak et al.: The authors argue that ramp time is a pertinent issue in the
context of optimization of FES standing. They stipulate that fast ramps (i.e., 0.2s) are
preferential for patients with a heavy weight, while longer ramps (i.e., 0.4s) are better to
use in patients with a smaller weight.
86. Regarding meta-analyses: Important Considerations – Meta-Analyses in Future. A
meta-analysis could stratify studies on a basis of:
• Acute vs chronic studies (i.e. does the study look at bouts of 10 contractions
etc., or does it look at an intervention over time for a few weeks?)
• DC-focused vs non-DC focused (i.e. does the study aim to look at the effects
of different duty cycles, or is this a secondary outcome of the study?)
• As a first pass, the of this thesis chapter could be classified on a basis of
these criteria. This review isn’t exactly a systematic review but it does
highlight issues which need to be addressed before systematically
investigating duty cycle.
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8H. ENDNOTES FROM APPENDICES 2

i

Some studies not necessarily home FES but important for illustrative purposes.
These may be confusing for individuals at times (unpublished observations).
iii
Some ideas may have been derived from qualitative results. One participant in Vienna
Study mentioned how it is important to keep up correspondence between an institution and
people who do FES thereafter.
iv
Also noted in the qualitative studies of this thesis. This table together with qualitative
findings of this thesis will make a good recommendations piece for an Australian medical
journal.
v
The authors conducted a study of ten individuals with SCI. First 12mo was FESC for 30
min/d, 3d/wk. Thereafter, 1d/wk training. After 12mo, BMD of proximal tibia increased
10%, but then it was reduced back to a value comparable with time zero (Mohr et al., 1997).
Bone changes due to FES exercise are usually not acute (Fornusek et al. pers comm, 2015)
and thus long-term studies are required to see if an intervention can reduce some of the
reduced density as is manifest with SCI. However, as apparent from Mohr et al.’s work, it is
imperative that a regular exercise regime is upheld to maximise benefit for the client.
vi
In their results section namely p.1155 is it a little ambiguous when they are discussing
Tukey’s post-hoc analysis [i.e., NMES vs NMES and exercise?]. However the major point
here is that exercise, whether with or without FES, needs to be up-held. Interventions (such
as this one) may have reversible results.
vii
Explored more in the qualitative literature review and studies of this thesis.
viii
Again, see chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis.
ii
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CHAPTER 12: APPENDICES 3
9A. STATE OF THE ART – DUTY CYCLE STUDIES

Pulsed Current Studies
Following on from the work of Liberson et al. (1961)’s work1 on foot-drop stimulation, the plethora of papers on functional electrical stimulation
have investigated several aspects of ES treatment – stimulation parameter studies an important example. Some authors have focused on the effects
of different duty cycles2on muscle force generation, and this is often assessed by examining decrease in torque or force over time (e.g., Barclay
& Loiselle, 1992, Spriet et al., 1988, Bergström & Hultman, 1988; Gentz & Moore, 1988). Some select literature pertaining to duty cycle
investigations is presented in table 9A.1. The duty cycle has also been looked at as a parameter of interest in studies of pressure sore3 attenuation,
and select studies from the literature are presented in table 1A.6 of appendix 1E. Herein in table 9A.1 is a comprehensive survey of some key
duty cycle studies.

1

Liberson et al. (1961) did not report duty cycle of stimulation. They did specify that the maximum values that could be withstood by the subjects of their study were: 250
V, 90 mA, 250 us. Their study also looked at a few different stimulation apparatuses, with parameters: 20-250 us, 90 mA max current, “frequency of repetition” 30-100
c/sec (assumption is that this is referring to cycles/s, or Hertz (Hz).
2
Some studies express their aim rather as to investigate the effect of relaxation time on fatigue (e.g., Duchateau & Hainaut, 1985), or continuous versus intermittent
stimulation (e.g., Spriet et al., 1988).
3
From a clinical perspective, pressure sores are a serious co-morbidity of having a spinal cord injury. Some argue for example, that the death of Christopher Reeve was
associated with pressure sores (Maddox, 2013). Yet they also stipulate that Dana Reeve believes Christopher passed away due to an adverse response of an antibiotic
agent [See ibid, p 159].
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Table 9A.1. Select Pulsed Current Studies of Duty Cycle [Parameters, Some Conclusions] and Critical Commentaries (in [ ] )
•

•

Krajl et al. (1986)4 present a series of fatigue curves comparing continuous ES with cyclical (i.e., intermittent). Stimulation was given to the
quadriceps at 20Hz, 300us, rectangular. Results were presented for an individual “after 42 days of exercising”. The authors present a range of
different fatigue profiles for quadriceps subjected to a range of different duty cycles. They argue that cyclical stimulation is effective for attenuating
fatigue, relative to a continuous stimulation pattern. The authors discuss how their “…measurements suggest that duty cycles with ON time of 1,2,
or 3 times greater compared to the OFF time will fatigue the muscle in a manner similar to continuous activation”. At a glance of their graph
though, other interesting observations may be elucidated, namely:
o Different “multiples” of a 1:1 duty cycle have different decreases in initial torque. Their graphs show 1s ON 1s OFF < 8s ON 8s OFF <
4s ON 4s OFF in the context of fatigue resistance [origin of data uncertain].
o It would also be expected that as relaxation time between ON segments increases, fatigue would decrease. Yet, their graph of five minutes
stimulation [has some potentiation occurred?] shows a series of profiles for 4s ON with different relaxation times (4s, 8s, 10s) (i.e.,
corresponding to 1:1, 1:2, 1:2.5). The 1:1 duty cycle is most fatiguing, as inferred by manual inspection. 1:2.5 is less fatiguing for various
parts of the graph, which seems intuitive due to the increased rest time. Yet – at some points the 1:1 and 1:2.5 seems to be producing
similar force as seen by examining the graph (not statistical significance). In addition, the 4s ON 8s OFF (i.e. 1:2) seems less fatiguing
than the 4s ON 10s OFF (i.e., 1:2.5) which is peculiar as the latter has a longer rest period so one would assume there would be greater
recovery of force as there has been more time for metabolites such as ATP to collect within the muscle (e.g., Giat et al., 1996), facilitating
subsequent contractile activity.
Nelson & Cowling (1999) state that the most often used duty cycle is 1:5 (10/50/10)5, in the context of muscle strengthening. The authors compared
strength gains in healthy quadriceps between a 1:1 and 1:5 duty cycle. The authors measured MVIC before and after a training period of 4wk (3
sessions per wk). Other parameters of relevance were: 200us, 50Hz. Training was done in each session with 10 isometric contractions, at a
stimulation level that could be “maximally tolerated” by each subject. They found a 13% change in MVIC of 1:1 group, and a 10% change in

4

It should be notedthat these observations from the work of Kralj et al. (1986):
a) May be from FES standing data.
b) Are based on observation, rather than statistical comparisons of duty cycle profiles over time.
c) Are from a case study, n=1.
Evidently such observations suggest that there is more work to be done in this field to clarify the relative effects of different duty cycles of stimulation on torque
responses.
5
The whole “10/50/10” notation may have become common in the literature following the work of Kots and others such as Selkowitz. However, the original notation was
used to describe protocols of alternating current, rather than pulsed current. Yet – Nelson & Cowling used pulsed current with this notation. How can comparisons be
made between such studies if the same notation is used for stimulation patterns which differ in frequency by a factor of 102 - 103 for example?
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•

•
•

•
•
•

MVIC of 1:5 group6. The authors argue that there was no significant difference thus between each protocol, in terms of “strength gains”. The
authors argue on a basis of their findings, that time of treatment may be reduced by implementing a “shorter duty cycle” instead.7
A comprehensive study by Lieber & Kelly (1993) examined knee joint extension torques in a sample of n = 90 individuals. The authors used six
combinations of stimulation sequences, testing 50% and 70% duty cycles of stimulation for each of the frequencies 10, 30 or 50 Hz, arguing that
these were reflective of what is used in a clinical context8. Stimulation was delivered for 30mins – different number of contractions for different
duty cycles9. However, there were differences in average torque, with the greatest being produced by the 50Hz stimulation at a duty cycle of 50%.
Marion et al. (2013): Looked at stimulation of quadriceps in healthy individuals. Did ISO at four knee angles (15, 40, 65, 90 degrees). 600us, 1s
ON 10s OFF for trains. 4min rest between each angle of testing.
Naeem et al. (2013) studied the effects of low frequency stimulation of the biceps brachii muscle at various duty cycles. The authorstrialled each
of 5 and 10 Hz, at duty cycles of 50% and 85%, 100mA.
o Duty cycles. 85% lower than 50% initially. [Cause of this uncertain].
o Study design. [Only over at 1min time period…so interpretation difficult. The authors could repeat this study over a much longer period
of time should it have practical implications for the field of FES].
Sillen et al. (2013)’s review of 18 NMES trials noted that across these studies, duty cycle was reported in the range 3s – 55s ON, 30s – 2s OFF.
Correa et al. (2009)10 found no difference in their parameter of interest as related to the duty cycle of electrical stimulation. Blood lactate resorption
was found to be the same, when tibialis anterior was stimulated at 50Hz, using duty cycles of 10s ON, 10s OFF and 10s ON, 30s OFF.
Cole et al. (1987) [abstract] in a similar fashion to Gentz & Moore (1988), examined the fatigue arising from ES isometric with various duty
cycles over a 30min period (n = 10 female). They examined various cycles at 50Hz (1:3, 1:5, 1:7, 1:10) and also one at 30Hz (1:3).11 Torque at
the commencement of the tests was “20 + 4 ft-lbs”12 Results of these studies were:
o For the 50Hz data, as relaxation time increased, the authors noted the times where “statistically significant decreases in torque output”
occurred. One would expect as relaxation times increases, so too would this value [meaning of stat. sig. decrease in torque output is
unclear].
o Authors also found at t = 30mins, there were stat sig diffs:
▪ 1:3 (50Hz) vs 1:7, 1:10 (50Hz), 1:3 (30Hz) [This shows that if a 1:3 duty cycle is delivered at different frequencies there will be
a stat sig diff in torque output after 30mins? Or torque decline?]. Authors stipulated 1:5 had similar relations

6

Different sample sizes were used for each duty cycle (1:1, n=13; 1:5, n=7). Perhaps a more sound methodology would use; a) the same sample size for each group, or b)
both protocols on each subject, one on one leg, one on the other (e.g., Bergström & Hultman, 1988).
7
If a similar experiment was conducted, where more than 10 isometric contractions were performed, one would hypothesize that a 1:1 duty cycle would be undesirable to
use because of significant muscle fatigue over time.
8
Good though, because other authors don’t justify their choice of parameters.
9
The authors found no differences in torque/time integral across groups. What does this physiologically represent?
10
The author of this thesis was only able to discern this information from the abstract, as translation would be requisite for a full understanding of the authors’
methodology.
11
The authors argue that 1:3 at 30Hz was used “…for standardization” purposes. Meaning of this is unclear.
12
Should this be a +/- instead?
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•
•

•

o 1:3 (30Hz) compared with 1:7 (50Hz), 1:10 (50Hz) – not statistically different.
o Authors argue 1:10 good for treatment on grounds of less fatigue.
Bergström & Hultman (1988) investigated continuous and intermittent contractions of healthy vastus lateralis. They examined a duty cycle of
1:1 for periods of 0.8s and 3.2s. Stimulation was delivered at 300us, 20Hz. Voltage changed such that 25% was generated by the muscle
contractions. Experiments were conducted such that the 0.8s protocol was conducted on one leg, and the 3.2s protocol on the other leg. Both legs
received a total contraction time of 51.2s. The authors concluded that a continuous stimulation protocol13caused the least decay in force (i.e.
percentage of initial force), in comparison with 0.8s and 3.2s protocols. [It is peculiar that the authors concluded that shorter periods of electrical
stimulation resulted in more force decline. One would think that a continuous protocol would be more fatiguing, and thus cause the largest decrease
in force. Perhaps this is because the data analysed was over a short period of time before fatigue becomes deleterious to useful force generation].
Duchateau & Hainaut (1985) studied the effect of various rest periods on fatigue in healthy adductor pollicis. Stimulation was provided in bouts
of 60s (“sustained”; 1s ON 2s OFF, 1s ON 1s OFF, 1s ON 0.5s OFF). Other relevant parameters were 30Hz, 0.1ms. The authors found as the rest
interval between contractions increased, the decline in initial force after 60s decreased. [In the first 30s, decline in percentage of initial force was
very close for all three duty cycles (i.e. rest periods of 2s, 1s, 0.5s). One possible implication of this is that if we stimulate with any of these
relaxation periods for a 30s period, that they will lead to similar decline in force and hence fatigue. Hence, 30s protocols (spaced out with ample
rest periods), of different combinations of these rest periods could be used for optimization/training purposes (i.e. see what combos yield the least
decrease in force over several sets of 30s stimulation periods)].
Stein et al. (1992) conducted a study on tibialis anterior over 30wk (different times of stimulation each day – 5 different protocols for 6wk each).
Stimulation was provided at 20Hz (“stimuli/s”), 5s ON, 5s OFF (50%).
Hakansson & Hull (2012) point to other authors14:That a DC of 20% (i.e. 1:5) is preferential in the context of muscle endurance than higher duty
cycles.[This could also be used as evidence that “optimal” duty cycles change depending on the exercise in question]. Their paper is on ES-cycling.
Eriksson & Häggmark (1979) used a 5-6s ON 5s OFF (i.e., rest) for 1hr/d, 5d/wk, 4wk in patients who underwent ligament surgery for the knee.
Other relevant stimulation parameters include: 200Hz15, 100V or less (this was the value for the “pain threshold”). They compared enzymatic
activity of succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) across two groups – plaster-cast and “isometric training” versus the same but with percutaneous
stimulation as well. The authors concluded that the group who received ES of femoral nerve had a greater SDH activity than those who did not.
Pournezam et al. (1988) looked at changes in knee moment after fatigue and recovery, for three of the quadriceps (RF, VL, VM). The cohort
examined were SCI (n=2). The study was aimed at comparing two modalities of stimulation – “sequential” (one muscle at a time) or “continuous”.
Other relevant parameters were: monophasic, 75-100 V, 300us, 20Hz. While the primary impetus of this work was not to examine duty cycles per
se, the findings of this paper are applicable to duty cycle and quadriceps stimulation. For example, the authors compared “three-phase”16,17

13

The continuous data they used for comparative purposes [they refer to a reference 5] was taken from a study which used a different sample size to their work. This
could have impact on the conclusions drawn from the results potentially?
14
Namely, references 19, 57 & 58.
15
The authors argue that their protocol allowed for tetanic contractions. Yet, fusion can occur at a much lower frequency than 200Hz.
16
Duty cycle defined relative to the continuous protocol.
17
Three-phase was a permutation of stimulation between the three muscles RF, VL, VM for one-third of the total time. The authors also conducted a two-phase
permutation with RF on for half the time, VL+ VM on for the other half of the time.
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sequential stimulation (i.e., each of the RF, VL, VM in succession – “33% duty cycle per muscle”), with continuous stimulation in terms of time
taken for knee moment to be reduced to 50% of maximum. With the continuous protocol, ass three muscles elicited a KJM of 50% by 63s or less.
However with the sequential protocol, time taken to reach this value was 7mins. Hence this shows that a sequential (i.e., intermittent) is much
less fatiguing than a continuous protocol.
Benton & Montgomery (1981) presented data from dorsiflexors subjected to 1s ON 1s OFF, 1s ON 2s OFF, 1s ON 5s OFF. As relaxation time
increases, “decrease in percent maximum force” is less severe. However, there are several points to be made regarding this dataset from a critical
point of view. One is it is unclear how many subjects were subjected to the different duty cycle protocols.
Gentz & Moore (1988) [abstract] examined the effects of stimulation at a 1:3 duty cycle on quadriceps torque reduction over time. They
performed stimulation at 30Hz, for 30mins isometric quadriceps. They used various “multiples” of the 1:3 cycle (1:3, 2:6, 4:12, 8:24, 12:36).
Initial torque was set to be 20 +/- 1 ft.lbs (i.e. 27.116 +/- 1.356 Nm) [Converted with assistance of Ref:
http://www.convertunits.com/from/ft+lb/to/N+m, accessed 1/2/16]. Interestingly, they found decreases in “torque output” occurred at 4 mins (for
1:3, 4:12, 12:36), 6 mins (2:6), and 8 mins (8:24). While increasing ON times usually leads to a quicker fatigue (i.e. reduction in force or torque),
this study seems to be in discordance with this theory. One would expect that from 1:3 to 12:36, that decrease in torque would occur much quicker
as the ON time is increased. This was clearly not the case.
o In addition to the aforementioned disparity, these results also illustrate an important point. For a given duty cycle, multiples of the same
cycle can cause different torque responses. [Yet they say below stat sig?].[Note: Important. Authors argue “no sig diff” between 1:3, 2:6,
4:12, 8:24. They say these should be chosen over 12:36 though to reduce fatigue. But the diffs above…are they important?]
Snyder-Mackler et al. (1988a) studied ES triceps at three duty cycles in the .10s domain: 1:3, 1:5, 1:7, to look at fatigue. The found:
o Greatest fatigue at 1:3 after 15mins.
o Greatest time to reach half of initial force was 1:7.
o No diffs between all 3 DC’s after 10, 20, 30 contractions.
o The authors argue that “…absolute number of contractions…” are the important factor in fatigue.
Snyder-Mackler et al. (1988b) studied ES triceps at three duty cycles in the .10s domain: 1:3, 1:5, 1:7, to look at strength. 6 hr/d, 5d/wk, 3 wk.
No sig diffs in MVIC’s after, the authors concluded inadequate for strength increases.
Cox et al. (1986) examined how torque decreased when the quadriceps was stimulated with three different duty cycles over 10 contractions (10:35,
10:50, 10:65 in .s domain)18. They performed these experiments using two different electrode arrangements (lumbosacral plexus, and motor point).
Stimulation was done at 100 Hz, -60 degrees knee joint extension, 1ms. The authors found that for the 50 and 65 s rest periods, reduction in torque
was similar. Most torque metrics also decreased greater than 50 and 65 for the 35 s rest period as well.
Packman-Braun (1988) looked at the fatigue resulting from ES of wrist extensors, 300us PW, 36 pps. Stimulation was done at 1:1, 1:3, 1:5. The
defined ON as 2s of rest, 5s ON, and ratios were relative to the 5s value (i.e. 5s max ON, 5, 15 or 25 s OFF). The authors provided stimulation

18

Perhaps a useful experiment would be for one to repeat the work of Cox et al. (1986) over a much longer period of time. Then, long-term torque decreases could be
ascertained for each of the rest intervals analysed.
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until force fell below 50% of initial force, or for a time of 30mins. Force recordings from wrist joint extension was carried out using a strain gauge.
They argue that the lower the rest period, the more fatigue, yet there could be some contention surrounding these findings.19
Godfrey et al. (1979), as cited by Packman-Braun (1988). They argue 1:5 best for holding force above 50% initial value. They that 1:6, 1:10
could even be better than 1:5i.
Chasiotis et al. (1987) suggest that intermittent can cause greater decrease in force than continuous, in their study of healthy quadriceps (n = 4).
Stimulation was delivered over a short period of time.

i

Commentary on a related paper. Baker et al. Do the authors refer to fatigue? Baker et al. (2000) argued at the time of their publication that how
long a contraction goes for, is just as imperative to understand as are ON/OFF ratios. For example, [do they say the next comment on a basis of
refs 6 and 136?]: the authors note that while a duty cycle of 1:3, in the 4s domain may be appropriate, 1:3 in the 12s may not be acceptable
(“…is generally too high…”). Why? For fatigue? Or resting time too high in between contractions?

19

The general trend of Packman-Braun (1988)’s data is that a 1:1 results in most patients reaching <50% quickly, whereas with a duty cycle of 1:5, this occurs later on. 1:3
mixed though; so perhaps investigating intermediate DC’s warrants further investigation. i.e. Too general to propose that as the duty cycle increases, force time also does.
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